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PREFACE. 

-For many years there has been a desire to have the large 

volume of Mr. Reeve in a portable form; but the absence of 

sufficiently small Canarese type, and the expense of printing so 

large a work, prevented any steps being taken to effect it. 

These obstacles having been removed by the preparation of a 

font of minion type, at the expense of the Wesleyan Mission¬ 

ary Society, and by the liberal patronage of Lieutenant General 

Sir Mark Cubbon, k.c.b.. Commissioner for the Government 

of the Territories of His Highness the Rajah of Mysore, the 

present volume is the result. 

The alterations from the original work are, chiefly:— 

1. The insertion of upwards of eleven hundred additional 

words, and a still larger number of additional meanings. 

2. The pronunciation of each word expressed in italic types 

cast expressly for this work. 

3. The separation of compound words in the pronunciation. 

4. The derivation of many words given in brackets. 

5. The separation, where practicable, of words in the ex¬ 

amples. 

6. Many definitions have been re-written and amplified. 

7. In some cases words have been referred to their more 

correct forms, when near at hand. This might have been done 

to a much greater extent, and a large number of mis-spelled 

words omitted with advantage. But until a standard of or¬ 

thography is formed in printed books, it might perplex the 

learner. 



For the complete study of the language there are needed, 

a more Critical Dictionary, giving carefully selected examples 

from the best authors; a Dictionary of Mythology and History ; 

a Dictionary of Grammatical and Scientific terms. Natural His- 

tory. Botany, Geology, Astronomy, &c.; a complete revision of 

all Hindustani words, and words peculiar to the cutcherries and 

their records; also a complete and carefully prepared Diction¬ 

ary, English and Canarese. 

It is hoped that the portability of the present volume, reduc¬ 

ed, notwithstanding the large additions and the pronunciation, 

from a quarto volume of 1468 pages, to a convenient octavo, 

will make it a useful contribution to the available Canarese lit¬ 

erature. 

Bangalore, 

December 1 st, 1858. 

D. S. 



SCHEME OF PRONUNCIATION. 

© a as a in about. 

a „ a „ far. 

rq i „ i , pin. 

#3 i „ i , , police. 

cro u „ w » , full. 

enn u „ U , rule. 

S& ri „ ru , ,, brunt. 

the same sound lengthened. 

& e „ e „ met. 

a 4 „ e , » grey. 

ei „ ei , , height. 

So 0 „ o , , not. 

& 6 „ 0 „ note. 

§3 OU „ 010 „ owl. 

o m or n 

% aha „ 

ka „ lea „ kalendar. 

so kha the same aspirated. 

a ga „ ga „ galloon. 

gha the same aspirated. 

aj gna „ gna, , magnate. 

ed cha „ cha, , chapter. 

chha the same aspirated. 

& ja » 3“ : „japan. 

'tfjpjha the same aspirated. 

nya „ nya, , banyan. 

ta • 

■tf tha the same aspirated. 

zi da Cf 

$ dha the same aspirated. 

P0 na ° 

& ta f 

$ tha the same aspirated. 

zi da f 

dha the same aspirated. 

^ waf „ na „ natural. 

■rf pa „ pa „ paternal. 

^5 pha the same aspirated. 

so ha „ ha „ balloon. 

$ bha the same aspirated. 

v$o ma « met „ , maternal. 

odo ya » ya , yahoo. 

d ra „ ra ,, , ravine. 

rra | 

V la\ „ la „ latinity. 

va „ va (or wa) in variety. 

sha ,, sha , shalloon. 

zd sAra* 

To sa „ sa „ salute. 

5o ha „ ha „ harangue. 

$ /« * 

§■■ ksha *•' „ ksha „ Melksliam. 

Note. It must be borne in mind, that tbe exact sounds of the English 

d, t, n and l, are not found in Canarese. These letters are pronounced either 

with the tip of the tongue between the front teeth, or curled backwards 

as near the throat as possible. The latter, marked • above, are called 

Cerebrals, and are distinguished by a dot underneath; the former, mark¬ 
ed f , are called Dentals. 

$ The obsolete letter rra, in the few cases where it occurs, has been 

represented by d) or tfs~. 



LIST OF ABBKEVIATIONS. 

c. Denotes pure Canarese words. 

a. c. „ words peculiar to the Ancient Dialect. 

s. „ Sanscrit words. 

T. B. „ 

H. „ 

Canarese corruptions of Sanscrit words. 

words of Hindustani, Persian, or Arabic derivation. 

G. „ Provincialisms. 

E. „ words from English. 

T. » 

M. „ 

words from Tamil or Telugu. 

Mahratta words. 

D. „ words common to most Indian languages. 

S. „ 

adj. „ 

adv. „ 

interj. ,, 

postpos. „ 

v. a. „ 

Substantive. 

Adjective. 

Adverb. 

Interjection. 

Postposition. 

Verb active. 

v. n. „ Verb neuter. 

v. cans. „ Verb causal. 

v. comp. „ 

part. „ 

ger. „ 

lit. „ 

fig- 

imp. „ 

neg. „ 

Verb compound. 

Participle. 

Gerund. 

Literally. 

Figuratively. 

Imperative. 

Negative. 



A DICTIONARY. 

CANARESE AND ENGLISH. 

53 

65 a. The first letter of the alphabet, and 

short vowel inherent in every consonant. 2. a 

negative prefix to nouns derived from Sans¬ 

crit; as Kiwt. fit,, wototf, unfit; practi¬ 

cable, impracticable. Before a vowel, 

e becomes as «o3 end, endless. 

S. 65C:5i anJca, s. An arithmetical sign or 

figure. 2. a mark or spot. 3. the thigh, the 

flank, ioOects* the right thigh; 

nssfjso^ the left thigh. 4. the body. 

5. a chapter or section. 6. a species of dra¬ 

matic entertainment. 7. the act of a play. 

8. proximity, vicinity. 9. place, abode. 10. 

ornament, decoration. 11. war, battle. ^ 
a thick fight. 12. fault, offence. 

0. 650^,03 anhanct, $, The space between 

two cross beams or pillars supporting a roof, 

sitbj the measure of such a space. «5o 

cscdo the number of such spaces, 

s. 65o^g^ anka-talpa, [«o* ana s. 

The thigh used as a bed for a child. 2. a pil¬ 

low or cushion to support the thighs. 

s. ankadoushadha, s. Gun¬ 

powder. 

s. anka-patte, 

anka-pattike, s. The thighs as elevated 

in crossing them. 

s. 650^^rs©, 65o^^x>©?r anka-pdli, 

anka-pdlika, s. An embrace, embracing. 

s. 65o^b^ anka-pitha, s. The thigh as 

a seat, the lap. 

S. anka-puttu. See 

S. 65o^skot3pc> anka-mandane, s. The 

legs crossed and spread out wide. 

s. & c. 69o^^t5 anka-vare, and ^ 

or wtf] s. A mark on the body. 

s. & 0. e5o^3D^o anka-vdtu, [eo* and 

ots’o or •#»*] s. A cipher word. 

C. 650-& anki, See 55o=#. 

S. 6SO-3s£ ankita, s. An author’s name, or 

the name of his spiritual guide or patron af¬ 

fixed to his work. rkd)3o3-3 the symbol of a 

priest, or the author’s dedication of his work 

to his spiritual guide, dedicated to 

God. wo-3-3 to affix one’s signature to 

a work, to dedicate a work. 2. a mark. adj. 
marked, spotted, paged. 

S. 650^0^ ankura, s. A bud, germ, shoot 

or sprout, the first shoot of a fu¬ 

ture generation. 2. the top, point. 3. blood. 

4. the hair of the body. 5. water, 

s. ©omUDsis'ps ankurdrpana, [eo^od 

and 5J3-rn>] s. An offering of shoots of sacred 

grass. 2. sowing several sorts of grain in 

pots of earth at the beginning of an auspici¬ 

ous ceremony, which are left to germinate by 

its conclusion. 

s. ankuripu, an- 

kurisu, [wc^od] v, n. to rise, shoot up, 

germinate, spring forth. 

S. 650^0^ ankusha, s. A hook for driving 

an elephant. 

C. 650^ anke, s. A numerical figure. Wo 

=s\rado to add up figures. 55o# farito to 

multiply. 53o=# WaSa to subtract. 5oodor!do=# 

dry measure; dds-arf 55o=# pagoda accounts; 

Bo=# e3o=# copper coin accounts, &c. 

compound or mixed arithmetic. 2. strength, 
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prowess. 3. authority, control. wo=#abg>ri} 

to be under restraint, kept in check. wsiji 

Wotfcsbga* £ he is under his authority. Wcif 

to curb, check, restrain. to 

set free, release from obligation, &c. 4. a 

lever. 5. belief, confidence. 

C. anlcole, $. A stirrup. 

C. 65ofankole-gida, s. The 

plant alangium hexajpetalwm. 

S. 55oa anga, s. A limb, or member. 2. 

one of the sciences taught in the vedas. See 

«5^o®ort under sJsA 3. the body. rtJOTort, 

V^°rt, rtdvsort a white body. 4. a collective 

body; as, a body of people, a nation. 

S3ts,ort the seven royal favours, viz. mo¬ 

ney, corn, a house, land, 

raiment, jewels, and a vehicle. 

ti^xijJ^ort the seven requisites of a king’s 

court, viz. SosjotJ scholar, poet, 

herald, rrectfo^ songster, *»0®»xW jester, 

X* historian, and reader of pur anas. 

Assort the ten fragrant substances used in 

worship, viz : incense, cstf resin, wrttij 

red sandal, *&&& cr a medicinal root, 

tTSeJ a kind of seed, a dried fragrant sub¬ 

stance in the form of a finger nail, *ort a 

kind of basil, rloft ej bdellium, and ghee. 

5. an expedient, a means of success. 6. a 

term in grammar, the inflective root with the 

affix. 7. chief, principal. 8. one of the fifty 

six countries, Bengal proper, including Bha- 

galpore. ti/Kfrort, t^cdraort, Vsbeauty, 

ornament and speech. 

S. 59o7\£tf angaja, [wort body, w bom, 

sprung from,] s. Cupid, the god of love; hence 

love, desire, wortw WortfeSjtfc&j, wortsalj^ 

&c. Krishna, the father of Cupid, wortsssB, 

wortwsS^B Shiva, the foe of Cupid. Wortsasiri 

the distress of love. 2. a son. 3. sickness, 

disease. 4. the hair of the body. 

A. C. 55oa&3 angata, s. A goad. 

C. 55o a & angadi, s. A shop. wacSo worts 

a fruit shop &c. wortscrijsi, Wortsrori a shop¬ 

keeper. wort a or to open 

shop, worts Sot? wrto 0r shop to fail, 

worts or to remove 

or take down a shop, worts sbosfj 0r 

5dba to spread out wares for sale. 

S5cf\ 

tJ^rtorta jtsu do not encumber yourself with 

shop debts. 2. fig. litter, confusion, spreading 

things about in disorder, 

s. 55oaP3, esoApS angana, angani, s. A 
court or yard, the space in front of a house. 

wortcs the open court in the centre of a 

native dwelling. 

c. 55oa^, 55oa^ angata, angatta, 
adv. Flatways, on the back. w°rt^ sbwrto to 

lie on the back. worta[ skurtosfsS^ £ort ersrt 

s&wrtcs S the man who usually lies on his back 

is lying on his side, (a symptom of illness.) 

s. SSoa3D£j anga-tdpa, [wort and swJ] s. 

The heat of the body in fever, &c. 

g. 5?o a rf angada, s. The name of a cele¬ 

brated monkey, son ofV&li. 2. a bracelet 

worn above the elbow. 

C. 59o7\rfk3j anga-datta, s. Drawers or 

trowsers, such as are worn by Mussulman 

women or Hindu dancing girls, 

g. 5SoaCj<?& anga-dandi, s. The back bone, 

s. & t. b. 550angadavdlige, 

s. Striking the shoulders in defiance, or as a 

challenge. 

g. SSOASTD'd^ angaddr- 

dhya, angaddradhya, [wort and w%r] 

s. Bodily strength, the vigour of life, wortna 

he has passed the vigour 

of life, and become old. 

C. 650angadfila, s. A village servant, 

g. 650 aS^ anga-dikshe, [wort and 

s. A kind of vow. 

s. & o. SSoatS^ID^ angadelme, [wort and 

s. Personal beauty, 

g. 650 A ^ angane, s. A woman, 

g. 550a 73^To anga-nydsa, s. Touching 

various parts of the body during a religious 

ceremony. 

g. 550A££>g; anga-parikshe, s. Anatomy, 

g. 550 a Tjpsi anga-puje, s. Worshipping 

the different members of the body of an idol, 

risisrort worshipping the different parts 

of the body by putting flowers upon them; 

as, Jfrsri the feet, the calf, *»«* the knee, 

wustSj the thigh, ^ the hip, the navel, 

wortrt the belly, the breast, the 

neck, the shoulder, s&ow the face, 



the mouth, the nose, the cheeks, 

the eyes, Vs w the forehead, the head. 

s. £507\»^iC>g£p3 anga-pradakshana, s. 
Bolling the body after an idol car, or round 

a temple, as penance, or in fulfilment of a 

vow. 

S. £5Oa30UZJ>£ anga-budhya, s. Consan¬ 

guinity. 

S. ©OA$s3 anga-bhava, [esori and s. 

Cupid. 

S. ©OAcftaSoJ^PO anga-bhushana, $. Em¬ 

bellishment of the person. 

s. anga-bheda, s. Variety of 

personal form. 

S. £5oa£$u«^a anga-bhoga, S. Sensual 

pleasure. 

s. £507\ anga-majjana, s. Bathing, 

ablution. 

c. SSOA^opI angamani, s. A present of 

rice, &c., from the wife’s father to his daugh¬ 

ter and son-in-law at the consummation of 

their marriage, or other auspicious occasion. 

2. bridal gifts. 

S. KoaX^X angamana, s. Surfeit, over¬ 

fulness from excess of drink, high living, &c., 

stupefaction. 

T. b. ©o7\-rf angara, See 

s. esoA-do7\ anga-ranga, s. Excellence, 

perfection. 

C. SSOAtfXzf angara-gadde, s. A medi¬ 

cinal root, Fhysalis fluxuosa. 

c. efOAtjScjs^^ angara-holige, s. A 

pudding of split pulse mixed with jaggory, 

and covered with pastry. 

S. ©OAtj^re anga-rakshane, s. Person¬ 

al preservation., 2. a body guard. 3. ar¬ 

mour, a coat of mail. 

s. esoAtjg-^ anga-rakshe, $. Personal pro¬ 

tection, preservation, safety, wdrfi «cA 

the king keeps many soldiers to guard his per¬ 

son. 2. a charm for the preservation of the 

person. 3. the actual cautery, as a remedy 

for disease. 

s. £5o aUda anga-raga, s. Anointing the 

person. 2. a cosmetic. 

s. e3o7\U;>ai anga-rdja, s. Kama, theking 

of Anga. 

S. £50at5^S0o, £50at5^sD, 

£5oat5^S? angareku, angarekhu, an- 

garekhi, angardkhe, s. A coat, jacket, 

vesture. 

s. £5oat?js>°^o anga-roma, s. The hair 

of the body. 

c. £5oa£>, £5oa<do, £5o7\oa£o angala, 

angalu, angangalu, adj. Separate, wide¬ 

ly apart. woriejaA <su$j to put apart, at a dis¬ 

tance from one another. 2. thin, as com in 

a field. « wsdJ t3ortt» the com 

of that field is very thin. 

C. £5o7\<y angola, s. The throat, 

o. £5oa£/s&^o, ©oa&vB^os- angaldchu, 

angaldrcku, [eortu throat, mBjS to make 

dry,] v. n. To weep, grieve, be distressed. 

wortOad sorrow, grief, regret. 550 

ifejd a sorrowful business, Coders 

to cause grief, to distress, 

s. £5o7\oo-3^i anga-vakra, s. Decrepitude, 

s. £5oa^^ anga-vattu and ^ 

t. b. of 5^)®] s. Boundness of limb, plump¬ 

ness, beauty. 

o. £5o a odci angavadi, s. A stirrup. 

S. & c. £5oas3?§3 £5oa£^ angavane, 

angavale, s. A habit. See also eo^drS. 

s. £5oXo&do£" anga-varma, s. A jacket. 

2. a grudge, secret hatred, 

s. £9oao3ro_j anga-vastra, [wort and ri 

^/] s. AiT upper cloth. 2. a small lower 

cloth. 

c. SSoaJjXjo angavisu, v. a. To scatter, 

spread out. v. n. to shine, 

s. £5o7vS^tS anga-vikshepa, [wort and 

s. Gesture, gesticulation. 2. moving 

any muscle or part of the body at will. 

S. £5oX$j| anga-shikshe, s. Penance, mor¬ 

tification. 

s. £5oA^oSa, esOA^o&i anga-shuchi, 

anga-shuddhi, s. Ceremonial purity. 2. a 

thrashing, a beating. wort&c^cSjji^ 

djsariplo he gave’him a good thrashing. 

T. B. £5o7\oj angasa, See 
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S. 55oa<moa anga-sanga, s. Sexual inter- 

course. 

s. esoArdn^^ anga-sddhana, s. Gym¬ 

nastic exercise, bodily exercise. 

S. eSOAKfs^; anga-sdkshi, s. Witness. 

2. experience. 

S. ®OAol& anga-siddhi, s. Prosperity. 

S. anga-sutra, s. The pulse. 

S. 5fOA?^e| anga-sougnye, s. A sign 

made with the finger, eye, &c. 

S. eSOAooD-d anga-hdra, s. Gesture, ges¬ 

ticulation. 

S. 55oa &o anga-Mmse, s, Corporal pun¬ 

ishment. 

S. ©oa&o^ anga-hina, s. Blemish, adj. 
maimed. 

C. ®oa^ angola, s. A court yard. eajscJo 

^ an open space before a village. wo 

rt's' the front yard of a house. 2. the throat, 

the roof of the mouth. 3. an inch. 

S. anga-kshdlane, s. Wash¬ 

ing the body, bathing. 

S. eeoA^rfo anga-kshema, s. Bodily 

health. 

S. 55q7\7>o a angdnga, adj. All, of all 

sorts, wo/rsort every kind of wealth, 

s. SSotysoa a^o angdngagalu, s. pi. The 

members of the body. 

S. ©o^Aj angdgra, [wort member, wrtj 

chief] s. The head. 

S. S507\S8^-3-^ angdrchane, [wort and w 

s. Chief worship, supreme adoration. 

2. worship paid to different members of the S. 

body. 

S. 55o7?sd]):> angdya, [wort and wo*] s. A 

vital part. 

S. SSoASO^Jeico angaydsa, [wort and woSia 

s. Fatigue, wonscdrert to recruit 

one’s self from fatigue. 

s. 550?X)d angdra, s. Charcoal. 2. alive 

coal. 

s. 55G7Wd^ angdraka, s. The planet Mars 

(from his fiery appearance.) wonstitfasd Tues¬ 

day. 2. a barber. 

S. ©c/va'Dcp angdra-dhdnika, s. A 

chafing dish, a vessel in which fire is kept. 

S. 59o7rsdtj£>s- angdra-parni, s. A pun¬ 

gent medicinal root. 

C. 55O7T0&0 angdlu, s. The sole of the foot. 

wottswPj the sole of a sandal or shoe, wotowj 

tfd the wrinkles on the sole.of the foot. 

S. SSOTCDcot^ angdsakti, [wort and easy 

s. Self-indulgence, luxury, 

s. 55oangd-sphotaka, s. 

Striking the shoulder in defiance, or as a chal¬ 

lenge. 

S. 550?',"dTo angirasa, s. The name of a 

Hindu saint. 

c. 55o?£>, S5o?£);> angila, angilu. See 

wortw. 

T. B. S5o?3 angisha, See wo=rtjS. 

S. 65o?zdj angishta, [wort and 's.TJ s. 

Sensual pleasure; also t. b. of worto^. ,, 

C. 55o? angi, s. A coat, a native jacket. 

Stortort a long coat or gown, sosrtrtort, fcSrit 

wort, wrtwort a short coat, wort a long 

coat with tapering corners, wort^ -%-^vscrij the 

skirt of a coat, wort^ the body or 

upper part of a coat. the sleeve 

of a coat, wort^ a breadth in 

the skirt of a coat, tSd»*tfrt*sJ suo^ort a long, 

loose or flowing coat. wort^ the strings 

of a coat. wortt -3-S3-3-, wort^ the orna¬ 

mental work in a coat. wort^ an 

instrument for making gathers in a coat sleeve 

before putting it on. worths a hook used by 

tailors for fastening their work to the knee 

while sewing. the fulness of a 

coat. 

55o?i«'3;v'd angikara, s. Agreement, 

acceptance, consent, admission, approval, 

wqarort^wsrt doubtful admission, half consent, 

wort^ertj ®. a. To agree to, acquiesce in, 

consent to, admit. 2. to approve. 3. to take, 

receive, wort^^ agreed, admitted, &c. 

h. 55o?0 03°, 5507^3^ angiju, angeju, 

s. Venturousness, daring, readiness to run 

hazards. 2. hazard, danger, risk. 3. despe¬ 

ration. wort^ to venture,hazard, risk, 

s. 55q?^a| angikshane, s. Looking at 

one’s person, to see if one’s dress, &c. be in 

order. 

C. 550 ao angu, adj. Private, secret, retired. 
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T. B. £9o7\o&i anguja, See eo*><. 

T. B. 590A0&3 anyuta, See worios^. 

A. 0. 5fO aoB> anyudi, s. The rings on the 

bitts of a horse’s bridle. 

C. CfOAO^ anyuta, See 

s. esoAorf anyuda. See worw. 

S. 5So/\oei anyula, s. An inch. 2. the 

thumb. 3. the name of a saint. 

s. e$G7\o© anyuli, s. A finger, worto©i>c&, 

£9orto€> a finger ring. 

rtoe^bod, a seal ring, worio©^ wort hooking 

the fingers one in the other, tying the fingers 

and toes of a corpse to those of the opposite 

hands and feet. cracking the 

finger joints, SozS^S snapping the 

fingers as a sign. Worb©^ dotyUsS a finger 

nail. 

T. B. eso7\o3 anyusha. See 

s. GSoaoSaj anyushta, s. The thumb, tf* 

CTor!j^i the great toe. 

C. gfOAOcd't^fi anyu,stani, s, Abrassring 

to shield the finger whilst sewing. 

S. eso ao$ anyula, s. See eorte ana wortv'. 

S. SSoac^ anyuli, s. See worto©. eortav* 

or ?*>**»« an inch; a measure with the 

fingers or arms, such as a span, cubit, &c. 

ecrt^“ a shield placed on the fingers 

of the right hand as a defence whilst shoot¬ 

ing arrows. 

H. €50anyura, s. The grape. 

S. S9oaanyusha, s. An arrow. 2. an 

ichneumon or mungoose. 

s. 2So7\ anye, s. A woman. 

0. anyei, s. The palm of the hand. 

e’°7’^ rtd the wrinkles of the hand. 

A. c. ero7^o3oD anyeyyu, a. To con- 

. sent, agree, to take. 

s. S507\js^d angottara, s. [wort and «n> 

3)^] The north, i. e. beyond worths. 2. the 

left side of the body. x. b. of W'ort an 

upper garment. 

s. aw^rf- 

anyonnali, [wort and and 

s. Stature. 

s. angopaharana, [wort 

and wort-stio] s. A member of the body. 

S. angopadiya, s. Giv¬ 

ing up the body as an offering. 

T. b. £907^7^) angostra, See wort 

A. c. anghavane, s. Wish, 

desire. the desire or state of the 

mind. wo^Srto to desire, wish. 

S. 5£OaA7j anyhri, s. The foot. 

t. b. esos^zs^rf ancha-dera, [wots T. B. 

of ajoS, and for a vehicle.] s. Brah¬ 

ma, mounted on a swan. 

C. anchala, s. The striped end of a 

cloth. 2. the brightness of flame. 

C. S50E-JO anchu, s. Border, selvage, edge. 

The following are some of the varieties in 

the borders of native cloths. week a 

checked border; wortfist eoerto 0ne stripe plain 

and two ornamented; wVe& 0ne stripe 

plain, and one ornamented with figures like a 

dagger; a stripe the width of the 

thumb; wssBp Co* 0f red silk ; eorio 

of yellow silk; os?A®do^o light yellow with a 

few lilac stripes ; rW^doe&, «n>rtatfoeS> of small 

red stripes; 0f fine red cotton; «d 

w°"Aj of gold or silver thread; dofj.crfj 

a red border in a coarse cloth; stortUi =s=so83 

wo^o of large red and small white stripes; 

ffsns wot&> plain. 2. hank, shore, coast. 

Wo?S) to land, reach the shore, wedo 

v- a- & n- To tie up the border of a cloth. 

2. to close up, as the edges of a wound, 

o. eso^orl anchunne, s. A tick that 

infests dogs and cattle. 

T. b. esc'gS- anche, See sJod. 

C. eso^s anche, s. The post. 2. a stage, a 

relay of horses, hearers, post runners, &c., 

posted at different stages. Woa^ enr.yrt a 

post hag. a post packet. 

a post letter, wossSt *2**8 apost of¬ 

fice. wo«A'< a subordinate post station. 

WoiscdosJd), wtfjrtsb or zesrayidj post runners. 

wos§<; a post master general. woeSi> rto 

a post office head writer. ' ®c«#t rtood.a 

a post office writer, woe**; a supe¬ 

rintendent of post runners. wojS^ iS^<3 

to send by post. to post 

horses, runners, &c., at different stages, 

dn wojS a horse post. wsdoe§ a town post, 

a post in the road, field or jungle. 
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t. b. anche-ga- 

mane, anche-nade, [wos# T. B of 

and or Sft* walk or gait.] s. A female 

whose gait is dignified as that of the swan. 

T. B. 65o2§^Zo^d anche-dera, See 

S. 69ogj;3 anjana, s. A collyrium or oint¬ 

ment applied to the eyes as a cure for disease, 

to beautify them, &c. 2. Particular applica¬ 

tions, as lampblack, antimony, &c. 

made of the calx of brass; rtaasofcjjS made of 

emerald; made of flowers. 3. the 

elephant of the west. See w. 4. magic, 

divination. Wossfirrati a conjurer; one em¬ 

ployed to discover lost or stolen property. 

By putting various applications, according to 

the circumstances, upon the hand or eyelids 

of himself or another who possesses the re¬ 

quisite gift, the money, thief, or whatever is 

desired, and all the circumstances, are said 

to become visible. Wowji bo»3- jSjs^ thus to 

divine, an application to the eye, 

&c. to discover lost wealth. 0ne t0 

discover apparitions, lay spirits, &c. sfe^ow 

** one which brings whomsoever and 

whatsoever one desires into his power or pos¬ 

session. wrfjS'Sjoss?; one that renders the per¬ 

son invisible. the ceremony of 

waving camphor in a brass plate before an 

idol. 2. the name of two small brass lamp 

stands that are placed, during worship, on 

each side of the box that contains the house¬ 

hold gods, sectarian marking powder, seals, 

&c. 

s. 65oaanjand-devi, [eow?i Hack, 

goddess] s. The wife of Vayu, and mo¬ 

ther of Hanumanta. 

S. anjanddri, [ssow^ black, «&> 

mountain] s. The western mountain. 

S. anjandvati, s. The female 

elephant of the north east point. 2. The city 

of Vayu. 

S. 6503^5* anjanika, s. A kind of newt 

or lizard. 2. a mouse. 

s. 65c32®, vo'apy, 65o3tfS^B anjali, 

anjuli, anjali-puta, s. The hollow form¬ 

ed by the palms of the hands when held to¬ 

gether as if to receive anything, 2. The 

mouth, spout or hole in the side of a vessel 

for pouring out water, &c. eowfiutf the 

palms of the hands joined as in prayer. 

A. C. e$o&i£>roo anjavisu, ©. n. To fear, be 

afraid. See fow. 

0. 5503! anji, See • 

c. 55003^, 65o3S^j^o anju, anji-kollu, 

v. n. To fear, be alarmed, be frightened. 

eoWTios?, eozSrt, wow* 10080^ a timid 

person, a coward. do not fear. 

trsotfzSo TioiivS% is he a husband who is 

afraid of his wife ? Wos3=# fear, alarm, fright. 

Wos3# to fear, to be afraid. eso 

HTboSdp0 a terrifier, one who alarms. wosiJb 

v. a. To frighten, to alarm, 

s. 65o&^ anjuli, See wotj®. 

H. 5503^ d anjura, s. A fig. 

C. 550Bd^> antarale, s. The soap nut tree 

Sapindus emarginatus. 

0. 65o 55o&3da§- antarike, antara- 

che, s. A kind of spear grass, 

o, 65oS3s3Z)^ antavdla, See 

0. 65oBt^ojoB7^ antig e-pantig e, s. A 

boy’s play during the dark lunar fortnight, 

when they go from house to house with a 

lamp lighted in their hands singing these 

words, &c. 

C. 65o Bo antu S. Gum. ®o8$ ioj&zI, <soS3 

?f riart a gum-bottle, or pot. 

esolJji gmn-water. 2. shelter, protec¬ 

tion, asylum, patronage, countenance, voih 

*. To seek shelter, or protec¬ 

tion ; to pay court to. »oUj =#ja&rt0 shelter, 

to afford an asylum, to patronize; »oki> 

to forfeit protection or patronage. 3. menses. 

4. contact, touch. 5. a plant, or graft. 

C. 65oBo, 55oB^js]/o antu, anti-kollu, 

v. a. & n. To come in contact with, to touch. 

2. to follow, to pursue. 3. to stick, or adhere 

to. 4. to infect, to be contagious, as a di¬ 

sease. a contagious disease. 5. 

to be attacked by insects. 6. to take posses¬ 

sion, as an evil spirit. 7. to fall upon another 

in rage. 8. to have sexual intercourse. 

esoUritoj v_ a, to tie up closely, to fast¬ 

en securely; wcU wstSo, woUrrs* to weld, to 

solder. <3o*Jab, eolftb-to join, unite, 

place in contact, apply, set fire to. a«31 
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* to give a person the itch. BoWrs1©1#, esoth 

esctoskjfcj^ ceremonial defilement, cere¬ 

monial uncleanness. esoUarttf plants, grafts. 

2. gins, snares made with bird lime, 

a small ear-ring. 3d\vi a run¬ 

ning venereal. 

C. 5So63?7\ anteshage, s. Venereal disease. 

C. 55o63f antele, s. Threads joined in 

weaving. 

c. ?5QfifSo* antounku, [eoUa to touch, 

and Wo* to squeeze] v. a. To press or 

squeeze down closely. 

S. S9oz3, anda, s. An egg. 2. a testicle, 

the scrotum, eoz^cdoo swelling of 

the testicles. 3. the musk bag, regarded as 

the scrotum of the deer. 4. the world, from 

its resemblance, in form, to an egg; called 

also wririoa. oossoiS a]l that is in the terres¬ 

trial world. 

s. esorisf, 

andaka, anda-kosha, anda-koshaka, 
[eo^ and a sheath] s. The scrotum. 

S. 55o w 3d andaja, [A$c an egg, and ze 

sprung from] adj. Oviparous, s. A serpent, 

fish, bird, lizard, &c. Wozifcj eozs&i 

Vishnu with a bird for his steed, and the 

insignia on his standard. «soi<wosj»£ a woman 

with a swan-like gait. 

c. VQ-tiSdiv, S5orlose) 

c>5oo, andaliyu, andaleyu, andoliyu, 
®. a. To distress, vex, tease, importune. 

H'3c*° «***»&« as he harassed her, 

pulling her garment, v. n. To be distressed, 

vexed, &c. 2. To wander, gad about, fre¬ 

quent. 3. to repeat, wo<3©zb mSte b&/8^ 

he is always coming. 

C. ef>oc3<§ andale, s. Distress, grief, vexa¬ 

tion. 

c. 55o& andi, s. Boot, origin, foundation. 

-H* to exterminate, root up, annihi¬ 

late. 2. to “ cut one’s stick.” 

c. 55o&7^ andige, s. A ball of cotton, &c., 

as half an ox load. 

C. 5SO&7&, andisu, v. a. & n. To shelter, to 

hide one’s self, to go behind a wall, &c. See 

zs&© MSrf esoah *ao&z5 the ti¬ 

ger has hid himself in the thicket. 2. to ap¬ 

proach, go near to. 3. to hesitate in speak¬ 

ing, to be diffident or afraid, to 

hesitate, to waver. e *^0^ 

jS that man hesitates to come 

into the assembly. 

0. S5orfo andu, s. The posteriors, buttocks, 

hinder part. 3*^* to turn the back 

upon, zsB^wri eso* SOS *ao 

z& he turned his back upon me, and 

went off without listening to me. 2. shelter, 

asylum, protection, situation, maintenance, 

support. at^zi Soria csftstia 

sfcresatrtJo nobody will speak to him after he 

has lost his situation. 

eozl^jfo what is his patronage to a very able 

man ? edSS *soz&, S 

*3® S having obtained the king’s protection, 

he is very insolent. V&P sbiftty 3jsA 

ab his mind is like a vessel without a 

stand (unsteady). Ajs>^z§ a buttress. 

3. vicinage, neighbourhood, nearness, 

tsoaS® near the river. Ooz& rtua^o,- eso&* to 

approach, resort to, seek shelter or pro¬ 

tection. 

S. 55oZ&)^ anduka, s. The bird Jacana, 

Parra Goensis, <$fc. 

O. 55oZ3 ande, s. Shelter, protection, patron¬ 

age, countenance. to go for shel¬ 

ter or countenance. SoS Pozi Sozl^ 

rtS* wdvrt zo^rt, it is wen for a widow, 

whose husband is dead, to go to some person 

for protection, wozl^©, Moslcco® near, close to, 

or behind. «soz§acbgrtsfrib z&zg&akert e, 

it is well for women to keep at home. 

2. place. 3. a vessel made of a hollow bam¬ 

boo. 4. a small syringe. 

0. 5£oT§sfS0c55oo andoliyu, See w°si®eba. 

0. 55o,oq anna, See 

A. 0. SSOpc^S annane, adv. Much, excessive. 

Mors?! cirizb having been much fatigued. 

C. 550 annappa, s. A man’s name. 2. 

colloquially, a useless man. 

zjjs SO, zioa^Sz^tl® if© it’s all the same whe¬ 

ther a useless man be at home or with the 

army. See next word. 

0. 55op©-as3ofe3;7Vt>tf, 5fOf©56i^f® annd- 

vantrigdra, annajdna, s. A great talker 

but little doer; one who takes things easily. 
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C. ©op£, ©opco ami, annu s. An affec¬ 

tionate mode of adressing a child. 

C. Kop^LT annike, s. A remedy, an expedi¬ 

ent. 

C. £9opS a anniga, S. An artful or cunning 

man. 2. a lewd person, 

c. ©opl anne,s. Happing the knuckles, eo 

to rap the knuckles. wo=#rt“A 

' SMfisfcb ify0u miss the 

figures, the master will give you ten raps on 

the knuckles. 

C. ©opif anne-kallu, s. Small peb¬ 

bles tossed in play and caught on the back 

of the hand. this game. e>ora<; 

to play at it. 

o. ©ope^ oi<y^, ©op§^ x!>S^ anne-palya, 

anne-palle, s. A kind of vegetable. 

S. ©o3 anta, s. End, finale. 2. a boun¬ 

dary, limit. 3. certainty. 4. a limb, a mem¬ 

ber. 5. death. 6. nature, disposition, ado. 

near. adj. handsome. 

c. ©o3, ©o3e>o anta, antalu, (more 

commonly q. v.) adv. affix. Than, e 

*1« WSStf SsWdjdcb tlug city 

is much more spacious than that, wws^od 

there is nothing 

higher than the sky, and nothing broader 

than the earth, adv. So, thus, in such a 

manner, such as. See «<?*>, &c. 2. See also 

under 

s. ©o^g^dpo antah-karana, s. [weds 

within, and an organ] The heart, fig. 

mercy, kindness, regard, ©odstfdfK^rffk a 

kind or merciful man. 

s. ©o^g^d antah-pura, s.\y>°*s within, 

and ^d a house.] The queen’s apartments, 

a seraglio. 2. a queen. 3. a palace. 

S. ©o^g^0?b antah-shuddhi, $ Inward 

purity. 2. Sincere friendship, wodstfoa ^ ■# 

SJ, to he disaffected, to be 

offended. eods&a hypocrisy, for¬ 

mality. wods&a cSoodessi tfosakd 

do any thing may he accomplished by hearty 

good will. 

s. ©o^°7v^ antah-satwa, s. [eo^: inner, 

and life.] Pregnancy. 2. the marking 

nut. Semicarpus anacardium. 

s. ©o^g&^rf antah-sweda, [eods in. 

ternal, and « Sweat.”] An elephant. 

S. ©oa^ antaka, [wod death, and * affix 

of agency] s. Tama, the Indian Pluto. 

Shiva, as having conquered Tama. 

[esod^ and en-ddo] like Pluto. 

0. ©oa^ antaka, s. A total or aggregate. 

esoste to add up or make a total. 

S. ©oa a antaga, adj. Gone, departed. 

0. ©o^p^ antanaka, adv. Till then, un¬ 

til then. ?wdo sodAiod?W csjtfj do 

you stop there until I come. 

A. o. ©o^d^, ©o^sco antappa, anta- 

ham, [from «°do, and es^o] adv. So, 

of that kind, such as. 

S. ©OS>d antara, s. Interval, intermediate 

space. 2. period, term. 3. difference, dis¬ 

parity, another, wsesodd the future; wjrs^od 

d another birth; d^ssodd another country; 

rtre?>d“sodd_ another mind, repentance; 

dd another world. wdlirtra tsvrtra wedtf ecdd 

crooto there is a great disparity between a 

king and a subject.. 4. rank. 5. doubt. *3* 

djrarijdddg ©odtfSo* there is no doubt about 

getting a living. 6. secresy, retirement. 7. 

midst, the midst, within. cAs^^osddejj^ 

within the space of a yojana. 

S. ©o^doX antaranga, LMo^inner, and 

member.] s. The mind. 2. the heart. 

Moddori a sincere worshipper. 3. secresy, 

privacy, woddorid disdo a confidential or 

private communication, woddorifk a con¬ 

fidant. 

s. ©o^ dos'd antarantara, adj. Involv¬ 

ed, as drawer within drawer, room within 

room, &c. 

s. ©o3d7\o7^, ©o^ds^od antara- 

gange, antara-ddmara, s. A plant that 

grows upon the surface of lakes, &c. 

s. ©o^d blrSiZu- antara-pishdchi, s. An 

aerial spirit or devil. 

S. ©o^ouogd antarantara, s. Differ¬ 

ence or distinction of rank. 2. an inclosure, 

what is within. 

s. & o. ©oatns 83 antardta [wodd space, 

and mU play] See «5odcretf. wodusU rfojj a 

ricketty house. "df &/aeJ wodostid^) 50ad this 
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beam stands in mid-air, bangs loosely, or 

without support. 2. The supports of a beam 

whilst being sawn, 

s. antardtma, [wodd within, 

and the soul] s. That portion of the Su¬ 

preme soul supposed to be the foundation of 

life in all animals. God 

is the universal soul. Also Bodoa^SiB d oira 

eS^^ari^o without the 

Supreme soul none can have life, motion, &c. 

s. 5$o^ut)oC)o antardya, s. Hindrance, 

obstacle, s. wodOds tp hinder. 2. to disap¬ 

pear, die. 

S. 5£>o^Cu>$ antardla, s. Mid-space, mid¬ 

air, included space, interval. Sea Bodoali. 

S. «5o3t>g? antariksha, s. Mid-air, the 

sky or atmosphere. 

S. eso^Tj antaripa, s. An island. 

S. antariya, s. A lower gar¬ 

ment. 

s. 7\s-& antargata, [«cdd within, 

and rtd gone] adj. Internal. 2. intermediate, 

interposed. 3. forgotten. Bodrird an 

internal fever. 

S. antardhdna, [_«odd with¬ 

in, and to have or hold] s. Disappear¬ 

ance, vanishing, concealment, covering. 

S. SSoj^c antardhi, s. See the preceding 

word. 

S. antar-bhiita, [«oddwith- 

in3 become.] adj. Inclosed, included. 

s. antar-bhouma, [wodti 

within, and ipA 0f the earth.] adj. Subter¬ 

raneous. 

s. antar-madhya, [«0dd 

and middle.] s. The atmosphere, the 

aerial region, space between earth and sky. 

S. antar-vatni, s. A preg¬ 

nant woman. 

S. Sc- antar-warti, [wodd be¬ 

tween, and going.] s. Mediation, going 

between. 

s. So antar-wami, [wodd within, 

and SSo vomiting.] s. Retching, flatulence, 

indigestion. 

S. antar-wdni, [wcdd inner, 

and speech, containing the essence of all 

knowledge.] adj. Skilled in sacred sciences, 

s. eso^as"7VS5o^ antar-vigdhana, [eo<* 

within, £ a particle and entering.] s. 

Entrance, entering. 

s. antar-vedi, [tsodd between, 

and level ground.] s. The Dodb, or 

district between the Granga and Yamuna, 

rivers. 

S. eso^ao'ss'oj antar-hasa, [«odd inner, 

and laughter.] s. Self-satisfaction, con¬ 

ceit. 

s. CSosSSos* antar-hita, adj. Covered, 

concealed, disappeared. 

S. anta-shayya, [eod enjj 

and a bed.] s. Death. 2. a bed or mat 

on the ground. 3. the place for burial or 

burning. 

S. j antastdpa, [Bods inward, 

and heat.] s. Grief, distress. 2. anger. 

T. B. antastu, s. Privacy, retire¬ 

ment, secrecy. to be in private. 

Bod’^ji sijsdj, Bodri^d sirado a confidential or 

private communication. Bodd&o to 

over-hear, to hear privily. 2. a story of a 

building, a tier, as of drawer above drawer, 

shelf above shelf, &c. 

S. 5Sosi<\^ antastha, s. A name given in 

grammar to the letters d, <y, sf. 

c. ©OSD, «£)Ot-ys antd, anthd, adv. So, 

such. Bo ire such a disposition. Bosa 

such a man. 

0. SSoS anti, ,9. See Also 2. an affix 

added to nouns; as, BrtotfoS a ditch; ritfoS a 

wooden horse; sWo* a laugh, a smile; o 

§ or a woman recently accouched. 

3. cow. of 2nd. per. sing. pres, tense 

of 53as what do you say ? SH 

s!&§;sfoS^ yon say you will not give. 

c. QDoBoitj antintu, ”[00* modi] adu. 
However, at any rate. Wo3odo 

the sons of JLunti had no kingdom 

by any means. 2. so and so. 3. some little, 

just a little. 

S. fiSo-Btr antika, s. Vicinity, adj. near, 

proximate. 

s. antikdshraya, s. Con- 
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tiguous support, as that given by a tree to a 

creeper. 

S. antima, adj. Final, ultimate, 

last. 2. very near. 

C. ©Oslo antu, adv. Thus, so, in that man¬ 

ner. s. Total, amount, aggregate. - ©°^J a 

jrsc&jdo, Oo* what is the total ? 

* the whole is so much. 

c. eso^qa, 

©oSoeta antu-intu, an- 

tu-mintu, antintu, adv. But, however, 

at any rate. wd>d&g> I will not 

come on any account. ©d?J dortd 

iSjs^rbdd^ S^doda^ I cannot possibly go 

with him. ©odo® 

drartFSoj^ there is no possibility whatever of 

our continuing in this town. 2. is 

sometimes used for Ao&js and dodo q. v. 

C. 520^ ante, ado. Like, as, such, so. md 

like this. ©ddo £dri) 

=#j3cddo lie did as he told him. 

So ? or so ? © dodo 

zsSl'!?’©'! how can one say how the matter 

stands P Affixed to a participle it means so 

that, in order to; wsS* wdodod ed,FS 

©d td^o there must be an order for them 

to come here. 63 Tfartodo^ do^do see 

that that work goes on. ©°®do, ©oSz&, ©o 

3% [woi such, and mdi, to be.] 

to be so, or such. w°§3© so be it, let it be 

so. ©doodd?d ^oddfdoSzodo that handsome 

man is like Cupid. ©ddoSJ^d3 

as you are, so will they be. sfcoas 

before. 

C. 690i§ ante, A particle from the defective 

verb ®S^ to say. It is said, or, they say. 

soodjfoS It is said (or they say) he is come. 

d^doa «od they say 

that he is coming, andthat I must come too. 

©ddo z8*?d;M osiddo d«&ddo;i it is said that 

he ordered it, and this man did it. 

o. 65o^£>q3o, eso^t3 anteriya, antere, 

adv. Like, such. 

G. esa^dSr^'ft anterakandgi, adv. 
Backwards. »sJ^J eo;S<.ri*d*h **^3 he 

has fallen down backwards. 

S. eso^^?d"5o!)o ante'-vasdi, s. A chan- 

dala or man of the lowest cast. 2. a barber. 

S. ©O^SXicJ antewasi £«©*near, and sa 

b a dweller] s. one who resides near his 

tutor, a disciple, a pupil. 

S. «o^y antya, adj. Last, ultimate. 2. 

inferior, low. death, adv. 

finally, ultimately, at last, in the end. 

s. &o&g83, Gsj3g, an- 

tyaja, antya-janma, antya-wdrna, 

[Mo5£> fcj born, birth, a tribe] s. A 

man of the last or lowest tribe, a pariah. ®° 

*&**£ S^dcDod^ diado to serve a pariah. 

S. esos^g^ antydgnye, s. Final punish¬ 

ment. 2. final order. 

S. eSoB-a^i antydshe, s. A last wish, a 

forlorn hope. 

s. antydkshara, s. A final 

letter. 

S. &03J antra, s. An entrail, a gut. 

d«j8^ri gripes. a rupture, swelling of 

the intestines. 

c. esolp, 62oip-s antha, anthd, adv. 

See «5°^- Such, of that kind. ©oi-Josrs such 

and such. ©o^ot-ra “#©3 such and such work. 

©oZpoEraddo such persons. 

0. 65-0(2) anda, s. Mode, method, way. 

doddd\ ^>do$-ddo he sought a mode of rescue. 

adv. Like, as so. ^do ©ddd^odjrsdd this is 

like that, dooos^odd^ as, in the same way 

as before. S^doddg) doa&dtfo she did as he 

said. 

C. 62orf anda, S. Beauty, handsomeness, 

elegance, ©dtfod;S) her beauty, adj. Beauti¬ 

ful, elegant, handsome. ®odrred, ©od;J^ddo 

a handsome man. ©odnsdjSod), cdo®=# 

2° why do you pride yourself on being a 

handsome man. ©odrraSr, wodrraS, ucd^.gd 

v’a a handsome woman, ©odrt^a ugly, de¬ 

formed. escdsrsd, ©od;Sj|J handsome. ©°d 

^od, ©odsjiod, ©odod very handsome, very 

pleasant. ©odsrea adv. Beautifully, pret¬ 

tily, elegantly, ©d^iooa^edrad 

*3\$oddadzhdrio what elegance can there be 

in using foolish words ? 

C. 6So"rf anda, past rel. part., also a collo¬ 

quial form of the 3rd per. sing, past tense of 

said. 2. he said. 

A. C. SfoCilS andade, See under ©?% 
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t. b. ©orfps, ©orf^ andana, andala, 

s. A palankeen. See wodrirt a 

palankeen bearer. wodcssS^rb to get into a 

palankeen. ®°tfcssS^asb to cause another to 

get into a palankeen. 

&zi&tiVgj£>TS WMfcJoDMfctSso ?5g;dodfsd 

jS^Sb stotbSaLsd^S dcdors^ptasdffo be 

said, “ In offering my all to Krishna, she 

must not he absent,” and, without delay, 

constrained her to enter a palankeen, and 

then again joined Bhima, ready for the 

journey. 

c. ©odb andadi, [for wodaod or woddg 0f 

teori method.] Like, as, in the same manner 

as. zbjs&tiozSS: as a dumb man. 

0. S5gCjt3 andare, (The conditional form of 

the root if you say; since, or while said. 

what is sandhi ? lit, if you 

say sandhi, what is it ? So^riotf<3^do what is 

the meaning of this ? or what if one say so ? 

£jOS5^j 2tM$7^oZ3'C^J3 jg ^jj^g S&H10 

whether you say thus or thus. See 

T. B. ©ode; andala. See 

A. o. ©odl> andale. See eoS«s«J». 

c. ©odT^, ©odo~R andige, andange, 
See wod>, eodrsr. 

o. ©odd^, ©oddo^1 andivanna, an- 

dihula, s. A small black insect that infests 

c. ©odo, ©Od&is^o andu, andi-kollu. 

v. a. To reach or touch with the hand; to 

reach out. BoBAsi; touch the ceiling. 

« esorid) i cannot reach it; or, it is out of 

my reach. vozhsl sbt^fi® as far as I can 

reach. dodbyt incomprehensible. fSo 

a*, woa=#d®do to reach out and give a thing, 

to hand to one. M =F®r(ri ddd WoQ =#jsdo reach 

out and give me that paper, t*odd aclj. out 

of reach, unreachable. «odd a&d 

do not desire fruit that is out of reach. 

C. ©odo andu, adj. Then. s. Day, time. 

time of infancy or childhood, eodo 

Sosden from that day or time, dosdsjsh 

trztzhe has ruled the earth from 

that time, wod^ori since then, from that 

time. adV' Then, on that day, at that 

time. d®dodo&rt prefio 

very well, I shall see when you do it. wodrto 
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ach). Now and then.' eo&ftoSrt, Woafto 

a rU> from that day to this, what then 

tcok place, ^°d®d wsccbr the business which 

was then transacted. then ? (imply¬ 

ing doubt.) »°£>dsb that night. 

5. ©odo, ©odo^ andu, anduka, s. An 

ornament worn round the ankles. 2. the 

chain for an elephant’s foot. 3. a chain, fet¬ 

ter, bond or tie. 

3. ©odo^js^d andu-kollu. See 

i’. B. ©odo7^ anduge. See <sodj, Modj^. 

5. ©cdod^ anduvriksha, s. The tree 

JBoswellia integrifolia. 

k. c. ©oz?j*>z§ andode, for Mods 0f 

k. c. ©ozSjs^© andolali, s. A he buffalo. 

«otSjs^© d^d [esodja^d®, and for #*tb a 

vehicle.] s. Yama, the Indian Pluto, with 

a buffalo for his steed. 

s. ©o?j3, ©orjj^ andha, andhatwa, 

s. Blindness, darkness. 2. water, adj. blind, 

dark, doracd blind with pride, lust, surfeit, 

or debauch, djrercd blind with pride. 

S. ©0^3* andhaka, s. A blind man. 

a man bom blind. 2. the name of a coun¬ 

try. 3. a demon or giant so called eoqWgsb, 

[wcdy all(I conqueror, 

and Bsj an enemy.] An epithet of Shiva. 

s. ©0^3=3 d andhakdra, [wod blind, and 

what makes.] s. Darkness. «od=ff»d =d 

w&jm to dispel darkness, votfwn) &£>&ioo, eso 

dooz^T&s^j darkness to spread, cover, or 

envelope; donsorf^d the blindness of pride 

or lust. Sj3^^od=Fsd the blindness of love, 

s. ©oijte'sTood andhakdsura, [ood^ and 

te*S.] s. The demon 'Sod^. 

S. ©oZ$3trandhakdrdti, [expand. 

an enemy.] s. A. name of Shiva. 

S. ©oz£ tsWrf andha-kupa, [®od blind, 

and a well] s. A bhnd well, one of 

which the mouth is hidden, or without water. 

2. one of the hells. 

S. ©oc^s&cmo^ andha-tamassu, [ecrf 

blind, and ddwty darkness] s. Great dark¬ 

ness. 

s. ©aZ^Ajst)^ andha-mushika, s. A 
kind of grass. 

S. ©Q^Too^ andhassu, S, Boiled rice. 
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s. 65o$e/^o andhalanu, s. A blind man. 

S. & H. 55o^j7)C)d2o7>do andhd-darabd- 

TU, s. A blind cabinet, mismanaged, corrupt 

government. 

A. c. CSoj)o annam, adj. True, correct 

certain. 

C. SSo^o annu. See 

A. o. 55o;Sao annegam, See 

T. B. 55o;Sd5oo anneyam, s. See 

0. amp aka, s. Dismissing, sending 

away. 2. an entertainment given to friends 

on their departure. crio^cd^do ■*#)&> 

^ give the son-in-law a farewell entertain¬ 

ment, and send him away, vzpft ©os3=a* stoa 

st^o give him the parting feast. 2. dismiss 

him from your employ. 

S. 55030 amba, fsssy s. Mother. 2. Pdr¬ 

vati the mother of the world. 

C. 65020 amba, [for pres. rel. part, 

of Also, as a provincialism, the 3rd. per. 

sing, of the ind. mood, past, present and 

future; as, 5*»7to ©sjjj^ou? what 

will he say to what I mentioned ? 

*■>, he tells you to go. ppA 

I know not what he will say. 

word spoken. P\pou jSriosjtf 

they all laugh at what you say. »ow&& 

current news, the common talk. « sjy rigjow 

Mbl what is the news of that city ? 

'*% ©ow^fi, ooKs^ when said. 

S. 6502o;5! ambaka, s. An arrow. 2. the 

eye. Shiva, having three eyes. 

C. 65020 S3 ambata, s. The boded juice of 

tamarinds mixed with vegetables. 2. the 

wild mango, 8'pondias mangifera. 

S. 6502od ambara, s. The sky or atmos¬ 

phere. 2. clothes, apparel. 3. cotton. 4. 

talc, a yellow cloth; a pur¬ 

ple cloth; ^Fssrcsob a gold cloth. o 

^ Shiva, whose apparel is the sky. 

an inhabitant of the air. 2. a fowl of 

the air. 

S. 65o2odi°oA ambarisha, s. A frying pan. 

2. war, battle. 3. Shiva. 4. Vishnu. 5. a 

young animal, a colt, a boy. 6. the name of 

a king. 7. a division of hell. 8. the sun. 

9. repentance. 10. the wild mango. 

t. B. 65o2o<l> amhala. See as*. 

0. 65o2oe) ambali, s. A kind of pap made 

of sour water, flour, &c. 2. rice gruel. Ad 

stereo put in more water and 

make gruel. very sour pap made 

from the great millet. 

S. 65020^ ambashta, s. A country in the 

Eastern division of India, supposed to be the 

abode of the Ambastse of Arrian. 2. the 

offspring of a brahman by a Vaishya woman; 

a man of the medical caste, a bar¬ 

ber. 

0. 650207) ambd, s. The cry of a cow or calf. 

C. eSoBOTOc^dooS) ambddi-yele, s. A white 

kind of beetle leaf long and narrow. 

S. 65ogo7>3$o37>£) ambd-bhavdni, s. Pdr- 

C. 650207) d ambdra, s. A heap of com. 2. 

the government share of corn. acwsri rraa, 

ssotrab so’sp a government granary, or corn 

magazine. t-W^otratJ the government and 

cultivator’s com before it is divided. 

0. 6SQ207) 5 ambdri, s. Ahowdah. 

Tftbj, ©owsO 553=s\> to fasten it on. escape 

to get into it. 

C. 550207) ambdrunni, s. A small 

troublesome insect. 

s. 5502357), 55023^ ambikd, ambike, 

s. A mother. 2. a name of Pdrvati. 3. the 

mother of Dhritarashtra. 

S. 55023^^0^0, 55023^(00^0^ ambikeya, 

ambikeyaka, s. Ganesha or KartikSya, 

as sons of Pdrvati. 2. a name of Dhrita- 

rdshtra. 

C. 55o23a ambiga, A boatman, a fisher¬ 

man. ©ctfrfodd a pilot, a sea captain. 

A. C. 6502300 ambilam. See <»ow£>. 

C. 650800 ambu, s. An arrow. a bow 

and arrow. aotOji de the feathers of an arrow. 

tscrtp &ix> the end of an arrow indented to 

receive the string. aoiSP, tsotip sot3, 

5costf, fsc&p 4®<i a quiver. ©oOjSbrt, ©o 

stjSdort a bowshot. *soiZp a bow string. 

©caSdccb), to shoot an arrow. eotoJ 

aowo irito an arrow to pierce. aciSd 

vctip the wound of an arrow. 

©otSji aO£>, ©otOjfexrb the head of an arrow. 
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A.C. 5903)0 ambu, v.n. To dry, wither, fade. 

S. 590300 Cimbu, s. Water, 3>tic>oioo the rain 

of the cold season in October and November. 

otM frozen water. S><o*oua clear water. 

«5o*oo a drop of water, rfrf aquatic; 

s. an aquatic animal, esouo tsotw-s-tj® 

** a crocodile. oAerfor a turtle or water 

tortoise. (water-born) a lotus, wowj-k 

(lotus-sprung) Bramha. «o 

Ti the world. Wowjwffarf a woman 

with a hand as delicate as the lotus, eowori 

(water-giving) Wouorfd (water-holding) a 

cloud. 2. Shiva. <sowjs$ the ocean. 

«5owj zn>-$ water beverage. Shiva, 

as having the ocean for his quiver. «s°*oo§^ 

a purifying nut. «sotooyt>?S the foam 

of the sea. wo iambs' a cloud, 550 

the porpoise, lit. water-monkey. 

oouorraS the ocean or collection of waters, 

efoiootfprf the bed of a stream. esowo&^Ci 

a bubble. Vishnu. 

c. esosooAO^ ambu-gariJce, s. The creep¬ 

ing bent grass, agrostis stolorufera. 

C. 5903000 ambuli, See wow®. 

C.'55o3ootS ambuva. See under 

T. B. 59osS ambe. See »oo and A 

mother. 2. a goddess. 3. Barvati. The fol¬ 

lowing are some of the names and forms of 

Barvati. as the mother of the world; 

Tiooi&sjaosS as presiding over epidemical dis¬ 

eases ; ag a goddess of children ; 

jn the form of the black bee; w 

siousod ag Kali, or the black goddess. 

ti as a dumb goddess, d’irood the chief 

goddess. Trarfnsod Saraswati, the goddess 

of learning, and wife of Bramha. 

C. 59o£)^ ambe, See wows, 

c. 59oaj7\'3<t;o) 69osoo7\X)(5)o ambegdlu, 

ambugdlu, s. Crawling on the hands and 

feet. wedrree^o, esodrssOTtSo to 

crawl on the hands and feet. «odns©^ejs 

to begin to walk on the hands and feet, 

as a child. 

c. esog5o^& ambe-haladi, s. Scented 

turmeric. 

S. 59030 ambla, s. See • 
CO m 

s. 59o$, ambha, ambhassu, 

s. Water. See ^owo. an aquatic ani¬ 

mal. 

s. 69o2pt>,d&3 ambhd-rava, and 

a cry] See wows. 

a. c. 55>o5&oA©fc$e) ammangodali, s. A 

giant’s weapon or axe. 

A. C. 59orioo ammu, v. n. To desire, to 

S. 59o^, 59of amsha, amshe, s. A share, 

portion, part. 2. condition, state, good for¬ 

tune. to apportion- nsOn^jo^ a 

state of poverty. 

S. 590 amshaJea, s. A kinsman, relation, 

co-heir. 

S. 59o^^^s" amsha-karta, s. A sharer, 

a proprietor, an owner. 

S. 590"^ SJ amshaja, adj. Related by birth, 

born with the nature of another. 

?f^<3 he cannot govern the 

world unless he be born with a portion of the 

divinity. 

S. amsha-chakra, s. A table 

consulted by astrologers in casting nativities, 

an astrological diagram for ascertaining the 

degree of the sun in any sign. 

S. 59o.^«^ amshatwa, S. The degree of the 

sun, in any sign of the zodiac, at the time of 

one’s birth. Wt 

in. cast¬ 

ing up (the woman’s) nativity, the degree 

of the sign was good, but the sun’s sign it¬ 

self was not favourable, 

the degree of the sun, in the 

sign of the zodiac, at the young man’s birth, 

was that of which the emblem is a horse 

(a arietis), and that of the young woman’s 

a buffalo (y or 8 corvi). As there is a great 

natural enmity between these animals, it is 

augured that the union in marriage of two 

persons so born, would not be suitable. 

S. 590^3^, 59O^r0O$33, 59oS^JS>^, 

59ofjso^^ amsha-bkava, amsha- 

sambhava, amshi-bhuta, amshod- 

bhava, adj. Partaking of the nature of an¬ 

other, inheriting, by birth, another’s quali¬ 

ties. 

s. 59o^<y amshala. See »°tSu. 
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S. amsha-lakshana, s. The 

character or quality of any degree of the sun 

in a sign of the zodiac. 

S. ©o^of amshdmshe, s. Part within a 

part. 

S. ©o^sftr amshitwa, s. Participation. 

S. ©Olb amshu, s. A ray of light, a sun 

beam. 2. light, splendour, effulgence. 3. a 

small point or end of thread. 

s. ©c^o^ amshuka, s. Cloth, clothes. 2. 

fine cloth. 3. an upper garment. 4. white 

cloth. 6. the end of the upper part of a wo¬ 

man’s cloth, in general thrown oyer her 

shoulder. 

s. ©ovb^d, ©o^^oo^o, ©o^o^jdD, 

©o^osoid amshu-dhara, amshuinan- 

tanu, amshu-mdli, amshu-hasta, [wo 

* a ray, and £3 who holds, a possessive 

affix, stew a necklace, and the hand.] s. 

The sun. 

S. ©ofoaraef amshu-jdla, s. A multitude 

of sun beams. 

S. 650^0^0§> arnshumati, s. A woman. 2. 

a river so called. 

s. ©o3ot5o^<y amshumatjphala, s. A 

plantain. 

S. ©oiv^&kyy amshojwala, s. The efful¬ 

gence of a sun beam. 

S. ©Ore amsa, s. The shoulder or shoulder 

blade. Wojico'^r^ the two shoulders. 2. t. b. of 

wo$ a part, a portion. 

S. ©oTc^JskS amsa-kuta [»ofi ashoulder, 

and a peak] s. A bull’s hump. 

S. ©o^e; amsala, Strong, stout, lusty. 

S. ©OroSoS? amsa-hata, s. A form of mili¬ 

tary array. 

s. ©Ocd"Soe£'d amsdntara, [wotf and 

ri.] s. The armpit. 

S. ©§ dll, interj. Ah ! Expressive of pleasure, 

admiration, jest, or reproach. 

S. ©of aka, s. Pain, affliction. 2. sin. 

S. ©t^ofe3^ a-kantaka, adj. Unimpeded, 

unobstructed. 

S. ©^8d a-kacha, ,[w priv. and hair] 

adj. and s. Bald headed, destitute of hair. 

S? 

2. the name of the dragon’s tail, of 

descending node. 

c. ©££3, ©£&u>, ©^B^kra ajfcafa, 

akatd, akatakatd, interj. Expressive of 

sorrow, pain, joy, or surprise. 

0. ©3!&?0?r&3 akatavikata, adj. Adverse, 

contrary, confused, incoherent, untoward, 

fickle, irresolute, wavering, inconstant, inver¬ 

ted, topsyturvy. ;te* an irre- 

velant, inappropriate expression, an incohe¬ 

rent speech; a prevarication; a shuffle. 

SWW an untoward, confused, or trouble- 

. some work. R#k}a#tt3»ftz5 this 

business is very adverse. 

C. ©^kysc&icoo akatdisu, v.n. To be¬ 

come warped. tSstor sSrfug) tjfsh 

5?ja^c£oab -the leather is become warped by 

drying in the sun. 

C. ©^oH? akatika, adj. Indecorous, inde¬ 

cent. stess&sa ^5 }ie tal]cs 

without regard to propriety or decency. 

S. ©t^-d akara, [w prive. and ^ hand] adj. 

Handless, maimed. 

S. ©^Q^ akarika, s. A collector of cus- 

S. ©^SV^ akartavya, adj. Unlawful, 

improper. 

s. ©foils'-d/oSo akarma-kriye, s. A 

neuter or intransitive verb. 

S. ©^cori akalanka. See 

S. ©tf CTDo5o akaldya, adj. Fruitless,cause¬ 

less, in vain. 

S. ©^O^aJy akalmasha, s. Purity, clear¬ 

ness, innocency. 

c. ©^cd-sSA, ©^Tfoe;, ©^rdx)^ aka- 

sdliga, akasdla, akasdle, $. A gold or 

silver smith. gold smith’s 

work, sre® the gold smiths’. caste. 

w^stawtS the gold smiths’ street. 

S. ©^KtD^StiTN. ©S^T),®® ©??&,?? 
~°7 >1 ,T°~? 
akasmahawagi, akasmdttdgi, 

akasmikavmgi, adv. By chance, sudden¬ 

ly, unexpectedly. w* to come un¬ 

awares or suddenly. 

S. ©tftfotf akalanka, adj. Spotless, un¬ 

stained, pure, innocent. 



C. ©tr^/ro^ akalasakala, adj. Disres¬ 

pectful, indecorous, =5^ 

he is bawling indecently. 

S. ©5^3^ akalagnya, s. An ignorant man. 

S. ©^z/e^l alialatra, [Wpriv. "sV^wife.] 

s. A bachelor, one not married. 

S. SStS^^ akalike, s, Unbudded, unblos¬ 

somed. 

s- SSusot^dot^ akdndatdndava, adj. 

Inappropriate, not to the point. 2. unexpec¬ 

ted, surprising. 3. absurd, inconsistent. 

S. ©tfati akdra, $. The letter ». 

S. ©5UTjp3 ahdrana, adj. Causeless, am 

cSra a causeless dispute, a dispute about 

nothing, or without sufficient reason. 

n causeless scorn, WTstirsaaft sSjsto 

go without a reason. 

H. ©57)dUo aJtdratu, adj-. Vain, useless, 

tsmtisaft to be spoiled or frustrated. 

S. ©^‘S'd^AS’ akdra-varga, s. The first 

class of letters, including all the vowels. 

S. ©57)CJ akala, adj. Untimely, unseason¬ 

able. unseasonable rain; 

unseasonable fruit; one who cannot 

discern the signs of the times- ;Sob«, 

es^ej an untimely death. 

S. £9#o£3v akinchana, adj. Very poor." 

a man extremely indigent. 

S. 25‘S'OEcr ao ak'inch'itu, s. Abundance, 

very much. 

S. ©iJrokSa) akutila, adj. Sincere, upright, 

ingenuous, frank. 

0. ©?r akupa, s. A husband. 2. a pa¬ 

ramour, a wooer, a lover. 

S. ©’SWsSrvrf akupdra, The sea or ocean. 

2. a tortoise, the king of turtles, the tortoise 

supposed to uphold the world. 3. a stone 

or rock. 

S. ©3^^g, akrita, akritya, 
s. What ought not to be done, bad. 2. un¬ 

kind. 3. unmade, undone. 

S. akruranu, s. A humane 

person. 2. a proper name, 

s. £5^ ake'sha, [epriy. adj. Bald, 

s. akoushalanu, s. An un¬ 

skilful, awkward man. 

C. SScr^ ukka, s. An elder sister. *”4 

cs&rb, elder and younger sisters. Eri 

Vs (proverb) he favours his friend’s 

enemy, lit. he hates his sister, and is friend¬ 

ly to her husband. 

C. ©^ops akkanna, s. A proper name. 

C. ©’S'/Sj akkachchi, s. An affectionate 
n go- 

mode of addressing an elder sister. 

C- ©^.3^ akkaja, adj. Curious, wonderful. 

an odd expression, a curious 

word. 2. true. js wbat 

you say true? s. Wonder, surprise. 2. 

envy. 

c. ©5^8 akkata, See e*b». 

c. ££3^8a(oo akkatiganu, s. One who 

surprises by his feats, &c. 

0. £9?r^& akkadi, s. A kind of pulse. The 

following belong to this class isSsJcS^a green 

gram, wurfoEn; dolichos ealiang. 

common horse gram. a 

kind of heans. sweet oil seed. 

doll, ’te&rtix «^a white oil seed. 

hemp seed. wrti* Linum usi- 

tatissimum, or painter’s oil seed, 

black gram, a species oiphaseolus radiatus. 

castor oil seed. 

T. B. ©^CS akkana, [a that, and tp in¬ 

stant] adj. Instantly. 

akkani, s. The close adhesion of 

the woof and warp in the web of a loom. 

Soairt •f^nsio 

so fix the thread to the loom that the woof 

may not miss the warp. 

T. B. ©r5^S akkati, s. See 

C. 5S^§c akkarti, s. See 

t. b. akka-dd- 

ma, akka-mdle, See srf. 

T. B. ©‘S^CSP'I akkaddni, s. An asce¬ 

tic’s staff. ^ 

c. akkanachouri, s. A par¬ 

ticular kind of vegetable. 

A. C. £5i5^&) akkaba, s. Wonder, surprise. 

C. £55^akkaiya, s. An affectionate 

mode of addressing an elder sister. 2. t. b. 

of w^crfo, g. «. 

T. B. ©^rl akkara. See 2. fate. 
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o. 0^-d, £5 ^<3, 55^0, «A- 

/<:«>■«, akkare, akkarate, akkarike, 

s. Attachment, affection, love, indulgence, 

an affectionate man. 

to become fond. e=5^n«i s5ra^> to love, to shew. 

.affection. s^cSjoo’oo 

the mother is very fond of her son. 

wjBcdo?^ =#aTjjsJrioi overfondness 

spoils a child. See also under 

t. b. § akkaranka-mdle, 

a letter, a sign, and a chaplet] 

s. A poetical chaplet. 2. poetry in which 

every word begins with the same letter, 

c. akkarike'-palya, s. A 

kind of vegetable. 

o. akkariganu, s. A panegy¬ 

rist. 

o. 55 £f>=5^d akkare, akkara, s. 

Necessity, emergency. 2. occasion, need, 

want. ai^fessftcb to be necessary, wanted. 

e>z& a^d <u§j I have no occasion for it, 

I do not want it. 3. desire. to 

get through an emergency. 2. to fulfil one’s 

desire. 3. to relieve from want. 

C. 55 ^£^7$ akkalakare, s. A medicinal 

root used for coughs, asthmas, &c. 

0. £5^<Sri akkalu, [properly q. «.] 

s. Gleanings, ears of corn left in the field. 

a^a®c*o, a^ejaOt) v, a. to glean. 

^ ?>§£> or SoSds ears of corn to he left in the 

field. $3, ears of 

corn not thoroughly trodden out. 

0. akkasa, s. Anger, passion. 3?^ 

tosoo he is very angry 

with me. a^7jSJi&, a passionate 

man. a=^7&&, a^nsar, a pas¬ 

sionate woman. 

0. a akkasanga, s. An affection¬ 

ate woman. 

C. 555^cd'T>SA akkasdliga, s. See 

0. akkalisu, v. a. To contract or 

draw in the muscles of the stomach from hun¬ 

ger, &c. 2. to fear. 3. to flinch on being tick¬ 

led. drawing in the muscles of the 

stomach. M sdozSori Bd&sSo&aririOori ^3^ 

the boy, from hunger, 

contracts the muscles of his stomach. 

C. £5=5^ akkale, s. A cloud, a lump. 

a clod of earth. a^f a 

cake of cow-dung. 2. a man who cannot 

bear to be tickled. 

A. 0. akkddu, v. n. To ooze, to 

flow, to run down, as tears, &c. 

0. £5?ray±> akkdru, [a^ moisture, ado to 

dry up] v. n. The throat to dry or become 

choked with crying, as a passionate child. 

0. 553^ akki, s. Rice deprived of its husk, 

raw rice. #*?*> or to clean rice by 

beating it in a mortar. to free rice 

from stones, &c. The varieties of rice are al¬ 

most innumerable; the.following are some of 

the principal kinds. 

writl a-a^ rice in a rough state. 

rice well cleared of its husk. ^ba-t^ rice 

from paddy that has not been boiled. rioiouo 

a^, t5owej^. unequally or badly boiled rice, 

tfodsJa^ rice of paddy that has been 

boiled before beating. a** 

boiled rice. rice with a bearded husk, 

of which there are five kinds <s% 

monkey-haunched rice. a-a^ red rice. 

uriasi a^, wrttS eAj. rice ground in a wooden 

mill, and not beaten in mortar, 

a brown husked rice like the wing of the 

kite. a-S^ a short thick rice. 

=fsP rice which ripens in the rainy 

season. red husked rice. 

fine rice. fine red rice. 7jon\, 

very fine rice. rtodfiO a-J^ rice 

of flavour. miliaceum panicum. 

panicum semiverticillatum. 63 % 

panicum Italicum. paddy rice. 

7jors% a fine gold coloured rice. 

#^d8 coarse rice. 

a midding kind of rice. a 

% small red rice, 

-scented and fine flavoured rice, a 

fine round grained rice, &c., &c. 

broken rice. 

T. B. £53^. akki, s. See 

c. £5-3^5, £53-^.pi akkidi, akkini, $. See 

T. B. £5-3^‘rf akkira, See 

A. C. £5^o^, £5allku, 

akkum, iralakku, The old form of 
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To become, be finished, suit, agree with, be 

possible, w food that does not agree with 

one. ^ e^&cici) this rice cannot 

fail to agree with you. 2. to come under 

one’s authority, to remain in one’s possession 

or under one’s controul. skstaS5?<ri^ 

this man will not submit to you. 

a subject, one under the authority of another. 

eV") to appropriate to one’s self what 

belongs to others. 2. to digest. 3. to pre¬ 

serve or defend what is one’s own. 4. to 

obtain, take, or retain possession. 

verb. n. the act of concocting or digesting. 

2. appropriation. 3. continuance, preserva¬ 

tion. e^sirir! one who appropriates to him¬ 

self what another has left without heir; a 

monopolist. temporary exaltation, 

power or authority not likely to continue. 

odrat) 

^ he is a usurper, and appropriates to him¬ 

self any body’s property. 

A. C. coo akkudisu, v. n. To cease, 

stop, be suspended. 

C. akkulisu, See 

S. 59i5y a-krama, [o priv. order] s. 
Confusion, irregularity; want of order or 

arrangement; deviation from rectitude; sin. 

adj. irregular, confused, irregular¬ 

ly- 

H. 59^0^3 akrodu, s. The name of a fo¬ 

reign trait. 

C. 59SO akha, interj. Expressive of abhor¬ 

rence or disgust. 

s. vsdori, 52soo'rfpo a-khanda, a-khan- 

dana, [» neg. and broken] adj. Un¬ 

divided, whole, entire, indivisible. 2. abound¬ 

ing. 3. imperishable. the Imperisha¬ 

ble (God), esoog s;ria, esoorirf-somjwg eternal 

or imperishable wealth, empire, dominion. 
esoosS =fsu eternity. 

s. 59SOo?3u3 a-khandana, s. Time. 

S. 59SOo&^ a-khandita, [»neg. and soo& 

^broken] adj. Unbroken. 2. imperishable. 

3. fruitful, esooas* imperishable riches. 

S. esso^r akharva, adj. Much. 

S. 59oOt)^ akhdta, s. A natural pond or 

lake. 

S. 52SOurf^ akhddana, akhd- 

dya, adj. Hot fit to eat, unwholesome. 

S. 59SOT)?) akhdri, [e neg. and a scar] 

Without defect, whole, scarless. 

S. 59 akhinna, adj. Free from distress, 

happy. 2. small, little. 

S. 59&)e; akhila, adj. All, the whole. e>s3 

the universe. 

S. 52s5^&3 akheta, [e priv. and vile, 

bad, low] adj. Hot vile or contemptible. 

S. 52 A aga, [e priv. rt moving] s. A tree. 2. 

the sun. 3. a snake. 4. a mountain or hill, 

eriafdsb a man of the hills. 2. a monkey, &c. 

C. 52AS5=ufc3;>, 59a83=11 59 a effTi & , 

59as?d&3$, 59aS3=t>63, agachdtu,Ca- 

gachdtalu, agachdtlu, agachdtale, 

agachatle, S. Uncomfortableness, such as 

a person feels when put out of his usual way, 

not at home, staying with strangers, not 

having food when he wants it, no proper 

place to sit down in when fatigued, &c. «ri 

wrtmto tStfo to fall into distress, 

to suffer adversity, eriusti^ s5a^, eritrali^ 

toai-o to throw one into adversity, 

to rescue from adversi¬ 

ty. a person in adversity. wsJ 

& csic® 3 he js very 

forlorn without a home. 

C. 59a E5o agachu, See »rb£o. 

S. 697\8iX)i aga-jdte, s. [daughter of a 

mountain] Pdrvati. 

C. 59aagadu, adj. Fierce, mischievous, 

wild, untamed, ertoarij to become wild. 

eric&3?S mischievousness. 2. self-will, obsti- 

nacy, unmanageableness. 3. insolence. ertz&> 

to do mischief, wrt&i a fierce 

wild, dangerous bull. erfSo <sfcfc} a 

mischievous cow. 65 ^°rWj ericn?\ 

that woman is become unmanageable, e sb 

0***5* esiri stottortjjjsk that 

man’s insolence will prove his ruin. 

C. 59 a pc' agani, s. a bolt, the inner wooden 

bolt that fastens a native door, sioS a 

perpendicular bar that secures a native door, 

erirft the peg that holds the upright 

bar. oriri* swo to bolt, oririt to un¬ 

bolt, unbar. 
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8. 697\£,&sJ aganita, adj. Countless, innu¬ 

merable. 

8. © A^jTdo aga-turu, [erf hill, and a 

cow] s. A hill cow. 

C. 59 A^S agate, s. Digging. See w?'. 

8. 697s agatya, s. Necessity, need, com¬ 

pulsion. adj. Urgent, important, needful, 

necessary. 2. positive. erf^srsrf necessarily, 

positively, urgently, needfully. ®rf^Sg>rf un¬ 

necessary. must come, wrf^sra 

?> stoz& must do. »rf®& wso&f an urgent affair, 

necessary business. 

S. 59a agada, [e priv. rf^ disease] adj. 

Healthy, well, free from disease. erfrioTUtj 

a physician. 

0. 59A£3T>rfo agadadu, s. The brace of a 

bedstead or cot. B&atfajSrtozfo e§ 

sahiJ, erfns&i sta the brace of the cord 

cot is loose, pull the brace tight. 

D. S97\(b agadi, s. Nothing, not the least. 

wvo&g erfa i.ozh he has not 

even a single cash by him. 

8. 69a^W aga-dhara, [erf mountain, tfd 

supporting] s. Vishnu, incarnate as a turtle, 

to support the mountain Mandara during 

the churning of the milk sea. 

S. 597\<^tf aga-dhira, s. A man of cour¬ 

age, (firm as a mountain.) 

S. 69aIj© aga-pati, s. The chief mountain. 

S. 59a;j^a aga-pannaga, s. A Ml ser¬ 

pent. 

C. 697\l8, S9aw^k!&3a agape, agapd- 

sataga, s. A ladle of cocoa nut shell. 

8. S97\ s5<y aga-bila, s. A cave. 

S. 59 a£^£> aga-bkedi, s. A name oflndra, 

who cut off the wings of the mountains with 

his thunderbolts. 2. (tree-cutter) a hat¬ 

chet. 

8. S97\$J©5?\ aga-bhogi, s. A hill ser¬ 

pent. 

s. 597\sk, 597\sk^ agama, agamana, 

[e priv. and rfs& or rfsfc^ going] adj. Fixed, 

immovable, s. A hill, mountain. 2. a tree. 

8. 597\ agarnya, adj. Impassable, in¬ 

accessible, impenetrable. 

g. 59 a agarime, s. Dishonour. , 

S. 59 a "do, agaru, s. Ked sandal wood, ®rf 

rf) red sandal wood chip. 

C. 59 a & agala, s. Breadth, viiv sW length 

and breadth, as in cloths. « &yJji)rfe &js<?3 

what is the length and breadth of that 

cloth ? « adwrfaio erft> e EcOrfoiw 

sWrfrftijrerftk that board is a cubit broad. 

adj. Broad, erfwjrsa to dig widely. 

eriwsaM the well is wide. 

C. 597\<y agala, s. A plate made of leaves. 

esrfwg)i^=#oa^j to put in one’s plate. 

C. S97\C/acb agaladu, v. n. To move, wave, 

shake, pendulate. 

0. 55 a ©Kb agalisu, cans, of To se¬ 

parate, to cause to quit or abandon. «?rf©b 

to separate from. 2. to straddle, to 

stride. 3. to extend, spread out. 

0. S97\eo again, V. n. To separate from, 

quit, abandon, leave; to be parted, divorced. 

2. to extend, widen, become extended. urfsD 

**|?0 to separate one’s self from another, to 

leave another’s society, wrf© s&nrfj to sepa¬ 

rate, go apart, come in two. wrfefi <urf>, erf 

tiam to be inseparable, united, erfuosirij, 

wriO^, erf»4 separation, the state of being 

separate. erfue>rf©rfsto persons who are 

separated, as lovers, &c. ®rf©rf, ertu left 

abandoned, e>rf© j&a^aa&a? have you left 

me ? «rf© fastest! I cannot bear to be sepa¬ 

rated. erfwosJrfj 

it is not well for a woman to leave her hus¬ 

band. erf® 3cdo, erft, i^ a separated lover. 

A. c. 597\^^7d&5oA agavesatuga, See erf£. 

0. 59a^)©a agashdliga, See w*?fr©rf. 

c. 59a t agashe, See wrf*. 

C. 69X?o, 59acJa agasa, agasiga, s. A 

washerman. erWas,wrfria,erWsirevawash¬ 

erwoman. 

C. 69A ro agase, The lin-plant. IAnumusi- 

tatissimum. wrfS^ the ceschynomene 

grandiflora. wrftf^ wscSo coronila grandiflo- 

ra. urf^ the lin-plant used as a ve¬ 

getable. wrtSt lin-seed oil. 

O. S97\fN^307>7\<£;o agasd-bdgalu, s. A 

town gate, the gate of a fort. 

C. agasellu, s. Colour oil seed. 

erfS^o ^“painter’s oil. 
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S. 627^73 g agastya, s. A celebrated saint, 

the son of both and by wzsirU; 

the regent of the star Canopus. 2. the tree 

eeschynomene grandiflora. 

A. C. 69 Tv$ agala, adj. Deep. 2. Broad, 

wide. 

C. 62a^o8 agcdanti, $. The stave of a 

ladder. 2. a fort ditch, trench, moat. 

C. !9a^, 52a ^~i, 62A-^ agalati, 

agalate, agalte, s. A fort ditch, trench, 

moat. a draw-bridge over a 

moat. erttflrttf the mound thrown up from 

a moat. 

C. 62 a agalddu, v.n. To move, shake, 

be loose. v. a. To shake, &c. 

T. b. 52a^, 62ao^> agali, aguli, See » 

c. 52 a 9*0, 52 ao^o agalu, agulu, s. A 

grain of boiled rice. the 

grain of boiled rice is become soft, t-orirtvsri 

tfjs i5:$ri jssrt wows?*) be ate, and did not leave 

a single grain. 2. a fort ditch, a moat. 

C. S2a$o again, v. a. & n. To dig. 2. to 

dive, to bathe. 3. to swallow. *5riv=#, 

the act of digging, &c. 

C. 52a^^oo5) ag ale-shunt hi, s. A me¬ 

dicinal root. Cissampelos Tiexandra. 

C. 62a^ agalte, See 

A. C. 52 a?/o agallu, v. n. To dive, 

oritfo. » 

See 

H. 62727)5. agddi, $. Front, van. adj. front. 

a horse’s halter rope, wrra&t rioaS 

a harlot’s house. 

s. 62 AT) 7^ agadha, adj. Easy, soft. 

S. 62AT>ZJ> agadha, [» neg., and to? fixed 

place] s. A hole, chasm, abyss, adj. Very 

deep, bottomless, very great. 2. profound, 

mysterious, abstruse, was# a violent 

fever. wto? sW a heavy rain, skskr 

a profound secret. wto? sfcSor a very reser¬ 

ved man. wrrerf $3/ a deep sleep, ac 

the abyss, the deep, wra# t.tiorlv’o the foun¬ 

tains of the deep. 

S. 627V5^ti^o agddhipanu, [eri mount¬ 

ain, king] s. The chief of mountains, 

•Josswb^i). 

S. 62AT>,rf agdra, s. A house, a habitation. 

S. 62721)07)S agdrdti, [wrt mountain, 

a foe] s. Indra, the foe of mountains. 

H. 62727)^) agdvu, s. Money in advance. « 

to take money in advance, 

esrre^j ifjszk to advance money. 

C. 62?\a5oo agiyu, v. a. To dig. 2. to 

chew, to champ. 3. to be glad. 4. to fear. 

6. to fill, to prevail. 6. to enter. eAco'xsSzS), 

er!3, the 

act of digging. 2. champing. tsh 

c&j to chew with the teeth, rbrf ficSoorf 

to dig with a spade. to dig 

for one’s self, to cause to dig. »?»*> 

3;4>^ to chew and eat. 

orii eh* iSz& to dig. 

C. 62?\pi agini, See e^d. 

A. C. 62<?\C3 agida, adj. Close, thick set, 

filled. 

T. B. 62?v> agini, See 

C. 662'T\£)o agilike, agilu, 8. Se¬ 

paration, division, divorce. See wrttu. 

0. 62?\f agishe, See wri^wsriejj. 

C. 62'A'i^ agishenne, See wri*. 

C. 62^1^ agishellu, See 

T. B. 52?\lAj^ agishtike, See 

T. B. 52^ agili. See wrtrf. 

C. 62?\^S agiliti, See bW. 

C. 627xoo^€ agundale, s. Excess, abun¬ 

dance. ad;. Great, much, abundant. 

C. 62 AOS^o aguchu, v. a. To press, to com¬ 

press, to press or squeeze down. erfoiJ 

^ to press to the ground. 

S. 62 acrdo aguru, s. Red sandal wood, aloe 

wood, or agallochum. 2. a dark kind of the 

same. 3. a tree, dalbergia sissoo. 4. a boat. 

[e> priv. rtorio heavy] adj. light, not heavy. 

C. 627<orn agulu, v. a. To shake, move, 

make loose. « ertiu) loosen that 

peg- 

C. 627\o£^ aguvike, for eAcriooSif. See un 

der 

C. 62ao&, 62 aof, e2Aof^807)7\€;o 

sAi, agushe, agushe-h agalu, See eri** 

w^riuj. 

c. 62ao^o3 agulanti, See «^os. 
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T. b. © a:^> aguli, see »r«?. 

C. ©ao^Xo agulisu, v. cans. To cause to 

dig. 

C. ©ao^o agulu, v. n. To slip out, as a 

bolt; to become loose, misplaced. d 

Adders y’do&dcdjdw the bolts on the 

numerous gem doors having slipped out. s. 

a grain of boiled rice. 

S. ©ajs^ aguhana, adj. Public, open. 

C. ©X age, s. A germ, bud, shoot, young 

plant. to sow seed for plants. 

a»dd s^d tsfi a&secii^ sow rdgi for 

plants, so as not to miss the season, *»**>*> 

SScsdA/sl^drtt^J tobacco plants, 

®rt^)brinjal plants. skrahsSrt^ chilli plants, 

onion plants. 

C. ©X age, See 

C. ©7\dS^ ago, interj. Lo! behold! wrUt 

lo! see. <s& l0 ! there. 

C. ©7?js«s&xi agochara, [e priv. and A»* 

visible, perceptible] adj. Invisible, in¬ 

comprehensible, imperceptible, not appreci¬ 

able by the senses. 

T. b. ©a , 59a rf agga, aggada, [wd,] 

adj. Principal, chief. 'SU* the chief 

soldiers. 

T. B. ©7^, ©X C> a99a> a99ada, [e^r] 

adj. Common, low, mean, undignified. 2. 

cheap, abundant. zisiTS cheap or common 

grain, do&rt, wd rfo&# a coarse cloth, 

aK^A worthless or disreputable elevation. 

C. ©XX aggada, adj. Chief, superior, ex¬ 

cellent. 

C. ©X<L> aggala, s. Abundance, superiori¬ 

ty, greatness, adj. Great, much, abundant, 

wi^srsaddf* ^©dddd wBo v^dofsfide s3d& ?o®t 

do§ dro Phaluguna was gazing, trembling and 

astonished, at the greatness of Babhruwaha- 

na’s courage. 

C. ©X ^ aggavali, adj. Cheap, reason¬ 

able, not dear. ?H *J®od wjdo esd dvcdra 

the cloth which you bought is very cheap. 

c. ©X $ aggala. See e^«. 

0. ©X e/55 aggalike, s. Strength, prowess, 

greatness. 2. garrulity, ®d ytfdcwddgj he 

is not afraid of power (or greatness.) 

C. 003 aggaleya, s. "A powerful man. 

c. ©7\d 5, ©7\t> ^ aggddi, aggdli, s. 

A low, vulgar, immodest woman, 

wr^s what a vulgar woman she is ! 

o. ©7\T> C5^v)-d aggddi-kdra, s. A conju¬ 

ror. 2. a deceiver. 

T. B. ©X 0007, See »V 

0. ©X^X aggiga, s. A little, mean, or use¬ 

less man. 2. a divider of friends, a mischief 

maker. 

C. ©X pc> aggini, s. Water. The use of 

this word is confined almost entirely to the 

Ling aits, jtoad a water vessel. 

ritratfo a water woman, edristoo-s-rf four 

vessels on a bullock for fetching water, 

rfp a well reserved for the use of a 

Jangama and his disciples. &S.wdoS dod 

woddort the Linga priest used 

the water which the pious woman brought, 

for worship. 

T. B. ©X S&oXrfs&o, ©X^oXrf^d;) 
A A 

aggi- mugadavaru, aggi-mogadavaru 

fire, s&irt and face] s. pi. Fire 

faced demigods. See wd^dooso. 

t. b. & c. ©X aggivaladenne, 

s. Lamp oil. 

T. B. ©Xl^WXlju^^X&S^^Xtx^ 
. A .<33 A & A ’ (S3 

aggisriti, aggishtike, aggitike, agish- 

tike, s. See 

S. ©7s agni. See «s* ri. 

S. ©7agni, s. The god of fire; the regent 

of the south east quarter. 2. fire. 3. the 

plant called Ceylon lead wort, plumbago 

zelanica. 4. marking nut, simecarpius 

anacardium. 5. bile. 6. gold. dd©d> 

v. a. to kindle, to set on fire, self 

ignited forest fire. fcdcra?sA the digestive pow¬ 

ers. submarine fire. Sdzss?^ the fire 

or passion of separated lovers. men¬ 

tal anguish, ^oss?^ corroding care. 

«*«, ® V"’ tsfys-a,, e^iSodja spark, 

od^diod, wfs^Aaod the fire pit for offering 

burnt sacrifice. a fire-brand. 

#okj&, dod, esd^ tfs&, is?\ 

danger of fire. heat of fire. «?\ *?, 

t?, the light of fire, zrers a fire¬ 

work, a fire arrow. v\ ^ like fire. 2. the 
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mode of offering burnt sacrifices. *on, 

*s\ Shiva, with an eye of fire in the 

centre of his forehead. 

siuseJ the south east quarter. 

v®°^ a fire-vessel. ko*, z&tf 

a fire-fly. .Bcma- 

swra, a giant who received the gift from 

Shiva, that any one upon whom he should 

lay his hand would he burnt to ashes. 

S. agni-kdri- 

ka, agni-karya, s. Exciting the sacrifi¬ 

cial fire with oblations of ghee. 

s. & c. agni-kdrboge, 
[m!\ fire, wacb black, and or 

smoke] s. The black smoke of fire. 

S. agni-kdshta, [<s?y fire, and 

wood] s. Firewood. 2. Agallochum. 

S. agni-kukkuta, [w^fire, 

and a fowl] s. A fire eating bird. 

S. agni-garbha, [e^, and 

womb] s. The sun. 2. a crystal. 3. a 

plant. 

S. agni-chitu, [e^fire,and 

who collects] s. A worshipper of fire, who 

has placed and consecrated a sacrificial fire. 

S. es^sS^j agni-jitu, s. Water, the con¬ 

queror of fire. 2. The name of a king. 

S. agni-jwdle, s. The blaze of 

a flame, the heat of fire. 2. a plant bearing 

red blossoms, used by dyers. 

s. agni-tdre, 

agnidevatdkd, s. The Pleiades, of which 

is the ruling deity. 

S. agni-dipana, s. The diges¬ 

tive powers. 

S. e£>?\^ZjwaS& agni-dhuma, s. Smoke of 

fire. 

S. agni-dhwaja, s. A standard 

with the insignia of a deer. 

s. S9^^7\d agni-nagara, s. The city 

Tejowati in the south east. 

S. agni-nadi, s. The river of heU. 

s. agni-nayana, 

agni-netra, s. Shiva with an eye of fire. 

S. ©^73-3^0 agni-ndma, s. Ceylon lead 

wort. 2. the marking nut. 

s. agni-niyama, s. A vow 

to offer a burnt sacrifice of sheep, &c. 

S. agni-parni, s. Marking nut. 

S. agni-puta, s. The digestive 

powers. 2. testing, trying by fire. 3, refin¬ 

ing gold, &c. 

S. agni-pravesha, s. Throw¬ 

ing one’s self into fire> as a woman on the 

funeral pile of her husband, &c. 

S. agni-bija, s. Gold. 2 an oil 

seed. 3. an improper letter in poetry. 4. the 

letter 3. 

s. agni-bhattdraka, s. 
The god of fire. 

S. agni-bhukku, s. An insect 

that eats fire. 

S. agni-bhu, s. The son of Shiva, 

ShcmmuJcha. 

s. agni-man- 

da, agni-mdndya, s. Indigestion, flatu¬ 

lence. 

S. agni-mathana, s. Produc¬ 

ing fire by friction. 

S. 55?\^oo£0 agni-mukha, s. fire, 

and mouth, oblations to the gods passing 

through fire as their mouth.] s. A deity. 2. 

Sramha. 3. a plant. 4. a marking nut. 5. 

kindling of fire. 

S. agni-yantra, s. An amu¬ 

let. 2. a fire arm. 3. an electrifying machine. 

S. Sf^dg^pS agni-rakshane, s. Main¬ 

tenance of sacred fire, preserving perpetual 

fire in a family, which supplies that lighted 

on occasions of worship. 

S. ©^dj^ agni-rakshe, s. A cautery. 

s. es^SoA, agni-linga, ag- 

ni-vaha, s. fire, ®or> a sign, and O'* 

^ endeavour.] Smoke. 

S. <2J~qz>b agni-lipi, s. A writing which 

becomes visible by holding it to the fire. 

s. agni-veidya, s. Cautery as 

a last resource. 

S. agnishti, agnish- 

tika, s. A portable furnace or chafing dish. 

S. S3^\^ad agni-shara, $, A fire-arrow. 
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S. agni-shdle, s. A fire-place. 

S. agni-shikha, $. Saffron. 2. 

safflower. 3. gold. 4. a lamp. 5. an arrow. 

s. agni-shikhe, s. The blaze of 

fire. 2. a cock. 

S. «5?\^‘2)c6 agni-shile, s. A fire-flint. 2. a 

burning glass or lens. 

S. agnishtoma, S. A parti¬ 

cular sacrifice. 

s. es?s^7o£D, agni-sakha, ag- 

ni-mitra, s. The god of wind; wind, the 

friend of fire. 

s. SS^coSo agni-saha, s. A frog, 

s. agni-sahdya, s. A pi¬ 

geon. 

s. agni-sutra, s. A string used 

in producing fire by the friction of two pieces 

of stick. 2. a band of sacrificial grass put 

round the waist of a Brahman when invested 

with the sacred thread. 3. electricity. 

S. 02^3 agni-stambhane, s. The 

supernatural power of rendering fire innocuous 

so as to walk or remain in it unhurt. 3 o 

to render fire innocuous. 

S. agni-hotra, S. Mainten¬ 

ance of a perpetual or sacred fire, 2. a sacri¬ 

ficial fire. one who maintains 

a perpetual and sacred fire. 

S. ©7agnyutpdta, s. A comet, 

an inauspicious omen. 

C. 55 aj agra, s. The thrush, a sore mouth, 

Aphtha. 

g. ©7\] agra, Front, fore part. 2. top, peak, 

summit. 3. end, point. 4. goal, resting place. 

5. assemblage, multitude, adj. Chief, prin¬ 

cipal. 2. prior, first. 3. excessive, more, 

much. 4. excellent, best, preferable, 

most estimable. excelling in 

learning. ex¬ 

celling in business, most clever at work, wrt) 

one who goes before, a guide. w 

an elder brother, the first bom. 2. a 

brahman. 3. JBramha. wrt>ri the first, the 

principal. «3rt)®soujsej the present of betel 

leaf, &c. made to the chief person, at the 

commencement of an auspicious ceremony, 

the constellation Aquilae. the 
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tender shoot of a plantain tree. ***>#«& In- 

dra, the Indian Jove, as having the chief 

bow. a first born child. 

presenting betel, cloths, &c. to the guests at 

a sacrifice or other occasion. 2. an intro¬ 

ductory service to auspicious ceremonies, 

consisting of offerings to the manes, 

an advance army, chief concern, 

first thought, tsrt^sosd chief neck¬ 

lace. ©rijdjsssfo the first watch. 

the most costly pearl. 

c. ©7</^b£3]7\&bj agra-metre-gattu, s. 
Quinsy, a bad sore throat. 

S. ©7\jro^ti agrahdra, s. A village grant¬ 

ed to brahmans by Government free or at a 

favourable assessment. dasrrt^d a village 

free from all tax. edjassd, &ra^3^oiss 

a village granted at a low rent, or as a 

reward for public services. wrtjsjsd a 

village granted at a low quit rent. 

a man belonging to such a village. 2. a su¬ 

perb necklace. 

S. ©TYiy agrasana, s. The chief seat. 

a president, he who occupies the 

chief seat. 

S. ©AtySo^ agrdhika, adj. Dull, weak of 

apprehension. 

S. ©7^5^ agrdhya, adj. Unacceptable, 

not proper to be received. tsrs^^skidsfosi^r 

a thing not fit to be accepted. 

S. tD'hjoSo agrima, adj. Chief, principal, 

best. 

S. ©?ya5o agriya, s. An elder brother. 

S. ©7\0| ayru, s. A finger. 

S. agresha, $. The Supreme Being, 

First Being. 

S. ©7y^d agrechara, s. A fore-mnner, 

a leader. 

S. ©7y«$ agrebha, [edj chief, and ««f 

elephant] s. The royal elephant. 

C. ©7^7ori agresara, f ed, before, and 

who goes] s. A leader, one who excels. £>3$ 

«5d|^dd one who excels in knowledge. 

wrt^dd a notorious thief, 

an adept at business. 

S. e^) agha, s. Sin. 2. pain. 3. passion. 

s. ©^Sdfi, aghatana, agha- 



tane, adj. Impracticable, difficult, impossi¬ 

ble. doing impossibilities. 1U 

^crior an object accomplished that 

seemed most unlikely, •*>»» that 

which is very difficult or impossible. 

S. ayhana, adj. Light, not heavy, 

disgrace, degradation. 

S. agha-bheirava, s. The for¬ 

midable and terrible Shiva. 

s. es cs agha-marshana, [w$ 

sin, and removing] s. An expiatory 

prayer, reciting mentally a particular pas¬ 

sage from the Vedas while a little water, in 

the palm of the right hand, is held to the 

nose; this forms a part of the daily cere¬ 

monies of some brahmans. 

T. B. 52 £3 aghdta, See wretf. 

s- 55^®)^ aghrini, adj. Dun, dark, dull. 

S. 52lj!xx©i°d aghora, adj. Formidable, ter¬ 

rible, fierce, sharp, dreadful. cdoorf a 

fierce battle. ^ sharp pain, 

& *~sd a violent fever. 

T. B. 52^ , 52^0 SDci aggha, agghavidi, 
o^K> opi 

\p$V^adj. Cheap, not dear; common, easy 

to be had, abundant, plentiful, low, mean. 

to buy cheaply, Aft wsu 

ua{^ corn is very cheap in harvest time, 

stertf* SjsAssd the mer¬ 

chants are selling rice very cheaply. 

C. 52 ^ agghaliJce, See v*. 
0^) 

°' *• See e^a* 

C. 52'ojXi^ aghni, s. Water. hot water. 

St* to give water. 

s. 52S^o8^£i, S28y£-<y achanchala, a- 

chapala, adj. Fixed, not fickle, decided. 

erfsJejii s. immutability, stability, firmness 

of mind. 

S. S28^orf achanda, adj. mild, as wind. 

2. Ugly. 

H. 5283:-2:>B goo achababu, [wdwauo] s. uten¬ 

sils, things. 

S. S2eA<y achala, priv. and moving] 

s. A mountain. 2. the earth. adj. 
fixed, immovable. weSesjiorf permanent 

happiness. 

S. 52S3=B^oaiiS- uchdturya, adj. Inele¬ 

gant, not clever, not eloquent. 

C. 52 £j add, interj. Expressive of disgust. 

S. 52Sv0"^i achintya, S. The number for¬ 

med by a unit followed by thirty one ciphers 

or other figures, adj. Incomprehensible. 2. 

beyond injury. 

S. 528528i-dtijtf, ^Zj-dd^Zr 

roo^, S28#ubo3o, 52£|ub^§ achira- 

dyuti, achira-prabhe, achira-rochis- 

su, achiramshu, achirdbhe, [«priv. 

long, and *5®, d light, and 

a ray] s. Lightning. 

S. 528^0085^ achumbita, adj. Rare, un¬ 

common, curious, wonderful. 

s. 52^a^, 59^3^ ache- 

tana, ache-tanya, achei-tanya adj. 

Exhausted, faint, weak, inanimate, insen¬ 

sible. 

C. 52^§J3iorfj achodya, adj. Curious, won¬ 

derful, odd, novel, rare. 

is it not marvellous for a cow to 

nurse a babe ? See sk*^- 

T. B. 52 £g-^ achcha, adj. Clear, trans¬ 

parent. 2. pure, unmixed. 3. real. 4. an 

emphatic particle which denotes personality 

or individuality. asvm pure milk. 

quite black. *3*3 pure Canarese. 

rice entirely cleared of its husk. 

clear moon-light, a high 

caste. 

C* $SZ&Jir achchaha, s. Assessment, taxes. 

uifssg^sS^iiosoA his assessment is two pago¬ 

das and a half (five gold pieces, or half pago¬ 

das.) one who pays taxes, 2. union, 

intimacy. 

C. 52&^&3oj achcha-kattu, adj. Neat, 

compact, in proper order, good condition. 

t° be neat, &c., to suit, fit, agree 

well with. 

t. b. 5283^ achchate, see 

t. b. 52S*8ST>S±>, 528^- djs>i) achcha- 

ddma, achcha-mdle. See »^5*ra«J. 

T. B. 528^ o3o achchaya, See e^ofc and 

wSSoa/'3’ 

0. 52^o5o^, 528^^^ achchaiya, ach- 

chamma, s. A proper name. 

t. b. 528^ achchara, See ts^d. 



C. 69 Bx & acTichari, s. Affection, fondness, 

kindness, great care.' 

T. B. 693a Q achchari, [for «of] s. 
Sx L J 

Wonder, surprise, curiousness, ts 

s?zb to be surprised, to wonder. 

wliat marvellous tiling is this ? es^BA/s^b, 

ea^Boinift Soa^tb to seem wonderful, to ap¬ 

pear curious. 

t. b. ©sa1 Scrforio, 693^ tSdjatfo achcha- 
&3- 3x 

nyaru, achchareyaru, [erfjdib] s. Ce¬ 

lestial nymphs or courtezans. 

demi-gods. 

C. 693|^e)6f achdlike, adj. Retired, quiet, 

alone. 

C. & s. 593^- f)li achcha-lipi, s. A fine 
,8x 

hand writing. 

C. 693^- achchavadi, s. See web^a. 

C. S93^sdco achcha-vanna, $. A good 
, 3x C3 • ‘ S 

colour. 

C. 693^- ^ achcha-vali, s. High extrac¬ 

tion, pure breed, good family. esWsiv 

VcdreririBori escort aSrso oireoariJba ^razbsirb 

because their lineage is pure, any body will 

give them his daughter in marriage. 2. as¬ 

sessment, tax. 

G. achchavdvu, See 

C. 6933- ^ achchala, adj. Pure, excellent. 

2. quiet, undisturbed. e he is an 

excellent man. an excellent 

speech, a pure word. 3°t5ri <u§jz3 jbfScbaib 

IjM free from bother, he is 

alone and quiet in the house. sbjS 

csbkfl how pleasant are the house 

and garden! dis’ncumbrance, quiet¬ 

ness. 

A. c. 693^- $3(achclialdyataru, 
See ee^-yscSo^tb. 

C. & s. 693^- achchakshara, s. Aprin- 

ted letter. 

C. & S. 59333) 0£o achchambu, [ef clear, 
Eo” ^ 

and wowa water.] Clear water. 

c. 59353 Ati achchd-gada, adj. Very de¬ 

ceitful. 2. very wonderful. 

C. 59353 J\ achchdgi, adv. Friendly,- of a 

mind; alike. «’i; t tb t,ot5 ^ 

that woman and man are very much alike, 

(of one mould.) 

C. 5935=3 JjBx , 5933=3 ■rfisl achchdvichchi, 
3x/ 3x . Sx^ 3x 

achchavuclichi, s. Abuse, foul language. 

sbssaa do not talk bawdy. 

C. 6933=3 achchdlu, [See e^.] s. A 

man who is alone, or without a family, or 

any such incumbrance; a person without 

care and in easy circumstances, 

to be alone, to be quiet and free from annoy¬ 

ance. ■sbvao® 3 he is sitting alone. 

wwn^y=#, disincumbrance, freedom 

from annoyance, retirement. 

D. 693x achchi, s. A Malayalam woman. 

T. B. 693x achclli, [«$]«. The eye. 

vrt, irs lustre or beauty of the eye. a 

tears. e^fsbmb, 

e'd^jav1 rheum of the eyes, w^sbori dim¬ 

ness of sight. 

C. 69 3x^ achchi, s. The female breast- 

=#jsso {0 give the breast to a child. 

C. 593x t? achchlle, s. Mercy, kindness. 2. 

tax, assessment. 3. See also under wrb. 

adj. kind, friendly, ts^^abafttb to be friend¬ 

ly, or loving. 

C. 593a- a achchiga, s. An amiable and be- 

loved^inan. 2. T. B. of a priest. 

C. 593a rf achchida, adj. Prosperous. 

Tsebr a prosperous affair. a pros¬ 

perous man. 

C. 593laydo achchi-baru, v. n. To agree 

with; to prove salubrious. a ^ 

wrbriB^ that place does not agree with me. 

es eruirb bbrt mo* that town has proved 

salubrious to me. absorbs tst£ vssdrf -fi <s? esd S3 ^ 
woVo the place which agrees with 

none has agreed with him. 2. To prosper. 

m esisrt that money has 

not prospered with him. ®=gr=#) » 

salubriousness, healthiness. 2. Prosperity. 

A. o. 69 3# oio achchiyam, S. Impudence, 

boldness, shamelessness. 

C. 693&> achchu, s. A vowel. 
3a 

C. 593ao^ achchu, V. a. To compensate, to 

replace. 2. to pay unjustly, as rent for land 

on which the crop has failed. 3. to give in 

general, but more especially money or taxes. 

v. n. to be indebted. 2. to suffer loss. wsj 

5b a'dsv^v’o Bibs* ~ he pays 
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twenty pagodas to Government. b 

^ have you any claims upon me, (or 

am I under any obligations to you, or am I 

at all in your debt?) « 

<&> e I have lost twenty rupees by that 

garden. 

C. 598^ achchu, s. A form for printing, or 

for any impression, a type, a prin¬ 

ter’s type. “ a block for printing 

cloths. dgjo a stone on which cloths are 

printed. tfjsU, did, aua a 

printing office. Bab or to 

print. to print cloth, e 

bsAp?, a pressman, 

a cotton printer. Bii^ddcdoo, B^daAo to cast 

type. 2. a mould. da w^,ddo^a mould. *3 

§)ds^ a jaggory mould. 3. a cake or square of 

jaggory moulded. a small cake. ■&» 

%fs^y a large one. 4. an axle tree, 3oBrt 

the platform of an idol car. es^doo) a mor¬ 

tise in the platform of a car. 5. the pivot of 

a handmill. 6. a weaver’s reed or stay; cal¬ 

led also Brirt Bssfo, B^drtoft the cord that 

secures the lower side of the lams in a loom. 

C- achchu-kattu, [See Bcrfo 

’’H’J s- Convenience, commodiousness, com¬ 

pactness. a tappy expres¬ 

sion, a fit word. dad a convenient 

house. conveniently, cleverly, 

neatly, skilfully. dodsd W3& 

the family is very comfortable. Bdd *Bd 

**% 53his business is quite compact. 

A. c. SSt^AO achchugam, adj. Large, 

great. 

c. 59E3o_t<o£, v&vg&t, srt^ 

achchu-gambha, achchu-tole, achchu- 

wdre, s. An axle tree. * 

C. achchuguli, adj. Auspicious, 

favourable, as an omen. 

C. achchugdlu, s. A stick 

used in stamping heaps of grain with a seal 

to prevent its being removed without permis¬ 

sion. 

C‘ achchu-teru, s. The per¬ 

manent frame work of an idol car. 

c. ss&^o s3pa achchu-biga, s. A double 

lock. 

C. £9830 ot>&3 achchu-rdtna, s. A ma- 
Z^r <Pc). 

chine for clearing cotton from the seed. 

T. B. §9£3o t) achchuri, See odor. 
Sv ^ 

o. 69S3b> achchuvadi, s. A printed 

letter. rsty Bs^da B^ddeA these are printed 

letters. 2. tax assessment. ^ tyjssJwcck BS^d 

a ddsty.^ ?ra<y-4 ddas^ this land is assessed at 

four pagodas per annum. 

o. 598^o o5pf a, 598^ot!8?A, achcliuva- 
. So- , , 7.^ V 

achchuvaliga, s. One who pays 

tax or rent to government. 2. a printer. 

S. 598^o7^0^> acJichu-sandhi, s. The per¬ 

mutation of vowels. See ~°9- 

A. c. 598^^rx)cOo^do achchulditaru, 

s. Attendants, servants, retinue. 

o. 59|I^3ob:5o achche-hdku, v. a. To 

tattoo. 

S. 598^3 achyuta, s. Vishnu, the imper¬ 

ishable. BtJ^ssr^Sri Balarama. 

S- ttchhchha, adj. Clear, transparent. 

s. a crystal. 

s. 59^^&3, 593^$ to aclihchha-phata, 

acTihcbha-bhallu, s. A white bear. 

S. 59achhchhdbhra, s. A very clear 

sky. 2. a white cloud. 

S. 59eS^i achhchhidra, adj New, fresh. 

2. unbroken. 

S. 59e3 ?>2> acllhchllinna, adj. unbroken, 
cp 

uninterrupted, great piety, great 

devotedness. 

S. 59^j|^rf acMchJldda, ,s. Clear, pure 

water. Ktib era’s pleasure tank. 

S. 5989 Oja, [b neg, and « born; the un¬ 

born] s. Bramha. 2. Vishnu. 3. Shiva. 

4. Hama. 5. that son of Raghu to whom 

the race of Rama is traced. 6. a goat. 

7.. a sheep. 

S. aja-Jcalpa, s. The period of 

one Bramha’s existence. 

s. 59&97\ aja-gama, s.Avame of Shiva. 

s. 5989A8i'JO^'d aja-gajdntara, [e&s a 

goat, See an elephant, «c«sd difference] adj. 

Widely different; lit. as different as a goat 

from an elephant. B^ri^iodd^sAdj to be as 

different as a goat from an elephant. 
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S. ©Si Ad aja-gara, $. A large serpent, the 

boa constrictor. 

s. SSaiAjd, aja-gava, aja-kava, 
s. Shiva’s bow. (»w Vishnu, and =* Bram- 

ha with 3 affix. Bramha being placed in 

the centre, and Vishnu on the upper part.) 

s. es&^^nxys^d ajana-phdldkshara, 
s. Fate, destiny. 

S' ojanma, adj. Birthless. BK54a 

person never born, as God. 

S. ess^ ajanya, S. A portent, an onaen; 

any natural phenomenon, as an earthquake, 

&c. so considered. 

S', ajamila, See esera&jtf. 

S. aja-mukha, s. Bramha’s son 

JDaksha, with a goat’s face. 

S. aja-moda, s. Common car- 

raway. Carum carui. 

S. ajaya, adj. Unvictorious. 

a coward. 

S. 59&d ajar a, [» priv. old age] s. One 

not subject to old age or decay, as God. 

the gods. 

s. ajardmaratwa, s. Im¬ 

mortality. 

s. «£«6joE- ajarya, [»priv. of to 

decay] s. Friendship, adj. imperishable. 

S. aja-lipi, S. Fate, destiny; which 

Bramha is supposed to have written on every 

man’s forehead. 

s. ajava, ajavana, s. 
Slothfulness, indolence. 

S. ©af^o'is aja-shringi, [«« a ram, and 

a horn] s. A milky and thorny plant 

bearing a fruit like a ram’s horn, used as a 

medicine for the eyes. 

S. 5£>cKTcy ajasra, adv. Eternally, continu¬ 

ally, perpetually. 

S. ajdnda, s. The universe; lit. 
Bramha’s egg. 

S. ajdmsha, s, A portion of Bram¬ 

ha. 

s. 7\d ajdgara, [» priv. wake¬ 

ful] s. Drowsiness, sleep, unwatchfulness. 

2. a plant (BeUpta or verbesina prostrata) 

causing sleep. 

s. 553^ a ^7o d ajd-gala-stana, s. Fleshy 

processes pending from the neck of a goat. 

he is a useless fellow 

(like the goat’s fleshy processes, which appear 

to answer no purpose but that of ornament.) 

S. 65fcXiA]~§> ajdgrate, s. Carelessness, 

heedlessness. 

S. 693dT>32 ajdji, s. Cummin seed. 

S. ajdjina, S. Goatskin. 

S. eS83S3i«a ajd-jivi, s. A goatherd. 

S. ajddya, S. Health. »«ra^oa 

man in health. 

s. «f>3ajdta-shatru, [eswsi; un¬ 

born, enemy] s. One who has no ene¬ 

mies; an inoffensive man. 2. a name of 

Dharmaraya, 

S. 293jT>S ajdti, s. An outcast, one desti¬ 

tute of caste. 

S. ajddani, s. A small species of 

prickly nightshade. 

S. ajdnike, s. The note of a shep¬ 

herd’s whistle. 

S. ajd-pdlaka, s. A goat¬ 

herd. 

s. ajd-putra, s. A kid, a goat. 

S. 6£8ajamila, s. The name of a 

brahman who, after falling into sin and be¬ 

coming a chandala, in the agony of dying 

called upon his son Bara. These letters 

forming part of the name of Vishnu (Na- 

r ay ana), the act of pronouncing them, 

though accidentally, is so meritorious that 

Vishnu was obliged to admit him directly to 

heaven. 

s. ajd-mula, 

ajd-moda, s. A medicinal root. 

S. esaraoio^TDe» ajdyapdla, s. A San¬ 

scrit work containing words of various mean¬ 

ings. 

S. ajdshraya, s. A sheepfold. 

S. S£>3§05o^ ajimhya, adj. Crooked, not 

straight. 

S. ajigisha, S. An unconquerable 

man, a victor. 

S. ajita, adj. Invincible, impregnable, 

unconquerable. 
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S. ©3§2iQT|> aji-landha, s. A leathern 

girdle. 

S. ©S^oSjs^ ajina-yoni, s. An ante¬ 

lope or deer. 

G. ajind-manushya, 

s. A low, mean, insignificant, or little 

man. 

S. ©S§rf ajira, s. A court or yard, the : 

square forming the centre of native premises. 

2. air, wind. 3. the body. 4. an object of 

sense. 5. a frog. 

C. ajiwdna, s. The seed of Bishop’s 

weed, sison a/mmi. 2. Incense. 

S. ©1§^7\ ajihwaga, s. An arrow. 

S, ©33^rsr, ©3§^S", ©eggSs" ajirna, 

ajirna, ajirti, $. Indigestion, flatulence. 

S. ©3§=s3 ajiva s. Non-existence, 2. death. 

S. ©3§^ed^ ajivana, s. Poverty, indigence, 

having no means of subsistence. 

S. ©a^o^pl ajnmbhane, s. Silence, 

quietness. silent, quiet. 

s. ©OE§^od)d} ajendraru, [eu, 'uorf,] 

s. Bramha and Indr a. 

S. ©S^trsrf ajeka-pdda, s. One of the 

eleven Rudras or deities so named, forms of 

Shiva. 

s. ©^°o3o, ©^^ ajeya, ajeitra, 

adj. Invincible, unconquerable. 

S. ©S§qs>5^X>^ ajoghna, s. A butcher, 

c. ajja> s. A grandfather. 2. a respec¬ 

table old man. 3. t. b. [water] respectable. 

a great grandfather. a grand¬ 

mother. 2. an old woman, a great 

grandmother, esw eoti ssrscJcso 

hke an old man’s coming to an old woman’s 

house (that is, useless) • 

c. ©$7^, ©&^t( ajjige, ajjuge, s. The 

Arabian jasmin. 

C. ©&£ ajju, s. See 

c’ ajju’ s. A device, an expedient, a 

remedy, es? c3o, ess^Sri, wss^&ri 

an artful, designing, cunning, crafty man. » 

®»i ess 6, wraS, ew rraSr a sly, artful 

woman, es^criog#, w nse*# skilfulness, in¬ 

genuity. esssA acjA,_ cleverly, ingeniously, 

a'jsjte to (Jo cleverly. 

A. C. ©c~^ ajju> adj. New, fresh, 2. good, 

excellent. 

S. ©2tf agnya, [e priv. ^ who knows] 

adj. Idiot, stupid, ignorant. 

S. ©a^ ©34^ agnyata, agnyate, 

s. Ignorance. 

s. ©&T) agnydta-wdsa, s. Living 

incognito. 

S. ©&[7> agnydna, s. Spiritual ignorance, 

worldly illusion. esgaKraori^ci spiritual dark¬ 

ness. an ignorant person, one without 

knowledge, especially spiritual knowledge, a 

heathen. an inadvertent act. 

S. ©E§ agnyetara, s. A wise, clever, 

or sensible man. 

c. ©tfjjJD, ©t!)jdt5 ajhd, ajhdre, 

interj. Expressive of pleasure or irony. 

C, ©kick'd atambara, adj. Large, exten¬ 

sive, roomy, ste? wjoj e'UowrfiraM the house 

is very large. 

how roomy is the place where there are no 

people! etiowd a very extensive 

business. 

h. ©SStre^j, ©S3^o atakdvu, ataku, 

s. Obstacle, hindrance. 2. opposition, pre¬ 

vention, detention. 3. molestation. 

eUwsc&Bte, eU** v, a. to interdict. 

2. to hinder or prevent. 3. to arrest, to de¬ 

tain. 4. to molest. 5. to be obstinate, res¬ 

tiff. 

c. ©S3^js?^^, ©BsSuss^t) atakobba- 

ri, atakhobbari, s. A girls’ game in 

which two clasp each other’s hands and slap 

them together. 

G. ©Bsa^’S1 atu-chouka, numeral. Eight 

times four. 

0. ©&3s^o atachu, V. a. To press down. 2. 

to hush, to silence.- 3. to humble, to abase. 

4 to rebuke. sjurt eUdosirtea 

it is well to keep an enemy down so 

as to prevent his rising. 

A. C. ©&3plojo atanisu, v. cl To pursue, 

chase, follow* 

C. ©83^63 atatate, s. Hindrance, opposi¬ 

tion, obstacle. v. a. to hinder, 

to oppose. •ssf&wtea©?*^ 

how can work which is opposed succeed? 
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T. B. 65833T>$ ata-tdla, See 

S. 65&3£) atani, s. The notched extremity of 

a how. 

c. © S3, ©&3^o63 atamata, atama- 

te, s. Deception, pretence, dissimulation. ® 

a deceiver, 2. hunger, poverty, 

scarcity, destitution sio 

jSccog wysfcSotraM abroad he cuts a dash, but 

is destitute at home. sstirioK 

BoPcrijsh =F®ejg^.3j being destitute, he 

lives from hand to mouth. 

C. ©Ksfctypjo at am 2ri.SU, v. a. To deceive. 

2. to coax, cajole, or usurp by plausible words 

or address. 3, to beguile, to slip away, as 

from a child without its knowing it. eWshe 

b iStyo to fall upon unawares. 

C. 65&3s3j®D atamari, g. Obstinacy, per¬ 

verseness, stubborness, self-will. 

do a perverse child. ssUdraecdsartodd^ s;Sn® 

zSjsv£j?.jc'oj esttdieiOdddo iZdo who has 

taught you to he obstinate ? abandon your 

obstinacy. 

s. S9&3S, eSioS atari, adavi, s. A forest, 

a wood, a wilderness sfUSrt, eWtyitrf a man 

of the woods. [eWa and 

quadruped.] A wild hog. 

A. C. 69&3»)t£ atavika, s. A gamester, 

c. es&Dps, atdna, athdna, s. 

The name of a tune. 

C. 5563 ate, See &%■ 

S. &563j$>P»jj atojou, s. Direction, manage¬ 

ment, controul, authority. ^ $v7i 

~dg>t5 this work is under my direction. 

e&atkjig <ugj he is not under my 

authority, m vbzhiS wdodag; j 

cannot manage that horse. 

O. ©63j atta, s. A garrettor upper loft in 

a house, a false ceiling of boards. 2. an up¬ 

per room serving, occasionally, for the pur¬ 

pose of a dormitory. 3. a bastion. 4. the 

back of an edifice. 5. a fortified place in 

front of a building. 6. a stand in a field of 

corn, for watching birds, &c. 7. a manger 

for cattle. upper shelves. ^ 

533 sojs^rb to get into an upper 

loft. to put things into an up¬ 

per loft. e^Borf «Sd d&c&ood ssi^zlri) 
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they thrashed, with a stick, the man that fell 

from the upper loft, (proverb used of one who 

aggravates another’s affliction). 

C. 69&3L^oo8i$ atta-kumbala, s. A dried 

pumpkin for seed. 

c. 5563^x3 attakkara, s. Any class of 

eight letters. 

C. 69 63^05)0300 atta-gombu, s. The cen¬ 

tre or main branch of a tree. 

c. 65&3^£> attadavi, s. An impervious 

grove or forest. 

c. 65^S> attadi, s. A place of much resort, 

a much frequented road or house. dodotyd 

he who has not mixed 

with society cannot bear a place of much 

resort. 

C. 69&3j5i7^ attadige, s. A meal ready pre¬ 

pared, cooked food, doScftg w 

Wj&rt esafa^sssAcbrid) in the female cookshop 

there is food ready for eating. 

T. B. atta-tdla, See *stf. 

o. 69&^o7\o, 59^63oao atta-tengu, 

atta-tengu, s. A dried cocoa nut for seed. 

c. 69^rfe)7^ attadalige, [«sU, and 

s. A board of a ceiling or loft. 

C. 65&|ska^ atta-madike, s. A vessel 

that has been used in cooking, 

&is>$A ‘^doddo the mother-in-law’s 

cooking vessel is kept for the daughter-in-law 

(that is, the business of the former will de¬ 

volve on the latter.) 

0. 55&i^a attavadi, ?. The bottom of a 
si 

cot. 

c. 55&3,s3pS attavane, See e&srS. 
e3 " 

T. b. 69&3^S attave, See * 

S. 69e3,5ot)'rd atta-hdsa, s. Violent laugh¬ 
ed 

ter, a horse-laugh. 2. parade, noise, pomp, 

affectation. 3. the shout of defiance of con¬ 

tending warriors. ^ ws3o e 

this man is very ostentatious (or affected). 

dosdo to make a noise and parade; 

to give one’s self airs, to be affected; to shout. 

sSty® what shall I say 

of the king’s pageantry ? ?frt) to 

laugh loudly or heartily. 

0. 5S^$ attala, s. Bustle, ado, airs, exer- 



cise of authority. 5c£.otb sithai 

all his authority is only for eight or 

ten years. 

C. ©83^, ©83^ at tali, attale, See ertly?. 

T. B. ©83 i) attale. See esfct».y. 
a* ” « 

C. ©&ST^oi> attcw/a., s. The produce of 

labour. 

s. ©8jt),«, ©kra,^, ©ferr^e)^ attdla, 
,<53 £j ©3 " 

attalaka, attalika, s. A parapefi 2. a 

house built over the gate of a fort. 3. an 

upstair house. 4. a palace. 5. a bastion. 

T. B. es&gjoo attdsa, See 

C‘ attain, g. One man sent after 

another. 

c. ©83^^, ©83^d attikku, attidu, v. a. 

To cook. 2. to board, to cook food and set 

before a person, a Cook. 

*3$A 5oo^cd»ri essrsri 

the cook must have no wife, and the 

porter no servant. (From experience, the 

cook will find fault with his wife’s cooking, 

and the porter with his servant’s services ) 

C. attina-doni, s. An earth¬ 

en vessel fixed as a manger for cattle. 

C. ©83^, ©83^ attipu, attisu, v. caus. 

[of To cauSe to pursue or follow. 2. 

to evaporate, to make boil away. esti 

<5o®rt, adjstnrp) 

make an infusion for the medicine of three 

quarters of a seer of water, and evaporate half 

a seer. 

C. ©83o^ attu, See wUj. 

C. ©83a^ attu, V. a. To drive off, to send 

^ away. 2. to pursue, to follow, to go after. 

3. 'to send. 4. to push away or on one side. 

5. v. n. to evaporate or boil away. *°PPP\ 

push him away, 

who sent you? uvA pp^tizipc 

the king sent me to you. =&jso3o 

to run after, to pursue. t^ScPcp^ 

rite® wacetos® $ the mother-in-law is al¬ 

ways annoying her daughter-in-law. 

**> eAbrtj? a pursuer, follower. 

2. a cattle driver. 3. a sender, to 

pursue, to follow, vlii.PPd, sjkb.rieJ, t>U5.cu4S d ej 9 ti 
the act of pursuing or following, PP^P\ 

crire’# srtbjS (or why do you follow 

me ? sending to call. 

a. c. ©83^02)^, ©8ix,o2o$ attumbali, 

attumbari, g. Countenance, patronage, 

going behind another as his support. Also 

See eroowv. 

C. ©83opdtfg attu-kuli, S. A game so cal¬ 

led. 

C. ©83o^a£; attugala, s. A cooking vessel. 

o. ©83o^ao£-4, ©83o,aj^ attu-guni, 

attu-guli, s. A picnic, or party of girls 

going for a stroll in the woods. eU^rts?cdJ3>&> 

to go on a picnic, 

O. ©83^AnA>^o attu-gulu, S. Cooked rice 

prepared for eating. 

C. ©83o^7> attuge, g. Dressed food. 2. the 

act of pursuing or following. 

c. es83^7lre(>£o attu-golu, s. a wooden 

ladle for cooking. 

c. ©83ac?:>, ©83x0200 attunnu, attum- 
«5 ca e3 • ■ 

bu, v. a. To cook and eat. 2. to enjoy the 

fruit of one’s labour, estojOtoortrh 

cooking and eating. a&rioo 

it is better to live by begging 

than by cooking and eating, (proverb used 

of a lazy fellow.) 

C. ©83o^j attuppu, s. Saltpetre. 

0. ©83o^Q atturi, s. Rice burnt at the bot- 

t jm of the pot. 

0. ©35x,0a attuliga, s. A cook. 

C. Sf'8^^ attuli, g. Annoyance, trouble, 

vexation. 2. throng, mob, crowd, 

^ a place much frequented, eM>,vrt an an_ 

noyer, a vexer. wsJsffcbjV he gives much 

trouble. I cannot 

endure his annoyance. 

0. ©83^ atte, s. The sole of a sandal or shoe. 

2. a leech. 3. a headless trunk. 4. a lump 

of tamarinds. 5. the outward healing of an 

internal boil or sore. rtsd 

bA tuorio tin 

he asks a fanam to take off the old sole, and 

to put on the shoe a new sole. a 

sandal with a sole. =#3Po Ah^vaorttiySo 

P^PP^poP^^Po it is as pleasant to him to 

tread on a new soled sandal, as to mount a 
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0^=5\> 0^3. 
eJ 

horse. ssWo, e>so$A 3oos© 

^ to put a sole on a shoe. 

C. &£3j8&^ atte-chippu, s. A pearl 

oyster. 

C- 5565^t^ atteda, s. A cook room, a place 

where food has been dressed. 2. a native 

place. wS^drig) wdodtfj 

* it is not fitting to cook in another’s cook- 

room. (i. e. keep to your own house) ^ 

sSddo to whatever 

country one may go, he cannot forget his 

native place. 

6. © i3^<pcc3 attenave, numeral, Eight 

times nine. 

G. atte-tdla, See 

G. ©B^Bos^- atte-pancha, numeral .Eight 

times five. 

C. ©63qs,^0 attottu, s. Rice burnt to the 
CD —o 

bottom of the pot. 

C. ©B^aB attogara, s. Cooked rice. 

c. ©kPS^zf p§ attoudlenne, s. Boiled 
£ 00 P'3 

castor oil. 

C. attoushadha, s. Medicine 

that has been prepared by boiling. 

C. ©63^ atle. See vtyv. 

C. ©&B See oto,. Also, 2. mud. 

G. ©BB athara, numeral. Eighteen. 

mwixSso^, esdusarajJ eighteen government 

offices, viz. treasury. saakSo^da?*^ 

lapidary’s office, or place where the king’s 

jewels are kept. &»*&**»$ victualling office, 

asrerara;! audience hall. elephant 

depdt. sSpsW*»? camel depot. rs^jara^S cattle 

depot. coachhouses, &c. 

ai's^ aviary, musicians’ or band 

office. the place where the 

hour is struck, 'ffadaja;? magazine of stores. 

ordnance store. esow*d&re;3 corn 

and straw magazine, ww^rsoajS COok house. 

ssaskasdarajJ royal wardrobe. 

lamp and torch office, •tsak.soajS privy. 

C. ©BBp$, ©BBpf, ©B Bp§ athavani, 

athavane, atthavane, Revenue, «dd?=S 

c^e-ras? the revenue department. wddrl 

B a revenue office. 2. reminding, bringing 

to the recollection of another. 

C. ©Bo^b adanltu, See 

A. C. ©BoA3C&>^Bo adangditaru, s. 

The officers of an army. 2. a caste of people 

whose employment is to cut down the fruit 

of cocoa and areka nut trees. 

A. c. 55Bo?\ adangi, s. A cudgel, a stick. 

C. ©Bo7\o adangu, See wdrij. 

A. C. ©Boao adangu, s. An army. 2. a 

garden. 

A. c. ©BoaoBobs^B adanguruchata, 

s. Blind man’s buff. 

0. ©BoBo, ©Bo^j) adanchu, adampu, 

v. cans. To quench, calm, humble, silence. 

2. to pack closely, &c. See and 

* under ^rio and wcsria. 

0. ©BoD adanti, s. Excuse, evasion, sub¬ 

terfuge. 

0. ©Bob A adampiga, See under 

C. ©Bo^j^ adampuli, s. A reprover, a 

rebuker, a silencer. 

T. b. ©BosoB, ©Bc&B adambara, 

atambara, See wdowd. 

A. o. ©B^o^jsoBB adakangondava, 

s. A timid man, a coward. 

c. ©B^ei, ©B^eo adakala, adakalu, 

s. A pile of water or cooking vessels. a 

c*ig> ed^eJooWo there is a pile of vessels in the 

room. 

C. ©B?ro adaku, [compare WfMfc] a. To 

pile up, pack closely, stuff or ram in, stow 

away. dtf itswrij there is 

not room enough to stow away all the goods. 

2. to hide, conceal, secrete, keep secret. 

ci stoa esd^ejo, wdj t&radrt mdd 

if you conceal a wrong deed, will it not comg 

out? 3. to stop, arrest. esti&tu ©sf 

dra&ddo what has he done that you 

should arrest him? wd-a-do, csd^fido, ed* 

to pack up, put or stow away, hide, &c. 

ts3 drttfaarf udadon'do it 

is not well to conceal a dangerous disease, 

wdado, wd-3-s^, to be comprised, 

comprehended, contained in. ^qssdodqird 

the whole mean¬ 

ing of the story is comprised in one verse. 

2. to be full. 8. to be compact, in small 

compass, 4. to be abridged, shortened. 6. 
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to be concealed, secret or hidden. 6. to be 

pressed down, humbled, subdued, depressed. 

7. to be allayed abated, appeased. edsi 

~ his auger is abated. 8. to he 

fuT. adj' abridged, compen¬ 

dious, in small compass, brief, 

to write briefly, concisely. 2. private, 

secret, reserved. 

C. adake, See 

A. o. adake, s. Flesh. 

C. ada-kottu, ?. Scissors for 

cutting betel nut. wa^cdoo od t, 

the scissors are proper for cutting betel 

nut. 

A. c. adaga, <*. A. wing, 

o. SScSa&Tn^ adagadigina, [es&rt&rt] adj. 
Frequent, often. 

C. S5z37Vsp§roo adagdnisu, v. a. To hin¬ 

der, to oppose. « udod 

* what will he get by impeding that affair ? 

wsAsrf^ s. Obstacle, impediment, hindrance. 

C. S5t])7Tsd:>, ccos^ao adagd- 

ru, adagdri-hogu, v. n. To decrease, 

diminish, become reduced in circumstances, 

humbled. 2. to perish, be destroyed, s. de¬ 

crease, diminution, depression in circum¬ 

stances, humiliation. 2. ruin, destruction. 

C. S9c3>ao adagu, [[Compare Wrertoj w. 'fo 

hide, be hidden, concealed; to abscond, dis¬ 

appear. 2. to decrease, abate, become calm, 

pacified, appeased. wa^ao jf[s 

anger is abated. the pain is de¬ 

creased. the wind has fallen, or 

gone down. 3. to be comprised, compre¬ 

hended, contained in. 4. to be humble. 6. 

to be shrunk up, wasted, etto to hide 

or conceal one’s self, abscond, disappear. 2. 

to support, as a land its inhabitants. 'szSfttb 

to be concealed, hidden. 2. to be humbled, 

depressed, allayed, abated, appeased, 

to be or lie concealed, &c. sSj^rtj 

to disappear, be lost, &e. e&tob v. t0 

hide, conceal, secrete. 2. to pack up, stow 

away. 3. to abridge, curtail, shorten. 4. to 

humble, subdue, allay, depress, abate, put 

down, quench, appease, calm. 

C. es^AO adagu, s. Pacification, calmness, 

quietness. 2 compendium. 

C. SSfj AO adagu, s. A mystery. 7. a hiding 

place, an ambush. ?. a refuge. 4. meat, flesh. 

(a. c.) adj. pleasant, agreeable. 

c. adage. See wssrt- 

C. ada-gedu, v. a. To prostrate, 

to fall on the face and reverence. s. 

prostration, the act of prostrating. 

C. ?£)ZiZd-pci adachane, s. Inconvenience. 

C. Sffc^SSrt)^ ada-chdli, s. A man of infa¬ 

mous conduct, or ill behaviour, adj. disre¬ 

putable, bad. 1 a disreputable 

affai'. 

C. sd-o adachu, [See »*** under w^rb"] 

v. a. To hush, silence. 2. to rap, to cuff. 

3. to press down, pack close. 4. to humble, 

es^erfo shut her mouth, sssisS 

fcrac&j 008.7^ «S7give him a rap to 

keep his mouth quiet. to put 

away, to pack up close. « 

jSSj pact aii those things in the 

box. 

C. ada-jdti, s. Mongrel, inferior 

or low caste. 

C. ada-tatte, s. a plate to serve 

out betel, &c. 

C. ada-tdle, s. Irresponsibility, 

untrustworthiness. 

C. adati, adadi, s. Hired 

clothes, hire. wrtdrb esStsa&o =#ua 

W> washermen give clothes on hire to 

any body, eszsa esJtUdsrah 

Vukbj poor people dress finely in 

hired clothes. a hired ox. 

C. adaddu, [See adj. Raw, 

uncooked. 

C. adanadi, adj. Indifferent, mid¬ 

dling, neither best nor worst. e3;»a 

indifferent work, wap^aedrah e&©trb to turn 

out indifferently. 2. vulgar, low, uncouth. 

e-s<55*a a man rather low or mean. 

3. wild, ungovernable, unaccustomed to the 

yoke. 

c. adane, s. A shelf. 

G. adapa, See £**?. 

G. Z5Zlij5z<g, ?£zib7\ adapdli, adapiga. 
See under 

C. adapu, See sstfftjSj under ss^rij. 
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C. adapu, [See «?*£*]] s. A pledge, a 

pawn. w^z&-y. a. to pledge, to-put in pawn. 

‘SeJTj^ Wzty) tsiS MiloOrio you 

may certainly pawn on urgent occasions. 

ari wycriig) w^docbo tyBfi =#JJ^ u 

you may pawn with a person of proper¬ 

ty to get through an emergency. oafc$ 

to pledge and go. 

A. C. wds-it) adaiala, s. Meat, flesh. wsi 

uuS, waiwtf a cook. 

T. B. 2£r$e3 adabi, See eUs. 

d. adaydla, s. A sign, token. 

C. 25ci CX)oo adayu, v. a. To have, possess. 

2. to he, become. 3. to attain, obtain or 

gain. 4 to he worth. 5^®e?F- ©gcvb she 

fainted. escW?$ iS^sl^zScciMsiEb esSitysfetytyih 

it is very difficult to gain the notice of 

the king. zoKrttytyScAo to attain the 

bliss of heaven. not worth. 

tladeic3o es^odorfo^ it is not worth four rupees. 

2- not obtained. & u 

wrbsizk fiow can a person have in 

this birth, what he did not obtain in a former 

birth? 

c. ef><3t±> adaru, v. a. To fly at, rush at, at¬ 

tack, pounce upon* 2. to snuff at, fret and 

foam. 3. to stray, to scatter, as sheep, &c. 

4 to climb, ascend, run up, as a creeper. 65 »h 

tie ©zat) =A®oB5 a creeper has climbed the 

tree. 4re£e&seSwsJt^ the 

sun ascended the eastern mountain (i. e. rose.) 

s&tb wJaySftifcS 5S^7Wc’o if gun¬ 

powder explode in one’s face, the whole face 

will he destroyed, wttbrito the 

hill caught fire. 6. to collapse, join, adhere. 

6. A. c. to sit down. 7.- to bear or carry. 8. to 

become. AtySrizSzAir to join in close contact. 

wtb, esTaO ad) to come rushing at, 

flying at, attacking. esc39 =&js>o7&o 

if I speak, you fly at me. ®3oty>, etf 

Djy a violent person, blusterer, one who flies 

at others in rage. to set on, as a dog, 

to place opposite. 

C. &5/w£3-oH" adarchu, ®. a. To prepare, set 

in readiness. d&v TtsSoa^rttfc&s^ 

©SrfrzAi set ready all the utensils for wor¬ 

ship. 

A. C. adarpu, See en®. $. a de- 

posit, a pawn that yields interest. ?. place, 

room for. 3. confidence, trust. 4. (verb. n. 

of running, entwining, as a creeper, 

seizing, as a dog, &c. attack, be¬ 

ing dutiful, or possessing the feeling of duti¬ 

fulness. S>^csbz&ty room for exaltation, or 

the seat of dignity. 

C. adarpu, V. a. To adapt, make 

fit, &c. 2. to prepare, furnish, &c. 

sfoo esjSty sko&ridsSrejiissorfsjarizAi no one can 

make a little food serve for many persons. 

sWu the gen¬ 

tleman ordered all things to be set in readi¬ 

ness. 

c. ©rfeio adalu, V. V. To be agitated, trem¬ 

ble, be in consternation. «c S^ty> what 

occasion for alarm ? 2. to writhe, be convolv¬ 

ed with agony, struggle under pain. 

rJejosJUpsa uzSj wearied with 

pain, he struggles night and day. 

vtiQjio to alarm, terrify, distress, agitate. 

sire^ritfo •gogdvozitit) a 

wicked son distresses his parents with sorrow, 

esdudd) to feel palpitation, be shaken, move- 

ed, agitated, rbo&rtritfo edw rb&irb rb 

aft* it pealed with a heart palpitating thun¬ 

der. 

C. adalu, adala, s. Pertur¬ 

bation, consternation, tremor, terror. 2. turn¬ 

ing round. i:Zsv -tyr! madness, delirium. 

J5^3l 5?^ west) ^storjafes* 

8tbrbs$sb having lost his money, he has gone 

mad, and wanders about insane. 

T. B. SSciD adavi, [tMS] s. A forest, wood, 

grove or jungle, adj. wild, not tame. 65 

cdo a wild fowl. a wild dog, 

&c. edSri a man of the woods, a 

large forest. rtssrsrb v. n. to abscond, 

decamp, run away. 2. to be ruined, lost. 

tig etfasfooicOodo the cattle went 

astray, and are lost. vtigtiti srto.h stjstyfSJ 

he is lost. s3rsej»?i7b v. a. to abandon, 

desert, forsake. fcs^S)a5osis^fS rule of the for¬ 

est. 

A. C. 697^ adavu, adj. Proper, suitable, 

improper, unsuitable, 

not proper to protect, becomingly, 

with propriety, worthy, fit, right, 

proper. 
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C. ©c^ a da mi, e. A deposit, a pawn that 

yields interest. j 55*^0 to pawn, 

mortgage, to he pawned or mort¬ 

gaged. to re¬ 

ceive in pawn, es^i stab =&/s|Jo to redeem a 

pawn, *Sa^ bj^ a pawn ticket. 

C. ©c3^5) adavu, adj. Close, thickset, as corn 

or trees. 2. abundant, plentiful, wadv. 

thickly. 2. abundantly, B^/stiaSg^ rioo^j rioo 

st»h sW^tf usdo wtfc® the whole 

field has sprung up in clusters; the seed sown 

is very thick. cm? 

ezaasho au the stalks are so close, that 

there is not the least interval. wsfw^rSasi 

A ei53^ot?s =#j3o<&> ws purchase an 

abundance of all provisions, so that it may 

suffice for the people, e^aari thickset. 

a. c. ©rf adavumaluduru, 
s. Repentance, regret, sorrow. 

C. ©dtj$)^ adavuli, s. A cook, 

c. ©T^roeio^, ©dr\je3^ adasattu, adasat- 

te, s. A guess, conjecture. eateJttt v. a. 

to guess. a rough estimate, adj. 

Improper, untrustworthy, unreliable. 

c. ©3ro?S ada-sadde, See wrfi*. 

A. c. ©tiff'd adasara, adj. Agreeable, 

pleasant, nice. 

A. c. ©c^Too adasu, v. a. To ram, to stuff. 

2. to conceal, to hide. 3. to confine or hold, 

as under the arm, wings, &c. 

C. ZDTi^xSXioSoo ada-hdyu, v. n. To inter¬ 

fere, interpose, oppose, thwart. 

C. ©rf?o^ adahilce, [See s. Gain, 

advantage, profit, increase. <3^ 

"*•» to get gain, obtain 
a profit, srajcxbrratf ezSWoA)^ w^crio 

srarS wsSssfc*^ esrScc^ejs to ob¬ 

tain unjust gain, instead of lawful profit, will 

prove very injurious. 

C. ©ffeoo adahu, adj. Close, thick, &c. See 
w^. 

C. ©z3^o ctdalu. See esz&». 

C. ©<3D p§ adani, s. Unrewarded labour, 

forced and unremunerated service. ejcrarf &; jj 

persons of whom labour is exacted without 

remuneration, slaves, waari an ox taken 

without hire, yatfsio vtS\ 

£0? t why do you lade it so ? is it a 

borrowed ox ? adj. clumsy, awkward. 

H. ©creoSoTvo addisu, v. n. To be restiff, 

troublesome, as a horse. See tsWwac&wSi un¬ 

der eU'S'Kg. 

A. C. ©CTSCX)00^ addyudha, s. A drawn 

sword. 

C. ©c3v^5> addvudi, s. Alarm, panic, con¬ 

sternation, as from foreign invasion, dacoits, 

banditti, &c. 2. a gad. essa^janati a dis¬ 

turber of the peace, ®s*^ja sta>z& v. a. to 

occasion an alarm, make a disturbance. o»6^j 

z!Q 33*, or 3= 3.^1^ an alarm to arise 

in a country. sa^tR^a «£j»?fcsra ^ 

who is he? what alarm he excites! fcs®*Sja 

tyrannic rule, despotic sway, govern¬ 

ment that inspires terror; misrule. Kss^ja 

staeksJ^rrec! a harsh and rigorous overseer, a 

tyrannic ruler, esKga a tyrant, a ter- 

rifier. e>assSa sira* an. alarming speech. 2. 

an incoherent speech. 

acrfjj.^ the woman, whom her 

husband does not keep in subjection, will be¬ 

come a gad and go astray, sasifoys esas^a 

fSsJcrtsaPi 1,0do SgJ'Sfc what a gad she is! 

she cannot stop in one place. 

C. ©5 adj, s. The foot. 2. the bottom or 

foot of any thing. 3. the measure of a foot. 

4. a footstep. 5. a door. ®®a «3»7Jesb^, 

ea ese§ 5cSing, sing, Mr. Da- 

sa, then shut the door and take yourself off. 

6. a priest. 7. straits, distress, obligation, 

necessity. e*acrio& servants. ~o&a a gentle 

or soft foot or step. sk^arttfriJsS I fan at 

(your) tender feet. &tt>a upper part of the 

foot, -fry’a, ^tfrfa- the sole of the foot, ea 

Arf, sfcriria the trunk or stump of a tree, 

esat the abdomen. wa the bot¬ 

tom of a wall. «*a to step, to walk, to 

plant or fix the foot. ea I cannot 

walk. «a fear to proceed, wa 

eowrirffio one w}10 is afraid to go on. ^ 

u& having learned to walk. 

«sacd) to walk very slowly, merely 

putting one foot before the other, ^a sss-a- 

to measure with the feet. 

aa the whole is seventy-two feet. s’jS 

cSjav’ria if y0u put your 

foot in my house I will fine you. art 
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tJft 3o&7?o to prostrate at the priest’s feet, and 

do obeisance. iosadartelbj £aato do not 

put one foot over the other in walking, sius 

cJ&rtjso* three feet are one yard. 

rto, esar!s?rtdrto, ea to prostrate or fall 

down at the feet. vain expectation, 

fruitless and groundless hope. 

C. 55fctTDojo adi-Jidsu, s, A daily toll on 

shops. 

C. S5B.T? adike, s. The common betel nut. 

Areca favfel. esa^eJ the areca nut 

and betel leaf, the areca nut tree, 

the areca nut pod or shell. 

to gather the areca nut. 

to shell the areca nut. i&a&o half an 

areca nut. ©a^eJ^ to take areca 

nut and betel leaf, an areca 

nut broken into four parts, 

an areca nut broken into eight parts. 

broken areca nut. are¬ 

ca nut in small pieces, tidort areca 

nut broken into parts the size of cloves, 

tf^ssnstiria# imported, or exotic areca nut. 

home, or indigenous areca nut. 

W a if an areca nut that is not generally 

liked, used by children in play. a 

coarse kind of areca nut. 

* scissors used for cutting the areca nut. 

esa=#^ rttf, ri^ a stick of the areca 

nut tree. cW a slip of the areca nut 

tree. 

C. 55&^, 55cs7^ adi-kei, adi-gei, s. 

The palm of the hand. 2. an inferior, a cow- 

ward. adj. Inferior, lower. 

it is a great degrada¬ 

tion for the superior to-become the inferior; 

lit. for the giver to become the receiver, cs 

=#jsz&dj =#£ 8oa;3?f 

odzk) the alms-giver’s 

hand is the upper hand; the alms-receiver’s 

hand is the under hand; (“ it is more blessed 

to give than to receive.”) 

C. S5d7\ok3o adigantu, s. Dregs, feculence. 

2. musty corn. 3. rice burnt to the bottom 

of the pot. Sort<; e-v’rt Esparto 

kiosirij whatever corn is put into a subterrane¬ 

ous granary becomes musty. ©arioWo 

musty millet. warteWo a low speech. 

tsarSoWo^wssSfks no one likes to eat 

what is burnt at the bottom of the pot. v. n. 

To touch or stick to the bottom. 

C. 55cj7\2>X adigadige, ach. Frequently, 

often, from time to time. 2. ever. 3. step 

by step, or from step to step, gradually. 

ariartsfrta as* do not he coming to me 

so frequently. Ssi ©ariarf bd bd ©f^ 

the devotee of Shiva is continually say¬ 

ing, “ Shiva, Shiva.” 

C. adi-gabbu, s. Firewood. 

©ariw^ ^acctw^ri^ ©a£>rt jS the la¬ 

bourer is gone to the jungle to cut firewood. 

C. SS&Xfito adi-gallu, s. See wartgp. Also 

2. small stones left from cleaning grain. 

C. 55 &7Y35J0 adi-gdlu, s. The leg below 

the knee. 

C. 55&X adige, s. The act or art of cooking. 

2. glass ware. ©art ©*, ©art^ d-ji>z*o to cook. 

2. to make glass ware, cooked food. 

zSo$ a cook room, to spoil in 

cooking. ©artccbd a man cook. eaAccbsitfo 

a female cook. 55a A sfrsa to cook for 

one’s self. 

A. C. £5&>X&b^do adigettudu, adj. Tar¬ 

dy, slow, lazy, (verbal noun) being tardy. 

c. 55d7^ adige-wajra, s. A bastard 

gem. 

C. SSoT^ adigei, See 

C. 55S>7\^(>£J0 adi-golu, s. A wooden bolt. 

2. a wooden ladle used in cooking. 

C. 55&> Sci adi-tadi, s. Strife, affray, alter¬ 

cation. adj. topsyturvy, -jw, tsa 

^acrija=# why quarrel about little things ? 

c. SSc^cTsXtS adi-ddvare, s. A lotus-like 

foot. 2. a lotus not growing in water, a land 

lotus. 

C. S5&&> adidi, See 

C. 55^83 83^ adi-bitta, s. A harlot. 2. neg¬ 

ligence. 

c. adi-bhanda, adj. Impudent, 

entirely void of shame, hardened, destitute 

of principle. jsati* 

«§sJ;5o!sSs ©a'tfoa gay what you will he has not 

the least sense of shame; what a hardened 

wretch this is ! co’jsai^. ©a^osSsiji $ 

5^ xt"sejsio ddft zZzd why do you act 

without shame ? Pay me what you owe me. 



C. ©&0&0SO adi-mukha, s. The bottom 

part. adj. on the face. 

c. adi-mutta-koiyu, 

v. a. To extirpate, cut to the root. 

C. ©Sc3o adime, s. Slavery. 2.'' a slave. 

c. ©S^o adimettu, s. A drug. 

A. c. ©a^jS" adirpu, s. Pear, timidity. 

A. C. ©a^p3 adivane, s. Footmark, print 

of the foot. 

T. b. ©as, ©a-S adivi, adive, See «swa. 

C. ©a^) adivu, s. Increase. 

C. ©a <53^0 adi-hattu, v. n. To subside, 

fall to, or settle at the bottom, 2. to stick to 

the bottom. 

C. ©t3o adu, v. a. To cook, dress, or prepare 

food. e&irtay a cook {mas. 

or fern.) ts&rtv cooking vessels. 

esz&rtjsi^ejrf a woman who cooks for strangers 

and travellers. See v. n. to ma¬ 

ture, ripen. 

A. c. ©rfo^or^^o adukangollu, v. n. 

To shrink, or shrug one’s self up from fear, 

&c. 

c. ©rfo^tio aduku, adukidu. 
See 

C. ©Z&8& aduchu, See eatefo. 

C. ©^o'Sj adume, s. See »a*. 

T. ©rfordo adusu, s. Clay, mud. 

C. ©^^) adri, See esrb. 

C. ©te ade, v. a. To ram, stuff. 2. to rap, 

tap. 

€. 5TZ§ ade, s. A lump of tamarind. 2. a 

cake of dried cowdung. 3. confidence, trust, 

belief. 4. a black smith’s tool box. 5. a heap, 

mass, dunghill. eScdrePi to put into a 

heap. 6. a thin cake made of rice flour, mix¬ 

ed with flour of phaseolus mungo. 

an annual festival in honor of Lakshmi, in 

which this cake is much used, stauk, e 

to mat, conglobate. eszirtW^sS^rio to 

become matted. 

z&®^s3 the hair being without oil, is 

matted together. wftccto to loosen mat¬ 

ted hair by passing the fingers through it, to 

tear off in lumps, as a bird its prey with its 

claws, &c. 

C. ©£?7\£0^ ade-gallu, See uaSg^o. 

C. ©Z§ ade-ddshe, s. A double cake 

filled with the flour of rice, black gram, sugar, 

&c. 

C. ©Tfa»$Ds|) ade-buluvu, s. A worm 

found in dunghills. 

C. ©zSqjoo adeyu, See and 

0. ©CJ^8 ad-jati, See 

C. ©rf adda, S. Half a fanam, seven duds. 

2. an impediment, obstacle, or hindrance. 3. 

any thing transverse or in a cross direction. 

4. fence, covering. 5. breadth, adj. transver¬ 

sal, crosswise, athwart, intervening, hori¬ 

zontal. adj. transversely, across, w 

to lie down .(become horizontal.) 2. 

to intersect, as a river. 3. to intercept or 

hide. =Jo2;ysrjt5 Tijscriorjfo when a 

cloud intervenes the sun does not appear. 

ijars* to interfere with, hinder. 

252a 0 why do you in¬ 

terfere with my business? to 

get out of the way, to stand out of one’s way. 

C. ©rf O-S1 addanki, s. Total. 2. register, 
a> 

entry. to put down the total. 2. 

to enter or register. 

C. ©c3 oe4o addanchu, s. The striped end 

of a cloth. 

c. ©rf a£>tr, ?5~d o£)?^ nddandike, ad- 
a . a • • ’ 

dandige, adv. From one hand to another, 

wsoa <&&&> to give from one person’s hand 

to another. «w%a»rfcjo^ 

^oa =#js.aa that there he no delay, let them 

hand that thing from one to another. 

C. ©^ ^os!) adda-kambi, s. See e&o<si>, 
a a 

c. ©rS^el-A, ©rf a83\Js, ©rf^od, ad- 
Cb SO G> & Cb 

dakattige, adda-gattige, adda-mara, 

s. A cross bar. to bar, to put 

a bar. iftrioxS -erf ;fctS Soa-s- 

bar the door, so that no person may open it. 

c. ©^kiia, adda-kattu, v, cl To put a 

screen or blind. 2. to thwart, hinder, cross. 

3. to stand in the light of another. 4 to in¬ 

terrupt, stop, or arrest, dam up or hack. 5. 

to interfere, interpose. 6. to shut up an en¬ 

trance. 

c. ©^ ^ So,, ©rf aBj, adda-kattu, ad- 
7 Cb es a e3 • • •• ’ ■ 
da-gattu, $. The part of a woman’s doth 
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that goes over the shoulder and fastens on 

the opposite side, eg 

the fastenings of Tamil women’s 

cloths are all on the side. 

c. 2923 ?r , 2923 ^63, adda-kattu, ad- 
a & o> <33 " 

da-katte, s. A dam or weir. * 

*!*%:> to shut in, 

confine, or dam up water. 

C. 2923=5^83, 2923 ASK), 2923 2923 
a c> a ' a 

5fUs3, 292| ^cooSoo adda-kashibi, ad- 

da-kashibe, adda-kasabu, adda-ka- 

sibi, adda-kasubu, s. An unnatural pro¬ 

fession, a trade not hereditary, a mode of life 

or employment to which one was not horn or 

brought up. adj. unusual, out of place, not 

in common course, contrary to established 

custom. a man leaving the 

profession of his forefathers, and taking up 

another trade or profession. 

d^^ddo djszfcdtij e^ the exercise of 

regal authority by a subject is out of place. 

dradoddd eg it is 

not fitting for a merchant to study the vSdas. 

c. 2923 Tfstib, 2923 7\7)V3 adda-kdlu, ad- 
a f e> • • 

da-gdlu, s. The leg put out of its regular 

position, turned, as if to stop any thing with 

the foot. 2. obstacle, hindrance, crfred 

TrzrjSj, lie interferes with 

every thing. 

c. 29ci adda-kdluve, s. A channel 
e> *' * 

cut from a larger one, to carry the water m 

another direction. 

C. 2923 ?F3S3& adda-kdvadi, s. A bamboo 
Cb 

or other stick carried across the shoulder, 

with a vessel of water, box, &c. suspended 

from each end. 

C. 2925 -d-rk-do adda-kisuru, s. A sickness 

that retards the growth of children. 

c. 2923-3-jf), 29id -S-pco adda-Mli, adda- 
rc>K a v 

Mill, s. A lock, the bolt of which goes trans¬ 

versely, and opens on both sides. «5d-a-^ecdo 

the key of it. 

c. 2921> 2923 AdSlvo adda-kusu, 
a f & 

adda-gusu, s. A child in arms, (carried 

transversely.) 

c. 2923 €^, 29<3 adda-kei, adda-gei, 

s. The arm put up as a fence, or in a defen¬ 

sive position, as if to ward off a blow; the 

hand placed transversely, acdcod^do strso&j 

ddd d^eJstdd <sd ^ m^dd when 

an armed man attacks one unarmed, will he 

retreat if he put up his arm (onthe defen¬ 

sive ?) 

c. 2923 adda-kdlu, s. A cross bar, 

a door bar, or any transverse stick. 2. a bar 

to which the rope that holds up the warp is 

secured. 

c. 2923 A<t) addagala, s. Breadth, width, 

diameter, eaSrtuste ws?cdj«rs8odos 

rbddo who can measure the breadth of the 

sea ? =£» waS) edrtoOTftcs? that man 

is very broad. 

0. 29(3 AKo addagisu, v. a. To thwart, 

hinder, intercept, prevent, arrest, stop. 

0. 2923 adda-gichu, v. a. To cross 

out, mark out. esd egr.3 $. an erasure 

by a cross line, an intersected line. 

0. 29(3 Afco&'J adda-gombu s. A cross 

bar. 

C. 2923 Arab's? adda-gode, s. A middle or 

curtain wall. 

C. 2923 £3=2; 83o adda-chatu, s. A fence, ... 
screen, shade. 

C. 2923 s4o addachcJiu, s. An axle. See also 
^ ^ ax 

c. 2923 eASir adda-chouka, adj. Oblong, 

s. The silver box in which the linga is de¬ 

posited. to suspend it 

from the neck. 

C. 2923 (3 addadi, s. The breadth of the foot. 
a “ ' , 

2. the sole of the foot turned up or inward, 

as in a cripple, tsori stgjFto iddafw 

3 the cripple walks with his feet turned 

up, or inwards. 

A. C. 2923 pc) addana, S. A shield. 
Cb “ 

a shield bearer. 

C. 2923 pi addani, s. The woof that crosses 

the warp in a loom, to throw 

the woof. 

c. 292^pi/^ addanige, s. A bench, or form. 

c. 2923 ©€, 2923 adda-tale, adda- 
Cb Cb 

dale, s. A narrow projecting head, an ill 

formed head. 

C. 2923 ©2 A adda-tdku, v. a. To thwart, 
C> 
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stop, arrest, oppose, s. A portion of a field 

projecting from the boundary, as if an added 

piece. 

c. i5zi ©do'rf) adda-tiruvu, v. a. To turn 

back, as cattle, &c. by thwarting them, or 

standing in their way. wSMaejah 5cj 

the cow is going 

astray; why are you still ? turn it back. 2. 

to turn the face towards one standing at one’s 

side. 3. to avert the face. 4. to put trans¬ 

versely. we!' ri sraftdd e ^ 

do not put them lengthways, but cross wise, 

tsrisl/sip’o esrf sss-a- aodbdJ its? 

wsrfz&sido if in weaving, the cross 

thread in the woof is turned about, the green 

and white will appear distinct. 

tia&o where f let me see 

your face, turn it round. 

C. e9rfdc&7\ adda-dandige, s. A palan¬ 

keen carried transversely, as with some pomp¬ 

ous kings, and Smarta priests. 

c- adda-dabbe, s. The bamboo 

or pole with which any thing is carried across 

the shoulder. 

C. S9rf 800 adda-durubu, s. A female’s 

tuft or top knot put on one side of the head, 

c. Sf adda-dole, s. A transverse 

beam. 

C. adda-dolu, s. Arms put a- 

cross, as in an embrace. 

C- adda-nage, s. A sneer, a con¬ 

ceited laugh, or side laugh, 

c. 52^ cj’Sooo adda-nama, s. A nick name 

expressive of some peculiarity, 

c. adda-ndlige, s. Astoneput 

across part of the mouth of a well. 2. a ly¬ 

ing tongue. 

c. ?szi ric£iS)^, Sfrf adda-nindiri- 
a> a 

he, adda-nilihe, s. The act of standing 

opposite. 

c. Q&'l, £97i adda-nihhu, ad- 
G>. W 0> 

da-nidu, v. a. To put across, to place trans¬ 

versely. 

C. £2c3 £)t! addanige, s. A clothes’ horse. 

2. a shelf. 

C. ?2T$ adda-niluvu, S. Breadth and 

length. 

the breadth and length (or the warp and 

woof) of the whole web are of one texture- 

C. £273 toe2 adda-pangti, s. A class of 

brahmans who are not permitted to sit in a 

line with, or parallel with the row of other 

brahmans, but across, as the top of the let¬ 

ter T. 

c. £2c3ij&3^, £97|ij63^ adda-pattige, 

adda-patte, s. The upper and lower part 

of a door frame. 

C. 59cs trsd, adda-pdpa, s. A child in 

arms. 

C. esrf w7\£o adda-pegalu, s. The nape 

of thie neck. 

0. £973 gydo adda-baru, v. n. To oppose. 

2. to confront. 3. to interrupt. 4. to cross 

one. ‘msfffc cdransrSwos ed 

he always interrupts me in speaking. 

toodj wscoor^. csOcxfag) ed 

I was going on a certain business, and 

a cat crossed my path, (an ill omen.) 

C. £27^83^ adda-bilu, v.n. To prostrate, 

to bow before one. 2. to obstruct, impede, 

block up. Czi^ 'sK'y’o to fall prostrate 

and entreat. to tell pros¬ 

trate. dooozS it do ddod^Bdo prostrate 

before God, and do reverence, e d 

prostration, the act of prostrating. 

C. adda-mara, s. A cross bar. 

0. £93 adda-male, s. A heavy rain. 

C. es3s3je>7\£' adda-mdrga, s. A bye- 

path, foot-path. 2. deviation from correct 

conduct. 

C. 59(3 adda-mdtu, s. Interference 
a . 

or interruption in speaking. ddo 

v. n. to interrupt in speaking. stsawab 

why do you in¬ 

terrupt me when I am speaking ? 

C. adda-mudi, s. A female’s tuft 
Cb 

or top knot fixed on the side of the head. 

o. £9.^js7\, &rir£&>Z'3 adda-moga, 

adda-more, s. An averted face, the face 

turned away in displeasure, ©d to 

avert the face. 

C. ?3tivo-R addalange, s. A wide step. 

C. £23 addalampu, s. Pretended 

love. 



sszi 

C. addaldku, s. A sprout from 

the side of the stem, or from the root, in ad¬ 

dition to the principal stem, 

to throw out several stems, to branch 

out into many heads, as prolific grain. 2. a 

second crop from old stocks. 

c. 69rf £/27o ad4aldyu, v. n. To become 

cross wise. 2. to come in front, to oppose. 

adv. Crosswise, side-ways. 

to interrupt in speaking. 2. to mediate, 

to speak in one’s favour. 

C. 69t!> adda-love, s. The tile coping 

of a wall. 

C. 65 adda-vari, s. A bye-path, foot- 
o> 

path. 2. local assessment levied for occa¬ 

sional expenses, as public entertainments, &c. 

A. C. S9c^ oj7\j addavasa, adj. Charming, 

fascinating, agreeable. 

C. 69-'3> adda-vali, s. A mixed blood, 
Cb 8 ’ 

mongrel breed, 

C. 69<3 SToo addavisu, See 
a> ‘ ‘ 

C. 69r3^tf7\o adda-sharagu, s. A female’s 

cloth put over the right shoulder down on 

the left side, so as to cover the breast. "rt 3 

tfrto 5=8^, 3crto =8*^ to fasten the cloth in 

this way, when requiring to keep it tight. 

T. B. esrf Tod adda-sara, [efUdJsSf] s. The 

flower termed Justicia adhatoda et ganda- 

russa. 

C. iDZi 7^T)t)b adda-sdlu, s. A transverse 
Cb 

furrow. 2. an interference, interruption. » 

rfaexi w&aiu, jfraejo j&s&aSu to plough a 

field crosswise, ero**, 3»g«J tfwj s&saab 

ariS xjs>v if; after you have 

ploughed a field, you do not plough it cross¬ 

wise, it will not be tilled. 2. to interfere, to 

interrupt. PP &p w«>cdorsjS) jtari 

w ^ jj y j why do you again 

and again interfere, so that we cannot get on 

with anything P 

c. SS^rco^oJoo adda-suliyu, v. n. To 

come across, to pass before ones, as an ill 

omened bird, &c. s. A knot in timber. 

€. 69<3 SoUQ^oo adda-hdyu, «. n. To thwart, 

interpose, interfere, oppose. 

C. 69?i 55l>5 adda-hadi, $. A cross road, a 
Cb . . 

bye-path, an alley. 2. a deviation from cor¬ 

rect conduct, or established usage. 

c. 69c3 Soro'dj adda-hesaru, s. A nick¬ 
er 

name, an epithet. 

o. zszi 5cj3i5^o83 adda-hore-kambi, s. 

A pole for carrying two burdens across the 

shoulder. 

C. 69<3 addalige, s. See 

c. ^oo'd addale-sara, s. A kind of 
cb " • • • 

necklace. 

0. 695F3 rfo uddddu, v. To parade, prome¬ 

nade, walk backwards and forwards. 

pp^ pbpdb Pico'S tiazj&PiZig# 

why do you, without occasion, pace back¬ 

wards and forwards before my house ? £3* * 

h^^pppo^ sstferstf Pb%<3p^ pz&ofi 

I cannot endure your wickedness, come 

not across me henceforth. 

C. ©era adddtu-kollu, v. n. To 
Cb *9 •• 

lean on, to recline, v. a. to relieve, esara S 

a , adj. awkward, clumsy. 2. top¬ 

syturvy. 3. crooked. 4 rough. 5. exor¬ 

bitant. sire* an out-of-the-way or 

irrevalent expression, an improper speech. 

<; =#ejrf a work not neatly done, a 

botch, sjot rcizso to place awkwardly, 

ectssh pjniib to blunder, to botch. w 

pSaibb to walk disorderly, to walk 

crookedly. 

C. 69CTS Jo adddna, add. Broad, wide. 
a ' • J 

P a broad board. 

c. 695, 695 7o5 addi, addi-saddi, s. 
a cb cb •; 

Obstacle, stoppage, hindrance. 2, opposi¬ 

tion. 3. delay. 4. ostentation, shew. 

53»z& v. a. to prevent, stop, hinder, oppose. 

2. to delay. to loiter, delay. 

s. a hinderer, an opposer. ato»T.iS) 

v. n. to be a hindrance, to oppose. 2. to be 

ostentatious. 'u&rt rt V a free thoroughfare, 

a place which any one may occupy or pass 

through, B&tbygj sSj®cSA Pa 

*) ea if y0U examine, he is a man 

no substance, though he makes a great show. 

o. 695 #, 695 695 7\ addiki, addi- 
Cb Cb Cb 

ke, addige, $. A necklace tied close round 

the neck. a pearf necklace, wrb 

rta rt a tight gold necklace, composed of semi¬ 

circular beads, resembling the extremities of 

the finger nails. 
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G. ©S t5o; addikku. . To put across. 

j z&razi ^riwci eosrt 2. to screen, to blind. 

iP^S ea =5^ pUt up the umbrella, so that the 

sun may not strike you. 3. to refer one to 

another for help, payment, &c. 4. to bribe. 

wrieorieja =#v7i*so 

a *a|Jj give the officers something as a bribe, 

and get the business done by them. 

C* a^e> s' See w a’ ^ split bamboo, 

by which two burdens are suspended from 

the shoulder. 2. the pole of an idol’s litter. 

sSjsdj to carry across, or suspended from, 

the shoulder. 

C. ©z§> 7\<y^ adde-gallu, s. See u&rtew. 

0* adde-galu, s. A foot invert¬ 

ed or turned inwards. 

C. ©z§ ?3do, ©zf z§ addedaru, addede, 

s. A cross road. 2. a stumbling block, 

c. ©zSp§7^ addenige, s. A wooden horse. 

2. a wooden rolling pin. 3. a shelf, 

c. ©zf rfozf adde-dande, s. A walking 

stick used to carry two burdens suspended 

from the shoulder. 

C. ©z|addesuge, s. A random shot, 

a shot from the side. 

C' addetu, s. A random shot, w 

£z&sifccfca, to shoot at ran¬ 

dom or beside the mark. a ran_ 

dom shot to hit. s. a man who 

is a bad shot, one who always misses his aim. 

crfj a right shot among 

the random shots. 

A. C. ©zf^cf addeide, adj. Great, much, 

big. 

0. ©zS^^reo addeisu, v. a. See 

C. ©zfus ?r^£0 addokkalu, s. A new te¬ 

nant, a fresh comer. wifos worfd adv,ccSj 

rUS the head 

man and accountant of a village are very glad 

when they have a new comer, (they profit by 

his labour, as he has not been entered in the 

public accounts for that year.) 

c. ©Z?ja dXo addoragu, v. n. To recline, 

lie down to rest one’s self. 

why do you nod ? lie down-a little. 

C. ©Z§js °83 addota, $. An indirect or ob¬ 

lique course or race, w&js to run oblique¬ 

ly or in ari eccent ric course. 

C. ©C5Z>^S adnddi, See 

0. ©zre^zfo adndma, See 

C. ©c^Tl adlige, s. A flat basket used in the 

service of a goddess. 

C. ©ZpD^1 adhdla, s. Splendour, pomp, 

shew. 2. abundance. 

o. ©rf £3d addhachchu, and 
q> &r ' ‘ L 13 

а. To put horizontally, as the sectarian mark 

on the forehead. 

C. ©cj addhariyu, v. n. To run in 

one’s way, to pester, to teaze, as a child its 

mother. 2. to come across one, as an ill 

omened bird, cat, &c. 

0. ©zf rddo addhesaru. See os! ass*. 
q, ° 

C. ©P3 ana, An affix added to words of loca¬ 

lity, to denote a person being a native of a 

certain place; as s&rasfoste a native of the 

east. o®cAin)?>o a native of that place. 

vhnzb a native of this place, 

c. ©PQo-S'rdo, ©pso#^ anankisu, a- 

nankipu, See 

C. ©pzo’Sb ananku, See e«*>. 

C. ©pqoao anangu, See 

c. ©psoe^o, ©pso^ ananchu, anampu. 
See under wcsrti. 

0. ©PZS1 anaka, adj. Private, retired, mo¬ 

dest, quiet. 2. secret, hidden, mysterious. 

3. abridged, compact, close. See 4_ 

base, vile, inferior. 5. A. C. vacant, empty. 

б. obscure, invisible, efstfssftrib, See 

^ under =#3 walv’ So a 

oSurfrfo a confined lake holds much water 

(from its greater depth.) A;3ai,x® erfji 

Tjofl-adz&s wsco his house and family 

are very retired. 

C. ©ps-S’rdo anakisu, v. a. To mimick, 

mock, jeer, make wry faces, deride, o 

erst-iba# derision, mockery, the act of mock¬ 

ing, making wry faces. esrs-S-ssjto, wra-s-idoArf 

a mocker, one who makes wry faces, 

it is not seemly for an ugly person to sneer 

at those who are handsome. <Esri<v»-7J<!Jsi§rt^ 

pfo ti&sizA) what will he get by mocking so ? 

g-s himself a monkey, he 



mocks others (or, blind to his own faults, he 

criticises others.) 

C. ©PS^o anaku, adj. Thin, as applied to 

fluids, k® the ginger liquid 

is very thin. 

that which is thin becomes thick by boiling. 

C. anakuve, adj. Close, compact. 

2 humble, modest. ei^sRiSsshtto to be con¬ 

tained, compressed. 

C. 2fCc)7\'S p'ltf’ anaganike, s. Hindrance, 

opposition. s-ratgo v, a. to hinder, 

to oppose. 

c. ©psao, ©ps'A'do anagu, anagiru, 

v. n. To he subdued, humbled, depressed, 

brought under, as an enemy, disease, &c. 2. 

to he abated, mitigated, allayed, quenched. 

^snf\ to submit, behave humbly, wcs 

wcdJSo, <snovSo, to subdue, humble, 

&c. 2. to abate, suppress, conceal, &c, ts 

cSra# why do you conceal the 

matter ? to restrain one’s self. 

C. S9P3AO anagu, s. A hiding place, refuge, 

shelter. 

c. anachu, See »«:$>. 

C. 55P®a?Dp© ana-jdna, see 

C. £9p2ci7i anadige, s. A pitcher. 

C. ©pSSio anabu, S. A hiding place. 2. 

a mushroom. 

C. C9PQ20 anabe, s. A mushroom. 

a hard mushroom growing among stones, 

shewed a mushroom growing on trees- 

C. 59p3roo anasu, s. A ferrule. 2. an iron 

ring used by smiths, v. a. for to rub 

out, efface, destroy, ' annihilate, extinguish, 

quench. 2. to make join, or embrace- 

C. &P3&0 analu, s. The palate. 2. for «v 

a squirrel. 3. for wtfw, crying, weeping. 

2. a limb, a member. 

D. ©PSt) and, s. An anna. 

C. ©pi am, s. Readiness, preparation, or¬ 

der. 2. the conjunction of two threads in 

the loom, the meeting of the warp and woof. 

3. a mesh. wrfoiirSccjjsft adj. with meshes. 

63 -j«sio^ricctirfcrijs?\ <aejo knit the fringe with 

meshes. 4. the comb or reed in a loom, or a 

weaver’s lam, or threads of his woof wound 

in the form of the figure 8. 6. the lower se¬ 

mi-circular front of a turban. 6. the pin of 

an axle tree, esriwstf, erfnad s. a preparer. 

2. a wise man. 3. a superior, elder, chief. 

4. one who makes the weaver’s lam or comb. 

v. a. to fix the comb or reed be¬ 

tween the lower and upper shell of the warp, 

wrf the stick which keeps the loops of 

the woof or lams aparb v. n. to a- 

gree. c? y sp u1 y so rive z^n^o 6^r3 theii* 

words both agree, ^bi^ an excel¬ 

lent speech, a choice word, wricrirari an 

excellent or prime thing. ste&j v. a. to 

arrange, to prepare, to make ready. 

o. ani-kallu, s. A stone for a 
r 00 ‘ sling. 

C. e£>p?#^e;o ani-kilu, s. The spring of a 

secret lock. 

o. ©p!ao63o ani-gantu, s. A running or 

sliding knot. 

0. ani-Msu, S. A first born 

child. 

c. anige, s. A weaver’s reed or comb, 

esrfrt Ihj to fix in the reed between the up¬ 

per and lower shell of the warp, Wfift 

to fasten the warp to the lam of the loom. 

C. espl&rapa ani-jdna, s. A wise, clever, 

cunning man. 

C. ©plrf^j ani-dabbe, s. A splinter plac¬ 

ed between the threads of a warp to keep 

them apart. 

C. C9pS Zp'S'd ani-dhdra, s. Thread pre¬ 

pared for the loom. 

C. SSpipTtcl) ani-pddu, s. The art or 

secret of a trade, wso-iordAtmto ^ ***** 

^ he suffers much trouble from 

net understanding his art. 

S. &p§5& anima, s. The faculty of assum¬ 

ing an atomic, subtle and invisible state. B 

the eight superhuman facul¬ 

ties especially attributed to Shiva, and sup¬ 

posed to he attainable by men, through a 

course of austerities, attended with magical 

rites in honour of that deity and his spouse 

Durgi. They are, wrtsh extreme minute¬ 

ness or invisiblity.. magnitude, illimit¬ 

able hulk, rtpsio heaviness, excessive 

lightness, absence of weight, incorporeality, 

the power of obtaining every thing de- 
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sired. irresistible will or fiat; the 

fulfilment of every wish. ^8*5 the supreme 

dominion over all things. ^8% subjecting 

every thing. 

c. ©p§&g3o^ ani-mettu, s. A ring worn 

on the second toe. 

A. c. ©plcrfod aniyara,odj. Great, high, 

chief, superior, pre-eminent. 

0. ©pS<°P> anilu, [evw] g. A squirrel. 

C. ©pisoA ani-hagga, s. The rope by 

which a weaver’s lam or warp is suspended. 

S. ©PSo, ©PSD^ anu, anuvu, s. Anatom, 

mote, .any thing very small, on]y 

anatom, very little- not even 

an atom, Wrw ^ tiQXjtnr 

God fills atoms, dust, grass and 

twigs (pervades the minutest things.) 

c. ©psoo&>, ©psooao anunku, anungu. 
See and wnrb. 

C. ©psoo^j anumpu, s. A pledge. 

C. ©pso^ anuka, See 

S. ©PSo^ anuka, adj. Skilful, clever. 2. 

small, minute. 

S. ©PSo a anuga, s. A boy. wrwft a girl. 

• children. 

C. ©PS ane, interj. A mode of calling a 

woman, ho! ho! 

C. ©PS ane, $. a small artificial lake. 2. a 

dam or dike. to cast up a 

dike, to make a dam. 3. an anna. 4. a bridge. 

C. ©ps ane, v. a. & n. To clash, to strike 

against. 2. to embrace. 3. to smear. 4. to 

disappear, be effaced, rubbed out, quenched, 

extinguished, ertdi !&»*<&>* it jg effaced. 

^ wi!iie running^ a 

stone struck the foot. sfoijjjrttfrtsfcg 

thorns run into the foot, ■sfcOrttf) a 

the sheep butt one another. 

o. ©pfteB^, ©pl^ ane-kattu, ane- 

katte, s. A dam, a dike. 

C. ©PS 5^ ane-kallu, & A round stone 

tossed by the hands, a game of women. e?S 

u the name of this game. 

A. c. ©PS^ anke, s. The act of smearing 

unguents on the body. 

C- ^^ps aWja> s. An elder brother, etfcitya, 

e<^oBS3 elder brothers. bro¬ 

thers (both elder and younger.) 2. a voca¬ 

tive, equivalent to “ friend ! I say,” &c. 3. 

an interjection of surprise. a respect¬ 

ful mode of addressing a senior or superior. 

an interjection of agreeable surprise, 

pleasure, &c. 

A. 0. ©PSo^ anpu, s. A cosmetic, any fra¬ 

grant unguent or scented ointment made to 

smear on the body, as an ornament and per¬ 

fume. sioucctiOjooaSifcs^ sandal wood 

cosmetic. *°%zS black sandal wood 

cosmetic, v. a. to smear or rub on any fra¬ 

grant pigment or cosmetic. 

A. 0. ©P'Pj anme, s. Power,strength, might. 

A. C. ©PS>j anbu, v. n. To be strong or 

powerful, v. a. to try, to examine. 

S. ©^o3| at antra, priv. and adj. 

Unstable, infirm, weak. =#ejp 

Vi? wdo-sptfo slight work cannot last. 

S. ©£o|S; atantri, g. Dependence, subordi¬ 

nation. 

C. ©^So ataku, s. A patch, joining, seam, 

v. a. To solder. 2. to cement. 3. to join, 

unite, tsni-3-^o caws, to get soldered, &c. 

S. ©efo atala, [w priv. bottom] The 

region or world immediately below the earth. 

s. V&vThtv, atala-ku- 

tala, atala-kottala, the region 

below the earth, the,earth] s. Con¬ 

fusion, disturbance. 2-jolting, adj. Upside 

down, topsyturvy, disordered, confused, de¬ 

ranged. adv. confusedly, dis¬ 

orderly. 

s. atala-sparsha, [«priv. a 
v bottom, touch] adj. Very deep, bot¬ 

tomless. 

S. ©3 a) atasi, s. Common flax, Linum usi- 

tatissimum. its flower. 

S. ©3 ati, part. Over, beyond, exceeding, 

surpassing, much, very much, &c.; it implies 

general excess or pre-eminence. 

great anger. 

S. ©sloc^pS atinthini, adj, Solitary, disen¬ 

cumbered, not crowded. 

S. ©o^ ati-katha, adj. Incredible, un¬ 

worthy of trust or belief. 2. erring, devia¬ 

ting from the duties of a profession or caste. 
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S. ©3 ST) ati-Tcdtaka, adj. Harsh, un¬ 

bearable, severe, hard. wstiv* hard 

times. MS tsUt an oppressive, se¬ 

vere man. 

g. ©aST QaO ati-kdya, s. A son of Havana. 

S. ©S^j^oo, ©3x5^5ors ati-krama> ati- 

kramana, s. Transgression, excess, en¬ 

croachment, infringement. a, 

to transgress, exceed, surpass, infringe, to 

pass by, over or beyond, v. n. to elapse. 

S-. ©3ao<3 atiganda, s. The time that the 

sun is in one of the signs of the zodiac. 

S. ©SaoZJ? ati-gandha, s. Lemon grass. 

C. ©Sa^O^jo atigaliyu, v. a. To pass a- 

way, spend as time; to get through, as a sea¬ 

son; to idle away. 2. to blot out, erase. 3. 

to reject, spurn, leave, abandon. 65® ^d^d 

=5w;3o Ksgrretfri® it is 

well, in any way, to get through a very try¬ 

ing season, od’js^ esSrivciioSwhy 

are you idling away the time ? 

S. ©3X, atigma, ad?'. Mild, not severe,not 

cruel. 

S. ©B/VS/So^ ati-grahika, adv. Very apt, 

of quick perception or apprehension, smart. 

B. .©S8^-rf atichara, s. A plant. Hibiscus 

mutabilis. 

g. ©3^)2^ ati-chhatraka, s. A mush¬ 

room. 

S. ©3 ddai ati-juva, s. Great speed. 

S. ©3&rs7\xj ati-jdgara, s. The black 

curlew. 

S. ©3cp> atithi, s. A casual, unexpected 

guest. 2. a son of Kusha, and grandson of 

Hama. 

S. ©3^<^pa^ atithi-pujana, s. Hospi¬ 

tality, considered as a religious duty. 

s. ©S^ooS^d atithi-satkdra, s. Civi¬ 

lities and kind offices to guests. 

S. ©3tj^ ati-pakwa, s. Overcooking. 

s. ©3t5^j ©3'sb"3^ ati-patana, ati- 

pdta, [m3 and or falling] s. 
Transgression, neglect of duty, breach of law, 

custom, &c. 2. contrariety. 

S. ©3si8§ ati-baje, S. Betula. 

S. ©3Si<y ati-bala, [Great strengthj s. A 

name of Vayu. 

S. ©3^'CpO'd ati-madhura, S. Liquorice. 

S. ©3oati-mdtra, adj. Immode¬ 

rate, exceeding, much, excessive. 

S. ©3s3jB'c&£\ ati-mdnusha, adj. Super¬ 

human. 

S. ©3dZ^ ati-ratha, S. A mighty chari¬ 

oteer, a hero mounted on a car, who alone 

effectually combats the enemy. 

S. ©3x370 ati-rasa, S. A sweet cake made 

of rice meal and sugar and fried in ghee. 

S. ©3&^ ati-rikta, adj. Excessive, ex¬ 

ceeding. 

S. ©3x3^ ati-reka, s. Excess. 

S. ©3sv)rf ati-wdda, S. Opprobrious or 

unfriendly speech. 

S. ©3o3X)oj ati-wdsa, s. The fast observed 

on the day preceding the ceremony in which 

oblations are presented to the manes of de¬ 

parted ancestors. 

S. ©3JoIa ati-visha, s. A tree used in 

medicine; the bark is also employed in dye¬ 

ing; it is of three kinds, white, red, and 

black. Atis or betula. 

S. ©3*>^e> ati-vela, s. Excess. 

S. ©33-6- ati-shakti, S. Heroic valour, 

prowess. 

S. ©3^o!x> atishaya, S. Greatness, abun¬ 

dance, excess. 2. marvel, wonder. 3. ex¬ 

cellence. 4. rarity. o.WcSk& to increase, 

make great. 

s. ©S^aira^" atishaydrtha, s. In 

grcrntr. The intensitive mood. 

S. ©3ati-shanda, s. A eunuch by 

birth. 

S. ©3coO<£T£> ati-sandhdna, s. Media¬ 

tion. 

S. ©3roSjE’£) atisarjana, s. Liberality, 

giving. 2. appointing, engaging. 3. a gift, 

a donation. 4. slaughter, killing. 

S. ©3oJ"SXj ati-sara, s. Diarrhoea or dy¬ 

sentery. MSffvt3sS&> to be attacked with dy¬ 

sentery. There are many varieties in this 

complaint; as, s^araStt^d, Sjs^Sjtad,< 

d, MSjtsd, MsJjsSsfod, d^Sd^d. 
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s. ©ISSoA)^, ©^5ot>7o ati-hasita, ati- 

hdsa, s. Violent laughter. 

S. ©IS^O^/Ojq atindriya, [es beyond, 

' an organ of sense] adj. Imperceptible, 

unattainable by the senses. 2. incompre¬ 

hensible, as God, 3. infinitely glorious. 

S. ©B^B atita, adj. Past, gone, 

the past tense; an action finished or ended.' 

one wb0 comes late, after the usual 

or proper time. 

S. ©B^oO ativa, adj. Much. 2. chief. 

S. ©S^o3| ativra, adj. Slow, tardy. 

C. ©^ogo atuliu, See 

s. ©«£o<y, ©^o^ atula, a tula, [» priv. 

balance.] adj. Unequalled, incompara¬ 

ble. s. sesamum orientale. wsou jfioriabr 

unrivalled, or incomparable beauty, 

s. ©ao^Dii, atushara, [e priv. atopd 

rain.] s. Fine clear weather. 

S. ©aoLv, atushti, adj. Dissatisfied, 

s. © atopyadhika, adj. 

Greater, superior, greater than that, pre-emi¬ 

nent. 

c. ©^, ©^ <v, ©3 e>o, ©3 <$, ©3 $o, 

atta, attala, attalu, attala, attain, 

adv. There, in that place, on that side, as op¬ 

posed to here, in this place. 

^i$X 5=usi<>rt> go there, yonder, to that 

side, &c. ^3, d>, to be there. 

C. Pgort attanda, adj. Close, thick set. 

adv. Thickly, closely. oa’.onashoj 

v. n. To be thick, close to one another, as 

trees, &c. the 

trees are very close to each other, ozfash 

*** aorteaaftzb do not put these close, but 

keep them apart. Also s. for ^ See 

3oz3. 

c. ©^^z?, ©i^ At! atta-kade, atta- 

gade, ado. There, in that place, on that 

side, in that part (of the country.) 

C. ©^ps attana, adj. Of that place, of 

that country, what is 

the news of that place P from thence, 

uozl^ he came run¬ 

ning from thence, but whither he is gone I 

know not. sign 0f the ablative in the 

ancient dialect. 

C. ©i^ a attatta, adv. There, that side, 

a little further on. e* * 

rb to get out of the way, to move further on. 

if you go a little 

further on, they will be seen. 

where do you come 

from P do not touch me; go aside. 

A. c. ©^ £j75 attapa re, s. A war drum. 

C. ©Bt) ad tari, s. A mean or worthless 

fellow. 

H. ©eirta at tarn, s. Otto or essence of 

red sandal, &c. 2. an essence, perfume, fra¬ 

grance 3. c. 3rd. per. pi. of they cried. 

C. ©^ <i°ayso!b attale-bdi, s. Nobody, 

(personified.) 2. a mischievous, wasteful 

man, one who recklessly spends everything. 

A. c. ©a KfeoBoo atta-sariyu, v. n. To 

go aside, further on. 2. to sink in together. 

C. ©{js^fZ) attana, [a that, place] adj. 

There, in that place. 

T. B. ©3 i\, ©B % attige, attigi, [e.3 

^] s. Sister-in-law (elder brother’s wife,) 

husband’s elder sister; wife’s eldest sister; 

paternal aunt’s daughter, if elder than one’s 

self. 2. female cousin by father’s sister, 

female cousin by mother’s brother. ®3.rt ns 

rtec&rfc husband’s sister and wife’s sister, 

elder and youngef brothers’ wives. 

C. ©B^ attitta, adv. Here and there. 

do not go here and 

there, hut come near. 

c. ©§ ©B atti-mara, atti- 

gida, s. A wild fig tree. Ficus glomerata. 

C" a^u> (perf. part, of to weep) 

having wept. 

0,. ©’a atte, $. A mother in law, wife’s 

mother or husband’s mother. 2. a maternal 

uncle’s wife. 3. a paternal aunt. 

C. ©«|z3 atteda, [a* and asjadv. There, 

in that place or country. 

C. ©a ToIjo attesaru, s. The quantity of 

water which rice absorbs in boiling. 

C. ©l^OJa atteiya. Honorific of »£. 

S. ©^o3 atyanta, [asbeyond, bound 

or end] adj. Much, excessive, 

^ very passionate, ns So a great walkew 
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a very active man. a 

very amiable and beloved woman. 

s. ©^cswdt)^ atyambu-pdna, [es, 

«3owj, s. Drinking largely of water. 

S. ©«f^Z$do atyadhama, adj. The very 

worst, lowest, meanest, &c. 

S. ©do!^ atyadhika, adj. Much, supe¬ 

rior, very great. ado. Very great¬ 

ly, very abundantly. 

s. ©d^scdotr atyandyaka, [e*, © 

priv. Fracrio^] s. Anarchy, adj. Without 

rule, to be in a state 

of anarchy- 

s. ©d^dsff'cd atyapachdra, s. A heinous 

offence, a gross incivility. 

S. ©d^dijse^ atyamulya, adj. Very 

costly, invaluable. 

S. ©d<->Qjo atyaya, s. Death. 2. distress. 

3. transgression. 

S. ©SjjTjfe- atyartha, adj. Excessive. 

S. ©0'S^ri'S atydshe, s. Covetousness. 

S. atyuttama, adj. Most ex¬ 

cellent, very good, far better. 

S. ©•§) atri, s. One of the seven Hindu 

sages, father of Chandra; one of the princi¬ 

pal stars in TJrsa Major, 

S. ©Sj&rod, ©ajd^T^, a- 

tri-jata, atri-drigja, atri-netraja, 

s. The moon, as born from the eye of Atri. 

S. ©$ atha, A particle which serves to in¬ 

troduce a remark, question, or affirmation, 

after, and, now, therefore, thus, further¬ 

more, what, Sfc. 

S. ©f^S-3 athava, adj. Perhaps, though, 

or, if, afterwards, otherwise. 

C. ©d ada, for 

C. ©dcrSd adanku, [for v. a. To 

solder, to join. 2. [for to drive off, 

huff, rebuke, &c. 

C. ©dodo adantu, [»*& and adv. So, 

like that. wfoW© let that be so. 

C. ©dd> adaku, See.»^- 

A. c. ©d^ja^doA adakosuga, for 

C. ©d2^o adachu, V. a. To press down. 2. 

to humble. 3. to squeeze. 4. to strike on 

the head. 5. to reprimand, to rebuke, 

c. ©d&3o, ©doS3o adatu, adantu, v,a. 

To rebuke. 2. to drive off. 3. to shake. 4. 

to loosen! 

none but a courageous man can in¬ 

timidate (deter or restrain) a man of firmness. 

• Zjsd&o jJ-saSrt cdja^=#^ esriUoS ^ sjojSatesfot 9 

why do you rebuke me at every 

word P Am I your house slave ? It does not 

become you to do so. 

S. ©d£ adana, s. Food. 

H. ©d^D adanu, adj. Low, mean, vulgar, 

a mean, low, vulgar man. 

C. ©dcjj) adapu, v. a. To rebuke, admo¬ 

nish, reprove, intimidate. 2. to press or 

squeeze down. 3. to humble, s. a rebuke, 

reproof, admonition. 3»^iit>Sori 

doddj what is he the better for your reproof ? 

See ’sdjzij. 

H. ©dsoo, ©dZjj adabu, adapu, s. Awe, 

respect, politeness, obeisance. 

S. ©d^i adabhra, [» priv. and little, 

few] adj. Much, many. 

C. ©ddoo adamu, v. a. To squeeze, press 

or hold down. 2. to humble, odjdx 

vdo silt, why do you squeeze 

it so, it may stick to the floor, v. n. to be¬ 

come soft or mellow by pressing. 

C. ©dd^j adaravu, s. Hurry, flurry, agi¬ 

tation. 

0. ©d do adaru, V. n. To start from alarm, 

tremble with fear, shake with terror, palpitate. 

s. Palpitation, trembling, starting, shaking, 

wricb zfc’fo shaking and quaking. 9^ns> 

why do you start? do not be 

alarmed. <sdQ7ij to make tremble, cause to 

start. MrfB’rJ to pout at one, to look 

morosely or grimly at one. rioo&rt a 

faintheart, timidity, cowardice, vddo otcoA 

the palsy. 

C. ©ds^oe- adarchu, v. a. To rebuke, fe- 

primand, storm, or bluster. jtsjSS iX 

do you think I am afraid of your 

blustering P No, indeed! 

C. ©d ^)S“ adarpu, v. a. To rebuke, re¬ 

prove, admonish. 
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S. ©d^£"d adarshana, s. Disappearance, 

vanishing. 

c. ©de/usodS, ©deosodaio adald-ba- 

dali, adalu-badalu, s. Exchange. 

wrfejo v. a. to exchange. wrf%» urfsoario 

v. n. to be exchanged. 

C. ©d£Jo adalu, v. n. To tremble, shake, 

be agitated. why are you 

agitated ? erf©to menace, intimidate, threa¬ 

ten. 

A. C. ©de>o adaltu, adv. Except, besides, 

with the exception of it. 

C. ©de>o^ adalpu, See erf^r. 

S. ©da(X)oo, adasheyu, s. Misfortune, had 

luck. 

C. ©d^/o adalu, See «rfwo. 

C. ©o'3'A addgi, [e<±) and per. part, of 

ert) to become] That being”; so much for that. 

The conclusion of the first paragraph of a 

letter, after the usual compliments; wot?s 

C* so much for that 

(referring to what has been said before) all 

the news of this place is good, wcsftnsritf 

jo^cfio^o that is done, this is not done, 

s. ©foa^ddo, ©na£>, © 

CTscOo addtdranu, addtisanu, add- 

ni, adai, s. An uncharitable person, a 

miser. 

T. B. ©d a adiga. See 

T. B. ©dd adida, [wrfjrf] adj. Not firm, 

frail, unstable, an unstable 

concern. 

C. ©ddo adidu, v. n. To tremble, quake or 

start. 

S. ©dsi aditi, s. The wife of ICashycvpa, 

and mother of the gods. 2. the earth, adj. 

unbroken, uninjured, w£>3 the demi¬ 

gods, sons of Aditi. 

C. ©ddoo adimu, See wrfrfw. 

C. ©ddo adiru, See f dtib. 

A. c. adirgante, s. The trum¬ 

pet flower. 

A. c. ©dedos- adirchu, See wri^r. 

A. C. ©d cjjje' adirpu, verb. n. Being a- 

fraid. 

C. ©ddoo^do adir-muttus. A water 

pearl. 

C. ©ddoos-^ adirmutte, s. The trum- 
—o 

pet flower. 

S. ©dld^ adishta, adj, Unseasonable, out 

of date. 

C. ©d^o adilu. See s. Alarm, qua¬ 

king, palpitation. 

S. ©di=djS adipana, s. Loss of appetite, 

bad digestion. 

0. ©do adu, (Remote demonstrative pro¬ 

noun neut.) It, that, wrfo ^rf®, warf© let 

that be, never mind that, let that alone. 53 

rSoTsrfrs on that account, therefore, for that 

reason. 

C. ©do^o aduku, See v. a. To ce¬ 

ment, solder, join. v. n. to adjoin. 

C. ©doXo adugu, V. n. To become soft by 

pressing. wrf>a*> v. a. to soften, to mollify. 

0. ©do/^je)^ adugo, interj. Lo ! behold! 

look there! see there! 

0. ©dos^o, ©do^jl, ©dodoo, ©do^T:c- 

aduchu, adupu, adumu, adurpu, v. 

a. To press down, humble. 2. to rebuke. 3. 

to strike on the head. to floor. 

wrfoSwrf) to soften, to mollify with the fingers, 

to press. 

o. ©do&3o, ©dosoo adutu, adubu, v. a. 

To rebuke; to awe; to strike on the head. 

C. ©dodj adupu, s. Awe, fear, terror. 

crijwrfjsjjfJ wrfiirf servants must 

stand in awe of their master. abwrfrojijfc 

wrf^rf®rf a master must have 

his servants in awe. 

C. ©dodoo adumu. See wrfrfw. 

0. ©dodo aduru, S. Ore. esri:rf.> iron 

ore. 2. dandruff. 

C. ©dodo aduru, See wrffo. 

S. ©do&=d adur-jana, s. A Goodman. 

S. ©dode“d adur-dina, s. A fine or good 

day. 2. break of day, 

C. ©doco adulu, See 

A. C. ©dodo aduhu, v. a. To push, to 

shove. wrf)& iSrfjaoto shove and throw away. 

0. ©d^otfo adrinku,&n. To tremble, qui¬ 

ver. 
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C. ©d^A03§ adriganji, s. A flower so 

named. 

S. adridha, adj. Unstable, infirm, 

frail. 

s. adrishya, [w priv: visible] 

adj. Unseen, invisible. *w$>*4*% by accident, 

riao* t0 disappear. 

s. adrishta, s. Fortune, luck, fate. 

2. casual and unseen danger, as from fire, 

inundation, &c. s®© a fortunate man. 

bad luck. unlucky, un¬ 

fortunate. to become fortunate. S. 

S. adrishti, adrish 

tilt a, s. An angry or displeased look. 

C. ©Z$(°, ©zS^ij ade, adeve, [era with 

emphatic » and That is it, that very 

thing, that truly, that indeed, 

c. ©z3^, ©zS^'fr adeke, adetake, [e 

and and why] Why that ? for what 

is that ? what is the reason of that ? 

C. ©zSjS^ ado, interj. Calling attention, See! 

Observe! 

C. ©dpi adgani, s. An anvil. 

C. ©d =5* addaka, s. Dyeing cloths, &c. ear 

^ his dyeing is not good. 

T. B. ©d ^zs-otf, ©d addakadd- 
O Q 

ra, addakadava, s. See 

O. ©d &b addatu, v. a. To dye, colour, or 

stain. 2. to dip, to immerse. 

C. ©dp3 addana, s. A measure of capaci¬ 

ty, half a seer. 2. the act of dipping or dye¬ 

ing. wrf Wrt «®®d^ zs»vafc® half a seer 

(of raw rice, &e.) is the proper quantity of 

food for one man. 

c. ©d pt a, ©d 5o, ©rfo a addaniqa, 
Q, c> o 

addiha, adduga, s. A dyer. 

c. addand-giddand, s, 
A measure of capacity, rather more than the 

fourth ]flrt of a pint. 

C. ©d Srd addalisu, See under ede». 

T. b. ©d ^ ©d a addika, addiga, s. 

An officer employed to superintend the culti¬ 

vation and division of the produce on behalf 

of government. See 

C. ©do, Z£}tjtifraddu, addidu, v.a. To 

dip, immerse, dye. to dip for one’s | 
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self, to dye for one’s self; to beat. w^do 5d^ 

wsM woziS eddd^ tsa if ^ comes 

near you, give him a good thrashing. 

3d^ to dip any thing and eat, 

e>a #, ssdo =#, ess.® ^ca, wtfja ^do, 

Aj the act of dipping, dyeing, immersing, w 

ad a dyed cloth, wdj rt a dyer, wdo^u 

a vessel in which colours for dyeing are kept. 

C. ©Z3> adde, adj■ Acting, wd rt* dJ»do to 

act for another. business done in 

place of another. 2. unpaid business, 

©do^s? adbhuta, $. A phenomenon, 

miracle. 2. surprise, . astonishment, adj. 

wonderful, surprising. djOTd Very 

great lamentation. 

S. ©dj adya, s. To-day. ««&*d the pe¬ 

riod of a current day from midnight to mid¬ 

night. ed^dd the imperfect tense of a 

verb. 

S. ©d^d adyashwina, adj. Near to 

any event, at the point of death. 

C. ©ZJd|S3 adrdta, [wdo®kT] adj. Frail, 

shattered, decayed, unstable, dosfc* 

sto<s>rtgjdJ the whole roof is in a 

precarious state from the rain. <3 cricoid) 

2^c33®dodd8otf ero^W^doddo by 

wasted age the whole frame becomes shatter¬ 

ed. dadi to drive in slightly. 

S. ©dj a.dri, s. A tree. 2. a hill. 3. a 

mountain. rizdjd a mountain cave, oft} 

standing water in a rock. ^dd) a 

man of the hills, ts®t>, dsS, a range 

of mountains, a bill tree. 

gja period a cloud resting on a mountain. <SB) 

mountain water. d the mist 

or snow on the top of a mountain. 

a hill cow. 

s. ©d/S^ adri-kanye, s. Pdrvati. 

S. ©dadri-kila, [e»&> and *%v abolt 

or pin] s. The earth. 

S. ©d)3d adrija, s. Red chalk, 

s. ©d)&;, ©dySiu <§ ddrija, adri-jate, 
s. Pdrvati. 

s. ©dyd]/d adri-dalana, s. Indra’s 

thunderbolt. 

S- ©dl'^ajjs' adri-dheirya, s. Great 

courage (firm as a mountain). 



s. adri-pankaja, s. Theliill 

lotus. 

S. adri-bala, $. Great strength, 

the strength of a mountain, 

s. ©&/5do^>y adri-bheda- 

na, adri-hamtri, s. Indra, who divided 

the mountains with his thunderbolts. 

S. ©&JOX13d adri-rdja, (king of mountains) 

s. The Himalaya mountains. 

S. adri-roma, s. A giant so 

called. 

S. adri-sdra, s. Iron, steel. 

S. ©Sbj^ adrisha, s. A name of Shiva. 

2. also of the Himalaya. 

S. ©t&^oS^ adwantike, s. Excuse, 

to make excuses. 

S. ©Z$<^s£, adweita, s. The doctrinal sys¬ 

tem of Shantcardchdrya, which regards the 

Supreme spirit and the human spirit as one; 

in degradation through ignorance (wraa£), 

and reabsorbed on attaining • It regards 

the world as an illusion; all things as differ¬ 

ent forms of the one deity, besides whom 

there exists nothing else. As gold is one, 

though in various forms, as money, bracelets, 

earrings, &c. so the one sole existent deity is 

found in all the various forms we see (sup¬ 

pose to exist) around us. a 

follower of this doctrine. 

C. ©Zj>85o adhatu, s. Power, might. 2. vio¬ 

lence, force, v. a. To rebuke. 2. to beat off. 

s. wtf&rtjSo, a hero, a valiant man, a 

rebuker, a troublesome man. might, 

prowess, heroism. 

S. ©1^0 adhama, adj. Inferior, low, vile, 

despicable. an inferior person, one of 

the lowest grade. the basest, the 

worst. this is much 

worse than that (or far inferior), 

s. ©^3iadhamarnanu, 
»*«] s. A debtor, [w* sto and 

s'bcs] a creditor. 

S. ©TJitj adhara, adj. Low, inferior, be¬ 

low. 2. low, vile. 3. abusive, low in con¬ 

versation. s. the lower lip. a 

sweet lip. a lip 0f ambrosia. 

S. ©Tjiajosr adharma, s. Umighteousness, 

injustice, all behaviour contrary to the 

and 4^* or religious and legal institutes; 

what is improper to be done. 2. uncharita¬ 

bleness, illiberality. an unjust man. 

2. an uncharitable man, a miser. 

S. ©££> adhi, A particle placed before nouns, 

and serving to denote superiority in place, 

quality, or quantity; over, above, upon. 

S. ©(^t? adhika, adj. Exceeding, extra, 

much, superior, great, excessive. 

S. ©(y^SjTSro adhika-mdsa, s. An in¬ 

tercalary month. 

s. ©^drs adhikarana, s. A term of 

grammar signifying comprehension or loca¬ 

tion, the sense of the locative case. 

a possessive noun. 2. the name of a 

work, a kind of perpetual commentary on 

the Mimamsa doctrine. 

S. ©(^efe- adhi-karta, S. Master, own¬ 

er, proprietor. 

S. ©^Sos-^ adhi-karmika, s. A clerk 

or prefect of a market or fair. 

S. adhi-krama, S. Ascendancy, 

superiority, pre-eminence. 

S. adhikddhika, ady. Very 

much, over and above, more and more. 

S. ©§>^30 a adhikdnga, s. The girdle 

over a coat of mail. 2. superfluity of limbs, 

as having six toes, &c. 

S. ©<^3"d adhikdra, S. The bearing of 

royal insignia, the government or ruling 

power. 2. authority, power. 3. a right to 

property. 4. employment, ■*» 

di to invest with power, to authorise, em¬ 

power. t stozgo to rule, exercise author¬ 

ity. Jri>7b, xgJJ rule or authority 

to be maintained or continued. 

a governor. 2. one in power or author¬ 

ity. 3. (in law) the possessor of a right or 

title, as an heir to property, 

s. ©^A^ ddhi-gata, adj. Attached to, 

under the protection of. 

S. adhityake, s. Land on the 

upper part of a mountain. 

S. adhi-devate, s. A presiding 

god or goddess, a tutelar god or goddess. 

S. adhi-deiva, s. A superior god 

or divinity. 
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s. adhi-nagnika, $. A girl 

not yet arrived at the age of puberty, 

s. e5^rf, es^XS, 

adhi-netri, adhi-pa, adhi-pati, adhi- 

panu, s. A master, owner, lord, ting, os 

a sovereign. Sf^ a judge. 

S. adhi-pike, s. The black cuckoo. 

2. a monkey. B. a large black fly. 4. a 

black beetle. 

S. co adhi-masa, s. An interca¬ 

lary month. 

S. £5 (pUT) adhi-raya, s. A tributary 

king. 

s. es2Jrt5v©^§op§ adhi-rohini, s. A ladder. 

s. adhi-wdsa, s. A bouse, an 

abode. 2. decorating the person with per¬ 

fumes, fragrant wreaths, &c. 

S. es^HTJco^ adjii-wdsane, s. Perfuming 

or scenting the person. 

S. adhi-vinne, [eq> besides, and 

obtained] s. A wife whose husband has 

subsequently married others; a superseded 

wife. 

S. 55^3/0^pi adhi-shrayani, s. A fur¬ 

nace or fire place. 

S. 55<^PD adhishana, s. Ignorance. 

S. adhishthanu, s. A chief, an 

elder, a superior. 

s. adhishthdna, s. A town. 2. 

a wheel. 3. dignity. 4. abiding, resting. 

5. that which contains any thing. 

the deity presiding over any thing; as 

a%PS the deity presiding over 

learning. v. n. to he contained. 

s. ^£>7\d adhishndta-nagara, 

s. A city of that name. 

S. adhishnu, adj. Chief, principal. 

S. 55 adhi-kshipta, adj. Censured, 

reviled. 

S. 55^^ adjunct, s. Possession, power, 

control, authority. ru;S?fo pp^ 

he is dependent on me, or under my control, 

or in my charge, adj. Dependent on, subject 

to. 2. docile. 

S. 55^d adhira, adj. Confused, perplexed, 

2. cowardly. 

S. adhisJiatwa, s. Authority, 

power. 

S. 5S^°^d adhtshwara, s. An emperor, 

a king paramount over all the neighbouring 

princes. 

S. 559^r^ adhrishta, adj. Ashamed, mo¬ 

dest. 

H. 55c^D adheli, s. Half a rupee. 

s. adheirya, s. Timidity, cow¬ 

ardice. 

s. adho-gati, ferfs iow, ;nfrr. 

, nal, rtS destiny] s. Perdition. 

S. ©Zp0e)^00£O adho-mukha, adj. Tend¬ 

ing downwards. 

S. adho- 

bhuvana, adho-loka, $. The infernal 

regions, the regions below the earth, hell. 

s. ©Zj§j0^8tf adhoksh aja, s. A name of 

Vishnu. 

S. adhyayana, s. study, read¬ 

ing, especially of the sacred books, one of 

the six duties of a brahmin. 

S. adJiyavasdya s. Per¬ 

severance, determined application, effort, 

practice. 

S. 55Z^^ adJiyaJcsha, adj. Perceptible, 

present to the senses. 2. superintending, pre¬ 

siding over, s. a superintendent, 

overseer. 

S. «5cpSf>J^ adkydtrna, S. The Supreme 

Spirit, God. the knowledge of 

the Supreme. 

S. adhydpaka, s. A scribe. 2. 

a teacher of sacred books. 

S. adhydya, s. A chapter, sec¬ 

tion or division of a book. 

s. ©^^Sodcs, ©jp^ssuTj adhydha- 

rana, adhydhdra, S. Supplying a word 

or words to complete a sentence, supplying 

an ellipsis. 

S. ©ZJ^ adhiva, S. A road, a path, a way. 

2. the march of an assailing foe. 

a traveller. 

S. ©Tfkjd adhwara, s. A sacrifice. 

one who officiates at a sacrifice, a bramin 

versed in the Yajur veda. 
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S. 29^£[3 adhwdna, adj. Unmethodical, 

wrong, spoilt. 

S. 29[$oa ananga, [bodiless] s. The sky. 

2. the wind. 3. Cupid, who was reduced to 

ashes by the fire of Shiva’s eye for having 

disturbed his devotions, and cursed to remain 

incorporeal. 

S. 29^02? ananta, adj. Endless, eternal, in¬ 

finite. s. the sky or air. 2. a unit followed 

by thirty ciphers or other figures. 

infinity. the infinite God. 2. a name 

of the king of serpents, <J5*°* 

Vishnu, whose couch is the chief of the 

serpents, the name of a city in 

Malabar. <55*°* the conch of Dharma- 

raya. <5??°* infinite variety of form. 

S. 29[3osJ A/aozSoje>j ananta-gonde-pal- 

ya, s. Name of a vegetable, 

c. 293o^tf, 29[3os£dc!© anantara, an- 
CO 

antaradalli, ado. Afterwards, 

c. 29 [to, 29[tou anaka, anakd, postpos. 

Till, until, as far as. wStio 

do you stay there till he comes. 

wait till it is done. 

S. 29[to anaka, adj. Inferior, low. 

C. 29 [too anaku, See e»*>. 

S. 29[tou'd anagdra, [e priv. and erod 

house] s. A permit, an anchorite, 

s. 59^7^0 anagnanu, s. Cupid. 

S. 29[3<?\^:S anagnika, S. A woman past 

age. 

S. 29[S'c{X) anagha, adj. Clean, pure, spot¬ 

less, sinless, innocent. a pure, sinless 

person. 

S. 29[to3~ anachcha, adj. Impure. 

S. 29[ftsi>o5o anadwdha, s. A bull or ox. 

a cow. 

S. 29[to^[3?)3v^ anadyatana-hhuta, 

s. The indefinite tense of a verb. 

S. 29^cp-s^o5o anadhydya, s. A day of 

cessation from reading sacred science, a holi¬ 

day. wffrsjCLW one who does not study sa¬ 

cred science. 

S. 29[3[Stojs<SJ ananukula, adj. Insalu¬ 

brious, adverse. 

S. 29[5otot>5 (mapakdri, s. A kind man. 

S. 29[touu<^i anaparadhi, s. An innocent 

man. 

S. 29[oa5o anaya, adj. Eternal, always. 

S. 29[3a£-^> anargala, adj. Unimpeded, 

free. 2. self-willed, unrestrained; «55*tW 

an unimpeded stream, wsiffc rfwsu&ri 

tf rf rtf Zjjtsddo when he speaks, his words 

are like an unimpeded stream. 

s. 29^5'cJDjS' anarghya, adj. Very costly, 

priceless. 

S. 29^^)£" anartha, [w priv. and good 

fortune] s. Ill luck, bad fortune. 2. cala¬ 

mity. 3. vice, transgression. 

S. 29[$(j)sto anartJiaka, adj. Nonsensical, 

unmeaning. 

S. 29[to anala, s. Eire, the god of fire, w 

Shiva, with an eye of fire. 

A. C. 29[too analu, s. Wrath, anger. 2. 

limb, member, t.b. Heat, sultriness, warmth. 

2. fire. 3. grief, distress. 

S. 29[3s3rf^ anavadya, adj. Everlasting. 

s. 29[5o3zj>t> [3, 29[3;3^'3[to anavadhdna, 

anavadhdnaka, [e priv. erf5»5* atten¬ 

tiveness] s. Inadvertence, inattention, mis¬ 

take. 

s. 29 [toe£, 29[fcrf'd<^ anarata, anava- 

rata, [»priv. Stopped] adj. Eter¬ 

nal. adv. Eternally, continually. 

S. 29 [to [5 anashana, s. Fast, fasting. »5* 

a vow of fasting. 

S. 29[3cov£>oSo anasuye, s. The wife of 

Atri. 2. unenviousness. 

S. 29[$5o<to^ei anahankriti, [«priv. « 

sSo^Spride.] s. Content, moderation, absence 

of care or vanity. 

s. 29[5t:S^)5 andkdri, [e priv. e^dform] 

s. One without form. adj. Ugly, deformed. 

s. 29[ysX^ anagata, s. The future, adj. 

unknown, not received, not arrived, not re¬ 

turned. unprecedented news, 

future intelligence, news not yet arrived, 

s. 29[j7>aS'3^s"o3 andgatdrtava, [e 

priv. arrived, and from «**>] s. 

One who has not menstruated, a young girl, 

one not married at puberty. 

S. 29[3t)£5:‘cd andchdrd, S. Departure from 
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$£>c33d 

ceremonial observance; irregularity, careless¬ 

ness. 2. irreligion. 3. incivility, rusticity. 

4. uncleanness. 

S. ©i^xrfdpx anddarane, s. Disrespect, 

incivility, inattention. wsreririrs to 

treat with disrespect, to use unkindly, to dis¬ 

oblige. adj. Despised, disrespected. 

S. S9^5x£b anddi, adj. Without beginning, 

eternal, from everlasting. uoacb, 

S «3WJ a piece of ground which has been ly¬ 

ing waste from time immemorial. 

3^3) omniscience. 

S. 59^X (•> andtha, [e priv. lord] adj. 

Forlorn, wretched, destitute, unprotected. 

s. A widow. God, the 

friend of the friendless. 

s. ©^x^o^, 59;3xs±>^di> andmaka, 

andmadheya, s. An anonymous person, 

one without a name, or of no consequence. 

H. 59(3Xo3o^o andmatu, s. All, the whole, 

the entire. 2. deposit, charge, any thing 

given in trust. to deposit, put 

under another’s care, lay by, not to use. ° 

=#jszso to give the whole. 

to put a thing down as it is; to let be as it 

is. '^uao&j Ecjs^rio to take all. 55 

coja^c&j^o the whole is gone. *jS;S 

iet this thing be under 

your care. 

S. e9J3x^oo3o andmaya, s. Health, e 

p-asfjcrio^o one who enjoys health. 

S. 59 (5X andmi/ca, s. The ring finger. 

S. ©^XQ^o^ andyaka, s. Anarchy, con¬ 

fusion, absence of rule. 

S. 25^jXO^J^7o andydsa, s. Absence of 

fatigue. adv. Easily, without 

pain or difficulty. 2. suddenly, unexpected¬ 

ly, unawares. 

S. S9^5xd{^ andrata, adj. Continual, fre¬ 

quent, eternal, adv. Always. 

S. 59^X3^ anavrishti, s. Drought, a 

failure of rain. 

G. 59^Xck andsu, S. The pine apple. Bro- 
melia ananas. 

S. si anuhata, s. A new unbleach¬ 

ed cloth. 2. a vital part, the heart. 

A. C. 69£)<^0 anitU) jpro. remote. So much, 

so many. adv. All. so many peo¬ 

ple, all the people, in the 

mean time, whilst. 

S. 59^13^ anitya, adj. Frail, unstable. 

the body is frail. 

0. 59£>rf anida, adj. Neighbouring'. 

A. c. 59£3odo anibar, anibaru, 

pro. remote. So many persons, all persons, 

edtiff every body came to 

wait on the king. 

s. 59£>£>or\ animisha, [» priv. what 

twinkles] s. A fish. 2. a god. 

fixed sight. 

S. 59?fdorf aniruddha, s. The son of 

Bradyumna, a form of Kama, and husband 

of TJslie. 2. a spy, a secret emissary, adj. 

Selfwilled, ungovernable, headstrong. 3. un¬ 

obstructed, unrestrained. 

S. 59£)<y anila, s. Air or wind, considered 

also as a deity. 2. a subordinate deity, 49 of 

whom form a class. 3. one of another class 

of demigods. 

S. anisha, adj. Eternally. 

S. anishta, S. Adversity, distress, 

mischief, ruin, misery. one 

who deserves to be ruined, 

s. 59 59^3$ anika, anikini, s. 

A multitude, an army, forces. 2. war, com¬ 

bat. 3. a certain force consisting of 2,187 

elephants, 2,187 chariots, 6,561 cavalry, and 

10,935 infantry, 

o. 59^5o anu, See 

s. 59^0 anu, A Sanscrit prefix, denoting, 

After. 2. like, in the same manner. 3. un¬ 

der, inferior to. 4. along, lengthwise. 5. 

with, together with. 6. in part of. 7. seve¬ 

rally, each by each. 8. near to. 9. in regard 

to. 10. to, out to (calling). 11. orderly, 

methodically. 

S. 59^0^ anuka, adj. Lustful, libidinous. 

s. 59^0^0^ anukampe, S. Tenderness, 

compassion, pity. 

s. 59^0^8 px, 59^5x8 anukarana, a- 

nukdra, s. Imitation. See ey&tfdrf. o^j 

imitative words. 2. ingre¬ 

dient. 3. utensil. 4. approval, adj. Suit¬ 

able. v&’&Otjj to imitate. a fol¬ 

lower. 
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s. anukarsha s. The bottom 

of a carriage. 

C. 55^0^0 anuku, See 

S. Sf^oxSvaty anukula, s. Agreement, as¬ 

sent. 2. aid, help. 3. concord, goodwill. 

4 convenience. 5. countenance, favour, shel¬ 

ter, protection. 6. procuring, obtaining, 

success, adj. agreeing with. 2. helpful, 

convenient, favourable, successful. & e 

^5^ this place agrees with him. e 

false friendship, ©jfotfvrayjrario 

or e^otfoa©* v- n. To agree with, be 

reconciled, assist, forward, favour, prosper. 

to-day the hus¬ 

band and wife were reconciled. 

735&cfA> an opportune season. a 

helper, pattern, follower, or 

aJSTJo to aid, favour, &c. wjfosLou sfosa =#vjs^o 

or ste’d to reconcile others to one’s self, 

ingratiate one’s self into another’s favour. 

to be reconciled, consent, agree, 

obtain. i5^©gj I have 

not yet obtained the money, 

S. anuJcramana, s. Order, 

method, v Ffcrajsbritf an abstract or summary. 

S. (lnilkrosha, s. Clemency, 

tenderness, mercy, compassion. 

S. A ^ anu-gata, adj. United to, fol¬ 

lowing. s. Fellowship, participation. 

to cleave to. 

S. ?S^o7\^o^ anu-gamana, s. Accom¬ 

panying. 2. the voluntary burning of a wid¬ 

ow on the funeral pile of her husband. 

S. anu-guna, $. Keeping in tune 

with another. 

s. anu-gdmi, s. A follower, 

companion. 

T. B. anugu, [e?*r] adj. Valua¬ 

ble, precious. 

S. 59^0 AO US anu-guna, adj. Conformable, 

consistent, suitable. friendliness, 

harmoniousness. Wc&riJ«:ra?Kb to be harmo¬ 

nious, amicable. 

A. c. ©^oao^o anu-gulu, See 

for 

C. SS^Soa js"do anuguru, s. A village near 

Mysore. 

T. B. eS^OAJS^roo anugulisu, See under 

A. C. es$o7^do anu-gedu, v. n. To be in a 

dilemma or strait, without means of effecting 

one’s purpose or wishes. Wc&rt&A v. a. To 

reduce to a dilemma, to deprive of means. 

A. c. o3oo anu-geiyu, v. a. To 

essay, attempt, prepare, make fit, contrive 

means. 

A. CL anu-gollu, v. n. To be 

fit, suitable or proper. 2. to imitate, be ob¬ 

sequious. WfkAsvrb to make suitable, op¬ 

portune. See 

S. 59^7^ anugnye. See 

S. £9^oa^5o anugraha, s. Mercy, favour, 

grace, regard, indulgence. Wc&rt^Sosio to be 

gracious, merciful; to vouchsafe, bestow. ° 

t&rtjZo 'sizlaiu, ^jaorio to gain favour. 

S. anu-charanu, s. A compan¬ 

ion, follower. 2. a servant, an attendant. 

S. S9c1oE^ anuchita, adj. Unfit, unsuit¬ 

able, unseemly, bad. 

S. 69^o3d anu-ja, s. A younger brother. 53 

a younger sister. 

a uterine brother. 

S. -anu-jwi, s. A servant. 

S. S9£fc>l§ anugnye, s. A mandate, order. 

% leave, permission. to take 

leave. to give leave, grant per¬ 

mission. stozSj to order, 

c. anutanu-nodu, v. n. 

To watch for an opportunity, 

s. anu-tarpa, &. Thirst, wsfca 

siro Distributing liquor. 2. a vessel from 

which spirituous liquor is drunk. 

S. ©jdosrarS anu-tdpa, [e?fc and *»* heat] 

Kepentance, sorrow. 2. sympathy, 

si T&jsoTii to repent. _a penitent. 

S. o3o anuttama, adj. Chief, prin¬ 

cipal, peerless, very superior, 

s. d anuttara, adj. Chief. 2. best. 

3. silent, unable to answer. 4 fixed. 5. 

lower, inferior. 6. south, southern. 

S. anuddtta, adj. Low; low 

or soft, as a note or sound in music. 2. mi¬ 

serly, illiberal. 
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s. £9£k&;d, anu-dina} anw- 

dinadalli, adv. Daily, 

g. 59^3^ o3o anunaya, s. An apology, con¬ 

dolence, sympathy. 2. salutation, courtesy, 

shewing respect. 3. homage to a guest or a 

deity. So* to sympathise with. 2. to 

apologize. 

S. anu-ndsikdkshara, 

s. (in gram.) A nasal. 

S. S9^0TjTj^^ anupapanna, adj. Incon¬ 

venient. 2. 'unsuccessful, unfortunate, des¬ 

titute. 

S. &&£>■£& anupapatti, s. Inconvenience. 

2. want of success, misfortune, indigence. 3. 

excuse, pretence. »*ris?3 a season of 

trial or anxiety; a season of distress. 

S. 59;fcTJo&> anupama, adj. Peerless, ex¬ 

cellent, best. 's. the female elephant of the 

south east. 

g. C9^otj£> S anu-pallavi, $. A chorus, 

S. 69jk'£ra£ anu-pana, s. A fluid vehicle 

in medicine; drink taken with or after medi¬ 

cine. 

C. 59^^ anupu, s. A pledge. 

g. anu-bandha, s. Connexion, 

alliance, affinity, friendship. 2. the insepa¬ 

rable adjunct or sign of any thing, the indi¬ 

cation of guilt, symptom of disease, &c. 3. 

an element of language, root, affix, &c. 3. a 

child or pupil who imitates an example set 

by the parent or preceptor. 4. a commence¬ 

ment. 6. binding. 6. any thing small or 

little. ejtouotf-yaJo a defective or auxiliary 

verb. 

S. anu-bandhaka, s. Hic¬ 

cough. 

S. S9^oS3os37oo anu-bimbisu, v. n. To re¬ 

flect, as a mirror. 

C. 59^03)0 anubu, s. A pledge. 

g. anu-bhava, s. Experience in 

general, experience as applied to pleasure or 

pain, suffering, enjoyment. 2. trial, experi¬ 

ment. enjoyment of pleasure. * 

&>|j suffering of distress or grief. 

S3* to enjoy, suffer, experience. stasJ 

*?S>* to suffer the fruits of sin. *«** 

d£>* to enjoy the reward of virtue. «s 

to make one’s self acquainted with 

any thing, to comprehend thoroughly one’s 

self. 

S. &Z&>epi)o$ anu-bhdva, s. Indication of 

passion or emotion by word or gesture. 

S. e9£bejTS3^ anu-bhdvya, adj. Excel¬ 

lent, suitable, good. 

S. 59^o^JS^A anu-bhoga, s. Sexual em¬ 

brace. 2. enjoyment. a man of 

pleasure, w*$js^* to enjoy. 2. to copu¬ 

late. 

S. 0£>Oo3oiB anu-mati, s. Agreement, con¬ 

sent. $5**3* to agree. 2. a mandate. 3. 

permission. 4. the fifteenth day of the 

moon’s age, on which she rises one digit less 

than full. 

g. 59J&3S) anumatyartha, s. (in 

gramr.) The imperative mood. 

S. anumdna, s. Suspicion, sur¬ 

mise, conjecture, doubt, «**?>£ «s^o, ©* 

sjj3$ sJ* to doubt, hesitate, suspect. 

©*** to entertain suspicion of 

another. 2. (in logic) inference. 

% reasoning, logic, speaking from inference. 

g. anu-moda, s. Great joy. 

2. consent. »**st&* to rejoice. 2. to con¬ 

sent, approve. 

g. e9£oo5jS!®7\, £9^0OJjs«2d^ anu-yoga, 

anu-yojana, s. A question. 2. sexual 

embrace. 3. remonstrance. w*cLa\t\ 

to remonstrate with, to rebuke, 

g. es^odls, e9£kd-&, ©^ouxa anu-ra- 

ti, anu-rakti, anu-rdga, s. Love, pas¬ 

sion, attachment. e*o®ft* v. n. To be 

fond of, wish for, desire. «5*d=^ beloved. 

C. anurasa, s. A cake made of 

flour, rice, sugar, ghee, and acid. 

0. 59^odjsd anu-rupa, s. Likeness, re¬ 

semblance. adj. Like, resembling. 

g. e9^odjs^ anu-rodha, s. The accom¬ 

plishing of a desired object for another per¬ 

son, obligingness, service. 

g. e9^o<yoTJ63 anu-lampate, s. Perplexi¬ 

ty, distress. 

g. 69^0wad anu-ldpa, s. Tautology. « 

*©»&* to repeat over and over the same 

words. 
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S. anu-lepane, s. Anointing 

the body with perfumes, &c. to 

besmear, anoint. 

S. anu-Uma, s. Order, regu¬ 

lar course. 2. writing from the left to the 

right (the proper mode). WfkeSA^stofcs born in 

due gradation. 

s. e^od.p'SH-jS anu-warnane, s. Detail, 

description. 

S. anuwartane, s. Obliging 

or serving another. 2. following, conform¬ 

ing. to follow, to imitate, to con¬ 

form, to attend on. 2. (in gramr.) to be 

implied or understood; as, # 

the compound word is here under¬ 

stood. a follower, one who obliges 

or serves another. 

S. anu-wdka, s. A chapter of 

the Veda. 

S. anu-wdda, S. Repeating 

what another has advanced,- with the design 

of refuting it. 2. abuse, reviling. 

S. anu-wdsane, s. Aifection, 

attachment. 2. perfuming the clothes. 

C. anuvu, s. Suitableness, fitness, 

propriety. 2. antidote, device, remedy. 3. 

wholesomeness, health. 4. opportunity, time. 

salubrious. 2. adapted, pro¬ 

per. 3. prepared, arranged, well made. 4. 

delicious, good, to be 

ready, proper, right, fit, or suitable. 

a respectable or good man. ^ b«s> 

srsrf to&S a very valuable jewel. Bj&srsrtatb 

to be unfit or unsuitable. BSfosSgjzisivo a disre¬ 

putable woman. 2. an indisposed woman. 

^ «ite»SM3 this fruit is very whole¬ 

some. =#sj7j work well done. 

unwholesome, circumstan¬ 

ces in general, both adverse and prosperous. 

s^ooozS s8^s?*&j6^ acquaint 

your master with your circumstances. e 

natural disposition or temper. 

jS&Tjo treat him according to his 

temper, or behave so as not to offend him. 

an improper place. 2, a place 

of danger or disease. 

S. anu-vritti, [e?tosWr?j s. 

Complaisance, obligingness. 

T. B. anuvesu, See 

0. anuveisu, [ and ^ 

cans. aff(] v. n. To succeed, become proper, 

suit, deserve. 

S. es^o^d anushara, s. A giant, a sort of 

demon. 

S. ^(oOodqOA anushwanga, s. Embrace. 

S. (i anushthdna, s. Performing 

or doing any thing, action in general. 2. con¬ 

duct. 3. the observance of devotional exer¬ 

cises. to make, to do, to observe. 

not neglecting or failing in the 

daily religious ceremonies. 

S. anushtup, s. A measure of 

verse, the stanza consisting of 4 lines of 8 

syllables each, or 3 lines of 8, 12 and 12, mak¬ 

ing in either case 32. 

s. £3, k^ooooa 83 anu-sankata, 

anu-sangata, adj. Very difficult, difficult 

to say, either from being detrimental to one’s 

self or painful to others. . nsjtsjsio 

it is difficult to settle a dis¬ 

pute between a mother and her children. 

s. anu-sandhdna, s. Re¬ 

flecting, recollecting. 

S. K-^oojG^Too anu-sandhisu, v. n. To 

coalesce, meet, unite, v. a. to join, make 

meet. 

s. es^orod, ©j4>codrS, anu- 

sara, anu-sarane, anu-sdra, $. Imita¬ 

tion, following. 2. obsequiousness, servility. 

to be obsequious, imitate, follow. 55 

jSoffariOTfN according to. 

S. 5S^0cd"3tipS anusdrini, s. The second 

string of a lute. 2. imitation. 3. aid. 

s. anusdritwa, s. Analogy. 

s. anu-swdra, s. The nasal 

character (°)» 

S. SS^oSoxd anu-hdra, s. Imitation, re¬ 

semblance. 

S. esdosos d anu-hldda, s. One of the 
co 

sons of ILiranyakasTiypa. 2. joy, pleasure. 

S. anuka, s. A former birth. 2. 

a race or family. 

S. anu-chdnanu, s. A learn¬ 

ed brahman, one versed in the Vedas. 
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S. anupa, s. A swampy place, or 

country. 

S. anurddha, s. The seven¬ 

teenth lunar mansion. 

S. anuruvu, [es priv. 

thigh] s. Aruna, the charioteer of the sun, 

who was born without legs. 2. the dawn. 

B* anriju, [es priv, straight] 

adj. Wicked, perverse, crooked. 

S. anrita, s. A falsehood, a lie. 2. 

agriculture. 

T. B. aneya. See w^oSj. 

S. 59(3^ anelia, [» priv. and ^ one] adj. 

Several, many, many {mas. and fern.) 

jtvO, B^^ipssi§r many times. 

a high road, a road much frequented. 

s. aneka-pa, and tn to 

drink, because it drinks with its mouth and 

trunk] s. An elephant, 

s. S&jstS* aneda-muka, s. A deaf 

and dumb person. 

S. 59^ anna, S. Boiled rice. ^7^, *usJ 

T3^ boiled rice mixed with various ingredients; 

as e&v rice with acid, 

with curds, <%wp^ with milk, with 

mustard seed, wua with pulse, &c. 2. 

any grain boiled as food. boiled 

millet, &c. boiled rice cooled. Port's* 

7^ rice cooked yesterday. ^7^ tr$jtp feeding 

a child six months old, with rice for the first 

time, when a burnt sacrifice is offered, the 

child ornamented, and money presented to 

it by the guests, &c. 0r 

to boil rice. to become boiled, 

as rice. ^7^ to set boiled rice to 

dry after straining, so that the grains may 

be separated. 0r to 

serve up rice at a meal, to set before a per¬ 

son, provide food for. S^S), 0r &> 

to have an appetite for food. 

to be starved, perish with hunger. S>7^ 

°7^ by your support, by your 

maintenance. M7^ti sS?*#, a bas¬ 

ket in which food is carried on a journey. <s 

the stomach. W7^ 

one who feeds others gratuitously, vp^ n®3 

TbsO^si may the hospitable man be happy. 

mp, tsp^ Pottni giving away food. e> 

7^ r^pzi jbwusob God, who satisfies the 

wants of every living thing; a title given to 

one who distributes much food in charity. 

tSPsipzrszS z$p£v there is no chari¬ 

ty like that of giving away food. n®s> 

Ptt&PP his n0w living 

happily is a proof that he was formerly hos¬ 

pitable (that is, in a former birth.) 

alimentary chyle. ®7^ meat and drink. 

e7^ food and raiment. <sP^PP living as 

long as one has food, as in the present =*© 

atari or iron age. ri^°3®)rs life sustained 

by food. vP^ one who interrupts an¬ 

other when going to his meal, or comes to 

quarrel with another when sitting down to 

his meal. 2. one who interferes with another’s 

living. 3. one who makes claims on a farmer 

just as he is gathering in his crop. ®7^ vuo 

rfTb to feed, a grain of boiled rice. 

*&criw, to decline in eating, 

from disease. «7^tf gruel, rice water. 

S. anna-chyuti, s. Depriving 

of livelihood. ©7^®^* sb®i&> to deprive of 

livelihood. 

s. anna-dwesha, s. Want of 

appetite, loathing. 

s. anna-pachane, s. Dressing 

rice. 2. digesting food. 

s. anna-purna, s. The wife 

of the god at Benares. 

s. anna-bhedi, s. Green vitriol, 

sulphate of iron. 

S. anna-may a, adj. Made or 

composed of food. ©T^sbab ^e^rJ <sp^ 

sfoctb the alimentary ventricle. 

T. b. e9^o5o annaya. See 

S. ±>P3 anna-runa, s. The predes¬ 

tinated term of life. ©7^ tbre JoOrf sSo^eJ cd» 

3sbvabj;ja§j no one can survive his predestin¬ 

ated term of life. 

S. 59^ ^oli anna-shdnti, s. Feeding 

guests plentifully at an entertainment, re¬ 

garded as propitious to the entertainment, 

and a means of preventing or removing ills. 

tap^ 5®o§ sbs&tfg) essJaS^rteb iJerostfs-srids'^j 

troubles will be removed when you entertain 

guests liberally. 

g. anna-satra, an- 
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na-chhatra, $. A place where food is 

given gratis. 

S. anna-sthiti, s. Means of sub¬ 

sistence maintenance, livelihood. b 3 

to obtain or make a livelihood, 

b § =sV to lose one’s livelihood. 

ts^ ’j| has he any means of subsis¬ 

tence ? 

s. anndrthi, an- 

ndrthiga, «• A beggar. 

s. £5 ^-5^7)3 annddhdra, s. Pood the 

staff of life, TSO^ti yw&didtb the 

body is supported by food. 

s. 55^73^^?^ annadhina, s. The influence 

of food. »3\^dd), d^$ndd) 

the sentient soul depends upon food, the ra¬ 

tional soul on God. dodJs^dsra^^drradtfaor! 

<ysd3addja^eJjd)dd> men being dependent on 

food, will serve any body. 

S. annabkdva, s. Destitution, 

want, without a livelihood. 

T. B. anniya. See 

C. annw, v. a. &n. To say, to speak, 

eodi to say to one’s self. to cause 

to say. to cause to say of one’s 

self, to give out, to get one’s self called or re¬ 

garded as, to pass for. woa dodd^b =#osodd> 

they passed for wise men. tsodo having said. 

for aodo, q_ v, wcw, wowod rel. 

fart. «d?(?txddj3d3, wddowdwd), esdjiowod 

•**»* what he says. w°dd if one say, is used 

as introductory to a reply, referring to what 

has been said, and signifies with regard to 

what you say, fyc. 2. that is (explanatory;) 

tsddo ansjorfsk; esodd, Svdddo he is a 

learned man; that is, he knows every thing. 

3. if you say, fyc. d^oirdond^dJ what do 

mean by 

A. c. es>?>3 ao annegam, ado. In the mean¬ 

time, whilst, until. 

T. B. anneganu, s. Another man, 

a stranger, another woman. 

s‘ ®c^ any a, adj. Other, different, foreign, 

strange. ^d^, wd^rido another man, a stran¬ 

ger, an alien, a foreigner, another 

woman, a strange woman. ®?&do others, 

strangers, not belonging to the same family, 

or caste, or country. a foreign coun¬ 

try. Mds *p>A another language. wds dod a 

different religion, ®d& stiS a different caste. 

foreign dominion. 65 dj an¬ 

other’s wife. comjpar. Other, very 

different. 

s. anyatra, ado. Elsewhere, in an¬ 

other place. 

S. es^lo^T) anyathd, ado. Otherwise, in a 

different manner. 2. inaccurately, untruly. 

3. badly. 

s. &. c. anya- 

bhdvawagi-mdtddu, v. n. To speak, in 

another person’s name, for one’s self. 

S. anydpadesha, s. Indirect 

reference. rS^o 

to relate a verse with an indirect reference. 

S. anydya, s. Injustice, adj. 

unjust. 

S. anyonya, s. Friendship, 

amity, mutual attachment, a state of recon¬ 

ciliation. aotj. mutual, reciprocal, od^ds 

mutual friendship, wd^ds mu. 

tual quarrel, to become recon¬ 

ciled. wd^'ids*5®^ ad/o. amicably, mutually, 

reciprocally, wd^ds^dj to be on terms 

of friendship, ed^^d^^sft stress to speak 

amicably. 

s. anwartha, s. Eight, true, 

real, corresponding, s. original signification, 

ed^rpsdo a descriptive epithet, a corres¬ 

ponding name. 

S. anwaya, s. Eace, lineage. 2. 

construction, or making out the order of 

words in a sentence ; the proper arrangement 

of a sentence, (ingramr.) con¬ 

cord, agreement, d^^^ds®*1'® government. 

to construe. 2. to arrange words 

in their natural order. 

s. S£>^sx)(55o, anwawaya, 

anwaya, s. Lineage, descent, race, fami- 

. ly- 

S. anwahsha, adj. Following. 

s. anwdsana, *. Any thing of 

an unctuous or cooling nature. 

S. ?£> (37^537) anwdhdrya, s. A fu¬ 

neral repast, in honour of the manes, held on 

the fifteenth day of the new moon. 
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S. 0^ra<^8o» anwdhita, s. A deposit 

made with a person to be delivered, ultimate¬ 

ly, to another. 

S. e£ anwita, adj. Attended by, ac¬ 

companied with, united to, possessing. 

S. anwi/cshane, s. Seeing, re¬ 

search. 

S. anwikshitanu, s. One 

who has been expected. 

S. 0;S<^s£pS anwdshane, s. Looting for, 

searching out. Wi*st*A* searched, sought. 

s. 0^z^^ anweshta, an- 

weshtane, s. Research, inquiry. 

S. 0Tj ajpa, A Sanscrit particle implying, 

Inferiority, (below or worse.) 2. privation. 

3. separation. 4. contrariety, (against, op¬ 

posite to.) 5. difference. 6. dishonesty. 7. 

exultation. 

S. 0risk'd apakdra, s. Hatred, malice, 

an unkindness, an ill turn, injury. ktJtoO 

an unkind or disobliging person, one who re¬ 

turns evil for good, stotzto to do an 

ill turn. 

S. 0’5j#i°ISe' apa-kirti, s. Reproach, in¬ 

famy, an ill name, disgrace. eSjsozb 

to he disgraced. to incur 

disgrace. 

S. 0-ri^/^o apa-krama, s. Disorder. 2. 

retreat, flight, adj. impassable. 

S. 0»iSg apakwa, adj. Green, immature, 

unripe, raw. 

S. 0Tj£O'S^'S apa-khydti, $. Injured re¬ 

putation, infamy, disgrace. 

S. 0£j7\§£ apa-gata, adj. Deceased, de¬ 

parted, gone. 

S. 0IjAdj apa-gama, s. A retreat. 

s. 0Tj^)^ apaghana, s. A limb or mem¬ 

ber of the body. 

s. 0iis4ai> apachaya, s. Loss, diminu¬ 

tion. 2. degradation. 3. the act of plucking 

flowers. 

S. ©IjeyuoSos apachdita, adj. Rever¬ 

enced, saluted. 

S. 0d£3:'S'd apachdra, s. An insult, af¬ 

front, unpoliteness, incivility, fault. «ss!ust3 

sSsttit to be impolite; to insult; to profane. 

rhartsSwsd sisi&t to profane a temple. 

S. 0Tj£j!) apachiti, s. Worship, rever¬ 

ence. 2. loss. 3. expense. 4. exclusion. 

Gd saluted, honored. 2. diminished, expend¬ 

ed. 

s. 0Tj&o5;> apa-jaya, s. Want of suc¬ 

cess, defeat, overthrow, loss, fcjcdreshsa&ritfo 

^ conquest and defeat are under the 

control of none. 

S. 0^^^ apa-talpaka, s. A semi-circu¬ 

lar pillow. 

s. 0Tjapatnikanu, s. A widower. 

s. 0tS^i apatya, s Oftspring. srseS 

"s* a patronymic. 

S. 0^0 apathy a, s. Deviation from pre¬ 

scribed regimen. 

S. 0wc33^ apaddna, s. Approved occupa¬ 

tion. 2. work well or completely done. ^ 

a communicative noun. 

S. 05j£}^ apa-disha, s. Intermediate space, 

half a point of the compass. 

s. 0t5rfq®do, 0ojdoafS"^ apa-duru, 

apa-durjana, S. Slander, calumny. 2. 

disgrace. ?53j&isr!.> essJcksrjj 

th to calumniate. tssirijs 

th tvki to he calumniated, disgraced. 

^3* a false or groundless accusation. 

S. 0£j apadesha, s. A pretence, excuse, 

contrivance. 2. disguise. 3. purpose. 4. 

aim or butt. 5. cause. 6. place, quarter. 

S. 0dd apaddha, s. Falsehood. 

s. 0£)^qoTidd apadhwamsaja, s. A man 

of an impure or mixed tribe. 

s. 0tj^7o) apadhwasta, adj. Cursed, 

reviled. 2. abandoned. 

S. 0tj^o83^, 05j£gs!>7^, 0T$o3m7^ 

apa-nambike, apa-nambige, apa- 

nambuge, s. Unbelief, incredulity, dis¬ 

trust, jealousy, diffidence. 

S. 0tj^a5o^S apanayana, s. Removing, 

cancelling. 

s. 0tj£)oi3 apa-ninde, s. Unjust censure, 

detraction, reproach. 

s. 0TjTjjo3je>£7\ apa-prayoga, s. A wrong 

or ungrammatical use of words. 2. an im¬ 

proper, irrelevant example. 
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S. apa-bhramsha, s. Ungram¬ 

matical language. 2, foolishness, insanity. 

3. a trip in walking. 

S. Ja>^ apa-mdna, $. Disrespect, dis¬ 

grace. 

s. apa-marga, s. A wrong 

road. 2. had conduct. 

s. 59£japamityaka, s. Debt from 

loan upon a pledge. 

S. apa-mrityu, s. Nearness to 

death, extreme peril. 2. a premature or vio¬ 

lent death. 

S. S5»jQl)Je>;3 apaydna, s. Retreat, flight. 

S. 55Ted apara, adj. Other. 2. opposite. 

3. latter. 4. adverse, contrary, s. the hind¬ 

er part. 2. the west. 3. the womb. wsJrf •%-) 

<&> funeral rites. ^*>3 a formula used at 

funeral solemnities. the west or 

hinder side. 

S. 55£jtfos3 aparanji, s. Pure gold. 

iSofSsteriofcJaiM gold of the sixteenth 

brilliancy is the purest gold. 

S. apara-paksha, s. The dark 

lunar fortnight. 

s. 55Tjdri|o3js>££;3 apara-prayojana, 

s. A hook directing how to conduct inauspi¬ 

cious ceremonies. 

S. apara-wayassu, s. A 

very advanced age. 

S. 59tid7j^tj apara-swara, adj. Continu¬ 

ed, continual, uninterrupted. 

S. a apardga, [wsJd and erf] See » 

S. 55fj'0'52§^ apardjita, adj. Unconquer¬ 

ed. s. Shiva. 2. Vishnu. 

s. esriutiSi, esrjdui><§| apardtri, apa- 

ra-ratri, s. Beyond midnight, 

s. Qrt'UDhj aparddri, [etfd and »&;] s. 

The western mountain, beyond which the sun 

is supposed to set. 

S. 55ojOt>cJ) aparadha, s. A crime, offence, 

fault. 2. a fine. 3. punishment, 

rt^ccoo s3 is So to commit an offence. 55 

to pardon a fault. wSo® 

S wscrioo to pardon for the fourth time. 

o®ri to avoid punishment. wsJtrsS sl/aSA 

to accuse, fine, condemn, punish, eco®? 

to take a fine. wSn®?, a person in 

fault, a criminal. forgiving, look¬ 

ing over a fault. 2. excusing from a fine. 

esiasrS c&bOS s!So to he fined, found guilty. 

Sartos? wsdsfo jto&S is this the 

penalty for the kindness I did you ? 

apardhna, apardhna, apardhna-kd- 

la, s. Afternoon, towards evening. 

s. 59£j&A3/5o^ a-pari-grdhya, adj. Not 

fit to he accepted, received, &c. 

S. aparimita, adj. Immense, 

boundless, infinite. 

t. b. SS'rfdjstj aparupa, [ws&ar] adj. 

Rare, scarce, uncommon, novel. 

s. aparokshagnya, s. A 

prophet, one who knows the past and future. 

S. SSojCSS" aparne, s.Parvati, not having 

even leaves for food, during the performance 

of religious austerities. 

S. 55TJV apala, S. A pin or bolt. 

S. 55tjC/3tj apaldpa, s. A senseless cry or 

noise. 2. denial or concealment of knowledge. 

3. affection. 4 an argument in support of 

falsehood. «3jws»j £te>z& to conceal, 

deny. 2. to confess. 3. to cry out. 4. to 

establish falsehood. 

s. 55£&*>£*& apaldkshika, s. Thirst. 

S. S5ej£D?o apalupti, s. Feigning igno¬ 

rance; losing. 

S. 55Tj^tj^ apavaraka, S. An inner apai-t- 

ment, the lying in chamber, 

s. 55t^iAS- apavarga, s. Final beatitude, 

the delivery of the soul from the body, and 

exemption from farther transmigration. 2. 

heaven. 3. the abode of Indra. esfsirirsf 

departed, deceased. 

s. 55tj^a;s-^ apa-varjana, s. Gift, dona¬ 

tion. 2. final emancipation. 

S. S5»jo3'srf apa-wada, s, Censure, blame. 

2. detraction, infamy. 3. a false accusation. 

4. an order, a command. 5. (in gram.) ex¬ 

ception. to accuse. i u 

* to be accused, esiaarf uo* he has 

been accused falsely. <sSj»3 

| S v3\& do not accuse me falsely. 



S. 59 STS) tic© apavarana, s. Disappear¬ 

ance, concealment, covering. 

s. apa-vakra, adj. Unclean, im- 

pure, 

s. 59tS^£> apa-vriddhi, s. Decrease, bad 

luck. 9 

S. apa-shabda, $. Ungrammatical 

language, bad pronunciation, an unclassical 

expression. 

S. dpashtu, adj. Contrary. 

s. esticjTjc" apasarpa, s. An emissary, a 

spy. 

T. B. ©tJcod apa-sara, s. See 

S. 55'rfrocO^> apa-savya, s. Putting the 

brahmanical thread on the right shoulder and 

letting it fall on the left side. 2. religious 

circumambulation, with the left hand towards 

the object circumambulated. 3. the motion 

of the star contrary to the order of the signs 

in the zodiac. 4. the mode of writing from 

right to left, as in Persian, Arabic, and He¬ 

brew. 5, opposite, contrary. 6. right (not 

left). 

s. apaskara, s. Any part of a 

carriage. 2. the arms. 3. feces. 

S. 59^7^3 apa-sndta, adj. Bathed, after 

mourning, or on the death of a connection. 

2. bathed after death (the corpse) preparatory 

to other ceremonies. 

s. upa-smdra, s. [»*? and 

or Insanity. 2. unconsciousness, a con¬ 

fused state of mind, or a violent passion ap¬ 

proaching to madness. 3. epilepsy. 

S. apa-swara, s. A discordant 

note, a false sound. 2. a hoarse voice. 3. 

ungrammatical language, 

s. S9riSo^re, S9rl5o'stf apaharana, apa- 

hara, s. Plundering, robbing. ziP&titit to 

pillage, plunder, take by violence. 2. to deny, 

conceal. Ssfrd-sjsjsosri robbing, or being rob¬ 

bed of every thing, taking back a 

gift. taking away one’s character. 

sta>s>33J®®a one who takes away the character 

of others. 

S. 55capa-hdsya, s. Silly or cause¬ 

less laughter, ridicule, scorn, derision, mock¬ 

ery. sirodo to make fun of, to ridicule. 

erffio «oo£> do 

you ridicule all his counsel ? 

T. B. apa-kshdti, See 

S. 59'Sb"30a apdnya, s. The outer corner 

of the eye. esdaort dSrS a side glance, leer, 

wink, vtinoti a woman with the outer angle 

of her eye extended. 

S. apdtra, adj. Unworthy, unfit, 

undeserving, luxury, extrava¬ 

gance, prodigality. 

S. 59 tirD d^ apdiddna, s. Removal, ab¬ 

lation, the sense of the ablative case. 

S. 59lb"S^o apdna, s. Unlawful drink, as 

spirituous liquors. 2. the fundament. 

£ OTcrioo a fart. 2. one of the vital airs. 

C. 55'5b"3 e§pi°l) apd-poli, adj. Unowned, 

stray, lost. 2. bad, mischievous, ill done. » 

tip cattle without owner, stray cattle. 

Work not securely or well done. 

v% n, To be out of order. 

2. to be lost, to be without owner or protec¬ 

tor. a destitute, friendless 

man. 

S. apd-mdrga, s. A plant. 

Achyranthes aspera. 

S. SS’sb'DOJo apdya, s. Peril, danger. 2. 

calamity, mischief. 3. a scrape, esd^oi-rs 

estsafc what a narrow escape it had! » 

xtscctoBod sJjoeo&ui the thigh breaking 

by accident. 

S. S9lb"3tj apara, adj. Infinite, boundless, 

excessive, immense, abundant. 2. impassa¬ 

ble. wstsdasB adv. Profusely, abundantly, 

wstsd tip many days. great wrath. 

S. 59'Sb"S(ps- apdrtha, s. A false significa¬ 

tion, misinterpretation. 

S. 59tr©£>^ apdvrita, adj. Self-willed, 

unrestrained. 2. covered, concealed. 

S. S9'£r«)3ya3o apashraya, s. An enclo¬ 

sure or fence of trees, or palisadoes. 

s. 590 Ocd"soa apasanga, s. A quiver. 

S. 59^ res- apigirna, adj. Praised. 

S. 59o0^3t/^ apidhana, s. Covering, con¬ 

cealment, disappearance. 

S. 59^)3/ aputra, adj. Sonless. 

s. dpunar-bhava} [» priv. 
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again, and Vfsi being] s. Final beatitude, 

exemption of tbe soul from farther transmi¬ 

gration. 

T. B. ©yitfjSTj apurupa, See esjsdr. 

S. SSljjtSjs^epDA apuro-bhdga, s. The 

back side, hinder part. 

S. apushpa, s. Ficus glomerata. 

S. apushpini, s. A young girl 

under age. 

C. ©o(8p8 aputa, adj. Quite, entire, whole. 

vrifiki quite back. 

he carried otf the whole of it. 

u8 write the paper quite full. 

vjJjisU esa# a whole areca nut. 

wsc&) a whole coeoanut. 

s. apupa, S. A cake, a 

confectioner. 

s. &%}ptip§> apurani, s. The silk cotton 

tree. 

S. ©"cypo3~ apurva, adj. Unprecedented, 

novel, uncommon, s. advantage, excellence, 

s. ©fj^, ape'/csha, apehshe, 

s. Expectation, hope. 2. desire, wish. 3. 

coveting. 4- regard, deference, consideration. 

ddo, ed<;gj to covet, de¬ 

sire, or wish for. eSp^otuoStJo to be in ex¬ 

pectation of. to satisfy a desire. 

a vain wish. not to de¬ 

sire. in composition with Sanscrit 

terms, serves to express the degrees of com¬ 

parison; as, toy uoctij the 

elephant is much stronger than the horse. 

S. ©c^p’So apdha, S. That which is not, 

a lie, a falsehood, a false charge, cheating, 

doubt. to speak lies. 

S. ©^ appa, Father. 2. an affix to pro¬ 

per names, is this person 

your father ? sStSc}&o well Sir ! 

what is your-name ? crijaOrid^ eddo crfia 

Oristj? whose mother is the harlot ? whose 

father is the king ? (i. e. of none. Proverb 

used of an oppressive ruler.) 

c. ©■Jjs.ozf jjoaXo appandeydgu, v. n. 
To become flat. 

o. appantavanu, s. a good 

man. es^oSdd sfafcjwfdo dred zS^o oae must 

associate with a reputable man. 

A. c. appante-mddu, [a 

rbd 55art drodfj -y. a. To effect, accomplish. 

edjOa go as to be. dotoa^ddod^o^ djsdo to do 

so as to please. 

C. ©T^orf appanda, adv. So, like, as. w 

do 'vivdd^odad <^do eddd.odad that is like 

this, and this is like that, ^ddsiod that 

is not like this. S^ozS 5d^ your 

son is like you. 

c. appaTca, s. Tax. 

0. (ippachchi, s. Cake, a term us¬ 

ed by children. 

C. ©^8 appata, s. The whole, the en¬ 

tire. e3t*ki ^rtd> =#v®^o to take the whole, adj. 

sheer, entire, quite, pure, unmixed. 

C* ©8^8 appati, s. Dried cowdung. 

C. ©^63 appate, adj. Flat. es^feSokartj 

to become flat. 

C. ©£\tf appada, s. A fried cake. 

C. ©^"jf appade, s. A piece joined on to 

any thing; a seam, Rosado, ed^ sd 

to join a piece on. adj. sideways. 

to fall down laterally. 

C‘ appane, s. Order, mandate, com¬ 

mand. 2. permission, liberty, leave. 

dred), tsd^rf =#^do to order, command. 2. to 

allow, give leave, or permission, ed^ff eddj 

to take leave. adj. Free, com¬ 

mon to all (no need of leave from any one.) 

2. prohibition. Sdd^PSa&ak) to be free. 2. to 

be prohibited. =sVj3od) to dis¬ 

miss. oSjs% have I permission ? 2. 

may I go ? e^f! doorf^ order, permission, a 

stamp license. 

s* ©8^3 appati, (e^ water, rfisiord] s. 

Neptune, the regent of waters. 

A. c. ©Sj^cb appadu, for zsrizio. See ado. 

esddjdo it cannot be. esd^dgirdo ddritbaoadj 

do not tell me a wrong meaning, 

practicable things may be 

accomplished, impossible ones cannot. 

o. ©8y3 appana, s. Tax. 

c. © appandgiru, v. n. To be 

like, to resemble. r4do eddd^ftd this is 

like that. 

C. appappa, interj. of surprise. 

wr;j ds^odsrsrldj ha! ha ! how 

is that ? I cannot do it. 
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C. ©d^Oo^ appayya, s. A respectful 

epithet for father. 2. a proper name. 

C. ©Tj^/ appala, s. A thin cate made of 

black gram, salt, &c. a thin cake 

and a round ball made of the same ingre¬ 

dients. 

C. ©d^roo appalisu, v. a. To slap, to 

strike any thing with the hands open, to 

beat, squash. to strike to the 

ground. os&vTi to fall down 

upon the hands. ?>■& 

he stretched out the tip of his tail, 

and continued to strike the earth with it. 

C. ©V^ appa, S. voc. of Father. 2. 

a respectful affix to proper names. 3. a 

common mode of calling an equal or inferior, 

c. ©tr^&do, ©tr^aappachu, 

appdchi-kollu, v. n. To lie down, to fall 

down. 

C. appada, interj. of wonder, 

surprise, fear, &c. 

c. zstrajm appalu, s. Sweet cakes made 

of flour, split pulse, cardamums, &c. 

c. ©uJ^aoeS'^r^o appdlu-tippdlu, s. 

A game amongst children. 

C. ©Ij^7\ appige, s. The act of soldering, 

cementing, joining. 2. a soft vein in pot- 

stone. 3. a patch. 

to solder, to join, as two parts of a broken 

vessel. 2. to patch, to mend. 

S. ©^ appu, s. Water. 

A. C. ©£)\, appu, See 

C. ©^£y 

v. a. 

s3hctf«>rit^ to embrace tightly, 

an embrace, the act of embracing. 

Bsjr embraced. 

A. C. ©^^cOi appuJcai, v. n. To ap¬ 

prove, consent. 

A. C. ©^rfo appudu, for osirti. See 

erh. 

C. ©^^ojo apphalisu, See 

s. ©d/S^d apratikara, adj. Trusted, 

confidential. 

s. ©tSjlisS apratishthe, s. Disgrace, re¬ 

proach. 2. a bad name or character. . 

£ oirerLi to become disgraced. sto&s 

to disgrace. 

s. ©tjjUsaprati-hata, adj. Unimpe¬ 

ded, unrestrained. 

s. ©d/^j^ apratyaksha, adj. Imper¬ 

ceptible, invisible, absent. 

S. ©Tj/Zp?> apradhdna, adj. Subordi¬ 

nate, secondary, s. Lying, falsehood. 

s. ©dydos^ apramatta, adj. Watchful, 

sober, discreet, careful. 

S. ©irf/^JaJp© apramdna, s. Violation of 

an oath, perjury, infidelity, lying, adj. Im¬ 

measurable. a perjured man, a 

liar, to violate an oath. 

S. ©d|£;^o3o aprameya, adj. Immea¬ 

surable, incomprehensible, beyond human 

understanding. etf,4&<cci)5S> God, the in¬ 

comprehensible. 

S. ©d| C&J3®Stf^ aprayojaka, adj. Un¬ 

serviceable, useless. a useless 

man. 

S. ©dj-SsDD aprashikhd, s. The four initial 

letters of a verse in the Pancha Tantra, by 

which a murderer, unwittingly, made known 

to the parents that he had killed their son. 

S. ©^)rJd,©^rJ& aprasiddha,apra- 

siddhi, adj. Not notorious, not popular, 

not public; secret, hidden. 

s. ©ijj5o£^ aprahata, [wpriv. ^^struckj 

adj. Untilled, waste, as land. 2. uncom¬ 

mon, rare. 

s. ©’S^pi;aprdni-wdchaka, s. 

Names of inanimate things. 

S. ©•£rry^> aprdshya, [e priv. fit to 

eat] adj. Unworthy to sit at meals with 

others. 

s. ©d^d, ©d^dTo^, ©did apsara, 

apsarassu, apsare, s. A heavenly cour¬ 

tezan, a celestial nymph. 

S. ©y<y aphala, adj. Barren, unfruitful. 

2. vain, unproductive. 

H. ©£>£>, ©£>£)*&&, -©^O, ©S^o3*> 

aphini, aphini-maddu, aphim, aphi- 

mu. Opium. an opium eater. 

wS a small stick of opium made for 

eating. 

©fb^#v/e>^> appu, appi-kollu, 

To embrace,^to clasp. 
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A. C. ©3}0r?y abanku, See 

t. b. ©syorftf, ©syorfi? abandara, a- 

b and are, [w priv. secure] ady. Dis¬ 

ordered, deranged, confused, irregular. 2. 

shattered. 3. botched. 4. imprudent. euo 

sfta&j to botch, to do slightly. 

VcrftfaiisArf the house is entirely out of order. 

he has left 

the house in a dilapidated or deranged state. 

Mi^cfioorf WWoritfcctoh bSj 

the whole country is unsettled by the mo¬ 

lestation of enemies. stolid 

tstoocftJ the work you do is very slight. 

he has left his wife and children destitute, 

eswonb tfocsuati ineffective military. wsiji 

o^0c5 how depres¬ 

sed are his circumstances! 

■^oasmbOTjwscOosfo how is it that this work 

is so adverse ? 

A. c. ©Sy’Sb abaku, See es&»b. 

S. ©cbrf abaddha, [» priv. bound] 

ad). False, untrue, s. a lie, falsehood. 2. 

unmeaning or nonsensical discourse. 

an untruth. eiori^ what you 

say is false, wwri sra&j to lie. 3 e 

wri 3rez& to deny what one says. «swrf t^xS, 

ewa^ a har. mori a fabri- 

cated story, a fiction. 

S. ©&£> abala, adj. Weak, impotent. 

a weak man. eweJ, esutf a woman, a 

female. 

S. ©Syo aba, inter), of wonder, grief, &c. 

C. ©2yT>7\^£i abd-gedi, s. A simpleton. 

c. ©ayetk, ©aystS abddu, abdde, a(jj. 

Vain, useless, futile. 

T. b. ©sysoJ7\ abdsiga, [«v»**] s. A low, 

vulgar, rude man. 

T. B. esayaToo abdsu, [WV5^] adj. Low, vul¬ 

gar, rude, immodest, shameless. 

t. b. esaSersTv) abildse. See 

C. ©ayy’Sb, ©a»s£y abuku, abuchu, See 

A. c. ©&>y/\^y abuganu, s. A pilot or 

helmsman. 

T. B. ©ayyStf abuja, See »«■ 

c. ©ayy^rvy aburisu. See e*. 

s. ©&> abja, f water, « sprung]'s. The 

lotus. 2. a conch. 3. the celestial tree. a 

wWrithe sun. 2. Vishnu, a woman 

fragrant as the lotus, the moon 2. 

the physician of the gods, as produced at the 

churning of the milk sea. ww uo$>, ww^so, 

eo the sun. esw 3^6, »»» 6 the moon. M 

u_o3js^Ji, tsw^o^Sf, JBramha, sprung 

from the lotus, t'wcreri a diamond, ruby. « 

w srsbS Lakshmi. Cupid, with a lotus 

for his arrow. 

S. ©& abda, s. A cloud. 2. a year. 3. 

a mirror. 4. a fragrant grass, Cyperus ro¬ 

tundas. commencement of a year. » 

w 7T55 a goddess to whom Hindu females ren¬ 

der annual homage, &c. 

H. ©Ely's ^y abddku, S. Fear, terror. 
O v 

<3£»t>3 e*w *a the fear of the amildar 

in the villages. 

S. ©C3 abdhi, [w^ water, and § holding] 

s. The sea or ocean, wtfa the moon, Laksh¬ 

mi, &c. sprung from the ocean. 3^?^ 

ambrosia or nectar, the moon, &c. 

coral. a bridge built across the 

sea. the earth as girt by the sea. 

wi3 a^Sj the earth; an island surrounded by 

the ocean. «5t33c&, f'aV3cdo3 Vishnu, sleep¬ 

ing on the ocean at the periods of the des¬ 

truction and renovation of the world, having 

the serpent «33o® for his couch. 

abbarane, abbaru, s. Sound, report, 

noise, a loud cry. 2. wonder. 3. power, 

might, sSdjjS, very great joy. Saw 

w rirl a thunder clap.' ww cravb a ta,ll or pro¬ 

digious man. ww S3:w’o9 the blaze of the 

roaring self-ignited fire, oarfo 33^ 

=#jc&oo3ejarvi3iii what is there marvellous in 

this ? I can do it. r3<i> is this very 

wonderful ? 

0. abbansu, n. n. To cry aloud, 

shout, scream,bawl. ws>3tfv»tfw 53oto cry out 

in battle. 

0. ©^£,'3CJX) abb alald, interj. Of surprise. 

C. ©Eby<*>^ abbashi, s. A woman of coarse 

manners and fierce disposition, 

c. ©8y|^, ©£y^y*^ abba, abbabbd, 

inter j. of wonder, grief, &c. 
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C. abbuji, s. Frouziness, musti¬ 

ness. toScdoj to become frouzy or 

musty. 2. a spider. z5 rU>z^o a cob-web. 

C. t£Sf^£3o33ja>§b, abbetu-matu, s. A 

vulgar expression, 1 >w language. 

c. abhandare, adj- See euoiiij. 

S. abhaya, s. A promise of shelter 

or protection, encouragement. 2. fearlessness, 

courage, confidence, wfctfo £,ti a promise of 

shelter, &c. the right hand held 

up with the palm in front, to inspire courage. 

encoura.g6, 

animate. 

S. abhavanu, s. God, the unborn. 

S. abhdgya, s. Poverty, unhappi¬ 

ness, wretchedness. an unfortunate 

man. 

S. Sf'ep's&ddjasdo abhujana-rnddu, v_a. 

To make an ill use of, to use unworthily. 

S. ©STSoj abhdva, s. Non-existence, anni¬ 

hilation, death, (in gramr.) the negative. 

S. SSSP abhi, A Sanscrit particle implying, 

similarity, (so that), 2. presence, (before). 

3. separation, (severally). 4. wish, desire. 

5. conjunction, particularizing, (to, with res¬ 

pect to). 6. priority or superiority, in time, 

place, degree, quality or situation, (before). 

7. the means or cause, (by). 8. after. 9. 

below. 10. always, everywhere. 11. against. 

12. near. 

S. abhika, ajj. Libidinous, lustful. 

S. abhikrama, s. A gallant 

attack. 

S. 0^ abhikhye, s. A name or appel¬ 

lation. 2. calling, addressing. 3. beauty. 

4. fame, glory, radiance. 

s. eSEp^rad abhi-ghdta, s. A stroke, blow. 

S. abhiyhara, $. Ghee put up¬ 

on food prior to eating, with a view to its 

purification. 

S. abhi-chara, s. A servant. 

S. CTcpSfftJtj abhi-chara, s. Incantation 

to destroy, sorcery, a magical ceremony to 

procure the death of an enemy. 

an act of sorcery to destroy. 

S. S9£p3i^ abhijina, s. Race, family. 2. 

native country. 3. the head or ornament of 

a family. 4. fame, notoriety. wsJwSfk an 

old relation. 

S. abhi-jata, adj. Noble, well 

born. 2. wise. 3. fit, proper. 4. hand¬ 

some. 

S. S££pSo abhijittu, s. The space of 

time occupied by the last quarter of the 

twenty second lunar mansion, and the fif¬ 

teenth part of the twenty third, amounting 

to nineteen Hindu hours. 2. the space of 

forty eight minutes English, viz., the twenty- 

four immediately preceding mid-day, and the 

twenty-four immediately following it. 3. 

mid-day. 4. the zenith. 

s. abhignye, adj. Ingenious, know¬ 

ing, wise, shrewd, cunning. 65wisdom, 

knowledge, shrewdness. 

s. abhignydna, s. A mark, 
r3 

sign, stain. 

s. abhidhe, abhidhd- 

wa, s. A name, an appellation. 

stoe? s. A Sanscrit work divided into 

five books, the first relating to heaven and 

the deities; the second to the earth; the third 

to hell, water, &c.; the fourth to miscellane¬ 

ous objects; and the last contains words of 

various significations. 

S. abhi-naya, s. Indication of 

a passion or action by look, gesture, &c. 2. 

making a shew of giving, &c. c&oxo to 

express emotions by looks, gestures, &c. 

s. abhi-nava, adj. New. 

s. abhi-nivesha, s. Ardour, 

zeal, enthusiasm. 2. intentness on an object, 

desire. 3. heat, anger, passion. 

S. essp'd'-sjojo abhiprdya, s. Design,in¬ 

tention, wish, desire. 2. meaning, significa¬ 

tion, import. 3. sentiment, opinion, notion, 

idea. what is your opinion ? 

or what do you mean ? 

what is the meaning, or design, of this ? 

crio there is no extraor¬ 

dinary news there. 

S. abhi-bhava, [»!? part, of infe¬ 

riority, being] s. Subjugation, defeat. 

2. insult, disgrace. 

s. abhi-bhuta, [e«? and 

been] adj. Defeated, humbled, subdued. • 
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s. ®ep#Jt>8 abhi-bhuti, S. Disrespect. 

s. ©Epdool^pa abhi-man- 

tra, abhi-mantrana, s. Incantation, 

conjuring with certain forms. 2. calling to, 

addressing, inviting. ss$stoo£^ to use in¬ 

cantations, enchant, conjure, use certain 

formulas, to cast out devils, &c. 

enchanted; sanctified. 

S. abhi-mata, s. Desire, wish, 

inclination. 2. consent, approbation. 3. 

choice, adj. Pleasant, wished, approved, ac¬ 

ceptable. wpsMSftti an acceptable act. 

s. abhimanyu, s. a son of 

Arjuna. 

S. S32p<rfo'd abhimara, s. Killing, destruc¬ 

tion. 2. war, combat. 

S. $5cp5jJe>(o abhi-mdna, s. Pride, haught¬ 

iness. 2. knowledge. 3. honour. 4. pro¬ 

tection. 5. affection, love, regard. 6. favour, 

assistance, adj. Respectable, honourable. 

e«?sfjs9 an honourable person. «?$!*» jrab to 

honour, regard with kindness, shelter, pro¬ 

tect. 

S. SScpdooSO abhi-mukha, adj. Present; 

in front, before, opposite, towards, 

to be present, in front. & 

bjrt> turn your face to me. 

S. ?fepalre3 abhi-ydti, s. A foe, an op¬ 

ponent, enemy. 

s. abhi-yoga, s. Attack, on¬ 

set. 2. a challenge. 3. a strong effort, 

exertion, perseverance. 4. (in law) a plaint, 

an action. 

S. SSEpdS abhi-rati, s. Attachment, love. 

S. abhi-rdma, adj. Beautiful, 

agreeable, pleasing, charming. Smi 

a beautiful or agreeable form. 

S. ScpdoSo- abhi-rucJli, S. Taste, relish, 

desire, &c. See 

S. abhi-ldpa, s. Loud cry. 

S. abhildshe, s. Desire, wish, 

propensity, inclination. to covet, 

wish, desire. 

s. abhi-wandane, s. Obeisance, 

prostration. 

S. abhi-wddane, s. Bow, obei¬ 

sance, or prostration to a person, at the same 

time telling one’s own name. 

S. abhi-vriddhi, s. Increase, 

improvement, prosperity, progress, 

7Jo33pi>!?^a increase of a family. e% 

cdjiA to grow larger, to thrive. e 

cris* to be prolific, become abundant, in¬ 

crease, prosper, become exalted. 

s. i£2pZj^c7\ a bhi-s ft dp a, abhi- 

shanga, s. A curse or imprecation. 2. in¬ 

sult, reproach. 

s. abhishe'ka, s. Pouring upon, 

baptizing, anointing. pouring 

the remaining sacred water over the principal 

person at the termination of a sacrifice, 

coronation of a king, rtjtjg 

iPAk* consecration of a priest. 

to bathe, or sprinkle. 2. to crown, 

to ordain. anointed. 

S. abhisdriJta, s. A woman 

who makes or keeps an assignation. 

s. e£>£p5olS abhi-hati, s. A stroke, blow. 

S. abhishta, adj. Beloved, desired, 

agreeable, to accomplish 

one’s wish. do his wish is 

gratified. 

S. abhedya, adj. Invisible, in¬ 

accessible, impenetrable, impracticable. 2. 

unbreakable, s. A diamond. im¬ 

practicable to JBramlia. 

s. SS^oa, abhyan- 

ga, abhyangana, abhyanjana, s. 

Applying unguents to the head or body, w 

i^orijs Sjsa to anoint one’s self. 

s. abhyantara, $. Obstacle, 

delay, hindrance, impediment. 2. included 

space, an interval, adj. Inside, within. 

SJSJ90 to hinder. 

to be an impediment; to be delayed, to be 

hindered. 

S. abhyarthisu, v. n. To 

pray. 

s. abhyanugnye, s. Permission, 

leave. 2. order, command. 

S. es?,3gpss* abhyarna, adj. Contiguous, 

near. 



S. ?£>3^3&d^s'pS abhyavakarshane, s. 

Extraction, drawing out. 

S. 593^333^ Peis' abhyavatirna, «. Cross¬ 

ing over. 

s. Oc^Tojotf^ abhyavaskandana, s. 

A-siege. 2. facing an enemy. 

S. 593^3^553) d abhyavahdra, s. Provi¬ 

sion, food. 

S. CSep^A ^ abhydgata, $. An uninvited, 

or self invited guest, eisoth to be¬ 

come a guest, to invite one’s self. 

S. abhydgdrika, adj. Dili¬ 

gent in supporting a family. 

S. abhydsa, s. Practice, exercise, 

study, familiarity. to become 

practised in, accustomed to, familiar with. 

to practise, study, exercise, learn, 

make one’s self familiar with. a 

student. ^3^3 practised, studied, exercised, 

s. a man sleeping after the sun is up. 

S. £ abhyuththdna, s. Respect¬ 

fully rising on the appearance of another. 

g. abhyudaya, s. Birth. 2. 

increase, prosperity. 3. auspiciousness, 

s. 523^5) a abhyudita, $. A man asleep 

at sunrise. 

s. 523^(3^ abhyuddhdna, s. Birth, 

rising, resurrection. 2. increase, exaltation, 

prosperity. 

S. 59Sjj abhra, s. A cloud. 2. the sky or 

atmosphere. 3. gold. 

s. abhrankasha, s. Air, wind, 

atmosphere. 

S. abhraka, s. Glasies marice or 

talc, a transparent stone of several sorts and 

colours. black talc. white 

talc. ^ red talc. gold co¬ 

loured talc. These four terms are also appli¬ 

ed to different divisions of the peninsula. See 

under each. 

s. abhra-kesha, s. 

Shiva, whose hair is the clouds. 

A name of 

g. C9cpjA abhraga, s. A bird. adj. belong¬ 

ing to the air, as birds. 

s. 52<£yAOT\, 52ep^itj7^ abhra-gange, 

abhrdpage, s. The celestial Ganges. 

S. 52^)7\TjS abhraga-pati, s. The brah- 

many kite, the king of birds. 

s. 593^33 abhra-pati, s. indra. 

S. 22^y»j<j> abhra-patha., s. The sky. 

S. 52?,^^)^ abhra-pushpa, s. A kind 

of tree or cane. 2. water. 

S. S23^|3i)pl abhra-mani, s. The sun. 

s. 523^|3J9>^oa abhra-mdtanga, s. In¬ 

dra’s elephant, (which travels in the sky.) 

S. 523j^J9>€ abhra-mdle, s. A line or 

bank of clouds. 

S. 52^1^00 abhramu, s. Tlie female of 

Indra’s elephant. 

S. 523p)o5o abhriya, adj. Belonging to, or 

produced from clouds, 

S. 523±>o a $ amangala, adj. Unhappy, 

unpropitious, ill omened, inauspicious, un¬ 

clean, impure, abominable, e^oriv a widow, 

esiioriv’ =fsO what causes ill omens, 

that which averts a bad omen. 

c. 52^0^, 523±>:o^ amakala, amak- 

kala, s. Tumult, joy, rejoicing. 

what rejoicing is there 

at his house to-day ? 

the wedding festival is very joyous. 

C. S2o3o^b amaku, See 

C. 523^0 a mnaga, s. A good opportunity. 

this is a good opportunity. 2. 

joy, rejoicing, gladness, wsbri 33o to be glad, 

to rejoice. ©AfStTttortef&s* £ AojSc&atf 

how joyful he is ! what is there in his 

house to-day ? € A 

3^1 they asked for the loan of the 

drum, while the dance was proceeding, (pro¬ 

verb used of one who asks the loan of what 

is then in use.) 

o. 593±>&3s'3>cOo, amati- 

kai, amate-kdi, $. a kind of sour green. 

S. 59o3js£ amata, s. Sickness. 2. death. 

3. time. 

S. 5233o3 amati, S. Time. 2. the moon. 

3. a cheat, a rogue. 

S. 623^0^) amatra, s. A vessel, an utensil. 

C. 523^o3^Je> amamd, interj. of surprise. 

cssjoAss ha ! ha ! how strong he 

is ! wsJoj&re S)fio ha! ha ! how merito¬ 

rious ! 
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S. ©dod amara, [e priv. dying] s. A 

deity, an immortal. 2. quicksilver, adj. 

Immortal. wsJori wjJod i$jsi&z6 the celes¬ 

tial tree, wsiod r!ort, ejsSooaisJrt the celestial 

Ganges, the mountain of the gods, 

MahamSru. ws&uaS a giant, (enemy of the 

gods), esbtflndra, the king of the gods, 

es&ussti Indra’s city. a goddess, 

immortality; divinity. 

s. ©dod, ©dod&^>^, ©dod&od 

amara, amara-kosha, amara-simha, 

s. An extensive and very ancient Sanscrit 

dictionary of synonyms. There are two Ca- 

narese translations of it; one by ©orm^crio 

a brahman, the other by a lingait. 

The latter is rather fuller than the former. 

s. ©doddd^ amarada-valli, s. The 

creeper monispermtm glabrum. 

S. ©dodd^ amara-vali, s. Bineage, line 

of descent. 

s. ©dod&ers7\ot$& amara-shild-gan- 

dhaka, s. Brimstone. 

S. ©dodo amaru, v. n. To suit, fit, he 

adapted, become, agree with, accord with. 

wsinfcga this ornament 

becomes her hand. 2. to clasp, embrace. 

3. to attack or come upon, as a dog, to as¬ 

cend, as a hill, tree, &c. wsfc.cto *5 he 

is climbing up the tree. 4. to be furnished. 

6. to be employed. 3 he 

is employed in a situation. 6. to grasp, to 

hold. ^ how 

thick your arm is! my hand cannot grasp it. 

7. to prosper, to succeed, w waakr- 

sioti arozSC) what plan shall I 

contrive in order to accomplish that object ? 

esioe to embrace. 2. to engage in any 

business. 3. to climb, &c. 4. to hold fast. 

to prepare, make ready. 2. to apply, 

smear, wipe. 3. to join, unite, fix to. 4. to 

beat. 5. to censure, reprove, wound one’s 

feelings. to prepare and give, 

to furnish. 'US’ort uewri rrs©ri 

fix strong wheels on the axletree of the car¬ 

riage. P® streari ria 

having given them all the fruits of 

my labour, I myself am come to this. 

6l# s. Arrangement, adaptation, suitableness. 

eske=#cdR>?\tfc to be well matched. « 

« wioo eskOtfcrissAtf that man and 

woman are well matched. 2. to be well 

regulated. « %jX sforfvisi* w^B=#crfra 

the family of that man and woman is well 

regulated. essSoS^crfrac! prepared, ready, suit¬ 

able. erfc w^oO=#crfJsrf that work 

is suitable for him. 20a to hold 

tight. 

c. ©dod amare, See 

A. C. ©dodos' amarku, v. n. To be con¬ 

tained in, to hold. 2. to approve. 3. to suit, 

to agree with. 

A. C. ©dog^-oS* amarchu, See un¬ 

der wrfJrtn 

S. ©do^s*;3o amartyanu, s. A demi¬ 

god, an immortal. 

C. ©dods- amarda, for wAod 0f 

s. ©dods- amardappu, v. a. To clasp 

firmly, grasp tightly. 

T. B. ©dodoS’ amardu, See 

t. b. ©dodos-7<dd amardu-gadira, «. 

The moon with nectar digits. 

t. b. &. c. ©dodos-7^ amardu-gei, s. 

The moon. 

T. b. & c. © dodos-^ amarduni, [esfy 
and ^oc3 eating] s. A demi-god, an im¬ 

mortal, an eater of ambrosial food, W5jot?jr 

risrtcdotio (rfrt for sort) giants, enemies of the 

gods. esiorSjrrisJr^ for s. A 

celestial nymph or courtezan, a goddess. 

zljrrisjf^jfccbo Indra. 

C. ©do ajjS- amarpu, See wrfoesb under » 

jJjtJj. 

s. ©doo3j®s-d, ©do5^Js>s"d amaryd- 

di, amarydde, s. Disrespect, rudeness, 

incivility, dishonour, impropriety, adj. dis¬ 

respectful, unusual, uncustomary, tssfco&ar 

a disrespectful, low, rude, or vulgar 

speech, or word. 

S. ©dor^s- amarsha, s. Passion, heat, 

rage, wrath. 

c. ©dodo amargu, See 

s. ©doc; a-mala, [epriv filth] s. talc. 

adj. Clear, pure, clean. 

s. ©doe/sdD amaldvati, s. The city of 

Varuna, regent of the seas, &c. 
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Sr €9Z&&0 amalu, s. Intoxication, drunk¬ 

enness. ws'otu b^., esJjejj SoBccioo, e3od\cb 

to be drunk, to be intoxicated. 

H. amalu, s. Collection of the re¬ 

venues. 2. government. wsJoejnra 

3, a native revenue collector, 

erfotuoso a former collector. es&twrod 

the present native collector, tfw* es^owj the 

current revenue business, esjbto ?fadj to 

reign, govern; to follow government orders. 

stosS exSitu a former government. 

the present government. to be¬ 

come a native collector. £ss>&> to do 

the business of a native collector. sSjsrttrac&o 

edo©?Sg> sissdjriv’o rfjadOgjd s&stifcji there 

is not a vestige of the lands held free of rent 

under the reign of the Moguls. '*>«•*»#* 

^Sa-xbosi tfortostarkreft essSthe lands 

held free of rent, under the Company’s go¬ 

vernment, are secure. 

H. ©S±>srs&o35od?\ amawdlu-jindagi, 

s. The property and estate of a person dying 

and leaving no heirs, which revert to the go¬ 

vernment. wdosrstn riS cattle without own¬ 

ers, which go to government. 

C. amasi-kollu, v. a. To 

possess by violence. 2. to monopolize. 

t. b. 59a&^, S9Sk^ta amala, ama- 

li, amalu, s. A twin, a pair. See vkzb's'- 

S. amala. See «as»w- 

A. c. 593&^red^ amaldravu, s. The 

wooden buckle of a native saddle. 

c. 59^0^^7\<yo 

lu-dogalu, amaldogalu, s. Folds of fat 

and skin, as in very stout persons. 2. tanned 

leather. 

a. c. is^iyd <f>s3-8-r_ amaldale-vakki, s. 
a tr 

A fabulous two headed bird. 

A. C. amal-vakki, S. The rud¬ 

dy goose, as always going in pairs. 

S. ©^Ta>OA&o amdngalya, s. Inauspici¬ 

ousness. 2. impurity, uncleanness. ad/. In¬ 

auspicious, disagreeable. d&>3i free 

from impurity. 

S. 59^.73 o7o£k amdmsanu, s. A lean, 

thin man without flesh, a skeleton. 

S, S9^T37\c" amdrga, s. Heresy, a vicious 

life. edmrtr a degenerate disciple. 

S. amdtya, s. A counsellor, a 

prime minister. 

H. 597>Je>^ao amdnatu, s. Deposit, charge, 

any thing given in trust- 2. entire, all. 

H. 59z3j®>£> amdni, s. What is in charge 

of a collector on the part of government, 

in opposition to that which is rented out to 

tenants of the soil, wrf-rasnsri one who looks 

after government land that has not been let. 

esj-ssa =#d, esteji tttazS an unrented tank, the 

cultivation of the lands round which is un¬ 

der the superintendence of government, w 

siroScriwrto to be under immediate manage¬ 

ment. 

S. 59z3js>£k£\ amdnusha, adj. Desolate, 

solitary, uninhabited. 2. supernatural, be¬ 

yond the power of man. s. A miracle. 

T. B. 59^^, 69^JBR), C9S±ra?3, 59 

0&TOS3S&, 593ae>S3-Sf3, 59^ 

amdmasi, amdsi, amdse, amdwdsi, 

amdwdse, amdwdsse, [ware with, and 

dd to abide; being with, or in the same quar¬ 

ter as, the sun] s. The day of the new moon, 

the change of the moon. 

S. 59£ds£, 89SoJ amita, amite, adj. 

Boundless, abundant, immoderate, exorbi¬ 

tant, infinite, innumerable, &c. 

S. 59£>o^/ amitra, s. An enemy, an adver¬ 

sary. 

S. £9&>£\ amisha, s. Luxury. 

H. S9S>3e>^^o aminanu, s. A native judge. 

2. a petty revenue officer who has temporary 

charge of any thing. 

C. 59^00^0, 595^000^0, 59sko8^o amuJcu, 

amunku, arnuchu, v. a. To press down, 

make go down, bear down. 2. to squeeze, 

press, shampoo, to knock down, 

to press to the ground. 

Bojsddod zsart press 

down the bellows strongly, so that the wind 

may come out. $3^ 

press down as much as you can. 

s. amukta, adj. Hot liberated, 

not freed, s. A weapon that is always grasp¬ 

ed to be used, as a knife. 
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S. ©S&i^j amutra s. Heaven, the fu¬ 

ture world- one who does 

not desire fruit of his virtue either here or 

hereafter, but fixes his mind on final absorp¬ 

tion. 

C. ©sko&o amulu, See 

s. amushya-jputra, adj. 

Of a good family. 

S. ©t3ojs£J^ amulya, adj. Priceless, cost¬ 

ly, invaluable. 

S. amrindla, s. The root of 

a fragrant grass, cus-cus. 

S. ©^io^a amnia, S. Ambrosia or nectar, 

the food of the gods. 2. water, milk, butter¬ 

milk, ghee. 3. ghee, rice, &c., the residue 

of a sacrifice. 4. final emancipation from 

matter and absorption into Bramha. 5. gold. 

6. unsolicited alms. 7. food. 8. boiled rice. 

9. a sweet-meat, or any thing sweet. 10. 

poison. 11. a drug. 12. quicksilver. 13. 

several sorts of plants. &iioM moon¬ 

light. a sweet kind of cakes. 

the heart¬ 

leaved moon creeper. a sweet 

speech. a species of black granite 

or hornblende, bearing a high polish, 

t a government cattle breeding 

establishment. tfatia raw sugar, w 

a horse. a success¬ 

ful physician, a man with a fortunate hand. 

eskjs®#?! a deity, whose food is 

ambrosia, <?G-armda, the king of 

birds, and vehicle of Vishnu, who stole the 

ambrosia. 

S. ©sdo^^doS amrita-mati, s. The mo¬ 

ther of Rajashekhara. 

S. ©sdo^B amriti, *. Immortality. 

S. ©3o^£ amedhya, & Faiees, human 

excrement, adj. Impure. 

S. ©^o^a3o ameya, adj. Immeasurable, 

incomprehensible, unequal, incomparable. 

S. ©*5je>^X) amogha, adj. Productive, 

fruitfiil, not vain. 2. rare, precious, excel¬ 

lent. 3. effectual, infallible, unerring. 

C. ©ode, amma, S. Mother. 2. a respect¬ 

ful epithet for females in general. In ad¬ 

dressing females it may be used by itself, or 

affixed to their proper names. mo¬ 

ther’s elder sister, or father’s elder brother’s 

wife, or great mother. mother’s 

younger sister, aunt, or father’s younger bro¬ 

ther’s wife. 3. a goddess. the 

goddess of epidemical diseases. the 

goddess of cholera, small pox, &c. 4. the 

small pox, (regarded as a goddess, and not 

reckoned amongst diseases). 

sssJos^cfiou) to have the small pox, the 

small pox to come out. sioowojSzi) 

the small pox coming to a head. the 

crisis of the small pox. 

cavcriMsfrio the small pox going in. 

the scab of the pustule. 

a pock mark. «?s% to 

inoculate for the small pox, to vaccinate. 

eisA)^ ssato vaccine. a large kind of 

small pox which occasionally comes in adult 

age. venereal disease. 2. the 

first appearance or sign of small pox. 

c. ©sdoyg^ ammakka, s. A female proper 

name. 

c. ©sdo^A^o ammagalu, s. Widows, 

c. ©gjo,&3 ammati, s. A kind of pap. 

c. ©^r^ ammanni, s. A nipple, a teat. 

2. an affectionate appellation for mother or 

daughter, interj. of pain, or weariness. 

0. ©^OjJ^a ammanniga, s. An effemi¬ 

nate, cowardly, useless man. 

C. ©e&^£Wo ammanavaru, s. Hono¬ 

rific appellation for a female, 

c. ©s^0j£^, ©o&,aree> ammalla, amma- 

lala, interj. of wonder, weariness, &e. 

S. ©S^ amla, s. The tamarind tree. 

s. ©So, ©So ^ amli, amlika, s. Tama- 
oo co 

rind fruit. 

S. ©s3t? ^ amldna, adj. Unfading. 

S. ©o3o ay a, s. Good fortune. 2. tax. 

S. ©erfo^i ayana, s. A road, path. 2. a 

house. 3. a half year, that is, the sun’s road, 

north or south, half a solar year. The sun’s 

alternate journies towards tire tropics, each 

measured by three sor seasons. 

Dvc&pf the sun’s course in the northern con¬ 

stellations. the sun’s course in the 

southern constellations, tsedo^xo to travel, 

approach, come near. 
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g. esodord^ ayassu, s. Iron. 

s. ©odoKfc^o^ ay askant a, s. A precious 

stone, a magnet, attracting iron. 

s. 52 odo educ'd ayaskdra, s. A black¬ 

smith. 

8. 255dTS> Za-^ aydehaka, adj. Unbegging. 

s. ©odjse^ aydehita, s. The name of 

a saint, adj. Unasked. 

8. ©odja)^ ay ana, s. Natural disposition 

or temperament. 

H. ©C&JOSIS aindd, adv. Hereafter, hence¬ 

forward, in future. 

s. aindra-nd- 

ma-yoga, s. The twenty sixth asterism. 

C. ©cOoCb aidu, See orii. 

H. ainu, adj. Net, clear, mere, all, 

whole. «s5o the net revenue. 

a grand total, the entire sum. 

«J» a general account. 

H. 6?oDo300 aibu, s. A flaw, defect. 2. a 

mark, sign, trace. 3. a hole, an opening. ^ 

si jig there is no 

proof of his being a thief, wdfcuo &=&«*«, e 

c&owo esc&owo 1^4 to trace. 2. to cri¬ 

ticise, to find fault. wcSouorad, an 

inaccurate man, a blunderer. w<&>wo 

assrt =£3 o;3j to cut evenly. wcfiotfguS perfect, 

faultless, eiSwwortjs^, ecSatmrio to become 

defective. ec&»5*4, to blame. 

0. escO^ja^, aibo, aibho, 

interj. of surprise. 

C. SS.cOo&O ailu, s. Insanity, foolishness. 65 

c&oa3 SoaaJw to be insane, foolish. 

H. aivaju, s. Money, property. 

2. stock, capital, principal. 3. substitute, 

exchange, recompense. 

C. ©C&o^SySroO aishdbasu, interj. Bra¬ 

vo ! well done! 

8. ayukta, adj. Improper, incon¬ 

sistent, unsuitable, unfit, bad. ^>^0 

a bad man. 

8. ayuta, nwm. Ten thousand. 
s / 

G. £5OJ0^ aye, interj. of pain, fear, recollec¬ 

tion, &c. 

8. SSoSje)?'^ ayogya, adj. Unworthy, 

disreputable, shameful. 

S. aydgra, s. A pestle for cleans¬ 

ing grains, &c. tipped with iron. 

S. eSoSv^Ed-^S ayochane, S. Inconsider¬ 

ateness, thoughtlessness. 

S. £2o5j?)i°(^ ayodhye, s. (not to be war- 

red against,) Oude, the capital of Rama. 

s. ayondma, s. Pepper. 

S. S2CQj3^3j ayoni-ja, s. A person born 

not in the way of natural generation, but 

from a tree, stone, the sea, &c. 

S. ©oSdS^Soodo ay0-maya, adj. Abstruse, 

difiicult. 2. hard, not easily penetrated or 

broken. 3. entirely iron. 

S. ayo-mukha, s. A pestle 

tipped with iron. 

S. S9odo^ tiyya, s. A common appellation, 

corresponding with Sir. 2. father, minister 

or priest, grand father, ecS^sfti) 

a school master. what Sir ? 

mother, father, elder sister. 

elder brother, younger bro¬ 

ther. 2. a proper name. grand-fa¬ 

ther. grand-mother. stosSjcdjj father- 

in-law. brother-in-law. 

C. CSodo^jS ay y at ana, s. Priesthood, as 

applied to Jangamas. See 

c. esodo^oSoi®, esado^e;, esodjei^ ay- 

yaye', ayyalla, ayydne, interj. of 

strenuous effort, wonder, surprise, sympathy, 

grief, &c. 

C. ©odo^o7\T)'d‘do ayyangdraru, s. Spi¬ 

ritual guides. 2. a sect of Vaishnava brah¬ 

mans. 

c. 65cSd«^io, es>ddo^o3^5 ayyd, ayya- 

yyo, interj. of grief, sympathy, pain, &c. 

C. ef)rf ara, s. A file. a square file, 

rioo^d a round file. vxi an angular file. 

ed a sawing file, wdti filings. 2. 

cloth. 3. (in comp), half. 

8. ara, s. The spoke or radius of a wheel. 

adj. Swift. 

A. C. SSTj ara, s. Tama, king of the infernal 

regions. 2. sky. 3. cloth. 

C. estios^o aranchu, See edsfj and 

A. c. ©tjo'sS aranche, s. A worn out 

cloth. 



c. ©d^oe^, ©d^e^&Sj araJcan- 

chatti, arakana-chatti, s. A metal ba- 

sin. 

c. 69d^o arakawdgu, ara- 

hu, v. n. To digest, digested. 55 

take medicine that 

your food may digest. 

C. CSd^rd arakare, s. Vexation, annoyance. 

C. esd^pl arakdni, See 

C. esd^f^o ara-kdlu, s. The eighth part. 

C. arakd-vattu, s. The half 
_o 

d written r. 

C. esd^roe; ara-kula, adj. Mongrel, of a 

mixed breed. 

C. S2d^ arake, s. Half. =* 

this work is half done. 

c. esd^qa^do, esdT^a^do arakoru, ara- 

goru, s. Half the produce of a field, farm, 

&c. sio^ OA) to divide a crop in¬ 

to two parts, etf to give half the 

crop. 

H. SSdsOo arakhu, $. The essence or spirit 

of any thing. 2. a gilt or silver wash. 

C. esdAP!^ ara-gannu, adj. Purblind. 

C. ara-gdvu, adj. Slightly heat¬ 

ed, half melted, half warm, vto 

heat slightly, as gold, to ascertain its quality. 

eitSra;® wti to heat till half melted, 

c. 69 d?.^ ara-gini, ara-gili, 

s. A talking parrot. 

C. €£d7\a aragu, s. Lac. ofc 

drt) stick lac. wririo, »dr!o, ajie;d 

r'J seed lac. edfb shell lac. *a a 

stick of lac used as sealing wax. *osJtirto 

red sealing wax. wdrt) black sealing wax. 

vermillion wax. wsdx>, w 

rirb »S)b superior ink made from lac, &c. wfi 

ft?* wtf a lac bracelet, "Aatvtfrb, wrirto 

sealing wax. 2. strand, margin, edge, side. 

3. threshold, etiriorl^o a threshold stone or 

door step. 4. vicinage. sojaorf 

y011 must not come near me. 

iS^vs y0U must not be near me. 

C. ©dXo aragu, v. n. To digest, to decoct. 

2. to sink or soak in. 3. to come apart, to 

be separated. 4. to be manageable or under 

controul, in possession, wdnaritf inseparable. 

esdrrarb, Mrirrah aSos^rl) to become apart, get 

out of the way, stand aside, wdft* to cause 

to digest, &c. the seed 

of bishop’s weed is good for digestion. 

eJr^s&SsStiriC's^, rub the mixture into thB 

crown of the head. 

A. c. 69d7\o0 araguli, s. A fowler, a 

huntsman. 

C. S9d T\^zL> ara-gedu, s. Partial ruin, half 

spoiled. 

c. 69d7\<js^7§ ara-gode, s. A low wall. 

c. ara-ghdya, s. A slight 

wound. 

C. ©ds^B^ ara-chatte, s. A channel 

made for irrigation, when the water is too 

low in the tank to come from the common 

outlet. 2. the banyan tree. 3. breeches 

that just cover the buttocks. 

t. b. S9de£;3 arachane, s. See wzir$. 2. 

confusion, disorder. 

C. esde^u&k arachdtu, s. A blind, screen, 

defence. 2. an offence. 

C. S9d&i£o arachu, v.n. To cry out aloud, 

to roar, sfcrto <3 the child is crying. 

or *8 &c. the calf, sheep, &c. 

bleats. 2. (for to sprinkle, as flowers 

on an idol. 

C. S9d&3o aratu, s. The internal pain or suf¬ 

fering from hunger, disease, &c. 

C. £5dp3 arana, s. A father’s present to 

his daughter, at the time of her marriage. 

2. bridal presents. 

S. SS'dfS arani, s. Wood used for kindling 

a sacrificial fire, exciting it by attrition, od 

ti sji fire. 

S. 69dp©^ aranya, s. A forest, 

a large forest, a wild dog. 

c. S9d«^ arata. See 

C. 69dS7>^ ara-tdvu, s. Half a sheet of 

paper. 

S. 69dS arati, s. Anger, passion. 

A. c. SSd^orfo aratudu, adj. Empty, 

exhausted. 

0. ©d^'dp'l ara-terani, s. The upper 

cornice of a wall or terrace. 

S. esdu^ aratni, s. A cubit. 2. the elbow. 
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C. ©drf arada, adj. Ground, pulverized. 

See o«. 

s. ©drf arada, [w priv. ^ a tooth] adj. 

Toothless. 

G. ©dt5^2>T5dz3fl aradeshi-para-ddshi, 

s. A religious mendicant, a pilgrim, 

C. ©d^3 arane. See 

A. c. ©d?3S^$^o arapadi-nelalu, s. 

A shadow, a reflection of any thing. 

C. ©d^o ara-pattu, numeral. Five. 

c. e9d^re?/d5XicOo arapdlada-kdi, s. 

The soap nut. 

c. ©dbaj^e^PS ara-pirri-challana, s. 

Breeches that just cover the buttocks. 

C. & s. ©days?? ara-bdse. See 

C. ©dsows'rfy arabugddu, s. Famine, 

scarcity. s3s? there 

is a famine in the country from the failure of 

rain and the crop. 

C. & s. ©dejJT)^ ara-bhdshe, s. Indis¬ 

tinct utterance, dropping letters or words in 

speaking. 

C. & S. ©ddo^ro:^ ara-manassu, s. Re¬ 

luctance, disinclination, half a mind. 

C. ©ds±i;3 aramane, s. A palace; a court. 

2. government. 3. the grand division of a 

country. etWojSciiisrtS) the government. 2. 

officers of government, wffsfcjSrt tin to 

pay taxes to government. estisiojSrt adrs^ =s^ 

©tffraeJrt zithe goldsmith is become 

fat by (collecting and) paying in (the peo¬ 

ple’s) taxes to government. etisMccWti j&*o, 

the order of government, 

o. ©d^fcd, ©ds&di^ ara-mare, ara- 

wnarike, S. Doubt, suspicion. 2. reluc¬ 

tance, disinclination. 3. a partial screen, f* 

c^care \yg SUSpi* 

cious one of another, or, is there a want of 

mutual confidence between us ? 

h. ©d^J^c£bL\dd;dya)c£ta^ aramai- 

shi-paramaishi, s. Supplies furnished 

gratuitously to government servants. 

A. C. 59d^J arame, adj. Very small, very 

little, minute. it is partially 

blown, as a flower. 

C. «5d*b£ aramei, s. A body half wasted 

away by disease, &c. 

C. ©d£/3A ara-moga, s. A frown, dis¬ 

pleasure, disgust. 

sin>a Jje always talks to me with 

a frowning face. 

s. ©dd, ©d& arara, arari, s. A door, a 

gate. 

C. ©dd arare, interj. of wonder. 2. a 

mode of calling the attention of an inferior. 

C. ©de*3 aralu, V. n. To blow or open, as 

flowers, to blossom. wtiOsb, »t3t> Jtozl) to 

cause to blossom, ^waba streak 

the wind has made the flowers blow. 

v'o Kdw to set out flowers to blossom. £°o 

to let the flowers he till they 

blossom, wdwrf sojszJ an unblossomed flower, 

a hud. wtSSri BxjstS) a blossomed flower. 

duJ d) blown, as a flower. 2. to wander, to 

roam. 33ce5» etfensa the 

woman who has lost her support wanders 

about here and there. 

A. C. ©dfito aralu, s. A flower. 2. a star. 

A. c. ©dto£& araluni, s. The black bee, 

(feeding on flowers.) 

A. o. ©de^S a aralvadiga s. A florist, a 

flower seller. 

A. c. ©d^T^cJ aralvdsi, s. A bed or seat 

of flowers. 

0. ©dd, ©d^j arava, aravu, adj. Ta¬ 

mil. s. The Tamil language, edrffio, wtfrfd 

a Tamilian. wdsJS, a Tamil wo¬ 

man. a Tamil word, 

c. ©ddo&37i, ©dd&3^ aravantige, 

aravattige, S. A cool shed or temporary 

building in which water is distributed to 

passengers gratis. wffsftSrirb, per_ 

sons employed to give water in hot weather, 

&c. to passengers gratuitously. 

A. c. ©dd?\ aravaga, s. A prince, a king’s 

son. 

0. ©ddSo^ aravattu, mm. Sixty. 

C. ©dd,p9 aravana, $. Halfamaund. 

A. C. ©dddcoo aravarisu, *. a. To terri¬ 

fy, alarm, a terrific forest. 

C. ©dsrsd aravdda, adj. Open, broad, 

wide, trscdodssd ^orfo bring a 

wide mouthed earthen vessel. sS^rtcck esffsjs 

?\ make the box wide. 9?^ mcto 

edsrsTMS how wide your mouth is! 
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c. 0dt3t>oJ, ©■dsrs-B aravdsi, aravdshi, 

s. Half, a moiety, adj. Half. & 

ss’rJ v'w^o'X'* this year there is half a crop. 

;SBcdj£) JHridaVj half the water in the 

river is gone. 

s. 0d£)oC> aravinda, s. A lotus, edsod 

ps'tf Vishnu. wdSorf a woman with lo¬ 

tus like eyes. wrSSori Sso the sun, the friend 

of the lotus. 

A. C. 0<3^) aravu, S. Justice. 

A. C. 0deS arave, S. Indigestion. 2. a worn 

out cloth, &c. 

C. 0doJ£ arasina, S. Turmeric. rfodrid?)?! 

the powder of a tree, resembling turmeric, 

and used in medicine. =^^5 vtihp, tfsirardd 

W scented turmeric. 

c. 0d7o, 0d7o;&, 0doi> arasa, arasa- 

nu, arasu, S. A king, sovereign, monarch. 

2. a husband. a queen. 2. LaJcshmi. Bd 

rfresstSo to talk bigly; to talk as a king. 

vtiAi&fS royalty, sovereignty, kingship. Bd;i> 

tforid, BdA tiort a king’s son. wd^jraU name 

of a game, wdsh a fistula, a large boil. 

C. ©dTfe arasu, v. a. To seek, hunt, look 

for. Bdb to look for. 

f^dh having searched all countries. 2. See 
BdsSo. 

C. 0-dw^od arasd-mam, s. The sacred 

fig tree. wddsJ its leaf. 2. a gold jewel set 

with diamonds, &c. and worn on the fore¬ 

heads of females and children. 

T. B. 0d5o araha. See esir. 

C. ©'dstTe ara-hasa, s. A gentle smile. 

C. 0dJoO arahu, v. a. To tell, inform, make 

known. wdSo*, eds&drij the act of telling, 

informing. See b>0. 

C. 0d^ arali, s. The tree ficus religiosa. 

C. 5£>d^fa aralu, S. A flower. 2. fried gram, 

or roasted com. 3. fear, terror. Bdsb sdoQ 

td» to roast com. »dtf Sofe^, odvk^ flour 

made from roasted com. 

C. 0d^o aralu, V. n. To bloom, blossom, as 

flowers. 2. to open, expand, dilate, as the 

eyes. 3. to open as a bird’s wings. Btivd, 

blossomed. the lotuses 

blossomed, Oj^/Wd^having opened the eyes, 

edvbdda, wdv'ojdi the act of opening, as flo¬ 

wers. Bds?do, Bd^ to cause to blossom; to 

expand, as a bird its wings. Borfrtf 

dv^ pv’ead mjtsSzi osf3 djssj^ Tfed^octon 

d?4 while Site was oppressed with grief, the 

swans expanded their wings and shaded her. 

‘stafidoddtf when the flower 

blossoms, it sends forth a fragrance, stodao 

zS siMsoddstaftfl the countenance dilates with 

joy. ^5j»e5 £z& let the flowers 

blossom on the tree. 

C. 01^ arale, s. Dressed cotton, or cotton 

after it is separated from the seeds. Bds? ^ 

to clean cotton. Bd-/ a cotton 

dresser. nS£, s>ddi odtfaJi;*^ take out 

the seed and separate the cotton from it. » 

a bullock load of cotton. »d^ 

half a bullock load of cotton. BdtfstojS^ 

^4^ to bind up cotton in packs. 

C. 0d^>€ aralele, s. The leaf of the ficus 
religiosa. 2. a gold jewel set with diamonds, 

&c. in the shape of this leaf. 

C. 0-d^5T>o!b arale-kdi, s. The gall 

nut. Terminatia chebula. 

C. 0tj^ arale, See Bdv. 

C. 0'd^yyo aral-billu, s. Cupid’s bow 

made of flowers. 

S. 0U7>3;^ arajaka, s. Anarchy, misrale, 

confusion. to be in a state of 

anarchy. 

C. 0UT>ri^oouX)^ ardda-murdda, s. ob¬ 

stinacy. 

S. SOt 8 ardti, S. An adversary, foe, anta¬ 

gonist. 

H. 0Ut)S3 ardbi, adj. Broad, large, exten¬ 

sive. btoj3<> 7a wall round a town; a 

long wall. Btrsi5< a very large house. 

C. 0UDSio ardbu, S. Confusion, tumult, 

uproar, rebellion. 

0. 0ut>7ardsavilladavanu, s. 
CO 

A heedless or careless man. 

S. 0Ut>^ arala, adj. Bent, curved, crooked. 

C. 0Ut^ta aralu, s. Half a day’s labour. 

*ja€> half a day’s hire. 

C. 0t> art, s. A disease of the eyes. 2. a 

heap or stack of grain previous to the straw 

being separated from it. 3. blighted corn. 

4. handfuls of com cut down at the reaping 
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of a field. as much paddy as can be 

cut down at one stroke, a sheaf. 

C. ©5 ari, v. a. See we. To pound, &c. 

2. to cut. s. A roller for smoothing a corn 

measure. 

C. ©a, ©acx)oo ari, ariyu, v. a. & n. To 

know, be apprized of, acquainted with, aware 

of. w6c*e sto* to do unknowingly, or un¬ 

intentionally. weo5&, V' a. To commu¬ 

nicate, acquaint, or inform. 2. to explain or 

teach. 3. to reveal, expose, declare. wOif, 

WB^S) knowledge, acquaintance with, the act 

of knowing, perception. 2. awake, being in a 

state of sensibility as opposed to sleep, a state 

of insensibility, weatoBWfj, oScdo&dj, wQcrij 

<3 zgjs^rto to be ignorant of. sJjs 

euOcxbaae^) do not be anxious; we were igno¬ 

rant at first. w&a&e «cdor a thing not 

known, W0c*e att uninformed, unintelli¬ 

gent, or ignorant people. V83&, ee^cdssrb 

to be known. wee known. 2. deceased, 

dead. 3. depraved. 4. cut. 5. pounded, 

ground. weak not to know, not to be able, 

wsf* :&jeuOak he cannot do. P*;ii 

6c& I cannot go. wzk ?<&cdot)Oc*eo it cannot 

walk or proceed. I know not. we* 

(past, part.) having known, ^riectak J 

know it. woee, we&e one who knows. 

A. C. ©a ari, See ^&cd». 

S. ©S an, s. An adversary, antagonist. 2. 

a wheel. eSj^rir the class of six enemies, 

or hostile passions, viz., lust, an¬ 

ger, avarice, love, pride, 

hatred. wooe* the destroyer of an ene¬ 

my, a conqueror. 

C. ari-gannu, s. Sore eyes. 

C. 555ari-gallu, s. A stone said to 

be useful in sore eyes. 

A. o. ©07^ arige, s. A shield. See afu*. 

A. c. ©addd arige-vaddha, s. Bound 

front curls. ‘ 

c. ©t>&a$ ©a®u$ aritdla, aritdla, 
s. A poisonous plant. 

0. ©Ss£ arita, (past rel. part, of we) 

Known. weg a thing that is known. 

t. b. ©t>U, ©a^ ariti, arite, See w$>f. 

S. aritra, s. A rudder. 

S3 do O 

A. C. ©ad arida, act/. Diseased. 2. de¬ 

praved. 3. bad. 

C. ©ady? aridala, s. A yellow orpiment, 

mineral arsenic used by painters. 2. a hos¬ 

tile army. 

C. ©ado aridu, ad/. Rare, uncommon, 

unusual, impossible. ^ 

this word is uncommon in the world, weeo 

very rare. 

A. 0. ©a&^J arichu, s. A stream, current, 

flood. 

C. aripu, See under wo. 

A. c. ©a3o arime, s. A little. 

S. ©a&$d arimeda, s. A false mimosa. 

A. C. ©a&O arilu, s. A star. 2. mud. 

A. C. ©ae^63j arilvatte, s. The sky or 

starry region. 

o. ©a3, ©aa arive, arivi, s. A cloth, 

an old cloth, garment. 

c. ©a&ps, ©a-B^j ©t>rJ^, arishina, a- 

rishina, arisina, s. Turmeric, saffron. 

wO&cs yellow, saffron colour. we&fi sJojo 

art the jaundice. 

C. ©ai arishe, [for wes? 0f weak] s. The 

barking of a dog, &c. 

S. ©a£^ arishta, s. Misfortune, calamity, 

misery, bad or ill luck. 2. happiness, good 

fortune. 3. a sign of public calamity, a 

symptom of death. 4. spirituous liquor. 5. 

garlick. 6. a crow. 7. the soap berry 

plant, called also we^s*. we^ the 

removal of calamity. ^ a very 

heavy calamity, W05^ the 22nd of the 

24 Jaina saints. 

G. ©ado arisu, See we*Sj. Also cans, of 

to pound, &c. 

0. ©asoo arihu, S. Knowledge. See w*ak 

under we to know. 

0. ©do aru, for we Half. Also for wd> six. 

A. 0. ©tfc aru, v. n. To cease, be severed, 

or disjoined. 

S. ©abo^id aruntuda, adj. Sharp, cor¬ 

rosive. 

S. ©rbo^s arundhati s. The wife of Va- 

sishta. w*oe^ s?5, Vasishta, 

one of the seven sages and stars in the Great 

Bear. 
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A. C. ©doo&o arumbu, v. a. To defraud 

in battle, figbt unfairly. 2. to explain, in¬ 

form. s. A bud, germ. 

C. ©do7o arugu, s. Verge, margin, edge, 

border, vicinity. 0^3 contiguous, close, 

near. wart<utio?>3 j&av a field near tlie town 

gate. a garden near the town 

gate, to be aside, to get out of the 

way. titiirti to clear the way, to mate 

recede. w&nsA Sgjo to stand aside. 

to go aside. wCoAjig near, close by. 

C. ©doa^o aruchu, See 

S. ©does aruna, $. A name of the sun. 

2. also of his charioteer, the dawn. 3. the 

colour of the dawn, dark red, or the mixture 

of red and black. 4. the redness of sunset, 

wriio iSjif the rays of the rising sun. errors 

33 r dark red. wtfcrs :f»d§ the sun, whose 

charioteer is the dawn. w3j?^3dw (younger 

brother of «&«) G-aruda, the king of birds. 

etSofAstrfai) sunrise. a ruby. w 

tbF55ow (red water) blood. 

C. ©dodo arudu, See 

A. c. ©do-^, ©doSoo arupu, aruhu, 
See and under w&. 

C. ©doay>7Vstl> arubugddu, See»dwons3j. 

T. B. ©doawd arubuda, See wsoorrf. 

t. b. ©do3ojs^, ©do^ja^ arubuta, 

arubhuta, See 3. 

h. ©dodjajRj^ddreoJ arumdsi-phara- 

mdsi, See w33jsd!u&*, &c. 

A. c. ©do-& arume, s. A kiss. 

C. ©do'SjSA^o arumoganu, s. Kumdra- 

swamy, the son of Shiva, with six faces, t* 

Shiva. 

C. ©do&O arulu, s. Division. 

to divide. 2. mud, clay. adj. muddy, w 

diOTrt) to become muddy. wtfcsJjsv'o br( *3sVo 

to stick in the mud. wthen rtzJ a muddy 

paddy field, sstfien <§3^ the paunch. 

C. ©doGododo&o arulu-marulu, See ® 
cbv'o 

C. ©dodod aruvanda, s. Pretended know¬ 

ledge. 33^ 3^0*33 "#?j3^^33j3o3^) aSttfoS ^ 

why do you pretend to know a business of 

which you are incapable ? 

C. ©don^o aruvdlu, s. A sickle. 

C. ©do^] aruvu, See «5^' under 

3jto become insensible. 2. to be¬ 

come very silly or foolish. wdia&av’J 3ot)sJ 

oSjsv’j among those awake and those asleep. 

A. c. ©dod aruve, See »&3. 

C. ©dodo arusu, See wtfrfo. 

A. c. ©dosos^d aruhdkara, s. A fox. 

A. C. ©doSoo^jS aruhutana, s. Heirship. 

c. ©do^ododo^o arulu-marulu, adj. 

Simple, childish, doting, foolish. s*»*» 

sb a simple person. 

S. ©dj^tS arupa, adj. Ugly, deformed, de¬ 

faced. 2. formless, invisible. St3drJja& God 

is formless. eiA/ssirreri 

none can see the invisible God. 

®5j8';3o to be spoiled, deformed, &c. 2. to 

vanish, disappear. 

0. ©d are, s. A moiety, half. 2. a large 

natural stone or rock. 3. a closet or room. 

4. a slap, stroke. 

C. ©d are, V. a. To pound, to grind on a 

slab. 2. fig. to oppress. <»t3c3»3 rtjoz& a 

mullar or stone for grinding on a slab. 3. 

to slap. 4. to conceal one’s self. 

A. 0. ©d are, V. n. To be defaced. 

C. ©d#&bj are-kattu, v. a. To offend, s. 

bang. 

C. ©dsrspl are-kdni, s. The hundred and 

twenty eighth part. 

0. ©ds^d arekdra, s. A cultivator, one 

who receives half of the produce of the land 

which he tills. 

C. ©dtFSGo are-kdlu, s. The eighth part. 

tstJwsi®^ the eighth part of a seer. 

C. ©d^ areke, s. A moiety, half. 

C. ©d7\o&> are-gantu, s. A loose knot. 

A. c. ©dAlfcjSo^duSrodo are-gadeya- 

na-mosaru, s. Half churned buttermilk. 

c. ©d/\r|| are-gannu, s. Purblind eyes, 

eyes half shut. 2. oblique sight, a leer. « 

t3 3js^So to leer, look obliquely. 

0. ©dAoo&Ti are-gundige, S. Cowardice, 

faint-heartedness, timidity. etfrioo&rt 

to act cowardly. 

C. ©dXo^ areguli, s. A temporary bath 

used by lying in women. 
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C. ©daft) S are-jdti, adj. Half caste, mon¬ 

grel, not of pure descent. 

C. ©T?d areda, adj. Pounded, ground. See 
ed. 

C. S9t?^o5i are-nudi, s. Indistinct utter¬ 

ance, a word not fully pronounced. 

C. ©djtoao are-nerilu, s. A shadow. 

C. ©T%3jb^&3 are-nota, s. A leer, a side 

glance. 

c. ©d^eo are-pdlu, s. Half. 

Tsrf, esd a partner in business, 

c. S£>t3z)t3 arebare, adj. Incomplete, not 

perfect. 

C. ©de3°^j are-bevu, s. A species of Mar¬ 

ti. ©t33ot3 are-mare, s. Distrust, suspici¬ 

on, doubt, reserve, want of confidence, shy¬ 

ness. wdsiod 'oud without reserve, &c. 

Sidedrarb to be reserved, shy, distant, &c. 7s 

Ff* make your¬ 

self at home in my house. stoa 

do not be reserved with me. 

C. are-mei, s. A slight inclination, 

half inclined. 

A. C. ©T?5l>&3^ are-yattu, v. a. To over¬ 

take, to catch. 

A. c. ©'5st)^7o^7^6So arevdnisa-vage- 

ya, s. One of the names of Virabhadra, son 

of Shiva, half man and half lion. 

A.. C, ©€££> are-viri, v. n. To bloom, be 

half blown, as a flower. 

A. C. ©d^) are-vuli, adj. Incomplete, 

imperfect. 

C. ©i33^ are-vetta, s. A low hill, rising 

ground, a hillock. 

A. c. ©d^Sd, ©■S’Sjt? are-vere, are-pe- 

re, s. The half moon. 

C. are'tu, s. A slight blow. 

C. ©d<^ arei, s. Pounce used in writing. 

JS. aroga, s. Health. a 

person in health. 

s. ©-Sjs^e#^, © 

arochaka, arochi, arochika, 

arochike, adj. Insipid, tasteless, unsavoury, 

loathsome, s. Aversion to food, loss of appe¬ 

tite. wJjsi;®) a&l^, e>A®^=#cri« 

^ to be without appetite, to be loathing. « 

jJBsori zlss&i to make food savoury. 

T. B. ©dos^^ arosige, See 

S. ©£s- arka, s. The sun. 2. a crystal. 

3. the tree, swallow wort, asclepias gi- 

gantea. 4. copper. 5. a name of Indra. *» 

A® the sun and moon, Sun¬ 

day. w^ree, the son of the sun. 

*s#rv$oz$$ a red hard kind of wood. 

a cloth made of bark. etfruodi, wtfFsta r 

names of Buddha, the 

leaf, a kind of birthwort, aristolochia 

Indica. 

C. ©g^e-do arkdru, See «fcbw»ri>. 

C. ©guc'sj^ arkdvali s. The letter r. 

C. ©rrH" arki, s. Crying. 

C. ©^S- arke, s. Half, moiety. 

S. ©ah'^ argala, s. A wooden bolt or pin 

for fastening a door. 2. impediment, hin¬ 

drance, restraint. 

S. ©^JiE" argha, adj. Cheap, s. Price, cost. 

2. a mode of worship. 

S. ©^£T arghya, adj. Venerable, deserv¬ 

ing worship, s. A respectful oblation, as 

rice, sacred grass, flowers, &c. 

sbjiorWo to honor, as a great man, by 

giving a present, washing the feet, and giv¬ 

ing water to wash the mouth. 

S. ©Sds-^ archaka, s. A priest, one who 

officiates in temples and at sacrifices, e&r* 

priesthood. 

S. ©Sd-S-^ archane, s. Adoration, worship. 

viirT,t> to worship, d^ the things 

prepared for worship. 

S. ©S#S'7o:^ arcJlissu, s. A flame. 2. a 

ray of light, radiance. ts^r-A<i^ the wife of 

Agni, or his city. 

C. ©83os* arcJiu, See edeSo. 

C. ©&^s-|S arjdti. See eSerea. 

T. B. ©arts'C&0 arjdi, S. A bad tempered 

woman. See a^roao. 

H. ©3§s~ arji, s. An address, petition, repre¬ 

sentation. wdcrioo to write a petition. 

etJF ud to write a petition on one’s 

own account. »Sf e®=50 to enter an action. 

eeSF eW a proper action for a law 

suit. =#oszSj to give in a petition. B!#r 
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a verbal or personal complaint, petition. 

wr to make a petition in person. 

a mace bearer. 2. one who takes in 

petitionsto aking, &c. efc?rn«dacomplain¬ 

ant, a plaintiff, one who petitions. 

S. arjuka, s. A courtezan. 

S. 293^^ arjuna, s. The third son of 

Pdndu, and friend of Krishna, and brother 

of Dharmardya. 2. the name of a king with 

a thousand arms. 3. a name common to the 

military tribe. 4. white; whiteness. 6. 

gold. 6. a kind of tree. 

S. 29PBS" arna, s. Water. 2. (for star) a 

letter of the alphabet. 

s. 29PBS-B3 arnava, [w«r, and a holding] 

s. The ocean. 

C. 29P3XiS"^7^ arnalige s. A water spout. 

C. 29 ^s" arta, for esea 0f esa to know, w^f 

one who knows, one who is informed. 

C. 2935"^ art ala, s. A Jangam anchorite. 

C. 29 Ss" arti, S. An amusement, a sight, fes¬ 

tival, novelty, curiosity. 2. love, fondness. 

ZooSc* c&^3r Aha! what a sight 

is the Hampe festival! wSfv5, eSrri, 

a person of pleasure. 

C. 298s"d) artiru, for w&M). See «a. 

A. C. 29^os“do artudu, (3rd. per. sing. neut. 

of It is severed, left or ceased. 

C. 29^S" arte, See «<*. 

C. 29^v/aS"€ artole, [ed and s. The 

weight of a half Rupee. 

C. 29'#j®^s"rfo artodu, [we£> and l>As] «. n. 

To run cautiously or circumspectly. 

S. 29ZJ)S" artha, $. Meaning, signification. 

2. money, wealth, prosperity. 3. a thing. 

atfz^ijSF a word of two meanings. 

a man of property. w 

jjir a poor man. 2i» csjjsrl) all 

wishes to be accomplished. uoiS on 

what account (or thing) are you come ? ^$f 

to mean. 2. to give a meaning, 

to interpret, tell the meaning, o^f 

0 a translator, an interpreter. 

avarice, inordinate love of money. 

a commentary. 2. a complicated sense • 3. 

a secret meaning. man who 

has amassed wealth, a miser. 

yscrior^rsJt; eJmoney answers all 

things. e^FTS^on account of. OTvacdrarz-jr 

worifio he came on account of that busi¬ 

ness. 

S. 29Zjfe“;3 arthane, $. Entreaty, asking, 

begging. a beggar. wSjf^j beggary. 

to beg, entreat, ask. wsrs^?>r, wSfjs^f 

a beggar of food. 

S. 29$h-Tj3 artha-pati, s. Kubera, the 

god of wealth. 

s. 29qras"i$s" cooajozjJ arthdrtha-sam- 

bandha, S. Pecuniary ties. 

C. 29^S" arthi, s. A spectacle or show. 2. 

pomp. 3. curiosity. 4. desire, eagerness. 

5. sport, festivity, amusement, fun. ®§f 

z&> to be pleased, merry, happy. w**a 

wijoj ess>F the festival affords the people 

much amusement. * to make a 

show or a joyous festival, &c. to 

amuse, make happy, as a child, &c. u$r 

to be merry, full of glee, glad. 

A. c. 29Cbs"rfo ardudu, for rfo 0f - 

S. 29^s"?eo arddisu, v. a. To kill, mur¬ 

der, hurt. 

S. 29fJ)£" urdhtt, s. Half, a moiety, wirsr 

(a revenue term) an incomplete heap of 

corn. «$r *»«*», psShiva, in the 

form of half man and half woman. ts$r sfca 

nsi* a ten stringed necklace. an jn. 

effective charioteer unable to cope with even 

an archer. srsrs an arrow with a 

crescent formed head. purblind, w 

5®For! hemiplegia. 2. half a body. w^rofta 

wife. ecrsFoT^’F&tihalf consent, half amind, 

hesitation. e*?»ro*d mid-way, middle, w 

wrf^Forio a half moon or crescent. 

e&a^Ftktf short breeches, reaching to the 

middle of the thigh. »#r midnight. 

wqiFcEo^)«, a. To halve, to cut or break iu 

two. 

o. 29^^% 29^os- arna, arnu, s. A file. 

WSiOF stasia to file. 

C. 29^os"5 ar-nudi. See 

C. 25<ojss"do ar-nuru, for 

S. 29t)s-^ arpaJca, adj. Acceptable, agree¬ 

able. quite agreeable, very accept¬ 

able. 
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esij F Sfj^o 

S. ©dsr?§ arpane, s. An offering, ei)r 

*■>40 offer, to dedicate, ul)Fii offered, that 

which is offered. 

C. ©Si-'oS} arhandi, s. Violence. 

C. ©&}- 7\Z)^ arbagain, $, Mid-day, noon. 

2. a week. 

C. ££>&>£■ 7V3?1> arbagddu, See 

T. b. ©2yss-&3 arbdta, See wt?rfcj. 

S. ©2j0c"rf arbuda, s. mm. A hundred 

millions. eswjrrf a thousand millions. 

C. essS^c-^j arbe'vu, See 

S. ©^sr^ arbhaka, s. A child; the young 

of any animal. 2. an idiot. 

0. ©2jjaE~&3 arbhdta, s. Perturbation, anx¬ 

iety. 

T. B. arbhuta, See 

s. ©dos-S^ armarijce. See edsfcd. 

C. ©dooe -dr, ©dooE-£) armuki, armu- 

khi, s. A vessel with six faces used by as¬ 

cetics. 

c. ©djos^Ao^o, ©dj3=-7^ ar-mugulu, 

ar-mogge, s. A bud half opened. 

C. ©doos-& ar-mudi, $. A loose knot. 2. 

fixing the tuft of hair on the side of the head. 

0. ©cSjs=" a ar-moga, $, Shiva’s son 

Shawmukha, with six faces. 

S. ©ojos- ary a, Master. 2 a man of 

the Vaishya or third Hindu tribe. 3. a 

mountain. 

s. ©oliB'do aryama, s. The sun. 

S. ©e/ss-poTv arlanige, s. A water spout. 

C. ©£>;>=■ arlu, See and wdrcjo. 

c. ©e^s'doaoe' arlu-marlu, See 

stodbtf). 

C. ©€s* arle, s. Blame, censure, disrespect, 

reproach. eseJrris*, eeJrsij®^) abuse. 

ScJf falsehood, ejugcctavriiitf sSj^eJ eseJf sSjsB 

Sa* do nqt blame her unjustly. 

sseJrcriraft cojs^c&o^o the whole of her 

family is disgraced. SjsSj to disgrace. 

C. ©S^S"# arleki, s. A poor person, beg¬ 

gar. beggars. 

G. ©c8js>££-£k€j*>^£- ar 16-mar 16, See « 

d)V'o3od)<?’o. 

8. ©de" arva, adj. Inferior, low. s. A horse. 

c. ©dr arva, See 

0. ©ds"AT)do arvagddu, See wduoroS). 

c. ©dr^o arvattu. See wcWiS_>. 
_n 

S. ©^S" arsha, $. Hemorrhoids, piles, 

c. arshina, See wdhsf. 

c. ©ir arshe, for wrfi§ of 

S. ©£j3°r^)0} arshoghna, s. A bulbous 

root, used for the piles, &c. 

S. ©dr arha, adj. Pit, worthy, proper. 

S. ©drf’S arhana, s. Worship, adora¬ 

tion. 

o. ©^a* p|, ©^E'p!?^ arlini, arldni- 

ge, s. A water spout. 

S. ©£> ala, s. A sting in a serpent’s tail. 

2. yellow orpiment. 

s. ©a’o^dp'S, ©SJoa’id alankarana, 

alankara, S. Ornament, decoration, trin¬ 

kets, jewels. 2. beauty. 3. a rhetorical figure. 

tsvowiti r a vain man, one who studies 

to adorn his person more than to furnish his 

mind, an ignorant man. vvowzx} bs^j rhe¬ 

toric. 2. a book giving an account of beauties 

in men, women, &c. wejo^Odo, wwowari sisadj 

to adorn, decorate. ewoTad stoa =#js^o to 

adorn one’s self. 8-)c5o ornamenting, » 

ornamented. !)Oduo^&h a 

woman who dresses very much, beyond her 

means or station. w«o=f»d iAsiDsid) the fa¬ 

ther-in-law making a present to the bride¬ 

groom, for good luck, upon his receiving in 

marriage the bride, with household uten¬ 

sils, &c. 

A. o. ©£io^£)JDs*ps alankarmina, $. a 

sluggard. 

C. 55GOA alanga, s. A rampart, tstiorid 

^ *0 construct a rampart. 

eworfsfo to ascend a rampart, eworiri 

the rampart wall. 

s. ©<yo^x>£ a-langhya, adj. Inviolable, 

impassable. 

C. ©e;oS3o alanchu, v. a. To teaze, dis¬ 

tress. 2. to humble, subdue. 

S. ©eJOfcd alanjara, s. An earthen water 

jar.. 

c. ©£>oli, ©<*/oS?? alanti, alantike, t. 

Fatigue, weariness. 
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0. alampa, *. Red. 

c. erero^j), eserasw alampu, alambu, ». 

Ornament, decoration. 2. neatness, finesse. 

3. radiance, lustre. 4. weariness, annoyance. 

6. devotion, piety, affection, zeal. 6. joy, 

pleasure. vvot,a wearied, annoyed. 

S. ese;^ dialed, s. A ringlet. 2. the city 

of Kubera, the god of wealth, called also 

an<i 

C. alakade, s. Fatigue, weariness, 

to he wearied. tosj'fsl zi'ato, 

** to weary, to fatigue. 

S. alakta, s. A sort of sealing wax. 

2. lac. 

S. SfCJArfs- alagarda, $. A water snake. 

C. 6907^5joo alagaliyu, v. a. To revile, 

censure, reproach. 

C. SS£J7\5Si7jo alagddisu, v. a. To shake. 

C. ©£>ao alagu, v. a. To shake, to make 

quiver, as the voice in singing, &c. 

C. eSe^Ao alagu. See 

C. SS&Sj-fLO alachalu, s. Weariness, vexa- 

ation, annoyance, distress. 

C. alachu, V. a. To shake, as water 

with the hand. 

c. alatike, alatige, $. 

A colouring for the teeth. 

c. ©e^oaydj alatu-baru, [of wtf] v. n. 

To come fatigued or wearied. 

C. alada, [of »«*]«#. Wearied, dis¬ 

tressed. 

C. ©2^) ulapu, v. a. To distress, weary, 

annoy. «8 it is 

not well to distress a man that is much fa¬ 

tigued. ^ why do you annoy 

them ? s. Distress, weariness, vexation. 

C. SSCJSOo alabu. See eww. 

S. 69£>Cj^ a-labhya, adj. Unexpected, 

casual. «<ui^aids»ri unexpected fortune. 

what is with difficulty acquired, un¬ 

looked for gain. 

0. ascjaSoo alayu. See weJoho. 

A.c. eserrfo&o alar-ambu, s. An arrow 

of flowers. 2. Cupid with an arrow of 

flowers. 

A. C. e£>£>?)S^ alaricha, *. Brarnha, as 

sprung from a lotus. Saraswati. 

C. SSCJrfo alaru, v. n. To blossom or open, 

as a flower. 2. to be attached to, to be fond 

of. 3. to wander, roam. wuOrio to make 

blossom, &c. 

A. C. SStfdo alaru, s. A flower. 2. a lotus. 

otirirejAi an opened flower. WtirvQo 

Vo sirs vo sfccwtfsfosifcrfa it (the garden) was 

beautiful, with open flowers, and green and 

ripe fruits. 3- [See wind, air. tfowt’tto 

a refreshing breeze. a hot wind. 

A. c. alaru-gane-an- 

nanu, s. Brarnha, the elder brother of 

Cupid. 

A. c. esxs/doXf'S alaru-ganni, s. A woman 
us 

with lotus-like eyes. 

a.c. es<ydo8§v£>o^j), e£>erd;>3§js>E-oT$j) ala- 

ru-jompu, alarur-jompu, s. A nosegay, 

a bunch of flowers. 

A. C. alaruni, s. The black bee, 

feeding on flowers. 2. a serpent, living on 

air. wej&ri si-^rio Vishnu, reposing on a 

serpent. eejrbrisSrtoi) Garuda, the enemy of 

serpents, ww&risi’rjtf Ganesha, girt with a 

snake. wwrkr3s!t5cck Shiva, having a serpent 

- for his bowstring. 

A. c. aluru-dorana, $. 
A festoon of flowers put over door ways, &c. 

at festival seasons. 

A. c. esodo£&> alaru-villanu, s. Cu- 
CO 

pid, with a bow made of flowers. 

A. c. ^ alarerige, s. The large 

black bee. 

S. alarka, s. A mad dog. 2. the 

swallow wort. 

a. c. sse^AS'usoi) alar-ganeya, s. Cu¬ 

pid. 2. Shiva. 

a. c. SfxSJXs'US alar-ganna, s. Vishnu, 

with a lotus-like eye. 

A. C. Keros’ alarchu, V. n. To blow, as 

a flower. 

A. C. 55e;rfs" alarda, adj. Blossomed, blown; 

dilated, expanded. 

A. c. CSoCbs-Cb alardudu, (3rdper. sing, 

neut. of w*) It blossomed. 
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A. c. ©&z3je^S'tfp3 alar-dorana, See « 

«J&r5js^ci«. 

A. c. ©e>^£-&} ©<y^s-& alar-pudi, a- 

lar-vudi, s. The farina or pollen of flowers. 

A. C. ©CJ^pc-zS alar-pode, s. Vishnu, 

having a lotus navel. 

A. c. ©oasr&rCb, ©o/Wro^:^ alar- 

bidisu, alar-goi-yu, v. a. To gather 

flowers. 

A. c. ©algos'© X alar-mallige, s. A 

blown jasmin. 

A. c. ©a^oos-a alar-mudi s. A bunch 

of flowers with which a woman’s hair is 

decorated. 

A. o. ese/SjsH’A alar-moga, s. An open, 

smiling countenance. 2. a lotus-like face. 

A. c. ©a'Xs't^ alar-vakki, s. The large 

black bee. 2. the black Indian cuckoo. 

A. c. ©ai^E-Xo^ alar-vakkula, [euth, 

and s. Vishnu, having a lotus navel. 

A. c. ©a^sr^A, ©e;s3£-&X alar-vat- 

tiga, alar-vadiga, s. A florist. 

A. c. ©aXE"^, alar-vatte, s. The sky, 

or region of wind. 

A. o. alar-vadi, s. The swan, 

as resorting where lotuses abound. 

A. c. ©as3s-?o, ©asrcsr c3, ©anus l 

alar-vase, alar-vase, alar-vdshi, s. 
A seat or bed of flowers for auspicious occa¬ 

sions. 

A. 0. ©a^sr alarvu, adj. Terrific, terri¬ 

fying. 

A.c. ©a^Sps~zS6I)3 alar-vodeya, s. Vish¬ 

nu, the lotus-bellied. 

h. ©aa>3oi©aaSoTfosoo alalahi- 

shoh u, alalahisabu, s. Pay given before¬ 

hand, money paid in advance. wuw&tfsu) #J3 

* to give in advance. 

C. ©a>j 0alavalike, s. Ponging. 

S. alava-kshudhe, S. Exces¬ 

sive hunger. 

C. alavake, S. Loquacity. 2.pom¬ 

pousness. 

C. ©aSif aluvilce, S. Lassitude, fatigue, 

weariness. 

£900 

A. C. ©a^; alavu, s. Fatigue, weariness, 

pain. 

C. ©a>^£>£/^) alavu-balavu, s. Power, 

c. ©fijRis’, ©a-2>^ alasi/ce, alashike, 

s. Fatigue, weariness, exhaustion, lassitude. 

tsy^aJrario, wuti# to be tired, feel weary, 

wejtrf =#j3^o to recruit, to recover one’s 

self from fatigue, to rest one’s self, vv^zi 

fatigued, wearied. 

S. ©a7o alasa, adj. Lazy, idle, slow, neg¬ 

ligent, indolent. wwtifcJ inactivity, idleness, 

laziness, wii^b a sloth, a sluggard. 

C. ©a>roo£} alasandi, s. A species of pulse, 

Dolichos catiang, Lin. this pulse 

split. 

C. ©aXb alasu, V. a. To shake or agitate, 

as a cloth in water, &c. v. n. to be tired, 

wearied, fatigued, vexed, or teazed. 

weariness. s5o£cdoeA&> the body is wearied. 

«5ejjij|j3SiBoc5 to se.em weary. owA wo 

to loiter, to be slow, vvio# fatigue. 

2. wandering, woxfcrtwsti a sluggard. 

S. ©agj_^> a-lakshya, s. Contempt, disre¬ 

gard, indifference, negligence, adj. unim¬ 

portant, trivial, of no moment or consequence. 

to disregard, neglect, despise, 

slight, depreciated, undervalued. 

s. ©ag^fS a-lakshana, adj. Unfortunate, 

unsuccessful. 

S. ©o|^ a-lakshmi, S. Misfortune, mi- 

sery. 

C. ©at) ala, interj. of wonder. 

S. ©e/3^ aldta, s. A firebrand. 2. char¬ 

coal. the ring formed by swing¬ 

ing round a firebrand. 

S. ©C/sSoo aldbu, s. A long gourd, Cucur- 

bita lagenaris. 

h. ©arecOyrf, ©at)Sorf aldida, ala- 

hida, adj. Distinct, apart, separate. wot 

SorfsraAzSo, esejs^SozSccteifS^ to put separately. 

wwsSorf jta>& #js^> to do separately one’s self. 

H. ©at>O0oa>aT>cO.> aldi-baldi, s. An em¬ 

brace. «<otc£o wotcSo to embrace. 

C. ©©, ©0odoo ali, aliyu, See w«J. 

S. ©0 ali. See w. 

s. ©0orf alinda, s. The open space, yard 

or terrace before a house. 



S. alika, S. The forehead. 

a forehead covered with ringlets. 

S. ali-kuntale, s. A woman 

with elegant black bee like ringlets. 

C. SS&'h.'ghzi aligina-gida, s. Mschyno- 

mene aspera* 

A. C. ©07^ alige, See 

C. ©0&>ai0£)o alimi-balimi, s. Violence, 

strength, power. S5** w©IXiw©SocdrericU 

ifrsTro come, challenge him, and let 

me see your strength. 

C. S90tk^0do aliru-taliru, s. A deli¬ 

cate tender leaf. 

S. alika, s. Falsehood, untruth. 2. 

any thing displeasing. 

CS&iooao aluku, alugu, alugyddu, 

alunku, alungu, v.n. To shake, quake, 

be agitated, or moved. «. 

To shake or move, immovable, 

eturt&tfc to be tight or fast. shak¬ 

ing, moving. 

C. SSWoao alugu, s. The blade of a knife, 

sword, &c. 2. the point of a spear, dart, or 

arrow. 53* osxnsrtji 

pvtiia your speech pierces my mind like the 

point of a spear. 

C. 2SO>7^3§, e$&oAQO£yo alUgdji, alu- 

9°Jui s. A pipe or whistle. 

C. 49£>oe£83rfo aluchi-bidu, v. a. To shake, 

agitate. 

A. C. alupu, See 

a. c. esao&o, .ef&ocsoo alubu, alumbu, 
v- a. To wash, cleanse. 

c. esao&o, eseodoo alubu, alumu, s. a 

weed. estuwJ a field that abounds 

with weeds. 

A. o. aluhu. See »w3. 

C. Sf:€a5oo ale, aleyu, v. n. To wan¬ 

der, roam, rove. 2. to be disgraced. 3. to be 

confused, perturbed, vexed. 4. to go to ruin. 

6. to become fatigued or wearied. eeJccJrarti, 

etfrtja^o, weJ£&) to be wearied, tired. »©sb, 

<seJ?W^, esJjJa*, wd to abash, make 

ashamed, disgrace. 2. to fatigue, weary, dis¬ 

tress. wsJsi the act of wandering. 

sfjJ 53^ eeJcdo© how many days shall I 

go backwards and forwards to your house P w 

sSji) eeJrio he is con¬ 

stantly frequenting my house. waStf Tlotntf 

stoz&sitf 8oci_$0^d osJafajarij the body becomes 

fatigued by much travelling. & z&js^zStS 

their bodies are much weari¬ 

ed to-day. ws# ts6 my 

body is much fatigued. 

C. S5£§ s. A wave, billow. sAsacdu, 

ws3 sotScrioo a wave to beat. 2. burden, annoy¬ 

ance. I cannot bear your 

annoyance. 

S. ©€^SD alekha, s. A blank book. 

G. alemdni, s A European dra¬ 

goon. 2. a German, hat. Alemauni. See 

Ainsworth in loco. adj. European, 

5 ^ a European or dragoon sword. ^^X 

sfcs?is^jsS a Europe knife. eeJ^sfcia ttafrcCo a 

rupee worth fifteen fanams. 

h. ese^sw alkdbu, s. A title. 

■8*0, a$e^ to put a title. so^-fr 

*■>3 to write one’s title. 

A. C. SSab altu, adv. Not. interrog. 

is it not ? is it not this ? is it not 

that P tssJsft^ is it not he ? is it not 

she ? is it not nomi¬ 

nally that she has but one husband P 

are not the great ones prophets ? ^ 

are not these (friends like) two 

arms P to deny. St 

*■r ° is it not what you say that he will attend 

to ? te n0j n0; 

S. alpa, adj. Trifling, mean, slight. 2. 

thin, small, little. 3. a little, few. ouj* a 

low mean fellow. wuxior a trifling mat¬ 

ter. meanness, rudeness, baseness. xs 

smallness of person, xsv^ wo» a mean 

understanding, low wit. xsv^ a slight 

repast. a low, mean man. WJ) 

a few days. «*£, stohr a man of low, dis¬ 

reputable conduct. e«j ca short en¬ 

gagement, a weak effort. «<i mean 

advice. a man of low descent, w 

the common and polite 

term for making water. unaspira¬ 

ted, as a letter. vC^crio very small, 

least, smallest. 
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C. 252^ alia, part of a defective verb. Not; 
denies the quality or essence ; ('*»& denies ex¬ 

istence,) and is opposed to ® or m 

rlo^co) yes. yes or no ? is it, or 

is it not ? trt can not this man, 

hut that man. or. 2. interrog. is it not ? 

wsSjSo ;s ]le not a g00(i man ? 

* not good, had. an enemy, a bad 

man. that which is unlawful or had. 

besides, or, but, except, else, unless, 

moreover. »d ^ to deny. no 

Sir ! 2. is it not, “you know,” &c. w =#wj5 

sscthat work is finished, you know, ts 

U0^Si»he has come, 

has he not P Ask him, and see what he says. 

C- 252^ alia, s. Green ginger, 

c. ^ allaka, See **$=£. 

S. 252^ allaka, s. A small covering for the 

privities. 

T. B. 252> P2i allakallola. See « 
co ov " 

t) ^dLra^ej. 

C. 252^A^>6i>o alla-galiyu, v. a. To re¬ 

fuse, reject. 

c. 25a &3-j$cy B allata-pullata, SeeWs%s 

ej 

C. 292> P3 allana, S. Fringe or net work, 
co 

used for beds, saddles, &c. 

C. 252> pi allani, s. A water course. 2. con- 
co 

cord of song, dance, and music. 

C. 252J E> allade, See under 
co 

C. 25CJ 0 allari, s. Fatigue, exhaustion, bo- 
co 

dily distress. 2. wandering. 

C. 252> 2TO allaid, interj. of surprise. 

c. 252> <®ra tk, 252re zii allallddu, alld- 
co co co 

du, v. n. To shake, he loose, wave, move, be 

agitated, oscillate, pendulate, or vibrate. » 

ersd, ee«6if vibration, oscillation, the act of 

moving. e«3j,M5i»r4> to become loose, to he 

unstable. his situation 

is precarious, loose, moveable. M 

v. a. to rock, swing, move, wave, shake, 

oscillate, pendulate, to be tight or 

fast, to be without moving, 

c. 252t3 allave. See under »&• 

c. 25 c/s pi7^ alldnige, s. A water spout. 

c. 252>s tfS&aCo alldra-muddu, s. The 
co o 

interesting antics of a child. 2. great affec¬ 

tion. 

C. 25© alii, adv. There. there (em¬ 

phatic.) is it not where I said ? 

to he, or stay, there. of that 

place. here and there. wtf 

rS)d$) uncommon calamities prevail here 

and there. there 

is a very little fruit here and there. w$dg 

from there to there; gradually, 

by degrees. =*=*& 

rre^jd e/ooMi from Benares to Rdmeshw- 

ra is 360 gdvadas. erffiskd wd wd e&dgrta 

his son has gradually become 

wise, w^dos <n^rws from there to here. 2. 

between this and that, ®$dja <^g>djs t3sJ z 

^ ^a^icdrahd what a difference there is 

between the price of this and that place ! M 

&dgd to wander here and there. a 

with a participle denotes when, where, if, 
by, in; as, eojs^rtadg «oa>sg) tJso» ddwo»ti!« 

sijsdosidi furnishing with supplies both when 

going and coming. wsipto so*d 

d 3-di if he does so, he may 

get properly punished. is sometimes add¬ 

ed to pronouns to give emphasis; as, 

he indeed, that very person, or the man there. 

stead;* he is the very man 

that did all this. It is likewise prefixed to 

for the same purpose; as, wg-dorbs^, a 

&a?W lo, there ! lo, yonder! 

C. 85®^ allike, See under 

C. 25cD 83©^ alli-billi, S. Dalliance, amo¬ 

rous playfulness, blandishment, familiarity, 

reciprocal fondness. to caress, 

fondle.. 2. to hill, as birds. wdri do<3 aSoSrfo 

what dalliance there is 

between a disaffected husband and wife ? 

agjiSg) stossz&sisk the tat¬ 

tling woman speaks very cantingly. 

C. 25©$^ allirike, s. A kind of herb. 

°* ^<cr5 a^U’ v- a- To lace, interlace, net, 

knit, braid. »$=#, the act of braiding, 

&c. 2. plaiting, net work, &c. to cause 

to knit, &c. wsJcxi) Asstoaft sfc>j3 skjScrfjift BgjJ 

to knit with meshes like a net. 

C. 25^ alle, s. The drum of the ear. 

s. 25€j3^£)5!€j5 (;<y alldla-kalldla, s. 



Disorder, confusion, tumult, irregularity. 

adj. Confused, deranged, tumultuous. 

to be confused, tossed, tumul¬ 

tuous, out of order. s/razii to 

confuse, derange. confu¬ 

sedly, irregularly, disorderly, tumultuously. 

S. 59 o3 ava, A Sanscrit prefix signifying, 

from, down from, below, away from; and 

implying, Diminution or inferiority. 2. dif¬ 

fusion. 3. support, resting. 4. commanding. 

5. purifying, correcting. 6. priority. 7. 

knowledge. 8. disrespect. 9. nourishing. 

10. privation or separation. 

C. 5f 59odo, ava, avam. See e«isto. 

S. 59 avanti, s. The name of a city, 

the modern Oujein. It is one of the seven 

sacred cities of the Hindus, to die at which 

secures eternal happiness. 2. one of the 

fifty six countries enumerated by Hindu ge¬ 

ographers. 3. sour gruel. 

S. VdoBtf avantika, S, A kind of deli¬ 

cate bread. 

s. avakara, s. Dust, sweepings. 

S. avakasha, s. Leisure, oppor¬ 

tunity. 2. place, interval, space. 3. inter¬ 

mission, rest. without intermis¬ 

sion. to be deliberate, slow. 

»***»< vuoirart), esfrrafosrio to have leisure. 

S. es^'O^Po'S' avakirna, adj. Coarsely 

pounded. 2. thickly spread, prevailing, &c. 

s. ava-krishfa, adj. Expelled, 

turned out. 

S. ava-keshi, adj. Shaven, hair¬ 

less. 2. barren. 

S. avakra, adj. Not crooked, 

straight. 

s. ©3Xorf avaganda, s. A boil or pimple 

on the face. 

T. b. 59s37\7§q3.3 avagada, ava- 

gadeya, See 

S. 59 X a pc:^ ava-ganita, adj. Disregarded. 

S. 59o3a ^ ava-gata, adj. Known, under¬ 

stood. wsirtasrarij to become known, whirls 

knowledge in general. 

s. 59s37\^s3, 59o3at>5o^ avagdha, ava- 

gahana, $. Bathing. 2. a bath. 3. com- 

prehension, eSrtSojfc to dive, to bathe. 2. 

to comprehend, «9»Jn»8isJ:»rt) to be compre¬ 

hended, to be understood, v^mstp =&» 

to understand, to comprehend. 

S. 59aj?\(jX avagita, adj. Detested, re¬ 

proached. 

S. 593C> A0p3 ava-guna, s. An evil disposi¬ 

tion, a bad temper. 

A. C. S9^7\ d avaggera, adj. Doubtless, 

certain. 

s. 59^7^ avagnye, See 

S. 59^7<j3o, 59S3X|5Op0, 5953tTD/3o ava- 

graha, ava-grahana, avagrdha, s. 

Drought, famine. 2. obstacle, impediment. 

3. an elephant’s forehead. 4. a word of im¬ 

precation. 

S. 59£>lf)C><3 ava-ghada, s. Calamity, evil, 

mischief. 2. disorder, confusion. 3. peril, 

danger, adj. Difficult, impracticable. 

s. 59s3'£o;3, 59sd^>^;3 ava-ghana, ava- 

ghanane, s. Dishonour, disrespect. 

S. ava-ghdtat adj. Beating, 

threshing, as corn. 

C. 59^8&j avachu. See 

S. €9^8^03$ avackula, S. The whiskers. 

2. the beard. 

s. 59^^ avachhchhanna, adj. Un- 

covered, exposed. 

s. 59 Xe,5) avachhchhinna, $. (in logic) 

Affected by, the effect. 

S. avachhchhedaka, s. (in 

logic) That which effects ; the cause. 

H. ©faros', 59^3§c , es^s^s-, 59^2§5- 

avarjd, avarji, avarju, avarje, s. A 

condensed statement, total, list. 

s. 5SX§|_, avagnye, avagnya- 

te, s. Disrespect, disgrace, dishonour. 

^ to be disrespected, dishonoured. 

to shew disrespect. 

S. avata, s. A hole in the ground. 

S. 59o3&3^&5 avatita, adj. Elat-nosed. 

S. 69od&3o avatu, s. The back of the neck. 

0. avate-kdi, s. A sour ve¬ 

getable like tamarinds. 

S. 59s3etaf0 avatamsa, $. An ornament, 
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especially a bouquet of flowers used as such. 

2. a crest. 3. an ear-ring, 

s. avatdra, avata- 

rana, $. Descent, especially of a deity from 

heaven, an incarnation, a birth, zisssisred the 

ten incarnations of Vishnu: viz., stosrausfssri 

the fish. 'tfjszjjdrzSmti the tortoise, ssussossf 

the boar. ?iiS>oa»s*8»ti the man-lion, 

sjssfjsssisixS the dwarf. sJd&o»sisa;j®»ri jpa- 

rashu Mama, Maghu Mama. 

Mala Mama. a5a«s»ri Mudh. 

the horse, esjigrati 

to descend, become incarnate. 2. a meta¬ 

morphosis of the gods. 3. the bank of a tank, 

pond, sea, &c. 4. fig. the body, form, abili¬ 

ty, the reign or life of a king. 5. strength. 

etJb?faS3SES&o&fi the king’s reign 

terminated to-day. a^rr^-s-a^ 

what form is this you have assumed, and 

why P etfawJ xWtf ten pagodas. 

S. ©^Q-3-d^o avatar ana, s. The haunt 

or abode of a demon. 

S. ©sjS^rs-r avatirna, s. Passing over, 

transportation. 

T. b. ©£>^ avate, See . 

S. ©SlJzS^Z ava-deshe, S. Misfortune. 

S. ©^Z3D^ ava-ddta, adj. White, clean. 

s. The colour white. 

S. ©sfct)^ ava-ddna. See 

S. ©SdrfjS’do ava-duru. See 

S. ©£>rf£ avadya, adj. Little. 2. mean, 

low, servile. 3. inferior, low. 

s. ©sftjforii, avadharisu, 

avadharipu, v. n. To condescend, to at¬ 

tend to, hear or listen. 2. to call to remem¬ 

brance. 

S. ©o^ZjTiJfi avadhana, S. An engagement, 

agreement. 2. attention. 3. peace. 4. me¬ 

mory. 

S. ©S^ZjTiDc^ avadhuni, S, One skilled in 

the Vedas. 

S. ©S&putifS avadhdrane, s. Certainty. 

2. determination, resolution. 

S. ©ao^jtxxios' avadhdrya, a(jj_ Listen¬ 

ing, attentive. 

S. ©avadhi, s. Strait, extremity, cala¬ 

mity. 2. impediment, obstacle. 3. limit, 

division. 4. period, time. 5. agreement, 

engagement. 6. conclusion, end. 7. till; as, 

8i>Srasi$ as long as he lives. 

to be in a great strait, to be tried. 

wfi?>cdrario to be trying, wsf? w* a calamity 

to befal one. 

S. ©oZJzj'JjSl^ avadhuta, adj. Thrown, cast. 

s. a naked mendicant. 2. one who has aban¬ 

doned all earthly desire and ease. 

S. ©ZjC^mo avadhya, adj. Invulnerable, one 

who cannot, must not, or ought not to, be 

killed. 2. not deserving execution. 

o. ©s$3 avana, {gen. of His. 

S. ©ojJo avana, S. Preservation, protection. 

2. gratification. 3. satiety, 

s. ©s3j3o83^ ava-nambike, See <s£$ois4. 

S. ©sj^=( avanata, adj. Bending, stooping, 

bowed, prostrate. 

S. ©S& avani, s. The earth, wsfti? a king, 

the people of the earth. 

C. ©o3^1o avanu, (rem. dem. per. pro. mas. 

sing.) He. essi^ohim. wsfo 

(in the ancient dialect) them, esiort, 

to him. 

S. ©£)Zj7^> ava-pathya, s. Violation of 

prescribed regimen. 

s. ©s^g^, ©sd^T^ avabhrita, ava- 

bhritha, $. A supplementary sacrifice, to 

atone for any defect in a principal one that 

has preceded. a purifying ab¬ 

lution made at the termination of a sacrifice, 

or any auspicious ceremony. 

S. ©ododi^ ava-mata, adj. Despised, spurn¬ 

ed, disregarded, s. Heterodoxy. 

S. ©odidoS ava-raati, s. Aversion. 2. con¬ 

tempt, disregard. 3. ignorance, imprudence. 

s. ©^s±K>jja!S-zS,©^^o^plat)a-?K«r- 

ydde, ava-?nannane, s. Incivility, im¬ 

politeness. 

S. ©ododOei^d ava-mdna, s. Dishonor, dis¬ 

grace, disrespect, insult. wsSsi-restoriJ, essfrfra 

& jgjjort) to be disrespected, 

disgraced. to treat disrespectfully, 

sssfsto?>e dishonored, insulted. 

S. ©od(5!)ocd avayava, s. A limb, a mem¬ 

ber. having many meanings. 
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g. ©sdo3js^X avayoga, s. A bad sign, 

an inauspicious omen* 

S. ©sdd&l avaraja, s. A younger brother. 

c. ©^d£>, ©^dt3 avari, avare, s. A kind 

of bean, essitf^wsdiJbeansinthe pod. 

shelled beans. bean pods 

used as a vegetable, bean pottage, 

a bean that spreads 

much. Sorted a bean that produces every 

month. 

S. SSoiijvjs^Zp avarodha, $. Obstruction, 

hindrance. 2. a seraglio. 

S. ©sdtSjs^sd avaroha, s. Alighting, de¬ 

scent, passing from or over. 2. a pendant 

root, as of the banyan. 3. descending in the 

gamut. 

S. ©od*£i03}^3 avalambane, s. Asylum, pro¬ 

tection. 2. depending, hanging down. 2. ap¬ 

plication of mind. vzlvotiTb to take hold of 

any thing. 4. to depend on a thing or per¬ 

son. ^ 3-ra^ ej;iejoi5;i) to concur in opi¬ 

nion with another. atssdsiuowS&o&a e 

by whom are you supported ? 5^ 

estoowjJ&ori I must live by your 

patronage, esiuotfs protected, cherished. $ 

Srf<> ZjecuM %obir3tjoa*tnfiB»3 the king is 

endowed with courage. 

c. ©ode/^ avalakki, See wrfwo. 

s. avalagna, s. The waist. 

S. ©sdt*oSi avalaya, s. Irregular beating 

of time. 

s. ©sde^ avalaksha, [e priv. white] 

s. Blackness, adj. Black. 

S. ©sd<yj£p© ava-lakshana, adj. Deform¬ 

ed. 2. incorrect. 3. unclean, s. An inaus¬ 

picious sign, a bad omen. 

S. ©Sd®ri$ avaliptate, s. Pride, arro¬ 

gance. 

S. ©SdD^ ava-lile, s. Ease, facility. 

C. QSoivz avalu, s. Paddy moistened, dried, 

roasted, and beaten into wafers in a mortar. 

S. V^V^ava-lupta, adj. Full,complete. 

s. ©odi§^ avalepa, s. Pride. 

s. ©od$^£ ava-Upana, s. Smearing, 

anointing. 

s. ©sd€js^ ava-lokane, s. Sight, see- 

9 
ing. to appear, to shew 

the face. to see, to survey. 

s. ©sd^o^d ava-shakuna, s. An inaus¬ 

picious omen. 

S. ©sd^S's % avashdttdgi, adv. Ab¬ 

ruptly, unawares, suddenly. 

s. ©sd‘2>sj^, ©3d^^ avashishta, ava- 

she'sha, adj. Remaining, left. 

T. B. ©3f avashe, See next word. 

S. ©od^ avashya, s. Need, urgency, ne¬ 

cessity. adj. necessary, indispensable, urgent, 

requisite. you must 

come, mtk do you at all re¬ 

quire this ? I have surely 

become propitious, what, 

in the regular course of things, must be en¬ 

dured., 

A. c. ©sdrop!^ avasanige, s. A ladder. 

S. ©odrd^ avusatha, s. A college, a school. 

2. a habitation. 3. a village. 

S. ©sdrod avasara, s. Opportunity, occa¬ 

sion. 2. necessity. 3. urgency. 4. hurry, 

flurry, wsted do not be flurried. essSSti 

sfoc&duast wacx&FSTa^joaT^Ocbbci) ^o business 

can succeed that is hurried, estrfdri ur¬ 

gent business, great urgency. 

a servant or attendant always in readi¬ 

ness for urgent business, wtihrt a teazer, a 

dunner. sSjstf 

u do not spoil the work by too great haste. 

S. e£)odcd"U£d avasana} s. Conclusion, ter¬ 

mination, end, cessation. 2. death. 3. boun¬ 

dary, limit. 4 (in gramr.) the disjunction 

of letters, the end of a word, udtfafi way 

the period of dissolution, ssi&artsooirfsjjj-sji 

there is an end to life. 

S. ©sdcteois avasdya, s. End, conclu¬ 

sion. 2. completion. 3. certainty. 

T. B. ©sdru avase, See estswa^. 

s. ©sd;3, ©id<ij avasthe, avaste, s. 
(p ° 

. State, condition. tfowadS the five states of 

life; as, childhood, 

youth, criJSsSjrasirf manhood, 0ld 

age, the article of death. 2. cir¬ 

cumstances, situation. 3. trial, difficulty, 

straits. to suffer distress. 

to come into straits or distress. 

to distress. 
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s. ava-helane, s. Disrespect, 

disregard, neglect, contempt, ridicule. 

c. €£>od^co‘d7\o'ZJ>^ avalasara-gandha- 

fca, s. A superior kind of brimstone, 

c. avali-ja- 

vali, avali-makkalu, s. Twins. 

C. avalu, rem. dem.fem.pro. Sbe. 

wdd hers. her. 

s. S5S330"tj avdntara, avdn- 

tra, s. Alarm, consternation, dread, public 

fear, confusion, noise. 2. foreign invasion, 

adj. Included, subordinate. wot>o3P 

minor distinction, species, a subdivision of a 

general term, the dread of robbers. 

s!o3»>dd3«>o£j the dread rumour of the Pinda- 

ries. WOTodri alarm to arise. wotobW 
a troublesome man. ®ot>o^daod eos>a 

d&criood&gj from alarm the roads are 

unfrequented. 

s. es srseOj^Tj d avdng-manas-a- 

gochara, adj. Ineffable and incomprehen¬ 

sible. 

S. 59&3T)£a avachi, s. The southern point. 

s. ©ss7> avdchya, adj. Not fit to be 

uttered, unspeakable, obscene. 

H. SSSXiSd0 avdju, s. News, report, rumour. 

2. sound, noise, report, as of a gun, &c. 

H. S9S3t>cOo aval, s. Report, rumour. 2. 

uproar, confusion, bustle. 3. alarm, conster¬ 

nation. essscCo dO dJ to make an uproar, to 

excite an alarm. cSoseSuotcSo doosOh =#jsodd 

dddd wotc£u sss^nsddjsi ddonuc&ih =&®|r wscodo 

if I can get through the first bustle, the 

second may be managed somehow or other. 

s&tkj a report to arise, osscfco zd^o, to 

be in a state of alarm. wotcSjotP, wotcCo 

an alarmist. 

C. 55s3"Stf avara, s. The proximate bank 

or shore. 

S. SS £) avi, s. The sun. 2. a mountain. 3. 

a sheep. 4. a woman in her courses. 

T. B. ££>Dac3 avigada, [ w priv. con¬ 

trariety J adj. Right, proper. 

S. ©SS^ad?^ a-vichdrane, s. Negligence, 

want of inquiry. 2. rashness. a per¬ 

son destitute of consideration or reflection, 

jifircd) prejudice, a rash conclusion. 

c. avichu, see 

s. «£>Dc3 3$, prf avichhchhinna, 
. ^ , <¥> 

avichhchheda, adj. Indivisible, insepara¬ 

ble, unfailing, imperishable. 

s. avidusa, avi- 

marisa, s. Ewe’s milk. 

S. SSai§o a-vidye, s. Illiterateness, igno¬ 

rance. 

S. e?a^> avidhi, s. Misfortune, trial, cala¬ 

mity. 2. transgression, adj. Illegal. 

S. a-vimukta, s. Benares. 

C. esaaSoo aviyu, v. a. To hide, conceal, 

put close together. 2. to come to a head, 

suppurate, burst, break. 3. to knock against. 

wdri<s?jaod=#o?jodaccb <§do put them close to 

one another, ^drs what 

occasion have you to knock against him P 65 

z&cw wSocddOod wadjssdJ ws«odrt> as the boil 

has not suppurated, it is very sore, esacdod 

unripe fruit j or, fully ripe fruit. 

S. esatf^ avirata, adj. Eternal, continual. 

s. esade;, C9£rd$ avirala, avirala, adj. 

Close, thickset. 

s. esa£>o&>;3 avilambane, s. Rapidity, 

swiftness. vt«Jo£* rapid, swift, expeditious. 

S. ©Oo3^t!f a-viveka, s. Absence of discri¬ 

mination, ignorance. 2. indiscretion, impru¬ 

dence, folly. 

S. esa^Se^ro a-vishvdsa, s. Unbelief. 

S. ©&<\ws^ avisodha, s. Ewe’s milk. 

S. ©aSo a-vihitd, adj. Improper, unfit, 

unsuitable. 

S. ©a^d a-vira, s. A woman who has nei¬ 

ther child nor husband, 

c. es^5), es^ a avu, avugalu, pro. 
rem. neut. plu. They. «£>;$ those and these. 

those (emphatic.) world 

those very horses are come here. wddOj all 

of them. wdd^d how much, (or how 

many) are they ? ed*tdol®^ fuddjd these are 

as much (or many) as those, edi^ddjj how 

much (or many) are those, and how much, 

(or many) are these P why they ? ed* 

dJ 'stdusd what are those, and what are these ? 

those are they, those indeed, those 

very ones. 
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c. ©^jo^o, ©l^o avunku, avuku, See 

£?^or wsSoo^j. 

For many words written with wj) See under 

S. ©'S^C^ avedya, adj. Unknown. 

S. avyakta, adj. Indistinct, inap- 

parent, invisible, imperceptible. 

S. ©d^oSo avyaya, s. A deity. 2. an in¬ 

declinable word, as adverb, conjunction, or 

interjection ; a particle. «^cdo -^oAra a 

defective verb. adj. imperishable, 

an immaterial or indestructible nature. 

S. ©5^oA8o€^ avyavahita, adj. Contig¬ 

uous, adjoining. 

s. avydpya-vritti, s. A 

term in logic, signifying partial existence, ei¬ 

ther with regard to place or time. 

C. ©o3<^, (ivvet, awe, s. A mother. 

2. a grandmother. 3. an old woman. 

c. ©*^°^> ©sys^jS avvawa, awdne, 
inter j. of surprise. 

c. ©ri^o^, ®o^a8 avvaiya, 

avvamma, avvuji, s. A more respectful 

form of **»($• 

A. C. ©od^roo avvalisu, v. n. To rise, 

spring, or jump up. standing 

and jumping. 

C. ©^ (>do aweru, s. Concu¬ 

bines in a seraglio. 

S. ©^ a-shakta, adj. Weak, unable, im¬ 

potent. 2. sick. e%, weakness 

impotence, incapacity. impossible. 

S. ©:^ ashana, s. Food, boiled rice. 

? esSpsy a glutton. eSjssSsr a beggar 

of food. wtfjresiFp'o 0ne who is chief¬ 

ly concerned about his appetite, one who suf¬ 

fers from lack of food. ^ bunger. 5 

hungry, vztij fasting. 

S. ©^ ashani, s. Indra’s thunderbolt, 

s. ©dS^ds^/sb^, ©dt^dsupl, ©^d^ 

a-skarira~vdkku, a-sharira- 

vani, a-shanrokti, s. An oracle, a voice 

from heaven, the speech of an invisible being. 

S. ©st)^t) a-shariri, s. A spirit. 2. the 

sky. adj. Incorporeal. 

C. ©%‘0, ©& ashashi, ashi, interj. of 

disgust, dissent, disagreement, &c. 

C. ©‘Solo, ©id3a>, ©^rfo, ©‘Scsrfo 

ashiyu, asheyu, ashddu, ashidddu, 
See i». 

S. ©‘odre^^o ashiraskanu, (headless) s. 

The moon’s descending node, Ketu, reckon¬ 

ed as the ninth planet. 

S. ©‘^3 ashiti, num. Eighty. 

0. ©daoaw ashumbu. See exfiosfc. 

S. ©doel a-shucTli, adj. Unclean. 

*5s uncleanness. 

S. ©do$ a-shuddha, adj. Impure, un¬ 

clean. s. Ordure. impurity, unclean¬ 

ness. 

S. ©do$ a-shubha, adj. Inauspicious, s. 

Inauspiciousness. 

T. B. ©Ba-shedde, See 

S. a-shesha, adj. Entire, all, whole. 

C. ©^7^ ashesei, interj. of applause, 

(sincere or ironical.) 

S. ©fjS^S1 ashoka, s. The tree uvaria 

longifolia, Lin. 2. freedom from grief, 

s. ©J^ ashma, s. A stone or rock. a 

W bail, iron. 

S. ©d,o3 ashmanta, s. A fire place. 2. 

death. 3. a field, a plain. 

s. ©j^ASjjE", ©d^o3j«>^ ashma-yar- 

bha, ashma-yoni, s. An emerald. 

s. ©j^d, ©d^t>o5oo, ©J>^d ashmara, 

ashmariyu, ashmira, s. The disease of 

the gravel. 

S. ©d^i ashru, s. A tear. 

S. &~3j~S a-shraddhe, s. Negligence, care- 

lessness, indifference, slight, contempt, inat¬ 

tention. 

S. ©b-SjO^ ashranta, adj. Eternal, con¬ 

tinual. 

S. a-sJiravya, adj. Inharmoni¬ 

ous, not fit to be heard. 

S. ©3j asbri, s. The edge of a sword. 2. 

an angle, the corner of a room or house. 

s. ©j&^£> ashlila, s. Rustic language. 2. 
improper or bad language, abuse. 

S. ©do ashwa, S. A horse. a 

groom. the king of horses; the Delhi 

dynasty. the disposition, temper 
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or marks of a horse. knowledge of 

the marks of a horse, denoting its good or 

bad qualities and habits, or the act of trying 

them. 

s. ashwa-karna, s. A timber 

tree, Shorea robusta or soul. 

S. ashwa-gandhi, s. A per¬ 

fume, physalis flexuosa. 

s- 55 ashwa-grwa, s. The name 

of a demon slain by Vishnu in the fish-in¬ 

carnation. 2. an incarnation of Vishnu with 

a horse’s head. 

S' a8hwatiha> s. The sacred fig 

tree, ficus religiosa. 

s. ashicatthama, s. The name 

of a saint and warrior, the son of Drona. 

S. ©^skSot^ ashwa-mahishi, s. A 

mare. averse as the horse and 

the buffalo. 

S. ©^tkosD ashwa-mukhi, S. A celes¬ 

tial chorister. 2. a kind of battle array. 

S.- ©^t3o^z£> ashwa-medha, s. The sa¬ 

crifice of a horse. 

s. © co^o5os" ashwahi-veirya, s. 

The natural antipathy between the horse 

and the serpent. 

S. ©»£?) ashwini, s. The first of the twen- 

ty-four constellations in the moon’s path, 

hence considered its mansions. The symbol 

of this star is a horse’s head figured by three 

stars in the head of Aries. two 

celestial physicians. 

s. asJiwotsarjane, s. 
Dismissing a sacrificial horse to roam at will 

for a year previous to the sacrifice. 

C. ashaddhala, adj. Vain, use¬ 

less. 2.1 desolate, much out of repair. 3. 

slighting, careless, negligent, s. injustice. 

H. asliarafi, S. A gold mohur. 

S. ashtaka, adj. Eight. 

eight troubles to which one is liable; viz. 

Snorri foreign travel. Sa&si>ri separa¬ 

tion from one’s wife. worfj 

zStirtf esteemed friends coming to see you in 

. the time of trouble. tSBjOwtu eating 

the leavings of others. 

loving one’s enemies, TFsatfisfcb look¬ 

ing for food from strangers. 

EovjsozfiSri) being disgraced in a learned assem¬ 

bly. rSC-rijsJ5bt?asbsiii) suffering poverty. 

S. ©Zj^WSOa ashta-kdnga, s. A board 

or cloth with eight divisions for playing chess. 

S. ashta-tdla, s. A mode or 

measure in music. 

s. ©sd^rf^ ashta-dala, s. The lotus 

with eight petals. 

s. ashta-dikku, S. The eight 

points of the compass; as, east, 

south east, south, south west, 

« west, north west, north, 

north east, the regents of the 

eight points of the compass, w^&riwriv'.) 

the elephants supporting the earth at each 

point of the compass. 

S. ashta-patrike, s. A crown, 

s. ashta-padi, (octoped) s. A 

verse with eight feet. 2. an animal with 

eight feet. adj. eight legged, 

s. ashta-pdttu, $. A fabu¬ 

lous animal with eight legs. 

S. ©Sd^i^re#/ ashta-pdtre, s. Eight ves¬ 

sels used at a sacrifice. 

S. ©Sd^vJvrf ashta-pdda, s. A spider. 

2. a fabulous animal with eight legs, 

s. ©sd^epDA ashta-bhaga, s. Betel nut 

(usually cut into eight parts.) 

s. ©Sd^ep-SA^ ashta-bhagya, s. The 

eight requisites to the regal state; ter¬ 

ritory, VohscJ treasury, forces, ele¬ 

phants, horses, ketasol, fly¬ 

brush, palankeen, 

s. ©^^ep'so^TSE'riS ashta-bhdrya- 

pati, s. Krishna, who had eight wives, 

s. ©Sj^^jsxoa ashta-blioga, s. Eight 

sources of enjoyment; habitation, 

bed, •i'&j raiment, jewels, women, 

^5©, flowers, rio? perfumes, and are- 

ca nut and betel leaf. 

S. ©od^S±> ashtama, adj. The eighth, an 

eighth part. 

s. <sz^^ojoo7\£) ashta-mangala, s. A 

horse with a white face, tail, mane, breast, 

and hoofs. 
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g. K ashta-mada, s. Eight kinds 

of pride; «&d pride of food, *s$r dorf 

pride of wealth, °JS2sp P„P pride of youth, 

,^ejK dorf pride of women, S-'sg djrf pride of 

learning, dori pride of rank and family, 

rJjssi jiorf pride of person, PoP pride 

of station. 

s. 55^ ,s5j§oL\ojot5:> ashta-mahishiya- 
(55 

TU, s. Krishna's eight wives collectively. 

S. ashtami, s. The eighth lunar 

day from the new or full moon. 

s. 55 oj! ,'rfojsac' ashta-murti, s. Shiva, 
s5 ' ' 

as evident in the earth, water, &c. 

s. as* ashta-warga, s. A class of 

eight principal medicaments. 

s. eSoj^^'rfrooA^'o ashta-vasugalu, s. 

Eight demigods; • 

v, <spv, 

S. 5213^0 a ashtanga, s. Eight members; 

forehead, breast, shoulders, legs, and hands, 

s. S5o7^oaoSvJS°a ashtdnga-yoga, s. 

Eight kinds of devotion; penance for 

the removal of impurity, voluntary or 

supererogatory penance, sitting in pecu¬ 

liar postures as devotees, sh|W*afc*»to breath¬ 

ing in a peculiar manner through the nos¬ 

trils during the mental recitation of the 

names, or attributes of some deity, of which 

there are several methods, (See ^oci^ 

and abstraction or restrain¬ 

ing the organs of sense so as to be indiffer¬ 

ent to pain or pleasure, <^3 deep meditation, 

d*drl keeping the mind collected, the breath 

suspended, and all natural wants restrained, 

restraining the senses, and confining the 

mind to contemplation on the true nature of 

spirit. 

s. ashtdmshe, s. The eightieth 

part. 

S. ashtdrchane, $. The ag¬ 

gregate of eight daily observances for the 

household gods; ablution, 

dressing and decorating, do?S perfuming, 

® applying the sectarian mark, putting 

flowers upon them, burning incense, 

s waving a lamp, ^3^ presenting an offer¬ 

ing. 

S. ashtadasha, mm. Eighteen. 

Blurts Pr The eighteen books of the 

qrwttj viz. «a *fefr,'slv» 
SotU PPr, PPr, PPr, f.j&jurs 

$Pr, #pr PPr, dra PPr, 3®o§ PPr, 

a?odF", PPr, PPr, 

$ PPr, stsir, sSJSdej SjwF, siosoasy 

PPr, PPr. P 

Eighteen divisions or clashes of people; 

priests, military, ^ mer¬ 

chants, d, artizans and labourers, 

Jang am?, TtaeJccbtb weavers, shepherds, 

potters, smiths, braziers, ma¬ 

sons, carpenters, and jewellers, washer¬ 

men, Frad&od barbers, Mussulmans, 

foresters, men living in woods, ^ 

florists, dyers, sculptors, idol 

makers, &c. pariahs, d»art shoe¬ 

makers, curriers, &c. 

S. e9T3^Tld ashtapada, s. A fabulous eight 

legged animal. 2. Keilasa, the residence of 

Shiva. 3. gold. 4. a checkered board or 

cloth. 

s. 5So3^3jt5-j ashta-valcra, s. The name 

of a rishi, deformed in eight members of the 

body. adj. Crooked, awkward, stupid. 

S. ashtdvadMni, s. A per¬ 

son who can attend to eight things at once. 

s. ashti, s. Food. 

C. SSoj^ ashtu, s. All, the whole, every 

thing. =#J®do give all you have. 53 

® Aro =#js^ do not take all that 

is there. 2. rem.pron. So much, ®SgjdSc 

a, esUSi so many persons; everybody. 

pi Pajio wd.Oj =#^7a>PpJ I will 

give as much as you ask. so long. 

go much. so far, so much. 

PPdP^ twice as much. four times as 

much. that is all I say. 

adv. Completely, altogether, wholly. 

so much for so much. vZfoa’F 

among all. 2. whilst, in the mean time. 

3. before that, prior to. 4. than. 55 

sAwceS, Pxioii before that. 

only so much, or so much. psad) 

wmSrid tStris^ if you have so 

much strength, why are you thus afraid ? 

or e^esu is it not 1 since, as, indeed, even, 

really, entirely, you know, Sfc. ssdfio 
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heis a worthy man, is he not, ? or, yon 

know. <#oas gd&> 
a -° ej 

yon have to give me ten pagodas, have you 

not? 

s. essS^^oioe- ashteishvarya, See » 

& V«V 

s. ashtottara-puje, 
s. Worship, consisting of the repetition of 

108 of the principal names of a deity, and 

offering a piece of the plant sacred to him 

after each name. 

s. ©rdo3$^} ©cdo3}*|^s? a-sankhye,asan- 

khyata, adj. Innumerable, incalculable. 

S. ©Koa ^ a-sangata, adj. Improper, in¬ 

apposite, inappropriate, 2 adverse. 3. de¬ 

ficient. 4. irregular, rfoKS an untoward 

. circumstance. 

S. ©rood^c" a-sandarbha, adj. Uncon¬ 

nected, incorrect, irrelevant, confused. 

s. ©Tdodo asanghya, See ejSa%. 

A. C. ©ro^Q asakari, v. n. To pant. 

A. o. ©cds^, ©Ka^ asakali, asagali, 
v. a. To lose, drop, let fall. 

T. b. ©Kt^, ©Topols a-sakti, a-sakuti, 
See 

C. ©To a asaga, s. A washerman. a 

washerwoman, e^rtci sa3 the washerman 

caste. 

C. ©rode asadu, interj. of prohibition, 

driving off, &c. 

T. B. ©’rod a-sadde, s. Disdain, 

scorn, contempt. 2. negligence, inattention, 

carelessness. to contemn, despise, 

neglect, slight, trifle with, wfi* be 

indifferent, careless, heedless, negligent, inat¬ 

tentive. 

S. ©KS a-sati, s. A disloyal or unchaste 

woman, jfo* a bastard. 

O. ©rod^* asadala, s. Impotence, inabili¬ 

ty. adj. Unable, impracticable. 

s. ©rddo^olxid, ©rods*>§£ a-sama-na- 

yana, a-samaJcsha, s. SMva with an odd 

number (three) of eyes. 

S. ©K^do a-sabhya, adj. Vulgar, bad, not 

worthy of admission into an assembly- 

S. ©rddo a-sama, adj. Unequal, odd, di¬ 

verse. 

S. ©rddooSo a-samaya, adj. Unseasonable. 

s. ©cddo^id a-sama-shara, s. Cupid, hav¬ 

ing an odd number (five) of arrows. 

s. ©code®d a-samdna, adj. Unequal, 

dissimilar, incomparable. 

h. ©ddJS asamdnagiri, s. A ceil¬ 

ing cloth. to put up a ceiling 

cloth. 

S. ©codTSTj^ a-scimdpta, adj. Incomplete, 

unfinished. a participle. 

t. b. ©cdo^, ©ajoa^ asaiya, asan- 

gya, See 

A. C. ©cod asara, s. Abuse, contumely. 

c. ©roc's pi asardni, See sttcrari. 

h. ©Ke;o, ©ro<yo, ©?doe>o asalu, asilu, 

CLSulu, s. Original stock, principal. 2. 

prime cost. 3. a fair copy. 4. first sort or 

class. esriSrt 4js>z&> to give or lend money 

free of interest. 2. to give for prime cost, 

estfow the original land rents. 

0. ©rddc^d asttvcdlada,, adj. Inaccessible, 

distant, destitute of confidence. 2. firm, fix¬ 

ed, immovable, impracticable. ^ 

an inaccessible mountain, eJisSg'risi, 

an inaccessible man. an in¬ 

accessible woman. rioriJ an im¬ 

movable stone pillar. 

t. b. ©coded asavasa, See 

0. ©rd d^O^oo asavaliyu v. n. Strength 

to fail; to faint, grow weary, perish. See 

s. ©cds'so^odd a-sdhdya-para, s. An 

independent person, one who does not need 

help. 

s. ©rdsd^o, ©rdosd^ asakya, asanhya, 

s. Loathsomeness, disgust, aversion, displea¬ 

sure. adj. Hateful, vile, loathsome, dis¬ 

gusting, intolerable. *Si&, wjJoSo’o 4js 

to be disgusted with, to loathe, to feel an 

aversion to. 

s. ©Tdc^drs, ©KtaddrS a-sadhara- 

na, a-sadarane, adj. Rare, not general, 

uncommon. 2. difficult, 

great learning. 

S. ©cd"3Z^ a-sddhya, adj. Unachievable, 

impracticable, impossible, irreparable, irre¬ 

mediable. an incurable disease. 
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ejhsrfjSi one who cannot be controlled. 65^ 

impossibility. 

S. ©cd’DoO^t) asaven, s. The name of a 

tune. 

S. S9r0 dsi, s. A sword, a scimitar. 

Kubera the god of riches, and regent of the 

north. 2. he who bears a sword. a 

hell, consisting of a forest, all whose leaves are 

swords. ^ a knife. a fencer. 

c. escJeteo , ©cJXoo asi-lcallu, asi-qal- 
co co > v 

lu, s. A slab on which condiments are 

ground. r(ooz& a slab and mullar. 

S. asikni, s. The female servant in 

a seraglio. 

C. S9rJ7^ asige, s. The act of shooting. 2. 

a high bench. 

S. a-sita, [Wpriv. white] s. Black. 

2. Satnrn. 3. the dark lunar fortnight. 4. 

dark blue, the black-faced monkey. 

C. asi-nadu, s. A slender, delicate 

waist (like a sword.) 

C. asi-bandu, adj. Vulgar, low, 

coarse. 

A. C. asiyal, s. A female friend. 

C. ©cJcsrfo asi- 

yu, asiyddu, asidddu, v. n. To shake, 

move, pendulate; to be loose, to sink in. v. a. 

(for *^) To shoot, cast, or throw. 2. to grind 

or pound. 

C. SScJoi asisi, interj. of disgust, dissent, 

displeasure, &c. 

S. SScoo, asu, $. Life. 2. the five vital 

breaths or airs of the body, considered essen¬ 

tial to life. e&'siswJato^Oasin 

to give one’s life for another, wjiorta ill luck, 

bad fate or destiny, e Arrays ex preservation 

of life. to revive, receive life. wib 

siyctix) to die, perish, to take away 

life, to kill. be es¬ 

caped with his life. WJbs&d&sSo# so that life 

may return. ^ to lose life, 

to resign one’s life, be came 

alive. w&S&aziafc God. 2. a king. 3. a 

husband. &&&& a dear or kind friend. 2. 

a soldier, who lives by risking his life. wArra 

subsistence, support, ezbejst? escaping 

with life, when giving up life, 

when dying. 

c. SSojjo^o, ©roooAo, SSToooaoo asunku, 

asungu, asumbit, V. n. To shake, wave, 

swing, move. 2. to interfere or meddle with, 

jx^sbo^ex »ai if you 

meddle with him he will assail you. S^~oo 

■9- esrtweakja med¬ 

dle with me, and you will then know what 

will happen to you. 

S. ©rooodd a-sundara, adj. Ugly, de¬ 

formed, without beauty. 

T. B. 5£>ojo7\ asuge, See adv. Quickly. 

See «*• 

a. o. asuko- 

lu, asugdlu, s. A lever. 2. a driver’s whip. 

A. C. eSNblSs&do asu-bemaru, s. Perspi¬ 

ration from weakness or fatigue. 

S. &7jOXi a-SUra, [» priv. a deity] s. A 

demon or giant, e-otisto, w*craO, a 

Ada^) Vishnu, the foe of the giants. wAua 

0 jiorijS Cupid, the son of Vishnu. vAti, es:Jj 

osor!^ a female giant. =s^ a deed of 

the giants. 2. a cruel deed. 

A. c. ©do'dooio'do asurusuru, S. A deep 

or heavy sigh. 

s. ©cojsojo, esolooSo, Sf)coj3o3o<§ asu- 

ya, asuye, asuyate, s. Malignity, hatred, 

envy, jealousy. 2. calumny, detraction. » 

a malicious person, an envious man. 

v>tSjssJ) ZjZh to bear mahce or envy. tSTbsefta 

ri8o^ free from malice or envy, 

s. asurJcshana, s. Neglect, 

contempt, disregard, 

s. C9oasrifcu, s. Blood, 

c. ©<§aiw ase, aseyu, See 

T. B. asekheya, See w*%. 

T. B. asesa, See 

S. SSoo^ asta, adj. Sent, cast, thrown, dis¬ 

appeared. 

S. esToskSk, ©wdrodasta- 

maya, astamana, astamana, s. Sunset. 

Sxrb to set, go down, disappear, as the 

sun. 

h. 297^, esddo, astar, astaru, 

astri, s. The lining of a garment, 

to put in a lining. 

s. 55cd"» eScd-s di, e£Jco?\t> asta- 
—° -°_y —o 
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chala, astadri, asta-giri, s. The west¬ 

ern mountain, behind which the sun is sup¬ 

posed to set. 

T. B. ©r^ asti, See . 

T. B. ©rJd astir a. See Mbd. 

c. ©& zsrj, ©Risuri, ©& arzti astiwa- 
-o 0 ’ _o • 

ra, asthiwara, astibhara, s. A founda¬ 

tion. 

S. ©coo (33 odo astu-ndma, s. Consent, a- 

greement. to consent, acquiesce. 

S> as^ra, s. A weapon in general, a 

missile, arms. 2. a sword. 3. a how. e 

Jb) ^ an arsenal, a soldier. «3^> 

sijswrfi an armourer, a sword or tool cleaner, 

ddoonsob a dep6t of arms. 

S. ©o^ asthi, s. Bone. in the hones, 

as fever, &c. 2. living as long as the bones 

remain together. rtd internal fever. 

the back-hone, (skin 

and bone) very thin, wfoesb doad a 

skeleton. ©h an urn. eh eb sts'd 

whites. 

S. a-sthira, [e priv. w stable] adj. 

Fleeting, unstable, frail. 

8* ^ ^ asthl-hara, s. Shiva, having 

a necklace of human skulls. 

S. asmad-wdchaka, $. The 

first person of a verb. 

S. t£>7jj asra, s. Blood. 2. hair. 3. a cor¬ 

ner. e>^5) a leech; a giant, a demon, one 

who drinks blood. 

s. ©ro^Sd^lb a-swapnaru, s. Gods, who 

do not sleep. 

S. ©roQTj a-SWara, adj. Discordant, out of 

tune. 

S. ©oo£S^ a-swa-washa, s. Absence of 

mind, flurry, perturbation. 

S. a-sioarasya, adj. Insipid, 

sapless, juiceless. 2. prosy, dull, meagre, 

vapid. 

S. asioeirini, $. A continent 

woman. 

s. ©sdos^d, ©sdo&io3o, ©sdo^ & a- 

han-kara, ahan-lcriye, ahan-kriti, s. 

Egotism, pride, self-conceit, arrogance, ©2°°^ | 
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B~o ddo to be arrogant, self-conceited 

or proud, proudly, arrogantly. 

©sdowsO, essdo^ddsSjSo, ssscowaddod a proud, 

insolent, or self-conceited man. 

s. ©sdoi^, 05jQ81)Q5o,^q ahamtwa, 

aJiam-hrahmatwa, s. Selfishness, egotism, 

self-conceit. 

s. ©sdo^jpEjs-^ aham-purvike, s. Emu¬ 

lative onset, or contest. 

S. ?52cOodo3 aliam-mati, s. A vain, con¬ 

ceited mind. 

S. ©sdoa^oo ahamyu, adj. Proud, s. pride. 

S. ©5i)^ a-Tiata, [© priv. beaten] s. An 

unbleached cloth. 

S. ©So£) ahani, s. Day. eaS^ate from day 

to day. 2. from hand to mouth. 

H. ©So?) ahani, S. Iron. eaS&v&ioswto 

iron ware, hard ware. 

s. ©So(3^5o£) ahanyahani, See ©^5. 

s. ©5d£>o5d£D^ aham-ahamike, s. Mili- 

tary vaunting, bragging. 2. assertion or 

conceit of superiority. 3. emulation, rivalry. 

s. ©5q£>s""?> ahar-nisha, s. Day and night, 

s. ©SqTjS'.B, ©SogtSS ahar-pati, ahah- 

pati, s. The sun, the ruler of the day. 

s. ©SoSdoos'SO ahar-muklia, s. The dawn, 

break of day. 

H. ©Sc^OO ahale-kalam, s. Government 

clerks or writers. 

H. ©sd^usddo ahale-kararu, s. Military 

and civil officers. 

T. B. ©ooeraid ahallada, [tsaa* d] s. Joy, 

gladness. 

H. ©So £33 <50 ahawdlll, s. Circumstances. 

S. ©So, ©Sorco^ aha, akassu, s. A day, 

the day time. eao^d?& the sun. 

H. ©So 13(30 ahashdm, adj. Military. © 

the armed peon office, ©2°^*° a 

armed peons. 

S. ©55SOLOS' aliarya s. A mountain. 

S. ©So ahi, s. A snake or serpent. 2. the 

sun. 3. Baku, the ascending node. 4. a 

traveller. a snake charmer. ©^ 

ysod air. ©So•qSob dread of a serpent; fear 

from one’s own party, as the fear of a lurking 

serpent. eSotft^ a peacock. 2. the brah- 
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many kite. 3. a mungoose; all which devour 

serpents. e&A&asfas Shiva, decorated with 

snakes, k&wsow a demigod so called, with 

a human face and a serpent’s tail. 

S. SSSo^ a-Jlita, s. An enemy. 2. injury, 

harm. adj. Unfriendly, unsalutary. 

S. iScozioca^j ahi-mahile, s. A woman of 

the serpent race. 

S. ©3o5o aJliha, s. Indra. 

A. C. 5S5oo ahu, [esrt>] v.n- To become, to he. 

esscozSo it is, it exists, it will be; yes. ttSWJ 

to deny the existence or possession of a 

thing. ^jsoz& SojJo 

oriozg&s BdO vfScdo^borWo 

tjsild j will seize the tribe of serpents, and 

if they say the resuscitating jewel is not there, 

I will erase the decree of Bramlia, Vishwu, 

and Indra. 

S. aho-bala, s. The name of 

a sacred mountain. 

S. ZS&s&fpz&j aho-rdtri, s. A day of 24 

hours from sun-rise to sun-rise. 

T. b. alankarane, See 

tin. 

c. 0^o7\o alanku, alangu, See 

tsvteb. 

C. alanke, s. Obstacle, hindrance, 

impediment. 

c. alan-kollu, 

alan-gollu, See under w?. 

T. B. 9S^o7\ alanga, inaccessible] 

«. A rampart. 

T. B. tS^OASToo alangarisu, See wuo^e^i. 

C. alanchu, See under ev. 

C. alanjuli, s. A coward, a ti¬ 

mid man. 2. a feeble man. 3. a reserved 

man. 

c. alantu, alandu, See 
estfUo. 

C. alanduli, s. A man who stints 

himself, a miser. 2. a coward. 

A. o. 59^0300 alambam, See e*ot». 

s. 55^^, alaka, alahe, s. A curl, 

a ringlet, curling the hair. 2. 

adorned with ringlets. 

T. B. ©^0 alaJcam, See 

A. o. alakartalu, s. 

An affectionate woman. 

0. ©$^0 aldku, See wk*. Also en*. 

0. ©^t?da^ alakollu, See under «“'?• 

o. ©^£oo, ©^s^os* alachu, alarchu, 

See WJb under o?. 

c. ©$&3o, esj^&s- alatu, alartu, [comp, 

etito] m. To shake or move. 2. to sigh 

or shew great pain, weariness or impatience, 

in severe sickness, &c. 

c. ©$3, ©'^3 a/afe, (data, a- 

lati, s. A measure of capacity or distance. 

2. measurement or the act of measuring. ® 

sijsi^o to measure. to see any 

thing measured. 2. to examine the correct¬ 

ness of a measurement. to bear in 

mind what is measured. 2. to limit. 3. to 

make fit. svcrfoo to ascertain the quan¬ 

tity. sstfiritfsted) immeasurable, boundless. 

C. ©?/dop4X aladuniga, s. A miser, one 

who stints himself and others. 

A. C. SS^'do alaru, V. n. To fear, he afraid. 

2. to wander. 3. to he perturbed or agitated. 

4. to blossom, hud or open, as a flower. 5. 

to grieve, sorrow, be distressed, wearied, faint, 

or fatigued, s. Fear, alarm, distress, grief, 

etf&v one who easily cries. 2. a coward. 

3. a fop. 

A. C. ©^sr alarpu, s. Fear, alarm. 

A. C. ©^&0 alalu, v. n. To grieve, sorrow, 

sigh deeply, s. Sorrow, grief. 2. thirst. 

3. anger, to grieve, 

distress, make sorrowful, etfuiwtfto being 

distressed and wearied. estfto 

sorrow, anxiety, perturbation; the act of 

grieving, &c. be became fatigued 

or distressed. 

C. alale-kdi. See ssd^wsc&o. 

A. c. ©^sfo^ alavanka, adj. Confined, 

narrow, pent up. arriv’d narrow 

streets. 

A. C. ©^Sfc$o alavadu, V. n. To be ap¬ 

proved, liked. 2. to wear, to be put on. 3. 

to be comprehended, perceived, or understood. 

4. to be contained in, to hold. 5. to be re¬ 

ceived. wtfsiBXxJ to ornament, decorate, or 

garnish. 2. to place, to put on. 3. to make 
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pleased. 4. to receive, approved, 

pleased, comprehended, perceived, fixed, pla¬ 

ced, put on, contained in. etfsted unequal¬ 

led, unapproved. 

A. C. alavalu, v.n. To grieve, fret, 

be sorrowful, estfWtfo having grieved, 

•wsb v. a. To grieve, distress. 

C. £9^& alavi, s. A lease or agreement 

given to the ryots in writing, to shew the 

principles and rules by which the demands 

of Government, on the land in their occupa¬ 

tion, are to be regulated. 2. a wen. 

A. C. £9^S3 alavi, s. A single combat. 2. 

contiguity, nearness. 3. excellence, good¬ 

ness. 4. strength. 5. trouble, sorrow. estf 

Sriv to recover from sorrow. 2. to lose 

strength. 

A. C. es^A'do alavigaru, s. Friends. 

Sririv’aridj the friends of the Pandus. 

c. a5odo alavi-sdyaru, s. Sea 

customs. 

C. alavu, s. Depth, measure, length. 

2. strength, prowess. 3. capacity, ability. w 

tfdvoiw strength to be impaired, 

death. ;>t>?(ea*you do not know your 

own strength. without strength. sSe 

it is not in my power to say. & 

aSss>Qrt&$ who is able to praise ? 

A. 0. alavu-golu, s. An oar. 

2. a stick for striking a measure. 

C. £2^x3 alave, s. A species of Myroba- 

G. £2>^o^O& alashandi, s. Neglect, care¬ 

lessness, sloth- 

A. 0. £9^7oJ alasu, s. Blanditioe in tem¬ 

pore coeundi. 

C. es^coo alasu, See evd) under W. 

C. £9^^ alala, interj. of surprise or aston¬ 

ishment. 

C. £5^^5X>o!b alald-kdi, See 

c. S9^,x>5o^ aldvuli, aldhali, 
See esrsa^a. 2. a violent dispute, adj. smart, 

bright, quick. 

C. £2^ ali, v. n. To perish, die. 2. to waste, 

decay. 3. to be obliterated, effaced, out of 

order, Wribvtf dead and living. 2. v. a. 

To measure. evsb to destroy, kill. 2. to 

waste, spoil, ruin. 3. to efface, obliterate. 

4. to cause to be measured. 5. to make cry. 

S. £2^ ali, s. The large black bee. 2. a 

scorpion, w?> the female bee or scorpion. 

2. multitude. 3. a line or row. 

S. £S^o-rf alinda, See e*s°rf. 

C. £2^-&coO alikisu, v. a. See un¬ 

der 

s. £2^-o\°ti;7s^a3o ali-kira-nydya, s. 

The natural enmity between the black bee 

and the pan ot. 

S. £2^5*0^, £9^(0£^,£2^)<£;xo-& ali- 

kuntale, ali-veni, ali-nildnki, s. A 

woman whose tresses are like black bees. 

S. alike, [of wf)] s. Crying, weeping. 

C. £2^3’j«)ojO ali-kusu, s. A still-born 

child. 

S. £2^^^tJ^ ali-keirava, s. The black 

bee and white lily. 2. a black lily. 

C. ali-ganna, s. A blinkard. 

C. £2^9a£^a ali-gabbiga, s. A bad poet. 

C. £9^7? alige, s. A measure. 

C. ali-gollu, See «w. 2. to as¬ 

semble, be collected, congregate. 

0. £2^£^o alicTlU, See wd> under w. 

0. £2^rf alida, part, [of w] Deceased, per¬ 

ished, faded, a faded curl. 

0. £2^ZjJ alipu, See WJfo under 

C. £2^>S^ ali-bili, See e®^- 

0. £2alibu, s. Erasure, destruction. 

See 

C. £2^CX)o aliya, S. A son-in-law, daughter’s 

husband. the son of a man’s sis¬ 

ter, or of a woman’s brother, wo* i>&> vStf 

(proverb) the dawn discovers the son-in- 

law’s blindness. Wo*i!?i stoa s*;3c*<? 

cs*^?s sfraa to adopt a son-in-law. wo* 

s a cagte of people in Canara, 

among whom a man’s estate descends to his 

sister’s son instead of his own son. 

A. C. £9P?o3je)?3 aliydse, [ea under » 

a] s. Vain hope, fruitless desire. 

A. c. £2^>dSoz3o3j ali-yedeya, s. A ti¬ 

mid man, a coward. 

C. £2<^>, £9^o€ alile, alule, See 



A. C. ©^^dtk alivadu, [ev and v. n. 

To perish, be destroyed, ruined. 

C. ©^^j alivu, [See »v] s. Death, destruc¬ 

tion, ruin. adj. Fading, perishing. 

A. C. ©^sSpso ali-vennu, s. A low, mean 

woman. 

A. 0. ©<^3do alihu, See «?v3i. 

C. ©^£>0 dlilu, s. A squirrel, ’Sorivwo the 

red squirrel. 

C. ©$o alu, v. n. To cry, to weep. 

fcsv’aa'# crying, having cried, wsbrUtfo 

a cross, crying child, wy'oomarks of 

crying on the face, «stf)oq«J tears. 

$" a bitter cry. a shrill or squeak¬ 

ing voice, fretful¬ 

ness, easily crying. essbworbwaA fretfully. 

C. ©^oofro alunku, See 

A. C. ©f^JO&i^O alunjalam, s. Fear, alarm 

A. o. ©^o^ alumpu, alupu, 

See wv* under wv. 

A. C. ©$>oa» alurnbu, S. Excess, abun¬ 

dance. adj. Great, much, 

c. ©^fSb, ©<^> aluku, 

alku, aluka-dattu, v. n. To be afraid, 

timid, diffident. 2. to shrink, stoop, bend, 

or quake from guilt, fear, &e. 3. to throb, 

dart, or shoot, as a thorn in the flesh, s. fear, 

alarm, tremor. ctfw'tb-efo shrinking; throb¬ 

bing. #3 a&KJrttfo# 

ci® the earth groans in great distress, trem¬ 

bling under the burden of the giants. sssddA 

S the a- 

dulteress is in alarm wherever she goes, 

are there any in the 

universe not afraid of slander ? sstfo-S-da v. a. 

To alarm, frighten. 2. to make ashamed, 

to abash. 3. to shake, loosen. 

C. ©$oao alugu, v. a. To shake, to loosen. 

v. n. To decay, to go to dust. s. Decay, 

c. ©^efo, ©^oEdosr, ©$>^j aluchu, 

alurchu, alupu, See eunder ev. Al¬ 

so wv^j. 

C. ©^Oodoo alumu, v. a. To bruise, to pul¬ 

verize with the feet. s. Weeds, 

c. alu-more, s. A mournful 

or crying countenance. * 

C. ©^oijj aluru, See 'stfdo or 

A. C. ©^O^os- alurku, V. n. To rise or 

swell up, to expand. 

A. 0. ©^otf S" alurke, s. Siege, seizure, 

surrounding, j to seize, surround. 

C. ©^/o^ alulu, See wvt'o. 

c. ©^/o^d^J aluvali, [See wvds?.] s. A 

daughter’s dowry. 

C. ©?</o^ aluvu, See evsj. 2. grief, crying. 

A. 0. ©<$0odo alusu, See under «?• 

0. ©^/o^o aluhu, See ev* under wv. 

c. ©^, ©^cxrio a/e, aleyu, v. a. To 

measure, to mete. w^=Ab|Jo, wsfdo to 

measure one’s self, or for one’s self. 

to measure out to another. w 

<£cdoo, to measure even with 

the striker. wsfoin, evcrfco, to 

give heaped measure. essfc&j to press 

down in measuring, ts^du 

to take extra measure by dexterously turning 

over the measure whilst the hand supports 

more than it properly holds. measured, 

tstfi measurement, v. n. to play in water, 

to keep unusually long in water. 

A. C. ©"^ ale, s. Buttermilk. 2. the ab¬ 

domen. Sortie the abdomen swelling. 

A. C. ©^ 7\o aleyu, s. Excess, abundance, 

much. 

A. C. ©^£^0 aleveru, s. A bastion. 

A. c. ©^8tf alkaja, s. The effects of evil 

looks. 2. surprise. to 

suffer from evil looks. 2. to be surprised. 

to fix evil eyes on one, to affect by 

evil looks. 

A. C. ©^o50 al/came, s. Wonder, surprise. 

A. 0. ©^Sadoo alkariyu, v. n. To long 

after, to desire. 2. to droop with sorrow. 

s. love, affection, she went with 

affection, or desire. 

A. C. ©4^t3 alkare, [»%«] s. Fondness, 

friendship, attachment, love. 

A. c. ©^e?s-^3 alkartalu, s. 

An affectionate woman. an affec¬ 

tionate man, 

A. c. ©^TeOSiZdo alkasam-badu, v. M. 

To be beloved. 

c. ©^ra^cdo alkddu, See wVo*. ev\U 
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0^ 
fear, alarm, trembling, a. c. to be completed, 

to be finished. 

A. c. ©°/o^ alku, See e^. 

A. C. ©^o^ alku, See wtfo's'a. 

c‘ s. Crying, weeping. See ®'A>. 

A. C. alkegaru, s. Valiant per¬ 

sons, men of courage. 

A. c. ©<£> pi alffini, s. The name of a tree. 

2.'See 

A. c. ©^o algu, See 

A. C. ©jS^O alcham, s. Wonder, surprise- 

C. ©^o_ alchu, See under wv. 

C. aljabu, s. A roaring, a loud cry. 

T. B. ©<^ alti, See 

C- ©"^ alte, s. See 2. a reel to wind 

threads on. 

aldapu, s. Ambush, refuge, 

c. aldottu, t,*]. ®. a. 
To press down in measuring. 

C. aldoppisu, v. a. To 

measure" and deliver. 

C. aldoiyu, v. a. To measure 

and pour out. 

C. aldolalu, v.n. To cry and 

struggle. 

C. alnela, s. Salt ground. 

A. C. alnddu, v. a. To finish 

complete, exhaust. 

C. ©^js^a almoga, See evbsS^tf. 

O. 6S<^"S^&3o alvatu, s. A common practice. 

C. ©^ alpu, See ev* 
under ov. 

c- allalta, allalaka, 

Thin, watery, attenuate. 2. big, loose, 

as a coat, &c. to attenuate. 

C* allana, s. A saddle. 2. knitting, 

netting, &c. 

C. ©^r»rrfo allddu, See e®*. 

C. ©$T^pl^ alldnige, s. A water spout. 

C. ©^^ alldr a, s. A native chimney. 

A. C. ©^tfo flZKrM, ». n. To be moving, 

to be agitated, to shake. 
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C. ©^ a lie, s. The groin or hip. 

to tickle the side. 

aUe-kdi, See wd^wscao. 

S. ©j^ aksha, s. A die, cubic or oblong, for 

gambling, gambling with dice. 2. 

a wheel. 3. the eye. Kg^aio Shiva, with 

three eyes. 4. the senses. 6. a giant, the 

son of Havana. Hawumanta, destroyer 

of 6. a law suit. 7. heleric myrobalan. 

8. knowledge. 9. the soul. 

a. c. ©g^£>7^, ©g£e?£)^o3o aksha-ta- 

dige, aksha-tiitiye, s. A ceremony, in 

the second Hindu month, on the third lunar 

day, of married women, who bathe, present 

to each other turmeric, betel nut and fruit, 

and then make an offering of flowers, &c. to 

Gowri. 

s. ©gi^j ©j^, ©§■■ 3, ©g;o3 akshate, 

akshata, akshati, akshanti, s. Raw 

rice mixed with other ingredients and used 

for religious purposes, &c. There are three 

kinds; raw rice, saffron and ghee 

mixed together, and presented daily to house* 

hold gods; 2. tils* the same ingredients 

mixed with chunam, and thereby made red. 

This is taken in a silver cup to persons receiv¬ 

ing an invitation, and each invited guest, ac¬ 

cepting the invitation, takes a small portion. 

It is also used by Smdrtas, as a daily offering 

to a metal form of the sun; 3. ^jt**3|* raw 

rice alone used religiously, 

s. ©gj^CPDok aksha-ddma, See 

s. ©g;z3i°£>, ©g^os^s- aksha-de'vi, ak- 

sha-dhurta, s. A gamester, 

s. ©g^sks-, ©g-jS^a, ©g^tre&o^ ak- 

sha-dharma, aksha-de'vi, aksha-pd- 

taka, s. A judge. 

S. ©g^Ji><2> aksha-mdle, s. A rosary or 

string of beads, especially of the seeds of the 

JSlceocarpus, used in devotion. 

S. ©g;o3o akshaya, s. The 60th year of the 

Hindu cycle of sixty. stoSj s. A brass 

vessel for receiving alms. 2. an inexhausti¬ 

ble vessel. 3. a sort of charitable allowance 

to brahmans from the gross produce, adj. 

Indestructible*unwasting, never decreasing. 

6. ^§5^ akshara, s. A letter or character 



of the alphabet, a compound letter. 

«5j£d ddowsto orthographical errors. ^3^ 

the study of the alphabet or the ele¬ 

ments of a language. 2. eternal beatitude, 

or exemption from farther transmigration. 

3. religious austerity. 4. moral merit. 5. 

the sky. 6. a name of Shiva, Hramha, Sfc. 

S. akshardksharanu, s. 

The soul of souls, God .; the Supreme spirit. 

S. aksha-labdha, s. Dice. adj. 

Gained by gambling. 

s. ©j£0^, ©gj&d^ aksha-lile, aJtsha- 

vidya, s. Gambling. 

S. ©§^6, ©g>)7VDd, 

aksha-shdle, akskdgdra, akskdgra- 

Idlaka, s. Divisions on a dice-board or cloth. 

S. ©35 aJcshi, s. An eye. 2. prosperity, suc¬ 

cess. the motion of the eyes. 

a film over the eyes, the eye 

sight, e^rttfPvb having opened the eyes. 

S. ©^(5 Pc) akshina, adj. Undiminishing, 

un wasting. 

s. ©j£o2p3, ©^# akshubhita, ak- 

shobha, adj. Unmoved, firm, stable, calm. 

2. imperishable, immortal. 

S. ©^vO^SopI akshohini, s. A battalion, 

consisting of 109,350 infantry ; 65,610 caval¬ 

ry; 21,870 chariots ; 21,870 elephants. 

23. 

C. 23 a, The second letter of the alphabet, 

sounded as a in far. 2. used as a rem. dem- 

pronoun; as, w that man. es soorido 

that woman. 3. a vocative or interrogative 

affix; as, 0, friends; wc&cdsa fiave 

you come ? 

S. 25* a, A prefix implying, diminution. 2. 

limit, (inceptive, from, from hence or that 

time.) 3. limit, (conclusive, until, unto, as 

far as.) 4. prefixed to verbal nouns, it ex¬ 

tends or reverses their meaning; as, 

rising; ascending, mounting up. ddo 

going. Mrtdo coming. 

S. angika, adj. Gesticulated, ex¬ 

pressed by bodily action. 

-S. ©o'Atjro angirasa, s. A patronymic of 

(son of Angirasa.) 2. the sixth year 

in the Hindu cycle of sixty. 

A. C. 7\J dngolagu, s. A cow’s 

hoof. 

S. 25*033^0^)0 anjaneya, s. A patronymic 

Hanumanta (son of 

C. 25*o& andi, s. A Shivite mendicant. 

s. ©os$ anta, postposition. Till, until. 

s. 25*o3ol><r dntarya, s. The mind. 2. 

opinion, sentiment. See sport. 

C. 25*o^o untu, See under 

C. dntukkalu, s. Vain boast¬ 

ing. fSosk^si^o a vain boaster. 

S. antra, s. Bowels, entrails or in¬ 

testines. a rupture. 

T. B. 23ou>*?)^Jj5 andalane, See tso 

C. 25*cd andi, s. Bail, bond, security, sure¬ 

ty. S^PPo;3c^(><£;3rtv/a^p;r3>rt Oo&cdssPP Wd 

* if y0U become security 

for me to Government, they will release me. 

C. 25*o£)a andiga, $, A surety. 2. a beau, 

a dandy. 

C. 25*od.o and,ii. See under wsto. 

0. SJodo7\<y^ dndu-gallu, s. A grind¬ 

stone, a fiat stone on pillars, by the way-side, 

for resting burdens upon. See 

C. 25*0(5 a andega, s. The white screech- 

owl. See sooas^P. 

s. dndola, dn- 

dolane, s. Swinging, oscillation. 

5s kps a rocking chair. 2. the swinging mo¬ 

tion of an elephant or an idiot. 2. t. b. a 

palankeen. 

S. 25*oi5jj)^f^i5i andolika, s. A palankeen. 

s. dndhasika, s. A cook. 

s. 25*ozjO dndhra, s. Telugu. «°p) 
Telingana. 
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A. C. C?oa>^ dmbanu, s. A sloth, a slug¬ 

gard. 

T. b. Z?o&ti, Z?oay dmbara, dmbra, See 

v&j and 

A. C. dmbalu, s. The blue water lily. 

t. b. eyo?osdt§, eyogSj^pa, zso-^p^, 

dmbavade, dmbodi, dmpoli, 

umbori, See 

c. Z50Z& dmbu, s. A reed, a rush. v. a. 

To press down. v. n. To feel about. 

C. eotjsao dmshulu, s. A sour kind of 

fruit. 

S. ZS&o-tf d-kantha, adj. Up to the neck 

or brim, sjOsj/sSfomsPi eruiU stas&d he 

gorged himself. 

S. Z3^o^ d-kampana, s. Great motion, 

shaking, trembling, t0 tremble, « 

*ol>* adj. Trembling, greatly agitated. 

C. 55=5* &> d-kata, s. A jest, a joke. 2. mirth, 

fun. 3. derision, mockery. 

T. B. C?:5*3'3ot)} akatai, J^yds^cSur a felon] 

s. A worthless, unprincipled man, a depraved 

character. 

S. ZS&x} ahara, s. Foundation for any 

thing to rest on. 2. means of subsistence. 

3. ground for an assertion or act. 4. autho¬ 

rity for the use of a word. 5. a mine. 

d ^nD-d 53 qaacS o"oo&5ja^ have you any 

means of subsistence in that townP 

=&®^j to gain a footing, to establish for 

one’s self. 

C. dJcardi, s. A rasp, file. 

S. eJ^pIc-Too, dJcarnisu, d- 

karnisu, v. n. To give ear, to listen, 

till the ear. es^jraFo^jriPi i'f to draw 

the bowstring as far as the ear. od 

a long eye; lit. reaching to the ear. 

S. akarsha, s. A die or dice. 2. 

playing with dice. 3. drawing, attraction, 

charming by spells, &c. 4. an organ of 

sense. o^fSj to attract, to draw. 

a loadstone or magnet. £jo 

dSA to repeat ejecting and attracting 

incantations. 

s. 555^ dkalpa, s. Dress. 2. embellish¬ 

ment, ornament. 

55=tF^ 

t. b. Z3^i>, ZS^Tj dkasha, dkasa, See 

S. ZS^rj^j dkasmika, adj. Unexpected, 

sudden; rare. 

C. ZStffa dkalu, S. A cow. *d 0r 

a cow’s calf, a herdsman. 

£i a cow that has miscarried, wdn* 

’sVo a cow near calving. SjosWVo, Sooras^yj 

a herd of cows. a kine pen or fold. 

C. dkaldsa, s. Disgust. 

"do to loathe, be disgusted, to 

disgust, a disgusting man. 

C. akalisu, v. n. To yawn, gape.2. 

to draw in or contract, as the muscles of the 

stomach from hunger. 3. to take in, draw 

in. yawning, gaping. zAis^cd) 

to draw in an empty stomach. 

the stomach to contract. 

csd =#dcdn 5o^ jdrld Ji^d^doa^v^sidj 

a very large lake receives the water of any 

stream or rivulet. 

0. ukaleru, s. The biliary con¬ 

cretions, gall. 

S. akankshe, s. Desire, wish. 2. 

reversing the order of words in reading for 

practice, owso^do to desire. 

S. Zd&Titf dkdra, s. Form, shape. 2. a 

body. 3. hint, sign, token, s&jasp^wsd the 

human form, wwad arayb to assume a shape. 

awadsS^r&ik to make an effigy, ss^ddvdo 

(to wipe out the form) to ruin, tswacl jijiFcd) 

identification or recognition of a person, 

eswad^ofe^ 0f fine form but little abihty, 

or poor circumstances, w^d riok, ewd Aa\ 

^dissimulation, suppressing all sign or in¬ 

dication of the feelings. 

s. ZSm>xip5 dkdrana, s. TheactofcaUing. 

s. dkdrdkshara, s. The let¬ 

ter 

S. dkasha, s. The sky or atmos¬ 

phere, ether. sbaSca^vS the highest heavens. 

$bvW3,-g the air or empty space in a vessel. 

the part of the atmosphere inclosed in 

a house. eswaS dort the celestial Ganges. 2. 

a cascade, water running down a hill. 

eswas an aerial voice. owsS a 

lantern elevated on a pole in the open air 

during the eighth Hindu month, tsws^ tre 
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n a sky rocket, B»wt the element of 

ether. the milky way, an aerial 

path. to traverse the ethe- 

rial way. 

s. afc'fflfl, dlcirna, 
adg. Crowded, fall. 2. impervious. 

s. ey?sboe£& dkunchana, d- 

kunchita, s. Bending, shrugging up the 

shoulders. 2. contracting or drawing one’s 

self up into a small space. 

S. dkula, s. Grief, distress, sorrow. 

See 

S. akuta, s. Meaning, intention, 

design. 

S. akriti, s. Form, figure. 2. body. 

3. tribe, species. 

s* akrishta, adj. Attracted, drawn. 

attraction; comprehension. See 
es^r. 

C. &$, uke, aki, fem. rem. dem. 'pro. 

hon. She. ts1#^ (M=#cxi)?5^) her. 

A. o. dkewdlaru, s. Compeers, 

equals. 2. valiant, mighty men. 

s. dkranda, dkran- 

dana, s. Crying, weeping, distress, 

to weep, lament, cry aloud, af. 

flicted, distressed. 

S. ty-Sy£broo dkrarnisu, V.a. To grasp, in¬ 

close. 2. to usurp, seize. B*,sfcrf encroach¬ 

ment, usurpation, seizure, inclosure. 

inclosed, grasped. 

S. Wyot dkrdnta, s. Encroachment, 

seizure, usurpation, surrounding, «i;rarb 

to be seized, ^ seized his 

feet (in earnest entreaty.) over¬ 
come with sorrow. 

S. dkrdda, s. The breast between 

the shoulders. 

S. dkro- 

dha, dkrosha, dkroshana, s. Anger, 

malice. 2. curse, imprecation. to 

be angry, curse, bear malice, 

s. e?soo^odkhandalanu, s. indra. 

S. eyso£3 dkhanita, [See part. Dug, 

burrowed, s. See Bsoo. 

H. &JOtk dkharu. See essS^fa, 

S. £?SOTakhdta, g. An artificial pond 

or lake. 

S. CJSOo dkhv, s. A rat, bandicoot. 2. a 

hog. 3. a thief. bjcoS, GanSsha, 

riding on a bandicoot, (rat eater) 

a cat. 

S. akheta, s. Chase, hunting, b 

a hound. 

S. akhelanu, s. A gamester, a 

player. 2. a traveller. 

H. eySj^-rfo, dkheiru, dkheir, s. 

The end. BsB^onftfirt the end of the year. 

the last in a set, or in a pack of 

cards, &c. adv. At last, finally, 

s. eyso^ eys?£ dkhya, dkhye, s. a 

name or appellation. Ba^fa persons of note. 

Ks^oijs^jA) he is called Indra. Bso^ said, 

called, spoken, inflected, as a noun; rehearsed. 

S. aidty ana, s. A narrative, a 

history, aa^cao^fio a teacher, priest, narra¬ 

tor of history. 

S. tyX ay a, s. Transgression, offence, fault. 

Bft a transgressor. 

C. ZSa, ZS7\<i>i, ty7sf again, dgal. 
See under Brb. 

S. agantnka, S. An unexpected 

and uninvited guest. 

C. &/\zi agada, S. Scorn, jeer. 2. jest, 

joke. 3. sport, gaiety. to ridicule, 

joke, make fan of. ertSTStfffc, a 

jocose man, sporter, jester, scoffer. 

S. agata, adj. Come, arrived. 

to be arrived, to be come into possession, 

esrtssjrerfa past and fature. 0ne 

who knows past and future. 

C. ey7\do dgadu. See under b*j. 

A. c. eyA^ agane, S. An enemy, antago¬ 

nist, foe. 

S. tyXsk dgama, s. A work on sacred 

science, and supposed to be of divine origin. 

2. a particular class of science containing 

spells and incantations. 3. {in gram.) aug¬ 

ment, a syllable or letter inserted. 4. com¬ 

ing, approaching. 5. a legal title or voucher, 

written testimony. 6. the ritual of an idol, 

a religious ceremony of any kind. 7. the 

mock marriage of a god and goddess during 
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esrtd 

a festival. MrirfoS^ a precept of the law. wrt 

A%> a purohita, or master of religious cere¬ 

monies. arisfcsstoa^o* vedas and sliastras. 

erisbsio^tfo, to predict, prophesy, 

S. &7\xi dgara, See wn»d. 

C. e?Ad dgara, s. A saltpan. 

S. &7<$sr d-garbha, adj. From birth, 

Mrlp'r one who is rich from his 

birth. 

C. £?a0 dgali. See under «*>. 

C. eJ7\©do dgaliru, See under «rt>. 

T. B. £?aco dgasa. See 

e, dgalike See 

T. b. e?7VS^, dgdtya, dgatya, 

s. Stubbornness, obstinacy, 

Soriorij an obstinate man. sire z* to be 

obstinate. 2. covetousness, greediness. 

S. C?7V3»)o agami, adj. Future. ansSo^fi) 

a prophet, wrasse* the future tense. 

S. Ci’TTS'd dgara, s. A house, a habitation. 

T. B. e?7\T>co dgdsa, See o^- 

S. ZSJ\ agi, See under ert. 

C. CJ'A dgi, See under «rt>* 

0. ey?\Ot37)7^ dginddgye, See under «*>• 

C. C?AO a^M, », «. To be, become, take 

place, occur, be done, finished, ^ofrariiJ it is 

red. he became wise. 

=#?jris®c&G* the work is done, or finished. 

eojs^or t.o?*s ariosiagj “ it is 

done, it is done,” you say, but nothing is 

done. 2. to suit, be fitting for, agree with. 

e>z* ariosi* that will be useful. 3. to 

be practicable or possible. ariosi*®!; 

can he do it ? he can. ariosi 

sio^rUi to the extent of my ability, ariosi 

a practicable thing. It is often added 

to the infinitive of other verbs, and implies 

the possession of ability, as wsporf ijroari^ 

riosi* he can read. ariosio^ sirez*, ariosi so®ri 

to achieve, accomplish, perform, bring 

about. 

agi, past part, having become, taken 

place, &c. asizio Ksc®jotSz3®Pi 4-tSr sicjtsa’i &jso 

having become learned, they obtained 

renown. 2. affixed to infinitives, aft signi¬ 

fies while, as, since, in consequence of, after ; 

as, asSt* jcoa^rioi^tiasPi as they were 

going home. 7*®^) z&®^ri«j$?> after we 

had set out, as we set out, or, in consequence 

of our setting out. So^P'tfas'P' as things are, 

or were, so. 3. affixed to nouns and adjec¬ 

tives, it converts them into adverbs; as, 

soo^sisjsft gladly, blackish. S&sreri 

truly, fig. it expresses likeness, similarity; 

as, siresisSri* he talked like an 

idiot, s&s^o =#o3ozi;io he sat like a 

king. arijio zsdlorio Eoo®crireft> sio^rt uotA he 

came home hungry as a tiger. 4. affixed to 

pronouns, it signifies voluntarily, of itself, 

&c. ^Traft worifio he came himself (alone, 

or, of his own accord.) 5. affixed to datives, 

for, on account of, in behalf of; as, 

he brought it for me. on this 

account. z&raoriosiziw^ft in order to receive. 

sirezsSSw^ft to do. aft aft* to be. a~* 

to^cdjsfOTPin® z5 they are good people, 

riri it is dark. aft w* to occur, happen. 2. 

to agree with, suit. 3. to be on friendly 

terms. 4. to prosper, succeed. 97*^ sire* a 

sSsnaftwsfrz* y0ur conversation does not suit 

him. aft 3ojs%rb to be expended, exhausted, 

finished, done, dead. aft is also declinable; 

as, aft£ ndoF an affair of that time. aft 

port from that time. aftoosrij from time to 

time, now and then. arig at that time. 

t?7\, &a<z», eyxf dga, dgalu, dgal, 
infin. ari ri-jvzSd to achieve, perform. ari®n 

arirtrea* to permit or allow to he or be 

done, art®* to be about to be or take place. 

2. ari signifies then; as, ariasJffr then 

he arose. 3. affixed to participles, it expresses 

time when; as, Ttst* w*sreri when I come, 

asi* z&ra^crert when they had gone. 9®^ “ire 

^rioSn® ri as we were conversing, ansri, an® 

gradually, by degrees, from time to time, 

occasionally, frequently, azreri (0r arrarig) £7* 

A m® remind me occasionally. M 

rrari w* to come gradually. arieJ^ at that 

very time. 2. formerly, a long time ago. 55 

rieJ^ woz5 I came some time ago. asreri (asi 

or and ari) when, criresreri z&a^ri* when 

did they go? a;j®ri<ura always. Sow^zreri at 

other times. arifiozi, aris?o thenceforward. 

O’a£>o dgadu, 3rd per. sing. neg. It 

cannot, must not, ought not to be. 

ri* I cannot (am unable to) do it. sfrs? 

S sJtf arii* there can be no crop without rain. 



(■#£«&$ adrS>) he cannot do it. 

^OTritfd an incompetent person, one lacking 

ability. stozgusrtdi one must not act so. 

esnari<& that cannot be, ought not to be done. 

2. it does not suit, agree with, &c. 

artek it does not suit my constitution, 

esijirt $$rmrizZ) he and I cannot agree, add 

impracticable, unfit, bad, unlawful, improper, 

esriri tZvtj an impracticability, a wicked deed, 

an improper act. aririd an unfriendly man, 

one with whom one cannot agree. add 

to be undone, unachieved. 2- to be unfriend¬ 

ly with. add to fail, not to succeed. 

C?Ae) agali, 3rd per. sing. imp. Let 

him, her or it, be. ad©} 5^ sia 

b Wait till I get a situation, and I 

shall pay you my debt. Mr!©, crire* 

^ very well, (or, so be it) who opposes ? ss'sd 

be it so. 2. either, or. 'scart© «srart© 

either this or that. ?HPsd© e>dpad© either 

you or he. sJoriOT rt© «3i>o±>ns d© wa 

bring it.whether boiled or not. 

agyu, Though, notwithstanding. 

&>^na Kasj though it he so. sSo®<>a»rt^ 

though he go. 2. (adj with conjunctive en») 

there is a great 

difference between those times and the pre¬ 

sent. 

a (Ia, past. part. That became, was 

done, &c. adwscWF an occurrence, adcre cSo 

*’ or «n» <fc>*what is done is done (and can¬ 

not be helped.) he did what 

he could. arad when done. 2. affixed to 

nouns, it converts them into adjectives; as, 

Sfi^tisjad extensive, tpvtefrti heavy. It is al¬ 

so affixed to adjectives; as, dj®d ra>d gi-eat, 

st®23 red. 

adalli, Suppose, in case, on con¬ 

dition that. wos^osradjg dorsad sj<> 

**if y°u are a good man, you must shew 

integrity. wod® pa* wdo^d should 

they come, we will come too. 2. when, sfc 

ifcdsadg eSoshdoddo when the rain comes, it 

wall be cool. 

O’u'SajSj adagyu, However, yet, ne¬ 

vertheless, notwithstanding, though it be. 

wrf* dodwFdFdo, sTSdo; Buarwaj -£dorfd cj^tfo 

he is indeed a wicked man; nevertheless we 

must pity him. ^)^^pacarws^ srid td^o 

it seems clear, but we must examine into it. 

^ though it be so much. 2. soever, 

ax^nar^ how much soever it be. 

Z3Z5vfsg dddgye, [ad and adj] When, 

then, when it is come to pass. Sdd dodosra 

when you are married, aca^ 

let us see how it will be 

(when it has either taken place or failed.) 

£STjt3 ddare, conditional tense, If it be, 

suppose it be. sazrarid jf it be so; well then, 

esifjj Kascdredd if he be a wise man. ?Hdo 

wo& tsdd if you come, in case you come. 2. 

but. rttfWab, add ad* I told him, 

hut he paid no attention. 

ddaru, Or, either, uurfpisddoa erf 

padtioa either this man or that. rlisara d 

■dn rfOc&*, pssfsfcstfda dSoijs; to day or to¬ 

morrow, either will do. 2. any. e© cdsaoa 

ridj® ‘Soar*** is any one there P deajdd/s any 

where, somewhere, »d®dda g0me thing. 3. 

even. t-«& =s>afiadr^ i have not 

even a single cash. as$S>d a pad*® egg he has 

nothing whatever. 4. at least, at any rate. 

=di Sjssa dd« ua at any rate, come to day. 

5. though, yet, d.®d Pd<; rf&; eridos rforfdy 

*^^85 true, he is a great man 5 but his dis¬ 

position is not good. 

T. B. &7\^ See 

S. dgoshta, $. A cow pen. eft* 

an old cow pen. 

T- B. dgnye, See w*,. 

S. dgneya-dikku, s. The 

south east point, a weapon of 

fire, a fire-arrow. 

C. ey7w^ dgyu, See under ads. 

S. ?y^|^ agraha, s. Fury, rage, anger. 2. 

vexation, annoyance. adj&rfj to fall into a 

passion, to become angry. 

S. ey^&£ dghatana, adj. Practicable. 

S. O’aghatya, s. Obstinacy, stub¬ 

bornness, violence. 

S. dghrdnisu, v. a. To smell, 

inhale. a^-ajrf scented, smelled, 

s. eyachandrdrka, adj. As 

long as sun and moon endure. 

S. 4chadisAi, s. A plant so called. 

S. (ichcmiciTiCLf $, Ilinsiug tlie 



mouth, sipping water before religious cere¬ 

monies, meats, &c. from the palm of the 

hand. eefckste a vessel in which water for 

the above purpose is preserved. 

T. B. e?8dchara, See ert <*r. 

S. &£?-'ti£Yd acharane, s. Practising, observ¬ 

ing, as any religious rite, &c. stessJ, 

esese* to observe, celebrate, practise, 

tvt a priestly tabernacle. 

S. O’&yu'd dchara, $. An established rule of 

conduct, an ordinance, an institute, a precept. 

2. conduct, adj. Ceremonially clean, 

traditional observance, the custom of 

forefathers, ceremonial purity in 

religious observances. bad observ¬ 

ances, midnight orgies, ri&rvawsc! regular ob¬ 

servances, proper ceremonies, tfosawstf the 

peculiar customs of a sect. <d|«rs>uad fulfil, 

ling a vow. ’tfoerewscl the practices of a caste. 

gdatr,d religious austerities. strict 

adherence to a certain devotion, a vow, or 

religious rule. S^u^dthe religious observ¬ 

ances of devotees. S^tnd the usage or 

custom of a country, wsc! a bad practice. 

(?us^wjd the custom of the world, tsmti 

disorderly in ceremonial observances. « 

wad a regular man. 

S. O’e^'solis' acharya, s. A spiritual guide 

or preceptor, one who invests the student 

with the sacred thread, and instructs him 

in the law of sacrifices and mysteries of reli¬ 

gion. 2. a priest, eswaakr ^ ordination 

or inauguration of a priest. 

C. ache, declinable adv. tseld, ej^crio, 

essS^®, 

On that side, beyond. 2. after, after¬ 

wards, (either of time or place.) 

S. cy&T-sJ dchita, s. A weight of ten soodo 

a cart load. 

S. ZSsS-tf dchira, adj. Eternal, immortal, 

always existing. 

S. d-choshya, adj. Savoury, 

palatable, dainty. 

s. e?sS^<^8orf dch6UJcd-baddha,s. 
A female’s bodice. 

T. B. e?&E£trj3o dchchariya, See Modor. 

S. achhanna, adj. Covered, sheath¬ 

ed. 

s. £?<yra<SJ£> dchhddana, dch- 

hdlana, s. Cloth, clothes. 2. covering, 

disappearance. 3. an upper garment. 4. a 

screen. ss«iJ®£>sSo to cover. 

S. dchhuritaka, s. A loud laugh, 

a satirical laugh. 2. making a noise by rub¬ 

bing the finger nails one upon another. 

S. dcllheJca, s. Purity, clearness. 

S. djaka, s. A flock of goats. 

s. djavanjava, s. A family. 

S. a-jdnu-bdhu, s. Arms 

that reach to the knees. 2. a man with long 

arms, considered handsome and indicative 

of heroism and regal destiny. 

s. djdneya, s. A horse of good 

breed, adj. well bred. 

S. &SS dji, s. War, battle, escort a battle 

field. 

S. djiva, adv. As long as life lasts. 

S. djlvana, s. A livelihood, pro¬ 

fession. 

S. djusha, adj. Thickened or curd¬ 

led, as milk. 

S. £?£§ dgnye, s. Command, mandate, or¬ 

der. 2. leave, permission. 3. punishment. 

4. custody, control. a wheel for 

torture. 2. a land holder. a di¬ 

vine law, appointed worship. 

p-srte an obedient servant. 2. a loyal subject. 

3. a docile scholar. disobedient. y 

siss* to order or command. 

SjsSo to punish. stoasb to cause to 

punish. 2. to commit to custody, 

to order. 2. to allow. 

to obey a command. 

to take leave. 

to submit. 2. to be criminated, to come 

into condemnation, to become obnoxious to 

punishment.' 

S. ^2^) djya, s. Ghee, or clarified butter. 

c. esd'wpeptj^-o1 djhe-bhdpure, interj. 

Bravo! Well done! 

0. at a, s. A play, dance, game. 2. agi¬ 

tation, motion, shaking. 3. an aquatic ani¬ 

mal. tsfere&j to dance, play, move about. w 

baa;*, esUsssaifi to cause to play. 

bathing, water-sport. dancing. 
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raw childish play or act. a game of 

boys at the Dasura feast, with short wooden 

pins. BsisreW the conduct of Shiva, or the 

divine governance. wsJcraU human conduct. 

js this all you can do ? «U v* 

^ to commence playing. 2. to prevent win- 

nmg a game. g, daiicin0* 

girl. Bli to cause to play, as dancing 

girls. b& b& 

to begin to play. b« to win a game. 

bU to lose a game. b« to leave 

off play. BWrad?o a player. 2. a gambler. 

3. a male dancer. AsoiJ yUrredfSo a puppet 

showman. bUtoc£u^?( idleness. BUrioss?, b 

one fond of play, an idle school boy. 

BUrfja, eW^ja a playfellow. BWstsU 

dancing, with vocal and instrumental music. 

Bfej-sti) to suffice. Bsi^j godrlra BsisdCo 

no matter how much he eats, he is never sa¬ 

tisfied. estodcb how 

much soever one brings for this (great) fami¬ 

ly, they have not enough. 

0. atanJca, s. Impediment, obstacle. 

2. resistance. 3. annoyance. 4. subjection, 

control. BUoitorio to be impeded, hindered. 

to be under subjection or con¬ 

trol. BWo-s-ito to hinder, oppose. 

0. e?k>07V30!b dtangdi, s. An ace. 

C. ZfbiobifQ dtantana, s. A clatter, smash. 

o. dtandi-kollu, v. n. To 

take up the song where another leaves off, to 

take turns in singing or playing. 

c. dtampa, 

dtampu, dtompu, See w«^sf. 

T. B. W&So&tf dtambara, See Bdoud. 

S. i?r ataka, s. A sparrow. 

C. C&jSt© ataJcali, s. One who is expert 

at both work and play. 

C. dtakotale, s. Trouble 

difficulty. 

C. ata-pattu, *. Shelter, refuge, 

support. 

s. dtarusha- 

ka, dtarushdka, s. The plant justicia 
adhatoda. 

A. 0. atavika, s. A person at play, 

a player. 

C. e?&T37^&3, e?&T37^j4))o83o dtdgSti, 

atagotu, adj. Full of kernel, stony. 

0. *2^6x3 "(5j3^ S3 ataroti, s. Straits in get¬ 

ting a livelihood. Borioart ws>v 

^ he lives day by day from hand 

to mouth., jTal3ccta> 

he is a spendthrift and not provident. 

0. atalu, S. An insignificant or 

little servant. 

S. &b5 uti, s. The bird tard/us gingianus. 

C. e?<s3(3^jj atidapu, S. A holiday, a play- 

day. bI3^^i stzli to give a holiday, to let go 

to play. 

0. ZSbbo dtu, (BSA) v. a. To shake, move, 

swing, &c. bL’^j to cause to shake. SHSisSji 

*«£ bacstb take hold of his hand and shake 

him. tb to rock the cradle. 

0. &b5o^Jt)^b5o atu-motu, s. A stumble. 

S. C5’63>JS)^1o at op a, s. Ostentation, display, 

pomp. 2. pride. 3. controul. great 

ostentation. B&o^agjrf TOc&f a tiling out 

of one’s power. 

C. £5“rfo'b,ajos3 ddangiyava, s. An effem¬ 

inate man. 

s. ejrfoajd ddambara, s. A collection, 

cluster, multitude, mass, heap. 

a mass of clouds. 2. ostentation, vanity, 

pomp, display, pride. 3. incumbrance. 4. a 

charge sounded by musical instruments. 5. 

roaring of elephants, adj. Roomy, large, 

extensive. si>S BdoutisjsM the house is large, 

hollow ostentation, empty retinue, 

s. ddaka, ddhaka, s. A 

measure, (variable). See 

0. O’rfojs'of dda-dade, s. A loose flabby 

cheek. 

c. 

adalita, adaliti, ddalite, ddiyelita, 

s. News, report, common talk. 2. circum¬ 

stance, affair. 3. the secret, art, or nature 

of any business or profession. 4. adminis¬ 

tration, inquiry, management, surveillance. 5. 

state. 6. cost. 

stosSestfsb he who is acquainted with the 

state of the country may govern it. Bds?^d 

sbrazb count the cost and do it. 

0. adike, S. Abuse, calumny, slan¬ 

der. 2. talk. bs=# sfcsib a calumny. 
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effort 

C. CJSiddi-pddu, s. Dancing and 

singing, v. n. To dance or play and sing. 

O. Ci’rfo adu, v. a. To speak, to use a word. 

sjjskiZso to talk. 2. to promise? s&ado 

a promise. «a v5jso& to break a 

promise, esa S^OtSo to say all that is in one’s 

mind without reserve. 3. to play. 4. to 

dance, v. n. To oscillate, totter, wag, wave, 

shake, or move. to talk to one’s 

self. 2. to slander, calumniate. v. a' 

to shake, move, &c. 2. to cause to play. 

65 * is affixed to a noun, and expresses the 

noun in action; as, to sport; 

to play at ball; to box, cuff; 

to dispute; sl)r!acdjsz»j to jump sitting; *> 

rt&cdssso to play dice. sorter® do to trade. 2. 

to agree about the price; to quarrel, 

wrangle, fight, as dogs; to kiss; l*i»j 

* to persist; ewrSsrajfc t0 lie; teredo to im¬ 

portune ; to speak pleasantly; 

^ to swim; &ansg& to swing one’s self; nars 

to work an oil mill; =sbrfo®dj 

to dance; to walk about; to 

toss, butt; ostScad) to stab; tf^Bafaado to hunt 

/ &c., &c. «d ^Scdjo, edrt<Dc&o to learn to 

play, dance, or talk, &c.; =£©;&, esd rt£>;& 

to teach to dance, &c. os tfdo to let go to 

play, os w* to come to play. 03sSo to 

speak, play, &c., much; os^a, essays saying 

again and again; 5=3®, d ws&dv/aotfb utfcdj wad 

* (proverb) you -may say (or promise) ten 

things, but do not write one. oa tSSo to pub¬ 

lish, to let out. 

O. &Z$o ddu, s. A goat, esa&rf aSjaw a field 

where goats have been kept, u* as-srt =&a€> 

the keep of the goat was three times 

its value, (proverb used of an unprofitable 

speculation), ostirb a goat to bleat. oSo sOo 

fid the herb Aristolochia bractea. oSo 

the plant J~usticia adhatoda. oa?f sJOa 

«J ervczb tftfsfcJswma ■ £ she has been brought 

up with goat’s milk. 

c. tS’rfofire), eftddukali, ddukali, 
See oUtfO. 

C. ZST&zir, &zk~R dduke, dduge, See oa^. 

C. adugadu, s. Wasting, spoil¬ 

ing. vtiomvb drazfc to spoil, waste. 

c- ddunnu, v n. To play and eat. 

ed>owed a boy who does nothing but 

play and eat. esdootSjsv a browsing field. 

C. t5t£>&j3A ddu-moga, s. Dahsha, son 

of Bramha, with a goat’s face. 

0. dduri, s. A piece of cloth smeared 

with goat’s dung and tied on the udder to 

prevent the kids from sucking. 

C. CS’lf dde, s. A leech. 2. a paper kite. 

C. £5’zSjaoC3'S^o ddondddu, V. n. To pre¬ 

varicate. 

C. dd-bede, s. The rutting season 

of goats. 

s. ddhaka, See 

S. &z£tr ddhaki, s. Doll, pigeon pea, City- 

sus cadjan. 

S. ddhya, s. Chief, master, owner, 

lord, ads). Chief, great, opulent, wealthy. 

rich, wealthy, virtuous, excel¬ 

lent. the chief or head servant. 

the elders, the great. 

proprietorship, mastery. 

D. C?P3 ana, s. An anna. 

T. B. <£?P©S dnati, See 

C. CJCS’rf anava, s. Power, strength. 

D. £?pOT>£^ dndchi, s. A ceremony observed 

by Hindu women on the tenth night after 

childbirth. 

D. typ’d’szi dndda, adj. Unruly, unman¬ 

ageable. «rasri wscrfor an untoward affair. B 

ra®ri a self-willed, uncontrollable man. 

C. ani, adj. Chief, excellent, costly, 

valuable. ^c5 a costly pearl, art rati 

a clever man, one skilled in gems. 

standard gold. 

S. typl ani, s. A nail, peg or pin. 

c. dni-kallu, ane- 
J n CO CO • 
tcalLu, s. A hail stone. 2. the key stone 

of an arch, esflouts? a shower of hail. 

C. & ani-kolu, s. A sceptre. 

C. ©pcicco anisu, v. n- To crack or burst, 

dart tsritozSzk, if you put an un¬ 

burnt earthen vessel in the sun, it will crack. 

MfSbd fcSorio wwsiss hd)sdo a burst cocoanut 

is very ripe. 

T. B. dnuge, [ejfcgJ s> Permis¬ 

sion. 2. order, command. 
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C. dnume, dnuve, $. 

Pride. 

A. C. &(Yd ane, s. Command, duty, 

c. eypa, ©plep'SoS^ ane, dne-bhdshe, s. 

An oath. 2. a prognostication of evil upon 

another. 3. an adjuration, protestation, a 

citation on the part or in the name of the 

government. 4. t.b. See a^. a?f 

«rs a.H siraa to swear, 

take an oath. Soor! to swear 

by God. ^odcdo So^sJ a?f to swear hy 

one’s father. S^strara by God. Sorter! by 

my son. £;ra^?f by myself. 

ros^o, or to conjure, adjure, to take an 

oath of another. 2. to impose a vow or so¬ 

lemn promise. 3. to threaten, to prognosti¬ 

cate evil upon another. arfO&Tb to free from 

an oath; to deliver from a curse, 

c. typsi, &pv7i37\ dndeshe, dndesuge, 

s. An aimed shot, a shot at a mark. 

A. c. dnba, dnma, s. A king, 

ruler, or governor. 2. a husband. 3. pow¬ 

er, authority. 

D. dnbdchi, s. A deceitful man. 

C. dnmachchi, s. A bright con¬ 

spicuous mark. 

C. dnmara, s. A male tree. 

A. C. dnmu, v. n. To be brave, man¬ 

ly. might, prowess, power. 

C. anmuttu, See under ari. 

C. &P3-, l an-mei, s. An awkward, huge 

bodyT* 

C. Z5&0 dta, dtam, See 

S. Zj3Q^ dtanka, s. Impediment, hind¬ 

rance. 2. pain, disease. 3. fear, a^o-a-sb 

to hinder. 2. to alarm, affright. 

S. Jo atanchana, s. Casting any¬ 

thing, as, for instance, butter milk into fresh 

milk, to turn it. 2. calcining, adding a pow¬ 

der or flux to metals in fusion. 

S. &&& dtata, adj. Extended, large. 

S. ZS^qdcOo atatai, s. A felon, thief, 

murderer, incendiary, traitor. 

C. ZS&lSo dtanu, rem. dem . pron. hon. He, 

that man. 

S. dtapa, s. Sunshine, a^risrstfrt, 

a iarge parasol. 

S. atapta, adj. Completely heated, 

burnt or smelted. 

S. ©f’d, O’a'sd dtara, dtdra, s. Fare, 

freight. 

S. CJstyySaloSo d-tulpa-shdi, adj. Bed¬ 

ridden, lying on a bed. 

S. dtithya, s. Hospitality. 

A), a-§^ to entertain a guest, asd^cdj 

adj. Proper for a guest. 2. hospitable, at¬ 

tentive to a guest. 

S. £?<§^C3S* dtirna, s. Fording or cross¬ 

ing water. 

S. dtu, s. A float, a raft. 

C. dtu-kollu, See a?b. 

S. Cy^otj dtura, s. Impatience, precipita¬ 

tion, haste, flurry. 2. eagerness, avidity. 

adj. Diseased. 2. devoted to, ardently bent 

upon. a^oGrb to hasten, aAfl rido, 

or to be in a hurry, to be impatient, 

to be flurried. 

s. dtushta, dtushti, 

s. Complete satisfaction, satiety. 

C. eyisoo^ dte-hula, s. A cockroach, 

s. ey^AO^, dtta-gandha, 

dtta-garva, adj. Humbled, degraded. 

S. eyg, dtma, s. The soul. 2. the natural 

temperament or disposition. 3. Sramha, the 

supreme deity and soul of the universe. 4. 

the body. 5. care, effort, pains. 6. firm¬ 

ness. 7. the understanding, the intellect. 

8. the mind or faculty of reason. 9. life, 

spirit, the vivifying soul in opposition to the 

sentient. 10. the sun. 11. fire. 12. wind, 

air. 13. self, the abstract individual, 

% the supreme Spirit, the soul of the uni¬ 

verse. the sentient soul. a 

virtuous or excellent man. a sinful 

person, a depraved character, a vi¬ 

cious or vile character. xfeio^c^v^do kind¬ 

red. as^tf*** a suicide, one wb0 

knows himself. 2. a man skilled in sacred 

science. a son. asj^sS a 

daughter, to deprive 

one’s self of the necessaries of life, 

self-praise. own. selfish¬ 

ness. a^sJri tbe middle voice of a verb. 

God. 2. husband. a^c&s^j (self- 
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born) a name of Bramha, Shiva, Vishnu, 

and Cupid. 

S. dtmanu, s. A mild man, a man 

free from passion. 

S. dtre'ya, [son of Atri] s. A 

patronymic of the moon. 

S. o!)o dtrei, s. A woman during 

her courses. 

S. (itheya, adj. Placed, deposited. 

C. ZSli dda, See under ssrfo. 

A. 0. S’Cio ddam, adj. Great, much. 

c. wfcrad*®. efddoorf, e?deod dda- 
a 

hdrana, ddadarinda, dddarinda, 

adv. Therefore; because. 

A. o. e?dzS, ddade, ddode, see 

esrfd under wrto. 

A. o. £?Z$v^>do ddodam} See and « 

under ert). 

H. efda^ ddami, ddammi, s. A 

man. ^ a good or respectable man. 2. 

a pensioner. 

s. £?dd, SJ’d'dp! ddara, ddarane, s. 

Reverence, respect. 2. kindness, comfort, 

consolation. 3. protection, support, aid. 4. 

treating kindly. esriricig) under protection. 

tsritiOTrio to be a support to. tsrfdss 

this is a support to that. *3rfe&> to 

comfort, caress, console. 2. to assist, sup¬ 

port. 3. to show respect to, honour. 4. to 

protect. 

T. B. e?da ddari, [slwSC] s. The trumpet 

flower. 

C. £?ddj?) ddaru, See under «rt). 

C. eydt? ddare, See under esda. 

O. eyde) ddalli, See under ert>. 
co * 

S. 'i?d^E- ddarsha> S. a mirror. Hence 

2. a commentary. 3. the original from 

which a copy is taken. 

0. £?c3Da^s)^ adagyu, See under fcsrG. 

C. dddgye, See under <s*. 

S. C5’c3'S^ addna, s. Taking receipt, accep¬ 

tance. 2. a horse’s trappings. 

c. ddani, s. A fickle man. 

H. dddbu, $. Fear, terror, awe. 

O. dddma, s. A brick-kiln. 

C. 0>c3'5C>5o adayci, s. Gain, profit, advan- 
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tage, income, use. Sojf»as>, 

or zSjsori) to get profit, to gain advantage. 

«CTccte»r& to be profitable, rfrea =*s 

^ to get a profit one’s self. 2. to get a 

thing for nothing, esnso* receipts and 

disbursements. 

S. Cfd ddi, s. The beginning, the origin, 

essraa without beginning, wjra&cft>ori fi-om 

eternity. in the beginning, c&insa 

the commencement of an astronomical period, 

the commencement of the alphabet, 

the beginning of the day. wdnsa the 

beginning of the world. «w®a root, founda¬ 

tion. rfosdeu Aaor&z from the beginning. 

adj. First, prior; first, pre-eminent {in 

comp.) others, et cetera; as, trees, 

&c. beasts, &c. oawsrfrs a pri¬ 

mary or original cause, esasstf one of the 

metres in music. the first day in the 

week, Sunday. ejaS^ri the serpent that sup¬ 

ports the universe upon his thousand heads, 

which forms also both the couch and canopy 

of Vishnu. 

S. dditya, [son of ea*>] s. A deity. 

2. a deity of a particular class, twelve in 

number, and which aVe forms of the sun, and 

serve to represent him as distinct in each 

month of the year. 3. the sun. 

Sunday. 

S. dditeyanu, s. A deity, a 

divinity. 

S. adima, adj. First, prime, original. 

S. adishta, adj. Commanded, di¬ 

rected. 2. appointed, s. Fragments or 

leavings of a meal 

T. B. addict, s. Profit, advantage. 

2. means, property, power. 

0. CfdoTJv/e)^1^ adu-kollu, See under 

0. £?doi^) adughe, s. A mob, a tumult. 

C. ddu-jodu, adj. Slow, tardy. 

0. fLfdopI a aduniga, s. One who lives by 

begging. 

A. c. o ddultam, s. Refuse, dama¬ 

ged goods. 

S. ddrita, adj. Respectful; re¬ 

spected, honoured. See adtirf. 

ddrishya, ddrish- 



ta> ailj. Quite apparent, very visible, ma¬ 

nifest. 

s. ddeya, s. A gift. 

S. adesha, s. Accusation, blame. 

2. (in gramr.) a substitute, permutation. 

3. an order, a command. 

addshta, A director of priests. 

A. C. O’ZSJSZ§ (ldude, See under orb. 

S. OCgi adya, adj. First, initial, the 

beginning and end. without begin¬ 

ning or end. the Eternal 

God, without beginning, middle or end. 

S. ddya-kavi, s. VdlmiU, the 

author of the Ramayana, a poet by nature, 

composing verse without previous tuition. 

S. Ci’cp'SfO adhana, s. Perpetual sacred 

fire. a ceremony prior to cohabita¬ 

tion to insure conception. 2. a ceremony 

performed with consecrated fire. 3. a pledge, 

a deposit. 4. a surety. 6. placing, holding, 

assuming. 6. being, condition. 

S. adhara, s. A basis, foundation, 

prop. 2. protection, support. 3. security. 

aa deed of security. 4. comprehen¬ 

sion, location, the sense of the ablative in or 

on. 5. a dike, a canal. 6. a basin round the 

foot of a tree, wcrae, a man of 

property. opKJagtirf*, a destitute 

man. Maoris si God, the supporter of all. 

things for subsistence. 5 

I am here through your 
patronage. I know what 

he is worth. epsd what do 

you know of my circumstances ? eg* 

rf erooBja^ has he money or not ? 

S. adharika> s. A red centipede. 

S. ddhi, s. Mental agony, anxiety, dis¬ 

ease of the mind. 2. a pledge or pawn. 

S. adhikya, s. Increase, accumula¬ 

tion. a superior, an elder. 

s. ddhi-patya, s. Authority. 2. 

government. 

S. ddhina, s. Control, authority, 

subjection. one’s own control, ^crs 

another’s control, foreign subjection. tfoa 

to be under the control of another. 

to become subject to another, 

chance, Providence'. 

s. adhorananu, s. An ele¬ 

phant driver. , 

A. C* (iTi9 pron. X. ts° wg. J 

came. v>owe came. 

S. O^od ananda, S. Happiness, pleasure, 

joy. endless joy. JksosjioriOThtto to 

be happy and pleasant, sftJsfcsjioE! heavenly 

felicity, celestial joy. PtfP&poP per¬ 

sons of slender minds. &P0&P0, ejiorisrarb 

to rejoice, to be glad. 

wt5<& ^o!o7j you must write to us, 

from time to time, of your welfare. 2. the 

forty-eighth year of the Hindu cycle of sixty, 

the name of a tune. 

tears of joy. 

S. anaka, S. A large military drum 

beaten at one end. 2. a double drum. 3. a 

small drum or tabor. 4. a thunder cloud. « 

Sfcrfcorb# Krishna's father, Vasudiva. 

S. (Mata, adj. Bowed, inclined, bent, 

prostrate. 2. humble, lowly. to 

prostrate. 

T. B. anate, S. Leave, permission. 

2. an order. See 

S. dnaddha, s. A small drum. 

S. dnana, s. The face or mouth. 

s. dnayana, ado. Always, 

s. cyjS^s- dnarta, adj. Vain, useless, cause¬ 

less. s. A country so called, 

o. 0’;sT>ea:5i3b&w andchi-kadubu, s_ a 

kind of cake. 

S. O’joTioio anaya, s. A net. 

S. anaha, s. Length, especially of 

cloth. 2. epistasis. 

C. dni-gallu. See 

C. 0^)1) dnili, S. A musk rat. 

c. dnu, dtu-kollu, 

v. a. To stay, prop, support. 

to support with the head. 2. to recline on, 

lean against. #js£o to lean the back 

against. to lean against a 

wall, sooz&rtzS $<;&> a twig 

(put into a leak) will stop a bushel of water 

(despise not little things.) 3. to catch, to 

bear up. to catch a ball. to 

catch a falling fruit. 4. to reach, to join, 

touch. sto? he 
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lives next door to me. 5. to open the mouth 

or hand. w®c£u to open the mouth 

to receive any thing. 6. to stand before, 

oppose, resist, &c. 7. to be ready. 8. to 

have, possess, assume, obtain. 

*, «?>*>, «<*©*>> to cause to 

lean, rest, or recline on. 2. to mate lean 

against any thing, as against a wall, &c. « 

to join, touch, reach, M3 =#js^o to re¬ 

cline or rest one’s self against a pillar, &c. m 

?(arb, ts^a^ir to be insufficient. 2. not to 

reach. 3. to be unattained, unpossessed, un¬ 

obtained. M3rb’ it is insufficient, it will not 

support. m the act of leaning on or bear¬ 

ing up. M3o33tb, supporters, 

resisters. 

having said to his charioteer, 

“ we are a match for the battle, and Arjun is 

coming.” M3oo?b to press down well. mo*j, 

«ocb past part. Having supported, assumed, 

&c. &c. holding in or with the 

hand. 3^33%^* having assumed a form 

or disguise. Moa&to be supporting, &c. «9o 

* to approach. 2. to last long. Moib 

to follow, pursue, to go close to one 

another, &c. eorb with a verb, expresses 

the continuance or completeness of the action. 

ejo&Bob) to burn long, Morb*^ to eat vora¬ 

ciously, &c. 

S. dnu-gunya, adj. Friendly, 

harmonious, amicable. See »3orbre. 

s. dnupurvika, (from the 

beginning) s. Method, order. 

C. 3 ane, s. An elephant. 2. (in chess) 

the rook or castle. 3. a. c. I (emphatic), I 

myself, «3v<sto3 a white elephant. 

a black elephant, sions ^ an elephant in rut. 

*fW,n»3 a royal elephant, rbo;j*3 a 

low elephant. m3 Marb to make an elephant 

play. 2. to rock (as an elephant) a child on 

the knee, m3 £Js?ccbo coms t0 grow. «3rioo 

5 a young elephant, m3 «3 sis 

an elephant keeper. «3rtjOan elephant kill¬ 

er. M3* bS|(, w3s> e3* &>acsbo3 qsbri a 

pit for catching wild elephants. m3? 

sfjsSj, es3^ sdj^ to tame an elephant. M 

3, ^3^3 a decoy elephant. «3<i 03^ 

elephant’s provender. 

ji, dne-khajji, dne-gajji, s. A trouble¬ 

some kind of scabbiness or itch. 

C. dne-kartale, t. A large 

kind of aloe. 

C. C?;S^ErCk> dne-kallu, s. A hailstone, m 

hail. 

C. dne-kdlu s. Elephantiasis. 

C. cy^!f3roo dne-kdsu, s. A small copper 

coin bearing the figure of an elephant. 

C. £?^aoo£> dne-gundi, s. A town near 

Hampe. 

C. dnechchu, V. n. To take a good 

aim. 

C. dnettu, v. a. To lift up with 

main strength. 

c. ZS\<yo dne-neggilu, s. The Tada- 

Hum murea. 

C. CJjS^aysXoo dne-bdgalu, s. The entrance 

gate of the Mysore palace. 

C. dne-bhalle, S. An elephant 

spear with a broad blade. 

c. £y^3oo?&S;SX$o dne-musudi-nega- 

lu, s. A crocodile. 

c. dne-loU-sara, s.Aga- 

ricus viviparus. 

C. dne-suji, s. A very large 

needle. 

c. e?)S(35oj§ 

dne-hejje-tabaku, dne-mettana-taba- 

ku, s. A large round tray with scolloped 

edges. 

C. AO dnougu, v. a. To shake vio¬ 

lently. 

T. B. dnneya, See M7\?«b. 

s. dnwiksha, 

dnwikshaki, anwikshike, s. Criminal 

law. 2. logical philosophy, metaphysics. 

S. eyt> dpa, s. Water. 2. one of the eight 

sfsbritb. 

C. Z3xj apa, a defective verb denoting abili¬ 

ty- Added to infinitives, it forms a potential 

mood; as a^rtejss: j can g0> he 

can come. wOoberefc thou canst write. Its 

negative is MtJ, q. v. 

S. e?oja apaga, s. A river. c. ey^tfa^, dne-kaj- 
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S. dpana, s. A shop. 2. a market, 

a dealer. 

s. , e?iod, dpattu, dpada, 

apade, s. Misfortune, calamity, distress. 

2. peril, danger. 3. evil, straits, 

a time of trouble. asiso, to 

be in straits. money put by for a time 

of need. wsSqgonsi a friend in need. 

•i>r conduct suitable to circumstances of 

distress. 

S. dpanna, (suffering «**) adj. 

Afflicted, distressed. an afflicted man. 

S. dpaka, s. A potters’ kiln. 

C. apati, [See adv. Such, so 

much. s. A vile, worthless, disreputable per¬ 

son. Tdvrfg) 

there are no such things, as you have brought, 

in this place. « 

^ there are no such men in 

this country as in that. 

Qz&o zSd TSgjdoEh aS^fcas S if I 

offer a cloth worth two and a half pagodas, 

they say it is not worth so much. 

*** «w»* 9MS* <qg3 you are 

a worthless fellow, howsoever much is said 

to you you are not ashamed. 

S. apata, adj. Palling, descending. 

2. throwing down, causing to descend 3. 

the instant or current month. 

S. 25>’d"cd(o apadane, s. Union, junction. 

s. C?'d"sdf\jo apadisu, v. a. To accuse. 

S. dpdna, «. A public drinking 

place. 2. beverage. 

s. e?£r-a§ dpdli, S. Abuse. 

C. dpidu, v. a. To calk, to stop up 

crevices. 

S. apida, s. A chaplet tied on the 

crown of the head. 

s. dpina, S. An udder, adj. Broad, 

wide, extended. 

C. apu, s. A kind of reed or rush used 

for feeding elephants, making mats, &c. 

a box made of reeds. 

S. tSTfablf dpupifca, s. A baker, a con¬ 

fectioner. 

C- ^ w ape, s. A wooden spoon, a cocoanut 

ladle. 

S. CJlS^ods dpeya, S. Ardent spirits, a po¬ 

table. 

T. B. dpekshe, See «**$• 

A. C. C? dpolisn, v. a. To order<or 

command. 

S. dposhana, S. Sipping water 

from the palm of the hand, as a religious 

ceremony before or after meals. 

S. dpta, adj. Trusted, confidential, 

attached, dear. 2. gained, obtained. **?*,«*» 

a beloved friend, a confidential friend. 

zSoo$j a trust-worthy prime minister. w 

a person not to be trusted, a foe. 

H. t> dptdgiri, s. A large circular 

fiat skreen or ketasol used by persons of rank. 

S. dpti, s. Gain, acquisition. 2. bind¬ 

ing, joining. 

S. apya, adj. Watery, consisting of 

water. 

s. dpydyana, s. Befresh- 

ment, satiety. esfSjKtojtewto to be refreshed. 

S. dprachhchhana, s. Civility 

upon receiving or parting with a visitor. 

S. dprapadina, s. A dress 

reaching from the shoulders to the feet. 

S* d aplava, s. Bathing by jumping 

into the water. 

S. CJoj) & apluta, adj. Immersed, wetted, 

drowned. 

H. Vtt-zjfKb, dptdbagiri, 

dphtdgiri, See vis-^K'o. 

H. aphtabu, s. A kind of Indian 

card. 

H. dphimu, s. Opium. 

aphkhuddu, s. Assuming airs, 

taking on one’s self. 

C. dbd-gedi, fi. A simpleton, a 

man without ability. eswafi<>&^ inability. 

H. SfaoT>"rfo abadu, adj. Populous, inhabi¬ 

ted ; cultivated, as land, eswatfo to cul¬ 

tivate, to fill with inhabitants. 

S. * dbdla-vriddharu, 

Young and old. 

C. £fe!)oX dbinga, s, A Mind man. 

C. ZdZujl abuge, S. Groping, as a blind 

man. 
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H. aburu, s. Character, credit, res¬ 

pect, honour, character to he 

preserved, wworfi **|fo to prevent the 

character from being injured, when it is as¬ 

persed. 

C. abe-ganna, s. A sore eye. 2. 

a blind eye. ^ owo^ why 

do you grope about with sore eyes P 

C. abele, s. Groping in the dark. 2. 

dry leaves. 

C. dboji, s. A bhnd man. 2. a 

simpleton. 

S. C?£j5 abha, S. Effulgence, lustre. 

S. abharana, s. Ornament, deco¬ 

ration, as jewels, &c. deti to put 

on ornaments. 

S. £?£p'SovC3 abhashana, $. Conversing, 

speaking. 

s. Wsp'Sro, dbhdsa, dbhdsu, ayy 

Low, vulgar. sa low vuigar word. 

s. An insult, an affront. 2. disorder. 3. 

spoiling. xtotfr to spoil a work, 

esysxfa-aft to go off in disgrace. 

T. B. t?qpa»7>5^ dbhildshe, See 

S. s. A cowherd. 2. one 

sprung from a brahman father and a Vaish- 

ya mother. a cowherd’s wife. 

[sS%»] a station of herdsmen. 

S. dbhila, s. Bodily pain, dread, adj. 

Fearful, terrible. 

S. dbhoga, s. Completion, ful¬ 

ness. 2. effort, pains. 3. the expanded hood 

of a serpent used by Varuna as his pa¬ 

rasol. 

S. dma, s. Mucus, bad secretions, af¬ 

fection of the bowels. 2. sickness, disease. 

a collection of mucus. asfr Wjtf a 

fever accompanied by flux, e* kos’o worms 

with flux. a purgative to re¬ 

move flux. MSO a bloody flux, estos*;** 

the giving of rice, &c., to brahmans by other 

castes with whom the brahman cannot eat, 

in performance of the annual rites to deceased 
ancestors. 

c. O’do dma, s. A potter’s kiln. 

S. eftio eljpd dmantrana, s. Invitation, 

calling, ts;frc£,3 invited. 

tsdo 

H. drnarda, s. A Hindustani vo¬ 

cabulary. 

H. dmadani, s. Profit, gain. 

s. ZSziipctg dmanasya, s. Pain. 2. the 

pains of childbirth. 

S. ZSoSooio dmaya, s. Sickness, disease, 

s. dmalaka, dmala- 

ki, s. Mnblio Myrobalan. 

C. dmuvade, s. Different split 

pulse seethed, strained and beaten in a mortar 

till solid, and then fried in ghee, as a cake, 

and soaked in curdled milk. 

S. ZSt$S§)'&in dmdtya, s. A counsellor, an 

adviser; a prime minister. 

S. dmdshaya, s. The umbili¬ 

cal region. 

S. dmisha, s. Flesh. 2. bribe. 3. 

alms. 4. food. 5. enjoyment. 6. lust, long¬ 

ing. carnivorous. 

S. ty£og^ dmikshe, s. Curds of milk whey. 

H. tyLJa^Joo dminanu, s. A native ma¬ 

gistrate, judge or judicial officer. 

H. £y&T®e; dmila, s. A native revenue officer, 

who superintends a district, and usually exer¬ 

cises minor judicial powers, tsfrrawo the office. 

S. eySJSg-^ysS dmikshya-kari, s. One 

who is in doubt. 

S. dmukta, adj. Accoutred. 2. 

used. 3. clothed. 

S. =^p-2> dmukta-keshi, s. A man 
_o 

with dishevelled hair. 

S. ey^oo£)Qojoo drnudiriyu, s. A disten¬ 

sion of the bowels, occasioned by constipation, 

which usually leads to dysentery, and often 

ends in death. 

C. cy^oo7vJS&0 dmusulu, S. A kind of dried 

sour firuit. 

C. dmushmika, s. Heaven, ex¬ 

emption from further transmigration. 

S. £ys3o<A)C<> amula, s. The very root or foun¬ 

dation. aiooswsrah thoroughly, es&s 

whole, entire, from top to bottom. 

s. dmushydyana, adj. 

Of an illustrious family. 

C. &£» ame, $. A turtle. ks&two turtle¬ 

footed. 
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S. dme-phala, $. A dried kind 

of fruit. 

S. amoda, s. Pleasure, kindness, 

joy. 2. a fragrance, a diffusive perfume. « 

to be glad. 

s. dmndya, s. The Veda, b 

the noise made in reading the 

2. scripture, received doctrine, tradi¬ 

tional usage, family or national customs. 3. 

an hereditary possession free of taxes. 

S. amra, $, The mangoe tree. 

S. amredita, s. Repetition of a 

sound or word. 

ami a, s. The tamarind tree. bsso_ 

vinegar. acid, sour. BstosJt* a wild 

tamarind tree. b* the heart bum. « 

sf^otoo, water in which rice has 

been boiled left till it ferments. 

S. amlana, S. The plant termed 

prickly lawsonia. 

C. ay a, s. Measure. 2. proportion. 

S. ay a, s. A vital part. 2. gain, pro¬ 

fit. 3. duration, 

c. eSo&Ttsai), 

ay a, dya-sdya, ayaswdmya, s. Corn 

given from the threshing floor, to the heredi¬ 

tary servants of the village as their establish¬ 

ed fees of office. « sb/rsffi, hereditary village 

servants; as, rilizS the head man, 

accountant, astrologer, corn 

measurer and shroffer, Slmth, c® 

carpenter, ^ootisd potter, ?n>caocd barber 

* washerman, *»&<# one who stamps the pub¬ 

lic seal, watchman, 5ttfrio83 

one who has charge of tanks for irrigation, 

and lets off water to different farmers, ArajSwa 

gatherer of beetle nut, &c. 

S. £?oi>?r dyaka, See Bc&tf. 

S. dya-kattu, s. Regulation, 

settlement, arrangement. 2. fixing the lim¬ 

its of a village, the boundaries of land, or 

measurement of houses. 3. array of an 

army. adj. Choice, excellent. 2. tight, firm, 

well, in good condition. 

to talk well. stosk, jfa 

& a choice speech, an excellent word. ^ b 

a g00Ci pian or arrangement, 
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a work well executed, 

select people. 2. people of one height. 3. 

people who do public service for land allowed 

them. Boro^t'i^ Sejo to stand in array. 

C. £?o3o?r^oz$ dyaka-tande, s. A father- 

in-law. 

c. £?a5o?r^7\o'rf dyakana-ganda, s. The 

husband of a woman twice married. 

S. dyata, adj. Wide, extended, 

broad. 

S. e?<5$^ dyatana, s. An altar, also a 

shed for sacrifices. 

S. dyati, s. Future time. 2. ma¬ 

jesty. 3. length. 4. restraint of mind. 

S. ayatta, s. Preparation, readi¬ 

ness. 2. docility, tractableness, humility, 

ycdi;^snrv), siz* to become ready. Bccia 

Bccfos^ sJaib to make ready. 

S. O’ojoTc dyasa, s. Iron. 2. hardware. 

3. a weapon, knife, sword, &c. loX a 

state sword, t. b. [bsJjstJ] fatigue. 

S. ayama, s. Length. 

S. ayasa s. Fatigue, weariness, 

indisposition, trouble. 2. annoyance, vexa¬ 

tion. Bates ite^o, Mates 

yctfjsri to become weary, to be fatigued, 

ejcrirefi £&* to weary, to distress. 

C. £?CXb ai, s. An old woman, a matron. 

0. ,e?C&>7<<W> digalu, s. Alingabox. 

C. aitu, 3rd per• past tense 

of arts, It is done, &c. 

T. B. efcCbiS ditta. See wstfo*. 

C. ei'cOo ayw, ««, ». a. To choose, 

select, glean, pick up. Bti selected, picked 

out, chosen. b*o* to cause to select, glean, 

&c. BcfcJtfri pieces of dried cowdung picked 

up in pastures, &c. for fuel. Bcdoosido, Me* 

BiSo*, Bates#, Betert, Me* the act of 

choosing or selecting. BcEorfS gleaned ears of 

corn; choice ears selected for seed. 2. a first 

crop. 3. ears of corn hid by rats, &c. in the 

earth. Brts’&e^o «cao=#^o to select for one’s 

self. b&* to be selected. Be*£>* to be un¬ 

selected. Bn's* to pick out and put away. 

s. dyu, 

dyussu, dyushya, s. Age, duration of 

life. 2, term of natural life, bccoj^cs long 



lived. ea&s^n shortness of life, decay of 

age. &^»r«J>;7bj long life, great age. 

RsroinSoj mature age. escinsj^jijws the 

period of natural life. an 

astrologer who predicts how long a new 

born child will live, escdjotfr^tf the time a 

person is likely to live, or strength of age. 

ecrtMosA*^ life and health. tscrfco-Tsrcrij 

worth, value, period of life. 

S. dyuJcta, s. An agent, deputy. 

S. ayudha, s. A weapon in gene¬ 

ral. 2. a tool, an instrument. 

military tactics. eccbodssd a military depot, 

an arsenal. Mcdw^sSrir the aggregate of wea¬ 

pons of war. eainrfsJ-srf, McdwtSp^e, escrioorfi;, 

tScriM^v^j wcrfoo^^crijj an armed man, a sol¬ 

dier. eaiorfsJe^ a military review. ecriooi? 

^Otjo to arm. eoko# Mc&jpsjSFjJ the 

worship of weapons, tools, &c. 

S. £?oSje)°A ayoga, s. A shore, a hank. 

S. ^cSvA)®7\S^£> dyogapanu, s. A man of 

mixed race. 

S. dyodhana, s. War, battle. 

2- a warrior. 

S. ara, $. A shoemaker’s awl or knife- 

2. sound. 

C. C?d ara, An appellative affix of nouns; as 

a pot, a potter. iron, 

a smith. 2. expresses well, fully, 

clearly, distinctly, &c. as, to 

see well, clearly. 4-acrirad =#^v’o to hear 

distinctly. twototti dres-szk to speak clearly. 

jiojSriTiti sSjs>z& to do cordially, s'ozao 

wanddfi when you saw distinct¬ 

ly, why do you make as though you had not 

seen ? 3. negative of can, and expresses 

impossibility or impracticability ; as, wBccb 

he cannot come. thou canst 

not walk. I cannot read. tsc5z5 

not being possible, tsdd that which cannot 

be. 

A. C. C5"d ara, A termination of nouns in the 

| ancient dialect; as a lodging, rtjtrsti a 

tent. soot, vcerati a saddle cloth. 

C. dranku, v. a. To saw, cut, grind, 

ridrijt&cci estio^o to cut with a saw. wodocfo 

esdo^j to grind or pound on a stone. 

C. £?do7\id drangdra, s. Confusion. 

0. £?do&0 dramba, s. Agriculture, cultiva¬ 

ting land, farming. =*dry cultivation. 

-ypet cultivation, wdoiori xts sfraji) 

implements of husbandly. tsdow ri-ssdo to 

till, esdowrwd a farmer. 

S. do2p drambha, s. Commencement, 

beginning. zstotf riredo, edotpx'o to begin, 

commence. to be commenced, 

ejdor? empty boast, sham courage, 

edoi^cs beginning. 2. majesty, tsticys^r 

(in gramr.) the choative case. 

c. O’ds'jay dra-Jcuta, s. Brass. 

C. C^dA^ dra-gatta, s. A very deep well. 

C. C?d7\'S^o dra-gddu, S. Fruitlessness, 

sterility. 

C. O1d'7\^^od dragina-mara, s. See 

abr^i-S. 

C. Cfd'Kcoo dragisu, «. a. To eat, dine. 

<Uoi!^ bQ esdftdtf wc&oiW^odzb the 

priests are come to dine at my house to-day. 

C. £?d7\ dr age, s. A large basket used for 

manure. 

S. e?dA^(^ dragvatha, S. The tree Cassia 

fistula. 

c. e?dk3 drata, See «o*u. 

S. £?dk3o^ drattu, S. The name of a coun¬ 

try. a horse from that country. 

C. £?dci dradi, [six footed] s. The carpenter 

bee. 2. publicity, tsd&reterb to become pub¬ 

lic. esda sftazfc to publish, make public. wl 

tiaoT^ssri =#sjxJ stoz&S ^ why do you 

publish what is a great secret ? 3. infamy, 

scandal. 4. uselessness. 5. an adversary, 

an enemy. 6. enmity, hatred. 

S. e?df4^ dranita, s. A sound, a tinkling. 

T. B. &d£), £?<§£■ drati, drti, [ocas;*] 

s. Waving lamps, &c. before a person or 

idol, to avert the effects of evil eyes. 2. wa¬ 

ving a mixture of water, lime and turmerick 

to parents, bridal pairs, &c. on wedding and 

other auspicious occasions. to 

place the lamp in the wave offering basin. 

wSr to light the wave lamp. elr 

to sing in presenting a wave offering, 

skoriv^tia a valedictory anthem. , 

esSr tSv’rio, ts§r siredj to wave a lamp before 

a goddess, &c. edD siB^ a metal plate for 
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wave offerings. 2. trouble. es3r a 

wave lamp made of rice paste. a 

song used in wave offerings. ii^j 

Ci3p a wave offering in a decorated metal 

plate. s&spsiiar a pajr 0f wave lamps. 

U5®r a compound wave offering. &<;ri3>3r 

waving a lamp, sfoisiSr a wave lamp with 

five wicks. 

S. aranala, s. Sour gruel made 

from the fermentation of boiled rice. 

C. arane, num. adj. Sixth. 

S. eftte> drabdha, s. Lot, fate. 2. the 

consequence of the deeds of a former birth. 

3. See also 

S. 3 drabhate, s. A branch of the 

dramatic art; the machinery of the drama, 

the representation of the magical incanta¬ 

tions, &c. * 

S. arabhi, s. The name of a tune. 

S. arabhya, s. Beginning, com¬ 

mencement. from the beginning 

of the world. adj. Since, thence, 

from thence, from here. 

C. <^do3*> drayu. See 

c. ZSXjZJD drald, [atodo and Who is 

that? who goes there? 

s. drava, s. Sound. 

T. B. drave. See wot*. 

S. aralcsha, s. A watchman. adj. 

Preserved, defended. 

C. SS’OD&S ardta, s. Sorrow, anguish, grief, 

distress. 2. fatigue, toil. 3. torment, vio¬ 

lent pains. 4. fondness. mental 

anguish. ecrsfeJ do to be distressed. 

C. &’07>§> arati, $, An enemy. 

C. £?07>ad drdtera, adj. In six ways. 2. 

ruined, spoiled, dispersed, scattered, dissipa¬ 

ted, as an estate, &c. 

«cs«dfi);ix®n» E0563crf»?\ ^^dSo^o the worth¬ 

less man’s property is all dispersed. 

S. drdttu, adv. Near. 2. distant. 

S. e?odrdtrika, s. a wave offering 

of lights, &c. 

C. dradaru, [cctoc^ddos] Who¬ 

soever, any person. 

S. £?oa<^ aradhane, s. Divine worship, 

the service of God, prayer. 2. accomplishing. 

3. satisfaction, «os$do to worship. 

the worship of God. tscrsd# worship¬ 

ped. worthy to be worshipped, 

3^° a sect of brahmans who wear the linga, 

and worship Shiva exclusively. 

S. arama, s. A garden, a grove. 

«cra walk for pleasure in a garden. 

vuitii the ground inclosed in a pleasure 

garden. 

S. tyuDSd drdva, s. Sound. «o*a£> to 

sound. 

0. aravdra, s. Retinue, train. 

S. drdlika, s. A cook. 

C. arike, s. The grain Panicum 

Italicwm. a variety of the same. 

C. Vb'h drigi, S. A tree so called. 

C. Si’&'Atdo drigisu, See wtfftdo. 

0. eyaB^do dri-tiru, V. n. To be adroit, 

well versed, thoroughly skilled. <3<;8d;i 

an adroit, one well acquainted with business. 

S. tyarf; dridra, s. The sixth lunar man¬ 

sion. a red insect. 

C. ayaSDa arivara, s. Confusion, bustle. 

2. anxiety. tstasdsrsft confusedly, hurriedly, 

wsco e&sadd dododj a man much pressed by 

business, &c. 

C. eya;T3'C/ drivdla, $. A tree so called. 

C. £ya<\!0 arisu, V. a. To choose, select, or 

pick out. 2. See under wd). SAtdoo to 

choose and pick out. 

C. aydo aru, num. Six. ed> s&o&, «drd> 

six persons, wdidosrt ShanmuTcha, the son of 

Shiva, with six faces. esdosVort^«& Shiva. 

tsdo^do, esdorredo, esdosdo&i the six seasons. 2. 

a year. wdirtaeja =5^ sSihj =#jsodo 

^ I have laboured hard all 

the year, and shall now have to fold my arms 

(the crop having failed.) 

A. c. aydo aru, See «*ndo. 

c. £?do, e3’do3:sdj aru, aru-karu, 

pleonastic] s. A complete ploughing appa¬ 

ratus, or a plough with oxen and implements 

of husbandry complete. Mdpado his plough, 

tionaejf as much land as can be tilled 

with one plough. soosdo, «sd) to yoke 

oxen to a plough, the front or 

best yoke of oxen. 8oon»do the hindmost or 
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second yoke of oxen. ©&d dB, an 

account showing the number of ploughs be¬ 

longing to each farmer in a district. ©d> t3 

to take oxen from a plough. ©d ©rb the 

half share or half ownership of a plough. 

a plough with a change of 

oxen, toonaOd s^ddsceb as much land as can 

he cultivated with one yoke of oxen. 

C. am, v. n. To be quenched, extin¬ 

guished, to go out, as fire, to cool. 2. to be 

healed or mollified. 3. to be appeased, paci¬ 

fied or calmed. 4. to he dried, as land. 5. 

to be lost or destroyed. anger is 

pacified, the wound is healing. 

©a to become cold or cool. 2. to dry 

up, heal. 3. to perish, be destroyed. 4. to 

be quenched, gone out, &c. ©P^^aS 

**5 the food is getting cold. ©s wdo to be¬ 

come dry, &c. «e<&, ©d€tfc, ©e^, ©d®^, 

©ds=B^, ©d o&i to set to cool, to put out to 

dry. ©dd unquenchable, &c. ©ddda an in. 

satiable appetite, a sore gradually 

to heal. land gradually to dry. 

©a=# the act of drying, healing, cooling, &c. 

©St!), ©dnfi, ©j&f to quench, cool, dry, &c. 

s. aril, drunu, s. The planet 

Mars. 

0. dru-dale, s. Comfort. 2. Shan- 

mukha, with six heads. 

A. c. CJ'doc3t>'zSD5s)£k dru-ddde-minu, 

s. The fish Silurus JBatracus. 

C. ytjododado dru-rnuru, S. Perversion, 

prostitution, spoiling, ruin. 2. injustice. © 

do dx©d) d-redj [to make six into three] to per¬ 

vert, spoil. 

C. dru-sdngati, s. The six 

parts of a native dancing corps. 

C. Cfdqscj! arudha, s. Common practice, fa¬ 

miliarity, acquaintance with, commonness. 

2. ascending, mounting. bo5os>d5Jsdjad?ra?i 

having ascended the throne, ©^djadjrsrto to 

become mounted on a horse. 

C. are, s. Mahratta. 2. a crowbar. 3. 

a weeding plough. 4. a shoemaker’s knife. 

o. p-6 are, interj. of approbation or admi¬ 

ration. 

C. dregodu, s. The pole or shaft 

of a plough. S. 

C. drettu, v.n. To reach on tip toe. 

©d^d out of reach, incomprehensible. 

0. ZH'dzi dreda, s. Six places in the body 

noticed in worship. 

C. drettu, V. a. To winnow. 

C. C?t3z$ drede, s. Cowardice, ©ddcc’oddsd 

=FaakF=#^dowddJ the coward will consent to 

nothing. 

0. c£ dire-gida, s. A kind of tree. 

0. dreni, s. An earthen vessel used 

in marriage ceremonies. See 

C. dreru, [©dcriodtb] s. Mahrattas. 

c. drevatavu, See ©^ 

C. dreike, s. Protection, care of, 

nourishing, nursing, fostering, ©d^ disdo, ©d^ 

od>o to nourish, foster, motect, take care of; 

to wait on; to see after. csadprsd^ctioeJt^t 

shall I not take care of the country ? 

sira&d^d if plants 

and infants are not looked after they will not 

thrive well, ©d^cfioorinad 

saScdsartoddo any sickness, by nursing, is soon 

cured. 

0. dreiyu, v. a. To search, to 

look for. ©d^j, ©d^ddi searching, looking 

for. 

C. dreisu, V. n. To expect, look for. 

2. to wish, desire. 

o. drondane-wdra, [Se¬ 

venth day] s. Saturday, ©draodd waU the 

plague of Saturn. 

Ct a PS drogane, S. A meal, repast, 

eating. ©d^rtr^d^ meal-time. ©^O 

■&>, ©rtra^dflt drado to take a meal, to eat 

food, ©tfoa^rtrlodjadj a meal to be finished. 

S. drogya, s. Health, happiness. 

adj. No t sickly, healthy, wholesome, salubri¬ 

ous. ©da^r!^ ysdj the riches of health. y 

d v1 a healthy place. ©de^r^rUti whole¬ 

some food, ©datdj bathing after re¬ 

covery from sickness. 

C. ZSSsto^kii drdta, S. Punning slowly, as 

when nearly exhausted, 

s. drodha, 

drodhontara, s. Obstacle, impediment. 

SJlSv/s^sJps drdpane, S. Imputation or 



accusation. 2. a false charge, «&*^SssS> to 

impute, charge with, accuse unjustly. 

S. droha, S. A buttock. 2. length, 

height. 

S. dr oh ana, s. Ascending, 

climbing, rising. 2. the treble in music. 3. 

a stair. 

A. C. arri, s. Deceit. 2. decision, firm¬ 

ness, resoluteness. 

A. C. arru, *. a. To wet, to immerse. 

^ wetted, moist. 2. drowned. 3. had, de¬ 

praved, corrupted. 

C. drgola, [ado to dry, a 

pond] s. A dry pond. 

0. £?8^o£" drchu, See under e*. 

S. C?3jc arjane, s. Acquirement, accumu¬ 

lation, acquisition, gain. ts&rio, tswr? sto 

to acquire, get, amass, obtain, « 

s3r’^ri obtained, acquired. acquir¬ 

ed merit. stsd incurred guilt, djcajs 

fc3F«i, stsjgself-acquired. w&fs*d,sJjamass¬ 

ed wealth. djs^FjJr-^ the fruit of a for¬ 

mer birth. patrimony. 

S. drjava,odj. Right, correct, good. 

C. £?&3s"0 artili, s. A musk rat, 

C. cy<§3s*f\)o3 artesava, s. A man who is a 

good shot. 

c. eJeloos-D drtoli, s. Thirty-six Cowries. 

S. O’pcis'o^ arnava, s. The ocean. 

S. drtava, s. Menses. 

S. (^>3£' arti, s. Sorrow, affliction, pain. « 

sorrowful, afflicted, distressed, « 

dFd^, the voice of grief; lamentation, 

succourer of the afflicted. 

T. B. e?Ss- drti. See «ds. 

C. &'§S"d-$i dr-teranu, s. Confusion, 

ruin. See 

S- artmja, s. A priest. 

priesthood. 

A. o. e?dj£‘Oofc>C»£-o ardum-sdrdum, 

s. Publishing; crying and proclaiming, 

c. £?eU)S-a<5', eJzSjas-^eio dr-dogal, 

ardovalu, [|ad) to dry, skin] s. Dry 

skin, cuticle. 

a. c. dr-dommal, 

quenched, djsorfoa) breast] s. Cowardice, fail¬ 

ure of courage. 

S. Cfd/S' drdra, adj. Wet, moist, damp. 

2. loose, flaccid, soft, tender. a 

tender heart. 

S. dr dr aha, s. Green ginger. 

S. C?tS/S" drdre, s. The sixth lunar mansion, 

a arionis. 

C. dr-pattu, num. Sixty. 

A. C. £?o^s-, drpu, drpa, s. Power, 

might, ability, capacity. asJrrS if a]qe. 

esiFil if y0U are at,iej extricate your¬ 

self. ?sdo attempt, if you are able. 

A. C. e?^)r,ey^jE-hff,ei$p57(€drpu, 

arpugil, arpogal, s. A lamentation, 

roaring, loud cry. 

A. C. e?-£s-7\£T drpegal, s. Shoulders' 

hardened by use. 

t. b. e?sos-&3, e?Tjs-&3, eteres-8, e? 

■^"3s-&3, CJgSjSc-if drbata, drpata, 

drbdta, drpdta, drbode, See w$fU. 

a. c. tfgSs-skS, &<zSs-ti5 dr-bemar, 

ar-bevar, s. Dried perspiration, 

s. ey#e-&5, e?£sr£3, drbhata, 

arbhate, arbhata, s. A dreadful cry, a 

fearful noise, roaring, vociferating. 2. bustle, 

uproar, wtfr&ifc, esepaFU £»&> to cry aloud, 

roar. 2. to publish. 

S. 25’djoS' ary a, adj. Respectable, vene¬ 

rable, elder. 2. of good family, oakFtib el. 

ders, ministers, &c. <3cCof* a grandfather. 

S. CJoSje-, drye, drydni, 
s. Parvati, chief of women. ecdjsFodw^ 

eoiRFjjj* SAwa. 

s. e?a3jss- dryd-varta, s< The 
country between the Himalaya and Vindhya 

mountain ranges. 

s. dryd-vritta, & a kind 

of verse. 

C. C?37>s-& a'raa'sA*, adj. Less, deficient, 

dried, not poised. 

C. tfsras-p drvdli, s. A fickle woman, a 

gad, a gossip. 

C. £i arvela, s. A caste of brahmans 

so called. 

[M&rf S. CSaS" arsha, s. One of the forms of 
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marriage, the father of the hride receiving 

one or two pairs of kine from the bridegroom. 

adj. Pertaining to, or of, a rishi. 

S. e?rf^er<5S> drsheya, s. The tribe of a 

rishi. adj. belonging to a rishi. 

c. £?7oO£-a drsudi, s. A whirlpool. 

C; ZSTtiS arse, s. The saul tree. 

S. drhaka, adj. Suitable, fit, be¬ 

coming. 2. practicable, possible. 

S. dirha-patha, s. An excellent 

road. 

S. &£) dla, s. Yellow orpiment. 2. the 

banyan tree. 3. a basin at the foot of a tree. 

adj. Large, extensive. 

A. C. &V dla, s. War, battle. 

C. Ja> dlanki-dta, s. The name 

of a boy’s game. 

s. ef&oaojS dlamba, dlambane, 

s. Hanging, oscillation, dependence, reliance. 

2. protection, countenance, support. 3. 

acquaintance with, as with science. 4. a 

sacrifice. est>ow;5 to rely or depend 

upon, esuow^ to give countenance or 

support, to take 

under one’s support, to patronise, w 

has he any acquain¬ 

tance with that science ? wa&t supported, 

captivated, infatuated. See Uot3i*. 

S. &£>QZj dlambha, [eu battle] s. Slaugh¬ 

ter in battle, killing. 

c. &. s. eteitrsefasi dlakdla-visha, s. 

A strong poison. 

S. &Q7\ rfs" dlagarda, S. A water-snake, 

2. the race of water-snakes. 

S. dlagna, s. A jointure. 

C. dlagisu. See ««%*>• 

s. ZS&B, alati, dlanti, s. A 

wave offering of lights, &c. See and 

estsa. 

c. dlada-mara, dlavu, 

s. The banyan, Ficus Indica. 

ennzi or wzS a pendent root from the branch 

of the banyan tree. titezjtj, sarleej, 

sSaeej, sJrfcrfreu, varieties of banyan. 

T. B. dla-pattala, See ausWgj. 

A. c. i dla-malla, s. A powerful 
CO 

man in fight, a pugilist. 

s. dlaya, s. A house, abode, edifice. 

2. a chapel, church, temple. 3. asylum, re¬ 

fuge. the body, sioowcrio a temple. 

sSbseJcdo a tent. 

C. Q’&'oDorio dlaisu, See eeJ^b. 

c. ZS<tr6^ dlarale, s. The tree Ficus reli- 

giosa. 

c. dlari s. A simpleton, a fool. 

s. dlavatta, s. A fan. 

a. o. dlavalavike, s. Strong 

attachment, ardent love, fondness. 

C. dla-valli, s. A species of creeper. 

S. &<Z)zyd& dlavdla, s. A basin round the 

foot of a tree. 2. a garden bed. 

S. &pdlasya, [wwjJ] s. Slowness, tar¬ 

diness, indolence, idleness, laziness, inactivity, 

procrastination, adj. Slow, lazy, idle. 

a sloth, sluggard, loiterer, 

to be slow, tardy. 2. to be dull, 

heavy, weary from slight indisposition. 2. 

to be delayed. to delay, procrasti¬ 

nate. 

H. did, ddj. Superior, chief, respectable. 

OOTsfcsbi^ a respectable man. 

superior and inferior. 

0. dld-joli, s. Dilatoriness, 

laziness, adj. dilatory, lazy. 

S. dldna, S. A stable. 2. the post 

to which an elephant is tied. 

S. 25'£J'S'ri dldpa, s. Speaking to, addressing, 

conversation. 2. expression of sorrow. 

55 speaking to, addressing. 2. humming a 

tune. 3. thought, reflection. to 

grieve. msjsIj a speaker. 2. a sorrowful 

man. 

S, efe/saw dldbu, s. A pumpkin gourd. 

S. dld-varta, s. A fan or um¬ 

brella made of cloth. 

S. dldsya, S. Dancing. 2. a cro¬ 

codile. 

S. Cy0 dli, s. A woman’s female friend. 2. 

the eye. they embraced with 

their eyes, (looked affectionately.) 3. a row, 

line, continuous range. 4. a ridge or mound 

of earth dividing fields, &c. 6, a line, race 

or family. 6. a bee. 7. a scorpion. 

S. £?0oa<3 dlingane, s. Embracing, an 
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embrace, a®ortri>, «©ort£ 5bssh to embrace. 

esQoM, w©o?\?iiS embraced. 

S. ©’Sod, £?^orf dlinda, dlinda, See 

tsOori. 

S. &i)od-&, dlindaki, dlinda- 

ki, s. A squirrel. 

C. CS’iDa dliga, s. An unstable, fickle man, 

a wanderer. 

0. £?0rf dlida, a$. Fatigued. 2. strayed, 

wandered. 

A. c. ey0;3deo dlivaralu, s. Hail, 

c. £?0ci>, dlisu, dlisi-ke'lu, 
See ae%*>. 

S. dlldha, s. Friction, rubbing a- 

gainst any thing. 2. a©^$ stscS standing with 

the left foot in advance of tbe right, as in 

combat. 

S. dlina, s. Hiding one’s self. 

S. dlinaka, s. Lead. 

S. ©D^ersaX dlildnga, s. A handsome 

or resplendent body. 

A. 0. ©Cto dlu, v. n. To cry out, to roar. 

S. dluka, s. A name of the chief of 

the serpent race. 2. an esculent root, Arum 

■campanulatum. 3. the creeping plant, Cu- 

/ curbita lagenaris. 

■C. £5*^ die, s. A sugar-cane mill. 2. a forge, 

ad a winepress, ^ccasd a hand sugar¬ 

cane mill, eAsostad a sugar-cane mill worked 

by oxen. ad* a sugar-baker’s office. a 

d* sb^S tSsfj a fiend supposed to haunt sugar- 

mills. «d^>d a place for sugar boiling. ad 

a duty levied on sugar offices, a 

esd* rt an iron pan for sugar 

boiling. ad^ one of the pillars of a 

sugar-mill. ad* wsart the hire of a sugar- 

mill. ad* to erect a sugar-mill. 

tsdcdrazb a sugar-mill to work. ad azb^d they 

are making sugar. ad a&sb to work a sugar- 

mill. ad* a sugar-cane fit for the mill, 

ad* rtorf a hole for receiving the juice as ex¬ 

pressed from the sugar-cane, 

s. ey€ dlekhya, s. Painting, 

c. ey^ss^i^ dlekhya-shesha, adj. 

Dead, deceased. 

c. dleisu, dleisi- 

kelu, v. a. To listen to, give ear to, to hear 

attentively. 

s. dloka, dlokane, 

s. Seeing, looking, sight. 2. light. 3. flat¬ 

tering, panegyric, esdo® *$-;&> to see, look at. 

seen. ed/a*^ an object of sight. 

S. alochane, s. Consideration, 

deliberation, thought, reflection. 2. counsel, 

opinion, advice. fcsdua**37k, «dja*rij3 sbrazb to 

reflect on, deliberate, ponder, view attentive¬ 

ly with the mind, consider. esdja*e$^ 

adoas^;3 =#jajb to give one’s opinion or advice, 

a that advice is not good. 

s. dlodane, dlo- 

dhane, s. A general acquaintance with, as 

authors. 2. a thorough enquiry, deep re¬ 

search. 3. churning. adj®*33 sfca*>,.ed»t 

to inquire deeply and fully into a subject. 

2. to churn. 

0. ey|5jodo dlcheru, s. An enlargement of 

the testicles by injury, in boys. 

o- &-£o, d- 

vam, dvanu, dvavanu, See &e. 

A. O. a«a. See a;®. 

A. o. ey^oXrfS dvangadali, [ok#a aort 

How ? by what method or means. 

A. o. ao dvagam, [«faas»rti»] adv. 
Ever, always, adrto^ as always, as usual. 

C. C?X£3 dvata, s. A play, a game. 

0. dvatiganu, s. A corn mea¬ 

surer. 

0. dvatita, See ad£3*W. 

C. dvani, s. The fifth Hindu solar 

month. 

T. B. ejfrfS dvati. See asb§. 

c. e?s&, dvara, dvarige, adv. 

Till, until then, up to that time. 

S. dvarana, s. The space inclosed 

round a house or garden. 2. a shield. ads 

* to surround, encroach, usurp, as^a en¬ 

closed, surrounded. 

C. dvari, s. Steam. ade «=* 

0 tuzb to apply steam. adO esda oejt^ 

to cook or boil in steam, asia^ 

a cake cooked in steam. 

C. dvarike, s. The eared Cassia, 



Cassia auriculata. a small run¬ 

ning species of the Cassia auriculata, used 

in medicine. s&jsojrasjOi# another sort. 

A. 0. e?s3t>cJai)o avarisiyu, s. A flame. 

S. coo avallSU, See under 

H. es^&iusr, Z3-&&JZ, e?sda^sr, eyrf^s- 

avarjd, dvarji, dvarju, dvarje, See 

wsiEjsr. 

S. CJodsfs' avarta, s. A whirlpool. 2. de¬ 

liberation, reflection. 3. revolving, turning 

round. 4. a mineral substance. 5. hair 

naturally curled. 

S. ^ dvartane, S. Revolution. 

s. SJod'Ss" dvarti, S. A turn, time, revo¬ 

lution. sSijv’o to tell five or six 

times. 

S. dvashyaka, s. Urgency, emer¬ 

gency, need, necessity, to he 

necessary, skra he sure and come. 

T. B. Z9^co dvasa. See «=»*. 

S. dvahisu, See under 

S. dvali, s. A line, row, range. 2. a 

heap, multitude. a volley of arrows. 

c. efasA, dvdga, dvdgalu, 
See crfcossrt, 

S. C?ays7j> dbddha, s. Great pain, or dis¬ 

tress. 

S. ZjZSD'Vj dvdpa, s. A basin round the foot 

of a tree. 2. a bracelet. 3. a hostile inten¬ 

tion. 4. sowing. "5. uneven ground. 

S. efsyBTJS* dvdpaka, s. A gold bracelet. 

s. dvdpana, s. A loom, an imple¬ 

ment for weaving. 

S. dvdla, s. A basin round the foot 

of a tree. 

C. dvdnanu, pro. Any person, 

whosoever, MSJStScio any thing, 

any time. 

S. dvasa, s. An abode, a house. « 

aadnark to abide. 

S. &ZTt)?x}'^ avahane, s. Causing the des¬ 

cent of the Deity into an idol. 2. an invoca¬ 

tion of evil spirits by incantations. 3. pos¬ 

session. to encroach, usurp, seize. 2. 

to enter, or possess, as an evil spirit, or as 

the deity is supposed to do an idol. 3. to 

take to the mind, think of, &c. 

' C. dvi, s. Exhalation, breath. 2. vapour, 

mist. 3. steam. 4. the heat of a fire. 

r£i&) to put in steam. t&BcjSm to boil in 

steam. ^ mist to arise. 

S. dvika, s. A blanket or woollen 

cloth. 2. a sheep. 

C. dvi-kannu, s. Diseased or 

weakey^ 

A. C. dvige, [shszb1*] s. A wooden shoe 

or sandal. wSrf to put on shoes, 

c. c3£>i\, e?a7^7\oo&, e?^, ey^-fi dvi¬ 

ge, dvige-gundi, dvugi, dvuge, s. A 

potter’s kiln. ts;M to fire a kiln. 

gfioiod to open a kiln. 

S. &£>E$E~&7<&dvirbhavisu, v.n. To he horn. 

C. dviri. See wrfe. 

S. Cya<y dvila, adj. Turbid, dirty, thick, 

muddy. 

A. o. eyas&too dvivaralu, See 

S. dvishkrita, adj. Seen, evi¬ 

dent, manifest. 

S. dvishta, adj. Possessed as by a 

demon, anger, &c. 2. engrossed by any sen¬ 

timent or feeling. demoniacal posses¬ 

sion. See 

C. ey^j dm, s. A cow. the oldest 

cow in a herd. rtjsaKji a cow not milked at 

home, but kept in the jungle, es^) 7U>%xk, « 

Aidvrjo cowherds, waji sutu cow’s milk. 

esa?( a cow’s calf. aooz&>, esaji doo 

a a herd of cows, rVsdA a cow’s hoof. 

C. dvu-bivu, s. The dried entrail 

of a cow used as catgut. 2. pro. which. 3. 

a. c. we. 

T. B. ey^jB dvuti, See w’scoS. 

S. eyrf^ dvrita, See under 

t. b. dvritti, See water. 

C. ave, s. A turtle or tortoise. wSccfa 

tortoise shell, ts&x’typ a precious stone 

said to he found in the head of a tortoise. 2. 

a stone used for sore eyes. wsSdosd (*«J) a 

place abounding with tortoises. w3 ****> a 

cloven foot, a spider. 

C. avellu, s. Sweet oil-seed. 

S. ey«3^X dvdga, s. Hurry, haste, great 

speed. 2. fury, anger. 
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C. dve-gida, s. The mustard plant. 

C. aveji, s. Coriander seed. 

S. ay^d dve'sha, s. Absorption of the fa¬ 

culties in one wish or idea, devotedness to an 

object. 2. demoniacal frenzy, possession, su¬ 

pernatural inspiration. 3>owo, 

sorb, to he inspired, or possessed by 

a god or demon; to be in a frenzy. 

demoniacal possession. 

S. dveshana, $. A workshop, ma¬ 

nufactory. 2. an entrance. 3. possession by 

devils, &c. 

S. ay^^-a?^ dveshika, s. A guest, a visitor, 

s. ayay^t^jd dvdshtaka, d- 

veshtana, s. A wall, fence, inclosure, sssft 

enclosed, surrounded. 

c. dve-haladi, s. A fragrant 

kind of turmeric. 

S. aveJcshana, s. Seeing, looking, 

seen. 

C. (ivollSU) Vt )i, To yawn, to 

gape. v. a. To control. 

C. avodu, s. A drag, an instru¬ 

ment with hooks to catch hold of things un¬ 

der water. 

C. dvonu, for efasslsijij. 

S. dsha, s. A point of the compass. 2. 

desire, hope. See «$• 

S. ushanka, s. Fear, apprehension, 

doubt. 

C. aydo7\d dshangadi, s. A greengrocer’s 

shop. 

S. dshamsa, s. Wish, desire. 2. 

praise, flattery. 

S. C^Ocd'D'^H" dshamsdrtha, (ingramr.) 
s. The subjunctive mood. 

S. ashamsu, s. Wishing blessings. 

S. ^y^iO^o dshaya, s. Meaning, intention. 

2. t. b. («j5>ccb) an asylum, abode, retreat. 

3. the Jack (a kind of bread-fruit) tree. 4. 

the mind. 5. the stomach or the seat of the 

stomach. 6. property. 7. a miser. 8. in¬ 

digestion. 

S. cycl'd dshara, s. Air, wind. 2. a goblin. 

3. a foe, enemy. 

G-. ay^s-, ay^<y usharta, dshalta, s. 

Irony, ridicule, mocking. 

s. ey^o&'d dshdmbara, adj. Naked. 

S. ty^sJS1 dshdka, s. Potherbs. 

s. ay^Be) ^S^odj, dshd-karindra, 

dshdne, s. An elephant of one of the eight 

quarters. 

S. dshddhipatya, s. Univer¬ 

sal monarchy. 

S. ay^SaiO^ dshdbandha, [a^hope, 

tie] s. A spider’s web. 2. confidence, trust, 

expectation. 

S. dshdshtaka, s. The eight 
CL) 

points of the compass. 

S. ZS°d ashi, s. A serpent’s fang. 

S. dshinjini, s. A bow-string. 

C. O'-!dshina-gida, s. The saul tree. 

S. 2 d dshira, s. Fire, 2. a goblin or imp. 

H. ay-B^oSo d-shivdi, adv. Afterwards; 

besides that. 

T. b. ay-S^d dshina, See 

S. ayB^dTSod dshi-mdnta, s. The bor¬ 

ders of a country. 

S. dshirvdda, s. A benediction, 

blessing. sSjsz&j, to bless, 

to wish or bestow a blessing. 

s. ay-B^Sod, ashi-visha, [a& a fang, $4 

poison] s. A serpent. 

S. aydo dshu, s. Haste, hurry, quickness. 

es&rraSw a fast walker, an extempore 

poet. 

S. ay^OA dshuga, [swift goer] s. An arrow. 

2. the wind. 

S. ay-Bo^i dshuni, s. A pup, a whelp. 

S. ay IiotiSj dshu-patri, s. A tree which 

yields frankincense. 

S. ay^oodoS dshu-mati, s. Mentalacumen, 

shrewd wit. 

S. ay^oOj^So dshu-vnhi, s. A quickly 

growing rice. 

S. ay^odo^^l dshushukshani, s. Fire. 

2. air, wind. 

S. ayf dshe, s. Wish, desire. 2. hope, ex¬ 

pectation. 3. love, attachment. 4. curiosi¬ 

ty of the mind, at w»*. vteeM, 
wSria^, M^cdoai a 

covetous or avaricious man. a cove¬ 

tous woman.. 
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Misted, to desire, wish, 

covet, be allured, captivated. =#js^o, at 

at to raise another’s expecta¬ 

tions, to hold out hopes, to entice. 

to he disappointed. ts$=£a~o to disappoint. 

atAjs^rm^o to be infatuated with, allured by, 

in love with, the fetters of desire. 

ejS3!tv&W7WFk to be entangled with desire. 

agitation from covetous desires, 

lust or avarice to distress. sfctf 

Sdjsizi) giving up hope, despair. 

wish to be gratified. 2. expectation to cease, 

(St to fix the mind on an object. 

ch, tst&jto seem desirable. tsf ^ 

a promise, an agreeable speech, 

it&j-o to divert, to draw off the mind of 

another from an object. »$rirfcdoo to be sa¬ 

tisfied, fully gratified in one’s desires. 

SwSoirario hope to become blighted. S° 

to despair. 

S. CJjPSSsr dshoucha, s. Ceremonial im¬ 

purity or defilement. impurity 

from the death of a relative. pollu¬ 

tion from the birth of a child. 

S. dshcharya, s. Surprise, as¬ 

tonishment, wonder, es^crfjr es^cdor A/a 

$ to be surprised, to wonder, siafij 

to surprise, astonish, es^cdorrf strati a mar¬ 

vellous or novel expression. 2. surprising 

intelligence. 

S. ^ ashmanai s. A gem, a precious 

stone. 

s. ZS'j^dopQ dshmari, dshmaruna, 

s. The disease of the stone. 

S. ashrama, s. A religious order of 

which there are four referable to the differ¬ 

ent periods of life; viz. that of a 

bachelor student; ^ that of a householder; 

that of an anchorite. that of a 

mendicant. 2. a college, a school. 3. a 

hermitage, the abode of. retired saints or 

sages. 4. a wood or thicket, wastes3 a 

hermitage. 

S. dshraya, s. A retreat, an abode, 

an asylum. 2. support, patronage, counte¬ 

nance. (St)£&, to seek 

the patronage, countenance, or support of 

another. 2. to retreat to, to have recourse 

55 o3[e>Z^ 

to, seek shelter. 3. to be dependent on 

another. 'vtiyih to sanction, patronise, 

countenance, afford shelter or support. t/aa 

without protection or support. 

cii the countenance of an inferior, disreputa¬ 

ble patronage. superior patron¬ 

age. one who is countenanced or 

supported by another, a dependant. 

dependent on. one who is kind 

to his dependants. 

S. dshraydsha, s. The god of 

fire, who devours those who flee to him for 

refuge. 

s. dshrava, s. A promise. 

promised. 

s. £?f ^Cc> dshlesha, dshle- 

shana, s. Embracing, an embrace. 2. the 

9th lunar mansion. 

c. e?^o3w<y, ^ dshwa- 

yuja, ashwija, dshwina, s. The seventh 

lunar month (September-October), that in 

which the moon’s change takes place when 

the sun is in Libra. 

S. dshwdsa, s. Completion, cessa¬ 

tion. 2. consolation, comforting. 3. a chap¬ 

ter, section, or division of a book, 

the preface or contents of a chapter. 

S. dshwineyaru, s. The 

two sons of by ^cdjr, and physicians 

ofjjjrtr; one of them is named the 

other or the patronymic may be used 

in the singular to designate either of them. 

S. dshwini, s. A day’s journey for 

a horse. 

H. dish a Id, s. Fondness, attachment. 

H. £5tj^l>o!b dshandi, s. Friendship. 

T. B. dshapdka, [es^ffw] s. 

Sores about the tongue and mouth, occasioned 

by the heat of the body. 

c. dshd- 

dabutiga, dshddabhuti, s. A dissem¬ 

bler, (leceiver, hoaxer, hypocrite. 

0. dshddiyu, s. The plant 

Asparagus racemosus. 

S. ashadha, $. The fourth Hindu 

month (June-July,) that in which the moon’s 

change takes place when the sun is in Cancer. 



2. an ascetic’s staff. 3. tlie Malaya moun¬ 

tain. 

s. ashddhaka, 

dshddhabhu, s. The planet Mars, 

s. ashdchana,. s. Sprinkling, 

ablution, washing, wetting, bathing. 

G. dshode, s. Refreshment, 

s. &7i dsa, s. A how. 

C. £?coQ?\ dsangi, s. An instrument used by 

silver-smiths, &c. on which to beat out bruises. 

S. £?ejod dsanda, s. A name of Vishnu. 

2. a small couch or oblong chair having a 

seat of wicker-work. 

C. S3>roO&> dsandi, S. A bier. 

S. WoO&o dsambu, s. An armed arrow. 

S. ZSlsfis dsakta, adj. Diligent, zealous, 

addicted to, ardently devoted to. 2. eternal. 

zeal, attachment or devotion to an 

object or pursuit, diligence, application. ^ 

■j^^uo&do, to be ardently attached 

or devoted to. 

T. b. dsada, dsadi, See 

S. CJooji dsana, s. A stool, seat, mat, any 

thing to sit on. 2. the anus, 3. the wi¬ 

thers of an elephant, where the driver sits, 

4. a car. 5. sitting in some peculiar posture, 

as is the custom of devotees. 6. maintaining 

a post against an enemy. 7. halting, stop¬ 

ping. *a purifying one’s seat. 2. sit¬ 

ting up properly. bosaiifS a throne, 

£ sitting cross-legged. SAtotJ?* resting on 

one knee, uo. seated, a seat 

or throne bearing the figure of a tortoise; 

ta throne with the figure of the 

brahmany kite; a lotus seat, or seat 

with a lotus painted on the top; a 

seat bearing the figure of a serpent; 

a seat covered with tiger’s skin; s*^n»3S;i a 

seat covered with antelope skin; a seat 

made of carpet. 

S. dsanna, adj. Made ready. 2. 

near, contiguous, near death. 

S. Cj dsa-prdsa, s. Hard breath¬ 

ing from great oppression or fatigue, adj. 

Beyond ability. 

H. tPco£?coJj) dsapha, dsaphu, s. A 

native collector of revenue. the office 

of a native collector. 

T. B. dsabadike, s. Greediness, 

covetousness. 

H. €? COSO'S 300 dsabdbu, s. Implements, 

tools, apparatus. 

T. b. £?cod, eS’oj'iS dsara, dsare, [a^afa] 

s. Shelter, support, patronage, protection, 

countenance. ®*3cdssrb to become a shelter, 

refuge, defence, or assistance, 

stsaa tsriJ 7%ja^ to have recourse to for 

shelter, to seek refuge, to hide. 

So&dM, tssitf ?»z& to hide behind a- 

nother, &c. S^3$c&)orf wsfc wS 

many persons get a living through your pa¬ 

tronage. erooS&a<> have 

you any countenance from him ? 

rfoasrid d thieves hide themselves 

near empty rivers, 

^ccbj^Bcdo zS^o build a wall, and then 

kick down your mat, (do not give up your 

situation till you have secured a better). 

C. dsaru, v. n. To be tired, weary, 

fatigued. 2. to be dilatory, slow. *?'<*>» 

to be fatigued, tired. 

sirf, «S^6^ fatigue, weariness. 

Titfo to hear the relation of one’s trouble. 

m cree that road is fatiguing. 

zSjsd MTirisreftiS this load is heavy or tiring, 

what trouble is it to you ? 

S. dsava, S. Rum, spirit distilled 

from sugar, flowers, &c. 

T. B. CfcJD^ dsdda, See 

c. dsadi, dsddiya, 

s. A trooper. 2. a celestial chorister. 

S. S5 as adit a, adj. Obtained, wit* 

to obtain, get ready. 

H. cJ"SDo as ami, $. A person, an indivi¬ 

dual. 2. a farmer. 3. a prisoner. 4. a debtor. 

5. a situation, an employment. e55ri»a;r*&, 

«!tsjussd3 adj. Individual, MJfsSosssa <Ss^ 

an account shewing the particulars of each 

farmer’s produce and assessment. 

S. dsara, s. A falling stream. 2. 

a heavy or continuous shower. 2. surround¬ 

ing an enemy. 3. the army of a king, a 

body-guard. 

S. dsina, adj. Sitting, seated. 



C. e^roo dsu, See jss*. 

C. & reo dsu, s. The saul tree. park 

the fibre of the saul tree. thread made 

of this fibre. 

S. Ci’roo'd usura, s. A demon. 2. a form 

of marriage, in which the bride is taken by 

force. a deed of cruelty, an op¬ 

pressive act. 

A. 0. Seis'd dsura, adj. Superior, excellent. 

T. B. ase. See ««. 

s. dsechana, dse- 

chanaka, adj. Beloved, desired. 

C. dsoti, s. Cultivation. 

H. dsoda, dsode, s. 

Refreshment. =#js^o to refresh 

one’s self. 

S. dskrandita, s. The walk 

of a horse. 

S. y,rd"S^.d dskdra, s. Protection, shelter, 

countenance. to countenance, 

encourage. 

g. £?7od, eJTcdcs dstara, dstarana, 
—O S3 

[spread] s. A kind of blanket or painted 

cloth thrown over the back of an elephant. 

2. a mat, carpet, seat. 

C. 25rJ^, dsti, dsti-pds- 

ti, dste, s. Property, estate, effects, wealth. 

2. age. 3. worth, value. 4. a man fond of 

festivity and gaiety, w^crijsi, 

d eirad, a man of property. 65 ^ 

tjtlodj the proprietor of an estate, 

to acquire property, become rich. 2. to take 

violently the property of another. 'S&b 

es^ab, es’^^Oj. to lay by property. re¬ 

latives. 2. persons fond of pleasure. 

S. dstikanu, s. The name of a 

sage, from an expression of his father (he is 

in the womb,) pronouncing his conception to 

have taken place before there were any ex¬ 

ternal indications of it. 2. a believer, one 

who says there is a God, in opposition to P» 

an atheist. 

S. e?oo, e?r3 dstha, dsthe, s. Wish, de- 
dy 0 

sire. 2. prop, stay, place or means of abid¬ 

ing. 3. an assembly. 4. effort, pains, care. 

5. consideration, regard, fondness. 

g. (3 dsthuna, s. An assembly, espe¬ 

cially that of a prince and his ministers, &c. 

2. a hall of audience. 3. a court of justice, 

wjt® a courtier. 
H* 

S. asthika, s. One of Indra’s weap¬ 

ons, consisting of the back hone of the saint 

Dadichi. 

C. d-sp a, s. A kind of cushion put over 

the hack of the hand, with which the cotton 

heater holds the machine when at work. ° 

A, so=#ja^o to put it on. 

S. dspada, s. Authority, basis, 

ground, support. 2. business, affair. 3. 

place, situation, protection, refuge, shelter. 

4. dignity. 6. opportunity. 6. quarter in 

battle. =£*& to give place, shelter, or 

protection; to allow; to afford an opportu¬ 

nity. 

S. ZScd"d^p asphdla, s. Flapping, beating, 

striking, so as to produce noise. 

S. £?<\o^335£ dsphujita, s. A name of ShuJc- 

ra, regent of the planet Venus. 

S. dsphota, s. A plant, swal¬ 

low-wort. 

s. dsphotaka, s. A kind of 

mountain tree. 

S. dsphotana, s. Beating on 

the ground, as a lion or tiger lashing with its 

tail. 2. expanding, blowing. 3. contract¬ 

ing, closing. 

S. & roJe>^dsphdtani, s. Boring pearls, 

&c. 

s. dsya, s. The face. 2. the mouth. 

(broad-faced or mouthed) a lion. 2. 

(five-faced) Shiva. a man with 

a beard, or hair on the face, ts^ewodw 

(plough-faced) a hog. si saliva. rt«» 

^<5 G-anesha, with an elephant’s face. BsjjsS®* 

a sore in the mouth. 

S. £?rv| dsra, s. Blood. (blood-drink¬ 

er) a leech, bug, ogre, &c. 2. the nineteenth 

lunar mansion- 

S. asrava, s. Distress, pain, afflic¬ 

tion. 

S. dhaka, adj. Daily. 

S. ahata, s. A cloth that has been 

washed. 2. assertion of an impossibility. 

adj. Beaten, hurt, injured. 2. multiplied. 
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3. known. 4. uttered falsely. 

noted for good qualities, attracting notice. w 

a new, unbleached cloth. 

C. OScrfif dhadake, See undergo. 

S. ysid dhara, s. Breath, inspiration, adj. 

Inspired, 

S. dhava, s. War, battle. 2. sacri¬ 

ficing. a warrior, dsta-ir mighty 

in battle, 55 dj the battle has begun. 

S. ahavamya, s. A consecra¬ 

ted fire taken from the householder’s perpet¬ 

ual fire, and prepared for receiving oblations. 

S. 0573 dhd, interj. of gladness, wonder, 

and sorrow. 

S. tS’So'Sd ahum, s. Food, provision, suste¬ 

nance. 2. taking, conveying. tsss 

6^o, essri djado to eat, to devour. ch 

*4 preparation for a meal; an expedient for 

subsistence. the juices of the 

body; as, chyle, lymph, serum, &c. 

given to appetite, quick at meals. 

s. oSo^ dhika, s. A name of the gramma¬ 

rian Pdnini. 2. a serpent. 3. the ascend¬ 

ing node.' 

s. ahika-jwara, S. An inter¬ 

mittent fever. &**&>* a daily fever. 

8o^, eSo^djcdo a fever every second day. 

cdreSo^, ssSo^ ^jcd> a tertian fever. 

S. dhitdgni, s. Perpetual fire. 

2. a worshiper of Agni, the god of fire. 

s. dhi-tundita, s. A snake 

catcher or juggler. 

A. C. SfSoo ahu, v. n. To become, to exist. 

See ^do. essocW the act of becoming. 

S. dhuta, s. The nourishment of all 

created beings, considered as one of the five 

sacraments or principal sacrifices of the Hin¬ 

dus. 

S. OSjoB dhuti, s. A burnt-offering or sac¬ 

rifice. =&®do to offer sacrifice. *MS>3 

Miooa to receive a sacrifice. 

A. C. OSooCb dhudu, 3rd.per.sing.ofvz&>- 

S. dhuti, s. Calling. 

S. alley a, adj. Belonging or relat¬ 

ing to a snake. 2. (of very disgust¬ 

ing. 

S. Occ^o dheru, s. The tree Asparagus 

sarmentosus. 

C. OSc d-hottu, adv. Then, that day. 
■ .0 

S. Oao^iiSr dhnika, S. Constant occupation, 

daily work. the forenoon, 

noon. st,scdjsi&jl^, einsJo^ afternoon. 

2. the division or section of a book, 

<&> daily observances, religious duties per¬ 

formed in the day time. 

S. 0533 £> dhldda, s. Joy, gladness. 

joyful, pleasant, ero^d^d^do to be 

joyful, pleasant, e»jri3»rb, eootedj 

to be glad, ess^d dado to make glad, dd 

dossed great or celestial joy. 

Ooo^ado dhwa, dhwe, 

dhwaya, s. A name or appellation, 

d, calling. 2. name or appellation. 

C. ala, s. Depth, profundity, adj. deep. 

the fish dived into the 

deep, dos^do, estf Soaoiw, to 

sound, to ascertain the depth. «Vd, tsvJsvd 

deep, profound. d|J, atf a deep pit. 

wtf a deep tank. =£d?3 

crfjsddd dodtys^^ddo^ Svcrfo ^osddb it is im¬ 

possible to fathom the depth of a great hypo¬ 

crite’s mind. 

s. e?5o£, e?5o£, 

0. Or? dlanke, s. The name of a boy’s 

play, making beds in the road, on a moon¬ 

light night, with a heap of dust in the centre, 

&c. esVowsjdj to play at it. 

0. O^oaS dlanche, S. A post earned by 

men. 

0. Oof dlande, s. A place of ambush, a 

shelter, a refuge. 

C. dlandige, adj. Plain, clear. 

T. B. O^oayd dlambara, See esdoud. 

0. dlaga, s. A rude, base, vulgar man. 

0. dla-jolu, s. Intimacy, friend¬ 

ship. 

C. 0^£3 dlate, S. A kind of reel upon 

which thread is wound into skeins. 

C. oy'dorf dladanda, adj. Slothful, lazy. 

T. B. do dlaya, See ewo*. 

C. O’^’e^-os- dlarchu, v. a. To prepare, 

make ready. 

s. Odsj&i, dlavatta, See kus'Uj. 
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A. C. alavadu, v. n. To grumble, 

murmur. 

G. alastike, adj. Clear, clean, fine, 

to be clear, fine, clean. 

C. dldku, s. The eighth part of a 

seer. 

C. ^T3 7T3 ^ ald-gali, s. A gossip, a dis¬ 

reputable man. 

C. £?<£T07\Je>^ dld-gola, ad). Awkward, 

clumsy. 

C. dldvdla, s. A greedy man. 

C. dli, s. An affix of nouns expressing 

habit; as, a glutton; «*&»? a boy given 

to play; a gamester. 

&. dli, s. A line, row, multitude. 2. 

the carpenter bee. 3. a female friend. 4. a 

lie, a falsehood. 5. the eye. *sv && female 

friends. See »©• 

C. SS^pocS dlimbe, s. A mushroom. P*cSo 

wvgcS, a fungus. 

S. dli-kdra, s. A liar. 2. an 

awkward man. 

S. & C. dli-gollu, v. a. To 

shut the eyes. ^ 

s. dlida-mahd-svod- 

mi, [reigning monarch] s. An epithet for 

king. 

C. dlidali, s. A mob, tumult, 

uproar. 

A. C. dlinerike, s. A game of 

boys, leaping one upon another. 

C. dli-bdlu, [rule and thrive] 

v. n. To live long. 2. to manage a wife. 

55v wrsvrfrf a man of experience, an old man. 

A. C. dlilku, v. n. To be abashed, 

an abash er. 

C. dlivali, s. A low, mean, base 

man. 

C. dlive'ri, s. A rampart. 

0. dlu, s. A man or person in general, 

a grown person, one that is able to act for 

himself. 2. a hero, a man (emphatically.) 

3. a male or female servant. 4. (in chess) 

a pawn. 5. a messenger. a female 

servant or labourer. doarasb a male servant 

or labourer. wstoitf), ws&rW>, etf) 

servants. «vla, «svJJd, wtfatS a man’s height 

or stature. a man’s height, 

ability or capacity. «**> ^ to send a mes¬ 

senger. 2. to set labourers to a work. WO 

do, wvdo, to keep a 

servant, to entertain a person in one’s employ. 

«V»vb each person, wvavrt, W?rrevrt to each 

man. fc'vscrfoo, wvsBdo to select a man, to 

choose a servant. a master, ruler, 

avurfrf a servant. 2. an able man. 

to become a servant, w§jsi?St33t»rS wgj 

he who can obey can rule, to 

rise in the world. wswst! the figure or form 

of a man. 2. improvement in circumstances. 

3. beauty of person, service. 2. 

manliness, heroism, prowess. W'did) to get 

into a situation, to enter upon service, w'do 

Od> to take into service or to cause another to 

get into service. Wo 55's^o to put in custody 

of another, as for debt, &c. W 

the vehicle of an idol, in which artificial men 

are made bearing a palankeen, djostrsvb ed) 

dss&dd) they made six regiments of 

three men (proverb used of a scattered fami¬ 

ly.) av’vsM the quantity one man usually eats 

at a meal. Wo kU the distance or 

speed at which a man can run. Wo 

to hire a labourer. 

C. dlu, v. a. To rule, reign, govern, 

manage, control, v. n. To dive, bathe, sink 

under water. W1#, esyd, Wodti, Woddo 

reign, rule, management, the act of ruling, 

evdosiscrij, Wo® zfcrfo, wed, Wd a king, ruler. 

2. a master. 3. a husband. wdoss®, wd 

Wo a queen. 2. a mistress. wro, to 

cause to rule, wcvfo he who ruled. W€zSo 

to put under one’s management or rule, w 

to rule one’s self. 2. to keep a wife 

in subjection. W W =do®:sd incorrigi¬ 

ble, unmanageable, ungovernable. 

O! my master! to go¬ 

vern a kingdom. 

C. €J^ooa> dlunga, dlurnba, 

[man eater] s. A cannibal, giant, ogre. 

0. ale, s. Buttennilk. W unboiled 

buttermilk. 

0. altale, s. Persons in a row join¬ 

ing hands. 

c. dldala, dlbala, s. In¬ 

fantry, a body of foot soldiers. 
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C. dlddri, s. A footpath. 

A. C. uldu, v. a. To dip or sink in. 

the act of dipping or sinking. 

C. dldu-kollu, v. a. To sub¬ 

ject, subdue. ^ 

C. &^}jdZi5Jo uldodeya, See under etf>. 

C. dldhola, s. A field in one’s 

C. alp a, [etfoss] adj. Managing, ruling. 

a ruler, master, husband. 

c- dlpdti, adj. Equal to a man’s 

strength, &c. as a burden, &e. See also 

under «*• 

C. dlbdlu, s. A man’s estate or 

livelihood. 2. a servant’s estate. 

A. C. Z3\j} alma, [wrsj s. A sovereign, king, 

ruler. 

C. dlmaga, s. A servant. 

servants, a porter’s load. 

A.o.e^ dlmi, s. Majesty, greatness. 

C. diva, [e*sQ adj. Managing raling, 

&c. [eybsttsk] a ruler. 

C. dlvatte, s. A hostage. 

C. dlvdru, s. lit. Rulers, gover¬ 

nors, persons possessing and exercising power 

or influence. 2. a surname of twelve renown¬ 

ed disciples of Vishuu of ancient times 

amongst the Tamil people 5 viz. ^sc&socsSsb 

!S^cdjsi!?-sstb, Stbjky^crtsa 

Vibrio, 

SBc&sivijrk, 

sJotioti^Scrfravsjti), eonsvi, csJooitti) 

Each is said to have written a part 

of the Drdvida Prahandha, or Tamil Veda, 

consisting of 4,003 stanzas; which work i3 

chiefly designed for Shudras and women; but 

by some is conceived to have higher claims 

than the Sanscrit Veda; from which, however, 

the ground work of it must have been taken, 

and some glosses and commentaries added. 

The last of these devotees, who is also some¬ 

times called owiwjijwawscstorrb, established 

the religion of the Shri VeisJmava, one of the 

three principal Hindu sects, rttbcs»v»jifc Qa- 

ncda, the bralimany kite, Vishnu’s steed. 

S. akshand, s. An ointment. 2. 

that instant. 

S. Z3g^>3pS dkshdrane, s. Imputation or 

accusation of adultery. calumniated 

or falsely accused. 2. accused of adultery or 

fornication. 

S. dkshika, s. A gambler. See wgf 

s. dkshirika, s. A species of mi- 

nmsops. 

s. ey^^pl 4/cshepa, dkshd- 

pane, s. Abuse, reviling. 2, censure, blame, 

reproach. 3. a question. 4. criticism. 6. 

objection. 6. a figure in rhetoric (irony). 

7. attraction, (-0 criticise, cavil. 2. 

to question. 3. to abuse, revile. Screed 

above all question, blame, or reproach. 

S. dkshepaka, s. Disease. 2. 

flatulence. 3. a detractor, a calumniator. 4. 

an oar or paddle. 

S. akshota, S. A tree growing 

in mountains, the walnut. 

The third letter of the alphabet, sounded 

as i in pin. 2. a prefix signifying two, two¬ 

fold ; as, rsi%<o both sides, two-fold, 

two ways, &c. 3. a shortened form of 

the demonstrative as, this side. 4. 

a feminine affix; as, rfo® a wise woman. 

woaSsiriB a female who receives bribes. 

Vio°^ a procuress. Sarasivati. 

C. im, (in compos.) contraction of 

•2. a., c. a sign of the instrumental case ; as, 

<^o by him. 

0. inku, See Portland 

0. inku-dale, $. Shame, shrink- 

* ing from fear. 

T. B. ^oa ing a, See 
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T. b. ^o7\rf, rs,,o7\ So7\t3 inagda, inga- 

dingada, [Sorts] adj. Separate, different, 

distinct, apart. 'sort&ortdrrert distinctly, se¬ 

parately. ^ortaortSsurtrtj to be separate, 

distinct. mcrt&ortds-srtdo to place separately, 

to put apart, mortem, rtaso to separate, 

to divide. 

A. c. ingadalu, for 

and sea] s. The milk sea. <artSwcti), 

'■Qortrtej^jS&cdotfdcrio Vishnu, son-in-law of the 

milk sea, LaTcshmi his wife having been pro¬ 

duced at the churning of it. mortdwjort 

LaJcshmi, daughter of the milk sea. <$ortS 

«fjsSi33>acrtw the friend of the milk sea. ^orts 

t)rort5 <-Qortrt”j=5t)^d the moon. 2. Dhanwan- 

tari, (sprung from the milk sea.) 

A. C. °2,07\VS> ingana, s. Eadiance, lustre. 

2. fire. 3. a firefly. 

A. c. ^opTstvi in-gadira, [<«to for ^o^i, 

and a ray] s. The moon, 

A. c. rs.o7\£>(3or& in-gadir-nudi, s. A 

sweet word, an agreeable communication. 

T. b. ^oa£), <^oa?/, f’SioJ\<Z) ingala, 

ingala, ingila, [*ion»sy] $. Tire, live 

coals. 2. charcoal. 3. the name of a tree. 

T. B. r3oX©l°X, <^oXe) 

f^oXoS, oXd^X ingalika, ingalika, 

ingilika, inguli, ingulika, [aoorbtf] s. 

Vermilion. 

c. ^oX^-soDo, f^oX^So^ ingala- 

kdi, ingala-hannu, s. A bitter medicinal 

fruit. 

A. c. '"S.oX^’Xac) ingala-ganna, s. Shiva, 

with an eye of fire in the centre of his fore¬ 

head. 

a. o. f'QoX^skX ingala-mag a, s. The 

son of Agni, or Shiva’s son ShanmuJcha, 

said to have been produced from Shiva’s seed 

swallowed by Agni. 

C. f’S.oX^ ingalike, s. A stool. 

s. f’S.OA's<y ingala, t. b. ingdli, 

s. Charcoal. 

S. rtSjoT\~& ingita, S. A hint, sign, or ges¬ 

ture. 2. going, motion. 3. inquiry, research. 

4. thought. <$Qrtdrv*d 0ne who can 

pry into or knows another’s thoughts. 

T. B. <^oXo, ingu, ingika, [8oo 

rto] s. Assafoetida. mcrtdrtd the tree produc¬ 

ing assafcetida. the juice of the 

bark of this tree, ‘sortosis* , ^ortjss^o, <*>o 

AeScdw [cqdrtj assafoetida, and &c.to ap¬ 

ply. lit. to apply assafcetida to the eyes, which 

would quickly destroy them] v. a. To cheat, 

impose upon, deceive, hoax. 

C. 030X0 ingu, v. n. To soak, dry up, eva¬ 

porate. 2. to be decocted, to cause 

to sink in, to make evaporate. 2. to cause 

to digest, to make decoct. ^°rtdo to be soak¬ 

ed in, evaporated, ^ort&rt) to be not soaked 

in, &c. *siorta&»*rtj to sink down, go in, as 

the eyes from disease, &c. 

s. <^oXo£i, <~SoXoe; ingudi, ingula, s. 
The name of a plant. 

A. c. ingolu, [090 for and 

stick] s. The sugar-cane. 

Cupid, with a sugar-cane bow. 

c. &. t. B. 'Vos^-d inchar a, [«*to for'sc^, 

and f0r djd voice or note] s. A charming, 

pleasant voice, a melodious note. SteAaafcj 

^)Voa srtz&d dort^d&o^d^ rtjsdodoidd d 

d?i jjoBd bog^ 5dd=#j. dii cJj§ jicuotb d® 

d by serpents that erected their crests, 

and danced to the melodious song of the 

wild girl gathering flowers, accompanied by 

the drone of the bamboos, as the wind filled 

their bores. dorfsbaocSdsfio^ata perceiving 

the melody of the fifth note. 

A. c. 'Qo&'Q inchari, s. Silver, 

c. rSioaj&, ''303363, rsjoa^fcSo injadi, in- 

jiti, injutu, s. A rag, a tatter. 

A. c. cS,o’So6oo indeyam, s. A piece, lump, 

clot, clod. &>odaozlcrt)o a piece of flesh. 

H. °3o£^ indvi, s. A small mat or carpet 

for a hooka to stand upon. 

0. inta, intalu, affix of 

comparison, Than, wddo ddrtosi rtosrtddo he 

is greater than I. <xiddo ^Crtod iooa 

this man is wiser than all. wdjdd^osi 

djocrf before I come. 

0. °3o3'^X intanaka, d^v] adv. Thus 

far, till now, hitherto. 

C. °3p!$, ^,o3t inta, intd. See 

A. c. ^oarK, intappa, inta- 
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nanta, adj. So, of this kind, such as this. 

guch great splendour. 

A. C. ^030 intu, adv. Thus, so, in this 

manner, thus he spoke, jfaa 

speak thus. to he so. ozSo so it 

is. to become so. thus it 

may be. whilst things were so. “So 

to speak so. 

C. intu, adv- So much. as 

much as this, thus much. 

C. flSprtjf, ceo^-s intha, inthd, adv. Such, 

like this, of this kind. *3°such a thing. 

'QOi*>3) such things, such a 

man. •goi-ijjv'o such a woman, such 

persons as these, ^o^oi-ja such and such. 

c. °aorf, csjod&o hula, indalu, Sign of 

the ablative or instrumental case; as, 

from or by him. tS^&orf 

from seed springs corn. 

t. b. f’Sjodd, indara, indira, 
See 'sort,. 

T. b. fspdd, indava, indave, 
See 

S. fdodd indite, s. Lalcshmi. «sioBoa tirfj 

fa, reioas^-g, cgjo&oa £§ Vishnu. 

S. '"dcdodd indindira, s. The carpenter 

bee. 

S. ^od^dd indivara, s. The blue water 

lily, nymphea cerulea. ?cdo?i, 

si&xgfi a lily-eyed woman. 

S. rQorfo indu, s. The moon, 'siozb^osi 

[rsioti) and waog friend] a stone from which 

water is said to ooze when the moon shines 

upon it. ['SGEjj, and a parent] 

the ocean; the moon being produced, among 

other things, at the churning of the milk sea. 

naotod^so, s^oriisJ^io, a digit of the 

moon. a religious observance, de¬ 

pending on the age of the moon, diminishing 

the quantity of food by a certain portion daily 

for a fortnight or a month, ^ozid 

Shiva, with the moon on his crown. s^o 

sQaiotfo (moonfaced) women. f$oiS>£jiwaoS 

moonlight. 'Sozbsatj Monday. 

C. °£iodo indu, adv. To-day. to-day, 

for to-day. ^oBsSsjOrioa ^oBsi rfol^rUs till now 

or to-day. from this day forwards. 

cQ,ot-i$r^F£jip to-day’s news. it is said, 

to-day. 

indubha, s. The fifth lunar 

mansion. 

s. nsioCb^d indu-wdra. See under 'so*. 

S. °£orf) indra, s. The Indian Jove, ruler 

of the secondary divinities, and sovereign of 

the planetary regions; he is supposed to pre¬ 

side also over the elements, and is the giver 

of rain; he is likewise the guardian deity of 

the East. the name of a mountain. 

the son of Havana and conqueror 

of Indra. 'Q'&j $«*&>}, ^ona^ccijorf £,5$ 

the rainbow. 'nonrajB a giant, the enemy 

of Indra. «sqs»^3Mw Vishnu, the younger 

brother of Indra. 'ncca^d Shachi, the wife 

of Indra. sapphire. 

the sky, paradise, heaven, the 

onyx (?) 

S. indra-gopa, s. The firefly. 

S. °Sod;fc-s<y indra-jdla, s. Deception, 

cheating, conjuring, juggling. 2. a strata¬ 

gem in war. 3. enchantment, <gcri,«ae;ri 

the science of conjuring or legerdemain, 

to conjure, juggle. 

S. indra-luptaka, S. A dis¬ 

ease destructive of the hair, produced by 

lice. 

S. indriya, s. An organ of sense. 

2. semen virile. 3. a passion of the mind. 

fssc?yci> 5(^50 chastity, continence, ^oa^at) 

vrtjzsi sfrezSo to deny one’s self, to mor¬ 

tify the passions. ^osS^oa^cc'oriv’o the five 

senses. See o&joz'o and 

S. indhana, s. Fuel; wood, grass, 

&c. used for that purpose. 

a. c. ^o^orit) inna-pari, in- 

nu-pari, adv. Hereafter. 

C. in-nu, See 

C. in-nuru, See ^s^cb. 

0. <^o^£> inneri, adv. Behind. Aio 

the villages before and behind, 

the neighbouring villages. 

0. °£;Ccjj) impu, S. Pleasantness, agreeable- 

ness, sweetness, savouriness. 'Qobj, ^ostarf 

pleasant, agreeable, sweet, delicious, charm¬ 

ing, savoury. rAo;iah pleasantly, agreeably, 

sweetly. -a-SAostsA melodiously. rs*°~?s 

a pleasant word, an agreeable speech. 
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C. ?£,OiX) imbu, s. A place, dwelling, habi¬ 

tation, refnge. 2. a herd. 3. happiness, 

felicity, adj. Broad, wide, roomy, extensive, 

large, thick, stout, 'ncu'.h broadly, 

extensively. rqoueib broad, 

wide, &c. to be large, extensive, 

c^osoo 8o&cri>n to take up room, to take posses¬ 

sion of a place, ‘sowartj, to be¬ 

come enlarged, extended, ^owo Aavsb to 

enlarge, extend. 'ugeLssj (t^) to carry a 

place out farther. to enlarge 

a place one’s self. to persuade, to 

make consent. 2. to make or obtain a resi¬ 

dence. S^SitbjiDa&ouo whose house is that 

you occupy ? do not place 

confidence in any. 

A. 0. imbu-kei, s. Consent, ap¬ 

proval. 'uowor^ccto to consent, 'Uowot^e! he 

consented. 

c. r3o'£oQ<, rao'rf;&^ im-madi, im-ma- 

dike, s. A double fold. adj. Double, two¬ 

fold. tuo£o&cd»?\ adv. Two-fold. 

C. '^O'rfop^o im-mannu, s. Land yielding 

two crops in a year. 

A. c. <"S1o3o;3 im-mana, s. A double mind, 

c. & s. °so^oco im-mahi, [<uo for =£? this, 

skk earth] s. This earth. 

A. C. im-mdvu, [<uo for 'uosei, 

and a mango] s. A sweet mango. 2. a 

mango tree that bears fruit out of season. 

A. C. f’SiO'rfoo immu, s. Sweetness, delicious¬ 

ness, pleasantness- 'ucSoo to make 

savoury, sweet, &c. to be savoury, 

pleasant, &c. 

A. c. im-mei, s. A double body, a 

body twice its ordinary size. 2. both sides. 

3. a cloth of different colour on each side. 

caosSo^ri^r =#dsgfj a body to become twice its 

natural size. 2. to bite or hold on both 

sides. 

C. ike, an affix of nouns; as, wrtv# 

greatness, whoredom, cle¬ 

verness, &c. also of nouns derived from verbs; 

as, 5°^ to increase, increase; to 

sing, singing. 

C. iko, interj. Look here! lo! behold ! 

C. ik-kattu, s. Strait, dilemma, 

difficulty, trouble, misfortune. ‘*>'^3, 

fagjrf confined for room, strait, narrow, trying, 

distressing. a difficult 

pass, a narrow passage, a confined or crowded 

place. to be strait, confined, pent 

up. 5^®,^ 730 I am much 

crowded, move a little to that side, ss^aris 

rid he is in great straits 

without food. Aodo 

=#j3eA>S ^5 ociWcratitb tjorij urt soBb ita why do 

you distress the simple man? settle with 

him some how or other. tood) 

mdd ;3rs>& aS^O# stor'd « oaw^ 

iSUjdj they have turned off the corn 

loads to that country, and prevented any 

from coming to our’s. 

^oso&> soatidd =#jaz&;3';b if 

you reduce one to a dilemma, and press hixn, 

he will give whatever you ask. 

5^^=# rssdd what hindered you ? 

why did you delay coming ? ia 

he is in difficulties. 

G. ^^5 ikkadi, adj. Asunder, in two. s. 
Two parts. ri&ccto, d^odbo, 

3S2T& to cut in two, to sever, rivdotio 

cut in two, severed. 

C. ikkana. See '$,%'$• 

c. r’Sj^rfo3vfe>tfais£ ikkada-mora-latta, 
s. A miser, a niggardly man. 

0. ikkai, See ^=*y. 

c. osi5^3, (q&jydo ikkara, ikkura, s. 
A house, a dwelling. 

C. <5^:3 ikkare, [3* this, bank] s. The 

nearest bank. 2. both banks. 

C. ikkala, s. A smith’s tongs, a pair 

of pincers. 

C. ikku, v. a. To place, put, deposit. 

2. to give or grant. 3. to beat, kill, destroy. 

4. to serve up, or set food before a person. •s 

% to put down, leave in a place, deposit 

with another. to put aside, 

lay by, put down, to pay, as a fine; 

to settle, as a debt, Tbz&rra&h 

7jO money given to a harlot, and a 

corpse placed in a cemetery, are alike, (neither 

will return.) '$■**'& to cause to plaee, deposit 

or put. 2. to cause to serve up, supply with 

necessaries, &c. 

0. rstfyfc ikkuru, s. Sickness. 2. doubt, 

hesitation. 



A. C. f'stfyfc; ikkurru, s. Deformity from 

disease. 2. Bee r£t^'5’’. 

C. °3^ 5. Place, abode, dwelling, w 

tfjsScSoa^cdjo ^0 informed you of my resi¬ 

dence ? 

C. ,'§t§^z!> ikkeda, s. A confined pent up 

place, a difficult passage, a narrow pass. 

A. o. <s^e> ik-kela, [<u this, or two, 

side] s. Both sides. 2. this side, ca^ejdoisf 

on both sides. 

c. ikkeri-varahd, s. A gold 

pagoda worth thirteen gold fanams, now 

worth four rupees. 

C. ik-kei, s. Both hands, 2. an 

ambidexter. 

C. ikko, interj. See, there! lo! be¬ 

hold! 

C. iff a, an affix of nouns denoting a per¬ 

son’s employment, habits, &c. sSjass&r! a 

florist; a stone mason; a 

handsome man, &c. 

C. igadi-tigadi, S. Adultera¬ 

tion, spoihng. cartasria MnS to adulterate, 

corrupt, spoil, counterfeit. 

C. r3Ado, r«i<7\do) igaru, igiru, 

lyuru, v. n. To evaporate, dry up by heat, 

'srtezk to put on the fire, to boil to a less 

quantity. 2. to shoot, germinate, c£iA&~J 

v. a. To evaporate, boil away, as water, &c. 

c. ^7\do, f^Aodo igaru, iguru, s. A bud, 

germ, or tender shoot. See 

C. 'QJ' SroO igilisu, v. a. To evaporate, boil 

away. 2. to jeer, to deride, to grin, 

make wry faces. 

A. c. ^ao, °3AoSdo, ^AoSdoc" igu, igu- 

chu, igurchu, v. n. To rise up. 2. to germ, 

bud, blossom, v. a. to draw, to pull. 

C. igo, interj. See, here! lo ! here! 

°* rQ’7kf% i(J-9a™u> s- Both eyes. 

C. £>& ig-gelasa, s. Work done twice 

C. rd'A"5^i S3 igydta, S. Jeering, scoffing, 

mocking. 

C. °£.£d icJia, An affix of nouns denoting 

birth; as, wed (flower-born) Bramha, 

C. fdSdorf, <v$ozi ichanda, ichenda, 

adj. Ugly, deformed. r4doza sired) to defoim, 

disfigure. cadodssh deformedly. 

t. b. cS icliachchane. See 
8cr 

S. & C. ichchanke, s. An indefi¬ 

nite, random figure. to put 

down such a figure. 

s. & c. ^sd o5, <=3^! c5 ichchandi, 
Ea- <fp 

idlhchhandi, s. A dilemma, strait, 

c. 'dEd ^ ichchaka, ichhchha- 
' . Bcr > 
Aa, s. Coaxing, wheedling, flattering, accom¬ 

modating, yielding. cad^^fi flattery, con¬ 

currence, cajoling. a fair speech, 

fawning language. rs,f'^3n&j to fawn, cajole, 

flatter, coax, wheedle, a fawner, coaxer, 

wheedler. 

T. B. &. c. o^sd ichcha-gedi, s. One 

who disappoints. 2. a man of blighted pros¬ 

pects, one in despair, a forlorn mqn. 

C. -dtio ichchdshiram, num. Two 
So- 

thousand. 

T. B. & C. <3S3"7> ??, <'303=7) ?d), <38# A icA- 
£3-® 83-“ Ea- 

chdli, ichclidlu, ichchiga, s. A person 

without restraint, a self-willed man, an inde¬ 

pendent person. 

c. <^8do ichchu-honnu. s. A half 
&3- 

pagoda. 

T. B. f’Sfsd fc/icAe [raw, cad ] s. Wish, de- 
2cr ^ 

sire, inclination. 2. will, volition, one’s mind 

or pleasure. cad^A, ca^ A rad A. for 

one’s pleasure or wish. 2. on account of. 3. 

responsibility, Wjree^A uori 0n whose ac¬ 

count is he come ? ^ 

you came here of your own accord, and why 

do you reflect on me ? wckdrfj® djAosSdj® 

rain does not come and go at any 

one’s bidding, (is not in the power of any.) 5 

A djsdA alodcco cad^A I will 

give it on your father’s responsibility (or at 

his wish) but not on your’s. cad cdroAo, nad^ 

stozi), cad^d), cad^Tfa, ca^db to desire, wish, 

long for. cad A^go, na^ sirea to covet 

for one’s self, to be allured, ^*a wish 

to be gratified. <=at|j to satisfy or gra¬ 

tify one’s desire. ca?^ wtb to become inclin¬ 

ed, to please, to consent, cad^aa impatient 

of control, ra?^ a covetous man. ra 

woci 5511 ^ as one pleases, rat^ ^vcdoj to 
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*ep 

attract, allure, eagerness of desire. 

ce^cUcS a man of mortified desires, rsi^ d 

sforf an independent woman. rstOT ^oscb 
V 

harlots, a free speech, unrestrained 

language. a man entangled with 

desire. a longing woman. 

a beloved husband. the com¬ 

pletion of a wish. Ssati freedom, self- 

wih. 

T. b. ichhchhu-danda, r<u£o 
<¥> 

and s. The sugar-cane, 

g. & o. vvB, 7\sBa ichhchhe- 

guti, ichchhe-gdrti, s. The wife of Cu¬ 

pid. ,2. an uncontrolled or independent 

woman. 

H. ijatu, s. Good character or title. 

rasds^ihiEr possessing a good, high, or respect¬ 

able character. 

H. ^Trps, ijdphd, ijdphe, s. 

Increase, augmentation. 2. surplus, profit, 

tas^cdrerio to be raised, augmented. 

sirazl) to increase, raise. 

H. <^GiX>i3 ijdra, ijdre, s a 

contract for rent, &c. a public con¬ 

tractor, a renter on contract, ssissS sta>z& 

to take on contract. 

H. ^cut)do ijaru, s. Long and full trowsers. 

°* ijjate, ijjodu, adj. 

Dissimilar, not alike, odd, not pairs. 

C. ijjavddisu, v. a. To lull. 

C. it,aim, s. Suspicion, hesitation, 

c. f3&3o-o'(3j4)=i3o ituki-nddu, v. n. To 

peep, spy. 

C. °SiS3s£.s3 ite-tate, s. Confusion, quarrel. 

c. ^S3,a, oa.§3,zf ittadi, 
. <» «5 «s3 ’ ®3 " • 
ittade, ittedi, ittede, s. A strait, diffi¬ 

culty. adj. Strait, narrow, confined. 

C. ittani, s. A total, the whole, 

to put down the total. 

A. c. ittanisu, v.n. To be crowd¬ 

ed or thronged. 

c. ittala, ittala, s, a 

crowded or confined place. 

1% 
T. B. nsi&Ts PS;&3,7 

63 <55 <33 x CO e3 

J\, ittige, ittike, ittige-kallu, 

ittigi, ittangi, s. A brick. ^ 

rt dsnUi to make bricks. e "At, a brick 

mould. to build with bricks. 'U 

8^ ^oozi), rfjsri) a brick¬ 

bat, broken brick. brick-dust. ^ 

8^ a brick¬ 

kiln. to burn bricks. sS& 

an unburnt brick. <a”:j A £>&■%■, 

a brick lattice. tn®Jjrtakd, 

tiss&dd a brick-maker. 

A. C. rO,&3^CX)o ittiya, s. Difference more 

A ridge. 

A. 0. °Sj&|^zS ittede, s. A thronged, crowd¬ 

ed, or confined place, adj. Excessive, abound¬ 

ing. 'Q^'Zah sarij^ abounding joy. 3^5*9 

crs^o£) d'kijd tftBjSSfS) Sj&ri^Ffri 

prJ eoffisjrf® 

i^Aadd^dOoziaidod &0U uv$-o£ori 

the king, having determined quickly to crown 

the great Rama, who i3 equal to Vishnu, and 

having with abounding joy, sent, through 

the macebearers, for his confidential friends, 

he afterwards thus spoke to them. 

C. rOl&S'd£)Z&o ityddu, v. a. To throw from 

one to another, as a ball. 

S. °£i<i ida, s. The wife of JBudha, and 

daughter of ITcshwaJcu. 2. the left nostril. 

3. a sacrificial vessel. 

c. °£<^or§j5)^o idan-dodu, y. a. To orna¬ 

ment and dress. 

c. idaku, idanku, v. n. 

To be strait, confined, narrow. See 

C. ida-kollu, v. a. To pound 

for one’s self. 

C. idagu, $. Ascent, high ground, 

ceiiSrio high and iow ground, hill and dale. 

C. idaru, V. n. To stumble, s. Trou¬ 

ble. See dzizh. 

C. ^-do^o-d idaru-mara, s. A prop be¬ 

hind a native door to keep it shut. 

S. f'S\&?>boX$ idd-pingala, s. The left 

and right nostrils. 2. the aorta and pulmo¬ 

nary artery. 

O. idi, adv. Wholly, entirely. ^ 

e^s? rA^ you will not feel the cold 

when you have plunged over head. 
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A. c. idi, idiyu, v. a. To 

beat, pound, powder. 2. to collect. 3. to 

pierce, cut. 4 to crowd. pounded, 

powdered, cut, pierced. an arrow 

that has pierced. having 

drawn out the arrow that had pierced his 

body, 'Ud&SoiM to cut and run down, as 

water. ’tfuwejdjav&dSoV 3<>£cdjo jgads? do he 

overthrew the hostile force that crowded on 

the right and left, 'S&dj to decay, de¬ 

cline. to cause to powder. 

A. o. nsici-3-&:x$oo idi-kiriyu, v. n. To be 

crowded, pressed close together, ^a-t-ad 

crowded. 

C. ^B^o idiku, v. a. To pack, cram in, 

to make contain. 

C. idi-gdiyava, s. A 

person who breaks cocoanuts and himself of¬ 

fers the fragments to the idol. 

A. C. ‘‘S.SiTx idige, ado. Aloft, on high. c. 

v. noun, (of r3dj) The act of putting down, 

or on. 

C. idi-gode, $. A cross wall. 2. 

a mud wall. 

C. '"Sici idi-tadi, adj. Crowded, close, 

confined, dradi to crowd, confine, pinch 

for room. 2. to haggle in making a bargain. 

C. °Slrfo idu, v. a. To put, put down, place, 

keep, reserve, lay by. Added to nouns, ad¬ 

jectives, and other verbs, it is capable of 

various acceptations ; as, doa d) to lay eggs. 

to serve up food. ^dSdo to plant a 

tree. tsfl^do to adjure. stsCdo to divide, 

to pacify, srd£)do to set a watch. 

odcrsdSdo to pay a fine. doS mdo to take 

aim. to prescribe a diet. to 

look at. do8i? to snore. st»r8 'udo to 

grind, to put in good order, t^Sdo 

to make bright, to conceal. ^crfoSdo 

to frighten. &&&& to accumulate. zS3&do 

to name. Sg>’ado to defer. to apply 

collyrium to the eyes, tar^Sdo to paint. 

■*■8 do to eradicate. ^ to pawn. ^8 

•s* to put farther off. aSO&do to rend. 2°a 

ddo to unsheath. to pick cotton. 

to fix the mind on. to 

bear malice. 55»0d>to jump. A«nVdo to cry 

out, w&^di to obstruct. «&<3 to screen. 

sVoAa-dj to veil. J&adddi to cover. 2. to 

set, as precious stones. siwMKfa to make lie 

down. rtjkV-a-d) to feed, as a bird its young, 

siva do to kiss. to prop, s^t&hdo to 

pair, dp&hdi to double up. to ex¬ 

claim. ddaav to move. to expose 

to the open air. draadi to make ripen, 

do to borrow. do«£d) to bleach. do to 

kindle, to join. to shut up. 

tdado to set open. to cause to keep, 

put, &c. to cause another to put 

on one’s self. 2. to cause to keep for one’s 

self, *»|?o to put on one’s own person. 

2. to keep a servant or concubine, to lay by. 

to be reserved, kept. 

csifejgj-%-, a concubine. a 

man who keeps a concubine. 

C. iduku, s. Difficulty, strait, sor¬ 

row, trouble. 

C. idu-todavu, S. Decora¬ 

tion and apparel 

C. idudi, s. A stage, a halting place. 

A. C. ^rfodo iduru, s. A hindrance, an im¬ 

pediment. See also 

C. °SitS ide, See od. 

c. p§7^, pi, <wi ps^rfo 
a \ a, ’ a® . o> 

8oo iddanige, iddane, iddalige, idda- 

ne-kadubu, s. A kind of sour pudding, 

made of rice flour, black gram, cummin seed, 

ginger, salt, pepper, &c. and boiled in steam. 

C. °a,pc! ini, See 

C. °Qp§iniki-nodu, v. n. To 

peep, look slily, to look into, through a cre¬ 

vice, &c. a peep, 

a sly look. 

c. f’Stpeo’So, f’Sipsoao inuku, inugu, s. 

Pain, trouble. 

s. itah-para-lekhana, s. 

Future correspondence. 

H. °£j^80'St) itabdri, S. Confidence, trust, 

dependance, belief, regard. a 

man worthy of confidence, 'Xidj, 03d 

w^&riredo to put confidence in, to depend on. 

S. itara, adj. Other, different. <3* 

<sidd;isa otherwise, differently. 

d not different. other people, strang¬ 

ers. mutual, one with another. ^ 

ddd; d tfdg) 'S'odOgJ I 



have not seen such a curiosity any where 

else. 

S, & iti, a particle' implying. Cause, (thus, 

therefore.) 2. manifestation, (lo! behold!) 

3. something additional (et cetera.) 4. the 

meaning of (so, thus, in this manner.) 5. 

conclusion. 6. reference (so says, this is, &c. 

7. order, arrangement, (specific or distinc¬ 

tive.) 8. identity (of this or similar forms.) 

9. a grammatical copulative, indicating a pre¬ 

ceding sound or sense to be again intended, 

c. °s,S, rS;‘§c' iti, itti, irti, a fem. 

affix; as, a female of the mer¬ 

chant caste. a farmer’s wife, a wo¬ 

man of the farmer caste, a tailor’s 

wife. 

a femaie deceiver. 

S. iti-/cathe, s. Ridiculous speech, 

talk without sense. 

S. itiha, s. Traditional instruction, 

advice, &c. mutually imparted. 

S. ^eSffiUro itihasa, s. History, traditional 

accounts of former events, heroic history. 

C. itta, ittalu, {proximate 

of^i) Here. of this place, ^riocS 

hence, from this place. this side, 

here, this place. to turn towards 

one. <u5>:BizS sSjs!&> to turn over. 

i nearer- to push nearer, or to 

this side. to come near. ws 

cs?ooiS) to call near. g, ^ eotfS sSri 

t> 2!^ ^usozi i invited him to come near, 

and he jumped on my shoulders (give him 

an inch and he will take an ell). 

C. itta, past part, and 3rd per. sing. 

of He (&c) who gave. 2. he gave. 

•5** a donor, one who gave. to 

give and send. 

C. ittanda, adv. Twice. 5. Two 

companies or forces. iSscOonna <3^0u^uiS 

the two armies fighting became as one. 

T. B. ittanda-wddi, 

and 5*^] s. One who speaks irrelevantly, 

away from the point. 2. one who subverts 

another’s opinions and establishes his own. 

A. 0. eqehjo ittata, ittaram, 

s. Both banks of a river. 2. the nearer shore. 

H. ittabdri. See 

a 

C. <$^£^0 ittalanu, adv. Here, on this 

side. 

Gr. ^ ittali. See s?. 

H. osjg era , osiH € ittilld, ittille, s. Re- 
-£> co —cco ’ 

porting, making known, to report, 

to make known. 

c. ^£7^ ittera, it- 

teranu, itteravu, adx. Thus, in this man¬ 

ner. 

A. 0. ittei, v. n. To approach, come 

near. 

S. ityartha, s. Determination, 

settlement. 2. final arrangement. 3. cer¬ 

tainty. to determine, settle, fix, 

resolve. 

S. ityddi. These and other, et ce¬ 

tera. D®5)jsaS3fs T^oririvb the 

JBharata, Ramdyana and other works. ^^5 

a these and other cir¬ 

cumstances I beg you will consider. 

S. cs$£d itwara, s. A traveller. 

S. itwari, s. An unchaste woman. 

C. r3uWo, idaru, idiru, 

iduru. See 

C. idigo, interj. See here !lo! 

C. osi&tf© idirali. See <azb&?sgunder 

c. °s,£)Q7i>, rs&esos* idirisu, idirchu, 
See Acb&Ji) under 

C. idw, dem. pro. This, it. <u 

than this. all this. as 

much as this, 'nrfz&cb this may be. 

^ even this, 'unsrbsJcb, this will he, 

this will do. 'uzb :&is*r, rsirij sSjsssr 

fi, c$rb toic&o, rqzto Spei, nsitii S?r»cSob except 

this, besides this, moreover, fun'jW, 

rado&ja but this; this however. why 

this ? what is this ? 

c. °9,do?^ja(3 idu/co, idugo, 
interj. See here ! lo ! behold ! 

C. OSjrf, rqrfs- (dda, irda, past.part, and 

abb. 3rd. per. sing. past, tense, of •szb to 

be, Which was. 2. he was. 

C. '“Qrf ©, ^deo iddali, iddalu, s. Char¬ 

coal. blackness of charcoal. ® - 

r^a° ^a> **»$« charcoal powder. 

^ o ® to burn charcoal. r3zi e-o sfoSccoc-zp-® 
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wu?S ijatftfd re!3^ rijSShJgjS s?)3 djssJ^ii 

the body, black as charcoal, will not 

change its original hue by rubbing and wash¬ 

ing (it is vain to attempt what is impractica¬ 

ble. 

S. idhma, s. Small sticks for fuel. j 

s. <$0, ina, inanu, s. The sun. 2. 

a master. 3. a king. the sun’s rays. 

*^»d, 'zP (sun’s-son) Saturn, 2. 

Pluto. 3. Sugriva. 4 Karna. 

H. °3, ^3Xi inamu, s. A present or gift 

from a superior to an inferior. 2. a grant of 

land for charitable or religious purposes, or as 

a reward for services. an 

allotment of land rent free. ob&FSSFto 

a grant of land to a brahman free of rent. 

jj^ofcossd the holder of rent-free land. 

5 i-pstx land rent-free, ^Frasirart) obtain 

such a grant. *^F**rtnto pssft a deed of grant. 

T. B. ini, s. Poison. 

A. c. rs>?5, «s&5i> ini, inidu, 

miya, adj. Sweet, pleasant, agreeable, 

charming, nice, savoury. 'S&sad sweet, &c. 

raacraft sweetly, agreeably, &c. 'uasradj an 

agreeable speech, ^ortFredjrf wsu C^eJcrijo 

6 seeing the child’s 

infantile sport, and listening to its interesting 

prattle, KKfy$nWi Fiao±o to taste with re¬ 

lish. •hctt-SOKi delightful to the mind. 

C. initu, (proximate) Thus, so. 2. 

thus much, so many. «*»!>*&#$" in the mean 

time. 2. amongst so many. 

so saying. so being. 2. et cetera. 

such, or so numerous, a family, 

c. 5i, rsi£)2ydo inibar, inibaru, pro. 
So many persons, 

A. c. iniyanu, ineya, 
s. One beloved, a beloved husband, ‘aScdMk, 

rstfSaiiv’j a beloved wife. 

A, C. inisu, pro. See adj. 

Savoury, nice. 

C. innw, adv. More. 2. yet, still. 

sbooS, csiFfc^ shofio^ hereafter, 

henceforth, ^F^rfdjs, ‘UFra^dd, Sobers 

drU. hereafter, however. <3^so 

much more. how much more ? ^ 

how much more, I know not. 

for how much longer ? what 

more ? what else ? what more 

can be done? <3?^ not yet, no 

more. another. 'U&^odo jjs8, ra 

once more, again. , r3?J%yFiF 

another person. is there 

anything else? 'SF^tb, FEtP^d) who else? 

o yet to be done. future 

persons, those yet to be. not yet 

done. to remain or wait longer. 2. 

to be more. <3^0$ what other kind? 

S where else? stress what else can, 

or need, be said ? 

C. imiuru, mm. Two hundred. 

A. c. rq^7\, V2(^7\o innega, innegam, 

adv. In the mean time, whilst, up to this 

time. 

A. 0. r3‘5j^ ippa, pres. part, for of 'ndj 

to be, Which is. <3*^ existence, being, 

-what if it is ? it is not. 

0* ip-pattu, num. Twenty. 

C” ip-pallava, s. A person with 

only two teeth, or with a double row of teeth. 

C. rS,’^T'S\<^o ip-palu, s. A double portion; 

two parts. 

C. ip-pidi, s. A double handful, 

both hands, ■o^asa, to take hold of both 

hands. 

C. ippe, ippi, 

ippe-gida, s. The olive tree, Bassia lati- 

folia. Stes£> a variety growing in water. 

lojaSd paddy having the scent of 

this tree. Bassia oil. &ao& 

the refuse after the oil is expressed. 

C. ib-bandi, adj. Mongrel, mid¬ 

dling. 2. doubtful, uncertain, s. A man of 

mediocrity. 2. a cheeta. 'uw c& »iofjof^ a 

man whose parents were of different castes. 

a mongrel bred horse. 

a business in suspense, of which the 

failure and accomplishment are both un¬ 

certain. 

c. °3^7\ ib-bage, s. Two ways, two opi¬ 

nions. 

c. ibbadi-mara, s. A kind 

of black wood tree. 

c. ibbani, s. Dew. rtesh> 

dew to fall. 



C. <'Ogy^rjo) fSjde S ibbaru, irvar, the 

personal form of two, Two persons, 

reiw d) joorix'cb two women. **iwdb SijiKtytii 

two men. d) s&doftakri) two girls, 'siu do 

®&doricb two boys. 

c. ib-bala, [two ujj] s. A measure, 

half a Kolaga. 

C. lb-bell, s. A preparation of soak¬ 

ed and pounded green gram, salt, pepper and 

assafcetida. 

S. °S{c$ ibha, s. An elephant. «»«? a female 

elephant. 'U'tf rtzhtf a woman with the dig¬ 

nified gait of an elephant. «*>*$ a man 

with the walk of an elephant. <9# a troop 

of elephants. the gait of an elephant, 

c. cz$2jj%ib-bhdga, ib-bhagi, 
s. Two parts. stre^cfiocjra^Sja;^ ^o;l©zaej;n;^ 

Acrijsft Sty what more can be done, 

will you not sever my body into two parts ? 

(lamentation.) r3wy~o, cs^?\to to sever, 

cut in two, divide. 

S. ibhya, adj. Great, superior, excel¬ 

lent, wealthy. 

c. '■'Sjdodo, o^Sodo, ^s^oodo imaru, imi- 

ril, imuru, ®. n. To evaporate, dry up, as 

water, &c. to soak in. fusberfo, carfo^or, cejSn 

to cause to soak in, to make evaporate. 

'USoez&i to prepare rice with such a quantity 

of water as nearly evaporates by the time the 

rice is boiled. 2. to reduce in quantity any 

thing boiling, to make boil away, 'ustoetf, 

caskrfr evaporated, soaked in. 

H. imdratu, s. An edifice, 

mansion, a large house. 

A. C. rS)£io imi, S. The eyelid. 

c. im-madi. See (uo;ba. 

C. im-muvu. See 

c. immu, s. Place. 
—o 

0. imme, adv. Twice. 

C. im-mei. See 

s. CSj'd ira, S. The goddess of speech ; speech. 

2. ardent spirits. 3. water. 4. the earth. 

0. f^dSb, ftycbo^j, ^do^o ira- 

Icu, irunku, iriku, iruku, v. a. & n. 

To be straitened, compressed, to be confined 

or held, as under the arm, with claws, &c. 

<3* rib to be held, confined, compressed, &c. 

squeezed, pent in, &c. s. Also ^dtfW, 

reitiT®U, a strait, difficulty, narrowness, 

distress, dilemma, confinedness. to 

be in straits, or difficulties. 'udot-jb, 

to squeeze, compress, cramp, catch in. 'U.dtfo 

adj. Strait, confined, narrow. 

a narrow door. 'sdtfo ;bd a post in a gate¬ 

way to prevent cattle entering, whilst it ad¬ 

mits men. 

c. ^ds^, ostdtf$, ps,ddi»sft3£, f^d^S 

irakuli, irakala, iriyuwa-dana, 

iriva-dana, S. A tossing or butting animal. 

c. nsira-kollu; [<*e] v. a. To 

stab one’s self. 

c. dS|de£e» irachalu, See <adsfw. 

A. 0. f^d&io iratu, S. Darkness, night. 

o. nsidn^dd, f’s.dcrsdo iradddu, iridd- 

dlt, v. n. To butt one another, as two rams. 

2. to stab mutually. 

C. °£id^), °3d^ij irapu, iripu, s. Surplus, 

balance, savings, remnant. r3dbz&i v. a. To 

lay up, to save, to keep by one. 

c. 'Xid'^jjfssd^a, ^d^j iravu, iravadi, 

irivu, s. Place, abode. 2. state, condition. 

3. existence, being. rQd4' or brazSo to 

make room, give place, to pos¬ 

sess a place; to take possession of a place. 

cadSOsb, being acquainted with a 

person’s circumstances. 

H. n^drchxyo irasdlu, S. A remittance of 

government money, cadxtstu ‘dv’osb to send 

such a remittance. ^dfi“sen =8=^ to do up a 

remittance. 2. to deliver a remittance. c6>5* 

jtitn a list of remittances. 

0. f'SjdTvo, f'Sidroo irasu, irisu, s. The 

double pole to which the yoke is fastened. 

2. an axle tree (from its uniting two wheels). 

c. °Sid^O iralu, S. Night, 'Udv’o wsu night 

time, ^dvb night work, <ddtfo sidtu 

night and day. mdsb able to see by 

night, ^dvvs^, f§do<s?3cci), the moon, 

the ruler of the night. 

H. irddd, S. Inclination, willing¬ 

ness. 2. wish, opinion, intention. 

C. fSid, <X,da5oo iri, iriyu, v. a To stab, 

pierce, gore, <udd the act of stabbing, toss- 
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ing, piercing, throbbing. pierced, stab¬ 

bed. 

S. ^Qoa pc> iringana, s? A violent wind 

or tempest. 

C. fQ&iJrb, '‘Sido^b irilcu, irinku. See r4b=bj. 

c. irichalu, irisalu, 
See bbeSta. 

A. c. °Si&3?fU'ddi irita-Jcdraru, s. Spear¬ 

men. 

o. ^dbaS, '“s.db'S irivu, 

irive, irube, iruve, s. An ant. =#°-es 

a red ant. *0*rAbb a black ant. cabsSba, 

rsiOsJbob^ an ant’s egg. ‘^ssS^b'ato a row of 

ants. ^OsS^rUitk an ant’s nest. 

C. f'Sidreb irisu, [cans, of <*&] v. a. To 

place, keep, deposit, put. *»|J> to keep 

for one’s self, to entertain in one’s service. 

C. iru, v. n. To be, to exist. 2. to 

reside, remain. bbjScbogcs bbsi> is be at 

home P bob jg your father alive ? 

a ns>j£jZjgi so&o, abbSb ?io j remained in 

that village ten days. With a dative or 

locative case, it expresses possession; as, ©b 

*obib ^ had a horse, wbbgi sirs net 

they had no money. bjoS 

5bj3 rutf I have a house of my own in the 

city. cgcb , f^b-^bjoart agV- gu(j. 

denly. ©ba sasSotk cab po J thought it was 

true, f$b)4-#or, f£|b^bWz&, f^bba^, 

rE,^r being, existence, condition, livelihood, 

circumstances. 2. character. bbb)&0^ a 

poor condition. ^5=# a filthy condition. 

Jrtajk&e^ a happy condition. cabw s&bb, rs;b 

it may be. rabbSs^, cgb)S£r 

he is. 2. y>ar£. that (he, they, &c.) which is. 

catbbbb is he not ? 'Z’&Ppot it is said, he is. 

cabiSb, rab cab while being, x^ejbbrf^u 

bb^b bow^bbojobobortSbob Sob 

^ while all the kings of the earth were 

paying him homage, and while he was enjoy¬ 

ing the happiness of universal empire, ^bd 

tojs^rto n0t to remain, to go away entirely, 

fab to examine, to see what there is. 

fabb-js^a^js^o to look at for one’s self, &c. 

A. c. ^dbOSbb irumbu, s. Severity, harsh¬ 

ness, cruelty. 

c. ^■doAooci^J®'^) iru-gundi-mdvu, 

s. The tree Dalbergia sissu. 

0. fStfoTforo iru-gelasa, s. Double work. 

A. C. fQdbSbb irubu, s. Strait, difficulty, 

dilemma, a narrow confined place. rab_iV£> 

t^AaSsfrb^&cAj^tu like a fatigued rutting 

elephant in a strait (snare or pit-fall). rab>cJ 

a crowd, a throng. 

c. °£idb8psD iru-bhdri, adv. Twice. 

C. iru-bhnja, s. Both shoulders. 

C. °Si'dbe3j«)X iru-moga, adj. Two edged, 

double-faced. faboSosbcscboob a two edged 

sword. 

c. f’SfdosdoU/! iruvantige, [<*i*two, 

for bo«5.; having two rows of leaves] s. An 

Arabian jessamine. 

c. iru-vdi-kattu, [<bbb> 

k^c&o =5=^] S- Constipation and stoppage of 

urine. 

C. '"d db&37)d iru-vurct, s. Both halves, all, 

the whole; both the government’s and culti¬ 

vator’s share of the produce. 

A. C. ‘’Sj'db^! iruvu, adj. Crowded, thronged. 

C. <%itbro£0 irusalu, s. A pit-fall or place 

for catching wild beasts. 

C. f’Sfdbrob irusu, See c^bbo. 

C. bSjdoroo sdbb-dbroo irusu-murusu, adf. 

Out of order, as the body, mind, &c. 

C. b^db^b irulu. See ^b^o. 

C. °£lS ir, in comp. Both, two. 

C. baXs-feS ir-kata, See 

C. rSi®!= Z§ ir-kade, See cet^. 

C. ir-kayi, See 

c. os^s-f© irkala, irkana, See 

C. f^®DE"db ir-kdru, s. The early and lat¬ 

ter rain or crop. 2. two seasons. 

C. '’SjrFBS-ea ir-kdlu, s. Both legs. 

C. rs1-§-c~&3Lb, f^'S'c'c^b, ^•S'E'rob irkichu, 

irkidu, irkisu, See ^Q^-bj under rAb=tfj. 

C. r^-a5‘a ir-kivi, s. Both ears. 

C. fS^bS- irku, See r3b*o. 

c. f'S!3!b£_2d ir-kucha, s. Both breasts. 

C. ^Si^bS-^od irku-mara, See under ^b^o. 

C. r£;:5!bS"ej ir-kula, s. Two castes, tribes, 

families, as of man and wife. 

A. C. °3!5!bE'^ irkuli, s. Descent,alighting, 

going down. 2. See ^bj^ov. 
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C. ^s- irke, See under rst'cb- 

o. ir-keda, See 

C. r£!^£'d ir-kera, s. A pair of sandals. 

C. esrfz't) ir-kela, See '*%v. 

c. ir-koral, s. Weariness. 

C. ir-gei-geiva, s. An ambi¬ 

dexter. 

C. *8*-$ ir-chatte, s. A double bundle 

of betel leaves, each containing one hundred. 

C. °§e^os- ircliu, See under =<*&>. 

C. r9,^JSc"^oij ircho-mara, See 

C. r^Sic"zf ir-jade, S. A complicated 

disease. 

c. <U, ir-jate, irjudu, 

See 'sw 3. 

C. ir-jiva s. Pregnancy. 2. a de¬ 

moniac. 

C. *>/«, [for 'SOri of <n3] acy. Throb¬ 

bing, as a wound; piercing, as pain. «xi*r 

<*^3) a piercing pain. 2. the act of stabbing, 

throbbing, or piercing. 

C. ir-tanda, See «*t*ioS. 

o. <^£-£3 irtata, See 

c. ir-tadave, ir-da- 

dave, adv. Twice. 

C. irtatu, s. The former and lat¬ 

ter rain or season. 

C. f'S)sfe~d irtara, s. Two rows, two kinds. 

2. two generations, csi^f tltSsftb ancestors of 

two generations. 

C. ir-tale-hdvu, s. A two- 

headed serpent. 

C. f’SfSt do irtiru, for 0f 

c. ir-tuti, irduti, 

s. Both lips. 

C. r3SJ5S‘?\cx)oo ir-togiyu, [of ^8 and 

J'] v. a. To toss and throw, as a bull does. 

C. r§T$Z~Ti irdada, s. Both banks of a river. 

C. p£j£>£’t& irdikku, irdidu, 
v. a. To insert forcibly, to press between. 

C. irdu-kollu. v. a. To as- 
co 

sassinate. 

C. irduge, See Atbert under 

C. ir-dolu s. Both arms. «*i 
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to lift up both arms. s. Two pairs 

of bullocks in a cart. 

C. ir-nodu, [<nti and v. 

a. To examine, inspect, to see what there is, 

or whether a thing is. 2. to take care of. 

0. osnis-^ ir-pakka, s. Both sides, 

o. ir-pattn, for <3*^. 

A. C. ir-pu, See 2. See nos®. 

A. C. roi"<Se a§" ir-pegal, S. Both shoulders. 

A. C. °t>o50c" irme, s. A harlot, adv. Twice, 

c. °3s3e- irva, for of'n*. 

C. osj^s- irvi, irve, See 

C. irvike, See <3^=* under 's*. 

C. rst^s* irvu, See ^3) and 

c. rsi^/ss’^oS^ irvontige, See «*tdJsio8rt. 

C. irlu, See 

A. c. °£i&/d irrida, See “svcf 0f 

A. 0. irrpu. See 'n&a* under'scb. 

S. f'Sja «7«, s. The earth. <a<u*?UW, ^««sfoo 

the terrestrial globe. 

S. °Sl£i£3<f) ila-bile, s. The mother of Kube- 

ra, who is thence called ow 

A. C. r£,£J^) ilavu, s. Care about, regard for, 

respect, to shew fear or respect 

for. 'QVZj regardless of, without mind¬ 

ing or caring for, or about. 

H. ngeraliS ildkhe, s. A department, office. 

adj. belonging to, under, attached to. r^°’s 

sS =3^6 the head office of a district. f^er“a3 

the people under the chief superinten¬ 

dent of a district. atP»8aw3«fcgB ^ under 

whom are you ? 

H. r'S,£JTi3^‘ ildju, s. Scheme, device, attempt, 

essay, stezSj to scheme, try, attempt. 

the scheme does not, or will 

not, succeed. 

S. ild-tala, s. The earth, 

s. ilddhipati, s. A king, ruler, 

s. r£l&7)'$jj!3jZjvzj ild-putra-wdra, s. 

Tuesday. 

S. P£lila-putri, s. Site, daughter of 

the earth, and wife of Rama. 

S. ild-mitra, s. Krishna, the 

friend of the earth. 

S. ildvarta, S. The country 

north of the Vindhya mountains. 



S. ildvanti, s. The name of a 

city. 

C. nsi© ili, s. A rat. 'a© the smell of 

rats. 'aSt^ki annoyance of rats. <a©i3<>d 

Ganesha, riding on a rat. 'aSs^^ra rat’s 

bane, arsenic, "a® <a® a rat’s hole, 

lijoa® the musk rat. a mouse. 

C. csjD-3-a^e^ ili-kivi-palya, s. A small 

leafed vegetable. 

C. °£|©&t ilicM, s. The jujube tree. 

A. C. ilijouchche, s. A lemon or 

citron. 

C. rS(C;c3i><y ili-wala, s. The flower Anthe- 

ricum tuberosum. 

C. cqeo’Sb iluku, S. A sprain. 2. the cramp, 

ratio* 5o&cc!oo to be seized with cramp. 2. to 

sprain, ratu^ario to put out of joint, 'atu 

&GS to shampoo or rub oil into a sprain, 

c. <w, psicra, °a.ei ^ ?7/a, «7/«, illavu, 
CO CO CO 3 ’ 

defective verb; negative of 'ado or vaotb, 

and denies existence; as, ragi there is 

not one; 'agi nothing; stojSabg ra 

Si he is not at home; 7*7Srt stoag) I have no 

money. Affixed to verbs, it negatives the 

action of the verb ; as, asurt sSttfSu, I 

did not say so; crf»=# totiSu why did you 

not come ? <a7^ they have 

not yet built the house. d.redodBgj j d0 

not, or will not, do it. Used alone, 'ag; is a 

particle of negation ; as, 57^ <an» is 

your father alive ? <a& no. stotyfcott** ? 

have you any children ? ragi no. ra& aStsb to 

say no, to deny. <agj;S or. ragjs? 

ri either I or you must go. fagjsJg in. 

terrog. e*rt* *Jtf®igjsJ* have not the labour¬ 

ers come ? did I not say 

so ? <ag^ is there no water in 

the well, 'ayf part. what is not. <ag{ri dn* 

a lie, an untruth, the thing that is not. «a§ 

mg^d sfjfa.7Wj the things that are not here. <a 

girisf?b a man who has nothing, a destitute 

man. ragJd without, not being. c*^ 

SgzS tiorfos jSScriood&gj nothing can succeed 

without God’s help. <agA i.ozU> 

JtoatanS6 without me ye can do nothing. 2. 

or. sin =#jsS «3t*, <agii3 

you must give me either the money or my 

goods. <a&3 <atb not to be. S*SW *!■*, <ag$iS 

I had no strength. ^g^ to be spent, 

lost, to disappear. 

0. °£e; =50, ege; illaTcu, illaku- 
cr> cr> -o 

suttu, s. A ring of straw, &c. used as a 

stand for a round bottomed vessel. 

c. CGGJ S3 illata, s. A bride’s father, hav- 
co 

ing no male heirs, adopting his son-in-law 

instead. [agjW;T®r(o a son-in-law to become 

heir. 'ag-Ws* to adopt a son-in-law. 

0. &3 Mata-pallata, adj. Top¬ 

syturvy, confused, disordered. 

C. escy illana, s. Soot. <agJC3 <agj 

soot to accmnulate. 'agics sjg& a 

chimney or opening for smoke to escape. 

C. Mads, See under 'ag;. 

C. cs^-d Mara, See 

C. rS£J7> adoe) Mdmalli, s. One who gives 
CO CO 

malicious information, a tell-tale, backbiter, 

mischief-maker. backbiting. 

sira* officious intelligence. 2. mali¬ 

cious information. 

c. ege^d, Mara, Mdru, see 

C. Mi, declinable adv. Here, in this 

place. 1ag& not here. <ag&> to put 

here. •sgrt to here. <a®cdj^?b, <a^crio«^j a 

native of this place. «*$>«& of here, 

belonging to this place, 'a^* to be present, 

to remain here. raggjtf what is not here, 

'a^-gj as much as is here. 'a&s* (<ag wi) 

they are here (neut.) «a$ come here (said 

when calling to take a meal with one). 

C. ilku. See w*. 

c. rSi'rf, ivanu, iva, ivam, 
pro. He, this man. 'ad*, ta^jo<3tb, ^doddo, 

they (mas. and fern.) «aatt, <a~?irb his. 

rasio?(, «asJ^, casSjS^ him. 'asd their’s. 

C. ivalu, iva], pro. She, 

this woman, 'a^s', 'aav’dj her’s. 

ivam, ivugalu, ivagalu, pro.pl. of'a^. 

They; these, 'a^sh 0f themselves. tas»?' 

wod^) they came of themselves. 'asT® these 

are they. 'asWt are these they? or, these 

indeed are they. tawg^ all these, <a 

as much as these, or, all these. 'a^joU 

these are and they are. what 
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sort are these ? these are alike, or, 

are these alike ? 

C. iwdga, adv. Now, instantly, 

directly. 

C. ‘Xt&oZJi iv-vidha, adv. Thus, in this way. 

H. os{^St5, ishdre, ishdre, s. A 

memorandum; signal, sign, or wink; putting 

in mind. 

0. <’£$, ishi, ishishi, interj. of dis¬ 

sent or disgust. 

o. fl£i-oSj5oop©o ishipi, ishi- 
Pc> 

bi, ishibi-hunnu, s. A breaking out or 

boil on the upper part of the foot. 8oa 

the foot to break out with such a sore. 

c. rQ-2>o3Ja>zi> ishi-mddu, v. n. To go to 

stool, as a child. ^ Sw&sb to make a child 

go to stool. 

C. ishenne, s. An aperient oil. 

S. °S(S^ isha, s. The seventh lunar month, that 

in which the moon’s change takes place 

when the sun is in Libra. 

S. ishika, s. An elephant’s eye 

ball. 2. a painter's brush. 3. a blade of 

grass. 4. a reed or pen. 

S. ishu, s. An arrow. <3^$ a quiver, 

a bow. 

S. '"SoX, ishta, adj. Cherished, beloved. 2. 

wished, desired. 3. worshipped, reverenced, 

respected. 4. charming, delightful, agree¬ 

able, pleasant. agreeable society. 

agreeable speech or conversation, 

friends. wished for wealth, 

dearly beloved, s. Love, affection. 

2. wish, desire. affection¬ 

ately. pleasant, delightful, 

savoury, &c. a savoury repast. 

wscrior an object which pleases one. & 

sJnsqir sisfrt wsb ost^ I am very fond of this 

thing. a beloved friend, 

the gratification of one’s wishes, to 

be loved, desired. SraJeo to wish, desire. 

**% attaining’ one’s desires. CG'^jsysci 

food that is liked, savoury food. •sSjj 

wfi desirable, excellent people. 

s. ishtake, s. A brick, 

s. ^ ishtdrthudyuk- 

ta, adj. Zealously active, diligent for a 

desired object. 

S. fsitx,, °£ishti, ishtu, s. Wish, 
eo £0 

desire. 2. a sacrifice. 3. a compendious 

verse easily committed to memory, 

a sacrifice, oblation. a place of sa¬ 

crifice. 

C. ishtu, pron. and adj. Thus much 

or many. sbo& so many 

people. give so much, 

abroad as far as this. ‘3^ ***, thus long, 

thus much time, =#<uxirttfo so many 

affairs as these. with a negative, 

denotes that the quantity, number, or quality 

is inexpressible; as, his 

trouble is inexpressible, (not this much nor 

that much.) in the mean time; of so 

many or so much. rs.A^x is this all? 

what signifies whether it is so 

much, or so much; this is enough, 

so much will suffice. this will do. 

C. M, interj. Of disgust. 

T. B. PScd isa, Ls3] s. Poison. 

G. isaku, [Wo] v. a. To take. ^ 

tivb to take away. &*%?<) to take and 

go away. 'sS to take for one’self. 

H. isamu-wdru-patti, 

s. An individual account. 

C. f’SiKjS!), f^rvSoo, isabi, isabu, See ru&k. 

C. ^.oJ isi, interj. Of disgust. 

o. isibi-hunnu, 
P3 ^ Pd 

isibi-punnu, See r3^. 

c. isi-mddu, See SroaSo. 

H. rS|oJ£) isivi, s. The year of Christ, or Je¬ 

sus. Anno domini. 

C. rS“,rCb isu, a causal affix of verbs; as, •*» 

<&> to do. sbre&jii to cause to do; *o3 to 

write. wBxb to cause to write. 2. affixed 

to Sanscrit or Hindustani nouns, it forms 

them into verbs; as hearing, 

to hear; wandering, ^i&oSj or 

So to wander; tetosps plundering, tukrscSoS) 

to plunder; changing, wriejsc&jjb to 

change; SB, effecting, SB* to effect; 

increasing, to increase; SSussi vicinity, 

SSuabjb to approach. 

G. isuku, See ^Sab. 

H. f’SjTo istakabdlu, s. Going out 



to meet a person of distinction, 

to go out to meet a superior. 

H. £> istivi, s. Property. 

H. ^rj o^JDri istihdra- 

ndme, istiydra, s. Notice, advertisement, 

placard, ^a^crijsij to advertise, to 

give notice, irosSoa lofirfo to 

circulate an advertisement. 

E. ispe'tu, s. Spades in cards. 2. 

an adopted name for English cards. 

S. iha, s. The present state, 

the present world. in the present 

life, rsssfcttrig, casiriga&ja sttrigcrfojs in this 

world and the next. rss^3 earth and heaven. 

Ttsri^ what promotes the interests of 

this and a future life, catsoa&s^rt terrene 

enjoyments. 

A. C. r35do ihu, [«*»*] v. n To he, to exist. 

2. to reside, remain. being, existence. 

*3 a* he (they, she, or it) which is. I am. 

stay, remain. 

A. C. r'Sj5o(X)oo iheyu, s. A woman who has 

been twice married. 

T. B. 0S$ ila, s. The earth. c^va 

sijo^w the terrestrial glohe. 

A. c. ^ojoo ila-keiyu, v. a. To mock, 

, jest, make sport of, ridicule. 

T. B. ild-tala. See 'soatfw. 

C. ^2^ ill, v. n. To descend, come down or 

off, alight, dismount. 2. to land from a ship, 

be unladed, landed, disembarked. 3. to halt 

in a journey, alight or stay at, to take up 

one’s residence. 4. to distil. 6. to decrease, 

abate, as disease. 6. • to subside or be as¬ 

suaged, as a river, tempest, wind, &c. favccb 

to sink, give way, fall in. 2. to enter by 

force or stratagem, as thieves. 3. to mis¬ 

carry. to lodge or abide any where. 

'WiSzk to hang down, be suspended, sgvth 

to become emaciated, go to decay. ^ 

V*, «S»V3I, <*>vbSs, ssvcrio to let down, 

lower, take or put down. 2. to curtail. 3. 

to erase, or take away, as a letter. 4. to un¬ 

lade, unship, land, as goods or passengers. 

5. to distil or extract. 6. to propagate, 

breed. 'Wh to put down. 2. to take 

off and put down, as a turban, &c. *s**»|p 

to halt, alight, lodge, or descend, 

to cause one’s self to miscarry. 

~o to dispel poison. s^vccijojjzk rsis? 

cavrt, fsiv# descent, the act of going 

down, alighting, &c. defect, deficiency. 

T. B. ill, See 

C. ilinku, See under 

C. os^aiT’do, ili-jdru, ili- 

joru, v. n. To be shelving, sloping, as a 

roof. 

C. ili-juli, s. Hanging, pendulat¬ 

ing, swinging, suspension. 

C. ilitara, adj. Less, abated, s. 
Abatement. 2. deficiency. 3. neglect, slight, 

contempt. ;±ra£o to diminish, make 

less. 2. to slight, depreciate. 'svsitteario to 

decrease, be abated, subdued, to go down, 

be pacified, as anger, disease, wind, &c. 

0. ili-mulugu, v. n. To dive 

completely under water. 

0. °£,^O^o iliya, s. The large imbodied. 

r^vaJo Sftofco to imbody long in a conso¬ 

nant. 2. to be abated, assuaged, or brought 

under. 

C. iliyara, adj. Prom head to 

foot. 

0. iliku, See ^^*0. 

C. ilu. See 

c. & T. b. c^olo ilu-dani, 

ilu-dani, [naVo and s. Hoarseness. 

A. C. rqtfo&o iluku, See under 'stf. 

T. b. ^ ile, See rstf. 

c. ref Mrt\o5oo, <^z3?\al» ile-tegiyu, 

ile-degiyu, |>v and IK] v. n. To take or 

let down, as a burden from the head. c^\ 

15 o over-hanging eyebrows. 

C. ile-dera, s. Shiva, having the 

earth for his steed. 

C. ilku, See 

C. */fo s‘ -k- sour kind of orange. 

S. ikshu, s. Sugar-cane. 'ago 
sugar-cane juice. a sugar-cane plant¬ 

ation. <ago <ago lizyitj, cetgo tfatio* Cu¬ 

pid, with a sugar-cane bow. 'ago tfsioori,, 

go tfarid the sea of sugar-cane juice. ‘ago 3 

'ago *0°^ a piece of sugar-cane, 'ago 
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d a sugar-cane. ground 

fit for sugar-cane.. 

S. ostg^sfcS ikshumati, s. The name of 

a river. 

g. ikshwdku, s. The first mo¬ 

narch in the line of the sun, beginning with 

the 1st Hindu age. 

■#2 

#3 h The fourth letter of the alphabet, sound¬ 

ed as i in police. 2. dem. pron. this, these; 

as this word, & dotirttfo these trees, 

&c. 

A. 0. #3, #30Joo {, iyu, v.a.fyn. To give, 

grant, bestow, impart. 2. to bring forth, 

yean, as cattle, a cow that has 

calved. ’&&=&& the calved calf. 

A. C. #30$ gee 

A. C. #3ok3cdo intisu, v. a. To see, look at. 

cciosSj 5i?fa;ioo3?to OS S%tf;rish?l£>drt i^isSSo 

oi) Sanumanta, having thus come 

in great haste, and looked at the field of battle. 

A. C. #30& intu, v. a. To drink. 2. to 

see. =^foS3 =#03^0 to drink one’s self. ^otSA 

drinking. &so&oAaix> to 

shoot with aim. X*3 1 =rs>oijo jts 

ebo bojsjsos?rioa4j. 

siScdjo (the lion) tremendously roaring, 

crouched, sprung vigorously, struck it wound¬ 

ed to the earth, and with a gurgling throat 

drank up the blood. a tippler, 

toper. 

A. C. #2o£3 inte. See s&B. 

C. #3oStjo intiru. See 3*r. 

T. B. #3$coo ikisu, See 

C. #3^, #3$ ike, iki, fern. prox. dem. 

pron. hon. She, this woman, ’dt’taSo, 

her, hers. 

C. #?a, #37\<£D, #3a^" iff a, {gala, 

Wah declinable, adv. Now, at this time. 

^A€\, this moment, instantly, just 

now. the current business, the 

work of the present time, till now. 

vzv the present time. ^^dddo, 

s^sfd) people of these days, ^a^oz-s® 8ucj1 as 

now, such as the present. hence, 

from henceforth, from the present time. dt 

a^rt, &}*£ now, this very time, this moment, 

^aod^ =dia^d) of the present time. Asoo® 

Affiori) one now and one then, i&fy®this 

once. *Hrart©letit be now. to be 

now, remain now. to become now. 

A. c. #3ao, #3£3o igu, {chu, v. a. To 

give. 3®SjJwsrl)o giving the girl dis¬ 

tress. 

C. #?8£83<& icha-bidu, V. a. To make 

swim, as a horse, &c. v. n. to swim, 

c. #3E^^o, {chain, ichulu, s. 

The wild date. =^^wad the date tree. & 

rfejwscfij an unripe date. date 

fruit. =bfe$eJrtooao a date basket. 2. aheap 

of dates. =$>a date mat. 

!sSod toddy or fermented juice of the 

date tree, ^sSeiwSr5; a date broom. 

toy a tender date shoot. =bf£eJo 

jaggoiy made from date toddy, 

a date jungle. a man who makes 

toddy. 

{chain, {clialu-hula, ichnvula, s. The 

winged white ant. 

C. #?£#} ichu, s. The double pole or shaft 

of a cart or plough. dot} &°Jo ^A the 

wooden part of an axle-tree. the 

perpendicular staff or handle in the shaft of a 

plough on which the ploughman presses. 

C. #33#), #33#^)#), #33^#Js>#>, #3 

eSsojS^Xi, #?sie3o^o, #3S3=l>rfo ichu, 

ichanddu, {cha-mddu, ichi-hdgu, 

icha-bUu, {chddu, See 

C. #3?S Iche, declinable adv. This side, 

here. 2. since, hereafter. 3. nearer. 

to this side, &c. =bfeSc&$>, gfditticrtoQ on 



tliis side, of here. here 

and there. a later time (than that 

spoken of.) a later year. 

A. o. iche-hoda- 

dhdnya, s. Straw. 

c. & t. b. ichhchham, for ^tp. 

c. i&zp, ^sa^sa?85^3 

ijddu, ijalddu, ija-bilu, v. n. To 

swim. swimming. =gjw* wo 

** a dried gourd used in swimming. 

^*®Sj*5> to make swim, as a horse, 

&c. 

c. &ih5oJ\ itangi, s. A brick. 

C. ^?&3, iti, ite s. A spear, spike, 

dart, javelin. ^S3zW, =0?tfera=3b to 

throw a spear, to pierce with a pike. =*83 

=3}S38o&ain to use a spear, *f£3r!ff the 

staff of a spear. a spear¬ 

man. small pieces of iron attached 

to a spear to make a jingling noise, 

fkfcg, a stand for spears. 

G. itu, See ‘sstoj. 

S. ^ S3oj ittu, s. A lord, a master. 

C. ida-hattu, v.n. To compare, 

to institute a comparison, to pair. See 

C. ^C5t>7\o idagu, v. n. To equal, to be 

like, to pair. 2. to become a butt or aim. 

3. to become liable or exposed to. stasj-s^jjsrio 

to become liable to sin. si 4^rasrto to 

become obnoxious to punishment. rioroo^, 

4^a»rb to become exposed to danger. 

C. idadu, v. a. To scatter, throw 

about or away, to spoil, v. n. To fit, be suit¬ 

able; be adapted. 

he scattered all the papers. 

V^ssBriv’o she, in wrath, threw her jewels 

away. we have destroyed 

our relatives. 

C. A idiga, s. A distiller, maker of, or 

dealer in, spirituous liquors, toddy, &c. 

S, a female of this caste. a toddy- 

vesseL =^far!o a ^ a tax levied on toddy. 

S. idita, adj. Praised, eulogised, ap¬ 

plauded. 

A. c. idiri, v. a. To toss. 

C. idu, s. An equivalent in value, 

stature, or strength. ©^5* is he 

equal to me ? 2. compensation. 

to compensate, to give what is equal in value. 

=£?zb sbszb to retaliate, to render like 

for like, like for like. 2. a mark 

to aim at, a butt. **6*4., *f&zb, wzb 

to set a mark, to aim at. swszScbo to 

hit the mark. to put opposite, 

^zieb, *fzS*cri,» to shoot at a mark, wtf* 

a good mark or shot, a g00(j 

shot or marksman. 3. a bait to catch ani¬ 

mals. *J° a sheep put as a bait in a 

trap to catch tigers, &c. a decoy-sheep, & 

***»**> && to bait a trap> 

*jzW Soacriw to seize a bait, as a tiger, &c. 2. 

to discover what a tiger, &e. have attacked. 

s?zb to be equal, adj. Equal, equivalent 

to. =&&> to make equal. ^mzi woli 

a qualified or acceptable soldier. =bfra«>ri 

* a proper word, an appropriate speech. 

•rasrSsicJo equals, compeers, a gujta. 

ble thing. 2. a similar thing. zi 

a garment that fits, cSorb to choose 

what suits, fits, or matches. =*<3® ft adv. 

Likely. 2. harmoniously, a opposite. 4. 

equally. 5. in pairs. 

C. idu-jodu, adj. Well match¬ 

ed, exactly paired, equally yoked. 

ssci an equal friend. 

c. d idu-pddillada, adj% 

Unequalled, matchless. 

C. ideru, v. n. To be effected, ac¬ 

complished, achieved, fulfilled. & 

sSt^or, to accomplish, effect, fulfil, 

accomplishment, fulfilment. P&g)* 
^z^zb^zb my vow wj11 be fuigge(b 

c. idoppu, 

id-padu, id-badu, v.n. To be like, fit, or 

equal, to correspond with, suit, agree. 

C. idyddu, See 

A. c. ita, itavu, s. The act 

of giving, bringing forth young, &c. See *f- 

C. ltd, itanu, honorific pro. 

He, this man. *f^or!vb they (mas) 

his. theirs. ** 

he and he. 

s. Trouble, annoy- 

as, residing near a 

he of himself, 

s. ^sSsycc^ iti-bddhe, 

ance, public calamity; 



ting, (thence subject to oppression, caprice, 

&c.), being plagued with musquitoes, bugs, 

rats, locusts, or parrots. 

c. i&S^cb, i- 

tiru, i-tirina, i-tera, i-thara, adv. 

Thus, so, in this way. such per¬ 

sons. 

C. ^2^ ttwd, s. The letter imbodied in 

a consonant, as in 

C. id(1, past rel. part, of 

c. & s. i-drishe, i- 

drikshe, adj. Such, like, similar. 

C. & S. i-deshe, adv. Here, on this 

side, in this quarter, state, condition, &c. 

C. ■s'h'd) idelawdgiru, v. n. To be 

old enough to breed, as cattle. 

C. in, inu, [See 3*] v. n. To 

yean, cub, bring forth, as cattle. the act 

of producing young ones, kSj a cow 

hearing many calves. a breeding 

cow. to have calved, to he calved. 

c. 83, #3truo83 i-pditi, i-pdnti, 

adv. So, thus, after this way. 

C. #?£>, ipi, ipu, ipe, s. A 

nit in general. 2. the egg of an insect laid 

in a sore. a head abounding with 

nits. to have nits in the head. 

to strike, or lay eggs in, as flies. ^3) 

nits and lice. a cluster or mass of 

nits. 

C. & S. 1-prakdra, adv. Thus, 

in this manner. 

T. B. isse, s. Desire, wish. 

C. l-bari, s. This time or turn; the 

current year, the present year. 

the last year. 

O. Z&aw ibu. See rst°wj. 

C. ^3edoo imu, See 

C. iyu. See 

c. ^?q3o<i<s;o, 

iyyalu, iyyuwadu, iyodu, verbal noun 

of The act of bringing forth young, as 

cattle. 

C. irattu, adj. Uncertain, unset¬ 

tled, undecided, doubtful. to be¬ 

come unsettled or uncertain. to 

make unsettled. 

c. T&riph'X iranige, s. An instrument for 

destroying nits. 

t. b. irasha, See 

0. irddu, See 

a. c. ^‘3'O'S'do irdru, (twice six) num. 

Twelve, s. Two ploughs. 

S. irita, adj. Thrown, cast, sent. 2. 

said, told. 

C. zds'do iru, s. Gum. 2. a nit. ^0^4, 

BSo, to have nits. 

tfrrtclw to remove nits. to crack 

lice. ^e5, £eJ, ^cbrie? ahead infested 

with nits. ^rb nits and lice. 

&&c*o to catch nits. to comb 

out nits. =gfwsr*JrS, tbfta*?,, 

different instruments for destroying 

nits and lice. 

A. c. iru, See 

c. #?do^ irulli, s. An onion. 

C. #3r>drfo ireradu, (twicetwo) num. Four. 

0. #3t5^o irelu, (twice seven) num. Four¬ 

teen. 

C. ireidu, (twice five) num. Ten. 

C. BjSA irei-moga, S. Havana, with 

ten faces. 

C. #3£>Z)S"c£ta ir-nai, S. A kind of wild dog 

that attacks tigers, 

c. #3sdo£“ irma, s. A sore, wound. 

A. c. &z3s-5 irvaru, irvar, 

num. pro. Two persons, 

two persons to agree together, (to become one 

neck.) two elephants, a 

fortnight. trsStsfrtb we two. f cj 

these two persons. 

s. irsha, irshe, s. Anger, 

spite, malice, envy. =^4rrred an envious 

person, an angry man. 

A. 0. ^3tb/ irru, See 

C. Z&e/coo ilasu, s. A cow near calving. 

C. ildgiru, (^crioen esfttb) v. n. 

To be about to bring forth, as cattle. 

A. c. #3e;, #3CO ilga, ilgu, v. n. To 

prostrate, to do reverence. &vo& the 

act of prostrating, obeisance. 

A. 0. ^3^8^ i-vattu, See & • 



i-variyantara, i-varige, i- 

varigu, i-tanaka, adv. Till now, thus 

far, hitherto. 

C. t^3?A iwaga, adv. Now, the present 

time. instantly, this moment. 

C. & S. l-vidha, s. This manner. ^ 

adv. So, thus. 

A. C. WU, v. a. To give. a do¬ 

nor. the act of giving. 

S. ^5^ isha, s. A lord, master. 

S. £d?‘5'<S^ ishdna, s. Shiva, the regent of 

the north east. 2. the Supreme, 

the north-east quarter. ^z^rohpdr- 

vati, the wife of Shiva. 

8. ishvara, s. God, the Supreme 

Being. 2. a name of Shiva. 3. the 11th 

year of the Hindu cycle of sixty. 4. a lord, 

master, f>oS blasphemy. 

an angel. the divine will. =3*^0, 

=g*s^*>»;s»roft Pdrvati, the wife of Shiva. 

s. ishvari-beru, s. The root 

Aristolochia Indica. 

S. isha, s. The pole or shaft of a 

plough. 

S. tshana, s. Love, affection. 

three dominant affections in the hu¬ 

man mind; viz. conjugal love. ^ 

love of children, love of mo¬ 

ney. 

S. ishadartha, s. A little. 

S. ^35^3^ ishattu, adj. Little, small, 

trifling. 

S. ishalleha, s. Seasoning, 

condiment. 

S. ishika, s. A painter’s brush. 2. 

a reed for writing. 

T. b. ^3oid isara, See 

c. ^SToSsr, i-sarti, i- 

sala, i-sari, adv. This time, this turn, 

again, once more, the present. 

to do again. the fruit of the cur¬ 

rent season. 

C. 3d3oj"i> 85 i-sdti, adv. Thus, so, as. 

A. C. ^3c\b isu, See $ 

Vpzbo the 

forester damsel who plucked the lotus grow¬ 

ing in the midst of the water, and swan 

back again on the waves. “tfK&ste* a swim¬ 

mer. to swim. 

swimming. 

G. isu, causal of To cause to give, 

to take, fetch, dfh to take 

for one’s self. take thou. 

ers3coSccfo3jx’odri^?fj talcing their share of the 

sacrifices. Added to infinitives, has the 

sense of permitting; as to do, sfaaS®<jJJi 

to permit to do. wdS^do to allow to come. 

jAra^ri©^ to permit to go. he will 

not allow to give. 

C. isu, See 

G. isu. See 

s. ^sd, ^3go, ^3S> iha, ihi, ihe, s. 

Wish, desire, inclination. desired. 

A. C. lhantha, s. Condition, state, 

being. 

A. C. #320^^} iha-thdvu, (^and cra^j) s. 

Place of residence. which 

is Bhetala’s place of residence ? 

S. ^55-sSgo^ a ihd-mriga, s. A wolf. 2. 

a division of the drama. 

C. i-hinda, adv. Hereafter. 

A. C. 3d?Sib ihu, v. n. To he. ^jA/a^ao'art 

rbsf Zoiirt) as it is. 

C. ld35oj«)2>0 i-hottu, adv. To-day. 

A. C. ili, s. An ox’s hump, 

c. ilige, iluge, s. A 

trencher. 2. a kitchen knife for cutting up 

vegetables, a board for cutting 

vegetables on. 

A. C. ^*3^/o ilu, s. A nit v. a. To fly on, 

assail. 2. to pull, draw or drag forcibly. 

seized. acto to take away 

by force. skvb 

the wild rutting elephant, in 

fierce war, scattering hither and thither, 

dragging, tearing, stamping violently, and 

pawing, devastated, with his stretched out 

proboscis, the hostile army. rtjZbttcxb 

># =#jsoz3^sis-sdocb to the behold¬ 

ers, it was as though the woman’s eyes were 

forced and pulled down. 

A. C. ^3^> lie, s. A sour kind of orange. 
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S« ikshana, $. Sight, seeing. 2. 

an eye. to see. 

0. & S. l-kshana, adv. Instantly, 

this moment. 

S. #?j£pl2r ikshanika, s. A fortune¬ 

teller. 

s. ikshike, «. Light. 

ero 

W, The fifth letter of the alphabet, sounded 

as u in full. 

C. eroo um, conjunctive 'particle, which 

when added to nouns in the ancient dialect, 

corresponds with eon in the modem, and de- 

notes cmd, likewise, also, even y ftny verb 

ending with wo is an aorist. 

A. c. eroo^otf unkura, s. Pride, insolence. 

C. WotfiS unkuve, s. The price or pre¬ 

sent given for a wife. 

t. b. £tooa83, erOoXo&3 ungata, ungu- 

ta, [woriosy s. The great toe. eruorioW s!d 

the thumb. 

c. OVo7\d, crcoAorj ungara, ungura, 
s. A ring, wuoriod tfosdfta a ringlet. en>ort>d 

circularly, in the form of a ring, voodod 

8SW** en>Gr,oda&> to put on a ring, wooriod 

weorfid the key of a ring-formed lock, 

troorioci 0^r!a ring-formed lock. eajoriodtJtiv'o 

the ring finger. vuoriod a seal ring, 

weortdd s3«£ the part of a seal ring on which 

the impression is made. A^toorld a plain 

ring. wuorttf an emerald ring, ^ob^do 

m a ruby ring, 3dt3ffcorid an inferior stone 

ring. 

T, b. 0"Dos^- uncha. See wv>?*. 

a. c. etvosdo^- unchurcJie, s. A live 
coal. 

S. CTOC^ unchha, s. The gleaning of grain. 

wv>oe^H)S> living by gleaning. Jiv. 

ing by grain gathered from the threshing 

floor. 

s. croos3^ unchhita, adj. Tall, lofty. 

c. eroo&P unju. See ww. 

A. C. eA30&5D^ untdka, s. A ravine. 

C. Cn)ok3o until, defective verb, There is; 
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yes. It affirms existence, as opposed to 

eroo&an is there, or is there not ? Is 

it so or not. vo°W> there is; it is so. s*> 

there is, or was, a man. 

kb there is a well there. With the dative 

case, wuolh expresses possession; as, PPdooWo 

I have. eAJofcrerio to be or exist. 2. to be 

born. 3. to happen, occur. 4. to come into 

existence. 5. to'arise, spring up, grow. 6. 

to be pregnant. 7. to have property, be rich. 

Used impersonally with the dative case, voo 

denotes to have, possess, wotrari :tedo, 

yuo&i) si53z&> to create, make, cause to be, 

frame, invent, produce, prove, establish. 

if it be so, if it so happen. mcM 

being, wvofc'iriod what is beginning to be or 

happen, vuofcrartoddo, uuolfcjrij, vuoWz&d) be¬ 

coming, happening, erookraddo what occur¬ 

red, what is really fact, erookred) o&rad vsvfi 

sc tell what happened, as it happened. eA)0 

kb to prove, establish, shew that a 

thing is. vooUo Pto see that a thing is. 

uuokio eroolipo^, woSSf^ to say that a 

thing is, to acknowledge that one has a 

thing. woBto make a person 

confess that he has a thing. vocWeccbd igno¬ 

rant of what exists, the estate pos¬ 

sessed. yuotedod woU a faithful servant, one 

whose word is to be depended on. 

dsir^djoido there were four merchants. 

A ?sstu^ wp =dosireddbotredd} four sons were 

born to him. vuobsddpo or P^:$o&>sdsfpJ, 

a man of property, a rich man. enjoired dg 

ddordo Prodo give charity of what you have. 

C. CA)o63 unite. See vood. 

c. Ovorf unda, See . 

c. CAod&^, eroo3®, erood^, (rood^fR, 
CA)o5© undarige, undali, undali, un- 
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dalige, undili, s. A round cake like a 

ball, particularly such as are used in offerings 

to G-anesha. 

c. co)oc3X)^3oo&3, cn)osuc3g5oB, cn)ocn> 

&<^oS3 unddda-banta, unddda-bhan- 

f(t, undadi-bhanta, $. A lazy fellow who 

cares for nothing, or is fit for nothing, but 

eating. 

C. 0"OOo3D»5) undavu, s. A gramineous 

plant, including reeds, grasses and corn. 

C. 0"0o<3undalita, s. Buying in lots, 

&c., without measuring or correctly estima¬ 

ting. 

C. Croon's undalu, s. A servant who 

has been long in one’s employ. 

C. crcoS^, coo0,7\ undigi, undige, s. A 

custom-house stamp given on the leaf of a 

tree, a man’s hand, new cloths, &c. woo&rt 

a custom-house permit. 2. a formal 

written dismission of a man from a place for 

bad conduct, wuo&rt to put the custom¬ 

house stamp on goods, &c. 

C. croorfod;. undudu, v. a. To take a meal 

and dress one’s self. 

c. undu-kondiru, v. n% 
To be eating. 2. to be enjoying. 

O. croozf unde, s. A ball of any thing. 2. 

a globe. vocii a ball of jaggory. 

erooi^ a dumpling. preserved 

tamarinds made into balls, and used for cur¬ 

ry, &c. SoftcdjjSooz! a ball of boiled jaggory 

and split pulse, mixed with meal of black 

gram and rice, fried in ghee. woi$ vco 

S to take, or make into, the form of a 

ball, a ball of earth. sAsszaj 

to make a ball. 

C. CTOOcSjsoaa undddiga, s. A diner-out; 

one who will stay with you no longer than 

he can serve his own interests. 

T. B. eroopsl^ unnata, See veoFte. 

a. c. CTOowsi^sSztfoumavaliyadu, adj. 
Empty. 

C. croopQ'ss&ii^Qtf unnamaleshvara, 

s. The name of a village god. 

C. CfOopI unni, s. A tick infesting cattle, 

e/uofj voori to be infested with 

ticks, ^jo-4- a young tick. 

C. erOof*?o unnu, See 

C. CTOopS unite. See 

A. c. croorfao, croorf^j undalu, undavu, 

[H)orf] «• Assemblage, heap, multitude, 

s. eroocbdo unduru, s. A rat. • 

s. Croo^ unnata. See 

S. unnmatta, See . 

A. c. Croo&Qj umbarri, A monkey. 

C. croCA)o2o^7^ umbali, umbalige, 

s. A village or plot of ground free of rent, a 

Jaqltir. m^sio a village granted rent 

free as a reward for eminent services, &c. vva 
wvrrari, the holder of such a grant. 

c. c/uosxdrfo, enjosSjtjops, enoosysB 

umbuvadu, umbona, umbdta, verbal 

noun of The act of eating, vuourf, 

trootsa^, voowjSo a person who eats, wotifo, 

ouowrfv’o, vuotrs# a woman who eats, eroos? 

zS, voowosJzg, voowozicuoS a place where meals 

are taken. erootSeJ, yuowosJd, ewowod e5od 

a plate made of leaves. 

c. croodos^, eruodo^o, crooks um- 

matta, ummattu, ummetti, See 

t. b. eroosiorf, CfOodoSo ummada, um- 

maha, See wo^rf. 

a. c. croo^b$, crood.^ ummala, um- 

malike, See 

c. cnxdc$>, croo3±>^)/?, croo^oo^, eroo 

ummali, ummalige, ummuli, 

ummulige, See won?, 

a. c. eA)orfo^7oo, CA)osix<£>7k ummali- 

su, ummulisu, See under wusi^. 

t. b. eroodJa><3 ummdda, see 

0. CTDOSjjsd ummdra, s. Groundsel, 

c. CfOo£to, CTOoSDo^ ummi, ummike, see 

wviSn^. 

C. CfDodx ummUy s. A kiss. yuoSJ 

*, =#U3^J to kiss, woorfu =#J8^to be 

kissed. vooSu^S an interesting babe. 

A. o. CfOodco&o ummulu, s. Deep mud, 

^^oorfjjejo a quicksand. 

c. croocxx'S), erooo3ja)£) umyale, um- 

ydle, See woote^d. 

S. erod'd, ulidra, S. The letter w. 



OPOft 

T. B. ero^83 ukkata, See vodyW. 

C. CTO^cS ukkada, s. A place of observa¬ 

tion between the bounds of two towns, a look¬ 

out or guard house on the road near a town. 

2. hasting, in needle work. 3. a very small 

boat in which the post crosses rivers. wu’dyd 

ris, ero^zS =Fsoi3odd, e/vdyd ^oAud dbdodS^ a 

patrol, one occupying a place of observation. 

a secret lock. to place 

a patrol. wo=dyZ$ E53#o, j&radcdoo to 

baste, to sew slightly. a place of 

observation outside of a town. ero^zS wsried 

the outermost gate of a town. 

A. 0. CfDzS^S ukkadi, s. Much, excess, 

abundance, superfluity. 

A. c. C'O'S^t), ero^tit? uklcari, ultka- 

rike, s. Pride, insolence. 2. mass, collec¬ 

tion. en^edo v. n. to be proud. 2. to be 

amassed or collected. 

C. CTOS^CO ukkalu, s. Leisure, space. 

T. B. ukkalike, [oo^e=#] s. An 

unblown flower. 2. regretting or missing a 

person’s absence. 3. a wave. 4. wanton 

sportfulness. 

steel filings. «mtfjy doc* wholly 

steel, d-jsv a steel nail. 

C. £ukkula, s. Existence, subsis¬ 

tence, livelihood. wo^OyWnsrij to be alive. 

edaorifJdrJo^uaaa I cannot live for him. 

eroABrio^jyUSg^S esv’o to cry incessantly, to 

cry without stopping to take breath. en>ro9 

rlo^OyUa^d djas^do to talk without intermis¬ 

sion. eroAOrij^OyW^d =# cod's doaz^ to work 

without ceasing. 

C. CA)^ s. Ploughing. zAsw 

a ploughed field, soas^crfoo to plough. 

dojado=#y three times ploughing. 'Si^odo tro 

^ it must be ploughed once more. 

S. CA)^ ukta, adj. Spoken, said. 

S. ukti, s. Speech. 2. speaking. 3. 

a word, an expression. 

S. OVSO ukha, s. An earthen pot. 2. a ray 

of the sun. cakes dressed or hoiled 

in a pot. 

A. C. CTO7\Z? ugade, for wuftcdo<3 neg. part, 

of ema, Without piercing, without being 

drawn, without springing up or out, as tears, 

blood, &c. 

0. UO&y ukki. See 

0. Ot)^ ukki, s. Land ploughed early in 

the season. 

C. CA)z5\i^ ukku, v. n. To boil, bubble up, 

rise, as the sea; to seethe. 2. to he feverish 

from heat. 3. to boil with rage or anger. 4. 

to come over in boiling. 5. to rise or spring 

up in general, s. pride. wWOyd d^crio bloom¬ 

ing youth, wu^yd raging anger, wo 

=5^3 swelling sea. to make boil 

up or over. wo*y to be about to boil, 

erut^y tfsxo to heat a thing till it boils. wu^Oy 

to cook till it boils over. wo^Szk, 

to put on to boil. vo^Bdo, erowSyZ&r to 

cool what has been boiled. woT^yWzh, enjAy 

^do to come over in boiling. S^So to be 

boiled away, as water. 2. to cease, as anger, 

to be expended. wu^Oy jlozJ foaming froth, 

ew^jyd dost, ghee hissing in the fire. 

C. £A)f5b^ ukku, s. Steel, wu^ -8-W^ 
steel dross. wu^Oy uu-^d riS^, vuisdy 

a bar of steel, a hard finger 

nail, wui&y a piece of steel, vu^jy 

f) a steel vessel, vwfy da a steel handle. 

C. CA)X$&^ ugani-balli, s. The creeper 

Monispermum glabrum. 

A. C. COaOToo ugarisu, v. n. To respire 

with pain, breathe with difficulty, to sigh 

deeply. 

T. B. CA)7\t>£} ugddi [cd-ort conjunction, 

beginning] s. The commencement or first 

day of the sol-lunar year. This sol-lunar 

year is composed of a certain number of 

lunar months, which number varies, and is 

regulated by the sun’s course. wuroa a 

festivity observed on new year’s day, when 

flowers of the margosa, tamarind juice, sugar, 

&c. are offered to Ganeslia, &c. 

C. UOT\ ugi, v. a. & n. To spit out. 2. to 

throw. 3. to flow or rise, as tears, woftakod 

a spittoon, wuash to cause to spirt out, 

as blood, to make flow, as tears. J^cdi 

f'do to make blood spirt from a wound, wurio 

Sdrstozfos^dzzJd the rutting elephant which 

spat out. ^o^jyddsosdddo^do the dog hav¬ 

ing smiled, lit. the dog’s smile having gone 

forth. 

A. 0. £A)T>, VOJ\Q$03 ugi, vgiyu, v. a. 
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To pull or draw out, as a sword from the 

sheath, an arrow from the quiver, or a wound, 

&c 2. to fix or pierce through, as with an 

arrow, &c. 3. to scratch, skin, or peel. 4. 

to stick in, as a peg in the ground. 5. to im¬ 

press, as any circumstance does the mind. 

v. n. To fear, wodrio to drop off or out. 

wuftcSo to extract and throw off from, or 

away, swhtfo to pull, break and 

throw away. wuJM& sSos^rt) to pierce right 

through. to pierce through 

the breast. to cause to pierce; to 

cause to draw, &c. wudrio to shoot an 

arrow or cast a dart, &c. so as to pierce. 

he took his life, wodri pierced, 

entered, stuck in. wrtfrntfjo sJorfrf Cupid 

drew an arrow, rtcrio.'rtr!- jn describ¬ 

ing, will not the sentiment strike ? 

C. ZIX)J\ ugi, s. Steam. 2. vapour. 3. a 

split. wudd&>, erod erod to fix in 

steam, wo?' heat of steam. wod 

to heat in or by steam. wod to apply 

steam, to foment. wudi&a^D, oudrtjj^o to he 

steamed. wod a close and hot house, 

woh Sot;* steam to evaporate; to suck up or 

draw in steam. 

A. C. VOJ\£)T\ ugi-bigi, s. Haste, quick¬ 

ness. wudtfd to make haste, to hasten. 

C. CA)AoCb uguru, s. The fingernail. 2. a 

. bird’s talon. 3. a beast’s claw, worbcb'art 

to pare the nails, wudd) d^o an instru¬ 

ment for cutting nails, wudodbtJ^d, erudoEjF- 

%,A> wod^r^d tepid, luke-warm, or so warm 

as to be sensible to the finger nails. wodoBdo 

to fix the nails in any thing. wort>B£ 

a wound made by the nails. wudsfcreprint 

of the finger nails. wuriosSrcte a breast plate 

covered with chasings or engravings like fin¬ 

ger nails, wudocb Jto* a whitlow or tumour 

formed between the nail and the point of the 

finger, wurbtfcv a gouge. fc?|Jodti), 

sharp nails, wododj Cynan- 

chvm extensum. worbtfi the quick of 

the finger nails, wudod) a necklace of 

gold nail-shaped beads. 

A. c. eroAJCO ugulu, S. A bore, a hole 

made by boring. wodoCSdo, erodosjo soaVo, e/urio 

to &a$aSM to bore a hole. 

C. ugulu, s. Saliva, spittle, t’. n. 

To spit, wodotfosf ddd s. A spittoon, wort) 

S?z& to spit upon. sSsv^rtov^ri) 

spitting upon. So^wutWsjo he spat upon, wo 

rtw^to cause to spit, to make spirt out as 

blood, or flow as tears, wudovb =#os>|Jo to he 

spit upon. worWcS^rtrsb 4-a cBo^o the 

saliva which he spat out was like live-coals, 

c. CA) a , ero a ugga, uggavu, s. A 

rope or cord attached to a basket, vessel, &c. 

as a handle, for the purpose of carrying it 

about, or suspending it. won® isstfo, wuns =8* 

^ to fix such a handle. 

C. CTDa^ojo uggalisu, v.a.Sfn. To repeat 

often, to repeat certain sounds, as &c. 

so as to harmonize with a native dance and 

music, or to vary the time in singing. 2. to 

utter, to talk rapidly and incessantly. 3. to 

plead hard for. 

T. B. CA)7C3 xj uggdra, See won® d. 

^a s' Ceremonies performed by 

farmers, &c. on repeopling a deserted village, 

to propitiate the evil genii, wod =5^ to per¬ 

form it. 

C. eroTo BiToi, CA)7o uggudisu, ug- 

gulisu, See wod <?». 

S. ZfOTy ugra, s. Wrath, rage, anger, adj. 

Angry, cruel, wrathful, fierce, violent, terri¬ 

fic. wud^dj violence, passionateness, wx>A&j\ 

great wrath. wur^jSo, wud^rud, wud^d a 

fierce, cruel, passionate man. wod^ en> 

n*,d)5o fierce wrath, wod,s®d itJSto a burn¬ 

ing sun. wudj docs, erod^ tooa a passionate 

temper, wed) vehement energy. 2. name 

of a king, wud)3^ the father of Kamsa. 

vudjdd fervent devotion, severe austerities, wo 

n^)^, «oShiva, with an eye of fire. 

C. CA)Arif’S ugrana, s. A store-house, a 

granary, wua^cs a store-house, ddrf 

z&rrsjrs a granary, worejrit^, won^csdsi a 

steward, butler, or store-keeper. 

A. e. CA)1^) ughe, s. The shout of comba¬ 

tants or victors in battle, wu^c&fio to shout. 

T. B. CA)^D vghghadane, s. Excess, 

wo^drfcdosprsc! a very great shout. 

A. C. CA)!^c3 ugkghada, adj. Burst out, 

broke forth, exploded, discharged. wu^S t> 

the exploded thunderbolt. 
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A. c. 'fO^dteb ughghaddisu, v 

n. To open, burst forth, explode, or dischai’ge. 

the act of bursting forth. 

C. tXsi^Vi>7^$, croughghadisu, 

ughghalisu, See en>A vAb. 

II. CAJE^DO^Ocoa uchaisu, v, 71. To exceed 

the bounds of propriety either in word or 

deed. sSjs^Aj, vuwac&ob to ex¬ 

ceed in talking, to attack. mwcEu!] Odo to 

abuse. 

S. £T085-^ Uchit(l, adj. Proper, fit, suitable, 

convenient. 2. receivable, fit or right to be 

taken. 3. known, understood. 4. useful. 

s. A gift, present, gratuity. vuiSSsaJS., 

4rm7\adv. Gratuitously. wutSiasfs to 

give for nothing, wnltforts* gifts. yvHshteMjj 

a suitable expression, a proper word, erntia 

a useful work. =rasLs^a seasonable, 

timely. 

a. Cro& uchcha, adj. High, tall, lofty, s. 

The zenith, the meridian, the vertical point 

in the sky. good fortune, 

w* ri> elders, nobles. 

c. TOtM, CAHgo?vT$>Xs- uchchangi, 

uchchangi-durga, s. The name of a vil¬ 

lage near Chittledroog. cbftr, mv! ort 

, % a goddess of this place. 

®* uchchanda, adj. Quick, expe¬ 

ditious. 2. strong, powerful. 

S. uchcha-deva, (thegreatgod) 

s. Krishna. 

S. e/ue#a5o uchchaga, s. The knot of the 

string, or of the cloth which fastens the low¬ 

er garments round the loins, tied in front. 

S.'CAj&d- &7vO uchcharisu, See under 

drt. ^ 

S. CAuchckala, S. The mind, the un¬ 

derstanding. 

T. B. £A)&^£{ uchchava, See erosfjri 

A. c. eroEjr_^roo, cad^Scoo uchchalisu, 

uchchalisu, V. n. To burst forth, to spring 

out. 2. to shake or move. 3. to glitter or 

shine. AS the pearls break¬ 

ing and bursting forth. 

s. CAJS?*) 63^3 uchchdtane, s. Exorcising, 

driving out evil spirits. eroi^UfS to 

exorcise, to drive out evil spirits. 

C. CAD8ff3Tj§ uchchdpati, s. Taking and 

giving goods on credit. a shop- 

bill, a running account. adv. 

On credit. wts*x}9 wsb to deal in credit, 

take goods on credit. 

C. CAlSffD uchchd-malli, s. A woman 

afflicted with diabetes. 2. a kind of insect. 

S. CA)£?^t3 <PzJ uchcharane, S. Pronunci¬ 

ation, utterance. 2. recital of the names of 

a god, &c. *A)!L3g^3?i to pro* 

nounce, utter, articulate, recite, rehearse. 

S. QX>e3g^o3& uchchdvacha, adj. Various, 

diverse, multiform. 

S. CA)Sg^ uchchi, s. The crown of the head. 

a. c. crosy uchchi-taru, v. a. To 

compel, force. 

C. CA)Scto uchchu, v. a. To untie, loosen. 
2a- 

v. 7i. To become untied, become loose. 2. to 

be purged. to strip off, as leaves 

from a stick, &c. 2. to become loose of itself. 

3. to evacuate from fear, &c. esv'o, <la> 

^ to strip off, as leaves off a twig, beads 

from a string, &c., to undress or take off, as 

clothes, vom^zso, sru^ web, uuiZ, 

& to become loose, untied, sin So, wo 

to make loose. to put 

loosely. en>d^=#cd;reft, enowj r>, vuktoft adv. 

Loosely, w®5t? purging and vomiting. 

tree's?, diarrhoea,» 

looseness. SoRccbo to be seized with 

purging. eros^, 

a loose peg, spring, or hinge. strip¬ 

ped off leaves. 2. a loose roll of cadjau leaf 

in the ear. a ioose knot. 

to'? a loose bracelet, ziiozl a bald head, 

(from age or disease.) to be tight, 

enjs^ wasbo to loosen, as a linchpin, &c. 

c. erosS, avs3 uchche, uchchi, s. Urine.' 
Zz- 2a- 

wx>'% toiS* stoppage of urine. 

tooti, wtge. the bladder, 

’abrf, Aorf pudendum tnuliebre. 

kS, u\>d!^ s'az^, enosS ^ to^zS, cnod!^ 

A a urinary disease. <vu^ ^ 

^ thick morbid urine. «aj?| a stream of 

orine. ^o^j, fetid 

smell of urine, j&oo&jj, eros^ £&, evd 

A^ccb) to void urine. #*)!& examination 

of ui-ine. ewzg a venereal in- 
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sect. vo?* the passage of the urine, 

5/0 a man who has difficulty in re¬ 

taining his urine. twab'b, wo-s-r, 

«ro5^^s«e, vu^ six©;? a Woman do. do. 

s- uchdieir-ghosha, 

s. A loud noise. 

S‘ eA)&5^’ uchchei- 
shrava, uclichei-shravassu, s. Indra’s 

horse, of unsullied whiteness, produced at 

the churning of the milk-sea. 

a. c. ero^^Xo, uchhchha- 

lagu, uchhchalisuv. n. To hurst or 

break forth, explode, discharge. 2. to shake, 

move, wave. it burst forth; it 

waved. 

t. b. CT0q3T) uehhchhadana, ren^ri 
cp L <° 

p] «• Cleansing with perfumes. 

II. e/\) qj'c ot)o ojo uchhclihdisu, See win 

T. B. eroqyjD^ uchhchhdka, See w:**jbJ. 

S, £A)c^^o^ uchhchhishta, adj. Left, re¬ 

jected as food, spit out. s. Orts, fragments, 

leavings, to eat from each other’s 

plate, as most intimate friends, or nearest 

relatives; to gather up fragments, wcgz^oSsi, 

& to make leavings. enr.U, one? S, 

^W5( eating food offered to idols, regarded 

as the leavings of the deities. one 

who eats the leavings of others. 

S. i»oA rs uchhchhoshuna, Desic¬ 

cation, drying up. 2. sucking up. vo $© 

dried, sucked up. 

S. CA)^;3jo uchhraya, s. Height. 2. the 

highest point of prosperity, riches, or power, 

wuqijc&tf prosperous, to make 

prosperous. 

G'O C/Svj CX)o uchhraya., 8. Increase, a- 

bundance. voep^ab to in¬ 

crease, multiply. 

S, mx^-s^ro uchhwdsa, 8. Breathing, 

breath. 2. a sigh, vuep^iS S&nS a stop¬ 

page of the breath from pain, suffocation, &c. 

H. £T03it)'do ujddu, s. Ruin. wossnart) to 

be ruined. 

H. ZTOdi~iOo ujalu, s. Light.. voss^OTria to 

.become light. 

H. Croat's, eA33?S ujild, ujili, s. White, 

oorfera white colour. 

H. ujuru, s. Respect, regard for. 

trow** to shew respect, care for, mind. 

vow»ffiD3tf a respectful person, toujSowfOg; 

care for no one. 

C. OD& , eroa^ «;)*«, «. a matdh, 

pair. 2. a guess, an estimate. 3. height. 

a man’s height, vufcj^ to pair, 

match. 2. to guess, estimate, vowtocS a 

fellow, match. 2. a guesser. vu 

to be matched, vow® to ask an 

estimate, voEra to give an estimate. 

Sra&j to pair, match. 

S* ujjayani, s. Oojein, a city in 

Malwa, formerly the capital of ViJcramdrJca 

and lately of the Maharatta chief Scindia. 

enjfcrtetosm Sj^sS the residence of one of the 

Lmga high priests. 

T. B. $ vjjaJa, See 

C. C'Oa^ ujjUf v. a. To rub, rub in or on. 

2. to rub any thing between the hands, as an 

ear of corn. 3. to plane, as a board. 4. to 

polish by rubbing. -atoSod vow to rub a horse. 

rrotJ vow to polish chunam. vow to mb 

the body. ani£ to mb one’s self, vutSsb 

to cause to rub. wu& tSz&, sajsS ss*. cut? 
w « « 

85941 ^ to rah out or off a/uw rts a whet¬ 

ted knife. 

T. B. e/O&j^X vjjuga, s. See voA^ff. 

T. B. C'DSr^ 7\rdo ujjugisu, See 

under a/utf^rt. 

T. B. erja^Tx See under w 

t. b. ero&^7\ ujjuge, See 

T. B. croe§os ujjogisu, See voj^ft 

-o under 

S- H/jwala, adj. Resplendent, 

radiant, brilliant, shining, s. Love, passion, 

voKjOto to shine. 

c. Crokiotf, utanka, utan/cu, 

adj. Roguishly clever, knavishly smart, nim¬ 

ble. «n.Uc*-SS, a knavish cleverness, 

expert roguery. «n!Wo*ai»rtj to be or become 

roguish, knavish. vuWo^rf 8&ab a conjecture 

or supposition. 2. a denial. 3. a witty, 

bold, poignant expression intended to defy or 
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offend somebody. wuUo*-^, wUeftdo to deny 

.insolently a just charge. 2. to act with fear¬ 

less impudence or roguish knavishness. 3. 

to state in the most concise way, as hints. 

eroWo* s*®'* to be uncomplaisant, proud, or 

unruly. 2. to disavow what one has done. 

3. to boast or brag of having done what one 

has never done. wuSdo-a- an intolerable person, 

a brag; one who cares for neither rank, cha¬ 

racter, nor truth; one who speaks indecorous¬ 

ly ; a smart knave, a sharper. 

S. CA)&3&; utaja, s. A house made of leaves, 

a hermit’s residence. 2. a house in general. 

C. CTD^cboToo utdisu, ®. a. To raise, lift 

up. sireVebscfioSj to commence talking, to 

talk too freely. 

C- Utta, past rel. part of voz&), Dres¬ 

sed, put on. wok^ 40 § a garment in wear. 

a jacket one has on. t0 put 

on what has been worn before. en-^ Vy'rfo 

to loosen or take off apparel. 

A. C. uttegogu, $. A mush¬ 

room. 

C‘ M^W’ *• string attached to a 

pole for carrying burdens by suspension. 2- 

a net work for suspending vessels when not 

in use. sow, wukrab a festi¬ 

val on Krishna’s birth-day. uvkf, vo 

kb to construct an open shed for this 

festival, in which a cocoanut is suspended, 

wvkb sijsrto to swing the cocoanut in this shed, 

when persons attempt to strike and break it; 

if unsuccessful, water or is squirted 

upon them by a person seated at the top of 

the shed. 

C. ST03O& udandi, s. A female friend. See 

fczSS. 

A. c. 0"0£;£^o udachu, ®. a. To cause to 

waste or diminish. 2. to subdue, to humble. 

C. udate, s. See wu&>3. 

C. udadi, See woz&a. 

A. c. erorfao udalu, See wv!&. 

H. CAicSDp?, e/Dsrspsw, erxn>jk uddni, 

udanu, udunu s- Leaping or jumping, as 

a horse only, wuswso disso to cause to leap. 

G. erosu uddni-shire, S. A parti¬ 

cular kind of female garment. 

H. SA3ET3^, vddphi, uddpJie, s. 

Denial; rejection, wocm? to deny. 2. 

to reject what one says. 

H. uddphe-pdvada, s. A 

square rich cloth used in regal processions, 

as an ensign of royalty. 

H. cOo ri>, uddisu, 

uddisi-bidu, v. a. To deny, contradict, 

renounce, reject. 

A. C. udi, v. a. To disgrace. 2. to 

break, shiver, pluck to pieces, wv&ri =£* vseu 

rWo broken arms and legs, we ad a bro¬ 

ken bow. we ado to cause to break. 

£>Sodoado having broke with its beak, or 

having pulled to pieces with its beak. 

■^dyo&djado the ruddy geese having contin¬ 

ued to pluck to pieces, weado&do ^zld VO do 

^odv’o the broken and fallen out elephant’s 

tusks. 

C. iTOQ, udi, s. The hip, waist, haunch. 2. 

the pouch in front formed by the folds of the 

garment, and used as a pocket; the bosom, 

lap. wvavb^ to make such a pouch* 2. to 

gird one’self. vuado, wua <udo to put in the 

lap. wva^oou) to fill the lap. to 

untie the lap. wuadaeoo the lap to become 

loose. wu&Tpsdo ready money. wu&Vjsd) a 

child in arms. wu&rt?3 small silver or golden 

bells worn round the waist. 

A. C. eroaXo udigu, See uodortn 

C. £rOtiT\ udige, s. A garment, clothes, dress. 

C. CfO&Cb udidu, See wudodoo. 

c. erased, eroded, eAS 

c^js€T udi-dhdra, uda-dhdra, udu- 

dhara, udi-nul, s. A waist-band, girdle 

or string round the waist. wvapsd a 

golden girdle. 

A. C. CfO&5^o udiya, $. Clothes, dress, ap¬ 

parel. 

C. eroSS' udilu, udil, See vj*,. 

S. erOT^o udu, s. A lunar mansion. 2. a star, 

wut&d, ucz&idS, wudjusw the moon, vcdodo 

ii’ wudoS^ a row of stars, vudortrs a constel¬ 

lation. 

C. OVZ$o udu, v. a. To dress, to put on the 

lower garment, wugdj, wvd djidj to cause to 

dress, wva?) to get one’s self dressed. 
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vuSji?, cnnfert, vu&rt, en>^rt the act of 

dressing. 2. dress. Ara&ft&srf apparel 

and ornaments. 2. the act of dressing and 

adorning, eroart a hark used in making 

cloth, yua*# to marry a widow. 

c. enido^t, erod^) udupu, udavu, s. 

Clothes or apparel in general. 2. clothes 

hired from the washerman for temporary 

wear. *fodj to hire another per¬ 

son’s clothes from the washerman, wotto&sf 

w|a hired garment. 

C. udukadi, s. Closeness, oppres¬ 

siveness. 

A. C. Wrfo'&rf udukipa, s. An oppressor. 

c. erot&TSrOj enjdotf uduku, uduke, s. A 
tambourine, wuSotfo w&criw, yo&jtfo wi&Tto to 

beat a tambourine. 

c. erOc£>7\o, ca)<^oao, erorfTk, £A)&aj 

udugu, udangu, udagu, udigu, v. a. 

To sweep. sweepings, v. n. To 

diminish, to become compressed; to abate, 

be impaired, be subdued; to grow thin, lean, 

or emaciated; to be exhausted; to crouch or 

sink in or down. ’#'$ cw&irio brightness to 

fade, uuz&iftri pacified, appeased, &c. 2. swept. 

one impaired from age. ewifcrta, wv 

failure, diminution. *ow wAi 

ft the body’s strength having become impair¬ 

ed. voz&?i the body having wasted, wo 

vuBhsto strength is exhausted. 

his anger is abated. 

i&ft arrogance having become repressed, oo 

zgjAxlo to cause to waste, to humble, &c. 

c. fA'rfo7\75, CTO^atS udugere, udagare, 

s. A present to a bride and bridegroom at 

the time of marriage; a present given on any 

auspicious occasion. vuajrtiJ to make 

a present. 

c. eurii^, crocks, enu- 

duta, uduti, udutu, udute, s. A squir¬ 

rel. 

C. ududi, s. A play of boys at 

night. 

C. Crowds ududu, See uoz&rfM. 

C. ero<±>s5^) udupavu, S. a float or raft. 

C. 0"0cd£) udupi, s. A noted place near 

Mangalore. 

S. udu-pushpa, s. The China 

rose. 

c. erodo, crozi^, udumu, u- 

du, uduvu, s. A large kind of lizard or 

iguana. 2. a gauntlet made of iguana skin. 

C. £rOc*jrfo uduru, s. Mumbling, grum¬ 

bling, muttering. wuzl>e=# to bellow, as 

a bull, ww*)®1# the act of muttering, as 

when displeased. 

C. (fOZbiVi udulu, See . 

C. tAaddj uduvu, See ensztostoj. 

A. C. tTOZio'S uduve, s. A bush, a thicket. 

C. STOP'S td uddddu, v. n. To be loose, to 

shake, move or swing backwards and for¬ 

wards. wuss a* to toss about, dash, shake 

violently backwards and forwards. 

C. CTOT'i uddi, s. Any set of three, as marbles, 

seeds, tamarind stones, &c., with a fourth 

set on the top. to fix seeds, &c. in 

this position at play. en;B erua^, vu&^js 

zao to set thus in parcels of four each, d 

«*d, ero& rtw A a set of four marbles placed 

one above three. 

C. CfOdotSos* uddurku, V.n. To be pro¬ 

voked, angry, en-'iao ^-rt; provoked. ewzSo^or 

& provoking. 

C. udlu, s. The pouch formed in front 

by the folds of the garment, and used as a 

pocket; the bosom, lap. 

to make such a pouch. to 

hold out, or stretch out the lap. 

ifo&o to nourish another, tn.zl, ert^^js 

a child in arms. to put down 

the front pouch. to put rice into 

the lap of another, *8, 7Sn>fs7&. to send 

a daughter away with her lap filled with rice, 

fruit, &c., when returning to her husband 

from a visit to her parents, 

o. £fOpas§, eropajS unaji, unaje, s. a 

white insect with wings, that infests grain. 

a. c. eropad^do unadavaru, s. Demi¬ 

gods, persons who never eat. 

A. C. CnjpcO(^ unku, v. n. To fear. 

a timid man. 

C. e/"Opao unnu, v. a. To eat, take food. 
9 <r0 

o-os)«5 to suck the breast, moti eaten, 

who ate. woSsuk those who have eaten. 

what was eaten, eniois a plate 
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for eating, or which has been used for eating. 

vuri^# the act of eating. ^ 

cb to fast, wo'S to leave uneaten, w 

the demi-gods, as living without eat¬ 

ing. vor^ uag& to serve 

up food, enjf^o to get fed by another. 

2. to such, as a calf, eatable, 

fit to eat. 

0. crop® mine, s. Wool. See also wort. 
P® 

w~^ to shear sheep. vur^ 

$*|j a fleece or pack of wool. sS& 

A. or 5&j®?io±>o to card, teaze, or bow wool. 

A. 0. eropeo, unmu, v. n. To come forth or 

out from, as rays from the moon; to appear, 

break out, as a sore. 2. to abound, to be in 

excess. 3. to swell, or overflow, as with joy, 

&c. so the rays having beamed, 

or shot forth. 3os£>?*8 

mjFSsjoofWj.tfoSowoStf 

from the shower of flowers 

which the immortals let fall, an echo went 

forth, greater than the noise of the demi-gods 

beating drums in the sky. 

H. CGSIpjo utaru, s. Abatement, diminu¬ 

tion, removal, wosaoarij to become pacified, 

abated, &c. sms* to make les-, to 

make descend, to make abate, ws^do etfcdjo 

to take away the supposed effects of evil 

looks; to dispossess; to recover by incanta¬ 

tions, &c., from any dangerous malady, the 

plague of an evil star, &e. 

C. 0"0S® utavail, s. Rashness, hasti¬ 

ness, precipitancy, passion, wussss? siisdo, 

WC3-SV ;fc>do to be precipitant, rash, hasty. 

S. C0)»^ Utka, s. Regretting. 

S. CA)^oi Utkanthe, s. ' Wish, desire. 2. 

eestacy, great joy. 

S. utkantha, $. Missing. 

S. CnJ^&3 utkata, s. Abundant, excessive. 

S. utkara, S. A heap of grain, &c. 

2. much. 

s. atkala, s. Part of Orissa. 2. 

fear. 

S. et)3^dv;r utkarsha, s. Excellence, su¬ 

periority. 

S. utkdrd, s. Winnowing of corn. 

s. utkrishfa, adj. Superior, 

chief, good, good fortune. 

^ ilSja£o good soil. 

s. tr'0’§ds,^T\ utkdcJia, ut- 

kosha, s. A bribe. 

S. CT02|( i^5op® utkramana, s. Deviation, 

^ to depart, exceed, transgress. 

S. utkrosha, s. The osprey 

or sea eagle. 2. implacable hatred, confirm¬ 

ed enmity. 

c. £A)^ oxi, ero^ on®e;> uttanda, uttan- 
—o ’ _n • • ’ 

ddlu, s. A gold necklace worn by women. 

S. £A)'^ Ore uttamsa, s. An earring. 2. a 

head ornament, a crest. 

S. £A)a Tj uttapta, s. Dried flesh. 2. 

pure gold. adj. Burnt. 2. bathed. 

S. CTOs? uttama, adj. Chief, principal, 

first, best. 2. excellent, virtuous, good. 

an excellent man. 2. (in gramr.) the 

first person, lyt an excellent woman, 

vo the very best or chief. 2. God. 

s. efD^ uttamarnanu, 

and s. A creditor, 

s. CA)^f JDO?\ uttamanga, [vod do and 

vort member] s. The head. 

the Ganges in the head of Shiva. 

s.- ero^ rj uttara, s. An answer, a reply. 

2. (in law) a defence, rejoinder. 3. the 

north. 4. the 12th lunar mansion. 5. a 

mandate, an order, adj. Superior, high, 

lofty. 2. north. 3. best, excellent. 4. sub¬ 

sequent. VjAoriv’o funeral obsequies. 

^,2 ^demonstration. 2. the dark fortnight, 

w^dsrari (in law) a defence, «n>5£d»r»B a 

security, a bonds-man. 2. the defendant, a 

respondent, vuisd dr? a second court, 

to ask leave. ves^d joi.v’o, vu^d #05 do 

to reply, to give an answer. 2. to give or¬ 

ders. sjet^d question and answer, 

wud a®$ws8 an heir. long. 2. 

excellent. 3. hereafter, 

gradual increase, ^odssd Virdtaraya $ 

son. wtd ^odo the country about the north 

pole, north, northern. ws d3» 

f\, in reply. 

S. CfOs^tioA uttaranga, s. A wooden arch 

surmounting the door frame. 



10* 

s. £rosT,5i»p4 uttarane, utta- 

reni, s. The shrub achyranthes aspera. 

tirf -b^ a fibre of the root, used for cleaning 

the teeth. 

c. cro&trssS^/^'S, utta- 

rdji-vole, utrdji-vole, s. A female ear- 

ornament set with peax-ls. 

s. Vtfshszqyvftj uttard-bhddre, s. The 

twenty-sixth lunar mansion. 

S. CTOs£ ouep-ard uttardbhdsa, s. An in¬ 

direct or prevaricating reply, 

s. £f0^ -oacjiopa uttardyana, s. The 

sun’s course north of the equator. See &<&>£• 

s. £UDTXtirf uttardshddha, s. The 

twenty first lunar mansion. 

S. tjdTCoa uttardsanga, See 

cefj. 

T. B. Cro^ uttarige, See 

S. CJVd V>rio uttarisu, v. a. To cross over, 

to ford. 2. c. to cut in two. enj@ Sxto, 

^ 9Mfe to cut up vegetables. 

S. £A3 uttanya, S. An upper and 

outer garment, dress, apparel. 

C. CA)^oP3 uttana, $. Haste, precipitancy. 

S. crosjys Uttana, adj.'shallow. 2. fleet. 

3. sleeping with the face upwards, vuvvptccb 

an infant. 

C. uttdra, s. Deduction, remission. 

2. land given by government to an individual 

as a reward for service, &c. at a favourable 

or no assessment. a grant of 

land at a favourable assessment. *&>«$? 

land free of all assessment, to 

deduct, subtract, make an allowance, 

to give discount, to give a deduction. 

S. Cros^dpd uttar ana, s. Crossing, ford¬ 

ing. 2. c. cutting, gee 

C. uttala, s. Haste, precipitancy. 

eros^V to make haste, be pre¬ 

cipitate, or rash. 

S. £A33D ^ uttala, See 

utti-kulu, s. Rice without 

condiments, ghee, &c. 

c- &''0S)7'°^° utti-gantu, s. Cooked food 

• put up for a journey. 

a. c. £0)3 ^CjQZ? uttina-dande, s. A 

game so called. 

3. OV3 do uttiru. See o-ovjj. 

3. uttvrna, *. Fording, crossing. 

A. C. CTO^o uttu, v. n. To know, 

it i,s known. 

3. uttu-kollu, See m*. 

3. CA)5o -3 uttutti, s. The name of a game- 
_fl_D ’ ° 

3. W.efo 3 , (Tdeo & uttutti, uttutte, 

s. The date, Pluenia sylvestris. ^^,5, ^ 

date fruit. 

r. b. cro3o do uttuma. See 

3.* cro^yS^ utpanna, s. Birth, 

creatures, to be 

born. Ptytio0ur descendants. 

3. £A>S\4^ utpatana, s. Flying, soaring. 

2. birth. 

3. utpatti, s. Birth, production, 

creation, origin. to be bom, 

created. sisaUa to create, fabricate, 

produce. 

3. £AI3\^ ut-patha, s. The air, the sky. 

S. CTO 3\<23 utpala, s. A water lily. 

v the white lily; the red lily; S.t 

.vSjsx&go the blue lily, nymphoea eerulea. 

S. £A)S^\&3p> utpatana, s. Eradication, 

plucking up. v, a. To eradicate, 

exterminate. eradicated, extermi¬ 

nated. 

3. £A)S^s£ utpdta, s. A portent, a natural 

prodigy or phenomenon, as an earthquake, or 

comet. 

3. utpditaka-pinda, s, a 

strong and powerful man. vile 

persons. 

s. £A3aS\£3^S^ utpdditatwa, s. A crea¬ 

ture. 

3. £A355^ Jco utprdsa, s. A satirical speech. 

S. £A^J^P§ utprekshane, s. Seeing, 

thinking, guessing. 

utprekshe, s. An extravagant 

hyperbole. 

Expanded or blown, 

A lotus, 

s a flower. 
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S. QX)37)jcorf utrdsuna, s. Tlie upper tim¬ 

ber of a door. 

S. ®0£O7< utsanga, s. The haunch or 

part above the hip. 2. the seat, the lap. 

S. 00*^ Utsauna, s. Destruction. 

S. erU^Ar utsarga, s. Leaving. 2. of¬ 

fering. sJjsz&j to offer. 

S. utsarjana, s. A gift or do¬ 

nation. given. 

S* utsava, s. A festival, jubilee, 

public rejoicing. 2. height, elevation. 3. 

impatience. 4. formation of a wish.. 

’JJ5* daily festivity. a fort-nightly 

festival. sfss&s^Wjsi a monthly festival. 

an annual festival, a 

festival in which an idol car is drawn. 

an illumination, wuijji a day of 

rejoicing, *Ss»z&> to make festivity. «n> 

£jsi;Ss?cri» to draw a car in procession at a 

festival, wurfjsi a moveable idol. 

s. zroi$j?x>, cros^So utsaha, utsdha, 

s. Festivity, joy, gladness, happiness. 2. ef¬ 

fort, perseverance, strenuous and continued 

exertion. 3. firmness, fortitude, 

eA)3^aS to rejoice, be happy. 2. to make 

a strenuous effort, to persevere. 

S. utsuka, s. See wwyaf, adj. 

Zealously active, making exertion for a gra¬ 

tifying object. a zealous person. 

S. cro^ S)^ Mtsrishta, adj. Left, forsaken, 

abandoned. 

S. utseka, s. Pride, arrogance. 

S. Crt)1§^ZJ> utsedha, s. Height, elevation. 

H. uthdni, adv. Backwards. 

ij5?riuzl> to be on the back. ero§s®c3 to 

fall on the back. 

S. utthdna, s. Effort, exertion. 2. 

manhood, manly exertion. 3. an army. 4. 

war, battle. 5. rising, getting up, resurrec¬ 

tion. 6. a term, a limit. 

A. C. ODJ-W?? utthdli, S. A bard, one who 
v 

rehearses the titles &c. of kings. 

S. ^ utthita, s. See 

S. CA)5 ud, ut, a particle andprefix, 

implying, Superiority, in degree. 2. in place 

(over above). 3. pride. 4. publicity. 5. se¬ 

paration, diminution. 6. power. 7. emanci¬ 

pation. 8. binding. 9. helplessness, weakness. 

S. CTOrf uda, s. Water. 

S. CTOdoX udanka, s. A leathern vessel 

with a short narrow neck, for oil or ghee. 

s. erorfot^slwS) udanka-muni, s. The 

name of a Hindu sage. 

A. c. £TG7jo?\ udangi, s. A uterine sister. 

s. erodos^S udanchana, s. A cover made 

of burnt earth. 

T. b. coded, COdodo udanda, udandu. 
See werJosS. 

S. C0do3 udanta, s. Tidings, news. 2. 

a message. 3. a word ending with «n>. wrfo 

3 one bearing tidings. 

S. CodX udaha, S. Water, a 

water fowl, a well, 

a present of a vessel of water and a piece of 

money made to a brahman for the expiation 

of sin. 

S. Cod# udaki, s. A woman in her cour¬ 

ses. 

S. COdXj udagra, adj. Chief, high, pre¬ 

eminent. 

S. COd&? udaja, s. Driving cattle. 

S. CD‘d^> udadhi, [uorf, and 5> holding] s. 

The ocean. 

s. eroded udadhira, s. Tin. 

S. udabhra, s. A lofty cloud. 

S. COddjo udaya, s. Birth, rising, coming 

into being. 2. the rising of the sun, moon, 

or other heavenly bodies. s/ori 

to be born. 2. to rise, as applied to the 

sun, moon, &c. rising, wtiab 

morning time. cmriccO osri the dawn. 

the eastern mountain, from 

behind which the sun is supposed to rise. 

S. COdd udara, s. The belly. 2. middle, 

centre, ernritj vuriti supporting, 

filling the belly, wortd *033? the cholic. **> 

inward fever of heat. 

0. Cbddo udaru. See 

S. STOCKS- udarka, s. Increase. 

tter great excellence. 

S. COdv^^ udashwittu, s. A mixture 

of half water and half butter-milk. 

S. uddtta, adj. Liberal, generous. 
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STD 03?$ 
a 

high, as a note in music, lifted up, lofty, s. 
(in gramr.) the acute accent. 

S. erocZ^uddna, s. One of the five vital 

airs, that which rises up the throat and pas¬ 

ses into the head. 2. the navel. 3. a snake. 

OTcdoo the hiccough. 

S. efOu'S'tf uddra, adj. Generous, bounti¬ 

ful, liberal. 2. excellent, s. Generosity, 

liberality. vonreO a generous man. 

erucrac! to be liberal, to grant. 

T. b. erosjBtfpf, erOOTf! e- uddrane, 

uddrne, See voct5>3fS. 

t. b. 0073^, WsrsToo uddsha, 

udasa, udasu, See next word. 

S. ODcSDoJo uddstna, s. Neglect, con¬ 

tempt, indifference, listlessness. 2. foul or 

abusive language, a contempti¬ 

ble person. 2. an alien, a stranger, a com¬ 

mon acquaintance. 3»&>, uunslwb 

to condemn, despise, loathe, neglect or dis¬ 

grace. to use abusive language. 

to be unfamiliar, or not intimate 

with a person. 

0. CT0J3«)ojo udasu, s. Peace, pacification, 

quietness. 

S. 0"0 c31) udaharane, s. An answer, 

2. responsibility. 3. a quotation, an exam¬ 

ple, illustration; an apposite argument, one 

of five modes of logical reasoning, tro'afcBiSfS 

to answer. 2. to give an example in 

illustration. to quote as rule or 

authority, a security, a res¬ 

ponsible person. 

S. 0"C£>s^ udita, adj. Born, risen. 2. said, 

spoken. 

C. croJbodo, C/udo'So udima, 

udumu, udume, s. Merchandise, trade. 

C. eroSytfo udiru, See «n)<5«5). 

T. B. 0*0d cjo udisu, See under vo 

ricrij. 

S. udichi, s. The north. 

S. erOCbo&'d udumbara, s. Copper. 2. 

the glomerous fig tree. 3. a threshold. 

A. c. CfOdoAC/i udugalu, s. Vomiting. 

T. b. udubhavisu, See wrf 

aab. 

C. SA)C’o'jO uduru, v. n. To fall down or 

off, as fruit, flowers, leaves, &c. from a tree, 

feathers from birds, or quills from porcu¬ 

pines, in moulting, hair by disease, &c. 4 to 

drop as blood from a wound, rain, &c. 

* fruit to fall. vurfJrioa a wind-fall. 

tror&ti) rain to fall. vuci&sh, e/utfo**, 

wzb&or to cause to fall, or shake down, as 

fruit, &c. 2. to talk rapidly. to 

cause to fall one’s self, as the fruit of a tree. 

ervzhtio ua to knock down or out. 

waccho to knock out the teeth, 

c. CVtSjso, udo, udo 

udo, s. Formula used in presenting offer¬ 

ings to a goddess. 

S. Cforf & udgata, adj. Risen, ascended. 

2. vomited, cast up. 

S. udgama, s. Birth, production, 

vuri Snst> to be born, produced. 

s. udgamana, s. Ascent. vurf 

rio, erori to ascend, to be born. 

s. CXirf udgamaniya, s. A pair 

of bleached cloths. 

S. udgadha, adj. Much, excessive. 

S. CPJ<33 d udgdra, s. Inclination to sick-' 

ness, retching, belching, vomiting. 

6- udgirana, s. Swallowing. 

S. 'VOq'3 j* udgraha, s. Lifting up. 

udgha, s. Excellence, happiness. 

s. erod^k?£> udghatana, s. Joining, 

joined. 

S* udghana, g. A carpenter’s bench 

or plank on which he works. 

S. t<X)l&3 udghdta, s. A watch, a guard- 

•house!^ 

S. udghatana, s. The rope 

and bucket of a well, streao to raise, 

lift up, eradicate. 

S. OV&zgt udwdta, S. A beginning; a 

thing begun. 2- a weapon. 3. the division 

of a book; a section or chapter. 4 a club or 

mallet. 5. breathing through the nose, as 

a religious exercise. 0. slipping or spraining 

the foot. 

udda, s. Height, tallness; depth. 

adj. Lofty, high, tall. 2. deep, wriaarhto 
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be tall, higli. ucrf s**, worf loftily. 

the well is deep. the 

water is deep. erorf sy&ftd }le js loqua¬ 

cious. wuri the measuring of a heap of 

grain from the bottom to the top. wuri =F»<m 

a long leg. wuri^ ■*■£> a long ear. adv. Length¬ 

wise. wurf ^ to lay down lengthwise, 

vucra vud 3^, sfja&) to make long, high, 

©r deep. wuri tiyfo to fall down lengthwise, 

worf Odo to lengthen, wvtf a a long foot, wo 

a long coat, Soacdw to hold up 

the tail of a flowing robe, woti quo a fong 

arrow, worf o=# figures put one under another, 

as in addition. 

S. CA)rf 03 uddanda, adj. Great, excellent, 

high. s. Insolence. 2. violence, fierceness. 

3. tyranny, wuriod sfrs&o to use violence, 

wri violently, severely. vu 

rfoa a violent, powerful, or insolent man. 

tu>do£3®ft riotbtd to reprimand severely; to 

punish severely. 

S. CfOrfo^ uddamsha, s. A bug. 2. a 

large musquito. 

c. eo)rf£D, cro&So, ero&iSo, crocks 
Q . O O Q 

uddami, uddimi, uddime, uddume, 
See woasio. 

c. erorfo, crorftf, ero£>?>, uvt>-8udda- 
. O' c> ,c> o 

n, uddare, uddiri, uddire, s. Credit, 

wod d to give on credit, wo^d to 

deal on credit, wuri d srejtf'ad trade on credit. 

S. udddma, adj. Chief, pre-emi¬ 

nent. 2. increase, greatness. 

T. B. CfOcT^d udddra. See worsts. 

s. OX) c3s uddalaka-muni, s. 
o 

The name of a Hindu sage. 

S. CT0£> uddi, s. A match, an equal, a fel¬ 

low. =5=^ to make match, wua V* 

equalled, matched, wua jSjs^^o to compare. 

stress to make match. woa a supe¬ 

rior man. vua an inferior man. 

rred a fellow, an equal, wua rf a female fel¬ 

low. 

s. oo a ero&Tog, ud- 

dishya, uddisya, uddishyawdgi, See 

S. CTO&^j^ uddishta, adj. Determined, 

fixed,‘settled, designed, s. A guess. 

£A)d N 
QV 

s. erofo^Ti^ uddipaka, $. 

ant. 

A large black 

3. CTOuddipita, s. Increase, abun¬ 

dance. 

C. CfOck^ uddu, s. The pulse phaseolus 

mungo. weft $ ssplit phaseolus mungo. 

en>a;S 'tfSouj phaseolus 

mungo ground in water, mixed with salt, 

cummin seed, pepper, &c. and boiled in steam, 

eroa ^ kkbj phaseolus mungo meal, vca ^ sS 

^ a phaseolus mungo cake fried in ghee. 

C. CTOCj^ uddu, [wowj v. a. To rub; to 

wipe; to clean, wo a to rub or wipe 

one’s self, woa sis? cleaned teeth, woa t3o 

to cause to wipe, clean, &c. woct U rubbing, 

wiping. 

c. crock ^jaddj, erozk uddu- 

koradu, uddu-goradu, s. A carpenter’s 

plane. vor^^Oasa^, verb Antfdvoix to 

plane. 

8* uddesha, S. Object, intention, 

design. 2. resolution, purpose. wo<5 zis» 

z&, to fix the mind on some object. 

2. to intend, determine or resolve. 3. to des¬ 

tine or intend for another. wud reso¬ 

lutely, wua <5, uoa for, on account of. 

G. crod uddha, See wutf. 
O 0 

S. Crorf ^ uddhata, adj. Proud, arrogant. 
9 

2. rude, ill-beliaved. 

s. Crodtj uddhara. See wora d. 

s. croddps uddharane, s. A spoon or 

ladle.9 

s. erodes- uddliarsha, s. A festival or 

public rejoicing. 2. joy, festivity. 

®* uddhava, s. Festivity, rejoicing. 
V. 

2. Krishna’s prime minister. 

S. CTOSJ^Jo uddhana, s. A fire-place. 

S. CTOcj^d uddhdra, s. Liftingup, raising, 

support, protection, siradJ, erud SA to 

lift up, raise, support, protect, preserve. 2. 

to restore, re-establish; to found. 3. to rescue 

or deliver, wnzrS&fio a supporter, protector. 

S. erock© ^ uddhuta, S. Forgiveness, re¬ 

moval, absolution. 

s. crorf ^ uddhrita, adj. Extracted. 2. 
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selected. 3. raised, to extract. 

2. to raise. 

S. 01)^5 ^ uddheka, s. A chief person, 

superior, elder, master. 

s. udhmdna, s. A fire-place. 

S. erorfjp&S udbhata, s. Crying out. en>c! 

U sAra&j to cry out. 

S. udbhavu, S. Birth, produc¬ 

tion. enjri to be born, 

s. W&^fiudbhij- 

udbhittu, udbhida, s. A sprout. 

2. sprouting, germinating. 

S. udyama, «. Readiness. 2. 

effort, exertion. 3. perseverance. 

S. erocyr^^ udydna, ud- 

ydna-wana, a royal public garden 

near a city, a flower garden. 2. going forth, 

exit. 3. motive. 

S. 0OO^«S$ udydpane, s. The perform¬ 

ance of any meritorious act of devotion, or 

of any penance or austerity. 2. the ceremony 

which takes place at the conclusion of the 

same. 3. fulfilment of a vow. 

to perform penance, or austerities. 

S- ZfQZ$^(r$ n udyukta, adj. Prepared, at¬ 

tempted, begun. 2. zealously active. 

S. crocks A udyoga, s. Office, situation. 

2. an employment, occupation, service. 3. 

effort, essay, attempt, perseverance, continu¬ 

ed and strenuous exertion. <js£> 

tSj, to be engaged in an office. 

soijsoazlj, m 

to obtain 

a situation for another, to put into an office, 

to take into service, to attempt, 

essay, begin, sfcazfc to do business, 

to exercise an office, to follow a trade, vo 

aperson in office or hold¬ 

ing a situation. 3oz5 re*obES vo 

■**$«**<* I am trading with the 

money which my father left me. 

Sjsgi-aiJfLu attempting to put up his foot. 

s. erO'rf) udra, See vorf,. 

O. CTO&i «M?n, s. A match, pair. 2. debt. 

a fellow, match, equal, to 

match. to contract debt. 2. to 

make match. 

A. C. erorfoj udru. See 

S. CTOl3j^& udreka, adj. Excessive, s. Ex¬ 

cess, surfeit. 2. pride, egotism. 

^ inordinate lust. v* excess of love, 

wrath. 

excess of bile, votij&tevrto to be excessive, 

excessively.. 

excessive. great prowess. 

s. CfDZ^ff-jS udwartane, s. A soup 

made of various kinds of ground pulse. 2. 

washing. 

S. CfOS^rojS udwdsane, s. Conclusion, 

finishing. 2. rising. 3. rising and depart¬ 

ing. sfcs-ao to finish. 2. to raise. 

3. to expel, as a demon. 

S. 013 cj7K^ (5o udwaha, s. Marriage, wvityj 

A’A' to marry, overate a married person. 

S. CA)cS<^a udvega, s. Agitation, conster¬ 

nation, anxiety, fear, uneasiness. we£^?s;Sj 

to fear, to be agitated. 

S. ODtS^e; udvela, adj. Passing over the 

bank. 

S. OX)-$j udhra, & An otter. 

C. erOtyC-S- unaki, adj. Middling. 2. in¬ 

ferior. erusss-s- wBj a middling cloth. 

s. ero^3 unnata, adj. Lofty, high. tw 
altitude, vu^sta^rto to be or become 

high. the highest, very high. 

s eru^Sr?, unnatike, un¬ 

nata twa, s. Pre-eminence in wealth, 

power, &c. 

S. unmatta, adj. Insane, frantic, 

mad, foolish. 2. intoxicated, the 

thorn apple, Datura fastuosa, which is said, 

to cause madness. a green sort. 

^BoAa black sort, an insane 

person. 2. an intoxicated man. 

®* unmada, s. Intoxication, mad¬ 

ness, infuriation. 2. pride, arrogance, inso¬ 

lence. 3. rapture, elation. 

S- unman a, s. An excellent dis¬ 

position. an excellent man. 

A. c. unmaUke, See wsty'rf. 

S. unmdtha, s. A trap, a snare. 

s. CTOunmdda, See 

S. unmilita, adj. Blown, open- 
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ed, as a flower, expanded. 

an opened eye. 

S. ero^o^SO unmukha, s. Looking up. 

s. en^js^SsJ unmulita, adj. Eradicated, 

pulled up by the roots. 

S. unmesha, s. Opening, expand¬ 

ing. 

S. 0\)ti upa, a Sanscrit ‘particle and prefix, 

implying, Excess, (over, above, &c.) 2. vi¬ 

cinity or assemblage, (near, by the side of, 

with, together with.) 3. inferiority, (less, 

secondary, &c.) 4. likeness, resemblance. 5. 

decease, extinction. 6. ornament. 7. com¬ 

mand. 8. reproof. 9. astonishing. 10. giving, 

11. killing. 12. diffusion. 13. wish, desire. 

14. effort, exertion. 

S. upa-kantha, actj. Near, prox¬ 

imate, contiguous. 

S. upa-Tcathe, S. A subordinate 

story. 

S. upa-karana, S. An append¬ 

age, material, means, or implement; as the 

utensils of a kitchen, the tools of a trade, the 

furniture of a house, &c. 

s. upakara, S. A kindness, a 

favour. 2. aid, assistance. 3. beneficence. 

wsSwi to do a kind office, to confer a 

favour. 2. to be of use, serve, assist, wusf 

a benefactor. enjjJwatissec&dsWo, wtfwv 

Tiz3o$pT$z!zl$i> an ungrateful person. 

s. upakurvdnanu, s_ a 

student, or the first of the four brahmanical 

orders. 

S. upa-kriti. See «n>s?wid. 

S. G-o£2r)3&> upakrama, s. Beginning or 

commencement. simdo 

to commence, begin. 

S. upa-krodha, s. Great 

wrath, envy. 

S. upa-krosha, s. Censure, 

blame, reproach. 

S. eroljAJSSo^ upaguhana, s. An em¬ 

brace. 

s. CTOIj'^0^ upaghna, s. Contiguous sup¬ 

port. - 

s. £T0o£^aj0 upachctya, s. Quantity, heap. 

2. elevation. a heap of flowers 

s. upa-charana, 

upa-chdra, S. Civility, politeness, courtesy, 

honour. 2. a kind office, obliging conduct, 

a kindness, emsjsSOdo to be ob¬ 

liging, kind or polite to. 2. to show respect, 

to be respectfully attentive to. 3. to serve, 

assist. vudwJS, erudtjadd ?io a civil, obliging 

person. 

s. upa-jiva, upa- 

jivana, s. Support from another. 

S. erOSjS’BSj upa-tdpa, S. Disease. 2. 

haste. 

S. upatyaka, s. Land near the 

foot of a mountain. 

s. erO'tA'Sj^o upa-grdma, s. A town or 

village within the boundaries of a larger town. 

S. £A)oj<5 upade, S. A present or offering 

to a superior. 

S. CTOTjtio^ upadamsha, s. The venereal. 

S. £A)Tj£> upadi, s. An attribute, a proper¬ 

ty. 

S. ©DSjtS^ upadesha, s. Instruction, 

teaching, advice. 2. initiation in sacred rites, 

by the communication of prescribed formulas 

or mystical verses. stink, 

vustdV8* to instruct, back, 

advise, wuitdt®, a teacher, cate¬ 

chist. to take advice, receive 

instruction. 

T. B. CTOtid; upadra, S. Annoyance, trou¬ 

ble, molestation. 2. grief, affliction, suffering, 

sickness, uvztrij to suffer trouble. 

=i?jsdo, erusJrf) sja*, vutfcSj tisnk to annoy, 

afflict, distress, erodes?rio to become trou¬ 

blesome. 

S. CrOTjZJVgTi upa-dwdra, s. A wicket- 

gate. 

S. upa-dwipa, s. A small is¬ 

land near a larger one. 

S. WSjTJj upadha, S. Presents made when 

visiting a superior. 2. an organ of genera¬ 

tion. 

s. upadhdna, s. A pillow. 

S. CfOoi^aS^ upanayana, S. Investiture 

with the sacred thread or cord worn over the 

left shoulder, and under the right, the rite of 

initiation into caste. 



S. efOw£><^ upa-nidhi, s. A hoard of con¬ 

cealed treasure. 2. deposit or pledge, gene¬ 

rally such as is sealed up. 

S. 0\)Sj£>3j^o upanishattu, s. A specu¬ 

lative metaphysical treatise on subjects taught 

in the vedas. 

S. upa-netra, s. Spectacles. 

S. upanyusa, s. Reasoning, dis¬ 

putation. 

S. CTOJjIjS upa-pati, s. A paramour, gal¬ 

lant. a concubine, 

s. upapatti, upa- 

putya, s. Assistance, help. 2. property. 

3. convenience. 4. prosperity, profit. 

^cdrario, to be profitable. 

s. erOwSjrf^GSo upa-pada-Jcriye, s. a 

defective verb. 

S. upa-pdtaha, S. Criminali¬ 

ty in the second or third degree, as killing, 

selling a daughter in marriage, atheism, &c. 

s. upaplava, s. Baku,the moon’s 

ascending node, reckoned the eighth planet. 

2. an eclipse; a phenomenon. 3. a general 

public calamity. 

s. OVsieoSos- upabarha, s. A pillow. 

S. upa-bodha, S. Wisdom. 

2. repetition of instruction. 

S. upa-bhdya, s. Enjoyment. 

2. satisfaction, pleasure. 

s. eros^-ra^, eros53o vpama, 

upamdna, upame, s. Resemblance. 2. 

comparison. 3. a simile, parable. 4. dexte¬ 

rity, artfulness, skilfulness. wsJSo £ra£o, enj 

siaoA to compare. 

s. CTO oj upayama, s. Marriage, 

union. 

S. upa-yu/cta, $. Proper, fit. 

2. useful, convenient. 3. serviceable, wzi 

cto be useful, convenient, servicea¬ 

ble. wnsJcrtM* convenience. 2. serviceable¬ 

ness. 

s. WtioSjs^A upayoga, s. Utility. 2. 

advantage, adj. Useful, serviceable. 

S. CfOJj'dB upa-rati, s. Great or exquisite 

pleasure. 2. coition in which the male is 

supine, and the female superincumbent. 

S. OX)VjOD7\ npa-raga, s. An eclipse. 

S. CfOoj& upari, adv. After. 2. upon, over. 

S. erori<y upala, s. A stone, sa 

large rock or bed of rock. 

S. eroZj&Z) upa-labdha, s. Mind, under¬ 

standing.^ 2. knowledge. 3. gain, acquisi¬ 

tion. 

S. vpa-lalcshana, s. A synec¬ 

doche of a part for the whole, or of a quality 

for that in which it resides. 

s. vpa-ldlane, s. Fondling, 

caressing. 

S. CTO'S upa-wana, s. A garden or grove 

near a city or town. 

s. upa-martana, s. A coun¬ 

try. 2. a district. 3. imitation, following. 

S. upa-vasatha, s. A village. 

s. eroSsn>7d upa-wdsa, s. A fast, fasting, 

wusfsjsri siraoosiOTijsraAdj to fast. 

a faster. 

s. upa-wdhya, s. A riding 

elephant. 

S. upavishta, adj. Seated, sit¬ 

ting. 

S. CTOSa^ upavita, s. The sacred thread 

worn by Hindus. 

S. upa-vidhi, s. A subordinate 

or by-street. 

s. eroS^So, upa-shama, upa- 

shamana, s. Calmness, composure, quiet¬ 

ness, tranquillity. 2. patience. 3. allevia¬ 

tion, abatement. wosSSsnsb, to 

be abated, alleviated, assuaged. 2. to be 

pacified, appeased, calmed, siratso 

to calm, pacify, appease, assuage. 

S. VOX&Vfi upashalya, s. A space near a 

village. 2. the suburbs of a village, in which 

outcasts dwell. 

S. CTOti^oB upa-shdnti. See vosi&t, 

S. upa-shdkha, s. A twig, 

a small branch. 

S. upa-shdya, s. Repose, ly¬ 

ing down. 

S. eroriso)B upa-shruti, S. A good or bad 

omen, as gathered by two persons in consul¬ 

tation together, from incidentally overhearing 

what is said by a third person. 2. judicial 

astrology, aspect of the stars, fortune telling, 
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&c. to hear a good or bad 

omen, to hear one’s fortune told. 

aaio to sound a good or had omen; to tell 

one’s fortune. 

s. eroijcoas*)^ upa-samvydna, s. a 

lower garment. 

s. £A)£)oj03o3d upa-samhdra, s. Recall¬ 

ing or drawing back an enchanted weapon. 

S. To AS" upa-sarga, s. An inseparable 

preposition, a Sanscrit particle or prefix. 

S. CTOIjro&fE-^ upasarjana, adj. Subordi¬ 

nate, secondary. 

S. erojjToSbH'Tdo upasarpisu, v. n. To de¬ 

pend on others, to court favour. 

s. vpa-sddhana, s. A second 

or additional weapon. 

S. CTO loci upa-sadhaka, s. Prepara¬ 

tion for a feast, journey, &c. 

S. CTOTjoj^'d upaskara, s. Condiment, sea¬ 

soning, sauce. 

S. CfDojTo upastha, s. The parts of genera¬ 

tion of either sex. uutfzldrtjSo continence. 

erosiS t. b. ^ the penis. 

S. upa-sparsha, s. Touching, 

contact. 

s. OOtteoS upa-hati, s. Trouble, mischief, 

calamity, ruin. 

S. £A)Tj’»X>d upahdira, s. A complimentary 

gift, a present to superiors. 

S. erotiSoDcd upa-Msa, s. Ridicule, mock¬ 

ery, jest. to despise. 

T. B. eroi}^ upala, See wtfv. 

S. VUTjjgpJ upa-kshama, s. Pardon, for¬ 

giveness. to pardon, forgive. 2. 

to have patience with. 

s. erut^oi) upa-kshaya, s. Farming 

expenses. 

S. erotig^ upa-kshuta, s. Excessive 

thirst. 

S. erO^TDOA updnga, s. The sectarian 

mark, made with sandal, &c. on the forehead. 

2. a wind instrument. 3. a subordinate 

or scientific treatise. 

S. O'Otrso'io updmshu, adj. Solitary, pri¬ 

vate. 

S. - upd-karma, s. A festivity 

of brahmans in July and August. 

s. cro£rt>aS&> updgama, s. Approach. 2. 

agreement, promise. 

s. znyp*>'&£<&> updtyaya, s. Neglect 

or disobedience of any ordinance or custom, 

disorderly behaviour. 

S. £A)^T7) c3X)^ updddna, s. Abstraction, 

restraining the organs of sense and percep¬ 

tion. 2. cause, motive. 3. commonly a 

handful of raw rice given in alms. 4. (in 

gramr.) the ablative case. 5. begging. 

oricjajS trusts gsjS to beg raw rice. 

wurisos?teS;S a beggar, vutnuss a man of 

abstraction. 

S. upddhi, s. Virtuous reflection. 

2. a discriminative or distinguishing proper¬ 

ty. 3. deception, disguise. 4. in the Vi- 

danta this is especially applied to certain 

natural forms or properties considered as 

disguises of the spirit. 5. a person attentive 

to the support of his family. 6. prevention. 

7. accident. 8. pain, trouble. 

s. enj-sbroep^o!b, upd- 

dhydi, upddhyayanu, s. A school¬ 

master. 2. a spiritual preceptor. 3. the 

brahman who performs family ceremonies. 

4. one chosen to represent Bramlia at a sa¬ 

crifice. a teacher’s wife, 

s. ero£rerovl^So updnattu, 

updnaha, s. A shoe. 

s. eA)d"sojo upuya, s. A device, scheme, 

stratagem, artifice, contrivance, expedient. 2. 

a plot. 3. a method, means or remedy. & 

the four means of success 

against an enemy; viz. conciliation; 

presents; creating dissension ; and 

cio^ punishment, uustscft so^^o to point out 

means, trustsefotjg) 3oSoiw, erostsc&Bori SoSsabJ 

to go about any thing in the right way. m 

xtsoSj sirazt), wostscdj to form a plot, to 

contrive, wusJscs&ss®, erustsqijnstS a contri¬ 

ver, schemer. 

S. Ov£rupdyana, s. A complimen¬ 

tary or respectful present or gift. 

s. e/DtbDcra^S, ovsirse/o^jS updlambha, 

updlambhane, s. Abuse. 

T. B. CTO^TBro Updsa, gee yusJjsssi. 

S. Cro^"37o^ updsane, s. Service. 2. wor- 
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ship. vosfs>3;5 enjstsbSJ to worship, 

vusteg worthy of being worshipped, vxit^ 

& a servant, worshipper, 

s. enj^"3re tfvd updstarana, s. a seat. 

S. C'OtrT)5o"Stj updhdra, s. A gift or pre¬ 

sent. 

S. CrO'jb'DCQS^ upahita, adJoined, an¬ 

nexed. 

S. CTOlS^oCy upendra, [younger brother of 

Indra] s. Bramha. 2. Vishnu.' 

S. £rOT&i°:^ upeta, adj. Possessing, accom¬ 

panying, united with, joined to. 

8. CAjSpg^ upekshe, s. Contempt, indiffer¬ 

ence, disregard, neglect. 2. inactivity, indo¬ 

lence. 3. abandoning. wc;s5^ sJjs 

^ to despise, contemn. 2. to he indifferent. 

3. to forsake, leave. 

S. upodaka, s. A pot herb, 

jBasella rubra or lucida. 

s. ero^i/SPcS's ^ upodghdta s. A begin- 
obO 

nmg, a thing begun. 2. an example, illustra¬ 

tion. to begin. 

S. upod-bala, s. An auxiliary 

force, allies. 

s. cro^p^ fo, uposhana, 

uposhya, s. A fast, 

to fast. 

S. CfOrf upta, s. A sown field. 

T. B. £A)P\07\ uppanga, See votf-sort. 

c. OO^ocS, eA)£j^ uppanda, 

uppatte, uppatta, s. Any thing given to 

quiet a child. 

A. c. To uppandawdgu, v_ n. 
To awake, arise. 

T. b. uppara, [vos?e] adj. Up, 

high, above, aloft, elevated, s. Pride. 2. 

exaltation, elation. 2. a hill, an elevated 

place. 

T. B. £TOT\pT\ upparige, [yu£=F3,e=#] s. An 

upstair house, or the upper story of a house. 

si>j3 a house with an upper story. 

A. C. £A)^t)7oo upparisu, v. n. To jump 

up, as fish in water. 2. to spread, increase, 

abound, or prevail. 

C. £A)^0 uppali, s. A porch. 2. prepara¬ 

tion of a bridegroom for marriage, by bath¬ 

ing, &c. 

A. c. uppavadu, 

uppavadisu, V. n. To awake, arise. 

awake! 

C. £0)-d"^d^o uppdranu. See under 

0. CTO^^S 5^000 uppina-kai, See under 

0. C"Gb^d3o€ uppi-yele, s. A herb, Mo- 

netia barterioides. 

C. OD^ uppu, s. Salt. 2. a game. ^ 

^ dsfoorfsea or rock salt. 

saltpetre. boiled salt, or salt 

made by boiling, a mineral salt, used 

in medicine, &c. earth salt. 

a salt with long crystals, to 

become salt, ?***> to manufacture salt. 

Salt, as food, to make 

salt, as food, vutbtb, to 

fall, to peel off, as mortar from a wall in 

which there is salt; skin or scab on the heal¬ 

ing of itch, &c. the ceremony 

of distributing paddy and salt among married 

women on a girl’s reaching the age of puber¬ 

ty. «u5jb=sw»* seethed corn mixed 

with salt and other seasoning. uu%=s!:m> 

rttj, Bengal gram parched, seethed, and mixed 

with salt, to put salt 

into any thing, a salt 

maker. 2. a caste of Sudras including brick¬ 

layers, labourers, gardeners, &c. vustsp®, ou 

sfa^r, a female of the foregoing 

classes. vo&pysc&o pickles. ^ 

d/?pdo, to salt, pickle, ’to put in 

salt, rice meal wetted, mixed with 

coriander seed, cummin seed, pepper, mus¬ 

tard, chillies, and ghee, stirred for a while on 

a good fire, and then left to boil till it comes 

nearly into a state of pulverization. 

sdo, eros^jJ-scb, vu&pcb a kind of 

soup made from pulse, salt, &c. enjsJjCsla^?, 

a salt marsh; the soil 

which is cultivated to produce common salt. 

^ the bank of a back-water, commu¬ 

nicating with the sea, from which salt pans 

are supplied with water. salt to be 

extracted from earth. to extract salt. 

wus^ a square mass of salt. 

% a lump of salt, 

5=d'A salt grain, a salt lump. 

I heated salt used to remove 



pain. yo^riorS, yoS\^ =sbr5 a salt pan. 

S>^.d> salt water, yu^rfri 0ne wlio eats much 

salt, salt ground. ye% the 

temperature for boiling salt. to he 

penetrated with salt, as meat or pickles, vu 

brackish. a salt bed. en> 

to rise, as salt from the earth. yu^SJ 

a sbsriv' =5b&cc»x>;isi5>rt voiy3 a 

itsucb if he who, without salt, can drink three 

kolagas of gruel, had salt, four kolagas would 

not be enough for him (if he can do so much 

without means, what would he do if he had 

means ?) s&s&sj ^€> eS<s£ 

&A wheresoever he goes, nobody 

will give him his salt for his work. 

C. cro‘S\°’^rf uppe-gida, s. A thorny shrub 

so called. 

c. eroip, ero£>, eA)^^re^, 

^ uph, uphi, uphi-ghdli, uphi-man- 

tra-ghdli, s. Blowing with the mouth, 

after repeating incantations, pretending 

thereby to remove evil spirits, the effects of 

evil looks, &c. 

c. crosoo^o, ero&tSb, UUfoy&o ubanku, 

ubaku, ubuku, v. n. To swell up or over, 

to overflow, to puff, to swell with pride, 

anger, &c. yoio3-7b, yvyw^ho, yowwsc&wb, 

yowowscBojb, yowT^jb to cause to swell; to 

steam rice after straining, so as to swell and 

separate the grains. 

a. o. ero&B, ero^SS, ero^83 ubate, 

ubbate, ubbati, s. Power, might, valour. 

2. pride, elation, highness. great 

power, very strong, very vehement. 

eb having restrained the very ve¬ 

hement senses, very 

powerful and fierce elephants. 

A. C. CAMP'S ubbana, adj. (ireat, much, 

C. CA)S>^ ubbara, s. Swelling, inflation, 

elation with joy, &c. 2. tympany. vu 

eij swelling of the stomach with flatulence, 

yew sbszb v. a. To swell, ewue*, erouti 

srario to become swoln, inflated. 2. to spread, 

as news, to become public, as a report. v*£>7"i 

the swelling of the rivers. 

A. C. eA)^t>7\ ubbariga, adj. Great, much. 

C. 0V)2v^j ubbalu, s• The husk of paddy. 

2. a quicksand. 3. deep soft mire, 

sfcd a cross bar. 

C. CTOSi^re ubbasa, S. Shortness of breath, 

difficulty of breathing. 2. asthma. 3. envy, 

malice. 4. trouble, sorrow. 5. anger, yuw 

3 sfzb, yuw 3 sS^sb, to be asthmatic, 

to be troubled with shortness of breath, 

zbw grief of mind, the choking 

of passion. 

a. c. ero^$, ubbala, ubbali- 

ke, s. Sickness, vomiting, heaving, inclina¬ 

tion to vomit, yuw v=#obji7b, uowvb 

to heave, retch, vomit. 

C. £A)£^ ubbi, See «wg,- 

A. C. £A)^ A ubbiga, s. A person in dis¬ 

tress. 

C. ubbu, S. A swelling, inflation, 

protuberance, relievo. 2. being puffed up 

with joy, pride or passion. 3. the husk of 

paddy. 4. high ground, yuwo hill and 

dale. 

C. ubbu, v. n. To swell. 2. to be 

puffed up with joy, or pride. 3. to be glad, 

to rejoice, ye* enu^A/s^o to swell 

from pride, disease, &c. yoyw h, w 

w&pto to inflate. 2. to puff up with 

joy. 3. to flatter. 4. to cause to swell, as 

the body, vow rt, yuO A, voyw rt, ye^#, en> 

^ the act of swelling or puffing out. 

Chitrdngade rejoic¬ 

ed that Arjun was come. yos^st® very 

inflated wrath, a cheek puffed out. 

yotf s?ab> a swelling to go down, wu^ezb, 

yu£sb to set to rise, as dough. in¬ 

flated, swoln. yey^tb pride to abate, 

sjjstb, vumejb to humble, vctf ^ to knock 

out a bruise in a metal vessel. to 

swell, having swoln. yu^sb abound¬ 

ing, excessive. 

C. ubbulu, See yuwyo. 

0. £A)3io^co ubbusa, See wnf. 

C. CAJ§d^ ubbe, s. Steaming dirty linen in 

lye-water. 2. heat, sultriness. 3. heat of 

the sun. yes*, y-'zj £sb to be heated. 

yesJ ?i!b, yuri Swfy, yuym3 ssvsb, yei^ 

to steam foul linen in lye-water. 

C. OVsS'jAO ubbegam, s. Asthma, short- 



ercdr? erosjtafc 

ness of breath, 2. heat, sultriness. 3. grief, 

anguish. 

S. Wcpok ubhaya, s. Both. adj. Two. 

wijci) both sides, snn^crio as 2) a heap 

of grain containing both the government and 

farmer’s share. adv. On both sides; 

in both places, rio^cfc both parties. 

A. C. £TOCJ^63 ubbhate, s. Power, might, 

prowess. 

C. ubbhole, [swollen river] s. 
A flood. 

C. umate-kdi, s. The name 

of a vegetable. 

c. ero^ 

&, ero^o,^ umate-kdi, umite-lcdi, 

ummata, ummeta, See 

h, erudo~D, ero^ozS umadd, umade, 

«*<£;. Chief, superior, wurfocsdodo principal 

colour, enjstoc® stoffrS.j a great man, a noble. 

C. CA)3&>^3Sj&^ umand-patti, s. a fe¬ 

male’s ornament above the forehead. 

A. c. C'dzdod, er05jo,d umara, ummara, 
s. Groundsel. 

H. £A) wO'G'S'^) umardvu, s. A chief, noble, 

prime-minister, es&rad wo;i>as;S the king and 

his prime-minister. 

c. umari, ummari, s. 

A cake boiled in steam, wosbO a cere¬ 

mony in July and August of married women, 

waving lamps and offering this cake to a 

goddess. 

c. ero^oeJo, eroA^eo umalu, ummalu, 
s. Heat. , 

T. B. C”0^J5)rf umdda, See 

s. 0"0c3o, £A)s3.7®z!>i®D ume, umd-devi, 
s. Parvati. wudJsnaFod, wodiiddors, wus’jad 

S, wnsfaM^, wudo^, wedShiva 

the husband of Parvati. wodjsda 

* (son of Parvati) Ganesha, Kdrtikeya. 

H. umedu, s. Expecting. doooB 

** croftexpecting,, hereafter. wusfo^djssse 

expectation. wedHCtasS to be on pro¬ 

bation, a volunteer with the prospect of being 

engaged in a situation. wud-ridjsrad, wudo^dss 

a volunteer, candidate, expectant, a person 

affording gratuitous services with the hope 

of being engaged, in a situation. 

T. B. ummada, See 

A. c. ummala, um- 

malike, s. Sorrow, distress, grief, trouble, 

affliction, anguish, pain, fatigue. 2. rash¬ 

ness, precipitancy. to grieve, fret, 

be anxious, distressed. 2. to be rash, preci¬ 

pitate. to distress, pain. 

c. enJJbj, £A)£)o^ ummi, ummihe, s. 

The husk of paddy. 

A. C. CfO^Sa, umme, s. Heat, 

c. uyakkane, 

uyikkane, s The cry of a monkey. 

o. eroo5o^<y, coxSi^ek), ca)<53o^8, ero 

o3o^e>, ooojj^S, e/DoSsa^o, ero 

uyyala, uyyalu, uyyale, 

uyydla, uyydli, uyyalu, uyydle, s. 
A swing, a hammock, wucsted dosde, wo 

ori-ss^eJ esdo, wuodngwrecao to Swing, wuoi^eo 

swinging. dd^ckcd^© a swing made with 

strings of pearls. wucc'^eJ docUd a sixiall 

open building on four pillars in which a 

swing is kept. a festival at 

which the idol is swung as a pleasure to it. 

c. erOoSJe>gO~KDdpoo, uyydle-gouram- 

Uia, s. A goddess who is swung by her vo¬ 

taries at festivals in April. 

0. erOojss^, £A)c5^j^i(^a uydli, uyyd- 

liga, s. A pleasant, happy man. 2. a 

horse’s full gallop, wooddo to set a horse 

at full speed. 

S. CA)d ura, s. The breast, bosom, wud As 
Hd ^SJ5 to be courageous, to stand firm. wuti§^ 

^ a valiant man. wuddd^ a breast-plate, 

wed iStfo , wuddao&o, wodav courage to fail. 

C. CfOdokb urantu, V. n. To turn or fall 

over or down, as a bottle, vessel, &c. 

c. cod®1, eroded uraka, uraku, s. Itch. 

wcdTudo to itch. wodAfi itching. 

S. erodA uraga, s. A-serpent, wudrt ds the 

chief of the serpent race, vudd the hood 

of a serpent, vudd Shiva, adorned 

with serpents, vodd wudd 5558 (ser¬ 

pent eater or killer) a mungoose, the brah- 

many kite, wodd t>crf)d Yishnu, reposing on 

a serpent, wudna&j a mountain so called, 

wodd fcjo^odv’o creeping things, reptiles. 
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c. en)d£3pl, en>tJ#p§, eroTkkrspi ura- 

tani, urathani, urutdni, s. The ceremo¬ 

ny of a bride’s rubbing sandal powder, &c. 

on the body of her husband, and adorning 

his person with garlands of flowers after 

meals, during the days of nuptial ceremonies. 

C. uratu, $. Coarseness, weru 

**^5* coarse, not fine, wdtb a coarse 

cloth. wdireft coarsely. 

h. erotivD, avxj-S urathd, urathe, adj. 

Contrary to the grain, the wrong way of the 

stuff. wds-sgpd shaving the head, beard, 

&c. against the growth of the hair. 

H. OUdT-JDCxtaroo urathdisu, v. n. To re¬ 

bel. 

«. £A)^PS, ZfOtjsjj urana, urabhra, s. 

A ram. 2. the pendent root of the banyan. 

C. crQxjz$2)S^cf\Z& uramuti-gida, s. The 

name of a tree. 

S. urari-krita, adj. Promis¬ 

ed, agreed, approved, assented to. 

D. XAjtfV7\?3 , V0tiV3AZ§, oo^—azS 
o> c, o> 

urala-gadae, uralu-gadde, urla-gad- 

de, s. A potato. 

A. c. I, COdsdcS uravani, ura- 

vane, See w&siri. 

c. erod^p37^ uravanige, s. Pride. 

A. c. £0)d^coo uravalisu, See wdJsfriA. 

2. v. a. to make lie down, as a child. 

a. c. ODdzSaoim, uraveri- 

yu, uravereyu, s. Full moon. 

S. Wticof uraska, s. The breasts. 

c. O\)^o, croTiyzz&o uralu, uralddu, 
See enjtb^o. 

c. ODD, 00063)oo uri, uriyu, s. Blaze, 

flame. 2. ardour, heat, inflammation, sore, 

or acute pain. 3. fury, wrath. 40)8 

(belly-flame) jealousy. 2. envy. v.«. (the 

belly to blaze) to be jealous or envious. 2. 

to be severely afflicted. we s. Wrath. 

2. excessive anguish, v. n. (the body to 

blaze or burn) to feel great anger. 2. to be 

in great anguish. me vutio stre6 the 

name of a fiery goddess. 2. a furious or pas¬ 

sionate person. we, w5c&u v. n. To blaze. 

2. to smart or give acute paiu. 3. to be in 

a fury or violent rage. 4. to be inflamed1, as 

a wound. wesu, wudj;&, ewdrj, ero8^), wudbd), 

wdx'o, voduaco, wuB alssdo, en>0 we 

woe 55WJ d. a. to inflame, to put in a blaze. 

2. to put in a furious rage. w03, vuri^, wo 

erurbdri, wdsJra s. The act of burning," 

being inflamed, &c. adj. Acute, poignant, 

throbbing. eruO?®^ to heat. we =sVy 

|fb to warm one’s self. w6* =fs3) the heat of 

flame, we tJo-s-, eruO a blazing fire, w 

8 the spark of flame, we we =fti 

&> to stir up grief. 2. to stir up a blaze, w 

B , wo a burning itch. wOric^ dan¬ 

ger from fire, werto Shiva, with a flaming 

eye. wens? a hot wind, we^ the name 

of a giant, we^us^u to be one’s self inflamed. 

«roe?i e/oCtS to burn up. we av’o to 

blaze up. 2. to throb or smart, as a wound, 

we '&%•& a very bad kind of scorpion. w6 

piercing or smarting pain, we 5^, 

eroCcdrario to become in a blaze, we 

to cause to blaze up. we dqSS the intensity 

of a flame, we dcs a cruel war. wOot^ a 

burning, swelling, we tSsS, eruB eruB {3»rt 

a sultry heat, we urine morbidly 

heated, we dgjo a fabulous sun-gem, a burn¬ 

ing-glass. we ^ blazing oil. we 3oi5A 

to bring under a blaze, we &eo&jb, uuO =#» 

jjj, woe esCAi to put out a blaze, to quench a 

flame. 

C. CA)t> uri, s, A string used with a pole for 

carrying burdens by suspension. 2. a knot¬ 

ted rope or net work for suspending earthen 

vessels, &c. when not in use. 

a. c. en)t>&roo urikipu, uri- 

kisu, v. a. To drive away, as cattle, &c. 

woe# aSj3(>rB v, n. To run away. 

A. 0. £A)S7vO urisu, V. a. To bum, make 

blaze. 2. to bear, endure, tolerate. 

can Site hear to 

wear the bark cloth ? 

C. urili-kai, s. The kidney. 

S. £A)-do uru, adj. Great, large, 

c. erodoo&3>, ercdoorfo uruntu, urundu, 

See wti.U>. 

a. c. owdeogoo, erotkosS urumbu, 

urumbe, s. The centre of the breasts. *> 

w5rfjdjo«3j?u3VowosiSd) there having been space 

between the breasts. 
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C, CA)do AO urugu, v. «. To turn round or 

out of its common position, as the body, face, 

&e. adj. Inverted, turned out of course, 

distorted, erodjrio a crippled hand, wvcbrio 

vzw a leg turned out- enj&rio in* a wry 

mouth, wrbsicoso a wry face> 

wut&rreftiJ his face is awry. 

a. c. ero-do£3o, Ctot>e£e3zii uruchu, uri- 

ehi-bidu, v. a. To untie, unstring, unloose. 

2. to strip off, as leaves from a twig, 

c. ero'do&rspl urutdni, See waSicS, 

H. erodo&S^O^rfo urutdisu, v. n. To rebel, 

be disobedient, transgress, violate, fail to 
fulfil. 

C. CA)do&3o urutu, adj. Coarse, not fine, as 

cloth; stout as thread. vu&Wo a coarse 

cloth. ^ wtfjfcshS the thread is stout. 2. 

circular, round, s. A plain silver or gold 

ring without a stone. 2. talking with rapid¬ 

ity and indistinctness. 3- talking bigly, or 

arrogantly, or with a shew of authority. 4. 

the quivering, or shaking of the voice in 

singing, v. n. To fall down, from, oft, or 

over, as a bottle, &c. wctioUo en)0&3* to 

make fall down, off, &c. 2. fig. to kill, 

c. erudoS, erodo&>, ero-doi uruti, 

urutu, urute, s. A squirrel. 

a young squirrel. 

A. C. erodo^j urupu, adj. Great, much. 

v.a. (eve* of we) to consume; to make 

blaze, trad* ** to be inflamed; to be in 

anguish, erutfisja, sultriness, w* 

^ a warm temper. 

C. CWfcfcS uru-batti, s. A wandering 

mendicant’s torch, 

A. C. urubava, adj. Much, ex¬ 

ceeding, superabundant. 

A. 0. tnjdo&)o urubu, s. Increase, excess, 

abundance. WTfcwsrfc to be increased; to be 

excessive. the disease is in¬ 

creased. 2. pride, insolence, authority, v. a. 

To consume. 2. to drive away. 

a. c. WdoE), erodos!) urube, urubi, s. 

Tain, distress, grief, anguish. 

sSnstftSsSAtfek she who was rolling about, 

unable to endure the gain of Cupid’s arrow, 

to mitigate pain. 

c. C.'OdjsS^cj'^, £fOdo3^rJ7Kuru-besage, 

uru-besiye, s. Sultry heat. 

S. CfOdocjloSu uru-bhuja, s. Arms reaching 

to the knees. 

0. OVxSosj) urubfie, See wfibtoa. 

S. o&dsd&y uru-ratba, s. A chief pearl* 

C. C’fOxjyyz urnlu, s. A noose, snare, gin. 

erorbeu to lay a snare, to set 

a gin. wtSjuo to fall into a snare. «n> 

thejo 55^4- =#j3^o to hang one’s self. wcbSa* 

v. a. To hang another, vurbeu Wti the noose 

of a snare. 

A. C. CrDdoTSpI ururnni, s. Haste, urgen¬ 

cy. 2. vehemence, violence, impetuosity. 3. 

power, authority. 4. insolence, anger, pride, 

passion, 5. sound. 6. preparation, wrhrf 

to be impetuous or vehement. 2. to be 

insolent, angry, enraged, proud. 3. to sound. 

4. to prepare. 

C. CTOdorcO urusu, s. Insolence, haughtiness, 

arrogance, noise. 

h. erodoToo, ercdo^J urusu, urus, s. An 

annual festival at the tomb of a Mussulman 

saint. 

C. CfO'do^o urulu, v. n. To roll, turn round, 

roll about, down or off. 2. fig. to die, expire. 

3. to flow out, as tears do. wotfcsjj , 

wtbVoj, vodos?;* to cause to roll, to roll any 

thing. 2. to kill. 3. to make flow, as tears. 

vucu'sbsS'foj flowing tears. 

the unflinching 

warrior, and the opposing warrior whose 

head was cut off. 

rolling. he fell from a tree. 

*^TO he caused to roll. 2. he killed. 

0. eA)do§oroi°^ urulu-sdve, s. A religious 

vow or penance, which consists in rolling the 

body to the right for a considerable distance, 

or round a temple. 

A. C. CTOtS ure, adj. Great, large, stout, 

much. 2. well. uudAratf more or less; high 

and low. vo*3z& to leave room, to make 

large. wudsStfcdoo to grow much, to grow 

stout. wvaWtfti much grown. wdaort excess, 

uodlia to take fast hold of. 

the splendour of the 

garden appeared greater than the splendour 
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of the garden of the gods. 

she stooped low to gather flowers. 

c. £A)t5 ure. See me. 

C. C/U^s’co urJcalu, s. A small insect, 

troublesome to men and cattle. 

A. c. CTO^oS- urku, s. Pride, insolence, ar¬ 

rogance. vxi^rAr^i to be proud, 

^or having humbled the pride of his 

friend. 

c. ero^os- urku, see wwb^. 

A. C. urchu, v. a. To attract, to 

draw. 2. to cut in two. 3. to unsheath. 4. 

to purge. 5. to make loose. 

a. c. ero&Psr See . 

C. CroS3£-p% urtani. See enr.Urf. 

H. Cro&'BE'cOicoo urtdisu, See 

O. CT0&5- urtu, See VMfcUi. 

C. £A)^S- urta, [from eroO] adj. Inflamed. 

2. angry. 3. envious, wararrb to become 

inflamed, troasr^o to throb, to be inflamed, 

wurWinflammation. erossrrS a throb¬ 

bing pain. 

C. en)e7>s-ai> urtdya, adj. Remaining. 

vus^rcrfjOT.rio to remain. 

C. iroSs-do urtiru, See tb. 

O. CTO^OE-, ero€s- See wdjgj. 

C. £fO&ic- See ms. 

C. £A)doS- See «n>sb. 

C. CTOrfoE- W£?W, See en>w. 

C. ero^s- wrjpw, See woifcsj). 

C. efOSios- urbu, See www. 

D. crops' AT? urla-gadde, See vurfort:?. 

C. Cronos* urlu, See wvnbsnj. 

C. CA)'E)e' urle, $. Rolong paste made into 

strings and used with milk, ghee, &c. voeJr 

swa:& to make it. woeJrccb an inferior 

sort of rolong used in making these strings. 

C. £n)S>e-Tjc3 urle-palle, s. The name of 

a vegetable. 

S. CfOds" urva, adj. Important. vuSr 

soo£^rf svcb it is an important affair con¬ 

templated. vcsrs a large foot. 

c. ert)ds-&3, en)dE-&5, eA)ris-&3 urvata, 

urvati, urpata, s. A noise. 

o. en)d= pf, erode-pi 7^, wdc-pl urva- 

ni, urvanige, urvane, See wtbsiri. 

s. erode--!?, ero^s" urvare, urvi, s. The 

earth. 

S. er053-3c"do urvdru, s. A cucumber. 

C. ero^E- urli, s. A small metal boat used 

for feeding children. 

C. crops'VT>c£o urli-kdi, s. The kidney. 

0. COCOS' urlu. See vutbtfo. 

C. urlu-kdlu, s. A bandj'- 

leg. 

c. ero^/oE-g^deo urlu-kudalu, s. A na¬ 

tural curl. 

c. ero^E-ri-!? urle-pare, s. The skin of an 

onion. See 

A. C. ero&;^ urrivu, s. Quality, state, na¬ 

ture, condition. 

A. c. OVdzjAd urrugu, v.n. To roll, turn, 

s. A mountain. 

A. C. erob^E' urrki, s. Real state, or con¬ 

dition. 

A. 0. erotb S' urrdu, See and w, 

H. efO£>&SU(Xto'di ulatdisu, See ovtbtoceuA. 

h. efOersrD, cro2Jt? ulathd, ulathe, See 

vucSot. 

c. sro&a, ero&z? uladi, ulade, s. Trou¬ 

ble, distress, eruwa^ ^sn^o to distress, give 

trouble. 

S. OUCJd ulapa, s. A spreading creeper. 

t. b. eroa&pl ulabane, See wwrs. 

c. ero&>dod?\d ulamaddi-gida, s. The 

name of a tree. 

c. ero&doB, crowds, eroadSr?\d ula- 

mari, ulavari, ulavarti-gida, s. The 

name of a shrub. 

a. c. ero©, ctro |)6^oo uli, uliyu, v. n. To 

sing, as birds. 2. to cry out. 3. to sound. 

4. to speak, s. Sound, report, noise, 

to cause to sound, to make sing or chirp, 

as birds, en)©^, wu©o*jjj^ a singing bird. 

vu©tf ?oB a sounding bell. °tS 

with rattling arrows. en>©^) sound. 

<?’J to rise singing, as birds, 

ebvri^)sssi3r!v',o the covey of birds rose sing¬ 

ing, and the lotuses expanded. wwSjjrtft® 

:Sjod the water fowls with song. 
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rUS together with the gentle hum of the 

bees. as the noisy zone was 

sounding. troOcsAMsftfosiiUriift the sounding 

drums. 

C. C/Oeo^b, OV<V^ uluku, ulku, [com¬ 

pare •*»*»*] s. A sprain. 2. the cramp. 3. 

a check of conscience. 4. smart, sharp, or 

acute pain. 5. taking offence, v. n. To be 

sprained, &c. woex-4-ri sprained. 

C. CVeo&b ulutu, See wsBAb. 

h. £A)eo£>, zrozoij, ctoStS uluphi, ulu- 

pke, ulipe, s. Gratuitous supplies to per¬ 

sons of distinction on a journey, 

to send provisions. 

a. c. croao^, e/veosoo uluvu, uluhu, 
[vu©] s. Sound. wutwsitSAiS sound hushed. 

«rot»>;jS?rttesjs^£v/a$> at the time when all was 

still. 

S. uluJea, s. An owl. 2. Indra. 

3. a hero in the Mahdhhdrata. 

S. 0"02Ajt>S0<y ulakhala, s. A wooden mor¬ 

tar used for cleaning rice. 

S. ulupi, s. One of the wives of 

Arjun. 

S. CA)£^ ulka, s. A firebrand. 2. a fiery 

meteor. 3. charcoal, a heap of fire¬ 

brands. falling meteors (a had 

omen.) 

C. OV<ioy ulku, See vututfj. 

c. ulku-tullcu, s. Display, 

shew-off, pageantry. 

H. CTOO^isi^rf ultasida, S. Making what 

is wrong appear right, wresting judgment. 

C. eroeo^-3 ul-ddvare. See wugAjaasftJ. 

S. ulpa, s. The womb, embryo. 

S. ulpana, adj. Apparent, visible, 

c. eroe^S, eroewyjo^) ulpuri, ulpuru- 

VU, s. A raised scar. 

S. eA)<^ya ulbane, s. Abundance, excess, 

increase. excess of bile. adj. Ap¬ 

parent, evident. 2. much, excessive, wuw f5 

cdwrio to be increased. 2. to be evident. 

ste>z& to increase, wvu rfc&raA adv. Ex¬ 

cessively. 

s. ullanghane, violation 

of a command, disobedience of orders, devia- 

tion from correct conduct, exceeding. 2. con¬ 

tempt, disregard. to violate, disobey, 

exceed, transgress. 2. to despise, disregard, 

contemn. 

S. ifOvTi^i ullasana, s. Opening, as a 

flower. 2. horripilation, erection of the hairs 

of the body. 

o. ca)w S3, o\)£j £3tjc; S3, S3 ul- 
co oo co co cr> 

lata, ullata-pallata, ulla-pallata, 

adj. Confused, out of order, topsyturvy. 

disorderly, confusedly. 

A. c. vow 5,£A)& zf ulladi, ullade, See 
co co 

A. C. ullana, s. A grass basket. 

a grass cutter or carrier. 

T. B. croc; rd ullasa. See wot*. 
oo 

C. CTO idldra, s. A canopy or awning 

used on nuptial occasions. 2. a saddle cloth. 

3. a variegated cushion to sit upon, 

to fasten on a saddle cloth. 

S. CTOC/^co idldsa, s. Joy, happiness, gaiety. 

2. splendour, light. 3. a chapter or section. 

4. amusement, fun. msiW, 

to he gay, cheerful, merry, happy, de¬ 

lighted, funny, &c. a man of gaiety. 

gaiety, delight, rejoicing, the act of 

being merry. 

H. eroao ullu, s. A fool, idiot, stupid fellow. 

C. Cr\)£0 ullu-ddvare, s. A water- 
. co 
lotus. 

C. cro^ idle, s. A lump of dough or paste. 

S. ero^SD^ idlekhana, s. Vomiting. 2. 

uttering, utterance. 3. digging. 4. writing, 

s. ero3>.js> erooja^e;^ ullola, ulldla- 

na, s. A surge, large wave or billow. 

S. ero^ ushana, s. A name of the planet 

Venus. 

c. en^ro ushithard, s. A call to sheep 

used by shepherds. 

S. CTO&d ushira, s. A sort of fragrant root 

usually termed cuss-cuss, Andropogon mu- 

ricatum. 

S. cro^e^ro ushwdsa, s. Breathing out. 

s. ow\, ero^Tc^ usha, u- 

shah-kdla, ushassu, s. The first dawn, 

day-break, twilight, morning, or about 4 

o’clock A, M. 
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s. ushar-budhanu, g. Fire. 

S. VOTS^t*8 ushd-pati, S. Aniruddha, the 

son of Kamadeva. his wife. 

G. W£yT\l£ ushta-gida, s. The name of 

a tree. 

S. 0t>£\ ushna, s. Heat, warmth, adj. Hot, 
F5 ' ‘ 

warm. 2. dexterous, clever. the 

hot season, iJjsSxi, vut^ d^-g a hot cli¬ 

mate. djs^d morbid heat. to 

be heated. fever occasioned by heat. 

sscj hot water. erod nscrijo hot wind, 

s. erulx fat Crot\Go ushnikku, ushni- 

Ad, s. A turban. a crown. 2. a 

long turban. 

S- u?htra, s. A camel, en^ctfoo^ 

a camel’s rump, a young camel. 

V'o^jz}hs6!s! a camel driver. 

C. CTOfJiS^ usikune, adv. Silently, softly, 

gently. 

A. C. eroR)7fe)p!eS usige-banive, s, A sand 

heap or bank. 

c. CfOoJT^js^ooo, erOoJ^Syio usi-golisu, 

usi-Jcalpisu, v. d. To teaze, worry, vex, 

provoke, irritate. a provoker. 

C. ert)?joa», CrOroJ^), Crt)7&>^, CA)rJ7<;> 

usubu, usupu, usuvu, usigu, s. Sand. 

quicksand, wujhttji B^ a sand-bank, 

sand-heap. 

C. erOcoodo usuru, S. Breath. 2. life. 3. 

power, strength. 4. a sight. 6. steam. «. ». 

To speak, say, tell. wudjdfr having said. 

a deep sigh. wodoOdo, cnjAicb itdo to 

sigh ; to breathe; to expire. w^)tb 

to take breath, vesbtb vodidj 5oS> 

obo, uujbrb SoBcd^j to hold the breath. W7h 
djrad^ccix> to see whether a person breathes. 

voxMFswDccbo to be able to breathe, wedid 

tioSojio I cannot say. m>d>d> to boil in 

steam, wusotb a Cake boiled in steam, 

wddd draad!j^rsdaod wdf&djdj hy 

the injury done to him his breath touches 

him (he suffers the ill consequences of the in¬ 

jury he did to him). yudjardejOakd) they 

cannot survive. wedotfcoBadd)^ dxsS 

wsi>ri) if a man have but life, he may live by 

selling salt. 

C. OOcoo^, erOrd)-^, 
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usuli, usulu, usule, usale, s. Soaked 

grain, mixed in boiling ghee, &c. 

c. £A3-o^, ero7^3 uss, ussane, s. Sigh¬ 

ing. woSjjto, wutfjjfo, wJyrti to sigh, to 

breathe hardly. 

c. crosdosdotSdi^, crosdjsodo^ uhuhu-. 

yane, uhuyane, adv. Tremblingly, shiv- 

eringly. 

C. erof/a uladi, S. Trouble, annoyance. 

C. Croatia ulapadi, See vwbda. 

C. uli, s. A chisel. 2. a thief. 3. 

hunting. 4. a meritorious religious act. 

sJjbjS ew a small pointed chisel, 

a large one. weriodis? a gouge. ^ 

dfJ ew>, Sdrf eniv the bit of a drill, e/vv^js 

chisel and mallet, vw&urts the blade 

of a chisel. m'? to use a chisel, 

dooso, mv sSosjS the edge of a chisel. 

unehiselled. wjv dooi^d Oort a natural 

linga. 

C. cro^, erO^oSoo uli, uliyu, v. n. To 

live, survive. 2. to be left, remain. ®wd 

enaSrt e/wrid^ ftiii the last man is head of 

the deserted village. 3. to be absent. 4. to 

lodge, halt. s. Remnant, balance, remains, 

residue, uovdo, vutfdo, uwsb, vovbab to 

spare, preserve, cause to live, survive, remain, 

&c. 2. to become dim. m>vd, wydcsjs left, 

remained, survived, absent, woverixdsb, wev 

c&oJh?, ero^d, mtfg, ernv^i the act of remain¬ 

ing, surviving, &c. balance, residue, remains. 

emvdOTdo, vuvedwrto ,t0 be absent. ws?Bd), 

wusbad) to be left. 2. to be pacified. 

remaining life, wvabd unsurvived; 

not left, uov vus? w to 

put down, as absent. 

to remain, to stop one’s self. ^ 

da, e/ov’rid, uev’jda, eruvidzS surviving, re¬ 

maining, halting. ^o^dd^Boddo he said, 

alas ! how will they survive ? 

v’ojijddij vvill they spare you in battle P 

i w^OTddj impossible to spare. weV ovcdxi to 

live and to die. mjyb wBj means of living, 

without the means of living. 

C. ulu, v, a. To plough, to be 

ploughed. dod iiijsBo, vod idjs£o ploughed 

land, having ploughed and sown, 

e/w^, enjVo^, vus?*, 



wo**, wu*3 the act of ploughing* w\>*3 

unploughed, waste. wo*jst$ri3 *^<4 *^eJ 

^ the unskilful ploughman blamed the 

plough, or, fell over the plough. wov* to 

cause to plough. wutf3rf, wo*^ fit to 

plough, wove* to be unploughed, wo^ o 

he ploughed. 

c. W$oo$, C'OfJoosoo ulumpu, ulum- 

bu, [wov*] v. a. To spare, protect. 

C. uluku, [wue*>*] A sprain. 2. 

the cramp, wo**, wo** 3o&c*o v, n. To 

be sprained. 2. to be cramped. wo** *° 

§^*33, wu** *o<^rati one who charms 

away sprains. wo*A5i, sprained, wo 

**> to shampoo a sprain, wo*** to 

be sprained* 2. to be out of joint. 

A. C. ulu-kei, s. The palm of the 

hand. 

A. C. tn)^07VS7ulugdffalu, s. Want of 

appetite. 

C. CTO^osja ulu-padi, s. A balance, rem¬ 

nant, remainder. 2. what is put into uneven 

scales to produce equipoise. 

C. CTOulume, s. Salary given in kind 

to government servants. See also under wo*. 

c. £A)^>, ule, uleta, [wovrf] adj. 

Remaining; absent, &c. 

S. ulkd-pdta, See wow4. 

C. tTOtj^ ulku, See wo**. 

A. C. ulku, v. n. To shine, sparkle, 

glitter, as falling meteors. 

A. c. CTO^ ulku, s. A thing. 

C. tTO^ ullie, for wov# of wo*. 

A. C. ulkelalu, s. Orts, leav- 

A. C. ulgu, v. n. To burn, consume. 

c: trod , end ulta, ulda, for wovs 0f v a 
ew. 

a. c. ulpava, [ww*33*] s. A 

preserver, saviour, one who spares. 

C. OX)d ulla, part, of woo* to>be, to have. 
* 

Affixed to nouns, it turns them into adjec¬ 

tives; as, strong, or possessing 

strength, tooa cdoo^ possessing wisdom, wise. 

happy, or having happiness. 

wealthy, possessing wealth. Added to infi¬ 

nitives, it expresses obligation or appoint¬ 

ment, or gives a future signification; as, 

one who must go, or is about 

to go. 5s®* ufrt I am to give, 

must give, or, shall give, the money. •®'S3Bj 

wu^:S* (fern.) one who must, or is under 

obligation to do. wu^ if there is. wu^^i 

there are. 

C. trotf o% ullangi, s. A snipe. 2. awa- 

0. trody 07V30& ullangdi, s. The name of 

a game. 

c. trod oT£> ullantha, See wovf. 

c. S3, trod Si ullata, ullatta, See 
..y 953 

weeAd. 

C. £A)W ulli, s. A generic term for gar lick, 

onions; &c. wo^riS^ a root of garlic or onions. 

garlick. an onion. 

4.. C. ullude, s. An under garment. 

C. tro'd^ ulle, s. A piece of dough or paste. 

wu^Ij*, wo|,3* to roll out a piece of 

dough. 

c. trod ot\T)0^3 ulhangdi, See wu^orrec*. 

S. CA)g^ uksha, s. An ox or bull. 

CAD u, The sixth letter of the alphabet, sound¬ 

ed as win rule. 2. a conjunctive affix ; as, 

essi*® ?ra*a fie and I; 63*ra this and 

that. 3. an emphatic affix; ®3*s 

he went. 4. added to the subjunctive, it 

gives it the sense of though ; as, 633* uots 

if they come, ®3* wo3*s though they come. 

5. added to interrogatives followed by a ne- 
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gative, it gives the sense of entireness; as, 

csiretio who, 'UgJ nobody. where, ^ 

gcdojs ns^gj nowhere. «Jrassri when, cstessartevs 

'Sgi never. 

c. CAAo#, CAAo^ unJci, unke, See 

t. b. caao^, caao^o unclia, unchu, 
See en/as£. 

C. CAAtS* uka, s. Trouble, stert yusws 

I am in great trouble. 2. a louse. 

S. €AA?F8 d ukdra, s. Tlie letter enn. 

C. £AA&, CAA^o, CAA^ uki, uku, uke, 

s. The warp of a loom after it is starched, 

enn^ <uz& to fix the warp. 

A. c. CAfir? uke, pro. The middle woman of 

three. 

C. ovmuolo ugdya, s. A slight wound. 

T. B. CAOSj- ucha, [«AJ5sp adj. Tall, high, 

lofty. 2. superior, pre-eminent, 3. valua¬ 

ble, costly, euasi a high caste, ^ 

a costly cloth, ernaeS s^fo^o 

^ a tall man. 2. a superior man. eMwSSri 

A1** expensive articles, eua^ superior 

and inferior, mas! to speak 

with decorum. enjauf sfcasa&j to 

talk without regard to character, umwafi 

costly, highly, loftily. ervat*?, enasSrt 0n 

high, erus^^^j, enrasiftzk, enasST're^. to put 

up. enasSrt sirajoj, enatS enamdSuxi) to 

elongate, make long. 2. to make high. «aa 

w^r'o to become high. 

C. SAA£5"5r"t)CXjd ucha-kai, s. The name of 

a vegetable. 

H. CAAeSAJcOorji uchaisu, V. n. To fail in 

one’s word, to violate a promise, to exceed, 

transgress. 

A. C. CAAS^ uchi, s. A shoemaker’s awl. 

C. GAAel^o&b uchi-hullu, s. A kind of 

long grass from which brooms are made. 

enatS *a, eaatf sea, e/ussS a a blade of this 

grass, e.-usrfrtrf’# the knot in this grass. 

C. CAO&^o uchu, a. m. To fall off, as hair 

from disease, &c. 

T. B. CAAS^o uchu, See enasS. 

C. CAASa See ams*. 

C. GAOgj uji, s. A balustrade, eaa^^t^ to 

build a balustrade. 

C. CADS 4/e, s. An insect that infests grain. 
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C. CAA&3 s. A meal, repast. sua 

y, stoo&yajijskj, 5&asBd eaaW breakfast. 

cijjoa^iiaU dinner. osS, era 

y supper. «mU^r®a a cook. «ca^ hAbU the 

company at a meal. eruaW ■iazto, tnaUS^j to 

set out food. 'S'tJaha to invite to a 

meal, enaeinsd, eruskitisi a great eater, a man 

given to appetite. enaUn$d<s,o, t/\aUrva§r, era 

WrisStfo a woman who eats much. mnU 

a repast in good style. wuaW&iMir era kid 55a 

meal-time, enakra to take a meal, 

enatra sira&xk to cause to eat. erakibccbrisi, era 

lidOcdjdd one who knows not when and what 

to eat, and thereby makes himself ill. o\aU 

one who knows what and when to eat; 

a connoisseur at eating, eaa&ssfod, enjsWrasij 

d eagerness for food, enakrafttb, eruaWuaMi a 

meal to be ready. enakideS, enaliri dei a leaf. 

plate. cnakideJ euakideJ uiS-* to sew 

leaves together for plates. ' ena&adftdo, eraba 

LjzSatjo to prepare or set ready a meal, 

o. eAA&3g4, 0U)k3ps utani, utane, s. A 

ceremony of the bride’s and bridegroom’s 

rubbing and adorning each other’s person 

with sandal powder and flowers after meals, 

during the days of nuptial ceremonies. 

rf Josdo to sing a ditty during this ceremony, 

as dancing girls and female friends do. 

c. caa&S), eAA&3^, enn&3^5otf6S, caa 

b5kS utale, utale, utale-harate, u- 

tule, s. Brag, boast, vaunting. 2. loqua¬ 

ciousness. 3. exaggeration. ouskieJ 

to exaggerate, brag. 

c. caaBo^js?^, utu-Mlu, 
, 7 ■ fi3 • 

ufu-kattige, s. A stilt, a stick to lean on. 

c. CAA&Sj^-seio, eAn&TVs&b utu-kdlu, 

utu-gdlu, s. A firm foot. 

C. 0'U)&3oS^7oo utu-beisu, s. A part of 

gymnastic exercises, exercising the limbs, to 

strengthen them, by alternately sitting on 

the haunches and standing up in quick suc¬ 

cession. eruski) rfjdo diadj to perform this 

exercise, eankii dtA sfraa A to punish by put¬ 

ting through this exercise, as a schoolmaster 

does idle pupils. 

C. av>&, am85 ute, uti, S. A natural 

spring or fountain. eursB a sign of a 

spring. w*c£o the mouth of a spring. 



C. CAD£3 Ate, s. The fastening of each pair 

of plough traces. a bul¬ 

lock for the yoke. eAaMSorf, erusS as* a cord 

for inclosing plough traces. erjs&S 

f\&>, erosS a coco to inclose plough traces 

within a cord. 

c. CAPS, cap£3utle, Atle-hara- 
cn co ' 

See ennUd. 

C. CnpXg^Xb utha-beisu, See onsUsa^iJo. 

c. CA.orf'A^'Arf Aidagina-gida, s. The 

name of a tree. 

C. CAP^©?\c3 Adali-gida, s. A tree so cal¬ 

led. 

C. CAPrfi udu, s. A prop. 2. the pole or 

shaft of a plough. enfizSo ■fcatfo, enjiifv/si&i, eon 

Bz&, ovs^o S»|>tS) to prop, to fix a prop. 

A. 0. CAP?i> udu, v. a. To eat; to drink; to 

take, as food or liquid. 2. to anoint, as the 

body with perfumes, to cause to eat, 

drink, or take, it drank with 

its. proboscis. ?>cto cause to take 

poison. 

C. CAPzf ude, s. The pendent root of the 

banyan. 

S. CAD^^o udhanil, s. A married man. 

T. B. CAPpS, CAPpS^, CAPpSoSo, CAPpI 

^ ana, unate, Anaya, Anita, See 

C. CAD PS'S ■!§•, CADps^a) undid, Andkhi, 

adj. Middling, not best. 

S. CAD ^ uta, adj. Sewed, woven. 

c. CAP^^-do uta-niru, [wadi] Sw Spring 

water. 

c. CAPi^jspeo, CADa^oto, e\nXoXjs>o 

<yo Ata-kolu, iita-gdlu, Atu-kolu, [oua 
s. A stilt. 2. a walking stick. 

C. CAPS'S© utali, s. A person who speaks 

disrespectfully. 

S. CAD© Ati, s. Preserving. 2. sewing, 

weaving. 

S. CAPS# Atibha, s. The bartavelle qr 

Greek partridge, perdix rufa. 

C. CACAPBXo^, CADBrfo Aitu- 

kollu, Atikku, Atidu, [sij»fw] v. a. To 

inter, bury. 

C. CAA^oTte Utu-galla, s. A distended 

cheek. 

H. CADrfej©^ uda-batti, s. An aromatic 

pastille, ennd 2°^ > cnnri so®, to 

light it. cejsrf ad, yuac^S a pastille- 

stand in the form of a tree. 

C. CAPCfr? Adare, s. A weed, Paspalum 

pilosum. 2. a swelling. 3. a great smokq. 

or to kill or expel by smoke, 

as rats in a hole. 

H. CAPETS, CAPS), CADtT^SJPS) Add, Adi, 
/ / P® 

uda-banna, s. Sky-blue. ennnsdorscSoSj 

to dye sky-blue. cnna® utf a blue bracelet, 

yusra trarto, yusa® sAxjosbtJo a blue turban. 

0. CAPrfo udu, v. a. To blow, as a wind in¬ 

strument, fire with a tube, &c. v. n. To be¬ 

come swollen or distended. cruia 

Kii-S- i3z& to blow off or away. ewsS AcSjii) 

to charm away diseases from children by 

blowing. erinSrtj3|Jo to become swollen. 2. 

to blow, one’s self, a wind instrument, 

a band to play on wind instruments, 

ennr&ji a wind instrument. 

enniij A/stfsS a blow-pipe; a tube used in blow¬ 

ing a fire, watixl a horn, the mouth¬ 

piece of a wind instrument, srusd ^©crfoo to 

learn to blow, as a wind instrument, crusti 

eca^eaij to shew how to blow a wind instru¬ 

ment. enratk^sSosJ, y\jidorra;5.reeJ, ymriowssira 

& a swelling kind of jaundice, erusti) wstu a 

swollen leg. a swollen face, wusrij 

i to swell more and more. 2. to walk 

along blowing, enratf* a swelling to rise. 

cause to swell, yvr.ri#, wujSj 

emscbsftS) the act of swelling. 2. the act of 

blowing, enr.ato, to cause to swell. 2. to 

cause to blow, ewsari pot-bellied, wv» 

arf sSv, (blown silver) pure silver, eruia'sccbj 

a swelling to subside, ctjsc’o =#js^yo a walk¬ 

ing stick, cejsa ?S&crijo, ennat^ $&o&» to walk 

firmly, vusa sSp* to say distinctly or firmly 

enraa So&csSoo to hold tightly, enrt-^rlo to be¬ 

come swollen, owcm* swollen, 

s. CAPE^, CAD^roo^ Adha, Adhassu, s. 

An udder. 

S. CAD^, CAD^^, CAD^OJo Ana, Anate, 

unaya, S. Defect, imperfection, fault, 

maim, injury, adj. Faulty, maimed, defect¬ 

ive, injured. vxsTi =f~6 a maimed hand, coo 

psrs7<o, yusjlaccirerlj to become defective or 

maimed, maim 



or injure. a cripple, eruj^s^ injured 

sight. y\njSba>r(do<§ see that 

the tank does not get out of repair. 

T. b. enmyg, enfl&S^1 ubatti, ubatti- 

Tte, See Wo®3. 

c. cadsm, ubu, ubu-hullu, 

s. A long thorny kind of grass, used in mak¬ 

ing brooms, «n»wo a single fibre or spear 

of this grass. enmtjs sb>§fj the thorn with 

which it abounds, enniw to*, eruswolb these 

thorns to stick to one’s clothes, &c. 

C. Zf\Mdy$J3 ubulu, [u\)wu>] s. Chaff. 

C. ume, adj. Mute, dumb, eon* 

*0? a dumb person. yu3*ccbor-»wa^a dumb 

adulteress, eon*^^ dumbness. 

A. C. OV)CX)Ja^ uydli, s. An adulteress. 

c. eAB-d&3, enn863, enndoSS, o\ns£3 u- 

rati, urate, urute, urite, s. Abate¬ 

ment of disease, improvement in health, con¬ 

valescence. 2. profit, advantage. 3. aid, 

assistance, help. yusdfacdrarb to become bet¬ 

ter. 2. to be of use or profit. ennti&5 bra* 

to help, assist. 

T. B. £Af)dC3 urana, See ennFssri?. 

S. CADdo uru, s. The thigh. 

C. 0\T)do uru, v. a. To lean on, as a stick. 

2. to plant, to stick in the earth. 3. to fix 

firmly. 4. to penetrate, as salt into meat, 

vinegar into pickles, &c. 5. to strike root. 6. 

to affect, as medicine the system, v. n. To 

spring up, as water. to rest on a 

walking stick. Sucbarb water to spring up. 

yusd) medicine to take effect, 

salt to penetrate. to lean on one’s 

self. 2. to spring of its own accord, as water. 

3. to penetrate as salt, &c. «nn&*fy» en«0*, 

«\r.d©*, yu5©Fdo, ennSr^ to pickle. 2. to 

fix in the ground, to plant. 3. to sting, as a 

scorpion, eon* yuscb a walking 

stick. ^ o\oQ a* to fix the hands on the 

ground and thereby rise. w»vjsQ ?>o* =#js^o 

to stand firmly, yvad&dj to refrain from 

leaning on. 2. to be unsalted, &c. «n»d 

=£osdo to prop. 2. to give something to lean 

on. yus&*, enadrfo, yvnBcb to cause to lean 

on. 2. to cause to penetrate, &c. 3. to es¬ 

tablish, fix. yvs* ews* fruit 

first mashed and then pickled. vj> 

ened)^ the act of leaning on, penetrat¬ 

ing, &c.,&c. 

C. enndo uru, s. A town or village. 

a village tank or pond. 2. a raised seat 

round a tree in front of a village, 

rt, yusd) the assessment of a village, e™ 

tb do?5 a sparrow, condo #^B, yvncbrt^O a vil¬ 

lage street. «n»d)sfjsf a village festivity, cnn 

ddb, yuonFb, ennd *otf village cattle. con* 

S-swo the portion of a crop which falls to the 

share of the cultivators. «nnd> wsdcn, enndo 

ewsdrib, yusdrtb a town gate, the chief 

entrance to a town, yes* brado, yv,do tftbj 

to build a town; to found a colony. ennd) 

*o£>, erjjrij iabdo town’s folk. yusdsbodbrS 

the procession of a town with an idol, 

marriages, &c. &c. yvocbtU, erusd a 

public festival. ennrinS^, tnr.rijsW ~vbj, 

yuodraUSOdo, enndoU bradTb to make a public 

feast, enjsrfrf, ennObb a person belonging 

to a town. yujdriv'S, uvsdfMri a fellow 

townsman, yusov-4-, yuaos^, erusdbsb a wo¬ 

man belonging to a village, eondortw, ewsdo 

dtf the open space in a village, cnndoow, 

yusrb*^, cnntiooboov, enndoboo^yrt a village 

granted free of assessment, t&avuj, 

yusdobn-d, enr.do zSjsvA^, yuscb Adsorb the 

limits or boundary of a village, ennboorao, 

ennbsrrt the front of a village, a 

village hermitage. yvatfrdriri, ennrtrriv' a vil¬ 

lage accountant, yv.^reobr! a village barber, 

yuido booado 7b* Tb^ddos ennuo wsriygt&u; z&n 

dd sS^b though you go three times round 

the town, still you must go out at the gate 

(we must go to the proper authorities after 

all). 

S. enBSds- urja, s. Perseverance. 2. corpo¬ 

real strength. 3. the eighth lunar month, 

in which the moon’s change takes place 

when the sun is in Scorpio. 

S. eW)S!c-^ urjita, adj. Strengthened, 

confirmed. 2. stable, permanent, abiding.eA0 

fcSrd bra do to confirm, establish. yaacSFdTrsdj 

to become established, eonc3F«ton stably. 

C. CAB63s- urte. See «u.d». 

S. eruipos- urna, s. The space between the 

eyebrows. 2. wool, felt, &c. 3. the hair of 

camels- ennr^rabo a woollen blanket. 2. a 

ram. 3. a spider. 
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s. eAfl£«cS>s-$, eADpssr^Ep urndbha, 

uma-ndbhi, s. A spider. 

S. eAfi^s- urdhwa, adj. Aloft, on high. 

e/uitjjf-TTioi) an upright, erect "body, tnn^f 

to lift up. en^rfjrriS, cnn^r eJbs^ 

heaven. ennsSjrtfd high, lofty, e/uar^rdt^j 

one who has subdued his passions. 

S. ennaos- wrmi, s. a fold or plait in a 

.garment. 2. a wave. 3. spittle. 

S. EADSas-^ urmika, s. A finger-ring. See 

also 

S. CAOLoc"^ urmile, s. LaJcshmana's wife, 

s. CADsfe^, CAfj^c'rJ urvashi, urvasi, 

s. One of the celestial nymphs. 

A. C. tnjl^s- urvu. See enn*>• 

C. CAHroS-, eADceoS-, CA^r>JS~^ Ursa, 

lirsu, ursike, s. Passion, anger, wrath. 

enniirarb to refrain from anger* 

C. OU)sre<£> uvdle, See wuoS^u. 

c. OVlarf, eAD-StSs- usMda, ushirpa, 

s. OV)£\, CADoj^d usha, ushara, s. 

Soil impregnated with salt. 

•S. CADo^p© ushana, s. Long pepper. 2. 

black pepper. 3. dry ginger. 

S. CADoIX', ushma, s. Heat, warmth. 2. 

closeness. 3. sunshine, en/ss^wsu the hot 

season. ennsS^wti hot water. truiS^i^a) a 

morbidly heated body, arua^^scridj indiges¬ 

tion, rheumatism, sn/3 rt) to become hot. 

C. eA/)7od^D , eAf)rfci^>0 , OV)cooT±)?9 , 
co’ co’ ®9* 

CADcod^ usaravalli, usaravelli, u- 

surulli, usaralli, s. A chamelion, a vari¬ 

egated lizard that expands its breast, and 

shows ;a constantly varying colour. 

usarallitana, s. Fickle¬ 

ableness, inconstancy. 

C. CADooO usu, v. n. To spoil, to become 

musty, as boiled rice, &c. kept too long, 

spoiled, enctfwo food spoiled by keep- 

ing. 

C. CfUlrSoSoo useyu, s. Rice growing wild 

or without cultivation. 

C. ussanu, v. n. To sigh. 

c. eAD^JSO^o^ uhuyane, interj. of dis¬ 

like, disappointment or disapprobation. 

S. CADto like, s. A guess. 2. thought, rea¬ 

soning. enosS e/v«6 ennSoTlj v_ n. 

To guess. 2. to think, reason, 

eruJ5S rt»£o, (ATviah to gsuess one’s self. 

enn&jfisJ^ecbunimaginable. enoaS eno 

to to seem, be thought. 

0* CAT)^ uli, s. A weaver’s shuttle. 

■C. CATES' ulika, s. The litter called a 

dooily. 

C. CAD^a uliga, s. Service, work. 2. a 

meaL wuayrtffc, ennvrtzhJsto a servant. 2. a 

police peon, enravritistefi public servants or 

police peons. enravrf stozi) to do service, to 

serve. w>VK2, ennvKa a female servant. ^ 

Very young servants, pages. 

0. CAT^a uliga, S. Items of different ac¬ 

counts indiscriminately put down, and not 

entered under their proper heads in a journ¬ 

al. enravr! sirir items of account entered un¬ 

der proper heads. 

C. CAfX^Z&i ulidu, v. n. To bark as a dog or 

jackal. 

c. eAnrftfo 

& 

z>±> 

ri, The seventh letter of the alphabet, 

sounded as reu. 

S. rikku, s. The first of the four 

Vidas. 2. an incantation. 

S. riju, adj. Straight 2. straight, 

metaphorically, as in morals. 3. cultivated. 

S. S5ipc) Tina, s. Debt. to bor¬ 

row, contract debt, a -creditor. 

a debtor. =#os 

to pay a debt, to get one’s self out of debt, 

sxfccs stin discharge of debt. 

S. vita, s. Truth. 2. water. 3. glean¬ 

ing. adj. True. 

S. S&sta ritu, s, A season, ed) the 
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six seasons that make the Hindu year; viz. 

sSrioria** spring, *,*%«** hot season, S?Sf 

the rainy season, 3rist * autumn, foskori 

»** winter, SSrisiab the cold season. 2. the 

menstrual evacuation. rioa a woman in 

her courses. s** fruitful, fertile, 

producing in due season. rij® a year. 

g‘ ritwikku, ri- 

twijanu, s. A sacrificing or family priest. 

S. riddhi, s. Abundance,plenty, wealth. 

s. ribhukshanu, s. Indr a. 

S. risky a, s. The white footed ante¬ 

lope. 2. a fabulous beast like a horse, with 

three horns. 

S. riska, s. A bull or ox. 

S. SSiiA rishi, s. A Hindu sage or saint: 

seven principal ones are enumerated; viz. * 

These saints hold in mythology an 

exalted and mysterious rank; in astronomy 

they constitute the asterism of the Great Bear. 

The of a mantra or mystic prayer in the 

vedas, is the saint by whom it is supposed to 

have been remembered or recited. 

S. riskyamuka, s. A moun¬ 

tain in the Deccan, the temporary abode of 

Hama. 

s. riskya-skringa, s. The 

name of a horned sage celebrated in the first 

book of the Hdmdyana. 

S. Sfog* rikska, s. A bear. 2. a star, a 

constellation. 

ri, cb lu, (j) hi, The eighth, ninth and tenth letters of the alphabet, sounded as soft 

ru, lu, lu. No words begin with these vowels, and the use of them is extremely rare. They are 

represented by djs ru, lu, M. 

e> The eleventh letter of the alphabet, 

sounded as e in met. 2. a feminine affix ; as, 

ct®a handsome woman. worfjirSrt a fe¬ 

male who takes bribes. a procuress. 

esy&jS the wife of JBramha. 

C. yenjalu, s. Orts, refuse, crumbs, 

or remains of victuals. 2. saliva, spittle. 3. 

whatever has come in contact with the 

mouth. All these are regarded as exceeding¬ 

ly impure, and this impurity is called sw. 

rice left on a plate or leaf after eat¬ 

ing. ^ozseJeJ a leaf-plate that has been used 

to eat off. ^oeseJ* to remove the crumbs or 

droppings of a meal. repeat¬ 

ing the words of another, silly talking. 

v sjsSu a mouth not washed after a meal. 

feiejrfv'o, iotdo wri’sri orts, crumbs, on a plate. 

adj. Refuse, impure. 2. of the spit¬ 

tle. oio'tiQTb, ioKts rirario to make spittle. 2. 

to defile, ^ oiowyj he who is not in¬ 

clined to give, says his hand is dirty (makes 

idle excuses) eg rifexsj do you covet 

my leavings ? 

A. c. (£>o&3& yentadi, s. A fabulous beast 

with eight feet. <SoW»si8«S Virabhadra, hav¬ 

ing this beast for his steed. 

C. oio83, hoB yenti, yente, $. A secure 

and strong band of straw which is put round 

grain for its preservation. aotSritii^, 

to secure grain with such a bandage, 

a bundle of straw for this bandage. 

aoBriSS straw twisted into bands. 

A. C. yentu, V. n. To vaunt, to ar¬ 

rogate. 

0. £>o&3o yentu, num. Eight. 

jScrio, acirirs, eighth. ^oWrieft® ori: one 

eighth, airirig seldom, unusual, rare. 

=#js^fs, aoWo a^, aofeii sAwseJ, ag the 

eight points of the compass. ^oWriTsU eight 



oioaoo 

sources of calamity, Aoktersi one who can 

do eight things at once. 

C. yenda-mdvu, s. The mirage. 

A. 0. £>OZ§ yende, s. Cow-dung. 

C. yendra-kdi, s. A crab; 

the sign Cancer in the zodiac. 

C. O^op'iroj yennisu. See ArfA. 

C. ^OFSsRfcfi^yennurige, s. Sweet calces, 

made of flour, jag gory, split pulse, and car¬ 

damoms ; ghee and poppy seeds are spread 

on both sides before they are baked. 

C. ^op© yenne, See Art^. 

A. C. abop©^ yennsu, See Art*. 

0. yenta, See Ao$. 

C. £>o3, o^o^o, yenta, yentu, 

yentalu, See Aorb. 

A. C. oboita yentu, pro. interrog. How ? A 

how shall I tell ? Aortnfy&JftXat how 

will they hear it? how? Ao&js 

it cannot he by any means. AoSsbrb 

how is it ? AoS^jj h0w can or will he give ? 

C. o^o'S yente, pro. In what way ? how ? 

C. ^olo^ yententd. Great, high, su¬ 

preme. Ao^osbiS S3o$ l5ow%jO& woi 

so)S? the important affair has been neg¬ 

lected and the trifle attended to. Aoiosa xS% 

Vo&OicszS =#^ 

when the supreme gods have an empty 

offering, do the crippled gods obtain heaven 

(proverb, when great men are badly off poor 

men must be still worse.) 

A. c. £>o©orfzS yentendade, [ao^riorfd] 

As follows, lit. if you say, how ? 

C. o}0<£>7> yentha, pro. interrog. What sort? 

what kind? what like? Ao^i^o what kind 

of man ? Aoj-sscb what sort of thing. 

A. c. yendinante, See under 

i>OZ&. 

C. oiodj yendu, adv. interrog. What day ? 
when? Aodra, boBrtja, borfo&rtjs always, ever, 

for ever, everlastingly, perpetually, eternally, 

bc&nstbbs, bonsStlra whenever; on any day 

whatever. AoAs^, boaAjss; I know not when 

or how long. Ao&rf when ? at what time ? 

on what day ? Aocbs and Ao&tVs with a nega¬ 

tive, denote never; as, Ao&riu® never. Ao 

what day ? A°&© bo&jiof as al¬ 

ways, as usual. AoO?J-8s?rtcA>^ to-day, 

as usual. Ac&i?jbf^o whenever, at any time, 

sbfbi;Ar Kfodosfoc&cbsr^o^cb man can ne¬ 

ver escape death. sto£«A«tfotS3Stoi}i» z$% 

Hczio entreating to remain al¬ 

ways in his house. Aocb® oagjrf £mz3j3 sssbs 

£>Ajj the stupid fellow, who 

never read, sat down to it on the day of the 

new moon (a holiday; proverb used of any 

one who attempts things unseasonably.) Ao 

cUwatfri what never happens or occurs. Ao 

zlcssjscsrf what was never made or done. 

C. £>odo yendu, past. part, of to say. 

Having said. It is used as oti in Greek, or as 

inverted commas, or, “ that,” in English, to 

mark a quotation of the exact words, or the 

substance of what has been said or written; 

as, wotdorb he said, “they have 

come.” s^rtorb he dismissed him, 

saying, “go.” A$A»trt© bock ^vcijio “where 

shall I go ?” he asked. Acrfo he 

called him, saying “ brother.” 

A. c. yenna. See as^. 

C. yennu, See a^ and 

c. £>or!iZ)'?\d yempalu, yempa- 

li-gida, S. The name of a tree, 

c. oio'jb'Tiercciroo yempdlddisu, v. a. To 

persecute, distress greatly, 

c. oiolStfo yemperu, v.n. To become curd¬ 

led, as milk. 

c. £>oso, £>q3©3^ yemba, yembuva, 
pres. rel. part, of Aoffo, Ayio, or Ajb^ to say, 

That, he, she, or they which is, or are called. 

OBxfcSoMCcozbjri the boy (who is called) Rama. 

Sfti^sSow ifr&jjthe punishment of hell. 

«5ori%b®tfow the city (called) Bangalore, 

c. £>030*5©^, cio303^CJT)?\ yemladdgi, 

yembuvaddgi, verb, noun with used 

as AorSo; thus, aSfVtS'cis he said, 

“ I shall come,” or “ am coming,” or, that he 

would come, rf^^cfoiffSownsh 

sbsVS “ he is a very rich man,” they say; or 

they say that he is a very rich man. 

0. yembuvadu, verb, noun, of 

A^, The act of saying, the thing said. ^ 

jSoJooricb wsoo^rfsi^^Btis it not pride 

to say “ I am chief.” 



c. £>0^0, yemma, yemma, gee 

c. eioSi, ibo-So yemmi, yemme, See »*%. 

G. £>o£)o^ yemmike, See 

o. o^^rs'lio^o yekandtemma, s. Apop- 

ular goddess at Chittledroog. 

H. ib^uxdjtjTSo yekararu-padu, v. n% 

To confess or acknowledge. 

E. yekari, yekare, s. [Eng.] 

Aci-e. 

H. yekalle, ye- 

kalle-manushya, See 

A. c. yekale, s. A stupid senseless 

woman. 

H. oifF'a^-S' yekd-yeki, adj. Sudden. 2. 

speedy. 3. solitary. adv. Sud¬ 

denly. 2. alone, solitarily. 3. speedily. 

H. yekka, num. One. 2. a single man. 

T. b. £3^0 yekkam, [»=*] ®«m. The unit, 

the first place in ciphering. 

A. C. oi^S3 yekkati, adv. Alone, by one’s 

self. 

A. c. yekkatiganu, s. An 

angry passionate man. 

H. yekkatthd, yekkat- 

the adj. Convened, assembled. 2. combin¬ 

ed, confederated, united. 

the people are all combined together, esfd 

tooBnsiS they are convened together. 

C. aS&yd, yekkada, yekkava- 

da, s. A sandal or shoe worn by the lower 

orders. 

A. c. yekkadaru, s. Weak or 

impotent persons. 

C- yekka-tdla, s. One of the 

measures or metres in music. 

c. yekkatdli, yek- 

k at die, s. Mocking, jeering, burlesque, 

ridicule. sire* to joke, burlesque, 

mock, jeer. 

A. C. yekkatula, adj. Sudden, 

hasty, quick. In haste, 

suddenly. 

c. yekkada-gida, See 

C. yekkam, adj. Low, base, disre¬ 

putable, cross. 2. much, abundant. 

a disreputable man. 

C. yekkarisu, v. n. To mimick, 

mock, scorn. 

A. C. yekkala, s. An elephant. 

H. yekkalle, adj. Decided, firm. ^ 

a man of firmness or decision. 

c. 

yek/caldojdgu, yekkaldejojo, s. A kind 

of chorus made by women in presenting of¬ 

ferings to a goddess. 

A. c. yekkavada, See 

C. yekkasa, adj. Vain, ostentatious, 

conceited. adv. Conceitedly, boast- 

ingly. v. n. To become proud, os¬ 

tentatious, or vain. 

c. ib yekka-sakka, 

yekka-sakya, adj. Envious, malicious. 

2. peevish, unkind, disobliging. 3. jeering. 

•****& v.n. To disoblige, behave un¬ 

kindly, to be envious. 2. to oppose one’s 

wishes, to be perverse. 3. to jeer. 

rate a disobliging, envious, perverse, unkind 

man. a jeer. 2. an envious 

or malicious speech, a disobliging expression. 

sfiissiZoo v. n. To speak ironically 

or jeeringly. 2. to speak in a disobliging 

manner. 

t. b. yekka-sara, s. One row of 

beads. 

A. 0. yekkala, s. Sport, play, fun. 

a pleasure or play ground. 

0. t)7vo yekkirisu, See 

A. C. yekkisu, v. n. To approach. 

2. to praise. 3. to jeer or ridicule. 

C. yekku, v. a. To card wooL 2. to 

dress cotton. *3i&> to card out. ^ the 

act of carding. ^Si* a bow for dress¬ 

ing cotton. 

C. yekke, s. A shrub, a kind of birth- 

wort, Aristolochia Indica. *5? a white 

sort. ^<*3 the berry of it. ^ ^*”L" a 

juice produced from it. the fibres 

of this shrub. a stone occasional¬ 

ly found about the roots of it in form like 

Ganesha, and supposed to render its posses- 



sof very fortunate. the swallow- 

wort filament. 

A. C. i)^^. yekkekke, adv. Slowly, gra¬ 

dually, by degrees. 

c. o)a2§, yegachi, 

y eg ache, yegachi-gida, s. The jujube 

tree. 

C. z>7<zh yegachu, v. n. To jump, leap, 

bound. 

C. o^A&b, yegatu, yegadu, adj. 

Pungent, disagreeable in taste, as medicine, 

&e. disagreeable. a disagreea¬ 

ble, offensive expression. 

C. o)a^ yegata, S. Jumping. 2. mocking. 

C. oi)A®x^ yegatdli, See 

c. ^AcS'^o, yegadeku, yega- 

haku, v. n. To ascend, or climb, on the 

buttocks. 

C. o^AOroo yegarisu, v. a. To dandle a 

child, &c. 

C. ^Atb yegaru, ». ». To abrade, wear 

off ,as gilt, paint, &c. abrasion, wear¬ 

ing or chafing off. 

C. ^AtJo yegaru, v. n. To fall upon, to 

fly at another, to attack. 2. to rise in the 

air or upwards, to ascend. 2. to fly, as birds, 

.arte «3<;VJo to fall upon a person with violence, 

to assail, attack. 2. to spring or jump. 3. 

to be arrogant, to give one’s self airs, arte 

Wj., ^rte ttz&, ^rtS* to jump up. arte sAs^rto 

to fly away, artti&tfj to refrain from attack¬ 

ing,- artrtr, he jumped, -artriorzkit 

jumped. artOzia, .artjfcr, .artEfor, ^rtzjir to 

cause to jump, fall upon, rise, fly, &c. artztr 

to let fly. 

A. c. s)a5oo yegahu, See art*. 

T. etas&X yegddiga, adv. Up and down, 

above and below, arra&rt to look above 

and below, to view a person from head to foot. 

T. ^AO'rfol) yegurnati, s. Exportation, 

shipment. artss&S stn>* to export. artasioS 

arto^faS exportation and importation. 

A. c. &)a Si a yeggudiga, s. A passionate 

angry man. 2. a chief person. 

A. c. £>a^&> yegganu, s. A dolt, a block¬ 

head. 

c. a a yeggarate, yegg ar¬ 

te, adj. Disagreeable, unpleasant. 

A. 0. a ^ yeggala, adj. Much, abund¬ 

ant, profuse. 

A. C. ao yeggu, v. a. To peck, as a bird. 

0. os)ao yeggu, s. Infamy, disgrace, shame. 

2. reflection, reproach, blame, censure. 3. 

harm, injury, evil, mischief. rt reproach¬ 

fully. 2. destructively. 3. shamefully- <0 

ra rto to become ashamed, injured, &c. 

rt, disgraced, reproached, &c. orto &>a 

a* to reproach with, throw in one’s teeth, 

find fault with, blame, ort one who 

offends. 2. a censurer, upbraider. 

unreproached, uncensured, unblamed, or un- 

blameable. orto ziisrtJto blame, disgrace, &c. 

C. o) ao S yeggudi, s. High ground, a slight 

ascent or rising, orto^a arto^a bill and dale. 

adj. Uneven, unlevel, ort^a ark sarf uneven. 

A. C. os)ao ^ yegguli, adj. Bashful. 2. 

much, abundant. 3. stupid, dull, awkward, 

clumsy, s. ort^v^? awkwardness, clownish¬ 

ness, stupidity. 2. shame, bashfulness. 

C. o)8^-o300 yechchambu, [osd eouo] s. 

An arrow that has been shot, 

c. yechcliara, yechcha- 

rike, s. Warning, forewarning, admoni¬ 

tion. 2. intimation, hint. 3. circumspec¬ 

tion, caution, care, precaution, A&iSrtito, o 

5* *OZ*v 05* &=#C*S>rt*, 05* 3 *, 05* tfsrsrto, 05* 
to ’ to to-* to 53 

a=#crtjs*to be aware, cautious, on one’s guard, 

on the alert, awake, sensible, one’s self. 

e*# *55*0, 05*^5* *55*5, 05*^0*, 0^38^0, 0’*^ 

sStffy to caution, tell, intimate, hint, put 

in mind, forewarn. to be off one’s 

guard, to lose one’s self. O'^rta*, o^rto®rt 

to be unguarded, uncircumspect. o?*^* 

attention, *jarto, 05*^* tW* to arrest 

or call the attention. O^dortos^o, O"*^^ 

|Jo to give attention, be cautious. 

|J> to give a caution, to challenge one another, 

as sentinels do. 

C. yechchu, v. a. To shoot or dis¬ 

charge, as an arrow, to throw, cast, 

-^rt, the act of shooting. 

to cause to shoot, &c. to be shot, 

as an arrow, to throw away, 

an arrow for shooting. 



A. C. yechchu, See 

A. C. yechchotu, S. The Cliam- 

paca flower. 

C. yejja, s. A hole. am ■*»&(& to bore 

a hole. <&« to make a hole, 

c. oi&rSb, yetaku, yettaku, 

v. a. & n. To reach. M 

**|?J to reach of, or for one’s self, to stand 

on tip-toe to reach something. 

that is out of my reach. as 

far as can he reached. aU-4- to peep 

standing on tip-toe. 

T. B. yettave, [«k£,Sj] «. The eighth 

lunar day. 

O. yettu, v. a. To reach. a«,*» to 

cause to reach. AW.1S out of reach, 

to he out of reach. ABj to reach one’s 

self. the act of reaching. 

®'^ to put within reach. Al|z&> to put up 

by reaching. ■$&%■&! to spy, to peep 

standing on tip-toe. 

c. o3oo yettd-hodeyu, v. n. 

To roll or flatten sown land, by drawing over 

it a large bamboo mat, weighted with large 

stones. sfoOo&bgj z&jsScrioo to loosen the soil 

after a heavy fall of rain. 

C. *38^^ yettitana, s. Obstinacy, refusal, 

opposition, severity. 

C. oi63^ yette, [sSty s. A morbid heat. adj. 

cruel, severe. 

C. 0^3 yeda, ad;. Left. A^riii the 

left side. as*#, on the left. AS 

ww left and right. A^rtj the left hand. At£ 

^ the left-hand caste. ASrt^absi a left- 

handed person. aSt^© wod 

he came holding his life in his left hand (in 

the greatest alarm.) dddc# the left side. 2. 

the left thigh. dddwS to turn backwards, as 

a wheel. ^ddooS^oso a shell whose winding is 

to'the left. az3 a woman’s cloth put 

over the left side of the face. a mode 

of walking with the left side foremost. AzS 

a kind 0f sight in which the eyes in¬ 

cline to the left. 

0. ^zio yeda, yedam, s. Place, 

abode, situation, a. c. Well, good, ASo=&9 

do to give a place. 2. to give place, to allow. 

ddo SoSicdn to take possession of a place, to 

occupy room, ddoiodo to leave a place. A^o 

to obtain a place, to take 

home. See AS. 

C. eJc^A yedaku, s. Trouble, difficulty, 

strait, dilemma. 

A. c. yedaganu, s. A useless man. 

C. ao yedagu, SeeAtfri. 

0. yedagudi-kattu, v. a. 

To pinion, ddrtoa a pinion. 

C. yedagottu, adj. Obstinate, 

insolent, ill-hehaved, rude. ASAfflirajft adv. 

Obstinately, rudely. ASA/sSh^^S obstinacy, 

rudeness. 

C. yedacha, adj. Left-handed. 

C. yeda-tadi, s. Hindrance,imped¬ 

iment. 

c. yedatara, yedatha- 

ra, adj. Middling, inferior, AzWd ?sd a 

tree of the middle size, ■bdsfdd a mid¬ 

dling sort of female garment. zbfr 

a man of mediocrity, a man of the mid¬ 

dle stature. 

C. yedatari-gida, s. The shrub 

mimosa cinerea. 

C. yeda-tdku, v. n. To frequent, 

to go and come frequently. 

c. yedardli, yedardlu, 

s. A foe, opposer, adversary. 

C. oiddo yedaru, s. Difficulty, strait, trial, 

trouble. 2. an untoward disposition. 3. a 

close place, where there is neither shade nor 

water. 4. poverty, adj. Narrow, confined. 

C. oirfdo yedaru, v.n. To stumble, trip. 

AS&jS stumbling. 

C. oirfdo yedaru, v. a. To fall upon, assail, 

attack, v.n. To ascend, rise, fly. A£c:or 

having fallen upon, &c. 

C. yedar-gedi, s. Ganesha, the 

remover of impediments, 

c. yedavattu, yeda- 

vatte, adj. Not above mediocrity, middling. 

2. dull, stupid, not sharp. 3. bad. 4. ad¬ 

verse, untoward, unkind, ASsSW^ tfuji an 

* indifferent work, a work not well executed. 

AatefcA^ a man not above mediocrity. 
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c. oirfsoj, yedavu, 

yedahu, yedavi-kollu, v. n. To stumble, 

trip up. 2. to strike or knock against, 

a to stumble and fall. AzS^jsi, A3;Sr 

stumbling. AdstCzk to put a stumbling- 

block in one’s way, to trip up. aj»^ a trip, 

stumble. 

C. yedi-hodiyu, v. a. ' 
weed the first time. 

C. yede, s. A place, abode, residence. 

2. room, space. 3. medium, void, interval. 

4 distance. 5. midst, middle. 6. road. 7. 

aim, butt. 8. time. ado. When. Ailrflirt 

from place to place. Azfrtjs|Jj, ^ztrtjsoz& 

rt), ^zlcrfre^oto travel, roam, wander. Allaire 

^ wandering. AS^s^sfg) untimely. 2. in 

the middle of the day. AEfOdd incessantly, 

uninterruptedly. ASzSyjdjsf separate, distinct, 

apart. Ail 'S&tf without room. 2. without 

a path, way or road. 3. without opportunity. 

ASoforto to become apart or separate; to 

move aside. AiSaireh separately, distinctly. 

ASc&reririj inseparable. 2. it cannot be esca¬ 

ped or missed. ASc&il with intervals between. 

in a place, adj. Great, much. ^ 

efcsiojSzirtosiSiS without submitting to right, 

ess?® rfcfrrartto when in the extremity of suf¬ 

fering. 

C. yede, s. A leaf-plate. 2. an offer¬ 

ing. 3. presents of raw materials to brahmans 

at a funeral, and on the anniversary of de¬ 

ceased ancestors. A if to present an 

offering. Ai to make a present on fu¬ 

neral occasions. a3 a if to place a 

leaf, as at a meal. 2. to place apart a portion 

of the food, to be eaten only in case of the 

quantity on the plate being insufficient. 

(A<l to spoil the offering 

and run away, as Krishna did that of the 

cow-herds. 

c. oVzS^&b^, o^>zf yede-kattu, ye- 

de-gattu, v. n. To gather, as pus. 

A. C. yede-ffdla, s. Ruin, mischief. 

A. c. obzS7\rfo, yede-gedu, V. n. To pros¬ 

trate, fall down before. 

A. C. yede-ydta, See under Ail. 

C. yedevattu, See 

rs 
C. oirf, yedda, yeddu, [aSajj adj. 

Dull, stupid, thick-headed. Ail 

ass U stupidity. AS 5&, ASs^o 

a blockhead, dolt. AS 3, AS^o a stupid wo¬ 

man. AS wjS a dull understanding. Assa 

stupidly. 

A. C. 0p3ps yeddavane, adj. Pleasant, 

agreeable. 

0. yenamani, s. A necklace 

worn by children, partly gold and partly 

corals. 

C. oiplojo yenisu, V. a. & n. To count up, 

calculate, reckon. 2. to think, suppose, be¬ 

lieve, imagine, judge. 3. to esteem, regard, 

venerate. Arib to reflect or revolve in 

one’s mind. 2. to count, reckon, think, or 

believe for one’s self. ArfS -S^SSo incalcula¬ 

ble, innumerable. zbJo^&aoiSriliztiS 

SriSoSSj God’s thoughts are not as man’s 

thoughts, or, man plans in one way, and God 

plans in another. Arib ^js^So to number. A 

riSS Sjs^sSo to speak without thinking, speak 

disrespectfully. 

C. C^pi^ y'enike, s. Calculation, the act of 

calculating. 2. thought, anxiety. 3. regard, 

esteem. 4. opinion. 5. hope, conjecture. A 

^ A a man of distinction. Ari=# =#j 

Ari=# =#£ A* to succeed in one’s inten¬ 

tion, or plan. ' ^dri# jJreda hope to be 

fulfilled. Ari^ *®So,. to deliver 

the number. Ari*# countless. 

C. aiP3 yene, s. Likeness, similarity. 2. 

proportion, adjustment, adj. Equal, like. 

Aff not equal. Ari ^§{3 without compare. 

ArtnsrS I have not seen the like. ArSns?S;&s? 

I know not any like him among the 

living. ap5o5js!& to compare, equal, vie with. 

c. <>i)pc>7\jdOZ$ yene-pil- 

le, yene-gonda-pille, s. A child sucking 

when its mother is pregnant. 

A. c. O^plojo yeneya, s. A friend, compan¬ 

ion, acquaintance. Aflorjv’o a female friend. 

A. c. yene-vakki, s. The ruddy 

goose, as remarkably attached to its mate. 

c. £>rS yenne, s. Oil. A 

A?. common castor oil. 

j&aS, pure castor 

oil, used especially as medicine ..for young 



children. lamp oil. 

gingillie oil. a good sort of gingillie 

oil. an inferior kind 

of gingillie oil. AiJ^, oil 

made from the Galedupa roborea. 

linseed oil. margosa oil, 

T?osws cocoanut oil. 

olive oil, made from the Bassia latifolia. rt° 

erf oil scented -with sandal. apS 

gingillie oil scented with jessamine. Solart 

A^ the same scented with the Michelia 

chamjpaca. AHa? scjsccIwj, 

Ar? «trfj to put on oil. 

to administer castor oil to children. a^ 

grfcrfw, t^rfo to take out oil from a mill. 

^ rs A.^c^®^, ArS^* to rub oil into 

the head; to apply oil to any part. af^ 

or to rub oil on the joints, &c. ap|cd/a 

§, to anoint one’s self 

with oil. rfb, ^rfv’a, ziozi^ the 

sediment of oil. af^ ^rfoorfj a fetid smell of 

burnt oil. Arf^ ^rfo, to boil oil. A 

*j| an oil-mill. Af^ rrerfrf, .adUxkrf an 

oil man. A^ the gumminess of oil. 

aa^ oil to float, as on water. AHTrfr! a 

bullock load of oil. Ara ©, Art SB rt a 

large skin oil bottle. 2. a brass oil bottle 

used by palanquin bearers, &c. af^ rf^rf, rf 

boiled rice mixed, by the poor, in oil 

instead of ghee, Art^ drf sJv/srfo a shining 

countenance, Art^rf^j a mortar for making 

oil. .art 553-a-rf jje jlas a. 

nointed you well (he has completely deceived 

you.) Art^ to drop, as oil on any thing. 

Ai^ iSrfo, Art rftfrd) sSrfj V- a, f0 (jr0p 

on any thing. 

c. yenne-badane-Jcdi, 
s. A species of brinjal. 

c. o^ffc^op'SoS'o yenne-manuJtu, s. An 

oil soil or stain 2. the smell of oil. 

C. oipgjdo yenbaru, s. Eight persons. 

A. C. yen-bhuja, s. Vishnu, as 

having eight arms. 

A. c. yen-meiyava, s. Shi¬ 

va, as having eight forms, 

c. oipc>o( yensu, See Add). 

T. B. yetana, See 

G. £>& yeti, See «b8. 

c. 6, ^ yetta, yettal, 

yettalu, adv. Where ? which place ? A3 

which side ? which place ? a^osb whi¬ 

ther ? Ad soiaB djccb®« whither are you jour¬ 

neying? AdeJdex® every where. Ad ererfa 

wherever, wheresoever, Ad_r3 whence ? of 

what place ? wrbrfrf d rscrecdn from whence 

did you come ? wrfdrtrfoworfo;ired|>o3orfo he 

said, whence is it ? Adjdori, A^Scri from 

whence ? A&g^drf inexplicable, Ad 

a word the derivation of which cannot 

be traced, Ad togjvb what does she know ? 

C. ^a5, o^azS yettagadi, yetta- 

gade, adlj. Contriving, scheming. 2. clever, 

skilful, s. Skilfulness, cleverness. 2. scheme, 

device. 3. excuse, pretence, Ad rfacriorf, Ad 

rfrSrrsd a schemer. 2. a clever man. ^ a 

d rf^ A3 rf be contrived a good scheme. 

T. b. £ yettana. See 

o. xj, di yettara, yettarw, adj. 
High. s. Height, Addssrf high, lofty, 

prominent, tall. 

C. oiS^fc), obsx) fSo yettana, yettd- 

nam, adv. Where? which place? 

whence ? of what place ? 

c. yettu, yetti-kollu, 

v.a. To raise, lift up. 2. to take or assume, 

as a form. 3. to extract, as words from a 

book, or items from an account. =#os|f) 

to lift up one’s self. * to cause to lift up. 

rf®,"#, rf3s>,y the act of lifting. <^§,^4 

rf^rfo to lift up, as a burden, and lay it on a 

cart, &c. jlra^rfo, to lift up, as the eyes, 

and look. 2. to lift up and examine, 

do to sm?? loud, to raise the voice. <^2, 

to upbraid, throw in one’s teeth. ^ u 

Ccdoo to enter from one book into another. 

rfS ss-s^o to put up. 2. to take away, sepa¬ 

rate. Soaccfoo to reach* and take. 

to raise up and let down. what 

cannot be lifted, w* to remove. 

rf^wrf) a family to remove, dorfj tod) an 

army to march, troops to move. 

^ the measure of a man’s reach, equal to 

the height to which he reaches when eleva¬ 

ting both arms, with the fingers extended. 
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^3 nfjsozfo j to take away, carry off, steal. 

, sfo^ilj, to lift up. 5Jt*fc»*3, to as¬ 

sume a form, take a mask. Joddd^ to get a 

good name, become great or famous. 

vomiting to come on. to be 

relaxed in the bowels. to be purged. 

to recover from depressed circum¬ 

stances. £zSei» to walk fast. 2. to 

be carried away by the stream in fording a 

river, ^^odx,, to raise and throw. 

C. yettu, s. An ox or bullock, 

d 0)20^ , z&isdosSd^, Sorted ^ a ploughing 

ox. nsa a bullock that runs in a car¬ 

riage. a cart bullock. d:rsO a 

riding bullock. dwdri a sa(j. 

die bullock. 

a bullock of burden- djjsdrfab, a 

forage bullock. d^dd, dd^nsd, ftro*- a 

bullock man. ssdrf, d otsScS a rope 

to which oxen are fastened. ddo do to un¬ 

loose a bullock. dsfc 3u®l3.rt*© =fe,od 

“the bullock has calved,” one says; “ then tie 

him up in the stall,” he replies (proverb of a 

careless government, that makes no enquiry.) 

d»vrt a stall for oxen. 

A. c. yettungolu, Sm & 

sharp pointed arrow. 

C. <^7\Z§ yettugade, See dd *a. dikrtiS 

**1 to scheme, attempt. 

C. yettu-gallu, a stone 

thrown from a wall on the head of an enemy. 

C. yettuvali, s. A collection of 

money; collecting or gathering money. A* 

Sv dradj to collect or gather 

money. 

C- yettole, s. A moveable stove 

or a chafing dish. 

C. ^CjTTSoDoa^ yedagditana, s. Cow¬ 

ardice, courage failing. 

C- airfTO, o^COAD, i>doOAO, 

yedagu, yedugu, yedungu, yedagP- 

kollu, See dd;®. 

c. oirfAozS, oirfAoS) yedagude, yeda- 

gudi, See under dd. 

c. yeda-badaka, 

yede-badaku, $. Cowardice, timidity. 

C. o^riat^ yedardli, See under ddod). 

C. yedavu, [_dddo, t,drfo and 

v. n. To be opportune, fitting, suitable, ready, 

ddocd^da^^o to hit just the fight time, 

ddad) to make opportune, &c. 

C. <£>£> yedi, See dd. 

t. b. yedu- 

kule'sha, yedu-kula-vira, See cdodo. 

0. obctoo, oidtio yeduru, yeda- 

ru, yediru, s. The front, that which is 

opposite. 2. presence. dd)&d$> before, in 

presence of. 3. a parallel or comparison. 4. 

opposition, resistance. ddoSd, ddbd) 

Opposite, opposing, adverse, ddod) ?da ver¬ 

bal opposition. 2. a counter argument. 3. 

an echo, dcbcrado, odooscfiod) to oppose in 

argument, withstand, contradict, ddod), 

A>, ^d)j3osr^t^to look forward to, expect, look 

out for, anticipate. ddoido, dOSdo, ddorh 

ddHSr^fo, dd)j&r to resist, oppose, contra¬ 

dict. dd>d)=#u3^o., dd)A®r|(o to advance, to 

meet out of politeness or respect. 2. to ad¬ 

vance in battle. 3. to advance mutually, as 

the relations of a bride and bridegroom, prior 

to the celebration of marriage. 4. to become 

one’s self opposite. ddjd) d^vd) to cause 

parties to meet, ddodo wdo to meet ddod^a 

tod), <iEx5^eiod)to advance against opposition, 

as a fish against the stream. ddoOd adv, 

before, opposite. ddo&ftdo, ^doftrdo, d&hrdj 

to set in front. dd)jjar>o, ddcrart) to become 

opposite, or fronting. dd)Sdj, d&6do, das^ 

to place before. 2. to spend money in recov¬ 

ering a debt or property. dd>d) a, dd) 

c&ifB, d&du>rd), dd)d) dj»d) a contradiction, 

d&dvarrio a face not averted. dd)crav, ddow 

an adversary, antagonist, one of an opposite 

party. dd>d) wd)d> front to front. dd)du 

djosrt) to become front to front, ddod^F?) 

an echo, a response, ddod> rfoado, drib^Foad) 

to oppose, contradict. dd)osP> to go 

out and meet, as an enemy, &c. urvd 

?d)d)oUo what resistance can there be from 

the rest (when he has overcome the most 

powerful ?) ^d)d) to ask one question in 

reply to another. 

0. ddodod t3 yedur-uttara, s. Opposi¬ 

tion in argument, reply. 
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c. yeduru-vali, 

yeduru-chitu, s. A note of hand given 

for another that is lost. 

c. o^Cb^; yeduvu, See <^3). 

C. ob<S yede, s. The breast, bosom, heart. 

2. heat, courage. a rib. r'uszSo 

the breast to sink in from sickness, 

&c. <aSrOo&rt courage, boldness. =&® 

to heat the breast from sorrow. AS **** 

to bury up to the neck, as a punish¬ 

ment. A<3 'yoOccin, .id vudo^j, »i<3 

the heart-burn. .aSc^s* to he inclined. AS 

cA/jSeSjcSo it inclined. AS SStf a breastplate. 

*}S ,aS iSSj, <bS tjrfcd:o, ,aS &zSvo courage 

to fail, to become a coward. AS <hS 

Voodoo to strike the breast with the hands, s. 

Pain in the chest. AS A AS So® So to he 

bold, stand up to, evince courage, ASSos^ 

£&cri,x> to walk courageously. ASfUSbj sgjo to 

stand boldly. ASrios (heart-boiling) courage. 

2. violent mental agitation. ASrtoactorio to 

become courageous. 2. to become agitated. 

ASrt>a«to»* boldly. ASsS»rbtfo the hollow of 

the breast, pit of the stomach. ASSoac&o^ a 

coward. 2. a deceiver. ASSoscfio^sifi cowardice. 

2. deception. AS wS^, aSSA1 a coward. 

AS^atu, ASSSr pride, arrogance. ASrreti a 

bold or courageous man. AS palpita¬ 

tion of the heart. AS sboSobo to labour, fag 

hard. AS SooSSo SoaSo to labour with¬ 

out rest. ASaJaato, .oSc&raS^ to be courageous, 

valiant. AS SSo to be impressed upon the 

mind. ASo ,oS her form having 

been impressed upon the mind. 

C. yedda, past. rel. part, and 3rd. 

per. sing, past tense of AA 

C. cbCjo^ yeddu, See • 

C. yeddelu, v. n. To wake up, rise. 

a^v AoaSo to awaken, rouse. 

T. b. cjt)^ yedwd-tadwa. See afc 

*%***&'■ 

A. c. yena. See a??v 

A. c. o^alo yenaya, See aSc*. 

A. C. yenasu, s. A dumb man. 

A. 0. yenitu, pro. How much ? A 

as much as there is. P$zp\ to say 

how much. 

o 

A. 0. <>5£)8oTb yenibaru, pro. How many 

persons ? 

C. <^^7oo yenisu, See under, pP\- 

A. C. yenisu, See as^. 

c. yenu. See a?^. 

C. yene, interj. Mode of calling to a 

female. 

A. 0. yeneyanu, s. A husband, 

a lover, ASccfosb a wife. 

C. yenna, pro. Me, or my. a?^ 

.p^ me. A^o*b, Ap^So mine. ASo^tfab, Apa^ 

my master, my lord, my husband. Ajb^SjS 

with me, to me. Api^g) by me, near me. A 

not in my power. 

C. yennu, [W5*kJ v. a. To say, tell, 

speak. Ap^So to cause to say, &c. 2. to give 

out or pretend. Aph^^o to cause to say of 

one’s self, or for one’s own advantage; to get 

one’s self called, to obtain the name of. 2. to 

pass for. «* sbpbs^pb Scre^Sos.© AoSpb ifjso 

S?b that man passed for'a mighty hero. «* 

Ptipo arajjoSjJoS^b tfosoSpb that dolt passed 

for a scholar. 

C. yeppattu, num. Seventy. 

A. C. 0^8^^ yebbattu, V. a. To persuade, 

prevail upon. 2. to drive. 

C. oi 2^Kb <sbs3/rxo yebbisu, yebrisu, 

causal of &A to lift up. 2. to rouse, awaken, 

cause to rise, make get up. a^So to cause 

smoke to ascend. AA to raise the dust. 

ifv®s;SSs3So to provoke, excite anger. 

o. yemake, yemi- 

ke, yemuke, s. A bone. 

A. c. oisAj, yemma, yema, pro. 
Our. Asb^ib, Asb^ab ours. 

C. yemmike, yemmige, 

s. Pride, insolence, arrogance. 

C. yetnme, S. A female buffalo. A 

a male buffalo. AS^tftb a buffalo 

calf. ASo^sSo a young buffalo. ASo^siuS) 

refuse put aside for a buffalo to eat. AS^t 

buffalo’s milk. ASo^ (buffalo’s bro¬ 

ther) a stupid fellow. 

A. C. abojo^i yeyya, s. A procupine. 

a porcupine’s quill. 

C. ^ yera, s. The jujube or country goose- 
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berry. 2. (Ad^) a tiling borrowed. 3. other. 

Joecdid fruit of the jujube tree, 

o. oyeranchu, See Ad«&. 

A. c. yeraha, yeranka, 

s. Fondness, love. 2. kindness, mercy, Ad** 

sJasb to endear. 

C. yeraka, adj. Molten, cast, as me¬ 

tal. Adts* s&acdj^ Ad^Sdccfco to pour melted 

metal into a mould, &c. Ad=*#wd molten 

work. Ad^ ary$3 a molten image, 

c. js”/yera-kollu, v. recip. To 

bathe one’s self with., warm water after a- 

nointing with oil. 

c. oi>d7o, ^doTo yeragu, yerangu, 

s. A bow, obeisance. 2. conjuration. 3. 

stupefaction, v. n. To bow, prostrate, do 

obeisance. 2. to fall upon, spring upon, 

seize, ri^d^drii, waSrtdrio, wseTdrio to bow 

down at one’s feet. 

C. oidsdo yerachu, v. «. To sprinkle. St 

SriisSo to sprinkle water, Adeldo to cause to 

sprinkle. Adz3 to sprinkle of, or for 

one’s self. 

C. oidcdeJi yerachalu, s. Driving, beating 

rain. 

C. flidck yeradu, num. Two; two things. 

the second. Adz&> does twice as 

much. 2. two natures. Ad&> preg¬ 

nant woman. Addo two sixty-fourths 

of a pagoda. Ad&> wrtato v, n. (to think 

two ways)to betray, Adasrtj to become severed, 

separated. 

c. yeradumbe-gida, s. The 

name of a tree. 

C. oid^i yerapu, v. a. To bathe. 2. to 

make obeisance. Atid5 they bowed. 

C. <fc>d;&> yeramu, v. a. To pour out. 

C. oidf yeral, yeral, s. Braided 

hair. 

A. c. £>deo yeralu. See A<cd>. 

c. o5dS>, oid^, yerale, yerale, 

yereli, s. An antelope or deer. AdeJ dodo 

•* the moon, said to have in her body the 

form of a deer. *8 Ads? a black deer, Ad<# 

*or\$ a woman with deer’s eyes. 

A. c. oidd^A yeravunu, s. A beggar. 

C. (^d^J yerovu, s. A thing lent or bor¬ 

rowed for temporary use; accommodation. 2. 

difference, distinction, variation, other, dif¬ 

ferent. Ad^j =#js&3 to lend; to accomodate 

with any thing. do^'Asydag there is 

no difference between father and children. A 

tfSriri) others, strangers, aliens. 2. persons 

who borrow. Ad;3j tiScrfjsj aloan is not wealth. 

Ad;gj to borrow. Ad^i s»z& to make a 

distinction, to make a difference; to separate. 

Ari e3tsf£tiSffti> my living is another’s; or, I 

live by stealing. 

c. oit>, obddjoo, obd, yeri, ye- 

riyu, yere, yereyu, v. a. To pour out, 

anoint. 2. to beg. s. Black earth. 2. (A 

5;) a worm for fishing. 3. the food of wild 

beasts or serpents. StdOctAw to pour out wa¬ 

ter. Ad^siOc&o, AScrizo to pour melted 

metal into a mould ; to cast, as iron, &c. 9t 

arocdrifio fie brought water and poured it 

out. Ad aj, as fSv, Ad black earth. 

Ad great millet grown in black soil. 

C. o^dj"£jTiC/} yeru-palu, $, a farmer’s 

portion of the produce. 

C. o^id yere, s. The talons or claws of a bird. 

A. c. <^dai> yereya, s. A husband. 2. a 

paramour. 3. a master. Addjjr^g^ s»dsfa 

why does not my husband come ? 

C. oidy, yerri, yerri-birri, s> 

Madness, insanity. AS^ jrscSo a mad dog. 

C. <^~S) yerre, s. A worm for fishing. 

A. c. oyerde, See Adand sSd. 

A. o. aisjS"£i7oo yer-padisu, See stir&dj. 

C. ob^jjS" yerpu. See Ati^i. 

A. 0. obDc-TiA yervi.su, See AtSdo. 

A. C. oodj yerri, s. Thread, v. a. (av) to 

pull, draw. 

A. C. oid^e- yerrtu, (a*) s. An ox or 

bullock. 

A. c. yerr-pattu, num. Seventy. 

C. oi<t> yela, interj. Mode of calling to a 

man. 2. manner of expressing surprise. 

C. oi<y'5§5c,r'!^ yeluche-hannu, s. Fruit 

of the jujube tree. 

C. yeladike, See as? »»=#. 

A. c. £>vo, yelar, yelaru, s. Air, 
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wind. 2. (©wth) a flower. 3. love, affection. 

(lotus-born) Bramha. A<yrtns?o& firej 

the friend of the wind. ^uribrS, <&wti>rfrt a 

serpent (feeding on air.) the sky, or 

wind’s path, Awrbrisf^rto Vishnu, reposing 

on a serpent. AwdoriOrtcdo Garuda, the ene¬ 

my of serpents. Aurbriddccb Shiva, having 

a serpent for his bow-string. AtaiirJ&tio Qa_ 

nesha, having a serpent for his garland. au 

the ascending node traversing the 

heavens. 

A. C. O^83os- yelarchu, v. n. To blossom. 

2. to revive. 

C. oieJCJ yelala, interj. of calling or sur¬ 

prise. 

C. oiOcd yel(IV(l, s. Silk cotton, Bombas 

heptapliyllum. Aw;i black silk cotton. A 

tisiri sohjio the silk cotton gum. 

C. oj£J7) yela, interj. of calling to inferiors. 

C. yelibdla, s. The name of a 

game. 

c. o^fibsw, c>j<^3oo yelubu, yelu- 

vu, yelabu, s. A bone. 

C. yele, S. A leaf, the betel leaf. Ad ts 

a=# betel-leaf and areca nut. Ad wa=# S33-&- ■#,« 

to take betel. enaUrf od a leaf-plate, mtf 

Ad a plantain leaf. Suited, S^dd betel leaf. 

Ad^ a betel garden. Ad Adi; 

a plate for keeping betel in- Adrrad a betel 

seller. AdnsSr a female betel seller. Ad 

the betel creeper, Ad<; ^*4) hot leaves applied 

to alleviate pain. 2. the stein of a leaf. Ad^ 

*oui, Adi; the stem of a leaf. Ad ** 

to gather leaves. Ad riow a cluster of 

betel leaves, &c. Adtsh^, Ad^ jSBj, Adi> 

a bullock load of betel leaves. Ad* a 

d<; 3&30S00 a duty levied on betel. Adoitb 

the fibre of leaves. Ad &«*«;, .id sge^d, a 

d* do& a bundle of leaves. Ad dsouo, Adi; 

55 ‘5) a small and dangerous serpent found in 

the tender leaves of plantain trees. Ad^ 

a very tender leaf. Adi; hd oft, Ad^ a 

AojS a betel store-house. Ad; »orta a betel 

shop, Ad; W}rt>tis an instrument fixed in the 

nails to gather betel. Ad; to join leaves 

together for plates. Ad;'®i>#j to set out such 

leaves at a meal. Ad; the greenness 

or freshness of a leaf. Ad a caterpillar. 

C. £)~S^ yele, interj. of surprise. 2. calling 

to an inferior. 

A. c. ft>^7\oZ5© yele-guddali, s Abroad 

guddali or spade. 

c. oi<^, yella, yelld, yel- 

lavu, s. The whole, all, every thing, pro. 

All. adv. Completely, wholly, entirely. A 

m every where, on every side, in all parts. 

A&d), Ag5, mas. and fem. all. A&doi, 

AgjSdo3, A$ti as the world says; as 

every one says, Au^ vtad) all to collect 

together, the whole to assemble. At^J;, Ag 

^iri^o alf things. 

C. yellamma, yellam- 

mu, s. The name of a goddess. Agjoda?* 

a basket in which offerings are present¬ 

ed to this goddess. *3^. the judg¬ 

ments supposed to be inflicted by this goddess. 

the followers or devotees of this 

goddess. 

c. £&tgZ$'dy/d, oifigrf'd/s) yelyddaru, 

yellddaru. See under Ag. 

C. o)0 yelli, declinable adv. Where? in 
00 J 

which place ? Ag>7% Agrtoa whither ? to what 

place? what a difference there 

is between him and you! a§>tV»;, Agc&s;, 

Adosg;, Ad/^; I know not, or I am in doubt, 

where. >&© where- 

soever, any where. 2. by any means. Ag>«, 

A$«&, A$«brfo, Ad 0f what place ? where 

is it ? of what place are you ? 

Ag dcriorosic: how far? how long? Agcow#, 

every where. a® A$«&» 'U&i 

Ag>& no-where. A©d where is he ? of what 

place is he ? Ag^i neut. where are these, or, 

whence are these? A®:6tfj, a$r»si& where is 

it ? a|)oeS whence? Af^ab dja^b, Ad; °^ss^3> 

A<§t what sort of an expression is that ? 

^oionzij, whence is it ? 

c. yelle, yelle-Jcattu, s. 

A limit or boundary. Ad a boundary 

stone. Ad to fix the boundary. 

Ad osl3 t&js^ to exceed the limits, to pass 

the bounds. 

C. cdo yelle-Jcdsu, s. Sexton’s fees. 

A. c. yevamappu, v. a. To 

nourish, protect, preserve, take care of. 
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A. C. ^ yeve, s. An eye-lid. Ad »s^rfsitfo 

the deini-gods, who never shut their eyes. 

C. yeshtu, interrog.pro. How much? 

how many ? It is used for time, number, 

weight, or quantity; as, A^g* how long a 

time? Ad^ siooa, A*f^ sed ]10w many people ? 

t^orreriS^ what is the weight of this gold ? 

what is the quantity of this 

grain? what is the length ? 'udd 

what a worthy man this is! 

(what art thou and what is 

he ?) there is a vast difference between him 

and you. Used with the subjunctive form of 

the verb, it expresses whatsoever, how-much 

soever, how many soever; as, 

wsifi) disg?Jo how much soever you say he will 

not do it. PsSjlOj paired esd> Mr!do how- 

much soever I labour, it cannot be effected. 

tads S35^ the more you study 

the better. for how much ? 

within what time ? or, for what price ? Ad^U 

* what is that ? what signifies that ? AsS^o 

* how much ? <sz5^ dred, it is hut a trifle, 

or, how little is it! doa^ddfio 

who am I that I should do such a thing? a 

dJj sb»S)^a by no means, not at all. 

A. c. yesalca, s. Lustre, radiance, 

polish. 2. the mind. 

A. C. £>?oXa yesagu, v. a. To begin, com¬ 

mence. *^p»dEu* how has the 

affair you commenced turned out ? 

doodjcdieJdado he began to jeer. 2. to at¬ 

tempt, essay, endeavour. ^jagJsSdado he at¬ 

tempted to kill. stsdsJjjado he began to sing. 

3. to make, do, perform, 

having instructed in the mystic formula, Ad 

rt to know how to do, be able to do. 

C. tticotjo yesaru, S. Pepper water. 2. the 

quantity of water required for cooking any 

thing. 

C. o^co^A yesalu, S. An ear-ring conical at 

each end. 2. a crease, mark, stroke. 3. the 

filament of a flower. 4- a flower leaf, a 

petal, v. n. To blossom, open, as flowers, 

ddyj djad the bud of a flower, 

c. oirdaijo, gi)7\ja5oo yesayu, yese, 

yeseyu, ®. n. To sbine, be brilliant, radi¬ 

ant, &c. v. a. to shoot, throw, discharge. a 

the brilliant nuptial crown, Addde 
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a diffused odour. AM an appointed 

place of meeting, Add, add, Adcsbod shining, 

splendid, &c. Ad=#, add, AM the act of 

shooting. 2. shining, Ad;n>s?J a shooter. 

C. o^=\i yese, s. A sliot from a bow. 

v. n. to miss the aim. AS #od a thing 

that does not go on right, a business that has 
miscarried,. 

C. yela, yeladu, See as?oc*m. 

A. 0. yelaku, [^vj s. Descent, de¬ 

clivity. 

C. yelaga, $, a pet ram used for 

riding. 2. a dog. 

c. yelache, See a<uc§ . 

C. o^^/ctys'cta yela-baru, s. A gold or silver 

chain worn on the leg by wrestlers as a badge 

of honour. 

A. 0. o^a>T>?§ yela-bd.se, S. The hair 

growing down or across the breast. 

C. ob?/c53oo, <^a$AA 

yelayu, yeli, yeliyu, yele, yeleyu, 

v. a. To pull, draw, drag. 2. to drawl, as? 

Si, as?do, As?c3odo to cause to pull or draw. 2. 

to procrastinate, defer, put off. as? =&®^j to 

pull or draw one’s self. 2. to require as money. 

<uti> wSs? Sra as? =#'j5oBdo this has taken much 

money. As?d, as?®, a^ the act of drawing 

or pulling. 2. hard breathing, as previous 

to death. 3. a pain in the side. 4. the con¬ 

traction of a limb. S^8;5s?d the 

force (or current) of the water is great, as? 

OT&i to pull mutually. AS?raU mutually pul¬ 

ling. as?uo si do to draw or pull away, wad 

tfrio =#030do ddcrioo to slide, or drag along the 

feet heavily, as when fatigued, &c. as? =#osodo 

jAiss7^3 to pull away. Atf*raodo sorb to com¬ 

pel, bring by force, doosh^od as?crioo to 

inhale fragrance with the nose. 

A. C. ^csb yelasu, v. n. To desire, wish 

for. 2. to attempt, scheme. 

woddo I came desiring to learn. 3-^Ms?Mo 

he wished for sport. -&y3rr!s?b csddo sbaBtfo 

he did alms wishing for fame. ?Hds?M =0^0 

^dosdrb the object you have designed, can¬ 

not succeed. ddilsddTWdodrftbx-^ it is impro¬ 

per to covet the property of others, «u=»ofcr 

dij ?WMdJ we compassed our priest’s death. 

A. c. yelisu, V. a. To diminish, 

make less. 



C. yele, s. Thread. dclh a knot in 

thread, A<y\ soocw a skein of sixty threads. 

A^ s&e cord made of thread. a 

single thread, As? =#2?^ to fix threads in a 

warp. to thread, as a needle, 

heads, &c. As? Sm, as?sS«s;o to make 

thread, as? sSjszIc&j to separate threads, to 

break a thread. Atf Ji)^, as? to wind 

thread, as? 2oow to disentangle thread. 

T. B. ^ yele, See 

c. 2>^}o&> yele, yeleya, adj. Young, 

soft, delicate, tender, immature, not fully 

grown, still imperfect. 2. light, as colour. 

light red. as?s ?KU light 

blue. as?«« light or faint colour. 

rfor^Ti light coloured gold. 3. recent, not of 

long duration, newly; as, as?s *o£l, As?srioa, 

As?srtori) a cow that has newly calved. 2. a 

very young calf. 3. the tender shoot bear¬ 

ing the fruit of the plantain tree. as?s 

the young or new moon. ^^Sciriatio the 

beam of the new moon. ^X a young 

plantation. 4. gentle, not vehement, mild, 

not violent, as applied to heat, wind, &c. ^x 

rre^i, as?s gentle heat. As?fSs~d the just 

risen sun. As?s moderate sun-shine. 

a mild wind, a zephyr, as?^ 

youth. Atfcrio, as?c&>$o, As?crioo a young man. 

As?cdos?o a young woman. A1? as? 

ifMiy, as? sior! a tender infant, a young child. 

As?tfeJ a soft head, as?^s?&, As?riv& a new 

blossom, a fresh hud, germ, or shoot, as? 

* a tender delicate fibre. As? the water 

of an unripe cocoanut. As? =rg0”JJ an un¬ 

ripe cocoanut. as? ~oi3 an unripe fruit. as?s 

what is still imperfect. 

0. yele-golisu, v. a. To 

thread. 2. to twist thread. 

A. c. yele-mlada-banna, 

s. An inferior kind of diamond. 

O. yelevaridddu, v. n. To 

pace or gad about. 

A. C. <^xSoS.tfo yele-vendiru, s. Dam¬ 

sels, young women. 

c. yelkara, [as?**]s. A young calf. 

c. cxb yelkdi, yelgdi, 

s. A sesamum berry. [as? 2. an un¬ 

ripe pod or vegetable. 

C. yelge, See As?rf. 

C. tfo yel-taru, [As?rfo *d>] ».«. To pull 

or drag along. 

0. 7\7i yellagase, s. Lin and linseed. 

IAnwm usitatissimum. 

C. yelli, s. A herdsman’s residence. 

C. yellu, s. Oil seed, Sesamum Orien- 

tale. good sesamum. an in¬ 

ferior kind. =fsc£u, rracOo the pod or 

seed of sesamum. A^o rrsdw £i\T\ a lock re¬ 

sembling, in form, the sesamum pod. A|JosS 

rtvk a mixture of pounded sesamum and jag- 

gory. A|Jo sesamum sauce, a^j tgo, A 

%%, sesamum oil. ASjJorf^ a mixture of sesa¬ 

mum and sugar used as an offering at a fes¬ 

tival in January. av,?< ua rt, A^ozl a sesamum 

sweetmeat ball, a^o s&eoia to fry sesamum. 

A|?o holchus saccJiaratus. A|^fc| to rub 

sesamum seed on the ground in order to make 

it white. as0s£i, as much as a gingillie 

seed. a^o sesamum seeds and water pre¬ 

sented as an offering to the manes of depart¬ 

ed ancestors. 

e, The twelfth letter of the alphabet, 

sounded as e in grey. 2. v. a. To throw, cast. 

See Sccto. 

S. £>orf; endra, (son of Indra) s. A name 

of the iflonkey king Vali. 

s. ^3-’, tfo yeka, yeham, adj. One. 2. 

alone, single. 3. solitary, 4. combined, u- 

nited, joined. adv. As one. 2. in a 

body. 3. altogether, all at once. 4. com- 

binedly. 5. compactly. 6. solitarily, singly, 

alone. XKiibera, wearing only 

one ear-ring. unity. 2. solitude, lone¬ 

liness. K^idoaffA) Gamisha, with only one 

tusk. A* the singular number. STSb 



SmWjsft adm. Alone, singly. a soli¬ 

tary life, a single state. alone. 

of one piece, a great walker, 

pedestrian, eleventh. SwsrSS the e- 

leventh day of either fortnight in the lunar 

month. »=s^o3 solitude. 2. secrecy, adv. 

Solitary, secret. unostentatious 

or retired piety. Synods® d: to talk private¬ 

ly, d.n>d) a whisper, private communi¬ 

cation, secret, r^so, auo^ a pri- 

vate room, a dormitory, smoddtf a retired 

place. synonymous, «. w. 

To become combined, united. S’s'doaA ar]j_ 

Jointly. 2. unanimously. unani¬ 

mity. &-H to be unanimous, of one ac¬ 

cord. (one neck) concord, harmony, 

the name of a city. 

an emperor, one 

who has universal dominion. S*zSd a rhi¬ 

noceros. either one of two. 2. other, 

different. the accurate adjustment of 

song, dance, and instrumental music, 

the planet Mercury. in one place. 

1,59855 to unite, collect together, 

# a sovereign of that name. ShuTcra, 

with only one eye. 2. a crow. 3. a person 

with one eye. a road, way, path. 

uniformity, alike. a 

man of uniform conduct. one supreme 

object of pursuit or desire, daily, as 

a fever. S-Hwj a companion, partisan, as¬ 

sociate. a lamp with one wick, used 

in wave offerings. making known 

secrets, to hear with fixed 

attention, Swsdv, awadifdd, awsdvswd a 

necklace composed of a single string of gold 

heads, coral, &c. alternately arranged. 

S. yeka-wdkyate, s. Accord, 

agreement. 

S. yelta-vanci, S. a hero, a va¬ 

liant man. 

H. yekd-yeki, adv. Suddenly, on- 

awares. 

c. £>£^atS yekina-gadde, s. Cyperus 

junctifolius. 

c. ydhunu, s. Total. 

A. C. oJao yegu, v. a. To accomplish, cause 

to be, effect. 

C. yegu, v. n. To go. absorb to go 
off. to cause to go. to send 

or let go away. 

C. yetu, s.'A blow, atij sSjs^acdjj, atfi 

wacdjo, =#jb&>, auts^, to strike a blow, to 

give a blow, a random shot a shot 

wide of the mark. riorf^Uj a good shot, a shot 

that hits the mark. 

A. C. yeda, s. A deaf man. one 

deaf and dumb. 

C. t^A&i yedagaja, s. Cassiatora, or al- 

ata. 

C. o^J3t>7^vO®c^O, o^C5t)7^Je)^ 

yeddgoda, yedd- 

godn, yedd-godutana, yeddmoditana, 

s. Frowardness, perverseness. 

froward, perverse, simdj a froward 

speech, perverse language. 

c. yedi, yediyu, s. A crab, 

aa^ssd Cancer in the zodiac. a 

crab-footed man. a so dodo, a crab’s 

claw. aa^*»y5 a crab’s forceps. a 

crab’s shell. 

A. C. yedtsu, v. a. To feed, make eat. 

A. C. s£>zf(7c0 yedeisu, v. a. To surround, 

besiege, environ. 

A. 0. ^ yen. See ^oW>* 

S. <£>P3 yena, s. A buck antelope. a 

female antelope. 

C. ydni, s. A ladder. 

to make a ladder. arts the step of 

a ladder. ac3t> sos^o, arf ari to 

place or fix a ladder. ari^aS^*, adj to 

ascend a ladder. 

C. o^PSo yenu, s. The square edge of aboard, 

plank, &c. arso 'si&j dew drado 

to make an edge to a board, arid ^aedw to 

cut at the edge. 

0. £>®d yetara, pro. interrog. Of what? 

s. yetdarisha, pro. This sort. 

s. etwa, s. The vowel a in combina¬ 

tion, as in "t- 

c. a yedu, yedu-mriga, 
s. A porcupine. ado a porcupine’s 

quill. 

•s. yddha, yedhassu, s. 

Fuel, as wood, straw, &c. 
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S. yedhita, adj. Improved, increased, 

grown. 

s. cC)^, ye'na, yenassu, s. A 
fault, offence, sin. 

e. yenandare, See under 

C. yenw, pro. interrog. What? 

what fs that ? what is the meaning of 

that? “wellsir.” a^tcckasnsrt wo 

3 well sir, when did you come ? Uttered 

doubtingly in reply to a question, it means, 

I know not what; I cannot say; I am in 

doubt; it may he so; it may or may not be 

so. t* is that work done ? 

I cannot tell. 

they say that he said some¬ 

thing or other, and this one heard something 

or other. what else? what more? what 

farther ? ayrscSu&) w}lat }las happened ? what 

is the matter ? what has become of it ? what 

is done ? (what, if you say) thus, as 

follows, viz. because, for. B<5^?Sorft5 that is 

tints-, Jo^vbsjrJ^yfotitJhe says as follows. 

what I say is this. 

•fro^ vS'^vl^^ozSt} what you must do is this. 

a?reriti® any thing, anything whatsoever. & 

apaz5j®z£o i£%&) say something 

or other. 1® a»&> <J0 something. & 

!*« followed by a negative, denotes nothing, 

not even the least thing; as,nothing, 

not even the least. cajj there is no¬ 

thing whatever there, xss^^js he 

will do nothing. B^^Ocrij he knows no¬ 

thing. what do you say? what said 

he? »fii <*3>3©, ao!*£«So® what shall Ido? 

'iis&zida Bppj whatsoever I 

say, he will not pay attention, zssoA 

why did he say so ? 0n 

what account ? why ? what for? A$s> » 

AA3, Spot? what shall I say ? &&&, a?S 

A what ? (addressing a male in¬ 

ferior) &AJ what ? (addressing a female ) 

apSaStf.), apiuhtb, apisrioado what can, 

or will be ? apr&rtzb, Sipja esritb nothing can be 

done. what? sstofyBSs what did 

they ? 

C. ^>h%ri, yepi-gida, yebi-gi- 

da, s. A shrub so called, 

c. £>&rajrJ, 3yDiRiskye'hrdsi, 

&OO 

yebrdsi-manushya, s. A filthy person, 

2. an idiot. 

C. o^dJSi'do yemaru, V. n. To be surpris¬ 

ed. 2. to be deceived. 3. to be unwatchful, 

inattentive, to forget one’s self. 

C. eyu, v. a. To cast, throw. 

s. ^>TjOZi yerunda, S. Tlie castor oil plant, 

'Palma Christi. castor oil. 

S. £>d?r yeraJta, s. A sheep. 

A. c. oidPc) yerana, s. The dung of a calf. 

a. c. £dfTtakiSjb, aye- 

rale-gurupanu, yerale-garbhanu, s. 

The moon. 

Cf. £>S ye'ri, s. The bank of a tank, &c. a 

ert aSpu3 the bank supports the 

water, and the water the bank (are mutually 

advantageous.) 

C. ^)do ye'ru, [«*] s. A complete ploughing 

apparatus, or a plough with oxen, &c. com¬ 

plete. adh to yoke oxen to a plough, 

adbtfo to plough. t/oA* one yoke of oxen. 

r&sSo as much land as can be tilled 

with one plough, aoooAA the 

front or best yoke of oxen. 3o°3<ifc the hin- 

dermost or second yoke of oxen. A. c. A 

slight wound. 

C. £>dj ye'ruf v. a. To ascend, mount, climb* 

2. to embark, ride upon, get into a convey¬ 

ance. v. n. to rise, be augmented, increased 

or accumulated. A* to get up a bank, 

to land, get on shore. fistA* poison to take 

effect, sk^A* (intoxication-to rise) 

to become intoxicated. aSririA*k> series :A 

Atb to embark on board ship. in¬ 

terest to accrue. tsotSf»A^ to get into a 

palankeen, ■«taS>Ati)> a a =#^J to mount a 

horse. to cause to ride, mount, &c. 2. 

to export. 3. to give the male to any female 

animal, aexb, cSd aadj to outbid, raise 

the price. 3i\t3%z>7b to put on a horse, 

aos&i, a»A adja=#, a^r riding, mounting, 

&c. tfO*.tirtAo»M elephant and horseman¬ 

ship. he was 

clever in riding elephants and horses. 

ascending and descending. to as¬ 

cend, come up. ad.a a* a thing of 

high value. tizStu the increasing heat of 

the sun. hard breathing, expiration. 
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Srijw TJa^to breathe hardly. arbjj^ 

to leap, as a ram upon an ewe. ao-s above, 

up, upwards, ao» mvccfca upwards and 

downwards. a:m 'UVcrfa to survey a 

person, &c. from head to foot, or from top 

to bottom. aoa $Aqjm, ad ilhabato draw up, 

raise. aori, aciF mounted, ascended. ad^, 

to heave up. 

A. C. o^a£"^o yergalu, s. Heavy breath¬ 

ings from exhaustion. arireodjs^db 

the charioteer, with heavy 

breathings, panting, swooned and vomited 

blood. 

C. yerpattu, s. Insolence, arro¬ 

gance, pomp. 

C. £»Tj£-Z&> ye'r-padu, s. To be picked out, 

chosen, selected. 2. to be distinguished, 

distinct, apart, separated. 3. to be settled, 

fixed, established. 4. to he arranged, placed 

in order. 5. to be prepared, ready. 6. to 

assume a shape, form, or appearance. as?ra 

7b, STirSTb t), a. To pick out, choose, select. 

2. to divide, detach, separate, distinguish, 

make distinct. 3. to settle, fix, establish. 4. 

to arrange, place in order. 5. to prepare, 

keep in readiness. 6. to put into a shape, 

form, or appearance. 7. to praise. ad rad 

es&rt who is able to praise? adrsbd 

selecting, &c. adr^ selected, aTrirW, a 

Ttsrtb setting apart, selection, separation. a 

sftrfasrt) to become set apart, selected. a.3riF 

***** to be distinct, or apart. adarbs?i dis¬ 

tinctly, separately. 

A. C. yerpu, See arb. 

C. yer-mara, s. A growing tree. 

c. yer-malalu, s. Rising sand. 

c. yer-mogge, s. a springing 

germ or bud. 

C. ydr-mone, s. The edge or point 

of a tool, &c. formed by grinding. 

c. £>3js>e"^> yer-mole, s. A springing 

shoot, &c. 

A. c. yerrchisu, See ari*. 

A. c. yerrpu, See a*. 

C. yela, yelakki, S. Carda¬ 

moms. small cardamoms. aow3 

the cardamom creeper. 

D. yelam, s. An auction, public sale. 

C. cSersrfo yeldduy v. n. To swing, oscillate. 

S. ^odo£^- yevancha, adv. However, at any 

rate. 

C. yeve, an emphatic 'particle ;as, 

**1 myself. be is the very man. w 

^t=5 that is the very thing. 

C. yeve, s. Bad advice, instigation to 

evil, as to give bad advice, instigate 

to evil. 

8. ye shy a, ad}, Future, hereafter. 

Ts-i) future time- the coming year. 

a^s^A in future. 

G. ^b^esike. See 

A. C. t&ToO esu, (for ad^) How much ? how 

many? what? adsrbdtfj, ddaaSodj, ddtidj 

how much is it ? how much is there ? what 

is the price? how many servants? 

how many persons? esFrad^rad'sddddododdJt 

<ddi^dd;3?jft&8 you try your strength upon 

me, a destitute helpless creature. 

A. o. ehdravisu, ». n. To rise 

up quickly or in haste. 

c. yelige, yelge, [a*g s. 

Growth, increase. 2. rising, exaltation, im¬ 

provement in circumstances, elevation in life. 

3. triumph. 4. glory. dsdrasStvA the elder 

brother’s triumph. sri»dddi d^ed 

e^ticb the Pdndus cannot endure your eleva¬ 

tion. svAatorto to increase, as a family, &c. 

C- ydlu, «. n. To rise, get up. a«b3 

rising and falling, atfo^ Tsba&jd get- 

ting up and sitting down, a^jb he arose, 

a^^orise! rise ! SV/, t?1#, a^ the act of 

rising, ascension, exaltation, to be 

risen. *V7b, atf^ to elate, exalt. 

C. ydlu, num. Seven, a^, dtfdotfa 

the seventh, av’o wd, av’o dooa, dv^tb seven 

persons. 2&1W sra'rid a.seven hooded serpent. 

a^n«d a string of seven threads. a%?<t? 

a small golden bead necklace composed of 

seven strings or rows, a«b the seven 

seas. a<jb c§%zSort<& the seven islands, atf d 

seven generations. 2. seven kinds, atfo 

the seven stars in the Great Bear. 

c. ydlu-makkala-tdi, 

s. A goddess. 
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so do 

C. yelele-hdle, s. Eschites 

scholaris. 

A. C. yeleli, $. A kind of ornament. 

c. ’ '£>~§_£y4lke, yelge, yehne, 

See av*. * 

A. C. yelpade, S. Foolishness, folly. 

oS e?’. The thirteenth letter of the alphabet, 

sounded as ei in height. 2. interj. 0 ! »st» 

O! enough. sDrffn^c&is’j o! well done. 

0! come. 

H. %adv. Hereafter. 

S. oOotij eindra, s. The east, of which 

Indra is guardian deity. 

S. oOorfj&rs iDtf eindra-jdliJca, s. A con¬ 

jurer, juggler. 

S. eika-Jcanthya, Union, 

harmony, agreement, concord, without dis¬ 

tinction. 

S. eilca-matya, s. Concord, u- 

nanimity. 

S. eika-vyavasdi, s. a 

competitor. 

S. eiJcdrct, s. The letter a. 

A. 0. ttfcTtf, #. Cold, chill. 2. frost, 

winter. jorfoS 

winter, with its severe coW, shook 

and paralysed the three worlds. «SdsJj-8-€>o 

s&kSjo&S the fingers were clenched with cold. 

this cold 

has subdued the severe heat of Shiva’s fiery 

eye. 53 from, by, or with cold, 

Himalaya, the cold mountain, o-a- 

efjUjVc* Shiva, son-in-law of the Himalaya. 

JPdrvati, daughter of the Hima¬ 

laya. e*e*j$rt (cold fight) the moon. 

S. eiTtya, s. Union, especially absorp¬ 

tion of the soul into the Deity at the termi¬ 

nation of its various transmigrations. 

v. a. To unite. to become 

united with. 

A. c. o37\r!o3o ei-ganeya, See 

C. oD7\^o eigalu, s. Jangam priests, 

c. QJido eigi/clcu, eigidu, v_ a. 

To entertain* feed, or give alms to a Jangam 

priest. 

A. c. ei-golanu, See own. 

A. C. oOceiduka, s. A wall built of 

rubbish. 

S. soplojo eineya, s. A deer’s skin. 

0. oOetaZo ei-tanda, $, Five parts. 2. five 

armies. 

C. oOs?£S eitana, S. Linga priesthood, 

f* to officiate as a priest, so^pfessrto to 

receive the priesthood. =#jadJ to or¬ 

dain, instal in the priesthood. 

A. 0. ©etfo eitaru, V. n. To come, ap¬ 

proach. vSy&o must come, zos 

a the road they came. sd^36, 

coming, aisS, I will come. 

n&oti, s>3rir which came. 2. he came. 

C. ^e^pQ, S33X>^ ei-tala, ei- 

tdna, ei-tdvu, s. Five places. 

0. eitdli, See 

S. odsh&Q eitihya, s. Tradition. 

s. eitwa, S. The embodied a, as in 

C. oOcJX^ eiddli, s. An enemy. 2. See a 

i3otv. onss? a female enemy. 

C. o3C» eidu, num. Five, atf^, advert) 

fifth, aid, aiddo five sorts; five methods, 

otus^o five arms, aidrfddo persons of five 

generations. ati> sinso, ado tfusrio, aa?xg Shi¬ 

va, with five faces, ariort five bodies. arfeJ 

five heads, arftf five armies. 

A. C. eidu, v. n. To arrive at, reach. 

2. to attain, obtain, get, possess, a&do to 

cause to get, reach, attain, obtain, or possess, 

aduftosad) to be fit to attain, possess, &c. 

he prepared to go to 

Eastindpura. sSotfah dSrasfsfj^ado he came 

to his father, wdort 

he caused them to attain salvation, 
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sijs&ri he obtained this 

woman by his former devotions, zffi&zh, sod 

t! to be destitute of. oarf reached. 

ri> to be near, in possession of. &&&=$ 

the act of reaching, arriving, attaining, &c. 

c. ©cSm8^$ eidu- 

tana, eiduvatana, eiduvetana, s. The 

wedded state of women. See sdS 

termination of the married state, 

widowhood. so^osS a married woman. 

Kiisss?, acsv, sjjScts? See Ednas?. 

C. eidddigaru, s. A jury 

of five persons appointed to adjust trifling 

disputes and petty causes. 

H. eind, s. Glass. 2. a mirror. 

H. einu, s. The net amount, adj. Net. 

C. ei-nuru, nwm. Five hundred. 

C. 'SOjSjS'jdo einoru, [ecd^sid)]®. A school¬ 

master. 2. a Jang am priest. 3. a respectable 

mode of addressing a brahman. 

C. o3Tj&3j ei-patta, s. The Jangam priest¬ 

hood. 2. the ordination of a Jangam priest, 

c. oOd^b , Qoa>ao ei-pattu, ei-battu, 
See aslQ. 

C. oOSido eibaru, pro. Five persons. 

C. oOcOUPc) ei-buna, S. Cupid, hsmng five 

arrows. 

C. eibo, interj. Alas! 

C. ^doOA^fois ei-muganigeleya, s. 

Kubera, friend of Shiva. 

C. ei-mule, adj. Oblique, osiw 

eJcrfjsh adv. Obliquely. 

c. eime-chelu, s. A kind of 

scorpion. 

C. »5j®a ei-moga, s. Shiva, with five 

faces. s>;Sjari;S£crio Kubera, the friend of 

Shiva. 

c. E>d?§, 'SDrrspI, S>u®p§A£i7^ eirane, 

eirdni, eirdni-gadige, s. An ornament¬ 

ed earthen vessel used by Lingaits at the 

commencement of marriage ceremonies, oct® 

ri ®do to fetch this vessel from the potters, » 

crari Sad worship paid to it. a 

gold nuptial vessel. 

A. C. eira-ddli, S. The marriage 

badge tied round a female’s neck, 

s. oOutsjp'c', eirdvana, eird- 

vata, s. The elephant of Indra, regent of 

the Eastern quarter. 2. a white elephant. 

3. one of the chief serpents. 4. an orange. 

S. oOU®dS eirdvati, s. Lightning. 

C. oOd eiri, s. A disease of the eyes in which 

the vessels of the lower lid swell much and 

protrude. an eye so diseased. sO 

gAccZv to remove protruding diseased vessels 

of the eye-lid. adsiieS a kind of stone said 

to be efficacious in such diseases. oQ 

sh to perform incantations for such diseases. 

s. eilabila, [son of s. Ku¬ 

bera, the god of riches. 

H. oOs3s§ eivaji, s. A substitute. to 

substitute, place a substitute. 

he is a substitute for him. JaSa^ ed?to 

that man is this man’s substitute. 

H. eivaju, s. Money. 2. state. 3 pro¬ 

perty. osfw* to give money, &c. 

to deposit money, &c. in one’s charge. 

da^tS c±res( tfujfcnrtito nothing can he 

done without money. a voucher. 

C. ei-vanna, s. The aggregate of five 

colours. 

C. ei-vattu, num. Fifty. OJdd^crfo 

fiftieth. 

C. SDddo eivaru, mm. Five persons. 

C. o3otilf eivede, adj. Five-hooded. o^iScuj 

a five-hocded serpent. 

C. £>^d, ZDTvtJ, ■SDoj-d^o ei-shara, ei- 

sara, ei-saranu. See owa«. 

C. 'SO^SO'SouO ei-shdbdsu, interj. Bravo! 

well done! 

S. oO‘S’5)?) ei-shdni, s. The north east quarter. 

s. oOa^obos*, eishvarya, s. 

Wealth, riches, possessions. 2. existence. 

3. supernatural power, the attributes of om¬ 

nipresence, omnipotence, invisibility, and 

supremacy in general. K^cdorSod a jjch 

man. Etjjator'sSoS a rich woman. 

C. eisale, interj. Bravo! well done! 

C. oOrvJ eisu, pro. All. all of it. 

to give the whole. 

C. eisei, interj. Bravo ! well done ! 

S. aDSo^ eihlka, [rqaf] adj. Sublunary, of 

or belonging to the present life. 
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Su 

0, The fourteenth letter of the alphabet, 

sounded as o in not. 

c. 2oo^p4 wonkadi, wonkani, 

s. A small knife, a scimitar. 

C. SoO^d wonkara, [3*,] g. Crookedness. 

C. Zoo'S1 wonki, s. A kind of fimbriated gol¬ 

den armlet worn by females. tfdrt an 

inferior kind made of silver and worn by per¬ 

sons of lower rank. tj0?r a twisted glass 

bracelet worn by women, the 

arm on which the fimbriated bracelet is worn. 

sSojS, the winding in a brace¬ 

let. 

C- 2jO&fl, 3joS p? a 3 wonkini, wonki- 

ni-gatti, s. A short dagger. 

c. ZjG&o wonku, adj. Crooked. 

to straighten. 

A. c. ?u07\Tl wongada, s. Assemblage, 

multitude, mass. 

C. 2uOa£0 WOngalu, s. All offering made 

by farmers in a field previous to harvest, to 

insure a propitious in-gathering. 

to make such an offering. 

C. S-QA^d wongdra, s. The price paid for 

a wife. 

c. 2uo7\, SjO?,S wongi, wongiri, adj. 

Dull, stupid, obstinate. an obstinate 

temper. stupidity, obstinacy. 

T. 2uO ao wongu, ». n. To bend, be inclined, 

bent, inclined. sS-njsS, tioft a 

face inclined, or cast down. ^0*■> to 

bow, make obeisance. 2. to give the breast. 

t. ort)8o&cdoj to make stoop. 

c. z.of\, 2uoTid wonge, wongeri, adj. 

Timid, bashful, shamefaced. 2. dull. 

J-orteapi basbfulness; diffidence. 2. stu¬ 

pidity. 

c. 2oo83d, 2jo&3 wontari, wonti, adj. 

Solitary, single. to put alone. *-<°M 

OcdroPitfi to be alone. a solitary, sin¬ 

gle, or unsociable man, a recluse. 

a single, solitary, or unsociable woman. 

C. 2^0£5 wonti, adj. Alone. 2. single. 3. 

unsociable, retired- s. A single piece out of 

a pair or couple, what is by itself, alone, with¬ 

out a pair. tjoUrrad, t^olSri, tjoBrto, 

tjofcrsvb a single man, solitary man, one who 

is alone, a single or solitary woman. 

tjo!3^ loneliness, solitude. 

tu one-legged. s~.o%3=#i, one-hand¬ 

ed. retired life, living 

by one’s self without a family. one 

of a pair of oxen. t.o83£os^£) one of a pair of 

upper or lower cloths. tooKcctoJS, tjc&»o8 

crfjih, tjoyScjBcsJrafs adv. Singly, apart, asund¬ 

er, separately, to be alone. 

sfreSJ to travel alone. B nsOcsb 

® tjolf Sdort ■sUrto that road must 

not be travelled alone. to 

lead aside, take apart. 2. to call privately. 

to speak privately, tjo£&o 

(women) one by one. 

a gold-smith’s hammer with only one 

face. a thin man, one who is no¬ 

thing but bones. 

C. 2joS3 wonti, $. An ornament for the lobe 

of the ear. 2. a camel. tj°y a small 

gold ring in the bottom of the ear to support 

one larger suspended therefrom. nfAjoB an 

ear-ring attached close to the ear. ^°y<i ** 

sto* a suspended ear-ring in the form of a 

flower. 

C. 2jO&3#j«>^ ,2oO&3^jS)O^a5cj®5A0W0M 

ti-kollu, wonti-kondu-hdgu, v. a. To 

seek refuge, address one’s self to another, seek 

an asylum. 

C. 2oo&$,2jo&$j\!!>awontini, wontini- 

gitti, s. An unsociable woman. 

C. 2u0^t>AT5d,Zjo^7\^Tjwontiri-gdra, 

wontili-gdra, See ^°u&. 

c. a-cSfosydo, 2oo&3s}do, 2jo85j 

&>c3o wontu, wontu-baru, wonti-baru, 

wontu-badu, v. n. To agree with one, as 

water, medicine, diet, climate, &c. to be sa¬ 

lubrious. to disagree with one’s 

health. •*»**>, too!3di to make to 

agree, IjoS355s}$ medicine that agrees with 

the constitution. to be salubrious. 

3 v1 a salubrious place. 

C. 2ooS3oO wonturi, s. A single thread. 
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C. &jo£3 wonte, s. A camel. too« a*, tooSJ 

®°^}, to get on a camel, to ride a camel. too 

dud a camel’s saddle. t»o8 sfsthssd, uo 

M a camel rider. tooS zhu the pro¬ 

tuberance or hump on a camel’s back. took! 

the package on a camel. 

C. 5Lo3b wondu, s. Alluvial soil. 2. dirty, 

muddy water. 3. any thick mass settled at 

the bottom of a liquid, adj. muddy, not 

clear. toozh ifdth, toozh crsd mud. tooa'srh 

to become thick or muddy. toozh ji^h, uo& 

3 thick muddy water, toozh mud 

to settle. t.odo a dirty body. 

C. 2uo2>o wontu, s. A turn, rotation. 2. a 

share, portion, t-o* uth a turn to come. t»o 

drezh to take turns. too&> z-csb jt» 

to take one’s turn. toodj ^zh, tood$zh, 

uosdo to set to do by turns. toodo 

to miss one’s turn, too* 3^&jh, uo&> 

^ to finish one’s turn, tooss?\, tooSd 

by turns, alternately, t.os^sh, uodorrsd, too® 

one who takes his turn. =#ud a 

business done by turns. tooa^ri) one’s turn 

to come. 

A. C. ZjO^-R wondige, postposition, With, 

dfhs^o&rt with or to me. 

c. 3-oCb, wondu, wondiru, v,n. 

To join, unite, coalesce. 2. to suit, fit, agree 

with. 3. to be cordial, on good terms with. 

4. to devolve on, belong to, as any duty. 5. 

to thicken, coagulate, as any fluid. 6. to be 

under the influence of the passions, as joy, 

grief, &c. 7. to suffer loss, injury, or pain. 

8. to enjoy sexually, v. a. To reach, attain, 

acquire, possess. too&Th to make unite with, 

fit, suit, or agree with. 2. to cause to pos¬ 

sess, acquire, enjoy, &c. too»# the act of 

joining, suiting, fitting, &c. See orb. 

C. 2uod} wondu, num. One. 2. single. It 

is used to express the indefinite article; as, 

tooii) d;h a thing. toodo shd a tree, toed 

severally. 2. to each one. 3. one 

after another. 4. one by one. toozS^Oj., too 

t.oa=5% to put one. toad dsszh, uozb 

sn& to unite, make into one. ordinal, 

first, uoduon one year, toorid, toozhdd 0ne 

and a half, tocd^ tSos^rh to go to make wa¬ 

ter. toons7h to become one. uonshtio to be 

united. toocsti a game 0r play, toons ah to 
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say something. 2. to play at something, too 

craacdjBocrsdJ to talk inconsistently, to say one 

thing and then another. tocnsft adv. Alone. 

2. singly. 3. conjointly. 4. unanimously, 

tooth udchs^th, uoth hdzrsftrh, toozh 

tjorh stjwsdjjsZMh to be in such a strange, un¬ 

usual, or disordered state, as one finds it dif¬ 

ficult to describe. 2. to be dispirited, de¬ 

jected, indisposed, toozh ^ahsT'th to be 

closely united in business or friendship; to 

be hand and glove, toonsjSjsoth a certain day, 

thing, &c. toozjajhaoth ja a certain 

city. to^zh® ozh e ddo deaths ozh I told 

him one thing, and he did another, toozhso 

one by one, one after another. tooonb a 

man, servant, tooad^ adj. Ever so little, a 

little, toodo once. 2. sometimes, occa- 

sionally. 3. perhaps, toozhs nothing. 

sooBsstaWcb to be firm, decided, fixed, 

tooth he wiu never tell a 

lie. tood^ do?rits)?\ unanimously. tooth dooso 

S'sa djssszh, tooth ^zfahsft d-sassdo to speak 

partially, tooth d^dzraPs d^suzh t0 speak 

unfriendly, or not as usual, tooths esdohtfd 

one who knows nothing. PJrt tooddg ¥&&> 

I stand in need of nothing, tooddra^dd 

aiod^ dorado heed not what your fa¬ 

ther says when you prosper (or we need not 

counsel when all goes on well), toozhsozh 

each (thing), toodosoth each time, too 

$ossh shtf one fall of rain, toodjwh v. a. To 

unite together, tood^lid to fall at one 

blow, tood^ shsfahj unanimity. 2. a reso¬ 

lute, determined mind, tooth doddg with a 

determined mind, tooth dos^^och something 

different from what was expected, tooth dra 

deJjsousrh to be thwarted in one’s endeavours. 

too&£dsdo^ *os^odih taking twice as much as 

one gives. 

C. 2uO<%Va wondelaga, s. A medicinal 

herb used in decoctions. 

A. c. wondri, a sieve. 

C. wondhottu, s. Taking but 

one meal a day. tocd^sh ^ to be on on0 

meal a day. 

C. &oO^) wompu. See t>%. 

C. 2oo^i), SoO^T-sri, SoolbjS wompu, wom- 

puda, wompina, adj. Bent, curved, too 

^ ^<5 a curved bow. tood$^ curvedly. 
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C. SLOcbs^, 2oo^s?;> womhattu, wom- 

bhattv, num. Nine. Uc^-gaio 

ordinal, Ninth. tjojo&outfc nine persons. tj0 

nine hundred. 

c. SjOo^ofvs wom-mana, s. A single maund, 

960 rupees weight. 

C. wom-mana, [one mind] s. A 

fixed, resolute, unwavering mind. 2. one 

maund (or a measure of 40 seers). 

with a determined mind. fcjos*o$osto?( one or 

two maunds. 

c. SuO°A3ozSv^-&^ wommindomme, adv. 

Suddenly, unexpectedly. 2. from time to time, 

c. &-oOosjtjo, SooSotjj wommi-baru, wom- 

nuru, v. n. To prosper, agree with, be sa¬ 

lubrious or healthy. salubrious, 

wholesome, healthy. 2. prosperous. 

C. wommu, v. n. To be obsequious, 

attend on, pay court to. 

c. ZuOzSozsd, Zjo£ijs> a wom-mukha, 

wom-moga, adv. At once, with one ac¬ 

cord. 2. in one direction, s. Ruin, waste, 

destruction. 

C. SjOcSoj womme, adv. Once, one turn or 

time. tjoSusoSo each turn, each time. 

to call once. only 

Once, tjorfort for once. 2. at once, 

c. 2-jOotb womyi, s. The cry of a buffalo. 

S. ZsSDTi o-kdra, s. The letter*- 

O. wok-kane, s. A single arrow, 

c. wok-kambhada-mane, 

s. A house having hut one pillar to support 

the roof. 

C. wok-kattu, [one bond] s. U- 

nanimity, concord, harmony, conjointness, 

confederation. adv. Conjointly, 

confederately, harmoniousljr, unanimously, 

to become cordial, compact. 

0. 2*jt5^Z§ wok-kade, s. One side, one place. 

S. Sj^PS wok-kana, s. A louse, 

c. Sj^pfKb wokkanisu, See t 

c. Su^pi wokkanike wok- 

kane, s. The honorific address at the top 

of a letter, petition, &c. 2. the title with 

which any one is. honored at the heading of a 

letter, &c. t^rf^ to put 

the heading to a letter, petition, &c. 

<vt,\ wzrtti wdtfsfcj or t^rfois&fs =s^ritf 

he wrote a letter with a heading, or title. 

to speak with elegance and eloquence. 

C. So^PD wok-kanna, adj. One-eyed, 

[the one-eyed planet] Venus. 

c. So^-d wokkara, [£*,] s. Bad-luck, 

misfortune. 

T. b. So^tjpI wokkarane, [s^erf] s. A 

square pond or tank with steps for descent 

on both sides. 

C. So^droo wokkarisu, v. n. To baa, to 

bleat, v. a. to season dressed vegetables. 

2. to make sink. 

A. 0. wokkalikku, v. a. To 

clean corn by beating it in a mortar. 2. to 

kill, destroy, slay. he cut 

(him) down and slew him. 

he destroyed the whole army 

through envy. 

A. C. wokkalisu, v. a. To assem¬ 

ble, collect. 2. to cause to join or unite. ^ 

the giants and men 

will collect an army. 

C. wolckalu, S. Tenancy, occupation* 

residence. 2. the followers or servants of 

a deity or person. to fix a tenant, 

especially of the soil; to people. 

an inhabited or tenanted house. 

farming, husbandry. 2. residence, residing. 

a cast of Shudras; a farmer, cultivator 

of land, tenant of the soil. t^£>r<?; ;5oWj 

£ he is friendly as long as he can get any 

thing out of you. 

A. C. wokkasi, s. A breast-plate. 

C. wok-kalu, s. One leg. *^® 

a man with one leg. hopping, 

standing on one leg. 

C. wolcku, v. a. To thresh, tread out 

corn, to get corn from the ear by treading. 

2. to overflow, run over. 3. to spit out. 4. 

to throw down. to tread out com 

one’s seif. to cause corn to be trodden 

out. the act of treading out corn. u 

trodden. 2. stored, as grain, t^douo 

w they threw down a lotus, 

c. wokkungolu, s. A flail. 
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C. wok-hula, s. One kolaga. 

A. o. woklchanisu, v. a. To say, 

tell, reiterate. 2. to reckon up, calculate. 

SisosWOori d^rs Ae^orSj 

it said, I will devour, with delight, 

the right side of CTaneshwara. 

C. 2uX&i>, SoX&i>?rtp, wogatu, 

wogatu-kathe, wogutu, s. A riddle, 

enigma. 2. any narration of which the 

meaning is involved. 

C. a,xa?i> wogadisu, v. n. To refuse, ob¬ 

ject, oppose, rebel, reject, as the stomach 

does food, to vomit, v. a. to beat, grind, 

rub, as clothes on a stone in washing, &e. 

C. <k>Xrfo, SuXorfo wogadu, wogudu, s. 

The dry spear of the great millet stalk, &c.; 

straw. 

C. WOgata, s. Throwing. 2, bleach¬ 

ing. 3. (writ) digging. 

G. Sja^^S wogatana, s. Domestic econo- 

my, household affairs. 2. a person’s family 

or household. 3. duty of marriage. t^rStd 

to manage a family. 

0. 2oXd wogada, adj. Bleached. 2. 

thrown. 3. dug. i-rfe* lafg, a bleached cloth. 

=#gj a thrown stone, ^rid t&sSo ground 

that is dug. 

A. C. 3jX^j wogapu, s. Affection, love, 

kindness, pity, condolence, sympathy. 

A. C. 2uX*)j7\ woga-mige, adj. Surpas¬ 

sing, going over, exceeding. 2. ardent, ve¬ 

hement. s. An unmeaning pleonasm of 

poets. 

C. SoXdo, 2oXo"do wogaru, ivoguru, 

adj. Astringent, s. An astringent taste. 2. 

infusion, extract. astringently. 3. 

effulgence, lustre. 

C. Z>%, Zj’hoSn, ZjT\, wogi, 

wogiyu, woge, wogeyu, «. «. To wash 

or bleach by alternately dipping in water 

and knocking and rubbing the clothes on a 

large stone. to cause to wash or bleach. 

Sorted to wash clothes, &c. 

one’s self. «oA=#, torfo»=#, tod3, Sor(a=# 

the act of washing. to get washed 

for one’s self. ariosi uQ a cloth 

to be bleached. 

A. C. 'Jj'XXjo wogisu, v. a. To throw on. 

0. 2oXo wogu, v. n. To flow, as blood from 

a wound, to overflow- s. sympathy, pity, 

compassion, grief for another, adj. Inner, 

internal, Jodojwrt overflowing, surpassing. 2. 

hasty, vehement, s. An unmeaning pleon¬ 

asm of poets, t-rijd dotjriod ?Sc&s( 

s. Falling or flowing tears. 

A. C. 2u7? woge, v. n. To be bom, spring 

up, arise. the poison 

that rose out of the sea. v. a. To strike, 

beat. 

C. wogeda, adj. Born. 2. washed. 

3. thrown. 

A. c. 2u7^o3v£)Arfs3 wogeyogadava, 
Cupid. 

c- wog-gattu. See 

C. SjX csroo woggadisu, See torts*. 

C. &>X zS wog-gade. See t^zS. 

C. SoX d woggara, s. Total, aggregate. 

c. S-Xdp§, 2jX pis*, ajdxi dpi, Zjiss 
_s A A »» *»' 
PSS- woggarane, woggavne, woghgjia- 

rane, woghgharne, s. Seasoning. drt 

tod drt =#oaao to season. 

c. ^a%X^, aoXdo woggaiyagalu, 

woggaru, s. A kind of priests in the tem¬ 

ple of a goddess, dressed in sheep’s skin, t> 

tUs$z^#o4 a bundle of straw, with corn, 

given to the above persons. 

C. s^X £» wog-gallu, s. Small stones se¬ 

parated from corn by fanning. t>r(€!*, to 

a"1 to cleanse corn from pebbles, &c. 

by fanning or shaking. 

C. 3-A'S woggd, s. A bundle of plants. 2. 

seed for sowing, ton* =#ti^, ass^o, torr® 

^<^•=3 to sow thickly, with a view to trans¬ 

plantation. 

A. c. SoTTs oi^dd woggdituvara, s, 
assembly, persons collected together. 

C- wo99u> s- An assemblage, aggre¬ 

gate, mass, heap. 2. great intimacy, v. n. 

To unite with, be joined to. 2. to yield, sub¬ 

mit, incline, bend, tors^rto to become aggre¬ 

gated. Ts in a heap. $$ 6j3a® a they 

set out all together, sons Ari> to be in a mass. 

^ among the mass. soA» Sc&at&to keep 
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one's counsels, to be reserved. 

* they were in a crowd, to cause to 

yield or incline, inclined. tjTUi disin¬ 

clined. to be disinclined. 

my mind does not incline that 

way. 

C. woelielia, adj. Rude, ill-behaved, 

disgraceful, irregular, a rude, ill-be¬ 

haved man. rudeness, carelessness, 

as to speech, person, dress, &c. 

A. C. wochcha, adv. Quickly, hastily, 

smartly. the demigods ran 

hastily away. having 

seized with its beak, it quickly decamped. 

T. B. wochchata, See 

c. woch-chara, woch- 

charalu, s. One side, tSsro 

^ adv. On one side, sbejto to lie 

on one side, to fall side-ways. 

C. 2^2g_ wochclie, s. Disgrace, dishonour, 

opprobrium. 2. a defect, fault, adj. Stingy. 

a disgraceful, rude, or ill-behaved 

character. 2. a person who has some defect 

or is ugly. ^ disgraceful¬ 

ness, want of manners. 3ss<>3 an ugly 

face. 

C. 2uSi^3 wojane, $. The right point or tem¬ 

perature, as in boiling or baking. 2. the 

due proportion of weight, ingredients, &c. ^ 

ssS esB^o to attend to the proper de¬ 

gree of heat, the right proportion of ingredi¬ 

ents, &c. 

C. wojjanu, s. A priest, a preceptor. 

O. wota-guttu, V. n. To prate, 

gabble. tjkSruB^ gabbling. ^kir^k^sto a pra. 

ter. 

s. 2o£3aeoBtrs wotaja, wotard, [m« 

w] s. The abode of a hermit, a hermitage. 

G. 8u£jtitj wot dr a, See 

A. C. wottaja, s. Tribute. 

A. 0. wottavidu, V. a. To mind, 

regard, care about, fc.k^d without caring 

for. 

A. C. 2o&3^£> cdb wottavisu, v. n. To con¬ 

dense, collect, heap, pile up, put together. 

C. Bo^TxoaS wotti-ganji, s. The scum of 

boiled rice. 

C. S^doTx wottirangi, s. A goldsmith's 

instrument, on which ear-rings are beaten to 

their proper size. 

A. c, wottila, wottilu, 

s. Mass, heap, collection, the whole. t-kjW 

the whole mass, a condensed mass. 

C. wottu, s. Total, aggregate amount, 

the whole. 2. See *. a. To collect 

together, heap up, cast things into a corner1, 

&c. v. n. To be compact, close, or conden¬ 

sed. riB wholesale, total, 

aggregate. to get or find the to¬ 

tal. ^ki^ A the whole contract, the 

aggregate assessment. an aggregate 

account, sum total, ^kj'J to cause to pile, 

heap or condense, to pile or heap 

up together, to collect, to put up 

one’s self, ^k^ v. a. to put down the 

total. 2. to pile up. 3. to put in order. ^ 

^js^o to put in order one’s 

self, the total, the whole. 

2. by every means. 3. at once, gfito 

=#03^0 to buy the whole, to 

take the whole quantity. tjkbAtfc to 

be collected, aggregated, united, ag¬ 

gregated. the act of heaping, 

oissto to add up. k>k^ sjjd&i a true word. cs 

ScAak^ to put heaps of corn together. 

rtszli, tjkRjrta to become assembled together. 

to be all together, as a family, &c. 

to be compact or condensed, t^k^ a 

condensed flame, essjocctotf eorsthe total 

collection of the revenue of a district, 

to unite. Krishna 

and Arjun uniting in the field of battle. u 

=8^0 the chief Post Office. 

A. o. wottu-varalu, s. A 

united cry, simultaneous shout, crying to" 

gether. 

C. Sj&3^7oo wotteisu, V. a. To collect, 

amass, heap together. 

G. wothdra, See stesd. 

A. C. ZuZlot) wodandi, adj. With, as an 

auxiliary. 

o. ZJtiozstiz, BjdoTxio wodam-badu, 

wodam-padu, v. n. To covenant, agree. 

2. to yield, come to an agreement, consent, 

comply with, shsto to 
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persuade, make agree or consent, prevail upon. 

2. to cause to make a bond or covenant. 

to promise, give assurance of. 

to do by agreement, not 

by force. u,3ow&=# a covenant, agreement, 

bond, treaty, compact. 

c. &jz3&, SjcwodaJca, wodaku, & 

Bruise, fracture, adj. Broken, curdled. 

^ a broken vessel. broken, crack¬ 

ed. ^ z£j3&, a broken piece, frag¬ 

ment, potsherd. ^ to break any thing 

one’s self. rlart a broken pot. t.a* 

a broken mirror. tvscJuc&sS a prater, 

tell-tale, one who cannot keep secrets. 

C. 2o^AvJi)5 woda-gudi, postposition) 

With, together with. *jS rtjsa wtb to come 

in company with, come together. riusa 

7&ja\7b to go together. r^a to be 

associated or in company with. 

C. &/37We>3o woda-gudu, *. n To happen, 

chance, fall out. 2. to assemble with, unite 

with. 3. to have, possess, attain, acquire. 

tjti rU>a;& to cause to unite with, 

Tk^tAi to possess or acquire merit. 

A. c. woda-gollu, v. n. To be 

united or in company with. A®oiSo haying 

been united with. 2. having acquired or at¬ 

tained. 3. with. with the 

child. 

€, 3u T&o wodati, S. A mistress. 2. a fe¬ 

male companion. 

C. wodane, postposition, With. adj. 

Forthwith, at the same moment, directly. 

a companion, associate, friend. 

^f5 forthwith, directly, instantly. 

with me. sSjaaatsj speak with me. 

C. wodapu, s. A pool, such as is 

formed below the bund a of tank 

C. 8^2o?&> woda-badu, See 

C. woda-muriyu, v. a. To 

break, as the neck; to wring off, as the head; 

to stretch the limbs. 2. to break away and 

quickly escape. 

A. c. 8ocd£>rdo wodarisu, v. a. To divulge. 

2. to sound, v. n. to be inclined or bent on. 

A. c. ZjZ&&os- wodarcltu, v. a. To begin. 

2. to unite. 3. to form or make. 4. to co¬ 

habit. to be involved in, con¬ 

nected with, or devoted to, sin. tjtiiirTb to 

cause to make, &c. 

A. C. wodaliclw, s. Cupid. 

<5. ZjZieJi wodalu, S. The body, belly, t.3 

too, envy, malice. 2. internal heat, 

burning of the belly. ^euec&aorb 

ZjozSo on the one hand I have a 

burning body, and on the other the plague of 

murdering a bramin; or I am distressed with 

too many objects at once, sco^risi a 

son. tjztv ws# a glutton. 

C. wodawara, s. Both the govern¬ 

ment and cultivator’s share of the produce; 

the whole. 

C. 3jc3>^) wodavu, s. A thorny plant of 

which camels are fond. 

c, SoB^, wodave, wo- 

dive, wodive-wastu, s. An ornament, 

trinket or jewel. 2. a thing, or property in 

general. to make jewels. 

rs^>’ to put on ornaments. 

to put ornaments on one’s self. 

C. woda-huttidava, s. A 

uterine brother. a uterine sister. 

C. SoB, 2o7§ wodi, wode, s. Heat. 

the heat of the sun. 

C. 2oB wodi, See ««&. 

c. SuB^fe^, SjBa&3o^ wodi-kattu, wo- 

di-gattu, V. a. To strain off, to filter- through 

a cloth. 

c. SoB, SjBo®oo, 8ozf, Sjcfo^oo wodi, 

wodiyu, wode, wodeyu, v. a. To break, 

v. n. To break, burst. to 

cause to break. ^ to break of itself 

toSri, Zj&zi, tjuiri broken. tjzi&di to be broken. 

u«f3, tjaaSnsi, t^tScdtosS breaking, 

*S*>, tfaSo to break off »Stf j to cause 

to break. w&odu, sSjsad^, r.&orfj sSjs 

to break in pieces, demolish. ^e5c 

to break the head 

C, SjB-oa^, a^BfPA^, wodi- 
e. / a 

shi-gadde, wodishe'-gadde, woduchu, 
s. A bubo. 

c. woduvu, See 

C. Z^docio§> 7\ wodu-suttige, s. A gold¬ 

smith’s hammer with a round face. 
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C. 2jc§ mode, See s. A potsherd, broken 

piece, fragment. *»*** to fall and break, 

c. 2o cScx):>, Zutioi^o, 2o5o5o wodeya, 

wodeyanu, wodiya, s. A lord, sovereign, 

king, master, governor, proprietor, or progen¬ 

itor. joctFstfv’o, tozirtwfik, tjd 

t a mistress, a queen. lordship, 

regality, a man of sovereign power. 

did rfStiddo “dod) S^;S?WIdp'rf Bhish- 

ma had the command of the Kurus’ army. 

T. b. wodda, woddarava, 
c> c, 

|_^d)] s. A tank digger, a man from the 

Orissa country, whence the tank diggers are 

supposed to have originated. rough 

workers in stone, doffed tk those who do 

earth work. a Wo- 

man of the above classes, d wo& the 

small country cart. dulness. 

T. B. ZoTioB woddanti, [ddroaj Si A birth¬ 

day festivity. tj&o-M 5ta>z$j to celebrate one’s 

birth-day. 

A. C. 2ud woddana, S. A cluster, heap, 

mass. 2. a shield. ^WoorheJusd n a mass 

of rain clouds. 

c. zsd £<l, 2od pi woddani, woddane, s. 
a a '' • ' ‘ . 

Pomp, parade. 2. readiness, preparation. 

adj. Pompous, to make a shew 

or display. 

C. ZSti dooticdoo, 2od wod- 
o> ° 

da-muriyu, wodda-muri-kollu, v. n. 

To stretch out the body or limbs. 

A. C. ZjTi d woddava, adj. Obstinate, per- 
cs 

tinacious. 

A. C. Surf o^P3 woddavane, s. Rivalry, 
o 

emulation, 

A. c. woddigala, s. Herds, flocks, 

droves. 

C. Sjcs , woddi, See • 
o> • a 

A. C. 8oS cod woddisu, v. a. To pierce, pe- 
e> 

netrate. 

o. So& 3-sps woddivuna, See 

c. woddu, woddi- 
c> a a 

Icollu, v. a- To throw, place, fix, put or 

plant, as a net. 2. to oppose, thwart. ^ 

to oppose the person to. 3. to bear, 

to lift up the head. 4. to make a return of 

good or evil. s. A bank, the shore. 2. 

(in arithmetic) the multiplicand or dividend. 

3. bulkiness. 4. an army. 5. a herd or 

flock. 6. a large concourse, mass, assem¬ 

blage. adj. Large, stout, big. e~>d^ 

to form a shore, or embankment. 

to hold the hands so as to catch any 

thing, the outlet of a river. 

S3 =8*J, tjiS* tfi, && dj, 353=80 tO put 

ashore; to wait upon. *•=%**> umzS stout, 

big, bulky, fixed, &c. 

a stout or big man. wA> to become stout. 

to be stout. 2. to be pompous. ^ 

tsa^dod, stout, pompous. to 

take aim. to throw with aim. 

to cause to take aim, cast, &c. 

throwing cleverly, as a sling. 2.’ casting a 

net. 3. unjustly raising the price. 4. the 

act of fixing, &c. to shew off. 

stoutness and length, drodo 

to make a display, t^do dd one who is extra¬ 

vagant in charging. 2. one who sets snares; 

a fixer, a holder, &c. 

having presented the body to Cupid’s arrow. 

di to turn an aim. to 

break up a concourse. 

. 0. ZjT&z 
a 

Portliness. 

C. Sjzfqs (&7\ woddolaga, s. A royal as¬ 

sembly, durbar, council. 2. a collected as¬ 

sembly, convocation. 

c. wodhydna, wod- 

ydna, s. A gold or silver belt, zone, or 

girdle. a golden 

girdle. a silver girdle. 

C. 2opS wona, adj. Dry. ^rsdd a dry tree. 

=s-sc£» a withered, dry or seeded vegetable. 

c. ZjfQ&o wonanku, wonaku, 

v. n. To shake, tremble, quake. to 

cause to shake. 

C. Sjpsoao, 2uf97\o wonangu, vjonagu, 

v. n. To dry up, evaporate, become dry. 2. 

to become lean or thin. 3. to wither, shri¬ 

vel up, die. tinFrcSJ, fcjcsd sfjsdoc. a. To dry. 

to dry in the sun. i2o%-tsSoi) 

to dry by the fire, tofsrrario to be¬ 

come dry. dryly, to be dried. 

tjrsri©dj) tJ«ri©=5;oJ., tjcsri sos^o to 

put to dry. to dry up, wither, 
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shrivel, I>n7u3 rod, park'd dried plaster, 

t^sfooso, Zjnhri jfcoso, t^n &a%i3 a spiritless, 

sickly face, wo =#j a withered hand. 

C. CopQT) world, adj. Vain, mere, empty, false, 

useless, profitless, dry. s-rs® spates! 

vain labour. empty pride. 

vain scoff or ridicule, empty 

pomp. , tjf5a>do3j, tjrsT&zjoS^J 

causeless annoyance. groundless 

calumny, an empty speech. t-r»9 

crfiaTj useless trouble, 

A. o. 2op&T\ wonige, s. A mouthful. 

C. CopS wo«e, See t.3. 

C. Zl£%, wonme, s. The single thread of a 

cord. 

A. c. ZjT%, wonme, s. Consent, approval. 

C. Zj^ ori wot-tanda, s. One army. 

A. C. Q2i wottamba, s. Force, com¬ 

pulsion. t^sfowd® && to seize forcibly. 

C. wot-tattu, s. One side, t.* 

on one side, sideways. ^ belong¬ 

ing to one side. 

C. 2o^ zi wottada, s. A fomentation or 

poultice. =£jsz& to foment, poultice. 

C. ZJ&Z&'St wot-taduve, adv. Ouce, one 

c. CjS^Z? wottade, s. The nightmare. 

C. 2o wottura, s. Force, violence. 

4ejk, clBi) to force. 2. to move further. 

3. to shove against, tiltb ioct>, 

to come by force. ddd sA/stftfeS 

Uo* I have a call of nature, 

c. 3o^ o 2o^ e«, wottala, 
—O _D _□ 

wottulu, wottole, S. A moveable fur¬ 

nace or fire-place, t.^®^, t,^®ao T0 

construct such a place. 2. the act of tread¬ 

ing or pressing down. 

c. So^^.'d wottakshara, 

wottakkara, S. An under letter. 

o. wottala. See ^4*. 

c. wottala, wottdna, 
s. One place. a person of the same 

place. 

C. uj wottaya, s. Force, violence, 

importunity. t- s® c* dredo v. a. To force, 

t^cctosps forcibly, violently, t^crfo&o 

^ to ask with urgency, to importune. 

C. £-37) 7§ WOttdse, s. Help, assistance. 

sta>zl> i7. a. To help, aid, assist, 

nad, ^3® t<s3 d a helper, assistant. ***4^ 

sftsdo a word in one’s favour. «?*?** u 

*» dreadpio he assisted me. 

C. Ccsb wottu, S. An under letter; the 

mark of aspiration under a letter. 2. close¬ 

ness, of texture or position. 3. thickness. 

4. the bank of a river. close. 

closely, ^®®/o to become close, &c. t^sWo 

a helper, assistant, ^jddus^ Vs ^ a well near 

a town, to he near. 

C. wottu, v. n. To be close, thick-set* 
_o 

near together, in contact. 

C. Co 2o wottu, v. a. To press, shampoo, 

squeeze, to dab, as with a wet cloth ; to fo¬ 

ment, to wipe off, as perspiration. 2. to cut 

or break betel nut. 3. to move or push fur¬ 

ther on. 4. to fix, place firmly. 

pks.d^Eirtjs^uatfr&djdS who will relieve 

you when you give way to pressing grief ? 

*j3, to press or shampoo one’s self, &c. 

to feel pain from pressure. to cause to 

shampoo, press, &c. ^5>c3, shampooing, 

pressing, moving, &c. &>, 

to fix firmly. ~§d> ij&zir pressed, &c. 

to be over-pressed. to go 

away, sfand out of the way, move aside, t* 

4 wrii to come near by moving. to 

be pressed up. t;§ to say 

aloud. to cry aloud. drosadj 

to speak firmly, ddcdw to walk fast, 

n dcoOj a thing for making stamps. 

C. Su^off^iyo, Cosfo 7^£>££0 WOttU- 

kolu, wottu-golu, s. A lever, 

c. Zj wotte, s. A pledge, pawn, mort¬ 

gage. ^4 =#os^J» ti***^^ ^4 

to take or receive a pawn. ^4 80 

aai!0 to hold a pawn. ^4 to be in 

pawn. ^4 s^s#®^ to pawn. ^4 cs; 

to keep as a pawn; to 

pawn, mortgage. ^4 a thing in pawn. 

-4 l5al) vjs^o to redeem a pawn, 

c. ZjiBjj, Zj~S wot-tera, wot-tera- 

nu, s. One kind or sort. 

C. Zj&wot-tolu, S. One arm. 

c. a-rfo/No, CorfoAO wodagu, 

wodangu, wodugu, See t^3i. 
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C. Sod 65.5 wodatu, v. n. To cry. 

crying. 

c. Sjdrfo, iLdodo wodadu, wodudu, s. 
The lip. 

c. Suddo, Sjddo, s^dorio, eodt)^os?5o 
9 

ivodaru, wodiru, wodurn, wodari- 

kollu, v. n. To cry continuously, make a 

noise, shout. 2. to prate. 3. to huff', admo¬ 

nish, bounce with displeasure, v. a. To 

shake, as a cloth ; to shake, as the head: to 

shake up, as grass, &c. to cause to 

cry. 2. to cause to shake. 3. to affix. 

0 itiso to shake up or off. ®o 

tjrfa ssssesb, sos^j, jj&o 35-5^0 to 

renew a roof by taking off the broken tiles, 

&c. and putting on new ones. d-raevs 

«t^jhe rejected what I said, 

c. 2od5co wodavu, wodahu, v_ n 

To be opportune, fitting, suitable, ready. 2. 

to prosper, thrive. 3. to have, possess, be at 

hand. 4. to suffice, last out. 5. to increase, 

multiply. to prepare, make 

opportune, &c. increased. 2. 

prepared. 3. possessed. 4. opportune. *•» 

fisba&Tk/^rfrS] to be present at a good time, 

c. Sudcxioo, 2jzS, &j?So3oo wodi, 

wodiyu, wode, wodeyu, v. a. To kick. 

2. to impede. to cause to kick. 

tsi&’t the act of kicking. 

$•> to kick about one’s self, 

to kick mutually. ^<3 ^<3 to be 

kicked. 

C. 3jc3"^65 woddata, s. Mufual kicking. 

2. kicking in pain, as children. 3. difficulty, 

narrow circumstances. tjroU 3i&), =#js 

to kick mutually. 2. to be in narrow 

circumstances. 

€. woddike, s. Friendship, intimacy, 

familiarity. 2. union. 3. concord. 4. re¬ 

conciliation. 5. a collection of requisite arti¬ 

cles. ^ to do a kindness, =#cdjs 

^ to become friendly. 

C. 2u <3^ wodde, s. Wetness, moisture, damp¬ 

ness. adj. Moist, wet, damp. wet 

cloth. 

C. 2o$t§, wonahe, wonike, s. A 

large wooden pestle for cleaning rice, &c. ^ 

g=# ijoa a pestle not tipped with iron. 

C. C.j£)OJoO, Sj^, Sj^OJOO, 

Sj^dorfjs?/,^ woni, woniyu, wo- 

ne, woneyu, wona-kollu, wonedu- 

kollu, v. a. To winnow, fan corn, &c. 

SiA>, Zj^7i3, Wo^b to cause to winnow, 

&c. Wcdoodrfo, SjJcricusfrfc, ^ 

the act of fanning, fanned rice. 

A. 0. &>^3 wone, v. n. To amass, collect. ^ 

fStfo -y. a. To collect, increase. 

to scatter, frustrate. 

A. o. 2ozjjO'S woppante-mddu, 

v. a. To do so as to please or suit, make 

acceptable; to make willing. 

c. Ssriy ZjXj\0 woppa, woppam, adj. 

Neat, pretty, handsome, beautiful, frugal, 

well polished, fitly, suitably. 2. 

clearly, neatly, beautifully. 

to polish, 

make neat. wvdbuo a fine 

sand used for polishing, ij&p tj 

tip dejasb a hone. 2. a polishing stone. 

k&crfoo, SoScriM, to take a polish. 

45 having acquired, attained, or possessed 

beauty. 

C. Sorted, woppanda, wop- 

pandavu, s. A contract, convention, agree¬ 

ment, covenant, d-ra&j to enter into 

a contract, make an agreement, close a bar¬ 

gain. 

C. wop-pana, s. One fanam. 

C. 20^^ wop-pattu, See • 

A. 0. ZJXj^do wopparam, adj. Pleasant, 

agreeable. 

C. woppa-hdku, v. a. To sign. 

C. woppdchdra, s. A com¬ 

pact, agreement. 

c- woppdri, s. Relationship. 

C. So'jb^do woppdru, S. A pent roof, shed, 

or veranda with a pent roof. csv^j, 

stA to build such a shed, 

a tiled shed. 

C. 20^^ woppu, s. Fitness, suitableness, 

congruity, congeniality. 2. dexterity, clever¬ 

ness. 3. beauty, elegance, adj. Fit. 2. dex¬ 

terous. 3. beautiful, handsome, tjfr^rb to 

agree, fit, be suitable, agreeably, fitly, 

suitably, to fit, be suitable. 
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C. woppu, v. n. To be fit, suitable, 

proper, becoming. 2. to assent, consent, a- 

gree to. fitness, suitable¬ 

ness, agreement. 2. assent, assenting, con¬ 

sent. fitting, becoming, agreeing with, 

consenting, assenting. to agree and 

come. 2-jl^ to consent and do. 

to persuade, malce consent, prevail upon, 

make agreeable, make to agree with or suit. 

2. to assign, consign, resign, make over, de¬ 

liver over, give in charge, surrender, 

sSrio, delivery, consignment. 

to confess, own, admit, acknowledge. 

2. to consent, comply with, accept, receive, 

assent. 3. to take charge of. to 

give over in charge. 2jS^t& to deliver 

an account, sts® hlxpo to deliver a lesson. 

=$ja|J> to take, or hear a lesson. 2j 

to deliver any thing over to another. 

2-^ai adj. Assented to, agreed to, delivered 

over. s. Consent, agreement, compliance, sig¬ 

nature, receipt. kUa 

to put one’s signature. to 

cause to consent. a paper with 

one’s signature. 2. a bond, to be 

approved. 

C. Sjrfpyi^ wop-pottu, [2oodo rAa*] s. 
Once a day. 2.^52j2§^ 

to eat but once a day. 

C. 2o^ Wobha, personal form mas. Sj'fem. 

of tjod) one. tj^°> 2jW jft, 

2ou one man, a single person. 

2ou 2jW a female, one wo¬ 

man. only one woman, 2.w rfa ap¬ 

plied in an honorific sense, to express any in¬ 

dividual, male or female, of respectability. 

2^A ado. Alone. 2. singly; only one man. 

2^one or two persons. 2^3^ 

2jwd«um^ one by one, reciprocally, 

mutually, a certain man. 2.251^ 

&32W0 a certain woman. a person, 

one person, a servant (male or female.) 2w 

pcrijsA to go alone. 

C. So^B^ wobbattu, s. A sweet cake 

- made of wheaten flour, split pulse, jaggory, 

and ghee. 

wobbi, adv. Once, one time, as ap¬ 

plied to beating or parching corn, &c. 

^**^1 to put iu once. 

C. wobbw, s. Assemblage, multitude, 

heap. 2. froth, foam. - v. n. To increase or 

abound. 

C. wobbe, s. A hedge. 2. washing 

clothes in lye water. 3. See 2^. w3 <udo, 

2.?3 m3 zsWo to wash clothes in lye wa¬ 

ter. 2. to put once. - 2>2* to wash 

clothes in lye water. each time in 

beating or parching corn. 2. a cry. 3. each 

woman. 

C. gwom-mana. See 2>o»fcji. 

0. SjSjpzSsO^^ wommindomme, See 2. 

o£oorio®os3o. 

c. SoSo-fdo, goDo,8sxis wommiru. wom- 
. —6 -6 

mi-baru, See 2o£owdo. 

C. wommu. See tests'. 

c. So so wom-mukha, See^o^wso. 

c. womme. See 2.0*. 

A. C. g0^05wommorme, adv. Oc¬ 

casionally, now and then, 

she having had, occa¬ 

sionally, a place in your cold mind. 

C. gocrforf^S oyakkane, s. An inclination 

to vomit. 

0. gJcOo, e.'ojoo oy, oiyu, See 2a%. 

A. O. Cocrfo^jS oiyane, adv. Gently, gra¬ 

dually, slowly, mildly, softly, 2.cd^As«%cS 

very gradually. 

0. Co erf crav'd oiydra, s. Beauty. 2. haugh¬ 

tiness, pride. 2. affectation, coquetry, fop¬ 

pery. adj. haughty, affected, foppish. 2j 

ategdrfdpO a haughty person. 2. a dandy, 

fop. Kjcrij^O, tocrij^ddd'A, 2cri:ra^dr®3~, 

25 a coquette. 2j«tyjdd droArWo boasting ex¬ 

pressions. 2. big words. to be 

haughty, affected, foppish, affect¬ 

edly. to walk affectedly. 

A. c. Coorfjs^brfo oiydrisu, V. n. To turn 

or move about. 2. to take a ride for pleasure. 

C. CocrfjS^rf oiyale, See w^ej. 

C. oiydli, s. A full gallop. 2. 

a ride on horseback for pleasure, t^crfj^yitzso 

to gallop a horse, tjccws^y to lunge a 

horse. a galloping horse. 2. a 

riding horse, ksotf, 2jcd‘j3>v a place 

so called near Bangalore. 2 cri yodojo\rtj, 

j&nri) to go for a ride. 
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C. Cocrfo:^, oiy, oiyu, v. a. To 

take aw&y, carry off. 2. to hide. 3. to leave. 

tocKo^, the act of carry¬ 

ing off. tjcSo^js^o to take away one’s self. 

=#jso<?^cf>* take away. 

C. Cod^os^CO wora-kolu, s. The extreme 

warp beam. 

c. 2od ao, Sjaos- woragu, worgu, v.n_ 

To incline, lean upon, lie down. 2. to fall. 

3. to die. s. A large pillow to lean the back 

against, to lean against a wall. 

to recline on a pil¬ 

low. tjdrheratf a large pillow for leaning the 

hack against. 2. a carpet to sit on. nsOcsJos 

<sUor0 to lie down or sleep in the road, tjdft 

s*4 to cause to lean against. 2. to make lie 

down. 3. to kill. 4. to fix or place. dVS 

jSjsdhrh to slay an army. 

I placed him in a situation, 2^dh tj8?i 

to lean one’s self against. ^dro?* aside, 

inclinedly. ^drie^ the act of lying down, or 

sleeping. ^drOsi reclining or pendent 

fruit. 

c. Swdsdo, Sodos^o, wora- 

chu, woranchu, worachi-kollu, v. n. 

To prate, gabble, v. a. To rub. 

c. 2ud&i>, £jdo&3o, &jddo woratu, wo- 

rantu, woradu, adj. Coarse, as cloth; 

rough, unpolished, dull, not smooth, uneven. 

2. contumacious, obstinate. *'dWi, t 

&jdz^?S stupidity, dulness, obstinacy. 

a contumacious speech, sooty an 

obstinate temper. t-’dUo r»d coarse plaster, 

c. Cod3, Cod^, Codo^ worati, worate, 

WOT ante, s. A fountain. 2. a natural 

stream or spring. a spring of water. 

streams of tears. t-’di to 

come to a spring. 

c. Cod^, ZjtSo^)) worapu, worampu, 

s. Abatement, ebbing, going down. 2. a 

ridge in a paddy field, &c. 3. a channel on 

a ridge. 4. leisure. 5. deliberation, ad/. 

Positive, confident, *-dsbs.P> ^Vo to affirm 

positively. t-d^) to intermit, cease, 

abate, afford leisure. *->d3l soizl) to be delibe¬ 

rate. 2. to make a ridge. 3. to form a 

channel. 

C. CoCS3^&( wora-bija, s. A disease in the 

testicles, occasioning them to swell, ^d £<>« 

Svccko one testicle to fall lower than the other 

from disease. 

C. Sodd^oo worayu, See t,d. 

C. Codao woralv, «. n. To cry out, lament, 

grieve, sorrow. 2. to croak or complain 

without reason. 3. to chatter or talk with¬ 

out any object. 4. to become acquainted or 

intimate with. s. A mortar. 2. friend¬ 

ship, love, t&ujh she cried. 2. she was 

attached to, pleased with, or fond of. ^du 

Suarfim Ara|Jo to begin to cry. 

C. Cods^d worawdri, s. A small hoe for 

hand-weeding. 

c. Codd, Sod^i, Sod£ woravi, woravu, 

WOrave, s. A marsh, or swamp. 2. moist¬ 

ness, dampness. 3. superfluous water run¬ 

ning from a tank. EjVS?*, fcjdjrac! swampy. 

?~da?i zcaau a marshy or swampy field. 

A. C. Cod^3; woravu, [t-ff] v. n. To tell, say. 

C. Codeoo worasu, v. a. To wipe off rub 

out, efface, destroy. 2. to scratch or rub, as 

a scar, &c. 3. to knock or beat off. v. n. 

to slide or slip down. s. Persecution, vexa¬ 

tion, annoyance, 

the regents of the eight quarters I will anni¬ 

hilate. t>dh to rub one’s self against 

any thing. 2. to wipe one’s self. sodosw 

pjsdtid&o the serpent which Garuda destroy¬ 

ed. tjdb SaVo to obliterate, rub out, wipe 

off. kdr^sfcb wiping off rubbing out. 

A. C. 2odcMVe)doi) worasorasu, adj. An¬ 

gry, irritated. t.d&©dA3?i anger, irritation, 

annoyance, vexation. 

C. Cod^/o, Co^os- woralu, worlu, s. A 

large mortar. s&dtfustiVo a wooden mortar. 

tjdVo a stone mortar. 2^dVo 

=b%, kdvsio to fix a mortar. «-dVo^5 

* pestle and mortar. 

A. C. Cod^ f woraldal, S. An affection¬ 

ate woman. 

A. 0. Codo worn, V. n. To say, tell, declare, 

relate, narrate. I will 

thus briefly relate. 

C. Cod wore, s. A sheath, scabbard. 2. the 

mind (as a receptacle), ^d to bind or 

make a sheath. t>aS tjd so 



draw a sword. =5^, Sid =5^ 

a drawn sword. tjdritfdo having been un¬ 

sheathed. ^us&do, tjS dU^do, EjS 's^ario 

to sheath. s.d 3ea&) to turn the sheath, 

c. Sjt5, 2ot?oio, 2ot>oioo wore, woreyu, 

woriyu, v. a. To rub. 2. to try metal by 

a touch-stone. 3. to grind. 4. to tell. 5. 

to wet, moisten. 6. to put on plaster or 

mud, &c. 7. to weed out, or grab up. v. n. 

To adhere, touch. d)f&fid«iM to put 

mud on a wall, ratScAedcdw to put on plas¬ 

ter. <ns&j., SjS <U&), tjt5 SoS*, Zj& <5d^0 to 

apply metal to a touch-stone, ^onsri, s.d 

d tformti tried gold, ^d da^d) to try metal 

by rubbing on a touch-stone, ^d da, A wo, 

^d rig;o a touch-stone, t-d to try metal 

one’s self, s,d^ the act of trying metal, ^d 

cJj stdo to rub off. to cause metal to be 

tried, to cause to rub, &c. ^d wax 

which takes off the metal the touch-stone has 

received. 

A- C. 2u <3 wore, s. Instruction, v. a. To 

inform, tell, instruct. «~>dd, ^dddo he told, 

todsiohaving told. doeoadd again I say. rA 

I win say more. 2. I will tell here¬ 

after. hut hear Ar- 

jun, I will tell you more. ^ do^naateddoo 

5drtjatidS^5i)V«)s&dn>fSod) Ad id fft&dst) J 

have told you my distress, let me live, said 

the dissembling brahman. 

C. &>zky worru, s. Mud. 

&ao3oj to be muddy, muddily. 

C. oj~6j worre, adj. Crooked, bent, inclined, 

out of course. 

c. ZjS'c, Sj^s" worti, worte, See t.da. 

A. C. Sj^s- worpy, See ^d^j. 

A. C. 3o&iS" worly, See tMta. 

A. C. SjTooh' worsu. See t-dS). 

A. C. worly, See ^dtfo. 

A. C. ZjXhj^ worrJty, s. A stream. 

A. c. worrkeisu, v.n. To col¬ 

lect, amass, accumulate. 

C. ZjZJOli wolanda, adj. Complacent,kind, 

generous, to be gracious, kind. 

C. wolake, See W=#. 

c. aj<s,7jsdo wola-kollu, wo- 

ladudy, v. w. To oscillate, wave, move. 

c. Z?Vo^, 2o£fS wolapn, wo- 

lampy, wolape, s. Cleanness, purity. 

2. dandyism, dressing fine. 3. affectation in 

walking. 4. mincing. SjWsJj s&sdo to dress 

finely. 2. to be affected. t.udjmd 

a woman fond of dress. 2. a 

woman who walks affectedly. dodo a 

medicine given to entangle a person’s affec¬ 

tions. wsftfatfsei look at her affectation. 

worfo he came with pomp.* ed'sfoatfd 

sdod her gait is elegant. to charm, 

delight, fascinate, allure. diUddd a man fond 

of dress and gaiety. 

C. &j£>oi5;> wolayu, See t,e. 

a. c. Sock'd wolavy, wolava- 

ravy, s. Kindness, affection, love, d.t>£>d 

complacent, generous. seasons, t, 

from regard, with affection, with de¬ 

light. dniT^do doing, with 

kindness, as one intended, 

c. ZjV§, 2w£»(§, 2o£)(§ wolashe, wolase, 

VJolise, See dud. 

C. 2ut), woli, woliyy, v. n. To 

be propitious, regard favourably, consent. 3. 

to desire, long for. 4. to be charmed, capti¬ 

vated with. 5. to favour, be kind, as supe¬ 

riors to inferiors. 6. to walk mincingly, as 

a vain woman. ldd;X/3©ddo he shewed his 

approbation by shaking his head. 7. to 

swing, oscillate, wave, move. to cause 

to regard. 2. to inveigle, entice, captivate, 

get into one’s power, please, delight, charm. 

tj€1i =#j3^o to be pleased with. t.©d 

propitious. 2. regarded, favoured, pleased, 

gracious, complacent. d.C^d, s,Sdd a com¬ 

placent person. 2. an affected pompous per¬ 

son. s.©^) sod), t*©d) sod) to come kindly or 

willingly, to come from desire. affec¬ 

tation. 2. kindness, graciousness. Sj fidd, i. 

©crioodd a person who is kind or pleased. 2. 

an affected man. d>©^do, I desired, I 

longed for, I favoured, d^d, t.©£ d^d 

a propitiated divinity. «dd ddhjrt d<*dd)3© 

do soodd) God, being pleased with his prayer, 

appeared to him. z^ddosC&sa d God is 

gracious to him. edbjA®©ddo I have 

accepted your prayer. d^d&»©d) s)odd cctod 

^sodOTdiodd) any thing may be done if God 

please. d^ddosCcchd dodod^dos€do 
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if God does not please, what is the use 

of man’s pleasing ? fce propi¬ 

tious. ^©nsrieri), tj©t& dv&o to cherish with 

delight or affection. *-)©rio3 sta>z& to do so 

as to please, as one. likeSj or as 

pleases one. 

C. 2oc;o wolu, See t*». 

A. C. wolume, [t>©} s. Kindness, 

love, affection, delight, approbation. wsrka 

^ $£*000) your kindness protects me. 

C. 3j^ ivole, s. An oven, furnace, fire-place, 

hearth. 2. a chafing dish, or stove, v. n. 

To shine. t>«J firewood. rA^, 

<$&), tj«5 <&»&>, e^eJ asstfo, t,sJ to fix a 

fire-place. ^ &&& a fire to kindle. t,e5 

5ojaS ?jo to kindle an oven or fire-place. t,€A 

5S0A to put fire into a fire-place. 

to put a pot on the fire-place. 

C. S^oSoo, So£)X)rfo woleyu, 

woledddu, woladu, V. n. To vibrate, 

swing, oscillate, wave, move. swing¬ 

ing, vibrating, waving. 

c. 2oe^, 2jwolta, wolda, for ^©tf0f ^s. 

A. 0. 8j<§, wolme, See ^wosSo. 

O. SoOTgicSo wolyddu, See 

C. woilla, See under 

0, SoC^, 2ol^(Si» wolli, wolliyu, s. An 

upper garment. to wrap round 

a garment, skooB?>~o sirozgo make 

your upper garment into a turban, or, make 

the best you can of narrow circumstances. 

C- wollu, v. n. To be unwilling, re¬ 

fuse. a person who is unwilling. t- 

refusing. he is unwilling. tj&v’o 

she is unwilling. sttsritfvart I wiH not 

do. ^jsi^rieSjsgj fig will not go. Kj 

*1,^ I will not, I want not. I want 

not, leave off. s~'®cA/a^ w;n you not ? 

^nori's'j J (j0 not want your jewels. 

Spjs^po I ,Jo not want you. 

C‘ wollewatu, s. An upper gar¬ 

ment placed round the neck and thence grace¬ 

fully arranged. srs^j to put it on. 

C. 2oS^ wov-wov, s. The barking 

of a dog. 

0, , 2^rJ7woshaki, 

woshi/ee, wosige-prasta, See 

A. c. Zj?io3&s wosantilu, See ***,*» * 

A. C. 2o7o7\£"6' WOSargal, s. A fabulous 

moon-gem. 

c. SoojXo, SjTjoao wosagu, wosugu. 
See L*r!. 

A. C. 2ooj7^ wosage, s. A joyous ceremony 

for women on coming of age, or becoming 

pregnant. 2. news, tidings. 38 a great 

pubescent festivity. 

A. 0. SjTvcSo wosame, s. Grief, distress, 

sorrow. 

A. C. SoTo&coo wosarisu, V. a. To tum or 

roll round or over. 

e. SoTodo, SoKjorfo wosaru, wosuru, s. 

A fountain. «. n. To ooze, leak. 2. to spirt 

out, as blood from a wound, to run as water 

from a vessel or leak. 3. to proceed, as 

words from the mouth or lips. $3* Pmso&o 

djzdtiod ^4 the narrative which proceeds from 

your mouth. 

C. SLf-J WOSI, interj. Used in addressing an 

inferior, actj. Little. 

A. C. 2jTo wose, v. n. To be pleased, delight¬ 

ed, charmed. PiPPvtzP the mind having 

been charmed. wsi?f»!5v»i?o®3ri) any one hav¬ 

ing been delighted. 

C. wossi, wossisi, interj, 
of surprise, disgust, aversion. 

C. Zi&ZJd wohilu, s. Deliberateness. 2. 

beauty, neatness, elegance. 

C. wol, [e^] in comp. Well, good, ex¬ 

cellent. 

C. wola, adj. Inner, internal. ^ 

an inner fastening. an inner ceiling, 

ysto the sole of the foot. 

palm of the hand, z,°/Ajs^j to 

spread, cover. 2. to be attached, united 

with. 3. to contain, hold. 4. to prevail 

over. ?-j°4 Tpddo&Zj wp), ijy? AjsoPo udo to cover, 

pervade. oz& lotbSztor 

ZP the army advanced covering the earth, 

t^rizf, inside. 

the inner udder, it? A»ttS a small inner 

cloth to cover the privities. internal 

fever. SOS) to walk about in-doors. 

inside of the cheek. inside of 

the jaw. cpS a bye-road. && inside 
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A. C. To wola-pogu, V. n. To enter, of the lip. M? ^ jre&j an jn. 

land country, ports', the inner 

yard of a house, tf* 

the inner side. Wrtsft, u-dszJs inwardly, 

internally. »»?*» an inner gate or door, 

ijtf vn'No&ti people of the inner door-watch. 

^ sfjsa =#js^o to attach to one’s party. ^ 

a secret or private communication. ^ 

inclination, inclining to the right 

or left. the inclination of an 

arch- mm So%<£»&$ the inclined brick or 

stone work over a door, toSfesrb to become 

internal or inclosed. the inner end 

of a female’s garment. ^ secret 

intention, thought, or opinion. totfSoeSo 

private mediation, secret design, plot. 2. 

collusion, fraud. W SosSotocS, ail 

accomplice, a secret plotter. a seCret 

desire. z.’Vsv’o a domestic servant. 

O. wolanke, s. Control. 2. the 

inside of the thigh, one under 

control. 

C. wolan-kollu. See under M?. 

A c. Cu ^A^D2p wolaga-ndbhi, s. A 

navel that is sunk in. 

c. wola-guttu, wol- 

guttu, s. A profound secret, hidden mys¬ 

tery, family secret. Sioriai^ uw 

God alone knows profound secrets, 

c. Zj<$Aoa wolnge, vjolagu, 
postposition, In, within, into. in 

the mean while. VA to give physic 

internally. sSjhtfrij3 a&©iJrU> inside 

and outside, within and without. M^aori 

from within. to become inward, to 

become attached to, as a party, to become in 

one’s power or control, inwardly, 

internally. tAradjinj all that are concerned 

in a bargain or business. to be 

concerned in, intermeddle with. tj’y'nartJSrio 

becoming an accomplice. tjtfTMto to keep in 

any thing, to conceal in the mind, 

^'fx will she be brought under control ? 
T’UojJjatirtJsoii) one jnj one out, 

A. C. So^T^QJCO wolageyu, v. a. To hide, 

conceal. it is hidden. 2. to put 

in, or make internal. 3. to set, as jewels. 

go in. 

A. c. 3j^o!)oo^ wolayinke, See WA 

C. vwlale, s. A kind of shell used in 

feeding children. 

c. 5 wolavu-kudure, s. A 

stallion. 

C. Zj^TDaj wolugrct, S. Domestic, indigenous, 

uot imported. 

C. woldra, adj. All. s. The whole. 

A. c. Zj^~K wolige, s. A mouthful. 

C. wolitu, [tty*] adj. Well, pro¬ 

per, excellent, good, properly. 

sfjszl) to do a thing well. tjVssftcb to 

he well. it is well, it is well done. 

to take an excellent meal. 2. to 

take a good meal after recovering from cere¬ 

monial uncleanness. to say it is well. 

A. C. Zj^j mole s. A horse’s martingal. 

A. C. So^oj wol-jasa, S. Excellence, good¬ 

ness. 

A. 0. So^/y5o5ydro wolpadeyarasa, s. 

The keeper of a seraglio. 

A. C. wolpu, adj. Good, excellent, 

proper, welL 

A. c. wol-mdtu, S. A secret, a 

private communication. 2. a good word .or 

speech. 

c- wol-sanne, s. A private hint. 

c. lool-sdkshi, s. Conscience, the 

inward witness. 

c- wol-sime, & An inland coun¬ 

try. 

C. wol-suddi, S. Secret Intelli- 

gence. 

A. C. wolldsam, adj. Pretty, 

-handsome. 

A. 0. 2o^o wollu, s. An old fox. 

c- wolle, wolleya, adj. 

Good, well, proper, fine, excellent. a 

fine hand, tty Acs an excellent disposition. 

tty^j, ttysb very well, it is 

well, very good, a good thing, 

a good man. to 

consent, ti^wrto to become well. a 

good man or woman. 
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§-> 6, The fifteenth letter of the alphabet, 

sounded as o in note. 2. inter). oh! O ! as, 

0h i Bama. 0 mother. 3. 

interrog. affix ; as, have they gone ? 

was it you or he ? Uttered in 

a doubtful tone, it implies uncertainty; as, 

cdsi&i3% ;3re&&9 whether it was 

you or he, I know not; one of you did it. 

stasBd eS^o somebody must have done it. 

Sif&an what, I know not. from some 

place or other. he has gone 

somewhere or another. 

A. C. §o 6, v. a. To form acquaintance, make 

friendship. 2. to embrace sexually. 

C. Sjoao, §bo£3o dngu, onchu, See 

0. okarisu, v. n. To retch, feel 

inclined to vomit, be qualmish, puke, to hawk 

in spitting. 2. to slip or slide down. 

retching, vomiting, nausea, rumbling 

of the stomach. tendency to sick¬ 

ness, fruitless retching. 

s. Soar'd o-kdra, s. The letter k. 

C. Sj^o^, §0^^), okuli, okali, oki- 

li, s. A mixture of chunam, turmerick, and 

water. i»*JV Wfci, squirting this red 

liquid upon passers by, <&c. during a festival. 

2. a ceremony in which an idol is placed by 

a vat filled with the above mixture, with 

which a brahman sprinkles the idol, and danc¬ 

ing girls, &c. sprinkle each other and the 

spectators. ij^cAretSo, to squirt 

or sprinkle this mixture as aforesaid, 

vAc3, Wvriori, l^yr'UozS the hole in which 

this mixture is placed. 

C. £oa£3 wogate, s. A riddle, enigma. 

C. §o/\Tj ogara, s. Boiled or cooked rice. 

a female cook. rice burnt 

at the bottom of the pot. su¬ 

perior boiled rice. 

C. §j7\T>^ ogdtya, s. Annoyance, vexa¬ 

tion, at expressions of an unpropitious kind. 

adj. Unlucky. 

S. §j"£d ogha, s. A flock, multitude. 2. a 

flood, stream, torrent. 

T. B. §odd, oja, ojanu, few* afar] 
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s. A preceptor, teacher, minister. 2. a car¬ 

penter, joiner, stone cutter. 

S. §o3i oja, s. The odd numbers, as one, three, 

five, &c. 

A. C. ojaka, adj. Own. *5^$**“* 

fijsMjZto he gave himself as their own. 

S. djavu, ojassu, s. 

Strength, bravery, valour. 2. splendour, 

light, metallic lustre. 

C. §o&f3^o ojdlu, s. A man out of employ. 

C. £>3Zfdi oji-gida, s. The name of a tree. 

A. C. oje, s. Justice, uprightness, in¬ 

tegrity. 2. lustre, splendour. 3. mass, as¬ 

semblage, heap. 4. valour, heroism, kdcfoo 

tfusi&TjdzJ illustrious for valour. A«3d5oco«>e35j 

having valiantly prepared for war. 

to do what is right. 2. to collect 

into a mass, to make heavy. 

C. £j<s3, §j83o wot a, wot am, s. Burning. 

2. a race, a course. 3. desire, wish. 

iAirrad, J&rtK? a runner. 2. a covetous man. 

to covet, wish. a 

female runner. 2. a longing woman. 

to run fast. to put a horse out 

at full speed, SoBcqm to begin to run. 

the rush of water. t-U a dog’s 

run. 

C. wote, s. A hole, fracture. 2. the 

stone of fruit, adj. Broken, fractured. 

a sAsy*-, tjfeS riart a broken vessel, a potsherd. 

i,a a fractured skulk kB prate, 

vain talk. k«l3 slraiso to make a hole 

in, as a vessel. the stone of a 

mango. 

c. wote-kdi, $. Garcina cam- 

bogia. 

C. £j3> woda, s. A boat, a ferryboat, krfn® 

a ferryman. a waterman’s pole, 

ki%z$ vAa© the hire for ferrying. ^ to 

ferry over. 

C. §b?3>p'§ wodani, s. An awning or canopy. 

C. §o&> wodu, s. A potsherd. 2. a tile. * 

< the skull, a cap-tile. 

0. Sirfo wddu, v. n. To run, to flee. 2. to 

jump, to vault, kasb to cause to run, to 



drive away, Lab ?3d) to drive off. ©d&ra^ 

b?j £d) drive him off. Lati #.raod) sAra^d) to 

make run, as cattle, &c. L^«^**adj to drive 

away the tenants of the soil. L&^A>, La 

^»^d) to run away, to flee. Lari, La cSra^A) 

a runner, deserter. Lad"Sjd), L&$^d) to 

pursue, make run. La to he caught run¬ 

ning away. La 5#^ sS^d, ea dd^ dSi>d don’t 

be caught deserting, and don’t break your 

promise. La a&ra^cJad) the bird is flown. 

LdAra^d) a to sail. Ladder* dd they 

ran away in every direction. Lrasd), La cdra 

&, Ls^& to run, run about, ramble. Ls*& 

#.raoad> to be running or walking, or coming 

and going often. Ldrai>a *od>, L&ra^a do do to 

come running. La»U, Lss^L the exercise of a 

horse, elephant, &c. 2. walking, running. 

Lsa^Udd a runner. Lrod in* to make 

run. La#, Lad the act of running. L&rat 

a s&ra^A), L&ra^a s&ra^rt) to go running. 

A. c. S->wOAt^ wodu-guli, s. A deserter, 

coward, fleer. Ld)A)V^d cowardice. 

C. §jl§, &>zfo3oo wode, wodeyu, s. A pa¬ 

lace. 2. a ship. LcS sea-commerce. 

3. a boat, ferryboat. 4. abroad burnt earth¬ 

en hoop used for the inside of wells, building 

granaries for com, &c. 5. a vessel for com 

made in the wall of a store-house. Ld #ti>p 

Lrl street to make an earthen vessel. Ld v* 

cctoddd,), Ld ^criOjdj palace guards. Ld #o 

Ld AoiJ the mast of a ship. Ld dado to 

steer a ship. Lzi dd the flag or sail of a ship. 

Lzi ad), Ld to board a ship, doftre i>d 

an unburnt earthen vessel, afo'djLa^d a tile. 

apalace. Ld to build 

up a well with earthen hoops. 

C. §j£»§ wont, s. A line, row, class. 2. a 

lane or narrow street. Lrf dod, Lrfoio dod a 

house in a narrow street. Lrf Lacdw, Lri & 

ad) s&e^rt) to go through a lane. 

c. £>8, &>eS5*>&3, W- 

wotikuta, wotiketa, wotikydta, 

s. A species of lizard, commonly called a 

blood-sucker. Ls=ereti#^ z3\Q the hedge 

is witness to the blood-sucker (proverb appli¬ 

ed to a liar). 

S. &>3o wotu, s. A cat. 

A. C. ivotu, See Lsjo. 

S. otwa, s. The letter L in combina¬ 

tion, as in 

C. odakki-gida, s. The carra- 

way, carum carui. 

S. odana, s. Boiled or cooked rice. 

C. £jCb wodu, s. Beading, lecturing, v. a. 

& n. To read, lecture, dAra^d) a strong me¬ 

mory, retaining what one reads (as an ox 

chewing the cud). #ododcdraed.) a treacherous 

memory, forgetting what one reads (as the 

horse which does not chew the cud, but eats 

its food and goes to the draught). ws>c&) La 

d^d) to read with full accent. ^ Ld) to 

read correctly. w^edadra^do to read dis¬ 

tinctly. difc^sad Ldo to read incorrectly. 4 

dudfS Ld) to read fast. Ld) to read 

firmly, do.oraa oiot) Ld), riddraac&A Ld) to read 

fluently; to read loudly, Ld) to 

read without stopping, ^d^d 55aA Ldo 

to read correctly. Ld) #©cd)o to leamto read. 

Ld) #©d), LdoriOd), Ld) ios^ed) to teach to 

read, to educate, instruct. Ldo#ov, Ldwsd 

a reader, lecturer. L&do, Ld dred) to cause to 

read. La #o®|Jo to learn one’s self, to read to 

one’s self. Ld Arad), Ld) Arad), Ld Araado to 

let read. Ldos^rs, La# reading. Lddd one 

who does not, or cannot read. Ldad>, Ldd 

•^d) to keep from reading, to be unread. Ld 

to see one read. 2. to try to read. L 

do wdd reading and writing. La 3^ed) to 

read through. La itdo to read off. Ld)§ d) 

to be reading. Ld) u* to be able to read. 

Ldo wsdd unable to read. Ld) rtdo to leave 

off reading. Ld)d dod, Ldre^ dod a school. 

Lad)dcdo^ a schoolmaster. Ldodsoodort, Ltfos^ 

zd)dod a pupil, student, scholar. 

c. §b^a3o onama, s. An alphabet. L~»do 

#©<d)o to learn the alphabet. Ltrado lodcdw, 

Lsred) Sd^ to learn to write the alphabet. 

A. C. &>Sj, £jrf(±) opa, opanu, s. A pa¬ 

ramour. 2. a beloved husband, lover. Ld 

Sb an amiable and beloved woman. 2. a 

wife. 

C. opadi, s. Likeness, similarity. 

Lda&a&g, Ldadcriog) lilce, as. dj5o%^da&cd)g 

like himself. 

A. C. So-^j opu, s. The act of forming friend¬ 

ship. 2. love, affection. 3. forbearance. 

v. n. To forbear. Llod), Ld dredo to cause 



to forbear. to restrain one’s self, 

to exercise forbearance, kiitf, Ltivo 

forbearance. 

C. §J&)<y3cjo obaladu, v. n. To sing and 

rock a child to sleep. 

C. &>S^7VSo!b obali-gdi, 

obuli-gdi, s. Marbles made of wood. 

C. £j207)&3 obata, s. Foolishness, folly. 

C. obi, s. The proper name of a low 

caste woman. 

c. SoSS^sei, Sjb3o7nTE<SJ obi-kola, obi- 

gala, s. A long time past. 

C. Sj£0 obe, adj. Hot, sultry. the 

hot weather. 

€. £j^do, Sdtioo, oma, oma- 

vu, omu, ovu, s. The seed bishop’s weed, 

Sison Amomum. 

C. £jq5o;3 oyane, interj. of calling. Ho! ho! 

C. 6ra, s. Edge, margin, strand. 

A. c. §jtfo'S, o^o orante, orantu, 

adv. In the same manner, alike, equally. 

C. £od?vS^ oragitti, s. A husband’s bro¬ 

ther’s wife. 

a. c. &>t3A orage, orige, 

orege, s. Equality, similarity. 2. correct¬ 

ness, propriety, adj. Equal, similar, like, 

matched, v. n. To be equal, on a 

par with. tfcre&SMaijstfrztotoxti 

3 Aaoz3 rwsS rfjo.rtV SerarisJus 

the king’s son, at an auspicious time, 

having associated with his equal, the prime 

minister’s son, and consented to agreeable 

sport, kdnafttfc to be equal with; to be a 

match, compeer, like. 

c. §jdz§, oradi, 6- 

rade, oradi-mdradi, s. A change of 

dress, &c. 

C. Sjijp3 orana, s. A powder for colouring 

the teeth. 2. a line, row, range. 3. order, 

neatness. regular, shining 

teeth, tjdrt Eorfo , Ltirs tocuo, Ltfrt wyoia to 

use coloured tooth powder. neatly, 

orderly, sbufc> to put in order, make 

neat, LPrsS'sii =#wjS nice work, 

work neatly done. 

&OojF 

A. C. £jdp§ orani, s. A row, line, range. 

adj. Well, nice, neat, 

A. c. &>~d oi> oranisu, «. n. To be in a 

line, row, or range. ktSrfh Sort 

sgiajsSfio with the array of elephant mounted 

warriors standing in line. 

A. 0. £jB7\ orige. See 

C. dru, s. A hole, burrow. 2. a red 

stripe on a wall. 3. an instalment. A. c. 

to know, krir he knew. ^B^ to put a red 

stripe on a wall, &c. t.Bo to make a 

hole. 2. to make the red stripe on a wall, 

to pay an instalment. 

0. Sj'disd oruva, See loneli¬ 

ness, a single state. 

c. §jtS, £,t3c§p^3 ore, ore- 

kore, ore-pore, adv. Uneven, irregular, 

deviating. 2. awry, slanting, askance. A. C. 

equal, like, on a par with. 3. fit, proper, w 

Sri^ejrfo® they severed the great king’s head 

in two exactly, without deviation. W ■*-£ a 

cocked ear. issf\ to incline the 

ear to listen. t.3 ^ a crippled hand. ^ 

■***$> an inclined top-knot. 2. a bent ear¬ 

ring. ktf to cut unevenly, ^3 

i>3 Ldrario to go on one side. 

unevenly, aside. tjdBSo to keep 

aside, put aside. ^3 rftf, Lt5 am% a bent chin. 

A3 A3 rifely to tie unevenly. A33, A3rt 

sideways, uneven. to move aside. 

Ac»ft, A3o±reh aslant, obliquely, A3 

an under cloth covering the privities, A3 to 

ctwo, A3 riodoioo, A3 aoo& an inclined top-knot. 

A3 =^rM^, A3 a squint-eye, leer. A3 *5 

to get out of the way. ^3 stoso, L3 S^ri, 

L3 wa©3 an inverted face. 

C. Sj8#s‘rfo orcliidu, ®. a. To put out of 

the way, hide. 

o. SoSc-je-, orchu, orchi- 

kollu, v. a. To bear, endure, tolerate. ^ 
eSr rfjateo, LsirTti to make bear, cause to en¬ 

dure. endurance, forbearing. 

Bcb not to endure. 

O. Sj8dE~G^ or-janta, s. Ganesha, with 

only one tusk. 

****-% 6r-pattu, s. Determination, 

resolution, fixedness of purpose. 2. one place< 
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C. orpu, s. Forbearance, endurance, 

longsuffering. v. n. To forbear. Ckrjh to 

cause to forbear. ki>r •&»%* to be forbearing. 

Lhr#, Lrfrwo, 1,$rZ>*, the act of for¬ 

bearing or enduring, Ariiarrfo to become pa¬ 

tient or enduring. forbearingly. C 

stsrh* to be forbearing. Asfr, Astro, LsJf 

he will not forbear. 

C. Sj'Sos' orme, See 

c. worva, wor- 

vam, worvanu, See 

C. m;o7. See i*». 

C. SjOa wolaga, s. An assembly, meeting, 

levee. 2. a band or company of musicians. 

3. service. 4. a hautboy, a col- 

lected assembly, especially applied to a prince 

giving an audience to his ministers and peo¬ 

ple ; holding a durbar; meeting in an office 

for the transaction of business. £ Atiri a 

morning durbar. Jtvsfco’S'Ki# Luri an even¬ 

ing durbar. Awririsi a musician. 2. a ser¬ 

vant. Aori A © Hq A/s:30' to give service. 

2. to hold a public levee or council for the’ 

transaction of business, as a king, &c. Awr! 

SraSo a band of music to perform. 2. to 

serve. 3. to wait on a king, as ministers of 

state, to give an account of public affairs. 

Ltiriri a place of audience. 2. an orches¬ 

tra. ijWhSj to serve, Aejftb to receive 

service from others, Awrio p 

gooiiAfivti •while sitting in attendance. 2. 

while at durbar. 

C. §j<2/ak3 woldta, s. Caress, endearment. 

C. S^csdo wolddu, v.n. To sport in water, 

move on the water, roll about in it. 

ejSScc’oeJ^^ejsi& to roll in a surfeit of pleasure. 

2. to caress, fondle. 

c. £L<s/so3o, wolaga, wo- 

Idyawdgi, adv. Always, ever. 

C. SjS woli. See Aa. 2. money, &c. paid 

for a wife. 

C. wolu, adv. As, like as. s. Compa¬ 

rison, likeness. 2. a pledge, hostage, ransom. 

to ransom, to give a child as a 

pledge for the payment of a bond, &c. Aw> 

rsiOTlj, Ltio A€>&sio to give a pledge 

or material guarantee for the performance of 

any contract, &c. to give a hostage. A6rt 

for a hostage, for a ransom. Afi;J;#, AturatS, 

ASdosirf a hostage, a person given as a pledge. 

2. a redeemer, ransomer. A©?* Au 

^ redemption money, Auo A«> &>a 

g&J to take a hostage, to take a person as a 

pledge for the payment of a bond. Aej z1str& 

to make a pledge. Ausrio to become like. 

iiSrioto compare. A©ri trsdtfo incomparable. 

A«J®?\ instead of, as an equivalent for. 2. like, 

as. 

A. C. wolu, v. a. To love, feel affection 

for, be kind to, pity. A&> having loved, &c. 

C. &><S) Wole, s. An ear-ring. 2. a palmyra or 

cadjan leaf used in writing on with an iron 

style. Ae5 a book of palmyra leaves. 

vos^eSaSjs^eJ, a double globular 

ear-ring. & 

Znr&A<A»%d an oval formed ear-ring, *3**^ 

& a leaf of palmyra rolled up and put in the 

ear. A/s^d a palmyra leaf. 

a broad and fine palmyra leaf. 

a stout one. AeJ a fan of palmyra 

leaves. ioA^js^d a cocoanut leaf. AeJ -%-a 

an ear having an ear-ring, AeJ, ftv AeJ 

an ear ornament in the form of a parrot. A 

eMtf &owo, AsJwsto-a- an ear ornament set 

with pearls and in a semi-circular form. A 

a pajr 0f ear-rings. A«5atirif3 the 

screw or fastening of an ear-ring. Ae5?^o&> 

a flower resembling the marigold. 

C. d wole-kdra, s. A servant, an 

armed peon. a military 

armed peon. 

A. 0. oleisu, v. a. To serve, pay 

homage to. 2. to assemble, meet together. 

£ri£t3 as all the kings of the earth were pay¬ 

ing homage to the sovereign SatySndrachola 

and his prime minister, and as he was enjoy¬ 

ing the happiness arising from the wealth of 

universal empire. 

C. olvu, See A<m. 

A. C. ovari, adv. Near. s. Vicinity, 

neighbourhood. S>*n»r<s&»tsi&cin the 

vicinity of a place of water. 

A. 0. £0^ OVU, v. a. To nourish, protect, 

bring up, take care of. 
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he nourished him as his own son. zts>%% 

# jioo$5Jtio iteusS^stBori the 

sage Walmika brought up Kusha and Lava 

in all happiness. 

C. £j^)} SjS^83^af ovu, 

ovina-kdlu, ovina-bija, See 

S. §j£x osha, s. Burning, combustion. 

S. oshadhi, s. An annual plant or 

herb, one that dies after becoming ripe. 2. 

a creeper. 3. a medicinal herb. k«3§>\tS an 

epithet of the moon. 

S. oshtha, s. The upper lip. 

s. . igs3f©s' oshthya-warna, s. (in 

grammar) A labial letter, 

c. gjood osara, postposition, For, on ac¬ 

count of. act/'. Uneven, not counterpoised, s. 

Force. A^dssrto to be uneven, as the bur¬ 

dens on an ox’s back, &c. Add wo^i 

the burdens are uneven. Ad&d) to force. 

2. to get out of the way. 3. to be uneven, 

as scales, &c. I am not one 

to run away, get out of the way, or refuse 

(to fight). 

C. SjfcBroo osarisu, v. n. To bend, incline. 

2. to draw near. 3. to fit or suit. Addbna 

ejU>^;3 suitable counsel. 

C. &d\Wo osaru, s. A fountain, spring, 

stream, v. n. To flow, overflow. Addtfsf&j 

kc overflowing tears* 2. to overbalance, be 

uneven. 

C. SjTjo, Sjcooa osu, oskara, 

OSUffd, postposition. For, on account of. 

A. C. &j<5o oha, s. A mass, heap, multitude. 

C. §jOC §j3Cs£>^?€v/e>(| oho, ohoho, 
interj. Of wonder, apprehension, &c* 

A. C. 6li, s. A line or row. 2. a mass 

or assemblage. 3. the black bee. 

A. 0. 6hi, v. n. To have sexual inter¬ 

course. 2. to come in two. 

A. 0. ol/cu, v. n. To flow, as water. 

S3 

Zb 0U, The sixteenth letter of the alphabet, 

sounded as ow in owl. 

A. 0. S’o'g’o, , SoCAO, EoO 

So-3,zSgSL* ounku,ounla-hollu, oungu, 

ounclm, ounju, See 

c. §oOB^o ouncliu, See 

c. Sjotb, EooS^js^ooundu, oundi- 

Jcollu, See and 

C. SjO-^) oumpu, v.a. To drive off. 2. to 

shake off. 3. to excel. KoSj =£js 

|?J to shake off one’s self. to cause to 

shake off. 

C. ouka, s. Fear. 'SisJsnitf uj&tf 

r3$ he is much afraid. 

A. 0. oukana, s. An open place or 

plain. 

S. S?5Dtj ou-kdra, s. The letter O. 

C. ouleu, v. a. To press down, make 

go down, bear down. 2. to squeeze, press, 

shampoo. ?24-=#js>|Jo to press one’s self, &c. 

to cause to press, &c. esd?j 

d the whole hostile force 

pressed round the fort of the king. 

c. SoAssko, E!>7\T)^33Zjodd3 ougdmu, 

ougdmu-mddu, v. n. To become settled, 

fixed, or confirmed. S^;S;in»&ii;ws#Sn»!iJ»rt>sJ 

sfcri»ro3d^drf^wrt^6«&>dO nothing can be 

settled till what you said to me is confirmed. 

edW ejd-s dd^ds^rfsosdsg) Gnadrariodd^d 

that dispute can be set¬ 

tled no where except at the king’s council, 

c. Sj ao, Ho7\'£jzi^o ougu, ougi-kodu, 

v. a. To shake. 2. to control, v. n. To 

become settled. 

0. §oXu«:Z^tn>oSo ougudd-hdi, s. The 

vegetable commonly termed love-apple. 

S. SoSouchitya, [ero^d] s. Suitable¬ 

ness, fitness. 2. the context. 3. circumstances. 

ei-Srddo^ s3<;s?d^;3 I have told the 

meaning according to the context. 

0. Eo-BSo oucllU, v. a. To cover, as fire with 

ashes, to put out, quench, overwhelm. 2. to 
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hide. 3. to squeeze, knead, to press, as a 

child to one’s bosom; to hold, as a parcel, &c. 

under the arm. 4. to cover, as a bird or hen 

does with her wings. 5 to push away. 

to cause to hide, cover, smother, or over¬ 

whelm. to hide one’s self, to hold 

a child close to one that it fall not, to squeeze 

one’s self. OaksUuai (covered face,) tacitur¬ 

nity. 

c. S’b5i, outu, ountu,v.a. To 

masticate. 2. to cleanse corn from small 

stones, &c. by turning it up and down in a 

fan, to winnow. to cause to winnow. 

to winnow for one’s self. , 

the act of clearing corn, &c. A** 

^crijo pUt the bearded 

wheat in your mouth and chew it. Zitevci 

winnowing. ^ aoriprs 

by continuing to winnow, the rice will 

become clear of husks. 

C. S’ cup CXjj oute-Jcai, s. A kind of acid 

vegetable. an acid made therefrom. 

A. C. S3rfo oudli, s. The lower lip or jaw 

bone. 2. a grain of any thing, adj. Coarse. 

v. a. To chew. ZS'&Tio to cause to chew. 

n»ft, coarsely. £?ri3)3*hririooe;ri jdo 

srefttfri lodiri zsiA jfcra nDriJ do not swallow it 

in large pieces, but chew it well, so as to get 

out the essence. the act of chew¬ 

ing. ??&>S ri) to be chewing. £?sad) to be 

unchewed. ??rio SJriftoi», E?ri> t?z<) to 

grin, gnash the teeth, bite the lips with anger. 

c. Wozi, Wozii oudla, ou- 
co co co 

data, oundla, oundlu, s. The castor 

oil plant, Palma christi, or recinus com¬ 

munis. the castor oil berry. Oritf 

the castor oil leaf. castor oil. ran 

o3ro« castor oil made with a mill. 

^ castor oil made by boiling. Griejriof^ the 

sediment of castor oil. 

c. outana, outana, g. a 

feast, entertainment, 

33sf(t> rito invite, give an invitation to a 

feast. riaario, Scioto make a feast. 

£?tidri, S-Arariri, Sties d a guest, one who is 

invited to a feast, an invitation to 

a son’s father-in-law and family, or to a 

daughter’s father-in-law, &c. MrioOrijtSpcdjp 

J will destroy the 

hostile army, and make a great feast to the 

hobgoblins. 

C. SF^o^j&^o outu-Jcollu, To hide one’s 

self. * 

A. c. oute, s. Tribute. 

s. §F3 outtareya, [wid] adj, 

Northern. 

s. §F®t> outthdnapddi, s. Dhruva> 

the son of Uttdnapada, and grandson of the 

first Mann ; the polar star, or the north pole 

itself. 

S. outwa, S. The letter ® in com¬ 

bination, as in 35. 

S. outsukya, [watysQ s. Anxiety, 

perturbation. 2. regret. 3. zeal, effort, ex¬ 

ertion. 

S. SFrf^ oudaniha, s. A cook. 

S. Sorft)# oudarika, [writs] adj. Selfish, 

voracious. 

S. SF STS 63)0 S' ouddrya, [wesd] s. Gene¬ 

rosity, liberality. 

C. §Fcb oudu, s. A reservoir for water. 

s. §Fc>tm^ oudddlaka, [son of Udddlaka] 

s. A sage so called. 

S. §F S3*>^3ot£ oudvdhiliCt, s. A gift made 

to a woman at her marriage. 

s. SFCjS, gFd^o ouddhati, ouddhat- 
q> Q O 

yu, adj. Fat, corpulent. 

s. SF^§, ounnati, ounnatya, 

[wp^s] s. Excellence, greatness, adj. omi¬ 

nous. 

s. Sotei, oupala, oupala, [w*5«] 

adj. Relating to a stone. 

S. EF^Sg-S oupahati, [wrijdS] s. Obstacle, 

hindrance. 

S. oupdsana, [wriftrijJ'j s. Wor¬ 

ship. 

C. §F^jj Olipir, v. a. To shake. 2. to beat 

off. 3. to excel. rioriori^*rt^ri^rio*o&cdori 

sssrilsji beat off the bees that they do not eat 

the honey. to drive off. to 

cause to shake, drive off, &c. 

C. SFaoo oubu, v. a. To drive off. »**** 

to drive off one’s self. 

c. ou-bhald ou-bhali, 

interj. Bravo ! well done! 
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C. oura, [sS'SkS] s. Lightness, gentleness. 

23u»ri ad). Light, not heavy. 238rt adv. 

Lightly, softly. ??csjJ^k>a a light cart. 2? 

a light water vessel. 23tjj|Jriooz& 

a light hall. 23ri7Wx'a to raise up lightly. 23 

tfrttoB to write without pressing the pen. 25 

to press down gently. 

s. So'dro, ourasa, ourasanu, 

s. A legitimate child, that is, hy a wife of 

the same tribe. 

A. C. §Ft5 oure, s. Hilarity, cheerfulness, 

delight. 

S. 2j &0S" ^ ourmila, s. The son of Laksh- 

mana. 

s. §jo3s", £?£>s"^, ourva, 

ourvavu, ourvdnalavv, s. Submarine 

fire. 2. a saint so named, from whose 

thighs sprang a being of flame with a mare’s 

head, which was received hy the ocean. 

A. o. §o5^, ouvva, ouvve, S- a 
mother or grand-mother. 

c. , §jS3t;Q©tS\8# ouvvap- 
oJ *>J 8cr oj cm P.-r 

pachchi, ouvvd-appachchi, s. A kind of 

sport. 

C. ouvvayya, inter}, of wonder, 

pain, &c 2. a child’s call to its mother. 

s. oushadha, oushadhi, 

s. Medicine; any remedy, drug, herb, mine¬ 

ral, &c. used for the cure of disease. 23 

to administer medicine. 22^ri siss* to 

prepare medicine. 23 a medicinal 

drug. 

S. oushtraJca, s. A herd of camels. 

C. SoToo OUSU, adj. Comfortable, proper. 23 

adv. Comfortably, properly. 

A. c. S’TooA'sd ousu-gdra, s. A lover or 

amorist. 23*orr?>c(v’o, 23Sja»S, OrionsSr a 

concubine, sweet-heart. 

S« §^25* oukshalca, s. A herd of oxen. 

O am, % aha, the seventeenth and eighteenth letters of the alphabet. There is no word beginning 

with either of these letters. 

^ ha. The nineteenth letter of the alphabet, 

sounded as Tea in kalendar. 

S. 51 ha, A name of Hramha, Vishnu, Kama- 

deva. 2. fire. 3. air or wind. 4. Tama. 5. 

the sun. 6. the soul. 7. a clever or dex¬ 

terous man. 8. a king or prince. 9. a knot 

or joint. 10. a peacock. 11. the mind. 12. 

the body. 13. time. 14. wealth. 15. sound. 

16. splendour. 

S. ?rO learn, s. Water. 2. the head. 

A. C. £o5 hanlea, s. A Hindu hermit. 

S. hanlea, s. A hero. 2. Tama, death. 

3. a false or pretended brahman. 4. a man 

of the military tribe. 5. one of the 18 divi¬ 

sions of the continent. 

s. hanha-chaya, s. a flock 

of birds. 

S. £o5 83 kanJcata, s. Mail, defensive arm¬ 

our, a cuirass. 

H. 5*05(53, 5o5cs hanhati, hanhadi, 

s. A cucumber. 

S. 5*05^35* kanhatihe, s. A comb or in¬ 

strument for cleaning the hair, 

s. 5*o5*rf kankada, See 

s. 5*05*f'S hanhana, s. A bracelet, or orna¬ 

ment of the wrist. 2. a consecrated string 

or ribbon tied round the wrist at the com¬ 

mencement of a marriage, &c. 3. an orna¬ 

ment or trinket. 4. cornice work. 5. a heap, 

flock. a flock 0f sparrows. 

a bracelet, a gold 

bracelet, a gem bracelet, 

a yellow string tied on the right wrist 

of the bridegroom and the left of the bride, 
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when betrothed in marriage. tfotfra 

the raised rim of a brazen or earthen vessel. 

a hero’s or wrestler’s badge of 

superiority. *o#n a bracelet put on 

by a warrior when going to battle, in token 

of his resolve to conquer or die. 

the cornice or highest projection of a wall. 

the brace or collar work put 

round vessels to strengthen them. 

the cornice of a pillar, the uppermost 

member of the intablature of a column. *0 

the architrave. uri a fas¬ 

tened silver or gold bracelet, worn as a chal¬ 

lenge by men of learning. a 

deer’s horn tied round the wrist of brahmans, 

at the time of offering sacrifices, and with 

which they relieve themselves of any irrita¬ 

tion in the skin. tj &o&r> a string of 

gold fastened on the wrist, when a person 

vows he will go on pilgrimage, 

a seal worn on the wrist. states a 

green, yellow, or red thread worn on the 

wrist at the time of a feast, ^o^es rtj&rs an 

annular eclipse. Zd the jingling of a 

bracelet. turmeric root fastened 

on the wrist of the bride and bridegroom 

when betrothed. a bracelet a 

trinket. a man who vows to 

conquer. 2. one who devotes himself to the 

accomplishment of an object. 

C. 5*a5*p3=5*;> kankanaku, S. The ringing 

sound of a vessel when struck, to 

sound as a vessel. 

H. 3*o3* pt kankani, See *0*13. 

0. =5'a5*pl2o^) kankani-bale, s. A double 

shell-lac bracelet, having a raised work in 

the centre covered with Dutch metal. 

s. 3*o5*^, 3*o5*li5* lcankata, kanka- 

tika, See 

s. 3*o3*j3T>t5o5*^o, 5*o5*$&3^1o kanka- 

ndmakanu, kanka-bhattanu *. Dhar- 

maraya in the disguise of a recluse. 

S. =3*0=5* ^00 kankanu, s. A man of unsettled 

habits and disposition. 2. a gadder. 

s. 3*o5*?js^ kanka-patra, s. An arrow. 

s. 3*o5*b3^o kanka-pitanu, s. Tama, 

Bandu Baya. 

S. 3*05*dja>^^>] kanku-malavu, s. Beat¬ 

ing time by clapping the hands. 

S. =5*g=5*£>ooSO kanka-tnukha, s. A pair of 

tongs. 

s. t5*o3*ddo kankararu, «. Persons notin 

service, without employ, beggars. 

c. 5*c=5‘t?, kankare, kankiri, 

Gravel, hard sand. 

S. Jw nka-shio an a, s. A grey¬ 

hound of Tama's. 

S. 3*05*80^0 kanka-Jiitann, s. Virata 

Baja, friend of Bharmardya. 

S. kunkdla, s. The skeleton, a 

large bone. 2. a weapon made of bone. 

3ne*&.gMva, with a necklace of bones. 

=£o=FWcfix> a very thin or lean man. tfowstfrf 

a giant so called. 

C. =5*0-0- kanki, S. An ear of eorn. =*"* 

vb Soacdjo to become full eared. 

■8- A A to roast an ear of corn. to 

give ears of corn as the price of labour. 

AvA to tread out corn with oxen. u 

BctiM to thrash out corn. a long 

stick used as a flail. a 

sickle or reaping hook, ^scdx>, ^o8-acu3 

ti&), ^08- ^jajlcdoj, ■fo^js&cdw an ear of corn 

to shoot out. ^o-*- eared straw. 

cJjsUj^, to stack ears of corn. 

C. 3*g^o3 kankuda, See 

C. 3*o3*oB>3!J 3*o5*opl=^, ^03*0^3* kan- 

kudike, kankunike, kankulike, s. 

The inner corner of the eye. 

c. =5*o=5*op8, 3*o3*o^> kankuni, kankuU, 

and s. The socket of the eye. 

C. =3*03*0?/ kankula, «. The arm-pit. *0*0 

V1 the hair of the arm-pit. 

H. 3*ot?2d^ori^ kankechakup-atta,, 

The prominent parts of a saddle before and 

behind. 

c. 3*o=$c&>, 3*o=$ &ta^vja»7\ j kan-kedn, 

kan-kettu-hogu, See ^°aa. 

s. 3*o=$S>, 3*0=5*^) kankeli, kardceli, 

The AshoJca Jonesia. 

0. 3*0=5* kan-kosha, s. The bladder. 

S. =5*0SOT) PD kmikhana, s. A horse. 2. a 

volley of arrows. 

c. =5*g£) pl^ kankhinil, s. The sound of 

brass or glass. 
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C. ^OT\, ^OA^OOA, ^OTCSSkOA, ^0% 

t>, ^o?\t>s5oo?\t) Tcanga, kanga-man- 

ga, kangd-manga, kangiri, kangiri- 

mangiri, adj. Crooked, irregular, as wri¬ 

ting, &c. ‘s'ori rbra an uneven temper. 

sloort&p crookedness, irregularity. ^°ri sko 

crookedly, irregularly, deformedly. 

sijori to make irregular, deform, make 

ugly. •&»*> an ill proportion¬ 

ed face, an ugly or disagreeable countenance. 

^oTOrlo to become displeased, provoked, an¬ 

noyed. 2. to be astonished. ^orreU foolish¬ 

ness, unsteadiness, freak, frolic. 

astonished, lost in wonder. ^omzS an 

offensive expression. 

G. &07\&S kangate, See 

H. ^oa& kangadi, See ^o^y. 

C. ^OAtj kangara, See Scroti. 

C. ^oa^1 kangala, adj. Blind. 2. desti¬ 

tute, without friends. "tforitfijj a practice of 

mendicants burying themselves beneath the 

dust in the streets, and putting sand upon 

their eyes. a blind woman, a stranger, 

one without support. 

C. ^OA^O kangalu, s. The eyes. 

an owl. 2. a bat. tforftfwSri an 

eagle. tforWovrt a liawk. 

c. t!ro7\V coo kangdnu, =s=sao] v. n. 

To be perceived. tforrarstS unperceived, mis¬ 

sed, lost. to cause to perceive, &c. 

’tfordfi# the act of perceiving. 

C. kangdi, s. An unripe vege¬ 

table. 

C. 5?07\"S'd kangara, s. Displeasure, dis¬ 

agreement, annoyance. 2. affront. ^ori«c! 

to affront. *o7T»ttiRrtJ, ^onsosrio to 

become displeased, offended. 

C. kangdre-kdi, s. A ve¬ 

getable so called. 

c. SoKtw, Sr<?7V3^ kangala, kangala, 

adj. Poor, destitute. 2. blind, 

poverty. 2. blindness. 3. intrud¬ 

ing one’s self to an entertainment, uninvited. 

•to nw&, &omv ^oA'sv’qb, ^orra© 

paupers. 2. uninvited guests. 

C. tf aTvTfcda kangisuru, s. The bad effects 

of evil eyes. 

c. kangitu, 

kangitl-lcollu, v. n. To wink, make 

signs by winking. 

A. c. ^oao, tfoT'.ZsJ kangu, kangidu, 

v. n. To waste, shrivel, decay, pine away. 

C. t>oao lcangu, s. Self-reproach, adj. 

Panic-struck, v. n. To become black. 

c. ^OAOf©^ kangunahe. See 

c. ^QT\t£jTjj kan-gedu, kanget- 

tiru, v. n. To be confused, agitated, bewil¬ 

dered, blind. 2. to become thin or lean. 

to cause blindness; to bewilder, confuse. 

2. to make dim. 3. to blind, a 

blind man. 2. a person bewildered or con¬ 

fused. 

0. kangesava, adj. Visible, ap¬ 

parent. 

a. c. ^orLrs^oo, kangoli- 

SU, kangolipu, v. n. To seem, appear. 

C. ?r07\je)3kangdni, s. The grain pa- 

nicum Italicum. 

C. kan-gopa, [anger of the eye] 

s. A frown. 

H. kangdri, kan- 

goru, s. Embroidery on the borders of a 

cloth. 

S. ^OES^S kan-ehara, adj. Aquatic, that 

which inhabits the water. 

C. £ogd-tityrd kanchara-vtra, s. A men¬ 

dicant of the five classes of artisans. 

T. B. kanchala, [*orfv?] $. A quar¬ 

rel, dispute. 

C. rfosJ'S kancJld, s. A marble, ts»0), 

esz&i v. n. To play marbles. 

iTotJsirsb a game at marbles. 

c. kanchakalu, s. A small 

kind of cow. 

c. ^ kanchala-pushpa, s. 

The flower of the Hibiscus populnus. 

0. ‘doZa- kanclli, s. Conjiveram, near Mad¬ 

ras. 2. a kind of bitter and sour orange. 

8oS^ #&£ a large kind of orange. n:<»° a 

lizard of gold in a temple at Conjiveram. ’fo 

^ a small white goat. 

C. dozd-7\ kanchiga, s. A proper name 

among Shudras. 
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c. kanchitli, 

kanchitlu, kancliitle, s. A stye, cyst, 

or imposthume on the lid of the eye. 

H. UroZj-pd kancllini, $. A dancing girl. 

T. B. ^OSob Icanchu, [^0^5] s. Gong- 

metal, hell-metal. sSorfj do bell metal 

and tiles are alike (as to brittleness), that is, 

it is necessary to be careful. ^sb tfvo, ¥0 

tSfi a vessel made of bell-metal. 

■sr^acsixi, a bell-metal mirror. 

tssrty, sssriy a mendicant’s gong. 

2. a camp clock or ghurree. =rstoona 

a bell metal toe-ring, ^os^orred, ^ccjmd, 

a worker in bell-metal, brazier. 

rati a kind of bee, the wings are of 

an emerald colour. ‘tfwS a large bell- 

metal plate and vase used at weddings. 

Sootjsrio, ^r'ojdoSaotJsrio to be suddenly 

elevated or raised in the world, and as sud¬ 

denly depressed, ^o^airido a brazier’s shew 

of goods, or a stall of braziery set out for 

sale. 

S. kanchuka, s. A coat of mail, 

armour. 2. a tight jacket, worn by Hindu 

females to confine the breasts. 3. a man’s 

jacket. 4. a serpent’s skin, tfosb* 

to put a bodice on a female for the first time 

when she is is betrothed. 2. to dress an idol 

or a child with a bodice, a wo_ 

man who wears a bodice. 2. a large kettle¬ 

drum. 

A. c. kanchuki, s. A guard of a 

seraglio. 

A. C. y kanchuhke, s. A syringe. 

C. kan-cliuti, s. The line of 

sight, or the aim taken when firing an arrow, 

gun, &c. » 

c. ^roel, tfoZa- kanche, kanchi, s. An 

orange. 2. a hedge or fence. to 

fence, inclose. an orange leaf used 

medicinally. 

C. ^083=x<y kancJldla, S. Mountain ebony, 

bauhinia variegata. 

s. ’S'o&f kan-ja, s. A lotus. 

k the opening bud of a lotus. 

*ofc!e4 the filaments which surround the pe¬ 

ricarp of a lotus. vofcjriidrfTo, 

^o^js^dd, Vishnu. the 
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seed vessel in the centre of a lotus. 

=£0=s;o?Aa‘>d ;i, sto 

JBramha-. a lotus 

petal. 

ss^&cdw, -FceS^rs a lotus-eyed woman. ^cfel 

nzyo, Xakshmi. ^ofcstosO, ^oe^ctL) 

a lotus-faced woman. the stalk of 

the lotus. Narada. ^o&dfc the 

farina of the lotus. *■»«, Cupid, 

who has the lotus for his arrow. =So 

er»e the moon, the enemy of the lotus. ^c« 

dso, the sun, friend of the lotus, *0 

sre^ddj a pond where the lotus abounds. 

H. kanjuri, s. The caste of rope 

makers. 

T. b. kanta, See ^d. 

S. TSO&i'tf kantaka, s. Danger, peril, alarm, 

2. a thorn. 3. loathing, hatred, detestation. 

4. horripilation. 5. severity, tfofctecfo a dan¬ 

gerous or mischievous man. wth to be 

in danger or alarm. danger of 

life. stoW* danger from water. 

tfcU* danger from thieves, ddr dan¬ 

ger from serpents. danger from 

fire. v, n. To become a hindrance 

or obstacle. 2. to be in danger, ’dotid de^d 

srscSod) out of danger, ^cti^do persons 

who impede others in their duty. 

S. kantakdri, s. The jujube 

tree. 2. an ominous thing or circumstance. 

3. the shoe, as defending the feet from 

thorns. 

s. tfohkantakdrika, s. A sort of 

prickly night shade, solawum jacquini. 

S. kantakitu, s. A hinderer, op- 

poser. adj. Loathed. 2. full of thorns. 

s. ^Q&S-S-^j^vx kantaki-pushpa, s The 

flower of the Fandcinus odoratissima. 

S. kantald-phaJa, s The 

jackfruit or Indian breadfruit, artocarpus 

integrifolia. 

C. 5?o&3<7\roo, ^ofej'Arco kantugisu, kan- 

tigisil, v. a. To hinder, retard, impede. 2. 

to approach (as death.) 3. to loathe, hate, 

desert. 

c. kantali. See *o&t. 

c. kantdla, kantdla. 



=5^0 

s. Extreme danger. 2. a garment made of 

sackcloth, worn by mendicants. 3. an ox’s 

load. 

S. kantdla, s. Hatred, aversion. 

*ob®v& to dislike, loathe, abhor. 

T. B. kanti, See ^os. 

T. b. ^o&3^Dojosddsjs kanti-rdya-va- 

ruhd. See ^o&ttJjioaccSj^atiasj. 

C. lcantu, s. Hatred, enmity, vari¬ 

ance. 2. a thin heam or timber, A®^o, 

ScWo sirasao, to have an antip¬ 

athy towards another, to fall out with, to 

become at variance, ^oljjrrsd, i?cU 

an enemy, foe, adversary. envious, 

hostile, detestable, malicious. =ero!3# s. En¬ 

mity, variance. tfolS^, to set at va¬ 

riance. 

c. kanturi, s. A gold or silver 

collar. 2. a snare. 3. an inflammation of 

the throat. 

C. t^gS kante, s. A female’s gold collar, 

o. tfofiSja&ojoo, kantodi- 

yu, kantoriyu, v. n. To hawk, to force 

out phlegm. 

c. kantolanu, [*ob»tf] s An 

oppressor, tyrant. 

c. ^g&3 , ’JroSS;), 3 kcmtli, kantne, 
oo ^ 9 ’ 

kantle, s. A pack saddle or sackcloth wal¬ 

let for carrying baggage, &c. 

S. ’g'o^d kantha, s. The neck, throat, the 

neck of a vessel. 2. an iron style used for 

writing on palmyra leaves. 3. sound, espe¬ 

cially a guttural sound, adj. Near. 

ri®, rid tfcd the point of death, 

life’s extremity, 

«3 a sore throat. rt&jpo Shiva, who 

lodged the poison in his throat, at the churn¬ 

ing of the sea of milk. a snare or 

gin. 2. a fish hook. the wind¬ 

pipe. the whole of the neck. 

OTSio, V&d sisie1, aosd, dd a necklace, 

^cd =&gsjsdo to get by heart. 

*cd perfect, complete, full to the neck, 

up to the brim. to embrace, 

fall on the neck. srado to cleanse 

the throat on rising. exhaustion 

of voice from long speaking, &c. 2. the 

exercise of jugglers to secrete things in the 

throat, without being discovered. *°®»«3drt 

a gold collar. the string of the 

marriage badge. ^vsr, =&cE's^d a guttural 

letter. *o«f5cs»Mo.u»MJ a severe or grievous 

curse, w&dfv, ^odji grief. ^odfJdo to grieve. 

2. to close as the petals of a flower. 

D. kanthdna, s. Hindrance, im¬ 

pediment. 2. untowardness. 

C. ^Gt-repl kanthdni, s. A cobbler’s awl 

with a notch at the end for drawing back 

the thread. 

S. tS!o3 jcanthi, s. A gold necklace worn by 

men. 

S. ^G§^ds3 kanthirava, s. A lion. *0®* 

dsi?So a lion-like man. 

S. tfoS^dstosojo^Sof© kanthiravaru. 

yana-hana, s. A gold fanam. 

irsaiifi a pagoda worth ten gold fanams- 

T. B. kanda, See 

c. kanda-kade. See under 

c. S’orfs's^d, ^or^A'S^d kanda-kdva- 

ra, kanda-gavara, s. Pride of high liv¬ 

ing, haughtiness. 

C. kanda-MIu, v. a. To punish 

by nipping the flesh with pincers, &c. 

t. B. tfozipI kandane, See socd^. 

kollu. See under 

C. T^od^do kandavaru. See under =«oso. 

c. ?roz3^ooz$sd7SZ& kandd-tunda-md- 

du, v. a. To act rigorously, take decisive 

measures, be positive in a demand. ¥oB5> *° 

d=rsft stedsrado to tell the truth; to speak 

positively. 

C. tfoCSvej&jj kandd-batte, adj. Irregular, 

confused, out of place. 

C. S'oS kandi, s. A gap, hole, opening, 

chink, to let into a secret, disclose, 

ifos&crioj to bore a hole. ,oB ,!oS 

v. a. To make a gap, break into, make 

an opening. sgzio to make a hole, 

“ break the ice,” get an entrance, tfc.acrirert), 

to fall or break into holes. 

C. kandike, s. A ball of thread. 2. 

a piece, a ball of thread, ^o&’f 
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*** a spindle. a stick with 

long thorns, on which weavers place wet 

thread to dry. tfoa# oaW aspinning wheel, 

tfoa^sjsv a weaver’s shuttle, tjO thick 

rice water, in which thread is soaked to 

strengthen it; Aosb to win(i thread 

into balls. 

T. B. lcandita, See 

T. B. Icandisu, See &>°&t3o. 

s. ^odqali Tcandu, Icanduti, s. 

An itching. 2. the itch. 

C. ^odo Icandu, See under 

C. ^odo^9 Tcanduli, s. A fixed rate of assess¬ 

ment. 

s. tfoztjTcanddyamdna, See 

C. tfozfjdrf kandura, s. A medicinal herb, 

c. tfoz?<3&3,, tfozS 

kandeyavu, kandevu, kanddyudha, 
s. A straight sword. 

C. Coders cdo, kande-rdya, 

kandoji, s. The tutelar god of shepherds. 

S. kandola, s. A large basket, 

2. a safe in which provisions are kept. 

C. frozfv/aoj) kandovi, s. The socket of the 

eye. 

C. f?ozSj5)0^ kandola. See sooz&a. 

For words written with See 

c. ^ot^, leant aka, kantu, s. A 

stipulated term, fixed or expired time. 2. an 

instalment, =s^oSj 

to allow a certain term for payment. 2. to 

fix a time of payment. to agree 

to pay by a certain term, to consent to pay 

by instalment. to delay payment, 

to beg respite. to come at the fix¬ 

ed time. A^AA, 'tfoSfi s^.waci agreeably 

to the fixed time or term, ^ossrij a stipulated 

term to arrive. ^o;^> **) a written form of 

instalment. 

c. kantati, kantadi, s. 
A rag, tatter, garment of quilted rags. 

S. kantu, s. Cupid. 2. the heart, 

as the seat or organ of perception and feeling. 

no, Vo<io wad the torture of Cupid. 

#o$>TjA agodo a parrot, Cupid’s steed. 

s. Jo'S kanthe, kante, s. A rag. 

2. a garment made of quilted rags. 3. a fa¬ 

bricated story. 4. the body. 5. a sheaf of 

corn. a liar, vain boaster. 

A srea a red garment of quilted rags. 

koAAo one dressed in such a garment, a linga 

priest. ^cAoA)AA3jM, &o$aSjsAcdM to 

die, to give up the ghost. to tell 

lies, to fabricate. <£jsci^ having 

put on a new quilted garment. 

S. ?fod kanda, s. A bulbous root of any 

kind. the root termed jacca pin- 

natifida. 

C. ^orf, ’S’od^o, ^odoZb^, 

kanda, kandanu, kandayya, kan- 

da-pdpa, s. A child, babe, to 

lull a child. a nursing mother. 

2. the neck of a horse. *ori to pat 

a horse’s neck. 

C. xiolffi kandaka, s. A ditch, trench, 

moat. a fort having a ditch. 

c. ’S'odcl, ^odjS kandane, kandane, 

s. Grease or oil used in greasing wheels. 

c. xfod)tSujg kanda-padya, s. A short 

kind of verse. 

s. ^oddsr kandarpa, s. Cupid, =#<■ 

s? sexual embrace. 

s. ^oddoue>e> kanda-mula. See 

S. ^odd kandara, s. A sea shell. 2. a 

valley. 3. a cave. 

C. T^cdl) kandali, s. A kind of cleaver 

used by fowlers. 

C. ^odao kandalu, s. An earthen water 

vessel. 

s. ^odo'B^ kandardla, s. The plant 

Hibiscus populnus. 

S. £od$ kandala, s. A germ, shoot, sprig. 

S. ^od^ kandali, s. A kind of antelope. 

C. £3-xd kanddchdra, adj. Military. 

esisifSt tfocsissri civil and military, 

£AA, ^ooawatiri an 

armed peon. sfocwwJti or 

aw officer over armed peons. 

ws?carior an officer over a company of 

armed peons. ^onawacSri rtiOwad a superior 

officer over armed peons. ifocawati wan a a 

barrack for armed peons, tfsStO the 
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armed peons’ office, a liead 

writer at the armed peons’ office, ^onuu^ori 

toOTStof an abstract of armed peons’ accounts- 

wU;y»i* the payment of armed 

peons. 

c. ^ocoD^s', kanddr- 

dha, kanddrdha-cJiandrike, s. A 

kind of composition that is half prose and 

half poetry, or of which part is sung and part 

said. 

c. tfomoSi Jeanddya, s. The space of 

four months. 2. tribute, taxes. 3. duty, 

land-tax. ^o,t$cdod rdrs rent 

money, jostfo to 

fix a tax or land rent. *cs«h tfonz 

to pay land rent or tax. 

S. ^OcS'S'd kanddra, s. A fibrous root 

growing from the brandies of the banyan and 

other trees of that species. 2. the root of a 

lotus. 

C. TyoZ5v?J kandula, s. Incoherent talk in 

sleep. 

C. leandi, [*orf>] s, a cow that has 

calved, part. Having calved, &c. 

a, sitbS rio&, a cow that calves annu¬ 

ally. a cow that calves only once in 

three years. a cow that has newly 

calved. a cow that has long since 

calved and has milk which is still thick. 2. 

a cow that breeds but seldom. 3. the last 

time of calving. 

e. Icctndil, Jcandilu, 

[Eng. candle] s. A lantern, 

c. S’o&iS, ^o£>o3j kandivi, kandime. 

See 

c. handishti, s. Evil sight, *o& 

Srisjo to be affected by evil eyes. 

C. S'cCb Jcandu, v. n. To be scorched or 

burnt by the sun or by fire. 2. to become 

red or black, to be inflamed by a blow. 3. 

to fade, wither, shrink up, shrivel, waste, be¬ 

come wan or pale. 4. to have an abortion, 

as cattle. 5. to calve, s. A calf. 2. the 

black spots in the moon. adj. Black, scorch¬ 

ed, withered, faded, an abortive 

calf. to scorch, bake till 

black, &&&) to cause to fade, 

waste, become black, &c. tfocb#, 

ft, tfozioft the act of fading, &c. tfona 

to cast a calf, as a cow. a ‘cow 

that has miscarried, Arart a pale coun¬ 

tenance, wan face, Ay an emaciated 

body. viv,, sfocb impure silver, 

^orb ip'orreti impure gold. *-A) nscrio the black 

mark made by a blow. 

Sos^oari^) the lilies faded at the rising of the 

sun. (the mind to be scorched) 

the mind to be grieved, piqued, annoyed, 

vexed. Eoonrfo to fade away, become 

black. 

S. Jcandu, s. An iron on which cakes 

are baked. 

S. JcanduJca, s. A ball to play with. 

See also 

a. c. Jcandu-gorala, s. Shi¬ 

va, with a black throat occasioned by drink¬ 

ing up the poison at the churning of the 

milk-sea. 

c. tforfoiS kandume, Jcanduve, 

s. Acquaintance, intimacy. 

H. Jcanduri, Jcandd- 

m, s. A Mussulman feast, 

s. ^oCb’S^X'v/o Jcandu-reTchegalu, s. 

The marks or lines sometimes observable on 

the body of a pregnant woman. 

H. ?rOi5j5)® &3 Jcandoti, s. A treasury, re¬ 

ceptacle for money, either bag, box or safe. 

C. tfoCo Jcandlu, See 

S. lcandhara, s. The neck. 2. a 

cloud. 

For words beginning with ‘s*0?* See 

A. c. tfot, Tcampa, s. Mud. 

S. iSrOIJ Icampa, S. A trembling, shaking, 

agitation, tremor. bcsi ague. » 

t^osJ &>accbo to be seized with trembling. 

kb trembling, shaking, ‘s'o&jb ®. n. To 

tremble, shake, move, be agitated, have a 

tremulous motion. a trembling, mov¬ 

ing, shaking, tremulous motion, adj. Tremb¬ 

ling, shaking. earthquake. 

SPs shaking of the head. 

shaking of the body. 

a. c. ^o*jdeo, Tcamparalu, 

Icampalaru, s. A fragrant flower. 



c. 5*od^/, kampala, Jcampilu, 

s. Cluster, heap, assemblage, multitude. 

C. 5*o^ Icampu, s. A smell of any kind. 

2. fragrance. 3. a stink or bad smell. In 

modern Canarese it is generally used in the 

last sense. sl®;3cdw, 

8oScdoo, *os$ sfostark to stink. 

&>cz5&ti a fetid mimosa. the 

musk rat. a strong smell, so, 

stinking water. to make 

fetid, ^o^^wind, the conveyer of perfumes, 

srojgsrtciw a smell to go forth, fragrance to be 

diffused. a fart. 

C. 5*olS kampe, s. A branch or stick with 

the side branches on. 

T. B. 5*o3j Icamba, s. See *0*3. 

c. 5*oa£l hambani, s. Tears. 

^^4, tSoQ<tix> to shed tears, weep. 

tkotfrifSo fSoc® Wanda’s eyes filled with 

tears. 

s. vosjcj, 5*o£>§’ Jcambala, kambala, 

t. b. s. A blanket, cwmly, camlet. 

^ow, rto«? a rUg or carpet. UV8^J 

riotov a stout cwnily. a species of 

hairy caterpillar, *uv a single cumly. 

Sion ^ows? a fine cwmly. 

c. 5*03yssdl5 kambavati, See 

C. 5*033 Icambi, S. Wire. 2. the lines or 

border at the ends of a Hindu cloth. 3. the 

litter carried by jangams across the shoul¬ 

der, containing the linga, &c. 4. a club, 

mace, cane, TroiSei) inace bearers, 

seraglio door keepers, a large silk 

border. to tie up a border when 

washing. #<*3 a gold fringed up¬ 

per cloth. ^34. rioiS an old cloth joined. 

c. -5*0235*023-5-^^zSoioo kambi- 

kttu, kambi-kittu-nadeyu, v. n. To 

run away, to go quickly, “ cut one’s stick.” 

C. 5*0300 kambu, s. A conch or shell. 

wo a man with a neck like a conch. 

C. 5*03io kambu, s. The grain holcus spi- 

catus, resembling > only a larger grain. 

a. c. obeisance. 

c. 5*0832^0,5'o23o3oe£o, 5*0^08^0 kam- 
. 8cr So- 

bichchu, kambiyachchu, kammach- 

chu, s. A plate with holes for drawing wire. 

¥0130^ ^s?cdoo to draw wire. 

T. B. 5*03^ kambha, [tfef] s. a post, pillar, 

column, ^oaejo tfcrtf the pillar at each end of 

a beam. sM# a square pillar. FionscSo 

rtox} a round pillar large in the middle. ^ 

& a round pillar. &013 

a large stone pillar in front of a temple. 

d perform gymnastic exercises by al¬ 

ternately fastening the arms and legs to a 

pillar and throwing up the body, tfoiptf 

*°d5 riart the base of a pillar. &oi?ri s&stja 

the chapiter of a pillar. fixing 

a pillar. worship paid to the first 

pillar when erected in a building. 

C. 5*oep-D233 kambhavati, s. A silk gar¬ 

ment worn at meals, &c. having a costly bor¬ 

der. 

S. 5*02,1^ e) kambholi, s. Betel leaf. 

A. C. 5*o3o kamma, s. Spring. tfoskrtrlccS) 

Cupid, the friend of Spring. 

C. 5*or>05*^0 ro kamma-katturi, s. Scent¬ 

ed musk. 

C. 5*o^3o a a t> kamma-gaggari, s. The 
A 

name of a plant. 

A. c. 5o^3oa^o5o kamma-ganeya, s. 

Cupid, with a fragrant arrow, 

c. 5*o£fcr!, 5*o^o^ kammage, kam- 

mane, adn. Fragrantly, deliciously. 

to be fragrant. 

C. 5*03&d kammatha, S. A sledge ham¬ 

mer. 

A. c. 5*odozk kammadu, s. A large na¬ 

tural pond of water. 

A. c. 5*ododeo kammaralu, s. A fragrant 

flower. 

A. 0. 5*0^joS> kammari, S. A natural pond 

in a mountain. 

H. 5’o^odo kammaru, s. The hip. 

A. c. 5*odod^ kammavala, s. Wind, the 

bearer of fragrant odours. 

c. 5*o^j®d, 5*odoe>$ 

kammdra, kammdraravanu, kam~ 

mala, s. A black-smith, worker in iron. 

2. one of the five castes of artificers. 

TfoS-sstfS, a female 

of that caste. r%iu 

travelling black-smiths. a 

smith’s furge. 
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H. kammi, adj. Deficient, defective. 

deficient in weight. e<s^o£o de¬ 

ficient in measure. a fanam de¬ 

ficient in weight. 

A. C. kammiru, s. Fragrance, 

scent, smell. 2. a stint, fetid smell, v. n. 

Fragrance to he diffused, to smell, 

it smells, or, the fragrance is diffused. 

C. ^o^co, #okammu, Z"cm- 

mu-kollu, v. n. To fall upon, assail, at¬ 

tack. 2. to cover, he spread over. to 

cause to fall on, to set on. 

c. kamme-kula, s. A caste of 

farmers. 

C. rfoco kamsa, s. A goblet, 

s. ^oTv, kamsa, kamsanu, s. A 

giant so called. Portae 

Vishnu, the enemy and destroyer of this 

giant. 

c. ^Ocd"3^ kamsalaka, kam- 

sdle, s. A gold and silver smith. 

C. ^Vy§ kakavike, adj. Distorted, de¬ 

ranged, crooked, wry. s. Staggering as a 

drunken man. 

c. kakdpika, 

kakdbika, kakdvika, s. . A man lost in 

amazement, a man not himself, either from 

inebriation or disease. 

S. kakdra, s. The letter ■*. 

s. r^ue^o kakutsanu, s. A king of the 

Oude dynasty. 

S. kakudavu, kakut- 

tu, s. The hump of the Indian hull. 2. 

the peak or summit of a mountain. 

a hull with a hump; a mountain. 3. an 

ensign or symbol of royalty, as the white 

parasol, adj. Chief, preeminent. 

S. kakubha, s. Space, region, quar¬ 

ter, as east, west, &c. 2. beauty, splendour. 

3. unornamented hair, or the hair hanging 

down. 4. a wreath of champaca flowers. 5. 

the peak of a mountain, a tune so 

called. 

c. tS‘^2V§>, tftfovx'S kakulate, 

kakulate, kakulate, s. Flurry. 2. 

precipitancy. 3. importunity, dunning, teas¬ 

ing, begging, entreaty. 4. urgency, impa¬ 

tience in demands, emergency, *?&>, 

=5^057s>i to he teazed, dunned. 2. to be 

urgent or impatient, to dun, 

S. kakustha-kula-janu, 

s. A descendant of Hama. 

o. kakka, kakkanu, s. 

An uncle, father’s younger brother. 

0. xfUrieS kakkachchi, s. An aunt, father’s 
t&r 

younger brother’s wife. 

C. kakkaja, s. Love, kindness, 

mercy. 2. See 

c. kakkada, 

kakkadi, kakkade, s. A piece of twist¬ 

ed cloth dipt in oil and carried about in the 

hand as a temporary light. 2. A. C. A weap¬ 

on so called. 

c. ^5^83^, £^83^0 kakka-bih- 

kari, kakkari-bikkari, adj. Crooked, 

irregular, in confusion, out of order and 

place. 

C. kakkariga, s. An uncouth, 

rough, ill behaved man. 

C. ^^3 kakkare, See =*^3. 

c. =5^2/31> kakkaldti, See 

t. B. kakkasa, s. Severity, 

harshness, rigour, adj. Harsh, severe, un¬ 

feeling, cruel, oppressive. 2. troublesome. 

3. excessive. 4. hard, tight, stiff. 

a stiff breast, a pas¬ 

sionate, harsh, severe, cruel man. *** 

to be distressed, suffocated. 2. to be surfeit¬ 

ed. 3. to be angry. 

C. kakkalisu, v. a. To irritate, 

put into a passion. 

c. ^5^83-5^, ^5^83^0, 

kakkd-bikki, kakkd-bikkari, kak- 

kd-viJcki, s. Fear, fright, alarm, adj. 

Crooked, irregular. 

to stare foolishly or with wonder, 

to look round in amazement or fright. 

adj. Timid, affrighted. 

C. kakki, s. An aunt, uncle’s wife. 

A. C. ^3%^ kakku, adj. Clear, pure, refined. 

C. 3^0^. kaliku, s. A wound. 2. a notch, 
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indentation, jag, incision, adj. Indented, 

notched. **4 stress, to notch. 2. to 

mark. 3. to wound. Art a tree filled 

with notches. rough, unsmooth, 

notched, indented. 

o. kakku, JcakJci- 

Jcollu, v. n. To vomit. 2. to run over, as 

water, v. a. To scratch. 

to cause to vomit. 2. to teaze, vex, worry, 

dun, make restore, as embezzled money, &c. 

to vomit blood. Psp *5% to emit 

poison, as a serpent, &c. ^4 to give 

an emetic, to concoct. 2. to remain 

on the stomach. 3. not to bear, wsti a 

to eat too much, take more food than the 

stomach will bear. 

c. kaJtleumbala, s. A wild 

gourd. 

C. ^^83^ kakkutaka, s. A stone cutter, 

stone mason. 

A. c. kaklcudi, s. A live coal, 

c. 7c ale- 

Tcurte, JcalcJculate, kalckuldti, See * 

Drona said I have no desire of wealth, for 

what is the profit of it ? 

C. kakkusi, s. A loose peg. 

C. kakke, s. A red or white thread 

worn on the wrists of champions, wrestlers 

nr pugilists, eebktb a green one, worn as 

a challenge. 

C. 7ca7c7ce, s. Cassia fistula, or Ccesal- 

pinia pulcherrima. 

S. Jcalckolca-shdstra, s. 
A work on women. 

C. kakkoclii-khaddi, s. 

A kind of grass used for brooms, Aristida 

setacea. 

C. ^0*0, £ 

?re^°8^-o, kakkouku, /ca/r- 

Jtouchu, JcaJckounku, kakkounchu, 

Jcakkoundu, v. a. To compress, squeeze 

down, press with violence, 

c. kalchd-yennu, v. n. To 

cry aloud. 

C. kagilu, s, a mob, tumult. 

C. kagurchu, v. a. To bend, 

make inclined. 

C. kagga, s. A song in honor of the 

goddess of green grocers. 2. a fable, novel, 

story, adj. False, untrue, fabricated, ficti¬ 

tious. 2. bad. 3. stupid. 4. passionate, 

angry, cruel. a rough, uncouth man, 

clown, g. Badness. 2. stupidity, un¬ 

couthness. #7^ a fabricator, 

narrator, liar. 2. one who sings at annual 

festivals the praises of a goddess, Jotsb 

to tell lies. *7^ £frazl> to fabricate. Vrt sx>zl), 

to confuse,’ confound, obscure. 

Ccrfj), ** 3 wo, s. Thick darkness. «s° 

certainly he who is not merciful will be 

called cruel. 

C.'^Aokb kag-gantu, s. A fast knot that 

cannot be untied. 2. entanglement, com¬ 

plication, confusion. 3. See ^rtoWo. 

Uj raWo to make a knot that cannot be un¬ 

tied. 2. to bring into confusion. 

C. =5*7TS'rfo Jeag-gddu, s. A thick-set, im¬ 

pervious forest or jungle. 

c. ^kag-gdi, s. An unripe, green 

fruit, a bad hard fruit that never becomes 

ripe. 

C. ZrTTd do, & kaggdru, kaggdla, 

s. A trying season, famine. 

C. Icag-gdlime, s. Great haugh¬ 

tiness. ’ 

A. c. kag-goleya, s. A fell 

murderer. 

A. C. ?r7^ja ^0 Jcag-goUu, «. M. To be 

firm, resolute^ determined. ^At^oUd having 

become fixed or resolute. 

C. =3^ kacha, S. The hair. 2. the son of 

Hrahaspati. 3- binding or a binding. 4. a 

cicatrice. 5. a cloud. 6. a female’s topknot. 

a binding for the hair, 

scent of the hair. ^rijo^erfoo, 

a topknot. a topknot flower. 

^ to loosen the topknot. =5^5*00^, =£ 

an ornamented topknot. **&&»«?* 

having an elegant topknot, 

taking hold of a female’s topknot in dalliance. 

c. 

^elkacha-kacha-tuliyu, 
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kacha-kacld-tuliyu, kachi-pichi-tu- 

liyu, r. a. To tread to a jelly, or to a 

viscous state, in which every tread sounds 

like chewing into a 

viscous state. 

c. 5*8^50^ kachakkanu, 

kachakku, v. n. To sound, as a stone fal¬ 

ling into mud, or the feet treading wet or 

sticky clay, &c. 

S. kachapa, s. Grass. 2. a leaf. 

c. tfz&hzo- kacha-pachi, 

kaclia-picTii, s. Confusion, disorder, adj. 
Jellied, viscous. *«&*** &>Vccfcu, 

to tread to a jelly or a viscous state, or with 

the sound of 

s. ^B^crae^ kacha-mdlavu, s. A line 

or cloud of smoke. 

S. kachdha, s. Smoke. 

S. ^BSre^SaJ&orf kcichdi-kacM-yud- 

dha, s. Close fighting, seizing each other 

by the hair. 

H. ka- 

chdisu, kachdisi-hogu, v. n. To become 

weary, tired, exhausted. 

C. ^Za- kacki, adj. Soft, clammy, glutinous. 

C. kacliinkku, See 

T. B. ^8kachita, See a***. 

s. ^2^-0, kachu, kachura, See 

C. i^B^oo^o, ^B^-ooao, 

tS'b&oTj^o kachunku, kachunkanu, 

kachungu, kachnmpanu. See 

H. ^sS-oija) ao kaclieydgu. See ^t^cso*. 

H. ^b5-i°& kacheri, s. A place for public 

business, an office, court, police office. 

ecriosf an officer of a court. to 

open a court or office for business; to carry 

on business in an office, **e*<;0 e?^ a public 

revenue account kept in a collector’s office. 

tfiS*bc&tfS> to go to a court, to prefer a com¬ 

plaint to the Government. =* 

tS^B wcA/s^ri public service. 

public business, court duty, the business of 

an office. a re_ 

venue office, JteS'S^B, 

the office of irregular cavalry. - 

!Er&3-? 

^zSi’B the armed peons’ office. 

the office of the commander of a fort. 

a quarter¬ 

master general’s office, where public elephants 

and camels are kept, and guides supplied, 

trap AelfO the office of native infantry. 53^ 

3^>o *^8 the office of the armed peons. V9 

<tS\ *2*^8 the spear-men’s office. 

the out-runner’s office. 

^eS^B the green spearmen’s office. 

a general post office. vtk^i ittesw 

^r<° a breeding establishment for Govern¬ 

ment cattle. a court of justice. 

SwtitoOT the hall or office of the 

courtiers. IwftsrS “s^B a police office. ^3 

Sra ^sS^B the office of the subordinate re¬ 

venue collectors, as amildars, &c. wunsctfj^ 

the horticulturist’s office. tJ»87v»U =£ 

the body guard office, the 

pent or sloping roof of an office. & 

the cavalry office. 

S. ‘S’sIjSfd kachdra, s. The zedoary 

zerumbet or Curcuma zerumbet of Dr. 

Roxburgh. The roots of this plant are 

much used as a cosmetic, 

c. £b£ 7^. vz&ofi, ^8^3 kachchage, 
8cr Bo- Bx u 

kacJichange, kachchane, adv. Silently, 

quietly. 2. quickly. 

C. kachchada, s. Familiarity, mu¬ 

tual affection, fondness. 

C. && Q> kachchadi, adj. Fixed, held, 

obstructed, s. A lewd man. 2. any pulse 

fried in ghee, mixed with chillies, salt, tama¬ 

rind, mustard seed, &c. ground and made 

into a thick mixture by the addition of 

water. 

S. ^zf d kachchara, adj. Foul, unclean, 

impure, soiled. 

A. 0. &Z3- i) kachchale, adj. Flat, hori¬ 

zontal. 

C. ^Zjj ^ kachchala, adj. Fit, suitable. 

c. 5*8^, ^$3 ^>, ‘Zrs*^ kachchali, 

kachchili, kachchalike, s. An hono¬ 

rary distinction, as a star, gaiter, ribbon* 

medal, &c. for eminent services. 2. a bam¬ 

boo bracelet. 

II. kachchd, adj. Low, base. 2. 

useless. 3. green, raw, unripe, rough, not 
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fair, a base affair ; a premature 

business. a rough copy, rough 

draught. 2. an account kept by the clerk 

of a village of monies received from the far¬ 

mers. €s^ a rough account. 

stansk a low word, an improper expression. 

a mean man. to 

spoil, to make useless. a geer 0f 

24 Rupees weight. rough and 

fair; premature and mature; unboiled and 

boiled; cooked and uncooked. 

T. B. ’S’sara kachchd-shuddhi, See 

kachchu, s. An incision, notch, 

wound. 3. dish water, or the washings of 

rice, &c. =5*^4 S>s.t±> the washings 

of rice. Averin, <>rt to wash 

rice, &c. Svai-rf £ tJowrf a swill 

tub. 2. a vessel for cattle to drink out of. 

to be sharp or severe, as applied to 

wind, cold, water. to notch, 

make an incision, wound. 2. to collect the 

washings of grain. 8°&odw to collect 

the washings of grain, &c. 

C. ^£^0. kachchu, v. a. tyn. To bite. 2. to 

join, unite, as boards, &c. *4^ a sham 

bite. a scorpion to sting. 

the stomach to ache. * ** A, 

*?4s>ao, ^4®^, *>, ^ sa* ^ canse to 

adhere, join, unite. 2. to cause to bite or to 

take hold, as taches or hooks. **4 to 

bite one’s self. 2. to adjoin, adhere, join, 

unite, embrace, take in the teeth, to fix, as 

two joints. 3. to be fixed or permanently 

resident in a place. a#, =3* 

the act of biting, taking, 

by the teeth, adhering, joining, uniting, &c. 

to live peaceably together, to be on 

terms of amity. biting. 2. quarrel, 

dispute, contention, to 

abuse. *£*4 to dovetail, join, make 

adhere. S>gp to stand fast or firm. 

** to bite off. 

C- kachche, s. Quarrel, dispute, fight¬ 

ing. O^JEIO ofl =5*d5 cs,-^ 

•* he sets others to fight and himself enjoys 

the fun. 

t. b. &s$- zi kachche, kachcheda, 
£v Za- 

L^%\s- The tuck of a native cloth covering 

the priv ities. 2. the end or hem of a lower gar¬ 

ment or cloth, gathered up behind and tucked 

into the waistband. 

!£&>, gfi to undress, loosen the under gar¬ 

ment, to loosen the cloth that goes between the 

legs. (to keep the under cloth tight 

behind) to be continent. ^ fU*4.- 

=3^4 hAib, 'tfeS =5*e£ to 

fasten the under cloth behind. *«* 

chastity, continence. aftiwOtaj* inconti¬ 

nence. ^"4, an incontinent 

man. the hinder border of a female’s 

garment. five fastenings of a 

native’s lower cloth. 

S. ’S’Srf kachchha, adj. Contiguous to wa. 

ter, watery, s. The hem of a garment tuck¬ 

ed in the waist band. chastity, 

continence. 

C. ^Za- kachchhaka, s. A kind of tree, 
cp 

S. kachchhapa, s. A turtle, tortoise, 
ep 

2. one of Kubera’s treasuries. 3. a flat kind 

of still, a place of tortoises. 

2. a treasury of Kubera. ■s’h^!><*&> a female 

tortoise. 2. a sort of lute. 3. the lute of 

Saraswati. 

s. #£^ tjo5o kachchharuha, s. A kind of 
ep 

grass. 

S. S'£3o kachchhu, s. Scab or itch. 
(!p 

S. Ses-o kachchhuravu, adj. Scabby, 
V* 

itchy. 2. libidinous, unchaste. 

H. kajdni. See £>«3>jScd». 

T. B. 3!G3vrs'd kajura. See sew»rd^). 

A. c. kajja, kajjam, s. Work, 

business, affair. ^oocr'^d say 

what is next to be done. 

C. kajja, s. Excuse, pretence, it. quar¬ 

rel. To excuse one’s self, 

make a pretence. to be at vari¬ 

ance, quarrel, to set at variance. 

C. kajjadi, s. Confusion, disorder. 

s. kajjala, kajjala, s. A 

collyrium for the eyes. 

C. kajjdya, s. A cake, made of 

ground rice, jaggory, and ghee. 

C. ^3^ kajji, [wep s. Scab, itch. Herpes 

exidens. ’sFikS, the torment of 
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the itch. *Stsa, the itch to in¬ 

flame. =#Scrioj, ^)&~o to scratch the 

itch. rb^ the pustule of the scab. 

ScScrioo, &?p to catch the itch. 

a kind, of itch in which there is no pus¬ 

tule. iwcb-a- a man who has 

the itch. ^ s&tf dead worms in the body 

supposed to be the cause of the itch. ft 

u any tree full of berries. 

T. B. T^a^-rf kajjura, See wwi-U 

t. b. «3, kajjota, kaj- 

joti, See 

S. ^8 £«/«, s. The hip. 2. the hollow 

above the hip, or the loins; also the hip and 

loins. 3. the temples of an elephant. 4. a 

twist of straw. 5. a corpse. 6. a time or 

season. 7. a place of sepulture. 8. a hearse, 

bier, bed. 9. an annual plant. 10. a thin 

piece of wood, plank. 11. a mat. adj. Much, 

great, excessive. 

S. £8^ kataka, s. The side of a hill or 

mountain. 2. table land. 3. salt. 4. a ring 

placed as an ornament, on an elephant’s 

trunk. 5. a royal metropolis, a city. 6. an 

army. 7. a circle, globe. 8. the town or 

province of Cuttack. 9. a hand bracelet. 

c. lt 85s 8z> d^o&^jkatakatd-yennu, v.n. 

To cry alas ! alas ! 

c. 518 tf&J'S &crfoo kata-katd-kadiyu, 

v. a. To grind or rattle the teeth, to bite 

with noise. 

c. #8tf8o3o;3 kata-katiyane, s. A 

courageous cry of soldiers in battle. 

c. ^8^63^0 kata-katenu, v. n. To make 

a noise, as in gnawing, breaking, &c. 

C. £8^63 kata-kate, s. Annoyance, grie¬ 

vance, distress, disturbance, trouble, teazing. 

2. a low railing in cutcherries, &c. used to 

lean against when sitting on the ground. 

C. T?8^d8 katakarava, s. A butcher. 

S. ^8^8:02} katakd-mukha, s. A cir¬ 

cle or orbicular shape. 2. holding between 

the points of the thumb and fore finger. 

0. ??8& kataki, adj. Ironical, reproachful. 

=?ti-8-cdJ5ft. to speak ironically, re¬ 

proachfully. s. A shrew. 

c. #8^0 kataku, See 

C. ^8^o 8 kata-kuta, s. Noise in the bo¬ 

wels, wambling of the stomach. 

C. kata-kollu, [■s^] v. n. To 

engrave, cut in, engrave for one’s self. 

s. & katakolavu, s. A spittoon. 

C. ^87\j8oj kata-guttu, v. n. To grieve, 

lament. 

C. 58^£n kata-pallu, s. A jaw tooth. 

C. Sr8fcG3 kata-pit e, s. Annoyance, teaz¬ 

ing, vexing. 2. gabble. -ffi&SSnsd a gab¬ 

bler. 

c. ^8si-co3o, ^8s-5oDo, ^88oo5, #8 

kata-bdi, kata-vdi, ka- 

ta-muri, kata-vdi-muri, s. The comer 

of the mouth. 

c. ^88o~J katamasti. See 

0. f?88 kataka,, s. A fence. 2. a ceme¬ 

tery. a neighbouring cemetery. 

C. 81) ij 8 katd-kati, s. Long abstinence. 

T. b. katdri, See ^o. 

H. trkJD^j) katdvu, s. Reaping, cutting corn, 

readiness for reaping. 

S. ^6jt>Co kataka, s. A boiler for oil, but¬ 

ter, sugar, &c. 2. a turtle’s shell. 3. a young 

buffalo whose horns are just appearing. 4. 

a vesseLfor frying or roasting grain. 5. hell, 

the infernal regions. 6. a frying pan. 

S. katdkska, s. A leer, glance, 

side look. 2. fig. favour, mercy. 

^ a look of pity. great regard., 

t0 loot aside upon, to favour, regard. 

to look on with clemency, 

to lose one’s favour. ^"^8 

a side look, side glance. the 

rising of a feeling of regard. 

S. &&3 Jcati, s. The waist, middle, hip, loins. 

^13 sprari the abdomen. ^ 

the posteriors. *8**3 waist-bound. ^ 

the middle. *83 a girdle. 

C. £8, 58 kati, kate, [^J». a. To en¬ 

grave, hew, turn, or cut. an en" 

graved or hewn stone. a graven 

image. tfBaiwrf turner’s work. 

C. 5 8^ katika, s. A butcher. 2. the 

fork-tailed shrike. 
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c. kati-katiyane, s. The 

noise made by the teeth in gnawing. 

C. katiku, s. The sound of a chisel 

in engraving, or of the teeth when gnashed. 

v. n. To cut through, wear away, as wire, &c. 

the neck-lace which was cut 

through. 

T. B. ^BpS katina, See *Sra. 

C. ^B&Bodjuzk kati-piti-mddu, v. n. 

To haggle in making a bargain ; to wrangle. 

S. katu, s. Pungency, pungent taste. 

2. solidity, hardness, adj. Pungent. 2. so¬ 

lid, massy, hard, thick, strong. 3. envious. 

4. fierce, impetuous, hot. 5. fragrant. 6. 

ill-smelling. 7. displeasing, disagreeable. 8. 

abstruse, difficult to make out, as writing, &c. 

S. Bo^ katuka, s. A plant, the hark and 

seed of which have an acrid and bitter taste, 

and are used, in medicine, for worms, dysen¬ 

tery, &c. 2. gigantic swallow-wort. 3. 

mustard. 

S. ffBo^tSjs^oopI katukarohini, s. Black 

hellebore. 

C. ^Bo^DoO katu-kdi, S. A strong as¬ 

tringent ; the chebulic myrobalan. 

T. B. ^Bo^B katu-kdra, s. A very pun¬ 

gent taste. 

C. ^BoSb, i^BoO’Sb katuku, katunku, 

s. A sort of white clay or pumice stone. 2. 

white gravel. 3. burnt lime powder, adj. 

Dry. ?3t<sb to catch in, as a wheel be¬ 

tween two stones. 2. to come to a stratum 

of white clay in digging. 

H. katori, s. An earthen, brass, 

or copper cup. 

A’ C* ^ kattanka, s. An ominous 

or fixed mark. 

C. ^BjO&S kattambali, s. A thick kind 

of sour porridge made of bruised millet, &c. 

sfUjOwOrt a glutton. 2. a sluggard. 

c. ^B^zf, B'B^zSt^ katta-kade, /cat- 

tu-kadeye, adv. Finally, ultimately, at 

the last, last of all, the extreme point, the 

farthest end, the last. 

C‘ kattadaka, s. A written agree¬ 

ment. 

C. kattadavi, katta- 

ranya, s. A. thick impervious jungle. 

C. kattanna, $. Boiled rice put up 

for a journey. 

^B.Broo kattarasu, s. (in chess) The 

checkmate, to be checkmated, 

hemmed in. 

c. ^B^, ^65^ kattale katle, s. An 

order, regulation, rule, statute. 2. an ap¬ 

pointment, command. 3. habit, custom. 4. 

weights, zljizsj to order, appoint, com¬ 

mand. tjjxc zStMg&x) to obey orders, 

ir^crio to give according to a- 

greement. ^orsw?>d a fixed establish- 

ment. daily. extraor¬ 

dinary, more than common. ^ stone 

weights. a bag for weights. 

***** to ascertain the weight. ^ rid any. 

thing in which weights are kept. 

A- °* kattalalike, s. Great 

grief or distress. 

kattagnye, s. A strict order, 

severe regulation, hard measure. 

T. B. kattdni. See 

C. kattalu, v. a. To rule, govern, 

manage, s. A servant, slave, subject. 2. a 

temperate man. 3. a valiant man, hero. * 

a ruler, manager, ^bg^yi 

valour,.prowess, bravery, courage. iFbg^ yio 

s3£o^o thus having acquired courage. 

C. ^Bj katti, s. A basin round the. foot 

of a tree for irrigation. 2. a hard blind boil. 

3. a bundle of bamboos, &c., a faggot, adj. 

Chaste, continent, part. Having been with 

young, as cattle. 

C. ^BjO&o kattimbu, s. A confined place, 

a place of restraint. 

c. ^B.^tSo^oo, s’B, AT?a)oo katti-kare- 
<Sj S5 

yu, katpi-gareyu, v. n. To rain inces¬ 

santly. v. a. To vex, torment. 2. to tie up 

and milk. 

C. katti-kollu, v. a. To take 

possession. 2. to enclose. 3. to incur. 

to take possession of a country. sbtf 

^ **$J t° hedge in, enclose. 

to commit sin. SoitaS ^ to have a fa¬ 

mily, to bear the expenses of a family, have 
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the burden of a family, to be 

ordained as a priest, crowned, as a king. 

% ^ *0 be at enmity with. ^ ^ 

to accompany, rti#? to con¬ 

ceive, become pregnant. rt* to 

thicken, coagulate, turn as milk, become a 

mass. 

c. kattikku, katti- 

riSU, v. a. To lay by, lay up, keep ready, 

rioti) to tie up a bundle, tie up toge¬ 

ther. 2. to impose a burden upon another. 

c. ^B,B, kattige, kattige- 

kampe, s. Wood, sticks, a staff, piece of 

wood. r'Jr3> an unfeeling 

disposition. 2. a hard heart. 3. obstinacy. 

’f&jficdosi. ^^rtwsdan unfeeling man. 

2. a messenger or out-runner, whose badge 

of office is a hooked stick. 3. a woodman. 

tfiSaSM to cut wood. a bun¬ 

dle of firewood. =ff'6:sS a bullock load 

of firewood. 

C. kattida, part. Constructed, 

built. an artificial tank. 2. with 

young, as cattle, cattle with young. 

C. katidiri, See 

o. $e3^7\iZj7\ kattina-gudige, s. A stick 

. with pieces of loose iron hanging at short dis¬ 

tances to make a noise with in running, 

c. ^B^trS kattirivi, kattirive, 

s. The large black ant. 

C. ^bi^kattit, s. A band, bandage, tie. 2- 

a bunch, bundle, faggot, pack, bale. 3. an 

impediment, restraint, prohibition, preven¬ 

tion. 4. a command, order, regulation, law. 

5. a charm or enchantment. 6. a vow, reso¬ 

lution. 7. a combination, plot. 8 . a system. 

9. bondage. 10. the ornament or ferrule of a 

stick. 11. the water in which any grain has 

been washed, an iron hoop. 2. 

a clamp, a bracelet. magic, 

legerdemain. ^ a sash, girdle. 

union, association. 2. appointment, 

regulation. 3. close reasoning, uniformity 

of sentiment from previous arrangement. 3 

preparation for battle, torf 

a sect or class of people, a nation. 

a bottle of hay, a bundle of grass, 

■s'kiOja congregation assembled. 2. the act 

or law of a society, 0ld paddy 

ground. fresh laid out paddy ground, 

or ground fit to sow paddy in. ^ ^ high 

ground. rtitSrto a stony place. 

^ the fixing of a colour, 33 ‘sthj alchymy. 

iftijj charming evil spirits. an 

agreement. 2. a boundary, water 

in which gram has been boiled. 

puberty, or the first appearance of mustaches. 

the head of a letter representing the 

inherent vowel a. eafatfltoj sound reasoning. 

2. a word fitly spoken. 3. all saying the 

same thing from having previously agreed to 

do so. 4. neatness, convenience, 

the custom of a caste. the 

front of a house. 2. foresight, forecast. 3. 

to silence before one can speak, by a convin¬ 

cing argument, Soorifchj the hind 

part of the house. 2. to keep a man from 

going back from his promise or declaration. 

aggregate. the wrist, 

wsriwtoj a building of polished stone. 

thj a strait. a sample. the 

ornamental part of the head-stall of a horse 

or ox. a wooden wall, made to tanks 

where the earth is not firm, or where it is 

sandy and stones would not stand, 

to violate an agreement. 

C. Bo^ kattu, v. a. To secure, fasten, 

bind, tie. 2. to connect, unite, join together. 

3. to build, construct, erect. 4. to charm, 

bewitch, stop by magic. 6. to ward off by a 

shield. 6. to fly in an ominous direction. 7. 

to become with young, as applied to cattle. 

to charm by incantations. 2. to 

bind up a wound, 3°3o to collect an 

army, gather troops, rtokh to tie up a 

parcel. 2. to lay by money, appropriate. * 

to bind up the hair. 2. to abstain 

from bathing the head. 

to become stiff, as a joint from injury. 

=#3 to build a tank, trs^o to shut 

the mouth, hold the tongue, be silent. 2. to 

restrain the appetite. 3. to silence by in¬ 

cantations, arguments, &c. 4. to tie up a bag, 

sack, &c. to deceive, impose upon. 

to dress a wound. to fold 

the arms. rtwS *4^ to coagulate. ^ 

to .curdle, turn as milk, become hard or in. 

durated, as a sore. tfort to perform 



gymnastic exercises. an order. 2. 

retaliation, to strain off. ad 

to tie or loop up. to give in charge, 

as a child; to give to another to nourish. 2. 

to tie up the skirt of a native jacket so as to 

form a bag in front. ^^to be cloudy, 

dark, by the clouds overspreading the sky. 

sijjario to stop, intercept, cut off provi¬ 

sions. 2. the nose to be obstructed by cold. 

w a ^isto arrest, stop, detain. 2. to dam. 

55S& =3to shut up a passage, cut off a route, 

stop up a road, =3^, e/ussS =3^ to 

conjecture, suppose, imagine. bswW to 

accuse a woman of adultery, to 

file off, go in rows, arrange, put in a row, 

form a line. ^ the hair to become 

matted and entangled. to gather, 

as pus. did to blind, to stand in the 

light. 2. to fence, curtain off. 2d to 

hang up a curtain, suspend a blind. St* 

to water by a channel, to irrigate. 

the evacuations to be obstructed, ddo 

to swell, rise, as the flesh when beaten, the 

skin on being stung, &c. 2. to bloat. 

J) to charm. to lay a spirit, 

isto stop, hinder. 2. to charm. 

to stop by witchcraft. to truss, 

to take seconds. tty to shield, 

to compose poetry, to 

put a horse or ox in a vehicle. to 

saddle. to take something cooked 

for a journey. to lay in provisions 

for a journey, to gird. 2. to 

retain one’s chastity, to pay taxes. 

2. to amass wealth. to appraise. 

^%^ii to restrain the appetite. * 

to arrange a musical choir. djaz& 

to bind sheaves. to tie oxen to¬ 

gether for the purpose of treading out corn, 

na^ri to tie bullocks in a row to a long 

rope fastened by two pegs. ‘s'deJ to 

yoke bullocks to draw water, to 

affix a public notice upon a wall, dd 

to make a paper kite, to stipu¬ 

late, to fix a term. to prevent from 

going back. djuacQj to swear. 

to bind hand and foot. to 

perfume. 2. to retain the scent. tfthj 

to build a wall, djs to cover, copulate, 

as beasts, to be bound or tied. 
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^ boiled rice tied up in a cloth for a journey* 

^ s3*n;icri» to tie up and punish. 

a married woman. to give 

over to be settled in a court of law. 2. to 

build for one. 3. to tie up and give. 

obtain merit. 

to conquer a country. to 

embrace one. to lay in store. * 

^ to tie up, sequestrate. to 

cause to build, fasten, &c. to build 

with stones. to build with the 

stones perpendicularly placed, instead of 

horizontally, as in tanks, &c. rtotrsd =5^ to 

build with stones in a sloping position. 

C. kattu-kathe, s. A fable, fic¬ 

tion, novel, romance. 

C. Jcattu-Jcalive, s. A channel 

for irrigation. 

C. Jcattu-Mli, s. A regulated 

hire. 

0. kattu-kdlu, s. A sceptre. 

2. a builder’s measure. 

o. f? kattu-kambha, s. A post 

to which thieves and cattle are fastened near 

to a village. 

C. kattu-gara, s. A builder, an 

architect. 

C. kattu-guli, 

kattu-hori, $. A bull for breeding. 

c. kattugra, s. Pierce wrath. 

c. kattutara, adj. Substantial, 

serviceable. 

0. kattuttara, s. A paper of set¬ 

tlement between disputants. 

0. k(lt1uttuva, s. Remission 

of land-rent on account of loss by failure of 

rain, inundation, &c. 

C. kattu-dale, s. The rate of as¬ 

sessment. 2. building. 3. agreement, set¬ 

tlement. 

C. kattuppu, s. A strong salt. 

C. $ki^&)Ls7\ kattu-badige, s. A bludgeon. 

c. kattu-badi-jana, s. Pub¬ 

lic servants, privileged persons who have a 

portion of land exempt from tax or rent, and 

who, when occasion requires, perform the 

service of soldiers. 
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C. .tf&kj'85^0 kattu-bilu, v.n. To be fas¬ 

tened, bound, built. 

C. ^ kattu-madi, s. A cloth worn 

only at meals and worship. 

c. kattu-manaka, s. A 

young buffalo or heifer fit to breed. 

C. kattumasti, adj. Powerful, 

head-strong, ^li^no’^co’od a powerful or head¬ 

strong man. 

C. ?rbi^oisdTiz kattu-mddu, v. a. To or¬ 

der, command. 

c. kattu-mosaru, s. Warm 

water mixed with strained curds. 

<?. ^ Bo.TjTo, kattu-rasa, kat- 
9 <53 • * ’ 

tu-sara, s. Pepper-water made of split 

pulse, chillies, tamarinds, &c. mer. 

cury decomposed. 

C. katturi, s. A fierce or vehement 
<53 

blaze. 2. a violent inflammation. 

C. kattuva-kolu, s. A staff 

to lead dogs to the chase. 

a. c. dSdo kattuvadeyu, 

d* v. n. To be bound, fastened, tied. e°« 

8oatj:raoe^t;^Soow ut) oricdussjli^sidri 

(dojitiBcrioiA) because they were bound in the 

strong cord of their elder brother’s kindness, 

they could say nothing. 

A. C. #&ta^o6oo kattuluhu, s. A great 

noise. 

C. 3* Setae's t5 kattuvdre, s. The gout, 

rheumatism. 

C. kattu-wdsa, s. A wrapper 

or cover, used to wrap up clothes, &c. 

c. ^ kattu-huli, kat- 

tuli, s. A strong acid. 

c. dt>-8 kattu-hore, s. A bundle 
„ S3 

of grass, &c. 

A. C. &k3jg,<£7\ kattuliga, s. A hard 

task, severe service. 

C. katte, $. A basin or small pond, a 

tank. 2. a dike or dam. 3. a basin round 

the trunk of a tree. 4. a bridge. 5. an 

altar. 6. a custom house. ^ the bank 

of a tank. ^ an earthen bank, rirte 

the platform of a building, 

the raised seat of earth, &c. in front of a 

house. a place where tolls and 

duty on goods are received. =5^ the 

raised seat in a village. a place 

where contracts are made for cotton, ^^x ^ 

^ to dam, bank up, &c. to build 

a bank, &c. ^ecrfoo. to break an em¬ 

bankment. 

C. Cb katteduru, s. Exactly oppo¬ 

site, right in front. 

c. kattekanta, adv. Very 

retired. 

c. ^63j^cf o5oo kattodeyu, v. a. To 

break a promise, violate an agreement. 2. to 

break down a bank or dam. 3. to tie up and 

flog. 

a. c. kattolume, s. Strong 

affection, great regard. doP an ar¬ 

dent or devoted lover. 

C. katphale, s. A small tree, the 

bark and seeds of which are used in medicine 

and as aromatics. Gmelina arborea, Box. 

C. 13 katluri, s. A dangerous black 

snakeX 

c. katle, See*^. 

S. kathd, s. The name of a saint. 2. 

a note or simple sound. 3. a mystical prayer. 

C. vTsntrztf kathd-pdla, s. A strong, 

stout man. 2. a clumsy, awkward man. 

s. -rsO, kathdri, kathdru, s. 
A crease, dagger. ^ErsBc&iad the sheath of a 

crease or dagger. 

s. tfSps, kathina, kathina, adj. 

Hard, solid, indurated, impervious. 2. severe, 

harsh, cruel. harder. 

•S-, a cruel, hard-hearted man. 

siosbhj, =&8p a cruel disposition, severe 

temper. h harshly, cruelly. 

* to indurate, harden. 2. to vex. 

do, &&P to be hard, harsh, cruel. 

=&G>r) Psxdx a severe expression. a 

tight, hard breast. hard ground. 

*®« a hard heart. ^x7"' a dan¬ 

gerous sickness. *®3 induration. 

S. kathora, adj. Impervious, hard, 

indurated. 2. severe, harsh, terrible, horrible. 

s. A cup. <^d PsxPx a hard 

expression, severe word, a terrific 

noise, horrible sound, ^dos^ddrorij, 

to become hard. X^ great wrath, 
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violent anger. T&ac&r the mid-day 

sum more cruel, harder, very cruel. 

=irnF as>tf distressing to hear. 

C. #«r|p§ katthdni, s. A necklace of pearls, 

oblong plates, gold beads, and a square centre 

piece. 

C. Jidda, g. A loan, debt. 2. a ferry, 

ford. to bor¬ 

row. ^ to lend. 2. to return a loan. 

Sodr^u) the passage over which a ferry 

passes, the passage of a large boat. 

as a ioan> a bond. 

a borrower, to pay a debt, 

s. ^doX-rf kadangara, s. Chaff. 2. a 

grainless crop, thin ear of corn. 

A. c. kadangu, 

kadanku, kadaku, v. n. To strive, be 

vehement, valiant, to scheme, make an effort. 

s. Anxiety, perturbation. 2. zeal, effort, ex¬ 

ertion. 3. joy, gladness. 4. a channel. 5. 

valour, courage, ardour. having be¬ 

come valiant, ardent, &c. wvtfak 

^ the commanders of the two 

armies became courageous, and waved their 

hands, waadS 

resisting in a most surprising manner, they 

fought valiantly. tfo&jS the 

waist agitated with excitement. 

having leaped with vehemence, =^odj 

having looked with anxiety. 

A. o. ^doz&do kadanduru, s. A red 

stinging bee. 

A. c. oio'rfdo kadam-bareyu- 

vadu, s. Level, evenness. 

C. kada-katti, s. A chopper, cleav¬ 

er, bid. 

c. kadaka-bale, s. A triple 

bracelet. 

C. trdSfoo kadakalu, $. A gap, breach. 

T. B. kadaga, [*«*] s. A bracelet. 

C. kada-gannu, s. The outer 

corner of the eye. 

c. t^dAddod kadagada-mara, s. The 

tree Rottleria tinctoria. 

C. dd7s8>d:> kadagi-baru, v. n. To be ve¬ 

hement, zealous, ardent. 

C. ^d ao kadagu, s. The basin round the 

foot of a tree for irrigation. 2. a drain. 

do ertcrfoo to make one. wstft the basin 

at the foot of a plantain tree, a 

small water channel, torssfd v'ddo djssfrt 

the channel is every thing to a plantain tree, 

and affectation to a harlot. A. c. v. n. To be¬ 

come clean. 2. to cry out. 3. to strive. 4. 

to be vehement, ardent, valiant. See do. 

C. kada-gollu. See ^rfobo. 

c. kada-golu, [^Sataf] $. a 

churning stick. do§ the cross at 

the bottom of a churning stick, tfsiAatuj 

3°^ the churning string. sk>e3f the 

Mandara mountain used as a churning stick 

by the demi-gods and giants, in churning the 

milk sea. 

C. ^d/wo^oSopso kadagdlu-hannu, «. 

The love apple, Solanum lycopersicum. 

C. ^dsdo, ^dogdo, ^dslsorfo /caia- 

cJiu, kadanchu, kadachi-baru, See * 

C. "dd^dod kadache-mara, s. The tree 

Mimosa shirisha. 

C. ^dai kadaja, s. A wasp. 

C. ‘Sdd kadata, s. A cloth covered with 

a composition of charcoal and gum and used 

instead of a slate for writing. 2. an incision, 

notch, jag, bite, cut. uticsZxi to write 

with a piece of potstone on the above. *** 

tfSccfco to make a notch or incision. 

c. &Z&B, kadati, kadanti, s. An 

elk. tSsbr,filk’s skim 

C. iSd^do, ^deS^o, sd^o^oo kada- 

teru, kada-bilu, kada-geyu, v. n. To 

recover, escape from danger, get through 

child-birth, a difficulty, &c. to re¬ 

cover another from disease, or save from dis¬ 

tress. 

c. ^dcTS&S kadaddta, See under 

C. ’Sdrfo kadadu, adj. Strong. 2. loud, 

vehement. 3. hasty, passionate, ^dirsrio to 

become strong. 2. to become passionate. 

=stWdo a loud word, hasty expression. ^ 

a powerful man. 2. a quick 

mam 3. a passionate man. 

C. ‘SddoSido kadadu-baru, v.n. To come 

over, eome up with. rfo»^dj to go over, 

cross, pass, escape. 



C. kadadu-bidu, See under *&. 

C. kadaduri-gida, s. A shrub 

so called. 

C. kadaduvu, s. A red stinging 

bee. 

c. kadana-patra, s. A promis¬ 

sory note, note of hand. 

C. ?r£feo kadabu, See 

A. c. kadaliduta, adj. Abun¬ 

dant, profuse. 

A. e. ifcfeo kadalu, s. The sea, ocean. <9° 

riaSsm the sea of milk, ^sjo LaJcshmi, 

sprung from the milk-sea. ’Jtivjort the moon. 

*submarine fire. the 

c. kadale, See . 

C. kadava, s. A horse or stallion. 

C. tfd'zS'zJjtf kadava-mara, See 

A. c. kadavaram, s. Gold, wealth. 

2. desire, longing, adj. Grave, mild. 

rfo^jjd like a very poor man 

getting wealth. 

c. kadavasa, See 

c. 5^3 kadave, s. An elk. gsfor 

elk’s skin. 

C. S^roo kadasu, s. A heifer or young cow. 

C. kadasu, v. a. To extricate, get 

through a difficulty. 

c. fS^sdsfed kadaha-mara, $. The tree 

Nauclea cadamba. 

C. kada-huttu, s. The youngest, 

or last born child, the last born. 

C. kada, See *3. 

C. &z-3SOoQ>&'£Je>zio kadd-khandita- 

mddu, v. n. To be firm, insist on, as on 

immediate payment, &c., to be strict. 

H. 3Z53SDS kadd-khadi, adj. Impartial. 

2. strict, rigorous, severe. 3. correct, accu¬ 

rate. ^3* siofio^g, =tfcrs soaaksf a strict, 

impartial, resolute man. 2. a candid, open, 

frank, undissembling man. 

H. kadd-khodu, adJ. Loud 

sounding, as a vessel. 

T. B. #C3Dc£b, kaddi, kaddhi, 
gee ^Sjsk!. 

A. C. £<3'30Sor\b kaddisu, v. a. To ram, 

as a gun. 2. to drive in, as a nail, &c. 

S. ^£3Dd kaddra, s. Gold colour. 

C. kaddri, s. A young bull. 2. a 

ram. 

c. ^chjoj, wSDcJ, ^Z3*>coo kaddsa, ka- 

ddsi, kadasu, s. A dried skin used by 

ascetics as a seat or bed. d 

riw as soon as the ascetic is up he has 

the skin on his shoulder (proverb used of a 

single man who has no encumbrance). 

C. TjrSi kadi, s. A bit, morsel. 2. a chip, 

shaving. 3. a potsherd. 4. a rim placed on 

a mortar while beating rice in it. 5. a cha¬ 

fing dish. 6. boiled sour milk used with rice. 

7. any acetous fermentation, as vinegar, &c. 

8. a particle added to some verbs for the pur¬ 

pose of converting them into verbal nouns, 

&e. 9. an irritation on the skin, itching. 

^a a skein of thread. ^kbjto do up 

a skein of thread. to wind up a 

skein of thread, a curry made of 

curds, spices, chillies, &c. to pre¬ 

pare such a dish. ^a a cake of cow- 

dung. to dung, as cattle. t5°^ 

a moveable stove or fire vessel. the 

act of sliding away privately. the act 

of standing. && ready money, money 

in hand. 

C. kadi, kadiyu, v. a. To 

bite, champ, gnaw. 2. to cut, chop, slay, en¬ 

grave. v. n. To itch, to hew or 

cut down, ftkkj to root up a kind of bent 

grass. «*§£> to gnash the teeth. * 

a the stomach to ache. A>oSo ^a to 

cut in pieces, the act of cutting. 

^a to cut down with great vehemence, 

^a to cut into small pieces. 

to cause to cut, &c. ass*), 

t5<& to cut off, sever from, hew, fell, 

cut down, slay, ^azJuali^ to cut down and 

heap up. ^at? to have cut off. 

the stump of a tree. 

C. iSci kadi, See ** and *£. 

A. 0. tfcbtfo kadiku, s. A headless trunk. 

o. kadi-khanda-mddu, 

v. a. To cut into small pieces; 

C. S'&Tiso‘stfj kadige-hdru, v. a. To move 

on one side or out of the way. 
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C. ^EiEJDdo kadidddu, v. a. To cut down 

or slay mutually, as in battle. 2. to fight, 

quarrel, wrangle. fight, contest, mu¬ 

tual slaughter. 

C. ?rS£>^CX)oo kadidiyu, v. a. To cut and 

give. 

C. #583^5^7\ kadibina-kdlaga, See 

under 

C. kadi-bilu, See 

c. ^dLoTxd kadimi-gida, See 

C. Icadime, s. Deficiency, defect. 2. 

remnant, adj. Remaining, defective. 2. 

other. 3. less. to make less. & 

BSocrijarlo to become less, deficient, or defec¬ 

tive. ^ sfctf ^asJo the rain is deficient 

this year. more or less, about. 

c. jj.rs'h kudiydgi. See 

A. C. kadiydna. See 

A. o. SSefo kadilu, See *aiu>. 

c. wSsTip®, i^&sysd kadivdna, kadi- 

vdra, S. A horse’s bridle. ®s*, 

=s*&;js«S>aSj to bridle. tfasran to take 

off a bridle, Saw iS<Sj to slacken the 

bridle, otfcdx>, «5h SoSoSw to 

pull in the reins, ‘s'&sjsrt &rs>ti) the rein of a 

bridle, tfasrersc! the spikes, &c. on 

a bit. 

D. #&© kadili, s. The stalks of the great 

millet cut up and given to cattle. 

C. kadisha, s. A tree producing a 

brown berry that is used as the drop to an 

ear-ring. 

C. ^(doo&jGoo kadi-hidiyu, v.a. To ga¬ 

ther the dung of cattle for drying in cakes, 

for fuel. 2. to prepare cotton thread for sew¬ 

ing. 3. to twist several fine threads into one. 

C. ?fS.5ood kadi-huri, See 

C. T^zio kudu, adLj. Excessive, great, much, 

severe, extreme, ultimate, final, worst, very. 

2. crooked. extreme trouble, 

difficulty or distress. ^<^0 

very white. &j»Q& very sharp. * 

a heavy loss. a man greatly 

given to passion. r»"h great exertion, ex¬ 

treme fatigue. tfz&waft, =£*3^ an extreme¬ 

ly benevolent man. a great slug¬ 

gard, a man extremely slow. ** a veiy 
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stupid man. extreme pain. 

a notorious sinner. great cour¬ 

age. 

A. 0. #doo7\I) kadungali, See 

0. idldoo&> kadumba, See tfzfcuo. 

A. c. ’S'dooeS, ’S'dooTo kadumbe, ka- 

dumpe, s. A swift spotted deer. 

C. S'rfoA 0 kadu-gali, [_**> and *©] s. A 

very valiant man, a great hero. 

heroism, great valour, prowess. 

C. ^kadu-kagi, s. A miser, a very 

penurious man. 

A. c. ^d^So^OA^o kadukdheri- 

kangalu, s. Very angry eyes. 

A. c. ^do-S’&rfo kadu-kiridu, adj. Very 

small, very little. 

A. c. #do$l§pi87Cj kaduki-pogu, v, n. 
To follow, go after another. 

C. S’do^o kaduku, s. A cleft, a fissure in 

rocks, &c. 2. refraction, as in rays of light. 

3. a headless trunk. 4. an ear-ring. 

o. ^do^oScf)^ kaduku-halige, s. A 

board smeared with a composition of white 

earth and brick dust, and used for writing. 

A. c. ^do^o^oo, ’Sdo^(Oo5oo kadu- 

keyu, kadu-gdyu, V. n. To hurry, hasten. 

0. UrdsT^s^ kadu-goUu, See 

T. B. ?^do7\ kaduga, See so*. 

C. t^do7VTO©o kadugdi, s. Unripe fruit or 

vegetables. 

0. ^do?\2odo kadugi-baru, v.n. To escape 

from danger, to get through a difficulty. 

A. C. ^do AO kadugu, v.n. To shake, quake. 

0. fJdorfo kadudu, s. A precipice, very steep 

place, adj. Large, powerful, strong. 2. 

short, circumscribed, to make 

strong. 2. to shorten, take in. 

c. ^do^odo^j; kadunvruvu, s. A wasp. 

A. 0. ^dojSioyso kadu-nenu, s. A churn¬ 

ing string. 

0. ’S’do'^j) ka.dupu, s. An irritation in the 

skin, pain after evacuation. 2. eagerness, 

agitation, ardour, vehemence, impetuosity, 

consternation. 3. management, superintend¬ 

ence. adj. cruel, fierce. why 



are you eager ? watfrisrajsj to figlit 

with ardour. sfisfcs^ a very vehe¬ 

ment, rash, precipitate mau. 

Sjo^oSjS the range of hills trembling with the 

agitation. =#^ JUts'Oj. 

n^orfrtjd ^zSozlo =^odj seeing the impetuosity 

of the fighting archers, excelling thus in su¬ 

perior valour. a fierce giant. 

C. kadubu, $. A kind of cake or 

pudding boiled in steam. u&s« r ridowo one 

filled with sugar and split pulse. sn.^ 

100 the same filled with a kind of beans, sco 

‘tfaSowj a thin hatter pudding boiled in 

steam, tfsSwSSwstfrt a game with this cake 

on the second day after the purification of an 

idol. 2. Jig. sham fighting. cqzi) =fs> 

this is not play but a serious 

business. 

A. o. kadumukku, v. n. To 

be much excited. 

C. kaduvu. See 

A. c. kadu-lola-lo- 

chane, s. Roving eyes. 

A. c. iS^oSo, !5,z&sdo kaduha, kaduhu, 

adj. Much, excessive, ardent, s. Excess. 2. 

prowess, valour. ^^zoj^Scdotii women of 

ardent passions, ^zsoad “aVsifk a notorious or 

expert thief. 

c. S'cisSooQ, kadu-huri, kaduri, 

s. A thread that curls upon twisting, 

c. kadura, See 

c. tfiS, cx):>;> /cadfe, kadeyu, v. a. To 

churn. 2. to turn in a lathe. 3. to engrave 

or cut in. 4. to hew or cut down. v. n. To 

he concluded, finished, ended. *<$ to 

churn curds, xisi&zS to churn the sea. 

xioti && to turn wood, a churn¬ 

ing stick, a churning string. 

C. t?z£ kade, adj. Last, ultimate, ulterior, 

final, s. Verge, edge, margin, conclusion. 

2. end, extremity or point. 3. place, side, 

direction. to the last- at the last, final¬ 

ly. ^zlrtossioofNcSn^i it is quite finished. 

at last, finally, to 

be gathered, assembled, collected in one place. 

the lowest or meanest man. *** 

a place near at hand. to be 

finished, accomplished. to be sepa¬ 

rated, apart. 55 ^zS there, that side, that 

place or country. ^ *3 here, this place, 

these parts. inside, the internal part. 

outside, out of doors, 'WrtS the un¬ 

der side, the lower part, the upper 

part. AzSrtzS the left side, I the right 

side, the place where one is standing. 

=8*3 a place for sitting, or a place where 

one sat. the direction or place to 

which a person is gone. “**<2 the place 

to which one is come. *^<41* a privy. 5^ 

** a place for making water, “B^aSrarto to be¬ 

come finished, to he ended, tftlairePi finally, 

ultimately, s&js^rio to be exhausted, 

ended, finished, lectori final. 2. finished. 

3. separated, fallen out, as friends. 

vkp, at the very last. 

A. c. kade-ganisu, v.n. To be 

spent or past. v. a. To disgrace. 

A. 0. f? a PcO kadegancku, «. ». To 

doubt, hesitate. 

A. c. !5r'zf a kadeganmu, v.n. To apos¬ 

tatize. 

C. 5^7^076 kadegdgu, v. n. To escape 

from, or out of. 2. to get through a law-suit. 

3. to be menstruous. a young girl, 

to be reserved distant, stand aloof. 

C. ^Z*7\Z>,pz>o kade-gdnu, v.n. To come to 

an end, be finished, to complete, 

finish. 

0. kadegidu, kade* 

girisu, V. a. To set aside, keep separate. 

2. to cast out, expel, excommunicate. 

an excommunicated person, an out-caste. 

C. ^zSj'.'do kadegiru, v.n. To live solita¬ 

rily, alone, to be without incumbrance. 2. 

to keep aloof or at a distance. 3. to be men¬ 

struous. 

0, kadegideru, v. n. To be 

finally accomplished. 

0. kadege-bichchu, v. a. To 

separate, take off, from, or out. 

A. c. kadegelasu, v. a. To 

despise, contemn: 

c. kadegeliyu, v. a. To pull, 

draw out or away, to draw to the extreme 

point. 



C. ^zf^js^ojo kadegolisu, v. a. To finish, 

complete, fill. 

C. ?fz§~Rj?>3^0 kadegodu, v. a. To run 

out. 2. to run aside. 3. to run through, or 

to the end. 

C. Ottfo, Jta- 

deghaku, kadege-hd/cu, kadegidu, 

v. a. To cast out, expel, excommunicate. 2. 

to finish, conclude. 

C. ?rzSefoTkax> kade-turubu, See ■»'***«>, 

c. ?fz§dD7yS> kadeda-vigraha, s. A 

graven image. 

c. £z?rfo8!>do kadedu-bidu, v. a. To pass 

by, cross over. 2. to engrave. 3. to cut off. 

4. to hew down. 

C. Zrzfso kadebe, s. A swift, spotted deer. 

A. c. S'zfo^ kadeya, s. A field of battle. 

2. an ornament on a native floor, 

c. t£zSo5o, &‘do?o£,s kadeya, ltadeyana, 

See 

A. c. kade-vagalu, s. Even¬ 

ing, eventide. 

A. C. kadevaliya, s. A floor- 

ornament made with chalk. 

c. ^Z§i°uk^o3o0 kade-kattambali, $. 

The conclusion of a game. 

C. kade'-kattu, adv. At the very 

last, the last of all. 

C. Srzf^zf^D kade-kadeli, adv. At the 

very extremity, quite at the edge, skirt, or 

margin. *3* to he reserved, distant, 

appear strange. to pass 

by at a small distance, to go on without cal¬ 

ling in, to pass a place, by going round it 

instead of through it. 

C. tfzkade-kdla, s. The last time 

or season, the latter season. 2. death. 

c. kade-kula, s. The lowest 

caste. 

C. ZfzS^JZ'O^j) kade-kdjm, s. Termina¬ 

tion, conclusion, end. at last, at 

length, finally. 

c. ^zf^7\oS kade-ganti, s. A cow that 

calves but seldom. 

C. tfzfsA & kade-gadi, s. Confines, brink, 

margin, border. 2. country or provinces just 
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within the borders. tfzHrtSc&sah ultimately, 

finally. 

C. kade-gannu, s. The outer 

angle of the eye. 2. distance of behaviour, 

coolness, to look askance, 

or as unacquainted with, a 

leer, side glance. to disregard. 

C. 3‘zf oAZ)CZ)0 kade-gdnu, v. n. To see how 

a thing will end, to see the end. n&tszi 

endless. 

C. i5"Zkade-gala. See 

C. kade-kodi, s. The outer 

corner of the eye. 

c. t£z§5<§£eo kade-teru, ka- 

de-telu, v. n. To be terminated, ended, fi¬ 

nished. ^ endless trouble. 

c. t^zS^Sv/a^kS kade-nota, s. A side glance, 

leer. 

C. ^zf^ja^o kade-nodu, v, a. To be¬ 

come cool or distant towards, offended with. 

C. trzf^85^^o kade-bilu, v. n. To recover 

from sickness. 2. to escape from danger or 

trouble. 3. to become disentangled or extri¬ 

cated. **** 'Zxy stresSo, tinvto to extricate, 

deliver, redeem, save, rescue. 

C. ^zf^zirsdo kade-mddu, v. a. To break 

off an acquaintance. 2. to divorce. 3. to 

conclude, finish. 

c. ^zf^jsde^o kade-modalu, s. End 

and beginning. ^X without end or 

beginning. 

c. 3^0, ^zS^js, kadeli, ka~ 

delu, kadele. See under 

0. ^zf^zd'aCbs’^p^AO kade'-sardu-po- 

gu, v. n. To be remitted or absolved, as 

sin, &c. 

A. o. ^Ze^dA&o kade-vagalu. See 

riejo. 

C. ^zS^oo'saioo kade-hdyu, v. n. To pass 

by, through, get to the opposite shore, escape 

from danger, recover from sickness, &c. 

issc&jjb to save, deliver, redeem, recover. 

C. "Szi kadda, s. A clown, blockhead, dolt. 
a 

ad,/. Clumsy, awkward, uncouth, unpolite. 

bungling work. rustics, 

ignorant people, clumsiness, awk- 



wardness. a blunt sword. wj 

ft dull sense. 

C. (S3 Jcadddta, s. Obstinacy, stub¬ 

bornness, pertinacity, perverseness, stupidity, 

to be perverse, obstinate. 

perversely, obstinately. 

C. tfS'S 6-5o kadddya, s. Distraint, as by 

government. 2. force, compulsion, constraint. 

3. contempt, slight, disregard, negligence, 

carelessness, crio 55*=fo to exact more than 

is just, sirada to force, constrain. ^ 

?S forcibly, violently, wdotfo 

a miserable existence. 2. an unjust tax. ^ 

s» cc&rad a despiser, contemner, careless per¬ 

son. d-redj a contemptuous speech. 

C. &ZS0J kadddlu, s. A dolt, blockhead. 

2. a clumsy, awkward man. 

0. 3^ kaddi, [sea] s. The fibre or vein of 

a leaf, any small stick. ^ a measure 

by which horses are measured. 

sweepings. an ear when first 

bored, in which the fibre of a leaf is put to 

prevent the aperture from growing up again. 

=5^ dwedj =£jsdo to break in two the fibre of 

a leaf before a person, intimating that he will 

be ruined if he persists; hence, to asseverate, 

affirm or charge with great solemnity, to 

oppose a measure vehemently. to 

put the fibre of a leaf in a book, at random, 

for the purpose of consulting an omen. 

to provoke, excite, exasperate. 2. to put 

a mark in a tank bank or a channel for irri¬ 

gation, to show the height to which the water 

may rise without danger. 3. to place the 

fibre of a leaf in a bored ear. 

C. kadru-mudru, s. Confu¬ 

sion, disorder, •*»*»,* confusedly, 

disorderly. to thwart. 2. to 

make obscure. 3. to put into disorder and 

confusion. vz^j' ^■ra's^ unintelligible 

jargon, an awkward expression. 

kadle, s. The pulse termed China 

or Bengal gram, Oicer arietinum. zS 

& this gram parched and mixed with jaggory. 

tt&X z£\<$ split Bengal gram. sdov a 

strong acid extracted from it. s&©d ^deJ, <sfc 

Odd«J fried Bengal gram, Sobs ^dsJ raw 

Bengal gram. ;5drtd«3 soaked Bengal gram, 

split parched gram, mixed with sour 

milk, chillies, salt, &c. and boiled in ghee. 

doo&) gram parched whole. a 

bulbous vegetable. 5=d a swelling on the 

lip, under the arm, or on the neck, caused 

by a boil or wound in another part of the 

body. "*’!*, the pod or capsule of Bengal 

gram. ^<2 ricriO a red kind of grass much 

eaten by milch cows. sugar and 

gram boiled together and then pounded. 

T. B. kaddhdya, See 

S. kana, s. An eye of corn. 2. the 

spark or facet of a gem. 3. a drop. 4. a spark. 

adj. Small, minute. small cummin 

seed. drop by drop, in drops, as 

the dew on leaves, &c. a spark, « 

w a drop of water, d^d *n the facet of 

a gem. 

C. kana., s. A threshing-floor, a place 

where corn is trodden out by oxen. 2. afield 

of battle. 3. a square cloth. a 

corn-floor, dpssorifa a field of battle. 

the piece of cloth from which a female’s 

bodice is made, d*d)d a square cloth 

in which the linga, &c. are wrapped. 

to prepare a floor for treading corn. * 

n jtsOd), Wda to smear a threshing-floor 

with cow-dung, Wcdao to measure the 

corn on a threshing-floor. an esti¬ 

mation of the corn on a threshing-floor. * 

f? a watcher of the corn-floor. 

to tread out com with oxen. 

alms given from the threshing-floor. 

C. ffpsoat kananja, See 

C. kanaka, $. Wheaten flour. 2. 

dough, adj. Viscid, glutinous, 

A a cake of wheaten flour, 

filled with gram and sugar, 

c. ^ps^ps kana-kana, s. The ringing 

sound of a vessel or drum. to 

sound as a vessel, 

c. p3WDe« kana-kdlu, See 

C. kanakidava, s. A coward, 

one who shrinks back. 

o. wps^, kana-kei, ka- 

na-kei-gina-kei, s. The fleshy part of the 

arm from the elbow to the wrist, 

c. kanagina-beru, See 

fteJ. 
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A. C. ^PSao kanagu, See 

o. ^pa&f, ^paoa*, ’S'paoEy kanaja, ka- 

nanja, kanuja, s. A granary, barn, or 

store for corn. 2. a wasp. 3. a weight used 

in selling coral, &c. *ms 25s=rt to 

store grain. 

C. £ps3 kanata, s. See 

c. ^ps^o kana-tale, s. The temples. 

0. rfpECbS'hcS kanaduri-gida, s. A shrub 

bearing a red fruit. 

C. T^paEOo kanabu, s. A ridge between pad¬ 

dy fields. 

c. ^pa^o, *5*pa^S, ^p©^53d£> kaname, 

kanave, kanave-hddi, See 

A. C. ’Srpa'S kand, particle, Is it not? you 

know. he said so, did he not? 

c. ^paaoSo^o^ kand-yennu, v. n. To 

say, Bravo ! Well done, or yes. 

C. STODCXbr^ kandisu, v.a. To sound, as 

a vessel or drum. 

C. ?r pi £am, s. A piece of soft stone used 

instead of slate pencil. 2. soothsaying, for¬ 

tune telling. 3^ hear my fortune. 

*<■** aSfsb to tell one’s fortune. tfri* a 

stick used by a fortune teller. 2. a piece. ^ 

rinsd a female fortune teller. a 

fortune teller’s basket. 

0. ’cfp? kani, s. A hackery or bullock cart, 

c. ?rp§?rp§ kani-kani, s. The sound of an 

earthen vessel, &c. if struck, to 

sound, as a vessel. 

C. ?fp§7vae;o kani-gdlu See 

c. ^ kanigina-hidlu, s. A 

gold coloured grass, growing in black ground, 

and much liked by cattle. 

C. ^pl?\<§, ^plbe^ kanigile, kanigilu, 

s. The blue lotus, or Oleander, nerium odo- 

rum. a white and yellow sort. 

C. ?rpll> kaniti, s. A spotted deer, 

c. tfpfa^ kani-bala, s. A soft kind of 

stone used instead of slate pencil, 

c. =5^3, r^plaS, ^p§&> kanive, kani- 

be, kanime, s. A ridge between paddy 

fields. 2. a defile or pass between two moun¬ 

tains. 

s. ^pioj kanisha, lianisa, s. 

An ear or spike of corn. 2. just weight. 

C. ?rpso kanu, See 

0. ^psoo^o kanunku, v. n. To stick fast, 

a s a wheel in mud. 

C. ^POot? kanuka, See 

C. 3rpeo#!j\&S kanu-kappate, s. The bat. 

C. ^P3o7\t)cOi kanu-gai, s. Immature 

fruit. 

0. ^P?of (3 kanutere, s. A prickly sort of 

night shade, Solarium jacquini. 

c. ^Pao^', ^paosoo, ^pso^j kanupu, 

kanubu, kanuvu, s. A knot in a cane, 

straw, &c. 

C. ?TP3oeo kanulu, s. The first germ that 

springs from seed, &c. 2. the top and tender 

part of a bamboo, used as a pickle. 

S. 5pS kane, s. An arrow. SrS a iieap 

of arrows. ^@z5 a quiver, riScrin 

to fire arrows. &»ri>ct»o ^rlc&oo art to take 

an arrow from the quiver. =fflr!3jfia5W^cf-&-<; 

having extracted the arrow that was fixed 

in his forehead. 

C. ?fp3 kane, s. A roller used in mills. & 

the perpendicular or horizontal roller 

of a sugar-mill, ss^^rl a small machine for 

clearing cotton from the seed. ¥r§ the 

left hand roller. rtos$j the right hand 

roller. 

C. £pS7\T)£o kane-gddu, s. The calf of the 

leg- 

C. ^PS^eS kan-kappate, s. The bat. 

c. ^P©a^c£)j7(fc3j kan-kdi-gatti, s. a 
film on the eye. 

0. ^PST^sS© kan-kdvali, s. A superinten¬ 

dent or overseer. 

0. ^pao^ kan-kuli, s. The socket of the 

eye. 

0. ?rp'p£j.^ kan-kei, s. The lower arm. 

c. ^ps^st)7\o kangaddawdgu, v, n. 
To become visible, appear. 

C. r^ps^ kangeve, s. The eyelid. 

A. C. frpiriS kangoppige, adj. Plea¬ 

sant to the sight. 

C. ’SrpS^af kanjdde, s. Connivance, wink¬ 

ing at. 
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A, c. kanna-kudika, s. A 
blind person. 

A. c. kannadiya, s. Shiva, at 

whose feet Vishnu placed one of his eyes 

instead of a lotus, in consequence of one be¬ 

ing deficient out of the thousand which he 

presented to him for so many days. 

A. c. Q^SoS kanna-yave, s. The eye¬ 

lid. 

€. kanndde, See 

C. kanni, s. A string by which cattle 

are tied up. 2. a string to bind a cow’s hind 

legs when milked. 3. a string used in churn¬ 

ing. ^^x a peg to which cattle are 

tied. =3^ to let out cattle to 

graze, to loose cattle. 

to fasten up cattle hy a rope round the neck. 

A. c. 0t3j«>A kannili-moga, s. a 
P'S 

blind man. 2. a mass of rock. 

e. kannxru, s. Tears. *^x 
P3 ‘ ' ” 

tears to flow. 

to weep, shed tears. 

C. kannu, s. The eye. 2. the holes 

of a sieve, interstices in rattan-work, meshes 

in a net, &c. 3. the stars in a peacock’s tail. 

4. the quick of the nails. 5. the knot or 

point whence a shoot issues. =£r,^ the 

point of the elbow. the hol¬ 

low on each side of the knee. a 

sickness in which the eye-lashes fall off. &x 

weakness of the eye after inflam¬ 

mation. *-3?* he envies 

me. he has lost his 

sight. ^ a speck in the eye. 

=$oiir>^, ^czSrir^ a red or fiery eye. ’sbtijzS) 

a blind eye. dca an eye that 

cannot see after night-fall. sftow dc^, sJouj 

dc^ dim sight. 539 dew a glaring eye. 

Hi AfW , eSstolS a blink eye. rinu riow , 

a squint eye. cuS ri,rM 

an inflamed, fiery eye. d^, a 

sore eye. d<w^, a grey or green¬ 

ish eye. dorf^ dc|^, tfJcl ric^ a prominent 

eye. drw an eye with morbid secre¬ 

tions. one eyed. 2. ShuTcra. 

d^w wall-eyed, dorf a sunken eye. 

dvb ricQ a large eye. **xd d<^ a long eye. 

vision instantaneous upon birth, 

and said to be successful in the recognition of 

ghosts, &e. ^%r}3 an effeminate person 

without eye-brows or mustache. rice 

put upon the eyes of a corpse, 

to fix the eye on any thing, to 

notice, mark, observe. fS^«! a 

a blue stone used as a collyrium. 

notice, perception, observation. 

weariness of the eyes, failure of the eyes. * 

a man with large eyes. 

*mnx3, •feVza# a 

woman with large eyes. to 

shew kindness, be kind to, fix the eyes upon. 

to be a gazing stock. 2. to be an 

eye-sore, a man who is an eye 

sore to others, or who is received with a ma¬ 

licious eye. a command given by 

winking the eye. tfrai^or, Tffsj^ 

to twinkle the eyes, to open and shut the 

eyes by turns, stowage?, =5*05^ sfoj 

blind-man’s buff, ^rs^iii to roll the 

eye balls about. to call by winking 

the eye, to point out any thing by moving 

the eye. ^ swearing by the eye, “ by 

my eyes.” to swear 

by the eye. a man who is impa¬ 

tient to see an object, 

c=#o®^o to stare, gaze. complete 

or distinct vision, ^ra^ci warw to see clearly 

or distinctly, to be an eye-witness, 

scos^rio sight to fail, to lose the eye, the eye 

to waste, to watch, overlook, oversee. 

to come into view. the 

eyelid. tears, 

to shed tears, weep. * 

dexo to bring tears into the eye. *(j^X 

djzbtb, i3^ tears to fall. ^=9^ 

to shut the eyes. 2. to blind the eyes. 3. 

to deceive or impose upon. a 

juggler, conjurer. legerdemain, 

juggling, conjuration. ^ to lay 

waste, make desolate. 

a bat. ^c^^errec! displeasure expressed by 

the eye. -a-xbtb, an 

evil eye. to dazzle, as the rajrs of 

the sun. 2. to peck the eyes, as eagl&s, &c. 

#j3e=#the corner of the eye. 

the socket of the eye. 

isa an imposthume on the 

eye lids. 2. a stye. ^dvb the eye to 

become blood-shot. a 



collyrium for the eyes, =^3 the outer 

corner of the eye. rioo an eye 

with an extended outward angle. 

?^t3 =&JS^0, a»W), Sre£3 =d 

to beckon with the eye, to intimate, 

or direct by a motion of the eyelids. rtj 

^ the eye-hall, f.^czS, zte3} the 

pupil of the eye. ifcgyj a 

twinkling of the eye. «. w. To blink, wink. 

***% e^jsU, stfrw rhe the aim taken by the eye. 

«***, to lose sight of, miss, 

as in reading, to see things doubled or con¬ 

fused, &c. red veins in the eyes. 

^'r~na fungus or protuberance of flesh 

on the eye. an jjl disposed man, 

one who watches to do an injury, 

the extreme point of the eye. 2. the 

beauty of the eye. W* dim sight, 

purblindness, Sjoio to look fully 

at. 2. to regard with kindness, take much 

notice of. &» atf, sire do to sleep 

•soundly. *0^ ^c*r, sham 

courage, laclirymalis fistula. ^ 

^ an external application to allay in¬ 

flammation in the eyes, a web or 

film on the eye. to 

Tj'Ai, rheum of the eye. 

^00 a wliite spot on the eye. 

**e% 4®^ a speck that appears in inflamed 

eyes. 4®<Co an acute pain of 

the eye, as from grits in it. 

=5**^ «^c5, pain of the eye. 

?3os^ swelling of the eyes. 

the eyebrow, s&ido 

rtofeb 5533- #aa|jo to frown. ’s^osS8#, 

id oil frightening by the look. 

a stone used to rub inflamed eyes with. * 

siod s-redo to hide any thing from view. 

sJoflodreh 5jj3(;7vj to sGp off without being 

noticed. =8^ stodso dim sight, 2. deception. 

3re do to shew displeasure by the eye. 

!®!'rf9 to look up, lift up the eyes sud¬ 

denly from fear or alarm. s5o§ ^os^o, 

gs!o ^u3^o# dex^ Sjogo_ <55*-^- ^js^o the eye 

to be sealed up with purulent matter, ^"o^ 

sSo^orfodo Indra, whose body is full of eyes. 

“ioow' a mist over the eye, dimness, or 

failure of sight. 2. dusk, twilight, 

the eyes to move or wink. ^H^riO&o to inti¬ 

mate by the motion of the eyes, to make the 

eyes wink. c&;J, S} the 

lash of the eye. ^.r^Sowo the purulent mat¬ 

ter of the eye. *t%« a bird that lives on 

the eyes of dead beasts, &c. eJosS, an 

eye in which the ball has wasted away. *** 

a cloth of loose texture, with interstices, 

-m$ a slight view of, blush, 

ft*'**, *•**» the fascination of 

the eyes. *0^ the outer corner of the 

eye. do;!, a sign ma(je w;th 

the eye. 3<{Sick the omnipresent God. 

3***5 to lift up the eye and see, to look 

well at. acquaintance, 

^<9 a wise, skilful, clever man. 

?0 a wink- *•*«*» to twinkle the eye. 

to look hardly at an object. 

$•<«> to see an object closely, 
to take a full view o£ 

C. & &&£&&$£ kannugolada, adj. Plea¬ 

sing or agreeable to the sight. 

c, Sjoog=^e) kannu-muchcMle, s. 

Blindman’s butf. 

A. c. ^^o8«o kmmenjalu, «. The sup¬ 

posed injury of evil looks. 

A. c- ^T^sioB kannevanti, s. A charm¬ 

ing or fascinating female. 

C" kannotavdgiru., 
v. o. To oversee, watch, superintend. =?ftre ^ 

Wrisf an overseer. 

A. 0. kanne, -gee 

C. tff©£Kk kangadiru, s. The lustre of 

the eye. 

A. c. kan-tanivu, 

kan~danivu, adfi Charming, agreeable ta 

the sight. 

c- kan-tale, s. The temples. 

C. ^PS^ kantu, s. An instalment. 

C- ^ps^ojoo, 

^PE t5o3oo kan-tegeyu, kan-degeyuf 

kan-tereyu, Jcan-dereyu, v. a. To open 

the eyes. 

A. c. ^PEvfsT&io kan-dodaru, s. The lus¬ 

tre of the eyes. 

c. ^PEOj&yv) &3 kan-muelichdta, s. Blinds 
•~c So¬ 

man s-buff. 

A. c. ^PEv/s^^, ^peo^&i kan-soge, kan- 

tudi, s. The outer corner of the eye. 



0. kan-mare, adj- Unseen, invisi¬ 

ble, not seen. 2. estranged, distant. 

C. ^P3T^a)o kan-mdya, s. Deception, de¬ 

lusion. 

s. kanwanu, 

kanwa-mahd-imaii, s. A sage so named. 

s. ^ao, hat am, katham, adv. By 

reason of. 

S. kataka, s. The clearing nut plant, 

Stryohnos potatorum. One of the seeds of 

this plant being rubbed upon the inside of 

a water-jar precipitates the earthy particles 

diffused throughout the water. 

C. katana, s. Cause, reason. 

c. tfelg) katape, katabe, 

katabi, s. A bond, written agreement. =* 

wtSaAn to draw out a bond, write an agree¬ 

ment. 

C. katarchu,s. Contention, strife, 

controversy. 

t. b. katdntara, See 

under 

T. b. kati, See so®. 

s. katipaya, pro. A few. 

trio £>sSzSsS?S^ they spent a few days. 

c. ?rB?70, katuku, ka- 

taku, katanku, s. A fissure. 2. afoot- 

mark or impression in mud, &c. 3. a jolt, 

to stick fast, as a wheel, 

to jolt. 2. to slip. ***£ a jolting 

or rough place. 

C. iUrBoqj) katupu, s. A fitting time or sea¬ 

son, as for sowing, reaping, &c. 2. See 

T. B. ^~§> kate, See 

C. =5^ katta, s. A kind of coarse bread. 

c. Aotfcsoo katta-yurubu, s. A sort 

of deer. 

T. b. kattari, katri, [**>■«■] 

s. Scissors, shears, a rat trap or any instru¬ 

ment closing and cutting like scissors. 

to shear, cut with scissors. ** 8ri a pil¬ 

ferer. 

C. kattari-kei, s. A spendthrift, 

an expensive, extravagant man. 

c. && kattari-bdvuli, s. An 

ornament worn on the top of the ear. 

c. SrB S>. kattale, kattalu, s. 
_o __0 

Darkness, r^cEnci 

dense darkness, very great 

darkness. the darkness of the first 

part of the night, the darkness in 

the latter part of the night, before dawn. ** 

* ©A, =*3 <OTrtj to be dark. dark¬ 

ness to overspread. to stand out of 

the light. ** *» tffcbj to stand in the light, 

c. 7\3otSd3.M kattdgi-bareyu, See 

go 

0. ^ k at tali, s. The aloe plant. * 

s? sJBj the leaf of the aloe. 

C. katti, s. A knife, sword, razor. 

a short sword slightly bent at the ex¬ 

tremity. r'°'c£,r'i a trooper’s broad bladed 

sword, ria a common sword worn by 

peons a straight pointed sword. *> 

a sword with a guard that comes up 

to the elbow. s&Ssji 's'S a very pliant sword 

that rolls up. a naked sword. ~oS 

rt®, a long spike with four edges. Aersceo 

®, the broad sword of a hero, with a curved 

point. =A®^rt®, a short, broad, hooked sword, 

without a guard. a pruning knife, 

a small hatchet. ^® a razor. ^'jaSr! 

® a pen-knife. wz^® an instrument used 

for cutting the areca nut. a spur 

for fighting-cocks. a long pliant knife 

with which jugglers perform various feats. 

e'J* the blade of a knife. ^l^cA/ad, 

risk, a sword-sheath. ^® to clean 

a knife or sword, ^®. &>acrioo to sharpen 

a knife or sword. ^® to draw 

a sword. ^® rred, ¥®rf.jao3o a swordsman. 

^® ?£;&$-, the glitter of a sword. 

^® c4wSm& to make a sword glitter. ^ 

a‘~J to wave or brandish a sword. * §,<*&&>& 

the handle or haft of a sword. ^5, a 

sword-belt. ^® ‘7®d, ^ the edge of a 

sword. ^® SSoAm to pierce with 

a sword. to draw a sword and 

cut down. sword exercise. 

the sharpness of a sword or knife. * 

S jinSo&osi ^o, =5^ ease* 5 * 

a whetstone, a hone. 

0. ifsi&P katti-madive, s. Themar- 
-_o 

riage of a king’s sword, as his proxy, to the 

person who is to be his consort. 
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C. Sr-Ss&Sik katti-mdtu, s. A mutual 

declaration of war between two states. 

c. katti -meravanige, s. 

The ceremony of parading a sword, as the 

king’s proxy, from street to street, to testify 

that the king is married. thus to 

go in procession. 

A. C. Tjrsfo kattu, v.n- To kindle, as a fire. 
_o ’ 

2. to shout, cry, or speak loudly; to bray. 

0. kattu, s. Tlie neck, throat. 

<#j3C£jjoj to cut the throat. the 

neck to become inclined. to 

make the neck bend. cramp in the 

neck, sSoo^m to'break the neck. 

0. kattu. See • 

t. b. uajj) Q katturi, kattiiri, 

See 

C. katte, s. An ass. drudg¬ 

ery, hard labour. tf1*^ roo^ccb^^o 

a slow, stupid man. an Ugly face. 

&& a female ass. crooked leg¬ 

ged. -%-acD'o broad eared, a 

hysena or leopard, which devour asses. 

to ride an ass. to give the 

male to a female ass. an ex¬ 

pression of disapprobation or unbelief, used 

of what is incredible or out of the common 

way. the cloth put under an ass’ 

burden. ^5,^ 553 ^ to couple, as asses, 

s6j33, an ass’ load. sXod z&a 

^ he carries an ass’ load, =#jso 

& &®ezi<5 sWo if the ass stray it goes 

to the dilapidated wall (proverb used of one 

who is destitute, or of one who is found where 

he can indulge his evil propensities.) 

C. $8} katri. See ^ 

c. #<^3 kathe, kathana, s. A 

tale, story, fable, relation,- narrative, history. 

2. affair, business, circumstances, araab 

agreement, settlement. narrating 

a story or history. *3 s*t*, to relate 

a story, narrate a history. , s^cdisi, 

a historian, fabulist. ^8 to make a 

story, compile a history. tfJjSaXat* to read a 

tale, a subordinate story, or, a story 

included in another. ^ an original 

story. 

C. £d kada, s. A door, the leaf of a door 

or window. ^ a door with raised 

panels. P£tforizS a door having panels. 

a glass door or window, sitiiritj 

a double door. t #z! a door with lattice 

work. the handle of a door. 

•H'za the hinge of a door. -H® the key 

of a door. ^ the middle bar or timber 

holding the panels of a door. a door¬ 

post. zs&iid the open space of a door, a 

doorway. sW a hasp or small chain for 

fastening a door. tfd to open a door. ^ 

ti Stf the pivot of a door. to knock 

at a door. ^ cbya furizb a heavy piece of 

timber put at the back of a door to keep it 

shut. =5^ ks=sx>, =£3 £oo?A) to shut a 

door. the Venetians of a door. 

s. r^d kada, s. A cloud. 

0. kadanku,, See 

II. ?rdoj3£y?\o kadam-nadisu, v. a. To 

make walk fast, as a horse, &c. 

A. o. SCSoti kadampa. See . 

S. t?do&> kadamba, s. A multitude, flock, 

heap. 2. an arrow. 3. a collection of per¬ 

fumes. 4. the tree Nauclea cadamba. 

stay s&u an assembly of monarchs. *^ou 

to be dense, thick. 

C. a kadamba-kichchadi, s 
. i cj- • 

A meal compounded of a variety of grains. 

C. ^dtfdcoo kada-kadisu, See next word. 

C. ^d^o kadaku, v. n.. To shake, stir, 

move, be agitated, disturbed, perturbed, jolted, 

c. 5d23o, Zj’ds^os' kadachu, kadarchu, 

v. a. To mix, confuse, put into confusion. 

0. ©dsSsr kadarche, s. Strife, contention, 

a'-re^ ?3\zZ do not dispute. 

A. C. ^ddd kadadida, adj. Turbid, agi¬ 

tated, as water. 

A. 0. £ddo kadadu, s, News, report. 

rtvzoti the report of a street quarrel. 

c. ?rddo, ^d&3o kadadu, kadatu, v.n. 

To mix together, become turbid. 2. to be 

angry, excited, adj. Thick, semi-liquid. * 

ci&=#, the act of mixing. 

S. £dz^ kadadhwa, s. A bad road. 

S. ^£<3 ltadana, s. War, battle. =5^ 

* to fight, go to war. an irrita¬ 

ting speech. 
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s. kadanna, $. Ordinary, indiffer¬ 

ent food. 

A. n. i$d>oXj) kadapu, hadampu, 

s. The cheek. the hand supporting 

the cheek. 

c. ifd'S, kadape, Jcadipe, See * 

A. 0. kadarisu, v. a. To shake, 

vibrate, wave, move. 

<). kadaru, s. An instrument on 

which native tailors spin thread. 2. a spindle. 

S. kadarya, adj. Covetous, ava¬ 

ricious, miserly. 

S. kadali. See *3<s>. 

C. Tiudalu, v. n. To shake, wave, 

move, vibrate, be agitated. *df>d», *3*^ 

v. a. To shake, agitate, move. 2. to en¬ 

deavour, make an effort. £&> to put 

into confusion, break the order of troops, &c. 

moveable, that which shakes. 

fb to pass away, die. 

c. ^droo, Jtadasu, kadasi- 

bidu, v. a. To join, unite. 

A. o. ^dd kaduli, Jcadale, s. A 

heap, mass, multitude. 

S. dCiejJ Icadali, s. A flag. 2. the plantain, 

Musa sapientum. °a woman who 

has borne only one child, as a plantain tree 

bears hut once. 3. a kind of deer, the skin 

of which is used as a seat. 3"ad cam¬ 

phor. 

S. t&Zj*) laid a, interrog. ado. When? 

& at any time. 

S. Icadd-cJlittu, adj. Rare, sel¬ 

dom, uncommon, unusual, ft unusu¬ 

ally, rarely. 

■€. S'dTvdo kadiku, lcadirji.ru, 

See 

A. o. dcx):o,5do^jsv/o lcadiyu,lcad- 

du-lcollu, v. a. To steal. having 

stolen. *3^ to be stolen. 

drt z&o^vzpo sS&hj dd leave him, with the 

stolen horse, and depart. 

t. b. S'dt) Icadira, kadiri. See 

soad. 

•C. S'drfo Icadiru, s. Lustre, effulgence, ray. 

2. the stalk of rice. 3. a spindle, distaff or 

shuttle on which thread is wound. 4. an ear 

of corn. d ^ado the sun’s rays. 

dad: the sun. ^odad) the moon. 

C. ’tS'de'o Icadilu, See *3<m. 

H. kadima, S. An old servant. 2. 

an old inhabitant, old and hereditary culti¬ 

vators. 

c. ddoijo, ^doo^j, ^do^do, ddodo 

kaduku* kadunku, kadukddu, kadu- 

du, See *3?ro. 

c. ddo^', ddoo^i ltadupu, kaduwpu, 

s. A crowd, herd, flock, multitude. *3«S 

a herd of cattle. 

O. ?rd.503 lcadubi, S. Flurry, precipitancy. 

C. T^dotxs ao kadurdyu, See next word. 

C. tfdodo kaduru, s. A spindle, distaff. * 

zSiiii%£m a piece of wood holding a spindle, 

^dod) Oodj a cushion round a spindle, or its 

neck, ^did) a round plate into the eeu- 

tre of which a spindle is fastened. 2. a piece 

of wood that unites the perpendicular pillar 

of an oil mill to the lower shaft. *3.d) djrf 

% Surf the leather strap that is used 

for this purpose. 3. an awl. ^djcraA) to 

waste, become thin as a spindle. 

C. ^doeo kadulu, See 

C. ddodd kaduwava, [*b] s. A thief. 

*3oS=# the act of stealing, stdo to 

leave off stealing. 

C. ddo^do kadusidu, V. a. To join, unite, 

put close together. 

a. o. tlrdo/odj, ddoj dj kadrunku, Ica- 

druku, v. a. To peck, as birds, 

s. ddoj, kadru, kadruve, s. The 

wife of Kasligapa, and mother of the serpent 

race. 

C. d tS kade, V. n. To join, unite, be near, 

approximate. *3i> *3 <;<?!) to coalesce, become 

united, clogged. *3^ i3^s?d), dredo to 

make unite. *3^ 55«=aU to fix to, make stand 

firmly. *3* fcacriw to hold firmly. 

#> to tell distinctly. 

C. &Z5 kadda, past. part, of *&«*»• *3 

dssdi a secret or hidden word. *3 dos<u a 

roguish face. 

A. 0. =dd) pd lcaddana, s. Hair naturally 
O 

entangled. 
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c. ^kttddctdu, y. a. To contradict, 

deny, ^u^dosi tiss^o a contradiction. 

C. ^ kaddike, s. A theft, the act of 

stealing. 

;. kadhika, See under 

C. kanaka, s. Gold. b&ccb whol¬ 

ly gold. serf a gold mine. a 

gold vessel. a gold necklace. ^ 

* h5> *&’**&& the golden mountain. d 

K gold dust, stessio to reward or 

honour hy pouring gold coins on the head. 

*5^ a gold bracelet. t 

**** a gold flowered shawl. 

o. kanaka-tappate, s. Beat¬ 

ing the drum at sunset. 

s. ^(3^0 »> oj kanatca-dasa, s. The name 

of a celebrated shepherd poet and satirist, 

o. SfjSXo, ^oaj kanagu, kanangu, 

v. n. To sink down or be dejected, from 

guilt, grief, &c. 

C. ISrjSS kanati, s. Distance. 

S. kanadrupa, s. A splendid 

C. kanaru, s. An acrid, bitter, or 

disagreeable taste. it 

drank the bitter liquid. 

A. C. kanalu, v. n. To be angry, 

wrathful, chafed, grieved, distressed, , 

having been angry, he who 

was angry. ^siSdsb, “dpiu he was angry. 

wrath, anger, passion, 

rage. 

A. o. kanarva, [tf5iwr] a(jj, sor. 

rowful, grieved, wrathful. 

A. c. ?r^;4t>7\b kanavarisu, v. n. To talk 

in sleep. talking in sleep. 

C. ££?&> kanasu, s. A dream. 

*»fcb #03^0 to dream. 

the meaning of a dream. wsnzS sfeedarf 

^r^iejj wlicii fclio 

foolish man dreamed, he rose and sat up seven 

times (proverb used of one who is much in¬ 

flated with sudden elevation in the world). 

demi-gods, who neither sleep nor 

dream. ^jSjbrrafsajsbbOeb Hramlia, head 

of the demi-gods. 

H. 3^-sao kandtu, s. The wall of a tent. 

2. a screen, curtain. “s-W^ to put up a 

tent wall. 

0. kanikara, s. Pity, compassion, 

tenderness, ddj, to pity, have 

compassion on. a^dab a bind or com¬ 

passionate heart, a merciful or 

compassionate man. 

T. B. kani-kashta, s. Servile 

labour. 

s. kanishtha, s. A young person. 

2. the little finger, a&j. Small, little. 2. 

young. 3. base, inferior, low. a 

brother older than the youngest. ■s'SEi^o* 

the tip of the little finger. 

S. $ kanishthike, s. The little fin- 
s 

ger. 

S. kamnike, $. The pupil of the 

eye. 

S. kaniyasi, s. A younger sister. 

0. kanumu, s. The scar of an old 

wound. 

A. 0. kanulu. See ’s’stm. 

C. kane, s. The pendent root of the 

banyan. 

G. kanna, s. A hole made in the wall 

for the purposes of robbery, adj. Beloved, 

charming, amiable. ’■'5^ #j«idab> 

to break a hole in a wall for burglary. 

a burglar’s instrument, 

^ a burglar, house-breaker, sfojS, 

^d^S^d sbd a house broken into. 

T. b. kannada, [tfswrM*] s. The 

Canare3e language. 2. the name of a tune. 

adj. of or belonging to Canarese. rfv‘S, 

the Canarese country, ^d^&rt a 

Canarese man. ^d^ayo to translate into Ca¬ 

narese. 

A. 0. Ifkannada-vakki, s. The 

parrot. 

C. kannadi, s. A mirror, looking- 

glass, a pane of glass, a pair of spectacles, 

^d^a dosd) the frame of a mirror, vd^a stJ 

v’j, ^d^a a mirror without frame. d«xr» 

dya a standing mirror. Vbsa! rtd^a, usjki dd^ 

a a concave mirror, dd^ dd^a a 

gem mirror, ^d^a vd a d00r 0f niirrors,- a 
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glass door, a glass bracelet. zkrati 

&PS & a telescope. 

A. c. ^&a kannadiya, 

Jc anna dig a, s. Shiva, having an addition¬ 

al eye. 

C. kannadara, s. An ear-ring in 

the form of a flower. 

A. o. kannavadam, s. A wall 

of mirrors. 

t. b. kannavuram, [tffarj&tfo] 

s. An ear ornament. 

T. B. kannike. See 

sidsSo^e a goddess of the Komaties. 

C. kan-nela, s. Fruitful ground, 

good soil. 

c. kan-neidalu, 

kan-neidile, s. The blue water lily. 

S. kannoji, See tfsrajtfou . 

s. kanyake. See 

S. kanyakd-mani, s. The 

chief of virgins. 

s. JBd kanyd-kumdri, s. The 

name of a river. 2. Pdrvati. 

S. kanyd-kubja, s. Canoje,- 

an ancient city of great note in the north of 

Hindustan. 

s. kanyd-dd- 

na, kanyd-praddna, s. Giving a girl 

in marriage. 

s. ^jrr^ddo kanyd-vararu, s. The 

bride and bridegroom. 

S. kanyd-vrata, s. A vow of 

virginity, the preservation of chastity. 

s. kanyd-sankrama- 

na, s. Virgo in the zodiac. 

S. kanyd-varana, s. Choos¬ 

ing or taking a wife. 

s. =5^ kanye, s. A virgin, young girl. 2. 

the sign Virgo in the zodiac, * 

prs» bosses, born of a virgin. *$**3), 

virginity. seclusion 

or non-marriage of a virgin, *^0* to 

keep a virgin unlawfully. 

c. kapa-kapa-tinnu, v. n. 

To eat greedily. 

S. IS’tj&S kapata, s. Fraud, deceit, cheating,- 

circumvention, hypocrisy, dissimulation. * 

*SUn»tf, jfc, =*siB a hypocrite, dissembler, 

cheat. sta* to deceive, cheat. 

A deceitfully, a dissembling 

speech. *^ the guise of hypocrisy. 

?>%*?& sincerity. a sincere man, one 

without guile. 

C. &Tj$3 kapate, s. The wagtail. 

H. ^dtS& kapade, s. Clothes, apparel. 

S. ^Toopic" kaparni, s. Anthericum tube¬ 

rosum. 

S. kaparda, s. The clotted or braid¬ 

ed hair of Shiva. Shiva. 

C. kapani, s. A reddish cloth like 

an ephod, worn chiefly by linga priests. ^ 

3j?> dojs&cto wear such a garment. 

C. ?rSj0, &t><§ kapali, kapile, S. An ap¬ 

paratus for raising water, consisting of pul¬ 

ley, rope, and leathern bucket, worked by 

oxen on an inclined plane, the 

large rope used with this machinery. 

the leathern bucket. ■*>$«** 3vao& the 

mouth of the leathern water bucket. 

zSss&aix, <3% to draw water with oxen. 

tfsMs; w»ri the head of the channel receiving 

the contents of the bucket. 

S. & kapdla, s. The skull, cranium. 

2. the temples. 3. either half of a water jar. 

tfrtse Shiva, having a necklace of 

skulls, 53* Shiva, having a skull in 

his hand in which he collects alms. 

S. kapi, s. A monkey or ape. *°f3 

an apish man. ^ a monkey’s trick. 

c. ^boSdDtjs; kapinjala-pakshi, s. A 

kind of bird. 

S. *5'b7$Q kapittha, s. The wood apple, 

Feronia elephantum. 

S. ^b'b kapini, S. The name of a river 

near Mysore. 

S. rSbCJ kapila, S. A tawny colour. 2. the 

name of a celebrated sage, founder of the 

Sanlchya system of philosophy. 3. a fabu¬ 

lous cow celebrated in the legends, adj. 

Tawny. *&w»einS the worship of a certain 

cow observed by kings, &c. 

s. kapild-nadi, s. The name 

of a river. 
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C. kapile, See ***©. 

c. kapile-dkalu, s. A cow of 

tawny colour, whose milk is of superior qua¬ 

lity. 

S. kapi-Uha, s. Brass. 

s. tfblizipdS' kapisha-warna, s. Brown 

or tawny colour. 

c. a kapi-biga, s. A padlock. 

T. b. kapura, See 

S. Jcdponi, s. The elbow. 

S. 3*0kapota, s. A pigeon or dove. 

*^@^3}*©^ a dove-cot, aviary, pigeon house. 

S. kapotdnghri, s. A per¬ 

fume of a red colour, like the claw of a pigeon. 

S. kapola, s. The cheek. 

A. 0. kappa, s. Tribute, an offering. 

2. a subterraneous room. tribute 

money. to give or pay tribute. ** 

&3&cdw to take tribute. 

A. o. kappagiva-kattale, 

s. Dense or sable darkness. 

C. £^8, 3^8 kappata, kappati, 

See =5^^. 

A. C. kappatika, s. A cricket. 

c. ^^<3, kappada, kappadi, s, 

A dirty or tattered cloth. 2. a wrapper, 

hood, cover of a roof, &c. 

c. kappara, kappare, s. 

An alms-vessel used by religious mendicants, 

made either from a dried pumpkin, earth, or 

metal. 2. a potsherd. 3. a skull used by 

Shiva to hold alms in. wscriotf the pro¬ 

fession of a religious mendicant, 

a linqa priest who lives by begging. **^3 

an order of religious mendicants. 

c. kappalu-nari, s. A jackal, 

fox. 

C. kappala, s. A coverlet, hood, 

wrapper. 

c. Br'sb’Dt^ kappali, kappall, s. 
The name of a game. ScfarSo to turn 

round at this game, to play at 

this game. 

O. kappu, s. Blackness. 2. charcoal. 

3. a cross stone of a roof. 

black. 

a box in which collyrium for the eyes, &c. 

is kept. ^vsai a hobgoblin fascinated 

by a black spot put on the forehead. ^ 

a collyrium for the eyes. a 

black spot put on the forehead to prevent 

being hurt by evil eyes, &c. ws* black 

people, quite black. 5^©^ a 

dark blue. y** #3^, rfjjet bMck. * 

black to fade, pj(.]c out 

what is black. a black body. ^ 

to become black, blackly. 

c. kappu, s. A snare or pit made to 

catch wild elephants. 2. a large drain. 

a hole or trench dug for a foundation. 

2. a subterraneous room, 

c. kappu-gorala-kd- 

ge, s. A kind of crow or raven. 

T. B. kappura. See 

C. kappa, s. A frog, web¬ 

footed. a bivalve shell. 

'Si, a spreading sore in the palm 

of the hand, or on the sole of the foot. 

very large eyes. frog’s spawn, 

sosei? a frog’s leap. 

s. kapha, s. Phlegm. 

the throat to be stuffed up with phlegm, 

v’v any thing that removes phlegm. 

phlegm to rise. 

C. ^20 kaba, s. A blind man. 

S. ^800^ kabandha, s. A headless trunk. 

2. water. 

S. kabandhanu, s. The name 

of a giant. 2. the moon’s ascending node, 

c. ^30-8-^os^o kabaku, kabaki- 

kollu, v. n. To feel as the blind, grope in 

the dark. 

0. kabacha, s. A short coat or jacket. 

C. ^3o8 kabata, s. A bat. 

C. ^SOcaroO kabudisu, V. n. To pounce 

upon. 2. to gulp. 

S. ^3ot) kabari, s. The knot in which Hindu 

women tie their long hair on the top of the 

head. 

s. ^3o^ kabala, s. A handful, mouthful. 

2. a physic ball for horses. to gulp, 

swallow, devour. *wv»5^ a mouthful of 

food. 
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C. kabdda, s. A beast’s burden of 

wood or straw, a bullock of 

burden, a man who drives beasts 

laden with burdens, ^ws&ri a caste who live 

by keeping cattle and selling milk and but- 

H. cf&y3 kabdtu, s. Military exercise, 

parade, drill. 

H. ^fsyscOo habdi, s. A stout coat with 

lining. 

C. ^83^0^ kabi-kollu, See tfScriw. 

C. 5*831) habile, s. A book containing gen¬ 

ealogies, &c. 

c. os's co^o kabira-ddsanu, s. A 

celebrated Hindu saint, once a Mussulman. 

H. kabuju, s. The partridge. 2. a 

handle. 

H. Bfeisda kaburu, s. Hews, report, rumour. 

2. a message. 

H. kaburuddru, adj. Care¬ 

ful, cautious, heedful. 

C. JOccOj ‘graw&sSdo kabusu, kabusi- 

bidu, v. a. To set on, as dogs. 

H. ^a\<e><LO kabulu, s. Concession, agree¬ 

ment, consent, satisfaction. 

an agreement, ^woswi to make 

consent. to consent, be satisfied 

with. 

c. kabojiga, s. A blind man. 

H. kaboda, s. The chapiter of a 

pillar. 2. the upper cornice of a wall. 

T. B. kabba. See 

c. kabbakkdgi-nodu, 

v. n. To look intently, or wildly, as from 

C. kabbakki, s. A crane, 

dd a resort of cranes. 

C. ^ar^A kabbakkiga, s. A gadder, 

one who wanders about. 2. a starer, one 

who looks wildly from fright. 

A. 0. kabbali, s. A tree bearing a 

sweet, black fruit. 

C. kabbdri, s. The servant of the 

head man of a village. 

A. 0. kabbi, s. The bit of a horse’s 

bridle. 

T. b. ^e3y\, ^23^ kabbiga, kabbika, 

s. A poet. (the poet’s help) an 

ancient poetic collection of synonyms. 

C. kabbina, s. & adj. Iron; made 

of iron. a bar of iron. ^ 

an iron forge. eroAuo iron sand, 

rtootto an iron ball. Arf an 

iron chain, an iron ramrod. 

itatfS a mason’s iron mallet. 

tu a bludgeon, etforfj iron ore. 

C. ??83y3 kabbina, [gen. of**^] Belong¬ 

ing to the sugarcane. a sugarmill. 

2. the name of a village. a pass 

connected with this village. 

C. 583^1) a kabbiliga, s. One of the Shu- 

dra caste. 

A. 0. ^80^) kabbu, v. a. To surround, en¬ 

compass. 2. to fall upon, attack. 

C. kabbu, s. The sugarcane. 

fire-wood. This word is more auspicious than 

which denotes not only the sticks ordi¬ 

narily used for fuel, but also those used for 

the funeral pile. to cut down 

sugarcane. to pull off pieces from 

a sugarcane. Atf jtasrs a sugar-mill. 

<3% soS a sugar manufactory. dri, 

jsiiiuj sugarcane juice, diritf a very 

juicy sugarcane. black sugarcane, 

a small kind of sugarcane. , 

an inferior kind of sugarcane, us¬ 

ed only to make hedges, &c. the 

flag of the sugarcane, rirt, 

&&se? a stick of sugarcane, soti a 

large kind of sugarcane of fine quality, d 

kgj stg db^|3s? irtjo^a variegated sugar¬ 

cane. 3ft a sugarcane plan¬ 

tation. Cupid, with a 

sugarcane bow. wait) to work a 

sugar-mill. 

T. B. kabbura, See and * 

wj rtf. 

C. kabydra, s.-A boatman, fisher¬ 

man. ^w^dhS, a woman of this class. 

s. ''S^ocio kamandala, s. The vessel car¬ 

ried about by ascetics, #skoSt> pse, 

cri)§, £;&>o3e a hermit or ascetic. 

E. kamati-kaclidri, [Com¬ 

mittee] s.- A court of justice. 
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s. kamatha, s. A turtle or tortoise. 

a female turtle. 

s. kamatheshwara, s, a 

name given to Shiva by the goldsmith caste. 

^ dad ^0 Pdrvati. 

n. kamata, s. Cultivation carried 

on with one’s own farming stock, by means 

of another. 2. the land which the Zemindar, 

Jaghirdar, Shrotriumdar, Inamdar, &c. re¬ 

tain in their own hands, or cause to be cul¬ 

tivated with their own farming stock, in con¬ 

tradistinction to the land let out by them to 

others, a person employed to 

cultivate with the farming stock of the owner. 

C. kamarida, kamar- 

da, See under 

s. kamaniya, adj. Beautiful, 

pleasing, agreeable, do« an ami- 

able disposition, riocs cva'o the a- 

hode of amiability. 

A- C. kamarpudu, s. The act 

of seizing or falling upon, as a dog does. 

c. ^s&fdddod kamarada-mara, s. a 

kind of black-wood tree, 

c. kamara-hannu, s. Akind 

of fruit. ^ 

C. foil'd kamari, adj. Scorched or burnt. 

s. A ravine. 

C. S’dodo kamaru, s. The disagreeable 

smell of burning, &c. as from burnt oil, hair 

falling into the fire, the funeral pile, &c. 

c. ^dydo kamaru, v. n. To be burned, 

singed, scorched, scorched up, withered away, 

as grass and corn from long drought. 2- to 

dimmish, become less, ^sfcosrb to become 

scorched, singed, &c. to cause to be 

singed, &c. tfskdr singed, scorched, 

burnt. 

S. frdoeJ kamala, s. The lotus, Kymphea 

nelumba. 2. water. 3. an antelope. 4. 

LaJcshmL the petal of the lotus. 

Vishnu, having a lotus navel, 

Bramha, seated upon the lotus, 

Cupid, with a lotus arrow. 

the sun, dear to the lotus, which ex¬ 

pands when he rises. ’fztov a woman 

with a face like the lotus. the 

moon, the enemy of the lotus, &&>€>$ a pond 

where the lotus abounds, a cluster of lotuses. 

Bramha, sprung from 

the lotus, Balcshmi, residing in 

the lotus. Krishna, with lotus eyes. 

a woman with lotus eyes. 2. the 

seed of the lotus, wv, a lotus creeper. 

ifziM a woman who has the fragrance of 

a lotus. 

c. trskerasopco kamald-hannu, s A 

small, sweet kind of orange. 

H. ^rsdJaT^o kamdnu, s. An arch, 

?So mrito a door with an arch. 

to cut an arch in paper. 2. a how, a cot¬ 

ton dresser’s bow. ^jAra^o&acdoo to strike 

the bow, when dressing cotton, 

c£o’'J®“ the how is tightly stretched (he stretch¬ 

es his authority.) 

h. !bt\ kamdvishi, 

kamaishi, s. The management of affairs. 

one who looks after lands that 

have not been let. 

H. kamicha, kamichi, 
s. A riding whip. 

C. kamu, v. a. To overspread, cover, 

spread, extend. 2. to surround. 

C. ’ ’S'doodoS'SrojS ka- 

mutu-wasane, kamuru-wdsane, See 

iWoth. 

A. C. kamma, See ^osio. 

C. ^dj^djdo kamma rami. See tfosfjsrJ. 

A. C. t'rdxjdTx kammariye, s. A ravine. 

C. ’SrSo^ kammichi, See 

C. kammuvike, s. Hoarseness. 

c. kamye-kula, s. A class of 

farmers so called. 

S. kamra, adj. Red. 2. lustful, libi¬ 

dinous. 

C. kayakkane, s. A sound in 

the neck when suddenly struck. 

H. kaydsa-kattu, v. n. To 

imagine, guess, suppose. 

For words beginning with See under 

S. ?rd kara, s. The hand. 2. a spark, ray 

of light, sun or moon beam. 3. royal re¬ 

venue, tribute, toll, tax, impost, &C-. 4. an 

elephant’s trunk. 5. hail. 6. as the last 

member of a compound, it implies, an agent. 



^drtx’d 3o A. C. &tfo haram, adj. Great, much, ex¬ 

tensive. 

S. S'do^ karanka, s. A box for areca nut) 

betel, &c. 

S. t^do&f karanja, s. The plant Galedujpea 

arborea. 

s. Priori, tfriozitf karanda, karanda- 

ka, s. A small box. 

s. ;karandarushi, s. A her¬ 

mit or ascetic. 

T. B. ^doso karamba, See 

S. £do$ karambha s. A cake mixed with 

curds. 

s. s'd’S' karaka, s. Hail. 

s. ^d^od kara-kantha, s. Shiva, with a 

black throat. 2. a sparrow. 3. a peacock. 

4. a serpent. 

c. S’d^d kara-kara, s. Sharpness. 2. the 

noise made in chewing, or by the iron style 

in writing on the palmyra leaf, &c. 

=#jscdco^ to cut with a noise, as in sawing stone, 

C. t^d^d karakare, s. Distress, grief, 

sorrow. 2. oppression, annoyance, force, 

constraint. 3. irregularity, disorder, confu¬ 

sion. 4. mixture. ^d^rd stodo to vex, dis¬ 

tress. tfd^dcctasrb to be grieved, vexed, con¬ 

fused, mixed, ^d^d aAraoBrf confused,mixed. 

S. ^d^doa kara-kanja, ka- 

ra-kamala, s. A lotus-like hand, 

s. ^d^do^cooEyu^ kara-kamala-san- 

jdta, s. A disciple or pupil. 

C. S’d^zd^ kara-kashta, adj. Very diffi¬ 

cult, very trying. 

C. ^d^o karaku, s. Irregularity in surface, 

as of a file, roughness of edge, as in a saw. 

adj. Black, as produced by burning. ^ 

do having been chafed, vexed, grieved, 

oftado to make rough or uneven. 2. to make 

black. sharp, keen. 2. irritated. * 

d#^d) to become sharp or keen. 

C. karuku-pudi, s. Iron fil¬ 

ings. 2. the ashes of tobacco, &c. 

C. kara-kollu, See *3. 

C. T^d A karaga, s. A small unburnt wa¬ 

ter jar used at an annual festival. Wtirt s&s 

eb to carry it on the head. 

C. ^d7\co karagasa, s. A saw. 

§£> the teeth of a saw. 

c. TSddo, ^dA^js^AO karagu, kara- 

gi-hogu, v. n. To melt, dissolve, liquefy. 

2. to become thin or lean, to waste. 3. to 

become affected, soften, melt with pity, relent. 

^drb the mind to be affected. ^ 

rb an estate to waste. ^dftdj v. a. To melt. 

2. to affect the mind, make a person’s heart 

melt, tfdftzfc, nfrirtaaio to set to melt, 

d a tender mind, a feeling disposition, a 

mind soon affected. ’ddBri liquefied, melted; 

affected. 

C. ^d2o0 karachu, v. n. To adhere, stick 

to. 

s. ^d&i, ^dacc^ kara-ja, kara-jdta, 

s. The finger nails. 

C. &Tjs3&T>cd3 karaji-kdi, s. A cake fried 

in ghee, containing doll, cocoanut, jaggory, 

&c. 

S. ^d&3 karat a, s. A crow. 2. a cocoanut 

shell. 3. a young elephant. 

S. karataka, s. The name of one 

of the foxes that figure as principals in the 

Panchatantra. 

S. ’S’dfeS karati, s. A young female ele¬ 

phant. 

c. tfd*l ^drfsdi&o karada, karada- 
co 

hull'll, s. Dried grass gathered among the 

hills, &c. ^dd e&sd a bundle of dried grass. 

adj. Bad, spurious. *ddrto*v a bad temper, 

cruel disposition. ‘sddjgrs base, spurious coin, 

^ddjio, a man of coarse habits. 

c. S’d^AO karaddgu, v. n. To fall out, 

be offended with. 

C. 'S'dcsDSo^ karaddbatta, s. A small 

mortar or slab for grinding condiments, co¬ 

lours, &c. 

C. ’ddci karadi, s. A bear. =ddas **>& a 

bear’s cub. *da sS^ccbsi a person who has 

much hair on his body, ^da^ wswri a person 

with hairy legs, ^da^ ^eJcdoji a person with 

a large head, ^d&crfjsrk to take the form of 

a bear at a pantomine. ^da the 

bear entered the bush. 

C. ^d&T? karadige, s. The box containing 

the phallus or linga. 2. a basket for flowers. 

3. a small box for perfumes. 
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c. f^dSgTosSy^ karadi- 

wddya, karadi-sammela, s. A double 

drum, used by the linga people. 

O. ^dido karadu, adj. Rough, as an ac¬ 

count, ground, &c. 2. stout, coarse. 

rough and fair, as accounts. 

** stout or coarse paper. 2. waste paper. * 

t!z& wdcriw to write roughly, strezso to 

make waste, as paper. 

S. ijfdf'S karana, s. An organ of sense. 2. 

cause. 3. instrument or means of action. 

three means of action, the body, 

speech, and mind. 

C. ^dp4 karani, s. A trowel. 2. manner, 

way, mode. 3. similarity, likeness. 4. a 

dried cake of cow-dung. 5. strength. *3 

to shew one’s strength. 

S. #dpl^ Icaram/ca, s. The clerk or ac¬ 

countant of a village. clerkship. 

a village clerk’s account. 

S. ’grdp^oi) karaniya, adj. Practical, 

what may be done. 

C. rJdrf karane, s. A clot, lump. 

*3*4 a clot of curds. *3?4 a lump of 

boiled rice, *3?4 to become clotted. * 

3*4 zisutio to make into lumps. 

C. ^d?S karane, s. A cornet or long kind 

of hom. 2. a composition rubbed on tam¬ 

bours to make them sound well. 

S. kara-tantra, s. Manual la¬ 

bour, or what is done with the hands. 

G. 'Sdstes Tcaratatta, See 

c. 5d ado Tcara-taru, v. a. To call and 

bring, TSrtfs^cotSoE&j, having de¬ 

sired to call. 

S. lcara-tala, s. The palm of the 

hand. perfectly acquired, 

applied to language, heaven, &c. lit. seen as 

clearly as the emblic myrobalan on the hand. 

s. kara-tdla, s. Cadjan. 

cadjan leaves. 2. a mode of beating 

time with the hands. 

s. ’SdSvjps kara-trdna, s. A glove. 

c. karada-kadubu, s. a 

cake of wheaten flour, sugar, split pulse, &c. 

fried in ghee. 

C. ^ drf karada, See under *3. 

s. ^d^ds"oSo kara-nirnaya, s. Signa¬ 

ture. 

s. ^dd^/ kara-patra, s. A saw. 2. a 

shoemaker’s knife, ^ a sharp saw. 

C. kara-pdni, s. A breaking out 

on the hands and feet, especially in children. 

s. ^d^rx^^ kara-pdlika, s. A short 

club or wooden sword. 

0; ^dL>?do karapisu, v. cans. To make 

bite, as a dog. 

A. C. ^d^J karapu, v. a. To do. 2. to 

send. 3. to tell. 

S. ^dc^)&3 kara-puta, s. The hands joined 

as in prayer. 

C. crd^S^S kara-peti, adj. Wishing, de¬ 

siring, particularly food, as a man recovering 

from disease. a longer. 

longing, wishing. 

A. c. ^ddydo karapparu, s. Wrestlers, 

boxers. 

A. C. d83^$ karabisu, v. a. To seize, 

take possession of. 

0. Urt$> jBStP karabuju, s. The water¬ 

melon. 

c. ^daij®-jij*h><§ karabunusdle, s. A 

child’s toy composed of pieces of wood raised 

one above another in the form of a pyramid. 

S. ’Srdcf5 karabha, s. The metacarpus, from 

the wrist to the little finger. 2. a young 

camel. 3. an ass. 

s. t^d^Soe-^ kara-bharjita, s. Grain 

half dressed, slightly fried, or parched, so as 

to be eaten from the hand. 

S. ’SddoSo kara-ruha, s. The finger 

nails. 

s. ^de/Syjd kara-ldykava, s. Sleight 

of hand. 

e. ^dcodopso karalu-mannu, s. Gra- 

vel, gravelly earth. 

S. kara-lubhi, s. A skin-flint, 

miser. 

o. ^dd karava, See under *3. 

A. 0. t^d^S^ karavatike, s. A water 

bag. 

S. ^d'drj j karq-wastra, s. A handker¬ 

chief. 
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C. xf'd D^o karavai, s. A convex anvil 

01 wliicli a brazier hollows bis work, 

s. kara-vdla, kara- 

vala, s. A scimitar, or sabre thirty inches 

long. 

s. kara-vdlika, s. A short 

club or wooden sword. 

s. rtxitiZSg’SDp, d dSic^A-s-d Icara- 

vidya-kdra, kara-vidya-gdra, s. An 

officious intermedler, one who has his hand 

in many employments, but excels in none. 

s. karavira, s. The Oleander, 

nerium odor am. 

o. kara-veidya-gdra, s. 
A quack. 

c. d"d^), karavu, karu- 

vona, See under tfd. 

s. kara-shakha, s. The fingers, 

the tip of the fingers. 

C. ^dcoo karasu, See under 

c. ^ddooAdsot^ karasungada-hakki, 

s. The blue jay. 

c. ddd ^dsddo kara-sthaladavaru, s. 

An order of religious mendicants, the priests 

of goldsmiths. 

0. dd5o karaha, See under *3. 

C. ddSodo kara-hattu, v.n. To become 
_Q 

sharp. 

g. ^dsiX)S3 karahdta, s. The stalk or root 

of the lotus. 

■c. dd^°a>^ karali-batte, s. A cotton 

print. 

:g. kardnguli, s. A finger ring. 

C. :5i~'58dv^jd kard-churi, s. A short ar¬ 

row thrown from the hand. 

<j. ^03 kardta, s. A bag. 2. a drug 

bag. 3. a nest of boxes. a fine 

bag for pearls, &c. 

T. B. kardda, [#cwv] adj. Terrible, 

horrible, s. The name of a country. 

ssfftb the people of that country, noted for 

their cruelty and wickedness. 

H. ^00 300 karubu, adjt Filthy, dirty, un¬ 

clean, bad. 

C. kardmagi, s. An earthen 

vessel with a large mouth. 

0. karuri, s. A currycomb. 

H. fife's do kararu, s. A concession, agree¬ 

ment. to contract, fix, enter 

into an agreement. an instru¬ 

ment or written contract, a deed of agree¬ 

ment. 

s. kardvalambane, s. 
Help, stretching forth the hand for another’s 

assistance. to afford aid. 

s. :ffu'3-J karasi, s. A sword. 

S. ^03 ^ kardda, adj. Frightful, dreadful, 

terrible. 2. having projecting teeth, s. 

Yama, the king of terrors, Soosi a 

frightful face. ’s’catf a name of Shiva. 

a quarrelsome woman. 

A. C. rfd kari, s. Flesh, raw meat. 

C. cf9 kari, s. Charcoal, adj. Black, dark 

blue, ^ecrfjo, ^Scdo^o a black man. tfOoJw* 

a black woman. ^Bodotfo a black thing. 2. 

the day after the pongal feast, or after any 

eclipse ; the former is called aJOaxosi <, 

and the latter rtjtinzS ^0. Such day is also 

designated an unpropitious day. 

eoBcdoorfrb a ceremony of breaking in two, by 

bullocks or other means, the triumphal arch 

of a gate-way, the day after pongal feast. 

s. ^9 kari, s. An elephant, Ga- 

nisha, with the face of an elephant. 

C. if9 kari, v.d. To cut with scissors; to 

shear. 2. See *3. v. n. to bum to a cinder, 

be charred, parched, dried, fried in oil, &c. 

C. -^9o^o karinku, s. Soot, lamp-black. 

adj. Sharp. 

0. ?f9A kariga, s. A black man. 2. a 

proper name among Chanddlas. 

c. cf9 Aclbsoo kari-gadubu, $. A cake fried 

in ghee or oil, and filled with doll or pulse, 

and sugar. 

s. ^9a^ kari-gamane, s. A woman 

whose gait resembles the walk of an elephant. 

c. ^07"3£o kari-gdlu, s. The front of the 

leg below the knee. 

c. ^9AJcio, kari-guddu, ka- 

re-guddu, $. The pupil of the eye. 
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c. \fiw karichedu-toppa- 

lu, s. A kind of medicinal leaves, 

c. karijdlishakke, s. Aca¬ 

cia Arabica. 

C. karijigi, s. Mildew, 

c. Jcaridi-sammelavu, 
s. A double drum. 

s. 'CQp'l liar ini, s, A female elephant. 

C. Jcarida, past part, of Fried, 

parched in oil, &c. a cake fried 

in oil, &c. 

C. karidu, adj. Black, dark blue. 

s. A black thing. Also the jparf. of ■*&. 

c. ^03S^o;fY?^ kari-nelli-hannu, s. The 

Cicca disticha. 

C. kari-bevu, 

kari-bevina-gida, s. The Bureja kcenija, 

the leaves of which are used to give flavour 

to certain dishes, and are deemed tonic, 

c. kariya, adj. Black, dark blue, 

c. kariyalokki, s. Jasmi- 

nwm villosum. 

C. £bdl>l3 kari-yave, s. Green or unripe 

barley. 

c. <§d3oo kariydleyu, s. The 

pupil of the eye. 

c. ^adibe;rf karj-yelava, s. Black silk 

cotton. 

c. karivana, See under 

c. kari-hunnive, [See *e] s. 

The day after the pongal feast. 

IX. fra^S) karidi, See sce^a. 

c. £a$3e> Icari-nela, s. Black soil. 

C. Ican-nellu, s. Rice ripening 

in the rains. 

S. «^d karira, s. The shoot of a bamboo. 

2. a plant common in dry deserts, Capparis 

aphylla, Rox. 

S. ®a^ kansha, s. Dried cow-dung. 

C. iJdo liaru, S. A calf. 2. a mould. 

sneifj t0 wean a calf. 

c. 3doo3o, ^doo^jS karunku, Icarun- 

kane, s. The sound made in eating cu¬ 

cumbers, &c. 

o, ^dooTvi karungu, See tftfrio. 

A. C. ^doo&o karumbu, V. n. To envy, 

be vexed at another’s happiness, s. Sugar¬ 

cane. envy, the act of envying. 

c. ’adeo'doo, frboos&jS karummu, ka- 

rummane, See tfdjc*. 

c. ^do’S* karuka, S. A jag, notch, indent¬ 

ation. 2. chillies and other drugs charred, 

mixed with water, and applied to wounds, 

and sometimes drunk during sickness, adj. 

Jagged, uneven, rough, stony. 

a toothed sickle. 2. black, calcined. 

A> the powder of burnt chillies, &c. 

to make black. 2. to make jag¬ 

ged. to become black or jagged. 

'sWW black, burnt to powder, &c. 

A. o. ^ao7\DSoar’d karugdhigalu, s. 

Boys who tend calves. 

C. ^to83^0 karuchu, s. Washings of rice, 

&c. zAraBj the paunch or lower belly. 

C. ^de&i&O lcarutalu, adj. Coarse, rough, 

stony, as ground. 2. withered, dried, dead, 

as a fruit, tree, &c. 

s. f^doc©, karuna, karune, s. 
Mercy, clemency, pity, compassion. 2. par¬ 

don. 3. favour, Snores sister^, 

God, the ocean of mercy, God, 

the abode of mercy, sSw4r a per¬ 

sonification of mercy, a kind person, 

you are very kind. 

nZ><& to be kind to, pity, favour, compassion¬ 

ate. mercifulness. 

A. C. £do80A karubu. See *tbowo. 

a. c. t^do'odJ®^, ^dosvd karumdda» 

karuwdda, s. An upper story. ’Srtte'szS 

&®^dc3 a festoon hung from the upper story 

across the street. =o*&>xra& rioa the window 

of an upper story. 

c. ^do^A<y^ karuva-gallu, s. A found¬ 

ation stone. 2. a stone for cattle to rub 

themselves against. See =5^W&J* 

c. ^dobciO karuvidu, V. a. To l-ub. 

C. t^do^o karulu, s. An entrail, gut, the 

bowels. 2. compassion, pity, kindness, mer¬ 

cy. =?co<¥&*, &JspOPo to shew mercy. 

sid the diaphragm. ■**?’.> xtaS a rope 

made of entrails., wra the bowels to 

gush out. the fat or great gut. 



=S^F 

■8-6 rttb* the small gut. tfdHRi ^oScrioo, ’s'&sb 

SJ©crioo to be griped. ^*v’o ^crtw, tfcbtfo a'j 

the bowels to yearn, the 

collection of bowels, VM& to‘restrain 

the appetite, the bowels to dis¬ 

tress, as when long without food. &&&> 

the bowels to become discomposed. 2. to 

have a rupture. swelling of the 

bowels. so&oJjo the bowels to be torn, 

as by lifting up a burden. 

s. kavusha, s. One of the 56 coun¬ 

tries mentioned by Hindu writers. 

C. tjt3 leave, s. The end or selvage of a web. 

rtfcbj to fasten a selvage. 2. to 

stain, to leave a selvage. =#js 

to cut off a selvage. 2. end, termina¬ 

tion, extremity. 3. bank, shore. 4. stain, 

dirt. ^Scrijiri:, *3 sftb, to become dirty, stain¬ 

ed. 5. blackness, adj. Black, siftr 

black colour, ^d^ a black body. *& 

■fw, black earth. 

o. &t3, &t3o6o3 leave, leaveyu, v. a. To 

call another to come or approach. 2. to in¬ 

vite to an entertainment. 3. to milk. 4. to 

rain. 5. to eject, as poison, *dti, cal¬ 

led, invited, milked, rained, one who 

is called or invited, ^dd sSsb” the cow that 

was milked, ^dd the rain that fell. * 

Bcdoosi, calling, &c. sddj a 

milch cow. falling rain, ^dedood^#, 

^d^i, ^dcdxidfs, ■tftfsJn, =tfdoAn 

ddo the act of calling, inviting, milking, rain¬ 

ing, &c. ^ddj ^d to call for 

one’s self, to call mutually, ^d 

to bring along with one’s self, ^d #daoz& 

to carry or conduct away another per¬ 

son along with one’s self, ^edo, =fddj to 

cause to call or invite, milk, &c. 

to get one’s self called or invited. 2. to cause 

one person to call or invite another for one’s 

own purposes or advantage. to 

send one person to call another. 

C. tf-doii leaveya, [*dj adj. Soiled, dirty, 

black, stained. 

0. leave-gallu, s. Two stones 

erected by the individual who commences the 

building of a town, which are worshipped an¬ 

nually by him as long as he lives, and by his 

descendants, &c. after his decease. This 

prevails to the west of Mysore. 

c. leave-gorala, s. Shiva, 

with a black throat. 

c. leave-jivige, s. Black cum¬ 

min seed. 

S. wtS^Bo leavetu, s. The Numidian crane. 

S. 75rt3f CcO kavenu, s. A female elephant. 

the chief male elephant of a herd. 

C. zti~8?§)7\ziJ\'ti lcavetigade-gida, s. The 

name of a tree. 

C. kavedu, adj. Black, soiled. 

C. ^fS^SooB kave-banta, s. The name of 

a celebrated giant, ^di* wofcijS *4 his his¬ 

tory. 

C. 5^8§Je>^ kave-jola, s. A mendicinal 

c. kare-maddu, s. Opium. 2. 

gunpowder. 

c. kave-yellu, s. A particular 

species of the sesamum orientate. 

C. kavelakki, s. Black carda¬ 

moms. 

o. kavevummetti- 

na-kdi, s. The andrachne cadisshaw. 

o. kave-shd- 

lamma, kave-shivamma, s. The name 

of a household goddess, to whom annual of¬ 

ferings are presented. 

A. O. kareipoku, s. An infe¬ 

rior ruby. 

S. kavoti, S. The skull or bones 

of the head. 

D. karoda, s. A monkey. 2. a lakh. 

s. kavode, s. Cymbals. 

h. ^-Dj^eo^o&ya-S- kavolu-tubdki, s. 

A common gun with a lock. 

s. ^s- kavka, S. A mirror. 2. a white 

horse. 

s. ^^£"0^0 kavkandhu, s. The jujube, 

Zizip hus jujuba. 

C. ^^£"0200 kavkambu, A sharp point¬ 

ed arrow. 

s. kavkata, S. A crab. 2. the sign 

Cancer in the zodiac. 
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s. ^?rs"&3, karkati, karkadi, 

s. A cucumber. 2. a female crab. 

C. ^t5!E'ri;3?s!3>d3;>:> karkarane-kadiyu, 

v. n. To grind the teeth, as in sleep, &c. 

S. karkari, s. A water course, a 

small or water jar. 2. a white horse. 

C. tf&cS karkare, See *8*3. 

S. Icarkaretu, See 

s. ’Srffe'i^ karhasha, adj. Violent, cruel, 

unfeeling, unmerciful, harsh, unkind. 2. 

hard. 3. intangible. 4. miserly. 

tyranny, cruelty, oppression, severity, unkind¬ 

ness. 

C. ^us-To Ttarkdgu, and w^o] v, n. 

To become black. ¥®rri 'SosSo to char, burn 

to a cinder. ts^ffS to provoke, irri¬ 

tate. 2. to sharpen. 3. to char. 

S. :5Vi>S‘k3'5! karkdtaka, s. The sign Can¬ 

cer in the zodiac. 

S. karkdruka, s. The plant 

Convolvulus paniculatus. 

0. ^'S'c'cco, karkisu, karkipu, 

v. a. To teaze, importune, dun, demand 

payment, take no refusal. 2. to scold, speak 

harshly, one who duns or teazes. 

c. tS^oE- karku, [***>]». Any thing char¬ 

red or burnt to a cinder, adj. Black, 

sharp, rio an infusion made from 

charred ingredients. black powder. 

to char. 2. to sharpen. 3. to 

dun, demand payment. 4. to speak harshly. 

C. har-kollu, See un¬ 

der *8. ^ 

S. karkotaka, s. One of the 

chief serpents; a very bad kind of serpent. 2. 

Jig. a wicked, bad man. 

T. B. ^ae"cJ kargasi, [>arar&] s. a fierce, 

tyrannical woman. 

c. £aos-qs3$ kar-gumbala, s. A pump¬ 

kin, gourd, cuoumis utilissimus, Box. 

C. ^ AOS' kargu, See 

c. ^ 7\S~GT^j kar-gempu, s. Purple, dark 

red. 

H. ^S^OS" karchu, See so^or. 

A. C. Eeros' karcliu, See *3^. 2. to wash, 

s. Water in which rice has been boiled. 

C. karchedi-toppalu, 

See 

C. karjali, s. The plant Phlomis 

Indiea. 

0. ^0§s- karji, See and 

0. ^sBs-^o^o karji-kdi, s. A cake of 

gram, sugar, and poppy seed, fried in ghee. 

H. ^3tPsrystj^o karjuddranu, s. A debt¬ 

or or creditor. 

T. B. S'a^s-d karjura. See scwfcS. 

C. rS^s- kurda, See 

o. ^cVs-T^, tfzisr'h kardige, kardigi, 

See 

C. ^rfos- kardu, See ^dz&. 

s. ^P©s- karna, $. The ear. # 

nrz&tf a piece of palmyra leaf rolled up and 

put in the ear, as an ornament, *f>r zhaszi 

a swelling suddenly rising under the ear. 

rUit rfe b&rtsb pretended powers of 

proving a cow’s ear to be that of an elephant. 

2. the sovereign of ®or! 3^3 and son of 

Kunti Devi by the sun, and elder brother to 

the Pandu princes, ^csf s hearing. ^ 

attentively, to 

inform. earless. 2. deaf. ^riFTb 

to hear, listen, ^rfF=# hearsay, report. 

^FSSF^rfF^cSssfi to hear by report. 

s. ^pss'c^'S'd karnadhdra, s. A sailor, 

mariner. 

S. tfcd-dS-kitf karndtaka, s. The Carna¬ 

tic, including originally the great table land 

in the centre of the peninsula, consisting of 

Mysore and a few contiguous provinces to 

the northward of it. 2. the Canarese country 

or language. 

0- ^p§£* karni, See ^drf and *d?s. 

S. pis' ?f karnika, s. An earring. 2. the 

pericarp of the lotus. 3. the middle finger. 

4. the tip of an elephant’s trunk. 5. a fruit 

stalk. 

S. karnikdra, s. The name of 

a plant. 2. a lotus that grows on dry ground. 

s. ^pts-^, ^pirojo^ karnika, kar- 

niyava, See *dri^. 

C. ^PSH- karne, See *d?s. 

s. kart a, kar- 

tanu, kartri, S. An agent, maker, doer. 
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t^ovOF 

2. an owner, lord, master. 3. an author. 4. 

an heir. 5. (in grammar) the nominative 

of a verb. ,®%F *1°^ the nominative, 

accusative, and verb, ^Ffatj <3»scb the Lord 

God. f% proprietorship, lordship, agency. 

s. ?r^s-£> kartari, See *ge. 

S. ?tee-wf£ kartari-kei, See 

S. kartavya, adj. Suitable or pro¬ 

per to do. 

t. b. tf&Ds$-&'&) kartdla-patra, See 

JS;d5W,Sj^. 

G. kartdli, See *s» V. 2. the 

country gooseberry, Thaselus angulata, Lin. 

S. ^u>£*do kardama, s. Mud, clay. 2. 

sin. =^rirsjj &ej muddy water. 

S. dod/afedll kardama-prajdpa- 

ti, s. The name of a sage, grandson of Bram- 

ha. 

S. T^&s'ioa^ kar-divige, s. An iron lamp 

stand. 2. a hand lamp. 

C. S- kardu. See 

c. ^dos" f\, karduge, karduve, 
s. Soot, lamp-blacls. 

C. ^dos-^raTvdo kardupdgiru, v. n. To 

be safe. 

S. karna, See ?«f. 

H. ?r ^3"3S"<£>3 karnalu, s. A large gun or 

blunderbuss. 

C. ^pQos- karnu, karnu, s. Sour¬ 

ness, mustiness. 

C. karne, karni. See 

C. ?rd£"&3, Pris'd karpata, karpada, 

s. See 

S. 5dcd karpara, See 

C. 2r^j£- karpu, See 

S. tj karpura, s. Camphor. * 

calomel. a wave lamp of 

camphor, wW a kind of wild plan¬ 

tain said to produce camphor, tdtiri 

a box in which camphor is kept. =»*d 

^ Lavandulo carnosa. sfv, ^e5 a 

betel leaf having the fragrance of camphor. 

Friday scented turmeric. ’■‘JjBFtJrio^ a 

woman of superior class. 

s. karpura-shild- 

dhdtuj s. Foliated gypsum, the powder of 

which is used to cleanse foul and putrid ul¬ 

cers, &c. 

A. o. #soos* karbu, See • 

S. karbura, S. Gold. 2. variegat¬ 

ed colour. 3. Nirriti, regent of the South 

west. sifir g0M colour, ftO 

the gold mountain. ^woFOd a golden flame, 

o. js>e"8tf karbuja, See 

S. ^dosr karma, s. An act or action in 

general, work. 2. specific action, moral du¬ 

ty, the obligation imposed by peculiarities 

of tribe, occupation, &c. 3. religious action, 

as sacrifice, ablution, &c. especially as ori¬ 

ginating in the hope of future recompence, 

and as opposed to speculative religion or know¬ 

ledge of spirit. 4. sin. 5. (in gramr.) the 

subject or object denoted by the verb. *s*>f 

a passive verb, ss^s&FW-frjeJj a neuter 

verb. JWskFTS^aXj an active verb, ^dcrsFoeti 

funeral rites. ^sfoFrta^the sun, Agni, because 

they behold all deeds. &S»r a workman. 

2. a sinner. &&%ro£t)s3o an organ of action, 

of which five are enumerated; as, the hand, 

foot, larynx or organ of the voice, the organ 

of generation, and that of feculent excretion. 

a maid, female servant. =*sfc>F riSthe 

condition induced by one’s deeds, “s^f tfja» 

transgression, actual sin. &o&j obser¬ 

vances, ceremonial, moral, &c. ^s^f?crio^o, 

^sjorsf-sd^o one who is regular in the obser¬ 

vance of religious duties, absolu¬ 

tion. 2. a work on the mode of obtaining ab¬ 

solution. a man who has violated 

the rules of his sect, or observes no religious- 

duties. ^sfoF a man who is consistent 

with the rules of his sect. ^sfariwO a super¬ 

intendent. =5^0 f iSd intent upon ceremonial 

observances. “tfskFri an example in 

grammar of an action done by another. ^ 

staiFffrs^s zi the performance of ceremonial 

observances. 

a. o. ^dos-do^y kar-maduvu, s. The 

black or Jumna river. 

a. c. tfdos'do&df1® kar-maduvinama, 
s. Pama, Pluto. 

S. £ dos'd karmatha, act). Finishing 

carefully. 

s. ^dos-p?^ karmanya, s. Wages, hire, 

piy- 
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C. ^oos-'bto kar-mugilu, See 

c. rfvskarlakki-gida, s. The 

shrub Vitex negundo. 

C. ao karldgu, v. n. To become dried 

up, as corn from the sun. 

C. karlu, s. Salt land. 2. See *de». 

c. S’sds'ps karvane, s. A vessel used to 

■eat out of. 

A, c. karvo-gal,\y$cdtesi^oj 

s. The magnet or loadstone. 

S. karsha, &, A. river. 2. a weight 

equal to about two and a half pagodas. 

S. karskaka, $. An agriculturist, 

farmer, farming, agriculture, 

c. ^^nDS-fh, 

karldtanu, karldlu, karldlinava, s. 

One related by blood. 

C. karlu. See ***. 

A. 0. karri-kurri, adj. Mispla¬ 

ced, mislaid. 

A. 0. karril, s. A medicinal herb. 

A. 0. karrile, s. A thorny stick. 2. 

a bamboo stick. 

A. C. karrive, s. A gap, or opening 

in a hedge. 

A. o. karri, karrivu, s. 
State, condition, quality. 

A. 0. karri-kal, adj. Faded, ex¬ 

hausted, vapid. 

A. o. karrkene, s. a sound or 

noise in eating. 

A. c. karrtale. See **«?•. 

A. c. ?rt5 s' karrte, See . 

A. c. karrpe, See =8?®^- 

S. ^£> s. Eight seconds. 2. a chirp¬ 

ing, buzzing, low but pleasing note. ^ ^9 

a sweet tone, pleasing sound, t. b. 

Quarrel. 

H. tfvo kalam, s. A reed pen. 2. a head, 

particular, item in an account, a paragraph. 

A. c. ifooSu kalanku, See *«*>. 

C. ^aoAt) kalangari, s. The name of a 

large cooling fruit. 

H. &VOZ&& kalanddnu, s. An inkstand, 

Also tfwrfro p. 

S. kalamba, s. A bird. 2. an arrow. 

o. UfcyoSiS kalambali, s. A kind of sour 

gruel used in washing oil from the head. 

A. C. 13r£/GS3 kalambi, s. The plant convol¬ 

vulus repens. 

A. C. Kalambu, s. A mark or sign. 

C. kalaka, s. See 2. turbidness 

of water. 3. agitation or disquietude of the 

mind. 4. a plant, treohosanthes dioecia, Rox. 

S. 15re^ot-i kala-kantha, s. The black 

cuckoo. 2- a goose or swan. 3. a dove or 

pigeon. the note of the 

black cuckoo, &c. a woman whose 

voice resembles the note of the black cuckoo. 

S. kala-kala, s. The hum, con¬ 

fused noise or buzz of a crowd, &c. 

0. ?r£i !?£>?& kala-kalisu, v.n. To grieve, 

feel pain. 

C. kala-kala, s. A very long time. 

o. ^jjao kalaku, ka- 

lakdgu, kalagu, V. n. To be disturbed, 

stirred up, mixed, as water. 2. to be in agi¬ 

tation, disorder, disquiet, as the mind. 3. to 

he embarrassed, discontented, •efej-S-ih 

v. a. To perturb, stir up, mix, put into con¬ 

fusion, confound. 9^*, tur¬ 

bid water, ’tfw* &%€>&>, sSjs^c&o^j 

the dispute is settled, 

I win stir up the sea of the Pdn- 

du host. 

0. kala-gachchu, s. The water 

in which rice has been washed, kept until it 

ferments, and given to cattle. 

C. kalagalike, s. Living together 

in amity, union, friendly intercourse. 

=#criTOh harmoniously, unitedly. 

C. kalatu. See 

C. kalarda, adj. Disturbed, turbid, 

as water. 

S. :&vzfi)'3 kaladhouta, s. Silver. 2. 

gold. 

s. kalana, s. Combat, war, battle. 

0. ^CJZj kulapa, s. A compound of odori¬ 

ferous pigments for smearing the body. 

0. kalapu, s. Rubbish, waste paper. 

2. a confused collection of materials for build¬ 

ing, &c. 
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C. kala-berike, s. Admixture, 

crmpound. ^e-vSO^airer'j to become mixed. 

230=# rfrezt) to mix. ob greens 

of different kinds mixed together. 

S. &V# kalabha, s. An elephant thirty 

years old. 

S. kalama, <?. A standing rice crop. 

2. rice sown in June and ripening in Decem¬ 

ber. 3. a reed pen. 

C. ^^00 kalamu, S. A mark, scar. h. A 

reed pen, an inkstand. 

C. ‘Stosiw, kalamu, kala- 

mdgiru, v. n. To he pock-marked, scarred. 

o. kalamu-mutti, s. Signa¬ 
cs 

ture. 

C. kalame, s. A pock-mark. 2. the 

scar of an old wound. 3. a paragraph. 4. 

a paddy-field, a list of orders or 

directions given to government servants. 

s. tfsJTjzS kala-rava, [sweet voice] s. A 

pigeon, dove. Wtitf the cooing of a 

dove or pigeon. 

C. kalavarike, s. Deep thought, 

fixed reflection. 2. anxiety about some ab¬ 

sent person. 3. talking in one’s sleep. 

to talk in sleep, be engaged in deep or 

anxious thought. 

S. kalavinka, s. A sparrow. 

H. #£>*$) kalavu, s. A pen. 

C. #£^0 kalavuri, s. Several threads 

united. 

C. kalave. See 

0. ?r£^ kalasha, s. A vase, goblet, water- 

pot. !i?r a cup shaped leaf. 2. betel 

leaves placed tastefully around the mouth of 

a waterpot. zijt'tS worship paid to a 

water vessel. a woman with large, 

round breasts resembling a water vessel. ^ 

ert fivsJjS a marriage ceremony in which 

offerings are made to the several planets in 

different vessels. 

s. kalashdbdhi, s. The milk sea. 
© 

WussOLahshmi, produced at the churn¬ 

ing of the milk-sea. 

C. kalasanna, s. Tamarind or 

iijne juice, gingillie-seed meal, phaseolus 

r,mu go, chillies, salt, &c. mixed with boiled 

rice, fried in ghee, and eaten as a savoury 

dish. 

C. kalasu, v. a. To mingle, mix, 

stir up or round, make turbid, as water. 2. 

to agitate, confuse. 

S. kalaha, s. Quarrel, war, battle, 

combat, contest, dispute. 2. trouble, distur¬ 

bance, tumult, revolt, insurrection. *** 

S, ^o!3, ’erusd an aggressor. ^aJ 

#***& persons among the ling a people, who 

are particularly fond of challenging other 

sects, and of engaging in religious controver¬ 

sies. 

s. ?r£J3oOr3 kala-Tiam.se, s. The fabulous 

swan, having a very fine note. 

s. ^e;5oT>oe5tfi§ kalahdntarite, s. A 

mistress distressed at having offended her 

lover. 

S. kalahdshananu, s. The 

sage Ndrada, who was so fond of disputes as 

to be said to live upon them. 

c. ^fciSorcOj 5oo kalahisu, kalahu, 
See 

S. &C>7>s£- kalachi, s. A spittoon. 

s. kaldda, s. A goldsmith. 

S. tivsti kaldpa, s. An ornament. 2. a 

quiver. 3. a peacock’s feather, or star in the 

tail. 4. an assemblage or multitude. 

C. SreA)*j kaldpa, s. A family trial, distress 

or contention, a person in distress. 

2. a quarrelsome man. to quar¬ 

rel. 

S. &V7)b kaldpi, s. A peacock. 2. a deco¬ 

rated female. 

h. *§ kaldbatu, ka- 

Idbattike, s. Tinsel, gold or silver thread. 

C kaldli, adj. Ruined, spoiled. B 

that work is spoiled. 

G. kaldli-khdne, s. A dis¬ 

tillery. adj. Of or belonging to arrack. 

C. tfwoSo kaldya, s. The tinning of brass 

and other vessels, siraib to tin ves¬ 

sels. Werscckrad a person who tins vessels. 

G. kaldlu-khdne. See 

ar®;5. 

G. kaldshi, s. A lascar. 



s. 3D, ^Dojooa kali, kali-yuga, s. 

The fourth age of the world, that of vice. Its 

commencement is placed about 3,100 years 

before Christ. Its duration is 432,000,000; 

at the expiration of which, the world is to he 

destroyed, and again renewed. =5=® fear 

from sin. *© shw sin of this age. 

the delusion of the iron age. 

C. 3D kali, See *®. 

c. 3D kali, s. A courageous, valiant man, a 

hero. adj. Spirited, brave, courageous. 

vivacity, spirit, heroism, courage. ^©^ 

3£> with courage. courageously, 

fiercely. ^©cstaftn* ;S he is a very 

successful gamester, very spirited, very hand¬ 

some. wjSjS ^rO look at the 

lustre, or vivacity, of his countenance. 

eirarb to recover one’s spirits, to rouse one’s 

self. to display valour, ^©oiss 

to he spirited or courageous, 

valiant persons, heroes. =*© to become 

valiant. 

c.1 3D, 3Da3oo, SrDsfe^ja^o kali, 

kaliyu, kalitu-kollu, v. a. hf- n. To 
study, learn, acquire knowledge. 2. to mix, 

mingle, compound. 3. to join one’s self to 

another, to associate, be joined with, overtake, 

attack. 4. to embrace sexually. 

LA #6 to study science. ^6® «3 

will the adulteress fail to sing what she 

has learned ? (will not the smatterer display 

his learning ?) 3?(o 0ne 

who has studied, a clever, well read person. 

=£0^ ¥0=#^ zisaA a word learned. ^©^ 

habitual or accustomed conduct. ^©® 

acquired notions, habit or disposition. 

m>A to sing together. ■**«<'*> to 

look on together, to play together. 

<fvA wtJ to prosper, cause to succeed. 

^©ccfcoS’#, ^©^ learning, knowledge, study, 

the act of studying. 2. skill, dexterity, abi¬ 

lity. 3. contrivance, 

s. 3Doa kalinga, s. A forked shrike, 

s. 3Dc&3 kalinjaka, s. A mat. 2. a 

screen of grass, a tatty, &c. 

S. 3Do3s£ kalinjane, S. A village of bar¬ 

bers’ huts. 

T. B. 3D3 kalika, See *%■ 

S. 3D3 kalika,, $. An unblown flower, 

s. 3D3^j- kali-karma, s. A deed of 

the present sinful age. 

S. 3D5T><y kali-kola, S. The present agc> 

or age of vice. a man of the pre¬ 

sent age. 

s. 3D:5'3£i3§\kali-kdla-ckola, s. 

The name of a king. 

c. 3D3So^S) kalikimithdri, s. A gay 

or clever woman. 

c. 3D^sj^o3 kalina-paluka, s. A sort 

of gem. 

A. c. 3D^j, 3Do^j kalipu, kalimpu, 
See ^©~-. 

S. 3D^jjsTj kali-bhupa, s. The name of 

S. 3D^jS°ai kali-bhdja, s. A sovereign 

so called. 

s. 3D^J«)‘d3 kali-mdraka, s. A king 

who was a great reformer of his age. 

0. 3DKb kalisu, [cans. of *©] v. n. To 

mix up, mingle, stir up, join, unite, associ¬ 

ate. 2. to teach, educate, cause to learn. 

A. C. 3D^a5o kaliya, S. A horse’s bridle. 

a. o. 3etooAo kalungu, See 

A. C. 3c;oqgoo kalumbu. See under 

C. 3<^o3o kaluku. See 

c. 3&o3o$, tf&oTtocp kalu-kambha, 

kalu-gambha, s. A stone pillar, 

c. 3e;o^, 3e;o3oo, 3eo^j kalupu, ka- 

lubu, kaluvu, s. Weeds in standing corn. 

t2;vj to have weeds, as corn. 

to weed corn. v. a. See ^©^J. 

o. 3<yo2iG<3o, 3&oeoozS kalubandu, ka- 

lubande, s. The names of towns. 

H. 3(^03oodo kalubandu, s. A superior 

kind of aloe used in medicine. 

C. kaluburigi, s. Kalburga, 
a town in Beder. 

c. 3etts3o'dZ&5ita^ kalu-mathadayya, s, 
A linga priest. 

h. 3eio3^oo kalumu, See =*<oo. 

S. 3<2J0^X, kalusha, s. Sin. adj. Turbid, 

foul, muddy, &v5n, ©css? God, 

the remover of sin. a sinner. 
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c. rfooToo Jtalusu, See 

C. 5. A scar or mark. t. b. [** 

radiance. 2. a digit of the moon, 

filled with digits. 

C. X oo kaleyu, See ■**©. 

■*«* rXX, tfjaifo (wefafi °st»X) to add up 

figures. tonciu to take hold of together. 

C. €3^7\£»4) kale'galapu, s. Association, 

reconciliation, living together in amity, con¬ 

federacy', &c. 

S. kalka, s. A decoction of drugs ta¬ 

ken in febrile and bilious affections, after 

fasting some days. 2. an eye-salve, collyri- 

um. 3. sin. 4. fraud. 6. sediment, dirt, 

ordure. ®dcckj to prepare a decoction or 

eye-salve. 

c. kalkandcc, s. Sugarcandy. 

C. ^e^zlojoo kal-kadeyu, v. a. To hew 

stone. 

c. s'e^do kalkadiru, [*tu*&d>] v. n. 

To be limpid, clear. 

S. ^ 3^ kalki, s. The tenth and last incar¬ 

nation of Vishnu, with a horse’s head. This 

is yet to come. 

C. kalkitana, s. Beauty. 2. cle¬ 

verness. 

C. kalki-turdi, s. The jewel 

of a turban. 

C. kdlkiya-kudure, s. A 

horse of a good breed. 

C. leal-kut aka, s. A stone cutter 

or mason. 

c- kal-gejje, s. A stone hell as an 

ornament to a building. 

•C. ^£^8^0^ kalgaehchu, s. The fermented 

and sour washings of rice, &c. given to cat¬ 

tle. 

€. ^ kaltava, See under *®. 

c. t^jsv/o kaltu-kollu. See ^®^> ** 
_D 8 G) 

with *€>. 

C. kal-ndru, s. Asbestos. 

kalpa, s. A sacred work, one of the 

six Veddngas, and comprehending the des¬ 

cription of religious rites. 2. a period of 

time. a day of 24 hours (60 Indian 

hours.) &&&$ a century, the term of 

human life. *«£, 3,000 years, the life 

of the ancestors; being 100 years, reckoning 

a month of mortals equal to a day and night 

of the pitris, the light fortnight being their 

day, and the dark fortnight their night. ^ 

** 36,000 years; or 100 years reckoning 

a year of mortals equal to their day, the half 

year when the sun is north of the equator be¬ 

ing their day, the other half year their night. 

=5^ the period of a Manwantara. 

the period of a Bramha. 3. 

a precept prescribed for effecting certain 

consequences. 4. propriety, fitness. 5. op¬ 

tion, alternative, doubt. 6. resolve, purpose, 

determination. 

s. kalpaka, 

kalpa-vriksha, kalpa-taru, s. One of 

the trees of Indra’s paradise, produced at 

the churning of the milk-sea, and said to 

yield whatever is desired. 

C. kal-patuku, s. A piece or 

chip of stone. 

C. S^cioo; kal-paduvu, s. A stone but¬ 

tress or prop. 

C. kal-panuku, s. The lustre 

of a stone. 

s. kalpane, g. kalpane, 

s. Fiction, fable. 2. fabrication, invention. 

=&$ a fiction, fable, romance, novel. * 

an inventor, fabricator. * 

to invent, fabricate, contrive. 2. to 

produce, form, make. 3. to establish, insti¬ 

tute. 4. to resuscitate. 

C. tio 363 kal-parate, S. A stone vessel. 

C. ^£\3 kal-pare, s. Lamina in stones, 

as talc, slate, &c. 

S. kalpokta, g. Precept of law, 

letter or word of the law. 

* according to the letter of the law. 

C. kalbandu. See 

C. ^£^3^ kal-battu, s. A small stone 

mortar, or slab for grinding medicines, &C. 

c. ^a^rvt) kakbasari, See wtfe. 

C. kalbikki, s. The name of a tree. 

C. kalbore, s. A tree so called. 

c. greyb, kalmagi, s. The name of a tree* 



S. kalmaska, s. Corrosion, rust. 2. 

impurity, pollution, uncleanness. 3. sin. 4. 

the matter of a sore, rioro a depraved 

or impure nature, depraved, im¬ 

pure, undean. 

C. kal-male, [stone-rain] s. Hail. 

c. v!J kal-mavu, A wild mango. 

s. kalmaska, s. Variegated colour. 

H. kalmu, See *uo-. 

A. c. kalmudi, s. A dolt, block¬ 

head. 

S. kalya, s. The dawn or break of 

day. 2. spirituous liquor. 3. an auspicious 

speech. 

S. kalyana, s. Good fortune, hap¬ 

piness, prosperity. 2. gold. 3. marriage. 4. 

the name of a city, JBramha. 

C. kalyani, s. A square pond with 

steps on all sides. 2. the name of a tune. 

c. Italy dni- 

sheve, kalyuni-shave, s. A kind of 

sweetmeat. 

C. /<:«//«, See 

c. gaSsoPcO kallanr/adi-hannu, s 
cn p© u ’ 

A water melon, Cucurbita citrullus. 

C. 7w>PD kalla-ydna, s. A stone mill 

for oil, &c. 

kalladi, s. The foot-mark of a god 

on a rock. 

c- a)o^-> kallappa, kallayya, 

s. Proper names. 

C. 3^ p©33 kallanabe, s. A mushroom 

growing in rocks, and used by barbers to rub 

scurf from the head. 

c- ^kallatti-yida, s. The name 

of a tree. 

A. c. tferdtoS kallamare. See 

c. kallarali-gida, s. The 

name of a tree. 

c- ?>, £>a kallari, kallariya, s. 

A liar, ]ying. 

c. kallarivdna, $. A stone 

vessel used to eat out of. 

C. kalla-huvu, s. Benzoin. 

C. kail at a, s. Play with stones. 

A. C. dan) OJo kalldita, s. A stone cut- 
CO — 

ter. 2. a learned man. 

C. kalla-villi, adj. Buined, spoil¬ 

ed. ^ruin. ^to ruin, 

spoil. 

C- kalli, s. A small bunch or cluster, 

as of fruit, &c. nsoss =£© a bunch of bang.. 

to put forth clusters. 2. a coarse net 

used by shepherds for carrying their cooking 

utensils. food put up for a journey. 

A. c. tidvo kallilam, s. The act of kiss¬ 

ing. 

c. ’S'Scared kalli-kuda- 

lu, kalli-mise, s. Whiskers on the cheek. 

=*iiK to dress them. to smooth 

them back. £&> t0 let whiskers grow. 

C. :&&Z5v'Qd$3oJ\ kalliddriyanyi, s. A 

habit worn by women. 

0. ^©^Sopa kalli-hana, s. Spurious, 

counterfeit coin. 

C. e'efo kallu, s. A stone. 0f 

or belonging to stone. a petrifac¬ 

tion. “s^iicrfoo, sos^o, 

®ho to stone, throw or cast stones, 

g a stone’s throw- ?5® a stone floor 

or pavement. rttfSpb a heart of stone. 

to chisel holes in stones. t-d 

Wo to chisel stone level. ^ stra 

^ to polish stone. wsrf, =£sjo cAsfrf a 

stone trough for cattle to drink out of. 

a stone mill for oil, &c. to 

build with stone. =s^J dad a stone vessel, 

tf&o rre© a stone wheel peculiar to some parts 

of the country. *SP ^ a stone temple. 

■*SP Sos^Wo the fragment or stump of a stone 

pillar. a stone to press or hurt 

the feet in walking. asai-a 

to strike against a stone, Uil(for a 

stone. 

c. ^o&3a, vvj ’SoSiofl tfokSr? 
c o co co 
kallu-kutiga, kallu-kutuka, kal- 

lu-kutikarava, s. A stone-cutter or ma¬ 

son. 5i-A a woodpecker. 

0. kalluppu, s. Rock-salt. 

a lump of rock-salt. 

C. ’S'maidQ kallu-basari, s. The plant 

Hibiscus populneoides. 
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c. tf&ys&fo'R kallu-marige, s. a stone 

vessel. 

A. c. dod kallu-mare, s. A military 

force, an army. 

0. d j-®SDzfezotbkallu-mdvina-kdi, 
CO 

s. The name of a vegetable. 

0. di3^ kallu-mullu, s. The points 

on a mill-stone. sioov^aSo, sicced 

wzifo to pick a mill-stone. 

C. kalluvvu, s. Lichen rotundatus, 

or benzoin. 

o. kallu-sakkare, s. Sugar- 

candy. '•'SJJ ~=^d white sugar-candy. 

C. ?r£0^ kalluli, s. A mason’s chisel. 

0. & kalletu, s. The mark or wound 

of a stone. 

C. ^Sjs (i do kallodda.ru, s. Stone-cut- 
coo 

ters, rough-workers in stone. 

C. kalloja, s. A stone-cutter, 

stone-mason. 

S. kallola, s. A large wave or 

billow. 

S. 75*2/3 d kalhdra, s. A red fragrant wa¬ 

ter lily. 

C. 3*d £«««, s. A couple, pair. See 

C. tSd^d kava-kava, s. Contention,strife, 

altercation, to he at strife. 

C. T^difjsyb, ffd'^JS'yb kava-kollu, 

kava-gollu, See =*£>• 

c. ^ds^^&do kavakkane-kachchu, 

v. n. To huff, bluster, storm. 

C. ^dAlf kavagade, s. An angular frame 

on the top of the pole bearing a cloth lantern, 

which is elevated high in the air, by Hindus, 

during the eighth month. 

S. xlrdsd- kavacha, s. Armour, a coat of 

mail. 2. a jacket, short coat. 3. a certain 

form of prayer, to some particular deity, for 

the preservation of the members of the body. 

iWeS to put on a coat of mail. si 

©& to repeat this prayer. 

c. ^dS^J kavachu. See under *3. 

A.-C. ^ddsos^b kavada-hdku, v. a. To 

make less, diminish. 

C. S&dS, ^dd3 ‘adod kavadi, kavade, 
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kavande, s. A small shell used as the 

lowest coin, a coterie, Cyprea. ‘s'**® sjjS 

=?js^ to pay the uttermost farthing, 

crfjsza) to play with cowries. 

3. ^d&tf kavadike, S. An ornamental 

wove binding the selvage of a cambly. 

3. ij ddo kavadu. See s. A swoon. 2. 

reservedness. 

;. kavade-kdi, s. The melon 

vine, a vegetable. 

3. T^dzfdd kavade-sara, s. A cowrie 

necklace worn by the man who plays the 

single stringed guitar. 

3. ’Sdp© kavana, See 

3. ^dpi kavane, s. A sling, 

sling-stone. ^«ifS s=osa, £*&,- 

^5ifi tfrfSaia to sling a stone, ^fS to 

prepare or make a sling, 

i. ^d^o^©1^, ^dCb^©^ kavatu- 

kollu, kavadu-kollu, See 

:. b. ’g’d^ kavate. See 

5*d£>, kavadi, kavudi, s. A 
quilted, tattered garment. esccbj a per¬ 

son who quilts or wears old garments. 2. a 

class of mendicants who wear them, 

***0 a worn-out quilt. to 

quilt old garments together. 

l. o. i^ddos- do kavardudu, 3rd per. 
sing. neut. past tense of #£>• 

l. kavana, s. Poetry, verse. & 

to compose poetry. «So 

an extemporary poem or verse, a 

poem, the stanzas of which are arranged so 

as to form some fantastic shape, as a serpent, 

a chess-board, &c. 

3. 3*ddo kavaru, S. Faintness of colour. 

See also 

:. 3*ddo, kavaru, kavari- 

kollu. See tfaefcoP 

:. ddeJGSoo kavalambu, s. An arrow with 

a forked point. 

3. T5*d£D kavalu, s. A pair, two. 2. the 

fork of a tree, &c. 3. the middle, centre, 

main branch of a tree. v. n. To separate 

into two branches. ^sfcSa&ato&Tfoto be insep¬ 

arable, as friends. tfstelsSeka to go 

in a straight direction without turning out 



of the path. a forked stick. 

vo =#j3owj a forked branch. tfs&o naS, ttvo 

S®rtr a r0ad dividing into two. 

ttfoitccba, to become two branches, 

separate, go asunder, be fickle. sie^dz& fas 

sric&y tofav has beauty be¬ 

come two forms, or is it a beautiful creeper 

forked ? 

T. B. 5^^ kavala, See 

c. ^zS^7\, kavalige, kavali, s. 

A drinking vessel. 2. a certain number of 

leaves done up in a bundle. 3. a book. ^ 

V in bundles. SH^eJab a bundle 

of betel leaves, in some places fifty, in some 

a hundred. 

c. kavalig e-mane, s. A 
coupled roof. 

C. kavalu, s. A swoon. &>&cfao 

to swoon, faint. 

c. :&o3^^J\z£ kavale-gida, $. The name 

of a tree. 

C. kavale-kdi, s. The name 

of a vegetable. 

S. tfo'skS kavdta, s. A door, 

the fastening of a door. 

C. T&SDTi Icavdda, s. A bullock’s burden. 

2. an ox’s load of grass or straw. 3. forage. 

See 

H. lcavdtu, s. Military exercise, 

parade, drill, &c. zoo fa to exercise, 

drill. 

H. kavdi, s. A full gown worn by 

Mussulmans. 

o. kavdlkinni, s. A sweet 

spice, cassia. 

S. ^a kavi, s. A poet. 2. a bird, a black 

water fowl. 3. Shulcra or Venus, the pre¬ 

ceptor of the giants. an extempore 

poet. a poet who composes in ac¬ 

cordance with the rules of poetry. ^ , 

a poet’s composition, an un¬ 

inspired poet. *3 an inspired poet. 

c. ^aajoo kavi, kaviyu, v. a. % n. 

To besiege, seize, surround, hem in, attack, 

fall upon, worry. 2. to overspread, over¬ 

whelm, turn topsyturvy, throng, crowd, 

cover. 3. to put on. 4. to eclipse, rival, 

outdo. 5. to attract, captivate, charm, s. 
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A bridle-ring. overwhelming 

sable darkness. ^O^orisStS) ^asia 

ri£€> tfarbzi) 5(riecrfj^o ?rs>;ra ^xiozo 

f $ the ocean-hosts of the various kings, over¬ 

whelmed the city like a black cloud covering 

the cap of the mountain. ttfa, *a^j, 

*a sijufa to make attack, besiege, overwhelm, 

&c. ^acdnsStb, ^aa3js\rs the act of besieging, 

seizing, falling upon, &c. 

A. 0. Sa kavi, s. An elephant. 

S. kavika, s. The bit of a bridle. 

s. £a^, ^a^ kavite, kavitwa, s. 

Poetry, a poem, £x>fa to compose 

poetry, make a poem. 

C. ^aao^js^o kavitu-kollu, See **>, 

tfacstoo. ^ 

0. TS'arfoScjs^o kavidu-horu, v. ». To 

attack and fight. 

T. B. £a$ kavile. See 

T. B. ^a^PSopQ kavile'-banna, See **&«>. 
Pc) f 

S. wa^od kavishwara, s. An excellent 

or superior poet. 

For words beginning with ^ See 

C. kave, See 

0. kavoji, A blind man. 

s. kavoshna, s. Slight warmth. 

adj. Tepid? 

S. kavya, s. Offerings to the manes. 

a$<% an oblation to the manes and demi¬ 

gods. 

C. 5^ kasha, s. See 

0. idb kaslli, s. A young plant. 2. a weed. 

3. strength. 4. enmity. to tie up 

young plants for transplantation. rt® a 

weeding hook. a strong man. ^ 

to become reconciled. 

to weed. 

C. kashi-kashi-mddu, v. a. 

To beat to a powder or jelly, 

c. i?®S3, S'-Sso kashibi, kashibe, See 

“S^UO. 

H. ^83 kasMdi, kashibi,s. Em¬ 

broidery, ornamental needle work. 

S. kashe, s. The string or tie of a jacket. 

2. a whip. 

S. kasheru, s. A kind of grass, 

Scripus Jcysoor. 
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s. kasheru/ca, s. The backbone. 

8* Tcashmala, s. Fainting, swoon. 

2. sin. 

S’ ^^8 ^astya) s. Spirituous liquor. 2. a 

horse’s flank. 

S. *oSi leaskyapa, s. The name of a dei¬ 

fied sage, the son of Mariehi, father of the 

immortals, gods and devils. Soz# big 

son G-aruda. 

S. ^ZJ,T)6io kashdya, s. A medicinal po¬ 

tion, a decoction, extract, infusion. 2. an 

astringent taste. to decoct, in¬ 

fuse. to he decocted or infused, 

to give a decoction. 

S. kashta, s. Corporeal pain or un¬ 

easiness. 2. fatigue, labour. 3. difficulty^ 

hardship. 4. vexation, sorrow, calamity, 

grievance. 5. danger, adj. painful, afflict¬ 

ing, vexatious. 2. laborious, hard, difficult, 

dangerous, a time of difficulty, a 

season of danger. a miserable 

subsistence, hard living. a difficult 

or trying work. ^ d-.S, a distressing or af¬ 

flictive situation. ■a!*gJ the menial race, 

who have to toil hard for a living. 

difficultness, laboriousness, &c. 3$ an 

unfortunate condition, that 

which is laborious or difficult. ^ to 

suffer trouble, calamity, &c. ^ 

to afflict. =gjd&3 to occasion or give 

trouble. a miserable sinner. 

v$va&> the hair on the head to grow. 

s,Jsa’1 ^1?° to get the head shaved. 

d difficult and easy, or what is made easy 

by labour. xiorig a troublesome associa¬ 

tion. =si^|jfeir'3 the fruits of industry, the 

earnings of one’s labour’, 

suitable or adapted to misery or dis¬ 

tress. a very covetous man. 

nsvb, a very industrious man. 

C. 5s ro kasa, s. Sweepings, rubbish. 2. 

grass. 3. a straw. ** to collect sweep¬ 

ings together. ^ rioarJo, jAAo, =£3 ?3j»w 

to sweep. ^ a dunghill, a heap of sweep¬ 

ings. a female sweeper, ’s'J&Ssi a 

scavenger. sf a basket 

or fan for taking up sweepings, 

c. ^TvOaysjoDa kasambrdi, s. A school¬ 

master’s rod. 

c. ^ro^i kasa-kase, kasa- 

hashe, s. Opium seed. *3*3 stsctori a 

kind of opium gruel. ej&rt an opium 

seed sweetmeat. 

C. Icasa/cu, adj. Immature, unripe. 

C. kasa-lcollu, v. a. So seize, 

steal, cheat,^* get a thing from a person by 

artifice, snatch away. 

A. c. Tcasagale, «.«. To lose. ** 

having lost. 

c. ^7o83o, Tcasatu, 

kasadu, kasadi-kollu, v. a. To reject. 

beat off. 

C. kasa-pisi, gee 

o. i5ioja>t)7^, kasa-barige, 

kasa-borige, s. A broom, a thing for 

sweeping. 

H. ‘grc&ys, ^7\IsS Tcasabd, Jcasabe, s. The 

head station of a district. 

C. kasabu, s. Profession, business, 

trade, calling. 

c. kasa-mane, s. A filthy, dirty 

house. 

C. kasamdla, s. A dirty, filthy 

man. Aw a dirty woman, adj. dirty, 

filthy, unclean. filthiness, unclean- 

C. kasara, adj. Confused, disordered, 

deranged, tfrfUMasSti confusion, disorder. ^ 

Ui wTid sfes <£o to put into confusion. 

A. c. kasarikeya-kd- 

patJia, s. A strange, unfrequented, or bad 

road. 

c. kasari-kollu, v. comp. 

To beat or knock off. 

h. ^cotiTdoai^ kasari-sambala, s. A 

feigned salary; a diminished salary from in¬ 

creasing the length of the periods of payment; 

as thirty six days for a month, ten months 

for a year. 2. stopping a portion out of the 

monthly stipend. 

C. ’S'rodo kasaru, V. n. To be astringent to 

the taste, s. Bad humours of the body. 2. 

profit or loss on the exchange of coins. 

=$js<^d to discount for exchanging coins. 

A. c. kasavara, s. Gold. 
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h. ^cd"30o3, ^ci"32i kasdi, kasdba, s. 

The business of a butcher. tfffsdlorati a but¬ 

cher. ^d“scao a sheep butcher, rocao ■** 

st^csj a beef butcher. *tfwo3S?s Baseness, 

low, mean conduct. 

c. 5* rd"scOo7oo, ^cd'^Too kasdisu, kasd- 

SW, v. n. To be fatigued, tired, wearied. 

H. ?fpj"3,d kasara, $. A bell-founder. 2. 

a bracelet maker. 

H. ^cd"5<§ kasale, s. Confusion, disorder. 

C. f^rJ oSrJ Tcasavisi, s. Fatigue, trouble. 

sSjso to he troubled. 

C. ^rd Tcasi, s. Small or fine rain. 

C. & hast, [See *»*] % n. To let fall or 

slip. 2. to go to wreck or ruin. 3. to ooze, 

tfbrio iXVo t0 faij in pieces or to decay, as the 

roof of a house, &c. AnyS a dilapidated 

wall. 

C. 5^7\T> cOj kasi-gdi, See ^nsoS». 

C. ^rdcOcl kasi-pisi, s. Confusion, disorder, 

tumult, adj. Confused, jammed, bruised. =** 

hhhcri»h disorderly, confusedly, 5te,&> 

to put into disorder, make confusion. 2. to 

bruise. tfbfcboissTS *s?«fos> to tread to a jelly. 

C. ^<mo kasu, adj. Premature. 2. small, 

slight, little. 3. gentle, low, as in speaking. 

C. Too xkasu-kollu, See 

C. ^roOAOCfc kasu-gandu, v. n. To fade 

slightly. 

C. ?rroo7\Sot)o kasu-gai, S. An immature 

fruit, that withers or rots without ripening, 

c. kasu-gusannu, v. n. To 

whisper. 

H. ^rooays, kasuba, kasube, See 

C. ‘S'ojJSOo kasubu, See 

C. ^roo^TS^1 kasu-mdla, See tfrfsfcstf. 

c. ^Teotb kasuru, See 

C. kasuru-gdi, See ’st&nsdio. 

o. kasuvi-kollu, See 

H. kasudi, & Embroidery, fancy 

needle-work. ’tfJwsa an embroidered 

bodice. variegated embroidery, 

c. Aase, See *3. 

c. kase-kase, See 

H. tf'&'&vsi'd kase-pdvada, s. A loose 

and full petticoat. 

H. kasti, See 

A. c. o3os3je><3o kastiya-mddu, «. a. 

To arrange, adjust, settle, determine. 

s. t) kasturi, s. Musk. e 

a black cloth with white square stripes. ^ 

jJ^a the musk deer, ’tfsfraa weW a 

kind of scented turmerick. 9 a 

running species of jessamine. 

s. kaha-kahayane, s. A 

courageous cry of soldiers in battle. 

S. kahale, s. A horn or bugle. 

$ So&aix) to blow a horn. 

C. oo kahi, adj. Bitter, A©^t3 a bitter 

gourd. 

c. ^ooSto, kahichu, kahisu, 

v. a. To seize, take hold of. 

C. ^So re30^/ kahisabala, s. Trichosanthes 

dieeda, Box. 

H. ^(Xj kahe, s. Authority, order, command. 

^ Ous^rio to disobey an order, refuse 

submission. 

S. kahwa, S. A crane. 

T. B. kala, [soy] s. a base, low, vile 

man, scoundrel, villain. 2. a cruel man. 3. 

a liar. 4 [*f«] a floor for treading out corn. 

5. a field of battle. 

S. "5^0^ kttlanka, «. A blemish, spot, 

stain, rust. 2. defamation. 3. suspicion. 

t. b. 5^033 kalamba, See *u°w. 

S. kala-kanthu, s. The black 

cuckoo. 

C. kala-kalane, s. The noise of 

rice when nearly boiled. 2. a confused noise, 

hum. wro&dxi to boil with a singing 

noise. 

A. c. kala-kalim, v. n. T® 

laugh heartily. 2. to flourish, as corn, trees, 

&c. cs the humming noise of the 

people. 

c. 5^^)^ kala-kollu, [*$] «. «. & «. 

To lose, be deprived of, freed from, get rid of. 

*bovk> to be lost, removed, spent, ab¬ 

solved, dissipated. 2. to untie, unfasten, undo, 

unbuckle. 3- to pull or strip off. See &$?&■■ 
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C. kalachu, v. a. 8f n. To become 

untied, loosened, unfastened, unbuckled. 2. 

to untie, &c. 55a* to undress, take of 

clothes, &c. to peel or strip off, as 

bark from a tree, &c. =#jb^j to take off 

and give. loosen the peg. 

C. kalata-mddu, v. a. To 

unite, associate. “sV* «. n. To mingle, 

mix, be united or associated. 

S. kalatra, s. A wife. 2. the hip. 

C. kaladu-bidu, [*<#] v. a. To 

lose, get rid of, absolve, purge, dissipate. 

A. C. kalana, s. A hand to hand 

combat. 

C. kajam-guli, s. The nape of 

the neck. 

C. kala-palane, s. The sound of 

rice, &c., when near boiling. 

A. c. ri^OjJaiAo kala-paleydgu, v. n. 

To become loose or slack. 

A. c. kalapu, kalupu, 

v. a. To send. 2. to follow, go behind. 3. 

to remove, as dirt from grain, &c., by wash¬ 

ing. s. Any thing rejected. 

S. kalabha, s. A young elephant. 

A. c. kalama, 

kalame, kalamige, s. A paddy field, 

standing paddy. 2. a gap or breach. 

A. C. kalalu, v. n. To be satisfied. 

v. a. To churn, s. a leg-bracelet. 2. thin¬ 

ness, leanness. 

A. c. kalalodalu, s. A thin 

or wasted body. 

A. C. kalulchu, v. n. To be deran¬ 

ged, out of place. 2. to be loose, dishevelled, 

as hair. 3. to be split, broken or shivered to 

pieces, a loose topknot. 

A. 0. kalaldudu, s. The act of 

being spent, lost, escaped, got rid of, &c. 

c. kalavala, kalava- 

like, s. Anxiety, anguish, sorrow. 2. deep 

thought, reflection. 3. talking in sleep. 4. 

a thorny plant with which girls play instead 

of a ball. to anxious, in deep 

thought, agitated, confused, to lose presence 

of mind, faint away, A/>&7b, | 

^0 

sh, ’sVsivfrj to distress, make anxious, agitate, 

cause to lose presence of mind, cause to faint. 

C. kalavi, kalivi, adj. Coun¬ 

terfeit, spurious, bad. counterfeit 

coin. to see that there is 

no bad money. 'WO* 3**^ to return 

bad money. WO* Wosfc vSizi do not be 

too nice about examining the money. 

C. kalavu, s. Robbery, theft. W® 

*3** to be robbed. «fra#o to rob, steal, 

s. kalasha, See 

C. kalasige, s. A large boiler. 

C. kalasu, See under 

C. kalahu, See 

S. kald-kdshta, s. A measure 

of time, 540 twinklings of an eye. 

s. “S^v-sreo^, kald-kdnta, ka- 

Id-nidhi, s. The moon, 

s. tfp&otij kald-chandra, s. The full 

moon. 

s. kald-chandrike, s. Moon-' 

light. 

C. ^pTh kaldpa, See 

S. kald-bili, s. Noise of children 

at play. 

C. kald-bheda, s. Discrimina¬ 

tion of character. 

S. xfpWdci^j kald-shdstra, s. A work 

on women. 

C. ^p7i kaldsa, See 

D. Hrpti kaldsi, s. A lascar. 

A. C. kali, s. A kind of gruel. 2. pud¬ 

ding. v. a. To satisfy, satiate, as hunger. 

C. kali, kaliyu, v. a. To 

subtract, deduct. 2. to kill. 3. to strip off, 

undress. 4. to rob. 5. to bathe, v. n. To 

ripen. 2. to get rid of, be freed from, ab¬ 

solved, liberated, &c. s. A servant, adj. 
Far, remote. subtraction. 

to cause to subtract, &c. 

C. tir^oX kalinga, s. A rude ill-behaved 

person. 2. the fork-tailed shrike, 

s. S^oaZj^ kalinga-desha, s. A dis¬ 

trict on the Coromandel coast extending from 

below Cuttack to the vicinity of Madras, or 



the country along the coast northward from 

the Godavery to the Ganges. 

S. kalinda, s. A mountain, part of 

the Himalaya range. WortzS s. 

The Jumna river, as taking its rise in the 

Kalinda mountain. 

A. o. ^04 kalimpu, kalipu, 

v. cans. To mix, unite. 2. to cause to get 

rid of, as dirt from corn by washing. 

O. kalike, s. An unblown flower. 2. 

a lamp, sssjsJ the flame of a lamp. 

C. kalita, adj. Ripe, fully grown, 

mellow. tfv* fruit quite ripe. 

C. r5^ske3c£), 5>^do£3do kalitu-bidu, 

kalidu-bidu, v. n. To lose, get rid of, to 

get absolved or free from. 

C. ^brj^o^ojoo kali-pisi-tuliyu, v, w. 

To be dabbled or smeared. 2. to tread to a 

jelly. 

C. >Ao kali-pili-kugu, s. Noise 

of boys at play. 

C. kaliyu, See 

A. O. kalilu, s. A bamboo tendril. 

C. kalivi, s. The name of a tree. adj. 

Rejected, bad, spurious, as money. 

C. Too kalisu, See 

C. kalilu, kalilu, s. The 

sound of jewels. 

C. kalu, v. a. To steal, rob, pilfer. ^ 

theft, robbery. 

C. kaluku, s. A sprain. 

v. a. To sprain. snapping or knack - 

ing of the joints, &c. 

C. kalupu, kalubu, See 

*4. 
C. ^ooorvo, ^^Bocoo, r^SoScb kaluhisu, 

kalihisu, kaluhu, v. a. To send, cause 

to go, delegate, dismiss, send away, despatch, 

forward. tSo, to ac¬ 

company one for a short way on the road, 

out of civility. ***&&> to send for. 

C. kaluhodu, s. What has 

strayed or is lost. 

S. *5^ kale, s. Brightness, effulgence, ra¬ 

diance, lustre. 2. a part, division. 3. the 

sixteenth part of the moon’s diameter, one 

of which is considered constant, and the other 

fifteen are supposed t© revolve round it. 

Each revolving corresponds with or 

lunar day, the period during which the moon 

travels through twelve degrees of her path. 

4. the phases of the moon. 0. a mechanical 

art. 6. literature, science. 7. eight seconds. 

8. a mark, trait, or feature in character. 

=5^ tfv’ rhorfc, tQVGiM lustre to fade. 

2. to wane, as the moon, stow perfect 

effulgence. lustre to spread over. 

s&oso, S^sri sweet features, an agreeable 

countenance, the faintness is gone 

off. to enlighten, cause to shine. 

0. ?r^, &/cafe, kaleyu, v. a. $ n. 

To subtract, deduct. 2. to clear of blame. 

3. to get rid of, be freed from, &c. 4. to 

abolish, remove. 5. to spend, pass, as time. 

6. to lose. 7. to' expire, elapse. 8. to pass 

over, transgress, excel, surpass, 

to pardon, absolve from sin. tfsfalu to 

clear off debt. ^cdw to make a living. 

2. to purge or clear the bowels (applied to 

children.) to get rid of an irrita¬ 

tion in the skin. 8^8 ^ to settle one’s 

own concerns, to get rid 

of ceremonial defilement. 

to spend or pass away time, 

to lose, get rid of. having past, 

lost, got rid of, &c. **8, a purgative. 

C. 3^ kale, s. Weeds, any thing that in¬ 

jures the growth of com, as darnel, &c. b&b 

ejri field-weeds. a weeding 

hook. HficxiM, ?r<j? -s-^o to weed. 

r£jzv a field that has weeds, 

s. & c. osr\b kale-gwu, s. A young 

or tender infant. 

0. kale-bile, $. The noise of boys 

at play. 

c. kale-mdyida, adj. Ma¬ 

ture, fully ripe. 

s. =5^33 kalebara, ltalevara, 
s. The body, the human frame. 

A. c. ptb) kaleydnma, s. The 

moon. 

0. kalkane, adv. Suddenly, unex¬ 

pectedly. 

A. 0. kalku, s. Satisfaction. v. w. to 

fear. 
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A. C. Jcalta-mei, s. Forgetfulness, 

insensibility, ignorance. 

A- °* *£#Kif4<5& kaltalevaniya, s. 
The moon. 

£«//«, kallanu, s. A 

thief, robber, ar//. dishonest, cheating, de¬ 

ceitful, unfair. Work not honestly 

performed. ^ a female thief. 

noted robber. 2. a caste of thieves, gipsies. 

thieves, -a^U, 

theft, robbery. steai&, sirezso to 

steal, rob. a trace of thieves. 3® * 

tf, sod Som-b s^OOoa rfosi ?(ou* the thief 

will not trust others, and the adulteress will 

not trust her husband. 

c- kalla-kandi, s. A private 

door within a house, fort, &c., generally used 

for escape. 

c- ^ Jcalla-kuni, s. A quicksand. 

c* katta-kunilte, s. The back 

or nape of the neck. 

°* kalla-ganda, s. An adul¬ 

terer. 

c> ^ia}la~ffadle, s. A species of 

pulse. 

®* ^-aUd^na, s. A proper name. 

C. kulla-dana, s. Mischievous or 

straying cattle. 

C. kalla-ddri, 

kalla-hadi, s. A private road, foot-path. 

2. a road in which thieves abound. 

C. Tj£> kalla-padi, s. A false mea¬ 

sure. 

c. kalla-bdvu, s. A temporary 

swelling. 

c. kalla-bigada-kei, s. A 

pick-lock. 

C. kalla-mdtn, s. A lie, false¬ 

hood. 

C. kalla-vesha, s. A false ap¬ 

pearance, disguise, concealing one’s real cir¬ 

cumstances. 

c. kalla-wop- 

pita, kalla-ruju, s. A forgery, false 

signature. 

C. kallarike, SeeWsfe*. 

C. tfd mjs&3 kalla-hotte, s. A sham 
9 erf 

appearance of pregnancy. 

C. kalli, s. Euphorbia or milk-hedge. 

2. [^®] a large coarse net. 3. the name of 

a game, mz<M the caustic 

juice of milk-hedge. 

C. kallt-wdsa, s. An awning, 

canopy. 

A. 0. kallu, s. Ardent spirits, toddy. 

0. ^y^oTooSM, kallusubu, 

kallusuvu, s. A quicksand. 

C. See *#• 

S. kaksha, s. The arm-pit, the shoul¬ 

der blade. a vessel suspended by 

mendicants over the shoulder. 

S. kakshi, S. Objection or reply in 

argument. 2. one party as opposed to 

another. 

S. kakshye, s. The arm-pit. 2. a 

forest of dead trees. 3. an upper story, 

gallery. 4. the intermediate space between 

the outer and inner gate of a fort, called also 

C. frs kd. See waafco. 

C. ^dott, kdnki, kdnke, s. Mor¬ 

bid heat, closeness, sultriness. 

S. kdnehana, s. Gold. 2. the 

tree Michelia champaca. wsothe 

golden mountain. wsotSrfzJ^dri a golden 

vessel used on nuptial occasions. 

C. frsoss^po kdnchdna, s. A. cash. 

s. i37>GZo-^t kdnchi, kdnchi- 

patna, s. Conjiveram, near Madras; one 

of the seven sacred cities of the Hindus. 

=5T>ot3 c#»fa a woman’s girdle or zone. 2. a 

garland of the abrus precatorius. 

c. kanchi-hullu, S. A fra¬ 

grant grass. 

C. kdnehu, See 

C. kdnjika, $. A kind of sour 

gruel. 



S. 5t)cd handa, s. A section, division, book. 

2. a club. 3. a stalk or culm. 4. water- 

5. an opportunity. 6. an arrow. 7. aborse. 

a screen or blind surrounding a tent, 

tliat which springs from water, as the 

lotus, &c. ttcti a bow and arrow. 

the sea, as holding water. 

JBramha. 

C. oZt Zj Jcandava, s. Agni. 2. Indra’s 

garden. 3. a class of brahmans so called. 

C. “5‘DO& Jcdndi, s. An ox’s yoke. 

C. ®T>Oc^tf kdiidira, s. The name of a 

country. 

S. ^30^ kdnta, adj. Charming, agreeable, 

pleasing, s. A stone. 2. iron. 3. the 

moon. 4. Krishna, viottfo a beloved hus¬ 

band, a husband. wog a wife, 

a crystal lens. 

S. leantura, s. A forest. 2. a 

difficult or bad word. 3. a sugarcane. 

S. kdntdla, S. Anger, passion. 

S. rfso § kanti, $, Effulgence, brilliance, 

lustre, light, beauty, radiance. tso-,3 =£4^, 

radiance to be obscured, *»o8 

lustre to appear, light to shine. 

to irradiate, polish. efful¬ 

gence to spread, rays to be diffused. 

S. kdnte, s. A wife. 2. a beloved 

one (fem.) 

C. S:'5orfoj kandava, s. A class of brah¬ 

mans so termed. 

S. !F5o£^T5r kdndishika, adj. Flying, 

running away, put to flight, 

A timid man, a coward. 

c. 5308} kdmba, for See 

S. kdmbala, s. A cambly. »0M 

^ £3 one who wears a carribly. 

C. ^3 0203^0 kdmbdvali, s. An ear-orna¬ 

ment. 

S. rf3o2$j«)^£} kambodi, s. The name of a 

tune, cshtiWti 

varieties of this tune. 

S. kdmbhoja, s. One of the 

Northern countries of India. 

S. kamsya, S. Bell-metal. 2. a cup, 

goblet. 

S. kankshe, s. Wish, desire, incli- 
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nation, passion, appetite, to wish 

&c. 

s. ^3^, kdka, kdki-pakshi, 

s. A crow. 

S. ’S's^ozi- kakanchi, S. The abruspreca- 

torius. 

c. kdkambi, s. Treacle. 

A. c. S^Droo kdkakalisu, v. n. To 

fail, perish, to wish one to perish. 2. to 

laugh heartily. 

S. ft'd&Xozi kdka-guda, s. The sesamum 

seed. 

C. ltdka-jambu, s. The name 

of a tune. 

C. kdka-jwara, s. A high fever. 

c. ^3 ^ 33^cx5o kdka-tdla-nydya, 
adj. Quite unconnected, 

c. kdka- 

donde-gida, kdka-tonde, s. The shrub, 

leea cequata. 

s. kdka-parni, s. The name 

of a tree. 

S. kdka-paksha, s. Hair grow¬ 

ing over the temples of children. 

C. kdkappandgi-ti- 

rugu, S. To wander idly or foolishly gad 

about. 

S. 5=3^800 kdka-bali, s. An offering to 

crows, in connection with those made to the 

manes. 

C. kd-kabbu, kdda- 

kabbu, s. Wild sugarcane used only for 

hedges, &c. 

s. 33)5^3kdka-bhdjana, s. The 

crow’s portion, adj. Wasted, dissipated. 

I5ip si =&©tg<3 SrefcS 

ppo the wealth of the 

miser, when concealed and not bestowed in 

charity and acts of beneficence, will come to 

no good, (will become tbe portion of crows). 

C. sires# kdka- 

manchi-gida, kdka-mdchi, s. The fox 

grape, Solanmn trilobatum. 

C. S3T£6?\d kdkare-gida, s. The shrub 

momordica charantia. 

1. 
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s. wz’tf-kdkaretu, s. A black water- 

fowl. 

S. kdha-roga, s. Convulsive 

fits. 

S. vatfs kdkali, s. A charming, mild 

voice. 

C. kdkalanu, s. An affected man, 

or one who has to encounter difficulties. 

T. B. d^tr kdki, [sre*] $. A crow. 

kdki-kadubina-hula, kdki-bdle-han- 

nu, s. A large grub of which crows are 

fond. 

C. kdki-gida, s. The shrub We- 

bera tetrandra. 

C. ^-Stotts kdki-bangdra, s. Talc. 

2. tinsel, brass leaf glittering like gold. 

C. rfST8-PSoPcO ltdki-hannu, s. The fruit 

of the Webera tetrandra. 

C. akaki-sommu-rd- 

ga, s. Epilepsy. 

C. UUiSd IcdkU) s. Mental, physical, natural, 

or artificial heat, TSTsdo heat to abate. ^ 

=*!& to become heated. heated. 

d a heated body. 2. a loud laugh. 

Jos^o, sfs-8- =&®cdo ddo to laugh loudly. A. C. 

Bad, corrupt. 

S. kdku, s. Change of voice in fear, 

grief, &e. 2. irony, ^5, ws>*o tgi a 

dolorous sound, a cry. 

S. traiSod kdkuda, s. The inside of the 

cheek. 2. the palate. 

c. S'S’Sbd Je)Z$3 kdku-mddu, V. n. To de¬ 

viate, act out of the usual way; to be offend¬ 

ed with. 

C. kdkurulu, s. Dried cowdung 

in forests. 

C. kdkulute, See *’**>*• 

S. kdkustha, [sonof ^|3s. One 

of the names of Mama. 

C. kukulla-budi, s. Ashes 

of dried cowdung. 

C. d-^ kdke, adj. Hot, heated, t. b. 

^ a crow. 

S. kdkuti, s. A pole for carrying 

burdens. 

S. kdkodara, s. A snake or 

serpent. wtetfStS Vishnu, reclining 

on a serpent, the chief ser¬ 

pent. 

S. d"ST5\JS^<2J kdkola, s. Poison. 2. a raven. 

Shiva, who drank the poison. 

C. d"a^d3^ kdkoli, s. One who wanders 

about doing nothing. 

C. dT)7\d, d's'Tvd, da7\&; kdgada, kd- 

gida, kdgaja, s. Paper. 2. a letter, doc¬ 

ument. 3. a card to play with, ^rtririv* 

do to play at cards. to write a 

letter, ^rid tis&^Wo d«do to seal up a let¬ 

ter. wsdri dook^, w'ariri dtreji a letter to arrive. 

Tffldrf dull do to convey a letter to its destina¬ 

tion. dd) a letter or manuscript. ^ 

rid fit&oiS a paper figure, a paper 

mill or place where paper is manufactured. 

TFBrtd ij&cdM to open a letter. 2. paper to 

give or run. wirtd do Wo a bundle of papers, 

^radd aoe^o , wrtzS ^k^ to do up papers. 2. to 

affix a public notice upon a wall, to put up a 

paper or advertisement. 

T. B. WdJ\ kdgi, [*»*] s. A crow, * 

Wo, crows to cross one’s path from the left 

side, which is an ill omen. S^edoddo 

crows returning back, which prevents the 

supposed ominous consequences, ^d utfd a 

flock of crows, ^d the name of a tree. 

=5F®fd a jet black colour, ^d worred talc. 

2. tinsel shining like gold, ^d dos^d tfsw a 

medical drug, monosjoermum cocculus. ^d 

3% a kind of paddy. 

C. kagina-shire, s. A female’s 

black cloth with a gold coloured, striped 

border. 

C. dD 7\okd-gunita, S. Spelling, put¬ 

ting letters together. 

c. AOroo kdgusu, v. a. To heat, make 

warm. 

T. B. dD7^ kdge, See =^d. 

A. C. kdgeyu, adj. Inconstant, 

unstable, fickle. 

c. kdge-shidla, a. The small black 

bird generally termed the king-crow. Its 

flight is constantly consulted by the Hindus 

as an omen; when it flies from right to left 
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tliis is considered a fortunate omen, and 

vice versa. 

S. 53 kacha, $. Glass. 2. a rope net¬ 

work to carry any burden with. 3. a disease 

arising from some affection of the optic nerve 

or gutta serena. nealing glass. « 

vi tntj a <rlass vessel. a glass bead. 

t>3cs a bind of mineral salt used medi¬ 

cinally, &c. wssS a solution of glass sand. 

c. 5335363 kdchdta, s_ Strife, 

contention, biting. 

C. 53 co-^t\z& kachi-gida, s. The fox grape, 

Solatium nigrum, a species of night shade. 

C. kdchi-hullu, s. A long, 

coarse grass used for tats or thatching. v* 

Assart a grass thatch. 

C. 533^0 kachu, s. Sediment of boiled are- 

ca nut. »»«S> rtwrt a ball of this 

composition, wsriorred this composition mix¬ 

ed with chunam to render it more stimulating. 

II. 53&, 533§ kdja, kdji, s. A Mahome- 

dan priest. 

T. B. 53 0d> kdju, See =5^. 

C. 53^3 kata, [«&>] $. Trouble, annoyance, 

vexation. 2. a demoniacal possession, haunt¬ 

ed by a ghost, plagued by an evil spirit. 3. 

See wj&w. &BOT& t-sW a species of lizard 

usually called the bloodsucker. vzki, 

=r*W annoyance of musquitoes. $3 n 

u plague of the planet Saturn. 

C. 53 635* kataka, s. Famine, drought, 

c. 53 63^, 53k353o!);> kataka, kdtakdi, 

adj. Plundering, pillaging, marauding. 2. 

of or belonging to a fowler. Taiwan, rslin 

the profession of a marauder or fowler. 

TsU#;*} a fowler, marauder. wiU* a female 

of this class. 

C- ]tdta'Wa’ s- The fowler’s idol, 

consisting of a few stones white-washed, and 

a flower or two placed on them. 

to worship this god. 

C. kdtama-rdja, s. A king 

so named. 

c. 53 &3*3^d3o kdtameiya, See 

C. 53 65=$ kdtike, s. Lamp-black and oil 

mixed, used as a collyrium. 

C. 53)835^3 1j katipapa, $. A conjurer. 

a* the black art, the science of con¬ 

juring. 

c. 53 83, 53 S3 ai) Jcdti, hdtiya, adj. 

Brown. w®l3ccb tiorb a brown colour. 

stsrio a brown turban. 

C. 53&3j katu, s. The bite of any animal 

or reptile, as a rat, serpent, &c. 2. the sting 

of a scorpion. its throb or pain. 

=s^Wj to be bitten or stung. 

c. 53£3, 5363aos3, 53 63oW)£) kdte, 

kdte-ganji, kdteyambali, s. Gruel 

made from any grain. 

C. 536^63 katlata, S. Wrangling or fight¬ 

ing, as dogs, wsfcra* to wrangle. 

C. 53l3 kada, adj. Of or belonging to a 

forest, jungle, &c. 2. wild. 

C. 53d^dzS kdda-kavade, s. The drug 

cucumis madraspatamus. 

C. 53^5'a>^ kdda-habbu, S. Wild sugar¬ 

cane used for fences, &c. 

C. 53z37\E3o_ kdda-gichchu, See vizb+vQ. 

C. 53c3eJ-53^o kdda-chikkddu, s. A 

species of musquito. 

C. 53c3(3Si kad-adavi, s. A dense, imper¬ 

vious forest. 

C. 5373U (O'Lci kad-atti-gida, s. A wild 

fig tree. 

C. 53ci^o1jsP3 kdda-nona, s. A gadfly. 

C. 53c3"tj"33j kuda-pupa, S. Theourang- 

outang. 

C. 53x3 kdda-pdpard-gida, s. 

The cucumis madraspatamus, a medical 

drug. 

c. 53^^ kddappa, s. A proper name. 

C. 53cisb7o33o3 kdda-basavanna, s. The 
Pc) 

image of an ox placed in a jungle, to which 

offerings are made when any epidemic seizes 

cattle. 

c. 53T&S^$3 kdda-bilu, v. n. To be de¬ 

prived of one’s senses. 

C. 53d£o£^53c£b kdda-minike-kdi, 
s. The wild Bryonia callosa. 

C. 53kdda-mdke, s. A wild goat. 

C. 53co oSoixx, kdida-yemme, s. A wild 

buffalo. 
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C. ff'sdpJ^'R'h'd kdda-sige-gida, s. Tlie 

name of a tree. 

C. B'DdSooSi kdda-handi, s. A wild hog. 

C. ?f tjdcSo-S^ kdda-hakki, s. A sort of wild 

duck. 

c. kdda-halasina-ma- 

va, s. A species of the artocarpus integri- 

folia. 

c. BoETScSa^o Jiddddigalu, s. Persons 

living or wandering in forests. 

sfajSos toss&tW see ye, is not the 

valour of the foresters without example ? 

C. nT)C3vTjo30 Itdddramha, s. Dry culti¬ 

vation. 

C. tTSCS a5) Jcdddvu, s. A wild cow. 

C. /cadi, s. The fibre of a leaf, or a 

dried piece of hay, &c., used as a tooth-pick. 

c ?J83rio kddilcdlallorasi- 
co 

bid'll, v. a. To annoy and trip up, to vex 

and overthrow. 

C. Jcddike, s. The act of troubling 

or teazing. 

c. asBa Jcadiga, s. A duck. 

C. B'5BaP®:> kddi-gannu, s. An eye with 

dark eye-lids. 

C. Tcddige, $. A collyrium of lamp¬ 

black and oil, applied by women as an orna¬ 

ment to the edges of their eyes. 2. mildew 

in grain. =R>s»rt uo black colour, wa&rt $>® 

to become mildewed, as com. 

ri a collyrium box. =^A «*«§>,> to 

apply a collyrium to the eyes. 

C. kddige-bannada- 

Jiahlti, s. A wagtail. 

C. BDB&3i°do kddi-bedu, v. a. To entreat 

with importunity. 

C. BZido kddu, s, A jungle, forest. 2. a burn¬ 

ing place, burying ground, cemetery, ws&rf 

waco %sv& « he has one foot in the 

grave.” adj. Black. 2. impenetrable, hard, 

difficult. 3. wild, stocdj entirely desert, 

wholly jungle. a man who lives in 

woods. a wild buffalo. 

wo&iSot wadio the Bryonia callosa. 353 

tu the cardiospermum halicacabvm. 

8° A a plant so called, a 

yellow sort. 

C. ’S'Z'do kddu, v. a. To torment, afflict, 

teaze, dun, vex. 2. to spread out. 3. to 

disgrace. a troubler, teazer, dun- 

ner. wafo, to cause to teaze, to vex, 

afflict, distress. 

C. Bsdo-S-sdo, BTdbAsA) kddu-kich- 
&r 8o- 

chu, kddu-gichchu, s. Wild, or self ig¬ 

nited fire in forests. 

C. ^dolS^o'S kddu-donde, s. A wild 

Bryonia grandis. 

C. B’sdoCo kdduddu, S. The wild pulse, 

pliaseolus mungo. 

C. trs’d^ofs kddu-nuggi, s. A wild sort 

of moringa. 

C. tFsdotJrfdo kddusiddaru, s. A class 

of Shivite mendicants with wooden bells. 

c. syazS Tcdde, s. The stalk or small branch 

of a flower. 

C. kddellu, s. A wild sesamum. 

C. kdd-kadle, s. A wild species of 

Bengal gram. 

C. £=fo kdd-gichcku, See • 

C. B^do t> kdd-guri, s. A wild sheep. 

C. kdd-gona, s. A wild buffalo. 

C. kdd-pola, s. A field at a dis¬ 

tance from a town. 

C. t5~c> Tv kdd-poge, kdd- 
oJ CO 

hoge, s. Smoke in a jungle. 

C. ftDPd kdna, adj. One eyed. s. a crow. 

a person with only one eye. 

C. kdna-kdna- 

lcaddukollu, v. a. To steal before a per¬ 

son’s eyes, w®ws>m SjsjSo to do before 

one’s eyes, ware A A to fall into a pit, 

snare, or danger, with the eyes open, 

c. BtJpB'S&a kdndchi, s. An hereditary 

estate, an hereditary village, 

the heir to an estate. 

c. BUpl kdni, s. (in arithmetic) The frac¬ 

tion one sixty-fourth. 2. unevenness of 

scales, overbalance. 3. a piece of inferior 

' land not included in that which is rented, 

ws-rit; rfozi a balance not poised. 

uneven scales. tfkbj to make scales 

even. 
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C. kdni-kasaru, s. The low¬ 

est sum usually mentioned. 

C. ^Dpc>^, kdnike, kdnike- 

kappa, s. An offering, any gift to a supe¬ 

rior. 2. a subscription or donation. wsrf=# 

*&&&> to make a complimentary present. 

^ stohcrijo to give a present and 

close the hands out of respect, [of 

appearance, view, sight. 

C.vvkdnigina-gida, s. The tree 

G-alidupa arhorea, Rox. tt&Ari oil made 

from the fruit of it. 

C. 3^ p§Kb kdnisu, See under wsrej. 

c. 5^p§3oj83b_, kdni-pech- 

chu, kum-peru, s. What is put to bal¬ 

ance scales. 

C. tysfc);) kanu, v. a. n. impersonal, To 

see, perceive, be sensible of, feel. 2. to seem, 

appear, be seen. j saw it. to 

« wsfoift (you) may see. so it 

seems. 3. to occur, happen, as disease; &c. 

A^'(4) pain came on. wsn^dzio 

how much is there ? persons who 

have seen. 2. persons whom one has seen, 

or knows by sight; neighbours, strangers, 

persons not belonging to one. tfodzitf do^A 

s?os>^ri do not go to other people’s houses. 

Tfcd^ca anywhere, everywhere. ‘tfozi&tgfi 

La to flee in every direction. 

®d>rio to wander about without aim, in any 

place that presents itself. toScd's, ^05^ did 

you see? 2. an emphatic expression for, see 

immediately. tfoito wacsri imperceptible, 

obscure, unknown, =s^csS wa to 

grumble to one’s self. 2. to speak without 

certain knowledge, ■s'0* snnzt unintelligent, 

dull, stupid. 2. wilfully blind or ignorant, 

conniving, to visit, go and see, 

see and depart. uai& ^czso 

come and see me to-morrow. 

to see for one’s self, discover, find, light 

upon. to try, examine, make 

experiment. to imitate, copy, 

follow an example. stoUi to have an 

interview with, converse with. *oUzt#o&> 

to see what has been seen, 

n, wsow, =fsw which sees or appears. ^ow 

he sees, =®Ti<vo;j<rio, tocmc^ appearance, 

seeing, wd>, rso^*, to come 

in sight, appear, be seen. urbsi percep¬ 

tible, visible, present, zs&dri, TOf^eratirf 

imperceptible, invisible, sLs^rio to 

disappear, be lost. 

tfopltvo kdnisu, caus. To cause to see, 

show, make appear, v. n. and impersonal, 

To seem, appear, be seen, be perceptible, 

come in sight. 2. to make its appearance, 

happen, as sickness, &c. In almost every 

case and may be used inter¬ 

changeably. ttsih #03^0 to go and visit or 

present one’s self to. 

C. kune, kdno, particles 

emphatic as, saSrSa ^rS yes, (to a female in¬ 

ferior). czjs% yes, (to a male .inferior). 

A. c. kdnke, See 

C. 3^ ado, 33aodo kdtculdu, kdtudu, 
c> 

3d. per. sing. neut. past tense of w»cd». to 

* ** a tree that has borne. =FZ&this d..d, to 

dud a tree that is bearing, to^ sSr^ a 

fruit that has been produced. 

S. 3Sad kdtara, s. Rashness, precipitancy. 

2. wantonness, lasciviousness, adj. Wanton, 

frolicsome, lustful. 2. hasty. 

c. 5^3^ kdtari-kei, s. The name of a 

sage. 

S. ?T3^t)7oo kdtarisu, v. n. To be rash, pre¬ 

cipitate. 2. to fear. 3. to be uneasy, impa¬ 

tient with anger. 4. to be wanton, loose, 

lascivious. wssOSBch to refrain from being 

rash or angry. 

c. 3d kdtala, kdtalige, 
s. Rashness, impetuosity, precipitancy. 

C. katdla, s. Anger, passion, hast¬ 

iness. TOsas?* to become angry, 

passion to rise. 2. to be precipitate. 

t. b. 3D^o-d, ‘g'D^o^s’ kdtura, kdtula. 
See and 

s. 3D®D<ja3o£> kdtydyani, Pdrvati, 

wife of Shiva. 2. a middle aged widow 

wearing a dress indicating the practice of 

austerity, Shiva* 

Ganesha. 

C. 3D)d kdda, past rel. part, of 

That which is watched, boiled, heated, fried* 

&c. 2. that which bore, as a tree, wad to^o 

parched or fried grain, wsci hire for 
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watching. a watched field. 

a tree that has home. fiery 

eyes. 

S. t?X)rfo80 kddamba, [Vriow] s. The tree 

nauclea cadamba. 2. a drake or teal. 3. 

an arrow, wsrfow sf?f a garden of cadamba 

trees, wsriotfs a long line of clouds, (the 

clouds being compared to the large white 

flowers of the nauclea cadamba.) wticuB a 

spirituous liquor extracted from the flowers 

of this tree. 

A. c. kddalanu, s. A lover, 

paramour, husband. wsrfeJ a female lover, 

wife, sweetheart. 

A. C. kddalme, S. Love, affection, 

friendship. 

C. STcjT)S5 kdddta, S. A fight, war, battle. 

v. n. To fight, war. a war¬ 

rior. 

C. kddimbu, S. A hot place. 

C. kddike, s. The act of fighting. 

C. kddi-kollu, v. a. To fight 

unprovoked. ^ 

C. trsd'rfo kddiru, V. n. To be waiting on, 

paying court to. 

c. ?ra£^S>63j kddi-batte, s. A thick cloth, 

2. See 

C. ?fT>d.3 kddu, v. n. To fight, war. 

C. kddu-kollu, [^ctfoo] v, 

comp. To expect, wait for. =#j3o&tfo to 

he waiting or expecting, to remain in attend- 

C. Svrfodo kddudu, Zrdper. sing. neut.past 

tense of 

C. kddu-nodu, v. n. To wait 

and see. 2. to try and fight, wsriosifs, =F®tio 

the act of waiting on or for. 2. the act 

of fighting. 

C. ^Z3^b5 kddydta, s. Contest, war. 

=f3>d^z& to fight. 

S. kddruveya, s. A serpent 

of the race that is supposed to people the 

lower regions. 

c. kdna-kdna, s. The name of 

a game. 

S. kdnana, S. A forest, desert, jun¬ 

gle. 

C. 5=t>^aysde) kdnabdvali, s. An orna¬ 

ment for the ear. 

C. ST>%Yh$ch'ti> kdnigina-gida, s. The tree 

Dalbergia arborea. oil made 

from this tree. 

S. ST> kdnina, s. The son of a virgin. 

2. an illegitimate son, a bastard. 

C. kdnu, adj. Hard, indurated, solid, 

concealed, candied, to boil to a 

candy, as sugar, to heat a fluid till it becomes 

solid. =9*^) to take out solid or whole. 

congealed or firm curds, 

riwzl) to make firm or hard. 

H. kdnugoi, s. An officer of 

a large district, acquainted with its customs 

and with the nature of its land tenures. 

H. kdnunu, s. A rule, regulation, 

s. STTj&sg, kdpatya, kdpata, 

s. Hypocrisy, deceit, dissimulation, artful 

concealment of one’s intention, cunning, arti¬ 

fice, trick, cheating. wsSISr! a hypocrite. 

See ■***«. 

S. kd-patha, s. A had road. 2. 

wicked conduct. 

c. kdpara, s. A family. ***?*[«* 

a man with a family. 

c. kdpddu, V. a. To defend, 

nourish, preserve, protect. 2. to countenance, 

patronize. washSasfsf a nourisher, protector. 

s. S7iiy-z&, ST>i!rd®Sdz33& kdpdli, kd- 

pdlikd-mata, s. A SMvite sect. 

S. ST) 0 0^ kdpdla, s. The temples. 2. a 

kind of cucumber. 

S. ST)h kdpi, s. The name of a tune. 

T. b. S7>bo&^ kdpmjala, [*s»wtf|#. A 

kind of bird. 

C. SThjj kdpike, s. The act of guarding, 

watching, &c. See 

c. ST>b$ kdpina, adj. Guarded, preserved, 

watched, ws&jS preserved or watched 

fruit, ttbp a watched field. 

C. u-obTco kdpipu, kdpisu, v. 

cans. To make watch, &c. wstwSifi causing 

to watch. 

E. ST)b?^^5d kdpi-bija, s. Coffee. 

C. kdpu, s. Protection, guard, guard- 
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ianship. 2. a ceremony on tlie sixth or 

seventh day after a child’s birth. 3. hearing, 

as a tree, producing, as a field. 4. heating, 

as metals, &c. 5. fomentation. 6. watch¬ 

ing, taking care of. heating a 

bracelet to ascertain its quality, 

fomenting a sore. =*■«$ watching a 

field. fomenting the eye. 

slight or gentle heat, =5=^ a charm, 

amulet, talisman- =5=k& to set a 

watch, watches, guards. 

a guard. ^cio, assz* to guard, 

take care of. 

C. 57^)%, 57^P3, 57^ M- 

puta, kdpudi, kdpuna, Jtdpula, [=5*0*0] 

s. The act of watching, fomenting, &c. 

C. 57 kdpura, See 

S. 57^1^03^ kd-purusha, s. A bad man. 

A. C. 572) kdba, [=5=30*05* or =5=30*05*5*] s. 

One who watches, takes care of, or preserves. 

2. [=5*fsos*] that which appears or is seen. 

=5=3w =5!« a contemplated affair, proposed ob¬ 

ject. ^5**0 5SU rf sSjSc* 

BoitSPicd TisJ *rt5So5ta>z*^)* hear, my son! if 

one respectfully attempt anything with others, 

it will be easily done, eagerness 

to see. 

C. 502)^ kdbala, s. Darkness. 

C. 572)7c37‘rf kabudara, s. Remitting 

part of land taxes, on account of sugar cul¬ 

tivation, from which the deficiency is to be 

paid. 

C. 5723^0 kabidu, v. a. To set a watch. 

=5=3wos*cs the act of watching. 

C. 572)j«)3j kabvji, s. A scare-crow; some¬ 

thing put in fields, &c., to frighten away birds. 

C. 573)j732X kabltjiga, s. A blind man. 

S. 57odo kdma, s. Wish, desire, generally 

applied to libidinous desires. =5=35*oa=®=$tj, =5=3 

=F»;*Ve>5j lust, inordinate affection. ^ 

speaking what one lists. eat¬ 

ing w=hat one likes. =5*s*w*d doing whatso¬ 

ever, or going wheresoever, one chooses. =5* 

:*o*jsU harlotry, wanton caresses, =^*s*o a?*# 

Vishnu. =f»:* *=5o^, =ff*s*o$<;?So the cow of 

paradise, produced at the churning of the 

milk-sea, and said to give whatever is wished. 

=5=s5*o*8l) one who has the power of assum¬ 

ing any form at pleasure, =5»s*o&s;* Anirud- 

dha, the son of Cupid. =®=*^ a debauched 

man. a beautiful woman, ttaw# li. 

bidinous, lustful. W35*oo=5* a lustful man. 

=5=35*3- a lustful woman. =5*5*05*0 =5=®5*o rf^5* 

t* Cupid. TisiJ Rati, the wife of Cupid. 

c. 573±>oa! kdmanchi, s. A fragrant 

kind of grass. 

A. C. 573jj^d kdmakara, s. Custom, toll. 

2. pride. 

s. 573jo57tj, 57^oA7d kama-lcdra, lid- 

ma-gdra, S. A workman, =5S5& 

nsa work. 

S. 57o3)t^ Icdmatha, adj. Of or belonging 

to a turtle. 

s. 5733)^dcsdoA kumana-rana-ranga, 

[Cupid’s battle-field] s. Sexual pleasures. 

s. 573o)^s!)£J) kdmana-billu, s. The 

rain-bow. 

s. & c.573^)^^o^j.^1) kdmana-makka- 

lu, s. Boys who play with k=5o<y> at the feast 

of Cupid. 

s. & c. 57od)^fv)iio kdmana-sudu, v. a. 

To bum an effigy of Cupid at an annual fes¬ 

tival of his. 

S. & c. 57^0^5o)rl^, 57o3)^j785 kd- 

mana-hunnive, kdmandta, s. An an¬ 

nual festival in honour of Cupid, =5*5*o?s 3* 

=5e;=3= 5^* rain should come in March. 

lit. at the festival of Cupid water is turbid. 

A. C. 573o)tj kdmara, See w*s*d. 

s. 57£bdoo3 kdma-rahita, adj. Chaste, 

continent. 

S. 575±reo^ kdmundha, adj. Blinded 

by pride or lust. 

c. 573oJ7)S3 kdmdita, adj. Of or belonging 

to a bricklayer. =5*5*jiW^, the bu¬ 

siness of a bricklayer, wasted, a 

bricklayer. 

S. 57ojJa5t) kamari, s. Shiva, enemy of 

Cupid. 

T. B. 573oJa>0, 573j5®>€ kdmdli, Jid- 

male, [=5=a£o!o] g. A kind of jaundice, ems 

=rs5*jad a jaundice producing great swell¬ 

ing. iMfc* =5=»5*seJ a jaundice, attended with 
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=s^>c£od 

great prostration of strength. &3 ^sira© a 

jaundice producing excess of saliva. ** 

sf®® jaundice attended with unnatural appe¬ 

tite. 

S. kdmdkshi, s. A goddess. 2. 

a kind of fiddle. srasfca^nKJ a fiddler. 

araOA to play a fiddle. 

s. kdinini, «. A beautiful woman, 

c. a kdmi- 

Za, kdmili, kdmila-rdga, s. Jaundice. 

S. iSX) Siocvo kamisu, v. a. To wish, desire, 

covet. 

C. t5X)x3oo kamu, s. The handle of a ladle 

or spoon. 2. the stalk of a lotus, or other 

flower. 

S. lldmuki. See under 

G. tj"5XjooSDd kdmukhd, adv. Positively, 

certainly, at all events. 

S. kdmya, adj. Desirable. 

S. WDoSo kuya, s. The body, wrcd.) 

bodily labour. 

H. "uvoizo kdyam, adj. As before, unabo¬ 

lished, permanent. siss&> to fix, 

establish, make permanent. vscJm Iw oa a 

fixed establishment. 

C. kdyaka, $. Profession, calling, 

trade, business; much used among the Unga 

people. 2. alms. adj. Indifferent, bad. 

’fvjS work badly done. Vosstd T-acrio^ 

the profession of a Jangam mendicant going 

from door to door, of a night, with a lamp, 

and burning incense. tsothe pro¬ 

fession of a Jangam mendicant traversing a 

street with an altns-vessel and beating a 

round plate. the practice of a 

mendicant standing on thorns, piercing him¬ 

self with a dagger, and thus extorting alms. 

a mendicant of the 

Vishnu sect parading the street, blowing the 

conch, beating a plate, and soliciting alms. 

what is your profession ? ^ 

stodo to follow a profession. 

to ask alms. 

c. kdya-kolu-di- 

vitige, s. A large lamp carried before an 

idol in procession, with a brass handle. 

S. kdyaja, [sprung from the body] 

s. Cupid. ^crioissS Shiva, the enemy of 

Cupid. 

c. ifxxXkS kdyati, s. A class of brahmans 

so called. 

H. ctx oioxiio kdyamu, See 

A. c. kdyal, s. Fever. 

C. ^060^ /cayale, adj. Close, neat, well 

set, as the texture of cloth. 

C. ®X)COo kdi, s. Anger. 2. any unripe 

fruit, berry, nut, &c., a cocoanut. 3. any 

vegetable with a head, or that grows in a 

capsule. 3d =f®c»j the head. rkoS tsc&i the 

heart (physically). ws><&> the cocoanut. 

pleonastic) a vegetable or 

fruit, as above. 

C. 5dcOo kdi, See ^«odh). 

C. kdi-kattu, v. n. To become 
<8 •• 

indurated, hard, callous, as tire hands of 

artizans, shoulders of palankeen bearers, &c. 

C. kdika-dipa, s. A large 

lamp carried by Shivite mendicants. 

C. kdika-duddu, s. Alms 
a . 

to religious mendicants. 

C. ’S'DOSoAlf kdi-gadde, s. Pulse, all sorts 

of grain contained in pods or growing in cap¬ 

sules. 

C. ffxoSoXcSo kdi-gannv, s. An eye in 

which the pupil has perished. 

C. S’XoSoa^o Icdiganu, s. A green grocer, 

a vender of vegetables. 

C. kdi-juttu, s. The tuft of 

fibres on the fore part of the cocoanut. 

c. kdi-dhdnya, s. A generic 

term for pulse. 

c. , 5x>c©ot)©)(>, 

kdi-palle, kdi-palye, kdi-soppu, s. 

Pod and leaf vegetables. a 

green grocer’s shop. 

n. 3=xo!)o(S, sx-OuOut kdide, kdidd, s. 
Custom, rule, regulation. gysvd ac¬ 

cording to custom. 

C. ^XoSorvO kdisu, v. cans. To make watch, 

keep, or guard, as cattle, &c. 

C. cOo'dro kdi-rasa, S. The milk express¬ 

ed from the cocoanut, boiled with sugar and 

water. 
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=5=7)0^ 

C i I'dt~liaku, §' The juice or 

milk of a cocoanut. 

A. C. ^DcO-TSO^i) kdimpu, See ^cdo^, 

C. ^<3i>o kayu, v. a. To protect, defend, 

preserve, save, guard, take care of, watch, 

tend. 2. to bear fruit, produce. 3. to for¬ 

give, excuse. 4. to wait in expectation, v. n. 

To warm, heat, get heated, burn, boil. 2. to 

have fever. 3. to shine, glow, be hot, as the 

sun or moon light, "sscdoosido, wscdboSO#, wa 

****** wsc&s^re, waafcosfo warming, heating, 

burning, boiling. 2. protecting, watching, 

tending. 3. forgiving. • wacc.^do, wacrio,' zij 

it has borne or produced, &c. waodOo to 

restrain anger. ^ vzoiM to keep back the 

hand from striking, when exasperated. 

A. C. kayu, s. Anger, wrath, pas- 

C. ^ kdidukku, v. n. To boil 

over. waaiu w^Sorf the oil vessel 

which is boiling over. 

A. C. ®t>(55:o^ kaipu, s. Anger, wrath, 

displeasure, passion 2. heat. wac&^d), ws 

ceJj^ rioa&o to become incensed or heated. 

A. C. ^"SO kur, [wsdlaclj. (in comp.) Wild, 

jungle. 2. black. 3. of or belonging to the 

wet season. 

C. kdra, An affix of nouns expressing 

the agent or doer of a thing, practice or pro¬ 

fession; as, dadvwad a man of correct be¬ 

haviour. ^dowad a manufacturer of arrows, 

soo&wad a watcher of public cattle, dvwad 

one who makes mats or arrows, «3<;zcowad, 

®dmd a spy drtwad an enemy. daywad a 

songster, tjv’o^&wsd an agreeable speaker, d 

plwsd a friend. saeJwad a peon, waawad a 

calumniator, iddorwad a currier, leather sel¬ 

ler or worker. 2. a termination of some neu¬ 

ter nouns; as, Ps^wad resin. dwowad fuller’s 

soap, zvvztf a composition used to heighten 

the colour of gold. a smith’s tongs. 

dd¥®d a little skirt worn by female children. 

adj. Black. 2. wet. 

C. ’S'STj kdra, See 

T. B. kdra, See 

s. 'S'sdo kdra, kdram, s. A pri¬ 

son, jail. 

s. kdrandava, s. A sort of duck. 
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H. Tn>do3§ kdranji, s. A tunnel or under¬ 

ground channel for water. ^doeS #d a tank 

supplied from some other source by an under¬ 

ground channel. 2. a tank from which water 

is supplied by an under-ground channel. 

S. kur aka, S. An agent, acting, 

doing, wadw the doer of an action. 2. 

heat, wsd^ fe^d a high fever, w&d^ ds;zd a 

morbidly heated body. 

C. Vt) d kdra-kdla, S. The rainy season. 

H. kara-khune, S. A manufac¬ 

tory, work-shop. 

C. d3-d7\Z$ kdra-gadde, s. Wet cultiva¬ 

tion during the rainy season. 

C. eo kdra-gattalu, s. Thick, 

dense darkness. 

C. ^’S‘dJ\Zi kara-gida, s. The name of a 

tree. 

C. kdradavi, s. A thick impervi¬ 

ous wood. 

C. ’Sv'dpd kdrana, s. History, narrative. 

S. karana, s. Reason, purpose, mo¬ 

tive. 2. cause, as opposed to effect. 3. lot, 

destiny, fatality, wades an apparent, 

cause, uwsf*3»*i wadca a material cause. ?> 

wdn an efficient cause. dooaw wades a 

primary, first, or original cause. ~jcd>o 

an immediate cause. =swdc3 d;djd, a man of 

importance, wadrs one by whom mat¬ 

ters of importance are to be effected, a person 

invested with authority or ability, 

s. 5kdrandrthi, kdt- 

ranika, s. A prophet, one who predicts 

future things. 

C. kdrane, s. The red stripe or 

painting upon the lower part of the walls of 

a native house, as an ornament to the build¬ 

ing. 'sdoWodo wad?S a red stripe, wadri dro 

do, wadfS sdj^, wadf? 3Acdoo to make this 

stripe. 

A. c. ltdra-pavala, s. A florist, 

garland maker. 

H. tredspredo kdrabhdru, S. Rule, ma¬ 

nagement, superintendence, wadvado doado 

to manage, superintend. ^ 

C.’S'adPoI), usd-sSe; kdravalli, kdra- 
CO CO 

vella, s. The momordica charantia. 



C. 'Sv'dZ) Tcaravi, s. A stout red clotli. 

C. sod^oeS kdra-shambe, s. The namn 

of a tree. 

C. Ifvdi karashe, s. The plant solanum 

trilobatum. 

c. sedroogys^et) kdrasambdla-nellu, 

s. A kind of paddy which is eight months in 

coming to perfection. 

C. S3d5o3>y sudsooH^So kdra-habba, 

kdra-hunnime, s. An offering by SJiudras 

to the monumental stones set up by the ori¬ 

ginal builder of a village, for its prosperity, on 

the loth lunar day of the 3rd Hindu month. 

In some parts this offering is made when any 

epidemic seizes cattle. 

s. SDUDTiDd, s'S'Oda^So kdrdgdra, kd- 

rd-yriha, s. A jail, prison. 

c. sstradopl kdrdmani, s. A kind of 

lentil. 

A. C. kdrdvali, s. A cape, pro¬ 

montory, or hank thrown up in the sea. 

S. Std kdri, s. An agent, artist, artificer. 

<sa/so^waO a man fond of dress, uosJtsO an 

obliging person. a disobliging per¬ 

son. a foolish man. SwaS an ugly 

person, a beggar. 

S. kdriha, s. A profession, art. 2. 

C. kdri-kollu, See 

C. SDdrfo kdridu, v. a. To make black. 2. 

to fumigate with burnt chillies. 

C. kdrini, See 

T. B. SfDtojo kdriya, See ^dor. 

C. STdd^o kdriralu, s. A dark night. 

C. S'S&rjo kdrisu, v. cans. To make vo¬ 

mit or disgorge. vsBJi «3sj to make give up 

what one has embezzled, &c. 

C. st>&3o§q3)oo kdri-hariyu, v. n. To 

distil, drop through, run through, 

c. kdrika, s. The date fruit. 

C. S3do kuru, s. The wet season. 2. a 

smith. 3. a ploughshare. 4. the crop of 

rice sown in April, and reaped in J une and 

July. madj. Black, dark. 2. [soab] hot, pun¬ 

gent, spiced. 3. wild, jungle. 4. of or be¬ 

longing to the wet season. a 
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branch or arm of the sea. wsbo the 

high flavour of food, watb the fruit sea¬ 

son. ?abo the iron share of a plough, 

watb the former rain, wni> the 

point of a ploughshare. sSvstfrteb the 

nails or clamps which fasten the iron share 

to the plough, sbsbo to make hot. 2. 

to make black. 3. to make vomit. 4. to 

make deliver up what has been embezzled, 

Tadi sxjc^o the lightning of wet weather. ^ 

do the clouded sky of the wet season. 

Tado zStf the wet-season crop. wadoTdo^ dark¬ 

ness or clouds to overspread, ^ad) ;& to 

occasion a burnt smell, ^sdo dd wo sable dark¬ 

ness. ^do d^do Corn growing in the wet 

season. Tado?^ ToorioUotSosiddrtoo 

the heat of the first lunar-month was like a 

smith’s forge, ^do paddy cultivated in 

the hot season. 

C. ^3 do kdru, v. a. fy n. To vomit, retch, 

eject poison. 2. to bite. 

S. SDdo'S^^oolx^ kdrukana-mushti, s. 

A carpenter’s chisel. 

H. Stidof'ja^o kdrukunu, s. A clerk, 

writer. 

S. sudor?^ kdrunya, [tf&cs] s. Pity, 

kindness, compassion, wadorsj Jix/aSr a kind 

or compassionate person. Tfadoca^ siSr kind 

behaviour, amiable conduct. 

C. S'sdo^o'h kdru-nuggi, s. A kind of 

black moringa. 

C. S'sdob^Txd kdruppi-gida, s. A black 

thorny shrub. 

c. SDdo;^ kdruppu, S. A kind of black 

salt. 

C. S3>doy<2; kdru-phala, s. Paddy sown 

in the wet season. 

C. ^doeSozS kuru-bende, s. Hibiscus 

esculentus sylvestris. 

C. S3 doeS kdru-bokke, s. Boils on 

the leg. 

H. S3do8p3t), S3do8o3t> kdru-bhdri, kd- 

ru-bdri, S. A manager, superintendent, one 

invested with subordinate authority. 

V®d), warbsjab) s. Rule, management, govern¬ 

ment. 

s. S3 do Ejjjs’d^o kdru-bhdralu, v. n. 

To cry out aloud. 
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C. trstka&rty o'h kdru-mullangi, s. a 
very strong radish. 

C. karulli, s. A strong kind of 

onion. * 

C. frdto’&Sjc'hii kdru-hatti-gida, s. A 

black cotton shrub bearing superior cotton. 

2. the wild cotton tree. 

C. hare, s. A species of myroibalan. 

C. Jcaremme, s. A wild buffalo. 

C. w&fTCBti karegdra, s. a bricklayer. 

2. an evil doer. 

C. kdre-gida, s. A very thorny 

shrub. the leaves of it used as a 

vegetable. 

c. tfitfj&riS kdrodati, s. The goddess of 

rain. 

A. c. kdrodalam, s. Vishnu 

with a black body. 2. a black body. 

C. wiSuarf PS kdroddana, s. a collection 

of black rain clouds. 

s. kdrottama, s. Barm, 

yeast, froth. 

S. kdrya, See 1w«br. 

S. kdrya-bhdga, See «cdor 

Sjssrt. 

C. fre^eis-e;, s=7)7\-3r£i kdr-kdla, kdr- 

gdla, s. The rainy season. 

H. 5;T>S0t>£';3 kdr-khdne, See ^rSa»;J. 

C. 5*>7vST|^ kdr-gannu, s. An eye in 

which the pupil is destroyed. 

c. eo kdr-gattalu, s. Thick 

darkness. 

c. s:'s'h5-£^, =57>£s'8o-3 kdr-gichchu, 

kar-kichchu, s. Self ignited fire in forests 

and on hills. 

C. w'dTtjdE'o'Sa kdrgonchi, 

kargonche, s. A farm cultivated in the 

wet season. 

C. pi kdrgoni, s. A particular 

pot-herb. 

c. ^T>7^j35-de/s>)7^ kdr-gorala-kdge, s. 
A raven. 

C. kdr-gona, s. A wild male 

buffalo. 

kai, karchi-batti, S. The creeper momor- 

dica dioica.. 

A. C. kdr-jonna, s. Moon¬ 

light in wet weather. 

C. kdr-nugge-gida, s. A 

black species of moringa. 

S. kdrtaswara, s. Gold. 

s. 3vs3s'£)£d!>o£- kdrta-virya, s. A king 

with a thousand arms, also called Arjuna, a 

celebrated hero distinct from the Pdndu 

princes, one of the Jain emperors of the 

world. 

C. ?fU<§S" karti, S. The particular constel¬ 

lation of the 27, in which the sun happens to 

be, and in which rain falls, 

s. V9$8-^iSjstf kdrtika, 

kdrtika-mdsa, s. The eighth lunar 

month, that in which the moon’s change 

happens when the sun is in Scorpio. =F®3n> 

a name of Vishnu, to whom some 

special worship is paid at this season, ws 

* a lamp for illuminations used at this 

season. worship peculiar to 

this season. 

S. treSs-^oSs kdrtikeya, s. The son of 

Shiva, and god of war. 

C. 3>>§S‘S3o£>7jo kdrti-bindisu, v% n% 
Rain to fall in drops, as the precursive or 

following drops of a shower. 

s. waste-kdrpanya, [>{,*"] Trouble, 

persecution, vexation, annoyance. 2. poverty, 

indigence. 3. avariciouSness, niggardliness. 

to be vexed, persecuted, in dis¬ 

tress or poverty, wssiroj to affiict, 

distress, trouble. 

S. kdrpdsa, s. Cotton. 2. a 

cloth made of cotton. 

C. kdr-poge, kdr- 

boge, s. Black smoke. 

C. kdr-pode, s. A black bush. 

A. C. 3^83£-£3^ kdr-batte, s. Fire, as 

having blackness for its path. 

T. b. 5t)2ws-rf kdrbura, [*uortf]ri Gold. 

C. i3:Xi8oo£'S kdr-buli, s. A black tiger. 2. 

a wild tiger. 

A. C.Waites' kdrbona, s. Iron. 
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A. C. kdrmaduvu, s. The 

Jumna or black river. 

A. C. kdrmaduvinanna. 
Pc) * * * 

s. Tama, the Indian Pluto, elder brother of 

the above river. 

c. Ttdr-male, s. The early rain. 

A. C. kdrmuJca, s. A bow. $ 

wasiwr^ri jotfcrioj^a riarifio lie cot 

in two the bow-string of the younger brother 

of Bharata. 

A. C. Jtdr-mugil, s. A dark 

or rain-cloud, a cloud of the rainy season. 

lightning or a thunderbolt of 

that season, wsstorhyj^ the sky or region 

of the clouds. 

C. kdr-mudi, s. A black top- 

knot. 

e. ^^0s-^, ’sd’&js-a kdr-meka, kdr- 

mega, [w®<& ^rf] s. A wild beast. 

e. kdr-moga, s. An angry or 

dark countenance; a black face. 

e. 5:T>'s3j3c''b£o, sd'S jss-^ kdr-mogilu, 

kdr-moda, s. A dark, rain-cloud. 

c. SU'sSjejS’B^ kdr-mobbu, s. Sable dark¬ 

ness. 

S. trso5or kdrya, s. Work, business, affair, 

object. 2. cause, motive. 3. effect. ws> 

crforrf si^o to speak to the point, waa&r 

to go on some business, wscrfor ® 

to see that one does- not fail 

of success, wuc&rw^djfo one that does busi¬ 

ness well. wsc&r rfotfouci 01ie very capable 

of managing business. s|jW»afor rforiorfti, ws 

c&ssF^ri, wiakrOTbri one that attends only 

to his own interests. w^c&r «jdorid 

one attentive to his master’s interests, wa 

GbFsrario to become successful, vscrfjf ?ia 
9 

success, wsxxsof expert, dexterous at 

business. !*«^riw»abr:S^?»c&)*> how has the 

business upon which you went, turned out ? 

s. 5^ojo£'spt5A kdrya-bhdga, s. War, 

battle, quarrelling. 

A. C. kar-vakki, s. The dark 

fortnight. 

A. C. kdr-vot- 

tega, kdr-vattiga, s. Fire, personified 

as a god, whose way is darkness. 

Q9P 

T. B. 5:dt3j kdrra, act}. Black. 

c. oxeto£- kdrlu, s. Saltish soil. 

S. S’TO kdla, s. Time, tense of a verb; as, 

the future tense. way 

the present tense, or first aorist. ww 

the past tense, way the pre¬ 

sent definite. way the second 

aorist. way the perfect present. 

way the imperfect definite. 2. sea¬ 

son, as comprising two months j thus, 

way, trrbez&rf way the spring. way, 

way, rtas? way the hot and windy sea¬ 

son. way, Sotf rs®y the rainy season. 

£Us^y, «5“?£iort& way the autumn season. 80 

way, tiw way the winter season. 

wsy the cold season. way the time 

after an eclipse, syv’crij way the deluge, 

time of the world’s inundation. S,way the 

three parts of a day, morning, noon, and 

night, tfsio way equal day and night. 

way time of inequality of day and night. 

way a propitious season, virtuous times. 3. 

Tama, death, the appointed termination of 

life, wayrf^ Wc£?k, wayaarf^o he died, erf 

Stf waywo* he died; death approached, came, 

or has come. 

A. C.WS0 kdla, s. A buffalo. 

c. tSKVqTtK kdlandige, S. A bracelet for 

the leg. 

S. kdla-kandharax s. Shiva, 

with a black throat. 

C. ^d^cSa kdla-kadaga, s. A leg brace¬ 

let. 

s. s^e^as" kdla-karta, s. The sun, 

ruler of the seasons. 

C. kdla-kaleyu, v. n. To 

spend or pass away time, 

s. kdla-kdlanu, 

kdla-kunthanu, s. Shiva, as the enemy 

of Tama, and as having a black throat. 

S. kdla-kuta, s. Poison. 

s. kdla-kraya-patra, s. 

A deed of conveyance. 

s. wtiSbozi kdlakhanda, s. The liver. 

S. HTvOaS kdla-gati, s. The progress of 

time. 2. the condition of the times, 

s. kdlagnya, kdla- 



xjnyani, s. A prophet, astrologer, or for¬ 

tune teller. 2. the omniscient, he who knows 

past, present and future. 3. a cock, because 

supposed to know the hours, wsuraa? know¬ 

ledge of futurity. to predict, 

foretell. =Fs<oss?to a note containing a 

prophecy. 

•S. kdla-chalcra, s. The revo¬ 

lution or circle of time. 

C. gx>e;k3j kdlatta, [*su> and «%] s. A 

shelf of boards or sticks that may be reached 

without a ladder. 

S. kdla-desha-icar- 

tamdna, s. Three usual objects of interest, 

the times, the country, the news. 

s. kdla-dharma, s. Death, 

to die. 

S. kdla-nirikshane, s. 

Watching time. 

C. kala-pdvada, s. The stir¬ 

rup of a saddle. 2. a leg bracelet. 

S. kdla-pravritti, s. The 

manner of the time. 

S. 5XHkdla-hheirava, s. The name 

of a hideous Hindu god and a son of Shiva. 

C. kdla-madi, See ^wosSja. 

€. g^eidojpS kdla-mane, See 

€. gxo^iod kdlamari, kdla- 

mare. See 

S. gxcjcrfja) kalamana, s. Present cus¬ 

tom, observance, usage, adj. Timely. 

S. gxejd^Sc kdla-murti, s. The deity. 

S. kdla-megha, s. A black 

cloud. 

s. kdla-meshike, s. Black 

pepper, or a plant not yet ascertained. 

s. gxii^dorfi kdla-rudra, s. Shiva, the 

destroyer. 

S. g^eisxjrf kdla-wdda, s. Prophecy. ^ 

ejsrsrS to consult prophecy. 

S. gxiCJ^-d kdla-shakti, s. A destroying 

goddess. 

C. kdla-sandhi, s. The conjunc¬ 

tion of two periods of time, as morning, noon, 

evening. 

s. wztJ'do-dFd, kdla-harana, 

kdla-kshepa, s. Passing away time. 

s. gxierects1 kdldntaka, s. Shiva, the de- 

stroyer. 

S. kdldgaru, s. A dark colour¬ 

ed, superior kind of sandal. 

C. ?fX;<SJX) bi kdldta, $. Walking for pleasure, 

^©csw t0 learn to walk, as a child, 

to take a walk. one who 

takes a walk for pleasure, tum¬ 

blers, actors, players. 

C. IPie/sS, g=D&t>55I>oxd kdlddi, kdlddi- 

yava, s. A pedestrian, a good or great 

walker, traveller. 

c. gxe/s&^o£3 kdlddi-wante, S. A dro¬ 

medary, a fast travelling camel. 

C. 'SXC/xSiroo kdlddisu, «. n. To travel, 

walk much. 

s. rfdjs kdldnu-kdla- 
/ / <*> 

dalladaru, adv. Now or hereafter. 

S. g^&D^codps kdldnusarane, s. Con¬ 

forming to the times. 2. suitable to the time. 

s. gxe/soiiod ltdldyasa, s. Iron. 

C. kdldri, s. A pedestrian. 2. Shi¬ 

va, enemy of T~ama. on foot. 

A wsusert to go to Benares on foot. 

S. kdldvadhi, s. The end of a 

year, season, or period of time. 

the usual time, in June, when accounts 

are settled. 

C. kdldlu, s. A foot soldier. 

C. kdlindorasu, v. a. To 

rub or macerate with the feet. 

C. gx>3^d7\o kdligeragu, v. n. To pros¬ 

trate at one’s feet. 

C. 5t)©cS kdlive, s. A channel for irriga¬ 

tion. 2. a nullah, rivulet, running stream. 

tu>€)sS ^tfcooj to make a channel. tFs©S 

coco a channel to flow. 

to go to stool. 

C. kdlu, s. The leg. 2. the foot. 3. 

the fourth of a unit, r&u), ;isti wsto a 

stilt. 2. a measure of capacity, 

the knee. the leg from the knee. 

Soorsauj the hind leg. sJnonsu) the fore leg. 

sservu) the sole of the foot. s&o^d the 
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foot of a cot. a particular beam in 

a native house that supports the roof. 

three quarters, esd^seu one eighth, 

one legged. two legged. 

wzzm quadruped. 2. four and a quarter. =fs© 

^2°©^ a thread by which a weaver keeps his 

warp tight, afts&j to make 

obeisance by embracing the feet. ^s«jo ?a&.zio 

to seize hold of the legs as a mode of 

asking a favour, or importunate entreaty. 

in&tio =#j3^o to embrace the feet in 

entreaty, cattle. the 

foot to slip. a pond which may be 

waded. 

c. gxxyooXd kdlungara, s. A ring worn 

on the second toe. rid the sound 

of this ring in walking. 

c. g'SfiOOTkkS kdlunguta, 8. The great toe, 

C. kdlu-kedaru, v.n. To paw, 

as a horse. 

C. kdlu-kereyu, v. n. To 

paw, as a horse. 2. to aggress. 3. to defy. 

C. gT<yo7\o£*§ kdlu-guni, s. A privy. 

C. gv&ojod kdlu-nade, adj. Fordable, 

walking on foot. s. A head of cattle. 

tlcd-raft walking on foot. 

c. treeto&ozftfa, kdlu-to- 

daru, kdlu-todige, s. A leg ornament. 

C. g'seosoe; kdlu-bala, s. Infantry, foot 

soldiers. 

C. kdlu-beralu, s. A toe. 

C. kdlu-madi, s. Urine, v. n. 
(to bend the leg) To make water, which Hin¬ 

dus do in a sitting posture, 

c.^eos&t), kdlu-mari, kdlu- 

mare, s. A shoe or sandal worn by the 

lower orders. 

C. g*>etooA>?S kdlu-mane, s. A footstool 

or low table. 

A. C. g«>£W&2c£ kdluricha, s. A beggar. 

2. a barber. 3. a Shudra. 

C. kalu-wada, s. A stirrup. 

C. g'JCJo'cS kaluve, s. A channel for irriga¬ 

tion. 

C. STxEAjsdo kaluru, v. n. To press or fix 

the foot. to stand firmly. 

C. kdlettarudavu, s. A per¬ 

son with long legs. 

S. kdleyaka, s. A tree so called. 

o. Tcdleladavanu, s. A 

man who cannot walk. 

o. g"c<E) jszS Ojjj kdlodeyu, v. n. The leg 

to chap or crack by cold. 

C. kdlottu, v. a. To press or 

pinch the leg, as a stone or shoe does. 

C. gccfjjs'^’cxjoo kdloleyu, v. n. To turn 

the foot on one side in walking. 

S. kdldchita, adj. Opportune, 

well timed. 2. ephemeral, passing, transi¬ 

tory, fitting only for the time. 3. predicted. 

=fsc;£»<£> a word in season. 

a well timed work. 

spending time suitably. 

C. kdl-kuppasa, s. Trowsers, 

pantaloons. 

C. Wl>€ Z& kdl-gedu, v. n. To be hindered, 

impeded. to hinder. 

c. kdl-geru, See 

C. gT>$ ?\co3 kdl-tegisu, v. a. To put to 

flight, drive off or away. 

C. kdl-nade, See 

0. kdl-pilli, s. A ring worn on the 

fourth toe. 

0. 5t)^ozf kdl-pende, s. A spherical leg- 

bell. 

°* kdl-hale, s. A leg-bracelet. 

C. kdl-bole, [tsm an(i s. 

A fordable stream. 

0. gTkdl-tnane, See *fS. 

C. kdl-vidiyu, v. a. To seize 

the feet, as a mode of expressing submission, 

reverence, &c. ^>©s&co to embrace 

the feet in entreaty. 

T. B. ge)»5 kava, [T'ssfo] s. Cupid. 

S. rsstasS kdvanche, s. The plant An- 

dropoffon shoenanthus, or beard-grass. 

S. kavachika, s. A multitude of 

men in armour, a man in mail. 

C. gt>o35 kavadi, s. A split bamboo with 

ropes suspended from each end, placed on 

the shoulders, for carrying a burden, 

a man who carries burdens in this way. 
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'rs^ia ztaf, wasia the split bamboo so used. 

=Fssa scUd) to take up a bundle. warfa^ 

3) the net work supporting the burden. 

A. C- ?fDo3p9 Jcavaiia, s. The ornament of 

a door, used on festive occasions. 

A. C. kavanam, s. Preservation, 

support, protection. 

C. kdvanna, adj. Corrupted, spoil¬ 

ed. s. a shed or pandal. 

C. sxsipx kdvanna-muvanna, 
. • • • • 

s. Ruin, sire zb to spoil, ruin. 

A. C. g=D^ps rfo kdvannaru, s. Travellers. 

C. fft>rf§fo Jcdvattu, s. The under letter 

T. b. hdvanayya, s. Vishnu, 

the father of Cupid. 

C. kdvara^ s. Pride, insolence, haugh¬ 

tiness, fatness. wssiririst a proud man. 

proudly, haughtily. to he 

proud, to be fat. 

c. ^x^S, kdvali, kdvalu, s. 

Guard, custody, watch. 2. a feeding place, 

pasture ground. 3. a frying pan, an inverted 

chatty used as such. =s^°i©z& to set a sentinel, 

place a watch. wasi©tb, w»sSS wscdoo, wasio} 

to watch, guard. w*sfc>sJ^a a guard, 

sentinel. =s=a~wg>zb to be in custody, to be 

watched. warfOwsd a guard. 

c. kdvavaru, [waobasisitib] s, pr0. 

tectors, guardians, defenders. 

C. 5X3^ kdvala, S. Darkness. 

1x1x1 darkness to overspread. 

C. 5X& kdvi, adj. Red. w»a a red 

colour. ste), ws£> waa to S3, was 

tsoutj a red cloth worn by ascetics, was e 

* to dye red. was becoming red by 

frequent washing. Torres, a deep 

red. red chalk. 

C. 'ffx£>^5!jsrfo) kdvige-kudru, v. n. To 

sit on eggs, as a hen, &c. 

G. kdvige-hdku, v. a. To set 

eggs for hatching. 

C. ^x^j kdvu, s. Warmth, heat. 2. a ped¬ 

icle. 3. a black spot put on the forehead, 

as an antidote to witchcraft or evil looks. 4. 

the handle of an axe, hoe, umbrella, &c. vu 

^3) the stalk of an onion. wa;® the 

heat of a fever. was® the stock or pedi¬ 

cle of a leaf. ^3) gentle warmth, slight 

heat, «vfv ^3) the heat of steam. 2. a 

vapour bath, ^as® =#j©^, wa;® A/azb wa;® cq 

to foment, heat to rise. 15:3 

® the haft of an axe. ^kb,, 

ws^j wb^ a talisman on the arm and a black 

spot on the forehead, as antidotes to witch¬ 

craft. 

C. 5!x'^);g,x3i;3a3o'tfe^.) kdvu-kdvane- 

yarachu, v. n. To cry, as an infant. 2. to 

caw, as a crow. 

C. kuvukullu, s. Dried cowdung 

found in Mas. 

0. kdvudu, See =*aofc>3ri) under 

WSCV’OO. 

C. ^xSSdoWrvo kdvi-tirugisu, v. a. To 

lonqe a horse. 

0. kdve-kallu, s. Red chalk. 
00 

S. kaveri, s. The river Cavery. 

C. SXXj^i lidvya, S. Poetry. 2. the planet 

Venus, the preceptor of the giants. ^ ** 

a poetic composition. =s^®5 a prose 

composition. verse with two feet, 

as the Ramayana. warfs, Jw^wss^ mix- 

ed composition, that is, of various metres. 

A. C. exs^tf kdvvare, S. Haste, urgency, 

c. 5X‘S, kdshi, kdshiya- 

dhatti, s. A waist-band or girdle. 2. ty¬ 

ing up the garments tightly about the legs. =5t> 

K«b®|abg>db*^o to part in the waistband, 

as a note, &c. TaS^wki^ to bind up the gar¬ 

ments closely to the legs. SH^waS a mode of 

girding adopted by warriors. ^w^waS a mode 

of dressing used by courtezans. 3^wa§> a 

mode of dress amongst female play-actors. 

S®P®rijwaS a mode of dress used by linga 

mendicants. 

S. ®X-o kdshi, s. Benares, one of the sacred 

cities, waS Hampe, near Bellary, a place 

of great resort at an annual festival, vo 3d 

Benares, the river Ganges. 

waSTTstione who resides at Benares. ^ 

Indian corn, wa&K lunacy. ^ 

b% =#ud fille WOrk in building. wre?><; wariri 

white paper. w»b% wada 0ne who goes for 

water to the Ganges, as a meritorious pilgrim¬ 

age. ttbx *0% a glass phial. 

the tutelar god of Benares, 3f*8\ ^5r the 
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sacred water of Benares. the sa¬ 

cred ground of Benares. 

S. Mshmari, s. The tree Gmelina 

arborea. 

S. kashmir a, $. A plant with a 

tuberous root, a sort of costus. 2. Cashmere. 

the country of Cashmere. ^\x 

d sicd) a Cashmere horse. 

S. fcdshyapi, s. The earth. 2. Am- 
na, the charioteer of the sun. 3. Garuda. 

S. 5jo kdshdya, s. A red cloth. 

yas, iFa^crfjaowcifjo 0ne wearing a 

red cloth. 

S. kashtha, s. Wood in general, a 

stick, firewood. 

s. frssd, wjyT; <y kdshtha-kudddla, s A 

kind of wooden shovel or scraper, used for 

baling water out of a boat, &c., or for clean¬ 

ing it. 

T. B. kdsa, See #»*?. 

S. kdsamardavu, s. Tlie 

plant cassia esculenta. 

s. rfsTvd kdsara, s. A buffalo, 

s. 5=Dcd"sd kdsara, t. b. kdsare, 

s. A pond or pool. 

C. 3:'5oi"3§jf0 kasavisi, S. Confusion, dis¬ 

order. 

C. SDfO hast, s. A small quantity, lit. as 

much as a cash, used in speaking of any 

thing worthless or insignificant. 

c. kdsi-dkdvali, s. A white 

blanket. 

€. S'Srdo kdsu, v. a. To ,boil, heat, warm. 

s. The smallest copper coin, a cash, rto-a- 

to warm at a fire, as the hands, feet, &c. 

to heat or smelt iron. 

to heat water, =5=«>~j to warm in the 

sun. ra* an extra fee, in paying cus¬ 

tom-house duties. 9rth rato a fee taken by 

a brahman for repeating an incantation over 

a bathing place, rai, wash a har¬ 

lot’s hire. wash a copper coin with the 

superscription of an elephant. a 

a gold mohur. tfsrsatf another species. 

C. ^<3 lease, s. The end or corner of a gar¬ 

ment tucked up behind into the waistband. 

s. fjd kdsmira, See 

S. kahale., s. A bugle, horn. 

wssStfcchjf a bugler, horn blower. 

A. c. kdhira-ndya- 

karu, s. Superior watch, or officers on watch. 

A. C. W&fa kdhu, [wsoJw] v. a. To watch, 

defend, preserve, guard, to set at 

liberty, s. [^>3i] Heat. 2. a pedicle. 3. 

a black spot on the forehead, as an antidote 

to witchcraft. 4. a haft. great 

heat, vexation, waXs to heat, 

to heat the eyes with anger. 

to become black. 2. to become heated. 

A. c. ’SrDSoo'rf, ^tsood^ kdhura, kdhu- 

rate, [«£o] s. Pride, insolence. 2. trou¬ 

ble. 3. grief, vexation. great 

grief. 

S. kdhuld-desha, s. The 

name of a country. 

S. ’SD^ kdla, adj. Black, dark. &Z>cdu 

darkness to overspread. rlgtu sable dark¬ 

ness. 

S. S'XiVj/oSj kalanji, S. A kind of fly brush. 

watfoeS Soaafco to use it. 2. See 

rS. kdlakuta-visha, s. A 

fiery serpent, a basilisk. 

S. kdla-krouncha, s. A snipe. 

S. 3=9?/a kdlaga, s. War, battle, 

^ a war-drum. 

C. kdla-gichchu, s. A self- 

kindled fire in woods or on hills. 

s. 'sttftfrdti kdla-bheirava, See 

tisJ. ® 

C. kdlamma, s. A name of KAU. 
2. a female proper name, sot another 

goddess. 

s. kdla-yukti, s. The fifty 

second year of the Hindu cycle of sixty. 

T. b. kdla-rakkasa, s. A 

black giant. a female black giant. 

S. 55o kdla-rdya, s. The name of 

a god. 

C. kdlave, s. A brick-kiln. 

S. kdla-hasti, s. The name of a 

city, Shiva, as worshipped there. 

A. c. 5‘S^0£§ kalanji, $. A kind of dish. 
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s. kdlikd-de'vi, 
Faroati, wife of S/iiwt. 2. a silversmith’s 

goddess. S02oo«7, uorey, sS>a#*v} stea&'ffw 

names of other goddesses. 

S. ST^OA Mlinga, s. A bird. 2. a snake. 

3. an elephant. ^‘S’ort srsrW a black serpent. 

£?jS the name of a country. =s^oA 

a poisonous lake. * 

s. kdlindi-nadi, s. The Jum¬ 

na or black river. 

S. kdlindi-bhe'dananu, 
s. Balardma, the eighth incarnation of Vish¬ 

nu, who divided the Jumna. 

S. lialike, s. Alloy in gold, canker. 

S. ^ oj c co kali-darn, s. A celebrated 

poet. 

s. S^«o3o, OJo^d a kdliya, hd- 

hyoraga, s. The monster serpent van¬ 

quished by Krishna. 

C. halu, s. A corn, a single grain. 2. 

grain in general, adj. Black, bad, very 

wicked. r'0?^8 wfo half dressed grain. Zqs 

ta young grain. 2. white beans. sfc 

:s=a(sk butter milk and grain mixed, tsv’o 

’Fi^3 a eooly, labourer. T»sbt\oato to reek as 

com that has long been confined under 

ground, &c. to dress or boil grain. 

*av»ri> to become black. 2. to be defaced, 

eclipsed, ruined. 

T. b. hale, kali, See 

s. kdldraga, s. A black ser¬ 
pent. 

G. hdl-gichchu, s. Self-ignited 

fire on hills, &c., a wild fire, Tjsijrf *•» 

the pursuing, consuming, self-ignited 

A. 0. ^^^ hal-geita, S. An evil work, 

mischief. 

A. c. kdlpura, S. Ablack stream. 

s. hors'd hinkara, s. A male servant, 

slave. a-o^o a female servant or slave, ♦o'* 

slavery, servitude. 

c. hinkara, s. Anxiety. a-o^s sJ&s 

to be anxious. 

S. Zoivvd hinkara, The noise caused by 

the friction of branches. 

S. ^o-S'pI hinhini, s. A girdle of small 

bells, or any tinkling ornament. a-oa-ri 

a a leg bracelet of small bells, a-oa-ri^ A%so 

*3 small bells worn round the waist. 

S. •SrO-fr'd hinhira, S. The Indian cuckoo. 

2. the large black bee. 3. a horse. 4. Cupid. 

C. ,8'Q7\t>d hingaru, S. An irritable man. 

C. ■0-07\©^±>?\e) hingili-magili, adj. Dis¬ 

ordered, deranged, confused. 

S. #08#^ /Unchittu, s. A very little, the 

smallest possible quantity. 

S. '§o£3be)?F kinchulika, s. A small red 

insect or prawn. 

S. -S-oa^ hinjalha, s. The anther of a lo¬ 

tus, of which a number surround the germin. 

s. -S-ajdd hinnari, See Ai^s. 

S. kimpurusha, s. A creature 

with a human face, and the body of a bird. 

H. £o£>o^o kimmatu, s. Price, value. 

S. -S-oaoD-d kimmira, See a-Ss^S. 

s. ■§ro^5z$o& kimvadanti, [what do they 

say ?] s. A rumour, report. 

S. ^0-55) do kimsharu, S. The beard of corn. 

S. Tro’iitf kimshuka, S. The tree JButea 

frondosa. 

C. hikidivi, s. The blue jay. 

C. T^dcoo kikkarisu, v. n. To undulate, 

as the water of a full tank. 

s. kikkdsagalu, s. The marks 

or lines observable on the body of a pregnant 

woman. 

t. b. TTT^orf kikkinda. See a-i^orf. 

C. ■S-^dsI^d kikkiri-bikkiri, adj. De¬ 

formed, ugly. 

A. C. ■S-^droO, ■&3-;Jyda!)00, ^^d^j 

kikhirisu, kikkiriyu, kikkiripu, v, fU 

To be thick-set, crowded, close, confined, nar¬ 

row, small, that which is small, 

confined, strait. 

T. B. #^0( kikku. See 

C. ^■tfjs^o&'do kikkondiru, v. n. To lie 

in wait or ambush. 

C. t^os^oSo^o- kikko-yenu, v. n. To 

cry out aloud. 

A. C. t3-a Bix kig-gattu, s. A small tic or 

band. A “ 



A. C. ■§'7' liiggari, s. A small feather, 

down. 

C. £/< $, -S-a%7\7>tix>tiJciggula, 

kiggalawdda, ldggdddda, adj. Old, de¬ 

cayed, spoiled. 

C. kig-gdlu, s. A little leg, the 

small part of the leg.' 

c. -S-AT^o kiggdlu, s. A dwarf, a little 

man. 

A. c. , ■S'As" kiggi, kirgi, adj. Po¬ 

sitive, confident, certain. 

o. kichakana, ki- 

cha-kichana, s. Chirping of birds. 

c. kichaku-kichaku, s. 

The creaking of a door. 9sS to creak. 

C. trZj-tjZz- kichi-kichi, [giving the sound 

of 9-i3 -S-tr] a(]j_ Bruised, jellied. 9rc3 9t? ^ 

s?cxAjo to tread to a jelly. 

c. -S-s^oaoBo, kichi- 
3 . 3 

guttu, kichuku, kichu-guttu, v. n. 

To chirp. 9®!^ rM a chirping sparrow. 

c. TrES-jj £cr kichi-pachi, See 9^9i£. 

C. tS-&IwpcoC?o kicliili-hannu, s. An or- 

ange. 

C. 3 kichchdta, S. Wrangling, strife, 
So- 

contention. 

C. ■S-So S>, -0-So& kichchidi, kichidi, s. 

Boiled rice mixed with split pulse. 9^6 

B the same with cucumber, salt, &c., cut up 

fine. 

c. kichchidi-bannada- 

sllire, s. A red and white checked female 

cloth. 

C. •S'S^o kichchu, s. Fire. adj. Burning, 

fiery. 9?A>bcsi» fire to blaze. 9^9^ to put 

fire. 9?^ iS^v'o to fall into the fire, to 

throw one’s self into fire. 9e^ to 

catch fire. 9sA^ a fiery eye. 9 

^ envy. 2. inward distress. 98^ So®<;t5 a 

wrathful countenance. 98^ s5vJ®^5 ri^^jaoa 

he is in a great passion. «*«4t 

98^ =#jao&> I am in great an¬ 

guish. 98^ tfjsoa* to appease anger. 98^ 

fiery eyes, wrathful eyes, 9-u^riofire 

to be quenched. 

c. -6-3fro, -S-feiofro kitaku, kituku, s. An 

artifice, trick, conjuring. 2. a secret. 

C. -S-BaoB^ kita-guttu, v. n. To whis¬ 

per, speak low. 

C. &331 kitiki, s. A window, opening for 

light, 9139- Aszsb a window frame, 9839- 

r!uj a door with a window. 9839 to 

open a window. 

C. •S-3-6’8OX-dD kitiki-bdvali, s. An orna¬ 

ment for the ear. * 

C. kitukddisu, ®. a. To vex 

in fun, teaze. 

C. &3^ kitta, s. Scoria, dross or laminse of 

smelted iron, falling off when beaten on the 

anvil. 9i^ 983^ to become scorious. 

a powder made from the above. 

C. i§'3^ kitta, s. A hand-torture. 

T. B. &3j kitta, s. Krishna. 

A. C. £3,$ kittala, s. A small, narrow, 

confined place- 

C. kidi, s. A spark. 9a 98^, 9& 

a fire-brand. 9&9S SjOccIm sparks to pour 

forth. ■*-a a live or sparkling coal. -9 a 

rirWj a fiery eye. 9& violent anger. 9 

a^°9 a sparkling fire. 9a woriotfa fiery sa¬ 

liva said to fall from the mouth of the screech 

owl, and bring ruin to the house on which it 

falls. 2. saliva running from the mouth in 

rage. 9a to get sparks on one. 9a 

sparks to fly. 9a fws|Jo to become en¬ 

raged, exasperated. 

C. kidi-gedi, s. A tale-bearer, in¬ 

cendiary. 

C. ■o-rfoAO kiclugu, s. Mischief, injury, harm. 

S. t&P© kina, s. A mole, wart, scar, 

s. ■&f4f\f4s5o^ kini-ki- 

niyane, kini-giniyane, s. The tinkling 

of small cymbals, or bells on the feet, &c. 

C. kini-soppu, s. A kind of 

vegetable. 

S. kitavanu, s. A cheat. 2. a 

gamester. 3. a paramour, 

H. kitdbu, s. A book, a title. 9 

swo to give a book or title. 9^®wj wd 

cic to write a title or book. 

A. C. ■&& do kittadam, s. Dross, sediment. 

S. ’3'^ Cs kittadi, S. The name of a Hindu 

saint. 
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A. C. kittalam, s. A crowded 

place. 

c* ■§,e£.^5op|o kittali, kittale- 

Tiannu, s. An orange. 4-s^ an 

orange in which the divisions are externally 

prominent. 88 8sfj<?’ a very small orange. 

C. kittd, s. A time, turn. 

c. 5-st) 85, era85 kittdta, kittaldta, 
—O—O • • ’ 

s. Wrangling, strife, contention. 85^ to 

wrangle. 

C. rrsvtjo kitta-naru, s. Canvas. 8 

a canvas cloth. 

C. $5^ kittu, See •Hv’o. 

A. C. £<§d€r 7tittesal, s. A small petal. 

A. c. 'S'&ro&ydo, kidisi-baru, 

kidichi-baru, v. n. To approach, draw 

near. 

H. kinakdbu. See 

c. •5-^tS'o-S-^^o kinahu-kinaku, s. Slight 

displeasure, offence. 8-^j to become 

offended. 

o. &7rad, -S-^rab kindra, kindri, adj. 

Separate, apart, aside. 2. sloping. 

A. C. kini, v. n. To become angry or 

incensed. 

A. 0. ■0’£)8^o kinichu, $. Anger, wrath, dis¬ 

pleasure. v. n. To be angry. 

A. c. kinipa, s. A passionate or 

wrathful man. 

A. 0. kinisu, s. Wrath, displeasure, 

anger, v. n. To he in a passion, incensed. 

S. -ov^-d kinnara, s. A being with a horse’s 

head. 

s. kinnari, s. A kind of fiddle or 

lute. 8^8* telio, -8-?^ to play a 

fiddle. 8-^a^ the bridges of a fid¬ 

dle. 8^8^ =^(Aj the calabash on which it is 

constructed. 

h. ■&l£rtiojo^o kiphditi, ki- 

pai/(x ttu, s. Profit, gain, advantage, adj. 
Cheap. 

A. c. -&2^b kibbari, s. The foot of a 

mountain. 8w a j&ew a field at the foot of a 

hill. 

A. c. kib-basuru, s. The abdo- 

men. 

C. '$■83^83^ kibbibbi, s. Crying out. 8»StJj 

to cry out. 

A. c. kib-beralu, $. The little 

finger. 

A. C. -3-alr!^ kib-botte, s. The abdomen. 

H. kimakhdpu, s. An expen¬ 

sive silk. 

A. o. -6-Sa, kind, kimiyu. See 8S. 

A. C. #£>a^ kimilchu, v. a. To strike, slap. 

C. -S-^aa^^a kimukkenu, v. n. To nestle 

about, make a slight noise or bustle. 

A. c. -u-^aarfc'rf kimurdada, ad;'. Sprink¬ 

led lightly. 

A. c. -a-^aa^c-d kimurteda, adj. Putrid, 

decayed. 

S. kimmira, s. A variegated co¬ 

lour. 2. a giant slain by JBMma. 

Bhima. 

C. -&o3a^d, -aoja^oSa^^ kiyyana, kiy- 

yciyyana, s. The chirping of certain birds. 

C. Srd kira, (in comp.) adj. Young, short, 

small, little. 

C. trdo&^-a kir-anchu, s. A small border. 

C. kir-anna, s. a junior brother 

older than one’s self. 

c. ■S'd-S-d, kirakkana, 

kira-kira, kiri-kiri, s. Creaking. 

c. kiraka-rdtna, s. A small 

machine for clearing cotton from the seeds. 

2. a whirligig. 

C. •S-ds'cdra^ kirakasdle, s. The root of 

the Amarantlms compestris, used as a reme¬ 

dy in stranguaries. 

C. ■trdttathj’SA kiraku-kiraku, s. Creak¬ 

ing. 

c. ■6-d^a^’sos^as- kira-kula-kharchu, s. 

Trifling charges of an office for ink, pens, &c. 

C. tfdTo 83o^ kira-guttu, v. n. To creak. 

S. #dCD kirana, $. A ray or beam of light. 

8fics 2oS the brightness of a ray. 

0. &ddo kiradu, See as. 

G. £dao kiraba, s. A hyena. 2. a leopard. 

C. £d$ Jar ala, adj. Small, young, little. 

ii. truaps, kirdni, kirdli, adj. 

Imported. 8o-®ri imported goods. 
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■8-c^ 

S. iS'D'S'a Jtirdta, s. A barbarian, forester, 

fowler, one who lives by hunting’. -S-cre® a 

female of this class. 

s. kirdtaka-desha, s. One 

of the 56 countries enumerated by Hindus. 

C. '5’U'SO^o Jciraya, s. Small fees in grain. 

h. hire of cattle, &c. persons in 

a village who have the small fees in grain. 

S. •S’S kin, s. A wild boar. 

A. c. •§£>, £o Tciri, Jcir, adj. Small;little, 

short, young, diminutive. Aecb a little thing, 

small, little. -l-Ocrio younger, smaller. -*-0 

a father’s younger brother. &>e -a-Oorfocb 

seniors and juniors, old and young, rich and 

poor. 

A. C. M,riy v. a. To cut. 2. to grin, shew 

the teeth in fear, anger, &c. v. n. To di¬ 

minish. s. A knot in thread. 

C. ■&£> (S-So'DSb Mriki-hdku, v. a. To scratch 

out. 

C. •§£>r? Tdrike, s. Friction, as of bamboos 

one against another. 

C. §•£> A kiri-gannu, s. An eye slight¬ 

ly inflamed. 2. a small eye. 

C. ■§£>/<kiri-gannike, s. A creeper 

bearing a blue and white flower, the former 

is called feminine and the latter masculine, 

used in medicine for children. 

C. ■o-t>7\ Mrige, s. The garment worn by a 

female child. 

C. £07^ Mri-gei, s. A short hand. 

c. ■§&7uA>d^o kiri-goralu, $. A short 

neck. 

C. '§'£>£3-0 MricJm, v. n. To screech, scream, 

cry aloud, sbrt> the child is scream¬ 

ing. 

C. •&£>e§Ut)^o kiri-jodu, s. Creaking 

sandals. 

C. ■&'S'§^h^,rhzi kiri-tegina-gida, s. A 

kind of tree. 

A. c. •&£>Cio^-d kiridantara, s. A small 

space, a little leisure. 

C. Tiered kiri-ddri, s, a bye-road, foot¬ 

path. 

C. ■S'dCbsSck kiridu-bidv, v. n. To make 

canter. to canter. 

c. §-£>^7\o^j kiri-naguvu, s. A smile. 

C. kiri-ndlige, s. The uvula. 

C. •a,5^oB> kiri-nudi, s. A whisper, a Word 

spoken in a low voice. 

C. kiri-nelli, s. A small kind of 

JPhylantlms emblica. 

C. kiri-nosalu, s. A small 

forehead. 

C. ■§S;3v©5&3 kiri-nota, s. Covetousness. 

A. c. kiri-badiya, s. The ab¬ 

domen. 

C. kiri-bdle, s. A small delicate 

kind of plantain. 

C. tr&sSd^o kiri-beralu, $. The little 

finger. 

C. kiri-mdvu, s. A small kind 

of mango. 

C. ■o-5q3ocS) kiri-yanna, s. A brother 

older than one’s self, but not the oldest. 

e. 0^ kiri-yappa, s. A father’s 

younger brother. 

C. kirili-kollu, v.n. To cry 

out from alarm. 

S. kirita, s. A crown. ^ * 

a crown of nine sorts of gems. ■Ka<ts 

Arjuna. 

A. C. -ffdoosw kirumbu, See a-enoiw. 

C. ■S'do^bpli? kiru-kunike, s. The nape 

of the neck. 2. the tip of the little finger. 

C. kirukula, s. Trouble, annoy¬ 

ance. adj. Mischievous. 2. mean, little, 

trifling, inferior. tjsdv’ 

I am much annoyed by him. ** 

a very mischievous man. ** 

stoab to do what is low, mean or fraud¬ 

ulent. ajs^o'r the expenses of an 

office for pens, paper, ink, oil, &c. 

above the expences allowed for an office, 

■a-dj'sbtf small goods. 

C. ■S'dotkiru-kdla, See 

C. §-do a&3,7^ kiru-gattige, s. A short 

staff. 

C. §do7\ Mru-gatti, S. A short sword. 

C. -§do7^ kiru-gejje, s. Bellsortinkling 

ornaments. 
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C. kiru-goni, s. A vegetable 

so called. 

C, $’dodo'h kirudangi, s. A younger sister. 

<#• $^TJto kiru-dala, s. A marsh date tree. 

C. -§dorfo kirudu, See as, 

C. §-do ~7> S f\kiru-ndlige, s. The uvula. 

c. -S-do^D, ■&3s’e) ldru-nelli, kir-nelli, 
co co 

See MSfi. 

C. -^dolo©^ kiru-pilli, s. A small silver 

ring worn on the little toe. 

A. o. #doso kiruba, See Wu. 

c. ■3'doeS^'do, -§do£§dodo kiru-bevaru, 

kiru-bemaru, s. Slight or gentle perspi¬ 

ration. 

c. vj-doeSosBo,, •c-do'sS&o, kiru-bottu, 
, . (S3 65 - • 5 
kiru-vettu, S. The little finger. 

C. ^dolSo^t) kiru-bori, s. A small bull. 

A. C. -§do^O kirulam, adj. Ordinary, 

common. 

C. -§-doS5T)<§ kiruJldle, s. Celtis Orien- 

talis. 

C. kirevu, s. Scheme, device, effort. 

■*■6^) =5^ t0 scheme, devise, try. 

C. T&d^do kireru, [a&c&>rt>] s. Juniors, 

young persons, inferiors. 

C. kiro-yenu, s. To scream. 

C. -§djd kirrana, s. The sound of whirring, 

jarring or creaking. 

c. t^s-^7% ^as-^7^ kir-kattige, 

kir-gattige, s. A short staff. 

C. ■6-8-S‘d kirkiri, s. Agitation, anxiety, 

aara -a-a-vSTi) to distress. aarOetksrti 

to be distressed or uneasy. 

C. -oi^os-^os- kirku, kirkurku, 

s. The noise made by the friction of bam¬ 

boos, &c. 

C. -3-Asrl^ kir-gatti, s. A small knife, 

short sword. 

C. $Z57>s~ti kirddda, adj. Tilled, fit for 

seed. 2. little, short, small, aosrri 

a field ready to be sown, ac®rr(o to become 

tilled. 2. to become short, small, &c. 

C. ■&£>£", •debt' kirdi, kirdu, adj. Rapid, 

quick, cantering. a&r v. n. To canter, 

be quick. a&r to make canter or run. 

a&ortW cantering, a rapid or short pace. 

CO 

c. ■&<d«s'd'y3o2o^ kir-dwali, 

kir-divali-habba, s. An inferior feast 

which takes place the day after the great one 

called 

c. 7^ kir-ndlige, The uvula. 

0. ■S-^aS’ci kir-nudi, See ao?fc&. 

C. $d'&\£~ S3 kir-nota, s. Covetousness. 

0. Jdr-magi, s. A small earthen 

vessel. 

o. ^ doe-ao kir-magu, s. A little child. 

C. $OS" kirla, & Screaming, screeching. 

a©r to scream, screech. 

0. •Sde'd^’o kir-veralu, See as sStfvfc. 

A. c. §doj kirru, u.n. To become less, 

shorter. 

a. o. •S-do^o&Oj, -SdjjS, 3t3&j<9 

kirrumettu, kirrana, kirrane, 

kirroyane, See 

C. $0$0 kila-kila, s. The sound of chirp¬ 

ing, screeching, laughing. a«ja«rarir&? 

auawriol^ 5>r!o to laugh heartily, ayaeosi^F- 

a loud noise. 

C. §■£>£> kilala, s. A cry. 

C. $OT>8,1c £3 kildrbhate, s. A loud shout 

or noise. 

c. -§£reddo kild-ravam, s. A pigeon. 

S. tj£C3oj kilasa, s. A scab or blotch. 

s. $£)o&$ kilinjaka, s. A mat. 

s. $e)$oz§-'§ kili-kinchite, s. Tickling. 

2. a mistress whose anger is dissipated by 

the dalliance of her paramour. 

C. ■§©§•© kili-kili, See awau. 

C. -§£>00200, -§£>0800, §£>o^) kilumbu, 

kilubu, kiluvu s. Corrosion, rust, ver¬ 

digris. a<youa 5o&crioo .to become corroded. 

s. kilbisha, s. Crime, guilt, sin. a 

© a sinner. 

C. §■£) -o© killi-killi s. The name of a 
,. co co 
king. 2. a mode. 

C. -§£>0 Aodo killuguru, s. A hang-nail, 

a piece of skin protruding from the side of 

the finger nails. 

H. -§<p, $07) kille, killd, s. A fort, a 

the commander of a fort, adt> t3t* 

to take a fort. a«3^ a fort-office. 
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•£-^0=3%) 

c. ■o£>Ea-e3do kivachu, kivichi- 

bidu, v. a. To squeeze, express. 

C. -ozizi kivada, s. A deaf man. 

adj. Deaf. deafness. ***!& «S^V» to 

become deaf. a deaf woman. 

C. kivi, s. The ear. totfAS deaf 

as a tree. the touch-hole of a can¬ 

non. totssVri the priming cup of a gun. 

sraeJ 4-S the puncture for an earring, wjri&t 

■*•£> the hole for an ornament for the tip of 

the ear. a keyhole, •%-£> the 

stays of a spindle connected with a spinning 

wheel. *Sot.%S>, £> the tip of the ear. *■ 

a to listen, give ear. ■*•2 

to to hear. ■*-*> the wax of the ear. 

■*■»> estf rij the rim of the ear. ■*■!> +£ 

crfaeJ the lobe of the ear. -s-s to® 

3o steito, 4-a 3jsuj sfaaz& to bore the ear. 

sS;oBoAm, -s-a SBAto, *-£> 800So to twist the ear. 

■*■*> an earring of a particular form. *• 

a *a an earring in the form 

of a flower. ■*•3 EoB-*-, 4-a too®*? an earless 

woman, a whisper. tosto) 

Vj to whisper. *■£> st»S rtusfcbj <#% 

to, -s-a esd tf^to to hear attentively. w'® 

to listening, attention. ■*■£> *&***> issVj to 

consent to, hear with approbation. ■*-£ 

a kind of earring, a disease or pain 

of the ear. to^eJ Esstoo to inform, make 

known. 

C. &SodJ3)ck kivi-mddu, v. a. To prime a 

gun. 

c. kivi-muchchi- 
Za- 

kondu-baru [the lobes of the ear to sink 

down.] v. n. To be faint for want of food. 

O. kiviyaraka, s. An earless 

man. 

C. '3-S5ot)'^j kivi-hdvu, s. A centipede. 

0. #^^<3 kivukkane, s. A noise, stir, 

nestling. 

C. i3"2> kishi, s. A grin. 2. neighing. 3. a 

pocket in a coat or jacket, 

c. &&•§■&, kishi-kishi, kishi- 

kushiku, s. Grinning, tittering. *8 $ 

rto to grin, titter. 

C. kishigdlu, See **n«». 

C. t3"Ss3-S kishi-bishi, s. a whisper. -8-S s3 

S sJjsssSj to whisper. 

C. kishiri-kollu, v. n. To re¬ 

ject, beat off. 

c. kishiri-kondu- 

hogu, v. n. To pull one’s self away from 

the hold of another. 

C. &*5q£0 kishi-hallu, s. Grinning teeth. 

S. Mje>3d kishora, s. An infant, the 

young of any animal. 

s. kishkindha, kish- 

kindhe, s. A cave, in which was the ci¬ 

ty of Wall, the monkey from whom it was 

conquered by Rama, and transferred to Su- 

griva. adj. Confined, narrow, cramped, 

strait. •&-SJior5sy8Picb ®. n. To be straitened, 

cramped for room. 

S. *1*3, kishku, A span. 2. a cubit. 

3. a fissure, opening. 

C. -o-co^^-S^o kisakkane-shmu, v. n. 

To sneeze with noise. 

c. T&ToTrseo, $7i>7kisa-gdlu, kisu- 

gdlu, adj. Bandy-legged, s. The legs put 

astride. 

C. droA©^55T>?ra kisa-gola-hdku, ®. a. 

To put to the rack, to punish school children. 

0. trAjdo kisaru, v. n. To be loathsome. 

S. kisalaya, s. A sprout, shoot, 

c. kisu-wdyanu, [-s-b mscBj 
cijjjjs'o"] s. A simpleton. -S-toracrfo?i Vo&d stto 

S a simpleton is. imposed upon. 

C« &rJ kisi v. n. To blow, as a flower. 2. 

to burst, as a vessel. 3. to grin. s. The 

pocket of a jacket. 

c. tJ-R-SBTO^D, •&(&sy»>Q& kisi-bdi, kisu- 

bai, s. A mouth with showing, prominent 

or grinning teeth. 

c. kisi-kisiyane, s. A titter 

or laugh. 

C. kisi-kollu, v. comp. To 

straddle, put the legs astride. 

C. ■0ojo kisu, adj. Red, fiery, angry. 

an angry eye, an angry look. 

C. Jcisuku, s. A sobbing noise. 

to tolbj to sob. 

C. kisukula, $, A calumniator, 

slanderer, defamer. 
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A. C. S-rviAfCO, -O-rvJApIrvJ, 
Pci _ —o 

■S'7oi7\r|^ kisu-gannu, kisu-ganisu, 

kisn-ganmu, kisu-ganchu, s. Wrath, 

anger, v. n. To be angry. 

■z-tortzizid angered, incensed. -S-shri/^ 

to look with angry eye. 

c. -&OJ0Aeo, ■S'rooA^' kisu-gallu, Jcisu- 

gal, s. The ruby. 

A. C. -S-rooTf kisude, S. A tree so called, a 

kind of orange. 

A. C. •OrvoSioo Jcisumu, adj. Red. 2. fiery, 

as applied to anger. 

C. •SrcO'do Tiisuru, s. Fretfulness, &c. in 

children, supposed to be produced by evil 

eyes. 2. dross, sediment, v. a. To snatch 

or pull mutually. ^rtcrisa to remove the 

.effects of evil looks, by fumigating a child’s 

eyes with burning chillies. 

C. kisu-vanna, s. Red colour. 

A. c. kisuvaru, kisu- 

vare, s. A kind of red stone used in medi¬ 

cine for syncope, &c. 

C. kisulu. See 

H. 'S'rJ, 'Srvio kisti, kistu, s. Instalment. 
_D _D 

woa a settlement of instalments, or a 

document of such settlement, wo& 

to arrange or fix instalments. 

d to pay instalments according to 

agreement, the fixed period for 

paying an instalment. 

0. &3q&2oq3o;3 kihi-kihiyane, Sm The 
neighing of a horse. 

C. kili-pili, S' The sound of chir¬ 

ping. 

C. kiliru, v. n. To neigh. 

0. killlkv, s. A sprain. 2. the 

cramp, to be sprained. 2. to 

have the cramp. 

A. c. tj^9 kiltida, [>®tf of •HW] adj. 

Eradicated, rooted up. he plucked up. 

C. killi-kollu, v. n. To scream, 

screech. 

C. "O^ ki, v. n. The become pus. 

C. kika, adj. Thick-set, crowded. 

S. kikasa, s. A bone. 2. a tenon. 

C. klharisu, v. n. To hawk in 

spitting. 

C. kikdku, s. Distressing for pay¬ 

ment, &c. to distress. 

C. "dpcfi kikdranya, s. A waste, 

howling wilderness. 

C. ki-ki-yenu, v.n. To make 

a noise, as a bird. 

0. kikirisu, v. n. To grin and 

shew the teetli._ 

C. kiku, s. Trouble, grief, distress. 

o. o^^jsao kichanta-kugu, v. n. 

To cry aloud. 

S. 6^3^ kichaka, s. The name of a king. 

2. a bamboo rattling or whistling in the wind. 

•HeSw'sOTa JBJnma, who killed the above king. 

C. klchann, v.n. To squeak, cry 

out. to cause to squeak. 

C. kichapdla, s. The flying fox 

or ternate bat. 

c. kichari, kichare, s. 

A pocket. 

S. ■D-i°£a&8ot>2.^5 Mchiri-bdchiri, s. The 

sound of chirping. 2. confusion, disorder. 

?»£Scdjs?\ to speak without 

rhyme or reason. 

c. kichu, kichu-ki- 

chu, s. The squeaking of rats, young spar¬ 

rows, &c. to squeak. 

C. &(8a07o8^ Mchu-gubbi, s. A bird-call 

of brass or copper. 

C. kichu-bdla, See 

C. ■§^&5bS)0Z§ kichu-budde, s. A disease 

in the testicles attended with swelling, &c. 

C. kiche, s. A coat or jacket pocket. 

S. kit a, s. An insect in general. 

s. kit aka, ldtaka- 

jantu, s. A worm in general. 

0. £<0 S3 s’3^3 kitakatana, s. Meanness, 

rudeness. 

S. kita-rdja, s. The name of an 

insect. 

C. kitikanu, S. An abject, base 

fellow. 

C. kitu, s. Fear, terror, dread. 
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C- kitle, s. Trouble, annoyance. 

C. #^3k> kidu, s. Evil, depravity. 2. des¬ 

truction, ruin, perdition. 3. misfortune, dis¬ 

aster. mischievous people. 

a disastrous period. don a deprav¬ 

ed nature, -s-^airio to become ruined. -Haa 

ruined, destroyed, corrupted. to 

comfort in misfortune. to wish evil. 

g00(i an(j ev;i. an 

evil to become a blessing. 

S. kidrisha, pro. What? what 

like? 

s. kinasha, s. A giant. 2. Tama, 

the regent of death. 

C. £(^00 &'ih, s. pus. +xtS3i sbtf an in¬ 

sect that lives in pus. 

0. kiydvadi, ki- 

yavali, §. The under letter 

c. -&|3o3v^iooSo^o kiyyanu, 

kiyyo-yenu, v. n. To squeak. 

C. ‘3'^'d kvra, s. A parrot. 2. a mungoose. 

t. b. milk. -*-te a female parrot. 

T. B. ,o-|3&f> kiriti, See -H^r. 

c. &°B^-, klripu, kirisu, caus.of 

To make squeak. 

C. kiru, s. A squeak, cry, bawl. 

cb roxb alms extorted by bawling. -HtbSS 

one who bawls. ■*■*& to bawl. 

C. kirula, s. An insect which makes 

an incessant noise. 

C. kiruljga, s. A bird that lives 

on insects. 

A. C. 0^3 /are, v. a. To root up, eradicate. 

C. ■£^3?rscOo kire-kdi, s. The acute an¬ 

gled cucumber. 

C. Jdre-sopjm, s. The plant 

Amaranthus polygamus. 

S. ■dopes' kirna, adv. Crowded, thick-set. 

very cramped, very crowded. 

S. ^3 Idrtane, s. Praise, eulogium, 

encomium. 2. a psalm, hymn. Jresw -H^r 

b an eulogium on a person’s name, 

to sing praises, hymns, &c. 

8. "O^Bs~ Jtirti, s. Fame, renown, glory, re¬ 

putation, popularity. -S-^rsiosS a popular 

man. to become famous, *t*rsSi | 
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to praise, make famous, glorify. -H3r 

^ fame and flattery. sbOcrfoj farne t0 

spread. 

A. C. kivru, s. A horse’s bit. 2. a 

low caste. 3. a joint, hinge, screw. 4. bad 

gold, light coloured gold. 5. beneath, v. a. 

To root up. 

A. C. 3i°3jayrzf kirr-pode, s. The abdo¬ 

men or lower stomach. 

S. kila, s. The blaze or flame of a fire. 

2. a thorn or splinter in the foot. 3. blood. 

See -K^n. 

S. kilaka, s. The forty second year 

in the Hindu cycle of sixty. 

A. c. klldduva, adj. Detract¬ 

ing, censorious. 

A. C. •3’^e/S'd kilara, s. An outhouse, cow* 

pen. 

s. kildla, s. Blood. 2. water. 

s. kildsa, s. A blotch. 

c. kill, s. A lock. -H® Main to un¬ 

lock. the key of a lock. 

C. Mlidiyu, v.n. To be sprain¬ 

ed. 2. to be seized with the cramp. 3. to 

have the rheumatism or pains in the joints. 

S. kilita, adj. Bound, tied, knotted. 

C. kilisu, v. n. To be caught or fixed 

in. 2. to be set, as jewels, &c. 3. to unite. 

4. to reach, join, ^tiorirf a»do the 

horse’s hoof was caught in. M©J* to 

fasten on one’s self, as fetters, &c. 

C. Jcilil, s. A joint, hinge. 2. a linch¬ 

pin. 3. a tenon, wooden fastening, socket. 

4. grease or tar for wheels, &c. 5. aspring. 

6. an iron nail. 7. a wedge, wooden pin. 8. 

the fastening of a jewel. 9. a screw. 10. a 

secret, mystery. tfSri a bracelet with a 

fastening. to open a 

spring, unclasp, undo a fastening, disjoin, take 

out rabbets. -Hen a spring to be spoiled, 

joint to be dislocated. to spoil a 

spring, put out of joint. to unscrew. 

irtoio to unlock. s£js&obo to drive 

in a nail. to find out the secret 

or art of a thing. to tighten a 

spring. the joints of the hand. 

SaticS (;«jo a wooden pin. SB ?*ia box 



hinge. an iron na;i 0r hinge, 

^jws^rf 4-^wj the lock of a gun. 

rheumatism or gout. ship tar, 

pitch. wo& a linchpin. A»oi3at> -a-^ejo 

the wire or spring of a puppet. =rscrior -3-^eu 

the secret of an affair. -S^tu a Sprain, 

wrench. * ■*■*«» the art or mystery of a 

science, as that of conjuring, &c. sfcsSjf 4-^e.o 

the meaning of a word. 

0. ^e/oS^ kilu-kutti, s. A knife which 

shuts into the handle. 

c. £<=oo^bd kilu-mara, s. A piece of 

wood that holds the upper ends of the two 

large ropes which are fastened to the shaft 

of an oil-mill. 

0. kil-ottu, v. a. To press a 

spring. 2. to force a key into a lock. 

C. tinkiloliyu, v. n. To be sprain¬ 

ed. 

c. SeejBg kil-kattu, v. a. To fasten a 

spring. 2. to bandage a sprain. 

C. &oeySX kil-kadaga, s. A bracelet 

with a clasp, catch or spring. 

c. fids kil-mendu, s, a wedge. 

C. ‘S’g § kil-mole, s. An iron or brass 

screw. 

C. kil-soku, v. n. The secret 

to be found out. 

C. t^^J, kivu, kihu, s. Pus, mat¬ 

ter of a sore. %-x3) matter to 

gather. matter to run from a 

sore. -H5S matter and blood. 

S. kisha, s. A monkey. 

C. kishare-kdi, s. The name 

of a vegetable. 

C. T^i, kishe, kisari, s. A jacket 

pocket. 

C. kisu, s. Paste. 2. a sound, v. a. 
To peel. 2. to squeeze. 

C. kila, adj. Base, low, mean, small, 

inferior, s. A base man. -fry? 553 

* neither provoke the base nor 

tread on ruin (keep out of the way of mis¬ 

chief.) • 

c> ktladi, s. A small foot, the lower 

part of the foot. 

C. kila-mddu, v. a. To eradi¬ 

cate, exterminate. 2. to spoil, corrupt, ruin. 

A. C. klldlll, s. One who gives 

water to travellers. 2. a subject, inferior. 

C. kilim, v. cans. To make root 

up. 2. to humble, degrade. 3. to fix. 

c. $33 kiln, kittu-kollu, 
w ’ _o »e) " 

v. a. To eradicate, pluck out or up. 2. to 

tear, rend off. v. n. To play, sport. 

C. kilu, s. The bit of a horse’s bridle. 

2. See 3. a bad man, a man of inferi¬ 

or birth or low habits. 3. a line, row, range. 

6. evil, misfortune. 6. danger, mischief. *■% 
evil and good. 7. low, mean. -H 

a low word. 

c. T70v/o(|)d, kilu-thara, Jdlu- 

tara, s. An inferior kind, 

c. kilu-buddhi, s. An evil 

mind, grovelling disposition. 

C. kilu-bhumi, s. Inferior 

C. kilu-mddu, v. a. To ruin, 

spoil. 2. to degrade, humble. 3. to make 

eradicate. 

c. kilu-harivi, s. The plant 

Amaranthus polygamus. 

C. 1 kilu-hotte, S. The abdo- 

C. kile, s. The bit or ring of a horse’s 

bridle. 

C. kileda, $. An inferior or low place. 

C. kilke, s. The act of plucking up. 

C. kil-thara, s. An inferior kind. 

C. e3 kil-duti, s. The lower lip. 

C. x&roo Ml-padisu, v. a. To hum¬ 

ble, lower, bring down, degrade. 

A. c. £3^, Ml-potte, kil- 

bode, s. The abdomen. 

C. kil-melu, s. Evil and good. 

S. ?ro ku, s. The earth. “*»* a tree. adj. 
bad. had people. 

S. tSao^o^o kunkuma, s. A crimson com¬ 

position for making the sectarian mark on 

the forehead, containing turmeric mixed with 

lime juice, a flower, Crocus 
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sativus. a variety of the crim- C. 

son powder scented, ^oo^osjoe! rlorf the odour 

of the crimson powder. 

C. iS’ocif Jcunke, s. The nape of the neck. 

sJo^d^o to put a burden on the neck. 

Tfjs&i to sit on the nape of the 

neck. 

C. ^oo?\7vO hungisu, v. a. To depress, hum¬ 

ble, make stoop. 2. to make less, shorten, 

abridge. 3. to draw back. 4 to reduce, de¬ 

crease, abate. 

C. iS’oo ao kungu, v. n. To become less. 2. 

to sink in or down. 3. to be humbled, de¬ 

pressed, dejected, decreased, a man 

who will not humble himself, that 

which will not stoop or bend. *kortsffi«# the 

act of being humbled, depressed, &c. 

one who is dejected, depressed, 

humbled. wtfc to become humbled. 

to be humbled, depressed, dejected, &c. 

A. CL kuncha, s. Shaving the hair 

or beard. 

S. kuncha, s. A fly-brush. 

C. ^00^7^ kunchige, s. A woollen cloak. 

2. a brush made of the roots of grass, and 

used by weavers for cleansing the warp. 

C. HfjoZo-zio, 55t)uj kunchidu, 

kunclli-hdku, v. n. To put a carnMy over 

the head in the form of a cloak. 

S. kunchita, adj. Bent, stooping. 

C. S’jos^o, Sroo^l- kuncliu, kunche, s. a 

weaver’s stay or batten, 

to fix the stay. to put in the 

stay between the warp. to tighten 

the warp with the stay or batten. 

S. ?m03i kunja, s. A bower, arbour, or 

place covered with creepers. 2. the lower jaw. 

rtiostsri 7^5o, T^oossi a bower or sum¬ 

mer-house. 

S. boosted kunjara, s. An elephant. 

feid risfojS a woman of majestic gait, resem¬ 

bling an elephant’s. 

S. kunjardri, s. Shiva. 2. a lion. 

S. kunjardshana, s. The 

sacred fig tree, whose leaves elephants eat. 

C. ifookS kunta, adj. Lame, halt, crippled. 

‘e'ooU rretu a lame leg. 

t5ooS3 A"d a kuntagaraga, s. A tree 

used in medicine. 

T. B. kuntani, s. The pro¬ 

fession of a pimp. a pimp, pro¬ 

curess. ^ooWrtri, ’sbokiri Trad a procurer, whore- 

master. 

C. kuntanu, kun- 

tavanu, s. A cripple, lame man. 

C. ^oob5"f\ kuntige, s. A weeding machine, 

is’oo^rt the angular iron teeth of the weed¬ 

ing machine. a large iron knife 

at the bottom of the weeding machine. 

C. kuntu, adj. Lame, halt, crippled. 

v. n. To limp, be lame. a lame 

leg. ^ootio a cripple’s crutch. 

to be lame. sirez&>, 

to lame. 

C. i5\30&3 kunte, s. An instrument for level¬ 

ling ploughed land. 2. a weeding machine. 

3. a pool, small tank, pond. 4 the web beam 

in a loom. to wind the web 

round the beam. ^0°^ aSgjJ the teeth of a 

web beam. ftodo, T&jsddo, ^ooJ5 

woCdU that part of it which consists of a large 

block of wood. risv1 the iron part of it, 

which juts out from the wooden block, leav¬ 

ing an interstice between them. 

the two pieces of wood which connect the 

front iron piece with the wooden block. 

C. :aoO(§3^o'd kunte-mara, s. An instru¬ 

ment used for levelling ploughed fields, 

c. ’SooBso-rfoAj, kunte- 

harugu, kunte-hodeyu, v. a. To weed 

standing corn. 2. to level ploughed land. 

c. kuntetu, s. A random or bad 

shot. 

S. kuntha, s. Lazy, indolent. 2. blunt. 

s. tfoo'd, kunda, kundaka, s. 

An adulterine, born during the husband’s 

life. 2. an earthen pot. 3. a pot for receiv¬ 

ing and preserving consecrated fire. 

S. $JOZi<SJ kundala, s. An earring. 2. a 

mark for false writing. =sb°^ a scholar 

wearing badges of honor in his ears. 

S. ifjo'd© kundali, s. A snake or serpent. 

2. an astrological diagram or table. 

the chief of serpents. •foctii) 
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Vishnu, sleeping on a serpent. jirirf 

a city so called. 

S. kundali, adj. Round, circular, 

s. 3\}oS<7\ kundike, kundige, 

s. A hermit’s vessel with a spout, 

s. kundina-jpattana, s. 
The name of a city. 

C. 0Ockundu, s. The sting of a scorpion. 

2. the bite of a serpent. 

C. kundu-gundi, s. A wea¬ 

ver's seat. 

0. Sbosf, ^oozf?\ozf kunde, kunde-ginde, 

s. The buttock or posterior. wart 

^oozl =#S rf the unemployed carpenter 

pared the posteriors of his children, (he who 

has no employment gets into mischief.) *00 

rS cagjrf a vessel without a flat bottom. 

C. k 1171 dc~k(i/, ga The bone 

immediately above the buttock. 

C. ^oozSsoikunde-hadaka, s. A cata¬ 

mite. 

S. =Sbo3 kunta, s. A spear, lance. 

A spearman. 2. Niruti. 

S. T5ool^<y kuntala, s. A curl, ringlet. 2. 

hair. tfoBu ^00^ a woman with ringlets. 

s. kuntala-desha, s, a 

country north east of the peninsula. 

S. T&3Q& kunti, s. The mother of the Pandu 

princes. son of Kunti. 

a king of Kuntala, and father of Kunti. 

uswjSg; the Pandu princes 

have no kingdom by any means. 

C. ’Sboei'do kuntiru, [i^a*] v.n. To he 

seated. "BboSthsisS a person who is seated. 

C. kunti-rotti-habba, 
s. An annual festivity of girls making an 

image of clay and feasting on the roof of the 

house. 

C. kuntu-kollu, for 

C. kunda, s. One of the nine treasures 

of Kubera. 2. the many flowered jasmin. 

C. kundaka, s. Defect, want. 2. 

hindrance, impediment. &>ozW stra&i to 

hinder, impede, to be hindered. 

2. to be defective. 

germ of a flower. *b°ti a woman 

whose teeth resemble jasmin buds. 

C. kundata, s. Hindrance, imped¬ 

iment. 

c. ^dodpo, kundana kundana, 
s. Pure gold. Tories sns^o, tfoozto to 

set in pure gold, tfoodntioorid a pure gold 

ring. 

C. kundali. See *>°ae. 

c. ^Jod0P5we/o kundali-hullu, s. An 
c o 

excellent kind of grass. 

C. ’S'gqcS'SP'I kundalige, 

kunddni, S. The rim of a mortar so placed 

as to keep in the contents while heating. 

c. looeys S3, 3bocjteo kundata, kun- 

ddlu, s. Hopping. 

c. I5\io£>0 kundili, s. A rabbit or hare. 

tfoo&Ot a plant growing among rocks. 

2. a rabbit’s horn; that is, nothing, an imagi¬ 

nary thing. 

C. kundisu, v, a. To press down, 

humble, subdue, reduce, depress, repress, 

suppress. 

c. kundu, S. Deficiency, fault, 

defect. 2. disquietude, grief, sorrow, v. n. 

To fade, wither. 2. to become thin or ema¬ 

ciated. 3. to be grieved, sink under affliction. 

4. to die. 13 to be deficient. 

to fade away, wither, waste away, 

shrivel up. ad faded, withered, 

fcstfccfo to find fault with and abuse. ^ 

tfoorkrisb differences, tfooricrafSori undi¬ 

minished joy. 

C. kundu-kurucha, s, a. 

small scorpion whose sting produces a burn¬ 

ing sensation. 

C. kundu-gadde, s. A very 

fruitful field. 

c. kundu-gallu, S. The name 

of a village. 

C. ^oorfoTSjs^A kundu-roga, s. A disease 

among cattle. 

C. a00<50, ?roc<5^0 kundeli, kundeli. 

See 

C. kundata. See ’®b°ns«. 2. 

ambling. 
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8. Tiunna, s. A nit. 

8. kunndra, s. Glassware. 

S. ^oo-^) kunni, s. A dog. 

G. 330Tj&3 kumpati, s. A chafing dish. 2. 

quarrel, strife, dispute, vbosilkfsbsi a quarrel¬ 

some person. to set at variance. 

T. B. r^oob^ kumpita, See 

C. ^oobroo, ^oobrJSoxrdo/cMraj)^, /cwm- 

pisi-hdru, See jo^cb. 

G. Sbo^eS kumputi, See 

C. kumpe-gida. See *0% as. 

T. B. ^0080 kumha, See *»qs. 

T. b. ^00303^ kumbatala, See *oc*-«<y. 

€. c£b kumbala-kdi, s. A 

pumpkin or gourd, Cucurbita agenaria. 
to wac£w a white gourd. r’0020^ 

an ash coloured gourd. 

wacEa a sweet gourd. 

l’. b. iSbaaysd, rsboayd kumbdra, knm- 

bara, ['sboi^watfj s. A potter, ’sbowactepf 

the business of a potter, 'sbowsd ^00 

=&©rg an earthen vessel. =abow 

Sr, ^ootssSr a potter female. <toowwj 

tfjowstJ;* Srte a potter’s wheel, a 

potter’s kiln. 

€. tfooaredso^, Sfoag>«>d7ks^ kumbd- 

ra-hakki, kumbdra-gubbi, s. A small, 

black bird. 

g. ^oared^Tter?,. 

kumbdra-tigarike, kumbdra-tigari- 

ehukke, s. A star so called. 

G. ^jo2ysdo^, rSboaysdSQO^ kumbdr- 

ula, kumbura-hula, s. A kind of insect. 

e. ^0083 kumbi, $. Bleaching. 

c. SboeS&taj kumbittu, «. «. To 

toss, as cattle. 2. to strike,, as an elephant 

with his trunk. 

G. ^oQSoo kumbUy s. Obeisance, reverence, 

a bow. v. n. To bow, make salaam. 

C. 5bQ§3, t£>083 kumbe, kumbi, s. a 

balustrade. =stos3 sbjS a house with a balus¬ 

trade. ’taStfo:bo to do up a balustrade. ■*«> 

to build a balustrade. 

S. ISboc^ kumbha, s. A pot, an earthen 

vessel. 2. the sign Aquarius, 3. the fron¬ 

tal globe of an elephant’s head. 4. a heap of 

boiled rice. 5. an offering of food to a god¬ 

dess. 

s. s' kumbha-karna, s. The 

name of a giant, younger brother of Havana, 

whose ears were like an earthen vessel. 

s. &0kumbha-kdra, 

kumbha-kdraka, s. A potter, 2boqSw»s 

a female potter. 

C. kumbha-kona, s. Com- 

baconum. 

£ s. kumbhu-ja, 

kumbha-sambhava, S. Drona, the mili¬ 

tary preceptor of the Pcindu princes. 2- 

the sage Agastya, regent of the star Cano¬ 

pus, because both are supposed to have been 

born in a water jar. 

T. B. kumbha-tala, See vboi-ttw. 

s. kumbha-tddu, v. a. To 

serve out food (dragging it out with the hand.) 

s. kumbhanikumbharu, 

s. Two brothers, giants, sons of ■Bboqfrfor. 

S. tSbocjfoDv!) kumbha-rdshi, s. The sign 

Aquarius. 

C. rSbo^^SO kumbha-skdkka, s. A va¬ 

pour bath of steam from medicinal leaves, 

to give a vapour bath. 

S. e> kumbha-sthala, s. The front¬ 

al globe of an elephant’s head. 

S. kumbhdnda, s. The name 

of a sage. 

S. 5bogp kurnbhi, s. An elephant. *&>«? 

*5°^ the frontal globe of an elephant, "s'005? 

“sbotpi s?c&s^S8 a woman with breasts like 

the frontal globe of an elephant. 

S. :5!oo$£<§ kumbhini, s. The earth. 

^ the serpent supporting the earth. 

zfzi a king. 

s. kumbhinasa, s. A serpent. 

s. kumbhi-pdka, s. A hell. 

S. tSbo^d kumbhira, s. A crocodile. 

kumbhodbhavanu, kumbhodayanu. 
See vboi^w. 

h. oSi kummaya, $, Aid, succour, 

assistance. 
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A. c. 3\}0£}j83, 3\>osi)&3 kummata, kum- 

mati, See =*03213. 

T. B. 3oOo3qd kummara, See =*01^8. 

C. SbosSo&Kb, kummarisu, 

kummalisu, v. w. To pour, as water from 

a vessel, com from a sack, &c., to empty, 

discharge. 

C. 3roQ3&$ kummala, adj. Unclean, filthy. 

C. 3do£)o hummi, s. Multitude, heap, herd. 

H. 3bo£oi? kummike, s. Succour, aid, as¬ 

sistance. 

C. 3no3ooo, kummu, kum- 

mi-kollu, See =*^- 

A. C. 3b3!os3 kukambi, s. A mast. 

?3(Tstif3j a helmsman. 

S. 3b3^ S3 ku-kavi, s. A had poet. 

had poetry. 

C. 3b-a£0 kukllu, v. n. To neigh. 2. to 

cry as a cuckoo, s. The cry of a cuckoo. 2. 

a cuckoo. =*-4-tejrk it cried. 

s. 3b3boUbdo kukunduru, s. The Greek 

partridge. 

C. 3b^o£o:$ kukumike, s. Hiding, or 

shrugging up one’s self, as at the approach 

of danger. 

S. ku-kuku s. The note of the 

cuckoo or dove. 

S. 3b3\j«><y kukula, s. A hole, aperture. 

S. Sbifjixs kuko, & Joy, delight. 

C. 3b 3^ kukka, s. Three out of four tama¬ 

rind stones (used instead of dice) the right 

side upwards, and one the reverse. 

€. 3b 3^ 63 kukkate, s. Pecking, as a bird. 

C. 3bt^5i, 3io-§^, kukkadi, 

kukkidi, kukkudi, s. The quantity of 

thread that is spun in one ball. =*=^& 

to wind a hall of thread. 

C. 3!o3!^S3ife3o., 3b3^&56>Je>7\o, 3b3^S> 

o3j^o kukkadi-kattu, kukkadiyd- 

gu, kukkadi-yelu, v. n. The arm to 

swell from being suddenly struck in the bend. 

C. 3b3^0ooo, kukkarisu, 

kukkari-kollu, v. n. To quake. 2. to 

spring up. 3. to crouch, fawn, sit down or 

crouch from fear. 

C. 3b3^eta kukkaldmarike, adj. 

Cheap, abundant, to be 

very cheap, 

C. 3b3^©rfo, 3b§^q kukkalidu, kuk- 

kidu, v. a. To dean the head, to destroy 

nits and lice. 

T. B. 5b&_ kukki, See 

C. 3b=8^t>7qq kukkirisu, See - 

c. 3btr^ kukkili, s. Pecking. 

C. 3b5b^ kukku, s. A crane, as feeding on 

or pecking fish. 

C. 3b 3b^ kukku, v. cl To knead a cloth 

on a stone in washing. 2. to peck, as a bird. 

3. to crack or kill, as lice. 4. to innoculate, 

vaccinate. 5. to suppress. 6. to push. 7. to 

heat. 8. to pierce, penetrate. «. n. To ap¬ 

pear, as the small pox, on the skin. * 

to cause to knead, &c. 

S. 303^85 kukkuta, s. A fowL 

d a fowl’s egg. 

S. 3b 3b^ 63 (^32 Jmkkuta-dhivaja, & 

Kumcuraswamy, the god of war, with a cock 

for his ensign. 

S, 3b3^&JT>7o£S kukkutdsana, s. Sitting 

on the posteriors and feet at once. 

C. 3b3b^£)o3^zS kukJm-ndkkanade, 

adv. Silently, without noise. 

T. B. 3b3b^d kukkuta, [s**rri] s. A dog. 

‘sWOjri Aativ worfjS a dog’s collar. 

C. 3*0^ kukke, s. A small basket used by 

gardeners and bricklayers, adj. Loose, not 

tight. =*=%. ^x^ to become loose. 

H. 3io3\3S)^j.^&3 kukkota, s. Trotting, as a 

horse. 

C. 3b7^£3o^b kuge-bilu, «. n. To drop or 

fall down with force. 

C. Sb^B kuggata, adj. Humble, .bent, 

stooping. 

c. 3bX kuggadava, s. A man who 

will not stoop or humble himself, a proud 

man. 

S. 3b7T^<y kuggala, s. An unpropitious 

season. 

C. 3\)7VS ^0 kuggdlu s. A man who stoops. 

C. 3b?Co kuggu, v. n. To he humbled, de¬ 

pressed, decreased, become less. 2. to sink. 
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fall in, bend down. 3. to couch down, as an 

ass under a burden, v. a. To fold, double 

up. =3*0^30, to humble, abate, reduce, 

make less, shorten, abridge. 2. to sink. * 

depressed, humbled, ^orto siji 

a man who is humbled or depressed. 

to be humbled, depressed. 

c. kuggudi, adj. Humble, bent, 

depressed, lowered. 

C. $03 kuggolu, adj. Stooping, 

crouching. ■s'JA^osrt) to become bent or 

inclined, to crouch and fall. 

S. ku-grdma, s. A low or base 

village, adj. Not in existence. « 

\ there is no rice in the house. 

S. ’5o8^ Jcucha, s. The female breast. 

=£-y(dt a round breast, the 

nipple. 

C. So 8^- Icucha, s. A tenon for a mortice. 

C. kuchali, s. An evil temper, 

bad disposition. 

c. 1SoS^oSbe^o jcuchu-kuchu, s. A whis¬ 

per or buzz, ^ovSj to whisper, 

speak inaudibly. 

s. ku-cliela, adj. Ill clothed, dress¬ 

ed in dirty or tattered garments, s. A sage 

so called. the history of 

this sage. 

S. kuchodya, s. Ridicule,jest, 

derision, mockery, joke, pastime, mimickry. 

a jester, funny man. 

rtrado to jest, mock. sfrado a word 

in joke, a funny word. 

T. B. i5o8cre£ kuchchita, See 

C. ^-8^ kuchchu, s. A nosegay, bouquet. 

2. a tassel. 3. a heap of beads. 4. a bun¬ 

dle of vegetables. to make a nose¬ 

gay. s&Sjc* a bunch of flowers. 

c. 3ro£3^ kuchchu, V. a. To boil, seethe. 
&r 

to heat boiling hot. 

C. Sos^o o&SS, kuchchu-matte, s. a 
8a- S3 

white-washing brush. ekstfcek) to 

whitewash. 

T. B. SoejS si kuchchhita, See 

S. So& kuja, [earth-born] s. A tree. 2. 

the planet Mars. Tuesday. 3. See 

next word. 

=ZrO§£ 
ei 

s. ku-jananu, s. A wicked, bad 

man. 

S. Sbai'So ku-jdti, s. A low or vile caste. 

S. Sb&$ kuta, s. A tree. 2. a house. 

S. kutaka, s. The post round which 

the string passes which works the churning 

stick. 

c. Sb&3?£:&3o3o;3 kuta-kutayane, s. 

Wambling of the bowels from flatulence. 

S. Sb&3& kutaja, s. A thorn tree. 

s. S3atia; kuta-rdja, s. A species of 

centipede. 

S. SbSSo kutila, s. Trick, imposture, witch¬ 

craft. 2. hypocrisy, dissimulation, adj. 

Cross, deceitful, crooked. 2. curled. 

a woman with ringlets. tfoSMaiid) hy¬ 

pocrites. ’fStosfo a oheat, impostor. 

imposture, deception, ^>13*^8,, tfoBejnsa, 

I5u =rs§r a mischief making woman. 

hypocrisy, disingenuousness. 

S. Sb&3, kuti, kutira, s. A cot¬ 

tage, hut. 

C. Sb&3o kutu, for used in the forma¬ 

tion of some verbal nouns with the affix 

as, a mason or stone cutter. , 

«M83r(?fo a carpenter. 

A. 0. i^j&SooSb kutunku, s. A drought. 

S. Sb 83^030 kutumba, s. A family. 2. a 

wife. 3. a kinsman. ^oUjoO, a 

householder, the father of a family. 

5 a matron, a woman who has her brother, 

children and husband living. *.U>owsJh£«to 

one inordinately fond of domestic life. 

c. Sb83jSb83^o kutu-kutanu, v. n. To 

sound> as drops of rain, &c. falling on a 

stone. 

s. SbB,*?!, ?sb&3,£> kuttani, kuttini, s. 
. , 65 (O' 

A bawd3 procuress. 

C. So8i,C)tr^ kuttadakki, s. Unbeaten 

rice. 

c. kutti-kollu, See 

0. Sb^Sb^, kuttikku, kuttidu, 

v. a. To put into a mortar to cleanse, as 

paddy. 

S. Sb&3^s3:> kuttima, adj. Ground beaten 

firm and level, s. A pavement. 
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C. kuttu, v. a. To thump, strike with 

the fist, give a blow. 2. to pound, bruise, 

heat in a mortar. sbMJj, 

SoSfcctbo the stomach to ache, si-ti 80 

ac!j3 the tree is decayed. *>^*0, 

to cause to heat. striking, thumping. 

to strike or thump mutually. 

* S to heat or pound for one’s self. 2. 

to heat the breast with grief. wscSocrij;*^ 

to clap one’s mouth, as a mode of expres¬ 

sing great grief. to strike 

one’s hand against another, &c., in beating, 

c. leuttuchatdna-vi- 

dye, s. Conjuration. 

A. c. kuttusule, s. A node, 

knot, knob. 

C. ?50c3^ kutte, s. Decay, rottenness. 

fcacdw to decay, as a tree. sbv1 an insect 

that destroys trees. 

S. kutmala, s. An opening hud. 

5 5 a woman whose breasts re¬ 

semble the opening hud of the lotus. 

s. tSo'SD'd kuthdra, s. An axe. 

C. “Sro'rf kuda, g. A thick flat plate of iron 

put on the bottom of an instrument used for 

clearing noxious roots, weeds, &c., from 

standing corn, and levelling ploughed ground. 

C. kudata, s. The act of drinking. 

C. kudapa, s. A bar of gold. 

C. kudamole, s. A sowing ma- 

A. C. f5BB kudi, s. Friendship, regard, love, 

affection. 2. a tenant of the soil, a Shudra. 

C. ^B kudi, s. An eye,bud, or germ on 

the branch of a tree. 2. the^nuff of a lamp. 

3. the wick of the lamp. 4. extremity. 

the shoot or tendril of a creeper. &K 

art ?oa the wick of a lamp, the 

lash of a whip. sisW ’s'oa a coral bead, sb 

^,5 the extremity of the eye-brows. tfoa 

to pluck the germ of a leaf, &c. ■abfc 

tf-srto, sajtij, ^oa zSOcdu a tendril to run 

up. to trim the eye-brows. # 

i°~J> to snuff a light, *b& arert 

mustaches with curled extremities, ^a 00 

wr, =5ba sbtw an extended eye-brow. *ass 

the tendril has spread out. ‘sb&rtos^j to 

bud, shoot, germinate. 

C. ’aBB, kudi, kudiyu, v.a. To 

drink, absorb, take up, as a spunge. 

to make drink. 2. to water cattle. 

C. ’SbB^do^o kudi-karuku, s. The ashes 

of a lamp wick. 

C. SBBS^u Jcudi-kappu, s. Lamp-black. 

C. kudike, s. An ink stand, bottle, &c. 

C. S^B^oiu) kudi-kempu, s. The red¬ 

ness of a blossom, as in mangoes, &c. 

C. rSoBAf'?^ kudi-gannu, s. The outer 

angle of the eye. 2. a side-glance, leer. 

a she, with a 

glance, penetrates the expression of his coun¬ 

tenance. 

c. KOj kudi-gattu, s. The wick of 

a lamp to require trimming. 

c. kudi- 

gadiru, kudi-gunnina-kdnti, $. The 

radiance of the outer corner of the eye. 

A. C. kudigal, s. Flashes, of 

lightning, &c. 

C. ^o&,7\tcOj kudi-gdi, s. Fruit in its 

earliest stage. 

A. ^0 kudite-hangalu, s. 
Eyes with extended outer angles. 

A. c. kudite-gollu, ~ v. n. 

To fall or shrivel, as leaves. 

C. kudidubldu, v. a. To drink up. 

C. f5\}Bj3j3^&3 kudi-nota, s. A squint, leer, 

side-glance. 

C. kudi-musuku, s. A hood 

formed by putting the cloth over the right 

shoulder. 

C. ^oBot^ao kudi-sheragu, s. A female’s 

cloth put over the right shoulder. 

A. C. kudu, adj. Small, little, dim¬ 

inutive. 

S. tfoziooA kudunga, s. A natural arbour. 

c. kuduki, s. A handful. 

A. C. kuduku, v.a. To peck with 

the beak. s. The nose, beak. 

C. 7<m, 

kudugalu, kudugula, kudugulu, s_ a 

sickle, any instrument for cutting corn, Sfo. 

sbtbrtjj^a a weeding hook. 8b§p 

a scythe or instrument for cutting grass. 
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an instrument for gathering 

vegetables. 

H. S'orfl kudute, kudate, s. A 

soldier’s jacket. 

C. ^orfoCb kududu, adj. Steep. riw 

a steep hill. 

A. 0. huduninu, s. The body 

of a plough. 

C. kudupa, s. A drumstick. 

C. kudupa, kuduba, s. 

A measure of grain, wood, iron, &c. contain¬ 

ing about twelve handfuls. 

A. C. kudu-villa, s. Cupid, hav¬ 

ing an arrow of flower buds. 

A. C. kuduve, ad). Crooked, curved. 

A. C. kuduhu, s. The quill, bow, 

or any thing with which a musical instrument 

is struck. 2. any thing thrown into a cruci¬ 

ble to try whether the mass is melted. 

A. c. ^Jc&>£5o;>eo kuduvi-hullu, s a 
CO 

fiddlestick. 

A. C. tSrorf kudta. See tfoa*. 

T. B. kudmala. See 

s. kudya, s. A wall. 

«. ^JpEGgO^j kunambavu, s. The amaran- 

thus tristis, the leaves and stalks of which 

are used in curry. 

C. ’S’oPE^o kunaku, s. Dancing. 

<1. tfoPS# kunata, S. The act of dancing, 

a dance, waltz. ’stossteteJ a dancer. 

s. ^opstS, ?rop3 go kunapa, kunaba, s. 

A corpse or dead body. 

-C. 5b pf kuni, s. A hole, pit, any deep hole. 

ssMft =ffori a dry pit. ^—E tiOrf a grave. ^ 

r3 r^ss^, A\)ri stoats, ¥or3 to dig a pit, 

make a grave or hole. 

-S. 5op§ kuni, adj. Having a crooked, lean, 

or withered arm. 

■C. ^opl, 5bp§o3oo, xro piers rfo kuni} 

kuniyu, kunidddu, v. n. To dance, waltz, 

jump, a dancing girl. 

to cause to dance, make 

puppets dance. ^oriccSwsiti), tforfcAo^cs 

dancing. 

c. 5bp??rpDo, UfopIapso kuni-kannu, 
. P9 P3 

kuni-yannu, s. A sunken eye. 

C. ^opcAOij) kuni-gampu, s. A fetid 

smell, the smell of a dunghill. 

C. ’So pit? kunike, s. A loop, bow, noose. 2. 

the nape of the neck. 3. a clasp, fastening. 

4. the cavity of the loins. 5. the outer angle 

of the eye. 

c. 5b p§raw kuni-gdlu, s. The name of 

of a game. 

C. 5bp§^t> kuni-nari, s. A fox. 

C. 5bpSo3b kunuku, adj. Fast, as a bul¬ 

lock in its walk. 

c. Sb.PSo&P kunuju, S. An eye-fly. 

S. 5bps kune, adj. Having a crooked or 

withered arm. 

T. B. kutaka, adj. Facti¬ 

tious, artificial, s. Wonder. 

C. 5b^3bs3bbq3o;>kuta-kuta-kudiyu, 
v. n. To boil with a bubbling noise, 

s. ^os^s- ku-tarlca, [*ands^] s. A 

foolish, unwise dispute. *■> steroia sa-a-F 

^ a useless or vain disputant. 

H. 5b3pS, =Sb3?>, 5b &2>, 5bgSp> kutani, 

kutani, kutni, kutini, s. A variegated 

striped silk. a silk 

cloth. 

S. tZj'&Tj kutapa, s. The time of day about 

two o’clock; an eligible time for the per¬ 

formance of sacrifices to the manes. 

S. 5bete;, Sb^y1 kutala, kutala, s. The 

third of the seven lower regions. 2. [ 

the earth. 

S. T&oWdoj ku-tapa, s. Violent thirst. 

S. 5b^o5!, "5b sibaooy kutaka, kutuhala, 

s. Impetuosity, eagerness, vehemence, fer¬ 

vour, strong desire. 

S. 5b2ori kutupa, s. A small leathern oil- 

bottle. 2. See **>*«*. 

C. 5bg&>83^^ kutubt-habba, s. A feast 

so called. 

S. kutkila, s. A mountain. 

A. 0. 5b3 kuita, s. Annoyance, vexation. 

C. 5b«^ b5 kuttata, adj. Confined, distress¬ 

ed, as in a crowd. 2. out of breath. 

C, 5bs£ OToo, t5ba 5>5ej?>^ AO, 3b Sf 

ao, 3b^ kuttarisu, kuttari- 

. hogu, kuttalawdgu, kuttala-padu, 
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v. n. To be out of breath from running, &c., 

to be exhausted. 

C. kuttigidu, v. a. 

To decapitate one’s self in sacrifice to an idol, 

as a devotee does in a frenzy. 

c. sbB a, f\ kuttige, kuttuge, s. 

The neck. 

A. c. 5:>B kuttidambina- 

ghaya, s. A wound made by an arrow. 

A. C. Sb^ kuttu, v. a. To shoot. 2. to 

stab. 

T. B. 5os£oodot> kuttum- 

bari, kuttummari, [**one] s> Cori¬ 

ander. 

A. c. 'do kutturu, kut- 

taru, s. A thicket, bush. 2. a disease. 

c. kutsa, s. Blame, censure. 2. re¬ 

proach. 3. contempt. 4. slander, defama¬ 

tion. calumny, slander. 

s- kutsita, adj. Mean, base, low, 

vile, contemptible. 2. bad, wicked. 

a low disposition. *3^* a mean man. 

S. 5b cp kutha s. An elephant’s trappings. 

C. 5b d tide, sbdibb, kudavisu, kudisu, 
v. a. To make boil. 

s. Sbcjpij, 5b era Jo kuddpa, kuddha, 
s. Raging thirst. 

C. 5b£) kudi, s. Grief, sorrow, disquietude, 

2. contrition, repentance. 3. ebullition, ef¬ 

fervescence, boiling. 4. a fetter, adj. Bound, 

fettered, =*£> to fetter. *o»nstw a fet¬ 

tered leg. 

C. 5b d kudi, v.n. To bubble, boil, effervesce. 

2. to be excited with anger. *5 nfo&aixi 

to bubble and rise up. wo*, =*ac*j«i3 

it boils, ^oa*, *a^j, *ai*, =*& to 

cause to boil, as water, &c. wdb, =*a & 

aoio, *aacc* to be about to boil, “*£ ero^ 

to bubble up and run over. *>a*£i iS^A dis¬ 

tressing heat, ^oa^, the act of boiling 

or rising up. 

A. C. 5bdo5b kuduku, v.n. To run softly 

or slowly. 

C. cr kudupu, s. What has been par¬ 

tially boiled. paddy that has been 

partially boiled in order to its being again 

beaten and thereby made whiter. 

C. 5bdydi kuduru, v. n. To have the hand 

formed in writing. 2. to recover from sickness, 

be cured. 3. to be established, fixed, perma¬ 

nent. 4. to be appeased, pacified, &c. 

e&, *£0* v. a. To form or settle the hand. 

2. to heal, recover, cure. 3. to calm, appease, 

pacify. =*5oo3>* to be formed, as the hand. 

2. to become settled. 3. to become healed. 

C. 5bdo"cb kuduru, $. A rim placed over 

a mortar to keep in the contents, a. c. A 

wall, Horatio an earthen rim. sodrf 

*** a wooden rim. an iron 

rim. a rim made of bamboo. 

C. 5bddcb, sbdotj'^rn&3o kuduru, ku- 

duru-pdtu, S. Establishment* settlement, 

fixedness. =*** Aaw*, =*do*3rsWo stra*, 

da* v. a. To fix, establish,' make 

firm, recruit. 

O. 5bdct5 kudure, s. Ahorse. 2. the lock 

of a gun. 3. a knight (at chess). 4. a wall. 

Gottis Svisrirfd* celestial choristers, with hu¬ 

man bodies and horses’ heads. tgi the 

sixth note of the gamut. =**3 <£*,, 

to mount a horse. a mare. 

a’oS a colt, foal. ■*>*3^ wjrs a fire¬ 

work made in the form of a horse. 

galloping. 2. the distance a horse goes 

at one run. d =**3 a horse that has been 

broken in. **3c*st, v’or.’ooa horse- 

keeper. rtffjti a horse¬ 

man, trooper. **3 the royal 

horse, **3 a pack-horse, harness¬ 

ed horse. the shin bone. tfgja 

a frame of four flag stones put round the top 

of a well. 

C. 5bdoi3^&£) kudure-javi, s. A fiddle¬ 

stick made of horse’s hair. 

C. 7\^bkudure-musu- 

di-negalu, s. A shark, 

c. Sbcbt^aD kudure-wdhana, s. 

The wooden form of a horse, used for carry¬ 

ing an idol in procession. 

C. 5bdo^ kuduru, S. A pawn. 2. amort- 

gage. 

C. 5b t$ kude, adj. Tight, bound, fettered. 

s. A fetter, to fetter, 

c. 5otS^oj&6jjo, 5ot3&ydo kude-hidiyu. 
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kude-baru, v. n. To begin to boil, to be 

about to boil. 

S. hudd&la, s. A spade or guddaly. 

C. tSbtfo Soda cd"S(5jco huddu-kuddu- 
, Q O 

sayu, v. n. To sink under grief. 

C. kuddu-kollu, V. comp. 

To be disquieted or grieved, 

c. kudri-g edit ana, s. Envy. 

C. t5\;&/Tjo leudrisu, See under *> 

- 

s. Soil'd, $01$) Tcudhara, kudhra, s. 

A mountain. 

A. C. Jcuni, v. n. To bow down. v. a. 
To draw in the arm. 

C. Tcunishta, adj. Deformed, cross, 
63 

crooked, lame. s. Impediment, hindrance, 

a cripple. 

A. C. iSb^Too Jcunisu, s. Wrath, anger, pas¬ 

sion. ^cij wrath to be appeased. 

A. c. ’Sb^ooAd kunungu, See ^fkrio. 

C. ‘ob^orSb kunuku, s. Neighing. 

C. Tcunugu, V. n. To stoop, bow 

down, bend, couch, as an ass under a burden, 

&c. 

S. tSbb^ kupita, adj. Angry, enraged. * 

tiapd a man of hot temper. 

C. ei'SS kuppachchi-ata, S. Chil¬ 

dren making cakes of cow-dung at play. 

0. kuppayya, s. A proper 

name. 

C. hupparisu, V. n. To leap, 

spring, jump. to jump up, as 

fish in water. 

T. B. To kuppasa, poa-dur^d] s. A 

bodice, that part of the dress in which the 

breasts are confined. 2. a serpent’s skin. 3. 

the outer skin of a berry. the 

slough of a serpent. =5^3 to put a 

bodice on a female. ^3, the ceremony 

of betrothing a female child. 

c. ^otSx^Too, Bb^^Too kuppalisu, 

kuppulisu, v. a. Sfn. To toss up, throw 

up in the air. 2. to wash clothes by beating 

them in a heap upon, or against a stone. 3. 

to fix the feet together and jump, to keep 

the feet close and jump. See 

!ZrP* 

c. jso'rfoScja^AO kuppi-kondu- 

hdgu, V. n. To leap, as a frog. 

C. Sbb-^7\ kuppige, s. A blind put on the 

eyes of bullocks when working at the oil- 

mill. 

c. 3bb\bs5o-do, 3\}b\^cJ5oS-do kuppisi- 

hdru, kuppilisi-hdru, v. n. To keep the 

feet close and jump. See 

C. kuppu, s. Sickness, disease of 

the spleen. 

C. 5b^ kuppu, v. n. To jump, canter. 

v. a. To heap, gather together. 

C. kuppe, s. A pile, heap, collection. 

2. a small vessel. waccfco to thresh 

heap of ragi. s 

mstfo to put in a heap, pile, heap up. 

*3^ Ajs^o, curort), ^03^ to be heaped 

or piled up. 

c. TSbiS^fedjjzijD'Sj kuppe-kattu-matre 

s. A kind of pill. 

C. kuppe-gida, s. A kind of 

anise. 

C. ^o^AjsSrSbra^o kuppe-gudi-kollu, 

v. n. To assemble, congregate. riatbri) 

v. a. To assemble. 

0. tfo'&yRdi kuppegeda, s. A dunghill. 

T. B. ’SbsoToj Sbaoord kubasa, kubusa, 

See 

c. t?j£3<zo, "SbaooOo kubilu, kubulu, 

v. n. To be fierce, as a fire. 2. to be strong, 

rank, &c. adj. Full grown, luxuriant, fierce, 

vigorous, numerous, increased. zlojht) 

their family is become numerous, 

w i&rau tfaiSosAzS the crop in that field 

is luxuriant. the fire is vehe¬ 

ment. 

0. SbsSroo kubisu, v. n. To shake down, 

settle, as corn in a measure or sack. 

T. B. tS'oSiOSd kubuja, See . 

A. C. ^o£>o63 kubute, s. Sultry vapour. 

C. ao kubuldgu, See 

C. ^0300^ kubula. See 

s. HfcsSfd kubera, S. The Indian Pluto 

and god of wealth, presiding over the north 

quarter. ^ the north quarter. ^ 
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wealthy, rich. the seed 

used by boys as marbles. 

-3o20je){®(^)?r ku-bodhaka, s. An errone¬ 

ous or wicked teacher. error, bad 

instruction. 

S. kubju, s. A dwarf. 2. deformity, 

a female dwarf. 

C. kubbibbe, s. Lamentation. 

C" kubbe, s. A metal knob for orna¬ 

ment. o±i ;br§ a stool so ornamented. 

S. ltu-mantra, s. Bad advice, 

mischievous incantation. 

H. kumaki, s. Aid, assistance. * 

SoA^nsti an aider, accomplice, assistant. 

C. kumati-kdi, s. The 

name of a vegetable. 

C. iJrookumari, $. Land cleared of jungle 

watered for one or two years only, 

c. rSbdooao, ’gbdod1^' kumala, 

kumalu, kumula. See 

S. S'odJUd kumdra, s. A son. 2. the 

god of war, called also he is 

the son of Shiva, tfo strati riotb Shiva. 

S. rS^d.rsd'CDdo kumdra-rdma, s. The 

name of a king, ^osijsti oasbfi & $ his history. 

S. 2r.>do"Sl5, fS\jodJe)&3, 

mar?, kumariti, kumdrte, s. a girl 

three years old. 2. a daughter. 3. a fine 

kind of aloe used medicinally. 

C. t50oo30£0 kumulu, v. n. To consume. 

H. i^doo^o kumuku, adj. Help, assistance. 

C. rSbooJofeio kutnutu, s. A stink, fetid smell. 

S. tfodojd kumuda, s. The elephant at 

the south west point. 2. the white water 

lily. wotfii the moon, at whose rising 

the water lily expands, tfos&iti the sun, 

as occasioning the reverse. 

S. ^odoo^bj) kumudini, s. A pond abound¬ 

ing with water lilies. 

S. ^jdo^do ku-meru, s. The south pole. 

2. the southern mountain. 

C. ISfodJO, kummu, V. a. To beat in a mor¬ 

tar, &c. to put into a mortar to 

be beaten. to cause to beat. 

T. b. kuyakka, [*ossW] s. Craft- 

0. kuyalu-kvni, s. The 

place prepared for a newly aecouched woman 

to undergo certain ceremonies of purification, 

wccfcejj a form of worship performed 

at it. 

C. kuyikkcma, s. The noise 

made when tickled. 

C. kuy-kuy, s. A howl or 

squeak, to squeak or howl. 

S. ku-yukti, s. Craft, a wicked 

device, wociM* boasj a mischievous word. 

C. 2bo3:<yodoo<§^E> kuyalu-mutteide, 

s. A woman who is undergoing certain puri¬ 

fications about ten days after accouchment. 

C. ^ooSqS)^, 3doSkuyo, 

kuyyo-morro, s. The cry of lamentation. 

S. tfodoX kuranga, s. A monkey. 2. a 

musk deer, ^otiori musk obtained from it. 

s. ^odofcS, kuranta, kuranta- 

ka, s. A yellow amaranth. 

C. kuranji-banna, s. A deep 

red colour. 

c. ^odorf kurandra-kallu, s. The 
co 

corundum., next in hardness to the diamond. 

c. ^od'Sbdf’Q kurakuvanat [*ti 
verbal noun] s. Burrowing, digging. 

0. Sod So-7^ kurachike, kura- 

chige, s. A weeding-hook. tfJtitS# the' 

handle of a weeding-hook. 

C. ^jXj'e5T\ct\Zi kuratige-gida, s. The 

name of a tree, 'sbti&tf abtf the name of an 

inseet. sbti&ft iS^&i a small useless seed al¬ 

ways found mixed with cummin seed. 

C. Sbdd kurada. See ^otiozs. 

o. ^odas kuraba, See *ort>w. 

S. ‘Sodd kurara, s. The osprey, ^otio the 

female osprey. 

S. ^rodd^ kuravaka, s. A crimson ama¬ 

ranth. 

A. C. ^odd kurave, ad). Good, excellent, 

well. 

C. 3od<yo kuralu. See 

C. T5\i£> fan, s. A mark, aim. v. a. To 

aim. 2. to have reference to, respect to. ^ 

Cio3 tf^tipJv^ the Vedanta has re- 
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ference to, or, speaks of, God. sta©* to 

happen, or come suddenly, whilst being 

thought or spoken of. ^08^3 part, respecting, 

regarding. 2. used to express, For, on ac¬ 

count of, to (addressing.) Wo8&> £80 

what do they say of that ? 88^ =83880 

sooBcrin did you come on my account ? 

80883 tnjfyrWtfo they prayed to God. 

C. r5\it> Jcuri, s. A sheep. *8 *sheep to 

be with young. *80 8<0sS3 to shear sheep. 

80O wscdoo to tend sheep. *9 Woo @03^ 

8, 808 erori^ wool. 8oOrra88o 80O =5=518008^ 

one who watches sheep. *8 88 sheep and 

oxen. 80 8 3*8 a lamb. *8 a ram< 

=^o9 sSo^cSotSo to feed sheep. #->8 80015, *0 &>o 

& a flock of sheep. 8oe<> aiK, a sheepfold. 83O 

80=^., 80& sheep’s dung. 80 8 rtowS88o 

a sheepish man. 80^? wo a a sheep for the 

table. 

H. tfd&So- kurichi, s. A chair, 

c. fiFadeJ^, xfaSeS kurichige, kuriche, 
s. A kind of shrub. 

C. ’Sbd^a kuritu. See under *8. 

c. :5!ad£iaak3^rf'A?3 kuri-muttada-gida, 

[the tree sheep will not touch] s. A tree 

whose leaves are used in medicitie. 

S. iS’ada kuru, s. A country beyond the 

northernmost range of mountains, extending 

to the frozen ocean. 2. a proper name, so¬ 

vereign of the north west of India, or the 

country about Delhi, and ancestor of both 

JPandu and Dhritarashtra. 80do 

the Kurv, and Kandu princes. 

A. 0. ^odac^ kurunke, s. Snoring. 

A. 0. ^radao&3da kuruntaru, s. Military 

officers. 

A. c. tfj-dooz) kurumba, s. A shepherd. 

2. the general of an army. 

A. c. ^odaosoa kurumbu, See 

A. c. ^OTjoosS kurumbe, See 8otM. 

A. C. ’Srada^a kuruku, V. a. To chew, 

masticate. 

C. ^ada^ad huru-kuri, s. An internal 

disease among horses. 

S. i^adaiiraCJ Icuru-kulct, s. The Kuru race. 

8otb8odos^8o the chief of the Kuru race. See 

Wadi. 

c. ^adaTxpa kurugani, s. Worsted. 2. 

the serum of the ear. 8010$? Wocbrtri worsted. 

0. i&da AaBa^ kuru-guttu, v. n. To snore. 

80808 snoring. 

C. ^ada&^a kuruchu, adj. Low, diminu¬ 

tive, small, dwarfish. 

C. ’Srada 38^ kurvju, s. An artificial mound. 

2. a weight used in selling camphor, &c. 3. 

a small idol car. . 8^ to make a 

mound. 

c. ’S'adaSkurutigina-gida, s. A 

kind of shrub. 

0. ’Sodarf, kuruda, kurunda, 

s. A blind man. i blindness. ^odo 

^0 st^8o to become blind. 8odoa a blind wo¬ 

man. 8083Z& adj. Blind. 

0. ^ada^AS? 7\, ’Siadarf a ArfzSa'e? /:«- 
.pa ga Y 

ruda-gajjaga, kuruda-gajjagadame- 

le, s. A prickly shrub, 

c. ^ada&oiaSoa^ kurudiya-hula, s. A 
kind of insect. 

C. ’Jrodoooci kurupadi, $. A mark, sign. 

C. ^ada^jj kurupu, s. A sign, mark, indi¬ 

cation. 8083*380, 8083*380 to set a mark. 80 

zAszscdoo to set a mark and hit it. 

c. t^adaSa kuruba, s. A shepherd. a»«8o 

8jm a caste of shepherds who live by shep¬ 

herding alone, 808310 a superior caste 

shepherd, s# 8083=20, sSj^cJoS 8083*0 an in¬ 

ferior caste shepherd, 8o«os? 808310, 5?os>8 Wo 

8>jo a shepherd who weaves woollens, 8083U 

^8 the profession of a shepherd. 

c. ^adad kurube, s. Aboil. 2. a cocoa- 

nut without kernel. 3. the serum of the ear. 

C. ’Sbdoeia kurulu, S. A curl of hair. 8000 

8o8o<lo a ringlet. 

c. ^rada^piqysd kuruvani-dhdra, s. 
Worsted. 

S. ^daLorf kuruvinda, s. A flower so cal¬ 

led. 2. a ruby. 

C. t^ada^j kuruvu, s. A boil, sore. 

C. ^ada^&a kuruvelu, s. A perfume for 

the person. 2. a fragrant grass. 

C. ^adaSoa kuruhu, s. A mark, aim sign. 

2. protection. 3. a place, adj. Small, little. 

A. c. t^ada^eSdy1 kurula-berala, s. The 

little finger. 
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c. #g^os* kurulu, Jcurlu, s. 

Hair. 2. a curl or lock of hair. 3. a sword. 

4. a cake of dried cow-dung. to 

dress the tresses, sioortGcb^j a fr0nt curl. 3 

rlrfccio ^cbv’o a cake of dried cow-dung. 

A. c. Icurulchu, v. a. To shake a 

cloth. 

S. kuru-kshetra, s. The sacred 

country near Delhi, the scene of the great 

battle between the Kurus and Pandus. 

S. ^O’djS) si ku-rupa, s. Deformity, ugli¬ 

ness. an ugly or deformed person. 

A. 0. tfi-d /cure, See 

C. kurkuri, See ^**0. 

A. c. kurgu, v. n. To bend down, 

stoop, sink down. t&sSGrt having 

stooped and stink to the earth. 

C. ^OAoe-fcb, kur-guttu, v. n. To snore. 

H. kurchi, s. A chair. 

C. ^o8^£"7^ kurchige, s. A. weeding hook, 

c. kurtigina-toppu- 

lu, s. A kind of medicinal leaf, 

c. j kurtigina-hula, s. An 
insect so called. 

C. t&ZSDS S3 kurddta, s. Blindman’s buff, 

c. kurdigina-balli, & A 

creeper so called. 

C. S'orfosr kurdu, See ***- 

A. 0. kurta, adj. Affectionate. 2. 

wished, desired, ^o&rzi, vj^rjiG one who 

covets a thing. 2. an affectionate man. 

A. c. ^o&c-Rkurtike, kurtige, 
See =*>§ rt. 

A. C. kurvu, See 

A. C. ) kurravu, s. A ploughshare. 

A. C. brri, s. A small pit or hole. 

A. c. s* lcurrgu. See 

S. kula, s. Family, house, race, tribe, 

caste, genus, species. 2. a herd, flock, &c., 

t&ejta a man 0f honorable descent. *g 

a chaste woman. an unchaste 

woman, an unlawful wife. chief 

of a caste. one who is the honor 

(lamp) of his caste. prac¬ 

tice or observance peculiar to a caste. 

znite, =*u vbti &>%$&, tfov ,sbt> 

an outcast. a child bom in wedlock. 

one of the same caste. 

a woman of the same caste. 

caste to be spoiled. ^gu #aio to spoil caste. 

to unite one’s self to a caste. 

w&$) the axe handle 

is death to the tree species (a wicked man is 

the ruin of his family.) riGtk^jeJsrsTi living 

with a guru. 

S. ^oe^pis* kulakarni, s. The head clerk 

or accountant of a small village. 

rir, zS^ accountant of a district. ^ 

^GPj^rfr accountant of a province. 

S. hula-hay aka, s. Heredi- 

taiy profession. 

c. l£>«/a <$$>, ^oe^cOo kuldya, kuldi, 

s. A bird’s nest. 

S. TJro&rae;, S’okuldla, kuldlika- 

nu, s. A potter, ^oerst) potter’s wheeh 

H. ^o&DCXb kuldvi, kuldi, s. A 

cap or bonnet. 

H. ^OZJX>oA kuldsha, s. Dismissal, letting go. 

C. ’SbD'&Tvb kulikisu, v. n. To make foppish 

airs, strut, look at one’s person with com¬ 

placency. 

C. ^00$ kuliku, Jculike, s. Af¬ 

fected gestures, foppish airs. 

S. ^00^ hulisha, s. Indm’s thunderbolt. 

=^©3 sdri, ^G©t cre& Indra. 

S. Iculina, s. A. nobleman, adjL 

Of honorable descent, of respectable family. 

^g©^^ nobility. 

A. 0. kulungu, v. n. To dim¬ 

inish, shrink. 

C. kuluku, V. a. To settle, to shake 

as any thing in a vessel. 2. to shake, as the 

voice in singing, s. Foppish airs, affected 

gestures. ^gug^gtoS, v'gsjgv’g Sosrs 

6, itfGWGj. a woman who is fond of 

dress, and an admirer of her own person. 

h. T?je)<2Jot$a kulume, kolumet 
s. A forge, furnace. ts'guiSg ^js^A a smith’s 

shop. v^GtoSG Tic the wind-hole of a forge. 

^gwgSg to set up a forge. 

S. kulmdska, s. Sour gruel. 2. 

a he-goat. 
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S. Jrnlya, s. A channel for irrigation, 

a canal. 

C. &3V kulla, adj. Bad, depraved, wicked¬ 

’s^ rtjrt a depraved mind. wicked¬ 

ness. 

C. J\7b kullagisu, v. a. To loosen the 

soil, dig slightly. 

c. b5, tSbeo b$, 5 kullata, Toil¬ 
er) co co 

luta, kulludi, s. Envy, vexation at an¬ 

other’s happiness. 

A. C. ’ZroS^'d loillara, adj. Covetous, greedy. 

H. liulldi, s. A cap worn chiefly 

by children. 

C. kulli, s. Cheating, as boys in play, 

■tfog to cheat. 

-H. 5d£0 kullu, s. All, the whole, 
co 

O. &JV0 , 
CO CO 

v. n. To envy 

piness. 2. to be peevish. 3. to become putrid 

or decayed. ’s^s?, an envious or peevish 

woman. a# peevishness, enviousness. 

2. the act of decaying. 

T. B. Tcuvaka, See 

T. B. ’Sosdd kuvara, See 

T. B. kuvari, See 

5. Tcuvala, s. The fruit of the jujube. 

2. the water lily. 

6. ‘Sbdeojo Tcuvalaya, s. The terrestrial 

globe. 2. a water lily. 

T. B. r&SSD’S' kuvdka, See *J3o*. 

0. ebssxjrf, t5bzsTjgzi kuvdda, kuvydda, 

S» A joke, jest, pastime, derision, ridicule, 

mockery, mimickry. ^oa^ari, a jes¬ 

ter, mimic, ridiculer. 

S. :5’oo3t>z3 ku-vada, adj. Censorious, de¬ 

tracting. 

S. SbSoE) kuvinda, s. A weaver. 

S. kuveni, s. A fish basket. 

S. kusha s. The sacrificial grass, Poa- 

cyno suroides. 2. water. a ring 

made of this grass and worn by brahmans at 

their devotions, &c. wS the lily, as 

growing in water. 

C. kushantra, s. Jest, fun, mock¬ 

ing, ridiculing. 

kullu, kulli-kollu, 

, be envious at another’s hap- 

S. tsbdSaQ kusha-dwipa, s. One of the 

great divisions of the universe, surrounded 

by the sea of spirituous liquor, supposed by 

Wilford to be the land of Cush in Scripture, 

and to comprehend the countries between the 

Indus and Persian Gulf, and the Caspian sea. 

S. kushala, adj. Clever, ingenious, 

skilful, expert, s. Health, joy, happiness. 

presence of mind. 2. cleverness. ^ 

■ge; inquiry after one’s health, vatu wo 

^ keen wit, quick understanding. 

S. kusha-lavaru, s. Kuslia 

and Lava, the two sons of Rama. 

S. kusha-sthala, s. A famed 

place where the sacrificial grass abounds. 

S. "So-oa) aj kushdgra, [sharp as the point 

of the sacrificial grass] adj. Mentally sharp, 

acute, quick. 

H. kushd-mati, s. Flattery. 

tfosasSoSrratf a flatterer. PsiSo a flat, 

tering speech. 

H. kushdlu, $. Gladness, joy. 

cgjsScrfoo to fire a great gun on any 

joyous occasion, sire&j to make glad, 

to rejoice. 

s. kushdsana, 

kushdstarana, s. A seat of sacrificial 

grass. 

S. ^ro-B, kushi, kushe, s. A tenon, 

the place for receiving a panel in carpentry. 

^ wood for making pins. rtraW a 

pin that connects a perpendicular and hori¬ 

zontal beam together. a pillar to 

which a beam is attached by means of a pin. 

C. tSoB kushi, See *»?). 

o. ’SbB’^SoSoo kushi-kediyu, v. a. To 

lift up and throw down in anger. 

C. SoBsS kushibi, s. The safflower, Car- 
thamus tinctorius. Pcq oil made of 

this flower. 

S. kusheshaya, s. A lotus. 

^3) a woman with lotus eyes. 

S. ^o^^jkushwubhra, s. A crack in the 

earth. 

H. ?roi-\ kushi, s. Joy, gladness, hilarity. 

S. kushthu, s. Leprosy. 

Anthony’s fire. VoS white leprosy. 
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a leper. to be seized with 

leprosy. 

S. rSbXo^i ku-sandhi, s. An unlawful and 

improper union of letters. 

C. tSoX^j kusaku, See 

C. kusakuli, s. A dainty feeder. 

C. ^OrJ klisi, s. Wrought iron, bar iron, 

steel, adj. Loose, falling. 

C. ^OrJoio Icusi, Icusiyu, v. n. 

To sink down, give way. 2. to shrink, 

decrease. the beam bas given 

way. ‘tfobc&jsb the house has sunk in. 

TteaSor tfobri the sun has set. t\ 

the i^eck of the king of 

serpents was bowed by the earth’s weight. 

C. rS^cJoeS kusimbi, See =*j£>os3. 

C. tfaXootf kusunka, s. The pulp of some 

vegetables and fruits. 2. the farina or pollen 

of flowers. 

c. husumbari, s, seasoning 

of mustard, pepper, salt, cocoanut, assafce- 

tida, &c. 

c. ?roXooX), t^oXoX), kusumbe, 

kusube, kusumbi, s. The safflower, *o 

rbovS a-sri.) a deep red turban. *>~oot3 

safflower oil. ««, tfjaocsJ sfo r!o a 

deep red colour. 

C. SoXjSo kusuku, s. Half a cry. 

Hi to cry partially, to sob. stasas 

to whisper. 

C. Sbcooaio kusubu, s. The farina of flowers. 

2. a kind of grain. 

S. kusuma, s. A flower in gene¬ 

ral. an jssue of blood. tfOl'JSii 

,a charming woman. tfoitJjii rtyir a 

female’s hair done up with flowers. 

si35r a shower of flowers. 

** **»*»«*»>#, *»**<**» Cupid, whose 

arrows are flowers. =<&;& strata a 

wound of Cupid’s arrow. rtjejS 

the tassel of Cupid’s arrows. 

s. S'oXoXJi'oTn kusumdngi, s. A woman 

of lovely form. 

s. ^oXoXjdo&i^ kusumdnjana, s. The 

calx of brass, considered as a collyrium. 

S. ^oXoXjs^d kusmndkara, s. Spring. 

2. Cupid. 3. a garden. 

C. S^XoXoo Tcusumu, s. The filament of a 

flower. 2. farina or pollen. 

S. T&Xi^b kusume, See 

C. 5bXot> kusuri, s. The pulp or soft part 

of fruit. S°£3 *>^0 the pulp of a lime. 

the pulp of an orange. 

Zcjbosjsi? vot-oO seed of the blossoms of cocoa- 

nut trees which never come to perfection. 

steSa&racao an unripe fruit or vegetable. ^ 

SoOcOcdoo to cut up fine. 

C. tfoXoej'SODoXo kusuldisu, v. w. To 

caress, fondle, soothe, comfort. 

C. ^oXoOo, ^jXo^o kusulu, kusulu, See 

C. i5b<\0^5) kusuvu, s. Hemp, Cannabis 

sabivus. 

A. 0. ?toXoCgo kusuku, s. A perfume for 

the person. 

S. ^oXvJSCi kusulu, s. A granary. 2. a 

pestle. 

S. kusriti, s. Wickedness, depra¬ 

vity. 2. conjuring, tricks, sleight of hand. 

c. kuselu-bilu, v. n. To 

sink down with force. 

C. oX kustansu, v. a. To caress, 

soothe, comfort, praise, eulogize. 

C. Xo kustadu, v. n. To fight, go to 

blows. 

C. kusti, s. Fighting, wrangling. 

b ttcso to wrangle, tjacrfw to pull hold 

of each other’s hands in contention. 

S. tS'jXo oaytfo kustumba.ru, s. Coriander. 

S. ^jXoc^ kustubha, S. A name of Vishnu. 

2. the sea. * 

S. ^oX^d ku-swara, S. A discordant note. 

S. Xoc«X kuhaka, adj. Fraudulent, deceiv¬ 

ing, hypocritical. a deceiving sage. 

a cheat. 

S. kuhara, s. A cave, hole. 

S. ku-Mta, adj. Unsalutary, un¬ 

wholesome. 

S. kuhu-ydga, s. An un- 

propitious conjunction of the planets. 

S. kuhurata, s. The black or 

Indian cuckoo. 

C. hula, s. A single farmer, an indi- 
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vidual. 2. any one who pays taxes. T. B. 

[TOt;] caste. to fix the amount of 

taxes. ■*>? the perquisites of the head 

man of the village and other office bearers, 

received from farmers and all who pay taxes 

to Government. ^ to let out land 

to farmers, an estate having no 

proprietor. 2. loss of tenants. 

C. kulamba, s. Confusion, disorder. 

C. T5ro^as&>jB7\3 kulata-mugu, s. Aflat 

nose. 

C. kula-wdru, [tfos] s. A list of 

individual farmers, &c. 

c. kuldnjana, s. A drug used 

for coughs. 

C. ^->^T3oo kulapa, s. Grief, distress. 

C. kuli, s. A pit, hole. ■bOv to 

dig a pit. 2. to make a hole, as horses with 

their feet. a chap in the earth from 

drought. 

A. c. kuli, v. a. To dig a hole. 2. to 

protect, v. n. To journey, s. A sluggard. 

C. kuli, an affix of verbal nouns, de¬ 

noting disposition, habit; as, tfov a ti¬ 

mid person. a tossing bull. 

V a beggar. 

C. kulinku, v. n. To limp. 2. to 

dance. 

S. &^07\o kulingu, s. A sparrow. 2. a crow. 

C. kulikdladu, v. n. To hop. 

c. kulige, s. A pill. 

C. kulitu-kollu, v. comp. 

To take a seat, sit down. to be seat¬ 

ed. tfovStf , he was seaited. 

A. C. kuliru, adj. Chill, cold. s. 

Chilliness. 2. dew. v. n. To be cold, cool, 

chilly, ^ovd) m?. a cold 

wind. tfWjJrriik to be cool, cold. 

A. C. ’Sa^ah'^T kulir-gal, s. A fabulous 

moon-gem, supposed to be formed by conge¬ 

lation of the rays of the moon. 

A. C. kulir-vane, s. A cool house. 

A. C. kulir-vase, s. An aqua¬ 

tic plant. 

A. C. kulir-vetta, [cold moun¬ 

tain] s. The Himalaya. s. 

Pdrvati, daughter of the Himalaya. 

A. C. kulir-velaganu, 
[cold light] s. The moon. 

A. C. kulivale, s. A kind of fow¬ 

ler’s net. 

C. kulisu, v. a. To make dance. 

s. kulira, s. A crab. 

A. c. ffoCoiSb, kuluku, kulun- 

ku, v. a. To wet, moisten. 

C. kuluku, v. n. To be affected, 

give one’s self foppish airs. 

S. kuluttha, s. Horse-gram or 

Glycine tomentosa. 

C. kulupu, s. A bar or ingot of 

gold. 2. a mark. 

C. kulumu, v. a. To rub the body 

from irritation. 

C. rSb^bss'sSi kuluvddi, s. An inferior vil¬ 

lage servant. 

C. f5b$>*5«>d kuluwdra, See ■state**. 

A. C. kuluvu, s. A ploughshare. 

C. ffb^oToO kulusu, v. a. To make putres¬ 

cent, cause to rot. 

c. 5b$ , xSb^1 ^ kulla, kullana, s. A 

dwarf. ’*b^l a female dwarf. $c&iS 

rta wadrio though you trust a 

thief, do not trust a dwarf, (little men are 

sharp.) 

C. 5b$ t?, iSb^b&o kulla Ice, kululu, s. 

PutreEence, rot, putrifaction. 

rotten, putrescent. 

C. t5b$ kullagisu, See 

C. Sb^'^oiifbs^b kullitu-kollu, See 

& to make sit down. 

C. ?Sb^b kullu, s. A dwarf. 2. a cake of 

dried cow-dung. ’■'•>$> a stack of dried 

cow-dung. to make cakes of cow- 

dung and dry them for fuel. * 

to put cakes of cow-dung on a wall to 

dry. 

C. 5b$b kultu-kollu. See 

A. C. 3b^b^ kulpu. See 

C. 5b kulpottu, v. a. To heap 

up cakes of dried cow-dung. 
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A. C. kulbonige, s. A broken 

piece of a cake of dried cow-dnng. 

S. ?rog; kukshi, S. The belly, the cavity of 

the abdomen. 

S. kukshimbhari, adj. Vora¬ 

cious, s. Vishnu. 

A. C. &JS>0& kunta, at?/. Sharp, tfoisosi 

sijsarf sharpened, whetted. 

T. B. gee *>aW. 

c. ^jsapS kukani, 

kukali, kugani, S. Ear-wax. 

T. b. kukddava, See *»**«*>. 

S. kuku, s. A virgin eight years of 

age. 

S. kukuda, s. Giving a girl in 

marriage with due ceremony and suitable 

decoration. 

Jcuku-yebbisu, kukebbisu, ku- 

ku-madu, v. a. To make a fool of, ridicule. 

C. ^A)7\&3eo^do kugata-beru, s. The 

tap root. 

C. ^JSA63 kugate, s. The soap nut tree. 

=fsc&>, =5.0=5 ri wsc&o the soap nut. 

C. ^a$-§ kugalate, s. The distance at 

which a loud cry can he heard. 

C. kugina-mdrayya, 

s. A class of Linga mendicants who obtain 

alms by calling out from the top of a tree. 

=Facdo=5 the above profession, 

ittw s. A seed so called. 

C. ^JSAO kugu, v. a. <f n. To cry aloud, 

exclaim, call, shout, s. A cry, exclamation; 

outcry, auction. 2. clamour, disturbance. 3. 

the noise of any animal, the note of any bird. 

JSo, =5jsrt> 505=50, =s\eAz&, 5jsrt to bawl 

cry out, exclaim, clamour, aSt$> to tell 

aloud, vociferate. 'toft to talk loud¬ 

ly. =fj3ft~o to cause to exclaim, 'torto 

“iFosrfci six®3, =5o3rt)¥ a person who is always 

bawling out. ^osAs^rs, =5jsrio5(cio, =5j9A»^& 

bawling, crying out. !&»^,<?'tort) cockcrow. 

C. ^JSAO&S kugute, S. Serum of the ear. 

tfosriofeJt sSocy^ a sore occasioned by wax in the 

ear. tfosriofeS a=or55 rftf t35rtfe5t w&crijostS^ Mri<3^? 

though you have a sore ear, can you not beat 

the gong ? (do not make idle excuses). 

C. ^JS8a w83^t5 kudli-padldre, s. Vo¬ 

ciferation. h. Investigation, enquiring. 

C. kudu, s. Sound, noise. 

silence, taking no notice of, as of an 

applicant. «jaO an immodest woman. 

H. ^JS£5-J kuchll, s. Movement of a camp, 

march of a regiment or army. 

to march, decamp. 'tos&rrsd 0ne wh0 rouses 

a camp. '■torak the noise and bustle of 

an army preparing to march. =5ja^o?iri»e a 

drum to awake a camp for marching. 

H. kuja, S. A goglet. 

S. kuji, s. A sound. 

0. ^JS>83 kuta, s. A house. 2. a hammer. 

3. a peak, summit. 4. a heap of grain, &c. 

5. fraud, deceit, hypocrisy. 6. a congrega¬ 

tion, assemblage. 

C. T7j«)&3 kuta, s. Junction, union. 2. as¬ 

semblage, society. 3. sexual embrace. 4. 

a ploughshare. *tonSo, =5jsU Aago to be¬ 

come united. 

S. kuta-pdlaka, s. The bil¬ 

ious fever. 

S. kuta-yantra, s. A snare, 

trap. 

S. gja83^0^0 kutashdlmali, s. Silk 

cotton. 

s. kutasthanu, s. The first 

ancestor of a race or lineage. 2. the ancestor 

of different families. immutability. 

S. ?rJSSj'C^ kutaka, s. A liammer. 

A multitude of poor people distressed for food, 

c. kutd- 

mddu, kutu-mddu, v. a. To add up. 2. 

to copulate. 

C. kutali, s. A friend, associate. 

C. kutiddta, S. Sexual em¬ 

brace. 

c. t5\zst3, kuda, kudd, postpos. 
With, along with, together with, also. ** 

v kbj to tie together. itotf =s=^&> to be unit¬ 

ed or combined together. sfoa^rto to go 

together. to pursue, over-run. 

wd) to accompany, esdo wo&c^ 

6 they afeo are come. *** this 
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also I want. ste>s®j& to talk 

with another, to talk together. 

a uterine brother. &&& So&crioo to take hold 

of together, iS^o to unite, combine, to 

fall together. to put together. ^ 

wso'd impossible to he associated with. 

C. ^Jef3cS kudada, neg. rel. part, of 

EJ, Impossible. 2. improper; as, =#«i3, 

TOcdor an improper work, or an impos¬ 

sible work, an improper word, 

■sae&rf dde inconsistent or bad conduct. 

unlawful or irregular affection, 

^ to be impossible. (the negative of 

*/»&>sftb) impossible, it cannot be, ought not 

to be. 

C. S'jsde'roOA kudalasanga, s. The name 

of a village where two rivers meet. 

C. tfjszS huddle, kudle, adv. 
Forthwith, immediately, directly, upon that. 

c. ffyS&chSrS, kudi- 

ke, kuduvike, kuduvana, s. Meeting, 

union, combination, assemblage. 2. (in aritli.) 

addition. 

C. kudi-kollu, v. comp. To u- 

nite one’s self with. 2. to embrace sexually. 

c. B'jsddefreB, ;5\^&ddja>AS' kudi- 

da-bhdte, kudida-murga, s. The meet¬ 

ing of four roads, a cross road. 

C. &i7^, o5o5jg3, a 
/ • © ~ 65 

kudida-mattige, kudiruwa-mattigu, 

As far as possible, as much as possible, to the 

extent of one’s ability. 

C. kudidavalu, S. A concu¬ 

bine, mistress, tfv/s&iisJfii a man attached to 

a woman illegally. 2. an associate, 

£o, an unsociable man, a recluse. 

C. )Ziokiidisu, kuda- 

• madu, v. a. To mix, mingle, to stir with 

a stick, as ingredients in a dish, &c. 3. to 

join, cause to unite. ,5^J to let be to¬ 

gether. 2. to bring together, as man and 

wife. 3. to shut up in a place. 

C. kudu, v.n. To be united, joined, 

mixed, combined, attached to, on terms of 

friendship. 2. to be in coitu. 3. to accord, 

as in music, to place or set 

together, to amass. to put together. 

to disperse in companies. 

utio to congregate, assemble, meet 

together, sta&d) to be assembled. 4. auxi¬ 

liary to other verbs, expresses liberty 

or possibility; as, Stfb you 

can stand there. utejs&azb I 

may or can come here. e =$vt1 sired 

they cannot, or, ought not, to do that 

work, «5®rt alis^ri itjsdrio we must not 

go there. ’stsdzi) it is not proper for 

me, or, it does not become me. TOsd 

^ I cannot.' 

C. trjszf kude, [from postpos. With, 

together with. 2. when, while, or, as as¬ 

sembled. 3. forthwith, directly. 

do you go with him. trsfb 

'to** wch^fS X will come with you. fcJjitSj 

egg) woi3?o I came as the people 

assembled. £usd «s 

my master having joined me in that village 

we went together. &js come directly. 

C. kudru, V. n. To sit down, be seat¬ 

ed. *>»&/& to cause to sit down. 

C. tSWjfodoaw&eSa huta- 

ra-badime, kuturu-budirne, s. A small 

sort of Bryonia callosa. 

C. kutu-kollu, v. comp. To 

seat one’s self, s&sz-o, =#u®odo sire 

^ to sit down and do a thing, TOs^ocuosjsj^o 

an idler, one who only sits and eats. v*j®&o 

vaa# sofa® ;tst>ri> a hoard of money 

is not sufficient for one who only sits and eats. 

C. ’SvOCteo kudalu, S. The hair. ^cierae 

ibsino drying the hair, the hair 

to be dishevelled, to tie up the 

hail’. «3do to let the hair grow. 

e.u sorfcciw to braid the hair. 

C. kuna, S. A hump-back. h. Ac¬ 

quaintance with, recollection of. a 

man with a hump-back. 2. an acquaintance. 

=5\»;J sreredo SoScrfoo to recognise, recollect 

a person, ■stepsrt to b 

h. kuni, kune, s. A fault, 

defect, crime, to rid a paper containing 

an indictment, tfo® 

a criminal, a person guilty of some 

misdemeanour. ^as siraiSo to prove a per¬ 

son guilty, to establish a charge. 
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..Anal 

A. C. kunu, v. n. To bow, stoop, s. 

A sign, mark. 2. recollection of a person. 

&J3& a person whom one recollects or 

is acquainted with. So&crioo to recognise. 

Voago a trace, mark. 

S. liupa, s. A draw-well. 

J*3 an idler. 

S. kupaka, s. The cavity of the 

loins. 2. a temporary well. 3. a mast. 

c. kupara, s. A gallant, wooer, 

lover, whore-master. SoriSor!^' ^js^d^zi^oSzir 

the separated lovers were seeking their 

wooers. 

S. kupara, s. The sea. 

A. C. kupidu, v.n.To call, cry out. 

S. ^JtiSod kubara, s. The pole to which 

the yoke is fixed. 2. the pole of a carriage. 

S. kubari, s. A carriage, chariot. 

C. ^js>o^oSf\Zi kumati-yida, s. Akindof 

medicinal shrub. 

C. ^jaiSonb kumidu, v. a. To force or push 

down. 'fontotfo to be pushed down. 

to get one’s self pushed down. 

C. tfuockuyyigire, s. Akindof 

kitchen herb which, when cut, sprouts again. 

C. kuyyu, v. n. To bawl, cry out. 

T. B. ^0e)O kur, [VjSjO]. in comp. adj. 

Sharp. 2. fierce, cruel, ^osHrH a 

sharp arrow, ri f<§ a sharp sword or knife. 

C. JS'doSiJ kur-ambu, s. A sharp arrow. 

C. kur-alayu, s. The sharp point 

of an arrow. 

C. kur-asi, s. A sharp sword. 

C. '■tf&'Q'R kuriyi, kuriye, s. A 

sowing machine or drill plough. »MrS 

an aperture for the passage of the seed. *o» 

a tube of the sowing machine. 

SSV’J the iron part of the sowing ma¬ 

chine which cuts the earth into furrows. 

st*«u a stream of corn running through 

the tube, ’fosSA uli the bin or dish for 

holding the seed, ftoert sAszicsSw to sow with 

a machine. &°^a thick piece of wood 

forming the body of the machine. 

C. kuru, s. A tenon, a piece of wood 

joining two beams, the points in dove-tailing. 

=gUsg)F 

T. B. kuru, k writ a, 

adj. Sharp. 2. cruel, fierce. ^otzb 

a sharp finger-nail. 

A. C. kuru, v. a. Sf n. To be attach¬ 

ed to, fond of. 2. to sit down. 3. to ram, 

cram, fill, stuff, load, as fire arms. ^8 ** 

to ram any thing one’s self. ^8* to 

cause to ram, &c. 

T. b. kuruma, See 

0. cfJStS kure, s. A small mite in cloth, a 

louse. a mite or louse 

to bite. *^4 to crack a louse, 

the torment of lice. 

0. kurkidu, v. n. To snore. ^ 

snoring. 

0. ^jsAe- kuryi, for ^ of 

C. s~ kurye, See ^8rt. 

C. Trias'kur-yolu, s. A sharp ar¬ 

row. 

S. kurcha, s. The beard. 2. the 

space between the eyebrows. 3. a tassel. 

S. !2rue)2wc' kurchi, s. A painting brush or 

pencil. 

S. ^JejScrt"^ kurchika, s. Inspissated 

milk. 2. a frown. 3. a painting brush. 

C. kurta, aclj. Pleased. 2. friendly, 

affectionate. a woman who is 

pleased or affectionate. l&> a friendly 

man, a lover. 

C; Mrtu-yollu, See ** 
BU #vja^o. s 

O. kurte, s. Deficiency, defect. 

A. C. kurdasi, s. A pole or 

stake with a sharp point, on which heads or 

bodies of malefactors are spitted or impaled. 

afaSKft&riossciu* ^ though impaled. 

A. 0. kur-nai, s. A fierce dog. 

c£j ;SPP having taken a fierce dog. 

S. S’qsrSs-d kurpara, s. The elbow. 2. the 

knee. 

S. co kih'pa-Sa, s. A jacket or 

bodice. 

C. kurpali, $. A friend, asso¬ 

ciate. 

A. c. ^^h=~zio kurpu, kurpi- 

du, [**&£)] V' a% To assemble, collect, s. 

A mark, sign. 
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S. kurma, $. A turtle, tf^orriri 

a disease which makes- the body bend. 

the incarnation of Vishnu as a 

turtle. a geat having 

on it the form of a turtle, ■sa very 

deep river, the history of 

the incarnation of Vishnu as a turtle. 

C. tSs/as&roijj kurmayya, s. A proper 

name. 

s. kurmdkara, s. A tank, 

pond, the resort of turtles. 

A. o. Sva’Soe", 5\A>£)o?r kurme, kurmi, 

s. Friendship, love, kindness, affection, ami¬ 

able behaviour, respect, modesty. sSre«i>F«Joft 

pio "s'jsSorcaootftiarftJ wSScrfo 

when I respectfully prostrated before 

you, not wishing to oppose you, did you not 

abuse me ? 

T. B. 5\^)d; kurra, See 

A. C. ^03kurri, adj. Pecking, as a bird. 

A. C. ^oado^S" kurrpu, v. a. To unite, as¬ 

semble. 2. to make sit down. 

S. kula, s. A hank or shore. 

S. kulankasha, s. A river full 

to the banks, adv. Radically, fully. 

C. kula-bilUy V. n. To fall 

down. to put down. =&«© 

to put down on the ground, as a burden. 

C. kula-mddu, V. a. To cause 

to fall. 

c. kuldri-kollu, v. comp. 

To fall down of itself, as a wall, &c. 

c. kuli, 

kuli-ndli, kuli-kuppate, s. Daily hire 

or wages. to give wages, to pay 

hire. ^oaSrratj, ^©cdsstfo, ¥jsQwsrijro, 

a flay labourer, cooly, hireling. =*>* 

® day labourers. a female la¬ 

bourer. a porter’s burden. 

C. i£j3©r?kuli-kollu, See “rtawStifc. 

C. kulu, s. The pivot-hinges of a 

native door. 2. a tenon. 

0. ?r J3£t) kulu, v. n. To fall down, be over¬ 

turned. to cause to fall. 

=tfjs© Boua^rto to fall, give way, as a pillar, &c. 

the act of giving way. 

V 

C. kulpisu, V. a. To make fall. 

C. kul-bilu, See 

T. B. ^Je)^ AtHNZ, See **>#• 

T. B. kuvaka, See 

0. kuvalu, s. A cry, exclamation. 

T. B. kuvddu, v. n. To mock, jeer, 

s. ^J3ZX«^o'rf kushmdnda, 

kushmdnda, s. A pumpkin. 

C. kusdta, s. Child’s play. 

0. ^JSroO kusu, s. An infant, a child under 

five years old. Atf a young infant. 

rU>3o a child at the breast. ^ a child 

about to walk, and too heavy to be nursed. 

S. kuhaka, S. Mockery, jest, de¬ 

ception. a mocker, jeerer, hypocrite, 

deceiver. sfostfc to mock, jeer, dissem¬ 

ble, cheat. 

C. #03^ kula, adj. Bad, wicked^ corrupt, 

depraved. 

C. kuldlu, s. A man who is board¬ 

ed, but receives no wages. 

C. 3^ kuli, s. A coarse net or sieve. 

C. kulu, s. Cooked rice. 

rt he has no livelihood. to 

boil rice. s&wysi a man without food, 

■s'osv'o rice water. to set food 

before a person. 'A*tfoO the cravings of hun¬ 

ger. ■sAisv’J paste. 

A. C. kulu, v. n. To envy. 

C. kule, s. Stubble, 

c. 

kulvaniga, kulapdndya, kuldaniga, s. 

A glutton. 

s. krika, s. The larynx. 2. the ver¬ 

tebrae of the neck. 

S. krikaldsa, s. The chamele¬ 

on, a lizard. 2. a fowl, 

s. 5^^3350 krikawdku, s. A peacock. 

2. a fowl. 3. an old chameleon. 

S. krikdtike, s. The back of 

the neck. 

S. krichhra, s. Penance. 2. cor¬ 

poreal pain, a urinary disease, 

s. krita, S. Kindness, benefaction. 

2. creation. 3. the root of a verb. adj. 

Made, done. 
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S. kritaka, adj. Made, not pro¬ 

duced spontaneously, artificial. *^***2; an 

artificial mound. 

s. ^ krita-karma- 

shubhushubha, s. The good and evil re¬ 

sulting from the deeds of a former birth. 

S. krita-krityanu, s. A 

fortunate, happy man, a man of merit. 2. 

one who has completed an appointed work. 

S. kritagnya, adj. Grateful, thank¬ 

ful. gratitude. 

S. kritaghna, adj. Ungrateful, 

ingratitude. 

S. krita-yuga, s. The Hin¬ 

du primeval age, consisting of 1,728,000 years, 

in which JBrumha is said to have created the 

universe. 

S. 5^^?^ krita-hasta, s. One skilled 

in archery. 

S. kritantanu, s. Tama, the 

god of death. 

S. kritartha, adj. Successful, 

fortunate, happy, a successful, happy 

man. ^39ijSr<sk a happy woman. 

S. ^,o)S kriti, adj. Successful, fortunate. 

2. wise, learned. *^3 jxscrfo^, =8^® ij&r an 

author. 

S” ^e)^, kritta, adj. Divided, cut, plucked. 

S- &&&, kritti, s. Skin. Shiva, 

dressed in the skin of an elephant. 2. See 

S. krittilca, 

krittike, krittige, $. The Pleiades, the 

third lunar mansion. 

S. krittikd-shiva- 

yoga, s. A certain conjunction of the pla¬ 

nets. 

S. kritya, s. An action, act. 2. a 

deity to whom sacrifices are offered for ma¬ 

gical or destructive purposes. 3. pestilence. 

4. duty, conduct. 5. any thing proper to 

be done. daily observance. 

% an evil deed. a good deed. 

S. kritrima, s. A trick, artifice, 

deceit, adj. Deceitful, artful. =fs 

csjjr a deceitful business. a de¬ 

ceiver, an artful person. 

S. kritsna, adj. All, whole, entire. 

s. ?r^)ijpc) kripana, adj. Miserly. 2. poor, 

indigent. 3. fraudulent, deceitful. 

’5b*Jfs!A avarice. 2. poverty. 3. deceitfulness. 

s. kripd-katakska, s. A 

look of pity or regard. 2. pity, compassion, 

favour. 

s. kripdkaranu, s. A kind, 

pitiful, compassionate person. 

S. kripana, s. A scimitar. 

sWs sfsrf, one armed with a sci¬ 

mitar. the glitter of a scimitar. 

S. kripd- 

drishti, kripdlokane, s. An eye of pity, 

compassionate regard. 

s. tj kripd-ni- 

dhi, kripd-sdgara, [sea of mercy] s. A 

most merciful, compassionate man. 

S. kripdlu, adj. Compassionate, 

pitiful, kind, tender. 

S. kripita, s. Water, <&»% 

S fire, supposed to be the source of water. 

S. kripe, s. Kindness, grace, mercy, 

pity- ’’b35 to shew com¬ 

passion. ’b# i&jsot$o to receive favour, obtain 

grace. 

S. krivi, s. A weaver. 

s. krisha, adj. Emaciated,thin, lean, 

feeble. 2. little, small, ’suites rto, to 

become emaciated. 

S. krishdnu, s. Fire. 

s. krishodari, s. A woman 

with a delicate waist or person. 

S. krishi, s. Husbandry, agriculture. 

an agriculturist, farmer. 

S. krishta, adj. Difficult, painfuL 

S. krishna, s. Krishna, the eighth 

incarnation of Vishnu. 2. Arjuna, the third 

son of Pdndu. 3. blackness. 4. the Kist- 

na river. 5. a buck antelope. Droupa- 

di, daughter of Drupada, wife of the Pdndu 

princes, adj. Black. a village so 

called. Krishna’s birth-day. 

^^^the dark lunar fortnight. 

s. jzr krishna-wartma, & Fire. 
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Si #^&a TotjH" hrishna-sarpa, s. A black 

serpent. 

S. ^sa ct^'d hrishna-sdra, s. A black 

antelope. 

S. tS^oA^ 7y& Jcrishndgraja, s. Balara- 

ma brother of Krishna. 

s. hrishndjina, s. The skin 

of the black antelope. 

S. krishnabhraha, s. Black 

talc. the country along the 

Coromandel coast. 

S. krishya, s. Agriculture, hus¬ 

bandry. 2. the produce of husbandry. 

S. hrisara, s. Bice and split pulse 

mixed and cooked together. 

C. tfo hem, (in comp.) adj. Bed, purple, 

scarlet. 2. fiery, angry, incensed. 

red cattle. xid a red head of hair. 

sid a red lotus. 

C. henhoshta, s. A medical 

plant. 

A. c. ^o7\f^ai^ hen-ganna-vahhi, s. 

The black Indian cuckoo, having red eyes. 

A. c. hen-gadira, s. The sun, 

having red or fiery beams. 

A. C. hen-gidi, s. Fire, sending forth 

red sparks. 

A. C. ^07\£> hen-giri, s. A red chalk moun¬ 

tain, the red mountain. 

c. kenchana-halige, s. A 
round board on which the face of a mendi¬ 

cant’s idol is drawn.. 

C. Tfsozd-7^, ifo&i'ft, henchage, 

henjage, henchane, ado. Eedly, angrily. 

C. ^og^o, hencJiu, henju, s. Bed- 

ness. adj. Bed. 2. fair. •fotSv a cop¬ 

per coloured person. 2. a very fair woman. 

G. t$OOJ7§ hen-jade, s. Bed matted locks. 

C. henjdla, s. A red kind of 

great millet. 

C. tforf henda, s. A live coal, burning coal. 

•fori a fiery eye. n. To 

become kindled or inflamed, •font, a-a a live 

spark, •foz^i a fiery red. 

C. rforf henda, adj. Bed. 2. fair, •fori 

Asv a red bull. a red or fair foot. 

C. hen-dala, s. A place of which 

the soil is red. 

C. hendaliru, s. A red bud or 

germ. 

C. t$oZ5Ti'8 henddre, s. The temples. 

C. hendu, adj. Bed. 

0. hen-dhuli, s. Bed dust. 

A. C. henna, adj. Great, much. 

A. 0. hen-niru, [red water] s. 
Blood. to vomit blood. 

C. tfo^ henne, s. The cheek. ^e5 u 
ticcto to strike on the cheek. 

c. ^ hen-neggilu-soppu, 

s. A red species of caltrops, used in fevers, 

diseases of the eye, &c. 

c. hen-neidale, s. A red lily. 

C. ^GIj7\ hempage, adj. Bed, fair. ado. 

Bedly. 2. angrily. 

C. hempu, adj. Bed. 2. fair. 3. fiery, 

angry, s. Bedness. 2. a ruby, Pftb tfosj a 

light red. •fot^ri, the eye to become red. 

the eyes grew red. •fobpmo 

dd a ring set with a ruby. o&Kb^j a red ant. 

it is become red. si®* to be¬ 

come angry, to make red. 

c. hem- 

pu-hanna-vahhi, hempu-ganna-pah- 

shi, s. The black cuckoo, having red eyes. 

C. hempu-tdvare, s. The red 

lotus. 

c. hempu-pdtali-bale, 

s. A red glass bracelet. 

C. ^o^j)0T>3i?\Q hempu-rdjigiri', s. A red 

kind of vegetable. 

C. isQZ^O'&sKhem-banduge, s. A red kind 

of flower. 

C. hembahhi, s. A red sort of bird. 

C. ^o&> ps hem-banna, s. Bed colour. 
_ <P0 

C. hem-battahhi, s. A red kind 

of paddy. 

C. hembatti, s. Bed cotton. 
_jO 

A. C. hembaralu, s. A ruby. 2. 

a red flower. 

C. €osJxj^) hembaravu, s. A redemption 

on children, from heat, attended with a fetid 

discharge. 
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C. =£o&><yo kemballu, s. Teeth made red 

by a composition put on. 

C. #oanti kembara, s. The redness of 

evening; redness of a new born child. 

C. kem-bdle, s. A red plantain. 

C. kembiruve, s. A red ant. 

C. kem-bisalu, s. Purple rays, 

as of the setting sun. 

A. C. kembuka, s. A bird so cal¬ 

led, with red eyes. 

C. kembuti, s. A variety of paddy. 

C. kembota, s. The Indian cuc¬ 

koo. 

c. kem-matti, kem- 
dO £® 

mannu, s. Red earth. 

C. kemmane, adj. Uselessly, with¬ 

out design, for nothing. 

0. kem-mise, s. Red whiskers. 

c. x^ogoo kemmu, kembu, s. A 

cough, v. n. To cough. to 

cough and hawk. i3&> to cough. =#os£:o 

8oacdii, =#o^oj to get a cough. pscSo 

the hooping cough. 

c. kem-mugilu, s. A red cloud. 

c. a, ^o£je>^-;3 kem-moga, kem- 

more, s. A fair countenance. 

C. hekkarike, S. Bryonia callosa. 

A. c. ^3^ ok kekkarisu, 

kekkalisu, v. n. To be in a fright, tremor 

or passion. 

A. c. :3“&^oC) kekkinda, s. A multitude, 

heap, assemblage. 

A. C. 3*3^ kekke, s. The cheef. 

II. t^sSstsao kechewagu, See 

C. kechckage, adv. Redly. 2. 

fiercely. 

c. p® kechchata, 

kechchada, kechchana, s. The act of 

preparing a loom. 

C. f® kechchana, s. A weaver’s shut¬ 

tle. ^ 

C. kechchalu, S. The udder, t,v 

an udder small, but containing much 

milk, a shewy udder having 

but little milk. =#^6^, =#^€s»j the udder 
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to distend, as when a cow is with calf. !#-^r 

c.a ejaScAxi the milk to flow involuntarily, as 

when a cow is eating. 

c. #a#d^o7\ kechchida-magga, s. A 

loom prepared for weaving. 

c. "§c3 or! kechchina-mara, s. a 

hard kind of tree the heart of which is red. 

0. ij &3-o keclichu, S. Pride, arrogance. 2. 
&3" 

marrow, essence. 3. the core, heart, or pith. 

0.3*800, ^8^ e)do kechchu, 
So- 8a- 8o- 

kechchidu, kechchalidu, v. a. To fix 

the warp in the loom. 

c. $8^o 3^,7^ kechchu-kattige, s A 
Zt <3j 

hard kind of wood. 

c. 3*sS tS kechchede, s. A stout or cour¬ 

ageous heart. 

0. x?&®o!brJ5oje)^Ao ketd- 

isu, ketaisi-hogu, v. n. To separate from, 

leave, give up one’s company. 

C. ^ ketta, past rel. part, of 

That which is corrupt, spoiled or depraved. 

adj. Wicked, bad. 2. corrupted, damaged, 

rotten. 3. mischievous, injurious. 4. hate¬ 

ful, abominable. 5. fierce. 6. very, exces¬ 

sive, much. =5^3^ corruption, depravity, 

mischief, ruin. a low, mean, vile 

caste. riors a bad disposition, depraved 

nature. a miserable existence. =# 

to think evil. 

c. 3&3^3orfo3o kettu-baduku, v. n. To 

recover from adverse circumstances. 

C. ^Boj5ov£>oao kettu-hdgu, v, n. To be 

ruined, spoiled. 2. to be deflowered. 3. to 

be depraved, wicked. 

C. kedaka, See under ■#&. 

c. ^oao, ’rfciao kedangu, kedagu, 

v. n. To let fall or slip down. s. Corruption, 

ruin, the act of spoiling, 

c. keda-todaru, 

keda-nodu, v. n. To try to ruin one. 

C. kedadu-bidu, v. a. To ruin, 

spoil, deflower. 

c. keda-nudiyu, v. n. To 
speak to one’s injury. 

C. kedapu, v. n. To let fall or slip, 

down. 



C. he'da-bidu, v. a. To throw down. 

C. keda-mudu, v. a. To ruin, 

spoil, injure, deflower. 

c. ^o5oo Jcedavu, kedahu, v. a. $ 

n. To let fall or slip down. 2. to throw down, 

make fall down. OSo, =#SJ) ssuvO, 

to throw down. 

C. kedisu, causal of To make 

had, spoil, corrupt. 2. to ruin, injure. 3. 

to deflower, violate. si-rajS =#&>-*> to disgrace. 

T&eji to ruin caste. =Fscrijr 

^a~° to upset an affair, to cause an affair or 

' business to miscarry, 

c. T§z$&jd'S63)oo, o^oj keda- 

hodeyu, keda-bodeyu, ». a. To beat un¬ 

mercifully. 

C. /cei?/, kede, V. n. To become 

bad, rotten, putrid. 2. to be spoiled, dam¬ 

aged, destroyed, ruined. 3.' to be excommu¬ 

nicated. 4. a woman to go astray, adj. Bad, 

wicked, ruined, adv. Badly, &c. Pwi* ri^ 

^ a shameless fellow. a senseless 

man. if&rfl, tfSort, =#&)£#, =#<fos<>«, 

♦atsglti) depravity, ruin, destruction, damage, 

the state of being spoiled. ■tfScAaScdoo to 

kick to death. being liable to be 

ruined. a bad, mischievous man. 

c. /cewa, s. A spark, 

c. t?£<S7\o kenaku, 

kenanku, kenagu, v. a. To provoke, 

irritate. =#«•*■*, =#«o4-^i to cause to 

provoke. 'Uw jio if J 

provoke him my life will perish. 

C. 3 kettane, afij. Set, as precious 

stones, &c. 

C. kettawdri, S. A weeding hook, 

c. kettu, V. a. To chisel, carve, cut or 

engrave. 2. to excavate, scoop out, pare, 

plane, chip, slice, make thin. 3. to set, as 

jewels, pared, engraved, &c. ^ 

5/' the act of chipping, engraving, &c. 

!*59®b, to cause to chisel, carve, &c. 

engraved or carved work. 

to get pared off. to set in 

gold, &c. to make a bamboo 

pen. to grub or dig up grass. 

U to chop meat. 2. to flog, ^ootrs =# 

to set in fine gold. **, to chip 

timber with an adz. 

C. t3t<§ kette, s. A chip or paring. 

C. u ketne, adj. Set, as a jewel. 

an ornament worn in the upper part 

of the ear, set with precious stones. w» 

an ear-ring set with precious stones. & 

an ear ornament studded with 

pearls, &c. 

c. $ketsanalodhra, s. A 

bark used in dyeing. 

C. kedaku, s. A red ant. 

c. trzjo'do kedaru, keduru, v. n. 

To be dishevelled. 2. to paw or strike with 

the fore feet; to scratch, as fowls. 3. to 

stretch the wings to fly. 4. to become ex¬ 

cited by anger. =#ddj5S =&©^sJ, #os^ 

excited passion. =#&>* to paw with the 

fore feet, a, 4-a a scattered spark. 

2. a fire-fly. ^<3° to dishevel one’s hair. 

enjoriiE^tig) ^«j53o =#cti><§tfeo scratching the 

ground with the great toe, as a person when 

holding down his head with shame. 

C. kedalu, s. A red ant. v. n. To 

become angry. to incense, exasperate, 

provoke. 

A. C. kenam, adj. Well, good, plea¬ 

sant, agreeable. 

C. kene, S. Scum, cream. 

cream to set. svte, =#;5;x3><lu milk that 

contains cream. the cream of curd¬ 

led milk. 

C. ^3q3a5 keneyu, V. n. To neigh. 

a. c. ken-niru, s. Blood. 

0. kenne, s. The cheek. 

0. keppa, s. A deaf man. 2. [^] a 

place for catching elephants. 

C. kebbarisn, v. n. To cry out 

from alarm. 

C. kem-mannu, s. Red earth. 
-~6 P3 

0. WzSx>, kemmu, s. A cough, v.n. To cough. 

C. kera, s. A common shoe or sandal. 

■#rJ A**, =#d Afehj, =#tf sev^o to put on sandals. 

C. #d&3o, f£dok3o keratu, kerantu, v.n. 

To scratch the ground, as fowls, Ac. 

C. kerada, adj. Scratched. 2. grub- 



bed. s. A name common to Ckandalas. & 

3ri ground gmbbed or cleared of grass, &c. 

c. keradu-bidu, v. a. To clear 

away by grubbing up grass, weeds, or brush- 

C. keralu, kerali- 

kollll, v. n. To cry out from alarm. 

C. kerase, s. A large earthen vessel 

for holding com. 

C. €d$b keralu, «. n. To be angry, in a 

passion, irritated. 2. to spread, increase. 3. 

to come out. when he is 

angry who can stand before him ? =# 

having been incensed. 

C. keralchu, v. n. To break out 

with fresh violence, as a fever, sore, &c. v. a. 

To make angry, irritate. 

C. ilrdoio keri, kere, kereyu, 

v. a. To scratch. 2. to erase, v. n. To be 

astringent to the taste. 

A. C. tfxio keru, «. n. To shine. he 

shone. 

C. kere, s. An artificial lake or tank. 

to make such a tank. 2. the name 

of a game. the bank of a tank. =#3 

w»*imaeai>sS a man who builds tanks. ^ =fs 

the channel of a tank. “*3 wo&t a 

male buffalo used to carry earth on the bank 

of a tank. =*3 SooriQ the hind wall or bank 

of a tank. ^ the inner wall of a 

tank. the sluice of a tank. 

the outlet for the superfluous water of a tank, 

wo&c&si a tank repairer. sfzStu, =#3 

the inner part of a tank. *d^ 3s»S$ a 

water snake. ^d a lard made from 

the fat of this snake and used in medicine. 

■tfdctJjsigtfsifi Aborts •»■*>, assit is hhe 

taking the cambly of the man that broke down 

the tank, (a poor recompense for the loss.) 

A. C. *fcs- kerku, v. a. To hck a sore, as 

a dog does. 

A. c. ker-pakku, s. A hedge or 

A. c. kerpu, kervu, See^d. 

C. s-^j ker-mdvu, s. A variety of 

the mango. 

C. ^£36", kerlu, kerli-kol- 

lu, v. n. To cry out from fright. 2. to 

spread, as a sore or fire. #£>r 

siJ to make another cry out. =#©r# 

the act of crying out. 'ftaro a spreading 

blaze or flame. s#lyjr Zjn a 

spreading sore. 

A. o. &jd kerriva, s. An old man. 

S. kela, s. Ajar. 

a. c. €&, Hvo kela, kelam, s. Side. 2. 

vicinity, contiguity. ^Sco'jo to call on 

one side. See 

a. c. TfaoB, €cjoE), kelanti, ke- 

landi, kelandi. See 

c. ^OAorfj kela-gandu, s. A shoot or 

scion from a plantain tree. 

C. kelage, See 

A. C. kelachu, s. Help, assistance, 

aid. 

c. ifo&do, ^£>08oE> kelabaru, 

kelabar, kelambar, 'pro. A few persons, 

some persons. 

A. c. kela-bala, s. The right and 

left. 

c. ^ddo kelaru, kelavaru. See 

c. ^£Soo kelavu, kelahu, pro. 
A few things, some. 

C. kelasa, s. Work, business, em¬ 

ployment, service. 2. an affair, matter. 3. 

use, utility, advantage. 4. state, condition. 

5. an act. earth work. 

stone mason’s work. 3 the work 

advances. io an affair to be frus¬ 

trated or to terminate badly. to 

get business on. acrezl) to work, serve, 

to be useful, serviceable. 

to employ, give work, wsddo 

useless, unserviceable. to finish a 

business. 2. to kill, machi¬ 

nery, apparatus, tools, implements, 

o. ^£K!a^ kelasa-galla, s. A sloth, 

sluggard, lazy man. 

C. ^£cJ"sdo kela-sdru, v. n. To get out of 

the way, stand on one side. 2. to become 

concealed or hidden. 

c. a kelasi, kelasiga, s. A 
barber and hair-dresser. 
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A. o. kelasidi, adj. Handsome, 

lovely, desirable. 

A. 0. kelasidu, v. n. To move, pace, 

wander, gad about. wrUratyd s^socw&ori 

having wandered about for the pur¬ 

pose of gathering flowers. 

c. grop'd So keliserava, See 

A. C. kele, v. a. To abuse, v. n. To 

shout for joy. the act of abusing, 

si, =#ujsi an abuser. 

A. c. cOoroo kellaisu, v. a. To raise, 

lift, elevate. 

A' C* kelle, s. A splinter or sliver. 

C. kesa, s. A reed, rush. ■#* a 

rush about the roots of which shells abound. 

h sort of rush used as a vegetable, 

a rush that grows about trees. 

A. c. ^rodo^do kesarantaru, s. Wrest¬ 

lers, boxers. 

c. ^codo, ^Toodo kesaru, kesuru, s. 

Mud, soft clay. a lotus, as growing 

in mud. sStS a foot-print in mud. 

A. 0. ^roo kesu, adj. Red, purple, tJo 

^ the purple evening, as at sun-set. 

C. ’Stf, kela, kelagana, adj. Low¬ 

er, under, inferior, subordinate, 

c. ^azS, ^aeid, kela-gade, kela- 

tattw, s. The under side, 

c. kelage, kelaymhe, 

jpostposition, Below, beneath, under, down, 

under the power of one. 

a downcast look, topsyturvy. 

o. ’oeJSSS keladi kela-adi, s. The 

sole of the foot. 

A. 0. keladi, s. A female friend. 

C. kela-loka, s. The lower world, 

hell. 

c. ^tf &Jd&^kela-hotte, S. The abdomen. 

A. C. T^odo keluru, v. n. To break out as 

sparks, fire, &c. 2, to grow, extend, spread, 

increase. 

A. C. kele-gollu, v.n. To be¬ 

come friendly or intimate, 7^raoS friendly, 

kind. 

A. 0. keleya, s. A male friend. =# 

sfoiortr evs^Sb having shewn to friends. 

A. C. /re, v. a. To copulate with, 

s. ^csred kenkdra, s. A sound. 

O. ^^o7\£) kengala, s. Land of a red colour 

C. kekata, adj. Rough, barren. 

s. kekaya-desha, s. One of 

the 56 countries enumerated by Hindus. 

S. s^d kekara, s. A squint eye. 

C. ke'karisu, v. n. To hawk in 

spitting. 

S. keki, s. A peacock. the 

eye in a peacock’s tail. a peacock’s 

feather. 

c. keke, keku, kegu, 

s. A cry or shout of joy. 2. the cry of the 

peacock. ^x^X esa^o, ®a-8r 

lo, to laugh loudly, to shout 

with joy. 

S. kegdi, s. An immature fruit. 

=#^060 #v3oi'os to calumniate. 

0. t£^AO kegu, v. n. To cry, as a peacock. 

T. B. S^S^-d kechara, See §5^6- 

t. b. keta. See 

C. cCz ke'tisu, v. n. To hawk in spitting. 

0. kedu, s. Mischief, evil, danger, loss, 

destruction, perdition, disaster. 

loss of sense. loss of character, 

disgrace. exposed to ridicule. » 

^X^ destruction of property. 

loss of life, death. fSrtofysacciu 

your circumstances are become ridiculous. 

to try to ruin one. a ruinous 

wish. a ruined man. 

mischievousness, ruinousness. 

^orraej a disastrous period. =#^-K^ evil for 

evil. ^x^> tk&ccko to speak to one’s hurt. 

r&t to ruin, spoil, destroy. ^X^ 

to recover loss. calamitous news, 

evil .tidings. 

s. kedevu, s. A shield. 

C. tf(^7!d5;>o ked-bageyu, v.n. To me¬ 

ditate one’s rain. 

C. ked-buli, s. A mischievous tiger. 

A. C. kena, s. Anger, wrath. 2. 

hatred, malice. 3. shame. with¬ 

out shame. 

T. B. keni, See 
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H. ^pi, ^i°pS keni, kene, s. Pedlery. 

^r^rioria a pedlar’s shop. if^rf 

ro’o^, =#^n»t5 a pedlar, ■#**$ sri* small 

commodities, a. c. a pool, pond. 

T. B. ke'ta, See *>^a. 

S. ketaki s. The tree Pandanus odo- 

ratissimus. t^orredri a gold ornament 

in the form of the above flower, 

s. ketana, s. A standard, banner, flag, 

s. €^7>-d, ^^zrs'd ketdra, kedura, s. 

A part of the Himalaya range. 2. a plough¬ 

ed field. 

S. ketu, s. The dragon’s tail or des¬ 

cending node, reckoned by Hindus the ninth 

planet. 2. a standard, banner, flag. 

T. B. kedagi, kedage, 
See 

C. Saco'S keduta, s. Sexual pleasures, 

s. SJi°e3'3'd kedura, See 

s. ^Z3»>TJ7f!$&5o<^ keddra-gouri-hab- 

ka, s. A feast in honour of Pdrvati. 

s. keni-pdtana, s. A large 

oar used as a rudder. 2. the helm or rudder. 

11 • kepu, s. Forage, provision. 

a purveyor. to carry forward 

provisions. 

s. kema, s. A wart, 

c, 15^0^0^ key ana, s. A cry. 

A. o. ke'yu. See A- 

S. keyura, s. An ornament 

worn on the shoulder of kings, resembling a 

wing-crest. 

C. kera-gida, s. The marking nut- 

plant, Semicarpus anacardium. ’fip 

the marking nut. 

D. kdraji, s. A proper name. 

S. kerala, s. The province of Malabar. 

C. lcerali, s. A sweet kind of orange. 

A. c.. keri, s. A street, row. 

streets. 

C. ke'ru, v. a. To winnow, or fan corn 

by shaking it up in a fan. 2. to 

scratch, streak, make marks, s. A wall. 

®"b» to cause to fan. 

fanning. a woman who fans corn. 

A. 0. keru-degu, s. The tree 

Ovieda verticellata. 

C. ?f(5:'5e~Sd-z/ce'r-kachu, S. Marking-nut 

oil, mixed with the sediment of betel, to 

strengthen or make firm the teeth. 

A. c. kerpakku, s. A lurking 

place. 

A. C. kerpu, s. A shoe or sandal 

worn by the lower orders. 

A. C. ke'rri, See A3- 

A. C. ^TJo^s- ke'rrpu, [of ***'] s. Fan¬ 

ning corn. 

C. kelu, s. A large earthen jar or 

vessel. =#^®53oseJ, =^^eJvjsd a fire place 

for heating a large jar of water; 

S. kevala, adv. Very much, entire¬ 

ly, wholly, adj. Entire, sole, absolute, ex¬ 

cessive. great friendship, ardent 

love. 

C. ke'vu, s. Sexual embrace. 

S. ke'sha, s. The hair. 

much hair, ornamented hair. worf 

a top-knot enveloped in flowers. a dis¬ 

ease, arising from lice, which destroys the 

hair. a comb. AS a fillet 

or tress of hair. 

S. keshani, s. The grass Andropo- 

gon aciculatum. 

S. 3 ke'sha-paddhati, s. The 

place where the hair parts when combed down 

on each side of the head. 

s. keshava, s. Vislmu. 2. one who 

is worshipped. 

C. ke'sa, ad/j. Red. a red kind 

of paddy. 

S. TS^ToTj ke'sara, s. a filament. 2. the 

tree mesuaferra. 3. pollen. 4. a lion’s or 

horse’s mane. 

s. ke'sari, s. A lion. 2. blood. A 
jSQc&yAirt** to spit blood, adj. Red. A750 

a red kind of paddy. 

S. tt^Oao^ kesari-gandha, s. Red san- 

• dal-wood powder. 

S. kesari-hhutu, s. Dressed 

rice seasoned with various spices. 

A. C. ke'saru, s. Wrestlers,boxers. 
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C. Jcesu, s. Farming, agriculture. 2. 

a coil of palmyra leaf put in the ear. v. a. 

To farm, plough, till. 2. to trade. 

A. C. Jcesodala, s. The planet 

Mars, with a red body. 

C. Jceli, s. A line, range, row. 

S. Jceli, s. Play, sport, amusement. 2. 

sexual pleasures. 3. dancing. a 

dormitory. ^X^X amorous sport. 

C. Jcelu, v. a. To hear, hearken to, 

pay attention to, obey. 2. to ask. *XV ’#J8 

to ask for one’s self. to cause to 

hear, to sound, be heard. 2. to cause to ask. 

=f%vrizi one who heard. 2. one who asked. 

one who caused to hear. 2. one who 

caused to ask. ^X® to hear gracious¬ 

ly. =#^^3 a deaf man, one who cannot he 

made to hear. *x$, 

the act of hearing or asking. * 

a^zkeiS if you ask. *x&&> *X$& 

hearing, asking. 

C. ^ Jcei, s. The hand. 2. the arm. 3. a 

sleeve. 4. a handful, what is taken up at 

one time in the hand, as applied to cakes of 

cow-dung, bundles of wood, &c. 5. a field 

or land under cultivation, adj. Bitter. e’° 

the palm of the hand. ^X^J, the hack of 

the hand, &jsn =#£ the elbow. 

r>^ the wrist, the right hand. 

the left hand. ^o7iU tfd ■ft/soSo w* to 

bring along by force, ^csfcaAti) to com¬ 

bine. =#£ sa ^ a good workman. 

2. a good penman. to feel the pulse, 

wdjg hand-writing. 2. a signature. 

to take by the hand, to lay hold, of lead. 

2. to nourish, protect. ^ a small box. 

=#£ wirtri, =#£ ^ a note of hand, a 

bond. SrtoSw, ^ itsusJsA Sficrijo to 

borrow on verbal promise, without any bond. 

a man entirely at one’s dis¬ 

posal. ^ ^ a sign with the hand. 

wdj to succeed, prosper, turn out pro¬ 

fitable. ^ to ease nature. 

=#£ writf a fight, boxing. 'aQnaBa? dexterity, 

skilfulness. =#£ ornaments affixed to 

the pillar supporting a roof. ^ &J80S*) to 

hold up and shew, exhibit. ^ ztozizl, 

a handkerchief. ^ a small hammer. 

to be caught, be apprehended. ^ 

to raise the crm to ward off a blow. 2. 

to reach out the hand to receive anything. 

=#£ sJwftcxfcj to join the palms of 

the hands together in token of respect. 

caoorf, are used to express the instru¬ 

mental, by; as, ^cfiaoEsafeJ, it was done 

by him. I told by him. 

£ ^jc&jocsritSJ, wsS;S tfjersrtiij he cannot do it. 

S. rf^o^aijs* kein-karya, s. Service. 2. 

slavery, tfjotfaJjrstosrao* having served. 

c. ^^^5 kei-kattu, S. A bracelet of co¬ 

ral and gold beads. 

C. dpi if JceiJcaraniJce, s. Quackery, 

random surgery, administering medicines 

without a doctor. 

C. ^tfSeb&da kei-kalitu-baru, v. n. 

To succeed, prosper. 

C. rf^7V3p§i? Tcei-kdnike, 

Icei-gdniJce, s. A present to a superior, 

presented on the occasion of a visit. 

C. "S^rsSd-i Icei-kdtiru, v. n. To refrain, 

keep back the hand from striking when pro¬ 

voked. 

C. rf^ifoo£j7\ kei-lcunchige, s. A small 

brush for cleansing the warp of a loom, &c. 

c. kei-kudu, kei- 

gudu, v. n. To succeed, prosper. 2. to be 

obtained, acquired. wtW #sjS a bu¬ 

siness that succeeds. to cause to 

succeed. prosperity, 

success. 

A. c. kei-Jcurita, s. A sword. 

to flourish a sword. 

c. kei-kull, s. Hire or pay given 

when work is done. 

C. kei-gusu, s. A child in arms. 

0. ^ifoco kei-lcelasa, s. Handy-work. 

=#j=#w^rfrf s. A workman, labourer, bricklayer, 

a useful man. 

s. kei-keshi, s. The mother of 

ivana. 

'jgjsziT*)), $£§>&£& kei-Jcodavu, 

i-kodahu, V. n. To throw out the hands, 

as to shake any thing off. 

7^0 kei-kollisu, V. a. To deli- 
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C. kei-kollu v. a. To take, re¬ 

ceive, accept, assume. 2. to possess, acquire, 

obtain. 3. to undertake, attempt. 4. to 

consent, agree. do^ssi»i;5abo =#j#./scioa;Sd) 

accepting a present, as a man of learning 

from a king, accept 

our service. 

a. c. kei-kolu, A walking- 

stick. 

C. keikoladavaru. 

The name of a caste, consisting chiefly of 

C. ^7\o83o kei-gantu, s. Money in hand, 

ad;'. Sure, certain, true. sceau a good 

field, of which the produce i 

though it were already reaped, ^ 

rioWi his promise is sure, 

c. TS^AOc^e/co kei-ganda-kelasa, s. 

Work to which a person is accustomed. 

V* kei-gada, s. A temporary loan 

without bond or interest, to 

borrow for a time. 

A. c. t^Ar^ keiganmu, v,a. To violate, 

c. kei-gdyu, % 

defend. 2. to restrain one’ 

it exceeded or 

surpassed. 

c. ^A^ kei-gatti, s. A weeding hook. 

0. ^a^q^oo kei-galeyu, v. a. § n. To 

snatch away. 2. to lose. it is lost. 

a. To protect, 

own hand from 

striking when provoked, he restrain¬ 

ed himself. 

c- keigdra, s. An industrious, 

clever, dexterous man. 

c. =5^70 fO kei-guna, s. Practice, experi- 

ence. 

c. ^Aydoao kei-gurutn, s. A person’s 

signature. 

C. ^AJS)&3 kei-guta, s. The peg to which 

the cord is secured, which the weaver has to 

loosen when he wishes to wind up the web 

that has been woven. 

C. kei-gedu, v. n. To lose, be con¬ 

quered. one who is defeated. 

* not to be defeated. 

C. 

keigodagu, keige-shikku, keige- 

doreyn, v.n. To be attained, reached. 

^A tfjidojjd out of 

reach, unattainable. 

C. kei-golu, s. A walking-stick. 

2. leave, permission. 

A. o. kei-geiyu, v. a. To put 

on ornaments. 

c. kei-chalaka, 

kei-churuku, s. Dexterity, sleight of 

hand. 

c. 

kei- chituke-mddu, kei-chitunki-mddu, 

v. a. To fillip the fingers. 

c. kei-tattu, v. a. To pat on the 

back by way of encouraging. 2. to clap the 

hands. 3. to count money. 

e. ^a^oojs^/v* kei-tappi-hogu, «. w. 

To be lost, missed. 

c. kei-tappu, S. A mistake, slip 

of the hand. 

S. keitava, s. Theft, stealing, cheat¬ 

ing. See •Msfsto. 

kei-tdla, s. A cymbal. 

C. kei-talu, v.n. To refrain, keep 

back the hand. s. An instrument to let down 

the inner latch of a door when outside. 

C. kei-danda, & a walking-stick. 

c. kei-dande, s. A bouquet of 

flowers carried in the hand, 

T. B. keidava, See 

c. kei-dastu, s. Possession. 

ar!j to become possessed of. 

H. keidi, s. A prisoner. 

C. kei-divige, s. A hand-lamp. 

c. =3^ £^£83^ kei-divitige, s. A hand 

torch. 

H. keidu, s. Confinement, restraint, 

imprisonment. to confine, im¬ 

prison, keep in custody. a prison, 

jail. 

A. c. ^do£$ keidu, keiduva, s. 
A weapon. weapons. 

^dodcrioo applying the weapon 

to his throat. ^dorWrfjiriVj armed kings. 

c. kei-duduku, 
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Jtei-dudunku, s. Cuffing, fighting, v.n. 
to cuff, fight. 2. to force, be violent. 

0. kei-duttu, s. A handful of food. 

.^co^riv1 ri«<3 po 

^°®2> t>e himself putting, with the hand, 

handfuls of food into the mouths of some, 

and deceiving them. 

c- kei-dustu, s. A glove. 2. a 

fence for the arm. 3. clothes injured by the 

hand in washing. 

A. C. kei-dodige, s. Ornaments 

for the hand. 

c. kei-doddadu-md- 

du, v. a. To stretch out the hand. 2. to 

he liberal. 

C. kei-neravu, s. Help, assis¬ 

tance. ^iSttaario to assist, lottos 

r\ wo a you have come as an assistant to him. 

A. c. keineyaru, s. Menial 

female attendants. 

A. C. ^&/*>£3§£o3o keinojtya, s. An at¬ 

tempt, essay, endeavour. 

kei-pattdgi- 

hidu-kollu, v. a. To take fast hold of the 

hand. 

A. c. Jt3 kei-pare, s. Cymbals. +#& 

to beat cymbals. 2. to clap the hands. 

A. c. ^£>5 kei-pidi, see ^&>a. 

A. C. keipu, s. Blessedness, virtue, 

merit. 

A. C. keipode, s. The feathers of 

an arrow. 

H‘ keiph, adj. Intoxicating, inebriating. 

H. keiphiyatu, S. Circum¬ 

stances, particulars. 

H- keiphu. See 

o. kei-batlu, kei-vat- 

lu, s. A scoop for serving out goods, &c. 

C. kei-badalu, s. A loan, 

dw to lend, favour with a loan. 

C. kei-baraha, s. Signature. 2. 

hand-writing. 

C. kei-balu, s. A grass-knife oi* 

sickle. ^ ^msvoc! having cut 

grass with his grass-knife. 

C. kei-bidu, v. a. To give over, 

cease to assist, desert, forsake, abandon, leave 

in the lurch. 

C. ro kei-bogase, S. The cavity 

formed by putting the hands together. 

A. C. kei-mare, «. n. To forget. 

A. C. kei-masaka, s. Sleight of 

hand, conjuring. 2. a slow poison. 

c. kei-mddu, v. n. To brandish, 

strike, beat, fight. 2. to bargain. 3. to han¬ 

sel. 4. to throw, cast. =fs 

r® there is no one to fight. 

C. kei-mdru, v. n. To change, 

alter. 

minchu, kei-munchu, kei-miru, v. a. 

n. To transgress, surpass, exceed, violate. 

2. to escape, get out of one’s power. 3. to 

be hasty, precipitate, rash. 

A. C. kei-migu, V. a. To surpass, 

rival, excel. 

C. kei-mugiyu, v. n. To close 

the hands out of respect. 

C .^^^kei-mudde, s. A ball of food. 

A. C. keime, s. Wickedness, fraud, 

deceit. 

C. kei-mele-kodu, v. a. 

To pay a person himself, to give into one’s 

own hand. 

C. kei-yade-godu, v. n. 

To stretch forth the hands. 

C. kei-ydtada-hedige, 

s. A basket used by two persons in throwing 

out water from a pond. 

C. ^cOo, keiy, keiyi, See 

C. osi- keiyna-kanchi, s. A 

staff or stick carried in the hand. 

C. c>t5 keiy are, adv. By the hands. 

c. ^ o3 :ra ^ oizltfo, 

kei-yalikeyavaru, kei-ydreike-jana, 

s. Dependants, persons in one’s employ. 

C. fgSSnfy keiydlu, s. A person at one’s 

disposal. possession, sway, control. 

C. keiyu, s. Land any how plough¬ 

ed or tilled, v. a. To plough. .2. to make. 
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c. liehjodaru, v. n. To jerk 

the hand backwards in expressing contempt. 

S. t5^t3o3 keirava, s. The white water lily. 

>#£33 £u£) the moon, its friend. 

A. C. keirdta, s. Contention, quar¬ 

rel. 

C. keildgi, adv. With, by, near, 

tlsaorfo having stood by Chi- 

trasliarma. 

C. To keildgu, ®, 

^yarto to lean on another ii 

To be possible, 

walking' 

as much as possible, as much as is 

at hand, a practicable thing. ^ 

osrirf =#wjJ an impracticable thing. "#£o»riiS 

? a weak, useless, idle person. 

S. tS^C/STo keildsa, s. A mountain in the 

Himalaya range, the abode of Shiva. 2. the 

city of Shiva. Shiva. si 

-i; a shroud. 

A. C. keivai, v. n. To clap the 

hands. 2. to slap. 3. to vow, resolve, 

s. =5^3s-, keivarta, kei- 

varmanu, s. A fisherman. 

C. T^^Sc"?eo hei-vartisu, «. To deli¬ 

ver over in charge to another. 

S. keivalya, s. Eternal happiness, 

beatitude. 

C. kei-vasha, kei-vas- 

ya, s. Actual possession. ^sSSs^.tl) to be 

in one’s power or possession. 

C. kei-vastra, S. A handkerchief. 

C. keivdda, s. Handicraft, me¬ 

chanism, work. clever work. 'U 

his work is clever, 

Srfacio mechanics. 

C. keivara, s. A pair of compasses. 

2. praise, eulogy, encomium. 3. the name of 

a village. ^ to use compasses. =#£ 

to praise, eulogize, commend. 2. to 

swing the hands, ^srsdzj^aia an encomium 

to be splendid. 

C. kei-visu, ®. n. To stir up to 

fight, to set on. 2. to wave the hand. 

C. kei-shastra, s. A sharp point¬ 

ed dagger with which devotees pierce them¬ 

selves in frenzy. 

C. keishike, s. An amorous poetic 

composition. 

C. ^'i'5 kei-shere, s. Custody, arrest, cap¬ 

tivity. 

C. t^codro kei-sarasa, s. Touching with 

the hand or finger in play or teasing. 

C. kei-sdru, ®. n. To be success¬ 

ful, prosper. 2. to be obtained. 

d-serf prospered, effected. =#^9 

it is effected. 

c. keisdle, s. A veranda. 

So? a house with a balustrade. 

C. ^rodsd kei-sure, s. Actual possession. 

to be in one’s possession. 2. to 

fall into one’s hand, as plunder, &c. 

A. C. ^o3j3ckeiyodane, ado. Direct¬ 

ly, forthwith. 

C. kei-solu, V. n. To be defeat¬ 

ed. 2. the hand to be so fatigued as to be 

unable to hold any thing. 

C. Tj(coti> kei-hidi, s. Aid, help, a vade- 

mecum. 2. a handle, any thing to lay hold 

of by. v. a. To protect, aid, nourish. 2. to 

lay hold of. 

A. C. ^^^<5 kei-hede, s. A leathern fence 

for the arm. 

C. kei-hore, s. A light burden 

that one can take up without assistance. 

T. B. 05^ konkana, s. The Concan 

country. 

C. tfv©05T><yo kon-kdlu, ad). Knock-kneed. 

=#jsoa man who is knock-kneed. 

C. ifjaoifj konku s. Irregularity, crooked¬ 

ness, error. 2. fault, defect, deficiency, adj. 

Crooked, irregular, curved, v. n. To be¬ 

come crooked or curved. 2. to bend, stoop. 

**3*- having bowed or become bent. 

S “S/sow to bring under anger. he 

bowed. 2. crooked, irregular,curved, arched. 

C. konku-villa, s. Cupid, hav¬ 

ing a curved bow. 

C. konkulu, s. The armpit. 

a child in arms. 

C. konke, s. A hook or spear, ody. 

Crooked, stooping, curved, bent, 

^ the hook of a spear for impaling. 
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T. B. ^jsoa konga, [^o«q s. The curlew. 

C. JS)0aojooa, ^js»oa&^oaD konga- 

manga, hong ari-man gar i, s. A man 

who acts absurdly or inconsistently. 

T. B. ^JSOAtfo kongaru, s. The people 

of Concan. 

C. ^J30AI>&3 kongdta, s. Irregular or dis¬ 

agreeable play. 

C. ^JSOA'S^'o kongdlu, s. An untoward 

or intractable man. 

C. kongi s. A curved stick or hook. 

C. ^-'SG?\2^ kongitana, s. Peevishness; 

silliness. 

C. kongu, See 

C. /cow^e, s. The branch of a tree. 

C. koncha, s. A small quantity, 

ad;. Little, as to quantity only, few, some. 

2. mean, trifling, inferior. #jso«S 

cis, =#o3o^ sio^jr^, a base, mean, low 

man, one of no consideration. ^ovinsv a 

short time, ssisS an inferior caste. 

*^*5* meanness, littleness, ^-®o^ siredo to 

make less. *»°®S by little and little, 

^joorfr’© jn few words. 3%%$^ 

he has got through it very dexterously. 

<irid> to esteem lightly. =#jaoeJ^, =#oso 

4^13, =#jsoe4a, a small quantity. 

ssdod&gj it will not be easily done. 

C. ^Jb08^^(5jjaid8oe^ konchadiydda- 

batte, s, A tattered garment. 

T. B. konche,fy*)o&]«. Tliecurlew. 

C. ^A)C5§, ^ konclie, kon- 

che-koppe, s. A cwmbly made into a hood, 

c. $&o^r'3k5^oZ$^jZj‘zi konche-vettan- 

daledava, Shanmulrfia, who severed the 

mountain 

c. ^j=>o3rf, ^jsoca a, ^j?,o3konja, 

lionjaga, konjali, s. A coward, timid 

man. 2. an eunuch. 

c. t?JSo63^^, ^jso&SatidSo's^, ^jso 

t§A^o!b^3 kontetana, kontegditana, 

konthegditana, s. Knavishness, roguish¬ 

ness. a life of knavery. ,&ao(3 

sSi>?ioj»5 a knave, rogue, impudent man. =&j®o 

B 5‘A a boyish trick. '**<3®* 

d-re&j a bad word. 2. a ludicrous word. I 

C. konda, s. A large tank. 2. a pit. 

3. a name common to Chdnddlas. 

a sacrificial fire-hole. £os?oiw to 

run through it in performance of a vow. 

C. JS)OZS,T>zio kondadu, v. a. To applaud, 

eulogise, praise, glorify, land. *R»ohjW glori¬ 

fying, lauding, praising. 

C. ^AjQS'O'^ojXbci kondd-musudi, s. A 

large black-faced monkey. 

C. ^JSoSi kondi, s. An iron hook. 2. the 

link of a chain. 3. the clasp or fastening of 

a bracelet. 4. the staple that holds the hasp 

of a padlock. 5. calumny, slander. 

a mendicant’s staff, with pieces of iron 

appended at proper distances, with which he 

makes a jingling noise as he goes from door 

to door. T&sc&wsd the mendicant carrying 

such a staff. ’Asoq 3ri£d> to fasten a hook. 

7*1 =#j3o& a neck-band fastening. =&jso 

6 an earring clasp. nw5»i =£jso& the hook of 

a female’s zone. #osos the link of a 

chain, staciri t?j3o& a wooden hook, wo&oi) 

the link or buckle supporting a bandy 

spring, timtop ^oS the joint of a bit. wo 

=#osoB the fastening of a tip-earring. 

& the staple receiving a hasp. 

=#j3oa the sting of a scorpion, 

the fastening of a necklace. tea the 

hook of a yoke. the hinge of a 

door, wsriu ^jsoa a door staple. 

C. ^j«.o5a kondiga, s. A defamer, calum¬ 

niator. 

C. kondu, See under 

C. kondu-kollu, See **’$>■ 

c. a konduli, kon- 

duliga, s. A person who gets a living by 

making purchases, a dealer. 

C. konde, s. Calumny, slander. 2. 

an umbrella. 3. auspices, patronage, suc¬ 

cour, shelter, asylum. defamation, 

calumniating, ^oaripfo, a de¬ 

famer, calumniator. tSoeSA®^?* stortji 

cii&od have they become valiant 

from the patronage of the shepherd’s son 

(Krishna) 1 

C. kondeppa, s. A scorpion, 

c. ^AiOZiJi.kondoi- 
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yu, kondogu, v. a. To carry away, take 

off. =#j3o<Jos?rfsi ewoz&wod sjjarf^ =#v©o 

sojs^dd tihzto worf he who went out with his 

tongue returned satiated, but he who carried 

a jewel with him came hack hungry (sense is 

better than wealth.) 

C. konta, s. The pillar of a sugar or 

oil mill, the centre post or pestle of an oil mill. 

T. B. konta. See *>©3. 

T. B. 3 konti. See 

C. if kontemma, s. Kunti Devi. 

<£w an annual festival in 

honor of her. girls em¬ 

ployed at this festival. 

c. ifJdorfe;, if jsorf1^ kondala, kondala, 

s. Confusion, disorder. 

C. ^Jiiounzii kondddu, v. a. To fight. 

Tfjso^sW battle, a jjncdw to die fight¬ 

ing. 

c. ifosorjjTJifo, ^ 

if^ohif:^, kondu-hdku, 

kondjidku, kondidu, kondikku, kon- 

da-bidu, See =#^j. 

C. ifjao’S kompe, s. A house. 2. a village. 

3. the body. ^osScdod, =#j-.>odd a villager. 

Soso’S =#siTto, =#jso35 =&j»g>do to destroy a village, 

or house. S^do a house to leak. 

C. komba, for *^3 or of 

*•$»> 

c. ^Jdozi^snoSiE- komba-kdrya, s. A 

thing to be effected, feou 

o&rritf^o what objects do you wish to ac¬ 

complish through me ? 

C. jao&y?® kombdle, s. A string of hair 

used to fasten together the plaited locks of a 

female’s topknot. 

C. ^jaoax) kombu, s. A horn. 2. the branch 

of a tree. 3. an appointed place of meeting. 

4. a piece of any dried root. 5. the pole of 

a palankeen. 6. the imbodied form of «n>, 

as &aopersons who blow horns. 

t£jsowo So&cdn, T?oaowusEi) to blow a horn. 

wosrt> to bury a horn of powder for explosion. 

*#j»os3$o?3 sssaiw to gore with horns. 3jaoS^ 

=#j3owo a piece of dried ginger. ^owo 

a piece of the pepper vine. wdjjfvd tfjsowo 

a piece of turmeric. 

c. ifjsosoo^^ kombuwava, [=<sugo;is] s. 
A purchaser, buyer. 

c. ifs©03W53i)Ae>3©o3.5 kombu-hdgala- 

kai, s. A vegetable, a species of momordica.' 

C. ifjeJO'sS kombe, s. A branch or bow. 2. 

an appointed place of meeting. 

C. ifj«>Ol3sfo kombettu, s. A horned ox. 

c. if j^osSays-^ kombe-bdle-gida, s. 

The Bengal plantain. 

c. if-oosSja^p®, ^jso'gSjsiorfo kombdna, 

kombodu, [^s^oddo] The act of pur¬ 

chasing. 

C. ifjsosp^s ^ kombhittdli, s. A brass 

resembling gold. 

C. if JS'ifirja© kokakd, See 

T. B. if kokkate, See 

C. if jail'd Too, if .©if^tiTdo kohkarasu, 

kokkarisu, V. n. To roar, as a wild beast. 

2. to take courage. 3. to hope for, desire. 

dos^sSdjSdriodcb =#js^&dos'do do^^sSq 

wod eJsaddj p^dosrdo strand* men 

do evil, and hope for a blessing, they care not 

for merality, and yet assure themselves of 

heaven. 

c. ifjaiyS kokkare, s. A crane. 

0. ^js>^?s35^t3 kokkare-bikkare, adj. 
Crooked, as writing, &c. 2. awkward, clumsy. 

3. not well arranged. a deformed 

man, a cripple. 

C. if kokki, s. A hook. 2. a beak or 

bill. s'Stfo to peck. 2. to clasp. 

% to rap on the head, &c. with the 

knuckles. 2. to peck. 

C. if js if0^ kokku, s. The throat. 2. the 

beak or bill. 3. a crane. 4. a bandyeoot. 

C. if J3if^ kokke, s. A crook, ahook-formed 

stick, a long stick with a hook at the end for 

gathering leaves. a hooked 

stick. 

C. kokke-gida, s. The name 

of a shrub. 

c. ifj^ifj»^ifje)^o3jj3o k'ok-kok-ko- 

yenu, v. n. To crow. 

c. if jsa , if jsa "6 kogga, koggara, 

adj. Bent, stooping, inclined, curved. 

C. ifjS&r^o kochitu, See ’&**&>' 



^jszio 

A. S. kocliclli, s. Mire, mud. 

c. kochchiga, 

kochchidava, s. A house-breaker. 

C. kochchi-de'sha, s. Cochin. 

C. T?Je>850 , T^JeJ&r 75b(, ^fe)£r 55^ 75b 
co" 8p* "O’ 80- 

Jcochchu, kochchikku, kochchi-haku, 

v. a. To shake corn in a fan, so as to sepa¬ 

rate stones, chaff, &c. from it. 2. to cut 

away, as hushes, &c. 3. to cut in pieces. 

v. n. To wear away, 

=#j37^7sj to cleanse corn by fanning, and put 

it aside, to cause to fan as above. 

^'JS,oZ^ to become worn away, as 

a hank, &c. by running water. ^^=#, 

the act of wearing away, or the part 

worn away; friction. 

O. Jcochchu, s. Loquacity, prate. 

2. the smell of urine, v. n. To brag, prate. 

litSa vain boasting. =#ose^, work 

il to boast vainly. 

c. irjzZu- d«£>&^ kochcho- 

lu, koclichida-adike, s. Areca-nut bro¬ 

ken into very small pieces. 

T. b. kotaJcatana, [Vofei*] s. 

The profession of a stone cutter, 

tPvoWr! a stone cutter. a 

woman of the stone cutter’s caste. 

z§-&5 kota-kombe, Jcota-Jwnge, 

kota-konchiti, s. The extreme or upper¬ 

most branch of a tree. 

A. C. ?$Se)k3<§ kotale, See 

H. T?ja&T3 c£b, 

kotdi, kotdra, kotdri, See 

€. jo kotdisu, v. a. To ram, 

stuff. 

•C. ^JSe3^ JcotiJce, adj. Immature, unripe. 

**8,%** an unripe fruit. 

C. Jcotta, adj. Extreme, outmost, 

uppermost. 2. part, of given; he, 

we, they, &c. who gave. 3. he gave. 

=#v£Uj =t?^j5 the extreme point. 

he is at the very top, he is be¬ 

fore all. 

C. kottana, s. Beating the husk 

from paddy, for hire in part of the grain. *» 

to cleanse by heating in a mortar 

for hire in grain. 55*^0 to give out 

to he beaten, as paddy, a man 

whose employment is to deprive paddy of its 

husk. 

c. leottaddu, past part, of 

That which was given. I cer¬ 

tainly gave. 

C. Jcottali, s. A woman who makes 

a living by cleansing grain. 

h. TSbra&Vi H, TfjdTsroxi, vJduT)t> Icottdra, 
f 65 

kotJiara, kothdri, s. A pent-house, out¬ 

house for cattle, &c. 2. a verandah. 3. any 

covering from the weather, a 

covering of salt heaps. a cow¬ 

house. ^6? =£jacreti a thatch to cover an 

idol’s car when not in use. 

C. ^JS)fc3, kotti, See 
S3 “ 

c. kottige, kottege, 

s. A stall or out-house for cattle. 2. a ve¬ 

randah. a choultry with a ve¬ 

randah. 

tijs ewoti^ if slie who serves out the food be 

my friend, I care not though I eat it in a 

cow-house (prov. of one who cares more about 

wealth than reputation.) wc& a cart 

having no tires to the wheel, 

c. ^JS^7\ai5 Jcottige-tere, s. A billow 

or very large wave. 

C. rfjs&j B>, d, kottidi,, 
65 . c? " 

kottadi, kothidi, s. A small or private 

room, a dormitory, sa;3 a house with 

rooms in it. 

C. Icottu, past part, of *»*• 

C. Jcotte, s. Inferior gold. 2. an 

obscene, filthy man. 3. the stone of fruit. 

4. 1st per. sing. past, of I gave. 

•fcf&S.s an obscene, vile fellow. 2. a knave, 

rogue, sijasj, sSjs^o an obscene, 

vulgar word, obscenity, 

lowness, vulgarity, knavery, roguishness. ** 

^ a knavish trick. a knavish, 

roguish disposition. 

A. 0. kottoje, s. Tribute. 

C. koda, s. A large earthen pot. 2. 

honey. a water pot. 

A. c. kodanki, S. The ear. 
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t3<?cdo ms&d the white fly¬ 

brush which swings in the tip of the ear. 

A. c". ^kodanke, koda- 

ke, [of s. The act of giving or be¬ 

stowing. 2. the ear. 

c. ?rja^oS kodanti, See 

C. koda-kei, s. A liberal person. 

C. ^J3c3a kodaga, s. Coorg. 

c. ^js^XI^, ^js^XXS^, koda-gatti, 

kodaga-katti, s. A Coorg knife, cleaver 

or broad sword. 

o. T#ja3>Xo, ^Jarf-osScoo kodagu, koda- 

ki-bidu, v. n. To knock or push one against 

another, as two oxen do when yoked. 2. to 

heat off, reject. 

A. C. ’uJS'rfX kodage, s. The branch of a 

tree. 2. See 'Wartsto**;. 

A. C. ^Ja^AjaroO koda-gusu, S. A ten¬ 

der infant. 

A. C. koda-gei, s. The branch 

of a tree. 2. See 

c. ^jaz^s^o, kodachu, Jcodu- 

chi-bidu, See . 

C. kodata, adj. Cold. s. A stick 

tied to a dog to lead him about with. 2. 

the throbbing of a sore. 

C. ?rJi)Xs kodati, s. A mallet. 2. a sledge. 

3. the instrument with which a cotton beater 

strikes his bow. 

c. ^jar^, ^jarf 

£83^0 ltodapu, kodapi-bidu, kodavu, 

kodavi-bidu, v. a. To throw down. 2. 

to shake the head, to shake so as to throw off 

the dust. s. A kind of weapon. 

C. koda-ballava, s. A chari¬ 

table, liberal man. 

C. kodame, s. A double basket 

for catching fish, which enter by one funnel 

shaped, and cannot find the outlet. 

T. b. ^Ja30, tfjzp, kodali, kodli, 

s. An axe, hatchet. 2. c. a deep, nar¬ 

row flower basket. 

T. B. & c. ’d’js■d'kch^%xi 

kodashigina-gida, kodasigina-gida, 
[ffoite] g, JSferiim antidgsentericmn. 

C. kodahu, See 

C. ^Jasa^ kodali, s. A liberal man. 

C. T^JaSi kodi, [*&] $. The wick of a lamp, 

the flame of a lamp to touch a 

wall, &c., and thereby make it black. 2. a 

bud, germ, &c., of a branch. 3. a flag. 

C. ^kodige-mdnya,s. Land 

free of rent, for building a tank or keeping it 

in repair. 

C. ^jaSsaXo, kodi-tdku, 

kodi-bilu, v. a. To hit the mark, to guess 

rightly. 

C. ^ja&COJa€ kodvgole, s. A fire-place 

by the side of another, one fire serving for 

both. 

c. kodisu, ko- 

disi-kodu, cans, of *&&&>, To cause to give, 

make give. 

C. ^rjaXo kodu, v. a. To give, grant, be¬ 

stow. is often added to other verbs to 

complete the action; as, ■gjzh.i^o he 

sent; sin>a j wjjj make for (you.) 

Affixed to other verbs, it denotes to allow, 

permit, let; as, to allow to do. w 

d Ai®&> to let write. wd A» 

allow him to come near me. 

^ Aa&rfCg he did not permit me to 

go. =Aracioowdb, 

dj ^oaowosi1) (giving and taking) lending and 

borrowing, intermarrying. ‘s'jadS^cdjdo, =#ja 

u Asaxdj they will not allow to give. 

one who gives, a giver, donor. =#os&)£do, 

'<<~3 the act of giving- ■A/sdoji 

^uTisiddj s*s?o (one cash for two 

hour’s work) hard work and little wages. 

C. kodupu, v.a. To throw down. 

2. to shake off, as dust, &c. 

C. ^JS>zS kodc, s. An umbrella or parasol. 

2. 1st per. neg. of j will not give. 3. 

the act of giving. an umbrella 

stick, to have an umbrella 

held over one. «odd «dr viSf 

a&)Q =#jbi3 8oBh when the poor man 

became rich, he had his parasol held over 

him at midnight. 

A. C. ’SvSiEo kode, v. a. To excavate, make 

hollow. the act of excavating. 



=^J3£f oD 

C. kodeydla, s. Mangalore. 

C. Jcodda, adj. Dali, stupid, mis¬ 

chievous. stupidity. mjg. 

ehievous cattle. 

T. B. Jcodli, See 

C. ^03 p© leona, s. A tank or well. 

c. kona-kallu, s. A rough 

stone. 

A. C. ^ konakidu, v. a. To cross 

or pass. it passed. 

C. tjjspsa Jconaga, s. A stupid fellow, 

dolt. 

C. P©aoB^ kona-guttu, v. n. To snore. 

C. r&iars&P konaju, s. An eye-fly. 

c. ?Fj3Psa^, konavige, ko- 

nabige, s. A large round wooden dish, to 

set out boiled rice in, &c. 

A. 0. ^JeipSKb konasu, s. The young of 

cattle. 

C. $ Je>p4^ konike, S. The nape of the neck. 

C. ^033^0, #353^085^0 £<?- 

takv., kotanku, kotaku-bilu, v. n. To 

read with hesitation and stammering. 

T. B. 00030$kotumbari, See 

C. &&&£ kottane, S. Clearing the roots 

of trees for the purpose of manuring them. 

A. c. #>J3^ &, ^83 kottari, kottati, 

s. A flock of crows. 2. the abode of palan¬ 

quin boys, &c. 

H. TriJSii £511£I kottawdla, s. A cutwal or 

magistrate. 

C. kottala, s. The bastion of a fort. 

=#j3^d a watch-tower. 

c. t£j3^,y’7\j38syds© Sfj kottala-gob- 

bara-hdku, v. a. To manure the roots of 

trees. 

A. C. ^^ kottali. See 

C. kottu, v. a. To clear the roots of 

trees for the purpose of manuring them. 

T. B. t£j3^oo3>S, ^o3o£> kottum- 

bari, kottummiri. See owtb. 

C. kotti, s. A cat. e^e? 

ctti ^ojojS the cat’s resort is before the fire. 

o. ^v/sdo^o, ^j3>dc7\o kodanku, ko- 

dangu, v. ,n. To stoop, bend. 

C. koddige, s. What ig suitable 

or required. 

c. rfjkonabu, konavu, 

adj. Close, dense, thickset, crowded, 

c. &*> konaru, konalu, s. 
A blossom, shoot, twig, tendril, v. n. To 

bud, blossom, shoot or burst forth. 

the whole retinue burst 

into joy. 

0. t?kone, s. Point, end, extremity. ^ 

=Ara^© at last, in the end, finally. "A® 

the utmost or exti’eme point. =#>*»$** 

death. ■*-£ the tip of the ear. 

«* =A®;3 z3^)kJo to gather blossoms, buds, or 

tendrils. =&ji =#js^=#jsf5 »ti> to as¬ 

cend to the very top. to float to 

the edge. 2. to come out (as the truth) at 

last. to prosper, succeed. 

he who is last. 

C. koppalu, s. The suburbs or 

environs of a town. 

C. kopparige, s. An iron boiler, 

caldron. a caldron of oil. 

A. C. koppu, s. The horns of a bow, 

the noose or slip-knot on a bow-string. 2. an 

earring, conical at each end. 3. a woman’s 

knot of hair. to tie up a topknot, 

to put in an ear-ring. 

a bunch of flowers at the end of a female’s 

plaited hair, re,&isS si,3 the ceremony 

of ornamenting a female child at the time of 

betrothing. 

0. ^JSfcS^ koppe, s. The hood made of a 

cambly. to tie such a hood to the 

neck. tAs&j to put on a cambly-liooi. 

C. hopperSee 

o. kobari, kobbari, 

s. The dried kernel of the cocoanut. 

a ripe cocoanut. =#>®w8 jaggory 

and cocoanut kernel mixed together. 

the whole kernel of a cocoanut. 

a cocoanut shell. r£\A a co¬ 

coanut sweet-meat. ’&a*gp cocoanut 

pounded and mixed with salt, tamarinds, chil¬ 

lies, &e., and used as a seasoning. ^ja^0 u 

a cocoanut shell used as a cup. 

to scrape the kernel out of a cocoanut. 

cccoanuts made into a necklace and 
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worn by some wandering mendicants. 

w a a fine sort of areca nut. edod 

a game with cocoanuts. 

€. kobbattu, s. Husk of paddy. 

C. ?TJe)&x^ kobbu, s. Pat. 2. pride, arro¬ 

gance, conceit, v. n. To become fat. 2. to 

be presumptuous. && to become proud 

or arrogant, ^oa^tfdfri, =A®?3r!, a 

proud, arrogant man. 'ftsw rtftifo, 

to check pride, humble arrogance, abase. ^ 

eJ ri headstrong, ungovernable. **£■*» 

drazfc to fatten. =£o8 a fat sheep. 

t. b. komara, See ■*»&«*. ^dos, 

See 

c. komalu. See 

0. ^a komdra-kottige, s. 
A large house. 

c. komdr-rdma, See^^ 

tiers do. 

T. B. 

komara-somi, komdra-sdmi, See un- 

der 

A. c. ^Ajoiocd koyanda, s. A bow-string. 

C. ^Jt)0^o<yo koyalu, $. A rope tied to the 

leg and neck of cattle to prevent them stray¬ 

ing. ^jscriowo =5^ the fastening of it. 

c. t?a>o!)o7^, koike, 

koige, koita, s. The act of 

cutting, reaping, &c. 

C. ^C&im £o{7u, s. Stubble. 2. See 

last word. wo3o it is ready for cut¬ 

ting. ^oac&><tu w&do to gather stubble. 

c. koi, koiyu, v. a. 

To cut, reap, saw. :AracdcojSj=#, 

crioojddo, #v«cdjo^df?, reaping, cut¬ 

ting. ^oscdoojs^w reaping or harvest time. 

to cause to cut. =&®c&oz& tSzSo, =^osc8o 

■do ®s^o to cut down, ^c&imrb to be ready 

to cut. 

C.^A>C)3j3£o3ja£(®, ^J3o3jS^JS-3j3^ 

koiyoiyd, koiyo-morro, s. A cry, howl, 

lamentation. 

C. trJSd kora, adj. Short, brief, defective, 

^oarf e5^d a brief existence. “#oati a me¬ 

ritorious performance not complete. 

A. 0. koranke, adj. Worn away, 

excavated. 2. defective. 

c. t^jsd^osl korakancM, s. A curlew. 

C. ’grJSd^eo korakalu, adj. Rough, rug¬ 

ged, craggy. 2. worn away, sunk in. 

o. ^js'OSo, kora- 

ku, koranku, koruku, v. n. To be 

severed, cut off, worn away, excavated, adj. 

Severed, worn away, dojario noseless, 

^osti^o ■&■£> earless. 'Arad^o sdorw a spreading 

sore. 

c. kora-kondu-hc- 

gu, V. n. To wear away, as a bank by the 

action of the water. 

C* koragu, v. n. To be extracted 

as juice. 2. to be excavated, scooped out. 3. 

to roar, as thunder. 

C. 3\j3d7\oSio^ kora-guttu, Vi n. To Re 

hoarse. 

C. koracharu, s. A race inhab¬ 

iting forests and mountains, speaking a lan¬ 

guage peculiar to themselves, and much 

resembling, in their habits, the gypsies. Some 

are mat and basket makers, 

ddvb, •’ftadSog, ^oddoe3, **tiu?*a a female of’ 

this race. a history of her life, 

which she is accustomed to narrate to listen¬ 

ing crowds. “fcatfstotS tfrf, ^osd downs®, =#u8ddo 

e one’s fortune told by such a female. 

C. korachdta, s. Mimicking, 

2. upbraiding. 3. mocking, jeering. =#osd 

P- a- To upbraid. 2. to mimic, jeer, 

make fun of. 

c. j«)dS3b, ^vfsdokorachu,koran- 

cku, v. a. To excavate, scoop out. 

d sW an instrument used for excavating. 

0. #A)dari koraju, s. An eye-fly. to 

d^odj an eye-fly to assail one. 

c. koratatana, s. Knavery, 

apishness, roguishness. doi&Sj a ]cnave 

rogue, obscene man. 

C. !5\©‘d&3A5co^' koratiga-hula, s. An in¬ 

sect used for charms. 

C. koratigina-gida, s. a 

tree, the juice of whose leaves is applied to 

the head for certain diseases and for charms. 

C. ^Jsd&fotboSi koratu-mudi, s. Indra’s 

bow unbent; when his bow is bent, its sha- 
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dow appears as a rainbow, and when unbent, 

it is invisible to mortals. 

^j)} jstjorfo, t$js/c$.}S~ koradu, koran- 

du, korantu, korampu, korudu, kor- 

du, s. A pollard, the trunk of a lopped .tree, 

with short branches and shoots. 2. a whip. 

3. a log, stump, short stick. 4. numbness. 

6. the frame on which the panels of a door 

are put. adj. Dull, stupid. waft a 

dull mind, to become dull, numb. 

to make a stump. 2. to make 

numb. a large trunk, oi.d fjsTi&i 

the trunk of a tree. ^7* j a ]0g tied to 

an ox’s neck, to keep it from straying. 

c. ^korate, korati, S- 
Defect, deficiency, want, need, maim. 2. a 

noose, adj. Deficient, less, maimed. 

s3n<sb, =#osd^cc}jsrio to become defective, defici¬ 

ent. to make defective. 2. to 

garotte, rostfjsSw a thug, strangler. 

io&aiM to find out a fault, to detect. 

c. rfjadd, ko- 

rada, korata, korida, korita, [*»«] 

adj. Worn away. 2. bored, soots a 

bored hole, a bank that is worn 

away. 

C. 7\r? korandri-gadde, s. The 

Cyperus rotundas. 

c. ^jaSori korapa, korimpa, 

s. A vexer, persecutor. 2. a currycomb. 

c. r£jad^), jadsoo, korapu, 

korabu, korimpu, v. a. To excavate. 

2. to wear away. 

c. ^jadoa>5 korabadi, ko- 

rubadi, s. Excavation. 2. a tool for exca¬ 

vating or drilling. 

C. ^jad'doo^ /coramuttu, s. Materials, 

implements, tools. 

c. ^jadej^orkoo korala-miduku, M. 
Life to ebb. 

C. rZjddao koralu, See 

c. ^oads^d^, 

korava, koravarava, koramaravanu, 
See 

C. T^JSdrfoaS koravanji, See under ‘&®d 

tStb. 

A. C. ^jad&coo koravisu, V. a. To daz¬ 

zle. ■#v®dado to dazzle the ejres. 

C. rfjad^o koralu s. The neck. ** 

^ to be hoarse. the jugular vein, 

ifv/sdv'j to bawl, a mur¬ 

derer, cut-throat. ^-oWo to hold another 

by the neck, as wrestlers, ^dv’e, jSeS 

to cut the throat. 

C. kovi, See ^**3. at?/. Worn, decay¬ 

ed, old. a worn out garment, 

a tatter. Svsd a worn out fan or dust- 

basket. 

C. kori-pidi, s. Vexation, perse¬ 

cution. 

A. C. koriyalu, S. A quiver. 

0. ?tJ3&cj?v?\c3 korisigina-gida, s. The 

plant JEchites antidysenterica. 

C. r^J3d<\o konsu, v. a. To cause to wear 

away. 2. to cause to excavate. 

C. JSdo koru, s. A hoarse sound. 

0. /core, kbreyu, v. n. 

To diminish, become less. v. a. To excavate, 

scoop out, drill, bore. adj. Brief, short, de¬ 

fective. a short time, 

the point of death. a meritorious 

act imperfectly performed. aieJc&o 

■#jsd having perforated the sheep’s 

head, Ccoa^rto to be worn away, &c. 

C. T?JS>T3f\JS>Z%> kore-gdli, S. A firebrand 

put to the head of a corpse by Shudras. 

c. d, ^j«)'d’c2«o3 kore-prdna, 

kore-jiva, s. The ebb of life, the point of 

death. 

c. ^kore-muttu, See 

dooli).. 63 
ti 

c. kore-vai, s. A foul, abusive 

mouth. 

C. ^JSdo^i korru, adj. Rough, rugged, crag¬ 

gy. s. A stake for a hedge or impaling. 

C. irJhdj korre, s. Panick-seed. 

c. korro-yennu, v. n. 

To roar, cry aloud. 

C. ^j3ao£"&3oj kor-guttu, V. n. To be 

hoarse, grunt. 2. to cluck, as a hen does. 

c. &j*>&smd3,!£&e£e-tfz3d3,1&j3ris"do, 

$Jd<\E~do korcharu, korcharavaru, 

korvaru, korsaru, See 
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A. C. korchu. See 

c. fastis'£h7\ korpadige, See 

C. ^jatrss-&$ korpdta, s. Excavation, 

wearing away. ^tnruov.n. To wear away. 

a. c. korravuda, 
7 7,, oo 
korrakallu, See 

C. t?J32/Q^j) kolamjm, s. Consent, acqui¬ 

escence. 

C. r£j3<y^i> kolanu, See 

c. koli/ci, kolike, s, a 
hoop. 

C. ttjsDa kohgci, s. A murderer. 2. a 

beater, striker. castigation. 2. murder. 

c. t^DDo, ^j30-sSo kolimi, kolime, s. 
A forge. 

C. T§dd$ kole s. Murder, killing. 2. thrash¬ 

ing. *»«J =#js?Jrt^arl, =#jssJri&r!, tfosdrt 

5St~dd, tfossJ a murderer. 

3j3&, =#ja?5 ojot^Oj. to j)(; murder¬ 

ed. **<5 murderous weapons, ». a. 

To revenge a murder, risers rVoe? acjs^d he 

murdered him. *««J ©^ to get a thrashing 

or castigation. 

C. kolepu, S. Murder. 2. stroke, 

concussion. 3. acquiescence, consent. ■&» 

to make consent. 

A. C. 8X kollatiga, S. A tumbler, 

rope-dancer. 

c. kollatige, S. A whip for bul¬ 

locks. 

A. 0. kollanige, s. Playing, 

tumbling, rope-dancing. 

C. kolldpuri, s. A city so 

called. 

A. C. 7co?/«, *. An arm or branch of 

the sea. adj. crooked. 

c. , ^jsodosov^o kollu, kondu- 

haku, v. a. To kill, slay, murder. 2. to 

strike, beat. the sin of killing. 

Sjoo#j3^o, =#o3ejo^ri=^ sfojorf to at¬ 

tempt to kill, tfos&ostt, a murderer. 

'*J8^ to cause to kill. 

i?j3s5 the act of killing. 

C. kolhdra, s. A difficult pass. 

t. b. ^kovari, koviri, 

S. koshta s. A horoscope. 

C. tfjSrvAO, $Je>?0O7^ koSdgU, 

kosage, kosange, s. The hill or wild 

lotus. 

0. ^jaToO^Ja^ kosa.ru, 

kosari-kollu, v. n. To disentangle one’s 

self from the hold of another, 

c. kosaru, kosuru, 

s. Any thing given to boot, when a person 

buys commodities. to 

give something into the bargain. 

C. rf J3?§ kose, v. a. To rub. 2. to embrace 

sexually, s. Riding a horse in the longe. 

C. S3 kostdta, s. Sexual embrace. 

C. kola, s. A pond, tank, 

c. kolamba, ko- 

lambura, adj. Slow, tardy. 2. deep. 

C. t?j3$t5o, ^03^0^0, 

So kolaku, kolagu, kolanhu, ko- 

lantu, adj. Dirty, filthy. 2. rotten, pu¬ 

trescent. filthiness, putrescence. 

tSW^o ?radj to stink, turn putrescent, 

c. ’S’js^/a, kolaga, koluga, s. 

A horse’s hoof. 2. a measure of grain, the 

twentieth part of a sooSori, which includes 

about three bushels, 3*3, Srf 

the impression made by a horse’s hoof, 

c. kolaga-tapale, s. A cy¬ 

lindrical brazen vessel. 

o. kolagolikina-pal- 

le, s. A certain pot herb, 

c. ^J3$8aP^A> ltolachi-niru, s. Stink¬ 

ing water. 

C. kolachu, v. a. To cause to 

decay, rot, &c. 

C. #J3^£§ kolache, a. A drain, bath. ad/. 

decayed, putrid, stinking, 

c. ^js^/Ss, ’u 5 kolata, kolita, adj. 
Putrescent, decayed, rotten, foul. d-d 

a decayed tree, =#jsv& eA®^r!o to decay, turn 

putrid. 

c. ^J3^^c kolanu. See 

0. v kolapu, kolampu, 
s. Putrescence. 2. consent, v. a. To make 

putrescent, arezjj to make willing or 

agreeable. 
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C. kolalu, s. A fife. 2. See next 

word, fWw iiaoso, =A»tfex®ib to blow a fife. 

C. ^A$£>, S\a]/A> kolavi, 

kolave, kolabi, s. A hollow tube, blow¬ 

pipe, bamboo tube used to blow fires with, 

euiarb to blow a fire through a hollow 

tube. 

C. kolavi, See 

C. kolaveru, s. A fragrant 

grass. 

c. ^A^Scb kolisu, kolaha, 

v. a. To mate putrescent, rotten, or foul. 

A. c. See ^V’,^js^oand^^,. 

A. C. #A^ox&AZ§ kolu-kode, [taking and 

giving] s. Intermarriage. =$jz£A tSo 

why hesitate to form an alliance ? 

C. koluke, s. A purchase. 

A. C. ^ua^OAoe^ kolugula, s. War, bat¬ 

tle, contest. 

C. ^A'f hole, v. n. To rot, decay, become 

putrid, s. Rottenness, putrescence, decay. 

2. filth, dirt. 2. to envy, grieve secretly. 

=#jssf^o ecjs^rtj to decay or become putrescent. 

ad;}. Foul, dirty, fetid, Sttb stinking 

water. 

C. ^A"^ kolke, s. The third crop of rice. 

C. kol-gudi-gudi- 

va-suy, v. n. To sigh deeply or distres¬ 

singly. 

0. ^J©$\63, kol-patte, s. A gold neck¬ 

band. 

a. C. kol-migugalu, s. 

Fierce animals, wild beasts. 

c. $A$ tic5^oo kol-hariyu, v. a. To tear 
co 

or rend the throat. roaTWvsrio to 

bawl out so as to rend the throat. 

C. holla, s. A stream, torrent. 2. 

a name common to Chanddlas. 

c. p 7ao!W kolla-goika, s. A cut¬ 

throat. ° 

C. koUa-bUu, v. n. To be 

urgent, press for payment. 

c- kolla-halla, adj. Bad, 

rough, cragged, rugged. 

C. kollugiru, v. n. To be | 
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chafed, as a bullock’s neck from the friction 

of the yoke. 

c. ?rcj-i hollarada-kusu, s. 

A child exhausted with crying. 

C. kolli, s. A firebrand. 

w, =#j®v, =#jsosii an incendiary, mischief-maker. 

^°%S> an ignis fatuus. 

*4 to light the funeral pile. the 

blaze of a firebrand, a scorpion 

with a burning sting. ^ A to hold 

up a fire-brand to frighten a wild-beast, or to 

the clouds, impiously, as a mode of depre¬ 

cating more rain. 

C. ?r A]/ci kollu, v. a. To take. 2. to buy. 

=#j3^o3AAzi05>jso±i “take this,” he said, 

and struck him with the pestle. 

to bring. sJjs^rio to take away. !#JB0 

to buy for one’s self. *»o 

the act of purchasing. cost 

price, to cause to buy or take. **$> 

added to the past part, of other verbs gives 

a reflective sense, as the middle voice in Greek; 

as, 5S-n>&> to do; to do of or for 

one’s self, krb to read; to read for 

one’s own advantage, wtfcsbo to write; 

c'o to write for one’s self. To many 

verbs it gives a new meaning; as, to 

walk; to behave. 

a sickly body. Stfosivsf AaotSsi a man 

who has acquired knowledge. 

c. ^aOoO, i vif kolluri, kollur- 

lu, s. A halter for a gibbet. 2. a'snare by 

which thieves, on trees, way-lay travellers 

and hang them. 

C. kolle, s. Pillage, plunder, spoil, 

^os^, So&csbo, to pillage, sack, plun¬ 

der. very profitable. 

criosrio to be very profitable, a free¬ 

booter, plunderer. =#oss?,ate>rio, =#^v, 

=#os^ absorb to be plundered. to 

give up to plunder. ^s^crfoo to reap a 

great profit. 2. cattle to be plundered. 

A. C. t5A^ «. «. To thread, as a needle 

or beads. 

T. b. ^A^o'sS konche, See 

A. c. ^ai®o63 konte, See 



S. r? koka, s. The ruddy goose. 2. 

a wolf. 3. See 

S. kohanada, s. The red lily. 

A. C. 83 kokdta, s. Mimicry, 

jeering, mocking. 

s. kokildksha, s. JBarteria 

longifolia, or capparis spinosa. 

S. kokile, 

kdgile, kogili, s. The black Indian cuc¬ 

koo. =#j® v%-t> the seventh note of the 

gamut. 

C. kogare, s. A village so called. 

H. kdgiru, s. A horse’s saddle. 

0. Tj SS>^~Rkoge, adj. Curved, arched, crooked. 

s.j-7\, kocha, kdche, koclieyava, kd- 

chiga. See ». 

C. kocha, adj. Narrow, strait, con¬ 

fined. 

0. kdcJlU, s. Bad flesh in a sore. 

2. See <fo>%vSo to 

have bad flesh, *#as ? tto ertcrfoi to remove bad 

flesh. jrarii had flesh to stink. 

G. A’o/«, kdjagdra, 
See A3!3^. 

G. kdju. See A»*w. 

A. 0. kdta, acZ;'. Cold, chill, chilly. 

53^ to become cold. 

A. C. if A) (J £3 3d kotaja, s. Sexual pleasure. 

C. t?kotayya, s. A common 

name. 

C. ^ j^S3t3 kdtara, s. The hollow of a tree. 

S. kdtara, s. A bird’s cage. 

c. 

O kdtali, kdtali, kotle, kdtale, s. 

Labour, difficulty, pain, hard work, severe 

labour, trouble. a man who has to 

work hard. =#J9ty® As^t) to labour, be tired, 

fagged. 

S. kdti, num. Ten million, a crore. 

s. The point or edge of a, sword. 2. the end 

of a bow. 3. a multitude, 

innumerable. e>5d =#js^K ten crore. 

a hundred crore. 2. lndra’s weapon. 

a thousand crore. 2. Vishnu’s 

weapon. a liberal man, 

one out of a crore. ti&r extremely 

just. 

A. C. kdtika, s. A kind of harrow. 

S. kdtxra, S. A diadem or crown. 

£bO one wearing a crown. 

C. ?rJS)i°63 kdte, s. A fort. «jS, 

=#jact? the battlements of a fort. & 

oa the opening between them, or embrasures 

for cannon. =£<j5\£3 the outer or project¬ 

ing part of a fort. ^as^B zixo$\Q the inclined 

plane for taking guns on to a fort wall. 

B =#assW, wacij&i* the bastion of a fort. 

=#asitf&) a log thrown on an enemy’s 

head when attempting to scale a fort. **% 

B a fort patrole. r!^ Sdario to pa- 

trole a fort. naBS a fort guard. 

=£^33 the watch tower of a fort. ^oa%k3$ 

scaling a fort. ^as^Bt to scale a 

fort. wrtatfS a fort ditch. 

rf dscd they watched the fort af¬ 

ter it was taken! 

A. 0. ^j^83js>q£S kotoje, S. Tribute. 

S. UtS kotydntara, adj. Innu¬ 

merable. 

C. kotle. See 
v co f ‘ 

H. kdthi, s. A storehouse, godown. 

C. A kddaga, S. A monkey or ape. 

2. a stupid man, fool, apish man. A&BrU 

<5^ wBj ^as^rtsrt wBj the foolish man 

acts differently from every one else, 

an apish trick, Bas!>d a monkey¬ 

like face, a female monkey. 

C. Xkodanasu, s. A brass knob 

or ferule put on an ox’s horns. 

C. kd- 

da-hale, koda-bele, Idda-bali, s. A 

cake made from the flour of rice, cumbum, or 

great millet, in the form of a coiled snake. 

C. kodi, s. The weir or outlet for the 

surplus water of a tank. 2. deficiency, 

to stop the outlet. =#v®^a tf&cdjj to open 

the outlet. to let the surplus water 

run off from a tank. water to 

flow off by an outlet. 

C. A kddiga, S. A mimic, jester, 

jocose or apish man. mimicry, 



jocoseness. to 

mock, jest, act the ape. 

c. kodidakki, s. Fanned or 

sifted rice. 

C. 5 JS)^5>(\io kodisu, v. a. To shake corn 

in a fan. 

A. 0. TTJS’rfo kodu, v.n. To cringe with cold. 

0. if kodu, s. A horn. 2. the peak 

or summit of a mountain. 3. the branch of 

a tree. 4. cold, chill. 6. fear. a 

sharp point. 

c. kodu-gallu, 

kod-gallu, s. A high, prominent or point¬ 

ed stone. 2. the summit or peak of a moun¬ 

tain. 

C. kudu-visa, s. Tile allow¬ 

ance of a vis of corn, &c., for every bullock¬ 

load that comes into a town, to a man who 

sees that the custom house officers do not ex¬ 

act more than their due. the 

person so employed. ***** in the 

above fee. 

c. if if^7$vtmv kode, kode-kdla, 
s. The hot season. rajn jri the 

hot season. 

S. if hona, $. a corner, angle, any 

point of the compass. 2. the sharp edge of 

a sword. 3. the quill or bow with which a 

musical instrument is struck. §jvjs\rz a tri¬ 

angle. 2. pudendum muliebre. 

a square. **»« a pentagon. 

a hexagon, a heptagon, e'Sj*** 

n an octagon. 

C. if kuna, s. A male buffalo. **«*« 

a male buffalo-calf. =**3 a wild 

male buffalo. Szb , 

to train a buffalo. 

c. ^J5»^rsoJ\ konangi, S. A female mon¬ 

key. 2. a buffoon, mimic, merry-andrew. 

,R'®;f30?l a °la;;s of religious mendicants. 

A. C. ^JSiopsrl'dj konaparu, s. The guard- 

ians of tlie points of the compass. 

T. B. kvni, [$***] s. The earth. 

C. o kune, s. A cook-room, private 

room or apartment, a dormitory. 2. a corner, 

angle, or end of a street. 3. a small pitcher. 

*ou ass* a bed that fills a room. 

S. konesha, s. A name of -ZVir- 

rifi. 

0. s. A monkey. ***« 

a nyerikey’s trick, ***** a man with 

a monkey’s face. ***** wtirfstfo persons who 

go about with dancing monkies dressed up. 

C. ^JS^fS^OOA koti-lconga, s. A monkey, 

c. koti-pirre-nellu, s. A 

variety of paddy. 

A. C. ^kotu, adj. Chill, chilly, cold. 

0. ifje>^o, kotu, kdtu- 

kottala, s. An European house. 2. a watch- 

house. 

C. ifjs^rfoc^ kodanda, S. A punishment 

given to school boys, by making them keep 

hold of a rope suspended from a beam, for a 

long time. ****3oS to put to such tor¬ 

ture. 

s. ifj^rfooj kodanda, s. A bow. 

S. kodrava, S. The grain Pas- 

pa him frumentaceum. 

T. B. irj®?§k6na, kone, See ***«• 

0. konangi, See =*®*«°*. 

0. $JS>^0 kdnamma, s. An effemi¬ 

nate man. 2. a proper name. 

o. ifus^jS^Tb koneri, koneru, 

s. A square pond with steps on all sides. 

S. kopa, s. Anger, rage, passion, 

wrath. ***** zjstzi) to pacify, appease. 

♦ a <§z&on -3-a uvztoDi&j =#os'ssi fiery 

anger, ***** the violence of passion. 

excessive rage. ***&*, 

a passionate man. to be angry. *•* 

what if he be angry ? ***** ** 

|?J to feign to be angry. 

A. c. ifj?)^eJj) kdpu, s. The horns of a bow. 

2. a pencil. 3. affectation, airs. ***3l *® 

to pull a bow so tight as to bring the 

horns together. 

0. if komati, s. A division of the 

merchant caste, *&»*;&i3ria merchant. **^ 

coltAS a female of this class. 

the profession or condition of a merchant. 2. 

niggardliness. 

s. kdmala,komaJa, 

adj. Soft, bland, delicate, pleasing, agreeable. 
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2. young. **%,&> £%& a delicate body. 

a soft or delicate hand. =&0^o&«rao 

=#js^sb®, an elegantly or delicately 

formed female. 

S. komaldsthi, s. Gristle, 
v 

c. odo komdra-gandu, s. 
A half grown plantain tree. 

T. B. T^JS^oSoo'd koyanda, See *»**>*. 

l’. B. koyaka, See =*»aw. 

T. b. a koyattiga, See As^ccb 

V* 

C. ao^ koyaluguli, s. A tem¬ 

porary hath for a lying in woman. 

S, koyashtika, s. The lap¬ 

wing. 

T. B. kora, See and =*»*«. 

C. korangi. See bqPi. 

C. kdramba, s. A sadler’s knife 

of a semi-circular form. 

S. koraka, s. A flower bud. 

H. ^jexodd, kdrada, kdrde, s. 
A whip. 

c. kordnyadayya, s. 

A mendicant of a peculiar order. =#d»\tJ*o«ii 

mendicants. 

C. ^kori, adj. Old, worn out. s. A 

worn out cloth. wMj, =&»^& rtftl a worn 

out garment. a worn out dust- 

basket or fan. 

T. B. kori, See *)s#e. 

C. korike, s. Wish, desire, long¬ 

ing. 2. expectation, hope. **^0'# 

=#^0=# «WsJ<ti> a wish to be gra¬ 

tified or accomplished. 

C. kori-shetti, s. The head 

merchant of a town. 

C. kori-hula, s. A black hairy 

caterpillar. 

C. ^JS^do fcfr-K, s. A mode of cultivating, 

according to which the produce is equally 

divided between the proprietor and culti¬ 

vator. *»\zfc b*, =#oscorn equally 

divided between the cultivator and the pro¬ 

prietor. jfrrts to farm under such 

conditions. 

C. ifja^dJ koru, v. a. To wish, desire, hope, 

expect. =#o3^eri =#^&=# the object of desire 

or hope. 

C. kore, s. A tusk or fang. adj. 
Sharp, rough. =#§£> a sharp, rough 

stone. a tusk or fang. esjScrfj 

3 an elephant’s tusk. 

o. =$J3iOT?e5o?\ kore-angi, s. A kind of 

robe or gown very full in front. 

C. kdrke, See 

0. kormdgi, s. A well tilled 

field, the produce of which is equally divided 

between the cultivator and the proprietor. 

T. B. korri, See *»*v. 

S. t§JS>^<Z) kola, $. A wild hog. 2. a raft or 

float. 3. the fruit of the jujube. 

S. t5"Js)(><2JqS3 kolanta, S. A name of Shiva. 

S. kolambaka, s. The gourd or 

calabash on which the guitar is constructed. 

S. kolaka, S. A grain of pepper. 

C. kola-kalli, s. A species of 

mik-hedge. * 

c. kolage-beleyu, v_ 
To grow tall. 

c. koladi, s. A long foot, 

s. kola-damshtra, s. A 

wild boar’s tusk. 

o. kolanna-kattige, s. 
A short painted stick, used by boys at the 

Dasara foast. & to play with such 

sticks. 

C. =dU)^AO kdldgu, v. n. To become 

long or tall. 

C. £3 kolata, s. A game among 

boys and girls, chiefly of the former at the 

Dasara feast, when they make alternate mo¬ 

tions and strike mutually short sticks in 

each others’ hands. =&/^«j*W to sjng t0 

this motion, &c. */Hers>U a partic¬ 

ular sort of female garment. to 

play at the above game, 

c. ko- 

lara-tattu, koldra-kudure, [from Co- 

lar] s. An inferior horse, country pony. 

s. koldhala, s. The hum of a 

multitude, confused noise, loud nofce. 
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C. koldlu, S. A tall man. 2. a 

village so called. 

0. x?J5>^<£D s. A staff, stick, rod, stem. 

2. an arrow, a walking-stick. 

a shower of arrows. ****&£ r!Brf?(o he 

poured a shower of arrows, enrarfi to 

lean on a stick. ASciw, =#js^ 

slrartcdjo, =#u«>^ri) to shoot an arrow. 

C. kolu-kdra, s. An inferior 

officer, constable or peon employed to bring 

up defaulters, &c. 

G.. kolu-guddali, s. A nar¬ 

row hoe or spade for digging. 

C. ^©^S&AO^i? kolu-gulike, s. Barleria 

longifolia, or capparis spinosa. 

e. kolu-honne-gida, 

s. A tall species of the tree jRottleria tinc- 

toria. 

A. C. & kdl-dudi, s. The point of 

an arrow. 

C. kol-kei, s. A long hand. 

C. kol-kdra, See 

C. 7§ kol-gade, s. A long iron crow 

used as a weapon. 

A. c. tfo kolgalu, for ’SwpMi'fo. 

G. tfjSf&l kol-sa, s. The letter 

T. B. kovana, See 

c, kovana, kovala, 

s. A verandah, 

C. rJ’JS^'S'd kovara, s. A watch tower in a 

fort, one who is posted in a watch 

tower, a spy. 

T. B. kovale. See 

C. /co»h s. A gun. 2. a hollow tube 

in general. ®s»&n>\S> a gun with a lock, &c. 

Si a matchlock. Awti a 

kind of small and short cannon. < & 

a pop-gun. 2. a kind of small cannon with¬ 

out carriage, for firing small balls. ^ 

a a tube used for blowing a fire. 

a a syringe. a fife. A®*S 

the pipe played by snake charmers. 

a small tube through which thread is 

passed and wound. ts&s&> to 

load a gun. wl aSSik to fire a 

matchlock, to shoot, fire. 

a jfjzA gunpowder. 

S. kdvida, ad). Clever, skilful. 

2. strong, powerful. 

S. koviddra, s. Mountain 

ebony, 5auTiinia variegata. 

G. T&Jd^&T3jt>% a kovi-roga, s. A purging 

disease among children. 

C. JSs^SSoo^ kovi-hula, s. The queen 

white ant given to children to stop purging. 

C. kove, s. A crucible. 

C. kove'-gida, s. A tree, apiece 

of which is tied round the neck of children to 

stop purging, &c. 

s. ^JS^Cs, kosha, kdsha, s. A 

bud. 2. a sheath, scabbard. 3. judicial 

trial by oath or ordeal, attesting a deity and 

touching or drinking water, in which some 

idol has been washed, three times. 4. gold 

or silver, wrought or unwrought. 5. treasure, 

wealth. 6. a treasury. 7. the vulva, the 

womb. 8. the penis. 9. the scrotum. 10. 

an egg. 11. a dictionary or vocabulary. The 

meaning may be mostly resolved into, that 

from which something issues or evolves. 

C. koshagi-be'da, s. A no¬ 

ted huntsman. 

s. kosha-panchaka, s. 

The aggregate of five parts of the human sys¬ 

tem ; as, 5&ai> the food ventricle, 

stool) the seat of digestion, escort 

the seat of pleasure, the 

seat of ignorance. the seat 

of wisdom. 

S. kosha-vriddhi, s. En¬ 

largement of the scrotum from hernia hume- 

ralis or hydrocele, &c. 

C. koshdtaki, s. A kind of 

vegetable. 

0. koshe, s. A wooden hook. 2. a 

curve, adj. Crooked, curved. a de¬ 

formed man. PisS a crooked tree. 2. a 

tree so called. a distorted mouth. 

0. koshe, s. The black convolvulus 

paniculatus. 

S. hoshta, S. A granary. 2. an 

apartment. 3. the stomach. 

C. koshta, adj. Stupid, doltish. 

a stupid grimace. 

stupidity. 
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S. koshna, s. Warmth, heat. adj. 
Fd 

Tepid, warm. 

-C. ^JSPro kosa, See 

■C. kosala-de'sha, s. A coun¬ 

try so called. 

A. C. kosu, v. a. To thread. 

C. t?JS^rdooaot) kdsumbari, s. A kind of 

condiment made of pulse. 

C. $J3£5o&3, ^Je^So&S, ^J3(0 

^^9, ^js>55o3&3 kohata, kohati, ko- 

hala, kohali, kohata, s. Challenging, 

calling to fight. 

0. t?Oe>^ kola, s. The stocks, ^^hand- 

stocks. leg-stocks. 553 

!*5, &V& to put in the stocks. 

T. B. j£o7«> See 

C. koldda-hola, s, a. 

field in which the produce has shot from old 

stocks. 

C. koli, s. A fowl. s?oj5 a 

cock-fight. =ifjs7ii cock-crowing, time 

of cock-crow. =#*&* a fowl to scratch 

the earth with its feet. ^jsi\v% a cock’s 

comh. scoots a cock. a pgn. 

AO, &jdVx a chicken. 

a work on cock-fighting. 

C. ^'-O^o kolu, s. Pulse or corn shooting 

from old stocks. =#j3<><sb such 

a crop. <&j»63m£ to reap such a cr0p> 

’$&&, vegetables springing from old 

stocks. 

A. 0. kolu, s. Pillage, plunder, sack¬ 

ing. 2. booty. r^aA to give up to 

plunder. ’Ao^/s^sS plundered jewels. -*-£>rt 

A ’SjuxA the ears were forced off. 

A 5a»*ri> to be plundered. =#£ ’RaotiA 

what is plundered. So&aSoa, <&e^& 

to plunder, pillage, sack. 

A. c. ^/s)^oao<^ kolugula, $. War, bat¬ 

tle, contest. 

0. kale, $. The white of an egg. 2. 

the outer" angle of the eye. 

c. $ kdlkanki, kol- 

tene, s. An ear of corn springing from an 

old stock. 

C. kol-bele, See under 

C. 5~s) ^OM, s. The bark of a dog. 

Quarto to bark. 

c. kou-kollu, 

koudu-kollu, See **£>, 

A. c. kounku, kouku, 
v. n. To clasp round, embrace. 2. to bend. 

i^SoPiA, v. a. To embrace. =^*>°AS? an 

embrace. 

C. #«)oaj koungu, s. The areca nut. 

t. b. #^08^ kouncha, See 

S. ?P3oap kounju. See ^5w-. 

C. ^“SoSdj kountu, See "ffUWo. 

S. koundinya, s. A sage so 

called. 

s. :grr)os«o')o'do kounteyaru, [sons of 

Kunti] s. The Pdndu princes. 

c. tf«) s£o, kouchu, kou- 

clli-kollu, v. a. To seize, pounce upon, over¬ 

whelm, turn upside down, overspread, cover. 

See tfSc&o. 

0. kouchu. See 

0. rfd &P kouju, s. A partridge. *>3s( tfii 

partridge fighting. hunting 

or hawking partridges. 

S. tfe)&3e^ koutilya, [*oS3v] s. Curvity, 

crookedness. 2. hypocrisy, dissimulation. 

TF’SIlyjtk hypocrites. 

C. koutu, s. The disagreeable smefl 

of burnt or bad oil, fish, raw meat, &c. 

C. ^Szf koude, s. The melon vine, Cucu- 

mis melo. 

C. kouta, s. A quick kind of dance. 

wSai As%OA to exhibit this kind of dance. 

s. koutuka, s. A show, specta¬ 

cle, novelty, surprise, curiosity, wonder. 2. 

eagerness, vehemence, impatience. 3. joy, 

pleasure, happiness. 4. inclination, wish. 5. 

the marriage ring or thread. strata 

a curious or wonderful word, 

s. koutuhala, s. Vehemence, 

eagerness. 

S. Wa)Tj, koupa, koupina, s. 
A small piece of cloth to cover the privities. 

w'hlsxd a person wearing it. 

sotw Sjjsrj^o^ he who has only a cloth to 
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ovj 

cover his privities is a happy man (he has no 

incumbrances.) 

S. koubera, s. The son of Kube- 

ra. adj. of or belonging to Kubera, god of 

wealth and regent of the north. =^5^,0 the 

north. 

S. koumara, s. Childhood, youth. 

S. Tcoumdri, s. The name of a 

sage. 2. Pdrvati. 

S. koumudi, s. Moonlight. 

S. koumodaki, s. The club 

or mace of Krishna. 

S. kouravaru, s. The descend¬ 

ants of Kuru. 

0* kouru, adj. Dim, dull, obscure, 

not distinct, s. A fetid smell, as of burnt 

oil, dead bodies, &c. , w7>to ria^y 

a dim eye. 'ff’Sck 

w twilight. v'lvb the smell of a 

corpse. 

C. kour-kouru. See 

0. rPSrosr&i), kour-gdtu, 

kour-nata, S. The fetid smell of burnt 

oil, &c. 

S. koidateya, s. a bastard. 

2. the son of a female heggar. 

H. koulacbara, s. Aquitrent 

on land. 

s. 5^©^ koulika, s. A labourer, hire¬ 

ling, cooly. 

H. iVScio koulu, s. A special agreement, 

promise or convention ; an agreement with 

ryots regarding cultivation and land rent. 

^2 wo woB a written agreement, 

to give waste land at a nominal 

rent until brought into full cultivation. 2. 

to allow safe-guard to a rebel that he may 

have opportunity of returning to his allegi¬ 

ance. xtaaz& to make an agreement, truce, 

&c. Ao&crijo to violate an agreement, 

break a truce. to capitulate. 3. 

a favourable condition, stipulation, or assu¬ 

rance. 4. a capitulation, truce, quarter in 

battle. 

A. C. kouvare, s. Pleasure, joy, 

delight, reverie. 2. circumambulating. 

S. koushala, s. Happiness, welfare, 

skilfulness. 

S. koushika, s. Indra. 2. Vish- 

wamitra. 3. an owl. 

s. #e)i£a5o kousheya, adj. Silken, s. A 

silken cloth. 

S. kousalyd-devi, s. The 

mother of Bdma. =^23e5crio Rdma. 

S. rPSroo Sp koustubha, S. Vishnu’s jewel, 

worn upon his breast. 

C. kouladi, s. A waistband tied 

round women immediately after accouche¬ 

ment. 

A. 0. koulikava, S. A deceiver, 

hypocrite. srf a delusive gift. 

A. o. kouludi, S. A dolt, block¬ 

head. 

S. koukshimbhari, s. A glut¬ 

ton, selfish man. 

S. kouksheyaka, s. A kind 

of sword. 

c. kydkarisu, See *&&&. 

T. B. kyddiyi, kyddi- 

ge, See ****• 

s. tfjotip, T&jofx4 krandana, krandita, 

s. Lamentation, weeping. 2. mutual daring, 

defiance, braving, challenging. 

s. krakacha, s. A saw. 

s. 5^83=^ krakachdra, s. A curry¬ 

comb. 

S. ^)lb Jcratu, s. A sacrifice. 2. a ceremo¬ 

ny in which oblations are offered. 

S. kratu-bhukkugalu, 

s. The deities, who are supposed to feast on 

sacrifices. 

S. kratu-dhwamsi, s. Shiva, 

as having destroyed DaJcsha’s sacrifice. 

s. kradha-desha, s. One of the 

fifty-six countries enumerated by Hindus. 

S. 

. krama, S. Order, method, pro¬ 

gress, regularity, arrangement. 2. a sacred 

precept or practice prescribed by the Vedas. 

regularly, in order. to 

transgress, exceed. 2. to step, proceed, 

sio a well digested speech. £/*** t° 

get out of order, to violate prescribed rule. 

. krama-wartitwa, s. 

Succession. 
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S. kramuka, s. The areca nut or 

tree. 

S. Troop'S Ttramena, adj. Orderly, in ro¬ 

tation. 

S. tifSakramelaha, s. A camel. 

s. jd ps hramya-mdna, adj. Or¬ 

derly, regularly. 

S. hr ay a, s. Price, value. 2. buy¬ 

ing, purchase. to fix a price. *j 

a buyer, purchaser. jcarcrfo the 

settlement of price. X (buying and 

selling) traffic, trade. 

S. ^)5^5aico hrayase, s. Guess,conjecture, 

supposition. paired *4%, siasS sirezk to 

guess, suppose, conjecture. 

S. hravya, s. Raw flesh. a 

giant, feeding on raw flesh. 

S. Tf3)oSS|0^ hrdnti-vidhi, s. The ecliptic. 

S. kri, s. Farina. 2. kindness. 

S. krimi, s. An insect, worm. 

S. OjXo hriye, s. An act, action. 2. means, 

expedient. 3. worship. 4. virtue, truth. 5. 

physical treatment or practice. 6. a religi¬ 

ous initiatory ceremony. 7. obsequies, rites 

performed immediately after death. 8. pu¬ 

rificatory rights, as ablution, &c. 9. (in gram¬ 

mar) a verb. one of correct con¬ 

duct. |#;cdra verbals, streej 

the conjugation of a verb, a re. 

ward, the fruit of one’s deeds. Jjodsa Srttfo 

to take an oath, +j<sSsi zdbjib a per. 

jured man. 

S. hride, s. Play, sport, amusement, 

pastime, pleasure, Ssjsri amorous dal¬ 

liance. a dormitory. 

t5 amorous discourse. 

S. krutha, s. Wrath, anger, indigna¬ 

tion. 

®* hruddha, adj. Angry, passionate. 

S. ifddjd hrura, adj. Cruel, pitiless. 2. 

terrible, ferocious. 3. hot. 4. sharp. 

s. T^o^-a ri krenhdra, s. A jingling, 

creaking noise. 

S. hrod.a, s. The bosom or breast. 

2. a hog. 

s. krddiharisu, v. a. To 

abstract, abridge, shorten. 

S. lerddha, s. Wrath, passion, an¬ 

ger. 

S. hrodhana, s. The fifty-ninth 

year in the Hindu cycle of sixty. 

S. hrodhi, s. The thirty-eighth 

year in the Hindu cycle of sixty. 

S. hrusha, s. About a league dis- 

s. kroshtu, s. A fox, jackal. 

s. krouncha, s. A curlew. 2. a 

mountain in the Himalaya range. 

s? one of the principal divisions of the world. 

s. €ys))ozdui>'dp3 hrounchaddrana, s. 

Kumdraswami, who smote the Krounclia 

mountain. 

S. tPS/Q&sr hrourya, S. Cruelty, harsh¬ 

ness, tyranny. 

s. tr Mama, Mamatha, s 

Fatigue, exhaustion. 

8. Minna,Mishta, adj. Moist, 

wet, damp. 

S. Mipta, See 

S. $^3} hllba, s. An eunuch. -^^wjSorithe 

neuter gender. 

S- hlupta, adj. Rrief, short, abridged. 

2. fixed, determined. 3. few. briefly, 

summarily. sta>&>to abridge, make brief. 

2. to fix, determine. 

S- hlesha, s. Affliction, pain, distress. 

S. kwachittu, ach>. Somewhere. 

s. hwana, hwanana, s. A 

tune or musical sound. 

S» hwathita, adj. Decocted, diges¬ 

ted. 

s. hwdchitha, adj. Of very lit¬ 

tle use. 

s. hwdna, See =^«. 



SO kha, The twentieth letter of the alphabet, 

the aspirate of =*■ s. Sky, atmosphere. 

II. SOoaj khangu, s. Malice, hatred. 

S. £0O& khanja, adj. Lame, halt, decrepid. 

s. £0o3i^, soo&;t>^k3 khanjana, khan- 

jarita, &. A wag-tail. 

S. £00<3> khanda, s. A piece, part, fragment, 

portion. 2. a chapter, section. 3. flesh. SJ0 

U soo^ri soosa rrasid>s. Pride, 

haughtiness, insolence. 

S. SOorfpo khmdane, s. Division. 2. dis¬ 

sertation. 3. criticism. suozZri to di¬ 

vide. ad;, fixed, settled; fixed 

sum. 

S. soorisj^j khanda-patra, s. A deed of 

settlement. 

s. soot'd so khanda -parashu, s. A 

nanie of Shiva. 

s. soorf^ooti<y khanda-mandala, agj. 

Not whole, divided, scattered.' 

C. SDo’rfiDdo khanda-vidu, v.n. To recover 

health, gain flesh. 

s. khanda-sakkare, s. Su¬ 

gar candy. 

s. soozPd‘% khanda-shashi, s. The moon 

either in the wane or advancing to the full. 

C. £OOc3^oo?£>ziJaizio khanda-tundu-md- 

du, v. a. To exit in pieces. 

C. SOoQ> khandi, s. A hole, perforation. 2. 

a neuter, the neuter. 3. a Tchanduga. 4. the 

name of a country. sJ°a ^js€aix> to bore a 

hole. so°8) to fall into holes, or to 

pieces. 

8. S0o5i4? khavdita, adj. Strict, severe, 

rigorous. 2. positive, true, certain. 3. cut, 

torn, broken, soo&g one who speaks 

truly or justly, strictly, positively, 

ajoa^ wjajso to he strict. 

8. Slocia khandite, s. A woman charging 

her husband with infidelity. 

8. SDO&coo khandisu, v. a. To cut asunder, 

into pieces ; to sever, tea'’, break off. 2. to 

reject, confute, render ineffectual, destroy. 3. 

to settle, fix, adjust. 

o. sootiiA, SOgi^a khanduga, khanda- 

ga, s. A measure of capacity, containing 

twenty kolagas. 

S. SOOlSdi> khandeya, adj. Fixed, certain, 

positive, s. A sword. 

c. khandobanu, s. A Mah- 

ratta shepherd’s god. sjozIoba re¬ 

ligious festival in honour of him. 

S. SOoBp-kb khandrisu, See seoaj’o. 

s. £0 a khaga, s. A bird. 2. an arrow. « 

r!da, sortOiUoj, sortosw Gtaruda, 

the king of birds. 

S. SO A 3 kha-gati, s. The aerial region. 

s. SOTw^y1 kha-gola, s. The celestial 

globe. 

S. SJ&ti kha-chara, s. A demi-god, who 

traverses the sky. 

S. SOckrrvO khacJnsa, v. a. To set aspreci- 

ous stones. inlaid, set. 2. mixed, 

blended, combined. suiIsotPi resolutely, de- 

terminately, positively. 

S. SD&Dflf khajaka, s. A ladle or spoon. 

H. £0SfsJ), £03dD^o khajdni, khajdne, 

s. A treasury. 2. money, treasure. 

a cash-chest, sokisow a treasurer, cash- 

keeper. 

C. £0^ khajji, s. Itch, any cutaneous e- 

ruption. SoScdoo to have the itch. 

H. SDl| khajje, s. Strife, contention, quar¬ 

relling. &>«»! a quarrelsome man. 

T. B. khajjota, See 

S. £0 &3 khata, s. A closed or double fist. 

S. £0&3^ khdtwa, $, A bedstead or couch, 

sotejori the materials or parts of a bedstead. 

s. £okj^OAZj>tj khatwdnga-dhara, s. 

Shiva, with a cot for his weapon. 

C. £Oo3U£QS> khaddkhadi, adj. Severe, 

strict, exact, particular, s. A single combat, 

sorassoa straps a severe speech. 

to speak roughly or harshly. 

t. b. sdz$oa, siciojo khaduga, khadiya, 

s. sorf khadga, s. A sword, scimitar. 2. a 
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rhinoceros’ horn. ^ the rhinoceros. 

sj^ the edge of a sword. 

s. SO^ Vjtiaj khadga-pdtre, s. A golden 

bracelet worn by women. 

c. sod Sc^odrfo khadga-heluvadu, s. 

A mode of worship among linga merchants, 

praising their god with sword in hand. 

C. SO& khaddi, See • 

c. SQ£% khani, See 

c. sopIsopiolojS, sop&2>;3 khani- 

khaniyane, khanilene, s. The sound 

of an earthen vessel when not cracked. 

c. SOpSsoploo khani-khanisa, s. The 

sound of a drum. 

s. sos^sduso khata-mule, s. A cloud. 2. 

smoke. 

H. sosssdpl khatdvani, $. A village ac¬ 

count. 

C. SOei khati, s. Anger, passion. 2. haste. 

3. sorrow. 4. dilemma. SJ® 

soSc&rartj to be angry. 2. to be hardly be¬ 

stead. 

S. SOSc/Or kha-tilaka, [sky’s ornament] s. 

The sun. 

C. SOl^o khattu, s. A writing, written doc¬ 

ument, letter. 2. hand-writing, a free, run¬ 

ning hand. adj. Close, run into one another. 

SD3j^ closely, the letters running into each 

other. s>^ wtizg, so 3 ^ wdso a writing in 

which the letters run into one another. 

S. Solv’d khadira, s. The tree mimosa 

catechu or pudica. 

S. SoSod^sdRioso khadira-ndra-simha, 
s. A name of Vishnu. 

H. SObj^dopo khadimanu, s. A veteran, 

one who has grown old in service. 

S. SO&iSg^ khadyota, s. The sun, a 

meteor, spark. 2. a fire-fly, glow-worm. adj. 

Brilliant, splendid. 

s. sotS^^S?} khadyotini, s. A sort of 

inferior female divinity, especially attendant 

on Shiva and Durgi. 

s. so^ khanana, s. Digging. a 

house-breaker. 

S. S0£) khani, s. A mine. a miner. 

S. SO^dj lthanitra, $, A spade, hoe, gnddali. 

S. SO^jjd khapura, S. The arecanut tree, 

s. SOdjussd kha-pravdha, s. The heaven¬ 

ly Ganges, aos^s®^ Shiva. 

H. SOSodo khabaru, s. A report, rumour. 

2. news, intelligence. 3. a message. 4. 

caution, souebnsers^d) to be cautious. 

H. SO 30's 200, S02osclk> khabdbu, khabdi, 

s. A kind of curry. 

H. sodua>£>i\, sodTOoi khamdvishi, 

khamdsi, s. Land cultivated under the 

immediate superintendence of government. 

c®d one who has charge of such 

land. 

A. C. SOa3olS^& khaya-khodi, s. a 

bitter or malignant calumniator. 

0. SOo3o<-> khaiy, adj. Bitter. 

S. SOd khara, S. The twenty-fifth year in 

the Hindu cycle of sixty. 2. an ass, mule. 

3. heat. adj. Sharp, pungent, hot. 2. sharp, 

pointed. 3. harsh, cruel. 4. rare, dear, 

scarce. 

S. SOdiS* kharaka, s. The sun. 

s. SOdps™ kharanasa, adj. Sharp-nosed. 

s. soil'd kharatara, s. A mule. 

s. so ddoux^j khara-damshtra, s. A 

sharp tusk or fang. 

C. SOUS khard, See 

H. SOU'S ssbsd khard-churi, s. A kind of 

dagger. 2. a sharp knife. 

T. B. SOU'SS kharddi, See soosbabskb. 

II. SOU'S 200 khardbu, adj. Filthy, disgust¬ 

ing, bad. 

II. SOUsdoS khardmati, adj. True, certain. 

II. SOU-sdo, SOU'St) khardru, khardri, s. 

A currycomb. 

S. SOUSrJ khardsi, S. A sharp sword. 2. 

a class of brahmans to the north, 

s. sousidod khardsura, s. A giant; so' 

named. 

S. SOUS^ khardli, adj. Bad, wicked, mis¬ 

chievous. soo®v a mischievous animal. 

C. SOd khari, See sod. 

s. sod^soeo karikhala, s. Gambling. 

H. SOd^£>, sod^rfo kharidi, kharidu, s. 

Price, value. *sss>zeo to value* 



to buy. &>a<>& kSot»s£))So 

to settle the price. 

D. SDS^5jj khariya, See a>3. 

S. SO do kharu, adj. Harsh, sharp, cruel. 

C. SOtS khare, adj. True, certain, correct. 

sor5 to speak truly. »<J ***<& to appear 

true or certain. • 

D. S3"^J5)^23X kharoda, s. A monkey. 2. 

a country so called. 

c. sosSoe-, sos^oe^xSb^ kharchu, khar- 

chu-vechclia, s. Expenditure, cost, charges, 

sousrrio, sowrh sSjs^Ki to be expended. 

so^of journey expenses. s&tSab so&or house¬ 

hold expenses. sosSoFtffc;jo sfoszfc to curtail 

expenses. sju^fcSo^o the horse is sold. 

sot^oFretJ, sos^jFnsd, sousfv one who bears 

expenses, or who has charge of the money to 

be expended for any purpose. sccSof so 

z£or sirerSo to expend, go to expense. a>^F & 

&ccko, so^f to cost money. 

S. SOa^S’d kharjura, s. The marsh date 

tree. 

S. SOUS'D kharjuri, s. The date tree from 

which toddy is made. 

S. SOSoer kharva, adj. Short, low, of little 

stature, s. A billion. aosra so 3 f ten billions. 

S. SD3S-&3 kharvata, s. The capital of four 

hundred villages, a market or country town. 

S. SOwS'd kharvara, s. Verdian's, 

c. sod) 5 kharril, s. A sound. 

S. SOt) khala, adj. Vile, base, low, inferior. 

2. cruel, mischievous, s. A floor for tread¬ 

ing out corn. so^rfsij?>o the vilest of the vile. 

S. sot)8 khalati, adj. Bald-headed. 

S. £OS.'^p khalapu, adj. Having many 

hands. 

S. sot/Tjjt)a khalapuya, s. Ahordeofwick- 

A. c. SOS’JSX'A khalawdyi, s. A bush or 

thicket. 

H. SOt)D<°joz3rs>z$3 khaldlu-mddu, v. a. To 

ruin, injure. 

s. SoD^c3 khalina, s. The bit of a bridle. 

S. SO^ khalve, s. A small sfone mortar for 

beating medicines, &c. in. 

S. SOOX^B khalvdta, adj. Bald, bald- 

headed. 

0. SOoiBOaido khasi-madu, v. a. To clear 

and manure the roots of a tree. 2. to cas¬ 

trate. suh steada castrated horse. 

ted a grafted tree. stead ted a tree whose 

roots have been cleared and fresh manure put 

to them. 

S. SO rojdzi khasuchi, s. A blockhead, dolt. 

H. SDoJ, SOcoo khasti, khastu, s. See . 

2. Cuffing, fighting, dunning for payment, 

distressing. «?>, to cuff. 2. to do up 

a remittance, to distress, teaze, 

dun. so Tarred a sick man. 2. a dunner, 

cuflcr, fighter. 

T. B. SOfj khala, [mv] s. A wretch, scoun¬ 

drel, a giant. 

S. SO^JSO^ khalurika, s. A parade, place 

for military exercise. 

H. SOX O SOX khamkha, adj. Certainly, ne¬ 

cessarily. 

H. SOX po khana, s. Food, provender. 

C. SOX) pc' khdni, s. The variation or want 

of equipoise in the balance of a scale. 2. the 

tongue of a balance. 3. the sixty fourth of 

a fanam. to make scales even. 

»»<** 3^a uneven scales. *«*** *** any 

thing put to balance scales. dute any 

thing put over, in what is weighed, to make 

up for the deficiency arising from the scales 

not being even, one sixty fourth 

of a fanam. bad land. 

s. SOX) 3 klldta, adj. Dug. 

s. SOxcS, soxd^ khdda, khddana, s. 

Food, provender, provision. 

H. SOX>£> khddi, s. A coarse cloth, like tow¬ 

elling. a coarse cloth. 

S. SOX>£}^ khddita, adj. Eaten, devoured. 

S. SOxSyd khddira, s. The sediment of 

boiled areca nut, which is made into balls. 

S. SOx£}Q khddiri, s. Mimosa catechu or 

pudica. 

H. SOX Sit) khddiri, s. A kind of short jac¬ 

ket. 

H. SOXjS khdna, s. Sir, an appendage to an 

address. sc®fSdj Mussulmans. 

H. SOTi^O khdni, s. Small commodities, ped- 

lery. 

g. sox£)?\} sox^)7\ khdnigi, khdnige, 
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adj. Domestic. 2. private. 3. clandestine, 

s. Private atfairs. a private ac¬ 

count. 

H. SOX)^ khane, s. A house, place, dwelling. 

xWjs& population, census. 

H. soxcrfosox), khdmukhd, 

khamukha, adv. Assuredly, certainly, 

at all events, at any rate, positively. 

0. SOX>d khara, S. A medicine given to 

women in cliild-bed, composed of long pep¬ 

per, common black pepper, and the seeds of 

bishop’s weed. 2. a pungent or hot taste. 

adj. Pungent, hot, as spicery. so'ati to 

bite, as any thing hot does the tongue, 

a hot chillie. &®oS hot ginger, 

hot spicery. 

II. SJ'S'dS kharavi, s. A red kind of cloth. 

S. £DX)d khari, s. A measure containing 

about three bushels. 

c. SODt>, khari, khdrive, s. A 

back-water, an arm of the sea. 

C. Sl)X>?)7\ khdriffe, s. A brook. 

H. SOX) I) khali, adj. Empty, vacant, unoc¬ 

cupied, unemployed. erusrio soa 

©cciMc0j3ij all the inhabitants have left, and 

the village is deserted. &>>€> an empty 

hand. an empty house. &>■»© saO 

i to accuse without cause. sus©crfrart) 

to become vacant. 2. to be unemployed. 

II. S)dx3oC5 khavanda, s. Owner, proprie¬ 

tor, master, king, lord, husband. soasiozSPia 

proprietorship. 

S. SOX)<\) khasa, s. A species of grass, 

Sacoharum spontaneum. 2. a cough, 

catarrh. ^ a cough accompanied with 

blood-spitting. 

H. £0x>To, SOXJcix) khdsa, khdsd, adj. 

Own, private. one’s own. 

^^3 one’s own account. 

lands cultivated by zemindars through their 

own domestic slaves. 

H. SOXiTtx^d khdsiodri, $. A stud or troop 

of horses. 

S. khinna, adj. Distressed, anxious, 

depressed. 2. ashamed. £>3^ distress, 

depression from uneasiness. to be¬ 

come ashamed, to be chagrined. 

S. &)£) khila, adj. Old, worn, torn. s. Waste 

land. 

H. £)& efc khillattu, s. A dress of honour, 
co__d • 

an article of dress presented as a mark of 

distinction. 

H. a)£j khisti, s. Tribute. 2. See 

H. SOjCj khuda, s. A Mahomedan title for 

God. 

H. £Ooc3x;cx).)Rjq7^o!)oo khuddisi-tegeyu, 

v. a. To exterminate, take up the roots; to 

examine thoroughly, soo^c&o?) to get at 

the bottom of a thing. 

H. SDoCb khuddu, adj. Own. =fa;Jo 

one’s own work. 

S. SOod khura, s. A hoof, the ex¬ 

tremity of the hoof. flat-nosed, or 

having a nose like a horse’s hoof. 2. T. b. 

a razor. a case 0f razors. 

S. khurali, s. A parade or place for 

military exercise. 

H. SOoOXJ^o khurdnu, S. The Koran. 

S. SOorfe £ khurdana, s. Sport, play, fun. 

h. SDarfos^rfos-, soocks'a.orfos’ khur- 

du-purdu, khurdu-burdu s. Embez¬ 

zlement. 

H. khumisu, s. Obeisance, bow, 

reverence. 

H. aX>£)X)o!bri> khuldisu, adj. Clear, full, 

distinct, entire, awoscft)!) srioio to take away 

entirely, to examine thoroughly. aMeacEwb 

to appear clear, as colours in cloth. 

H. SQo<yX)7o khuldsa, s. Release. 

0. SDoiy khulga, s. An envious man. 

vexation at another’s happiness. 

C. khulla, adj. Bad, depraved, wick¬ 

ed. 2. low, mean, base, wicked¬ 

ness, depravity, a depraved mind, 

bad temper. 

H. SOo£JX)^ khulld, adj. Open, unsealed. 

H. £D0£O khullu, s. Total, 
co 

H. £00*53 S khushdli, s. Gladness, joy, plea¬ 

sure. a pleasant word. 

to make glad. 

H. £Oo?>, SOoi\ khushi, khushi, s. Glad¬ 

ness, joy, hilarity. 

h. khusha-kharidi, s. Price, 

value. 
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H, £OoT\X)^oS khushdmati, s. Gladness, 

joy, delight. 

H. soiZJ^&^'d •jSo khushdli-ndme, s. 

Glad tidings. 

H. SDjL^Tn Jchushigi, s. Untflled land. 

t?o^c£oa cultivating untilled land. 

H. SOOrJ^ Jchusti, s. Cuffing. aw^ekadj f0 

cuff, fight. 

C. S3JSP3 Jchuna, adj. Bad, depraved, wick¬ 

ed. 

S. Jchuna, s. A northern country. 

C. S0v/e>^5 Jchuna, s. A mark, sign, ax®tS 

&aisho to recognise. 

II. SDJSci Jchuni, s. Manslaughter, murder, 

sjwajislra^rj, aioa murderer. 

H. SOJ$2J Jchuba, adj. Good, excellent. 

C. SOjaSOPc) Jchubanna, s. A proper name. 

C. SOjS^/ khula, s. A had, mean or cruel 

man. a cruel giant. 

S. iS^sd-'d khe-chara, s. A demi-god. 2. 

a bird. 3. an arrow. 4. a planet, 

s. Jcheta, khetaJca, s. A 

shield. 2. a suburb. 3. a star. 

c. l5^, khdda, khedya, s. A 

shield. 

S. kheda, s. Affliction, grief, sorrow, 

distress, repentance, regret. to repent, 

be sorry, grieve. 

H. 1?^ kJiepu, S. A turn, time. s3^®3<^ 

ft by turns, alternately. 

S. kheya, s. A trench, ditch, moat. 

s. l5(3£>, Jthela, khelane, 

A ga, The twenty first letter of the alphabet. 

2. an affix of nouns, denoting habit, disposi¬ 

tion, practice, &c.; as, a word, a 

loquacious man. 

C. 7\07\4§J5>a<2^, aO?\i3jsa£0, a07^J3 

7\£a, aot^zS.’S^cjo ganga-togalu, gan- 

gi-dogalu, gang e-tog alu, gange-do- 

lu, s. An ox’s dewlap. 

khela, s. Pastime, play, sport. 

a sportive assembly. 

C. Jihei, adj. Bitter. bitter 

herbs. 

H. jcheiru, s. Wealth, happiness, wel¬ 

fare, health. 

H. T> khojd, s. An eunuch. 2. an 

effeminate man, coward. effemi¬ 

nacy, cowardice. eunUehs going about 

from door to door in women’s dress, dancing 

and singing. 

n. sSjsap, iSjsds Jchoju, Jchodu, s. A 

trace, sign, mark. sl&z? gfiodM 

to trace, discover. a trace or mark 

to appear. 

c. khopparam, 

Jchopparige, See 

c. jthobbari, s. The kernel of the 

cocoanut. & a fresh cocoanut. *•*« 

?vd sSjsw 5 a cocoanut dried for making oil. 

s5j3« Os; &>0& the refuse of cocoanut after the 

oil has been expressed. SwEractu a co¬ 

coanut sweetmeat. 

H. khdgiru, s. A saddle. 

0. khddi, $. A calumniator, mis¬ 

chief maker. 2. evil. 3. a point. 4. a fool. 

C. khoru, s. Injury, waste, destruc¬ 

tion. to be wasted, worn away, 

to impair, destroy. 

S. £0"S^§> hhydti, $. Fame, reputation, re¬ 

nown, celebrity, notoriety, adj. Famous, 

popular, celebrated, notorious. 

universally, or well known. the 

fame of an excellent character. 

c. AOAojji!ganga-mdla, s. A native’s 

shoe or sandal. 

C. aoaS^ gangamma, s. The name of 

a village goddess, sisto perform 

worship to this goddess. 

0. AOAai^ gangayya, s. A proper name. 

S. A07\D AOKD&^B, 

gangddhara, gangd-juta, gange-pot- 
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tava, s. Sliiva, who received the Ganges 

on his head as it fell from heaven, and re¬ 

tained it for some time in his locks. 

C. ao7VD^ gang ala, s. A large brazen 

water vessel. 

s. 7\0~R, gauge, gangu- 

bhavani, s. The river Ganges, or its per¬ 

sonification, as a goddess, rior® pi], 

grimage to the Ganges, riora the banks 

of the Ganges, riorra 4'J; BMsJima, dorrs 

bathing in the Ganges, dortcdo TssSa 

the cross stick and vessels in which Ganges 

water is carried by pilgrims, rtort a bot¬ 

tle of water brought from the Ganges, dort 

the tutelar goddess of the Ganges, 

riortcij boatmen, fishermen. 

c. 7\oM^ gangettu, s. A bullock taught 

to dance. riod® 44 a wandering mendicant, 

who obtains alms by exhibiting the feats of 

this bullock. 

c. aoSj-?)' ganchadi, ganchala, 
s. A tatter, rag. 

S. aoSi ganja, s. A distillery. 

C. AOSiTj'Azf ganjara-gadde, s. A red 

bulbous vegetable. 

C. AOS^j^JS^o ganjara-golu, adj. Con¬ 

fused, mixed, disordered. 

C. ao&a ganjadi, s. The smell of urine. 

adj. Disgusting, filthy, 

C. AO&pi^ ganjanike, s. A fragrant 

grass. 

C. A0345/ ganjala, s. The urine of cattle. 

C. AO&rs^oo, ^5odo7\ 0343^00 ganjdmu, 

shuharu-ganjdmu, s. Ganjam, near Se- 

ringapatam. Ganjam, in the Nor¬ 

thern Circars. 

C. AOSjacOi ganjdi, s. The hemp plant, 

Cannabis sativa. The leaves of this plant 

mixed with pepper, cloves, sugar, &e., have 

an intoxicating quality, and are much eaten 

by the natives, especially Mussulmans. This 

composition is usually called 4jswq. rtcsscSj 

to smoke this plant. 

C. 7(osB ganji, s. Gruel, rice water. 2. 

starch made with this gruel. do£ wticrin to 

strain off rice water. riotJ a starched 

cloth. riot3 4o& 4j®43, rto&A to 

■HoM 

starch clothes. dot? 'sbcS a hole into which 

water is strained from boiled rice. does 

the grains of boiled rice to adhere to one 

another, from not being strained off in time. 

rioeS dew rid a large vessel in which sour gruel 

is kept for cattle, &c. doe8<- to gather 

out remaining grains from rice-water, dcrf 

xtsdj boiled rice-water prepared with salt, 

cliillies, &c. do?3 ^accijo to thicken in boil¬ 

ing. 3=^, to take the starch, as cloth. 

C. 7\03§7VBC&3 ganji-gdi, s. An unripe 

fruit. 

0. ao3§7\t3 ganji-gere, s. The name of a 

village. 

c. AoaS^-Dd ganjikdra, s. Starch. 

C. AOSs^Te^rkdcb ganji-kdldduwa- 

du, s. Two boys carrying another boy on 

their hands clasped, do?3^ ^sun ano- 

tlier boy to hold up the legs of one so carried. 

C. aosB^^j) ganjipu, s. The name of a game 

played with small tablets or cards ninety-six 

in number. The figure of the king and vizier 

is drawn ©n some, and 1, 2, 3, &c., to the 

number of 10, marked on others. They are 

generally of eight different colours, and the 

game is played by three people. sSjsd'ysctu 

dot3t4, dsssissd dotf<;4i, 3o40 wartrf 

doe3t4) varieties of cards used among the na¬ 

tives. rtofcSi; to play at cards. 4 

sids'j a single card. 

C. ao8j° ganju, s. The urine of cattle. d° 

w* a hole for the urine of eattle to run 

into, dow Soacdoo to catch the urine of cat¬ 

tle for medicine and sacred uses. dow* 

cattle to void urine. 

C. 7^0 85 ganta, S. An iron style or pen. do 

Wrf rods! a manuscript written with an iron 

style. 

c. aoKwjSoo gantu- 

hdmalubu, gantalubu, s. A kind of 

grass eaten by cattle. 

H. 7\o 835 gantadi, &. A parcel or budget. 

C. AoS3<y, ao gantala, gantalu, 
s. The throat. 2. the voice. dcWu rraca a 

fish hook. 2. a halter. dotieJosdcriredJ, doU 

eJjsacrij sJmssdo to speak hoarsely. dcfctehsa 

hoarseness. dcWej i&n ^4 a sore throat. 
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C. 7\0$Jv'§ g ant as he, s. Avarice, covetous- 

ness. 

C. gmtdlu, s. A raan of property. 

C. AO S3 ganti, s. A gold wire ear-ring. doS3<> 
the fastening of this ring. dots* *o 

too, f\o&\ fej-Sos- an ear-ring with a drop ap¬ 

pended. dot3* *&®*dj a pair of these ear-rings. 

c„ aoS3&, aoS3o5i, ao&3^ gantidi, 

gantudi, gantuh, s. A bundle of money 

or any thing else tied up. 

C. aoS3o gantu, s. A knot; the knot, or 

joint of a reed or cane. 2.- a parcel, bundle, 

purse or bundle of money. 3. stock in trade, 

principal. 4. a debt. doWj a slip knot, 

^doei) a fast knot. adj. Excellent, best. do 

Wo doWo doWj do&S, doWo 

a knotted stick. doWj fcszi knotted hair. do 

Wo a knitted brow, frowning face. *% 

u oWo a woman’s top-knot in a bow. do 

Wi a double or tight knot. 2. a top-knot. 

rfoMo ^dOo a gnarled vegetable. doWj 

a swelling on the joints. dcW) s?d dorado to 

make a noose large at its extremity. 

dcWj the dogs are coupled. dcWo 

£*> the thread is knotted. doWoi^, dcW 

a frown or knit eyebrows. doWj the 

tie of that part of a woman’s cloth which 

goes round the loins. doW) do&Sdj, do 

W) soi.*, doWj sta>dj to make a knot, to fas¬ 

ten, to tie up in a parcel, dcWz> it?*, dcW) 

itado to untie a knot. doW^., doWj £>*?$ to 

come in contact, fall to blows, attack. 

siis^rU. dJsSdoa do Wo his statement 

and mine agree, doWa an unjust, or 

untenable controversy. doWo to ask for 

payment of a debt. dcW: to settle a 

debt. dcWa fi"s5>da to recover a debt. do 

Wo a bundle of cloths. ^dd doWo a bundle 

of papers. dcWa a burden carried by 

compulsion, without pay. rtoWo s!a large 

and small bundle. doWa *®da money to ac¬ 

cumulate. dcWo dcWa d|J a pickpocket. 

Tlo-i sjoooiS doWo ssudy the 

annoyance of the pickpockets commenced be¬ 

fore the market was assembled. dacWarid 

one who spends his principal instead of trad¬ 

ing with it. dc.W) to show where 

money is hid. dcWo stra* to set right, 

make prosperous. 

C. Aoyoep^tjo'h gantu-lhdrangi, s. A 

medical root. 

T. B. ao63 gante, [$?oWs] s. Abell. 2. an 

English hour. 3. a gong used for striking 

the hours. 4. several shoots from the same 

root. dcB wiSdo, doW sJjadcdja to ring a bell. 

dofeS ?ra£>d the tongue of a bell. doBjasri, do 

(3 doB drfea?S the sound of a bell, do S3 

•*•*«■» the hook of a bell. doB =Facs3atf the pro¬ 

fession of a religious mendicant going from 

door to door ringing a bell. doB SWd, doS3 

the name of the donor engraved on a 

bell, do S3 a shepherd with a bell tied to 

his waist. doBaijacSa3) what o’clock is 

it ? sixocbssd dot? WcSa* it is lialf past three 

o’clock. 

C. ao&3^ gantlu, s. The throat. 2. the voice, 

doW the windpipe. dcW^ doW^ *s 

do, doBUylco’aa to be hoarse, dot^ the 

gullet. doW^ dcW^ rrsfs a fish-hook. 2. 

a halter. 

S. 7\Oji ganda, s. Danger, peril, extremity, 

a fatal accident. 2. the cheek. 3. one of 

the 27 portions of a circle in the ecliptic. 

6P d°d danger from water. dod peril 

from fire. dod danger from serpents, 

dod lada* to outlive danger or the fatal 

term, dod dd?* to escape from danger. 

C. AQcl! ganda, s. A husband, adj. Su¬ 

perior, manly, great, dod da.ro a manly or 

superior disposition, dod ddr great pride. 

dod^?f manliness. 

S. 7\oTi^ gandaka, s. A rhinoceros. 2. the 

young of any fish. 

s. agandaki, s. A river so named. 

C. 7oZ$7\& t) ganda-gattari, s. A grate 

placed at the mouth of a sluice to catch ser¬ 

pents, &c. 2. large scissors, generally such 

as devotees or mendicants threaten to decapi¬ 

tate themselves with, in order to extort alms, 

or a gift from a deity. 3. a man-trap. 

c. Tfod/rsoS^, 7\orf7\aa^, Xo^aD, 

Aads3cjrf^ ganda-gditana, ganda- 

gariju, ganda-gali, gandava-sadana, 

s. Virility, prowess, bravery, valour, courage, 

heroism. 

c. ao37^£)5 ganda-godli, s. A kind of 

axe. 
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C. 7\07i£)’ij ganda-dlpa, s. A lamp made 

of pastry with ghee, placed in a brazen dish, 

and carried npon the head round a temple, in 

fulfilment of a vow. 

c. ganda-ndma-yoga, 

s. A certain conjunction of the planets. 

c. ganda-penddra, s. A 
badge of honour, rtoti <SoaicS to confer 

a badge of honour. 

c. 7\ori ganda-bitta- 

9ayyall, s. A quarrelsome woman who 

has left her husband. 

s, Aarf^doorf ganda-bherunda, s. A 

fabulous bird with two heads, which preys on 

the flesh of elephants. 

s. Aad'^j'S'O ganda-male, s. King’s evil, 

scrofula. 2. ulcers in the throat, 

c. AoddAcrf gandara-ganda, s. A va¬ 

liant man, a hero of heroes. 

S. ganda-sheila, s. A fragment 

which has fallen from a rock. 

C. aot^coo gandasu, s. A husband. 

S. TtadTjo e* ganda-sthala, s. The cheeks. 

C. AO-rf^o^do ganda-hendaru, s. Hus¬ 

band and wife. 

C. AOliZaTi ganda-heda, s. Shoulder or¬ 

naments. 

C. AO^d gandaltshara, s. An aspirated 

letter. 

s. 7\onio^d ganddntara, See rtozs. 

C. AOCj-BAOoa gandd-gundi, s. Audacity, 

barefacedness. 

C. AOC5X)rf»i gandaduva, s. A man of cour¬ 

age or valour. 

c. 5)© ganddmdle, See rtosfetoej. 

C. AOSD^/ogandddUys. Amale, a male cooly. 

C. aoB gandi, s. A hole, opening, gap. 

rioa an embrasure for cannon. rtca 

a large sky,-light. rio® a private door, 

wsrtu rto® an opening in a door to peep 

through. isto5 rioa a gutter from a bathing 

place. rioa rtw to make a hole, 

rioa v»n6 the watcher of a wicket. 2. one 

who takes tolls at a pass, rioa to fall in¬ 

to holes, rioa cuS a private path. 

C. AO&Aci^e^gandi-gadvputana, s. 

Covetousness. 

C. AOci^d gandiva, s. Arum campanula- 

turn. 

C. AOTw gandu, adj. Male, masculine. 2. 

valiant, stout, brave. 3. large. rio&>£a males 

in the aggregate, riozso^rio a male child. 

C. XorfjtfD, AorfoXe) gandu-kali, gan- 

du-gali, s. Courage, heroism, valour. 

C. ao^a^ d gandu-gattari, See rics 

ri^O. 

C. AOT^o^a gandu-godli, s. A kind of 

axe. 

C. gandu-gollu, v. n. To be 

valiant, brave, courageous, rioeio cou¬ 

rageous, valiant. rioz&> rWo^ a valiant 

fight. 

C. AO^oTSoS'd gandu-dore, s. A male 

river, as the Bramhaputra. 

C. 7(o-d^ji:<y3 gandu-more, s. A mas¬ 

culine countenance in females. 

C. ao^jojo gandusv, s. A husband, rfcsSo 

nosfji masculineness, manliness, the state of a 

husband. 

S. Aorfjsdc3 gandupada, s. An earth¬ 

worm. 

S. Aorfj&o^ gandusha, s. Rinsing the 

mouth. 2. a handful of water held in the 

hollow of the hand for rinsing the mouth. 

C. AOcforfdo gandendaru, for rt&^soo^tij. 

C. AOcftSiJ ganderale, s. A buck antelope. 

C. aOl^js^s) gandoti, s. A species of bent 

grass. 

C. AOsfs)^ip gandoushadha, s. A medi¬ 

cine applied to the tongue for certain diseases. 

C. AOf4ij gannilce, s. Calculation, reckon¬ 

ing. 2. esteem, regard. 

C. j-, Xoplrdo gannipu, gannisu, 

v. a. To calculate, reckon. 2. to esteem, re¬ 

gard. 

S. agamya. See 

T. b. ao^ ganta. See 

T. B. aoB ganti, [rt,o5>] s. A wen. rio§ ^ 

thj to have a wen. 

c. 7\O^0 gantu, s. A dance, rfosfc bs* to 

dance. 



T. B. Aorf gancla, See rtorf. 

T. B. Aorfd gandara, s. A cave. 

as Shica, with an ear like a cave. 

C. aoCWad's/ gandara-gdla, s. Inter¬ 

course, connexion with, interference, com¬ 

merce. 

C. gandawattige, s. A piece 

of wood nailed across a door to strengthen it. 

T. b. AO-rf^a, Xodaa, ganda-vadi, 

gandavidi, See rtorjaa. 

T. B. AorfKfe gandasari, s. An excellent 

scented rice. 

C. A Orffs' gandala, s. A cave. 2. tumult, 

confusion. rtctfsM, a tumultuous, 

nois3r man. 

T. B. ao£} gandi, s. A wen. 

T. b. Aob’S1 gandikci, See 

T. B. ao&J) gandini, [r^oas] s. A tree. 

S. A otjGJ gandila, S. The cardamum shrub. 

A. C. Aorfo gandu, s. Poison. 2. black. 

3. a scar or swelling, jJrtc’o having be¬ 

come scarred. 

A. c. 7\oti37\jZ)'d$gandu-gorala,s.Shiva, 

with a black throat from the poison lodged 

in it. 2. rutting, madness, of an elephant. 

3. arrogance, insolence. 

S. a oZJ) gandha, s. Sandal wood. 

a superior sort of sandal. rto# scented 

sandal, rtori red sandal wood. Aou 

sandal made red by admixture with other in¬ 

gredients. a stone for grinding san¬ 

dal on. rtorf tfziFsjj, Aorf sirtF the aggregate 

of perfumes, riorirf brf, Aori sandal oil. 

. ricrfri a chip of sandal wood. 

a sectarian sandal spot, rtoarf Oe* a cake of 

sandal powder, riocis a piece of san¬ 

dal wood. Aiorf rito grind 

sandal to powder, ricrf fW a scented kind 

of sandal. riorf €smearing 

sandal on the person, do# to smear 

sandal powder on the body. 

S. AOe^i? gandhalca, s. Brimstone, sul¬ 

phur. tjj-3, rioCV sulphuric 

acid. a match. a brim¬ 

stone candle. to make sulphuric 

acid. &>& prepared brimstone, riori^ 

ri ?»kb the strong smell of brimstone. 

C. AO^AO^TiAd gandhagandhawd- 

gada, adj. Impossible to associate with. 

S. AO^0 gandha-phali, s. The flower 

of the miclielia champaca. 2. a fragrant 

tree so named. 

s. 7\0(^s3^o gandha-Mdu, s. A kind of 

salt used in medicine. 

s. A0^j^J3&rss’£> gandha-mdrjdla, s. 

The civet cat. 

s. gandha-mddha- 

na-parvata, s. The name of a celebrated 

mountain. 

s. AO^^ojstxt? gandha-mushi/ce, s. 

The musk rat. 

C. AO^un^^ gandhardgola, S. Con¬ 

fusion. Sjsiz&i to throw into con¬ 

fusion. 

s. a’o^Sjs- gandharva, s. A horse. 2. a 

musician of the demi-gods, having a human 

face and a horse’s body. rtozSsSr tos# charm¬ 

ing music. a superior horse, a 

celestial musician’s horse. rlc^stF a 

heavenly courtezan. 2. a very handsome 

woman. rtor.s'F the clouds assuming va¬ 

rious forms, as a house, trees, animals, &c. 

C. ao^^S,7^ gandhawattige, See dorf 

St 

s. gandhavati, s. The name of 

a city. 2. the earth. 3. the mother of Vyasa. 

s. ao^^5c, aoijtaDSo gandha-vaha, 

gandha-vaha, s. The wind or air, as the 

conductor of smell. 

S. AO^aa gandhavidt, s. Sandal powder. 

S. 7\otfs)~3Tj gandha-sdra, s. Scented 

sandal powder. 

s. 7\o^R]o^od gandha-sindhura, s. A 

rutting elephant. 

S. AOcTssoo gandhdhhu, s. The musk rat, 

a kind of shrew mouse. 

C. AOywTTC^t gandhdgdli, ^Association, 

company, intimacy. <ss<;S rio^rarrsvrt 

*3^ do not associate with him. 

S. ao^ gandhini, s. The name of a tree. 

s. ao^)w gandhila, s. An old fox. 

s. AG^jvjO^do gandhuttama, s. The 

common date-tree. 
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A. C. AO^ ganna, s. Stealth, cunning, 

craft, deceit, t. b. [W] great, respectable. 

tfsgirfS ^eJco’i riopi&o 

we wm go first to the field of 

battle, and carry off the head of Arjuna by 

stealth. 

c. ganna-ghdtaha, s. A 

great rogue, cheat, or deceiver. 

A. C. 7(ojj) gampu, [tfc^] Smell, odour. 

C. 7\Owgampe, s. A basket. 

T. B. 7\O80J3d gambura, r^rdjs. Cam¬ 

phor. 

S. AOSjtJTid gambhdri, $. The margosa tree. 

S. AOrps'd gambhira, adj. Profound, deep. 

2. honorable, reverend, venerable, dignified. 

rio$<>d jrari, r>j5 a deep sound. 

a dignified man. a rutting 

or restive elephant. 

C. AO^osri/ ao gammattdgu, v. n. To he 

handsome or pleasing. pleasingly. 

C. 7\odo;3 gammane, adv. Fra¬ 

grantly. 2. quickly, vm come quickly. 

riorfojS t0 do quickly. 

S. AO^^I gammy ate, s. Mobility. 

C. AOrdo gamsu, v. a. To huff, bluster 

storm. 

S. AOSod gamhara, s. A cave in a rock. 

C. Ati^cS gakkane, adm. Quickly. 

C. a^5a gakkariga, s. A deformed 

man, cripple. 

S. AA^r gagatarve, s, The ocimum 

sanctum. «3vcdo rirtUsSr the ocimum gratis- 

simum. 

S. AA^ gagana, s. The sky. 'rtriss dorf, 

[the jewel of the sky] the sun. 

C. AA B gaggari, s. A broken drum. 

C. aaS^ gaggari-katte, s. The base 

of the pillars of a verandah. 

C. aa^S, aa t3 gaggari, gaggare, s. 

A petticoat. 2. spherical bells worn on the 

legs by religious mendicants, small pieces of 

metal on a horse’s bridle, on the sticks of 

post-runners,&c. rM Q a stick with 

jingling pieces of iron on it. ^£3 a 

spear with the same. 

C. aaQaiXt) gaggari-baggari, s. A 

top that does not spin well. 

C. 7\7\T^co gaggdda, adj. Bruised, as straw 

by the feet of cattle. 

C. a7\ gaggina-nela, s. Bough, 

stony ground. 

C. a'a AO gaggi-padugu, s. Corn 

trodden a second time. 

C. A ao & gaggudi, adj. Bough, stony, 

rugged. 

C. a ao 3 f\ gag-guttige, s. A throat 

choked with grief, &c. 

C. A ao t> gagguri, s. Horripilation, rtrtj 

e horripilate. 

c. AAO <V gaggula, s. A low caste. 

C. aXo gaggusi, s. A loose peg. 

C. 7\T\Ti gaggeda, s. A rough, stony place. 

C. a 7^ gaggeva, s. A dolt, blockhead. 

c. A7\J5)Qp| gagguni, s. A wild sort of 

potherb. 

C. a 8a8^o^5 gachikkane, 

gachukkane, s. The sensation of a thorn 

piercing the foot. 

c. A^O’^O gachuku, s. Mud. rirfo^o 

to fall into the mud. 

C. a & &, A8d_d gaclichadi, gachcha- 

ni, s. Any thing drunk with the vessel 

touching the lips. 

A. c. A£o-t> gachcJiari, s. Blustering, 

storming, v. a. To join together. 2. to 

finish. 

C. AES^tioSj^cyo^ gachcharuva-kallu, 

s. A stone used to grind chunam. 

c. A&dd gachcJiare, s. Haste. 2. con¬ 

fusion. 

C. ABo^D^k gachclidlu, s. A liar. 2. a 

boaster. 3. a drunkard. 

C. a 8a- gachchi, See rts^r.- 

c. as£_^, 7\&f\ gachchike, gachcliige, 
s. Insolence, arrogance. 

c. a 8a cSjora gachciii-yenne, s A dry- 
Sa C3 ■ ’ ’ * 

ing oil or varnish. 

C. A8^ gachchu, s.Mortar, plaster,slime. 

2. brag. 3. huffing. to heat 

chunam for mortar. r!c|jr r&cz a lime-mill. 

to brag, vaunt, boast. sijs&i 

to frighten, storm. 
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c. gachchu-giri, s. Plastering, 

sto&i to plaster. 

C. X8&>7<of®di5. Xe^OcjSCL XsSoesX 
&r a=r 

gachchu-guncidava, gachchu-ddra, 

gac/ichuliga, s. A vain boaster. 2. an 

insolent, ill behaved man. 

C. Xs^vXovd^ gachchu-gorava, s, a 

man dressed in a mask to frighten children. 

c. Xsao gachchulu, s. Vaunting, boast- 

C. XSE^ste^ gachchu-valake, s. Apes- 

tle for pounding mortar. 

c. a5§- SoJSZfcOOO, ScWzfodw, Xsl 
8o- ep eo- 

X'oB^ 9acllc1le-hodeyu, gachhchhe- 

hodeyu, gachche-guttu, «. w. To die. 

C. A*j gaja, s. A yard. 2. a yard measure, 

rte how much a yard ? w;3aA» 

to ram a gun with a ramrod, rtw rtrfi cal¬ 

culation of timber measure, r(w ria 

a yard measure. a standard in 

purchasing elephants. 

S. 7\Sd gaja, S. An elephant. rW an 

elephant’s provender. 2. an enormous mouth¬ 

ful. rissnuaj?) a woman of dignified gait like 

an elephant’s. an elephant’s frontal 

globe, rt&s riw weraSo^a lion, the enemy of 

the elephant, rtw <5®s, nw 

Shiva, dressed in an elephant’s skin. 

a man who is so rich as to possess an 

elephant, rtw a young elephant. ^ 

so, GanSslia, with the head of an ele¬ 

phant. rise r>w rise ^jow a 

herd of elephants. skrf the madness of 

an elephant. tins an ele¬ 

phant driver, riw the figure of Lakshmi 

with an elephant on each side. rtesctfoS an 

elephant-goad. 

c. A&^f^c- gaja-karni, s. A ring-worm. 

C. ASdAJ^jo^ gaja-gummu, v. a. To 

strike the shoulders, &c., on the ground, as 

tumblers in gymnastic exercises. 

C. XSbdorf gaja-danda, s. A weapon so 

called. 

C. 7\&?b gojani, s. Poor rice lands. 

c. Afc^osS gaja-nhnbe, s. A large kind 

of lime. 
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S. A&^JjosSi? gaja-nimUika, s. Con¬ 

tradicting, denying. 

S. A&JJjQ gaja-patl, s. A king, sovereign. 

2. a king of the Delhi dynasty. 

s. A&bt^e) gaja-pippali, s. A large 

kind of long pepper. 

S. Acto^'d gaja-pura, s. The ancient Delhi 

s. A&iij^Ot*o gaja-pdndu, s. A disease 

so called. 

s. gaja-mdddla, s. A tree 

so called. 

c. A&fdo gajaru, V.n. To huff, bounce, 

bluster, storm, v. a. To shake as a cloth, 

&c. rteeO 

v'sioo (the elephant) coming 

upon him undaunted, he leaped, stormed, 

roared, and struck him on the temples. 

S. A3tf^(3^0oj gaju-vidwdmsa, s. A 

very learned man. 

C. .Xsst) aS§ gajdgaji, adj. Thronged, 

crowded. 

C. A&TD7gajd-gotra, s. A mixed 

multitude of different castes. ri®» 

to be mixed and crowded together, as differ¬ 

ent castes in a market. 

C. aSSsSSj gaji-biji, s. Complication, en¬ 

tanglement, confusion, r!£SiS5£^ a writing 

of which the letters run one into another. 

3 sira&> confused talk, a speech indis¬ 

tinctly heard. ris&3£3 sfrerir a rough road. 

to whisper, to speak so as not to be 

properly heard. rifcMeS storao to confuse, en¬ 

tangle. egesto^jjll there is 

a hum here and there in the city. 

c. gajummane, s. The manner 

in which a tumbler strikes himself on the 

ground. 

c. Xa^X, X& Xrf, X&XrfSo'f, Xa^ 
Xo gajuga, gajjagada, gajjagada- 

mele, gujjugu, s. A shrub bearing a 

prickly berry, Guilandina honducella. 

T\$ =rs>c£o its fruit or berry, used for marbles, 

ri&^rio vSvri =sow an unnatural white protube¬ 

rance from an eye that has perished. 

C. Xat’^jsrfj gaju-mddu, v. a. To drive 

away as cattle, &c. 

B. Xi gaje, See rt** 



C. gajjalu, s. The groin. 2. a cow’s 

udder, to the groin to he affected by 

a sore in some other part of the body. rfe <u 

the cavity of the groin, rfw^to tiActixi, 

r!« to iozki the groin to be in pain. 

C. a£§^ gajje, s. Spherical bells worn on 

the legs, riiA to put bells on one’s 

self, hells to tinkle, ri«g, 

the sound of these hells. ri?3 

a ceremony of investing dancing girls with 

bells. ^ £i5t3 worship paid to such bells, 

rtsg, a gold and pearl necklace with small 

bells filling up angles therein. 

T. B. Xk3 gata, See 

T. b. a 63^ gataka, See 

C. a&3^63 gatakate, adj. Quarrelsome, 

contentious. 

C. a 635a, aSoo^o gataku, gatuku, arjj. 

Dried or parched, as land with long drought, 

c. A&DA&S^o&ajoo gata-gata-kudiyu, 

v. n. To drink with a gurgling noise, 

c. 7(83$ gatane, See 3^3. 

c. 7\kn>pf>, A&xeoSo^ gatdni, gatdike, 
adj. Close pressed. ribac&oA to press or beat 

close. 

C. A S3Tod gatisu, v.n. To knock one against 

another. 

T. b. 7\8^patta, See 

C. a'&j^S^, aS^Zocj# gattadike, gat- 

tada^ike, See under 

C. a&^cs, gattane, gattane, See 

^rS. 

G. A^rfjluj^ gattaduppu, See under 

C. a ^ gatti, See $%■ 

0. a&3, A's^'sojoro gattige-pdyasa, s. A 

drink made of wheat, sugar, milk, poppy¬ 

seed, &c. 

c. gattita, for 

C. A^roo gattisu, v. a. To cross, ford, 

pass by. 

C. a&3o, gattu, s. The crisis of a disease. 2. 

a pass or ghaut. 3. a mountain, rock. 4. 

a tank bank. merchan¬ 

dise from below the ghauts. 

C. A&^pl gattuni, s. Indr as weapon. 

c. a 63 gatne. See 

C. 7\&o) gatru, s. The hump of an Indian ox. 

C. 7(xi gad,a, s. A place for fording a river, 

a ferry. 2. a fixed time for payment. 3. (* 

£) a loan. a ferry, or the place 

where a boat crosses a river. Sri a 

term for payment of money. Sts a 

monthly term. ** a yearly term. ^ 

rtd, a foan without interest. an ad¬ 

vance of pay, earnest, hansel. 

A. C. 7\Zi gada, particle, Is it not? is he 

not ? you know, &c. &^oAia 

zlsrscrii3 wsSrortzS is it 

not I ? am I not a hero ? know ye that I shall 

not pay tribute ? See ! I shall come in a rage. 

I shall certainly fight. And conquer too. 

C. a rfos#, ac3aos& gadanchi, gada- 

ganchu, s. A range to set vessels, &c. up¬ 

on. 2. a frame-work. 

C. 7(zi7\Zi gada-gada, interj. Ho ! ho! Seel 

See! 

c. az3AOgada-gada-nadngu, v. n. 

To shiver with a chattering noise, as in ague. 

c. a^t 

gada-gada-wodu, gada-gaddisi-wd- 

du, v. n. To read fluently without stopping. 

C. A^Aok^Soddri^} gada-gutti-horalu. 

v. n. To roll about in anguish, 

c. gada-gutti-nadugu, 

See 

G. az3aoc^ gada-gudana, s. Thunder. 

2. a noise in the bowels. 

C. A^sysd gadachdda, See under 

ri^irio. 

A. C. 7\rfca gadana, s. Assemblage, mass, 

herd, multitude, cluster, 

c. ac3pS, agadane, gadane, .[?<«;*] 

s. Esteem, regard, care for. to be 

cared for. r!z£rixlt5 without caring for. 

sSjs&o, rtairfifi to esteem, care for. 

not caring, in his own mind, 

for one of them. 

C. AcilZ'ri gadatara, adj. Stout, thick, 

strong. 

c. a^So, A^ayj gadaba, gadabu, See 

c. AliSd&i, AZoS3a gada-badi, gada-bi- 
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V 

7^3 

di, [AStf®] s. Hum, bustle, ado, confusion. 

Ad w&cri-reh, Aa iSacdraA confusedly, helter- 

skelter. Adwa AssSj, si«zS) to do a 

thing too hastily, to make a bustle or ado, to 

put into confusion, Aduansd, AAwacdoA one 

apt to be confused, or one whcr confounds or 

confuses, Adwa to be put into confu¬ 

sion, as by sudden alarm, &c. Adwa Aos 

tidings that put a place into an uproar. 

ristoacrfjsaOT *5 this man is fa¬ 

miliar with every one, or at home any where. 

AA«a° a free man, one who is at home 

every where. Ad«a^ jabber, prate. 

c. Xrf&oosdot^, acSoJa^Soo^ gadavi- 

sa-huvva, gadasigana-Wkvvu, s. The 

flower nauclea cadamha. 

C. A^^) gadavu, s. A fixed term for pay¬ 

ment. AdSdo, Ad A-redo v, n. To fix a term 

for payment. 2. to notch a stick. 

C. A^Xt) gadasari, adj. Strong, robust, 

stout, Ad Adccire Ao to become stout, robust, &c. 

c. a £3Dp?, azst)^) gaddni, gaddni, s. An 

independent woman, or one who is heedless 

of what others say. Aa»ritf;* independence, 

disobedience. 

e. ACiD'd, Xcretfo, Xcn>§ gaddra, ga- 

ddrw, gaddri, s. An iron crow-bar. 

A. C. AZSD^pS gaddvane, s. Ostentation, 

pomp, display. 

C. aCTC^ gaddli, s. A successful man, one 

who has acquired wealth, 

c. /\5, gadi, gadiwdla, s. A 

district. 2. a fortified place. 3. a limit, 

boundary. 4. a fastening to a native door. 5. 

place, abode. Aa Aa -%-tf a hill fort, a 

fortified fort. Aa a stone set to mark the 

boundary. Aa^ «t*d, Aa banishment. 

Aa<> At-do An>do, Aa 0®83sb to banish, transport. 

Aa to pass or violate bounds. Aa the 

fastening of a native door fixed in the floor. 

r(& a door fastening attached to the 

wall. Aa to fasten a native door, Aa 

Soacl» to take a fenced city. 

c. a5, acA^o aCj gadi, gadi-kdgada, 

s. Ten quires of paper. 

C. 7\5^ gadike, s. Acquirement,amassing. 

o. 7\&7\, 7\&>7\f<tiio gadige, ga- 

T\l% 
Ob 

digi, gadige-gadape, s. An earthen ves¬ 

sel. Aad an earthen vessel filled with 

combustible ingredients, and let off as a fire¬ 

work. AaA AoS vessels and baskets, or 

kitchen utensils. 

G. gadiwdla, See Aa. 

C. Xcicoo gadisu, v. a. To collect, amass, 

acquire. 

0. XrfjXo, XoXoXo gadu/cu, gadugu, 

adj. Stout, thick. 

C. XXoXoB^ gadu-guttu, v. n. To roll 

about in distress or anguish. 

C. Xrfo^tj gadutara, s. Stoutness, thick¬ 

ness. adj. Thick, stout, robust, hale, strong, 

powerful. Adodddosdo to make thick, A sod 

UsraA,AdocraA stoutly, thickly. Adodd;n>d stout, 

thick. 

C. aXo^jj gadupu, s. A notch in a stick to 

hold a string. Ado;J stredo, AdoSodo to make 

such a notch. 

c. XXoa>, XXoSoo, XXo^j gaduba, ga- 

dubu, gaduvu, s. A term, a fixed time 

for payment. 2. an instalment. Ad^) A-raa 

Ado^j =8^ to fix a term for payment. 

Az&^i b!^Ao the term to be elapsed. 

At) Ado;S the first instalment. 

S. XrfjC; gadula, s. A hump-back. 

o. Xrfocooj Xc3oXo1^ gadusu, gadusu- 

tana, s. Severity, strictness, cruelty. 

Adodo the severity of a blow. Adodo 

violence of abuse. Adxstsd, AAo’^A severe, 

strict, rough, hard, cruel, rigorous. Adosrtrf 

a tyrant, a rigorous man. AdojfsA roughly, 

harshly. 

C. X<3c>5qj gaduhu, s. Strength, might, 

prowess. 

C. Xzf gade, See AfS. 

0. Xrf gadda, s. The chin. 2. the beard. 

3. bank, shore. d*o*iaSo Ad^ a thin beard. w 

A& A A a iarge beard. Ad a beard like 

a goat's. t)0 AA^ a man with a cat’s beard. 

A^A AAj^j proud of one’s beard. Ad &ad) 

*j®^o to entreat a person by taking hold 

of his beard or chin. AA AA^aAo, Adi3 

vAo to let the beard grow. A^ sS-o^Ao to 

have the beard shaved. 

C. 7\7§ gadde, S. A bulbous root. 2. an 
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ulcer. 3. a lump, clod, clot. a 

sweet potatoe. stogjopi a radisli. 

rtJ* an onion, wur rijf a potatoe. ^ 

rlrS the scab of a sore. rit^ the 

bank of a river. sSjstjSjS a clot of curdled 

milk. rtr* the verge or extremity of a 

country or island. ^05* the platform 

of an idol’s car. titf riS a slant, descent. w* 

the stock of a plantain tree. ri^ 

the bulbous root of a lotus. the 

root termed caladium esculentum. &ozi r!zS 

the root termed tacca pinnatifida, riSwfcijj, 

to coagulate, curdle, become inspis¬ 

sated, as milk, rtsrti to transport, 

banish, r!^ !&®dcc,&! to wear away, as a river 

does its banks, wsc&iriw bulbous and 

pod vegetables, t>*!i a bubo. 

Cl. AlS^ gadde, adj. Chief, principal, 

a master, chief person. 

A. c. a^ps gadhana, See 

A. c. Tszp-tipd gadhdvane, s. Noise, re¬ 

port, rumour. 

S. 7vCS gana, s. A flock, multitude, host, 

class, tribe. 2. a body of troops consisting 

of 29 chariots, 81 horse, and 135 foot. 3. a 

class of inferior deities, attendants on Shiva, 

and under the special superintendence of Ga¬ 

nesha. 4. (in arith.) a number. 5. a kind 

of perfume. 6. a sect in philosophy or reli¬ 

gion. 7. a foot of three syllables, 

the race of gods. the race of men. rt 

csTSoty dividing amongst, apportioning to se¬ 

veral parties. 

C. ApeoA^o ganangalu, s. Servants of 

Shiva. 2. Linga priests, ger_ 

vants of Shiva. 

S. a Poll? ganaka, s. A letter carrier. 2. 

an astrologer. 

S. Ap^JSfc) gana-kuta, s. The constel¬ 

lation, &c., under which a person is born. 

S. A POtf js>i° 83 gana-koti, s. A sum in a- 

rithmetic. 

c. aP©aPyc>7^£) gana-gana-dhwani, s. 
The tinkling sound of a bell. rifjririjJo v. n. 

To tinkle. 

c. 7\p®a7\p4?\<yo ganagalu, gani- 

gilu, [v'rfhtu] s. The oleander. 

C. aPSao^p9 ganaguvana, s. Attempt¬ 

ing. 2. calculation. 

C. ApOSSeri ganachelu, s. [Chicken-pox. 

2. a small red insect. 

c. ap©&©, a css!©, AP©3tft>s3^o ga- 

najali,ganajili,ganajari-beru, s. Hog- 

weed, Boerhavia diffusa alata. the 

chicken-pox. 

C. Apsareci gana-jdla, & The host of gods. 

S. a P'S§T)55o gana-traya, s. Gods, men 

and giants or demons. 

S. AP'Sd^ gana-druvya, s. Common 

stock, public property. 

■s. aps^^, apo~oc>^o^, aCcTjB ga- 

na-ndtha, gana-ndyaka, gana-pati, 

s. Ganesha, chief of demigods. 

O. AP^jS ganane, S. Regard, esteem. 2. 

calculation, to respect, regard, care 

for, make account of. 

s. AP'SDS^s'^S, aP’OT'od^ gandrchane, 

gandrddhctne, S• A ceremony among the 

linga people of inviting their priests, washing 

their feet, drinking the water, as a mode of 

expiation, and feasting them. ri?s»gfr.d sfoszfc, 

rtrssasrSjJ rtrezao to perform this ceremony. 

S. APO-SSA^ gundshtaka, s. Eight verses 

in praise of Ganesha. 

S. A P'S gani, s. A mine, quarry. 

a place where pearls abound. M a 

gold mine. WsJrf M a pot-stone quarry, 

rid a kind of white chalk pit. 

S. ApS^ ganilta, 8. A village accountant, 

S. AP'ltf g unike, s. A dancing girL 

C. A p4^ ganike, s. A joint or knot in cane. 

2. the quill in a weaver’s shuttle. 3. a joint 

of the fingers, the knuckle. ^ ^ dri# the 

joint in a sugarcane. rirt# the joint in 

any stalk or straw. the joint of 

a reed-pen. Arf-s? z&rw a gore on the joints 

of the fingers. 

0. ganike-gida, s. A shrub, the 

fruit of which resembles, in shape and bun¬ 

ches, currants. rtri* a black sort. 

a, red kind. 

c. Apl?\e;^!j^(3 ganigila-tore, s. Bar- 

ingtonia acutangulata. 

S. a ganita, S. Calculating, computa¬ 

tion, arithmetic. 2. an astrological treatise. 

adj. counted, numbered, computed, ririsna 
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co 

C, rtfW^an astrologer, one who casts up na¬ 

tivities. astrology. 2. 

arithmetic. to cast up a nativity. 

tUi&j the hey to astrology. 

to take an account. 

C. 7\po& ^ ganillane, s. The tinkling of 

a hell. 

o. a pi do, 7\p%o^jj ganisu, ganimpu, 

v. a. To calculate. 2. to esteem, regard. 3. 

See 

C. aCEDSM ganubu, s. A joint of the finger, 

a knot in cane, &c. 

c. 7\P3 gane, s. An oar or long pole, to 

. push along a boat in low water. 2. a stick, 

staff, pole. 3. an arrow. sSzkck rtfl a 

bamboo pole. ^^t* rtrf a sugarcane. zJjsoio 

ti r!rf a tumbler’s pole, nrl a boat¬ 

man’s pole. ado to ascend a tumbler’s 

pole. sirafreSo rirf a stick used by 

hoys at the Dasara feast, ririnwi a boat¬ 

man. 2. a tumbler. 

c. apst^Ssoo^ gcinegeli-huvvu, see 

S. a ganesha, s. The god of difficul¬ 

ties and remover of obstacles. As such he is 

invoked at the commencement of all under¬ 

takings, and is represented as very corpulent, 

and having an elephant’s head with one tusk 

broken. 

S. 7\P3<"> gang a, adj. Numerable, what may 

he counted. 2. honourable, worshipful, to 

he revered. highly esteemed. 

sfcrasSo to number. 2. to esteem, regard, revere, 

care for. 

S. A gata, adj. Past, gone, antecedent. 

2. known, w’i *«* in the bones, as a fever, 

elirte itsjfv living till the bones decay, as 

men are said to have done in the ^ 

age. sbsod dd in the flesh, as a fever. 

dd trzjn living till the flesh decays, as in the 

age. eSsior rtd in the skin, as a 

fever, sisior rid living till the skin 

decays, as in the nsjsSd cdwri age. ^5*^ ^ 

living as long as there is food, as in the 

present ^©cdari or iron age. to rise 

as stars. Sd to set as stars. 

c. 7^ 3b gataku, See rte*). 

S. X^gata-goshti, 8. News that 

is known, stale news. 

s. a^s§^?o gata-chetana, s. Departed 

life, death, adj. dead. 

S. aSdosoS1 gatdmbaka, s. One who has 

lost his sight. 

S. Xs'sao gatdbda, s. The past year, 

s. gatdnugatika, a^\ guc. 

cessive, in rotation, one after another. 

C. gatdrtave, s. An old woman 

in whom menstruation has ceased. 

S. A-§ gati, s. Destiny, fortune, fate, con¬ 

dition. 2. patronage, protection, support. 3. 

heaven, future blessedness. 4. ability, power. 

5. motion, moving, progression. 3 a good 

condition, good fortune. 2. heaven. zkrir3 

a bad condition. 2. future misery. er!® 

what will happen. ?r!r§ what will not hap¬ 

pen. ri® such is my fortune. 5*5* 

A Sussurft v5\$ S3 <s,^ J fiave no sup¬ 

port except yours. r!3 

there is no heaven for him who does not for¬ 

sake sin. 63 tfau ®t&;* 5*5*^ rt® 'Sgj I am not 

able to discharge that debt. r!® the mo¬ 

tion of the planets. • ^® the motion of 

the stars. r>® the progress of time. 53 

perdition, riS salvation. 

rt® retrogression, uneven, crooked motion. 

r!S fate, destiny, ids #js&> to give sal¬ 

vation, support, &c. rt®b to die, pass 

away, rt® &s©nj to be destitute. 

0. 7v^o3b gatuku, v. n. To lap, as a dog' 

2. to eat. s. Hesitating in reading. 2. the 

foot turning on one side in walking. 3. a 

jolt, rid^o the foot suddenly to turn 

on one side in walking. 2. to jolt. 

C. AS^ gattu, s. Huffing, storming, blus¬ 

tering. rid^rrad, rid^SaiciuS a blusterer. ^ 

* sjjsdo to bluster. 

s. 7\s^ogatyantara, s. Another lot, 

other help, &c. adj. Safe, secure, supported- 

S. 7\d gada, s. Sickness, disease. 2. a sec¬ 

tarian mark in the form of a rhomb. 

A. 0. AdAO-^j gadagamp'll, s. Confusion, 

c. 7\3Ad^doAO, aCao^^oao gada- 

’ gada-nadugu, gada-gutti-nadugu, 

v. n. To sliiver with noise, as in ague, &c. 

C. a d a dob gada-gadisu, v. n. To shake, 

quake. 

c. 7\ddo, 7\dsf gadadu, gadade, s. 
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The fetid smell of cattle urine. , 2. the smell 

of sheep, &c. drizSo rioszlcrioo to stink. 

C. acj^j) gadapu, s. A heap, herd, flock. 

2. a fine. 

c. XZ&S-o, 7\d&» gadamu, gadabu, 
v. a. Sf n. . To drive cattle. dddo, drido 

driving cattle. 2. See next word. 

C. fiddo, a dado gadaru, gadarisu, 

v. a. To huff, hrow-beat, storm, reprove, 

rebuke. drie=# reproof, the act of reproving. 

S. AZJS/jSi gadugraja, s. Krishna, elder 

brother of Gada. 

s. AuDcdoo^ gaddyudha, s. A club used 

as a weapon. 

s. Aoiscdood gadd-yuddha, s. A fight 

with clubs. 

C. gadiku, See dab*. 

S. Xdd g adit a, adj. Spoken, said. 

c. Addoo, AdOodo gadimu, gadimisu, 
See dddoo and ddzb. 

A. o. Xddo gadiru, s. Effulgence, 

lustre, radiance, ray. 

A. C. A dodo gadukam, s. Pride, insolence. 

C. 7\do^o gaduku, See dib*o. 

C. ddodo gadudu, See dddo. 

c. ddo^j, Ado^ gadupu, gaduvu. 
See do?!). 

C. 7\dodoo gadumu, v.a. To push, extend. 

0. ddodo gaduru. Seeded). 

S. 7\d gade, s. A club, mace, cudgel. 

s. 7\d d, 7<d dr? gadgada, gadgadike, 

s. A low, inarticulate, sobbing sound, expres¬ 

sive of joy or grief, dri rtrf d Xjd in- 

' distinct utterance from excess of joy or sor- 

c. Ad^8o«5=^) gadda-bavu, s. A quinsy. 

c. dd£>, 7\de;o, Xd^d gaddala, gad- 

dalu, guddara, s. Confusion, distur¬ 

bance, noise, mob. 2. talking nonsense. 3. 

familiarity. dri u dried) to make 

confusion, uproar, dri <y a man who 

makes himself at home every where. 

c. ddX, 7\Cu X gaddige, gadduge, 

s. A seat of honour, a throne. 2. fortune, 

as told by women, &c. d& f>cdog> ^o^aro to 

enthrone, to make sit down-on a seat. dri d 

®*fi) to spread out a carpet, &c., to sit on. 

da d sSttfo to tell one his or her fortune. dri 

d a fortune teller’s basket. dri^dcrto 

to give a seat. 

C. Xd tjjj, 7\ d do gaddipu, gaddisu, 
See rsried). 

C. Ai5^ gadde, s. Paddy land, wet land. 2. 
a clot or lump. 3. a bank or embankment, 

dd a bank, dike, embankment. ^d) 

dd wet land cultivated in the wet season. 

5oj;So rtz5 wet land cultivated in the hot sea¬ 

son. dri, dz^ ^rizi), riz^ rtri^ dootoo 

the ridges or banks which separate paddy 

fields. dzJ Sid sWceto, rid tfrido tfsb to pare 

down the ridges of a paddy field, dd rt 5 ; do 

to turn off water into a paddy field, 

dd d to water a paddy field by 

channels, dr^ to have paddy weed¬ 

ed. dz* cd)os?;so, dri zrts&rio, rid aoosad) to have 

a paddy field ploughed. dz5 =#o®«i)©d zoo so 

the paddy field is ready to reap, rid =#jsco'^ 

erecOjsij the paddy field is reaped, d ^ «J9, 

d^ the wet crop, rid zSriyj wet 

and dry land, or wet and dry cultivation, d 

rt lodtf a man wl10 cultivates paddy, rid 

a water fowl, as a crane, &c. dd do a 

a paddy field. 

0- A£M^o5do»3ja)<6 gadde-madi-rumd- 

le, s. A large handkerchief with squares. 

C. AzSXotf gadde-mara, s. An instru¬ 

ment used for levelling ploughed paddy fields. 

^ # gadde-molike, s. The 

paduy plant. 

s. gadya, s. Prose, dri^ prose 

and verse. 

c. gadydna, s. a weight used 

in weighing silver. 

t. b. 7\p> gana, See ?sf. 

C. 7\£fcw ganabu, s. A herd, flock, heap. 

t. b. a^35o ganaha, [dps] s. A name of 

Shiva. 

A. C. A^Sodj ganaharu, s. Brahmans, 

persons respected. 

C. a£) gani, See dri. 

n. a^°8o gamba, $. An enemy, adversary. 

C. a^ z/arze, s. A lump or clot. 

T. B. A^ ganna, [dri] ad;-. Respectable, 



honourable. 2. important, great. 3. See 

riojs. riQ)£=# great pride, a 

great friend, a very respectable man. s. Ho¬ 

nour. 

c. 7\£a£§>^ gapa-gapa-tinnu, v.a. 

To eat voraciously. 

o. a gapa-gapa-badu- 

kollu, v. n. To shiver, as with ague. 

T. b. Aljtf gapura, See mfrrzs. 

C. agappata, s. A cover to keep out 

rain, &c. 

c. 7\^83, a^c^ gappati, gappada, s. 

Any thing that has a covering. 

c. Xf}~dy^j gappdla, gappjdle, 

s. Running round till giddy. 

C. A 2s gab a, $. The throbbing of an inflam¬ 

mation. 2. eagerness in eating, 

c. ASot^Sccc^ajoo gabakkane-hidiyu, 

v. n. To gulp or swallow ravenously. 

C. acOa&> gaba-gaba, s. Eagerness, as 

applied to eating. 2. the throbbing of a sore, 

&c. rtw fiw to eat voraciously, riw riw 

enjSaiu to throb, as an inflammation, rtio r!o 

^ to throb. 

C. ASorfo, 7\8sds gabada, gabaru, v. a. 

To seize on, pounce on, overwhelm. 

C. ASjDcJt? gabddike, s. Covetousness, 

avarice. 

C. ASo'sShiS^o^ gabddisi-tinnv, v. a. 

To eat voraciously, as cattle, &c. 

C. XsoorS^^S gabukkane, s. A mode of 

swallowing quickly. 

C. XsooToSoeo gabugubalu, s. Terror, a- 

larm, tumult, rtwariowoosrio, riworixoouisisk 

an alarm to be raised. 

T. B. A30i|^d gabbura, See 

T. b. 7\2>y X2p gabba, gabha, See 

and risir. 

A. O. 7\&yyV)7io gabbarisu, v. a. To dig. 

2. to touch. 

T. B. a 2°^ gabbi, See under Xzir. 

C. A2v^ gabbu, s. A fetid smell, stink, ri 

a disgusting, filthy play. rijoo 

ritv SoSscda to stink. 

S. gabhasti, s. A sun or mcon beam, 

a ray of light. 

s. gabhira, See 

C. a »5o gama, s. Smell, scent, odour. 

A. C. a^otS* gamaka, s. Loftiness, inso¬ 

lence, pride. 2. eagerness, great desire, adj. 

Lofty, proud, morose. a lofty woman. 

s. At5oXrd^Ja»rd gamakct-samdsa, s. 

in gram. An example capable of different 

constructions. 

C. At$o&rdo gamakisu, v. n. To leap, 

jump. 2. to try. 

c. a o3o?fo, A^oA'rfo^j’C'rf gamaku, ga- 

ma-gama-ndra, s. Fragrance, odour. 

H. a^osB gamaji, s. Blustering, storming. 

sj3(3o to bluster. 

S. gamana, s. Going, proceeding, 

marching, moving, motion, course, move¬ 

ment. 2. attention. cohabi¬ 

ting with a strange woman. the 

self-immolation of a woman with the corpse of 

her husband. risfosrartsk?* going and coming. 

S. 7s£)o£l gamani, s. An incestuous person, 

rtsft®*# incest. 

C. A^oeo gamalu, ». n. To be vehement or 

clear, as a fire. s. Odour, scent, smell, stink. 

C. AoiJz>CKjsXs gamdisu, V. n. To be fra¬ 

grant, odoriferous. 

s. XSoToo, ASoO^oXb gainisu, gamiyi- 

SU, v. n. To go, march, move. 

C. ASl'O^o gamulu, See 

a. c. A^ooj, gammu, [*^] s. Spring. 

S. A gamy a, adj. Attainable, accessible. 

S. ao3o gay a, s. A celebrated place of 

Hindu pilgrimage in the Behar district. 

S. XdSs^s y ayanu, s. The name of a king. 

S. AO^Jagaydvdlaru, s. Persons 

residing at Gaya. 

s. 7\oSje>^^j gayd-kshetra, s. The 

holy land of Gaya. 

T. B. XoSo gaye, s. A mace. 

c. XoSjvgy, 7<cfay 

<gtb3L gayydli, gayydli-muli, gayya- 

li-shetivi, s. A troublesome, quarrelsome, 

noisy, or unmanageable woman. 2. a crafty 

woman. craftiness. 2. self-willj 

unruliness. 3. * quarrelsomeness. 
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S. A.d gara, $. Poison, t. b. Q^af] an evil 

spirit. 

A. C. XtS^X^&O So, XdoX$2o<y 5oG*fc 

garanagala-ballaha, ga- 

rangola-ballaham-mahutmanu, s. The 

sun. 

S. a gara-Jcarana, s. One of the 

conjunctions of the planets. 

c. AdXa, Arte's'Atjj garaku, garakd- 

giru, v. n. To be rough, ragged, craggy. 

c. XdX^ajo, A'dAroPS^'S^ garaga-nel- 

lu, garaga-sannak/ci, s. A fine sort of 

o. XdXdXf'sr^cosyp ^ garagara-gan- 

ndmuchchdli, s. A kind of blindtnan’s buff. 

c. 7\dX& garagari, s. A kind of jingle. 

c. AdXdX garagarike, s. Agreeahleness, 

pleasantness, commodionsness. 2. cleanli¬ 

ness, purity. ridcom_ 

modiously, pleasantly, agreeably. 

c. Xd a7j garagasa, s. A saw. 

G. a^aW garagala, s. New moon in 

March. 

c. XdTrsXdo gnragdgiru, v. n. To he 

fragile, brittle, as dry flowers, leaves, &c. 

C. XdXj®&x garagottu, See 

s. Xd&iS'sXdcd garajavd-karana, S.A 
certain conjunction of the planets. 

H. Adap garaju, s. Work, business. 2. 

want, occasion. 

H. Xd&^axXb, Xd&PSoorfo garaju-ban- 

di, garaju-bandu, s. Indifference, apa¬ 

thy, insensibility. 2. getting through work 

anyhow. rttfwiooainsensibleness. 2. 

carelessness in doing work. 

C. A da garadi, s. A fencing school or place 

of exercise. 2. fencing. 3. shelter. r!da^ sj 

** a place for fencing, Jtssto, rid&i; tfsrf 

*, rtci£H ^3$ gymnastic exercises. 

T. B. Xdpo garana, See 

t. b. Xd3 garata, See*5«. 

T. B. adS garati, See r^asti. 

A. 0. Xde> garate, s, A weapon so called. 

T. B. Xd2ioJo garapisu, ®. a. To order, 

comniand. 

T. B. Xdays?o3oo gara-badeyu, See dd & 

T. B. XdX^ garashane. See tfs*rrS. 

c. Xd&, Xdi garashi, garashe, s. A 

measure containing 400 marcals. 

0. XdroO garasu, See rtt&ft. 

t. b. Xd&aoiio, Xd5§j3Z§d3jo gara- 

hidiyu, gara-hodeyu, [rtj^So&oi'o] ». a. 

An evil spirit to seize or smite any one. 

S. Ad^Z garala, s. Poison, Shiva, 

with the posion lodged in his throat. 

a poisonous serpent. 

s. aUv Ad garagari, s. A palmyra tree of 

the best sort. 

h. a G7) cv2c3'sd garunadara, s. A man of 

respectability. 

T. b. agdTo gardsa, See 

O. Xd gari, s. A feather. 2. a bird’s wing. 

3. .the feather at the end of an arrow. 4. the 

branch of a tree which has no leaves, as the 

several species of palm. 5. the leaf of a door. 

adj. Pull, replete, rie the branch of a 

cocoanut tree. da a branch of the areca 

nut tree. ^a to spread or open out the 

wings. vut&ario to moult. 

A. o. Xd^ja^ gari-koUu, v. a. To as¬ 

sail, attack, fall upon. 

C. Xd?^5oO££} Xd^^/33^, Xdo^ 

garike-hullu, garike-poche, garuke, 

s. A kind of bent grass, panicum dactylon. 

the same with white blossoms. *4 

=>4 r!e:# a creeper sort. 

T. B. AdSj gariji, s. A root used for sore 

eyes. 

T. b. Xdgarini, See^&rf. 

C. Xd^j]8do garipuchchu, v. n. To spread 

out the wings. 

S. a ddo garima, s. Weight, heaviness. 2. 

respectability. 3. the supernatural faculty 

of increasing or decreasing one’s weight. 

H. Addo garimi, s. Heat. 

0. Addood garimuri, adj. Stiff’ as starch¬ 

ed clothes. 

S. A&fn garime, s. Respectability. 

C. a do3o€ gari-yele, s. The leaf of any 

palm. 
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C. Ab&h garilu, s. Leaves, grass, &c. parch¬ 

ed and dried up for want of rain, rtSoaric to 

he parched, &c. 

T. b. AdSsjd garivitana, See 

S. a£)oj! garishtha, adj. Excessively heavy. 

2. excellent, superior, best. 

A. C. Adroj®^' garisovu, s. A false re¬ 

port. 

A. C. 7\t>3oo^, gari-huvvu, 

gari-vdvu, s. The flowerpandanus odora- 

tissimus. 

II. a&^so^o garibanu, s. A poor man. 

s. aL=OJo?o gariyasa, adj. Respectable, 

dignified. 

C. a tJ^Sot'Tx gari-halige, s. The beam 

over the top of a native door way. 

T. B. a do^S±>o^ garukdmanta, See 

with 

G. ACb^o garuku, s. Stiffness, brittleness, 

crispness. 2. blackness. 

c. Ado A garnga, s. Mclipta or verbesina 

prostrata. 

c. alS-'ao&j,, AdoAodj<3o garu-guttu, 

garu-gurranu, v. n. To snore, growl, mut¬ 

ter, &c. 

S. Adod^Oj Ados^o^^o, A’doS^'S^'d^O 

garudanu, garutmantanu, garuda- 

IvdranU, s. The son of ICashyapa and Vi- 

nate, having a human form with a bird’s bill; 

he is Vishnu’s vehicle. 2. the brahmany 

kite, which is considered a personification of 

G-aruda. images of Garuda 

and llanumanta placed at the entrance to 

temples. Aruna. 

Vishnu having a figure of Garuda on his 

ensign, an emerald. sm&Z 

a wooden form of Garuda used to carry an 

idol in procession, ritbtrsii? the seat ot an 

idol with a figure of Garuda on it. 

s. Adot^AoqS, Adot^w garuda-gam- 

bha, garuda-stambha, s. A high stone 

pillar before a temple, on which, at festivals, 

a lamp is put. 2. Vishnu’s standard. 3. the 

pillar on which Vishnu’s steed is represent¬ 

ed irr waiting. rtd>afno«a&\*J a lamp with an 

iron stand carried about by mendicants. 2. 

a lamp with a form of Garuda on the stand. 

rt-.r? c&7jQ a religious mendicant who 

goes from door to door with this lamp. 

C. AdodSa-^o'ASS-S'^ garuda-chan- 

nangi- aklci, s. A plump, coarse kind of rice. 

s. a doS*. tdj garudddri, s. A mountain so 

called. 

C. Xdoci garudi See M®. 

S. adosfo garuttu, s. A wing, 

c. 7\do£j, XdoBoo, Adoo^) garvpu, 

garubu, garumpu, v. a. To do. 

C. 7\doSoo garubu, s. Emergency, haste, 

precipitancy. 

o. Xdo^oo Ado-do^ garumu-garumana, 

s. The noise made in eating cucumbers, &c. 

0. 7\d;£/SA0 garuldgu, See under 

t. B. Xdoo3 garuva. See 

A. c. Ado'df) garuvali, s. Wind. 

Hanumanta, son of the wind, 

c. A dodo garusu, s. Gravel, adj. Gravelly. 

2. stiff, coarse, as hair. to be¬ 

come gravelly. to lay down 

gravel, rnbib gravelly soil. *** a 

stiff, coarse head of hair, 

c. AdorioAdoctoAO garma-garusdgu, 

v.n. To become parched, crisp and dry, as 

leaves, &c. for want of rain. 

C. 7\dd3oo gareyu, See 

H. 7ysdji>^83 gardbi, s. A man of respec¬ 

table descent and connections, 

respectability. 

c. Adjd garrane, s. The noise of whirring, 

snoring, &c. rttS^jSScbda to turn with a whir¬ 

ring noise. to belch with noise. 

C. 7\d^)7\dj^ garru-garrana, See 

C. A^s’d garkare. See 

C. a^c'CJO gar-kallu, S. A rugged stone. 

C. a^S’cS gurkeda, s. A rough, nigged 

place. 

c_ 7s^s-.^&3oj garke-nettu, s. Ground 

covered with brush-wood. 

C. 7\A£"d^ gargarane. See 

s. AAS"d gargari, s. A churn. 

c> aaoh'Koj, AAje-dj^o gar-guttu, 

gargurranu, V. n. To snore, growl, 

s. 7\&c c>, 7<e§c 3, a33z~<S garjana, 
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garjita, gar jane, s. The rolling of 

thunder. 2. the roaring of a lion or wild 

beast. 3. loud shouting, roaring. risSFXoto 

thunder, roar, shout. 

C. 7\p§e' game, See rtSr. 

S. a 3c- garta, s. A hole, pit. 2. the 

hollow of the loins. 

S. ASt>£"&3 gartdta, [to go into holes] s. 

A large rat or bandycoot. 

T. B. A Sc garti, [rtd^!] s. a married 

woman. 

s. a Els'$ gardabha, s. An ass. 

3 a giant in the form of an ass. 

S. 7\d^ep'so'rf gardabhdnda, s. A tree 

so called. 

C. a<3s"^ gardala, See 

c. a£)£-?jo gardipu, gardisu, 

See rtriesi. 

C. a<Sc" garde. See 

S. a gardhana, adj. Greedy, covetous. 

C. Ajooc" gurnu, adj. Turning sour or musty, 

as damp flour, &c. 

C. a^c" game, s. A bugle or horn. 

T. B. a3os* garba. See ^ and r. - 

S. A<$£" garbha, s. The womb, uterus, bel¬ 

ly. 2. the fetus or embryo. 3. the inside, 

middle, ri.a, rtzfr the idol’s apart¬ 

ment in a pagoda. ^ r # a kind of bomb¬ 

shell. Wr 5&®^rs3, riijSF to 

miscarry, secundine. ^f 

pregnancy, t\x?r tfOso, rtt^F to 

become pregnant, Fi? r ri, Ft?’ r si® a pregnant 

woman. m?F F*i5f srs3 abortion. Ft-jiiF 

an inner bed-room, chamber or closet. 

feiF mjsr?crij the womb. rtyzrsfrp a 

ceremony performed prior .to conception. 

Fi£f^ to retain in the mind. 2. to 

get or take possession of. F*?fs j3~oso 

to cause abortion. srsS patronage, coun¬ 

tenance. 2. great trouble, a difficult matter. 

S. Asps' pc) garbhini, s. A semi-circular 

pillow. 2. See under Hijr. 

s. a^os-3^ garmattu, s. Any kind of 

reed, grass, or com. 2. any dried fruit, 

n. AS±>£-Kh>0 garmasdle, s. A dish called 

pillau. 

C. A^e-pS, A<yos" garlani, garlu, gee 

riSos. 

c. AC/t/S” ao garlagu. See under 

s. X^s-, aS)^, Xas-3^ garva, gar- 

vike, garvitana, s. Pride, riaF* to be 

proud. rt»F, HsSfF;o$, FSf^, rtSFtf, F^fA 

a proud man. risiF tjSort slreFo, FsiF £sa 

* to subdue pride, to humble. 

T. b. X3s-;3 garshane, See ^3f?S. 

S. aSdS" C© garhana, s. Censure, blame. 

S. aco^e" garhya, adj. Contemptible, low, 

vile. 

A. C. X&jX garrige. See 

A. C. a<7am‘. See 

c. Xb}A®)% garri-garrine, s. A sound. 

C. aGos-^o garrduru, s. The smell of 

cow’s urine, &c. 

C. X<SJ gala, s. Sound. See 

S. Xaio8$ galantike, s. A small pitcher, 

c. Xa^o, a<sja£)$ galaku,gala-galane, 

s. The noise made by hand bracelets, 

o. XoXe^psXdo gala-gala-wanagiru, 

v. n. To be quite parched up, as leaves on 

trees, &c. for want of rain, 

c. XoXe;so'3a!b'3ja)<3o gala-gala-bdi- 

rnadu, v. n. To storm, bounce, make a 

great noise. 

0. Xe/AO galagu, s. A kind of reed. So/G 

a reed-pen. 

C. 7\&£<s) galabili, See 

S. A<t)Sp galabhe, s. Tumult, confusion. 

C. ACJtibi galdta, s. A continued rain. Fsra 

W sSofco to drive on fast without stopping. 

C. A0S30 galibili, s. Disorder, confusion, 

tumult. FSiSi) rfjszSo to confuse, throw into 

disorder. F6i3€>n®d a bustler, one who is 

apt to be confused. FSOSsS?* tumultuous- 

ness, bustle. 

0. A0^oX gali-mana, s. A strong mind. 

C. A£)&> galime, s. Acquisition, property, 

acquirement. 

c. XcooXi galungu, v. a. To stir up, make 

turbid. 

c. A£io*>Ae;^)7\t^s|)^«W«) 9al- 

ku, gala-ghallana, s. Ajingling noise. 
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f\ZX) 7ird 

C. 7\6ri7\o, 7?£)3 galugu, galgu, Seert^rta. 

C. 7\€aw galebu, s. A pillow case. 

H. galkhodu, s. A whip attach¬ 

ed to the reins of a bridle, adj. Firm, stout, 

strong. 

C. 7\<^&7oo galparisu, v. a. To rouse, 

shake. 2. to stir up the water of a pool, &c. 

3. to put a house into confusion. 

C* galbari/ce, s. A mixture, com¬ 

pound. 

T. B. a£>^j galbhe, See 

c* s. The cheek, especially the 

lower part, rtg 8°*^ to squeeze the cheek, 

as a mode of expressing affection. io&zk> 

t0 take hold of the cheek and ask 

(an earnest mode of entreaty). r!ej &o&> to 

nip or pinch the cheek, a mode of punishing 

school hoys, the cavity between the 

upper and lower jaw. to 

heat the hands on both sides of the cheeks, as 

a mode of expressing sorrow, fear, or guilt, 

depressed or thin cheeks, 

e. Ae^rlcvo, 7\e^^)roo gallanisu, galla- 

nim, See rtgsj. 

ff&lltttt'U, s. An outcry, clamour, 

uproar. «b*&) to clamour. 

H. A<2£3 gallu, s. Grain in general. 

C. A^O.Je)^j galla-mise, s. Whiskers on 

the lower part of the cheek. to set up 

the whiskers. 

C. A(D OJJ gallisu, v. a. To shake down as 

corn in a measure, the contents of a hag, &c. 

C. Ato gallu, s. Hanging, as a culprit. 2. 

a fish-hook. rtgrt 551 ^j, 7-igjo ^cctoj, 

erfcAoto hang, gibbet. sbd, & 

& a gallows, gibbet, rijj) the pillar of a 

gallows. a halter. 

C- galle, S. A money changer’s box. 2. 

a leathern vessel used to keep water in. 3. a 

lump, clot, concretion, rteJ a clot of 

blood. risJ =5^ to clot, concrete. 

C. galle-mddu, v. n. To clam¬ 

our, make an uproar, 

c. a€ gallelli, See *£$€>. 

C. A&T1 #0 gal-hdhu, See under 

0. 7\o3£S^a o3z§ gavanna-gavade, s, a 

. game among boys. 

A. C. ASoAO^j) gava-gampu, S. Confusion, 

disorder, uproar. 

c. gava-gava-hatti- 

kollu, v. comp. To fall upon or attack an¬ 

other in anger. 

C. A'rf^ gavatu, s. A small ditch round a 

field, &c. 

c. Xrf<3 gavade, [*£&] s. A quilted gar- 

C. XXX gavana, s. Attention of mind to 

an object. 

S. XXaSo gavaija, s. A wild ox. 2. the name 

of a monkey mentioned in the Kamayana. 

C. XXS^JS)^ gavari-kollu, v. a. To be¬ 

siege, grasp, pounce on. 

A. C. aX&X gavariga, s. A basket maker. 

C. aTiv gavala. See s. A buffalo’s 

horn. 

C. XXXp'I'X gavasanige, See^rirt. 

T. B. XX^ gavali. See 

C. XX^'X gavalige, See 

T. B. A o3X)d gavdra, s. Worthless, stupid 

persons. 

C. ASDO gavdla, s. A physic given to 

horses when castrated. 

S. Xsrsg* gavdksha, s. A hole made to 

admit light. 

C. a£) gavi, s. A cave, cell. 

c. X£ci, XXpS, X^$;& gavidi, gavini, 

gavudi. See rtaa. 

S. XX«X gavina, adj. Of or belonging to a 

cow, as milk, curds, &c. 

For words written with ^ See rfo- 

S. Xo3^t\7\b gaveshisu, v. a. To search, 

seek, look for. 

S. A X^> gavya, adj. Of or belonging to a cow. 

T. B. gavvdkshi. See 

S. A^'^S gavyuti, s. A distance of two 

leagues. 

C.K^ gavve, s. A pearl oyster. 2. a 

white shell of several kinds, a cowrie. 

c. aToa acoaojSS'ao gasa-ga- 

sa-tikku, gasa-gasa-varisu, v. a. To 

rub with a noise. the noise of a niul- 

lar on a* slab, &c. 
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C. AwArt gasa-gnse, s. Opium seed. 

T. B. XrofQ, Xrop$, XxJxS g a Sana, ga- 

sani, gasane, Grinding, pound¬ 

ing, friction. 2. oppression, tyranny, annoy¬ 

ance. 

c. 7\7io, XX?/ gasala, gasala, adj. Dir¬ 

ty, littered, unswept. 

C. 7\oJ"s&)^JiU±> gasdta-mddu, v. a. To 

oppress, afflict. 

C. an) gasi, s. The sediment of clarified oil. 

2. superfluous slioots on tobacco plants. 3. 

[**] tbe string of ajacket. db %oj sediment 

to settle. 

C. Aco-S'SSrfo gasiki-bidu, v. a. To rinse. 

c. X&xs-rf^i gasiguranu, s. An indus- 

C. XciXja^/o gasi-gollu, v. n. To labour, 

toil. * 

C. 7\py§'K5$di gasi-tegeyu, v. a To make 

labour. 2. to remove sediment. 3. to take 

off superfluous and hurtful shoots from tobac¬ 

co plants. 

C. XXotjj gasuru, s. The uncleanness of 

weeds, &c. in vegetables before picked. dsi 

rb to clean vegetables for cooking. 

C. XXaX gase-gase, See dtf d*. 

II. X^J gasti, s. A patrole. d^TOd, d^cad 

a watchman, patrole. dJj, Sdirto, w*, d 

djsdo to patrola d^ watching, d^ 

to place a patrola 

c. X^Xcocoo gaha-gahisu, v, n. To laugh 

loudly. d£d3o=# loud laughter. 

S. XSo^ g ah ana, s. A forest, adj. Imper¬ 

vious. 

A. C. Xsd^TjO gahanaru, s, Brahmans. 2. 

rishis or hermits. 

e. X3o£d gahwara, s. A cave, grotto, a 

place overgrown with creepers. 

8. X^/ gala, s, The neck, throat. 

C. X^/ gala, See d#>4, 

C. X^oS galanti, 3. A jointed wooden horse. 

C. X^/oS^, X^oSX galantihe, galan- 

tige, See d<?ad. 

s. X^Xoai^/ gala-Jcambala, s. The dew¬ 

lap of a bull. 

C. X^/X^jS gala-galane, adv. Quickly, 

speedily. 

C. X^/XoSS gala-gante, s. A bell tied to 

the neck of oxen. 

C. T^X^j&odoo gala-gala-kudiyu, 

a. df >1. To drink fast. 

C. X^/xd&33 X^/Xo^X galagdta, galagu- 

tana, s. Prate, loquacity. 

c. X^/XoXo£) galagu-sanni, S. Insanity-; 

talking incessantly from insanity. 2. fool¬ 

ish prate. 

C. X$ a7\ galatige, s. A bench, seat, form. 

2. a pitcher. 

S. a y gala-ndla, & The windpipe. 

C. X^Xj galupu, v. n. To prate, talk vainly. 

S. X^/rfX gala-rava, s. The voice. «d/. oral. 

S. X^XD9X gala-sddhaka, s. Practice 

in swallowing and vomiting up stones, &c. 2. 

practising the voice in singing. 

C. X^/X:> galahu, v. n. To chatter, gabble, 

prate. 2. to cry, bawl. 3. to abuse, revile, 

ritfs&d'f a prating woman, dtf babbling, 

vain talk, prate. 2. abuse. 

C. a^t£ galike, s. Acquisition, property. 

C. a^a, X^7\ galiga, galige, s. A crease, 

fold, wrinkle, dv-d riss&) to crease, wrinkle. 

C- X^7\ galige, s. A basket of large capa¬ 

city in which corn is stored. 

T. B. 7\<$f\ galige, See ~?”d. 

C. A <£>3 galita, adj; Dropped, fallen, 's* 

^ dvsi stodo to strain through a cloth, 

C. X<^»s!^> galibili, See deoe. 

C. A^<y galillane, s. The sound of a 

metal vessel falling on stone, &c. 

C. X^^o, X^/o£ti galilu, galulu, s. Ten¬ 

der bamboo shoots. 

C. Xy cd"^ gaiisdli, s. A quick industri¬ 

ous woman. 

C. Xp^oji, X^cJ^ja^o galisw, galisi- 

kollu, v. a. To obtain, acquire, amass. 

C. X^/oXo galugu, s. The shaking of well 

ploughed wet laud, with the wind, like jelly. 

C. a^/dao, X^o^j galugu, galuvu, s. A 

bamboo, rapier, or lath put on rafters to re¬ 

ceive tiles, &c. 

C. X^Ocd”D?/o galusdlu, s. An industrious 

hard working man. 
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C. 7s $>800 galuhu, s. A pole. 

A. C. A^ </6f/e, s. A churning stick. 2, a 

staff. 

A. c. 7(^)7\^o&)T\ gale-galantige, s. A 

bird-lime pole. 

C. 7sf<^ galevu, s. A complete ploughing 

apparatus, to yoke, 

a yoke of oxen. 

C. A^^JS^ galsi-kollu, See rttf*. 

G. 7\^o gallu-hdku, v. n. To growl, 

hark, give tongue, as a hunting dog. 

C. AX)07^cd> gdngeya, [son of Gange] s. 

A name of Bhishma. 2. gold. 

s. aso&xjcO:), axsosS gdnjdi, gdnji, s. 

The hemp plant, Cannabis sativa. The fruc¬ 

tification, when nearly ripe, is bruised and 

smoked for inebriating purposes. The leaves 

dried are ground in water and drunk for the 

same purpose. 

C. AXIOMS* ganthadi, s. A parcel, bundle. 

S. AX)0&>(^ gdndiva, s. The bow of Arjun. 

too&^£> Arjun. TOo&^Snd"®d?> Krishna. 

G. 7Tsorfo7\o£)7^ gdndu-gudige, s. A mode 

of torture, making a person sit down, pull¬ 

ing his arms back, and striking the backbone 

against one’s knees, TOoj&flj&rt to put 

to the above torture. 

c. AX)Q3X>^ gdntdla, s. Talking in sleep. 

S. AX)Oz£x3s' gdndharva, adj. Celestial. 

See rfo#;SF. raotJsir Sirota form ofmarriage 

in which a man and woman, by mutual con¬ 

sent, interchange a necklace or strings of 

flowers, and make a private agreement to 

look upon themselves.as married to each other, 

rtio^ar Srfj, too#sir TO?f vocal or celestial 

music. TOorfsr a celebrated celestial 

singer. 

S. AXJO^xd gdndhdra, s. Candahar. 2. 

the third note of the gamut. 

S. AX)OejjX)£i gdndhuri, s. The wife of T>ri- 

tardshtra. 

C. gamp a, s. A lazy man, dolt, block¬ 

head, fool, simpleton. 

A. C. AX>OtJjj gdmpu, s. Fear, alarm, too 

4i to show fear. 

S. AX)0^o3o£~ gdmbMrya, s, Profundity, 

depth. 2. dignity of manners. 3. magnifi¬ 

cence, grandeur. 

c. AX)t?o& gd/iudi, See last word. 

C. AX)3\i&, AXi’Sb, Ax)^o^gdlaidi, gdJcu, 

gdkula, s. Alarm, fright, to**?aery of 

sudden alarm, to*> to alarm, frighten. 

C. AX) 5b xS js, i°t3'£)^£$o ydku-more-bttu, 

v. n. The countenance to fall; to shew signs 

of alarm. 

C. AX)3!^^X)'?N^'do7^o gdkappandgi- 

tirugu, v. n. To wander in distress. 

C. AX)AE>a5o;>x5rs> gdgariyuvana, s. 

Mourning, lamentation, on account of the 

death of friends. 

C. axjaScco, AX) a Seed gdgarisu, gdga- 

lisu, v. n. To be anxious, afraid, distressed 

about any thing. 

Cv AX>a^ gdgali, s. Alarm, sudden fright. 

C. AX) aooxSs gdgunthetana, s. Stub¬ 

bornness, impudence, blustering. 

T. B. A38?X5“d gdchdra, See 

c. Ax>s|io^a, AX>E^5odeo gdchi-kaddi, 

gdahl-Jlullu, S. A kind of grass. 

C. Ax>&t) gdjari, s. A red bulbous root. 

T. B. AX) 2^ gdju, [T*efJ' s. Glass or china- 

ware. to£3^ wto a glass cup or china vessel. 

tos3?S painted trellis work on boxes, to 

w ws? a glass bracelet, tow wos^a glass bot¬ 

tle. tow tow xkWj the sand of which 

glass is made, tow^, tow vsirs salt extract¬ 

ed from soda and crystalized. 

G. AX!&3o gdtu, s. The strong smell of to¬ 

bacco, burnt chillies, lime, &c. TOl3s?Kt» the 

smell to go off. rxalicbsi strong smel¬ 

ling tobacco. 

G. AX) 63 gate, [*»*] s. "A kind of gruel. 

c. AX)rf gdda, [tot*] adj. Quiek, soon. 2. 

firm, costive. tozS tozS quick, quick! 

toot?) quickly, tojs an> come quickly. 

0. AX)rfx5 gddava, s. A stubborn, obstinate 

man. to3»S£*J obstinacy, stubbornness. 

A. c. Axsx) gadddivane, s. The 

print of the foot. 

C. AX 5 gddi, s. A hackery or native chaise, 

a car, carriage, chariot. 2. an ornament 

worn on the right side of the nose. 3. a 



wheel. 4. a manger. 5. a groove, to&p too 

a a wheeled carriage, to& 0^ a carriage 

ox. to drive a hackery. to&<( 

the iron tire of a wheel. to&<> the 

seat of a hackery. tob><> a coach-house. 

a man w]10 drives a hackery. 

A. C. AT>& gcidi, s. A happy man. 2. beau¬ 

ty, elegance. 3. fame. 4, good fortune, adj. 

Auspicious, happy. ra&cOoo with pleasure, 

pleasantly, happily, to&=to§, raarar a hap. 

py woman. 2. a handsome woman. to& 

ctoo having been pleasantly seated. 

steti siiceoE a pleasant summer-house. to 

a rtdo# an elegant or graceful gait. 

C. 7\7)&>T\ gddige, s. Mildew, blight, toes 

A fcaoiM to he smitten, blighted. 

C. Ar&7^ gddigetana, s. Reserved¬ 

ness, mysteriousness, want of ingenuousness, 

m&rtc&sf, m&A a reserved man, one 

who keeps his own counsels, 

c. Asc^So^, gddinattu, 

gadi-muguti, s. A nose jewel. 

C. gddisu, v. a. To strike. 

C. AtSp'^j^ gadi-vuli, s. A small chisel 

or gouge for making a groove. 

C. Atrfo gadu, s. An improper propensity 

or habit. 

G. AT)Zio7\ gdduge, See to&A. 

S. AT><$- gddka, adj. Strong, firm, tight, 

excessive, great, much. do?tod,* a strong, 

powerful man. to$ ri® a forced march. to 

^(Sort^s a ciose 0r tight embrace. 

to be excessive, tight, or great, rreaio^^ci 

thick darkness. ra^r% excess, mass. 

C. AT>P3 gdna, s. An oil-mill, TOreztd, to 

rirt, TOrfrSPd an oil-man. TOre §rto?S), tocsto 

an oil-mill to turn or work. TOfKTO&sio 

to work an oil-mill, rram to fix oxen 

to an oil-mill, TOrerf the excavated 

trunk of a tree used as the body of an oil- 

mill. TOnirf s^oci the hooked piece of 

wood which fastens on to the shank of the 

perpendicular pillar of the oil-mill, to red 

sop the lower shaft of the oil-mill, ^gjo 

a stone oil-mill, stodri TOre a wooden 

oil-mill. sSwgo TOre a mill full of thorns for 

the punishment of the guilty in a Hindu 

hell. TOred the perpendicular pillar of 

the oil-mill, nsred too a the cake of the se- 

samum seed after the oil is expressed from it. 

A$ TOre the throat. TOre the centre of an 

oil-mill. 

C. AT)p9 guna, See to?. 2. pack-thread. 

T. b. At)PS gdna. See d^re. 

S. At>pst)Sje^i gdndpatya, s. The sect fol¬ 

lowing Ganesha. 

S. At) pi 5^ gam leg a, s. A company of 

dancing girls. 

C. APPO^pl gdnmani, adj. Stubborn, ob¬ 

stinate. TOre^rf!?^ a severe beating. 

T. B. AT>^ gdta, See 

c. AT^ti gdtara, See to*,. 

C. AT>3 gdti, fem. affix of nouns ; as, t!oto§ 

a female companion. ^dTOS a WOman who 

sells betel leaf. 

T. B. AT a gdti, See TtsS under 

S. AT)s^ gdtra, s. The body. 2. a mem¬ 

ber or limb. 

C. AT)§y gdtra, adj. Stout, thick, robust. 

TO5^E«r,dj to be stout. 

S. AT)^j3T)^ gdtra-wdta, s. Rheumatism, 

s. ATJs^coo^osoa! gdtra-sankochi, s. 

A kind of large lizard. 2. a polecat, 

H. AT)E) gadi, s, A stuffed bed or cushion. 

H. At£)D gddili, s. Love, affection, fond¬ 

ness. 

c. AT>Cb, AT)rfo<L’o gddu, gddulu, s. The 

mark left by a whip. TO do TOd) 

TOtiiTOTOhd) to be marked. 

C. AT) zS gdde, s. A scar, an inflamed mark 

on the skin from the bite of an insect, to 

s to become scarred or marked. *3?^ 

know in °* 

that his back was hurt, he arose rubbing the 

wale. T. b. not deep; trifling. 

T. B. ATIS gdde, See to*. 

S. AT)tp, AT>^ gddha, gddhe, s. A say¬ 

ing, proverb. 2. a fiction, story, history. 3. 

a verse, stanza. 4. depth. TO^ccto to 

dcdo draso a falsehood, adj. Fictitious, false. 

toP a fiction, romance, novel. 

S. AT §> gddhi, s. The father of Vishwd- 

mitra. tojJ^c*, to$ dodd yishwdmitra. 

S. AT^iroo gadhisu, v. a. To compose a 

poem. 



S. 7Tt)^> guna, s. Psalmody, vocal or instru¬ 

mental music. the science of psal¬ 

mody. rrerf one skilled in psalmody. 

jrra^eSjs^t) delight in singing, rnp djd a mu¬ 

sical note, the gamut. 

C. TCDtiS gapadl, s. Any thing roasted on 

the fire, as Indian corn, &c. 

H. 7V3ajd, ADSSB gdbara, gdbiri, s. 

Confusion, disorder, perturbation, perplexity. 

nsw6 d-redo to confuse, perplex, nawecdrada, 

rewB to be confused, tows ddsJ^d fi0 

not be confused. 

c. 7\h‘&)^, gdbala, gdbula, s. 

Thick darkness, 

C. Atays&Kb gdbddisu, «. n. To eat vora¬ 

ciously, as cattle. 

C. 7V*>23, 7\T) 2^ gubi, gube, s. Darkness, 

blindness, rretfri, TOiS^rtor! a blind man. 

C. 7\-sa>o, A3£!^>, ADS3p0, 7\t:8Sc^ gdbu, 

gdbili, gdbina, gdbida, s. Darkness. 

2. dew. 3. a cloud of dust, dust from corn, 

&c. raw dew to fall, ' towd to 

be dark. 

T. B. 7\7jZji gdma. See 

T. B. 7\Do&>pl gdmani, See r&jgid. 

T. B. 7\ gdmu, [d^Jors] s. An evil spirit. 

ttss^oj TOaco rfoa^crioo an evil spirit to 

seize or smite one. tos&o tfadi to exorcise. 

C. 7\?>6$> gdya, See ^«i>. 

S. 7\T)g6j^ gdiyaha, s. A singer, musician. 

TOcrio^ td^dorf a chief singer. TOcrij-S- a song¬ 

stress. 

S. 7\dO)o3j gdyatri, s. The mimosa ca¬ 

techu. 2. the most sacred incantation of the 

brahmans, to be recited mentally only. It is 

as follows :—rd^dordBdjaddj£>djdrd<;esgo 

*^dj3r^d^dri£§^d>8oi>5>^c£5j3?cdj3d2 dj’Jvs^dadiS'. 

s. 7VB gay ana. See dad. 

C. Add gdra, [*sc] An affix ofnounsdenot- 

ing agency, profession, employment, &c.; as, 

£&StotS a rake. fer^TOd a gamester. d^TOd 

one who wears a mask, ms^tod a maker of 

fireworks. ^os&TOd a brazier. &©dd)TOda 

coxcomb. ^eJTOd a vender of betel leaf. ^ 

toC a seller of bracelets. sJo^fnad a musician. 

c. 7\ddrf, Adds gdrada, gdradi, s. 
Conjuration, trick. 2. making fun of, playing 

upon one. TOdaifd, TOda ddj the art of con¬ 

juring. 2. shamming. TOd&TOd, TOd&ri a 

dealer in antidotes, conjurer, deceiver, rotid 

du>do to sham, deceive, gammon. 

A. c. Addpso gdranam, adj. Published, 

made public, known. 

C. AddPS garane, s. A red ornamental 

stripe around the walls of a house. TOtfrl 3 

rtcdw to make this stripe. 

C. Adt;d8oo, AdUd8x^;d gdrubu, gdrd- 

butana, s. Fondling, caressing, totowo 

drado to fondle, caress. 

C. Add gdri. See rad. 

0. Ad&7\ gdrige, s. A kind of cake or fritter 

made of wlieaten flour, rice meal, and the 

pulse JPhaseolus mungo. raSrt to fry 

it in ghee. 

C. Add pi gdrini, See radrf. 

C. 7Pddooo garisu, v. a. To separate grain 

from refuse by washing it in water. 2. to 

rub. 3. to search, seek for. 4. to tease, 

dun. ra£d a teaser, dunner. 5. to turn 

over, overthrow. 

C. Addo gdru, S. Distress in the stomach 

for want of food. 2. [wadj] the rainy season. 

3. an effervescence, eruption on the body, 

rash. 4. respectability. rad.7t:&to degrade 

one’s self. radiTOdd the stomach to be dis¬ 

tressed from long abstinence. 

S. AddocS gdruda, adj. Of or belonging to 

Garuda. rad-ddori an emerald, a kind of 

fossil used as an antidote against the poison 

of serpents. radod docdj a charm against 

poison of serpents. 2. bad advice, radod 

conjuration, rado&Tb to hoax, deceive. 

S. Addo^,^ gurutmata, s. An emerald. 

T. B. AddoSoTo^ gdruhastya, s. The 

state of a householder or family man. 

C. Add gave, s. A thorny shrub, the fruit 

of which is used for medicine, making fire¬ 

works, paper, &c. radwacfr) wars a fire-work 

made like this fruit. 

C. AS d ydre, $. Lime plaster, mortar. 2. 

vaunt, boast, vain ostentation. rad hard 

plaster for floors mixed with small stones, 

sba rrad, tjdi) rrad coarse plaster. f*0*1 rad, 

TOd fine plaster, rad s>s*s, TOd dsad) 

to plaster. rad a plasterer’s trowel. r‘s 
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d a plasterer’s trough. to:? rijoiSo a 

round stone for grinding chunam on a slab, 

rred a wooden instrument for smoothing 

chunam or mortar on a wall. to <3 

To!? a long piece of wood used to make 

the plaster of a wall level. TOtf^reti, TO!?o&st 

a plasterer, to!? ddj polishing chunam. 

to:? ?&8gzS plaster figures, to« a plastered 

floor. 

C. TCetfTc-o!)) gdr-kdi, See to3. 

C. AD7\5^o3o g dr gey a, s. The name of a 

sage. 

c. AD£^H-?f3o5o gdrchi-kdi, See toi?. 

s. adjust 35 gdrdhabha, s. An ass. TOtfr 

ZT^ri a giant in the form of an ass. to^t^® 

x’jri Vishnu, the destroyer of this giant. 

S. 7VD^s-cpu3£) gdrdhabhdshani, s. 
The name of a tree, 

S. gdrdhabhika, s. The white 

lily. 

C. AssSjDFsSy adsSjde-^ gur-bobbe, 

gar-bokke, S. A kind of pimple. 

C. ADroos- gdrsu, See rpQito. 

S. ADB&tTj^ gdrhastya, s. The state of 

a householder. 2. integrity, trust-worthiness. 

S. AD5o=-i\!^g gdrhasjKitya, s. House¬ 

hold fire. 

C. AD^os* gdrlu, s. Vomiting. 

C. AD<y gala. See toV. 

0. AD&iAb gdlasu. See to©*. 

C. AD<yD& gdlddi, See 

c. adc/dD, AD<yD?>a3os3, as&d&a gd- 

Idri, gdldriyava, gdlariga, See **a»a. 

C. 7\t>s) gali, s. Awheel. woB^to© a ban¬ 

dy wheel, to® a stone wheel. s^a to 

® a wheel with spokes, &c. to®^ a-a a linch¬ 

pin. to® a child’s toy. 

C. AD03 gdlita, S. Sifting through a fine 

cloth. to®«S sirado to sift. 

C. AD07jo gdlisu, v. a. To separate grain 

from refuse by washing it in water. 

c. adD^dD gdli-bhdvi, s. A well with a 

wheel over which the rope passes, for drawing 

water. 

C. ADC^.'^D'A gdlu-meldgi, adv. Top¬ 

sy-turvy. 

C. AD gava, s. A watchman. to si 

a cow-man, cow-keeper, s^dodcrio to si a horse- 

keeper, hostler. 

T. b. AD^ffDd gdva-kdra, [r^do^djSee 

rT3d. 

C. AD'rfrl gavani, adj. Pitting, suitable, a- 

dapted. 

C. ADo^d gavada, S. A measure of distance, 

about ten or twelve miles. 

C. AD^d guvadi, adj. Dull, stupid, thick¬ 

headed. TOrf&aiji dulness, stupidity. 

A. 0. ADd'rf gavara, $. Sound, the hum¬ 

ming of a hee, &c. 2. [toe’c] intoxication, 

either from love or liquor. toeWsSjA^, rraso 

* to hum, as a hee, &c,- to make a noise. 2. 

to be intoxicated. 

A. C. AD3$ gdvala, s. A buffalo’s horn. 

2. a host, multitude. ^^TOsVwoc’odgdthe 

mass of the country came there. 

A. c. Asd^ gavali, s. A sound, report, 

news. 2. fear, consternation. S3** 

TOd Assy the rumour or sound completely 

filled the country. 

C. ADSD'bdo gdvdgiru, v. n. To fit, suit, 

be adapted. 

C. ADSSD&S gdvddava, s. A man of abil¬ 

ity, an able man. 

C. AD£> gavi, S. Blindness. 

T. B. A^ae; gdvila, l_TO)*ri] A dolt, block¬ 

head, clumsy, awkward man. 2. a peasant. 

3. the accountant of a village. toSwsf?> awk¬ 

wardness, stupidity, to at/* peasantry. 

C. 7\l^j gdvu, [sra^i] s. Heat, fomentation. 

v. n. To heat, &c. adj. Black. 2. fitting, 

suiting. TOdj to foment, to^j t0 

be heated. 

0. AD^j gavu, s. A ceremony among Shu- 

dras, of religious mendicants taking up with 

their mouths, from the ground, fruit sprink¬ 

led by their disciples on a bleached cloth up¬ 

on which they walk in procession to a temple, 

amidst shouts, music, &c. 2. a ceremony 

in the worship of Durqi, in which a sheep is 

laid upon a large heap of cooked rice, seized 

by the throat with the teeth, by a strong man 

under the pretended inspiration of the god¬ 

dess, its blood drunk, &c. &c. to^i k&cdoo, to^j 

SoBaA) t0 perform either of these ceremonies. 
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&>&* to cause tlie above ceremony. ^ 

tl) ti’STj) to set apart an animal for sacrifice 

before a goddess. 2. to pour out the blood 

of a sbeep in libation to a goddess. 

C. 7Va^joJa)Z^o gdvu-mddu, v.a. To make 

fit or suit. 

C. A7>^j^fa gdvulu, s. Darkness. 

T. E. 7\3'Ja)d gdshdra. See 

T. B. TYa^^/o gdshdlu, See 

C. 7VS-S gdshi. See $»?». 

T. B. AT) To gdsa. See a*;A. 

n. A'ScJ AT) To gdsi, gdse, s. A bed. c. 

See *»*. 

c. gdsi-kattu, 

gdse-kattu, See 

C. gusiydgu, v.n. To be dis¬ 

tressed, wearied. 2. to be petulant, sulky, 

confused, dissatisfied. 

S. 7TS5o' gdha, s. Ablution, bathing. 2. 

[asjsS] a sliark, alligator. 

S. A7)3o:> gdhu, s. Entrance. 2. illusion, 

to enter. 2. to let enter. 

A. 0. AD^ gala, An angle, fish-hook. 2. 

darkness, ad/. Dark, black, nstftW, 

an angler, fisherman. to angle, 

fish. 

C. At^ gdli, See *»v. 

C. AX^A? Bitter® do gddi-gdbari-mddu, 

v. a. To distress for debt. 

C. AA^T^j^^j/d gdli-gopura, s. The tow¬ 

er of a gateway on the hill of Tripetty. 

<3. A7)<^^p3§ gddi-puje, s. The name of a 

town. ass? 4s®5 bA Shiva, worshipped there 

under that name. 

c. AD^^oo&S'Jjde^.ra^Tx gdli-mantapa- 

da-jogi, s. The name of a physician residing 

on a hill near Mysore, who teaches the heal¬ 

ing art to disciples gratis. 

A. C. gdli-vatte, [wind’s path] 

s. The sky. 

C. At<^37} bii gdli-wdtu, adj. Airy, blow¬ 

ing with a pleasant breeze. 

A. C. AX^.-D»o gdli-wdtu, s. A lie, false¬ 

hood. 

•c. AxyKA gdlisu, See nsCxb. 

C. AA^1 ^ eo gdl-gattalu, s. Dense dark- 

C. Txoap, ginju, girtji-kollu, 

v. n. To show the teeth from distress, after 

death, &c. 2. to move convulsively, as the 

hands, legs, &c. 

c. 7X02^ ginju, [&>cw] «. a. To dress or card 

cotton, Aoss?b, ftoeS eAoioj to clear cotton 

by picking it off sued by seed. 

C. J\obj ginta, S. Double thread texture. 

AcliA sxctiAosg a single cotton cloth woven 

with double threads. ActJA ft&UtS <A^A 

a double cloth woven with double threads. 

C. 7x o&3o gintu, v.n. To limp, be lame. 

C. TncBoS ginturi, s. A double thread. 

C. 7\oS>, AoSsdogoo gincli, gindi-cham- 

hu, s. A small metal vessel with a narrow 

mouth. 

c, T-gCS ginna, s. Cheese. ^°f»A ®»tumilk 

of a cow which has lately calved. Aors artaiM 

to make cheese. ^ a cheese. 

C. TxofQl^d ginnatana, s. Smallness. 2. 

thinness. 3. leanness. 

C. TvO^I ginni, s. A goblet. 

C. JsOPzO ginnu, s. The thick milk of a cow 

immediately after calving. 

C. TxoriojS gimmane, S. A noise in the head. 

2. giddiness. 3. faintness, to 

turn round, make one’s self giddy. *o5j^ M 

acdoo to faint. 

C. 7xot3oo gimmu, s. Syncope, swoon. f'° 

stn aoScdoj to faint, swoon. 

a. c. giggariyananga- 

nu, s. One younger than one’s self, a junior. 

C. 7x357) fei gichchdta, s. Pinching. 2. 

pegging one top into another. 

U atoab to pinch. 2. to peg one top into a- 

nothei-. AA iSbsrto a top that has been 

pegged by another. 

C. 7\3# gichchikkuwdta, s. Mu¬ 

tual scratching, as children. 2. pegging one 

top into another. 

0. 7x35 sSzii gichchi-bidu, v. a. To pinch 

off. ^2. to burst, as a pimple. r'%xo to 

cause to nip or pinch. 

C. 7x3^ SojszfoZbo gichchi-hodeyu, v. a. 

To peg one top into another. 
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c' See 

C. 7\^ yichche, s. Pegging one top into 

another. s=ai*>, h-g- sSusstoioj to peg one 

top into another. to be struck, as 

one top by another. 

c. gija-Ituttu, 

yVa~9uttu> v. n. To be crowded or throng¬ 

ed, as a market. 

S. 7\3t A gijaga, s. The tailor bird, or bird 

that constructs a pensile nest. K»z& 

the pensile nest of this bird, or the tailor 

bird’s nest. 

C. 'hds'hdi gija-gija, s. A chirping noise, 

to whisper, talk low. 

c. 7\a*8, 7\3jS3, 7\&cl>, 'h&xh 

gijdti, gijate, gijada, gijadu, gijaru, 
[*>;*&] s. The pulp of some vegetables and 

fruits, as the moringa, the chillie, the fig, &c. 

ft&cb.Artein, aoecaoto humble.. 2. to 

pulp. 

C. Tx&'do gijaru, s. Infection, contagion. 

C. 7\25?\sa giji-giji, a#.. Soft, pulpous. 2. 

crowded close together. ?“>£2 ?\e3 to, 

reduce to pulp. *>yo&j,. to make clay, 

&c. soft and smooth by treading, 

c. ?n32ao&3oj, TnS^ao^x giji-guttu, 

giju-guttu, See 

G. cAe§Tjo,.7\&'J'do gijiru, gijuru. See ^8. 

G. 'h&tf git aka, s. A dwarf. P&W.^sbto 

be stunted in one’s growth, 

c. 'A&cfx&Ko, ?\&>7Y^S,7jo gitakddisu, 

gitagddisu, v. a. To pinch, nip, as boys 

do one another. 

c. gitakariyu, 

gitakarisu, v. n. To be lock-jawed. 

C. 7\&3:2rj,?\k3oi5:j, 7\&roogitultu, gitultu, 

gitasu, s. The kernel of a cocoanut. 

c. gita-gitane, s. The noise of 

gnawing, &c. ^ to'gnaw, as a rat. 

c. 7\fej2ja3do gitisi-bidu, v. a. To put 

apart or separate. 

C. gitultu, See 

c. gittadava, gittanu, 
s. A foe, an unmanageable man. to 

be unmanageable. 

C. gitta-putta, s. A dwarf, 

pigmy. 

C" gittada, adj. Loose, not tight. 

c. gittisu, gittipu,v. a. 

To effect, accomplish, to be 

successful, to be effected. 

C. rt'Z& gida, s. A small tree, shrub. 2. a 

low jungle, a place occupied by wild: shrubs 

and trees. rfsto a row of trees, 

the foot of a tree, &#ctS the branch of 

a tree, P'dri txd the stump of a tree, 

the hollow of a tree, AS to tread 

against a certain tree, after which a person 

is said to.lose.his way. Ad sreU) to plant a tree. 

C. J\Z-7\, 7\^oa gidaga, giduga, s% The 

falcon or hawk. 

C. gidaganu, s. A dwarf, pigmy. 

A. C. J\Q>- gidi, «, a. To ram, force down. 

C. 7\&Af'|0) gidi-gannu, [as and s. 

Shiva, with an eye of fire. 

0. 7\S7^S> gidi-gedi, [as] s. An envious 

man. enviousness. 

C. Ts&sSSi, ?\DiDoSi gidibidi, gidimidi, 

s. A small drum shaped like an hour glass, 

ft&tt&rati, AM&okS a wandering mendicant 

with this drum. wstjJo to play this 

drum by turning it up and down in the hand. 

c. 7\rfoA^^5, Ts^oao^^ gidugatana, 

gidugutana, s. Childishness. 

A. c. gidugana-Mta, s_ 
A partridge. 

C- , TyCj-^u) gidda, gidddda, adj. 

Short, low, diminutive, dwarfish. Ag*fc, A. 

drifio, hasrisi, a dwarf. Aa.w»wia 

short leg. a short hand, short¬ 

ness. to become stunted in one’s 

growth, a small face, 

C. Kdo-&, ?\rfo% giddanlti, giddangi, 

s. A shop or storehouse. Jtsp'scdjrf ?\u c-%- a 

gin-shop, arrack godown, =ysrtri ftS^o-3- a 

paper-store. 

TxSf^S&^j-giflda-jola, s. A kind of great 

millet. 

C. giddempali-gida, s. 

The shrub Galega spinosa. 

c. Txfleo ginalu, ginilu, s. 

The joints of the fingers. 
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C. POT Osorio gindisu, v. n. To sound, as 

tlie lute. 

C. 'ftp! gini, s. A parrot. 2. a disease which 

destroys the toes and fingers, ftrS&at** this? 

Disease to affect a person. "o5^ dnrzi f'ri a 

parrot of five colours, a parrot that 

talks, a silent parrot, one that can¬ 

not speak. 2. a wooden parrot. 

C. 'hpli?gini-kolu, s. Astickhooked 

at the top like a parrot’s beak. 2. the handle 

®f a weeding machine so shaped. 

C. gini-ginike, s. The plant 

Crotalaria retusa serviced. 

c. pi gini-gini-dhwani, s. The 

chinking of smalt cymbals. 

C. ^ pick'd gini-dera, s. Cupid, riding on 

a parrot. 

C. ?\pldojS>AO gini-mugu, s. A parrot’s 

beak. 2. a roman nose. 3. an ornament on 

door posts. 

C. 'hpaoX ginuga, s. A man of slender parts. 

C. J P^oTOT £3 ginugdta, s. Childishness, 

silliness. 

C. ?\pao ginnu, See and 

e. J\& gittiy, a fem. affix of nouns • as, ^ 

a woman of the farmer caste. ****** 

a dancing girl. 

c. ?sdtb, Wfcrfi, 

?\rfodo gidadu, gidaru, gi- 

dalu,gidiruy gidudu, gidulu, giduru, 

s. Pulp. 

e_ gidirisu, v. a. To frighten, terrify. 

c. giddana, s. A measure, the fourth 

part of a solige. 

C. ?\f3x> pi, d, 'Arf AD d gidddniy 
O- A 

gidgdni, giddagdni, s. The two hundred 

and fifty-sixth part. 

C. gidna. See 

gima-gima-tirugu, gima- 

gutti-tirugu, gimi-tirigi-bilu, v. n. To 

make one’s self giddy by turning round. 

C. gimikappale, s. Turning 

round till giddy. 

c. gimi-hidiyu, v, n. To faint, 

swoon. 

3' 

C. giy-gfyana> s. The note 

of some birds. 

s. 'h'd gira, s. Speech, language. 

C. T'-.titf&iiy gira-kattu, s. A clamp used 

in castrating animals. to put on 

the clamps, to castrate. 

C. girakkana, s. The creaking of 

a door, &c. 

C. ^fdSXJfcO gira-kdlu, s. The sixteenth 

part. 

C. 'hd&i, t^do^o giruku, giranku, adj. 

Close, strait, narrow. 

C. Txd^ girake, s. The ankle. 2. a machine 

to clear cotton from the seed. 3 a child stoy, 

a wheel that turns on a string, 

c. ^d^d^, TsxiTsi&^gira-girana, gira- 

guttu, s. The humming noise of any thing 

turning round with velocity. 

H. ?vde3X>o3prcd giraddisw, V. a. To sur¬ 

round, besiege. 

0. ?\dl)f£/e>$& giralikolltiy See «©*»$>• 

C. ?\CX>'8■ girdki, adj. Saleable, in request. 

0. 'A'OXTvS girdgati, S. One’s private af¬ 

fairs. sS^o to divulge one’s private 

affairs. ftusrtS to take notice of one s 

private conduct. 

H. ^tJX)d girdni, adj. Costly. 

C. girddi-kdi, s. A vegeta¬ 

ble so called. 2. the ornamental work of a 

terrace. 

S. ? giri, s. A mountain. ^9 the cap 

of a mountain. Pdrvati, daugh¬ 

ter of the Himalaya. SUm‘ 
Vishnu, who held up the Govardhana 

mountain to preserve the cowherds from the 

heavy rain with which Indra attempted to de¬ 

stroy them*. Indra. 2. his weapon. 

S. girika, S. A mouse or small rat. 

2. the wife of king Vasu. 

c. 'M^pi^ giri-karnike, s. The tree 

Clitoria ternatea. 

C. girike, See ft**- fN£!# s^oes 

that make a noise in walking. 

0. 7\D7\PcO giri-gannu, See 

C. TxS'MisdoAO giri-giri-tirugu, v.n. To 

turn round with great speed. 
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C. Jt’R, girige, girge, See Atj*. 

S. *t<dk girije, $. Pdrvati. Atw^e^o the 

annual ceremony of a mock marriage between 

Shiva and Pdrvati. 

C. girukddu, v. n. To creak. 

C. 'h’di&jziiri giruku-mara, s. A gate¬ 

way so constructed as to admit men and keep 

out cattle. 

c. J\ do^osSja^giruku-mole, s.Alinclipin. 

c. giruku-sdle, $. A vegeta¬ 

ble, Amarantlms campestris. 

C. girukula, See 

c. J\ti^§ giruke, See Ad1#. 

C. 7\doA63j girugatte, s. A child’s toy, a 

wheel whirling up and down a string with a 

buzzing noise. 

C. ?\doAj£b, giru-guttu, v. n. To creak. 

2. to breathe hard in sleep. 

C, ?vdo7? giruge, adj. Diminutive, small, 

little. 

C. 7\dorfo girudu, adj. Round, orbicular, 

circular. 

C. girulu, s. A loud cry. Ad>vdo to 

bawL 

S. 'AT? gire, See Ad. 

c. J\tfj&, J\tiyJ\xjj$ girrata, 

girrana, girru-girrane, s. Creaking, 

whirring, adv. Quickly, speedily. 

C.'J\J\^djp gir-girrana, s. A creaking or 

whirring noise. 

C. gir-giri-tirigi-Mlu, 
v. n. To turn round till giddy and fall. 

C. girgisu, v. a. To abase, humble. 

C. J\f\S girge-kallu, s. A stone used 

in clearing cotton from the seed. 

C. girda, girda- 

na, gird ana, See Ad3. 

C. ?\t33S‘ro7\ girddsaga, s. The eighth 

part. 

C. J\Z5^C£broO girdaisu, See AdnsoEo*. 

c. J\&e-'§>'R5?mgirdi-md- 

du, girdi-tegeyu, ©. a. To drive fast, as 

an ox, &c. 

C. cAdi£- girda, adj. Round. AdoF^rto, 

Adorsws^rKi to go around, surround. 

C. J^Jz)S~7>^ girmdgali, s. An esculent 

root so called. 

C. J ins', Jv^^, ?\<y;>r631 J &zs-iS gir- 

lat girluke, girlute, girludi, [+t>r] & 

A bawl, hoot, scream, loud cry. ASrtfjs^j, 

AOrtJjsj, Afirdoto hoot, bawl, screech, scream. 

c. J\tr?h, J\0) gilaku, giU- 

ke, gilankku. See A©a*j. 

C. J\&J\ gilaginche, See a©aoz*. 

C. J\V Xo{|^S ao gila-gutti-nagu, v. n. To 

titter. 

C. J\SJi&)}, gilaku, gilavu, s. 

Plaster on walls of stone, &c. A era too steidj 

to plaster. 

C. J\& gili, s. Pear, alarm. AS A© & 
to be afraid, in alarm. 

giliku, giluku, gilike, qilunke, gilke, 
&. A jingle. 2. See A£=#. a©* **ttu a stick 

with jingles on. Aee=#o, Ate^fS a jingling 

sound. AtuAtf a* to jingle, rattle, chink. A 

*4 small tinkling bells. 

C. J ®€ gilike, s. A child’s rattle. 2. a 

jingle. * 

o. 'A&^rodtopS gilikesarapane, s. The 
jingling chain on an ox’s neck. 

c. J^i)J\oS§- giliginche, s. The shrub 

Crotolaria juncea. 2. a mixture of parched 

and pounded Bengal gfam, with sugar, co- 

coanut, and sweet-oil seed, pint into a cover¬ 

ing of pastry and cooked in ghee. 2. tickling 

another. 

C. J\c)J\3)tto giligillenim, v. n. To rattle. 

C. ^e)£j0 gilibili. See d©OQ. 

H- J*^ siisj)d gilla-khora, s. A jester, 

mocker. 2. a backbiter. Au^ sijs&j to ridi¬ 

cule, mock, jeer. 2. to backbite. 

c- gilU, s. A joke. 2. a boy’s game 

like tip-cat, putting a sharp pointed piece of 

wood over a hole, and striking it to a distance, 

as a ball from a trap. 

C. J gillu, s. A nip, pinch, v. a. To nip, 

pinch, squeeze a pustule, pluck out, as a hair. 

It. 7\^ gille, s. Ridicule, sneer, mockery. A 
« to ridicule, jeer, mock, AeJ sira&i a 

word spoken in fun, a jest Ae? a 

mocker, ridiculer, jester. 
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F\^) F^&i 

C. givuchu, See 

C. t.-ooo^ogishi-hiru, v. n. To be exhausted. 

c. 7\7j7\j&3^, ■ gisa-gvttu, 

gisa-gisennu, ».«. To cry, as a child. 2. 

to whisper. 8: to grumble. 

C. ’KroCta gisaru, See 

0. T\7oe>7?js>^o , gisari-kollu, 

gisari-bidu, v. n. To pull one’s self away 

from the hold of another, 

c. gisu-kdlu, See 4-sinsuj. 

C. 'Areata, 7\roao^a, <M!oo7\je)k3^ gisu- 

ku, gisunlai, gisu-gottu, [%;&*>] n. 

To cry, as a child does. 

C. gisukkane, adv. Suddenly, 

unawares. to find unexpectedly. 

C. ?\rea?\7ea^Xo gisu-gisu-nagu, v. n. To 

titter. 

0. % oja^7\a gisu-nagu, s. A sriiile, titter. 

C- 7x7^ gista, adj' Scorned, ridiculed. 

D. gisti, S. A tuck in a native’s trow- 

sers through which the string passes. 

C. J ^ gili, See ftri. 

S. J\^l$ gitita, adj. Swallowed, 

0. J gili-tettisida-pille, s. 

A toe-ring made like a parrot. 

0. ? gili-dera, See ftdatfJ. 

C. ^^^JJ3Aa gili-mugu, See fvriskart). 

c. gili-gilane, s. A rattling 

sound. 

C. T^ujsoa gili-roga, See under fcri. 

C. J\^> gilli-kolln. See 

C. t' ^o3aa gimbu, s. Pus, matter. 2. a 

place, abode, dwelling. 

c. ?\^-§t)8aXi,dt) gikari-bd- 

kiri, gikiri-bdkiri, adj. Crooked, irre¬ 

gular, out of order. 2. a chirping noise. 

C. gilt dr (l, [^<C&]adj. Lone, dreary, 

dismal, solitary. 2. thickset, =*3 

tu dreary darkness, close set 

trees. 2. a noisy thicket of birds, beasts, &c. 

C. gikiyana, s. The note of 

an ominous bird. 

C. giku, v. a. To scratch, erase, scoop 

out. an irritation in the skin 

that one cannot refrain from scratching. 

♦A to cause to scratch, &c. S’vav’ an 

instrument for scraping the cocoanut kernel 

into small pieces. a 

piece of a cocoanut shell used to scrape off 

dirt, a soft kind of stone used in¬ 

stead of slate pencil. a weeding 

hook, vus? a fine chisel, 

c. ? giko-male, See Ktffo&R#? 

under 

C. gichalu-bdchalu, s. 

The marks made by a whip, cane, &c. adj. 

Badly written, illegible. 

0. gichalisu, v. a. To rub out 

a line or mark. 

c. 

C. % 

See 

C. to-^8 gichire, s. The Cwcumis acu- 

tangulus. 

0. f\ ^&3o gichu, v. a. <$• n. To draw lines. 

2. to make a mark or dash, to rule lines. 3. 

to scratch over with a pen, to erase. 5. to 

draw toddy. to be all-over 

scratches or lines. the act of scratch¬ 

ing or scrawling. 

c. gickuwa-soutu, s. A 

scoop. 

0. gichuvali, s. Farming, agri¬ 

culture. 

o. ?^&a, f (&7\ gijaga, giji- 

ga, gijega, [Mart] $. The tailor bird, or 

bird that constructs a pensile nest. 

rU tiz the pensile nest of this bird, or the tailor 

bird’s nest. 

C. gljigatana, s. Covetous¬ 

ness, avarice. 

C. 7m°3^ giju, s. The matter of the eye. 

c. gitanagisu, [to rub out-his 

form] v. a. To kill, destroy. 

C. f git at a, s. A game among boys. 

C. f gitddisu, v. a. To loosen, as 

a nail by moving it backwards and forwards. 

C. 'b^&3#^CS<E>so gitikkida-lekhkha, s. 

An account which is crossed or marked out. 

C. gitina-kattige, s. A ruler, 

any stick for making lines. 2. an ornament¬ 

ed stick. 

^ gichi-kollu. See 

^s3 ^gichidu, gichikku. 
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C. f s. A line, mark, stroke, stop, 

a mark at tlie end of a verse or paragraph. 

c. 

gitu, gitikku, gitidu, gitu-gichu, v. a. 

To make a line, mark, stroke, to rule. 2. to 

wink or make a sign with the eyes. v$fc*M 

to cause to mark, to have ruled, =#js^o 

to mark of or for one’s , self. 2. to wink, make 

signs with the eyes. irtqcto, Jm, 

to rule, make a line, draw a line. 

C. gitpadu, n. To succeed, he 

profitable. 

C. T gitpatu, s. Success, prosperity. 

S. Jp3 gita, s. Vocal music, a song. 

**ds the verse of a hymn. 2. a kind of metre. 

^^to sing ahymn. a WQrk 

on psalmody. an orchestra. 

vocal and instrumental music. 2. a name 

given to some hooks. 

S. giti, gite, s. A song or 

hymn, vocal music. 2. one of the Arya 

metres, in which the couplet consists of two 

long verses. 

C. J\ gidudu, v. n. To be heavy and 

unable to move about much, as cattle big with 

young. 

C. gibdta, s. Groping in the dark, 

to grope. 

c. ?^a>o, gibu, gimu, s. A place, 

dwelling. 

C. X°o3j^ gxyyana, s. The note of some 

birds. 

C. 'JMjdoS^o giranchu, s. The small fine 

border of a cloth. 

O. vK^dpS, ?\°d^ girani, girali, s. An 

instrument used to make ornamental streaks 

on the body with paste of sandal. 

C. ? ^dao^ gira-bale, s. A fluted bracelet. 

C. ^Oo, Jjoo 

giru, girikku, giridu, giru-tegeyu, 

v. a. To streak, make a mark, rule, draw 

lines. 2. to scratch out with a pen. 3. to 

scratch, burrow, s. A continuous line, mark, 

stroke. 2. a burrow. scratching, 

marking. ;.7how*> to level land after being 

ploughed, rtorS streaks of sandal on the 

body. the perpendicular sectarian 

3r 

mark made very fine, 

csji the man having such a mark on his 

forehead. 

0. gir-kadaga, s. A streaked 

bracelet. 

C. gir-kavade, s. A shell used 

to stripe the body with sandal powder. 

C. -^gir-chippu, s. A striped cow¬ 

rie shell. 

S. Tv^plc' girni, s. The act of swallowing. 

0. V erfoc b girduri, s. An inflammation 

from scratching. 

C. gir-nai, s. A brindled dog. 

S. '^srss'f's girwdna, &, A deity. , 

n [language of the gods] Sanscrit. 

S. ^SJte-p! girwdni, s. Saraswati, the 

goddess of speech. 

s. s-^ girshdka, s. A deity. 

s. ?\f5^y§ gish-pati, s. JBrihaspati, the 

preceptor of the gods. 

A. 0. gilidu, v. n. To roar, as an 

elephant. 

A. C. giluwadu, s. Weeping, 

lamentation. 

C. aogXo gunku, O. n. To jump, leap. 2. 

to he defeated, rijowti, rbo^«, rbo*-=# the act 

of.leaping. rbo.f *J, rbogbs^ one who defeats. 

rboA spoa^7So to be defeated. rboAsb to defeat, 

cause to lose. 

c. Xoo^, gunke, gunke- 

mdla, See *o*. 

C. 700X^0^ gunga-muste, s. Cyprus 
rotundus. 

C. XooTvx-a, Xooax^. XooK'sa gungd- 

di, gungdli, gungdri, s. A gnat, mus- 

quito, eye-fly. rborraa strati a mango attacked 

by gnats. 

C. AooXo^rscxbXo gumgurndi.su, v. n. 

To send forth an odour, as frankincense, &c. 

C. XooXodo gunguru, S. An eye-fly. rbo 

rbtb.sfcj*, eye-flies to attack the eyes, 

c. XooXoijXys'dco gungura-kudalu, s. 
Hair that curls naturally, rtwrbtb a curly 

head. 

s. KooXout)^ gungurdne, See 

O. XooX gunge, s. The black bee. 



rtaoejS 

S. 7oo^ gunchha, See T^- 

S. 7\oo&; gunja. See rt>ot3. 

C. 7\JQ&T>&3 gunjdta, s. Pulling anotlier 

by his clothes, &c. passionately and in strife. 

rtoosraU sin&, rtocsss* to pull or drag in this 

way. 

0. ajoaftfirstk gunjdlddu, s. Rice-flour 

hatter put into a kind of cullender, and made 

to run through, in the size of small pipes, in¬ 

to boiling ghee, which is placed under. 

H. aoo&'ScOo'c^o gunjdishu, s. Excess of 

worth over the assessment. rkosscSaJj sissi&to 

outbid, offer a higher rent than another for 

land, &c. 

S. 7\jo3§ gunji. See 

S. a oosS&ptf gunjikdra, s. The aims pre- 

catorius seed powdered and used in working 

gold. 

c. ajo3§o!>oESoz§ gunjiya-dande, s. A 

necklace of the seeds of the abrus precatorius. 

C. 7\002^ gunju, ». a. To draw, drag, tear, 

pluck, pull off, tease, as cotton, &c. 2. fig. 

to run away, decamp, s. The coir of cocoa- 

nuts. 2s entangled hair, j£U><>rio 

to run away, get away from one, as a kite, 

ox, &c. rtj0&J* to extricate from one who 

is pulling. 2. to tease, card, comb. 

C. aoo&^a o& gunju-gantu, s. A fast 

knot, a noose that will not slip, rbofei* r!ot3sf 

'tfjarfejo }jair in a knot. 

C. 7x002^83'O^/j gunju-bilu, V. n. To be¬ 

come entangled. 2. to be pulled by another. 

s. 7\0O2§ gunje, s. The shrub abrus preca¬ 

torius, bearing a red seed with a black spot 

on the end, used as a weight for gold. 2. 

salt soil, rtjo«3 the red seed of the above. 

rtood a pole with a forked top for receiv¬ 

ing a rafter, &c. rlootSsrefcb, rboeS siatfo to set 

up a forked pole. 

C. A 00S3 gunta, s. Property, substance. 

fei rU>u may you be ruined, (an expression of 

abuse.) 

c. Too&Afita;?) gunta-gamjari, s. A 

medicinal shrub so called. 

c. aooS3^, 7\ooS5t^, aoo63guntihe,gun- 

tige, gunte, s. A harrow or weeding 

machine. the solid timber in 

which the teeth are fixed. 

C. 73ooBf\25j^Z§c5^oo guntige-bodeyu, 

v. a. To weed by a harrow. 2. to fix a 

corpse erect, by tying it to a pillar, a custom 

among the linga people. 

C. 7oo£3^W^> gunte-mole, s. The iron 

tooth of a harrow. 

A. G. 7\JOZi gunda, s. A servant, menial. 

o. 7\ooc37^jsd3>^ gunda-goyya, s. A 

rude, ill-behaved man. riiosA»<s%!S«s, ’*>o* 

ip, rbo&QA rudeness, ill-behaviour, wanting 

a sense of propriety. 

C. Aoorfays^/o gunda-bdlu, s. A bad or 

disreputable mode of life. 

c. A JOS'S S3 gunddta, s. Playing with balls, 

foot-ball. 

0. aoocn>o3 drigunddntara-mddu, 

v. a. To dig deeply the whole area of a pro¬ 

posed temple, and carefully examine the soil 

that there be no impurity, as bones, &c. in 

it. 2. to sap the foundation, to ruin com¬ 

pletely, (used in threatening abuse.) 

C. A'JOC5t>7o gunddgu, See rfoc^ri). 

C. ajcctOTjj gunddnisu, v. a. To put a 

large stone against a door for security. 

C. AJOSD'di gundaru, See rtoosnstu. 

C. XoocraSTfo, ajgct^Toj gvnddlisu, 

gunddlisu, v. a. To loosen a peg. 2. to 

roll up, as a rug, &c. 

0. AOCGD^J gunddlu, s. A man of courage. 

c. AOOCST^ gundyd, adj. Courageous, valiant. 

C. AJO& gundi, s. A pit, hole. 2. a large 

round vessel. 3. a place for catching elephants. 

4. food, rljca 3rtcsA», rtooa to dig a pit- 

C. AJG&>^c£b gundi-kdi, s. The heart, 

in a physical sense only. 

c. Aio^Afl gundi-gaminava, s. A 

person with one eye larger than the other. 

C. AJ0cj7\ gundige, s. Heart, courage, bra¬ 

very. 2. an ascetic’s vessel or goglet. 3. the 

chest or pit of the stomach. 4. the throat. 

rUo&rt »5eA>, rtjo&7Wcrijo to be 

dispirited, disheartened, cowardly; the heart 

to break, rtoo&rf Soatfo =#J8^o to be ready to 

faint, to be overcome, as by tobacco, &c. 

art sdss-o to shoot with ball cartridge. 

a pain in the chest. 

C. ajOt3j gundu, s. Any thing round or 
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spherical, a ball, cannon ball. 2. a mullar 

or round stone, for grinding on a slab. 3. a 

boulder, large round stone. 4. a knob. 5. a 

heap, concourse, multitude. 6. delight, 

reverie, adj. Round, circular, globular. 

rijoS), rtoozl) a round stone for 

grinding on a slab. a grinding 

stone, roller. rioozSo tfotijtJ a stallion. rtjozSj 

a small swivel, rioczii ssWo, cSjs 

Bcrfoo to load a musket with ball. 2. to fire 

a gun. 7i)o& to&i to fire with ball 

cartridge. srtjofo a man 

wounded by a bullet. r!jot& , rtooz& jka 

*4 to throw down a large stone from a wall 

on an enemy’s head. riooSo sort a round seat 

or stool. a round face, 

c. gundugoyatana, 

s. Rudeness. 

c. aa), Aoorfo^ gunduli, gunduli, 

s. A mason’s round chisel. 2. roundness. 

C. AJOcf gunde, s. Courage, boldness. 2. 

the heart either physically or morally, rioo 

tl the heart in a physical sense. 

rOod to be courageous, take 

courage. ui =#oa^j, K>o<3 rtoszaj 

the heart to palpitate. rbotS &&> to 

feel ready to faint. 

C. aoozS OJo^ gundeyava, s. A man of 

courage, a valiant man, hero. 

c. Xoozi zSoioo gundhodeyu, v. a. To 

fire a gun with ball. 

c. Xooz^D'do gundhdru, [rfoo&) sostfi] n. 

A gun to fire. rOo^tOss sSjs^ time of gun- 

fire. 

C. Aoorfo gundu, See ^ao*. adj. Much, 

abundant. 

c. aoo£ gunna, adj. Small, short. ?Wrt, 

rtaopst, a dwarf, pigmy. 

H. Xoo£iT>7YD9 gunndgdri, See Ka^rae. 

C. Too^^S gunndne, s. A young or stun¬ 

ted elephant. 

c. AOQ^DiiB^ gunnd-patte, s. Paper gilt 

over with tinsel, to ornament 

with paper tinseL 

C. AOOjS'SoSor^ gunnd-yenne, s. An oil 

of a gilt colour. 

C. aoo^;t>oSo gunndi, s. A small or stun¬ 

ted dog. 

c. 7oo~t>S, 7\oo^rsoS, 7s’oo^s^ gun- 

ndri, gunndve, gunndli s. A female 

dwarf, a short woman. 

C. aoo£)a gunniga, s. A dwarf, pigmy. 

C. AOOjS gunne, adj. Young, s. The young 

of some beasts. a young pig. 

H. gunnegdri, See rta^n»s, 

C. 7\iotfX&z gumpdlu, s. A boys.’ game 

so called. 

C. Aoolb^o^ gumpikJcu, v. n. To jump, 

leap, riooJjrt, rtaota# a leap. 

C. Xoo^j) gumpu, s. A flock, multitude, 

assemblage, crowd, heap. rt3o;S 

rioc3t«r(j, A/s^, rtao^ to 

be collected, assembled. 

persons to assemble themselves together, 

rtao^i ». a. To assemble, collect 

together. rt>o?3) rtaostsh in crowds, flocks, &c. 

C. 7\ioij gurnpe, s. A leap. 2. a heap. 

r<ooS to leap. 2. to heap. 

T. B. aooso, gumba, See ***?• 

t. b. Xooaa 0030‘s gumbara, gum- 

bdra. See * 

t. B. 7\oo3oS3'arf(-> gumba-wddya, [tfocnif 

39^5] s. An earthen vessel used as a drum. 

C. a0030gumbala, See 

T. B. aoo£3a gumbiga, s. A reser¬ 

ved man. 

C. Xoo33rfo gumbidu, v. a. To assemble. 

C. AoosostfS gumbdrati, s. Avesselused 

in wave offerings, containing a lamp with 

one wick. 

0. 7\20300&3 gambuta, s. The model of a 

tomb made of gilt paper and tinsel by Mus¬ 

sulmans at their Mohurum feast. 

C. 7\oo3ooK!o gumbusu, v. a. To shake 

down, as corn in a sack, or in measuring. 

C. AOOSOO^1 gumbula, s. A tree so called. 

C. a00§3 gumbe, See =*o°«3. 

S. AO035 gumbhlly adj. Secret, mysterious, 

reserved, s. Tying, stringing, as a garland, 

&c. rt)oi?7i3 to tie or string flowers. rio°i?3 

strung, tied, to be secret, ob¬ 

scure, hidden, mysterious. 

s. aoo$??do1£>jo(°£> gumbha-kdmbodi, 

s. A tune so called. 



O'. aoqoo gumma, s. A scare-crow. 

C. aoo£>o&3 gummata, s. A puppet-show 

box. 2. an arched rOof. 3. an ornamented 

litter for an idol, or the paper and tinsel 

tomb used at the Moliurum. 

C. Aoo~d>o*y gummala, adj. Crowded* close. 

C. ?oot5o&3zl> gummatidu, v. a. To set to 

fighting. 

C. aoO’zSopq gumman% [VosinJ s. Beating, 

pounding, as in-a mortar. 

C. aoo^So^ gummala. See 

c. AoOo^Ja)^3 gummata, s. Fighting, cuf¬ 

fing. 

T. B. AuO^Je) d gummdra,. See 

T. B. Aoodss^ gummdli, [rtfot?] s. A re¬ 

served woman. 

c. Aootbo, 7oo£>i>7^7^ gummi, gummi- 

galige, s. A large bamboo basket to store 

up corn in. 

C. Aoodoo gummu, v. a. To beat in 

a mortar. 2. to cuff. rtooSj rboSo to put 

into a mortar to beat, r&osn ■rtooSo ■ to 

teach by beating into, 'as a dull and stupid 

boy. 55s^o to put into a mortar to beat. 

C. ao^S^, To^To gukkachchu, guk- 

kasu, v. a. To overcome, defeat. 

C. 7\^^p^7i:gukkannisu, See under 

o. AO^&oi^Je/^o gukkarisi-kollu, [Wo 

-«g&Ji*sr^5] v< com}). To shrug up one’s self, 

from cold or fear. 

C. Agukkdta, s. Running a dis¬ 

tance within a breath. 

C. Ao&^Xo^^zio, 7\o8^JDeSS^io, ao 

■8^ ao 8^ So erg st) do gukki-gukkddu, 

gukki-mdtddu, gukld-guhki-mdtddu, 
v. n. To falter, stutter, speak with sobbing. 

C. A)?r^ gukku, s. A mouthful. IjosSj rb 

^4 a gulp or draught of water. 

C. ao’&o^ gukku, s. One breath, a single in¬ 

spiration. io to blow with the mouth 

so as to produce a continuous blast. &a 

to hold the breath. tS&j to fetch 

breath. A** short to sleep without 

noise, to lie as it were breathless, So=efo^ 

to be quite still. v. a. To grieve, 

distress, make sorrowful. 

rtS-ws^ 

T. b. TZ’o&oid gukkura, a dog. 

C. gukkuwava, s. A slow, tar¬ 

dy, indolent man. 

A. c. To^ gukke, See srt. 

C. aot§^<£)zIo gukke-bidu, See under rtraAj,. 

: 0. TvjXD guggari, s. Soaked grain mixed 

in boiling water and salt. 

CJ. To 7y&3o>Ooo guggarikdi, s. Horripil¬ 

ation. 

C. 7\67v tr$ guggari-kolu, s. Amc^e 

of punishing boys, tying the hands over the 

knees, and putting a stick under the knees, 

and over the wrists. 

i c* 9u99ase> s. A vain and unpro¬ 

fitable desire. 

C. ao Ao do guggy.ru, s. A bandycoot. 

T. b. ao ao ^, ao a £>, aoJ <v gvggula, 

guggala, guggila,.[**,«/] s. Bdellium, 

a fragrant gum or resin. sAso&ji) to 

carry burning bdellium in procession before 

an idol, rtorio v’wsccirf the profession of a re¬ 

ligious mendicant carrying burning bdellium 

from door to door begging alms, rtrotfc£c§ 

the mendicant so employed. 

C. AOT^ gugge, See 

C. AoVy gugri,. See rtirte. 

c* ~&oguchchikku,guch- 

chldu, v. a. To put into gathers, to plait. 

0. aos|o , Xosi^cddo guchchu, guchchi- 

bidil, v. a. To tattoo. rSaAtf, tattoo¬ 

ing. 

C. 7o£3o guchchu, s. A bunch of flowers. 
8cr 

2. a tassel. 3. a-plait, fold, or gather, rh 

to make a tassel. 2. to tie up flowers, 

the selvage of a, cloth from which 

tassels are made. sod a garland with 

tassels. 

®* 9uchhchha, s. A necklace of 32 

strings. 2. a cluster of blossoms or flowers. 

0. AO&CT.S. gvjardti, s. Guzerat. 

H. AO&a-Sgl gvjardni, s. Passing away 

time. 2. life, living, livelihood, rtotecsd sf» 

SJ to live according to one’s means. 

C. 703; £> gujari, s. About the time of sunset, 

ii. ao&Tn^, gujasta, gudasta, 

adj. Past; as a revenue term, it is usually 
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employed to express the year just expired, 

the last or past year, an* balance of 

the last year. 

c. ajsS, guji, guje, See . 

c. Ao3§t) gujiri. See rfeo. 

C. 7ka*»7i>a*» guju-guju, s. Whispering. 

2- a private communication. Kjyrtow 

to whisper, speak in an under tone. 

C' AJ% 9ujja> adj- Short, low, diminutive, 

a dwarf, a short man. 

A. C. Ao&^Q'fx gvjjangi, s. A bunch, clus¬ 

ter, tassel. 

c. Ao*ti, 7<x|S> gujjara, gvjjiri, see 

S’ 9vjjarb s. The name of a tune. 

0. AO&X S gujjdri, s. A very little dwarf, 

pigmy, adj, Neat, compact, elegant, rbte^ 

0 a female dwarf. rbisraS 30$ a neat, 

elegant house. 

C. aos5_ </«;}«, s. A gather, fold, plait, pucker, 

^ a srfj, rt)«3 S>, to pucker, gather, 

0. Xo|fv, gujjige, gujjuge, s. 
The Chrysanthemum Indicum. 

0. ao^^ajs^o gujjina-gudu, s, A child’s 

play representing house keeping, taking 

meals, &c., in small vessels, 

c. Aoa^, 7\oa^£-, ao^ gvjju, gurju, 

9vjjh adj- Fine, small, minute, short, little 

of stature, &c, s. A cluster. 2. small per¬ 

pendicular posts, by which short beams are 

raised upon longer ones, and thus form a 

shelving roof to native houses, rbw to 

play at leap-frog. ^ a short pillar. 

7bw | a smap kind 0f mango, rbw- 

to take out wrinkles or folds, sfo&j, 

rbw Soaccbo, sg^rfo to be puckered, rtj 

diminutiveness, 

c, gutaru-MJm, ®, n. To 

grunt, as Indian cattle. 

c. AO&5-scO^?oo gutdisu, v, a. To pound, 

as medicine, &c. 

T. b. Ab6jbd gut dr a, See 

T. B. AOfeji# s. A pin, bolus. 

C, aj&3j^o gutuku, s. A single gulp or 

swallow, a draught, sip. rbUo^> stoao to gulp, 

rbfco^o Sowwrfo to put chew¬ 

ed betel, &c., into another’s mouth, rt>WJ*b 

a sip of water. 

0. AokbAoB^, aoBjaoJto^, 

gutu-gutana, gutu-gutanna, gu- 

tukkane, s. The noise made in swallowing, 

rbbrbb^, to expire, die. rbUirbfcij 

^oaccbj to drink with noise. 

C. aoB, gutta, See rb<|. 

0. guttdlu, s. A reserved man, 

riotous? a reserved or disingenuous woman. 

Cl A0&3j gutti, s. A burying place, 

cemetery, grave. 2. a sow. a sex¬ 

ton. ri^cb w®E.cb to be watching at a ceme¬ 

tery. See rb^. 

C. guttige-kattu, v. a. To 

fix a corpse erect and dressed up, as is the 

practice of the linga people. 

0. guttige-dipa, s, A lamp 

left to burn by a corpse. 

C, ao63o^ guttu, s. A secret, mystery, 

2. privacy. 3. one’s private secrets, 4, re¬ 

putation, honour, to be secret, ril 

what is made secret. riob^rS siresb 

a secret, rbtre^risi^o, rb&^jirf a reserved man, 

one who is not open, a mysteri¬ 

ous or secret affair, rbkb^ SvcrioScb tq be ig¬ 

norant of the secret. the secret to 

be found out. rbib| So&ccbo to find out a se¬ 

cret, to trace, discover, 

C. gutte} s. A funeral pile and corpse 

burnt to ashes. 2. a cemetery, burying place, 

to prepare a funeral pile, rb^ =S£jj 

a grave-stone. *bri a grave, rb55 rtart 

a vessel used to gather up the bones of the 

dead, rbfe^ rb^ Srbrb to wander among tombs, 

as an insane person, &c, rbfc^ 

to search among graves or hillocks. 

c. ao<§3j^S>o3;o guttodiyu, v. a. To di¬ 

vulge or let out a secret, to keep 

a secret. 

C' A'>co<3^ gutlangi, s, A very reserved 

woman. 

C. a;>& gutla, S. A seam, to 

open a seam. 

S, Ajt^ guda, S. Jaggary, coarse sugar, 2. 

a flower so called. 

s, aguda-bevu, $. A mixture of 
Jaggory and Margosa leaves, riozs 

to eat this on new year’s day. 
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C. gudasalu, s. A Iiut of thatch 

without walls. 

C. AO^ixO gudasu, See bortsto.' 

S. AO£3X)^ gilddka, s. Indolence, sleep. 

S. AOcJt)^^ guddkesha, s. Arjuna, with 

a curly head. 

H. AOCStJ^'o guddlill, s. A narcotic compo¬ 

sition of tobacco* sugar, opium, plantains, 

and other ingredients, smoked from, a chilum. 

boraswo $^bo to smoke the chilum. 

c. axn>P3, Tver'S guddna, guddni, s. 

The largest earthen vessel. 

€. AOcSD'd gudura, s. A tent, tabernacle, 

rtossb (553=^0* bobsd j&B&cdoo to set up a tent, 

boa^bb adso a feast in tents. bozssdb a 

tent pole. 

S. 7\oC3U<y guddla. s. A hard swelling, un¬ 

natural protuberance about the body. 

A. C. A0& gudi, s. A public rejoicing on an 

auspicious occasion. 2. an assembly. bob 

rtfcbj to make a public rejoicing, by serving 

©ut drink made oi jag gory, &c. 2. to assem¬ 

ble. bob e/ob^Obo an assembly to increase, 

boa ^bsdo to collect, make assemble. 

C. A0& gudi, s. A temple, place of worship. 

2. a vessel raised upon a long bamboo, as at 

a festival. 3. the ring round the sun or 

moon in damp weather, boa this ring 

to form. 4. the extremity of a twig, 

&c. boa =8^ the fixed allowance for a temple, 

bob trdjwsti, Tilth the inclosure or ground 

round a temple, boa ststbsS^ the superin¬ 

tendence of a temple, boa €toS the service of 

a temple, boa a turn for officiating in 

a temple, boa fl"sdfa smearing cow-dung on 

the floor of a temple. 

C. AOgudigdra, $. A turner and 

cabinet maker. 

e. 7\o&?s, ao&'A£^£^P3, ao^7^ gudigi, 

gudigi-challana, gudige, s. Tight trow- 

C. Aoci'bvoooti'doo gudigi-suriyu, v.n. To 

thunder and rain. 

A. C. AO&AO gudigu, v.n. The tremble or 

sink in. *&®SooboaAbo the earth sunk in. 

G. AoSS guditi, s. The hand hollowed to 

receive something, handful of 

corn* 

C. aoS-oD, AOai gudishili, gudishey 

See bobbeu. 

C. AO&icoO gudisu, v. a. To sweep, heap up, 

collect. 

A. cr, Aorfo gndu, for ^bo. 

0. Aorfo^o guduleu, See boMo^o. 

C. A0^o7\T>rk gudugddu, v. n. To creep 

on hands and knees. boboA^raW a kind of game. 

A. C. AO^o'b.roo gudugisu, v. a. To incense* 

irritate. 2. to roll a single wheel along with 

the hand. 

0. Aorfo7so gudugu, s. Thunder, v.n. To 

thunder, bobortozi?*^ to thunder. 

C. AO^OAOci gudugudi, s. A hooka, or 

more properly the noise made by it. bo&rtca 

the pipe or tube of the hooka, boboba 

a toodob, rto&boa =fsc&o the vessel or body of 

the hooka, bobo boa $^bo to smoke a hooka, 

bobo Tilths •£€>&> the fire-crap of a hooka. 

C. AorfooJ, Aorfo^ gudupu, gudpu, s, A 

bar of iron. 

C. Aorfocvo gudusu, s. The embodied form 

of 'Uj as in *• 

C. AO(^orda£;o gudusulu, See bobflwo. 

C. 7\^xi gudda, s. A hill, a heap of rocks. 

adj. Short, low, diminutive, bobd table¬ 

land on the top of a hill. bob d a pass 

between two hills, bob b the peak of a 

hill, boa^ri a hill-fort, bob^b «*oS a 

wild sheep, bobb bso a cave in a rock. bob^ 

d d^bo rock honey, bobb ysSsS a channel 

of water running down a hill, bob b short a 

kind of liill-grass. bo^rf wbe a hill-tree so 

called, rhb the god of a hill. 2. a man’s, 

proper name, bob as. big as a hill, bob 

b bbbo a ravine in a hill, bob b «&, bob b a 

bobo a cascade or waterfall, bobb teJ the 

echo of a hill, bob b^boeo a hill-temple, bob 

b be, bob b bs^wo the bottom of a hill, the 

table land round the foot of a hill. 

C. Ao'So guddu, s. An egg, spawn. 2. the 

eye-ball. 3. a bubble. 4. a weed like moss, 

growing on water, boa^boj* rtoa bo, bob^ srs 

to lay eggs, booh tfbt’o the eye-ball to, 

move or shake from fright, booh wsAo a 

substance growing in the eye where the vision 

has perished, bobo boos Ado to he full of 

spawn, bobo^ O^ob pajn like the 
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falling out of the eye-ball. Sozt^ iAcrfoj, Kj 

Soz^ s-^'to pluck out the eye. So 

^ ecu jo the eye-ball to he inflamed, 

the eye-ball to come out from the socket. ^ 

the eye-hall to swell. riosSotfzk to look 

fiercely at, to frighten by severe looks. 

C. aozS gudde, s. A heap. 2. a square 

head cloth, scant and poor turban. 

C. aoZ§^&3o guddetu, s. A random shot. 

rt)z|^Uj grttu a random shot to hit. 

guddelu, v. n. Bubbles or 

«pawn to rise upon water, 

C. 7\o&y& gudbidu, See Sozfc Sunder rbzSo. 

C. Aonb|7\oti|^ gudru-gudrana, s. The 

grunting of a pig or ox. 

C. aoTIo gudlu, See 

C. Aoci^ gudsu. See Soz^o. v. n. To close 

or shut up, as a flower. 

S. A0P3 guna, s. A quality, property, per¬ 

fection, attribute. <3^ divine attri¬ 

butes. an aggregate of six divine 

•attributes; viz. «=>?* wisdom, effective 

■energy, wu power, »%crior all-sufficiency, 

SX’o&r might, glory. (See also under 

10.) the three qualities; viz. Son 

goodness, Son foulness, Son dark¬ 

ness, moral blindness. riontfoi-sscSo 

what is the property of the loadstone. 2. 

temper, disposition. *Son a good disposition, 

rtriorn a bad disposition. Son =&$, rion 

relation of qualities or dispositions. Son 

the colour red. 3. excellence, merit, perfec¬ 

tion. Sonzic^ a good man, Sonzili a virtuous 

woman. 4. wisdom, good sense, reason, Sonsoa 

71 ******* speak reasonably. 5. moral or 

physical improvement, recovery from sick¬ 

ness, restoration to health, reformation. 

sJjz^ozS Sontsg) the disease does not 

remove under this doctor. oSjs^ 

rions-az&o^o a little better to-day, Sann-ario, rto 

fs jSzSj to recover, improve in health, be re¬ 

formed. Son sfj»*, rfon to make better, 

reform, improve. 6. use, advantage, effect. 

SorizS stosa&rfzS r(on»gj it is useless to 

Speak to him. 7. a good state or condition. ; 

■8. a degree, time, fold. {See Son^dJ 9. a 

rope, string, bow-string. 10. a means of 

defence, of which six are enumerated, called 

; as, mediation; war; 
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a march ; a halt; zS^tv*5* stratagem; 

flsfeas^cdo recourse to protection. Son sixoao 

the favourable turn of a disease, beginning of 

amendment, Son jjoosoOTrto to amend, be¬ 

come better, Son -Son z&ozttf, rion 

■s'rf, Sjn r!on rion both, rion z&o 

Son heiody, Sorsajjart, rion Szfoa^sforf, rion 

^o3! all these terms are used to denote excel¬ 

lence, or endowment with superior qualities, 

rionase**, Son^flD^, deviating 

from the usual character or disposition, odd, 

strange, out of the common way. 

S. gmiaka, s. in arith. Tire mul¬ 

tiplier. 

A. c. Aopst^ijo?^/sor^joo gunaJcaru- 

gondavanu, s. An affectionate naan. 

s. AJpd^rj gunalcdra, s. Multiplication. 

Sonwsti sirez&o to multiply. 

A. c. guna-gollu, a To 

be pleased or affectionate. 

C. AopQAokSo, guna-guttu, See under So 

noSotir. 

S. aopst^cq, AopEj&^o guna-grdki, 

gwnognyanu, s, One acquainted with 

character. 

S. A0P©fe3o5vrf, Xoraniotf^S 

tankdra, gwna-thankriti, & The twang 

of a bow-string. 

S. AipSZ^oe- gima-dharma, s. The vir¬ 

tue incident to the possession of certain qua¬ 

lities, as clemency is the virtue of loyalty, &c. 

S. gunana, s. Multiplication. 

S. aops&oSo^ gunalaina, s. A tent, ta¬ 

bernacle. 

s. aopsS^o^o gima-vishaya, s. The 

particular disposition or turn of a person’s 

mind, the respective character. 

C. AOpS'S^T.'d gundkdra,, See Son^d. 

S. APPy'sS^ojo gundtishaya, & Excel¬ 

lence of character, a virtue. 

C. aoPS^Q gunari, s. The servant of the 

head man of a village. 

C. Abpl guni, *. A hole, pit, 

C. AO pc) ^ gunike, s. The outer angle of 

the eye. 2. multiplication. 3. the nape of 

the neck. 4 the top of the head. 



C. 7\opIt?5o:>P53 gunilie-hunfiu, g. a 
P3. 

sore on the finger joints. 

c. Topt aps^ guni-gannu, s. A hollow eye. 

C. 7\op§X«^ guni-galla, s. A sunken cheek. 

C. 7\op?7\D^Ddj gunigdlddu, v. n. To 

play a game with grains of corn, like chuck- 

farthing. 

C. To pi 7^ guni-gei, s. A hollow or deep 

hand. 

S. 7opl3 gunita, adj. (in arith) Multiplied. 

2. collected, heaped. dorf£ to multiply. 

C. 7\opSd^Z§ guni-dava(}e, s. A hollow 

cheek. 

c. Aapl^O guni-nari, s. A fox. 

C. 7\opl,3js?^<yo guni-nosalu, 5. A hollow 

forehead. 

C. T^pi^ojsKs guni-mugu, s. A nose 

much depressed in the centre. 

C. Xopl^^-5, 7\Opl^JSA guni-more, 

guni-moga, s> A hollow face, 

C. AJplojo gunisu, v. a. & n. To multi¬ 

ply. 2. to calculate, think, scheme. 3. to 

spell. 

C. Xopso#, aopso^ gunuJca, gunuke, 

s. A mode of singing. 

C. AOp£o-&ci> gunuhisu, d. a. To shake 

down corn in measuring. 2. to shake the 

voice in singing. 

C'. A0P30A gunugu, $. A modest, retiring, 

shrinking, diffident man. 

C. aoP30ao gunugu, ». n. To shrink or 

keep back, from modesty. 

c. XoPDoao gunugu, $. A grumbling. 2. 

Unsubstantial corn, do no doti^, rt)cm rtorw 55 

5*^ 0. n. To mutter, murmur, grumble. 2-. 

to read or speak in a low and indistinct tone. 

C. AOPSO^ gunuta, s. Multiplication. 2. 

spelling. 

c. Xopc^yo gun-kallu, g, A round stone. 

c. AOpOT)^ ti gunkdra, See don^stf. 

C, 7\gimjcu, s. A quick pace in walk¬ 

ing. ad?-. Round, spherical. 2. sound, perfect. 

A. C. TsOPZ^gunpu, adj-. Reserved, distant, 

impenetrable, mysterious. 

C. gvnya, adj. Having qualities, but 

especially those of excellence. 

c. A0P3^ gunsu. See doriflJ. 

T. B, gutttt, See dorf. 

c. AO^ , AO^ PS, d, AUS^ Ai 

3D d gutta, guitana, guttada, gut- 

tali, guttdda, adj. Tight, not loose. do 

sis?, w«?a tight bracelet. dos^Arto 

a tight ring. doS?* a hard 'ball. 

C. AOO^ gutti, s. A cluster of flowers, a 

bunch of fruit. 

A. C. Ai§ gutti-Jconda, adj. Down¬ 

cast. 

C. 7\d‘S^7\ guttige, s. Contract, covenant, 

agreement, 2. assessment by agreement, do 

® d to let on contract. do^rt sisstio to 

take on contract. doSrtOTci a contractor, do 

s d &J3V a rented field. do§ A icb to pay taxes. 

SrfjjSi doS.^, vot tMrt assessment paid in 

kind, djas^ti doSA assessment paid in money. 

A. C. TsZ&^.guttu, v. n. To be tight, a. a. 

To put in. 

S. Tod guda, The anus, dorf tfosus an 

irritation of the anus, dori a worm 

bred in the body, did washing the 

anus, dorf zjcmsv the bloody flux. 

s. Tkd'do&jS guda-ranjana, s. A cushion 

on a saddle. 

H. A^dr^ gudaste, s. The past year. 

s. AonD^o^T^od gudd-meithuna, s. So¬ 

domy. a sodomite. 

A. C. Xod gudi, See *>&. 

C. 7\od gudi s. A bunch, cluster. 2. a string 

to tie the legs of cattle, also called do&t 

v. n. To go as a horse with its legs tied. 

c. A0d7\D£O gudi-gdlu, s. The hindlegs 

of cattle tied while milking, do&nafio to 

tie the hind legs of cattle. 2. to put to the 

torture. 

C. Aod>7\, AddoT. gudige, guduge, s. A 

club, cudgel, mace. 2. a clog tied to the neck 

of cattle, doart the blow of a cudgel, 

rbart =5^0, to tie a clog round an ox’s neck, 

C. Aod7\j?(®^ gudi-gola, s. Tying the 

hands round the knees, and passing a stick 

under the knees and over the wrists, do a 

to punish in this way, 

C. 7oC3o T'odo gudu-gudu, s. The noise of 

boiling. 
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Ck AodoAO^ktf gudugu-mara, s. A prop 

put behind a door to keep it shut. 

C. Aodo-^J, Aorfo-3, Aodo&, Aorfod, 

Fbdo^joo gudupu, gudupe, gudume, 

gudube, gudumu, s. A protuberance or 

hard swelling on any part of the body. 2. a 

knot on a tree, stick, or bane. 

C. Aorfoijo, guduru, guduln, 

s. A ring of straw, &c. for a round bottomed 

vessel to stand on. 

C. Xorf p© guddana, s. Cuffing, striking, 

fighting. 2. shampooing. 

T, b. Ajrfe). Aorf e?, aguddali, 
o <b* q ^ 

guddali, guddili, s. A native 

spade. rtori® a pick-axe. rbr^©a 

narrow spade. ^ Ajtf® a broad spade, rb 

«©abe? the broad part of a spade. rto 

a spade blunted or much worn away, rb 

=sT>^)tbe haft of a spade, © &/awo the 

eye of a hoe or spade into which the handle 

is inserted. ©* v. a. To burrow, dig. 

C. 7\orf ©rJ^bso'dogo'do guddalisi-kon- 

du-baru, v. a. To remit. 

C. Xa£n?d3€^ guddi+Jcollu, v. a. To strike 

dead, kill with a blow. 

C. guddilisi-bidu, ®. a. To 

blow up. 

C. 7\o£bl)5>s^o guddili-KdJcu, p, a. To 

place a spade in the ground and perform some 

acts of worship at the commencement of the 

Mokurum. 

c. Aorfo^, 7\3ZS^rhguddu, 

guddi-kollu, gudyddu, v. a. To strike, 

beat, box, cuff, A>rb s. A blow with the fist. 

2. the fist. 3. strength. rba sb to cause to 

box. rizb^rf), riozbs^rs, rtinsjW 

thumping, fighting, striking. wbji 

e? rbtb strike him on the back, rba rt rbuo, 

tit for tat, retaliation. rUb sib a 

boxer. 

e. Aod^Aoci^ guddu-gudddgi, adv. 
Blow for blow. 

G. ao^83€ guddu-bille, s. The name 

of a game. 

C. guddu-mola, s. A small 

cubit, from the elbow to the closed fist. 

C. AOoj'^B gudydta. See under 

C. gunakisu, guniJci- 

SU, d. a. To wave, shake, dance any thing up 

and down with the hand, as com in a fan, &c. 

c. AO^O^O gunuku, v. n. To rise up and 

down. 

c. Ao^To^aaio guna-guna-nadiyu, 

v. n. To walk with a short step. 

H. To^dttsS gvndgdri, See rb^rsS. 

C. AO~V)S> gundri, See rt>re»0. 

c. ao^ gv.nl, s. A small insect, the larva of 

a moth, very destructive to woollens. 2. a 

small black speck on the grain of the great 

millet. 

C. ao^ao, ao£ia.jB^ gunigu, gunigut- 

tu, See rb«ofb. 

c. 7\h£)ooo gunisit. See rtssWsb. 

C. AO^ofro, agunu/cu, gunJcu, adj. 

Round, globular. rtot&rbfirs^fsdj to be quite 

round. 

C. AO^o7\i gunugu, See rbrsorb. 

H. A0^7\©5,7b<§^7\?><s)gunnegdri,gun*- 

negdli, s. A fine, mulct. 

T. B. aoTip© gupana, See ***?«• 

S" ffupta> adj- Secret, hidden, con¬ 

cealed. 2. protected, preserved, rb^ 

a play of children resembling hide-and-seek, 

rbri. to joke imperceptibly, 

s. 7o£^aq7\ gupta-gange, s. A river that 

has only occasionally water in it, 

s. aoIj gupta-gamini, s. A river 

so called, the source of which cannot be traced, 

c. 7\o^jy3, gnppane, guppune, 

adv. Quickly, soon. wzb to come 

quickly. 

a. o. Ao&y^js^o guppi-gollu, [*>*>] «. n. 

To be heaped. ® 

c. aoSoaosoc^o guba-gubaln, s. Alarm, 

commotion, 2. a pustule. 3. the noise made 

in running, 

0. Ao&cfeo gubadalu, $. A protuberance 

on any part of the body, 2. a knot in wood. 

C. A03odo gubaru, adj. Thickset, close, 

impervious, s. An awning, rtowrb ^ a tree 

with thick foliage, rbwrb tie? an entangled or 
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matted head of hair, rfowrbrtAb^, Auo'.Aft 

to he impervious or entangled. 

<C. Ao&xyo, gubalu, gubali, See 

riowrbwejo. 

'0. A0&>i>fe3, AoSysdo, 7\ogyceo gubdta, 

gubdru, gubulu, See nawribm». 

C. AJcxjt) gubiri, s. A bird with a large 

face, the white owl. 2. the serum of the ear. 

>0. A083S)a gubiliga, s. A stout man. 2. 

See rtwSO. 

V. AOSio^o gubuku, ». «. To heat with the 

foot. 2. to box. 

c. Aoa>OA02e^jS.a5oo gubu-gubmie-ku- 

diyu, v. n. To drink with a noise, to gulp. 

C. a020oSj' gubuchi, s. A sparrow. 

€. ao 3oo £o- Ajsrfo gubuchi-gudu, s. A 

chimney or an outlet for smoke. 2. a spar¬ 

row’s nest. 

C. Aosoodo guburu, See riowd). 

O. AoSojeosfoej'Sb gubulu-mddu, v. n. To 

cry aloud. 

T. B. TogooTo gilbusa, See 

•C. AoS^ gubba, s. A pommel, knot, or ball 

on the head of any thing. 2. a woman’s 

breast. pommelled. ^ to 

pommel. 

•C. A02>j^ gubbane, adv. Quickly, soon. 

€. 7\o&ygy3o gubbddu, v.n. To jump from 

one heap to another, (a game.) 

€. aoSou^^ gubbdli, s. A woman with full 

breasts. 

*C. AOSS^ gubbi, s. A sparrow. 2. the name 

of a town. a sparrow to feed its 

young. rb£ criroA ed* v. n. To moan in sick¬ 

ness, as a sparrow. a round faced 

hammer. 

c. 7tee3^'s3^A^5oo<y:> gubbi-belase-hul- 

lu, s. A sort of grass. 

c. aoS^'Sjs’^ gubbi-mole, s. A stout nail 

with a pommelled head, used in fort-gates, &c. 

■€. gubbi-mdreyava, s. 

A small faoed man. 

<C. 7\o8g^(55js) AO gubbiydgu, v. n. To 

become lean, pine or waste away. 2. to be 

old and unable to do any thing but sit still. 

C. 7\o8^T?ja«A gubbi-roga, s. A pining 

sickness. 

C. ao85\^ gubbili, See rtiw^v. 

C. aoSoo^ gnbbu, s. A spheroid, any thing 

globular. 

C. gubbu-kattu, v. a. To tie 

across the arms and chest. 

C. Xosoo^ 7w$,do gubbu-gudu, s. The pivot- 

hole in which a native door turns. 

c. Tvogjo^jsdc&j gubbu-goradv, s. A per¬ 

pendicular bar fixed at the back of a door to 

keep it shut. 

C. 7\0£0>^5 gubbudi, s. A good manager, 

good economist. good management. 

C. ajc&^o, gubbemma, s. A game a- 

mong children. 

c. Xo^’dtrayhda gubbemmdgiru, v. n. 

To be still or quiet. 

0. AO^^o^ gubbettu, v. a. To ornament 

with knobs. 

C. Ai^ey, ao$o€T gubhalla, 

gubhallu, gubhul, s. The noise of any 

thing falling into water. 2. perturbation, 

consternation, t^aAs&octeu Odcrioo rtn&gJFJo pal¬ 

pitation of the heart from fear. 

C. AJ'rfo^cOoToo, ao^o-S-Too gumakdisn, 

gumaki.su, v. n. To turn upon, rebel, huff, 

contemn. 

C. Xo^o^o gumaku, v. a. To cuff, box. 

C. aoo^oaoodo, AOo5o^!h)Oo5oSt/7o^ guma- 

guma, guma-ghuma-wdsane, s. A fra¬ 

grant or diffused odour. 

C. 7\Oo3ok3 gumata, s. A tomb in minia¬ 

ture, or ark used at the Mohurrum. feast. 

c. gumata-kobbari, s. 

A stinking cocoamut. 

c. ao^o^o, Ao^oa gumadu, gumadi, 

s. A sort of white mimosa. 

C. AO-^odo gumaru, s. Childish, simple, 

silly, rteixb&p childishness. 

c. Aodoeo, gumalu, gumalu, 

adj. Thickset, as foliage. 

C. AOojJa)^ gumuna, s. Secresy, privacy. 

H. gumdna, s. Doubt, suspicion. 

rlostTO? a suspicious person, rtosto? tip sus¬ 

picious persons. 
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H. ao^jsTj j Txo'rfra7? gumdsta, gu- 

maste, s. A clerk, writer, assistant, deputy. 

K) straps a clerk or writer’s business. 

G. ToDo, 7o&> gutni, gume, s. An a 

sembly, multitude, heap. do£j do 

=#js^o to be assembled or collected. 

C. ao£>o™^js^/o guniisi-kollUy v. Ccms. 

To make fight. “ 

c. ao^oo6S=u‘50^3 gumute-Mi, s. A 

vegetable so called. 

C. Aeojwdo gumuru, s. Chewing the cud. 

dasSwtij 553^0 to chew the cud. adj. Thick as 

foliage, Acl a tree with thick foliage. 

C. AOcrfooCyo gumulu, adj. Clear, bright} 

fierce, as fire without blaze or smoke. dosixi 

ejo =#o& a live coal. 

C. gummettige, s. A silver 

ring worn on the great toe by women. 

C. /\ob^ gummi, s. Multitude, heap, mass. 

0. ao^oo^ gummu, v. a. To box, cuff, beat. 

c. aoo^oaooI^So, aoc5oao&3o^ guya- 

guyyanu, gui-guttu, v. n- To squeak, 

as a pig. 

c. Aotfs^otbck guraJcdisu, v, n. To 

turn upon one, as a hog, &e. when struck. 

2. to menace, frighten. 

c. Aotj^, aoS^ guraJce, gurike, s. 

Snoring. rijtiriotjjfio, doP dofei^ to snore. 

o. 7\iiSalt?, TodaS gurachike, guraji, 

See duac:3. 

C. AodcS guratld, s. Effort, endeavour, ex¬ 

ertion. 

C. Xod^o guratu, See do&*. 

C. Aodd^ gurappd, s. A shepherd’s god. 

2. a proper name. dopst^ a'o^yo the disci¬ 

ples of the shepherd’s god. 

c. 7\od2o5>, 7\od^oo gurabadi, guramuy 

s. Vexation, oppression, tyranny. 

T. B. Ajdro^ gurasta, See d0stt. 

C. Ttarcps gurdna. See djas«. 

C. AOTJDfl guruni, s. A shield. 

C. ACit) guri, s. An aim. 2. a mark, butt, 

dos to take aim. doB to miss the 

mark, dBctofsP) to be liable to, exposed to, 

opposite to. «5P;So ?> Ptijrt rtSOectaraiik 

he was charged with another’s offence. Vs 

rfjBcctorioPPj becoming exposed or liable 

to sin. V®3j^. Aj&crijsrtadj <10 not fall into sin. 

wP#, rioOccijstS J became the subject of 

a heavy curse. doC rr,do, i -oocAsod, rfoO 

to level an aim. d.'0 Prljto, rioa ss^o to hit 

the mark. djBrrad a g00(l marksman. A)a 

to take aim and shoot. do a 

do a to prove true, do a si»so a 

word that turns out to be true, doe sooted 

an untruth. doBcdoaft PoSodo to cause to 

arrive as directed. 

C. Aod5i)d gurikard, s. A head man of 

armed peons. 

C. aoSsItx gurichige, s. A weeding hook. 

C. A0§£oS, gurimidiy s. A tree so called. 

A. o. AjQajOD^ guriydla, s. A game of 

the Pdndus. 

C. aoQS gurivi, s. A stout woman. 

S. Aodo guru, adj. Weighty, stout, heavy. 

2. respectable, of high rank, djdevorf a largo 

breast. 

s. To too, Aodo"^) guruvu, s. A 

master of religious ceremonies, or a spiritual 

preceptor, teacher, priest or guide, from whom 

a youth receives the initiatory j&ojj or pray¬ 

er, and who conducts the ceremonies at vari¬ 

ous seasons of infancy and youth up to the 

period of investiture with the characteristic- 

thread or string; this person may be the na¬ 

tural parent or the religious preceptor. 2. a 

religious teacher, one who explains the law 

and religion to his people, instructs them in 

the shastras, &c. 3. a name of JBrihaspati„ 

the regent of the planet Jupiter, and precep¬ 

tor of the gods. 4. a father, or any venerable 

male relation. In the peninsula of India, the- 

term dodo is in general employed to denote 

the high priest of any sect. The Gurus of 

the three great sects who follow the doctrines 

of ShanJcara, Hladhwa and Pamanuja respec¬ 

tively, are the successively adopted disciples 

of these reformers who still uphold the spiri¬ 

tual power acquired by their predecessors. 

These sects are sub-divided into many bran¬ 

ches, each of which has its Guru, and the 

numerous body of the Shudras who wear the 

linga, have in general Gurus of their own 

caste, their creed being very different from 

the brahmanical faith, dodoasP (the day of 
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Brihaspati) Thursday, riorio 7k tb t?o 

thinking of one’s spiritual guide. rocb Pfi 

worship paid to a spiritual guide, rfocb sj 

*> a filial disciple. *od> a present in 

money or otherwise to a priest, rtitfo the 

precept of a spiritual guide. rtotb <*3 sJ,*s>ri 

the leavings of a priest’s meal, eaten, as sa¬ 

cred, by his disciples. 

C. AJTj^DQSoTiiguru/cdisu, See rtod^cSo*. 

C. aodoX^S gurukkanu, s. The angry 

grunting of a pig. 

s. &. c. Xodo-D-dOjodo guru-Jciriyaru, $. 

The great and small, gentry and peasantry, 

elders and juniors. 

C. X-doXoo;±>, gurugumma, s. Silence, 

quietness, silently, quietly, 

c. XodoXoki^, XodoXodj^o guru-guttu, 

gurugurranu, v. n. To snore, growl, mur¬ 

mur. 

A. c. Xodo83=T>&3 guruchdta, s. Blindman’s 
huff. 

C. Xodoedo guruchu, adj. Short, low. 

c. Xodo8^ guruju, s, A kind of awning 

put up on auspicious occasions, as at a wed¬ 

ding, &c. 

c. Xodo&3^Xodo£3X, Xodo&'^'^^w- 

rutike, gurutige, gurutigina-gida, 
See tfodyfing. 

C. Xodo&> gurutu, adj. Stout, thick. 

S. Xodo^d gurutara, adj. Wider, broad¬ 

er, more extensive, heavier, more honorable. 

C. Aodosfo gurutu, s. A mark or token by 

which any thing is known. 2. any sign or 

symbol used as a signature by those who can¬ 

not write their names. 3. knowledge of, re¬ 

collection, recognition, rtotbej to 

distinguish one person from another, to re¬ 

cognize a person. rh&s-szi sSSth a distin¬ 

guishing name, *#^0 to inquire 

particularly about any thing, -Ae^z&j 

to look into a thing narrowly, to inspect 

closely, rtotio&j tSt'sb to describe a person or 

thing, rt)**5* to know by sight. PPA «s 

£4 *?«*«*> I have no idea of it. PP* 

I do not know or recollect it. rts&a 

£0, to mark, observe, recognize. a> 

to forget a person’s countenance 

S. Xcdo^ gurutwa, s. Respectability. 2. 

weight, heaviness. sfoazpr an indiges¬ 

tible thing. 

s. XodoSk/s^Zp guru-hodhe, s. The doc¬ 

trine or instruction of a spiritual guide. 

s. Aodccp1^ guru-khakti, g. Devotednesa 

to one’s priest. 

s. Xodo^od, Xodocdr^ guru-matha, 

guru-sthana, s. A parsonage, vicarage, 

rectory, the residence of a Jangam priest, 

s. Xodoa&oJje^ajguru-mantro- 

padesha, s. The prayers and counsels of 

a priest. 

A. 0. Xodoo^oo gurumu, adj. Distant, re¬ 

served, offended, to shew one’s self 

offended. 

S. Xodoe^o guru-laghu, adj. Heavy 

and light. 2. great and small, s. The grave 

and short accent. 

C, Aodorf guruva, s. A common name a- 

mong the Linga people. 

S. Xodod^ guruvike, s. The priesthood. 

S. AO do a ^ guru-shakti, s. Great strength, 

o. XodoSo, Aod.co guruhi, guruhe, s, 
A round boat. 

A. 0. Aodo^p guruli, adj. Round, spherical, 

riotbs? a round pearl. AjCov, s< 

Majesty, glory. 

C. Xod^o guretu, s. Hitting the mark, 

^jszSoijj to hit the mark. 

C. AodjjS gurrane, s. The snarling of cats 

and dogs. 2. the wambling of the bowels 

when disordered. 

s. Xu-a-s/oSo gurrdya, [rbrb crecrfo] s. A 

priest (honorific.) 2. a proper name. 

C. AoXosrd gurgura, s. A bandycoot or 

large rat. 

0. 7\03^c-, Xo£Be" gurju, gurje, See . 

C. Xo^osn gurtu, See riorksto. 

C. Xodc-3 gurdali, See ®. 

C. XorfoE- gurdu. See . 

c. Xods-a gurpadi, adj. Right, suited, 

agreeable. 

S. aoSs- pigurvini, s. A pregnant woman. 

A. 0, ao^’S~gurvu,s. Fright, terror, alarm. 
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A. 0. 7\J&) gurra, s. A lierd. of elephants 

or horses, or the place where they stand. 

C. AOCJtf gulake, s. Affected gestures, fop¬ 

pish airs, riou-s- 

to ma,ke affected gestures. 

C. ag£>a gulag a, s. An awkward, stupid 

man, a dolt. 

c. ao^aosS, accjagosS gula-ganji, gu- 

la-gunji, s, The abrus precatorius. djy 

r(oa3 riot! a necklace made of these seeds. 

T. B. AGCJ&S gulati, See under *>w. 

T. B. wOS) gulaba, See rtsu>. 

H. guldbi-huvvu, s. The 

China rose, rboaioo rose water. 

H. AoeretSo guldma, s. A menial, slave. 

slavery, bondage, servitude, 

c. agc^^Sog^^tS guldla-chukki-shi- 

rei s. A female’s cloth with red spots. 

C. AGCJXxyj^jjSi gulalu-pudi, s. A crimson 

powder mixed with water and which the na¬ 

tives throw on each other during the Kama 

festival. 

C. A 00 guli, an affix of nouns, derived from 

to kill, denoting the killer of a thing; 

as, 5»c&orbS a dog-killer. 

C. 7\G05-»^G, AG0S-OJG, AG07^^G, AO 

eosudo, ag<2;g7V3c^g gulikddu, guli- 

kisu, guligyddu, gulukddu, gulu- 

gddu, See under 

s. Aoefr, agc^ gulp ha, gulbha, s. The 

ankle. 

S. agCA gulma, s. A mass of creepers. 2. 

a shrub. 3. the division of an army, a body 

of troops, consisting of 9 elephants, 9 cha¬ 

riots, 27 horses, and 45 foot. 4. a disease, 

the spleen or liver complaint; according to 

some, a chronic enlargement of the spleen, but 

it appears to be an induration of the mesen¬ 

teric glands so as to be perceived externally. 

S. AoPp gulmini, s. A creeper or any 

spreading plant. 

A. 0. AG<y^ gulla, adj. Harsh, severe, ri¬ 

gorous. 

C‘ fJu^asu> ». n. To imitate sexual 

embrace. 

gulldri, adj. Childish, rb^e 

childishness. 

c. 7o£[7\’o0^z§a3oo gulli-gulli-nadeyu, 

v. n. To walk with short and affected steps. 

C. aj§^ag0 SjJsjS'Sug gulli-gulli-md- 

tddu, v. n. To talk slowly or lowly. 

C. 7\G£t> gullu, s. A great noise, shout, up¬ 

roar. rtjgjG stodj, K)^o to make 

or excite an uproar. A®^o, riogjo irtcow 

to be in an uproar. 

t. b. AGS&j guvara, See 

t. b. ag^5, ag^S guvari, guvvari, 

See 

S. AGSTa'S* guvdka, s. The betel nut. 

H. AOl^kS guvuta. See riGostoU. 

c. To^/do, AG^&G guvuru, guvulu, See 

rfJWGtiG. 

C. agog^^, AG^-rfx, guvvakka, guv- 

vammu, s. A sparrow. to be 

wasted, emaciated, thin. 

0. AGtj^cyl^ guvvayya, s. A proper name. 

C. ag g55X^0, ag'GSoD^g gusha-hdku, 

gushi-hdku. See 

C. ag^coS>cx)gg gusha-Mdiyu, v. n. To 

grasp firmly. 

c. ag'S, ages^S^t!) ag‘Sag3&3 gushi, 

gushi-kattige, gushi-guta, s. A pin to 

connect a perpendicular and horizontal beam 

together. 

C. gushtigina-gida, s. A 

shrub so called. 

C. XgoJ^o, gushtu, adj. Stinking, s. A dis¬ 

agreeable smell.' a stinking cocoa- 

nut. rb^orfSd^o be perceived the unpleasant 

smell. 

C. agTgagco gusa-gusa, s. A whisper. 

~ stress to talk in a low tone. 

S. ag5o, ag2o guha, guhe, s. A cave, ca¬ 

vern, grotto. 2. a name of Kartikeya. 3. 

the chief of the fowlers, and friend of Rama. 
rbsS the echo of a cave. 

S. XoSoti'ScxSo guhd-shaya, [sleeping in 

caves] s. A bear, lion, tiger. 

A. C. AGCoe^G^ guhilikku, v,n. To laugh 

immoderately. 

S. AG5o^ guhya, adj. Retired, secret, soli¬ 

tary. s. The privities, the organ of genera¬ 

tion. dosx djss,r! the venereal. 
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S. guhyakaru, s. A class of 

demi-gods who attend on Kubera. 

s. 7o5o?<^3£d guhyakeshwara, s. Ku¬ 

bera, the god of wealth. 

A. C. 7\3^ gula, s. A ploughshare. 2. a 

horse’s or an elephant’s trappings. 

T. B. AO^ gula, [rfaS] s. Jaggory. 

C. gulakkane-nungu, 

v. a. To swallow with a noise, 

c. a'o^ gula-gula-dhwani, s. 

The rippling noise of a small stream; the 

noise of talking. 

c. gulada-beru, See 

wsoSj. 

C. Ao^d7fgulada-gouri, See^Ase. 

A. 0. AO^doj gulamu, S. A cry of horses 

and elephants. 

C. AO^ guli, s. A wave. 2. a hole in the 

ground, a pit. 3. an affix of nouns denoting 

a person’s habit, practice, &e ; as, eskirios? a 

player, or one wholly devoted to play. 

T. B. ao^t! gulike, gulige, 

[^13=#] s. A pill, bolus, any small globular 

substance. 

c. ao^/^^osx^o gulige-nulu, s. Tine 

thread. 

C. 7\o<^7vs^o gulige-shilu, s. A ball of 

fine thread. 

s. Xo^o^, ao^/oo^ guluchhchha,gu- 

lunchha, $. A nosegay, a cluster of flowers. 

c. Xo$oXo$<3 g'ulu-gulane, s. The noise 

of water escaping. 

C. AO^od) guluvu, [See rttf] s. A ball of 

iron as first smelted from the ore. a<f?. Loose. 

S. ao^JSSv guhichi, s. The heart-leafed 

moon-seed, Monispermum cordifoMum. 2. 

the tree which produces bdellium. 

0. aj^ gule, s. A shell. 

c. a0^x63 gulpdpate, See Ao^stfeJ. 

C. Xo^ gullet, s. A dumpling of split 

pulse and sugar. the above 

presented as an offering to a goddess. 

C. A'3^^7V3e)& guUa-gouri, s- a goddess 

so called. 

C. A-)?/ guUada-kui, s. Salanum 
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jacquini, or Jacquin’s night shade. Aj 

|( a prickly sort. an egg plant. 

C. ao^t5“otj63 guUapdpate, s. a pud¬ 

ding made of flour, sugar, butter, &c. 

o. Aog-sS, ao^ "s ^ guUdri, guUdU, 

adj. Delicate, neat, small. 

0. Xo^ guild, s. An inkstand.’ 

C. Xo^u3^Q7\ guUurige, S. A cake thin as 

paper made of verjr fine flour, milk, sugar, 

&c. in the form of a globe. 

C. Xo"^ guUe, s. A bubble. 2. a blister, 

pustule. a water bubble. *0^, 

=#os^o, ^sed^, a blister or 

bubble to rise. a blistering itch. 

Ao^, tjAAo to break, as a blister. 

c. Xo^SoooSo^ guUe-muttu, s. An 

inferior pearl. 

C. Xo^o &7\ gulhurige, t 
puff.1:0 

An opium-seed 

T. B. XosX guka, s. An owl. 

C. X03Xs3^ojsa gukati-muga, s. A 

bird so called. 

C. XosXosXos, XosXosXos gu-ku-kuy 

gu-gu-gu, s. The note of a pigeon, &c. 

O. A 03 a guga, See A^??o. 

T. B. Xo3?\ gugi, s. The wax of the ear. 

T. B. Xo3?\ gugi, See sp**. 

C. AJ3?\^^ gugitana, s. Avarice, covetous- 

C. XoS'bi&fijXo, Xoa’X&'S^J, Xo3T\33^j 

gugi-baduku, gugi-bdlu, gugi-vdht, 

[an owl’s life] s. A long life of ignorance or 

misery. 

c. a j3?\^j3^t3 oI)oXi gugi-moreyava, $. 

A man with an owl’s face. 

C. ao3?\CX)o gugiya, adj. Stingy, avaricious. 

0. A J3A-3 gugu, s. The spear or beard of 

corn, riuario s&jsS a sore made by eating 

speared corn. 

C. Xo3 aj&vO gugu-kdla, s. Harvest time. 

T. B. a osX guge, See 

C. Xo37\ guge, s. The wax of the ear. 

0. A03&3 gut a, s. A peg, pin, stake. 2. an 

arrow. Aosii esslcxbo to drive in a peg. ri/»U 
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to mate a peg. rbaiitf the string 

with which an ox is tied up to a peg. 

C. Au3 &3o gutu, $. A curry made with sour 

milk, &c. 

T. B. aj3us guda, See 

c. aJdZi^r^Z), 7\jsc^^ts6 gudapdla, 

gudapale, s. The plant, JFluggea lencopyrus. 

c. Twsde/rdoA gudalasanga, s. A name 

of Shiva. 

C. a guda, s. A small hamlet near a 

village. 

H. guddJtu, s. The composition 

smoked in the hooka. 

C- a J?)US'S pc) guddna, s. An earthen vessel 

of large capacity. 

C. AJSci gudi, $. An owl. 

C. agudina-soppe, s. Vege¬ 

tables stacked for preservation. 

C. a gudu, s. A nest, a cocoon. 2. a 

bird-cage. 3. a niche, recess, cupboard. 4. a 

raised seat or platform, for watching fields, 

shooting animals from, Ac. 6. a place of 

shelter or abode. 6. a depression or hollow in 

the flesh from disease, the hollow in a seal 

for receiving a stone. 7. the body. 8. a 

stack of corn. 9. the length of a plot of 

ground. *0^ to build a nest. $$ rU> 

^ a corn-stack. ^ rUzl> the hollow of the 

chest. rUzl> a recess in the wall, a 

cupboard, rU&) a place in the wall to 

set a lamp, r!jaz& a sparrow’s nest, rbs 

& wsriuo an arched door. rU&j =#jscrf^ to 

cut ears of com from the straw, tfoszb 

an arbour, 

C- A J3zf s. A basket with a broad 

mouth. a mendicant’s basket for 

receiving alms, suspended from his shoulder. 

a basket in which the followers of 

Vishnu carry their idol, sectarian seals, 

eating-garments, &c. SVo a basket used 

by two persons for throwing water from a 

reservoir, &c. into a channel, 

S. A JSZji gudha, adj. Secret, obseure. 2. 

invisible, hidden. 3. abstruse. an 

emissary, secret spy. zizs'p a clandestine 

thief. a serpent, one whose feet C. 

are invisible, secret thought, secret i 
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intention, an obscure, hidden mean¬ 

ing. a mysterious tale. 

S. a jszpo7\^o gudhdnganu, s. A dwarf, 

pigmy. 

o. Aja^o'dgutura-budime, s. A 

small kind of Hryonia callosa. 

c. ajsirfscpco, i guda-hannu, 
, Pci Fc- 

guda-pannu, s. The vegetable called love- 

apple. 

C. AJSCia^ guda-baddi, s. A man with a 

protruding anus. 

C. AJasS glide, s. The protrusion of the 

anus, the anus to protrude. ^jar5 

^-^crioo to beat a person till his anus 

protrudes, rtjarfja* to press up the anus. 

c. a jaijT'.d, TviszS^Sio, gude-gida, gu- 

de-kattu, s. The love-apple tree. 

C. AJS)£), AJe>Jo, AJS^jO, A,JSP3 guitly 

gune, gunu, guna, s. A hump, or hump¬ 

back. riisjo 5=o3Cc30 a hump to appear. dosj> 

a man with a hump-back. 

C. 7\v®£)(X)0 guniya, adj.. Stingy, avari¬ 

cious. 

C. ajs^oapSo gunu-gannu, s. An eye 

with a speck in it. 

C. Aja^eS^o^ gunu-bennu, s. Ahump- 

back. 

C. gunulu, s. A disease of the 

eyes. 

C. gubalu, See rbauite. 

c. AjssSpo, 7W&35S, ajsS^ gubini, 

gubii'i, gubeli, s. The serum of the ear. 

C. Av^)30idov*s>3 gubu-muti, S. A sore on 

the corner of the mouth. 

C. Ajsaxxw gubulu, s. The drum of the 

ear, or the side of the ear nearest the face. 

C. 7vj330Je)£b gubudu, [■stortj] s. Vocife¬ 

ration. 

C. A Vi® 13 gube, s. An owl 2. serum of 

the ear. 3. the ear. rUxi- -a-a iap. 

ping or flapping ears. rU.rt rte a distended 

cheek. rUvsJ Soozta to pinch the ears. AjsoS 
to pick the ear. 

ajssSapso gube-gannu, [owl’s eyes] 

>, Protruding or prominent eyes. 



C. XjsXo&Ss^cOo gumati-kdi, [enjo*?h] 
s. A vegetable so called. 

C. AjaDT^cio guryddu, v. n. To root up 

the ground, as hogs do with their snouts. 

C. Ajsdo, Asguru, 

guralu, gurina-kemmu, s. An asthma, 

cough. ris®rbo^rj to be hoarse. to 

be asthmatic, oppressed with a tightness in 

breathing, Aatb ^ Jtotl the phlegm produced 

by asthma, Aratiow-3 an asthmatic shortness 

of breathing. 

c. 7\ jsdo63, Avatar? gurute, gurude, $. 

Rooting up the earth, as a pig does with its 

snout. 

C. Xoat??^, Xqs>t3^ gurenne, gur- 

ellenne, s. A kind of sesamum oil. 

C. Asj^t5^ gurellu, s. A kind of sesamum. 

T. B. Ajapas- gurna. See #*nr. 

C. Xj^ojoc- gurpu, gursu, v. a. 

To dig in sand for water. rtjs>l>r&, Arawra 

the act of digging in sand for water. 

T. B. Xoa^js- gurvu, See nttSsS. 

C. A'ja^Q pjoj guvvamma, s. A sparrow, 

as it is called by children. 

C. Xjs>S£ guvvi, See . 

C. Xji)55^o guhana, s. An embrace. 

c. Xs/^ guli, S. A bull. 2. a louse. 

a tossing bull, rUv a bull with a 

noose suspended from its.horns to catch beasts 

in. a small bull. smtSj the 

seal impressed on a sacred bull. 

C. guli-yettu, s. A bull 

which is marked and allowed to wander at 

large in commemoration of a deceased person, 

or as consecrated to an idol. 

C. AJziljj gule, s. People leaving a place en 

masse from invasion or famine. rlatf 

the whole population to leave a 

place at once. 

A. c. A<je)^o5o guleya, s. Root, source, 

origin. 

S. X^o3y^ grinjana, s. Garlick. 

S- gridhna, s. A covetous, greedy 

X&g/ gridhra, s. A vulture. 

S- grishti, s. A cow which has 

calved once. 2. a hog. 

Xea 
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S. X^So griha, s. A house, dwelling, adj. 

Domestic. 2. domesticated. 3. household, 

r^zo wl, rt&> s. A householder. 2. a man 

in the second stage of life, or who, after 

having finished his studies, is married and 

settled. 3. a householder of particular me¬ 

rit, giving alms and performing all the pre¬ 

scribed ceremonies, &c. ^S> 5?^ domestic 

quarrel or trouble. a domesticated 

animal; a dog. a household, 

a householder. family af¬ 

fairs. 

S. X^5oXjs°^i^ griha-godhike, s. A 

house lizard. 

s. X^ocrfj/rfo griha-druma, s. The teak 

tree. 

S. X^SoX grihastha, s. A householder, 

married man. 2. an honest, trustworthy 

man. a married woman, 

the married state of a man. 

S. X^&pl grikini, s. A wife, the mistress 

of a house. 

S. X^5o£ grihya, adj. Dependent. 2. ac¬ 

ceptable. 

s. X^^X grihyaka, s. A tame or do¬ 

mesticated animal. 

A. 0. Xo&3o gentu, a<lj. Equal, proper, 

right. 2. remote, distant. 

0. Xo£3 gente, S. The root, source, or ori¬ 

gin. adj. Near, contiguous. to 

be near or contiguous. 

C. 0Z§ getlde, s. The penis. 2. a rhinoceros. 

0. gemvvane, adj. Suddenly. 2. 

quickly. to fall suddenly. ^°**s 

<3 iAia^rio to go quickly. 

c. X&t>Xz§ gejjari, gej- 

jali, gejjari-gadde, s. A red bulbous 

vegetable. 

C. 7\&Z)d gejjalu, S. A white ant. 

0. XX gejji, gejje, s. A small 

round bell, a tinkling ornament. 

1 a silver ring worn on the great toe 

and ornamented with a little bell. ^ 

a string of small bells worn on the legs of 

dancing girls, wo® small bells Worn round 

the waist. a stick with bells at¬ 

tached to it. ^ the tinkling of small 

bells. fStSja string of small bells put 
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round an ox’s neck with a large one in the 

centre, rt*" a whip with bells attach¬ 

ed to the handle. a woman’s skirt 

with bells on it. rSjstS worship paid to 

hells when put on dancing girls for the first 

time. 

C. 7^5w$ gejj e-hula, s. A cricket, 

c. Ti&icdo, 7getisu, ge- 

tisi-kondu-bilu, v: n. To touch, come in 

contact. 

c. ao gedadu-hogu, v. n. To 
become separate, go apart. 

0. 
To surround, besiege. 

geddisi-koUu, v, a. 

See ^crac&d). 

C. 7\Z3^ gedde. See S3,. 

0. f\£®8,7genati, genate, See Wa. 

c. T^pS^', T^pSgM, 7ipd^), •JvpcO^J, 7\ 

genapu, genabu, genavu. 

genuvu, genpu, genbu, See «<■»*». 

C. ^padoAds, 7^ps;>7oO, 7^7& 
C> 

genasu, genasu-gadde, genusu, geni- 

SU, s. The sweet potato, the root dioscorea 

atuleata. " >c this root used as a ve¬ 

getable. a white sort. 

a red sort. a large kind. AfsSo 

a wild species, 

c. geni, See rtf®, 

c. T^plsad, 7^plA"ad genikdra, geni- 

gura, s. A male friend, associate, 

c. 7^ pi??, 7\pc>^ genike, genki, s. The 

knuckle. 2. a joint in cane, &c. rtr3=# 

Gb* the stump of a sugar-cane to shoot. rtri 

i? doWj a knotted stalk. 3S)f» a sore on 

the knuckles. 

c. T^pSs^, T^plojos^S genitana, geni- 

y at ana, s. Friendship, intimacy, 

c. 7^plS, 7^ pi , 7\pc>7\T)8 geniti, gen- 

ti, geni-gdti, See.rttfs. 

c. 7^pi2oo, TipIgS genibu, genibe, s. The 

ridge between the beds of a paddy field. 

a. o. 7\poo, T^pa genu, gene, s. A sword, 

c. 7^pa gene, See srS. 

A. 0. gettu, past part, of rttio, Hav¬ 

ing supposed, settled, or ascertained. 

what is supposed or imagined. 

c. ~Rzivd, i\Zo^i gedalu, gedalu, s. The 

white ant. 

C. T^rf gedda. See.under rt&o. 

A, C. gebbu, s. Coition, sexual em¬ 

brace. 

a. c. T^cOo, 7^o!5o^, 7\oS^ gei, geiy, 

geyyu, v. a. To make, do. lie who 

did not make. rtcix^sisS he who makes. fl 

to cause to do. 

T. B. 7?dS gerati, s. A well be¬ 

haved woman. 

C. 7id^js°(&) geratodu, s. A potsherd 

used to scrape off dirt. 

0. T^daycdo gerabdru, s. The mark of a 

c. TidTj, 7^doi, ~Rt3$ gerase, gerushe. 

gereshe, s. An earthen vessel to keep com 

in, of large capacity. 

c. Tfoao, atSsops qeri-bannu, qere- 

banna, s. A light gold colour. 

C. Tati'S gerishe, s. Earthen hoops placed at 

the bottom of a small circular well. 

c. T^rio, T^dood geru, geruku, v. a. To 

scratch, mark, make lines. 2. to learn, as¬ 

certain, certify, settle. 

C. 7*\d, T^d gere, gen, s. A line, mark. 

f<e> 7*.t3 A&c&wj to rule lines. 

A. C. 7KtS gere, $. A master, adj. Soluble. 

c. 7gere-chinna, s. A light co¬ 

loured gold. 

c. TitSodo^} gere-tiruvu, v. a. To draw 

a circle on the ground. 

c. 7^<ds"d gerdava, [rtrt s] s. A winner, 

conqueror. 

0. 7^t37>= db gerdddu, V. a. To scratch, 

mark, make lines. 

0. 7^dos- gerdu, See rttfe under o'w. 

c. gelatu- 

kollu, geladu-kollu See a&j. 

C. 7^e^ gelavu. See 

c. 7fozfcd, 7\vonafcS geldta, geluwdta, 

s. Winning, victory, gaining a law suit, &c. 

C. 7^£0^J geluvu, s. Sprightliness, liveli¬ 

ness, vivacity, courage. 2. victory, winning, 

what has been won. adj. Pleased, sprightly, 

in spirits, elated, bright. ' rtwssrtcb to be 
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agreeable, spriglitly, in good spirits, bright, 

fiscal sJjari, Acm sSjsri a sprightly, joyous 

countenance. 

'C. , 7\£0, -Ado 
*.0 o 8 ^ 

^©do^js^ gellu, 

getu, geddu-kollu, gelitu-kollu, 

geltu-kollu, gelidu-kollu, v. a. 8f n. 

To win, gain, conquer, overcome, be victorious. 

, rtefo having won, overcome, &c. 

to go off victorious. won, victorious. rt 

a victorious hand. 2. (for he won. 

rtosb, fivoviz, AQsid to cause 

to win. rtgpsisi, a winner, 7^sn^, 

^S4jS> the act of winning. &wi«i 

to lose what one has won. 

€. a^-S, Tx^S'vSe"gelati, geladi, 

gelikarti, s. A female friend. 

€. geliya, gelikdra, 
s. A male friend. 

’C* ^ ^ gele, adj. Friendly. friendship, 

rtv'cao a male friend. rtrt a female friend, 

A. 0. T^OeDo gentu, [rtotfij adj. Far, re¬ 

mote, distant. 

S. genduka, [tfotw] s. A ball 

used in playing. 

•C. t^7\lS, tfhp az|, 

gekina-gadde, gegina-gadde, gekina- 

gedde, s. The Gyp eras rotundas. 

”C. 7\^&3 yeft, ,9. A large seed used as a mar¬ 

ble to shoot at others with. *^o, r^Si 

ks^o, snabj to shoot such a seed, 

the seeds placed as a mark to shoot at. 

C. T^&Soddo getu-padu, v. n. To fit, suit, 

be right. 

'C. 7y°& gedi, s. A corrupter, spoiler. 

s3o®t^ a deceiver. we; one who spoils 

his caste. ^ man of no respect. 

77® an apostate. 

C. 7\^d:> gedu, See 

-C. 7^ pi geni, s. Rent, contract, a 

tenant, contractor. 

C. 7v° POo genu, s. A span from the tip of 

the thumb to that of the little finger. 2. a 

sword, the stomach, a span in 

length. the human body, 

seven spans high, JoWo to span. 

f*>#a a span long. a foot, a span 

long. 

C. 7^(°dt\ gedagi, £>ee ***-*-. 

c. 7^=d^vA>^3 7\^c3^d geda-hola, 

geddra, s. A ploughed field. 

0. gedddu, v. a. To plough, till. 

2. to embrace sexually. tilling, 

ploughing. 2. sexual embrace, 

c. 7^°ddo, 7^°do83do gedik- 

ku, gedidu, gedu-bidu, v. a. To plough. 

G. gena, See fgp£* 

C. genayya, s. A proper name. 

G. 7^£# gepaka, See jg^*- 

A.. C. geme, S. Business, work, deed, 

the act of doing. 

S. 7^q5o gey a, adj. Worthy to be sung, 

worthy of n»«*. Tycrfj^ia God is worthy 

of praise, praise-worthy. 

A. C. 7\^crfx> geyu, v. a. To do, make, 

manufacture, to do for one’s self, 

rttcSo5#, rt <«&«(«, the act of doing. 

rt»o<5 dsJj ^jagtSrfo there is no fear 

to the industrious. a doer, maker, 

author. 

0. geradigdra, s. A calumni¬ 

ator, defamer. 

C. ge'rdisu, See 

c. ^tdJSdo geri-mddu, v. a. To rule, 

make lines. 

C. 7geru, s. The marking nut plant. 

Semicarpus anacardium. the seeds 

of the marking nut plant. the pulp 

of it. the fruit of it. the 

stain left by it on clothes. an oil made 

from it. 

C. gem, s. A continuous line. 2. an 

asthma. ^^7 the hard breathing in an 

asthma, SoaccSo to have an asthma, 

c. T^dodJaJad^d geru-mdvina-gida, 

s. The cashew-nut tree, Anacardium Occi¬ 

dent ale. 

C. 7\^0 geli, s. Ridicule, jest, mockery, in¬ 

sult, making fun of, laughing at. tsiiio, 

T\%.€ty&> to ridicule, sport with, insult, 

jest. 

C. 7v°eo ge'lu, s. A large earthen vessel. 
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T. B. tJpTo qesta. See Aafci. 
—D/ ^ f 

S. 7\^<X> yeha, s. A house, dwelling-. 

S. gehenardi, s. A lazy or ef¬ 

feminate man, a cot-quean, a house-hero. 

C’ 9e^w’ past. part, of fyofaj Having 

made or done. 

A. C. geiyu, See **«*»• tfj* to cause 

to do. 

H. 7\/'3vZi geirdda, adj. Unoccupied, waste. 

2. due, owed. 

8. 7^t>^ geirilce, s. Bed chalk, red orpi- 

ment. 2. gold. 

H. 7^tki3*>33?3 geiru-wdjibi, adj. Unjust, 

' unlawful. sferto to do unjustly. 

H. T^tkSo'S&cdo geiru-hajaru, s. Absence. 

S. geireya, s. The diamond-like 

sparkling on rocks. 2. red chalk. 

C. 7\js>oa S> gongadi, s. A double cumbly, 

woollen cloth or blanket, Asorta As^ a cum. 

bly made into a hood. Asorta As^o a tatter¬ 

ed cumbly. Asorta v1&"■;* a quilted cumbly. Ajs 

orta sgatfcsiw to put on a cumbly. Asorta sossb 

to spread out a cumbly for a person to sit on. 

c. lR&o7\ti&p&^gongadi-hanmi, s. The 

fruit of the long pepper vine. 

C. 7\JSQ ao gongu, s. The part of a female’s 

garment passing over the shoulders. 2. husks, 

. chaff. 

C. AJSOP^CJo gonchalu, S. A bunch, clus¬ 

ter, as of flowers, a nosegay, Asos>yj stoA a 

cluster of pearls. Asovivo a nosegay. ^ 

Vrtjaro^ai a cluster of blossoms. Asoar&, As 

ot^a, AaoiSa, rt^oiiv clustered. 

C. gonchi, s. A field. Aso^nsrf 

the proprietor or renter of a field. Asomv’o 

a man set to watch a field. 

A. C. 7\j’t)0'53r gone he, adj. Putrescent, de¬ 

cayed, worm-eaten. 

C. gonja, adj. Obstinate. 

obstinacy. 

c. i\&odi$ gonjala, adj. Turbid, thick. 

A. 0. gontu, s. A point of the com¬ 

pass, a corner, direction. 

C. 7\JSO Sio gontu, [rtclb] adj. Obscure, mys¬ 

terious, unintelligible, s. A riddle, enigma. 

AsoUo an unintelligible writing. AscWj 

to be entangled, Aso&js$f an obscure1 

meaning. Ascib £s»&> a mysterious expres¬ 

sion. rtoao&jsU a play in which a person nei¬ 

ther wins nor loses. Ascto1# a bad, hard, 

areca nut. severity, cruelty, harsh¬ 

ness. Asctb =f«!d a dear or scarce season. Aso 

tp =e^cu> a fruit that never comes to perfec¬ 

tion. Asobssb a reserved or mysterious man. 

rtoscUo 3® A an endless dispute. Asctb 

erto^ to disentangle. Asotb *4 a riddle. Aso 

tb to tell a riddle. 

A. C. f\JZsO& gonte, [Art] g. The throat or 

windpipe. 2. t. b. [spAW] betel nut. A-Asro&3 

a young betel nut. ^ AsofeS a betel nut bas¬ 

ket. 

C. T^osyD'dp?^ gonddranya, s. A waste 

desert to the north, in the way to Benares, 

c. t)OZ§, 7%jdoz?^o gonde, gondye, s. a 

cluster, tassel, topknot. Asotl a double, 

cluster of tassels fastened to the tuft of a wo¬ 

man’s hair. Asozi a bunch of tassels 

fastened on one side of the head of children. 

Asoia a nosegay. ztySJ AsoS a cluster 

of pearls. A®o^ «ouja bow with tassels, used 

by boys at the Kama festival. Aso;f^ ttpg 

a fringe with tassels. 

c. T^JSorfjATj^ gondra-gappe, s. A large 

and noisy frog. 

C. 7x05)0,03 gonne, s. The mucus of the nose. 

A. 0. 7^05)0^0 gontu, s. Side, direction, place. 

2. a long rope to which cattle are tied in a 

line. 2. the single rope by which each is tied. 

0. 7^o3oCjp3 gondana, s. Worship paid to- 

Fdrvati, especially by Mahratta brahmans. 

2. a small drum beaten at both ends. Asort. 

esrtbrfo a class of mendicants, worshippers of 

Fdrvati. Asozbs aWo to perform this wor¬ 

ship. See As port's*. 

a. o. 7^jsod<y gon¬ 

dana, gondani, gondala, s. A multitude, 

heap, assembly, host. Asodea 

the assembly of many kings. Ascricso As^> 

to be assembled in a multitude or host. Aso. 

rirfrii a. to assemble. Ascrirso Asozb, Aso 

riwusrt in heaps, crowds. 

C. 7^jaorf£)f! gondalige, s. An earthen 

pot or crib for cattle to eat out of. 

C. 7v/e>od$, -ftjioh gondala, gondii* 
See Asori«. 
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c. 7gondi, gondv, s. An 

alley, lane, or narrow passage. Aso.&sfojS a 

house out of the high way, in a lane. adj. 

secret, obscure, Araorb an obscure word, 

a secret. Ajsorio t&js^rb to go up a lane 

or alley. 

A. C. 7vJ®Oc$ gonde, s. An ox. 2. Basava. 

* £Aiy«, with an ox for his steed. 

c. 7^j»c§5a5ja)63 gombdtu, 

gombeydta, s. A pantomime or puppet- 

show. 

C. 7\J50£$ gombe, s. A branch. 2. an 

image, puppet, doll. 3. a heap, cluster, mul¬ 

titude. AnoiS rtj&lQ a house made by chil¬ 

dren to play with. Asoc? sSm&SJ a mock 

marriage with dolls made by children. Asoc? 

to make puppets dance. A©oi3n%ti, fijio 

a puppet-showman. 

C. ’AvfcOSSo^ gommane, adv. Quickly, speed¬ 

ily- 

c. ?js7j^, d-ssTtoiog gogga, goggayya, 

s. A religious mendicant of the shepherd 

caste, and a priest among that people. 

C. 77^5, A t>, A©7?t3 

goggara, goggari, goggiri, goggere, 

adj. Uneven. 2. unsteady, as a box, chair 

or table that does not stand level. 3. hoarse. 

ria (%$) a hoarse sound or voice, 

hoarseness. A©rt e iS^yb to be unsteady or 

uneven. 

A. 0. gojangi, s. A flower tree 

so called, Aafcioft estirirV rtftbotS'&Af 

having put gojangi flowers in the top-knot. 

C. /to&AO gojagu, «. ». To prattle, like 

a child. 

C. 7\j33oc33j goji-biji, adj. Illegible, as 

writing. 

C. 7\j&Q£Xiz igojaru, s. A confused chattering. 

C. 7\JZ&^ gojja, s. An eunuch, AsaS an eu¬ 

nuch in female attire. 

c. 7?j»a^jp! gojja-kuni, s. A bath. 2. 

a sewer. 

C. 7\JS>&^£0 gojjalu, s. The fetid urine of 

cattle. 2. any dirty, stagnant water. 

0. 7\JS)&!_'h'C0 gojjdgiru, v. n. To he thick, 

as gruel, &c. 

c. 7\v^)3i gojjidi-tojppalu, s. 

A medicinal leaf so called. 

rU>^, 
u 

C. y°jjvj s. The boiled acid juice 

of different fruits, mixed with any kind of 

vegetable. A®w the boiled, acid juice 

of tamarinds. wsc&i the boiled 

juice of mangoes. ’O^k wuc&o A/bw the boiled 

juice of a lentil so called. ^ A®&g, the flour 

of sesamum mixed with sour vegetables. Ab 

fcs, Aobw 8ooz£o to express acid. 

0. 7i°tj tropic gojjera-kumta, s. A 

dance by men in the attire of women. A®?3t 

tW an eunuch. Si;4 an eunuch dis¬ 

guised as a woman. 

o. gotaku, go- 

iikkai, s. Any fruit stunted in its growth 

and never coming to perfection. A/atiwirf, 

stunted. 

0. 7^_rs>k37\okb, gota-guttu, v. n. To prate, 

jabber. 

0. ajs^ Ajs&iS’ocic^oo gota-gota-kudi- 

yu, v. n. To drink with noise. 

c. gotaru-hdku, v. n. To 

growl, snarl, grunt as Indian cattle. 

C. gotta, s. An instrument for ad¬ 

ministering medicine to cattle made of a 

bamboo. Asfc^ to administer medicine 

with it to cattle. 

C. Tijs^^opc) gotta-kuni, s. A hole into 

*rhich children, at play, throw seeds or fruit 

stones. 2. a game at draughts. A*W| 

a board with holes in for playing with 

seeds. Arei^ wrfcsijs&j to play at such a game. 

0. gottaru, S. Concavity, hol¬ 

lowness. 

C. s. Scarcity, 2. limit, 

bound. 3. a flower, adj. Dear, rare, scarce. 

tbSoexi wacrfoca AA^ on account 

of the heat of the sun, there is a scarcity of 

water in the tank. Aea&abim Ast^ 

there is a scarcity of corn on account of want 

of rain. AraW^' a clear season. 

to be dear or scarce. Asi^rfri a man who 

lives with difficulty. 

C. 7^Js)B^aou§ gottu-guni, s. A game at 

draughts. 

c. gottu-lekhkha, s. A con¬ 

fused or involved account. 

C. gotte, s. A fissure, crack, crevice. 
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C. 7^-©c3aa godagu, See A® A A. 

C. tL®Z3>7\ J30 godaguli, adj. Tom up by 

the roots, As&A®© slra^A to be torn up by 

the roots, as a tree by a storm. 

c. godagodane, adj. Sob- 

bingly. 

c. -Rjd’dh'h^S'hzZ goda- 

chigina-gida, godasigina-gida, s. A 

shrub so called. 

C. godave, s. Interference, inter¬ 

course or concern with, connexion, business 

with. 

C. T^JS^coO godasu, adj. Illegible, indis¬ 

tinct, run one into another. 2. severe, rigo¬ 

rous. As At®tf letters run one into another. 

AaaM-wisiffa a severe, unfeeling man. 

C. 7^J5>^jao godugu, adj. Turbid, stag¬ 

nated. A$AA aA to become stagnant. 2. 

humming. AaAA a humming top. 

c. 7^.®^0, 7^Je>& 0, ^ goddali, 

goddili, goddili, See A®s©. 

C. godddkalu, s. A barren 

C. ~Rs$d^ goddu, adj'. Barren, sterile. As 

HorS a barren tree. AsA^ w®<d a barren 

season. AsA «?> people having no children. 

Aaa^A z&s^A, AsA iS^o, As^ftA to be 

barren.' AsA^jS barrenness, sterility. 

C. 7^ j^rio cd"Cljj goddu-sdru, s. Soup made 

of tamarinds, chillies, pepper, &c., or mulu- 

gutanni. 

c. goddu-more, s. A fierce, 

severe countenance. 

O. 7goddhuli, s. A strong acid. 

c. 7^jaf®o7\o gonangu, See As*sA. . 

c. gona-kallu, s. A rough, 

sharp, rugged stone. As« a rugged 

road. 

c. 7gonaku, See As«a. 2. to 

strike the foot against a stone. 

C. 7^jSjPScoO gonasu, s. A silver chain for 

the legs. 2. a hook. 

C. 7gonigi-kollu, See A* 

«rtj. 9 
A. 0. TvjafQi gonu. See Ara^reo. 

c. T^psjTv), 7^js>fY3'5Xo&3^ gonugu, go- 

nu-guttu, v. n. To murmur, mutter, grum¬ 

ble. 2. to snore. 

0. 7gotaku, 

gotanku, gotuku, See 

C. 7^jask gottu, s. A mark, sign, token. 

sfo;S jSfSrt A«a §> I do not know the house. 

As>3 kfcj **|jb to fix a mark in one’s own mind. 

AsA AO A to talk without rhyme 

or reason, without an object, to no purpose. 

2. certainty, knowledge of, ascertainment, ac¬ 

count. 3. a place of abode, dwelling. Aa 

saA to cause to arrive direct. AsA 

n®cs, As>§ •$&, Aast^aati a master, one who em¬ 

ploys others, a responsible person. AsA, rira 

A, AaA 5ia* to find out. AaA AO 

confused, confounded. Ass^ctuA found out* 

ascertained. A»A a man who is not 

to he depended on. AsS^ri Av>A a word not 

to be depended on. »3ja A a word to be 

depended on. Aa^rt uS) to come according 

to appointment. AsA to make an ap¬ 

pointment. AsA tty to miss an appoint¬ 

ment. 

C. gottu-wdsane, See A»*A 

C. 7^jsC5ao, 

goda- 

ku, godagu, godagi-kollu, godanku, 

godugu, godulu, See AAA. 

0. T^JSfjAOCi godagudi, s. Fatigue, ex¬ 

haustion. 

c. Tvjadcri), godadu, godalu, 

s. Confusion, indistinctness. 

0. 7v-q£> godi, v. n. To shrink up from cold. 

C. 7^ JS<5 gode, s. A clog tied to the neck of 

cattle. 

C. T^jarf godda, $. A large black ant. 2. 

a lizard. Asd ri s!)A an ant-hill. 

C. T^jazS godde, s. Human ordure. 2. pig’s 

or bandycoot’s dung. 

c. gonapu, gonabu, 
adj. Suited, adapted. Asfitoo rireA a tit word. 

C. 7^je>^<27o gonalu. See ’AaSA. 

C. 7^/S>;3 gone, s. A cluster or bunch of fruit, 

applied to plantains, cocoanuts, &c. AsjSrrariA 

persons who gather cocoanuts, arecanuts, &c. 

0. T\JS» ojj\j goppu, s. A woman’s topknot. 

2. an ornament put on the ear of a girl when 
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rUw, 
eO 

about to be betrothed. 3. the horns of a bow. 

AsP^Ad rijd the ceremony observed when a 

girl is betrothed. 

C. golbara, s. Manure. A®wdd 

sid^, Aso dd wd# a coarse double bag for 

carrying manure on buffaloes. As>w dd sisotf 

0, Asm dd sfoo4c3, Asw^dd fcg the wicker-bas¬ 

ket of a manure cart. Asm dd sSjssj a manu¬ 

red field. Ajsw^d Aiswd 3&®ifal'0 to 

manure. As«d an auspicious wo¬ 

man, whose tread is said to fertilize land, 

c. TvJStj^o, goraku, gorake, s. 
Snoring. 

C. 7Kji>-d7<0 goragu, s. A kind of cloak 

made of sedge or cadjan leaves. 

c. Ea-f£je)orf^js(37o gorachi-kon- 

du-hogu, v. n. To wear away, as a bank 

by a stream. 

C. goraji-palle, s. A vege¬ 

table, Flacourtia catafracta. 

c. g or aba, gorava, s. A 

shepherd’s priest. 2. Shiva, practising as a 

mendicant, Aradd the quilted cumbly of 

a shepherd’s priest, Aratid dos^d an oblong 

vessel made from a solid piece of wood, and 

used by shepherd-priests for eating, washing, 

and receiving alms. 

c. goravanha, s. A kind of 

black-bird easily taught to speak, usually 

called the Myna. 

0. TvradodS goravati, S. A female fortune¬ 

teller. 

C. Tws'dsio^ goravayya, See Aadd. 

c. goravi-kattige, See A® 
Gj 

OS ?\z£. 

C. 7^Ji)&c3, 7^cbroo 

gorashe, gorase, gorise, gorusu, s. 

The hoof of any animal. 2. a kind of cloak 

made of sedge or cadjan leaves. 5531 * Asad 

a broad, flat hoof. A®od, dodso A®ed a 

cloven hoof. Ado;® AsQd a soft or tender 

hoof. A® od, dA Ase$ a iarge hoof. Asa 

d Ascdxjj to pare a hoof. 

C. gorike, s. Snoring. As&^ &&<■ 

do a great snorer. A®&=# sacSo a mouth open 

when sleeping. 

c. 7^j5)do^^ goriji-pab¬ 

le, gorvje-fialle, See Asdta^ dtf. 
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0. gorimidi, s. A medicinal 

shrub, jBarleria longifolia. 

C. 7\j$)&a?vrf gorivi-gida, s. A tree the 

branches of which are used for fire-sticks in¬ 

stead of torches. 

C. gorishe-kallu, s. A sharp, 

rugged stone. 

A. 0. 7?JS)£ta goru, v. a. To draw water. 

C. gorrana, s. The noise made in 

snoring. 

C. 7^js^H’<ya gorkalu, See Aad^fo). 

0. gorkdda-bhavi, s. A 

tank difficult of access. 

C. T^JeoiSos" 5 gorkudi, adj. Spreading. As 

vBra aspreading sore. 

c. 7lj3=#c- gorke, See Ase#. 

c. 7^j3^E-t)^^ gorkeritana, s. Rebellion, 

resistance, disobedience, turning on one. 

C. T^Js^E-rf. gorvida, adj. Puffed out, ela¬ 

ted, insolent. 

C. ~Rji)&-o7\x3 golungara, s. A stout ring. 

A. C. gole, s. The noose or slip knot 

of a bowstring, or the horns of a bow. 

0. 7^q9 Si p?vrf goljiddi-gida, s. A shrub 
Sd CbS 

so called. 

C. 7\JW golla, s. A caste of cowherds. ^ 
d Asgdo those who lead a pastoral life, sub¬ 

sisting only on the produce of their cattle. 

Asg; a caste of milk-men. Asgj 

a superior caste of cowherds. dw>A Aag; an 

inferior sort of cowherd, dd) Aag; another 

kiud of cowherd. A®^ A cowherds. As^Sccb 

A, Asg females of this caste. As$ 

an aged female of this caste. As^d rtBj 

the abode of herdsmen. Asgj rial) a name 

common to herdsmen. As§> v®d a common 

female name amongst them. A®$»<? a milk¬ 

maid. 

c. 7^js£^r©, 7L©e) p3 gollana, gollina, 

s. An awning or canopy carried over a bridal 

pair in procession. 

C. golldra, adj. Rough, rugged, 

craggy. 

C. golli, s. Pudendum, muliebre. As 

$ the orifice. A®^ r\c£ the os montis. 

C. 7\jsM golle, s. A tamarind shell. 



c. gosambe,gosum- 

be, s. The chameleon. 

C. 7^j37vSoo gosabu, s. A quicksand, swamp, 

bog, marsh. A/stM^S to fall into a 

quicksand, A/sxhS;*^ vb&d rfxrfAA to lose a 

horse in a quicksand, es ^ that 

river is full of quicksands. 

A. c. ^jaToo,TSoci gostu-mara, See A/3*£ 

s*»J. ® 

c. 7!js.^7v°?TorfoT3 golige-kudure, s. a 
mare, filly. 

C. 7^03^ golle, s. A black speck in grain. 

2. chaff. 3. a tumult, confused noise, 

c. golle-haduwava, s. A 

catamite. 

S. go, s. A cow or hull. 2. a ray of 

light. 3. a thunderbolt. 4. the moon. 5. 

heaven. 6. the sun. 7. the earth. 

C. gonku, See 

A. C. 7^j3(>o&3o gontu. See A»*W). 

C. T^js^od^1 gondala, [See A/soa«] s.' A 

ceremony performed for the sick, on the birth 

of a child, at marriage, &c. when the house¬ 

hold god is decorated splendidly in-doors, 

and in the outer court a class of persons hired 

for the occasion dance round the play 

music, &c. 

C. Ao3=odo gondu, s. Gum. A^onsa a 

gum bottle. A^ozfc sit^o to gum. 

c. gokati, 

gukadi, gokana, [Aa^o] s. Scratching 

with the nails. 

S. gokarna, s. A sacred place of 

pilgrimage near Mysore. 

T. B. gokdra, adj. 

Terrific, frightful. 2. cruel, severe, rigorous. 

c. goki-bija, 

gokili-b lja, s. A medicinal drug so called. 

c. T^js^-S-^aotrS-b gokiri-bdkiri, 

Carelessly done, full of blunders, as writing. 

C. 7u^><=S\i, goku,goki- 

kollu, v. a. To scratch with the nails. 

3. gokula, s. A station of herds¬ 

men. 2. the place of Krishna’s birth and 

of his early life. 

S. gokuldshtami, s. 

Krishna’s birth-day. 

S. 7?jS)^S0od go-khanda, s. The world. 

T. B. ’ftjd^hVD-^gdgildkshi, s. A tree used 

medicinally. 

C. gdgu, S. A plant the leaves of 

which are used in curry, and the fibres for 

making ropes. As^A) the hark of this 

plant which is reduced to a coarse fibre. A*x 

A) sStf the above plant used as a vegetable. 

S. 7\J3^8dxj g ochar a, S. Perception, con¬ 

ception, penetration, an object or organ of 

sense. Ajs^OjJo, sieSo to be visible. 

C. 7^j3^83=3^tjo gochdgiru, v. n. To be 

crooked, deformed. 

C. 7^J3i°Sa gochi, s. A cloth to cover the 

privities. 

C. 7^j3^S^o gochu, s. Bad flesh in a sore. 

As^eSi the throbbing of 

bad flesh in a sore. 

H. goja, s. An eunuch. 

S. 7\A)^S§5o£ gdjihwe, s. A tree so called. 

C. goju, s. Interference. 2. con¬ 

nexion, intercourse. 3. confusion, trouble, 

complication, entanglement. Ara^sM 

have nothing to do with him. 

*S A®^ what business bave you with 

him ? «s? Afl^fcj* zhti be still, A»^:a it is 

entangled. W5& Aa^SfS this is a 

very complicated affair. 

C. gotu, s. A woollen cloak used in 

travelling. 2. embroidery, crown-work. 3. 

a jag. 4. baize or serge. 5. a border, chiefly 

as applied to that of a man’s jacket or a 

woman’s bodice, adj. hard, unripe, as fruit. 

2. barren. 3. stupid, senseless. Aji^Uj A/s 

to make stupid. A/s^ib es*-eJ tfowjTj a 

female’s bodice with a border. Aoa^tb 

A®^b eWo to put on a border. 2. to make 

crown-work to furniture. 3. to embroider. 

A^t^ a tape with a border. -Aa^M) =fs 

^ a hard, unripe fruit, used as a marble, 

harshness, severity, rigour. A»-^A) 

a severe, harsh countenance. 

0. 7^j3^c33 gddambe, go- 

dafllbl, s. The cashew nut. 

C. godabale, s. A kind of cake. 
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C. godiga, s. A mare. 

C. godu, s. Lamentation, grief. 2. 

sediment taken from the bottom of wells, 

tanks, &c. Aranda *Au>, rV»*dj to be 

affected with grief. 

t. b. 7\_rs^zf, gode, godi, [*odj] 

s. A wall. Aa^S **»«*>, Aa^i* sSea^j the 

foundation of a wall. Aa^d a lath and 

plaster wall. Aj®^^ a dilapidated wall, 

Ajs^zI tin old to dig the foundation of a 

wall. Ajs^cI a wall with places for 

birds and pigeons to build in. Aos^rS a 

terrace or battlement. Aj®^ =&aos3 the co¬ 

ping of a wall. Aa^ii tfosfo. to repair a mud 

wall. 

c. godra-gappe, s. A great, 

noisy frog. 

T. B. 7\J5^P3 See Aa^fW. 

s. 7^pl gdni, s. A species of banyan. 2. 

a plant the leaves of which are used in curry 

and the fibres for making sacking. 2. sack¬ 

cloth, a sack. a small sack. Aa^ 

ti sifc^ sacking. Aa^rf the above plant 

used as a vegetable. Aa*ri a bag made 

of sacking. Aa^ri^ sacked com. 

s. gonikd-putra, s. The 

author of a work on women. 

T. B. 7\ja^o©j gdnu, s. The neck, 

throat, windpipe. Aa^reo tto drop 

the head and fall, as in dying. Aoa^&do dda 

a * to seize by the neck and pull down. 

C. 7^3 gota, s. The urine of cattle. Aa^ 

a sewer for cattle urine. Aa^dd 

the fetid smell of cattle urine, adj. Upside 

down. Aa^d s-a’sh to turn and shoot down¬ 

wards as an unevenly strung paper kite. 2. 

fig. to die. Aa<>d sra-a-ddo he died. *oA>t3 

A»<* mmk the horse is dead. 

S. 7^j®|0^od go-tanda, s. A herd of cows. 

S. f\Sdf&) gotra, s. A family, tribe, or 

lineage. No Hindu can marry a wife of his 

own Gotra. 2. the earth._ 3. a mountain. 

Ajs^w one born in a proper line of descent. 

S. gotra-bhitt.U, s. Indra, 

the smiter of the mountains. 

s. gotrdli, s. A cluster of 

mountains. 

S. guda, s. The brain. 

c. f\js>^ 

godana, gddali, godalu, gddali, 

s. A crib for cattle. 

C. T^JS^ddodo godarudu, s. A rupture. 

C. goddvari, s. TheGodavery 

river. 

T. B. 7Wo£>, godi, gode. See Aa^?>. 

s. 7^j®p^, 7vjs®<^ godha, godhike, s. 

A lizard, iguana. 2. an alligator. 

S. godhi, s. Wheat. 2. the fore¬ 

head. EojsKj Aa<>$ a variety, wstAat$ barley. 

Aa^de^A rolong or granulated wlieaten flour. 

A frumenty. Aa^$ 

wheaten flour. 

S. go-dhuli, s. The dust raised 

by a herd of cattle. Aa^awA^ (the time 

cows come from grazing) evening. 

S. godhe, s. An enigma. 

C. 7^j®(^?\d gona-gida, s. A tree so called. 

s. 7Jje>^ds"a5o^,> gonardiyanu, s. A 

name of the saint Patawjali, the founder of 

the Mvmamsa philosophy, and the author of 

the Mahabhdshya. 

S. gonasa, s. The boa, a large 

serpent. 

C. 7\j®^®0 gondii, s. The windpipe. 

S. gopa, s. An ox. 2. a chief of 

herdsmen. Aa^dg a head man among shep¬ 

herds. Ajs^sj^j^ Ais%twntovi a herdswoman. 

S. 7^j®°di$ go-pat ha, s. The etherial way. 

2. a cattle path. 

S. gopana, adj. Secret, hidden. 

S. gdpdnasi, s. The wood of 

a thatch. 

s. go-pdla, go- 

pdlaka, s. A herdsman. 2. Bramha. 3. 

Krishna. 4. a beggar. 

s. 7\Ji)^b gopi, s. A herdswoman. g. Aat 

Sj sSodd yellow ochre. Aa^Jj s3as?cd» to wash 

a wall with yellow ochre. 

S. 7^j®^?j^ q) gopitha, s. Break of day, the 

dawn. 2. a trough, near a well, for watering 

cattle. 

S. 7^3-0gopura, s. Tlie pyramidical 

tower over the gate of a Hindu temple. 2. a 

town or city gate. Aa^tid ^eJ the stories of 
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a tower, Aisoi3 the figures that ap¬ 

pear to support a tower, SsoP the 

turret of a tower. 

S. 7\JS>»£<0 gdpya, adj. Secret, hidden. 

a reserved man. sinzaj to secrete, 

hide. 

s. go-pradakshina, s. The 

circumambulation of a cow as a religious duty. 

2. the circumnavigation of the globe, 

s. ZS gd-brinda, s. A herd of 

cattle. 

A. 0. ~f\S§^£i gobe, adj. Wormeaten, decayed. 

S. go-bharta, s. The owner of 

a cow. 

S. 7\J3^Sp.«!£> go-bhittu, s. Indra. 

S. go-bhumi, s. The land ap¬ 

propriated to cattle near a village. 

S. gomaya, s. Cow-dung. 

sfocd) d"sc!ff smearing with cow-dung. 

crio to put on cow-dung. 

C. 7^13^73 <3 t5\oC)ot3 gomdda-kudure, 

s. A horse with ominous marks on it. 

S. 7^J3*3$J®o3oo gomdyu, s. A jackal. 

C. gd-mari, s. A tick infesting 

cattle. 

C. ^ gomdle, go¬ 

nna! ali, s. Adam’s apple, Pomurn Adcrni. 

The protuberance in the anterior part of the 

neck, formed by the forepart of the thyroid 

gland, Snxlotfo to strangle. 

S. gomini, s. Lakshmi. 

C. 7^3®sioo gdmu, s. A bad mark in a horse. 

2. affection, kindness. 

S. 7^j3^oos0 go-mukha, s. The act of 

smearing the floor with cow-dung. 2. a ves¬ 

sel, spout or fountain made like a cow’s head. 

S. gomedhika, s. A gem of a 

yellowish or tawny colour, onyx or topaz ? 

T. B. 7\j3«d gdra. See 

c. 77^j3(=dB 

goranti-gida, gdrante, gorate, s. The 

prickly Lcnvsonia spinosa. wriSsi Aja^rioSthe 

globe amaranth. the crimson 

amaranth. wtfbF* AatfoB the yellow ama¬ 

ranth. Aa\iSo8 a prickly sort. 

C. 7^3«doS3rO goranchu, s. A small, fine 

border. 

c. 7?js^^o, T^js^do^o gdraku, goran- 

ku, s. Snoring. 

C. 7^J3^d cb goradi, s. Annoyance, trouble, 

vexation. 

S. 7^J3°d^ go-ratna, S. The sun. 2. the 

moon. 3. a superior ox. 

S. 7^03° dc£ go-ratha, s. Shiva, riding on 

an ox. 2. a bullock carriage. 

S. 7^°dco go-rasa, s. Milk. 2. coagula¬ 

ted milk, buttermilk. 

S. T^rsodg^ go-rakshaka, s. A herds- 

man. 

C. 7?J3^'03&3 gordta, s. Digging in sand 

for water. 

C. 7^j3^t) gori, s. A grave. a 

tomb-stone. rU^ecdoS&i to inter. 

O. 7^j3io553o!)o gdri-kdi, s. Dolichos fa- 
bceformis. 

0. 7^j3i°t>£oa gorimidi, s. The Acalypha 

Indica. 

C. 7\j3iot>Jx>£)^ gori-halli, s. A rack used 

in husbandry. 

c. 7^s=do, T^fi^do) goru, gorru, See 

v. a. to tear or pluck out. 2. to drag or 

pull. ije tore out his 

windpipe. 

C. 7^3«do^o^ gdru-kallu, s. A white 

kind of stone. 

C. 7^j3^do7§p§7\d gdru-pdgare, s. A 

goldsmith’s tool for fluting. 

C. 7^ doygoruli, s. Vexation, annoyance, 

persecution. 

C. 7^031d gore, s. A-ridge. 2. a pass. 3. 

(=#os^3) a tusk. mustaches at the 

corner of the mouth. 

s. 7^j3^dj3'0&(^, go-roja- 

na, go-rochane, s. Gall of cattle. Calcu¬ 

lus cysticus. a tawny colour. 

C. 7?jS)0ao£"cVroo gor-gudisu, v. a. To 

sweep clean or well. v. n. to roar, as ele¬ 

phants, &c. 

c. 7vj3^8dos-, gorchu, gdrpu, 

V' a_ To distress, vex, harass, teaze. 

fjs^prn, rv, AwytorW vexa¬ 

tion, annoyance, persecution. 

C. 7^j3^8§S'ojC§ gdrji-palle, s. A vegeta¬ 

ble, Achyranthes polygonoides. 
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7l/s^rfr 

S. gorda, s. Tlie brain. 

H'. golaka, s. An earthen vessel 

in which money is kept. 

c. 7vjs>io<y ^jyozf golakonde, s. Golconda, 

the city of Hydrabad. 

S. 7gdlattika, s. A wagtail. 

c. golanndta, s. A game so 

called. 

S. 7^ry^e>yo7vjye> gdldngula, s. A mon¬ 

key. 

c. goldgi-beleyu, See 

=#js^5jsi r!o. 

c. 7^jy«t;y?\£)£j^ goldgi-nillu, [=#os<>«*»a] 

v. n. To stand stalking, to stand as a tree 

stripped of its leaves. 

C. T^oe/S&i) goldta, See 

c. T^jy^y^oT^jyoe^jyc^o gdldnugolu- 

mddu, [*®sva] v. a. To sack, plunder. 

H. 7ws^S, T^jy^e) Aoorfo goli, gdli-gundu, 

s. A round ball, a marble. A®^£> ^orf a 

marble hole. A®i>® striking at a piece 

of stick. f>»x6ais»zt) to play marbles. Aost 

t> zSjsithe hne from one marble hole to an¬ 

other. Ao®^®csioaAcdo£> to shoot a marble. 

S. 7\jy^0o<^ gdlidha, s. A tree so called. 

C. 7\ golu, s. A cornice, border, or 

moulding. 2. a ring or circle, adj. Long, 

high, tall. Aortas Ajs^aj ©tioiMk to longe a 

horse. 

C. 7\jy^£/JOA"dgolungara, s. A guard ring 

o. golu-kalli, [■*»*«» s, 

A species of milk-hedge. 

C. Tsjy^e^yd gdlu-kdra, See 

C. 7golu-kei, See *•*>%%&• 

S. golomi, s. A species of bent 

grass. 

C. 7\jy«ejy±) gol-padu, See *»%’$>. 

C. 7^&£S3 (/dwa, s. Goa. 

S. 7^jy^:gi£'^!'o govarkalu, s. Herdsmen. 

s. T^js^ojas~ go-varga, s. A herd of cows. 

d. 7^3?^ gova-gida, s. The guava 
tree. 

S. 7Njy^Z^s-^ govardhana, s. A moun¬ 

tain so called, which was upheld by Krishna 

on one finger, to shelter the cowherds from 

the rage of Indra. Krishna. 

gdvardhana-shdkha, gdvardhane- 

kdi, s. Dolichos fabaformis. 

c. 7^jy°3^7\, 7^jy^o3^b gdvaliga, go- 

valanu, s. A herdsman, cow-keeper. 

S. TvjyoSTSSa^ go-vdhana, s. Shiva, ri¬ 

ding on an ox. 

S. 7^y^ssy§o£) go-vdhini, s. The celestial 

Ganges. 

S. 7Ry&^&oZSgovinda, S. A name of Vishnu. 

0. T’xA^a goshe, s. A wooden hook. 

s^A a crook. 

H. 7^jy^ goshe, s. A seraglio, females’ 

apartment. 

h. 7^y^ssy&, goshawdri, 

goshwdre, s. An abstract, summary, or 

digest of accounts, a register, index. 

s. 7^jypd;, gdshtha, gd- 

sthdnaf s. A fold forkine. A*^ rfod a 

tree or block to which cattle are tied or against 

which they rub themselves. 

S. 7\jy°l)^ goshthi, s. An assembly or 

meeting. 2. conversation, discourse. 

c. gdsangiyavaru, s. 

A class jf mendicants amongst chucklers. 

C. T^iy^Tv'L gosagi, s. A village so called. 

A»*?3h a noted fowler of this village. 

c. 7^jy^cd"»o!)oo3o^do gosdiyavaru, s. 

A particular sect of Shivites, who never mar¬ 

ry, and whose profession is traffic, the profits 

of which go to a chief Guru called Mahanta. 

Aus^xtso&jfi siisd their residence. 

0. 7^jyiOci)oaiti gosumbari, See 

T. B. 7^jy^7? gose, See 

s. T^jy^To £) go-stani, s. The grape. 2. 

the momordica. 

S. gold, s. A globe, sphere. 2. a 

hole, wrfr Aoattf a hemisphere. A»ttf the 

terrestrial globe. geography. 

sdAosk-v' the celestial globe. 

S. T^jyo^S1 golaka, S. A widow’s bastard. 

C. 7^jy^y&3 goldta, s. Lamentation, weep¬ 

ing. A®tV^o to bewail, weep. 

C. T\jy^ gdli, s. A vegetable, Nyctanthes 

tristis. Aos^s?, ados? rSos^s? varieties. 

Aoo^o the fruit of it, used as a marble. 
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A. C.. golige, s. A mare, filly. 

C. gulisu, See 

C. gulu, s. Grief, lamentation. 

to weep, bemoan, howl, roar. 

A. 0. gulmuri, s. ■ Persecution, 

vexation, annoyance. 

S. go-kshira, s. Cow’s milk. 

S. go-kshuraka, s. The plant 

Tribulus tenestris. 

s. go-kshetra, s. Land on 

which cows have trodden. 

C. gou-kattale, s. Dreary dark¬ 

en 7^3 goukkana, s. Barking of a dog. 

T. b. A3?)^- goucha, See 

C. 7^3 gouda, s. The head man of a vil¬ 

lage. tT*1^ his wife. s&Worad rQzS the 

head man of his native village, v^^sd nDd 

the head man of a village not a native of the 

place. 

S. 7Ai) £3 <§?'■?> gouda-desha, s. The district 

of Gour, the central part of Bengal. 

C. goudi, s. A menial female servant. 

C. TfS&S'ScOo goudi-kdi, s. The melon 

s. 7fs)^^o goutama, s. A sage so called. 

fQ&Su his wife. 2. the Godavery river. 

S. goudheya, s. The guana, a 

lizard. 

S. 7f3d gour a, adj, White. 2. pale red. 

3. yellow, s. These colours respectively. 

s. gouramma, s. Parvati. rM 

girls dressed up to worship Par¬ 

vati. 

S. TfStfei gourava, s. Respectability, re¬ 

putation. 2. importance, consequence, weight. 

3. esteem, regard. 4. distinction. 

T. b. 7fe)ds^ gouravya, [^d^] adj. Of 

the Kuril race. 

S. 7f30, Tret'Sgouri, gouri-devi, 

s. Parvati, wife of Shiva. 2. a girl ten years 

of age. Shiva. 

c. 7fe)t>7\5o^, TfSd^ASo^ gouri-ga- 

hale, gouru-gahale, s. A kind of pipe, 

resembling the drone in the bag-pipes. 

S. gouri-nopi, s. A religious 

ceremony in honour of Parvati. 

C. 7Te)rta gouru, [^cb] adj. Dim, obscure, 

not clear, fforto dusk, twilight. 

dim sight. to be dim. 

S. 7f «)<y goula, See dratf. 

c. 7fe)©, TfSl)?^ gouli, goulige, s. A 

paste of wheaten flour made stiff, broken into 

crumbs, and boiled in milk. rf3>£>rt ^ 

€rt varieties of the same with addi¬ 

tions. 

C. Tv'Sco goulu. See 

0. 7f3)rvcl7^ Tf'Srori gousanige, gou- 

sane, s. A bag, case, cover, esa* to 

put into a case, to put on a cover. 

s. 7f3)^ goula, s. A country so called. 2. 

a fragrant perfume. 

c. goulada-hanm, s. A 

fruit so called. 

S. 7fa)^OtiA goula-rdga, s. The name of 

a tune. 

C. 7f3^ gouli, s. A house hzard. ^ ?°a 

the note of a lizard, considered ominous. dTS 

V stshb the falling of a lizard on a person, 

rflv s»~y, ?Ti>V a work on lizard omens. 

c. 7T3^a, gouliga, gouli- 

yava, s. A caste who keep buffaloes and 

sell milk, &c. dftvd®i a woman of this class. 

rQv this caste. 

0. 7d3e^7\ goulige, See 

For words written with r^p See 

S. ajo7$ grantha, s. A book, work, or 

composition in prose or verse. 2. a metre or 

measure of 32 letters or syllables. 

an author. 2. one who purchases a work 

and takes the credit of authorship. rt)°4 wa 

an author, the character in 

which the Sanscrit is written in the Tamil 

country. 

S. Ajoqi granthi, s. A parcel. 2. a knot, 

the knot or joint of a cane. ryoSi dis. 

simulation. 

S. granthini, s. A tree so called. 

S. grandhika, s. Drugs. 

s. grandhi-pdttu, s. A ca- 

t mel. 
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S. grandhile, s. The plant Fla- 
courtia sapida, Rox. 

s. yfdcio grasisu, v. a. To eat, swallow, 

devour, swallowed, devoured, 7t»aSir 

the sun is swallowed by Baku. 

S. 7\j7o^ grasta, adj. Inarticulately pro¬ 

nounced, slurred, uttered with the omission 

of a letter or syllable. 2. held. 

s. grastavya, adj. Pit to eat or 

hold. 

S. X)5o graha, s. A planet. 2. the ascend¬ 

ing node. 3. an evil spirit. the sun> 

the lord of planets. the nine planets 

as enumerated by Hindus; viz. the 

sun, the moon, sSjotW Mars, Mer¬ 

cury, Jupiter, **) Venus, ^3 Saturn, 

msoo caput draconis, or the ascending node; 

comda draconis ox the descending node. 

rtjXo a class of imps. a class of 

goddesses supposed to afflict children. 

conjunction of planets. 5/^”-*® 

C fate, destiny. uacdoo, to&oQ. an 

evil spirit to smite or seize a person. 

S. AjScSJSTj graha-chdra, s. The motion 

of the planets. 2. luck, fate, destiny, [has 

the evil effect of an inauspicious 

planet, Ttsejtfo, r^soifsd un¬ 

fortunate, unlucky. 

S. TyZof'd gruhana, s. Reception, accept¬ 

ance. 2. taking, seizing, comprehension, the 

taking or receiving of instruction. 3. an 

eclipse, r5)^rs an eclipse of the sun. 

reties an eclipse of'the moon, 

evil produced by an eclipse. jLato 

the annoyance or plague arising from an 

eclipse. ws>o the auspicious sea¬ 

son of an eclipse, So&ako, 

Ariosto be eclipsed, as the sun or moon, 

rt) an eclipse to be over. 

S. yZoUVV graha-rdshi, s. The mansions 

of the planets. 

s. graha-shdnti, s. Pacification 

of an evil spirit. 

s. Ay5o?o grahastha, See ffyato. 

S. Ay So Too grahisu, n. a. To comprehend, 

understand, learn. 2. to receive, accept, 

seize, take. 

S. Avy^o grama, s. A village. rkfi> 

dr a village accountant. the 

head men of a village, considered as its op¬ 

pressors. rre^si) iio^, (village lion) a dog. n») 

sfori the private disbursements of a vil¬ 

lage. TO.sSori the general demand, collec¬ 

tion, and balance, delivered to the landlord 

at the period of settling the revenue account 

of a village, tfsior the custom of the 

village. a subordinate village. 

the country, another village, other 

villages. 2. the aggregate; as, rices na^cthe 

aggregate of qualities. 

S. TrsjzbFI grdmani, adj. Chief, best, ex¬ 

cellent, preeminent, s. The head man of a 

village. 2. a barber. 3. a peasant, villager. 

4. one who only thinks of enjoyment. 5. a 

whore, harlot. 6. a surname assumed by the 

toddy drawers in the Tamil country. 

S. grdmanya, s. Defamation, 

calumny, suspicion. 

S. gramasta, s. A villager. 

S. 7TS)a^Ja)0^ grdmdnta. See under rssjoi). 

s. Ajy grdmeika-rdtra, s. 

Lodging only a night in a place, as a fickle, 

unsettled man does, SiAirtj to 

lodge one night in a village and remove. 

S. grdmya, adj. Of or belonging 

to a village, s. Rustic dialect. 

s. As/s&^^sks- grdmya-dliarma, s. 

Sexual embraces. 

S. Axy^o^s&fr grdmya-karma, s. a 

village affair. 

s. A-djtidfizp-d&grdmya-bhdshe, s. Rus¬ 

tic dialect. 

S. AjDyrf grdva, s. A mountain, rock, stone. 

S. A'Syrd grdsa, s. Food, subsistence, live¬ 

lihood. 2. forage for cattle. 3. salary, pay. 

the means of subsistence. 

st®cdo to afford the means of subsistence. 

for food, rra,3natfo one who 

serves for his board, to maintain. 

S. A^ycSo graha, s. A pig. 2. an alligator. 

S. 7\yccix grdhike, s. Comprehension. 

S. grahya, adj. Comprehensible, fit 

to be received. 

S. griva, s. The neck. Shiva, 
with a black throat. Vishnu, with 



a neck marked like a conch, Hava¬ 

na, with ten heads. (one neck) close 

union, amity. 

S. grishma, s. Heat, warmth. 2. 

the hot season, including the months of 

and adj. Hot, warm, =&sv, 

% the hot season. 

S. fj^faoiy greiveya, [A^5*] s. A neck¬ 

lace of jewels. 

S. A 5o glaha, s. Gaming. 2. a wager. 

S. 7s S £3 gldni, s. Languor, lassitude, fatigue 

of body, depression of mind. 

S. 7fe> glou, s. The moon. 

fa glia. The twenty second letter of the 

alphabet, the aspirate of the preceding letter, 

sounded as gha. 

C. ^>0&3 g'hanta, $. An iron style or pen. 

^eJ SotJ an jron styie with a head to it. 

s an iron style sharp at both ends. A© 

♦S* =i?oU an iron style with jingles at the head. 

S. faoede/o&S ghantalambe, s. The name 

of a village goddess. 

s. faoSj-d&^s- ghantdkarna, $, A giant 

so called. 

s. ’c^okJUATrd ghantdgdra, s. a belfry. 

S. ghantd-ghosha, 

[sound of a bell] adj. Universally known, 

public, notorious. 

s. fao^D^d>,faobz8^ ghantd-ndda, 

ghantd-rava, s. The sound of a bell. 

S. faO'bJDZjrf, fao&ss^Je)AS' ghanta- 

patha, ghantd-mdrga, s. The chief 

road through a town, the king’s high-way. 

C. fao&, faoffi^ ghanti, ghantike, s. 

An ear-ring. 

c. faced Li, fao&5p%, fao'ed^p ghantidi, 

ghantini, ghantili, 3. A knot. 

c. faobS^Jdfa^ ghanti-koppu, s. The 

lower and upper ear ornament. 

c. fao&S&^ooZid, fao&d ghanti- 

chalatumbu, ghanti-jumihi, s. The 

drop of an ear-ring. 

C. -^)oS3 ghante, s. A bell. 2. a gong or 

ghurry used to strike the hours. 3. an Eng¬ 

lish hour. 4. a knot, bunch, bundle, parcel, 

u&crioo, $0&3 wOtS) to strike a bell. 

the place at the top of a bell to which a 0. 
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chain, &c. is fastened. Tscrfotf a religious 

mendicant’s employment. ^°Bcd’o the 

sound of a bell. the tongue of a 

bell. 

C. faoQ> ghandi, s. A. hole, bore, perfora¬ 

tion. to bore a hole, perforate. 

C. faot3c$ ghammane, adj. Quickly, at 

once, suddenly. to 

perch on suddenly, as bees on flowers. 

S ay’o to rise quickly. 

A. C. ghammu, s. Eragrance, odour. 

C. fafa$ ghakkane, ad;. Quickly,hastily. 

0. ghashchikkane- 

tuliyu, v. n. To tread on any thing so as to 

make a noise. 

T. B. fa a 8 ghaggare, See ^rt, 

S. fa&i ghata, s. A large earthen water-jar. 

2. the body. to die. 

S. ghat aka, adj. Strong, powerful. 

sfU**?* strength, ability. 

s. fabiTv, fab$$ ghatane, ghatane, 
s. Success, accomplishment, prosperity. ^ 

^U^cdjsrio to be opportune, prosper 

succeed. 

S. ^>0fc3"3 ghatane, s. A troop of elephants 

assembled for war. 2. effort, exertion. 3. 

assembling, bringing together. 4. happy, 

connubial stars. 

s. fab5ptfab5^ ghatandghatane, adj. 

Practicable and impracticable. 

impossible. 

s. fak?V5S'£ ghatdkdsha, s. The air in a 

vessel. 

fabto&, fatoxy>fa®Btfg ghatdni, 
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ghatdli, ghatavdli, s. A masculine or 

clever woman, masculineness. 
S. ghati, s. A small earthen pot. 

S. "cJXJ&Stf ghatike, s. An Indian hour of 

24 English minutes. 

S. ghatikd-shata- 

granthi, s. One who repeats a hundred 

verses in 24 minutes. 

S. ^0^3^ ghatita, adj. Set, as pearls, joined. 

S. ghati-y antra, s. Any 

machine for raising water, the rope and 

bucket of a well. 

S. ghatisu, V. n. To he obtained. 

2. to occur, happen, v. a. To accomplish. 

C. TjX)b5ghatukkana, g. The roaring 

of a tiger. 

S. ^63, ^x£3;x)o ghate, ghateya, s. 

Troop, herd, multitude, especially of elephants. 

S. ghatutkacha, s. JB Jama’s 

son. 

s. vOs3js>°to'55o ghatudaya, $. Birth. 

S. ghatta, s. A beach, landing place, 

quay. 2. a ghaut, defile, pass. 3. a hale, 

himdle. betel nut from the low 

country. sea salt, a 

merchant from the low country. 

a staircase. 3% a hath. 3% ^6 

the watch of a pass. to stop at a 

proper place for halting. 

c. ghattane, ghattane, 

s. Beating. 2. rubbing out. 3. heating 

clothes. ¥%$ f to beat into a 

hard mass. 2. to load a gun. 3. to rub out 

what is written on a plank. 4. to beat down 

roads, &c. 

s. ghattane, s. Going, moving. 2. 

covering. 

c. ghattada-menasu, s. 

A strong chillee. 

O. 'cj’x&ra^ ghattdli, See 

C. ”^0^ ghatti, adj. Firm, secure. 2. solid, 

hard. 3. able, powerful, strong, clever. 4. 

loud. 5. stubborn, inflexible, s. An ingot, 

pig, bar, or ball of metal. ^ a valiant 

army. hard, solid wood, 

substantial work. a loud speaker. 

^ a clever man. 2. a strong 

man. ^ a clever woman. 

coagulated curds. loud talk. 2. a 

true word. cleverness, ability. 

loudly. 2. firmly. 3. strongly, 

stiffly, tightly, Vssra ^^to commit to 

memory, So&aAxi to hold firmly. 2. 

to vex one sorely, to set upon one sharply. 

to embrace tightly. 2. to 

fasten securely, =5^ to tie or build 

strongly. 2. to tie tightly. 

C. ^O^aoo^t^ ghatti-gundige, s. 

Valour, bravery, courage. 2. effort, exer¬ 

tion, a hard struggle. ^ Hio&rtccksS a man 

of valour, a hero. 

C. vOBydo ghattisu, v. a. To beat clothes 

after washing. 2. to beat down gravel on 

roads. 3. to beat into a hard mass. 4. to 

load a gun. 5. to rub out what is written 

on a slate, &c. a piece of wood 

used to beat linen soft. 

H. ghacla, s. A musical instrument 

formed of an earthen vessel, and beaten as a 

drum. 

D. ghada, s. A pole. 

C. ghadakkane, s.' The noise of 

a trap in closing upon its prey, &C. 

c. ^xd7<;5, ^doX ghadaggane, 

ghaduggana, s. The roaring of a tiger. 

0. ^d^OCnJoSicooghada-ghaddisu, v.n. 

To roar, as a tiger. 

o. ^)OdpI, yOdy ghadane, ghadane,’s. 

Respect, regard, esteem, care for or about. 

c. yOdad, yDdoad ghadatara, gha- 

dutara, adj. Firm, stout, robust. 

c. ^xdaiGscOorx ghadabaddisu, v. a. 

To destroy, lay waste, as rats, &c. 

C. yOrys cDoXo ghaddisu, v. a. To strike 

or move with an iron-crow. 

C. y)OGud, ’cjxcrst) ghaddra, ghaddri, 

s. An iron crow. 

A. C. ^Ga^pS ghaddvane, s. Eagerness, 

earnestness. 

S. y>oa ghadi, s. An Indian hour of 24 

minutes. to pass an hour. 

T. B. ghadiydra, s. A clock, 

watch. 

c. ?do, ^xao^; ghadisu, ghadimpu, 



v. a. To obtain, acquire, amass. acquisi¬ 

tion. one who has made acquirements, 

c. ■sfxxps^xxpsexo, ■^jops'^opIcS^oo 

ghana, ghana-ghanalu, ghana-gha- 

niyu, s. The sound of a belL ^ rfrfsX r. M, 

To ring, toll 

S. ghana, s. Respect, honour, dignity. 

2. any metallic instrument which is struck, 

as a clock, &c. 3. a dance which is neither 

quick nor slow. 4. iron. 5. skin, rind, bark. 

6. extension. 7. hardness. 8. solidity, sub¬ 

stance, matter. 9. a cloud, adj. Weighty, 

important. 2. auspicious, fortunate. $3^ 

an important affair. $$ $$ Sdr 

* thunder. more respectable, more im¬ 

portant, more weighty, ^srac&o loquacity. 

S. ghana-ghand- 

ghana-warna, s. Vishnu, with a body 

the colour of the clouds. 

s. sd0 8d& ghana-chanchala, s. 
Lightning. 

S. ghanate, s. Greatness, nobility, 

glory. ^ to become respectable. 

s. ghana-pushpa, s. Water. 

2. the moriwga tree. 

s. ^X)^dro ghana-rasa, s. Water. 2. 

camphor. 

S. ’cJxXjo oj"5d ghanasura, s. Camphor. 

S. "ojx) ghanaghana, $. A rain 

cloud. 2. a vicious or rutting elephant. 3. 

Indra. 

S. ghani-bhutate, s. Con¬ 

densation, induration. 

s. ^X>;3js>^rf<y ghanopala, s. Hail. 

C. ghama, s. Fragrance, odour. 

S’SkirJo, $5lss> c£wrk to be fragrant. 

sty.tyDotySsS the flowers, &c., send 

forth fragrance. 

S. ^Ixxdk^ gharatta, s. A hand-mill. 

c. ^x>t>^x>d;3 ghari-gharane, s. The 

noise of sawing. 

S. vO^£-t> gharghari, s. Small pieces 

of metal put on post runners’ sticks, &c., to 

make a jingling noise in running. 

S. gharma, s. Heat, the hot sea¬ 

son. 2. sweat, perspiration, the 

hot season. au ?3orfi per¬ 

spiration. ?3»tri}ctto the setting in of the 

hot season. 

s. ^XiZj^s-po, yO co^plgharshana,ghar- 

shane, $. Pounding, grinding. 2. dispute, 

contention. to contend, dispute. 

A. c. yOd>oi> gharreya, adj. Exact,fit¬ 

ting, right. 

A. C. ’^CKy?5! ghallane, &. Quarrelling, 

beating, fighting. 

C. 

ghallana, ghal-ghallana, ghallu- 

ghallana, s. The sound of spherical, small 

bells. 

C. 'cJxXroPc) ghasane, S. The sound made in 

rubbing or treading on what is soft. 

C. ghasi-ghasi-tikhv, v. 

a. To rub, as any liquid between the hands, 

oil on the body, &e. 

c. ghasi-ghasi-tuli- 

yu, v. a. To make soft by treading. 

S. dxX7o,d ghasmara, adj. Voracious, glut¬ 

tonous. 

S. "^Droj ghasra, s. A day. #**) the sun. 

T. B. ■^30^7^ ghalige, [$S3=#j S. An Indian 

hour of 24 English minutes. a ho¬ 

rologe, a vessel with a hole in the bottom, 

which, set afloat in a large vessel of water, 

sinks in 24 minutes. 

C. ghalilane, adj. Quickly, hasti¬ 

ly. :j?Wo quickness, instantaneousness. 

0. ghalisu, v. a. To acquire, amass, 

gain, get. he is unable to 

get money. a man of acquirements. 

S. ^jTS0&3 ghdnta, s. An ambuscade. 

S. ^ ghdta, s. The nape of the neck. 

0. ghdtu, s. The strength of pep¬ 

per, lime, tobacco, &c. 2. a ghaut, adj. 

Strong, as the smell of tobacco, &c. 

strong smelling smoke, 

strong tobacco. a strong smell to 

be diffused. strong snuff. 

S. ghdta, s. Murder, slaughter, kill¬ 

ing. 2. a blow, stroke. 3. a square reservoir 

for water. 4. pressing, importunity. 5. depth. 

$*** a murderer, assassin, murder- 



ing. murder, killing. to destroy, 

murder, kill. 

c. tfJVstrj, ^jsighdtara, ghdtra, s. 

Thickness, stoutness, adg. stout, robust, port¬ 

ly, thick. 

S. ghdtuka, s. Mischievous, hurt¬ 

ful. 2. cruel, savage, violent, ferocious. 

C. ghdbari, s. Confusion, perplex¬ 

ity, fright, flutter, flurry, adj. Confused, per¬ 

plexed, &c. to perplex, confuse, 

alarm, &c. 

C. ~$Je>c6z ghdya, s. A wound, psabz* 

rt>, psati to be wounded. $><&> to 

wound. sfasc&J a wound to heal. 

<x!o srkto. to dress a wound. 

A. o. Frau'S ghdrdghdra, s. Vio¬ 

lence, oppression, hard dealing. 

S. -^Ja)£)-% ghdrika, ghdrige, s. 

A kind of sweet cake. 

C. ^$Ja)t)roo ghdrisu, v. a. To fry in ghee 

or oil. 

C. yT®£) ghali, s. A wheel. P^Q the 

linch-pin of a wheel. Stirtri the periphe¬ 

ry of a wheel. Vs® a wheeled cart. 

c. ghdlu-melu, s. Alarm, 

dread, perturbation, a precarious or danger¬ 

ous situation, as that of a dying man. P^ 

to he in a precarious or alarming 

state, to he consternated. 

S. o^JaJco ghdsa, $. Grass. 

s. glidsa-Jcavala, s. Ingre¬ 

dients mixed with grass to fatten cattle. 

S. TjySrJ ghdsiy s. Fatigue, toil, pain, trou¬ 

pe. pzl) to distress, impose labour. P% 

U to he troubled, fatigued. 

C. Je>& ghdlaha, s. A courageous man. 

valour, courage. 

C. ghdli, s. Wind, air. 2. a spectre, 

phantom, evil spirit. 3. T. B. [?»®] a wheel. 

tdv p^v, SosoUP p*v, Pdoliti pzv a whirlwind. 

psv a stiff breeze. &°P~»v a cool refresh¬ 

ing breeze. P*v a gentle breeze, P*V 

w»ej the windy season. the high 

tower of a temple. P^v a screen from 

the wind. P^v living on air, as a serpent 

is supposed to do. 2. frail life. P*v 2=0 swift¬ 

ness like the wind. 2. a favourable state of 

the wind. P*v a disease from wind. 

affecting cattle. a bad wind to 

disease cattle in their feet. P*V<& to 

get scent of, to follow the scent of. 

to take an airing, or change of air. P°v 

«o&crfjo, zSjsziaSoo, pw the wind to 

blow. shoj) incantation to appease an 

evil spirit. A, P*V tfooSj* to exorcise. 

to set to dry in the wind. pwfi 

pivft sJv’ciw to get up in the world, no¬ 

body knows how. P^^ a falsehood. P* 

vsts^inthe wind. P»v* ^ E&csio^z? the 

wind chaps the body. P^ pvv 7ss£>q a 

false report. P**? PioiiP a temple without 

walls exposed to wind. P*1® Sjs^o-i-zSPo^sa 

sisretitSjs jtacrijosSpk he who comes into my pre¬ 

sence will die, whosoever he may he. 

c. ghdli-gopura- 

dayya, s. Shiva. 2. one of the Humpee 

hills. 

o. ghdU-pata, 

ghdli-patha, s. A paper kite. 

C. ghdli-puje-betta, 

s. A hill in the Nuggur country, the residence 

of a noted Guru, who teaches medicine to 

persons resorting thither. P~^ P&& *^*5 

h, p»<? siootirfrf one who has studied at 

this place, and lives afterwards by begging and 

distributing medicines. 

0. tfatte/Scbj, ghi- 

ru-guttu, ghirruttu, ghirranu, ®. n. 

To whirr, as a spinning wheel does. 

0. XpxrddZb rco ghiraisu, v. a. To besiege* 

surround. 

s. ghinkdra, s. The roaring of 

an elephant. ^o^ja^afcjS) 

to roar, as an elephant. 

s. ^X>ob2 ghuta, ghuti, s. The 

ankle. 

c. ghuta- 

kuisu, ghutdisu, v. a. To heat down, as 

a road. 2. to heat linen, so as to soften it. 

S. ^X)afe3t? ghutike, S. A pill, bolus. 2. the 

ankle. 3. a magical remedy. ^ a 

mercurial pill, an ambrosial pill, 

(as effective as ambrosia). 

c. ^xaa^a^)Oa^(va ghudu-ghudisu, v. n. 

To thunder, roar as a wild beast, shout as a 

warrior. 
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S. ghuna, s. An insect found in tim¬ 

ber. 

c. ghuma-ghu- 

mdyamdna, adj. Fragrant. & 

to give forth odour, diffuse fra¬ 

grance. 

c. ^xods^c&iToo ghurakdisu, v. n. To 

turn on one in rage. 

S. '^Oo'^OoS'd ghurghura, S. The grunting 

of a wild boar. 

S. ghusrina, s. Saffron. 

A. C. ghulu-ghulu, s. The 

noise made in drinking fast. 

S. ^XJS^ ghdka, s. An owl. 

S. ^Xjsipls"^ ghurna, ghiir- 

nita, s. Turning round, whirling, rolling. 

S. ^XJSpts'Too ghurnisu, v, n. To roar 

with anger, or as the sea. 

S. ^X^ pi g hr ini, s. A ray of the sun or 

moon. 

S. "cJx^PS ghrine, s. Aversion, dislike. 2. 

reproach, blame, censure. 3. favour, compas¬ 

sion, tenderness, pity. 

S. ’Sjx^s^ ghrita, $. Ghee or clarified butter. 

2. water. 

s. ^X^ST>e£ ghritdchi, s. One of the 

courtezans of Indra’s paradise. 

S. ^Xgyl^ ghrishti, s. A hog. 2. a cow 

which has calved once. 3. a ray of the sun 

or moon. 4. grinding, pounding. 5. Jig. 

memory. 

C. l^xi^X ghe-ghe, s. A call to a horse. 

H. 1fX°0'SCX}ocoo gherdisu, v. a. To besiege, 

surround. 

o. -fx^StJ^Too, ,sS)-£o$m gheri- 

tirigisu, ghdri-hodeyu, v, a. To longe. 

S. ■fxj«)o63 ghonte, S. The areca-nut tree. 

s. g hot aka, s. A horse. 

=F®tijs? a horseman. 

S. 'fxJd(=k3 ghoti, s. A mare. 

S. ‘fxjsjopa ghona, s. The neck, &c. 

s. ^Xjs^pl ghoni, s. A hog. 

S. "fxjs^pS ghone, s. The nose. 2. the 

nose or nostrils of a horse. 

8. ^Xja^d ghdra, adj, Frightful, horrible, 

terrific, fierce, severe, hard, dreary 

desert. a dreadful war. a 

terrific form. riSr?* a terrific appearance. 

2. a tiger. to distress, vex, afflict. 

s. ■fxj3i°e), IJXdS^ ghola, ghola, s. 

Buttermilk. 

S. ghdsha, s. A station of herds¬ 

men. 2. a noise, sound. to make a 

great noise. 

S. ^Xjs^o^PS ghoshana, s. Speaking loud, 

shouting, roaring, making a great noise. 

A. C. gholdli, s. Dust of the feet. 

A. c. vXJe>^3>oi> gholdita, s. A trooper. 

A. C..'fXvO^Tjo) ^Xjs^ozSao^^Ao'/- 

idu, gholmande-guttu, v. n. To roar, 

howl. 

C. gholisu, v. a. To fry in ghee 

or oil. 

S. ghrdna, s. The nose. 2. smell¬ 

ing. the nostril. $»)« a^erfo the 

object of smell. the sense of 

smell. to smell. 

S. ghrdta, adj. Scented, smelled. 

20 

33 gna. The twenty third letter of the alphabet. No words begin with it. It is the nasal of the 

first class, and sounded as nga or gna; as shargni. 



c/<«, The twenty-fourth letter of the alpha¬ 

bet, sounded as ch in church. 

C. S^Oa ehanga, s. Throwing water, with 

a bucket, into a channel for irrigation. 

esstfo to throw water, as above. 

C. 8doX&31oAx>'7\ chang a-changagi, adv. 

By turns, alternately. 

c. 2a-o7\ So-oXchanganigi- 

le, changanigilu, See slortriftto. 

A. c. BdoX £)d chan-gadira, S. [red rayed] 

The rising or setting sun. 

0. £3~oa chang ane, adv. Swiftly, quickly, 

rapidly. 

S. &. c. chang ala-kosh- 

ta, See sSoriej 

A. c. edoXadS changalave, See cSorfutf. 

C. Ed-oXsdt)^ changavarita, s. Superin¬ 

tending village affairs, &c. for any limited 

period alternately. 

c. B^otcd ?\ 55T) do changdgi-hdru, See 

sSo r!o. 

C. 8doAX>^ chan-gdli, See «S°nsv. 

0. 8^0AX)Si changdvi, See eSoras. 

C. Bd-OAsSiSooOo chang dvi-hullu, See 

2§orreS)5&g£>. 

c. 8^oXxdoo?\, Z&oazSioa changa-?nan- 

gi, changa-manga, s. A frolic, gambol. 

C. 83-0A'DO^Oo^ooA'SoDo'dJai'do changdi- 

mangdi-mddu, v. a. To waste, destroy, 

ruin. 

C. SdoXo changu, See ®5°rt>. 

A. c. SdoXoci changudi, See 

C. 8doXo8oX)d7oocA«^M-5ansM,See«So?b. 

C. BdoXjse) chan-guli, See zSorijs©. 

S. Sdogd chancha, s, Gold-beaters’ skin, 

gold leaf. 

H. 8do8d chamcha, s. A. spoon. 

s. chancharika, s. The large 

carpenter bee. 

S. edos^-do chancharu. See eSotScb. 

S. &0&SJ chanchala, adj. Fickle, change¬ 

able, wavering, unstable, unsteady, s. Light¬ 

ning. ^ to be fickle. 5&X an 

unstable mind. a woman, with 

wandering or roving eyes. 

S. Bdoedo chanchu, s. The beak of a bird. 

s. 8^08^0 chanchu-chikki- 

ndyaka, s. An ancient king of savages so 

named. 

G. edoll change, p<>«3] s. Evening. 

S. 8doZ& chanda, adj. Vehement, fierce, 

passionate, obstinate, warm, 2. well, excel¬ 

lent, great. riocs a Tesolute or obstinate 

temper. a wrathful, fiery counte¬ 

nance. eSotf Sjpsk great prowess. 53 

Xj? a rigorous or severe command. 

C. Sd-OZi^T>^ chandawdla, s. Earnest 

money. 2. hansel, the first money a seller 

receives in the morning. 

C. 8^0Z2K>t& chandddu, See under e5oz&>. 

S. £vCC5X)5^ chandata, s. A short petticoat. 

s. edocsxxy, 8^-octd^ chanddla, chandd¬ 

la, s. An outcast, one of the lowest of the 

mixed tribes, descended from a Shudra mo¬ 

ther and a Brahman father. 

S. Sdoci chandi, s. Obstinacy, disobedience, 

perverseness. 2. an obstinate woman, adj. 

Obstinate, petulant, sulky. vioth 

to be obstinate. 

s. 8dcS?r chandike, s. Pdrvati. 

C. chandike, s. The lock of hair left 

on the head of a brahman, «5aSj to 

leave such a lock at the time of tonsure. 

s. edoSsjj^d chandi-lchora, s. An ob¬ 

stinate, stubborn fellow. 

C. S^oSXopa chandi-guna, s. An obsti¬ 

nate temper. 

c. chandi-chdmandi, s. 
A form of Durgi. 

C. 8do&.^^ chanditana, s. Obstinacy, per¬ 

verseness. 

o. 8do(Az§^ chandi-devva, s. An obsti¬ 

nate spirit, difficult to exorcise. 



c. Edo&^5op37\ chandina-haniga, See 

under 

s. Edodzj cooed chandi-mundi, s. A sort 

of inferior female divinity, especially atten¬ 

dant on Shiva or Durgi. 

c. Sdo&ssu^1 chandiwdla, See «*<>&. 2. 

the nape of the neck. 

s. Edoa^tf chandishwara, s. A name 

of Shiva. 

C. Edodo chandu, See 2. The nape 

of the neck. id°&> sSjoOcdorfotk to strike so as 

to break the neck. 

C. SdodoSoo^, £doc£>Z$j£ chandu-huv- 

vu, chandhuvvu, s. A flower resembling 

the marigold. Zxozfc^i}^ 

varieties. 

S. Ed-ad^d^t) chandeshwari, s. A god¬ 

dess with eight hands. 

C. Edod chanda, s. Beauty. beauti¬ 

ful. 2. condition, welfare. 3. kind, fashion, 

manner, way. 4. help, stsszk to do 

nicely, to he well, proper, nice. 

driOrijsS^orfo tt is nice. 

T. b. Edod chanda. See *°2>* 

A. c. EdodrtS- chanda-gal. SeecSorfp»0*. 

C. Edodpl chanduni, s. A disease among 

horses. 

S. Sdod£ chandana, s. Sandal, including 

either the tree, the wood, or the unctuous 

preparations of the wood, held in high esti¬ 

mation as perfumes. eSozSjyssiu the Malaya 

mountain, part of the southern range of the 

ghauts, where sandal wood is procured. 

t. b. sdodd^ chandappa, See raSod,. 

T. B. Ed-odcSri chandassu, See <2°ri3oj. 

C. Sdod^do chan-daliru, s. a red shoot 

or bud. 

t. b. Erod'd chandira, See ckd,. 

T. B. Edodo chandu, s. The new 

moon. to look for the first ap¬ 

pearance of the new moon, 

c. Ed-OtSoAO chan-dengu, s. A reddish 

kind of cocoanut. 

C. Evodj chandra, s. The contents of an 

egg. tfv-eiori) the white of an egg. 

the yolk of an egg. 2. a red paint. 

S. Edodj chandra, s. The moon, considered 

as a planet or a deity. ^oS^ricrfo, ‘idoa^j 

the rising of the moon. 2. an awning. 

eSocy^sfeocb the setting of the moon, ztodj 

a fabulous moon gem, supposed to be 

formed by the congelation of the rays of the 

moon, and to distil water when the rays of 

the moon fall upon it; perhaps a kind of 

crystal. vtozSj sfooiQ, tdodj sfrijS a woman, 

with a round face like the moon. =?£ 

the moon’s digit. the phases of the 

moon, the colour of the rising 

moon, red. to cause to dye the 

above colour. eiotij elra&pfci, fid Shiva, 

with the moon on his head, 5s»>5£, rfo 

Mercury, as sprung from the moon. 

a t,lue light. ou 

& to make astrological observations on the 

aspect of the moon and stars, viadj <2»w, «So 

z$j zidotiv the moon’s orb or disk, ereo 

$$ the black spots in the moon, viodj do3 

the lunar race. rfori, moon¬ 

light. sSoctjB JCetu, the ascending node, 

s. Edod^oddo^ chandra-chhandassu, 
s. A necklace of a thousand strings or pearls. 

S. Edodj^iS) chandra-shdle, s. An up¬ 

per story, apartment on an upper floor. 

s. Edod/djS'JjoS" chandra-surya, g. 

Sun and moon. 2. the gold ornaments worn 

on the head. 

S. 8dod/So^d chandra-hdra, s. A neck¬ 

lace of flat, circular, gold beads. 

S. EdodjZoTJoj chandra-hdsa, s. A smile. 

2. a sword. 3. a king of that name, 

s. SdocTZyQ7\d chandrdngada, s. a 

king so called. 

s. SdozysjdS chandrdvati, s. A city so 

named. 

S. Sdodp chandrike, s. Moonlight. 2. 

tlie covering of a letter written on palmyra 

leaves. 3. two palmyra leaves rolled and 

tied up. 

s. sdodj^TVs)©, 8d-od|p$ chandrike- 

gouri, chandrini, s. A goddess. 

C. £do£ channa, aj,j. Bed. 2. handsome, 

well. 

c. Edodo^OJo-o^ channangi-akki, s. 

A red kind of rice. 
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C. channangi-nari, s. A 

kind of red fox. 

C. E^o^7\ channage, adv. Properly, well: 

nicely, handsomely. 

C. channa-patna, s. Chinna- 

patam, to the west of Bangalore. 2. Madras. 

They are usually distinguished as 

, and eSc^*^. 

C. 8£o-$7>J\ channdgi, ado. Healthily, 

nicely, correctly, well, properly, handsomely. 

sijsdo to do well. to he well, 

handsome, proper. 

C. channiganu, s. A handsome 

man. a handsome woman. 

handsomeness. 

c. channu, s. Beauty. 2. joy. adj. 
Beautiful, joyful. 

c. channekatte-basava, 

s. A fop, beau. 

C. E^o^^eo chan-neidilu, s. A red lily. 

s. So-otitf champaka, s. The Michelia 

champaca, bearing a yellow, fragrant flower. 

wtS a nose like the champaca. 

a champaca garland, siostesJjs <a«> 

a kind of verse, rto§ a woman, 

fragrant as the champaca. 

s. S^Ow^cjCSqa champaka-siddha- 

linga, s. A name of Shiva, as denominated 

at Chittledroog. 

C. &o£>^ champakalli, s. Hair left 

over the temples at tonsure. 2. an ornament 

of females. 

S. S^o^5/3^jj&>o<^ champii-prabandha, 

s. A work in which the same subject is 

continued through alternations in the com¬ 

position of prose and verse. 4® miction 

a Ramayana so written. a Blia- 

rata so arranged. 

C. £o-oTo champe, s. The cheek or temples. 

A>^e5 jgjsjlaiw to strike on the temples, 

to tie a handkerchief, &c. round 

the temples. 

C. S^-oso, Edoe3, ed-o^Jsri chamba, 

chambi, chambe-gida, s. A shrub bear¬ 

ing a large kind of bean, ^ouvsc&o the bean. 

C. 84c30-d chambara, $, A caste of fisher- 

C. EaO&o chambu, s. A small water vessel. 

rtom*? a drinking and eating vessel. 

sSctjo a small vessel to hold water 

in, and another the size of a tumbler. 

A. C. cham-bonna, s. High 

coloured gold. 

c. chamma, See eSo*. 

C. chammatige, s. A whip. 2. 

a sledge hammer. tSosfcKrt^© thrash¬ 

ing or lashing with a whip. 

C.EJ-oriipQi cham-mannu, s. Red earth. 

A. C. chammali, s. The descend¬ 

ing node, Hahu. 

C. chammdra, s. A shoemaker, 

worker in leather. 

C. chammdlige, s. A large 

shoe, worshipped as the shoe of a god. 

c. Ed-cdSo, s^-o^ao, s4a£>a chamme, 

chammu, charnmi, s. Dampness, mois¬ 

ture, the cold occasioned by a body of water 

in the vicinity. a damp place. 

eSosSocriisrb to be damp. 

T. B. BjOTj chamse, LsSo^c*] s. Blame, 

reproach. 2. a fault or defect. 3. suspicion, 

c. e4£e££3 chaka- 

chakdyamdna, chuka-chakita, adj. 

Sparkling, glittering. 

c. 

chakadi, chakadi-bhandi, chakka- 

di-bhandi, s. A wheeled cart. 

A. c. E^^steszk chakali-mddu, v. a. 

To decapitate. 

S. 83%'3'd cha-kdra, s. The letter used 

in Sanscrit as a copulative conjunction. 

S. Zd-Std chakita, adj. Timid, fearful. 

3 tS-s-3 ssopa#^ a woman whose 

eyes are like those of a timid deer. 

c. sd-^^Soo-8^ chaka-muki, 

chakka-mukki, s. The steel with which 

fire is struck. #$> a flint-stone. ^ 

ste* sojsSocSn to strike fire with a flint and 

steel. djs£> tinder, 

s. chakora, cha- 

kdra ka, s. The bartavelle or Greek par¬ 

tridge, said never to alight, and to feed upon 

the rays of the moon, a woman 
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having eyes like this bird. «f***u»S moon¬ 

light, desired by the chakora. 

C. chakkanda, s. Taunt, jeer, 

derision, to taunt, jeer, 

a jeerer, derider. ^%ozi a taunting 

expression. 

c. chakkada-pdre, See «s 

*V>- 

c. S&^Fc), sd-^Q>, chakkani, 

chakkadi, chakkudi, g. Grubbing grass. 

C. chakkatri, s. A bead plane. 

C. £^'3^^ chakkane, adv. Quickly,speedily. 

C. Xo0 chakkala-guli, s. Tickling 

another. to 

tickle. 

C. 8^e>, chakkali, chak- 

kuli, s. A cake made of salt, assafcetida, 

rice flour, &c., and fried in ghee. 

T. B. £3^ chakka-vakki, gee^^^. 

C. 23^^ chakkala, s. Skin, leather. 

C. chakkala-bakkala, s. 

Sitting cross-legged, 

VjaSo) to sit cross-legged. 

C. E^a^t) chakkdri, S. A small hoe for 

taking up grass. 

C. E^o^ chakku. See ^4- 

H. chakku-bandhi, See ^*4 

c. E3^0( ^<yo chakku-mukki-kal- 
■o o co 

I'M) Sg6 

C. E^tS^j. chakke, See &%• 

C. E^^Oy&^o chakke-minu, s. The skate 

fish. 

C. 8^T?ja^e£tS<f> chakkota-palle, s. A 

vegetable so called. a large sort, 

a small sort. 

c. ES^j?^ ^5o poo chakkotana-han- 

nu, s. The pumpelmose or shaddock. 

S. Sd-tfj chakra, $. A wheel, a circle, as of 

the earth, &c. &*) the earth. 

an emperor of the world. a p0t- 

ter’s wheel. 2. a realm, region. 3. a mul¬ 

titude, heap. 4. the ruddy goose, 

the ruddy swan. the sun, 

friend of the ruddy goose, because these birds 

are supposed to couple in the day time. 5. 

an oil-mill. 6. a discus or sharp, circular, 

missile weapon, Vishnu, 

holding a discus. 7. a whirlpool. 

a whirl-wind. 8. a province, a number of 

villages. 9. a form of military array, a cir¬ 

cular position. 10. a particular astrological 

or mystical figure. 11. an anatomical divi¬ 

sion of the body. Six of these divisions are 

enumerated; viz., the pubis, navel, end of the 

ensoid cartilage or pit of the stomach, root 

of the nose, hollow between the frontal sinus¬ 

es, and the union of the frontal and coronal 

sutures. 13. an ancient coin of variable va¬ 

lue, but generally equal to ten fanams, or a 

pagoda. 2. a very small silver coin used on 

the western coast. 

s. E^Syayaps chakra-bdna, s. A wheel 

fire-work. 

S. chakra-munddsa, s. a 

round and wheel-like turban, 

s. E^jss-s^ chakrawdka, See under ts*,. 

s. Zdr^djttTi'gchakra-wddaya, s. A drum 

carried on the breasts of wandering mendi¬ 

cants. 

S. E^sa^ chakrawdla, s. A range of 

mountains supposed to encircle the earth and 

to be the limit of light and darkness. 

S. chakranga, s. A carriage. 2. 

a fabulous swan. 

S. £a&/ chakri, s. A potter. 2. a snake. 

3. Vishnu. 

C. E^a"5§ chagache, See 

c. chachchara, See 

C. E^E^) chachchu, See • 
So* ^ 

o. E^E?^^ chach-chouka, adj. Square, 

four-square. 

G. Eo-^ chajje. See 

C. chat a, s. Practice, habit, plan. 

to break one’s self of a habit. 

C. E^-feS’S1 chat aka, s. A sparrow. 2. an 

offering to the manes of departed ancestors. 

zSssigj a pin made from sparrow’s flesh. 

C. E^^-acO^roo chatakdisu, ®. n. To be 

fatigued, wearied. 

0. Eo-kS^i chataku, s. A snapping sound. 

2. the noise of shoes in walking. 

tfS* to walk fast, so as to make a noise 
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with one’s shoes. rfwaah) to break with 

a snapping sound. 

C. 8^&37\je>^:> chata-gollu, v. n. To he 

stiff, benumbed. 

c. 8^&$8^-6j?ai>z3js>^ chata-chatdya- 

mana, adj. Crashing as a beam breaking. 

2. roaring as fire, pealing as thunder. 

iracftjij, &U£UcrioS>;& to crash. 

T. B. chatani, [SWfS] s. Disgust, 

eontempt. 

h. zl 83 chatani, s. A harlot, 

e. &£k3sj&3, e£b3%j)b5^ chata-pata,cha- 

ta-putane, s. A snapping, crashing, creak¬ 

ing, breaking sound. 2. a child’s play thing. 

?s5soio to walk with a noise. 

tfj, rfUsiy to snap as corn being parched, 

c. 8^&33&3^ chatavatike, See 

c. &b5r!,z$j, 

Sd-bisS^ chata-hidiyu, chata-pidiyu, 

chata-padu, chata-bilu, v. n. To be¬ 

come inured or addicted to, habitual. 

C. chatdku, s. The fourth part of 

a 2. a little. 

C. chatdne, s. The noise of a slap 

or lash. w&crioo to lash with a smart 

noise. 

C. e^&DaSo^coO chatd-yanisu, v. a. To 

crack or snap the finger joints. 

C. £^6j^cOo7oO chatdisu, See 

c. && chati, See 

C. 84fe3o^o chatike, chatuku, s. 

Snapping of the joints of the fingers. 

ziMOaiM to snap the finger joints. 

C. &a-b5f^} zd-kSjpc) chatini, chattini. 

See 

C. 8d-'&v chatila, s. The snapping of stones 

in fire. 

s. sJ-bSi&d, sd-bSo&i, s&bSw&d chatu- 

tara, chatula, chatula-tara, adj. 

Beautiful. 2. tremulous, trembling. 3. tight, 

c. Zo-bild&^r chatuwatiJce, S. Dexterity, 

briskness, sharpness. «issi& to flirt, 

move about briskly. 

C. 8^-63 chate. See 

G. chatta, adj. Neat, commodious, 
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well. s. The bottom or platform of a car, 

cart, &c. 2. a row. 3. a shelf, or a nest of 

shelves. 4. a place. 5. a bier. afWjSVri a 

commodious house, =#<03 -well execu¬ 

ted work, to sit down orderly. 

tSW^&s&cdM to take possession of a place, 

c. 8zd-bi^dzic> chatta-kollu, 

chatta-padu, v. n. To become settled or 

fixed. 

C. &£fc3,p&7v5. chattanisu, 
Go m Go 

chattanisu, v. n. To snap, as a joint in 

walking, &c. 

c. £4k3y3-o5o3oo chattane-shidiyu, v.n. 

To jump or fly upon suddenly. 

to jmnp with a snapping noise, as grain 

while parching. 

c. Za-b^£)^3 chatta-bllu, v. n. To become 

regular, succeed. 

C. 23-<s3^ chatti, s. A small earthen vessel. 

T. B. 8^ chatti, [s^Js. The sixth lunar 

day. 

c. chattiga, s. The head 

man of a drove of cattle for exporting corn. 

c. £3^t! chattige, s. A small earthen 

vessel. 

C. 8db5^ chattu, adj. Unripe, not full 

grown. 2. hard, impenetrable. a 

rugged, stony road. to remove 

hard soil. to come to hard ground 

in digging, &c. cjkhj sSjasahi, ^acsiio to 

cut away hard soil. 

c. Zd-bS^ chatte, See «*»,. 

C. 8^-&0 chatni, s. Certain grain or fruit 
Pc) 

pounded, made into a thick paste with 

chillies, salt, water, &c. and eaten as a con¬ 

diment with curry, chatney. 

c. S^&T^icOoci) chatrdisu, v. n. To be 

obstinate, hardened. 

C. 8^-£oojoo chathdna-bodeyu, 

v. n. To crack a whip, &c. 

C. chathdne-hdru, v. n. To 

jump with a crackling noise, as pulse while 

parching. 

c. 83%£cOoroo chathayanu, 

chathdlSU, v. n. To snap, crack. 

C. 85L&^53'c3rj chathina-hdku, v. n. To 

strike hard. 



c. 83doU, 83^5 chadanti, chadati, 

adj. Close, as the texture of cloth, rammed, 

stuffed. to ram. 2. to drive or 

press up the woof. 

A. c. Za-zi'Sjjztf) chada-pudane, adv. 
Hastily, quickly. 

C. 23<3'S23c3 chadachadi, s. Travelling with 

unusual haste, a forced march. 

C. 23cn>pa, s^zsicchaddni, chaddike, 

s- Weariness, fatigue, to be wearied. 

H. Zd-UsT)^ chaddvu, s. Increase. 

an extra assessment, realized by delivering 

the government share of the crop to farmers 

at a higher price than the selling rate. 

C. 2.^5> chadi, s. A small supple stick or 

cane, a slip of wood. &&K a supple 

stick. a supple bamboo. 

’*>•*«» a supple rod or staff. 

c. 8d-zSzfa chaduku, v. a. To beat, strike 

with a whip, to cause to whip. 

c. 2^-db'AJ chadugu, adj. Bad, depraved, 

wicked. a bad man. ^dorio 

a depraved mind. 

C. 83rfo&chadu-jdti, s. A low caste. 

C. s3<3oi£ chaduta, s. Bamming. 2. ma¬ 

king tight the texture of a cloth. 

a shawl of close texture. 

C. chada-pudane, adv. Quickly, 

hastily. 

C. 8a Z§ chade, s. A kind of bag in which a 

child is carried on one’s back. to 

form such a bag. ?3z» ^ sSjstb to carry a 

child in such a bag. 

T.B. chana, K«] s. Four minutes. 

2. an instant. 

s. e3pQ chana, adj. Chief, principal. 2. 

clever, skilled. 

S. 83p3:5l chanaka, s. Bengal gram. 

A. c. e3ps^PD chanakena, s. Loose 

breeches. 

S. 83-pc' chant, s. A kind of lentil, Errum 

lens or doer lens. 

S. £3^05* chatuka, s. A heap, mass, col¬ 

lection. 

S. 833j3 chatura, adj. Clever, dexterous. 

cleverness, dexterity. 

s. chatur-anga, s. Chess. 

s. e^otfoA&xy chatur-anga-bala, s. 

Infantry, cavalry, elephants, and war chari¬ 

ots, the aggregate of an Indian army. 

S. Z^oijo^ chatur-anta, [four-corneredj 

s. The earth. 2. a palanquin. 

S. 8d&diy chatur-mhra, adj. Quadran¬ 

gular, four-cornered. 

s. E^sioTju^ chatur-dnana, s. Bramha, 

having four faces. 

S. Sd-^'OST^ chatur-dsya, Bramha. 2. 

a Canarese vocabulary. 

S. 83efot> chaturi, S. A clever, dexterous 

person. 

S. 83^oaS'^ chaturgata, s. A tortoise. 

s. zd^oCjE-03 chatur-danta, s. Indra’s 

elephant, with four tusks. 

s. 83sbljfe-d.3 chaturtharu, s. The fourth 

race of Hindus, Shudras. 

s. 83^0tjjc" chaturthi, adj. Fourth, 

v£&§r a festival in honour of serpents, on 

the 4th day of the 5th lunar month, 

the same in honour of the God of 

wisdom, on the 4th day of the 6th lunar 

month. 

S. 23 serfs'* chatur-dashi, &. The four¬ 

teenth day from either new or full moon. 

s. ehatur-dishe, s. The four 

points of the compass. 

■S. e3^o$os" Zd chatur-bhuja, s. Vishnu, 

with four arms. 

S. 83^j^00£"£0 chatur-mukha, s. Bram¬ 

ha, having four faces. 

S. chatur-mukha-teji, 

s. A beggar’s cloth tied on Ins shoulder, for 

receiving alms. 

S. 83s£>'3Xr chatur-warga, s. The four 

objects of pursuit, justice, wealth, pleasure, 

and heaven. 

S. e35^^s"psu£‘l^o chatur-varndsh- 

rama, s. The four castes. 

S. &3^oL£'o3S cha tur-virmhati, adj. 
Twenty-four. 

s. 83^o'Ss'^rf chatur-veda, s. The four 

vedas^ viz. 

one skilled in the four vedas. 

S. E3^o^®^^ | chatmhshdstra, s. Four 



scientific works; viz. > SrosteoTta, rf 

s&f grammar, polemics, philosophy, and law. 

s3oa^ one skilled in all these sciences, 

four divisions of the vedas. 

g. Bd^ot^js^cs chatush-kona, adj. 
Quadrangular. 

S. ed^oSA^ chatush-patha, s. A place 

where four roads meet. 

S. chatush-pdda, adj. Quad¬ 

ruped. 

S. Ed^-sr^os^ chatus-tantra, s. The four 

works on science. 

s. EdSoid^aio, chatushtaya, 

chatush/ca, adj. Four. 

A. C. Ed^CEO chattdnam, s. A poem. 

C. &8j7\ chlltrige, s. An umbrella or pa¬ 

rasol. 

C. Bd^d chatwara, s. A place where four 

roads meet. 2. the open space in a native 

house. 

S. Eds^D chatwari, s. A widow. 

S. Edsl^D chatwari, adj. Four. 2. dimness 

or failure of sight, as after forty years of age. 

S. Sd®'30t>o'§sfc) chatwdrimshattu, adj. 

Forty. 

T. b. sdrf, sdrf?> chada, chadana, [<£#] 

s. A leaf or petal. 2. a wing. 

C. SdC^o, Sdrf£s!);d;>, SdZd^j), Edrfj^j 

chadaku, chadaki-bidu, chadapu, 

chadupu, v. a. To thrash, whip, flog. 

C. Sddd chadara, adj. Four-square. 2. 

flat, level, even. t&SiJ a flat tile. ^ 

£>3 evenly, exactly square. *° make 

level or square. 

C. Sdrfdo, SdCfcdo, EdrfdScjS^O cha- 

daru, chaduru, chadari-hogu, «. n. 

To be dispersed, dissipated, spent. 2. to fall 

in drops. 3. to he dazzled, titiozh, sStJO^i, 

djsdj to disperse, rout, defeat, scatter. 

c. sddeo chadalu, See sSifcw. 

c. EddoAo chadugu, adj. Muddy. 

C. Sdrfod chadura. See 

T. B. EddodoA chadur-anga, see^^ori. 

T. B. Edrfodo chaduru, [eSsbcrj s. Clever¬ 

ness. C. a king’s court or cabinet. 2. a 

throne. wrtaXw'o in a clever manner. 

cleverness, dexterity, 

to go to a king’s court or durbar, s^dodj 

;5o^e3 to sit on a throne, 

c. Edckfito chadulu. See eWw. 

C. Edc$ chade, s. Dunged straw. 

a heap of dunged straw, 

s. EdffxS chadmane. See 

C. EdfSSb, egpo&o chanaku, chanuku, 

v. n. To aggress, provoke, irritate. 

C. Ed ^5 S3 chanata, adj. Obstinate, stubborn. 

C. Ed^o^), Ed^od chanuvu, chanuva, 

s. Friendship, intimacy. 2. familiarity, free¬ 

dom. 

C. sd^Eocori^jpKCS channa-basava- 

purdna, s. A linga work so called. 

C. EdjS^Sew chan-neidilu s. A red lotus, 

c. Edd^jEdd^^o, sddsdtrs&ck cha- 

paku-chapakanu, chapa-chapddisu, 

v. n. To make a noise with the mouth, as a 

pig does in eating. 

C. EdtjSS chapate, See 

C. Sdiidojo chaparisu. See 

s. sdt<y, Edti$ chapala, chapala, adj. 

Waving, shaking, moving. 2. fickle, unsta¬ 

ble, changeable. 3. swift, quick, expeditious. 

4. momentary, instantaneous. 5. agitated, 

violently overcome with alarm, s. Mercury, 

quicksilver. 2. perplexity. &&&&» 

fickleness. «i*Sw ^4, an unsteady 

disposition. a woman with quick and 

moving eyes. 

C. £d»j^> chapale, s. A clever woman. 

C. Ed^TvE^ri^ac^oo chapd-chapa-ka- 

diyu, v. a. To cut down with noise. 

H. Edi5"s&3 chapdti, S. Bread made of great 

millet. 

c. Ed^rt>e3Sjje)Zfc5joo chapdti-bodeyu, 

v. a. To slap with the open hands. 

C. 8d^rxiS.rjo chapddisu, v. n. To make 

a noise with the mouth in eating. 

C. Edlin>&cJ§?v©do chapddisi-turu, v. n. 

To turn upon one in rage. 

C. Bd'sd'acOoTjO chapdisu, v. a. To steal. 

2. to fall upon. ^Scsia to fall upon 

and slay. 

s. BdTSf&J chape'ta, s. A slap, blow. 2. 

the hand with the fingers extended. 
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c. Z&t^,&r,<s^6$7i>J\chappage,cliap- 

pageydgi, adv. Insipidly, taste¬ 

lessly. 

c. S^-^63 chappate, s. A slap v 2. clapping 

hands, adj. Flat. wacrioo to slap with 

the open hand. a flat nose. «S 

sSjsrlccioo to clap the hands. t^tigcd^ 

flatly, horizontally. to become 

flat. a flat stone. 

c. s4^63^>chappate-kdi- 

kodu, v. n. To initiate a strange hoy into 

a game by slapping him on the face. 

c. 84tj\S> chappadi, s. Insipidness. 2. the 

broad side of a wooden pillar or beam. «***> 

a to he insipid or tasteless. 

d. chappanna, ad/j. Fifty-six. ^ 

tigK the fifty six countries enumerated 

by Hindu writers. 

c. 8^-ojj chappara, chapra, s. 

A shed, or temporary covering of mats and 

bamboos, &c., a thatched roof. 2. a frame 

work of bamboos, &c., such as grapes are 

trained upon. 3. the covered litter in which 

an idol is carried in procession, &c. 

tip a temporary building for the celebration 

of a marriage, a shed in which 

water is given gratis to travellers. esscoorS a! 

tig} a horse stable. «3*k» a screen or 

blind to keep off the sun. tivtii &tig a tem¬ 

porary building covered with twigs, buds, 

leaves, &c. a vine-pandal. 

T\ti zitig a roof covered with cocoanut bran¬ 

ches. t^rt^d a grass thatch. 

d a tiled shed. a cot with bed 

posts and curtains. 2. an idol’s litter. 

dd stoorf a pantomime so called, 

any vegetables trained on a pandal. 

sfdri A»tdra the ornamental string of leaves 

put round the building erected for a marri¬ 

age ceremony, &tigti wd^ =fsc£o the love- 

apple. &tig siv, ofcd a large kind of betel 

leaf peculiar to Nuggur. s^ddsid^^FScfio a 

kind of bean that spreads much. 

a shed. 2. a house of which the roof is not 

sufficiently inclined to carry off the rain. & 

tig oos^o, aSrt^d to put up a thatch or 

temporary shed; to put a mat up before a 

house as a blind to the sun, &c; to construct 

a litter for an idol, &c. 

A. c. chapparane, adj. Large, 

broad, wide, extensive. 

0.. &4^t>7oo chapparisu, v.n. To smack 

the lips, to suck with a noise. 2. to pat, slap, 

wad&o zitigti to smack the lips. ^ &tigti> 

to clap the hands. *«*>«*» w&crtw to slap or 

pat with the hand open. Ltid to slap 

one boy’s hand and run to another, (a game.) 

H. chappali, s. A shoe or sandal 

worn by the lower orders. wacriw 

to slipper. 

C. chappali, s. Clapping the hands. 

iltig^, titig u&ctiM to clap the hands. 

H. chappd, See 

C. chappdni, s. A cripple oblig¬ 

ed to go on his haunches. 2. a board under 

the reed to which the warp is secured. 

C. chappdli, s. Clapping the hands. 

vttitegmti a man who beats a drum with his 

hands. to clap the hands. 

H. chappe, s. The stamp made at a 

custom-house. wssia, 

the office of a custom-house, bot*} to 

stamp goods. one who 

stamps goods on receiving the duties. tioo 

ti stamp duties, sd^cdjsd stamped cloth. 

C. )Xi, s&z>3r57)T} cliabakdra, cha- 

bukdra, s. Country soap, or fuller’s earth. 

sius-sda better sort of fuller’s earth, 

i^iowsdd i5«J a cake of fuller’s earth, a cake 

of soap. 

c. £^230^0 chabaku, chabuku, 
s. A whip. soosticdoo, 3<£cri>» to 

whip. dta whip handle. 

T. B. chabala. See 

0. 8^2)0# chabuka. See «S»«wh 

c. 8^33A5b,B^So9xo&7i> chamaku, cha- 

makdisu, v. a. To brandish a sword. 2. 

to smack a whip. 3. to frighten, threaten. 

H. 8^S±>8^ chamacha, See 

C. chamatige, See raiosot’rt. 

H. chamada, [sfsior] s> The skin of 

any beast. 

C. 8^o£>tS chamade, s. Sweat, perspiration. 

S. chamatkdra, 

chamat-kriti, S. Cleverness, dexterity. 
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2. astonishment, surprise. 3. wit, eloquence. 

4. any thing curious, ingenious, or extraordi¬ 

nary. cleverly, ingeniously. & 
Sj®%° a clever, ingenious man. 

s. 833o3, s3si>33:>^A, s3s&3£o7\ cha- 

mara, chamari-mriga, chamari-mi- 

9aj s. The bos-grunniens or yak. 

S. £33o7o chamasa, s. Service, 

to serve. 

C. £3s3ja>3, e^-^crso chamdra, chamd- 

la, s. A shoemaker. 

C. 833Ja>^ chamdla, s. A large shoe wor¬ 

shipped as the shoe of a god. 

T. b. £3 So Too chamisu, a% t0 

forgive. 

C. 83-Sooo chainu, s. All army. 2. a squa¬ 

dron. eWoossi the general of an army. 

S. 83^0 JS)3o chamuru, s. A kind of deer. 

H. £3^0 chamcha, See ”Aoe$. 
£x 

S. chaya, s. A collection, heap, as¬ 

semblage, multitude. 2. a mound of earth 

raised to form the foundation of a building. 

3. a rampart or mound of earth raised from 

the ditch of a fort. 

S. 83oJo£> chayana, s. A burnt sacrifice. 

8. 833 char a, adj. Locomotive, moving 

moveable. 2. unsteady, shaking, trembling. 

s. an animal. tSoatStirttfo animate and inan¬ 

imate things. the universal soul. 

C. £33oB char anti, s. The state of celibacy 

as maintained by a linga man. ^tSoS & 

tbj to take the vow of celibacy. 

£. 833oeS char anti, adj. Travelling on foot. 

C. 833e33^Je>6I>o:;£ 

charakkane-Jcoyyu, chara-chara- 

Jcoyyu, v. a. To saw or cut with a hack¬ 

ing or grating noise. i^BcsAn to tear 

with a noise. 

•C. £33 ao&Oj chara-guttu, v. n. To buzz 

hum, sing, as a bee. 

c. £3363o, £3363 charatu, char ate s. 

What will not pass through a sieve. 2. the 

leavings or stalks, &c., of tobacco leaves from 

which snuff is made. 3. pulp of which the 

juice has been expressed. to take 

out what is coarse, from any thing pulverized, 

to strain, sift. 

S. £33 P3 char ana, s. The foot. 2. afoot 

in poetry. 3. the root of a tree. -4. wander¬ 

ing, roaming, going round or about, 

a cock, because his feet are his weapons. 

■zitn cdicfjt the two feet. the carpen¬ 

ter bee with six feet. 

S. £33 £jXv TYroo chara-hhdgisu, v.n. To 

run away, desert, decamp. 

c. £3 3^381 f© charabhi-banna s. Paint 

applied while an article is in the lathe. 

S. £33to charama, adj. Pinal, last, ulti¬ 

mate. 2. west, western. the west¬ 

ern mountain, behind which the sun is sup¬ 

posed to set. sidv»r( fleeing. 

S. £333o chararu, s. Servants, spies, mes¬ 

sengers. 

A. C. 833&0 charalu, v. n. To shake, move, 

be agitated. 

S. 833cOocdo charaisu, v. n. To go, move, 

wander. 

T. B. £33tpl charavani. See &&rn. 

c. £33t7\, £3 3 St! charavige, charivi- 

ge, s. A metal cooking vesseL 

g. 833cfc€ chara-sdle, [Sdsi-stf] s. a 

prison. 

C. 83'0's t5o chardlcu, See £0^0. 

H. 83ospl, e3osoDo chardni, charai, s. 

Sending out cattle to graze. a 

kept woman for whom a tax is paid, 

rcbri 5cr;o^ a female slave. sSoac^cdoi! cattle 

without owner reverting to government. 

0. 83'os^5o&5jos chardna-hariyu, v. a. 

To rend with a noise. 

T. B. £337^ change, See 

s. 833^, e&O&j charite, charitre, s. A 

history, chronicle, or tale. 2. good conduct. 

3. a fixed institute, a peculiar observance. 5 

Art) vZQtj excellent conduct. 

S. £333^0 chariyanu, s. A traveller, wan¬ 

derer. 

S. 833rfo charisu, V.n. To travel, wander, 

roam, move. 

S. e33o charu, s. An oblation to the gods 

and manes with fire, chiefly of milk and 

butter. 

C. 833^ charupu, s. An offering of 
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parched pulse, &c., presented to an idol and 

then distributed among the people. 

C. 835oe charku, v. a. To scratch, wound 

with the nails. eSVrji) to make scratch. 

S. S^Sa-E' charcha, s. Consideration, delibe¬ 

ration, reflection, the act of the mind upon a 

subject. 2. cleaning the person with fragrant 

unguents. 3. a quarrel, dispute, wrangling. 

c. OaSo-E" SjJXc±> charclie-mddu, v. a. To 

wrangle, dispute. 2. to scoff, ridicule, make 

fun of. eSeSrrretf, rater rtjfo, eSsSFcoosJ a dis- 

puter, scoffer, mocker. & 

iSrri, tStSr scoff ridicule, mocking. rf^Fais 

a word of scorn. to be scof¬ 

fed, mocked, ridiculed. 

c. &383s'tj^ char-charane, s. The noise 

made in tearing any thing. sodai» 

to rend with a noise. 

T. B. s3£>e', Zibari chardi, chardika. 
See f. 

T. b. 83&E"co, s33oe"cS charbuna, char- 

bane, See ^rn. 

S. &yo3oE" charma, s. The skin, a hide or 

skin. 2. the bark of a tree. cfshr =g£rkS a 

skin coverlet, raJskF^-sti a worker in leather. 

s^of^S a leathern bag to fetch water in. 

sSsiir a leathern jacket. &aorrS3 in the 

skin, as a fever. 2. living as long as there is 

skin, or life being in the skin, as in the ayftj 

c&uri. eSsJgf rjos the penis. r leathern 

bellows. eSsior eSsioF tfoScCoo, eSsof sra 

6~J to flay, skin, peel, bark. 

C. 833 J®e-^ charmdli, s. A large shoe 

worshipped as the shoe of a god. 

S. co-COOS' charye, s. Observance, in re¬ 

ligious austerities, due and regular observance 

of all rites or customs. 2. conduct. 3. ac¬ 

tion. BfSs^oSjF a diary. 

C. S3l0£-oai3ojS)<§£' char-linga-murti, 

s. A linga ascetic. 

S. £3 3c~ yc charvana, s. Chewing, eating. 

2. anything chewed, as fried pulse, &c. cSSr 

^ to eat. 

C. 83aE~7\ charvige, See vStf&A. 

S. &££)£-^ charvita, adj. Eaten, eSSra, 

^“Fo chewing the cud. 

T. b. e3o chala, See 

co 

c. Zo-vzivf, chala-chalane, s. The bustle 

of setting out on a journey, &e. «3ete£?i> to 

bustle. 

s. &3e>rf$ chaladala, s. The holy fig tree. 

T. B. edvb, s30 chaladi, chaldi. See 

C. 5oo^/ chaladi-hula, s. A white 

sort of insect found in cold and wet places. 

s. chalad-gala, s. A frog, as its 

throat is in constant motion. 

S. 83£i;3 chalane, s. Movement, motion. 

adj. Wandering, roaming. 2. trembling, 

shaking. 

C. s3<^S3x£> chalavddi, See 

C. &3<£iS chalave, s. Bleaching of clothes. 

adj. Bleached, cleaned. sirecij to bleach. 

tSudrf 554=* to put out to bleach. 

a bleached cloth. 

d. &3e>xc&>7oo, 83eixo0o&;&/©i°7<o cha- 

Idisu, chaldisi-hogu, v. n. To decamp, 

run away. 

C. 85-£iXo3f4 chalavani, adj. Current, ge¬ 

nuine, as applied to coin. eSsrssJrf Sre&i to 

make pass or current. tijsfrscao a cur¬ 

rent rupee. 

C. 830 chali, See and 

S. .8303 chalita, adj. Shaking, trembling. 

2. unstable, wavering. 3. gone, departed. 

T. B. s30£> chalidi, See «§©. 

c. 83© So, 8303o, &30j chalimi, cha- 

lime, chalmi, s. A spring, a hole dug in 

a dried up tank, or in the dry bed of a river 

so as to collect water from the spring below. 

C. 830a chalivi, S. An elegant woman. 

U. &307oo chalisu, v. n. To shake, move. 

2. to be unsettled, undetermined. 3. to de¬ 

part, go. 

c. s3£o^, s3fio£«f chaluvu, chaluvi/ce, 

s. Beauty, elegance, handsomeness. 

a handsome man. zStoS a handsome woman. 

rafu>dri> a handsome thing. 

0. 83a»x^rfo chalyddu, See «5»>. 

C. &3c^ challa, adj. Handsome. 2. current, 

passable, s. A smile. s^rraSF an elegant or 

amiable woman. 

C. 83<y CO challana, s. Breeches which 
CO • 
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reach only to the middle of the thighs. 

* tight breeches coming a little below 

the knees. 

G. Zdt^Zi challada, adj. Not current, 

counterfeit. an ill-behaved man. & 

wdVj a disreputable mode of life. 

. counterfeit money. 

C. Zdv 8ocb challa-badi, v. a. To drive off, 
CO 

dismiss, scatter, defeat. 

A. C. ZdtTZ$M challamu, s. Coldness. 2. 

Jiff. Pleasure, satisfaction. a 

pleasant look. 

A. c. Zdv^is^T.hchallavattaru,s. Hoax¬ 

ers, wheedlers. 

A. c. zdc^zStt challavariva, adj. Kov- 

ing, wandering, the roving deer. 

S. Zdtis zdSJ challdchalla, adi. Locomo- 
m co f 

tive and fixed, animate and inanimate. 

c. Zdc^bi, zdti^g S3 challdta, chalydta, 

s. Sport, pastime, play. to sport, 

gambol. 

C. ZdeQFc) challdna, See e*si«. 2. a 

crooked dagger. 

c. Zdvs , Zdt>7> be), zdvr> 8w chal- 
co CO CO rn CO CO 

Id-palla, challd-pilli, challd-balla, 

s. Confusion, disorder, 

to huddle together any how. Etm®, ^84 sS»i& 

to make confusion. 

C. 83^ cJtallu, v. a. To spill, sprinkle, 

scatter, disperse. 2. to shed. 3. to sow. 4. 

to water, as trees. 5. to pay off a debt 

gradually. to spill or sprinkle 

water. to sow corn, to 

sprinkle on one’s self. 2. to sow for one’s 

self. &&&> to pay off a debt. 

an account which has been settled. 

o^zSo, eSera^so to scatter, throw about, dis¬ 

perse. «£$ ■£)& to throw away, 

spill. to be spilled. «SgJfc? ef^bsSso 

to cause to throw away. 2. to cause to pay 

off a debt by degrees. 3. to make fulfil a 

promise or vow. an account 

which is gradually decreasing. «m*> to 

enter what has been liquidated. 

C. challu, s. A driving rain, 

rain to drive, adj. Thin, slender. 

A. C. challe, s. A mirror, looking glass. 
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c. sdSdoTi^a challe-kangalu, s. Fine 

sparkling eyes. 

A. C. Zd&gSj chalvapa, s. Betel leaf, 

c. zd&gd, e4eo£, chal- 

vike, chalvu, chalve, clialvatana, 

s. Beauty, handsomeness, elegance. 

crfreh handsomely. handsome, 

beautiful, well. a>ers<si'o, ^to^rrs 

Sr, a handsome, elegant woman. ^ 

eJj rbc3 an amiable temper. ®*u*s*J an agree¬ 

able or pleasant speech. a handsome man. 

C. chalve, See 

T. B. Zddi chava, [*;*>] adj. Equal, right, 

c. &4s3oas&3, zd^OAZ5T>b5 chavanguta, 

chavangaddta, s. The game of chuck- 

farthing. 

C. s4sdzdzSd chava-chavake, adj. Square, 

quadrangular. 

c. zd-z3Q>&, zdSTbH chavadike, chavidike, 

See 

t. b. chavara. See wM. 

c. chav ala, See 

A. o. Zd’sSvoto chavalamba, s. The eyelid, 

c. zd chavali-kdi, See wWwsc&o. 

T. B. chavi. See <?». 

For words written with ^ See 

0. zd-zi chave, s. The stick of a rocket. & 

~ to fix a rocket to it. 

S. Zd^ chavya, s. A drug so called. 

C. chavvane, adv. Quickly, hastily. 

C. chavvdle, s. A cadjan leaf 

coiled as an ornament for the ear. 

S. Zdt\d cliashaka, s. A metal cup, drink¬ 

ing vessel. 

C. Zdvij^SJ chashkula, s. A meal so called. 

H. Zd-i&&0 chahalu, s. Dexterity, expert¬ 

ness. 2. action, as applied to a horse. 3. 

conduct. E$s6e« to shew expertness. 

expertly, dexterously. to, 

make a hoi-se shew action. 

A. 0. Zd<$d chalaka, s. Dexterity, expert¬ 

ness, skill. ^ dexterity of hand, 

c. Zd^do, zdvdo chalaku, chalaku, v.a. 

To strike with a whip. s. Pain, throbbing, 

as from a wound, the sting of a scorpion or 

serpent, great fatigue, &c. 



A. c. Zo-yi chalakkane, adj. Clear, 

pellucid, clean. 

C. 8d-^?\roo chalagisu, v. cans. To make 

move. 

c. chala-chala, cha- 

la-palane, s. The noise of bubbling. & 

=p serf jo to bubble with heat. 

0. £o-^3 chalati, adj. Loose, flimsy, coarse, 

not fine, as texture. loose weav¬ 

ing. a cloth of loose texture. 

C. 8*^^00200 chala-tumbu, s. A double 

cone formed ear-ring, oftf worioil the 

drop of such an ear-ring. 

T. B. 8d<$<§ chalane, see&v$. 

c. d5jo chala-pala-rdya, s. a 
name of Vishnu, as called at Melcotta. 

c. chala-puvvdta, See es 

||!k3*W. 

C. chalamala, s. Bubbling, 

c. clialdna-badiyu, v. a. 

To strike with a whip, so as to make a report. 

C. £3^ chali, See 

c. aoo^o chalike-gundu, s. A 
bracelet of gold beads, oblong and spherical. 

A. c. chali-gadira, [cold rayed] 

s. The moon. 

C. £3^&£ti chali-jwara, s. Ague, 

o. zi chali-pachchada, s. A thick 

upper garment to keep out cold. 

C. £^^Tjchali-pallu, S. Teeth apt to 

be affected with cold. 

A. C. chaU-vetta, s. The Hima¬ 

laya mountain, eS'Pdi^vccb Shiva, son-in- 

law of the Himalaya. 

C. 83^rfo chalisu, v.a. To beat rice clean. 

rice cleaned or deprived of its husk. 

C. 83^#>, 8^-f/oo^o, £3^, 

chaluku, chalunku, chalku, chalupu, 

s. Rheumatic pains. 2. a sprain, strain, or 

crick. 3. the cramp. So&cdoo, 

^ to be seized with cramp or rheumatism. 

C. 84^315 chaluti, See 

0. £3^, £4^53T>?to chale, chale-hdku, 

v. a. To spill, sprinkle, scatter, throw about. 

C‘ c^alla> s. The monkey fruit tree 

bearing a flesh coloured berry, the gum of 

which is used for securing letters. the 

gum of it. Tucfio wortocS an ornament 

worn in the ears, in form like the above fruit. 

0. 8^ challane, s. The report of a whip. 

c. challa-palla, s. Bubbling. 

a. SD &3 challa-puvdta, s. A 

game so called. 

C. 83r$ cOo challavare-kdi, s. A 

species of the Dolichos lablab. 

C. £^^/o Aodo challuguru, s. Sharp finger 

nails. ** 

°* c^aUei «• A blister. sS^csb^o a 

blister to rise. 

c. ** challe -mara, 

challe-gida. See es^. 

s. 83^o, £d^oroo( chakshu, cliakshussu, 

s. The eye. a serpent, because his 

eyes and ears are supposed to he one. 

Shiva, with three eyes. ^^oBoS^crfo the 

organ of sight. 

A. c. B3=z>07^e> chdngdla, adj. Pleasant, 

agreeable, charming. 

A. 0. 853 oX> chdngu, s. The shoulder. 

S. 83=308^ chdnchalya, s. Fickleness. 

2. moving. 

S. S^boszxe/, chanddla, chan- 

dala, [aSoasw] ,S' An out-cast, one of the 

lowest of the mixed tribe. 

S. 83"t)OC3«5c)i5^ chandallka, s. A vulgar lute, 

c. ecFCQ^r'TirJ chantardsi, s. A vegetable 

so called, a bitter herb. 

c. esreodpl, SSFDod^, 83FZ>orf£), eS^O&j 

chdndani, chdndana, chdndani, chdn- 

dri, s. A ceiling cloth, awning. 2. a tent. 

3. the cloth put in front of a cutchurree, &c. 

WDoriri 0 to put it up. 

s. clidndramdna, s. Time 

calculated by moons, lunar measurement, 

rfjaorfj sirir the lunar year. 

s. 1 chdndrdyana, s. A 
religious or expiatory observance, regulated 

by the moon’s age, diminishing the daily 

quantity of food by one mouthful, for the 

dark half of the month, and increasing it, in 
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like manner, daring the light half, 

' aides «f^ the above vow, w»od»^cJm* zZQtjo to 

perform this vow. 

s. 83=30"5j^55o chdmpeya, s. The Michelia 

chamjjaca. 

C. EcFd&bS^ chd-Jcattu, s. A bracelet of 

coral and gold beads. rbotio the bead 

of such a bracelet. 

c. VFd&S&’tifi chdka-chakya, s. Skill, 

sharpness, wittiness, adj. Wise, clever, dex¬ 

terous. 

C. chdkani, s. A metal dish or 

salver to serve up food or fruit with. 

h. S5=3^tf, chdka- 

ra, chdkaranu, chdkariwdna, s. A 

servant. edsfcjSocb crstfd, 7Jd^»drf a 

servant of government, a public servant. 

*6, service, to do ser¬ 

vice, serve. 

e. £3=dt§-sootS chdki-bande, s. A stone on 

which washermen beat clothes. 

H. 83353 chdku, s. A penknife, 

e. 833^03^0^ chakotu-palle, See ^ 

T. B. S5=3a chdga, [ssgri] s. Liberality. 

1’. B. 83=3^, 833?\533$ chdgi, 

chdgiga, chdgi-kdra, [®^] s. A liberal 

man. 

0. 83=37\o chdgu, s. The heart or core 

of timber, adj. Hard, solid, close-grained, 

as timber. sab a close-grained tree. 

e. ©daoSI chdgudite, s. A tree so called. 

e. 833 chdchi, s. The nipple of the breast. 

isTitS to give the breast. a 

child at the breast. 

C. 83383b chdchu, v. a. To stretch out, 

hold out, stick out, as the hand or leg. 2. to 

bow. isvii to stretch out. 

3a to make stretch out. to be 

stretched out. to stretch out the 

leg. to put firewood into 

the fire. trseSo to draw up the wick of a 

lamp. Sw yWsioo he put 

his forehead on his foot, tsvtgritfo b&rt she 

pushed it on shore. rirf a single door. 

^A a to put away, remove. 

T. B. 83=33^ clldjya, [®^«5] s. An inaus¬ 

picious season, an evil time. rbrffi) to 

calculate what are likely to be sickly or inaus- 

picious seasons. 

C. 85=3 83 S' chat aka, s. An incantation for 

destroying or subjugating a person. 

siiizij to destroy by incantation. 

an incantation to kill or overcome a person. 

irsWtf SdasJj an evil incantation to be defeat¬ 

ed. tK>U?3a one who destroys or 

wins over by incantations. 

G. 83=383 chdti, s. A whip, or 

&cbag> 3&J3^o±a to strike with a whip, to lash. 

0. 833 85 chdti, s. Barter, exchange. 

pfF^ I exchanged my 

bullock (for another). 

c. S3=3&3^3ooXot$ chdtl-bugura, s. A com¬ 

mon top. 

G. 833&3o, 83383£5z3o, S3=383roO, 853)83 

5cchdtu, chati-bidu,chdtisu, chd- 

ti-helu, v. a. To proclaim, publish 

aloud. 

C. 83=3 83o chdtu, s. Pleasing discourse, 

agreeable words. 

C. 85=3 83o chdtu, s. A blind, screen. 

ba, to put up a blind, to 

stand in one’s light. ^Wa a veiled face. 

tfsJS WaiWo near-sighted. fjs 

ba a secret or mysterious word. 

s. 83=3 £30533$ chdtukdra, s. A necklace of 

alternate pearls and gold beads, 

c. 833£3 chate, See w»8. 

C. 85=3 a, 83=3^8^0^30 chddi, chddi- 

chukdli, s. Defamation, slander. 

botf, wa&wad, is®a s&js%C a tell-tale, slanderer, 

trsa^ ^tfa to hear slander. w^a^F* slander¬ 

ing, telling tales. a 

slanderous report. to tell tales, 

slander. 

C. 833£3 chdna, s. A goldsmith’s cutting 

chisel. 

S. S33£3J3T$ chdnura, s. A giant so called, 

one of Kamsa’s boxers, «*»b his 

fight with Krishna, who killed him, and is 

thence called siarfrFS. 

S. 833 chdtaka, s. A kind of cuckoo, 

Cuculus melano lencos; said to drink from 

the clouds only. 
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c. chdta-rdshi-palya, s% 
A vegetable so called. 

C. BS^sS^do chdtdlaru,s. A class of S7m- 

dras, followers of Vishnu, and wearing no 

topknot; they receive converts from other 

sects, sell flowers, perfumes, &c. 

S. £3=3chdturi, chd- 

turya, S. Eloquence. 2. dexterity, address. 

3. ability, cleverness, adj. Skilful, clever, 

eloquent, a dexterous man. 

3>co'of- sljzdj an eloquent speech. 

S. chdtur-jdta, s. The ag¬ 

gregate of four spices, viz. cardanium seeds, 

cloves, the leaf of the clove tree, and the blos¬ 

som of the Messua ferrea. 

s. a chdtur-bkdga, s. The 

fourth part, quarter. 

S. poc" chdtur-warna, s. The 

four castes, viz. Brahman, Kshatriya, Vaish- 

ya, Shudra. 

T. b. 83=uC>7^ chddage, See 

T. B. Byurf^, Eff'arib chddani, clrmda- 

Ul, A covering, cover, screen, ceiling 

cloth. 

H. BS^rfd chddara, [e^rirf] Si a shawl. 

C. &3=SC>rd chddasta. See 

C. chad ala, adj. In confusion, dis¬ 

ordered, dirty. 

c. chdna-chanada- 

mole, s. A kind of chisel. 

T. b. chdnasa, |_e?sors*j] adj. sloth¬ 

ful, sluggish, indolent. a sluggard, 

lazy man. laziness, sloth. 

S. j chdpa, s. A bow. w^rion a bow¬ 

string. a bow case, ^ 

skilled in archery. 

H. 83=3£ chdpa, [_v^] s. A stamp. 2. the 

lock of a gun. 

C. chdpa-Jiallu, s. A large flat 

stone. 

S. S3=t>Tj$^ chdpaghna s. Kama, who 

broke Shiva’s bow. 

s. chdpaleyaru, [es^e/] s. 

Unsteady women, women of irregular desires 

and habits. 

S. B3T>£e>£ chdpalya, s. Fickleness, 

unsteadiness, instability, ussJuj an irre¬ 

gular and voracious appetite, as in recovering 

from sickness. rksogtJssjWj irregular desires. 

C. 63^ chdpala, [sfsWsrj g. Fickleness, &c. 

O. S3>)^jj chdpu, s. The lock of a gun. 2. a 

piece of cloth or web containing several gar¬ 

ments, &c. adj. Long, as an animal from 

the tail to the head. tfcsfoauri a piece of 

cloth containing several turbans. ^ 

^ a piece of cloth for bodices. zSt^jzS a 

piece of handkerchiefs. a large 

slab. a long horse, csSj^ 

a long ox. 

c. B-JeUli, 8zsb chape, chdpi, ,s. a mat 

for floors, &c. a bamboo mat. =3* 

&v a date mat. *5^ a rattan 

mat. ^ abgjo an ornament¬ 

ed or China mat. ms>zb to spread out a 

mat. i£ri»aix> to plait a mat. 

C. chdpe-kdlina, adj. Fin- 

toed. 

0. B5’t)lSsO'3i3 chape-Jthane, S. A printing 

office. 

c. BSnss&oBo-Vxi chdmanchi-gida, s. A 

tree so called. 

S. &?D ob d chamara, S. A fly brush com¬ 

posed of the hair of the yak or hos-grunniens. 
uWoti ¥nr Granesha, having flapping ears, 

tfssbddsi, trssjodqraS a fanner, wrasSod 53® 

to whisk off flies, fan, &c. 

s. SttSJDtf-d chdmikara, s. Gold, 

s. BS^sboozS, bs'stJoooc^ chdmunde, 

chamundi, s.. A goddess so called, a form 

of Durgi. a hill near Mysore, 

on which there is a temple to this goddess. 

T. B. Bff-sab chdya, [Vscrfo] s. Colour, 

paint. 2. shadow, shade. 3. a side, mato 

ma*> sido to be painted, wsotorf, 

trsco'rari painted, coloured. 

S. £3=3 d char a, s. Man. wd t?sti * 

•tor human affairs. 

0. Bv'STjBvOBj chdra-chimbi, s. A privy. 

H. B3=T)d&;x)^o chdrajdme, s. A pad'used 

as a saddle. 

0. BS^dfQ chdrana, S. A dancer. 2. a 

panegyrist of the gods. 3. a reader of scripture. 

S. BcFsdpI chdrani, s. One of a class of 

goddesses. 
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c. S5rS'tijSo chdranu, s. A spy, secret agent, 

emissary. spies. 

c. S3=dt3tJ^ chdra-pappu, s. A sort of 

acid pulse. 

T. B. chdrawdka. See uks#?-*. 

c. S5^>tf3»>$, ES^Ssra^ charawala, 

chdriwdla, s. A fruit so called. 

C. EffaQ clndri, s. A right aim. 2. a good 

opportunity. 3. side. adj. Cheap, 

ft to sit opposite, wso&to place 

opposite. 

S. EfSb chari, s. A traveller, one who goes out. 

S. chdritra, s. A history, chronicle, 

tale. 2. a fixed institute, peculiar observance. 

3. good conduct. 

S. EErado charu, adj. Beautiful, pleasing, 

elegant, more beautiful. 

an agreeable speech, 

* an agreeable, soft, smiling word. 

H. S3=stclidru-khdne-shire, s. 

A kind of cloth in which the flowers are 

wove in and not worked. 

C. 85=3 chdr-uppu, s. Earth salt. 

C. chdre-pappali, s. A 

checkered female garment. 

C. S^u^JSA chdre-moga, S. A great face, 

c. e&-d&s-oe5, B3=x>8^os3 chdrchambi, 

ch drchambe, s. A privy. 

C. E5:aE^£'OS3 charchimbi, s. An insect 

with blue wings. 

c. ©ttSs-chdr-pappu, See wsdas^. 

s. chdrwdka, s. A sophist, a 

philosopher; one acquainted with the doc¬ 

trines of the schools, a sceptic in many 

matters of Hindu faith, and considered by 

the orthodox as an atheist or materialist. 

jocoseness. 2. making light of, 

scoffing at, or scorning all spiritual religion. 

scepticism, atheism, materialism, 

c. charwdla, See 

A. C. &7'S'doj charru, s. The ascending node, 

c. dialog dni-chitu, s. 

A contract or agreement for rent for one year. 

C. SJtXyS chalati, adj. Of thin texture. 

S. chdlani, s. A sieve or strainer. 

H. chdldk, adj. Smart, dexterous, 

clever. 

C. 83v>e) chdli, See «w. 

c. 83T>e)dE>33oo chdli-variyu, v. n. To 

have the mind fixed intently on a person or 

object. 

C. chdlisu, v. a. To sift, strain. 

H. &3=0£O chdlu, s. A horse’s paces. 

to shew a horse’s paces. 

c.ss^s^, 23r~dvi?rhS33chdva, chdva-kattu, 
63 

[*rio] adj. Hard, close-gramed. 

o. S5=^3&, es^P'l, £3=3^5 chdvadi, 

ehdvani, chdvudi, s. A small public 

office. 2. a caravansary or lodging place for 

travellers. 'tfocaw^tSci iswift the armed 

peon’s office. 1531 a post office. usa 

the native infantry office. is^s, 

a place for palanquin bearers. wsia 

a custom-house, the office 

of a native magistrate. a stone cara¬ 

vansary. to be in custody. 

riaorfoss a person employed in a small office. 

2. one who takes care of a caravansary. 

0. 85=t>o3^> chd-vattu, s. The under 
—3 

letter, 

C. S3"s^rf chdvada, See 

T. B. 85=^3 chdvara, See 

o. E^a^Q, &3"ai^)t> chdvari, chavuri, 

adj. Mischievous, as an animal. 

mischievousness. a mischievous 

animal. 

h. chdvashenddu, v. n. To 

celebrate the Mohurum. 

two brothers, sons of Mahomet’s elder brother. 

C. chdvala, adj. Vicious, mischie¬ 

vous, as cattle, &c. 

S. ES’i.S^ chdsha, s. The blue jay. 

t. B. 83=t>^ chdshte, See 

0. Effa^r? chdlaka, s. A dexterous, clever 

man. skilfulness, cleverness. 

T. B. chalane, [ww;S] s. A journey. 

0. &5=ay> chdli, s. Nature. 2. conduct. 3. 

practice, habit. to be ac¬ 

customed, inured. 

A. C. &3D^7\ chdlige, s. A mystery, secret. 

A. C. chdlipa, s. One who puts off 

with false promises, a wheedler. 2. a cheater, 

defeater. 
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C. chdli.su, 'v. a. To shake up corn 

in a fan to separate the refuse from it. 

H. challSU, num. Forty, adj. 

Near or weak sighted. w»vG)#si one who is 

near sighted, dimness of sight as 

after forty years of age. 

S. S3r'3g||oL\ chdkshushi, s. Making ocular 

illusions. 

S. chincha, s. Tamarind. Gowssir 

an acid made from tamarinds. 

A. C. Saop© chinna, See 

C. chimi-kolu, See 

ersti. 

S. SaO^^ chintane, s. Thought, reflection, 

consideration, recollection, committing to 

memory, si-raz^ to commit to memory. 

S. 8a03T>^oe/s^ chintdkulatwa, s. Dis¬ 

tressing reflection, afflictive thought. 

S. chintdkrdnta, s. Over¬ 

whelmed with anxiety or thought. 

S. £7053^^ chintd-klesha, s. Distres¬ 

sing thought, painful reflection. 

S. chintd-mani, s. A fabulous 

gem supposed to yield its possessor whatever 

he may require. 2. a work, in Canarese, on 

anatomy and other subjects. 3. a village. 

Ao-Sj a peculiar kind of incantation, 

criooSj a talisman. <3ondori zissgj 

a pill with ingredients of gems, «fc*Kbri ^ 

a hook consulted respecting omens. 

tZomzid ti&op a hook on omens consulted by 

putting a piece of straw between its leaves at 

random. t3os»jijrf t'g'oji an omen con¬ 

sulted by tossing shells. 

C. Zb-o&vZ) chintala, s. Large scales used 

for weighing cotton, &c. ^o^the beam 

supporting them. riooBo a large stone 

used for a weight. 

S. zioBwsT^£- chintitdrtha, s. The ob¬ 

ject of thought or anxiety, 

God, the fulfiller of our desires. 

S. &j02> chinte, s. Thought, reflection, con¬ 

sideration. 2. recollection. 3. grief, sorrow, 

distress. tSoSsb, to reflect, think, 

consider, rooa sSBo to be grieved, 

distressed, anxious. 

o. chinna, See 

c. elo^a, s£oriF%, z3o£q, 8#ot!?>7^, 

eio&j-fi, z£cb&, z§obZ> chimpadi, 

chimpani, chimpari, chimparige, 

chimpige, chimpidi, chimpiri, s. A 

tatter. «io5ni>, i$o& to rend, 

c. Z§ob>7\ chimpiga, s. A tailor. 

0. chimpiri-tale, s. A neglect¬ 

ed head of hair. 

0. cjO^j chimpu, s. A shell. 2. a tatter, rent. 

C. 8a03ok$ chimmata, See GsioW. 

c. ziozSop-Rjd’gS, zio 

chimmana-gdvi, chimmana- 

golivi, chimmu-govi, s. A syringe. See 

c. e§ob^, z£o£o"R chimmd- 

ta, chimmike, chimmige, See under 

A. C. &#oDordo chimmisu, See under 

C. 81o^oo chimmu, See 

C. Zv&e), z£&^> chikili, chikili, s. Fur¬ 

bishing, polishing. *8reti a furbisher. ^ 

4-S sja a powder for furbishing. to 

furbish. 

C. 8chikini, adj. Savoury, rich, nice. 

G-a-ri watf a fine kind of betel nut. 

s. So-#^ chikitse, chikichh- 

chhe, s. The practice of medicine, healing, 

curing, administering and applying remedies. 

an antidote for demoniacal posses¬ 

sions. nothe cure of a disease. ** 

a physician. 

S. Zo-’&!p3^~ chikirshe, s. Desire to act. 

S. chikura, s. Hair. a 

woman with front curls. 

0. 8cr5^ chikka, s. A muzzle. 2. a net work 

for carrying vessels, &c. riarfcrio a net 

work for carrying vessels in. r3<ri O'; a 

net work for carrying charcoal, an 

ox’s muzzle. to put on a muzzle. 

C. chikka, adj. Little, small, short, 

minute. 2. young. 3. trifling. 4. low, mean. 

5. disgraceful. a low caste. 

childhood, youth. 2. dishonour, disgrace. 

a small thing. small things. 

sJjsso to be disgusted or asham¬ 

ed. tSjazzpi great and small. 
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C. chikk-andu, s. Tlie time of 

childhood. woa childishness. 

c. 8#^ chikka-kaUvi-han- 

nu, s. A fruit, Carissa spinarum. 

S. cllikkana, adj. Soft, bland, unc¬ 

tuous. 2. friendly. 

C. chikk-ama, s. A brother elder 

than one’s self, but not the oldest. 2. a pro¬ 

per name. 

C. 8a-S^(pJSt5 chikka-dhore, s. A younger 

or lower master. 

c. e#A^ chikk-appa, chig- 

appa, s. A father’s younger brother. 

*1^ sbrt a male cousin by father’s younger 

brother. Port's* a female cousin by 

father’s younger brother. 

C. chikka-putta, s. A little 

boy. adj. Very little. 

c. chikha-prdyadava, 

s. A young person. 

C. chikka-buddhi, s. Low wit, 
b 9 

a mean spuit. 

c. ^zX^cMkka-manushya, S.A 

mean, base, low, or little man. 

c. £chikka-mdtddu, v. n. 

To talk vulgarly or in a low way. 

a low word. 

C. cllikhamidu, v. a. To muzzle 

an ox, &c. 

C. chikk-amma, s. The measles, 

c. £#5^,si ^^, By qdo!b chikk- 

amma, chikk-avva, chikka-tdi, s. a 

father’s, or mother’s younger sister. 

C. chikkava, s. A youth, young 

person. a girl, damsel. 

c. e^d^S, chik- 

kddi, chikkddu, chikkdlu, s. A mus- 

quito. 

C. E^t^bS, chikki-madi, s. A yellow 

silk with square red stripes. 

C. chikkiligili, s. Tickling. 

A. 0. Zcr&^chikku, v. a. To scratch, wound 

with the nails. 

D. &j5\^©7\b chikkulisu, v. a. To make 

sport of, satire. 

0. E# 3^50 chikkele-habbuge, s. 

Tamarind. 

C. cliigata, adj. Blossomed, bud¬ 

ded. sbti a tree in blossom. 

C. E^XctasS^o chigadu-bidu, See 

c. e£a§, E^VS chigari, chigiri, s. A 

deer, antelope. 'A'd&x sbO a fawn. 

c. chigaru, See «*rtJ*b. 

c. s£a^?, E#Vy chigali, chigili, s. Fried 

sesamum seed wA jag gory pounded together, 

and eaten as a delicacy. the 

above mixed with ground rice, &e. 

enjoiS the same made into balls. 

A. c. ZzrJ\, ejTnoSoo cliigi, chigiyu, v. a. 

To pick out, or off with the finger nails, v. n. 
To cross, jump over. 

o. sl?\£)£)ooa chigiri-mindi, s. A stout 

young woman. 

C. E^ao&3 clliguta, s. Plucking off with 

the nails. 2. pinching. i£rio?3 £& to pluck 

off with the nails. 

C. Z$ aotSjs^o chigudodu, v. n. To run 

very fast. 

c. E^Aodo, E^ToEob chiguru, chiguchu, 

s. A germ, sprout, bud, blossom, shoot. 

rtoEb a red bud. a tender lip, a bud¬ 

like lip. iSrtorb the point of a bud. 

rb a bonnet or tiara made of buds. 

C. Ej-aoTjo chiguru, v. n. To sprout, shoot, 

blossom, bud. v. a. To scratch, wound. ^ 

riooszbrb budded, germinated. 

ilrbrb to scratch with the point of a thorn. 

c. E^Ao-doT^ chiguru-palle, s. Curry 

generally made of young vegetables, omit¬ 

ting tamarinds. 

C. S#E3b chichchu, s. Fire. ri« Shi- 
Qy ^ ^ 

va, with an eye of fire. burning 

heat. »5os7i a wrathful countenance. 

c. zi- iS-os p, £5- sSj® p cj (vs chichcho, 
CO 

chichcho-lalld, s. A lullaby, ^f^abo 

zi: to rock a child to sleep with lullaby. 

C. Ecr&S^o cliitaku, s. A snap of the fingers. 

aos^o, tSkteo ajjszl©bo to snap with 

the fingers. 

o. eI85#jse^S> chita-kobbari, s. A good 

kind of cocoanut. 
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C. chita-guttu, v.n. To wam¬ 

ble, tlirob. 2. to show anger. 

C. &|83ao8^ chita-gubbi, s. A small kind 

of sparrow. 

c. sl838l83;3, slS3ri83 chita-chitane, 

chita-pata, s. The noise of crashing, creak¬ 

ing, breaking, crackling, as fire. 

saWsJU to burst forth, as sparks with a 

snapping noise. 

c. &l8j3S±o83 chitdmuti, s. A medicinal 

root so called. 

C. &I63bcOoroO chitdisu, v. n. To pall, 

grow vapid, insipid. 

C. 8183 chiti, [tJB,] adj. Small, little. 

a small kind of castor-oil seed. 

a small mat. **© a small sack. 

C. sl83if chitike, s. A snap of the fingers. 

2. cautery, especially as applied to children. 

3. a small cymbal made of bell-metal. 4. 

castanets. o»30 a religious mendicant 

who goes about with castanets. 

to keep time to music. to cauterize. 

2. to fillip, 2&®acdw to play on cast¬ 

anets. ^13* »ioo8crf:o to snap the fingers. 

only a snap of the finger, a very little. 

c. 8# 83 A do chitigaru, s. Small shop¬ 

keepers, small-ware dealers. 

C. &I83ao83o, chiti-guttu, See tfWrtAb,. 

C. el8S7^ chitige, See ^y=#. 

c. £#83&#83^&53oo, 81 8381 833^ chi- 

ti-chiti-kadiyu, chiti-cliiti-tinnu, v, a. 

To chew, champ, as a person does grain, 

pulse, &c. 

C. 8a83s-s^ chiti-tala, s. A small kind of 

cymbal. 

c. 8^83'do5oJS)^AO chitidu-hogu, v.n. To 

split, crack by heat, as an earthen vessel, &c. 

split, cracked. 

c. &l83£ra&, e^83^oo83 chitipdla, chi- 

temuti, s. Drugs, so called. Zizyhus tri- 
nervius. 

c.8l83o5oo, sISSSsoos^ao, s£83e>83i®$o 

chitiyu, chitili-hogu, chitili-bilu, v. n. 

To split or crack from beat, to cause 

to split. 

G. 8v83^ot3o^ cliiti-huruli, s. Seethed 

and parched grain, mixed with salt, &c. 

C. s!&!^7vo chitilisu, V. a. To sprinkle on. 

C. 8#83o^o chituku, See **«*>. 

C. si 83o chitu, adj. Affected by evil eyes. 

fcSWosjsrio, tlti) i&ratlcdjo, ilUo jojsScdjj to be af¬ 

fected by evil eyes. 

c. 830^0ij;830 ^0 chituku-putuJm, $. 

The noise made by the fall of drops of water 

from trees, of the feet in walking, of bells on 

the legs, &c. 

A. C. sl 83, chitti, s. Dice. 
83 

C. &I83^ chitti, adj. Small. tree- 

honey. a little man. 

C. sl83^ chitte, s. A measure equal to four 

2. a rough account. 3. an insect. 

0. el&fS.rf, 8l83,Sori$> chittoudla, 
<s3co <s3 * ” • ’ 

chitta-haralu, s. A kind of castor oil¬ 

seed. the best castor-oil, used for 

medicine. 

c. 8183 chitla-patta-kdi, s. 

A game of children. 

C. sl 83^)5 chitla-pudi, s. Different kinds 

of pulse pounded together. 

0. 85- 83b chitlu, v. n. To fly, as sparks out 

of fire. 2. to split, crack, from heat, &c. adj. 
affected by evil eyes. affected by 

evil looks. 

G. slt§, sIt5X) chitthe, cliitthd, s. A 
0 © 

rough, daily account of particulars. 

C. sldtS^SoDdo chida-pada-hdru, v. n. 

To snap, as grain in frying. 

0. sips chinna, s. A little boy, a boy in 
P3 

general. children’s play. 

C. sir'll chinni, adj. Small, little, diminu¬ 

tive. s. A girl. 

C. slrJ^A chinnig a, s. A boy, youth, 

c. slrS ^js^e/s83 chinne-kbl-ata s. Tip- 

cat. the small piece of wood put 

over the hole in this game, 

the bat used at tip-cat. 

to play at this game. 

c. g|3^o, sI3ao, sl^o^o, el^rsbsl^o 

W'hxjz chitaku, chitagu, chitanku, 

chitaku-chitukdgiru, v. n. To be soft 

and miry, as the earth after rain. 

o. &ls^^chita- 
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kutona, chitdlitana, chitdlike, See 

s. als^, el^ chitd, chiti, chite, 

s. A funeral pile, or the wood, &c. laid in 

order for burning a dead body. the 

wood. to place the wood 

of a funeral pile. p»w> to prepare a 

funeral pile. GS w^a, the ashes of 

a funeral pile. the mark where 

a funeral pile has been. Shiva, 

smeared with the ashes of burnt bodies, 

c. s!e$o?fo} slsta^j chituku, chitupu, 

v. n. To hurst, as ripe fruit. 2. to suppurate, 

to cause to suppurate. 

s. 8sl^j 

epD ajprss- chit-kale, chit-prakdsha, 

chit-prabhe, chit-prabhd-purna, s. 

God, whose form is all intellect, or who is 

entire mind. 

s. cllitta, s. Will, inclination, wish, 

pleasure, volition. 2. the mind or faculty of 

reasoning, the heart considered as the seat of 

intellect. Gd change of mind. 

according to his mind, as he 

pleases. a person hard to he per¬ 

suaded. w his inclination or 

mind is altered. Sas you 

please, or conformably to your wishes. 

^ to he inclined. ^ stoffa 

^5,^* do you consent to my request? 

^otSejjJo a man of a fickle 

mind, w;to Cupid, as bom in the mind. 

sidsssOccixj Shiva, the enemy of Cupid. 

to fix or keep in the mind. *** 

opinion. 2. state of mind. is also used 

as an afiix to nouns importing any particular 

disposition of the mind, to express the person 

characterized by such disposition ; as, 

** a happy man. a devoted 

man. Ssbrej a blameless character. 

sbOfS a disreputable character. az& 

to fix the mind on anything. forte's rto 

to become pleasing or agreeable to the mind. 

to be inclined. tS 

fixed in the mind. 

T. B. si-shj chit tar a. See rf*). 

T. B. &l^<3, si-Bj chittare, cliitri, s. 
April, the first solar month of the Hindu year. 

c. chittavisu. See G# 

®‘ chitta-vritti, s. Disposition, 

temper. 

S. £cr chitta-shuddhi, gt Correct¬ 

ness of disposition, purity of heart, 

s. chitta-samunnati, s. 

Pride, arrogance, haughtiness. 

S. So-®*) chitta-bhoya, s. A consci¬ 

ousness of pleasure or pain. 2. the attention 

of the mind to its own sensations. 

C. Elsj^dCjT^AosS chittdrada-gombe, 

s. A picture. oSsjdrfsfd the canvas or paper 

on which a picture is drawn, lisradd sjsrtto 

an ornamented door. 

C. chit til, s. A rough copy or draft. 

2. a blot or erasure, to be 

blotted, erased, foul. ;*«>&> to blot, erase. 

s. £cr^ chitte, s. A star, Virginis sjpica. 

sb1# rain while the sun is in 

this constellation, being partial. ihf± s5d the 

season of the year when the sun is in this 

constellation. 

0. chitteisu, v. a. To regard, 

give attention to, consider. 2. to favour, con¬ 

sent, acquiesce. Hence, to come, go, &c., 

regarded as a favour. «>*»*> you 

must consent, (to come, sit down, look at, &c.) 

S. e#e?/, ~4j chitra, chitra-vi- 

chitra, s. Wonder, surprise, astonishment. 

2. a curiosity, painting, delineation, writing 

a picture, carving, variegated colour, adj. 

Surprising. 2. variegated, spotted, speckled. 

3. curious. tA&j*, iJ^’s^cS, tarred 

a painter, carver, limner. i3£;Ws>od a precious 

stone; jasper ? 

s. chitra-kdya, s. A tiger, 

cheeta, or leopard. 

s. zir&jAorj rjj chitra-guptaru, s. Ta¬ 

ma’s registrars, who record the vices and vir¬ 

tues of mankind. 

s. chitra-pata, s. A picture, 

drawing. 

S. chitra-bimba, S. An old 

chameleon. 

S. £chitra-bhdnu, [wonderful 

splendour] s. The god of fire, fire. 2. the 

sun. 3. the sixteenth year of the Hindu 

cycle of sixty. 
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C. chitra-mulada-yida, 

s. The shrub called Ceylon lead-wort, Plum¬ 

bago zelanica. 

s. eS-^j'd'0 chitra-ratha, s. Lord of the 

painted car, one of Indra’s choristers. 

S. i=s3 chitra-rekhe, s. Kubera’s 

wife. 2. Bandsura’s prime minister’s daugh¬ 

ter. ^'\SS Plumbago rosea. 

s. chitra-vadhe, s. Killing by 

torture, or in any extraordinary manner. 

S. c^Sj^Dei chitra-wdla, s. The blue jay. 

s. 8^3S)07\d chitrdngada, s. A king so 

called. 

S. 8a-3Xjo7\ chitrdngi, s. The wife of a 

king. 

S. 8chitrdnna, s. Boiled rice sepa¬ 

rately mixed with tamarinds, rape-seed, curds> 

and black gram. 

S. chitrdsana, s. A square car¬ 

pet of a variegated colour, used by brahmans, 

&c. during prayer. 

S. si-Sjtf cliitrika, s. A mark left in a 

book. 2. a carpenter’s plane. 

S. 2^B|p§ chitrini, s. One of the four class¬ 

es of Hindu women, a woman of lascivious 

disposition. 

S. sS-tio&tf chidambara, s. CUllumbrum, 

a sacred place on the Coromandel coast, where 

there is a noted temple dedicated to Shiva, 

but without an idol. 

C. 

ojoo chidaku, clddanku, chidari-ho- 

gu, chidiyu, v. n. To suppurate. 2. to 

burst, as fruit that is very ripe. 3. to be 

close together, as letters. 

S. zi-zsx^oti chid-dnanda. See tfitowtf. 

2. Wisdom and blessedness. tfcmSori zSmSr 

God. 2. Shiva, as worshipped at Chillum- 

brum. cs5jsh;?n a saint so called, 

c. S^-Cta^o, E^-rfooSfo chiduku, cJiidun- 

ku, [iSritfoJ v. a. To stir with the hand, as 

milk after it is turned, that the butter may 

rise up. v. n. To be cramped, as writing. 

C. chidugugalu, s. Small 

sticks. 

C. E#djAO^ chidugutana, s. Youths 

taking liberties with girls, debauchery, ob¬ 

scenity. obscene. 

C. 8#EjotWz3 chidugode, S. Confusion, 

disorder. 

c. sl-dodoo cTiidupu, chidumu, 

v. a. To make a sore suppurate. 2. to 

squeeze, squeeze out. 

C. cJlinukuruli, s. Gram and 

split pulse parched and mixed with chillies, &c. 

C. chinugu, adj. Fine, not coarse. 

pjsvd fine thread. 

C. cJlinna, S. Gold. 2. a name com¬ 

mon to the merchant caste, gold 

leaf. to try gold on a touch¬ 

stone. ws?, a gold bracelet. 

a gold chain brace¬ 

let. ^ a gold armlet, 

3or(o the gold ends of a garment. 

a money changer. gold thread. 

zi.z^ pure gold. *3^ brittle or im¬ 

pure gold. gold jewels, **5^3 =#ja 

3 a gold mark of honour. 

C. chinndta, s. Children’s play, 

to play children’s play. 

o. el-js^e), chinndli, cliinna- 

}i> s. An immodest woman. im¬ 

modesty, impudence. 

C. chinni, S. Acalgpha betulina. 

c. S^-^a chinniga, s. A child. 

C. 8chinne, s. Gaiety, setting off the 

person. sisi-Oo to dress gaily. 

C. 8#^<yo3w chinnelubu, s. The back 

bone. 

s. 

d cliinmaya, chinmaydtmaka, chin- 

maydnanda, s. God, as the essence of 

light or wisdom. 

S. chinhe, s. A sign, mark, token, rt 

the signs of pregnancy. 

rtv’j regalia, insignia or properties of royalty. 

C. chippa-kurulu, s. A large 

cake of dried cow-dung. 

0. 8$»j^530©^) chippa- 

gi-hullu, chippigana-hullu, s. A good 

kind of grass. 

0. chippala, S. A clamp used for 

hand torture, 
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C. z§-by( chippiga, s. A tailor, a 

woman of tliis caste. 

€. Z§- chippu, s. A shell, crust, hard 

covering. SSo^jS a cocoanut shell, *3^ 

the shell of the wood apple. 

the skull, the pearl oyster shell. 

5Sos« the knee-pan. to scoop. 

qra3 a tank in which the water is 

lbw and must be scooped up. s>oo^ an. 

artificial pearl. a spoon, 

an oyster. ^8^0^ a wooden ladle. ** 

to make a net work to support ves¬ 

sels in. 

C. chippe, [b&J s, A quid or refuse 

of chewed sugar-cane, fruit, &c. 2. the skin 

or rind of fruits and vegetables. 

e. e#so^>, 8#2io8#soo, z$-o$33ao83o^j e§■ 

83x50, Z§-chibaku, chibu-ehibu, 

chimu-guttu, chibiku, chibuJcu, v, a. 

To suck, as the breast. 2. to chew, as sugar¬ 

cane. 

0. chibati, adj. Glutinous, gummy. 

C. chib ala, s. Wonder, amazement. 

C. £#2x>& chibuta, See ^Soy. 

C- chibbalu, s. A strainer made 

of bamboo. 

c. £#2>^aiD0r\j3 chibbali-jdlisu, v, a. 

To strain a vessel of boiled rice by shaking it 

over a bamboo lid. 

C. £^8io^ chibbu, s. White, virile spots on 

the body. a body with virile spots. 

So&cdw white, virile spots to rise. 

0. chibbu, V. n. To burn, scald. 

c. sl-sS^, zi-^^^chibbe, chibbe-tatte, 

See iiuw. 

C. d-S^j'S'Tda chimalcisu, v. a. To sprinkle. 

C. 8# *$0=50 chimaku, v. n. To fall, as wa¬ 

ter from the leaves of a tree, by the wind, &c. 

o. bI-^oao b5.\, sl-djcJdoAO&b, chima- 
d d 

guttu, chima-chima-guttu, See ^oo*. 

c. 8#djd, zS-^B chimata, chimate, 

s. Tweezers. 2. plucking hair from the face, 

&c., shaving the head in a peculiar way. ^ 

SofcJ SrtaAw to use tweezers. 2. to shave the 

head in a peculiar way. 

C. eldodo chimatu, v. a. To pluck hair 
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from the skin. 2. to nip, pinch, v. ». To 

twinkle, a twinkling eye. 

C. chimi-chimisu, v. n. To 

prattle, as children. 2. to stumble. 3. to 

roll, as cattle. 

c. zS-o&iBs5td7j3 chimate-hdrisu, v. a. 

To snap the tweezers after extracting hair 

with them. 

C. I chimani, See under 

C. £J-dotjo chimaru, v. n. To fall, as wa¬ 

ter from the leaves of trees. v. a. To 

sprinkle, as water, &c. 

C. Z&f&o£% ell irnini, See under 

e. el-0&03-57O, cJ-£)OAodo, chi- 
. d 

muku, chimukdgu, chimiguttu, v. n. 

To throb as from a bite or sting. 

C. eld00 do chimutu, See 

0. E#^oo^o ehimulu, s. A scratch, mark. 

C. sl-doo^ chimmu, v. a. To fillip, shoot 

with the finger, to move with the finger, hand 

or foot. 2. to toss with horns. 3. to squirt, 

syringe, v. n. To spirt out, spring. 

tStfoii, 'tiSuti filliping, shooting, 

tossing with horns, squirting, &c. to 

throw up, as a fly brash, to brush, or whisk 

off flies. 

S. z3-d chira, s. A long time. adj. Last¬ 

ing, durable, firm, stable, more du¬ 

rable. 

S. 8#-tfo3§^a chiranjivi, adj. Long lived. 

s. A crow. 2. the younger members of a 

family, a term used in letters enquiring after 

their welfare, and implying a blessing and 

wish for their long life. 

S. Sod Q 33 chiranti, s. A woman married 

or single who continues to reside, after ma- 

tuxity, in her father’s house. 2. a married 

woman worshipped after her decease by re¬ 

latives. 

S. chiratna, adj. Old, ancient, an¬ 

tiquated, long, lasting. 

o. chiraka-hurali, See 

s. y-dmej chira-kdla, chra- 

gdla, adv. A long time, always, ever. ^ 

a long-lived person. 



C. chiraku, chirak- 

kanu, v. n. To make a noise, as dotli does 1 

in rending. 

c. s^dTsoB^, sl-doTofeK, chira-guttu, 

chiru-guttu, v. n. To snuff up the mucus 

of the nose. 

c. 8^ds#d^?5 chira-chira-dhwani, s. 

Noise made in rending. 

s. £ad3^£> chira-jivi, See *Woe5*a. 2. the 

Tionge tree. 

O. £^di chirate, s. A cheeta or hunting 

leopard. 

€. £#d<yo, cl-dD^je)^ chiralu, chirn- 

li-kollu, v. n. To cry out from alarm, in 

sleep, &c. 

n. zi-vssOd chirakhu, s. A lamp. 

S. &#u-sd3:>d chir-dyu, s. Longlife. 

C. &2do chirichu, ». n. To titter, 

5>0S?jvj© vvliGn all 

laughed, our domestic fool laughed, (said of 

one who apes the finery of the rich). 

C. 8#do^odo^ chirukuruli, s. Seethed 

and parched gram mixed with salt, &c. 

c. sl-do^o, zi-xj^^ichiruku, chirukanu, 

v. n. To make a noise in blowing the nos 

C, £#(§£"ckirle-bokka, s. Apiece 

of semicircular wood at the end of a rope, 

nsed as a girth for bullocks’ saddles. 

C. chilakisu, v. a. To deprive a 

seed of its skin, to blanch, as almonds. 

^ pulse deprived of its skin. 

C. zit/zi-GJ chila-cllila, s. Gurgling of boil¬ 

ing water. 

C. e#0T# chilike, s. A door staple. 

C. chilike-soppu, s. A ve¬ 

getable resembling the amaranthus tristis. 

C. chilime, s. The fire bowl of a 

. hooka. 2. a hole dug in the sand, the bank 

of a tank or the bed of a river, for water. 

C. 8#ew&roJ chilukisu, v. a. To stir about 

with the hand, as milk after it is turned. 

c. £#e/oo^o chiluku, chilunku, 

v. n. To scoop out water with the hand. s. 

See 

c, eJ-eiosJ-sdo^ chiluchi-hula, s. A small 

worm bred in the stomach or intestines. 

c. sJeidod chilumu, chilamu, 

s. Corrosion, verdigris, &>ScsAm to be 

corroded. 

C. chilumdna, s. The odd or 

broken money over a round sum. 

C. 8&8^&bj chil-kattu, s. A wooden ring 

used in securing the girth of an ox’s saddle. 

o. .chil-kadi, 

chil-kani, chil-kudi, s. The chain for 

fastening a door. 

c. chilku-chilkana, $. The 

noise of milk in churning, 

c. chilmisha-gura, s. A mis¬ 

chief-maker, incendiary. 

S. Za-QJ chilla, s. A hawk, kite. c. blear- 
co 

eyed, a bleared eye. , 

€. ?3e^AfeSj7\ chilla-gattige, s. The stick 

or bat used in playing at tip-cat. 

c. chillaginje, 

chillada-bija, s. A plant, the nuts of 

which are used for purifying water. Eubbed 

upon the inner surface of* the vessel, they 

precipitate the impurities, 

c. chillangonditana, s. 

Mischievousness, disobedience, misbehaviour. 

C. rs chillana, s. A sort of dagger or 

poniard. 

C. chillane, ad®. Violently gushing 

or squirting out, as a stream from a fissure, 

blood from a wound, &c. 

c. zi-&rS, 8i-'Sj c.hillare, chilre, adj„ 
Little, trifling, small, mean, low. sohJof, 

trifling expenses. sfcssartj to 

use small talk. stastfo to retail, 

3 small wares. small money, 

worts a small ware-shop, 

c. 8fe/spa chilldna, See 

c. t#e£3 hi) 

chilld-palli, chilld-pilliydda, chil- 

li-pilli, adj. Scattered all about, littered 

in every direction. 

C* chilli, s. A small hole, perforation. 

~joarto a lacerated nose. 

C. cllillu, s. The hole over which tip - 

cat is played. w&cdjo to play at tip-cat. 

C. S3 ©>^V\ chilvisha, s. Mischievousness, 

ill-behaviour. 
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c. chivir-idu, chi- 

viri-bidu, See 'i^)bb» 

C. chivufcu, v. a. To suck, as the 

breast, chew, as sugar-cane, draw, as a plas¬ 

ter. to cause to suck, as a calf. 

to suck with a noise. 

c. sJ-^o, tit &3o, ti-ttiz, ei- 

chivutu, chivudu, chivatu, chi- 

vadu, chivuntu, v. a. To pinch or pluck 

off with the nails. to pinch the 

body. «>a ^4'^ to pluck off a tendril. 

C. El^jdo chivuru, v. a. To scratch, wound 

with the nails. 

c. sl-^8#s&^S chivvane, chiv- 

VU-clliwane, adv. Suddenly, quickly. ^ 

sijS si's A to fly with velocity. jSrisx) 

to jump suddenly. 

C. cJliwu, v. a. To peel, bark, shave 

off the outer surface. to cause to peel. 

C. 8#®§£ chivve, s. The stick of a rocket. 

s. C#5o^ chihne, See 

C. chilakisu, v. a. To sprinkle 

c. chila-chila-niru- 

kdyu, v. n. To boil with a bubbling noise. 

C. 8l<^85^3oSd>;>o chili-chili-badiyu, 

v. n. To strike with a whip, so as to make a 

report. 

C. chiluku, s. A sprain, the cramp. 

t-S'S’b^s 8o&cdoo to he sprained, cramped. 

C. ti^j chills, s. The clearing nut plant. 

C. t§-^ \hi, interj. Denoting disgust, loath¬ 

ing, &c; as, fie! to express disgust, 

t^ccfaozi) wo&^ to reprove. titdraO a 

disgusting person, tHSbs®3*?* disreputahleness. 

C. chika, s. A blind man. 

C. 8chikalidu, v. a. To give a 

child the breast. 

c. chikdku, s. Confusion, disorder, 

exposure, to put into confusion 

or disorder. 2. to expose to shame or ridicule. 

C. 83^?ra&, chikdri, chikdli, 

s. A woman who is loathed. 

C. 8#^t3^£> chikirevi, s. The flying fox 

or ternate bat. performing 

austerities suspended head downwards as a 

hat. bsJboj streabrbs £t) 

this man cannot succeed though he 

labour ever so hard. 

C. ti?O&0, 8chiku, 

chinku, chiki-kollu, v. a. To chew, as 

sugar-cane, suck, as a child the breast, 

•*-* to suckle. 

0, e#^J3$£> chi-kolavi, s. A squirt. 

C. clritakatana, s. Mischiev¬ 

ousness, rudeness. 

C. ti^bStji^ chita-guli, s. A covetous, 

avaricious, man. 2. a mischief-maker. 

rUvb?i covetousness, avarice. 

C. 83^&3 chlti, s. A chintz, print, painted 

cloth. 2. a note, small letter. 3. a lot, 

ticket. **t*3 a cotton print. 

*h&3 Berampoor prints. 

the colour used in prints. a die 

for prints, China prints. 

be3 a printed double coat. wor5&> fc^t3 North¬ 

ern Circar prints. a place where 

cottons are printed. wt3 to write a 

note. sit&H to print cloth. 2. to put 

in the lottery. 

D. chitinisu, 

chitinisu, s. A clerk, writer. 

O. 8#5&3^R)63 chiti-pdti, s. Ornaments 

and dress. 

C. 8#(°&3 edooSi chiti-hundi, s. A bill of 

exchange, cheque. 

C. ti^bSo, tii°b5 chitu, chiti, s. A note, 

short letter. 2. a bill, bond. 3. a lot, ticket, 

wsba a bill confirmed 

in a court of law. ^^t3o a note to a 

shop-keeper, forged bill. ^ ^ 

^ a note of hand. a bill of ex¬ 

change. a passport. 

■sb to cast lots. 

D. chltniSU, s. A writer, clerk. 

C. chldi, S. A disease of vegetables or 

animals. 

s. 8#^T)c5^ china, chind-desha, 

s. China. a Chinese. 

s. ej^Doajtj chindmbara, s. A fine kind 

of Chinese cloth. 

s. chmi-sakkare, $. White 

sugar candy. 
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c. chipa-guli, 

chipu-guli, s. A miser, covetous man. 

covetousness, avariciousness, 

c. clripara, chipari, 

adj. Dirty, filthy, disagreeable, disgusting. 

jSjs'A sSj®^ an unwashed face. 

filthy eyes. wssto 

unsubstantial corn. a neglected 

head. ^<Pa a disagreeable smell. 

C. 8#i°L)t)AJi)^ chipiri-gdli, See 

c. ^chipu, chipu-gollu, 

v. a. To suck the substance out of any thing. 

S. Z§- -7j cJlira, s. Lead. 2. hark, rind. 3. a 

cloth made of hark. 

c. 8l^dra^e/Fo chirana-kelasa, s. Fine 
work. 

c. chira-ndi, s. A dog that 

harks much. 

C. 8#^TjSj^ chira-bekku, s. A striped cat. 

C. 8^rfo chiru, v. n. To scream, cry out. 

C. 8^do chiru, v. a. To scratch, wound, 

rend, tear to pieces with the nails. ^ 

to he scratched, wounded, &c. r<^s. 

rraU, mutual scratching. to 

scratch mutually. to scratch one’s 

self. 

A. C. clnr-kolavi, s. A sy¬ 

ringe, squirt. 

c. 8#°dcs chirna, 

chirni, chirana, s. A small chisel for fine 

work. ofcWj a small chisel for engra¬ 

ving and such like delicate work. ~o\p:'£\ 

a heading and carving firmer, tfofwrtel^ 

a small gouge firmer. "A^rsf fine 

work, a small chisel, to 

use a chisel. 

C. chir-dene, s. A small ear of corn. 

c. chir-dere, s. A small wave. 

A. C. 8£»£L>E- chirlu, v.n. To roar, scream. 

adj. Small. to make roar out. 

C. child, s. A hag, satchel, sack. 

a bag with divisions, the string of 

which passes through rings. ^ & 

a bag for betel, spice, &c. 

an astrologer’s hag. a bag with 

divisions. a coarse bag. 

a kind of silk bag. 

c. eifSTSb, 8chi- 

lari, childla, childla-kalla, s. An ex¬ 

pert thief. 

A. C. 85^0 chili, s. A cat. 

A. 0. S^Stso chilidu, v. n. To roar, as an 

elephant. 

H. s^^do chileru, s. Persons made Ma- 

homedans by force. 

c. 
deep rogue. ° 

S. 8^^-dd chivara, s. The tattered dress of 

a mendicant. 

C. Sl'^pc) chilana, s. A carrying chisel. 

C. sdoo a5i, 8dooAo5> chung adi, chungudi 

s. Interest on money. 2. odds, or there about. 

!&ori&ccJj3?s =£j®z& to give in small sums. 

C. g&bTtB&rfo chungddisu, v. a. To fan 

with the ends of a cloth. 

c. edocTCsp'S, sdoo7\ chungdni, chungi, 

s. A tobacco pipe. a lighted 

pipe, to smoke a pipe. 

C. SvooTn chungi, s. A grain measurer’s pay 

in kind. 

C. 8*o7fc chungu, s. The end of a garment 

in folds, t&orfj , s^oorio to 

do up the turban with one end sticking out, 

in which there is generally some gold thread, 

as an ornament. 

c. 8doo&3ejo, edoosdo, Sdoo'Sr chunchalu, 

chunchu, chunche, s. Coping of a wall. 

2. a verandah or porch. 3. the front hair 

smoothed or curled. eSoos&^U^ to build a 

verandah or porch. 

A. C. 8d.)G&d.i chunchu, adj. Small, mean, 

minute. 

C. sdoodo chundu, s. Dandruff, scurf. 

C. 83oorfo chundu, s. The strong smell of 

the musk rat, snakes, &c. ^oo&Othe musk rat. 

S. 8^oo8do chunchu, s. A bird’s beak. 2. 

a musk rat, a mouse. 

C. S&Of© chunna, s. A lie, falsehood. 

C. chunna, s. Abuse. ^oo?frraz& to 

abuse, revile. 

S. 8doO&>£ chumbana, s. Kissing. 

to kiss. kissed. 

o. sdoos&^p^A^ chumma-pogare, s. 

chile-halli-kalla, s. A 
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A goldsmith’s instrument with a four-fold 

orbicular face. 

C. S3ooo0o chumyi, s. The hissing of water 

on heated iron or fire. 

C. 83o5'p4, 830^0, 83o57)f4, 83o57>0 

chukani, chuhali, chukani, chukdli, 
s. A falsehood, calumny, e&^ricsJosS, 

a liar, calumniator. 

H. 85057)cOird chukdisu, v. a. To settle, 

establish, fix a price, &c. 

C. S5o5t)^5p chukkudi, s. A musquito. 

o. 83o57>^p4 83o575^ chukkdni, chuk- 

kali, adj. Nice, neat, well looking, 

handsome teeth, s. The helm of a ship. 

T. b. 83o4^, 83ot5^ cKukki, chukke, 

[*^i]s. The planet Venus and preceptor of the 

giants. ri)5rf5o giants, pupils of Shulcra. 

C. S3oi^ chukki, s. A speck, dot, spot. 2. 

a spot of paint on the forehead. 3. a star. 

adj. spotted. to put a spot on the 

forehead. (path of the stars) the 

sky. *&**rfV (king of stars) the moon. 

to be spotted. a secta¬ 

rian or ornamental spot on the forehead. 

O. 83o!^Tj«6) chukke-palle, s. A vegeta¬ 

ble so called. 

S. &3o83ooCfo chuchundari, s. A musk rat. 

C. B3o&30- chuchchu, v. a. To pierce, bore, 

as the ears. 2. to pierce with a pin, thorn, 

&c. v. n. To pierce, throb, as a sore. 2. to 

burn. a. c. small, little, mean. 

to be pierced, as by a thorn, &c., 

to pierce one’s self. to cause to pierce. 

2^0 ^ soai^i), to pierce. 

C. &3o&3^0 chutaku, s. The stinging or bite 

of an insect. to 

bite, as a flea. 

H. &3o &57) o0o 5cjs^ ao chutdisi-hogu, 

v. n. To go round. 

<3. s3o££-5' chutike, s. Cautery with a needle, 

bracelet or small instrument. 

<3. &3o&L 83ok3o, s3o63, chutti, chuttu, 
© c3 e3 

chutte, s. A roll of tobacco, cheroot, cigar. 

e&Bj 3rt0&»9 ^0^ ^jaoiio, 3^5) to smoke 

a cheroot. S*59®* knocking off the ashes 

of a cigar. 

C. &3oZ3o'do chuduru, adj. Powdered, pulve¬ 

rized. eSotfotb riroti1 to powder. «*»* 

5) sSjsyb to be reduced to powder. 

H. 83o^37)00o7co chunaisu, v. a. To plait or 

fold any part of the dress. 2. to search out. 

cSopaeSwJjiSd^ a plaited garment. «So?rac£»s? 

plaiting or folding of the dress. 

T. B. &3o^ chunna, S. Blame, fault, 

offence, defect. 

S. SvoaooS' chubuka, s. The chin. 

C. 83o£io83o73o chuma-chuma, s. The sen¬ 

sation of an insect stinging, a limb being a 

sleep, &c. efostot&3»<S>«&4 it stings, 

c. 83oo0os3oq3o^;$ chui-chuyyane, s. 

The hissing of heated iron put into water, 

frying, &c. 

t. b. 83od chura, [^tg s. a knife, 

c. 83od&3od chura-chura, s. The hissing 

noise of frying, burning with a hot iron, hot 

metal in water, &c. to burn with a 

hotiron. zb adj. Shrivelledwithheat. 

0. 830^0 cro churuku, s. Quickness, impe¬ 

tuosity, haste. 2. sharpness. 3. excessive 

heat. 4. force, vehemence, violence. 5. speed. 

6. the venereal, adj. Quick, impetuous, hasty. 

2. sharp. 3. painful. 4. dear, in price. 

smartly, briskly, actively, vigorously, 

a cool-tempered man. 2. a lazy 

man. ektiMto WJ^keen wit, quick understand¬ 

ing. rta a sharp knife, s*5® 

*»*> to speak angrily, talk smartly, 

c. 83odo83o-d^, s3odj^ churu-churane, 

churrane, See etaafoi}. 

C. 830^05- churku. See 

a. c. 83o83os- churehu. See «&«&• 

S. &3oo:5! chulaka, s. The hand hollowed 

so as to hold any thing, 

c. 8300^, s3o£>o5!o chulaka, chuluku, 

adj. Light, not heavy. 2. unstable. t£ow*-a 

ft* to be light. lightness. 

;ysh, e&enw^ft lightly. eSoebsw wo^ a fickle, 

restless disposition. 

C. 83o0 chulli, s. A furnace, fire-place. 
co , 

c. &3ott3^&3^ooo chuvvane-bisu, v. n. To 

whistle, as the wind. to rise 

qruckly. 

a. c. a3o^>5>, 83-^7^ chulike, chulige, 

s. A switch, cane, whip. 
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C. chuluku, s. A sprain, the cramp. 

S. BtjSB^Oct chuchuka, s. The nipple. 

C. &~U®83 chuti, s. Aim. 2. vision, percep¬ 

tion. 3. device, scheme. perception 

of the eye, or the line of sight. sA/a83^, sSua 

to take aim. s&s&nsp a con. 

triver, an ingenious man. e5so mental 

calculation. 

S. B^j®3 chuda, s. The lock of hair left on 

the head at the time of tonsure, e&sss^stor 

the ceremony of tonsure. 

s. e^jacKJskpS, B^jazsvd^ chudd-ma- 

ni, chudd-ratna, s. A jewel worn in a 

crest or diadem, ussy zSoassdori the most ce¬ 

lebrated of kings, ^vaassSorf (Jod, the 

best of beings. 

C. e^viazSc53o chudega, s. A gold bracelet. 

eSoaSccb a gold bracelet, composed alter¬ 

nately of gold and coral beads. 

T. B. 8^ chunate, [^>o«if] s. d;s. 
grace. ^fa^cdwrij, jojaorfj to be dis¬ 

graced. 

A. 0. B3-J® chuni, g. The front, van. 2. 

strength, postposition Before, actj. Front, 

first, former. ww’riri *?ei!5a 

the chief heroes of the war began chal¬ 

lenging and singing, k&js 

rfoljg, before, in front, 

the foremost war. 

S. chut a, s. The mango tree, Man- 

gifera indica. vu mango fruit. 

%J’ Cupid, with a mango bud for 

his weapon. z&ad stfgjrf £a\tjn a 

triumphal arch of young mango leaves. 

C. B^jS)»j&3 chupata, s. An ensign, flag. 

C. BSba^rf chupada, S. The forefoot of 

quadrupeds. 

C. B3\j®'5"®3'-®'d chupdkdra, s. Fine ap¬ 

pearance. tSusstsiwaie one w}10 

is nothing but in appearance, uSvatfsftdo to 

look well, that which looks well. 

C. S3- j®^ ^3 chupuli, s. A good looking 

woman. 

C. &3-j®D churl, s. A small sword. 2. a 

knife. we3ste>r •sSjsQ a European knife, sto 

a ]cnife that shuts. a straight 

sword, tfcfcjp z&js3 a semi-circular sword. 

tSjsS a pen-knife. 2. a small sword. 

C. S^J®do churu, s. A piece, small frag¬ 

ment, substance. vk&xto bereft a&js^cctoo to 

beat to pieces. s^jaebd^dj in pieces. 

S. B^jsPcS', churna, churna, 

s. Powder, dust, any pulverized substance. 

2. chunam or. lime. ^ooevWo curls, 

ringlets, ^oo^sf a woman with ring¬ 

lets. rA to pulverize. 

S. BS-JScis-^ churnike, s. Sanscrit prose. 

C. B31j®cdJe)E',do churmdru, s. Powder 

in a state of pulverization. 

C. &^J®<BO chulu, s. Pregnancy, being with 

young, generally applied to cattle. 

&& pregnant cattle. to be 

pregnant. • 

S. S^-j®chushana, See 

S. B^-j®^ chuli, s. The root of an elephant’s 

ear. okavedj &©riz& the smell of it. 

S. &3-J®^b? cliulike, s. A brahman’s top- 

knot. 2. a. c. the leaf or spear of the pal¬ 

myra tree. 

c. sS-oXf'S'Mti chen-ganigilu, s. A red 

oleander. 

C. iSoA&d chen-gadira, s. The rising or 

setting sun. 

c. bSoac^j®^^ chengala-kdshta, s. 
A medical root. 

C. ISoaCO'S chen-galuve, s. A red water- 

lily. sSorttoS rfoc? a chaplet of red water- 

lilies. 

C. 15§o7\®0 chen-gdvi, s. A light red. 

rraS sfcgjj a red kind of grass. ' 

C. chen-gdli, s. A wind blowing 

up red dust. 

C. 'SSoao chengu, v. n. To canter, jump 

with the feet close together. 2. to be de¬ 

feated, routed, run away. 5»0-'o to kick 

and throw a rider. 

C. 'SSoA05§-OA^2o®'do, ^Soao^Soa^SJ® 

63o chengu-chengane-hdru, cliengu- 

cliengane-ddtu, v. n. To jump with the 

feet close together. 

A. c. S§oao& chen-gudi, s. A coral. 

C. sloAjaD chenguli, s. The sun. rforU 

® day labourers. 

s. sSoB^do chencharu, s. A class of se- 
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mi-barbarous Hindus dwelling in forests and 

hills. a female of this caste. 

T. b. 'SSoSb chendr, See 

C- sloSrif chendike, s. The tuft of hair on 

a brahman’s head. PQ a tufted fox. 

C. 'sSorfo chendu, s. A play-ball, 

to play with ball or balls. ?&o&> a boun¬ 

cing ball, w* elosSo a ball thrown at a mark. 

zSo&> a ball thrown at a wall and caught. 

e> a ball thrown up in the air. 

S a game in which a ball is placed on 

two sticks and knocked off by another ball. 

si&do a bunch of thread filled with 

powder, fixed on an arrow, and shot from a 

bow by boys at the Dasara feast, 

?Soz&o a ball made of flowers. a 

number of pearls threaded in the form of a 

ball. rtjosSoft jSodo a ball of wax covered 

with the seeds of the abrus precatorius. 

zfoBrtctfjo, sSodo to throw a ball. 

lo&aix* to catch a ball. a game 

with aball. tfodo to play with three 

balls at once. 

c. chenduvu, See 

T. b. 'sS-orf, sSo&d chenda, 

chendara, ckendira, [^°^] s. The 

moon. 2. a red paint used by women for 

marking their foreheads, adj. Red. 

A*, a red ox. 

C. chenda-mdma, s. The 

moon, so called by children. 

C. sS-orf^do chen-daliru, s. Red blossoms, 

or buds. 

c. ^OZS^'S chen-ddvare, s. A red lotus. 

c. 3lo£, chenna, chennaya, 

adj. Handsome, beautiful. 

A. c. sSojS^oao chenna-pongam, s. A 

hero, valiant man. 

c. chen-neidilu, s. The red 

water-lily. 

A. C. S§o3ot> chembari, v. n. To be free 

from fear. 

c. S§-o800, b§os37\ chembu, chembige, 

s. A brazen vessel or pot. 

C. sSo§5?f*>cOd chembe-kdi, s. A vege¬ 

table so called. 

C. ■gloeSje)^ chem-bonnu, s. Deep co¬ 

loured gold. 

C. chem-minu, s. The fish Cy- 

prinus dentriculatus. 

c. sSo'So, 'sS-o^oo chemme, chemmu, 

adj. Damp, moist. 

C. chekada, s. A carpenter’s plane. 

A. C. chekkane, adv. Quickly, 

speedily. 

c. chekkdra-mddu, v. n. 

To proclaim, cry out. 

0. chekku, s. A pack, bale, half a 

bullock load. a cotton bale. 

eS^Oj. a pack of tobacco. a pack 

of chillies. 2. the cylinder of an oil mill. 

v. a. To grub up grass. 2. to plane, pare, chip, 

slice, make thin. 3. to cut off, cut out, 

engrave. 

H. chekku-bandi, s. Fixing 

bounds to land. 2. the boundary stones of 

land. 

C. chekke, S. A splinter, chip, slice, 

piece, or cutting. 2. a piece of wood used 

for smoothing plaster. §=5!4 to smooth 

with this wood. 3. the bark of trees. 

to bark trees, to chip off. 45 0* to 

be chipped off, to be in chips. very 

small chips, a foreign drug so cal¬ 

led. <u3°rS mace. *?<ort a chip used 

in dying red. rio^ri a chip of sandal. 

C. 'S&A'sS chegiche, s. The vegetable called 

moringa. 2. a shrub used in dyeing black 

camblies. 

A. C. eS-Ba d chechchara, s. Haste, speed, 

hurry. 

0. 'sSedo chechchu, v.a. To strike, thrash, 

beat. 

0. £§-<3^ chejje, f^] s. Holcus spicatns. 

rwsrb Its beard or spear. this 

grain cleansed, seethed, tied in a cloth, and 

eaten when germinating, with salt, &c. 

H. £§&T>cdo7i> chetdisu, v. a. To refuse, 

disapprove, reject. 

C. 'S3-&3^7\ chettige, s. A small earthen vessel. 

C. chette, s. A pack, bale, half an ox’s 

burden. 2. the carpenter bee. A«J a 

bundle of a hundred betel leaves. 

half an ox’s burden of areca nut. 

A. c. chettanam, s. A poem, 

poetry. 
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T. B. chetra. See 

C. chedaru, See 

o. chedalu, s. A white ant. sSrftu 

white ants to attack any thing. 

T. B. sS-Z&tfo cheduru, See 

0. ^ojooAO cheyangu, s. Aj'ew’s harp. 

C. cherdddya, s. The profit 

arising to government by the sale of unown¬ 

ed cattle, &c. 2. the profits by bribes, &c. 

above salary. 

h. cherd-bhdgisu, v. n. To 

flee, run away. 

D. iSuDCXij cherdi, s. Pasturage among 

hills for cattle, rfoscftj sSo^cSotjo to feed cattle 

among hills. See 

T. B. ?&3§s- cherche, [ester] s. Quarrel, 

dispute. jSeSrcrfod, a 

wrangler, disputer. jSsSrcriwci ste* a pro¬ 

voking expression. 

C. chelave, adj. Damp, moist, cool, 

e. £§!>&> chelidi, See *s©. 

c. chelime, See ^®a>. 

C. sSDcjo chelisu, See ^®*. 

C. 'SSeWc^) cheluvu, s. Beauty, comeliness, 

rfuo, sStosisiri handsome, comely. 2. well, 

good. ?StusJaA embellishment, dress. 

a handsome woman. 

T‘ B‘ [e^ar-J s. Sickness, vomit¬ 

ing. 2. a troublesome kind of itch, breaking 

out all over the body, from an unhealthy state 

of the system. sSroijSF- any thing taken 

to bring a disease to a head. 

A. C. chella, s. Jest, fun, amusement, 

■c. , l&v 
CO * CO CO 

chella-kattu, chella-mddu, chella- 

haku, v. n. To pay off what is due. 

c. S&y pa 'sSei's ps chellana, chelldna, 
CO CO • 

s Breeches. 

a. c. chellavattanu, s \ 
CO —S 

deceiver, cheat. 

C. chelldta, [(%>] s. Scattering, 

throwing about, dispersing. to scat¬ 

ter, disperse. 

c- chellUj v. a. To spill, sprinkle, 

scatter, disperse. 2. to shed. 3. to sow. 4. 

to pay off a debt by small instalments. 

=#oar^>, E5i,^o to throw out or away. 2. 

to settle, as a balance. a receipt. 

to enter what has been paid of a 

debt.~ w®-*' balance of debt due. 

an account in a state of liquidation. 

^ to cause to spill, scatter, or throw about. 

2. to make pay off or liquidate. 

0. chelva, adj. Handsome. eSefc 

^ a handsome son. a handsome woman, 

beauty, comeliness. 

C. cheviki, See 

o. chelitu-hdgu, [«?v] v.n. 

To loathe, be tired of, wearied with. 

C. ’2§^o:5!0 cheluku, s. Cramp, sprain. 

C. oD’So, 

chele-chellu, chele-hdku,chele-mddu, 
v. a. To sprinkle. 

C. chell-uguru, s. Sharp fin¬ 

ger nails. 

C. chelle, $. The tree Sebesten cordia- 

riyxa, also cordia latifolia. 

C. chempu, See 

C. ^ao chegu, £**]* The heart or core 

of timber, adj. Close-grained, hard. 

rf **»«J a durable beam, siod a ciose. 

grained tree. 

S. chetaka, s. A male servant or 

slave. a female menial. 

C. chedi, s. Unsociableness. 2. white 

earth. a misanthrope, one who 

keeps to himself. 

C. che'du, See 

S. chetanu, s. Life, animation. 2. 

strength. 3. an animal or existent being. 

animate and inanimate. 

rtsorii strength to fail, 

to be alive. 2. to be strong. 

a man without strength, 

c. chetarisi-kollu, v, n. 

To recover one’s self after falling or fainting, 

to come to one’s senses. 

s. che'tassu, s. The mind, intel- 

lect, understanding. 

S. chedi, s. One of the fifty-six coun¬ 

tries of Hindu writers. 

c. chepina-gida, s. A tree the 
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leaves of which are given to cows to increase 

the milk. 

C. chepu, che'pa- 

di, chepike, s. Milk flowing into the breast 

or udder. milk to flow. 

(the cow) to let down the milk. 

C. chepu, s. Paint for the face. 

3i to apply it. 

G.. cheri-gedi, See-^a. 

C. che'ru, $. Testicles swollen from 

venereal. the pain of this disease. 

the testicles to enlarge from this 

G. e§^7\0£-0(3 chergunda, $. One who 

pushes himself upon others for a subsistence. 

sS^rfiroa such a woman. 

S. chela, s. An upper cloth, 

the end of a cloth. 0ne who has 

on an upper cloth. 

S. chela-putra, s. An adopted, 

purchased, or much beloved son. 

C. cheva, adj. Close-grained, hard. 

S. cheshte, s. Grimace, trick, ges¬ 

ture, posture, manner, behaviour. a 

ridiculous grimace. 2. exciting quarrels. 

an apish trick. the gri¬ 

maces of one who is possessed. 

the grimaces of a maniac. the 

contortions of disease. sfc» 

a man of wanton manners. 2. one who 

makes grimaces. sentimental 

gesture. 

c. chela, s. A scorpion. a«J*Stffca 

. venomous caterpillar found in trees, Ce 

v’o a small, red scorpion. t3WJ, 

eSWj> «§<><&> a large, black scor¬ 

pion, the sting of which may prove fatal. 

e§WJ »a, VoUjVj, zSitfjsCo a scorpion to 

sting. *J5oB a scorpion’s sting. 

skri a stone used to extract the poison of a 

scorpion, wn a firework resembling a 

scorpion. 

S. cheitanya, s. Strength, liveli¬ 

ness, sprightliness, animation, adj. Strong. 

2. animose. 

S. ?§• cheitya, s. An altar, a shed kept 

for sacrifice, a place for sacrifice or religious 

worship. 

S. ,S§£s?) ’cheitra, s. The first lunar month, 

that in which the moon’s change takes place 

when the sun is in Aries. 

S. cheitra-ratha, s. The garden 

of Kubera. 

S. cheitra-sakha, s. Cupid, as 

delighting in Spring. 

S. cheitri, s. The day of full moon. 

S. cheitrika, s. The first lunar 

month. 

s. cheidya-rdja, SMsupala, 

king of 

C. ^§^Q7\ chonge, s. An earthen tobacco 

pipe. tSjsort if, tSosort to smoke a pipe, 

c. iSje(08^-a choncha, chon- 

chaga, s. A cripple, &**S 

tow a crippled lijg. **><& ^ a 

maimed hand. 

o. 3§\®^, chokka, chokkata, 

adj, Pure. "dPij pure silver. 

pure gold, ft agreeably, neatly, 

prettily. 

c. 'eSjs 83 ^ chokkatike, s. Beauty, 

handsomeness, comeliness. 

0. chokkatu, adj. Happy, agree¬ 

able, pleasant. 

0. chokkata, 

chokkdni, adj. Well, neat, choice, pleasant, 

agreeable. a choice pearl. 

agreeableness, beauty, comeliness. 

0. &§\£>7\ Choge, s. A jacket reaching to the 

knees. 

e. sS-aaSSrofifc, chochchulu, 

chochchalu, adj. First-born. s*r 
rf a first born child. «&®^wsba the first young 

of an animal. ***$*, 

birthright, right of primogeniture. 

o. l&jaSlua^S&iasS-*©^ chochcho-cho- 

chcho, s. A lullaby. 

T. B. aS-jaei) cholle, [eS^o] s. A female’s 

bodice. 

C. ^Sjs^ao^ cho-guttu v. a. To lull 

with a song. 

S. chdcha, S. Woody cassia. 2. a 

cocoanut. 

G. a§-JS^2§A chdjiga, Wonder, 
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marvel, curiosity. curiously, sur¬ 

prisingly. Ais%ri) to appear curious or 

wonderful. 

C. chota, s. A quarrel, dispute. 

C. chotu, s. A span from the tip 

of the thumb to that of the fore-finger. 

sirazsj, c^igo to measure hy spans, 

a pigmy, sSoVo the fore-fin¬ 

ger. orf&oadfSzStk they were with¬ 

in a span of jumping over the moat, (only 

just fell short.) 

C. chodya, s. A curiosity. 2. sur¬ 

prise. adj. Curious, surprising. &oa^srarvi 

to he wonderful, eivs^rf wonderful, curious. 

dv8^aSjS),«io*^7\*^to wonder, he surprised. 

&3 chopadi, chopani, chdpali, cho- 

pdta, s. Driving off flies from food, &c. 

c. 3§-Je>i®^j), chopu, chopd- 

du, v. a. To whisk off flies. 

c. 2§-jS)(Oao5o:!£>& chogayu-badi, v. n. 

To sing a lullaby. 

jC.^S-JS^tbsS clnodita, [tSvs><tS%] adj. Surprised, 

astonished. 

H. 8§-J5>^80(3^d,'£§-qs5tjf3'3^ chobaddra, 

chdpaddra, s. A mace-hearer. 

S. chord, s. A rogue, robber, thief. 

robbery, theft. eSorfjsz^o to 

steal. a bye-road, private path. 

pz$csix> to walk in a private path. 

vSvja^rJ tf#a paramour, secret lover. 

H. sS-JSQt) chori, s. Theft, robbery. 

ziszUo to steal, robbed. 

trial for theft. 

■S. chola, 

chdli, chole, s. A short jacket, bodice, 

the frock of a jacket. 

S. choshana, s. Sucking or 

drinking, as thick fluids, spoon meat, 

gruel, &c. 

•s. 2Sjs>^;3oot&y chola- 

desha, chola-mandala, s. The Coro¬ 

mandel coast. nine celebrated 

Coromandel kings. Coro¬ 

mandel brahmans. a god in 

Coromandel so called. 2. an ascetic. 

vs>pj Wjoso^'S an evil spirit who killed the 

nine Coromandel kings. 

T. B. choli, See 

O. 8^5 chou, s. A standard for the purchase 

of pearls, num. Tour. 

C. £5:'TS3i choukd, s. A square. 2. the 

number four used in accounts; ri/sriac&o 

four rupees. i£i># twenty rupees. 3. the 

linga box. 4 the holy ground of an ascetic 

on which he must cook and sleep, adj. Square. 

2. slow. 3. of little worth, 

to sing slowly. corn is cheap. 

es;Ss( stress ata^cfinb no one cares for 

what he says. 

C. 82F*e)^ S3g^ chou-kattu, s. A door frame. 

C. SETa):&Q,,s£*s):&£%choukadi, choukani, 

adj. Square, quadrangular. 

c.. choukada-kuppi, s. 

The gold knob on a linga box. 

the silver feet of a linga box. 

C. choukada-mane, s. a 

square house. 

C. 33^3chouka-sudda, s. Quite 

square. tS'Ssfiori =#ob^ to sit com¬ 

fortably. 

C. ScF'?)'^^ choukali, s. An ear-ring set 

with four pearls. 2. an armlet. 

C. choukali-kaduka, s. 

An ornament for children’s ears with four 

pearls. 

C. choukali-shire, s. A female 

garment with large square patterns. 

C. choukdra-bhumi, s. 

Indifferent land, salt soil. 

c. chou-kdlina-pitha, s- 

A stool with four feet. 

H. sy’S'S1 ehouki, s. A custom-house. 2. a 

guard, watch-house, watchman. 3. a raised 

platform of earth, &c. in a native house. 

w’S-H ris'S a turn to watch. keeping 

an account of the watch. 

c. 82F3&sk?5S chouki-mane, s. a square 

stool. 

C. chouki-mane, s. An open, 

square court, in the centre of a native house. 

C. S^'S’&ojO choukisu, s. Marketing with 

judgement, clever in purchasing, v. n. To be 
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cheap. to lessen tlie price, do a 

thing for less than what was stipulated. 

C. CSF3®)^ chouku, s. A whip. adj. Brack¬ 

ish. See w'S*. 5 ^ brackish water. 

C. 85=^)^^ choukuli, See t#5*¥. 

c. £5r5«)^so's:^o, cliouke-hdku, 

chouke-idu, v. a. To put a chair or stool 

for a person to sit on. 

C. ere)SOOT$ chou-khanda, adj. Square, 

quadrangular. 

c. sr’S'so^, 8#se)£D-sa clioukhddi,chou- 

khari, s. A square red cloth for a horse. 

C. erSe^rfdo chou-chadaru, adj. Square, 

quadrangular. 

C. er^&io^ chou-janta, s. The white ele¬ 

phant of Indra, with four teeth. 

C. Sr’S&DS chou-jdti, s. The four castes. 

C. sre)&i> choutu, adj. Saline, salt. 

rj saltish, unproductive soil, 

barren land. 

C. er«)k3o3<t> choutu-tale, s. An unclean 

head. 

c. choutuppu, See *«**«&. 

c. 33F5c)&3oo3op®d choutu-mannu, s. Ful- 
, , , p® 
ler s earth. 

c. er«)(3o£k, esFeta'SosS choudamma, 

choudambe, s. A weaver’s goddess, Durgi. 

2. a woman’s proper name. t#3zSosSojS ss*£j 

a feast in honour of Durgi. 

C. chou-ddlu, s. A square shield. 

C. Sff’S&T? choudike, s. A single stringed 

guitar formed by a small barrel or wooden 

vessel, closed at one end and covered with a 

skin, and wire at the other. 

C. choudu, See 

C. &5^doaj)^ cJlOuduppu, See 

c. choutattu, «.». To sing a 

lullaby, sing a child to sleep, 

o. sff’SsfscOj, ey’Sst choutdi, choutd, 
s. A fourth part. 

D. choutdla, adj. Forty-four. 

T. B. chouti, [tSskfrj s. The fourth 

lunar day. 

D. chouthdi, s. A fourth part. 

C. choudari, s. A head man, over¬ 

seer, responsible person. 

d. KFsi)rff, chou-da- 

she, chou-dishe, chou-deshe, s. The 

four cardinal points. 

D. chou-pancha, adj. Twenty. 

A. 0. chou-pata, s. Four methods. 

«SPrt£Oribj 

the troopers shewed their skill, by 

surprising horsemanship, in four ways. 

C. chou-patti, s. A square, four 

sides. 2. the aggregate of areca-nut, betel 

leaf, cloves and cardamoms eaten together. 

C. (£> chou-patha, s. Four roads. 

c. &53S*jZ3> £S?e)TJ5> chou-pada, chou- 

padi, s. A quadruped. 

c. chou-padanu, s. A kind of 

verse sung by children at the Dasara. 

C. e^’SefTSA chou-bhdga, s. Four sides, 

a cube. 2. one fourth. 

0. 8#3So§Je>A chou-moga, s. JBramha, 

with four faces. 

T. B. 83?S'd choura, [tfssijp] s. A fly-brush, 

w'irfrf a gold ornament on a woman’s 

tuft. 2. [gps] shaving. 

C. chourada-basivi, s. A 

temple-girl who drives the flies from or fans 

a goddess. 

T. B. £5^9 chouri, [ifMfctf] s. A fly-fan 

or brush. rosib to fan off. 

tsiQ sfoowo, iyje =5^ a gold ornament by 

which some hair of the yak is attached to a 

female’s hair. 

S. Shocks- chourya, s. Robbery, theft. 

S. choula, S. The tonsure of a child. 

2. the fraction two sixteenths, or one eighth of 

a pagoda, tfstor the ceremony of shav¬ 

ing a child’s head for the first time, between 

the ages of two and seven years, when burnt 

sacrifices, &c., are offered, and one lock is left 

on the crown of the head, a feast 

on this occasion. 

s. e#5*)<S>choulopanayana, 

s. Tonsure and investiture with the brah- 

manical thread. 

c. choulda-pdti-was- 

tu, s. A jewel worth the eighth of a pagoda. 

C. chouvu, See 
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C. 8#s)^07\ chouvvanga, s. A game so 

called. 

c. ^s)rf;o£^ chouvvancha, adj. (in 

games) Four. 

D. chouvvdpanna, adj. Fif¬ 

ty-four. 

S. chou-shata, adj. Four hundred. 

S. chou-shiti, adj. Eighty-four. 

worff< eighty four modes of sexual em¬ 

brace enumerated by Hindu writers. 

S. 63^0^1^ chou-shashti, adj. Sixty- 

four. one shilled in 

the sixty-four sciences. 

C. S^S choulu, s. Fuller’s earth, saline 

soil, a sterile paddy field. 2. a 

lump of fuller’s earth, barren wet 

cultivation, earth-salt. 

C. choule-Jcdi, S. 'A vege¬ 

table so called. 

S. chyavana, s. Falling, slipping. 2. 

the name of a rishi, from the mode of his birth. 

S. chuyuta, adj. Oozed out, fallen, 

dropped. 

<t> chha, The twenty-fifth letter of the alpha¬ 

bet, the aspirate of the preceding, and express¬ 

ed by chha. 

C. chhanda, adj. Handsome, comely. 

s. ^odrj'o^ chhanda, chhandas- 

SU, s. Poetical metre. 2. the metre of the 

vedas. 3. the vedas themselves. 4. wish, 

desire. 5. wilfulness, independence, uncon¬ 

trolled or unrestrained conduct. 

S. chhanna, adj. Covered, concealed, 

secret, solitary. 

C. chhammane, s. The smack of 

a whip. 

D. chhakka, adj. Six. 

H. chhakkadi, s. A common Ma¬ 

dras cart. 

C. chhagala, s. A goat. 

S. ^>a<zrso& chhagaldndi, s. A kind of 

convolvulus. 

c. ^83^3 S3, chha- 
ep 

tachhchhata, chhata-chhatdy amdnu, 

s. The clapping of thunder, or breaking. 

C. ^3 8^ chhataka, s. An assemblage, 

number, multitude, flock. 

C. chliatakdisu, v. a. To 

whip hard. 

c. ^3&3a^3 clihataku- 

chhitakkane, chhatallane, s. The 

smack of a whip. 

c. q383^j&3 chhata-phata, S. A clacking, 

creaking noise. 

C. ^3<bsroo chhatdisu, citha- 

tdsu, v. n. To be fatigued. 

C. ^3S3^3a>& chhatakkane-badi, v. a. 

To smack with a whip or stick. 

C. qfe’sefici chhada-chhadi, adj. Quick¬ 

ly. etfssqSa to go quickly. 

C. 3j$CT&Q&r&> chhaddisu, See^^^-2. 

to rise, as price. 

C. &. H. chhaddvu, s. The act of 

raising or elevating. 2. enhancement of price. 

to be raised. 2. to be enhanced in 

price. to raise. 2. to enhance the 

price. 

A. C. clihaddla S. Stupidity, dolt¬ 

ishness. 

t. b. 3^3 chhaddlitana, [wt»«] g. 

Hair in a matted state. 

C. ^>5, chhadi, chhadi-bari- 

ga, s. A slip of bamboo, a cane or switch, 

e^a, e^Bcrijs^, to clear the way by 

waving a slip of bamboo and striking gently. 

C. <5j3<2^ chhade, adj. Unincumbered, 

•fw a compact, unincumbered army. 

persons without encumbrance, as tra¬ 

vellers without families, baggage, &c. 



c. dso^do.^pvsdso^do chhanag- 

gana-hdru, chhandna-hdru, v. n. To 

spring or leap with force. 

C. chhani-chhuni, s. The sound 

of a drum. 

T. B. chhattarige, See 

H. (°do chhattisu, ad;. Thirty-six. 

T. B. efi'&J chhatra, [fij/] s. A caravansary, 

choultry, halting place for travellers. 

an aim’s house, a choultry where tra¬ 

vellers are supplied with food gratis, 

skS a lodging house, a gratuitous 

meal in a choultry. ossS we are 

staying at the choultry. 

S. qjdy chatra, s. An umbrella, parasol. $ 

the shade of an umbrella. c*o 

to hold up an umbrella. to 

have a parasol held up over one. shjh'tfwS the 

knob of a parasol. a white parasol. 

subversion of dominion, loss of em¬ 

pire. 2. widowhood. The umbrella is an 

ensign of royalty; and in the latter sense 

denotes any cover or defence, as a husband, 

&c. an emperor, universal sover¬ 

eign (having all the world under one parasol.) 

S. chhatrdku, s. A mushroom. 

T. b. ^Sj, ^3j7\ clihatri, chhatrige, 

See 

C. <#8jZio&7\ chhatriwantige, s. An item 

of extra assessment in Canara during the for¬ 

mer government. 

s. chhada, chhadana, s. A 

leaf. 2. a wing. 

S. chhadi, $. The thatch or roof of a 

house. 

s. ^5d;, qj£y chhadma, chhadmane, 

3. Disguise, masquerade, deceit, fraud, trick, 

conspiracy, an accuser, slan¬ 

derer. to disguise. 2. to slander. 

■c. chhapa-chhapa, s. The clack¬ 

ing noise made by a pig in eating, a sword in 

slaughtering, &c. 

=C. chhapdti-badiyu, v. 

a. To clap the hands. 

C. q^d^cOor^S, clihapdisi-kadi, v. n. 
To cut down unawares or suddenly. 

H. q3£n>c£):do cllhapdisu, v.a. To deceive, 

cajole, defraud, conceal. concealment, 

evasion, fraud. 

c. q^ chhappa, adv. Suddenly. 

sb to fall suddenly. 

C. SJ)Sj^63 chhappate, s. Clapping the hands. 

2. slapping. 

D. chhappanna, mini. Fifty-six. 

the fifty-six countries enumerated 

by Hindus. 

chhappara. See 

C. qfe^ado clihapparisu, v. n. To chew 

or suck with noise, to smack the lips. 2. to 

slap, to clap the hands. ?fjortoto swal¬ 

low with a noise. 

c. chhappali, s. A sound, noise, 

clapping the hands. 

H. chhappd, chhappe. See 

epasfa. 

c. chhamaJcu, s. Huffing, storming, 

rebuking. See 

C. q")dq^d chhara-chhara, s. A rushing 

sound, as of a sky rocket. 

C. OT)^o chharaku, s. Passion, wrath, 

yo'* €ri<& to get into a passion. 

c. q^d;3-a^o chharrane-shilu, v.a. To 

rend with a noise. 

S. qSSjE" chhardi, s. Vomiting. See «S®. 

C. chharril, s. A sound or report. 

S. chhala, s. Fixed purpose, firmness, 

determined resolution. 2. malice, hatred- 

e^forrsd, a determined, reso¬ 

lute, obstinate, or vengeful man. 

resolution to fail. *&Jto effect a purpose, 

epera qics &>& to be obstinate, fixed, 

resolved, to hate. by strength 

of resolution. to perse¬ 

vere in a purpose. 2. to take revenge. «pws5®a 

an obstinate man. 

C. cllhalawddi, s. A menial ser¬ 

vant under the head merchant of a village. 

See under wto the brass bell 

and ladle carried about by him for the pur¬ 

pose of obtaining alms. 

T. B. chhali, [<2<y] s. Malice. tf© &s> 

to entertain malice. 

S. chhavi, s. Beauty, splendour, brilli¬ 

ance, light, lustre. 
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C. chhala, s. Glitter of a sword. 

=5-3 <*.'*> to brandish, as a sword. 

chhala-chhalane, s. The 

report of a whip. 

C. chhali, s. Cold, chilliness, shivering 

in ague. 2. dew. 3 coolness, distance, offence. 

4. fear. adj. Cold, chilly. 

to become cold. ^ 8o&<sAx> to catch cold. 

2. to be afraid. fear to depart, 

si os? cold and rain. cold season. 

Wjd ague, the Himalaya. 

Pdrvati. 
C. 3$^ chhali, v. n. To he fatigued, weari¬ 

ed, disgusted, offended. aS<^> sS^> ^ 

I am wearied with telling him so often. 

c. chhali-chhali-badi- 

yu, v. a. To whip hard, or so as to make 

the whip sound. 

C. chhalita, adj. Loose in texture, flim¬ 

sy, thin. a loosely woven cloth. 

c. cllhaluku, s. A sprain, stitch 

in the side, cramp. 

A. C. chhale, s. Haste, speed, quick¬ 

ness. 

c. q3T)07\o^(y5Q chhdngu-bh'alare, in. 

terj. Bravo! 

d. q3i>odp$, chhdndani, chhdn- 

dala, See 

d. q3Dodpchhdndani-roga,s. A 

disease of horses. 

s. qrsorfco chhdndasa, s. One skilled in 

sacred science. 2. sloth, laziness, being very 

particular, or needlessly slow. 

C. C,5D7\ chhdga, s. A goat. 

C. C£l>A&> chhdgadi, adj. Shy or timid, 

as a horse or ox. 

S. chhdga-ddna, s. Worship¬ 

ping and giving a goat, adorned with cloths 

and flowers, to a brahman, to avert pesti¬ 

lence, &c. 

C. chhdjja, s. (inarith.) The mul¬ 

tiplicand. tiocJiio, y®^ to multiply. 

C. £j5T>S> chhddi, s. Slander, calumny. y® 

a s5js^d, ys&TOri, ya&s®# a slanderer, calum¬ 

niator. y®& to backbite, slander. V® 

a strati a calumniatory speech. 

H. e3ek chhdtarakke-bidu,v.a. 
To let a horse canter. 

H. Cj3 *)■■§ chhdti, s. The breast, bosom. 2. 

courage, bravery. 

8. chhdtra.nu, s. A scholar, dis¬ 

ciple, pupil, tyro, novice. 

S. chhddana, s. Covering, cover, 

screen, ceiling cloth. 

H. chllddara, s. Any silk garment, 

a shawl. 

C. <33D(3co chhddasta, adj. Simple, igno¬ 

rant, insane, mad. y®rijS,n»c an insane man, 

simpleton. 

S. chhddita, adj. Covered, con¬ 

cealed. 

T. B. chlidnasa, [y^oritf] s. Sloth, 

laziness. 2. being peculiar, particular or 

singular in what one does. y®^* •*»*** to 

be slow, indolent. • y®?ttri®tS a sloth, sluggard. 

H. C£>t>"5^"S chlldpd, s. A custom-house 

stamp, mark, chop or impression. 2. print¬ 

ing ysrtsxicbsb stamped goods, staffs ®®'*b» 

y®&?i> to stamp, print, impress, smarts ^sriri 

a custom-house permit. y®ff® 0f or be¬ 

longing to stamping. 

S. CpDOJo chhdye, s. Shade, shadow re¬ 

flected, image, likeness. 2. the wife of the 

sun. 3. beauty, splendour, lustre. 4. paint, 

colour, dye. to dye, as clothes,&c. 

y®«b the colour has taken, y®<*b sta 

a dyeing vessek ^oz’.cdo yacAjcSj^ SoriSirbs 

the child is the image of his father, 

s. chhdydkrama, s. The 

progress of the sun’s shadow, 

s. chhdydkrdnta, adj. 
Shaded. 

S. <^3X)o5j®chhdyd-ganita, s. A 

mode of measuring the time, or calculating 

nativities, &c. by the sun’s shadow, 

s. <^a3ja>7\^3o chhdyd-graha, s. Ketu, 

the dragon’s tail or descending node, reckon¬ 

ed by the Hindus as the ninth planet. 

S. q3t)o5ja)'5§-J2^?j:5lrfJe)cij chhdyd-cho- 

raka-mddu, v. a. To deceive in work, to 

do a business imperfectly, 

s. chhdydchhchhddane, 

adj. Shaded. ^ 

S. chhdydtita, s. Progress 

of the sun’s shadow. 



s. qiaa5cra>£oz3£, chlid- 

yd-nandana, chhdyd-putra, s. Saturn, 

the sun’s son. 

s. qxscxjsvriS cJihdyd-pati, g. The sun. 

O. <p«>s3pS, CpD^ 

chhdvani, chhdvari, chhdvala, chlid- 

vali, adj. Vicious or mischievous, as cattle. 

C. chhdlakatana, s. Clever¬ 

ness, dexterity, skill. 

0. chhindi-bhindi, adj. Torn, 

rent. 

s. e^o;vs£po;3 chhinnd-bhinna, adj. Di¬ 

vided, refracted, broken. 

C. ep&3 cJlhita, s. The sparkling of fire. 

c. cpfeiS'o, 3^0 chhitaku, chhitiku, 

s. A cracking, crackling or snapping noise. 

C. ejS&SoTtaoQ chhitaku-muri, v. n. To 

snap the joints of the fingers, &c. 

c. chhitikkane-chuch- 

chu, v. a. To bite, sting, as a flea, &c. 

c. chkitikkane-shidu, v_ n. 
To sneeze strongly. 

C. <$b$7\zb$^chh,ita-yuttu, V. n. To throb, 

as with pain. 

c. chhita-ch- 

hita-shidi, chhita-chhita-hdru, v. n. 

To crack, as an earthen vessel on the fire, to 

fly as parching grain. 

c. e$kra£>&3 chhita-phata, 

chhitd-pata, s. The snapping of corn 

when frying, &c. 

c. ejS&3&> ;3 chhitallane, s. The snapping 

of stone when heated, &c. 

C. chhittane-shidu, v. n. To 

sneeze strongly. 

c. <^djdos!)^o chhi- 

duru-chhidurdgu, chhiduru-bilu, v. n. 

To become pulverized. 

chhidra, s. A hole, vacuity, per¬ 

foration. 2. a fault, defect, flaw. 3. cheat, 

deception. domestic quarrel or 

trouble. to perforate. perforated. 

S. chliinna, adj. Cut, divided. 

broken fractured, refracted or divided, as 

rays of light. 

c. chhila-chhila-kdsu, v. a. 

To heat till bubbling. 

c. <$<D$£)5ojd'ti?$3chhila-c}ihila-horadu, 

v. n. To spirt out in a stream, as blood from 

a cut. 

C. chhissane, s. Mode of speaking 

in driving off a dog, &c. 

C. chhi-kalla, s. Fie, you rogue, 

(a gentle mode of reproof.) <$% the same 

to a girl. 

0. chhi-chJll, interj. Fie! fie! 

0. <^(>300^, Cj^^>J3od Chhl- 

mdla, cJihi-mukka, chhi-monda, An 

inteijection of abuse, Be off, stupid. 

C. chhutukkane. See 

S. chhurike, s. A knife. 

C. chhuluku, S. A stitch in the 

side, sprain, cramp. 

C. chhu-bidu, v.a. To set on a dog. 

S. chheka, s. A kind of metre, 

a metre in which the stanza always 

ends with the same vowel. a metre 

in which the stanza always commences with 

the same vowel. 

S. chhekagalu, s. Tame or do¬ 

mesticated animals or birds. 

C. chheku-chheku, s. The 

sound of cymbals. 2. of an hour-glass for¬ 

med drum. 

C. ^ao chhegu, s. The heart, core, or 

close grain of wood. 

S. chheda, s. Dividing, cutting. 2. a 

part, fragment, portion. 3. loss, ruin 

S. chhedane, s. Cutting, dividing, 

sfcszl), to cut, make an incision, 

divide, cut asunder. 

C. chho-kalpisu, v. a. To 

set on a dog. 

G. cllhojiga, [&»<;£*] s. Wonder, 

curiosity. 

C. cJlhota, s. A child’s play thing. 

2. a fire-work or cracker. 

c. clihodi-mddu, v.«. To 

make lose. 

C. chhu-badiyu, v, n. To 

sing a lullaby. 

cTlhrdli, s. A helmet. 
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& Ja, The twenty-sixth letter of the alphabet, 

sounded as ja in jam. 

H. arososjo jamkhdne, s. A carpet. 

A. o. jankuli, See w°dos?. 

S. 3ioX o3o jangama, adj. Locomotive, 

moveable. wor!s& d® dd the animate and in¬ 

animate creation, woris&do a Unga priest, 

fcsorisio d^ddo, Boddo^cdo^do a respectful epi¬ 

thet given to a linga priest. woridodS a nnga 

priest’s wife. 

H. &o7\Q, &o7\l) jangari, jangali, s. 

Jungle, forest, waste land. adj. Wild. 

A. 0. &!OA$ jangala, adj. Loose, not 

tight. 

c. jangdla-pachche, s. The 
Sa- 

sub-acetate of lead. 

C. SdOAJ jangu, s. A large scolloped jing¬ 

ling ornament worn on the legs of jangam 

mendicants. 2. h. battle, war. 

C. £do'hrJso'sdo jangisi-haru, v.n. To 

jump with both feet close together, to canter. 

0. fcOAO^ janguli, $. Assemblage, mass, 

heap. 2. the cattle of a whole village. work 

v to assemble the village herd, works? 

<&®<3 to drive village cattle, works?Aid, Bork 

s?rv®ddo one who herds the village cattle. wo 

rios? dd village cattle. wd works? an assem¬ 

bly of people. 

C. jange, See wc$>. 

s. &OyJajanghdla- 

ru,janghdlikaru, s. Shudras, a class of 

Telugu drug hawkers. 

S. aloi^ojanghe, s. The calf of the leg. 2. 

the leg. 3. a long step. c. putting both 

the feet together to jump, wo^i*^, bc^so, 

BOl^l 55®do BO^JdO, KO? wo 

55»^j to jump with both feet close toge¬ 

ther. wo^id a jumper, woS mu- pjSccko to 

walk with a long step. 

C. &;o3s?3 janjada, See woe»y. 

c. Sao&fpo^o janjanaku, s. The sound of 

a drum. 

C. &od a!o janjanisu, v.n. A drum to 

Bound. 

H. 3SO8b,d20o£ioai-3Sj«)^O, 

janjara-bandi-jdminu, janjar- 

jdminu, s. A bail or bond for a prisoner. 2. 

a security for one who is security for another. 

wobo® doadJ ^rtdo to take bail. 

H. 3do&0 janjari, s. Fetters. 

C. Sd03dT)&$ janjdta, s. Trouble, annoyance, 

grief, sorrow. 2. the family state, mundane 

existence, regarded as a state of care and 

trouble. wosesU 34s, to avoid or escape from 

trouble, &c. 

C. 3d03dv© janjali, s. A wall-piece, or long 

swivel gun. wora®© <Ai®ilodoo to fire this piece. 

II. &oa^S janjuri, s. A large hooka, wo 

B»ecdoddo a man who takes charge of the 

hooka. 

C. &oS3<\b jantisu, V. a. To unite, conca¬ 

tenate. 

C. &o£5 jante, «. A seam. 2. partnership. 

3. a pair. 4. embroidery, adj. Double, wo 

63 wdofo partnership, joint concern. woB 

a paper of agreement from two persons, 

a mutual form of agreement. wcB<; =skd.d a 

bodice with a seam. woB cs^, boB as®1*, 

woB d-ssdo to seam, embroider. woB a 

bow with an arrow fixed to it. woB d»3o a 

word that is capable of two meanings. woB 

crioB, woBn-iddo a partner, companion. 

T. b. janta, [do*] s. iVory, the tusk 

of an elephant. wo3d *?drf an jVOry box. 

Bo sid ^d^d a nnrror with an ivory frame, wo 

dd do^tu a house of ivory, wodd s®B an ivory 

ear-ring, wo 3d da an ivory handle, wo 3d 

ws? an ivory bracelet, wodd u®=iro an ivory 

knife. 

S. &ojantu, s. A creature, animal, any 

being endowed with animal life. It is more 

usually applied, however, to those of the low¬ 

est organization, wpd wo so a rational crea¬ 

ture. Scc’ord odo an irrational creature. 

c. &oS jantu, janti, s. A worm. 

wcSo worms to distress the bowels. wodo 

worms to come from the body. 

C. SiOii, &oS jante, janti, s. A rafter 

or short small timber crossing rafters. wod 

Kidj a close boarded cot. 
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T. B. Bdo^j jantra, [«bo*y] g. a iathe or 

turning machine. See c*o«^. feJod^d ftaocJ 

a puppet turned in a lathe. to work 

a lathe, to turn, tamer’s work, 

zsojjrf works a top that has heen turned. 

T. B. 3dO$ junna, [afcwj s. A burnt sa¬ 

crifice. ssrtcrio Virabhadra. 

C. £o£>7\ jannige, s. Ghee dedicated to an 

idol; and no milk or curds are taken for pri¬ 

vate use till this is offered. 2. any dedicated 

thing. 3. a leech. 

C. foot, jump a, s. Two dice, out of four, 

falling the right side upwards, and two the 

reverse. 

g. QdQZjB jamputi, s. Husband and wife. 

A. c. &oi$7)Vp7)OZjt>fc5jampd-bhdnddta, 

s. A game with shells. 

C. 8dOZj) jampu, s. Length. 2. procrasti¬ 

nation. 3. laziness, indolence. 

an ornament worn in the lower part of the 

ear. the tip of the ear. =$£ 

a long hand. wolifS a long season. 

c. ScO^aido jampu-baru, v. n. To be un¬ 

even, as an ox’s burden. 

C. &?o^jj2o£?>jampu-hidi, v.n. To be sleepy. 

c. &oTSo5j«>fe3 jampeydta, s. A game 

with split tamarind stones resembling dice. 

fei0^ ^% the ring in which the above game 

is played.. 

C. jampe-tdla, s. A mode of 

beating time in music. 

T. B. 8doBojamba, See wot?. 

c. 2do&>d jambara, s. Affair, business, 

“oud to finish an affair. wotoddsi a 

man who is engaged in some affair. 

S. &oaW jambala, S. The lime tree. 

C. 8dQ2dt)k5 jambata, s. Tardiness, slow- 

ness. 

s. 23QZSVZ) jambdla, s. Mire, mud, clay. 

C. &oe3o?s3 jambi-gida, s. The Mimosa 

senna. Rox. 

s. afos^d jambira, s. The lime tree. 

C. Bdozod j ambit, s. A kind of sedge or reed 

for thatch, also eaten by elephants. 

S. jambu, s. The rose-apple tree, 

'Eugenia, woioo si_3, sod 

a large kind. 

S. SjOSootS* jambuka, s. A fox or jackal, 

wowo^ the king of foxes. 

h. aiosoo'S's^, 8yoawa}T)j> jambukdna, 

jambukhdne, s. A carpet. 

s. Sdozoo^^v^d jambukeshwara, s. A 

place of pilgrimage near Trichinopoly. 

S. 8dO8w3re0 jambu-mdli, S. Havana’s 

prime minister. 

s. jambu-dwipa, s. The 

central division of the world, surrounded by 

the salt water sea. According to the Boudhas 

it is confined to India. 

S. jambu-nadi, s. A fabulous 

river said to flow from the mountain Mem. 

S. 8202$ jambha, s. Pomp, pageantry, os¬ 

tentation, display. woidnsti, wot?ds? a man 

of vain ostentation, fond of display. 

to be ostentatious. 2. a demon so 

called, wc>t?t^& a name of Indra, who 

killed him. 

S. 8202$ jambha, S. Tardiness, slowness, 

laziness, adj. Tardy, lazy, wot?nsd, 8soi?dsi 

a slow, lazy man. wct?ft®|», wot? d-sodo, wot? 

=#032^, wot? to be tardy, sluggish, to 

delay, loiter. 

0. 3tfoejTD&3 jambhdta, See 

S. SdospDd jambhdri. See «ot? 

H. 82wz>3, Sd^oJoB jakdti, jakdyati, 

s. Custom-house duty. wwso&a rioS A a con¬ 

tract for custom-house duties. w^sethSotosf 

a superintendent of customs. 

H. Sdt^d, &-&Qdo, 83^^, 8^0 

jakiri, jakiru, jakeri, jakili, s. A 

store or hoard. w-s-^Sao»;J a store-house. w 

®Wo to store, hoard. 

a. o. jukkandolavi, s. A 

male buffalo. d<;d Mama, with a 

male buffalo for his steed. 

c. Bd’&^ddzS^ jukka-javvani, s. A youth¬ 

ful woman. 

o. 8jakkandchdri, s. A 

celebrated architect. 

T. b. jakka-vakki, s. 

The ruddy goose. 

S. jakkalavaru, s. Tlieoffici- 

ators in the worship of a goddess. 

c. Sd^^p jakkali, s. The scab of a sore. 
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C. SdS-^pci, SJx!r^p% jakkini, 

jalc/dli, jakkuni, s. A married female 

who dies during her husband’s life-time, and 

receives divine honours. 

C. 8i-&^vo jakkisu, v. n. To be in error or 

fault. 2. to ford, cross. 

A. C. jakkulim, v. a. To wor¬ 

ship, to serve in a temple. 

C. jakkulu, s. Obsequiousness, 

fawning. 

S' jagach-chakshu, [eye of the 

universe] s. The sum 

S. 8d7\ &o^j) jaga-jampw, s. Excess, a 

great deal 

S. jayaj-jana, [people of the uni¬ 

verse] s. Mankind. 

C. SS jagajjisu, v. n. To shine, glitter. 

S. a*Xa?&3j jaga-jatti, s. A celebrated 

wrestler. 

C. Sd7\^°J\oa^^ziss^jjayajjeg{yamdna, 

adj. Worthy of the world’s praise. 2. shin¬ 

ing, brilliant, refulgent. 

s. 8d7\^j^^3, jagajjyo- 

t i, j ag a n -jy oti, [light of the world] s. 

The sun, moon. 2. a very brilliant fire-work. 

c. &Ad jagada, See 

S. ddAFd jagana, s. A measure in poetry, 

the amphibrach. 

s. a?A^^c", &a^S jagat-karta, 

jagat-pati, [lord of the universe] s. God. 

S. jagat-prdna, s. The wind 

or air. 

c. aiX3, »7\3 jagati, 

jagati-katte, jagiti, s. A raised square 

seat before a village, round a tree, &c. 

S. &X 8 jagati, s. The earth. 

5. &At^jagattu, s. The world, universe. 

2. fig. People, mankind. 

6. SXcSo^ajjais-^ jag ad-ant ary ami, 
*• God, considered as the animus mundi. 

T.B. &a£i| jaga-ditti, [**&*£]«. The 
sun. 

S. 3ja jagad-ishwara, s. God, the 

ruler of the world. 

S. &7\ ^^7$ jagan-ndtha, s. God, the 

Lord of the world. 2. a celebrated place of 

pilgrimage on the coast near the top of the 

bay of Bengal, and where the famous Hindu 

temple is situated. God, the go¬ 

vernor of the world. 

s. &Ar^ai>, &a^js^©£- jagan-maya, 

jagan-miirti, s. God, the soul of the world. 

S. StA^ei jagan-mdte, [mother of the 

world] s. Parvati. 

8. &!A^a5o jagan-mdya, s. Bramha, 

the creator. his consort, as the 

immediate and active cause of creation. 

C. a*X£o3 jaga-bhanda, s. The most 

abusive, shameless or obscene person in the 

world. 

o. &XS>&o-d jaga-monda, s. The most 

stupid or obstinate person in the world, 

c. atX©, s&ao0 jagali, jagili, 

jaguli, s. A raised, open verandah. 

C. diA$ jagala, s. Quarrel, fight, dispute. 

fcsrtyrio&3ri a quarrelsome man. fcjfWrtoy a 

quarrelsome woman. fciriyuso to quarrel, 

fight. 

A. c. &fX^, SiXzS jag ale, jagade, s. 

A round, metal plate used by mendicants. 

S. jagisu, v. n. To shine, sparkle. 

T. B. &Xo£ jagune, [aJjsto;S] s. The river 

Jumna. sertojSc&cc^ the sun, the father of 

the Jumna. 

A. C. «Xa#> jagulu, v. n. To slide, slip, 

trip, stumble. 2. a knot to slip open or be¬ 

come loose. 3. to drop, as water. A to 

retire, flee. 

C. bit a te^jage-gattu, v n. To sit with 

the legs crossed. 

C. fflX £ jaggane, adv. Quickly, hastily. 

tsi^-SMfc to rise up quickly, wrt £ wdto write 

fast. 

c. &7o , &^85^, SJ7\7> do jaggu,jag- 

gi-bilu, jaggddu, „. n. To bend or sink 

down, as a tree with fruit, a beam or roof 

with weight. 2. to stint. 3. to struggle. 

w n f° make bend or stoop. 

* the act of stooping or sinking. 2. strutting. 

“ a strutter, a tree bowed with 

fruit. J, pzf to waik struttingly. 

S-. ZiJ^jagdhi, $. Eating. 



S. a^>£ jaghana, s. The buttocks, Mons 

veneris. 

S. jaghanya, adj. Last, hinder- 

most, low, vile, base. a younger 

brother. 

c. &i^foz$o&ttjaghghdku, 

jnghghodeyu, v. n. To gorge, ■tfos 

to sit still, stop, remain quiet. 

C. W&tfo jajaku, v. a. To cuff, strike. 

H. &2J7>z) jajali, s. A wall-piece fired from 

a swivel. wssS rioo&jf Cost! the distance of 

this gun-shot. 

H. aa^t) jajuri, s. A large hooka. ««"6 

to smoke a hooka. 

O. a&^[ jajju, v. a. To bruise, pound, beat, 

as corn in a mortar. «£=# the act of bruis¬ 

ing. a bag in which a druggist 

keeps a small portion of every drug in case of 

urgent need for any. 

A. o. jajhjhdra, s. Warriors, 

soldiers. ‘ 

s. <fc. o. a£3o?\7orf jatangi-gudda, s. 

The hill on which Havana killed the w!uscdoo 

bird. 

c. 8db5tf>&37><5$3Z$Ml£jata-chhatdyamd- 

na, s. The sound of thunder, 

s. a 6jd o ^ jatdnta-swd- 

dhydi, s. One who can repeat any part of 

the vedas taken at random. 

S. jatd-juta, s. Matted hair. 

S. a&Tjjjut) jatddhdri, s. A brahman in 

the third stage of life, one who has passed 

through the conditions of the student and 

householder, and has left his house and fami¬ 

ly for lonely meditation in woods; a her¬ 

mit or anchoret. 

S. a&Jjo^JaSQ^j jatdwdmsiy s. Spikenard. 

S. a&J^oioo jatdyu, s. A fabulous bird, 

the son of Aruna. 

S. a&3 jati, s. A sage so called. 

S. a&5e> jatila, adj. Having matted hair. 

S. a63 jate, s. Matted hair, as worn by Shi¬ 

va or ascetics. 2. the fibrous pendent root 

of the banyan. 

C.'a fe^jatti, s. A wrestler, boxer. 2. a 

brave or gallant man. r<oo«$ 

ti, a boxers’ combat. 

steel knuckles of boxers. 

wrestling, the ability of a wi’estler. 

C. afe^X jattiga, s. The tutelar god of 

wrestlers. 

T. B. a£| jatte, adj. Poor, indi¬ 

gent. the goddess of the poor. 

A. c. a-S5i&roo jathakarisu, v.a. To eat; 

to make digest. 

S. a-dd jathara, s. The belly, adj. Hard, 

firm. 2. bound, tied, (belly-fire) the 

digestive power. 

S. ajada, adj. Cold, frigid, chilly. 2. 

stupid, apathetic, idiotic. 3. inanimate, w 

zSri Popjp^ a sick man. 2. a dull or stupid 

man. 

C. 2dXi§> jadati, s- Ramming, stuffing in. 

2. See dpa*. 

s. azi^"sc/ jada-kala, s. Cold or sickly 

weather. 

0. jadaku, s. Pear, alarm. 

S. dzZi?(B jada-gati, s. Sloth, apathy. 

s. at^AOps jada-guna, s. A sluggish dis¬ 

position. 

C. ZitirRji ^ jada-gollu, v. n. To be sick 

or indisposed. 

s. a«a, ada^e? jadaja, jada-jata, 

[water-sprung] s. The lotus. 

s. a^att^ jadajdpta, [friend of the lo¬ 

tus] s. The sun. 

S. arfa^Q jadajdri, [enemy of the lotus] 

s. The moon. 

s. arfaS^S, a^ao^o jada-jwi, jada- 

jantu, s. An aquatic animal. 

S. a^^> jada-dhi, s. The ocean. 

s. aasvO^^oS jada-mati, ja- 

ddndha-mati, s. A mind affected by dis¬ 

ease. 

s. arfs3je>^ jada-mdnava, s. A sick 

man, stupid man. 

S. as'soao jadambu, s. Unwholesome wa¬ 

ter. 

H. asupl jaddni, s. A ramrod, adj. ram¬ 

med. 

H. aSvC&jTcO jaddisu, V. a. To ram, stuff. 

H. BzZSvXJj jaddru, adj. Free from bustle, 



clear, quiet, still. S05S a house cleared 

from bustle, wssoarf a man free from 

past distraction and anxiety. 

0. 3i5 jadi, v. a. To alarm, frighten. 2. 

to shake, agitate. 3. to break or tear off, as 

branches from a tree, to weigh or pull down. 

4. to ram or stuff in, to load fire arms. v. n. 

To ooze, run through. ramming, stuff¬ 

ing, &c. «3<, zg [hunter of the fear¬ 

ful giants] Vishnu. brilliant lamp, 

was* waving fringe. 

C. &S, jadi, jadi-male, s. In¬ 

cessant fine, small rain. 2o&s aa wdi small 

rain to fall. 

C. &B#c^cd jadike-dhdra, s. Threads at 

the extreme end of the warp to which the 

warp is fastened. 

C. jadita, s. Eamming. 

T. B. ZtciB jaditi, [cfioas] adj. Quick. 

H. jaditi-nodu, v. a. To ex¬ 

amine an account, compare accounts, 

c. jadidu-jhenkari- 

SU, v. n. To cry out with strength. 

A. C. 83(BojJ3ojO jadi-susu, v. a. To alarm, 

frighten. 

c. jaduku, jadugu, v. n. 
To be afraid, alarmed. m&uS, wSowj, 

fright, alarm. 

S. cbidoSJ jadula, s. A freckle, mark. 

T. B. 3V& jade, [wbs] s. Matted or clotted 

hair. 2. plaited or braided hair. 

to let hair grow long, as some ascetics do. « 

■& =5^, the hair to be matted. 2. to 

fasten braided hair. a division of 

plaited hair. ***" the fastening of a wo¬ 

man’s plaited hair. rwsojl a row- 

of three small ornaments suspended from a 

woman’s long hair. to be plaited. 

2. to be matted. MSwScrijsa in plaits. 2. 

matted. xcziri an ouch or wrea- 

then chain. fcszS fssct) plaited coir. fatu 

plaited thread. 

C. jade, s. The pendent root of the 

banyan, the banyan that sends forth 

these roots. 'uvaio the root to descend, 

c. jade-huvu, ja- 

de-puvu, s. Small circular, ornamented 

plates of gold, attached in succession from 

the highest to the lowest part of a woman’s 

long plaited hair. 

0. sazSs^ jade-bille, s. A head orna¬ 

ment worn by women over their plaited hair. 

C. <yzf sjoi\txi jade-bhang dr a, s. Small 

circular plates of gold placed down the plait¬ 

ed hair. 

c. jade-mogadayya, s. 

A mendicant with dishevelled hair. 

C. jadahkara, s. An under letter. 

C. jaddu, s. Slight indisposition, heavi¬ 

ness, dulness. 2. callosity, hardness, as of 

the skin of the hand from much use. 3. sed¬ 

iment. callousness. =s*«J 

a sickly season. to be indisposed. 

dulness, stupidness, heaviness. 

4^7 indisposition to appear. 

a dull understanding. a heavy 

face, sickly look. sv an unhealthy ge¬ 

neration, sickness running in a family. 

siecriw sickness to remove. 

0. fcics’Sb, sjps&ipdvoSo 

&po3, SiFd&xi^djana/cu, ju- 

na-janaleu, jana-jandyamdna, jana- 

ta, janatkdra, s. The sound of a drum 

or tabour. 

c. jana-janane, adj. Solitary, 

lonesome. 

G. janabu, [*«**>] s. Hemp. 

C. 2ir2X)03JoJ^T5)(3T) Z&z jandisi-mdtddu, 
v. n. To talk loudly. 

C. 2iCOTcOj~0 3o ^'j^jandisi-helu, v. n. To 

tell distinctly. 

c. j at ana, j at ana, s. Care¬ 

fulness. adj. Secure, careful, fast. t. b. [«to 

*^1 effort, scheme, device, endeavour. 

to take care of. 

aorf to go along carefully. 

T. B. ai& jati, [cdoK] s. An ascetic. 

Cupid, the enemy of ascetics. 

S. dis&o jatu, s. Lac. 

S. jatuka, s. A bat. 2. lac-dye. 

C. ajatula, adj. Stout, as cloth. 

0. %'S j ate, s. A fellow, pair, couple. 2. a 

set. 3. equality of shape, size, &c. adj. Equal. 
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2. ready, a male companion. fcJina 

s a female companion. to be equal. 

2. to come together, assemble. to go in 

company, a fellow, companion. 

to pair, accompany. 

C. 3t'SzijvTio jate-mddu, v. a. To collect, 

as money. 2. to prepare, make ready. 

A. C. jattalia, s. Hypocrisy, dissim¬ 

ulation, craftiness. 

C. j at tali, adj. Close, thick-set, 

without interstice. 

C. j at tiff i, s. A collar for bullocks, 

&c., by which they are tied to the yoke. 

C. Qio7\ jattige, s. A sowing machine. w 

S rt C^A sowing with a machine. A 

to sow with a machine. ^^ the tube 

of a sowing machine. 

C. jattu, adj. Thick, close, without 

interstice, in contact, 

put the salt earth on the roof thickly. 

S3 fa to plait closely. h to 

make thick or strong. ri thick set corn. 

A. o. arioso jattu, jattuha, s. 

Hypocrisy, deceit. 

A. C. $ jattula, s. Foam, froth, scum. 

s'. jatru, s. The clavicle. 

T. B. jatna, s. Effort, exertion; 

intention, design. sstyrisaSo to endeavour. 

C. jadapu, v. a. To strike. 

C. aZotjo jadaru, [eid*] v. n. To be scat¬ 

tered. 2. to miss. 

A. C. atcjco jadalu, s. The sky. Kriti Stoo 

the celestial globe. 

C. QiSkdo jady.ru, [eSebri)] adj. Square. 

S. jana, s. Man, individually or collec¬ 

tively ; a man, mankind, an individual person; 

people, population, community. &)3 ti¬ 

dings, news, intelligence, rumour. 

**rs^o it is well to do as people say. 

sages. devoted people. «5< 

poor people. 

C. Sumo’Si jananlcu, v. a. To excite, pro¬ 

voke. 

S. Qi^So7\tS^janangamanu, s. A Chan- 

ddla. 

S. 3=^3^ janaka, s. A father, progenitor, 

efcrsrtr, mt: the king of Mithila, 

and father of Site. Site, 

the wife of Mama. 

C. janaku, v. a. To set on, exaspe¬ 

rate, excite. 

S. jana-janita, adj. Noised a- 

broad, generally known, (told) from one to 

another, from mouth to mouth. 

S. janate, s. Mankind, a number of 

men. God, as worshipped by men. 

S. 3^(3 janana, s. Birth, production. 2. 

family, race, lineage. 

s. Sdp^janani, s. A mother. «£?>* wstetb 

parents. 

S. jana-pati, s. A king, ruler. 

S. Ssjodrf jana-pada, s. Any inhabited 

country, a village. 2. the population of a 

place, the whole population. 

S. janaita, s. A father, progen¬ 

itor. a mother. 

S. & C. jana-wddike, S. In¬ 

tercourse with men, familiarity with society. 

sfcazb to make acquainted with the 

world, to follow custom. 

s. S^doa^ jana-ranjana, s. Publicity. 

adj. Known, public. so as 

not to become public. 

s. a^tycoA jana-sangha, ja- 

ndnga, s. A nation, body of people. 

S. jani, s. Birth, production. 2. a 

fragrant plant. 

C. &£)OTd janiwdra, s. The brahmanical 

cord. 

S. &?)roo, janisu, janmisu, v. n. 

To arise, be produced, born. 

T. B. januma. See 

C. jane, s. The yolk of an egg. 

s. Ss^^, 3i;S^d janesha, jandshwa- 

ra, s. A king. 

s. janopadrava, s. A pub¬ 

lic calamity. 

s. 3janotsava, s. A public re¬ 

joicing. 

T. b. janna, [«bWp] s. A sacrifice, 

ws^sfrtato Viralhadra, who destroyed the 

sacrifice of Daksha. 

S. janma, s. Birth, nativity, produc- 



tion, state of existence. , wjySj to be 

born. »54 a paper containing one’s 

horoscope, native country. 

original sin. another birth. wds^o 

3crsdn?d the effects of a former birth. 

s- Ktyjanya, adj. Born. s. War, battle, 

combat. 2. rumour, report. 

Shiva, who drunk the poison that arose 

at the churning cf the milk-sea. riors 

inherent disposition. original sin. 

natural wit. 

s. &7S0 janku-tanaye, [daughter 

of Janhu~\ s. The river Ganges, which was 

drunk up by the saint Jarihu, (because it de¬ 

stroyed his sacrifice,) and subsequently flow¬ 

ed from his ear. 

S. &*jjapa, s. Repeating prayers, incanta¬ 

tions or the names of the gods, as an act of 

adoration. one exact in his devo¬ 

tions. wd Kti&p pray, as above. w 

si drasJ, «*} dd a rosary. wd 5&s^d»&rt$)pray. 

er and burnt sacrifice, ws* draau the object 

of prayer, the deity whose names are repeat¬ 

ed. persevering in prayer. o 

* fond of prayer. 

c. japa-japa-yanu, s. The 

noise of a hog in eating. 

S. tets^T^japd-pushpct, s. The plant 

Hibiscus rosa chinensis. 

H. dih^japti, s. Confiscation, sequestration, 

attachment, (in law). 

C. jappiyu, v.n. To lurk. 

C. jappe, s. The outer side of the 

thigh. 

H. jabaradastu, s. Violence, 

force, urgency, dunning for payment. 2. 

compactness, adj. Neat, proper, compact, 

wutiriib siraA) to dun, set on. wwticdprred a 

dunner. 

C. jabaru, adj. Much. 

w to take much, as money to build, &c. 

C. a®»&3, jabuta, 

jabdtike, jabdtatana. See «v»«. 

H. &’20T>2yj jabdbu. See wnawn 

A. c. 5je^rj^oX jabbaru-janga, s. A 

wall-piece fired from a swivel. 

h. jabbarudashi, See tot 

C. jabbdgu, v.n. To be negligent, 

tardy, careless, heavy. 2. to be corpulent, 

amri, wots stout, corpulent, wotd a 

corpulent body. ww^dd, a corpulent 

person. 

C. SdSSyvo jabbisu, v.a. To rebuke, admo¬ 

nish. 

C. jabbu, s- Inattention, negligence, 

carelessness. 2. delay. adj. Inattentive, 

negligent. 

C. &3^^'d jabbu-nara, S. The ham-string. 

““ riojj to ham-string. 

C. &aigfjz jabbulu, s. Mud, clay, mire. 

C. SiSS^ jabbe, S. The outer side of the 

thigh. 2. the arm. 3. the liver. 

C. jabbe-hddava, s• A per¬ 

son who has the hip gout or weakness in his 

loins. 

C. jabbelge, s. The lameness 

produced by the hip gout. 

C. £3£pT)85 jabhata, s. Pomp, show, page - 

antry, ostentation, grandeur. wtptUdd a 

pompous man. wysU drado, wysti to 

be pompous, make a display. 

h. a^o^cSoToo jamakdisu, v. a. To 

brandish a sword. 2. to make a horse go 

fast. 3. to reply with insolence, 

c. SdXoB, &0&& jamate, jamadi, „dj. 
Double, wdoSJcctaih doubly, sssfcdi wdo&J 

the cadjan leaves in one stem. wdofc! 

the cocoanut leaves on one stem. wdoB 

a double cloth. 

C. S^orfozS, aidoETaS jamadande> 

jamadddi, s. A fencing sword, a kind of 

spear or lance. 2. a tree used in medicine. 

H. &;t;Ja)SD£3bs" jamd-kharchu, s. A 

revenue term denoting the receipts and dis¬ 

bursements of a village, wdra soaior 

to enquire into the receipts and disburse¬ 

ments. wdra anskr an account of the 

receipts and disbursements. 

H. 3iS^Ja)Sio£) jama-bandi, s. Settlement 

of the assessments, wdrawcd drado to settle 

assessments. 

H. QijSsdcSiciz jamaisu, v. a. To collect, 

particularly as applied to assessments. 

caojj KUyrto t0 g0 in companies. 
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U. jamd-wasulu- 

ba/ci, s. Assessment, collection, and balance. 

H. jannnu, s. The soil, earth, 

ground, land. fci&recsrf, &s&ssFSratf a land¬ 

holder, a zemindar. wSjscsS the country or 

jurisdiction of a zemindar. feiSwa^o *,o&§, w 

a particular account of the lands 

of a zemindar, or of the particular kind of 

lands belonging to the village. 

H. a*£>5a>ai>s^ jamiyatu, s. An army, 

host. 

T. b. jamune, [c&j&wssj s. The 

Jumna or black river, «aaiM;Sa&aJ^ (father 

of the Jumna) the sun. 

H. &■&> jame, s. Collection of revenue as¬ 

sessment. wsijs sisSor receipts and disburse¬ 

ments. to assess, or collect an 

assessment. 

H. 8tr5So»Z3t>d jameddra, s. The native 

military officer next above a sergeant. 

S. jaya, s. Conquest, victory, triumph, 

success. 2. the twenty fourth year of the 

Hindu cycle of sixty. w?2o a prospe¬ 

rous affair, w lessor that affair 

has succeeded. wrb to come off 

victorious. to be victorious, west) 

zi a triumphant war. kc* a 

c* the sound of victory. the 

standard of a victor. ■«'«& being victori¬ 

ous, giving or gaining the victory. 

a circular plate of mixed metal, used as a 

gong in temples, &c. K\~ a war drum. 

S. 0sa5oo3 jayanta, s. A hero demigod, 

son of lndra. 

S. ddoSzoB jay anti, s. The public rejoicing 

on the birth-day of a god. wccooS the 

festivity of Rama’s advent, 

s. &oSoe^fjte-do jaya-tirtharu, s. a 

class of Hindu saints. 

S. cfcojayamini, s. A sage so called, 

ticcksos tf, tscrijSj? an ancient and 

celebrated Canarese poem; the chief subject of 

which is the sacrifice of a horse, as related in 

the fourteenth chapter of the Malia-Bharata. 

s. jayaramd- 

rdma-shataka, s. A poem on Ramahy 

Rdkshasa-kavi. 

s. jayawanta, 

jaya-shdli, s. A conqueror. 

s. &ojo5i&icx5o'dj jaya-vijayaru, s. 

The door-keepers of VeikuntTia. 

T. B. jaina, [t^SQ s. A Jaina. « 

rfos! the sect of the Jainas. 

S. SjODocjo jaisu, v. a. To conquer, win, be 

successful. 

T. B. fed jar a, See and 

D. atdosjaranjari, adj. Entire, all. « 

t5o&}0ccfoc>?\ entirely. to 

cause all to be received. 

C. 8ddOaj) jorarnpu, v. a. To procrastinate. 

2. to pass time. 3. to move or push forward. 

C. jarakkane-jdru, v, n. 

To slide down rapidly. 

c. cWdAO jaragu, V. n. To slip, slide. 2. to 

flee, escape unperceived. 3. to get or move 

farther, to creep on. 4. to pass, elapse, expire. 

C-. &d?\7oJ jaragisu, v.a. To pass, cause 

to proceed or go on. 2. to spend, as time, 

to procrastinate. 

T. B. &rd&4^ jara-chali, s. Ague. 

C. cfedcJi d jara-jara, s. The noise in draw¬ 

ing any thing on the ground. 

S. Zi dd jaratha, adj. Old, decayed, infirm. 

2. hard, solid. wc!sS^?f old age. 2. indiffer¬ 

ence, coldness, apathy. 

C. &dQ> jaradi, s. A sieve. So&ccko to 

sift. Kca s&fMj a spreading sore which breaks 

out in holes. 

A. C. Scdrfo jaradu, adj. Unsubstantial, 

empty, vain. 

C. aids^d, Sjds^d--' jar atari, jaratdru, 

s. Gold or silver thread or lace. 

& a gold border. hy5 a woman’s 

garment with a gold border. dev gold 

thread. 

c. &d^odj33A juratu-rdga, s. A con¬ 

sumption. 

C. SidcoXi jaradd-kudure, s. A 

light brown horse. 

C. Sbdrfo3cje)«Xo jaradu-hogu, v. n. To 

put off, procrastinate. 

c. Stfd^jt jarajpu, v. a. To procrastinate, 

delay. 
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H. aixizxjarabu, s. Stretch of authority, 

tyranny, oppression, wrtoo 3-razSo to exercise 

undue authority. 

D. jardyati, s. Farming, cul¬ 

tivation, the estate of a farmer. wuscdoS rti 

2, ^ assessment on land. 

S. 23 era 0^30 jarayu, s. The womb or uterus. 

woactiMfcj viviparous, born from the womb, as 

man and other animals. 

S. jardsandha, s. A king of 

Magadha. 

C. 3i£> jari, $. A centipede. 2. a precipice. 

3. G. gold or silver thread or lace. wBi; 

sto* to embroider. a gold 

epaulette. a gold border. wa^ sfki* 

an upper cloth with a gold border. wB^wo 

embroidered, gold flowers. 

C. Sit) jari, v.n. To fall or slip down, to 

slide. 2. to get out of the way, flee. 3. to 

wear away, as a bank. 4. to shrink back or 

aside. 6. to fall, drop. 6. to leave, forsake. 

7. to eclipse, surpass. 8. to despise, revile, 

jeer, abuse. &°w8 to retire back. s*mo&iO t0 

advance. wBSsi a reviler, despiser. 

“ ^ the act of moving, pushing, sliding, slip¬ 

ping, abusing, &c. 

C. &S? roo jarigisu, v. n. To spend, pass, as 

time, procrastinate. 2. to propel, move, push 

farther, move the bed 

a little farther that way. <i w6 

^ move the horse farther to that side. 

C. 83Q'IxSojs'a.) jarigi-hoyu, See wtirio. 

C. 3it)7^a5oe'05'S'd jarige-alankdra, s. 
Embroidery. 

C. jaridi, See wtf». 

C. a.^c3aj cti'idadu, ct, To abuse, jeer, 

revile, reprove. 

C. jaridu-bidu, |_«s] v, a. To 

move forward, push away. 2. to refuse to 

listen or attend to. 3. to leave, abandon, de¬ 

sert, forsake. 

C. jari-potu, See wo a 

s. 3st)?oo, 33dc£b7\io jarisu, jaraisu, 
v. a. To digest. 

c. jari-hotu, s. A large, harm¬ 

less snake. 

G. jaribu, *. Mensuration of land. 

C. 83 do jaru, s. Contempt, insult, jeer, 

c. jaru-kollu, See wo. 

C. dzT$o%7iijarugtdu, v. a. To put so as to 

slip down. 2. to put off, procrastinate. 

C. 8sXj^7\rvj jarugisu, v. a. To procrasti¬ 

nate. 2. to pass time. 3. to move or push 

forward. 

c. a), 3tdoo7\o jarugu, jarungu. 
See wdrio. 

A. C. jaruchu, s. Vain talk, chat¬ 

ter, j abber. 2. rejecting, as the stomach its 

food. 

C. &do& jarutla, S. A village so called, at 

which is a celebrated cascade, wa&k 

Shiva, worshipped there under that desig¬ 
nation. 

C. 8idol?o5cJ5)^AOj 33ddCjoSoJSj^AO juru- 

tu-hogu, jarudu-hogu. See wo. 

C. te'tiitiz'&x&zjnrudu-bidu, See wo* *s&). 

C. tetfobTh jarupisu, See w&hTb. 

H. 3:^0800 jarubu, See wdwo. 

C. ai-ch^jaruvu, [we],. A precipice. 

H. jarurUy s. Necessity, occasion, 

urgency, adj. Necessary, required, wanted, 

urgent, wtfv/soaft necessarily, urgently. 3 

*B* if i am required, send 

for me. wcUdj «^^z5money is much 

wanted, an urgent affair. 

S. Sit? jare, s. Old age, decrepitude, c. 

Gold or silver thread or lace. 

C. jure, v. a. To revile, insult, jeer, 

abuse, despise. 

C. fc'd/iO jarrane, adv. Quickly, rapidly, w 

IL/** to slip or slide down, as children a 

steep place, in a sitting posture. 

c. iid^roodotfde)^ jarra-burru- 

suru-kollu, v. a. To swallow with a noise, 

as any thick liquid. 

C. 83 23£~d;3 lido To jarjarane-tirugu, 
v. n. To turn with a whirring sound. 

C. cbCCpc't) jarjhari, adj. Quaking with 

fear or alarm. 2. agitated or gurgling, as 

water. w&^rBstoB quakingly. 2. gurglingly. 

H. 33J3vc~^orfod jardd-kudure, s. A 

light brown horse, was r a wa light brown 

colour. 
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SdCTSF 

C. aWBerfe jardddu, See 

C. 3y^j)S' jarpu, See wtfrio. 

A. C. &2x>H" jarbu, v. n. To frown, scowl, 

rebuke. having frowned with 

the eye-brow. 

e. Cde>js*, 2jarlu, jarlu- 

gollu, v. n. To slide, slip. 2. to sound, as 

a bow-string. 

c. &£D£-ci) jarlusu, V. a. To sift. 

C. Sy^jS" jarvu, s. Rebuke, bluster, admo¬ 

nition. 

S. &£> s. Water. a 

drop of water. ww mud and water. 

to bathe. impurities in 

water, set) a water fowl, 

wu *,^1 sporting in water. &&> to 

sport in water. su rtoS danger from water, 

fcjej roaring of water. 

& an aquatic animal, w ^orfj «3os^rt a sign 

of rain. «««, the lotus. «w«ns& (ene¬ 

my of the lotus) the moon. SsStirtS^ 

a crocodile. 2. the sun. av%ri, wejrf a cloud. 

«©$, k“j rwyr the sea. 

c. &OOAZ jalangu, v. ». To increase. 

S. 3ufi>?rl) jalalcali, s. A giant so called. 

A. C. Sic;t5\3 jalaliU, adj. Pellucid, clear, 

transparent. 

A. C. SiCfS^S jalakkane, adv. Quickly, 

hastily. 2. clearly, pellucidly. 

C. sy&s'stf, dzZ)WZ~8oi^ jalakdra, ja- 

laddreyuva, s. One who searches for gold 

among goldsmiths’ sweepings, in sand, &c. 

washing earth for gold. 

C. dd<V7\ jalage, s. A leech. 

s. &&&•>(£ jala-jdta, s. The lotus. 

& s. Vishnu, with a lotus-eye. K’J 

a woman with a lotus-eye. 

C. Sjaladi, s. A sieve. 

»to sift, wwa skew a fistula. 

S. &V&tfo7\ jala-taranga, s. Seven me¬ 

tal cups of different sizes filled with water and 

beaten with thin sticks. 

H. jaladdgi. See • 

B. &. C. 3te;£js£' jala-ddri, s. A drain, 

kennel. wasp the mouth of a drain. 

H. &&&, aadlrfo jaladi, jaladu, See «© • 

s, ay&rfo7\r jala-durga, s. A village so 

called. 2. a fortification surrounded by wa¬ 

ter. 3. a fortified hill supplied with water. 

S. jala-mli, s. A plant growing in 

water. 

S. jala-pati, s. Varuna or Neptune. 

S. ayC^SDSo jala-pravaha, s. An inun¬ 

dation or stream of water. 

s. SJv&j^oSojala-pralaya, s. A flood, the 

deluge. 

S. &3<Z>i57)'§j Jala-pdtre, s. A drinking 

S. Z}<$J-£rzpjala-pdna, s. Water beverage. 

S. Qd&TjjZi^jala-pushpa, s. A flower grow¬ 

ing in water. 2. a fish. 

s. jala-badhe, S. Inclination to 

void urine. 

s. &v&3lSgfijala-budbuda, s. A bubble. 

S. Sd<SJ&&~R^ jala-bugge, s. A water spring. 

S. jala-bhurni, s. A country 

well watered. 

S. &&jala-bhogi, ja- 

la-hdvu, s. A water snake. 

S. &£>6$zo'3j jala-yantra, s. A machine 

for drawing water. 

S. aiOUDA jala-rdga, S. A ruby of imper¬ 

fect water. 

S. aiVttdi jala-rdja, s. Varuna or Nep¬ 

tune. 

S. &j<2JUZ‘b jala-rashi, s. The ocean or col¬ 

lection of waters. 

T. B. jala-wadi, See 

H. dd£J7)C&iTs£ jaldisu, v.n. To leave, go, 

flee. 

C. fc£/3t> jaldri, s. A kennel, gutter, drain, 

werao &oU, £jsthe entrance of a kennel. 

S. jaldrnava, s. The sea of fresh 

water. 2. the rainy season. 

G. &erse)800£A>I) jaldli-buldli, s. A mas¬ 

querade at the Mohurum, Shudras dressed 

in the skins of tigers, &c. 

s. ayerer^s* jala-warta, s. A whirlpool, 

s. Sr&xiaojo, oijo, QdtnT^zijald- 

shaya, jal-dshraya,jal-dspada, s. A 

pond, tank. 
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c. jalige, s. A leech. 

T. B. ait)zl jalide, [iipga] s. A sieve. «© 

a straining ladle, 

n. a&orfo jaludu, See «® . 

Gr. jaluma, See «;&. 

s. Sdvszyti jaluka, s. A leech. 

C. SdSjale, s. Aspring. a spring- 

well. 

S. jalodara, s. The dropsy, 

c. 2j£^t>ojo, Stf<y &c3o jalkarisu, jalga- 

nsu, v. a. To rinse or shake any thing in 

water. 

C. 2djallcim, v. a. To brandish a sword, 

to make glitter. 

H. jaldi, jaldu, adj. Qaick, 

quickly. ft quickly, soon, 

s. Qd&y Sd&^S jalpa, jalpane, $. Wrang¬ 

ling, prate. 2. telling, criticism. 

S. 2d<SJ~s^& jalpaka, s. A loquacious man. 

said. 

G. SJVj jalma, See 

T‘B' ^cn^’ da^a4e> jallani, 
[*»«&] s. A sieve. 

jallane, s. Palpitation from sud¬ 

den alarm, perspiration pro¬ 

duced from any involuntary affection of the 

passions, Jirttf horripilation in the 
same way. 

T. b. 2d£y2y jallarri, [dp$aj s. A sieve. 

C* da^ s- broken tiles. 2. little or 

broken stones. 3. brag. 4. a lie. 5. an or¬ 

nament for a horse. -&sg>3 Swa tufts of the hair 

of the bos-grunniens hung over a horse’s ears. 

a horse with bunches of the hair 

of the bos-grunniens hanging by his ears. 

**1$ iSGscieu the hair of the bos-grunniens. w 

^ Sort the bos-grunniens. =#Use^, 

^osrto to boast, brag. kS? a 

boaster, bragger. 

jalli-moga, S. Ornamental 

tufts of the hair of the bos-grunniens fixed 

near the ears of a horse, 

c. a^ooqsz?, jallu-hode, jal- 

lu-badi, v. n. To drive in, as rain by wind. 

c* jalle, s. The body of a cart made with 

wicker work, rtusw tfrf estf the body of a ma¬ 

nure cart, made with wicker work. 

T. b. 2d^, java, java-raya, 
[jcctosifj s. Pluto. *^5$ &ozS the sun. 

fcisia&tf the city of Pluto. 

S. 2d^ijava, s. Haste, quickness, speed, swift¬ 

ness, velocity. 2. strength. wsJ rta* to im¬ 

pair strength, rtz&, rioo<A>, wrf wu^orto 

strength to be impaired. ^ to be 

quick. quickness, velocity. more 

speedy, swifter. 

c. Sd'ti&o, 8Jz3a3javaku, javagu, [s^rto] 

s. Dampness, moistness. 2. a quagmire, 

marsh, wet ground. 

S. java-gati, s. Quick progress, 

fast walking. 

T. B. ftiowSS javate, A pair, twin. 

H. Sdo$F3 javanct, s. Pood, subsistence. 

0. javaddtadiru, v. n. To be 

obedient, not to transgress, exceed or violate. 

t. b. javanike, javani- 

ke, [oirf5=#] S' A blind, screen, curtain. 2. 

an outer tent, a screen of cloth surrounding 

a tent, to put behind a blind 

or screen. to screen, 

c. ai^ODcj javaru, javarcida, 
adj. Smooth, clear. ws3oa?\ smoothly. 

t. b. Sd'zitf, ajsjyo javala, javalu, [«fe 
**>f\ s. Twins. 

S. 2do$co £5^ java-satwa, S. Prowess, might, 

strength. wsfeWj rtoozi) to lose strength. 

0. Sdaj^p javali, s. Cloth. 2. t. b. 

twins. 3. likeness, equality, proportion, adj. 

equal, proportionate. «3orta, rS 

fiorta a mercer’s shop.' sssJvwsd a cloth mer¬ 

chant. was? twins. 

c. es&gzradb javaft-kdi, s. A fruit so 

called, the juice of which serves for wafers. 

O. &jS3»)33 javaji, See 

C. afsst3§7\Q& javdji-gandi, s. An em¬ 

brasure for cannon. 

H. arasjSjfc javdnanu, s. A servant, peon. 

H. javdbu, s. An answer to a ques¬ 

tion. wjrszoo a writer of orders or replies. 

KOTioocad a responsible person, wiswosiaauj 

question and answer. 2. discourse, agree* 

ment. ts£»v>i to answer, reply. 

II. anTJCOuO javahiru, s. Precious stones 

firtriv'o jewels set with precious stones. 
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C. 3^t±> javuru, adj. Smooth, clear. 

A. O. Sic^JCo javulu, s. Horse-hair. 

C. Sd<3, &jD jave, javi, s. A frame or set¬ 

tle. 2. the hair of a horse’s tail. 3. t. b. 

[cdoS] barley. ssS =5^ to set or frame. ws5 

Ai3^, w;5 m-Jj. dressed barley. ■stobdt the 

hair of a horse’s tail. chaff of barley. 

C. jave-bokke, s. a breaking 

out on the legs. 

T. B. javvana, [oSrarf?] s. Youth, 

manhood. the growth or elation 

of youth. a damsel or young girl. 

T. B. javvane, s. A young woman. 

2. [crfoosl] Durgi. 

c. javvdji, javvddi, s. 

Civet. fcss5Sj?3 sSns^ a civet cat. 

c. ajavvdla, s. A swing, wn*jvn» 

* to swing. 

T. b. SioS,, &!£$_ jashte, jashthe, [«%<^] 

s. Misfortune, poverty, unfortunate¬ 

ness. to be unfortunate. w 

^ rfosri a dejected, mournful countenance. 

T. B. &OJ jasa, [Op*] s. A fish. 2. [crtnfeSy] 

fame. to be celebrated, famous. 

C. jassu, s. Weariness, fatigue. w 

a man who is exhausted with fatigue, 

to be fatigued. 

H. jahcigiru, S. An estate grant¬ 

ed free of rent. 

H. dd^ScT jahaju, s. A ship, vessel. 

T. B. jala, [«W] s. Water. 

A. 0. ai<$o& jalamba, s. A hood. 

T. B. jalaka, [wtw] s. Bathing, ab¬ 

lution. 2. c. lustre, glitter. wsViS a 

bath, bathing room. •&»<&> wv’tsot&j to 

bathe. 

c. aai^^j jalaku, jalapu, s. A 

sprain, the cramp, a stitch in the side. 

A. 0. jalakkane, adv. Pellucid- 

ly, clearly. 

c. jalabala, jalpala, s. 

The noise of boiling. 

C. jalavu, s. Heat, steam, heat of 

wind, sun, &c. wa the sun 

to smite or strike one. 

C. jalave, s. A long bamboo. 

c. jalige, s. A leech. 

C. ai^brooj jalipisu, jalisu, v, a. 

To brandish a sword, make glitter. 

C. aj^ta&rvO, dd^uhriz, jttluki- 

su, jalupisu, jalkarisu, v a. To alarm, 

frighten. 

C. a;^ jcile, s. A rod, stick, pole, bamboo. 

T. B. ddd_^ jalma, See w^. 

C. tftoDj jalla-kdi, s. A fruit so cal¬ 

led, the juice of which answers for wafers. 

C. jallu, adj. Empty, thin, light, mea¬ 

gre, not firm, unsubstantial. un¬ 

substantial paddy. an empty grain 

of corn. to fan out the unsubstan¬ 

tial grain from corn. ws*, Jcda 

an empty speech, boasting, lie. 

0. Xotfo jalluguru, s. Sharp nails. 

M^rtjezto to wound with sharp nails, 

c. alo jallu-pullu-nade- 

yu, v. n. To walk with a noise of bells on 

the legs. 

T. b. a jakshma-roga, [crfo^ 

Arat*] s. Consumption, 

c. SbUoX jdnkani, jdngani. 

s. A large metal tray, 

c. axoX63 jdngate, See 

S. SdZOAt) jangola, adj. Jungly, woody, 

rural, picturesque. a coun¬ 

try so called, to the north. 

S. &J7>oa0#, jdngalika, 

jdngdlika, s. A snake catcher. 2. a poi¬ 

son doctor. 

A. c. &T)Oa^, axiOAo^/ jdngala, jdn- 

gula, s. A wicked resolution. 

S. jdnghdlika, 

jdnghika, s. A quick man, courier, ex¬ 

press, running footman, 

o. 3jt>ozS, axjos'a jdnde, jdndd, s. A 

flag, standard, ensign. ssa°^ a flag¬ 

staff. one who bears the standard. 

rlo^jr the figure on a flag. 

3^^ the cloth of a flag, to set 

up a flag. the tassels on a flag. 

H. jdrn-phala, s. The guava fruit. 

S. 3iT>oa>3o25 jdmbavanta, s. A fabulous 
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bear, father-in-law to Krishna, and king of 

the hears. the wife of Krishna. 

ts'soiosilSt rigors Krishna. ®°>°wsSDt sJOrsob, 

«sowsJ3» SOTji a work giving an account of 

the marriage of Krishna to the daughter of 

Jdmbavanta. 

S. &raoZ)D<S) jdmbala, S. Mud, mire. 

S. jambu, s. The rose-apple. 

s. cyso&>jS)^c> jdmbu-nada, s. Gold. 

S. &H>03ojs>^£> jdmbu-nadi, s. A. river 

flowing from mount Sumeru, the Indian 

Pactolus. 

C. goOcS jdki-bande, s. A village so 

called. 2. a stone on which a washerman 

heats clothes. 

T. B. 3j»)a jag a, [cdsirt] s. A sacrifice, a. c. 

green. 

H. Si'S 7\ jdiga, s. A place, dwelling, station. 

2. land, ground. a good place. 

A 805 to occupy a place. sbjSobg sssrt 

tfsurij there is not room enough in our house. 

c. &07\63, ju¬ 

gate, jdkati, jdkani, jugite, s. The 

circular gong used in temples and by religi¬ 

ous mendicants, era rfej* a stick to strike 

it with, nsTJO a religious mendicant 

who parades the streets beating this plate, 

wa, to beat this plate. 

s. &t7)7\ri, 8d7>7\dpz> jdgara, jdgarane, 

s. Waking, watchfulness, erario 

* to be wakeful. ;jja&jsts one who 

refrains from sleep. 

A. C. jugara, s. An emerald. 

S. jdgaruka, adj. Wakeful, 

refraining from sleep. 

c. &f»X©B3^o, &'i>J\$5£)^§zjdgali-bilu, 

jdgili-Mlu, v.n. To fall down straight, 

A. c. 8tft>Xs3d<y.3 jdgavaralu, s. An 

emerald. 

G. &D?\«do jdgiru, See was^tib. 

C. 3z~i>f\ i jagu, s. Delay, slowness, a. c. 

green. fill to walk slowly or stiffly and 

with formality. £siz&, to 

delay, be tardy. 

S. Ssxa)"§> jdgrate, s. Caution, carefulness, 

vigilance. 2. haste, activity, w»rij4aJi»h 

carefully, circumspectly, diligently, actively. 

to be diligent, make 

haste. to be diligent, 

conduct one’s self circumspectly or carefully. 

S. ZlD/yjdgrat-swdpna, s. a 

waking dream, watching, 

dreaming, and sleeping. 

T. B. &G>32 jdji, [s*3] s. The great flowered 

jasmine, jasminum grandiflorum. 2. the 

nutmeg. the jasmine flower. 

srarf the wild jasmine. the 

narrow leafed jasmine. ^'seftothe nutmeg. 

c. jdjina-giri, s. A red moun¬ 

tain. 

t. b. 3d~ss3t)^j, dJT>oj'Sj jdji-patre, jd- 

patre, [®»a *s*)] s. Mace. 

T. b. &i>23doeD^ jdji-mallige, s. The 

Italian jasmine. 

c. area? jdju, s. Red colour, adj. Red. 

bjw sJ«^ to put a red spot on the 

forehead, *$0 red chalk, h. a ship. 

*S9W* the mast of a ship. a 

mariner. 

s. jdjwal- 

yamdna, jdjwalyawdda, adj. Brilli¬ 

ant, effulgent, very bright. 

S. jathara, adj. Belonging to the 

belly. the digestive power. 

C. jdda, s. A weaver, 

a woman of the weaver caste. ssS 3b sb, ss 

a spider. sk3, 

i jjrUab a cobweb. 

c. &'Djy380^ jdddbatta. See under w»S. 

c. ait5 ,&rt ogj^ jddi, jddi-kambali, 

s. Two cumblies joined together. 

C. jddige, adj. Equal, like. 

C. jddisu, v.a. To shake, as a 

cloth. 2. to flap about, as a horse does his 

tail. 3. to throw out the arms or legs sudden¬ 

ly. 4. to rinse about in water. 6. to reprove. 

0. SfSt^o jadu, s. A track, footstep, trace. 

®3>&> iA, to trace. 2. unripe ears 

of corn left to grow after the other is cut. 3. 

unsubstantial ears of great millet. «»*> -H 

5,0 to pull up such ears by the root. 

stalks of great millet with unsubstan¬ 

tial ears given to cattle. 

C. jdde, s. The mark of a footstep, a 
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trace, track, hint, slight or faint notice. 

zS s^Voto hint. srezi «i>zi ^zk> to find 

out or trace a thief, &c. wazlatssh z&s^h 

to slink off, steal away. 53 ejszfaJrofs 

coja^cSo^i the thing passed off without being 

taken much notice of. srazicrfraft i^oiaS to 

give a hint, ssszlafcah stai3-ar& to talk in a 

significant or particular manner. 

S. Sfddg jddya, s. Sickness, disease. 2. 

coldness, apathy. 3. folly, stupidity. 4. 

heaviness, burdensomeness, sraz^zisi a sick 

person. 2. an apathetic person. ««z% riora 

the state or character of a disease. ®^z% wo 

% a dull understanding. ^z^w a sickly 

place. 

C. 8^7)P'3 juna, s. Wisdom, skill, adj. Clever, 

skilful. skilfulness, skil- 

fully. wiSe persons, clever men. <£■* 

n woB a superior understanding. 

to be skilful, clever, vn^rs a useless fellow. 

C 3ttf%7\7)8, &G>P§do£), 

d^ jane, jdne-gdti, jdne-rambe, 

jane-ranne, $. A wise or clever woman. 

A. o. areof^, arsp^, jdnme, 

janti, janvike, s. Ingenuity, skill, clever¬ 

ness, wisdom. 

€. ate-&(^jdn-vakki, s. A parrot. 2. a 

clever bird. 

S. 8te^ jdta, s. A multitude, collection. 2. 

kind, sort, species, adj. Born, produced, 

engendered. wssWsfcr the ceremonies per¬ 

formed on the eleventh day after the birth 

of a child. the aggregate of excel¬ 

lent qualities. a collection of sacred 

writings. 

s. SdD&tf jdtaha, s. A horoscope. 

** a horoscope that has proved false, c&zps 

z-iF a prognostication proved true by 

the event. «#*** the prognostications 

contained in a horoscope, proof 

of the truth of a horoscope by the event. 

€. jdtaka-pakshi, s. A kind 

of cuckoo, Cuculis melanoleucos. 

T?. B. ate^t), jdtari. See 

•S. acss^dja'd jdta-7'upa, [natural form] s. 

Gold. 

■s. jdta-vedassu, s. Agni, 

fire. 

H. jdtd-bdki, s. Net revenue. 

S. di7)§> jdti, s. Kind, sort, class, tribe, caste. 

2. birth. 3. a nation. 4. the nutmeg tree. 

5. the jessamine, adj. Of superior breed or 

quality. ^oz»o the male sex. s'i!® 

the female sex. woz5^ ereSaSosjdo, sraUcdosj 

persons of one caste. other 

castes, zojso sssgcriosSzSi out-casts. 

F*o one who has rendered himself unworthy 

of his caste. tizlor the duties or ceremo¬ 

nies of a caste. rJsjjF the custom of 

a caste. ss»3 mutual hatred of castes, 

eras one who has lost his caste. 

a term used to express an European. 8333 

rt Afc&jrr&Ti the chief or head of a tribe. 

vsns, cro^rfo ss®, sra® a high caste, a good 

or noble family. w»8, 

®, 4-^a ss® a low or mean caste. Sss§, « 

si®, v3\i3 si® of another tribe. 

z? a high bred horse. a moor fowl. 

C. 8teSA«>d3 jdtigdru, s. Actors, stage 

players. 

S. Si’sStj'i) jdti-patre, s. Mace. 

S. ate jdti-phala, s. The nutmeg. 

s. araodS^ jdti-ratna, s. A genuine 

pearl. 

s. SiD&Po&^jdti-wachana, s. A generic 

term. 

S. 337>8£>ZSlgjdti-vidya, s. Science peculi¬ 

ar to a caste. 

S. 8te©*^d jdti-veira, s. The enmity or 

mutual jealousy of castes. 

s. ateSTvo^d, ateScoo^/s&P® jdti-san- 

kara, jdti-sankramana, s. An amal¬ 

gamation of castes. 

S. SiT) 3^07^j at y andha, s. One born blind. 

S. jdti-dharma, s. Caste cus¬ 

tom. 

S. ateSD^dyffod jdtydnusdra, s. icting 

according to the rules of caste. 

S. ateS^Sted jdtydhdra, s. Food pe¬ 

culiar to a caste. 

T. B. atee^i jdtre, [«&»£>] s. The annual 

festival observed in honour of some deity. 

skzio&st is it the people or 

the festival that attracts most ? 823 J) a 

small fee taken by tax-gatherers from persons 
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going to a festival. 3^3, «>*, k3 the 

people at a festival, ^ecsosJj the festi¬ 

val is at its height, the idol has 

been drawn in procession. 

T. B. jddage-pakshi, See 

C. Si'S Si jadi, adj. Red. s. The nutmeg. 

2. the jasmine flower. 

C. Eda e>o jddu-gallu, s. Red chalk. 

C. jana, s. A horse-cloth, mattrass. 

T. B. 2jana, [£*£3] s. Meditation. «s*S, 

a man given to meditation. A$^o, 

to meditate. See also 

T. b. art^-8-, jdnaki, jdna- 

kl-devi, s. Site, wife of Rama, and daugh¬ 

ter of JanaJca. Rama. 

S. janapada, s. Inhabitants, pop¬ 

ulation. 2. a village. 

S. Si'3^0 janu, s. The knee. 

S. 5dt>^i Si janhavi, s. The Ganges or Gau¬ 

ge. (See kjSo^c*.) Vishnu, 

parent of the Ganges. ric Shiva, who 

retained the Ganges in his locks. 3° 

JBhishma, the son of Gauge. 

s. wxjtj jd-patre, s. Mace, 

c. jdpdlada-kaddi, s. a 
drug so called. 

h. 8d~d£j($ jdpita, jdp- 

ta, jdbita, S. A letter, epistle, memoran¬ 

dum, list, catalogue, account. 

C. 3S"S japu, adj. Tardy, slow, loitering. 

2. long. s. Laziness. 2. apathy. 3. fickle¬ 

ness. *3*3) a long leg. ®*3 «*3 an idler 

loiterer. k»3 to l0iter. 

C. jdpya, s. Delay, loiterihg. adj. 

Slow, loitering, Kis^ria a sloth 

sluggard. «wfc Son a sluggish disposition. 

***8 to be lazy, loiter. 

S. S3t)Sjabalanu, s. A goatherd. 

C. &jD23i jabu, s. A letter, epistle, 

s. aroSodX^ jdmadagnya, s. j?ara. 
shu Rama. 

H. jdma-phala, s. The guava 

fruit. 

s. 8fi>3Je)^ jdmdtri, s. A son-in-law. 

G. a?3^Ja>do jdmdru, s. A long cloth 

without any coloured border. 

T. B. atE£op§ jdmini, [cdra£o5] s. Night. 

S. jdmitra, S. A mother’s brother, 

a uterine brother. 

H. SfS&JSjSo jdminu, s. Bond, bail. 

3ocsS a surety, bondsman, 3-ssto KsJwssfocit# 

monied security. Ki&rai*, tfsltfo 

3o personal security. siSwaSo one who 

becomes bail or bondsman for the payment 

of a debt. 

T. B. ftrasSai jdmu, [ofe>;rfo] s. A watch of 

three English hours. 

H. a;t>a5o, SdXi Q$j^> jay a, jayd, s. Loss, 

injury', damage. *5 Kiai»c5o<Sj the tank is 

injured. Kscdrac&osb the hands and 

legs are maimed. 

S. aDO^OoJJe)^ jayamana, $. Nature, dis¬ 

position. 

s. arsaSjsa^a jayd-jivi, s. One who 

lives upon his wife’s earnings. 2. an actor, 

dancer, tumbler. 

C. atSO^3 jdi, s. Sleepiness. s*cSo wrio to 

become sleepy or drowsy. 

T. B. afscOos^aoDo jdi-kdi, [k*s] s. The 
nutmeg. 

S. BfDC& jaye, s. A wife, one wedded ac¬ 

cording to the perfect ritual. 

S. &t)d jdra, s. Adultery, fornication. 

ti tfsior the act of adultery. inconti¬ 

nence, adultery, ssiric&ri) harlots. a 

whore-master, adulterer. Kiri 

=rso3, entity Kiri^o, Kiri, KiOrf a harlot, 

whore, adulteress. 

H. aiud jdiri, s. Relieving from a state of 

sequestration, as land, &c., or land continu¬ 

ing free of rent, a government 

grant of land once sequestrated. ^Wa 

a written grant. 

C. ai>do jdru, v.. n. To slide, slip down, 

slip open, trip, stumble, move farther. 2. to 

flee. 3. to pass away, as a season. ssidisi 3 

v slippery ground, tfv&to slip and fall, 

stossa, Kiri Orio, ksS3i t0 make slip. 

to pass by, disregard. 2. to trip up. 

3. to slip through the hand. 4. to peel off, 

as bark from a tree, &c. -«&=#, Ki#r the act 

of slipping. woS a rock on which chil- 
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dren sit and slide down, tS&> to give 

up a pursuit or business. 

C. jdru-pugudi, s. A game 

of girls moving about the feet, &c. sjrio 

a s>Wo to play at this game. 

A. c. jdrpu, See »»d>. 

A. o. jdrrere, s. A purse or 

money-bag. 

C. jdla, s. Pretext. 2. brag. 3. lies. 

4. delay, a man of promises without 

performance, a shuffler. to shuffle, 

delay, put one off. 

C. 3J~Z>£), SdTitl^ jdla, jdlaka, s. Magic, 

conjuring, illusion, supernatural deception. 

2. pride, arrogance. 3. a net. 4. a window, 

lattice. 5. a multitude. 6. an unblown 

flower, a kind of flower tree, 'Qo'dj produ¬ 

cing, by sorcery, supernatural appearances. 

sSjso^oz^j sw bringing into existence, at the 

call of the sorcerer, any thing required. 

sw a fish-net. a necromancer, 

sorcerer. 2. one who examines sand or gold¬ 

smiths’ dust for gold. 3. a netter. erauro 

a sorceress. sse to cast 

a net. 'Siv sfcatioto enchant, juggle, conjure. 

to examine goldsmiths’ sweep¬ 

ings for gold. z& to cheat, hoax. 

2. to delay. 

C. jdlaru, s. Fringe, net-work. 

ejdj ^rfctoo to make fringe. 

s. swuereo^d, &rs<&rs&x>o'rij 

jdldntara, jdldntra, jdldndra, s. 

A window, lattice, window consisting of a 

shutter with bored holes. 

C. &T>0 jdli, s. A large white thorn tree, 

. Ocymurn gratissimum. 2. pity, commisera¬ 

tion. 3. regret, sorrow. 4. love. »»©•*» 

a large white thorn. «®£> ws>c3o its fruit, 

of which goats are fond, era© =p»©A 

s!ojsu sowing thorns is ruin to the feet (pro¬ 

verb used of a person who shelters a disre¬ 

putable character). ®*®A®^o, sis© to 

pity, grieve, &c. the captain of a 

ship. 2. a kind, feeling man. 

S. &f303<3o jdlikanu, s. A hunter, fish¬ 

erman. 

c. are 0&! oa5 jdlichimbe, s. A place 

abounding with white thorns. 

0. 8j«)03jO83 Jdli-jambi) S. Thorns and 

briers. 

C. &U05, 8tu0p§ jdlidi, jdlini, s. A 

sieve. 

S. Si'S©?) jdlini, s. A painting brush or 

pencil. 

C. &D0a3^o jdli-Ulu, V. n. To feel pity, 

grieve. 

C. Sit)0o^Je)0 jdli-mdli, s. Exhaustion, 

fatigue. 

C. &X)0reo, afb0oj5ohf£i jdlisu, jdlisi- 

Jtdku, v. a. To shake grain, &c. in a sieve 

or pot, so as separate the stones and refuse. 

2. to strain. 

C. jdlu, v. n. To flow gently, as water. 

T. B. SdXitf) jdle, s. A flame, blaze. 

C. jdle-kdi, See under ®s®. 

C. 8tfciS)7Y3d jdlegdra, See «*©*;*). 

S. julma, adj. Cruel, harsh, severe. 

2. inconsiderate, rash. 3. low, degraded. 

T. B. java, [«&*;*>] s. A watch of 

three hours. 

T. B. SdXi^A jdvaga, s. A red 

paint put on the finger nails. 

A. C. Sit) o3&3 jdvata, s. A loquacious man. 

C. jd-vattu, s. The under letter w- 

C. jdvadi, s. A kind of verse. 2. 

See w-sssSi. 

C. jdvari, [«js£8] adj. Vicious, 

mischievous. 

c. cjdvala, jdvali, s. 

Hair left on the head at the time of tonsure, 

as vowed to some god. 2. a plain or com¬ 

mon man. 3. a dog of the chase. 4. equality. 

5. fickleness, instability, adj. Common. 2. 

fickle. w»s# ertcrioo, tsWtf st&toto leave hair 

to grow at the time of tonsure. 

A. C. jdvalaru, s. Persons de¬ 

voted to the world. 2. common people, 

plain men. 

c. &uS7^, jdvige, jdvuge, s. 

The match of a matchlock ; called also 

, sisSA sssSA s&O. ssloA tfot.d the 

place that holds the match of a matchlock. 

ejsSA so® to, ssaSoA to apply the match. 

C. SiTi£>&, jdvidi, jdvudi, See 
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t. b. jdvina-koli, s. A cock 

that crows every watch. 

C. jave, s. Broken or pounded rice 

dressed for a delicate person. 

to drink the water in which such rice has 

been boiled. 

H. Si'S^ justi, s. Increase. 2. injustice, 

violence. «*?>, to increase. 2. to force. 

siasasi) to talk too freely. 

tss’i 3o« too high an estimate. &®rtoo kts’j 

an unjust increase of assessment, 

increase of produce, «a?k tfarusft? increase 

of assessment on the soil. injustice, 

violence. 

H. &TS50jdhagiru, See 

H. a»8o^tfa jdhiru, adj. Obvious, clear, 

plain, t0 explain, make known, 

tsiSo*;o'Sri} to become known. 

T. B. jdlu, See vrsv. 

T. B. ^jjulantra, See ssaejsositj. 

S. Sd~S\J^ jdlaka, s. A huntsman, fisher¬ 

man. 2. an eloquent speaker. 3. a heap. 

4. a bud. 

A. o. jala-vale, $. Love’s net. 

A. c. jdlavike, s. Tardiness, 

slowness. 

A. C. jail, adj. Like, as, similar, equal to. 

C. jdlige, s. A heap. 2. a sack. 3. 

a purse. 4. a large basket for keeping corn 

in. 6. a hoard of money. 6. an assemblage, 

sswrt sAso?o a basket or bag full of gold, 

sssvrt u* a basket full of paddy. vssvfi Sws 

7l to put a mark on a bag to shew what 

it contains. erevrt a collection of waves. 

C. jdlisu, v. a. To shake grain so 

as to throw what is under uppermost. 2. to 

strain, or separate with the hand, rice, &c. 

from refuse, by washing it in water. 3. to 

conquer, subdue. 

C. Stttfojdlu, adj. Bad, not fit for use. 2. 

lean, or thin, as ears of corn. 3. inferior, 

his might is 

inferior to this man’s heroism, eretfo w»& 

unsubstantial grain. «wsb to be thin, 

unsubstantial. ssej a vain boast, empty 

speech, lie. 

A. C. jale, s. The moon’s ascending 

node. 

C. sScef jinke, s. An antelope, deer. 

c. jinke-tale-chukki, s. 

The fifth of the lunar mansions. 

c. jingi- 

bhangitana, jingiri-mangiri, s. The 

confused state of mind occasioned by inebri¬ 

ation. yscfio one under the influence of 

liquor. 

H. 8§oeS7V3£, 35orf?\ jindagdni, jinda- 

{/i, s. Treasure, money. 2. family. 

H. &jO&.7\ jindige, s. An estate, domain. 

a treasury. 

T. B. jinna, s. The generic 

name of the personage peculiar to the Jaina 

or Boudha sect, who is ranked by them as 

superior to the gods. the god of 

the Jainas. the Jaina religion. 

c. sSoba, jimpiri, jimpiri- 

tale, s, A neglected head, 

c.jimmana-kolavi, s. A 

squirt, syringe. to squirt. 

H. Soo^o jimme, jimma, s. Pos¬ 

session, charge, sSosto stizzfo, jSosSa 3oe^ to 

give in charge. 

0. S^asSa, sS'hsB'h jiga-jiga, jigi-jigi, 
s. The noise of dancing. 

0. 3§7\&i>, sSX'rfo, S^AtJo jigatu, jiga- 

du, jigaru, s. Paste, gum, resin, adj. 

Gummy. to be sticky or glu¬ 

tinous. tfrili) clay, tenacious earth. 

C. 8jigatu, v.a. To nip, pinch, nip off. 

c. s2a$>, oZl\&, sSTspi, jigali, 

jigite, jigini, jigili, s. A leech. 

85 ^ to apply leeches. 

C. 8§?\ jijh adj. Tight, fast. 2. strong, s. 

A disease peculiar to grain and plants. 2. 

resin, gum. 3. strength, lustre. ^ 

white resin, «3?\ black resin. ^ 

to tie tight or fast. resjn t0 be on 

a tree. &A web to stick, adhere. 

ISA £3?} tSA soefedo^ to become diseased, as 

plants or grain. tSA CA 

to shew one’s strength. to stand 

firmly. 

0. c£?',djJ\ jigi-bigi, adj. Compact, strong, 

in good condition. 
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c. sS7\oijigiyddava, s. A strong 

man. 2. a man of property. 

S. jigishu, s. A rival, vier. 

emulation, wish to excel or overcome. 

C. c3Xo&3o jigutu, See sSrifeh. 

S. 23 a 0^ jiguphse, s. Regret, grief, sor¬ 

row. 2. loathing, disgust. to 

fret, grieve, he disgusted with. 

C. AJTjO&io jiguruntu, s. Bird-lime. 

e. 8§Xotii jiguru, s. A bird-lime twig. 

v. a. To scratch or wound with the nails. 

S. jighutsu, adj. Hungry. 

S. 23^ T3 C7\b jighdmsu, ad;. Mischievous, 

murderous, seeking to hurt or kill. 

C. sSsSXa&x, aSSfei&Siw, 2§3§s£se)lk 
65 . . ... , 

jiji-guttu, jije-badiyuyjijte-madu v. a. 

To pound, reduce to pulp. 

C. 2%&3^jitte, s. An insect so called, destruc¬ 

tive of paper, &c. 

C. 2Sdo jiddu, s. Any thing greasy or oily 

swimming at the top of water, as oil, cords, 

&c. adj. Greasy, oily. the sea 

of milk. Lakshmi, produced 

at the churning of the milk-sea. 

to bring up, as a child milk which does not 

agree with it. a greasy head. 

wKj a greasy or oily cloth. 

C. 22do trod jiddu-Jcdre, s. A fetid insect 

so called. 

C. 23do^^d jiddullava, s. A man who 

has property. 

C. 83f0T)CX)o7oo jindisu, v. a. To put a 

cloth in folds. 

C. 2of4Xo, 23c23pcXo jiniku, jin-jini- 

ku, s. The sound of a small drum, 

c. 23p2oao, 2op37\o jinugu, jinagu, adj. 

Fine, as texture. £5/wrio wSj fine cloth. *3 

cwrto zc-xizo fine writing, small writing. 

S. 2od jit a, adj. Conquered, subdued, sur¬ 

passed, overcome, s. Wealth, substance. 

eS^ v. n. To be firm, fixed. 2. 

to be salubrious, inured to, qualified for. *3 

3 s?&3o, sTra&tio to make stable. 2. to sub¬ 

due, inure to, qualify for. 

s. 23^8o.£>, &t^Bjita-buddhi,jita- 

mati, s. A firm, fixed mind. 

C. 2j3 tiOJoroO jitdisu, v. n. To be firm. 

*3**'£en to stand firmly. 

S. 23s"3^^0 jitdkshanu, s. A mild, dis¬ 

passionate man. 

C. 233o:S!o jituku, adj. Muddy, as after 

rain. to make a noise, as when 

walking in mud. 

S. 23<§i°o!b|o3o jitendriya, s. Subjugation 

of the passions, mortification of desires. 

S. 2§d(~> jitya, s. A plough with three shares, 

or a sowing machine. 

S. 3§S^<vd jitwaru, adj. Victorious, trium¬ 

phant. 

C. 2jCXo^^ jidugutana, s. Licentious¬ 

ness, viciousness, obscenity. a wicked 

or licentious boy. an obscene, 

filthy word. 

0. 2§Cjo jiddu, s. Dispute, quarrel, affront. 

2. grudge, hatred, enmity. ^ 

to he affronted, at enmity with, aSt&naS a 

quarrelsome woman, torrid, a con¬ 

tentious man. 2. an enemy, sfcsdo an 

offensive word. 

S. 2§^S jina, See 

C. 23^Sao jinagu. See 

C. jinagisu, v. a. To liquify, melt, 

to melt butter. 

C. 23£>7\o jinigu, [«3f^] s. Any thing 

very small, an atom. 2. fine rain. adj. Fine, 

as texture. 2. moist, damp, wet. 

C. 23^23jini-jini-suriyu, v. n. 

To rain very fine rain. 

C. 2§£5o3 jinive, s. The little birds called 

amadavats, or lalfringella amandava. 

c. a3£>7io, 88^1, sS^roo, gpzThjinisu, 

jinasi, jinasu, jinasu, s. A thing, an 

article, goods. «3?Sb an account de¬ 

tailing the items of a collection. 

C. 23^SXo jinahu, See ^o. 

A. c. 23^ao, 23^ooao jinagu, jinungu, 

v. n. To hum, buzz. 2. to mutter. 3. to be 

moist. 4. to soak in or run through, as wa¬ 

ter a new earthen vessel. eSstorbii the 

humming or buzzing bee. Stfk the 

water soaks in. s. Fine rain. 2. a buzzing 

sound, a mutter, adj. Delicate, fine, as 

texture. 2. moist, damp. ^ fine 
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rain. water rising out of the 

earth or on walls, &c., from dampness, 

r(o fine thread. littleness, fine¬ 

ness. 

C. So^j)P3 jipnna, s. A covetous man. 

€. sSayg'o, 33800^0 jibaku, jibuku, v. a. 

To suck. fc3w-t-*J to suckle. 

C. 8o8!)3§s!) jibi-jibi, adj. Soft, as too ripe 

fruit. 

c. 3§^B, 3§^SS jibbati, jibbate, $. 

The small bird called amadavat. 

C. 3§EOo^ jibbu, s. Gum, glue, resin, adj 

Viscous, glutinous, sticky. ***> any 

vegetable that is glutinous. *2*»**k to he 

gummy or viscous. 

C. jimmu, v. a. To spirt, squirt. 2. 

to lance a wound. 

C. 33ok$k jiyyanu, s. Father, king, 

master, lord. 

T. B. 32d5le^7o jiyydsa, [jSssstfs] s. Dis¬ 

gust, loathing. 

c. S§C&^38o3o^ jiyyi-jiyyana, s. The 

buzzing of some insects. 

C. Cod Sod jira-jira, & A whirring noise. 

to turn round with a buzzing 
sound. 

c. oodsf jirade, s. A cockroach. 

H. Cod) jird, s. A coat of mail, armour. 

II. Cooscdjsti jird-cMri, s. A steel knife. 

H. 3§uopl, jirdni, jirdli, s. Such 

articles of commerce as spicery, perfumes, &c. 

H. c2t3T;-§, ^t3do5oS jirdti, jirdyati, s. 

Cultivation, farming, agriculture. 2. turning 

to account, making use of. 3. a pension. « 

ojS *°3*o?S, «So*3 Mvwo of or belonging to 

farming. ^ovoA>8 =#oa* to g}ve a pension. 

H. jird-sannakki, s. A very 

small, fine kind of rice. 

H. jird-sarigeya-shd- 

le,s. A shawl with a gold or silver border. 

H. Ssd jire. See «us. 

C. fodjTi jirrane, adv. Swiftly, speedily, 

hastily. to come quickly. 

C. jirrdyanu, v.n. To cry, 

as a child. 

A. C. jirlcu, s. Reproof, admonition. 

c. jilakarisu, jila- 

ki-bidu, v. a. To sprinkle. 

C. 33&7\o&3x, jila-guttu, v.m. To itch. 

c. 3§e;3i£;5ooSajoo jila-jila-huriyu, n. 

To be affected, as when seeing something 

extremely displeasing, the blood to boil. 

o. SiGS^&oJ^do, £$£$ o3oi°d:> jila-ji- 

la-yeru, jila-jila-yeru, v. n. To per¬ 

vade the system, as the poison of a serpent. 

C. 3§®£3e) jilibili, s. A sweetmeat so called. 

c. 3§De3©£.5&, jili-bili- 

nudi, jili-bili-mdtu, s. A low hut pleas¬ 

ing mode of speaking. 

C. SiCJoAO jilugu, adj. Very small and 

close. 2. troublesome. 

H. jilebiM, s. The train of spear¬ 

men, &c., going before a person of distinction. 

H. 0§C£» jilld, s. A district, zillah. 

nsd, sMovti the superintendent of several 

villages. j3w^~s£=# the superinten¬ 

dence of several villages. 

c. cS^j^o jivaku, jivuku, v, a. 

To suck, as an orange. 

c. 3§^83£3do, eSadrfo jivati- 

kku, jivati-bidu, jiviridu, v. a. To 

pluck off with the nails. 

C, 3§ji~ 

vu-jivu-tegeyu,jivu-jivu-hariyu, v. a. 
To fatigue, as walking does the feet. 

C. sS^do, jivuru, jivnt, .v, a. To 

scratch. 

c. jimdle, juvvdle, s. 

A swing. 

jivvikku„ jivvidu, 

v. a. To scrape off the external surface of 

any thing. 

S. jishnu, [conqueror] s. A name of 

Vishnu, Indr a, or Arjun. 

S. &jSq0 co jihase, s. Loathing, disgust. 2. 
haste. 

S. 2§5^ jihma, adj. -Crooked (literally or 

figuratively). 2. slow, a serpent. ^ 
5^ aljogj a fisfi fi00]c< 

S. jihwd, jihwe, s. The 

tongue. longing to eat, £5sj®j 

•**v the fur of the tongue. 
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c. ^^^b^^^^jikina-mettugalu, s. 

Creaking sandals. 

C. S?® •&■$(>£> jikirevi, s. The large bat call¬ 

ed flying-fox. 

C. jiku, v. a. To suck, as fruit, &c. 

C. 3B^Jt><^S} ji-kolavi, s. A squirt, sy¬ 

ringe. 

C. sB^sB^, sB^B. jiji, jidi, s. The juice or 

resin which exudes from the stalk of the 

mango after it is cut from the tree. 

C. 3B(jS jidi, s. The marking nut plant. 

*3*® the pulp of it. to he mark¬ 

ed, as linen with this nut. 

a kind of insect very destructive of the mark¬ 

ing nut. 55 to mark linen with the 

juice of this nut. 

C. SB^ jit a, s. Wages, hire. a 

person receiving wages, a hired person. && 

to give wages. 

s. sB^s^g^ jita-vriksha, s. An olive 

tree. 

H. sB^, 3B^£>, sB^o jina, jini, jinu, s. 

A saddle, to saddle, 

^rrsn a saddler. a saddle cloth, 

or the ornamental cover of a saddle. 

Mstfc, ioo& a saddle girth. 

C. SB^S3, jibi, jibu, s. The area be¬ 

tween the two gates of the entrance of a town, 

or between the walls surrounding a fort. 

*3 the place for sitting, &e., in this area. 

C. 8B^e!>7\'jS jibi-gadde, s. An island. 

S. 3B^3oja^ jimuta, s. A cloud. 2. a 

mountain. sfas&j to beset, dun, 

press hard for payment, &c. zn&p 

Indra, riding on the clouds. 

C. jigger, s. A father, grand-father. 

2. an epithet applied to any superior, as a 

king, master, lord, &c. 

S. jira, s. Cummin seed. 

C. 2§^ti jira, s. A line. 2. a crack, flaw. 

3. a florist. a florist. 

C. sB^qTx jirangi, s. The carpenter bee. 

c. sB^OS^o jir-anchu, s. A fine border. 

S. jiraka,jirana,s. Cum¬ 

min seed. 

T. B. jirige, s. Cummin seed. 

black cummin seed. 

A foreign cummin seed. *3'A white 

cummin seed. 

0. SB^tta jiru, v. a. To scratch, wound with 

the nails. 2. to rule lines, s. A scratch, a 

continuous line. wsrh the scar left by 

a scratch, the act of scratching or 

marking. 

c. sB^dosooAoa, £^'dSjt>7\t)jiru-buguri, 

jira-bogari, s. A whirligig. 

O. sB^door? jirunde, s. A cricket. 

C. sB^^doddp jirkadu-padu, v. n. To 

be alarmed. 

c. sB^qas-^a, 0§^,£>s-$'&, aB^s-l^, 

jir-kolavi, jir-golavi, jir- 

gatti, jir-galli, s. A syringe. 

C. 3B(J7\'S£' jir-guga, s. A slight wound. 

s. sBijr3£- aB^s* jirna, jirna, adj. Di¬ 

gested. 2. old, ruined, worn, tattered. 

nr^ eradzJ sSjs\K> to be undigested. 

stodo, to digest, concoct. 

nr siz&>, tS\nrz&?\ to be digested. 

nr the digestive power. diges¬ 

ted. 2. worn, old. &&'rw»§ any thing that 

aids digestion. a wasted or emaci¬ 

ated body. 

S. sB^oi jiva, s. The sentient soul, the em¬ 

anation of the Deity which is incorporated 

with the animal body and gives it life, mo¬ 

tion, and sensation, hence also called 

it is opposed to that abstract state of the dd 

s*s»*fe, in which, by meditating on its divine 

nature and origin, the spirit is set at liberty 

from human feelings and passions. 2. life. 

3. Brihaspati, the planet Jupiter. 

3oowj to consecrate or put life into an idol. 

*3*3 to die, depart this life. 

S. aSdoaBprf jivanjiva, s. The Greek par¬ 

tridge. See td. 

S. sS^oS jivanti, s. The flower Celti ori¬ 

ent alis. 

S. a3{»& jivaka, s. An animal, any thing 

endowed with life. 2. a servant, slave, one 

who gets his livelihood by service. 3. a snake 

catcher. 4. a usurer. 5. a mendicant. 

S. jiva-kdnta, s. A husband. 

A. C. aB^sdrf jivada, s. Sticks, fire-wood. 

S. £j^o$$jivana, s. Subsistence, livelihood. 
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2. water. ?2\3tS to get a livelihood, 

work for a living, follow a trade. 

means of livelihood. distress 

for a living. 

S. aS^rfdeS} jwa-patni, s. A wife whose 

husband is alive. 

S. jiva-prdy asclutta, 

s. A ceremony performed on a dying man for 

his purification. 

S. jiva-rdshi, s. The animal king¬ 

dom, living creatures in the aggregate. 

C. a§^i3(»5S jivarekhe, s. A kind offrieze 

work in gold. to make it. 

C. O-^doaS jiva-Jlidi, «. n. To live. 2. to 

be deliberate. *33 Soacrfocrati he cannot live, 

g. 35°3^3B^;3iD?\d;> jivd-jivaw dgiru, 

v. n. To be on the most intimate terms, to be 

as one soul. 

S' ,jiv-dtma, s. The • sentient soul, 

as opposed to the abstract soul. 2. the 

vital principle or spirit, that spiritual essence 

which renders bodies susceptible of motion 

or sensation. 

S. jivddhdri, s. An entertainer, 

supporter, nourishes to become 

a means of subsistence. 

0. jivdla, s. A chip put in the mouth 

piece of a musical pipe or drone. 2. substance, 

ability, essence. 3. liveliness, sprightliness. 

s. 3§£3T>g^d jivdkshara, s. A vowel. 

S. jivi, s. A living creature. 

S. jivika, s. Livelihood, profession, 

occupation. 

S. jlvitd, adj. Living, alive, existent. 

S. jivite'sha, s. A husband. 

S. S&lViTfojivisil, v. n. To live, exist, subsist. 

C. jivu, v. a. To whittle, pare, dress 

with a knife. 

c. &Po7\, &^of\, &PoJ\^2$oJ\junga,jun- 

gi, jungi-bhangi, s. A drunkard, 

intoxication, inebriation, 

c- &To3d junja, adj. Brown. dark 

brown, oa light brown, reddish 

brown. 

C. 3^03jum-jum, s. The buzzing of bees. 

t. b. a^oa^ADd junjugdra, [w»w] s. A 

gambler. 

c. spodPtA&ti&ijun- 

juri-kudalu, junjuri-gudalu, s. Di¬ 

shevelled hair. se'o&Md rieJ a dishevelled head. 

S. junjuti, S. A tune so called. 

C. S^cdo jundu, s. Dandruff. a 

scurfy head. 

C. S^opso, a?o^junnu,junnu, s. Cheese, 

woffo rti| a cheese, the thick milk 

of a newly calved cow. 

c. jummage, [Aoskrt] adv. Silent¬ 

ly, quietly. 

0. jummu, v.n. The leg to be a- 

sleep. *=^30 to pain slightly, as af¬ 

ter the cessation of acute pain. 

A. 0. 3j°Q:do'J> jummane, s. Horripilation. * 

rising up, as corn shoots. the hair 

to stand on end. 

T. B. jukuti, [0*0$,] s. A stratagem, 

device. 

G. juJcJcdni, s. Deceit, fraud, w 

sd^ to deceive. 

C. juk/ce-palle, S. A vegetable 

so called. 

T. B. 3j° A juga, [crfwrij s. A pair, twins. 2. 

an age. 

S. 8^X0^ juguphse. See 

c. a^Sdari&3^/^ Jjoj juta-juta-tegeyu, 

v. n. To pain. 

C. &J° &30j jllttu, s. A tuft of hair left on 

the crown of the head, while the rest is close¬ 

ly shorn. 2. the crest of a cock and other 

birds, riolb, rtoUo the knot in 

which this tuft of hair is generally tied, w* 

kBj to be crested, as the head of a 

cock, rtssS a child with a patch of hair 

on its forehead, an insect with a 

crest, wfchj to leave a tuft of hair on 

the crown of the head, as at the first tonsure 

of a brahman. a goldsmith’s ham¬ 

mer with a face and a claw. 

c. s^psao, s^psoXo, a^oTvi 

junagu, junugu, junagu, junugu, 

v. n. To retire, withdraw, retreat. 

to go off slily or without being heard, 

feffwrtossjfio a retreater. retreat. 

r^vh to shuffle, delay, loiter. 
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T. B. jutta, [«*»*] adj. Pit, proper, 

suitable. 

T. B. 3tfQjudda, [crfcorf] s, War, battle. 

c. 8^^0-S-, a^So-3-, jumaki, 

jumiki, jumuki, s. The drop of an ear¬ 

ring. 2. the Persian flower, s^>eJ an 

earing with a drop. 

C. juma-jurna, s. Numbness. 

2. the sleeping of a limb kept long in one 

position. 

A. c. SPziijS jummane, See »o^, 

H. mmld, s. Total, whole. wsba 

the total balance. 

A. 0. &PQ juri, v. n. To flow out, ooze 

through, trickle down. 

C. 8^-doj jurru, v. a. To drink or suck thick 

liquids, with noise.- 

H. tl qpt) J ju ldi, s. A weaver. 

H. aPeixxyo StWs83 juldlu, juldbi, s. 
Waste, prodigality, &s*ejsejs?xcb to be extra¬ 

vagant. isPsjstWjj prodigalness. 

WOTmiTOrf, wejstfcriosS a prodigal, extravagant 

man. sta>z& to go to unnecessary or 

thoughtless expense. 

c. 3?£)u, awS^julipe, julupe, 

julpe, s. Locks of hair left at the time of 

tonsure, just above and before the ear. w® 

£ JtasJs to let such locks grow. 

G. &p3,julime,julume, 

julme, s. Oppression, tyranny, injustice. 

O. ajulukane, adv. Lightly, not 

heavily. 

C. SP<yoXo julugu, See 

H. a^aoo&rsjulumdna, s. A fine, wu) 

sSjsjr» eWo to fine. 

C. juvvane, adv. Swiftly, quickly. 

2. gently. 

c. bpzvc&z, dPm>g3&o£rd3 

juvvdle, juvvddu, juvvdle-jampdle, 

s. A swing, to swing. 

C. juvvi-gida, s. The waved leaf 

fig tree, Ficus infectoria. 

C. aP'^aPt^i#'^ 55o3 juVVU-juVVU- 

tegeyu, v. n. To tire, as the legs in walking. 

S. apswuaFS juhurdna, s. The moon. 2. 

a horse. 3. the wind. 

s€d 
CO 

C. 3^7x0do37> jugdduttdnade- 

yw, v. n. To creep, move on slowly. 

C. a^AO jugu, s. The mane of a horse. 

w»rij trado to comb the mane. w'rio'tfosSto 

front tresses. 

S. S^aP juju, s. Gaming, gambling. 2. 

a wager. w's's&isisS a 

gamester. ww** to gamble. 

a fighting-cock, ^ a gambling party. 

S. aP^kS jut a, s. Matted hair. dori, w»W, 

rtons &s»U Shiva, as having had the moon 

and the Ganges in his hair. an 

ascetic, as having clotted hair. 

C. aP^&b jutu, s. Impudence, ill-behaviour, 

forwardness. w»W>n»* an immodest woman. 

forwardness, impudence. 

a forward disposition. 

0. aP’S judi, See 

H. ap^&juti, S. Shoes. *&»&<**» 

to slipper. *** to put on shoes. 

T. B. af^rf, juda, judu, 

juta, s. Gambling, gaming. 

rati, fcs»tiorati, a gamester. 

C. af^^o julu, s. The ornamental cover of 

a saddle, a horse-cloth. 

0. as"®3^3 juvvane, See ws&S. 

s. a^o^, Zi^osj Fzjrimbha,jrim bhana, 

s. Gaping, yawning. 2. expansion. 3. ex¬ 

panding, stretching. to gape, yawn. 

gaping, yawning. 2. expansion, adj. 

Opened, expanded. 

H. S§Qo!jjT®£) jenjhdli, s. A swivel gun. 

a. c. aios3 jente, See 

0. 'Sot jente, s. A small rapier. 2. a 

small weeding machine. do^tfoofcS a small 

weeding machine. SoBcdoo, do® d/s&ctiw 

to weed a field. 

C. 8§&3^ jetti, See 

T. B. jede, See «£• 

C. 8§£)3i>d jeniwdra, See «£^ti. 

o. <B& jeri. See «e. 

C. SicD jelli, See 

C. S3 jelli-kallu, See «£• 
co co 

A. C. S3 jelle, adj. Tall, high, lofty. 
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C. jevali, See w^v. 

T. B. £§3 jeve, See m3. 

C. S§oS2}J&£} jeve-budi, s. A kind of 

powder with which thieves are said to sprin¬ 

kle those they wish to plunder, and thereby 

fix them in sound sleep. 

T. b. ziz\Jeshte,jeshthe, [«%«».] 

s. Misfortune, calamity. *3°^ u&cdo, *3^ 

bSjsSs&j to be unfortunate. an un¬ 

fortunate woman, one in low circumstances. 

JJsvt a miserable existence. 

low wit. unfortunateness, 

a sad countenance. 

C. <2§^.>bojo jelupisu, See 

C. j/e/e, See w*. 

c. ^i°Ae3, j§^a63 jegati, jegate, see 

s. jegiyamdna, adj. 

Very commendable, very praiseworthy. 

C. jeje> s. The name of any goddess, 

to worship a goddess. 

C. jedanu, s. A weaver. a 

woman of this caste. 

C. j ed(i~hVlcl, $' A spider. 

C. jedu, jedi-mannu, 

s. Glutinous clay, potter’s earth. 

C. E§^Pc) jena, $, A woollen blanket, cambly. 

S. 6§^ jet a, s. A conqueror, victor. 

0, £§ivj&ijdnu, s. Honey. TVaaiJ, «St?b 

tjvf honey-comb, <S>v» 

wax. sW, «3*sW, a bee. 

5^4 to make honey. ^oacrfw to take 

honey. i3\& honey. 

?fo to disperse bees, with a view to 

take their honey. spirituous 

liquor made from honey, sbOobo honey 

to ooze or run. HoOsl words dis¬ 

tilling as honey. to anoint 

an idol with honey and milk. 

H. jebu, s. A pocket. a jack - 

et with a pocket. 

S. jemana, s. Food, victuals, eat¬ 

ing. 

C. cSjJ'do jeru, adj. Stout, thick, dense, 2. 

strong, hard, rough, elephantiasis. 

sfcoS rt a close siege. a rough 

stone. t», «§^rir^ejo dense darkness. 

o. £^dj7\aS>, s-o&jeru-gandi, jer- 

-gandi, s. A place for the egress of smoke* 

2. an embrasure for large guns. 

H. 8§^doa>o£b, 8§5"do&>o£> jeru-bandu, 

jeru-bandi, s. A martingal. 2. a whip. 

0. £§'°:5?e‘&j^7\ jer-hattige, s. A truss for 

a rupture. 

A. C. 8§^o3t§ jevade, v. n. To twang the 

bow-string for a trial before shooting, 

x. B. S^Pc) jevana, See 

s. jeitra, adj. Victorious, triumph¬ 

ant, invincible, s. The chariot of Indra. 

s. jeivdtrika, s. A drug or 

medicament, adj. Long-lived. 

A. C. jonku, v. a. To squeeze vio¬ 

lently. 

A. C. t^&OA^jonguli, S. Syncope,fainting, 

c. ^jsorfo, tSj^o'rfeo jondu, jondalu, 

adj. Insipid, juiceless. 2. hollow, empty. 

s. A strong grass or reed eaten by elephants. 

sArao^'s* to become dry or insipid. 

t. b. £§j3o£, £§jtd^jonna, 

s. The moonlight. 2. heroism, valour. 

?js:Sevcrfo Cupid, the son of the moon’s sis¬ 

ter. the rising moonlight. 

the clear moonlight. lAao&szSej the 

moon. sAaosforiw jgejoSzS 

orfoo®t5 the moonlight is like the milk sea, the 

moon is like a white water lily boat. 

A. c. SoaotS, 8§jompa, jompa- 

lu, s. A bunch, cluster, adj. Sleepy. 2. 

numb. 3. thick, as applied to foliage. 

o5j a bunch of flowers. 

A. 0. cijaobojO jompisu, v. a. To thrill, 

make start. 

T. B. jogga, [<**<*5] adj. Worthy, 

fit, proper. 

C. £§u«><^S^jotte, s. Honey-comb. 2. a lump 

of damp com, &c. w to construct a 

honey-comb. 2. to become lumped, as corn 

by keeping. 

A. o. jodaru, [&®astk] s. A lamp, 

the flame, or falling sparks of a lamp. 2. the 

smell of burnt oil. °^cd) the oil 

dropping from a wick. «n«3u»rart> the large 

flame of a lamp. 

t. b. P§J»pe>7\ jonaga, [■&?&=*] s. A dog. 
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s§js cf\ 2d Ja) £5 

C. ?§j®*§ jote, See «3. 

C. 8§jsS 7^ jottige, s. The strap or collar 

round an ox’s neck by which it is fastened to 

the yoke. 

C. S§J®IQ jottini, s. A female hermit, or 

the wife of a Yogi. 

o. £§u®2o , ISL'sst) jottu, jottdda, 

adj. Thick, close, dense, pasty. 2. tierce. 

3. compact. 4. durable. uo a du¬ 

rable colour. ws?, a thickset creeper. 

s!u3^>e a fierce blaze. a close or 

crowded place. 

T. B. S^r®€ jotte, [ciu*] adj. Joined, 

united, associated, combined. in 

pairs, in company with. iSes# cdrar^o, 

to be in pairs, united, a compan¬ 

ion, fellow. 5oj?i;rij to go in com¬ 

pany. 

T. b. 8§u®^s jonna, See $. 

c. e§.j®;3;>^, 8§u®^osfK^jonnu, jonnu- 

gatti, s. Cheese. 

c. jobbulu, jollu, 

s. Deep mud. *&**»*» to stick in the 

mud. 

C. jobbulu, adj. Thick, luxuri¬ 

ant, as foliage, ears of corn, &c. 

C. £§J®Wo jollu, s. Saliva, spittle. 2. a 

dwelling. saliva to drivel. 

gjj sfo83 slabber lips* sAss^j 

a child’s prattle. 2. a lie, empty brag. 

mscSm a slabbering or drivelling mouth. 

A. C. 8§U®<p jolle, s. A garland. 2. the 

chin, to take hold 

of the chin and entreat, 

o. 8§j®s®q cE) jovvdlu, jov- 

vdle, s. A swing. 

A. 0. 5§J®5o,ddo johararu, s. Horsemen, 

troopers. 

A. 0. 2§J355®'dtij johararu. See 

c. <^j®^2§u®^?do5cd», 

6$i:rojola-jola-suriyii,jola-jola-koy- 

yu, v. a. To pour out fast, as corn from a 

sack, money from a bag, &c. 

G. &kf®ya JO HU 

ty, 

I^^JOUU, adj. Unsubstantis 

lean, thin, as grain, &c. =5 

substantial or refuse grain. 

separate the refuse from the good by fanning. 

a boaster, liar. an 

empty speech, falsehood. 

G. ^J®^o^j jompu, v.n. To chive off, as 

flies, &c. 

A. C. jv/calike, s. Care, heed, 

caution. 

c. jo-kumara, s. An 

image of clay called a son of Shiva, having 

an immense membrum virile, carried in pro¬ 

cession in a basket on a woman’s head. 

tfosAretiS inh) a proclamation of the days 

this idol is to go in procession, during which 

it is considered perilous not to keep at home. 

C. joke, s. Care, heed, caution. 

=#cctoft cautiously, carefully. to 

be cautious or careful. Aa.x* to take 

care of. «A^=#cciosi a careful person. 

T. B. ^u®i°a jog a, [cA^ri] s. Abstraction 

of mind, meditation on one object, 

a hermit’s sandal. See cs3^rt. 

T. B. ^gi>^7\^^jdgamma, s. A female 

devotee. t&«trto5bcSiM% ?A^rio;£>£ her 

alms basket. 

T. B. ^Z\St>^7\§> jogati, s. A. female devotee. 

c. SLs^aoS^ jogappa, jo- 

gayya, s. The worshipper of a goddess. 

t. B. ^us^a^^TK jogavattige, [<A»trW 

8,**] s. A devotional sitting posture, with 

a cloth drawn round the lower extremities, 

c. eijs^A^1, lijs^Aoy1 jdgala, jogula, 

s. A lullaby. 2. sport in water. 

^o, ti’eiSo to sing a lullaby. 

C. ^J3^7\®B.roO jogddisu, v.a. To swing, 

to swing one’s self. 

T. B. £§j®°?\ jdyi, [cAja^j s. A religious 

mendicant or devotee. a female 

mendicant. a mendicant’s fiddle. 

tfori a mendicant’s quilted tatter. 

h e3js^?rt a mendicant’s alms-bag. 

vh a miserable existence. berries 

used for beads by mendicants. “h* 

a i3&> to beggar, strip of every thing- 

sSjscrij the feats or conjuring of a mendicant. 

sSuftj, a pearl of impure water. 

cdjsh !&a<>rio to become destitute, 

o. jogi-yarald-gida, 

s. The tree Hibiscus jpojpulneus. 
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T. B. j§je«7\pcs3-3r jdgini-skakti, s. A 

goddess so called. 

C. jogi-bhudra, s. An idler, 

lazy man. 

C. tjJv^AO jogu, s. A word used by the de¬ 

votees of a goddess. 2. numbness, or a limb 

asleep. ?A®^rio xtaUt to use the a- 

bove word. Scbrio to move the head and 

body round, as a woman possessed by an evil 

spirit. ^ a fortune teller’s basket. 

C. /soysozS jogulambe, s. The 

name of a goddess. 

A. 0. jogulu, v. n. To move the 

tongue about quickly. 2. to play in water. 

C. SU)5oBa jqjiga, s. Wonder, 

surprise, curiosity. 

C. jo-jo, interj. Expressive of 

blessing, be happy, &c. It terminates each 

line of every song used for lulling children 

to sleep. 

A. 0. joda, s. A hero. 2. a fit person. 

A. C. jodnga, s. A whore-master. 

C. jodane, s. Joining, uniting, 

collecting. 2. readiness, preparation, adj. 

Fitting. fo a state of prepara¬ 

tion. to join. 2. to get ready, 
prepare. 

C. £§JS)^c5> jodi, s. A favourable quit-rent. 

a grant of land at a favour¬ 

able quit-rent. 2. a long hook to gather 

fruit with. 3. a pair, couple. r!^^, 

the long stick to which the hook 

is attached. Za&tSo, jes^o to 

gather fruit, &c., with it. 

H. 2§-Js)^c5) jodi, s. One-fourth of a sheet of 

paper. 

C. jodige, jodike, «. 

A joint in carpentry. 2. the state of being 

joined, united, or paired. 

C. jodisu, v. a. To unite, pair. 

2. to obtain, attain, get. 

C, 8§Je>^c3b jodu, s. A pair, couple. 2. 

equality. 3. shoes, sandals. 4. armour, mail. 

adj. Equal, like. to join, 

unite, pair. a pair of stockings. 

?3ja^zs) a pair of gloves. So 

a pair of shoes. js^rasftdo 

to be in pairs. two hands closed. 

a double silver waist band. 

one who eats with another. 

they are inseparably united. «&»<;<& 

5*'»5 a double marriage badge, (one from the 

father and one from the father-in-law,) worn 

on a woman’s neck. za<& a double gold 

bracelet. a double thread. 

SoszSo to assist, countenance, patronize. 

C. £§jjudu-tap/jale, s. A brass 

pot with straight sides and tinned. 

C. jodu-vakki, s. The ruddy 

goose. 

A. C. jode, s. A whore. 2. a quiver. 

C. jodne, jodni, See 

«Ae>^pl. 

0. jodle, postposition, With. 

with him. 

C. jonige, s. Beginning, com¬ 

mencement. 

C. P30 jonu, adj. Of the consistency 

of honey. «A®^r3aijsMS> to be thin, as 

honey. 

C. jot a, [*»*«>]: adj. Suspended, 

hung. to wave, move, oscillate. 

T. B. 8 joti, s. a lamp. 2. 

light. 3. radiance, &c. ^1® a re(j 

sandal spot put on the forehead at the time 

of lighting lamps, by married women. 2. the 

remains of red sandal powder used in the 

service of an idol. ghee used in¬ 

stead of oil. a lamp made of 

pastry. a gem of good water. 

t. b. S§ Janos'jotir-late, [«s^^*wr<] 

s. Lightning. 

T. B. 2§Je>(=3c!)£"L> jotir-lipi, [«&9^§©rSj] 

s. A writing that becomes visible in the fire. 

S. <§^833^^0 jotishtoma, See 

t. b. 8§ja°8cj^o, jotisanu, 

jotishanu, [sS^asfr*] s. An astrologer. 

G. £§Je)(J^o jdto, s. Wish, desire. 

to be wishing, looking for. 2. to hang 

on any thing by the hands or feet. 

a longer, sensualist. !ojs^r!o to go with 

desire or eagerness. 

A. C. jotu, s. An obscene or baw¬ 

dy speech. 
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g3ji^£ 

g. &&&<5&fij6tayya, s. A proper name. 

A. C. £§J«>!jE> joda, s. A trooper,horse sol¬ 

dier. 2. an elephant keepeT. t3j»trk*ar«S!d5 

the troopers (or elephant keepers) shouted. 

C. 8§q®° Zj’StiO jodddUy v. in. To wave, swing, 

shake, move. 

C. S§Je^£> ^ jodigciy &, Wonder, surprise, 

curiosity. 

C. jodu, adj. Cast down, depres¬ 

sed. Sosri a dejected countenance. 

T.B. jona, [wjSf] s. A dog. 

c. e§ jonangiy & A hunting dog, 

a dog for the chase. 

c. sU>^, joni, jo- 

nige, jonike, s. Jaggory in a state of 

fluid or syrup. liquified jaggory. 

t. b. ^vie>^7\do jonigaru, [«&#?**] s. 

Mussulman lapidaries, speaking the Tamil 

language. 

C. ^JSm°Tj7s £§Je)^j 

pi, jopage, jdpata,jdpa- 

di, jopani, jopdtu, s. Whisking off 

flies. ;ta>z&, &i>\tnvb to whisk off 

flies. 

b. jopadi, s. A shed, hut. 

c. jdpdna, jo- 

pana, adj. Careful, cautious, circumspect. 

iSjaxtn^ s&«>2&i to take care of, he careful. 

carefully, cautiously. «&®sste5S&o 

zj to go circumspectly. 

c. jopidi, 

jobidi, jdbili, See 

C. Sn^Soo jopu, jobu, v. a. 

To drive away or brush off flies, &c. 

C. ^ J®^sfoe>€ jomdle, s. A gold necklace. 

O. £§0®i°33oo jdmu, s. Numbness, a limb 

asleep. iSos^slu to&oSm numbness 

or sleepiness to seize a limb. 

T.B. jdi, See 

T. B. SLrij^O^Tijoisa, s. An 

astrologer. 

c. l^JspdXk^x.'Qoi^jdra-gatti-hariyu, 

* v. n. To perspire profusely. 

H. 8§jS)^t3D£>0, jordvari, joru, 

s. Force, violence. sfoaz&j to compel, 

force. s3os^o»5SOotesft forcibly, compulsively. 

t£js>%Tid sa-s-^a a strict order. udi#, 

siraa dunning hard. 

c. jdrike, jorigey 

s. Jaggory in a liquid state. 

C. 8§j?)^j.8yi)do joru-bdru, s. Streams of 

perspiration dried. 

C. jdrboru-ka- 

reyu, V. a. To milk in a continuous stream. 

C. 8§JS^?) jdli, s. Connexion, intercourse, 

interference, cfus^n have 

nothing to do with him. to asso¬ 

ciate with. wscWsJ a person not fit to 

associate with. 

c. &j8$ereTij. join, jolddu, 

V. n. To wave, oscillate, move, swing. 

to hang on, cling to. 

sosisO to suspend, to hang, as a 

cloth on a line. «*»*«» a long, flapping 

ear, not perforated. &»* a dejected 

face. tSiA^w fjaovS a waving 

branch. 13 a 

blobber lip. Wwa* 

wrinkled skin. «*•*«» a 

wrinkled old man. *&»*«» a waving or 

flowing beard. wambling bowels. 

C. jolu-dabbe, s. The bam¬ 

boo with which a Cdvadi cooly carries two 

burdens. 

c. Scjs^eoeEJjs^e/eTo jdlu-joldgu, v. n. 

To be wrinkled. to 

wrinkle. 

C. 8§JS^et>a*So3D jolu-bdvali, s. An ear 

ornament. 

c. e§<Je>(;ett3oT>^l)A jolu-bavaliga, s. The 

large bat called flying-fox. 

c. ^v©i(<Stf£^j;&sos- jdluwa-purbu, s. 

Over-hanging eye-brows. 

C. jol-bilu, v. 7i. To hang, be 

dependent on a person, as a child its parent. 

0. £§JS^^)) jovu, v. a. To drive or brush off 

flies, &c. 

G. £§qs>^3>7\ joshiga, s. An astrologer. 

A. C. jdsha, s. Silence, muteness, 

taciturnity. 

T. B. E§q®^7^^j josyavu, s. As¬ 

trology, astronomy. 



T, B. josyanu, s. An 

astrologer. 

A. C. 8§JS?53 juha, s. A disguise, mask, 

c. &'S5Dt) joh dr a, johdri, 

s. A bard or herald, one that proclaims the 

titles of kings. the profession ©f 

a bard or herald. 55^0 to proclaim 

the titles, &c, of a king. 

C. £§J?);J5oO johu, s. Numbness in any 

member, a limb asleep. Souo, tArae 

b& 8o&o±o to be numb, asleep, as the foot, &e. 

C. jdfet, s. The great millet. 

white great millet. 

^ red great millet, » Ob si yellow great 

millet. a coarse millet, given 

only to buffaloes. Indian corn. 

AoAb a black, coarse kind of millet. 

lAs^tid'sb fried or parched millet. iS^%^ 

millet grain not yet hard. 

an ear of millet. millet grown 

by irrigation. AoA A»tf7»rt© may your 

house become full of corn, may you prosper. 

Fk?A^ coarse millet, not ground fine. 

ziM^a a kind of millet dumpling. & 

A «*Bj, djs^rf w^a millet bread. 

the straw of the great millet. S&St¥£ 

flour of great millet. 

t^a\Ax5, 'gjzivn boiled millet eaten by 

the lower orders, instead of rice. * 

sour millet gruel. *&®^A ^Aouo a 

cake made of millet-flour, jaggory., cocoanut, 

&c. as Aw a mortality among cattle 

from eating the straw of young millet. 

Vrf the boll or ear of millet before it 

bursts open. 

C. 2^J5>?^9 jolt, s- Proportion, adjustment. 

2. share. 3. pair. 4. work, business. 'U 

t£jsr%v a double work. 

C. £oJS^7\ joliye, s. A small bag for 

receiving alms. 

C. jolna, $. A travelling bag. 

T. B. 3?sjouvana, [atfSAA] s. Youth. 

2.. the female breast. 

C. jouvvdji, See WFrsjg. 

C. zFzxg jouli, [«bAv] s. A cloth. 

a cloth merchant. 

^ gnyapti, S. Recollection, remem¬ 

brance. 2. understanding, comprehension; 

the exercise of the intellectual faculty. 

S. gnydta, adj. Known, comprehen¬ 

ded, fully understood. 

S. EyjvS gnydti, s. One of the same gotra, 

a collateral relation or distant kinsman, with 

whom one cannot intermarry. 

S. 2^^ gnydna, s. Spiritual wisdom, sense, 

knowledge in general. 2. knowledge of a 

specific and religious kind, that which is 

derived from meditation and the study of 

philosophy, which teaches man the divine 

nature, and origin of his immaterial part, 

with the unreality of corporeal enjoyments 

or worldly forms; and which, separating him 

during life from terrestrial objects, secures 

to him, after death, a final emancipation 

from existence!, and union with the universal 

spirit. ®j>A a sage, one possessing spiritual 

wisdom. 2. an astrologer, fortune-teller. 

borfj [ocean of wisdom] a Canarese work 

on ethics. zSxhSj a form of worship. 

the .organs of the five senses, 

eye, ear, Ffejario nose, A® ©A tongue, 

skin, g®?1 ^Ajj (mind-eye, having no 

other eyes) blindness. Asti the essence 

of wisdom. gpA a-wA an enlightened mind. 

jp.£ sfrsrtr the path of wisdom. a 

wise man. ***•> a rational creature; 

ssaA saA raaA 'a^#,«reA ri 

Sanscrit works on spiritual wisdom. 

As^A spiritual washing, baptism. «gA 

As^A to be baptized. j|®A As^AAjsi 

Ao to baptize. ®®F* one who baptizes. 

S. gnyapaka, s. Memory, remem¬ 

brance, recollection. Ajsc-o, saAs* AtsAo 

to remind. Araa to recollect, re¬ 

member, bear in mind, call to mind. 

S. 8AFU~> jyd, s. The earth. 2. a bow-string. 

S. jydni, s, Old age, decay, infirmity. 

S. $£^T\>jyeshtha, adj. Best, excellent, 

pre-eminent. 2. elder-born. s. The coin 

termed a pagoda. 2. misfortune. 3. the god¬ 

dess of poverty. 4. an elder sister. 5. the 

eighteenth lunar mansion. 6. the third lu¬ 

nar month, that in which the moon’s change 

takes place when the sun is in Gemini. 

^ tfAAj the elder and the younger of a fami- 



ly. 4%°^ one of the seasons of rain. 

*%^50 an elder son. the 

third Hindu month. «3 the 

goddess of poverty. % the light lu¬ 

nar fortnight of the third month. w 

the dark lunar fortnight of the third 

month, the end of June, the 

time for paying rents and taxes. 

S. °8W jyeshthdmbu, s. The scum 

of water in which rice has been boiled or 

washed. 

s. e§j«^§, ^^^Bci^jyoti, jyotissu, 

s. Light. 2. a lamp. 3. a star. 4. the pu¬ 

pil of the eye. s>Fcd)rfj 

God, as light. 

T. B. jyotisha, s. As¬ 

trology, astronomy. to prog¬ 

nosticate. an astrologer. 

S. Sijs^o ^ jyotishtoma, s. A 

kind of burnt sacrifice at which sixteen offici¬ 

ating priests are required. 

S. E§J«^§Ev^ jyotishpati, s. A king of 

that name. 

S. £j$^&-d^&jy6tiskmati, s. A city so 

called. 2. a kind of oil or unguent. 

S. jyotsne, s. Moonlight- 

the Greek partridge, as feeding 

on the moon’s rays. 

s. jydtsni, s. A moonlight 

night. 

s. jwara, S. Fever. phleg¬ 

matic fever. ^ a fever occasioned by 

humidity. «jd a fever arising from in¬ 

digestion. a malignant fever. d3 

< «jd an intermittent fever. ^ eo^JF 

d an inward fever. M Wjd, e?s? e^d fever 

with ague. Kjd a fever from morbid 

heat in the body, k^fe^d, Wjd bilious 

fever. fcSjd a typhus fever- dojistsii 

Wjd a brain fever, tejd a quartan 

fever. «jd wdj to be attacked with fever, 

w^d $o&> r&jax-$»ch the fever is gone. *&d 910 

« facuja^id the fever is violent, fe&d creids'sM 

the fever produces thirst. a tempo¬ 

rary restraint put upon a fever till some ur¬ 

gent business is accomplished. 

s. 8^<y, jwala, jwalana, s. Fire, 

heat, blazing. the flame of fire. 

Shiva, with an eye of fire. 

to flame, blaze. blazing, flaming. && 

®3«>?a a blazing fire. 

S. jwdle, s. Flame. catch 

fire, become in a blaze. a blazing fire. 

tip jha, The twenty-seventh letter of the 

alphabet, the aspirate of the preceding letter, 

and sounded as jha. 

A. 0. tipjhankane, s. Humiliation. 

2. the sound of music. 3. despising, con¬ 

temning. 

S. tipoffud jhanJcdra, s. A buzz or hum¬ 

ming. 2. the loud noise of anger, d^oo^e 

do to hum, buzz, roar. 

c. tipo3-poo, uLpo7\ojo jhankisu, jhan- 

gisu, v. n. To brandish a sword. 2. to 

jump, spring, leap. 3. to menace, 

c. tipotippaxiojosirsi^ jhanjhandya- 

mdna, s. The jingling of leg-ornaments. 

aApodpriro to tinkle. 

s. tipotipsia^, tipotip^Tj^ jhan- 

jhd-vdta, jhanjhdpana, s. A tempest, 

storm, typhoon. 

C. tip O S3 jfianti, s. A joist, rapier, or se¬ 

condary timber of a beam. 

H. tipo3, tipozf jhanda, jhande, s- An 

ensign, standard, flag. 

c. tipoti, oLpoT^-s^ jhampa, jham- 

pe-tdla, s. A mode of beating time. 

H. tipi's cOoToo jhakdisu, v. «. To blus¬ 

ter, tyrannize. 2. to become intoxicated. 

H. oLp-Scij, tiphakisu,jhakkisu, 

v. n. To abuse, insult, use foul language. 

C. oLpAdJpA^J&^ojoo, OLpTftfcpftToi 
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jhaga-jhaga-holeyu, jhaga jhagisu, 
v. n. To shine brilliantly. d-prtcfcprraccfeslrett 

brilliant, effulgent. 

C. dpX^ jhagala, S. War, battle, con¬ 

test, strife, quarrel, debate, dispute. d'.orttfrto 

W, ttpritf s&ja\T3 a quarrelsome man, a breeder 

of strife. dprterioU a quarrelsome woman. 

<iurW3»jfo, rtpritf sfoajfc, 3rtcsSwfco dispute, 

quarrel, fight, dprtv1 sSit^o to foment a quarrel. 

C. dp 7\3 (dbroo, dp?\reo jhagdisu, 

jhagisu, r. ». To shine, radiate, be efful¬ 

gent. dph#, dpft^ radiance, the act of shin-, 

C. dp a^ jhaggane, adv. Quickly, hasti¬ 

ly- d»rt to rise up quickly. 

h. dp 835^ot)oooj, dpd^DoSocio jhata- 

hdisu, jhadakdisu, v. n. To drive a 

horse violently. 2. to detain with violence. 

3. to be insolent to a superior. 

c. dp&3ri£3, dp&u>£&3 jhata-pata, 

jhatapati, s. Mutual strife. 2. noise made 

by rubbing oil on the bead, &c. 

c. dpfe^, dp^A, dp^doe^ 

jhattiga, jhatti-malla, [wKj]s. A wrest¬ 

ler. 

S. dp£3 jhate, s. A plant so called. 

A. C. xS^Ti^jhadapu, s. Effulgence, lus¬ 

tre, radiance. 

H. dp 5,3 jhaditi, jhadti, ^Ex¬ 

amination or comparison of accounts, dp&S 

fSjs^zSj to examine an account. otfp tip a 

® to see what amount of money is in 

the treasury, d*>*4 3rtzi) to take an 

account. dps®^ to make out an account. 

dp&s an account has been 

taken of all the goods. 

A. C. dp5IS jhaditi, adj. Unhesitatingly 

and without error. BS^sSfto prasdffo dp&ecrij 

$51 will tell it without hesitation or mistake. 

C. dpSdSoo jhadiyu, v. a. To ram, to load 

fire arms, &c. 2. to rain incessantly, dpa 

to cause to ram. 

A. c. dpSrvo jhadisu, v. a. To shake off. 

2- to abuse. 3. to throw away. 

c. dp^dpp^dp^dpua^jdpPQ-B 

jhan-jhanane, jhanjhanaka- 

ne, jhandyane, s. The tinkling of hells 

on the feet, &e. &,Jrs»cA>;to to tinkle or sound. 

C. dpdo^ii a!bdo jhamakdisu, v. a. To 

frighten, by brandishing a sword. 

C. dptp-&ojo jhamakisu, v. a. To brand¬ 

ish a sword. 

S. dpd, dp£> jhara, jhari, s. A cascade, 

water-fall. 

c. dpddpdoSo^djooyAara-^'Aara-ye- 

leyu, v. n. To drag with a jarring noise. 

8. dpdpS’tj jharjhara, s. A cymbal or 

tabret. 

A. c. dp& jhallannu, v. n. To quake 

with fear, dps? palpitation. 

C. dpc^d jhallaka, adj. Loose or slight 

in texture, dpgp a cloth of loose texture. 

o. dps^S, dp^pl, dp<y& jhalladi, 

jhallani, jhallari, s. A sieve, cribble, 

grate for sifting. 

C. dp<2> j3 jhallane, s. Sudden terror. 

H. dp0^ jhalli, s. The ornamental tassels 

of the hair of the yak fixed to a horse’s head. 

dp<§^ stojrt the bos-grunniens or yak. 

S. jhallisu, v.a. To sift, shake, 

as corn, &c. 

s. vhpvj jhasha, s. A fish, «*>« ***<*, dp 

* Cupid, with the sign of a fish on his 

banner, dp;} =#^?i sexual pleasures, 

dp^p^oh Shiva, the destroyer of Cupid. 

s. dpd^Ep X^zS&l\jhasha-phasha, 

jhasha-pishi, s. Insincerity, want of frank¬ 

ness. dp^^Sejrf sfres-stio to speak frankly 

or ingenuously. sfc»33g> there 

is no insincerity in his language. 

T. B. dp To jhasa, [cctaSAj]. S. Eame, cele¬ 

brity. 

A. C. dp^/Aala, s.Heat, A^&ptfheat ofbody. 

A. o. dp^oaj, dp^ jhalamba, jhali, 

s. A hood, veil. 

a. c. dp^oaysdjo jhalambdita, $. A 

fanner, one who drives off flies, &c. 

C. dp^d jhalaka, s. Bathing, ablution. 

C. jhalaku, V.a. To brandish, v. 
n. To glitter, s. Glitter, radiance. 

C. dp^dp $ 6$njhala-jhalu-to- 

leyu, v. a. To wash and scour so as to make 

shine. 

c. dp^dp^cOoTeOjdp^dp^dojAa- 
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tip*? 

la-jhaldisu, jhala-jhalisu, v. a. To po¬ 

lish, mate shine. 

C. pj^l>7vO, pJ^cCbP, pi^brp 

tip^Too, pi^p jhalapisu, jhald- 

isu, jhalipisu, jhalkisu, jhalisu, v. 

a. To brandish. 

;S. p)$S*>^.d jkalat/cdra, S. Effulgence, 

radiance, lustre. 

■o. pTSo^pQ, p3r®op)pD jhdnJcana, 

jhdnjhanu, s. The sound of a gong. 

•c. pjacp pTsezS jhdnda, jkande, 

s. A flag, standard, ensign. 

S. pJa)b5j/iata,s. An arbour,bower, place 

overgrown w’ith creepers, a wood, thicket. 

■C. p Ja> 83^cj3X) e3 jhdti-dhdti, s. A high 

road. 

A. C. pT®dpS jhddane, s. A broom. 2. 

taking off. 

C. p-yScTS^TSp jhddd-mddu, v. a. To 

settle in full, to pay entirely. 

&> to give without sparing. 

■C. TpJa) Xb jhddi, s. Two or more camllies 

joined together. 2. a stream. 3. a mass. 

ti+»& to spread such camblies for visitors 

to sit on, &c. 

■C. pT® 5 roO jhddlSU, v. a. To shake, as 

a cloth. Jos^o to shake off 

dust from the feet. 

T. B. pJa)& jhama, [atsssaj s. A watch 

of three hours. 

c. pJ®<y&, jhdlari, jhdlaru, 

s. A fringe, net-work. a lattice 

window, dorews S?3 a rice strainer. 

stsib a straining ladle. 

T. B. tpT® p) jhdvu, [afcssfo] s. A watch 

of three hours. rtb, a watchman, 

a turn to watch. a cock 

that crows every three hours. the 

middle watch. the morning watch. 

a gong used for striking the 

watch. 

T. B. p jhdlige, s. A bag, purse, 

scrip. 

s. &cpo&3 jhinte, s. A tree so called. 2. an 

insect. 

c. pod&sdo^1 jkiradi-hula, s. A very 

large black insect. 

s. pcD^ jhillilte, s. The Cicada, cricket. 

S. pcD jhilli-mriga, s. The yak 

or bos-grunniens, 

G. jhillu, s. The sensation produced 

by the sting of a scorpion, &c. 2. the force 

of a stream, &c. to extend, 

as the pain from the sting of a scorpion, &c. 

Bcp^o zojarfceo to spirt out with force, as 

blood from a wound. 

0. jhiva-jhiva-tege- 

yu, v. n. To become tired, as the feet in 

walking. 

,S. pJeso^ud, prao^eS jhinkdra, 

jJlinkriti, s. The humming of the car¬ 

penter bee, &c. 

C. pjoo^o^jhummane, & Horripilation. 

H. dpo^PoP jhuMisu, v. a. To fix, 

settle, establish a price. 2. to nod with in¬ 

toxication. 

o. pJoPopiopjS jhumu-jhumane, s. 

The humming of bees. 

c. pJop^oSoXdo jhuvvane-yegaru, 

v. n. To jump with force, av’o to as¬ 

cend rapidly or very high, as a paper kite. 

A. C. p)opot)P jJiulumpisu, v. a. To 

brandish a sword. 

c. poppop^Qcrfoo jhulu-jhuluhar- 

iyu, v. n. To ripple, as a stream. 

H. po-JS&S jhute, s. A lie, falsehood. 

a liar. 

H. poja^o jhulu, s. A horse-cloth. 

S. po^Ou^d jhenkdra, S. Buzzing or 

humming of bees. 2. the twang of a bow¬ 

string. *2)the buzzing of the 

black bee. <3*H°*e*l, 8WVKJ* 

to sound, hum, buzz. 

riffc he twanged the bow-string. 

C. jhentakathei, s. A sound 

used in beating time. 

C. pJSOTo^do jhomperu, V.n. The hair to 

stand on end. 

A. C. pJSCpiS jhommane, S, Horripila¬ 

tion. 

A. 0. pJSOpo^/iOWZWZM, v. n. To be infla¬ 

ted with joy, the hair to stand on end with 

delight. 

•C. pJe^oSyp jhompisu, V. n. A limb to 

be asleep. 



C. Tigris jhupadi, s. A hut or shed. 

2. a tent without walls. to 

build a hut, pitch such a tent. 

<£? 

nya, The twenty eighth letter of the alphabet, the nasal of the preceding class, sounded as nya, 

or as gni in seignior. 

0. ( D 5 cf OJoo jholi-hodeyu, 

v. n- To be intoxicated. ■ 

^ ta, The twenty-ninth letter of the alpha¬ 

bet represented by a t with a dot under it, 

and sounded as a very hard t, with the tip of 

the tongue turned backwards towards the 

throat as far as possible. 

S. bSotf tanka, s. Borax. 2. a stone cut¬ 

ter’s chisel. 3. an instrument for piercing cad- 

jan leaves. 4. pride. Mo*d sjia borax powder, 

things soldered with borax. 

S. tankana, s. Borax or sub-borate 

of Soda. 

c. tanka-sale, s. A mint. Mo 

a king who coins in his own name. Mo 

SftfseJo&Sf the superintendent of a mint, 

s. Moss'd, &3o^-3 tankdra, tankriti, 

s. The twang of a bow-string. Mo=Fi 

tido Psz& to twang a bow-string. 

C. &5o-& tanki, s. A kind of tabret. 

C. fe3zr§ tanke, s. A staff or cudgel. 

C. Boao tangu, S. A saddle girth. Morto 

to tighten a girth. Morb =tf to fasten 

a girth. 

C. &3oAo^t)o3oi, fe3o^x>aa3o;j tangu- 

hariyu, tanghariyu, v. n. To be 

quite spent or exhausted by fatigue. 2. to 

be reduced to poverty. 

c. kSofeSpsjS, b5o?\$tantanane, tangane, 

s. The sound of a tambour, &c. 

A. C. &3o£3 tante, s. A staff, stick, cudgel. 

G. fetes c£b7vO takdisu, v. n. To put in 

. mind, refresh the memory. 2. to deceive, 

cheat, run away. PoptP^pt pPt^ SoftS 

tfuszS Uffsctw?! iS^ *33 go and remind that 

man that he must pay our money to-morrow- 

s'svfS ppp dd^daod u 

do^tfocb remind the thief, who stole 

yesterday, that he will be punished by the 

Government to-morrow. 

S. fetes d ta-kdra, s. The letter M. 

0. fe^-O^d takora, s. A small double drum. 

C. fete^j takkanu, v.n. To be alarmed- 

« enr-dSdosi Ptpjp^p ppfpssp pp^ skjftyj&Mfr 

M^.odo the account of the man in that vil¬ 

lage distressed my mind. 

t. b. fe^^p takkari, takkali, 

w>3* a thief. 

C. 63^0^ tak.hu, s. Dissimulation, pretence, 

hypocrisy, deceit, cunning, fraud. 

H\PP a deceitful, fraudulent man. 

^o, to be deceived. 

deceiving, hoaxing. M*^, aS^o to lie, tell a 

falsehood, dissemble. PzpoP^sorf 

Sid pj^&z’jpo i took care not to be de¬ 

ceived by that man. 

C. feXdj tagaru, s. Aram. MddorfsJ a 

large head. Mrtd> s»*> a ram to butt. 

C. fe37\£#e oSo^ tagarchi-yele, s. The 

Cassia tora. 

C. bScp^s)J\zi tanakali-gida, s. The tree 

JEschynomene aspera. 

c. fepss extend tandyanu, vn. To sound, 

as a metal vessel when struck. 

c. fedXs#, fe3£rscoo, tapdki, tapdsu, 
s. A cracker. Msts-*-^ Po& to fire off a cracker. 

c. &3£nsy fe3trs^:>i fe^ tappd, tap- 
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oio-S- 

Jpdlu, tappe, S. The post. 2. a relay of 

horses or palanquin-bearers. to do 

up the letter-bag. w&rttf a letter sent 

by post. the post-man. 

arsjS the post-office. riosSss^ a post- 

office writer. =£oifi:J a relay-horse. 

to fix a relay of bearers, horses, &c. & 

S^crijaPi :&is%rio to go post, 

c. 83s3o63, SSzJo&j tamate, tamaku, s. 

A tambour, use*, WSMfc to 

beat a tambour, to tom-tom. 

C. 83eixcOoi\b taldisu, v. a. To evade to 

put off. 2. to beat off or away. 3. to lead, 

walk out, as a horse. 

C. 83o3,p3 tavane, s. Simple and compound 

addition, ttofa to add up figures. 

II. 83 tasse, s. A seal, stamp, a mark on 

cattle, &c. to mark, stamp, print. 

D. foxS'rs, &Jtdkana, tdkani, 

s. A Pegu pony. 

D. 83X0x63X^0 tdkd-tdku, adj. Very ex¬ 

peditious, very quick. 

C. 63X0X55Xt5io tdkd-hdku, v. a. To pin 

or baste down a cloth, to secure it while sew¬ 

ing. 

C. 63Xtt?vO takisu, v. a. To put in mind, to 

charge strictly. 

0. 63x£o tdku, s. The nib of a pen. 2. an 

arch. 3. a valley or low ground. 4. a caret. 

Bs-4-jS low ground. j&oiiccoo, 

S3, or 5^0 to nib a pen. 

to make an arch, kwo s»w to put a caret. 

C. 6ju #0 83i®firo tdku-tiku, adj. Proper, good, 

excellent, neat, kratfo sm&j to make 

proper. 

c. SjDT^o&ra^o tdko-tdku, adj. Quick, 

hurried, hasty. fa*1* ^crfjirs a forced 

march, hurried journey. 

C. 83xp® tana, [sum] «. A place. 2. a gar¬ 

rison. 3. the head station of a district, 

c. Sjxpx^jx^o, tana-kolu, 

tangolu, s. A stick with a ferrule. 

C. 63xp©xS^&7^ tdnd-divige, s. A lamp 

on a stand. 2. a lamp always kept burning. 

C. 83Xp§ tune, s. Equipoise. 2. a place. 3. 

a lamp always kept burning, adj. firm, fixed, 

perpetual. 

C. tdla-tdli, s. Deceit in 

word or deed, doing work deceitfully, want 

of faithfulness. tv to defeat or 

delay by artifice; to do work deceitfully. 

S. 6jx1^) tdvu, s. A house, place, dwelling, 

residence. 

0. 83o3ot> timbari, s. The plant Garcinia 

glutinfiera. 

c. 83o3oD, 83&ot>, 83&0 timbari, timiri, 

tiriri, s. A child’s tambour or drum. 

S. 8383^5 tittibha, s. The quail, Parra ja- 

cana or goensis ? 

C. 83i!rxc£)JrOO tipdisu, V. a. To shuffle, 

as cards. 

C. 83t5^P§ tippani, s. A commentary, glos¬ 

sary, meaning. 2. an explanatory note writ¬ 

ten at the bottom of a page. - *^to 

explain, interpret. an interpreter. 

S. 83(0^, 83(J:Sg tika, tiku, s. Meaning, 

interpretation, glossary. to interpret, 

explain, to tell the meaning. ^ 

HFiWfctkb commentators, interpreters. 

0. 83(^33opI tiki-mani, s. A gold neck¬ 

lace that goes tight round the neck. 

C. 83^085(0 5x?\do tiku-tikdgiru, v. n. 

To be proper, well, nice. 

C. tipu, s. A note or glossary written 

at the foot of a page. 2. money deposited as 

security for good conduct, 

o. SS^cooax^o tipu-sultdnu, s. Tippoo 

Sultan. 

0. 83o^3oo^o83o;3oo^o tumuku-tumuku, 

s. The sound of a tabret. 

0. 83odo83o-6/;3 turu-turrene, s. The 

breaking of wind in continuation. 

C. 83j«/■§■ tuki, s. A guess, conjecture. 2. 

an abstract of the contents or purport of a 

letter. &>»■*■ BUS-fo to guess, ponder. 

a guess account, calculation by the 

head without pen or pencil. kbsS-fi to 

tell by conjecture. 44®^ wAMO&_to. settle 

an account by head reckoning. 

o. SSo^cdx^ tenkasdle, [Bc^fi-sB] s. A 

mint. 

c. 83o^<yo tenkalu, s. The South. 

c. 63c&, 83Gt? tenki, tenke, s. A house. 

2. an imaginary coin of the value of 16 dubs 

or four silver fanams. 
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a. c. <§3o83piro:>, 63o"dpl<\b tentanisu, 

tenthanisu, v. n. To have, possess, obtain, 

attain. WoekiJn&MtefcsfcM} sSoofeSoSrf 

having abandoned the body he had, 

and having attained final beatitude. fcJogrf 

tJbJoj the hostile soldiers that were there. 

ftfocifSnsd one who has attained or possesses. 

G. S3 3^ tekke, s. A flag, banner, ensign. 2. 

an embrace, wtu&fi a firm grasp, tight 

embrace. 

C. SSjso^, <S3je>or? tonka, tonke, s. The 

middle, loins, waist, hip, pubic regions. Kjao 

* Kao* *1^ to gird the loins, as when 

going before a superior, &c. Scots' Ocdjo 

to be weak in the loins. fe3jao=Fdjj"A =#js 

to put any thing, in the waist-pouch 

fSjso^&uid a waistband. ^orijce the 

hip. 

C. (SSjso'A tongi, s. a branch. 

O. (SSjsoao tongu, s. The fist. 2. a rap, 

blow. 3. a game so called. Susorio SScrfoo, 

asorijj sacdoo, Bosohx$6 to strike with the fist 

on the head. a clenched fist. &®o 

fNadj to put to the torture. 

C. SSjzo -A tonge, s. A cluster of blossoms. 

2. a leak in the roof of a house, &c. 3. the 

fist. 

c. 63a)OpI, 63a>opI tonni, tonne, s. 

A cudgel, club. RaopSsrehUj to be stout. 
fioba, feSosorfr; a stout man. 

C. tokkane, s. The sound of a 

cracked vessel. 

c. dSjspsb, dSjsps’Sj tonapi, tonape, 

s. A cudgel, mace, club. 

A. C. &3vj«>pS tone, v.a. To say, tell, declare 

c. 63j«)d\, 63toppa, toppe, s. A 

lid, cover. 2. a pod or shell. 

C. £3jd~6j torre, adj. Leaky, having holes. 

2. hollow, fcn>c&o a toothless mouth. 

&*?) a stick that has no substance. 

5; rtart an earthen vessel that is broken. &» 

to spring a leak, as the roof of a house. 

C. S3js>$-S tolape, s. A pod or shell. 2. 

the scab of an old sore. to shell. 

afcrfSc* a tamarind pod. 

c. Bjsf tollu, tolle, adj. 

Hollow, not solid, void within. 

pithless stick. s(od a hollow tree. 

***** an empty speech, vain boast, lie. Hua 

f to become hollow. 

***, ^ *-Sa*» to scoop out, excavate, 
hollow out. 

h. 63js^0, 63js^o^do, toku, 

tokuwaddu, tdli, s. Total, whole, aggre- 

gate. to. come together. 

an aggregate account. 

H. fiSja^b topi, s. A hat, helmet. 

***’ to hoax. 2. to put on a hat. 
one who Wears a jjat, 

C. 63js^Ijj topu, s. A woollen cloak used 

in travelling. 

The thirtieth letter of the alphabet, 

the aspirate of the preceding, sounded as a 

very hard th. 

s. "dotrsd, thankdra, than- 

kriti, s. The twang of a bow-string. 

a. c. -do-dpscoo, ■do-dps-soDjcoo than- 

thanisu, thanthanaisu, v. n. To sound,* 

as a bow-string. 

c. -ds-BC&Orii thakdisu, v.a. To remind, 

charge strictly. 

c. thakkanu, 

thakkaU, thakkinava, $. a cheat, de¬ 

frauder, dissembler. 

C. thakku, s. Dissimulation, deceit, 

pretence, fraud, cheating, false promises, chi¬ 

canery. to lie, make false promises, 

pretend. «V*>,**4 to deceive, defraud! 

cheat. chicanery, deceit, hoaxing, 

fraudulent, crafty. 

C. ■tfpS'SC&orvJ thandisu, v.n. To sound, 

as a tabret does. 

c. "dddux)o!)jido thara-thardisu, v_ w< 

To be much alarmed. 
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T. B. tJtjScOoToo thardisu, v. a. To set¬ 

tle, fix, determine. 

C. Eterac&oToo thaldisu, v. a. To evade, 

put off. 2. to lead, or walk out, as a horse. 

C. -Roof'S thavane, s. Compound and sim¬ 

ple addition. sSrfrfsfc to add up figures. 

C. E$5^ thavali, s. Deceit, fraud, chica¬ 

nery, pretence. a deceitful female. 

€^sSj»%n a deceiver, pretender. 

H. thasse, S. A seal, stamp. ^ 

& to seal, stamp, mark. 

C. "^^30^ thasse-bale, s. A glass brace¬ 

let ornamented with stars. 

C. Era^pS, Era^rl thdkane, thdkani, 

adj. Quick in paces, as a Pegue pony. 

H. Era pi. Era pot thane, thdnd, s. A place. 

2. a garrison, police station. 3. the head 

station of a district. 4. capture or falling 

into the possession of another ruler. usrsetti, 

crers^nsd, crsrssrratf the Commandant of a gar¬ 

rison. 2. a soldier. to capture, 

take possession of a place. ^ enwdg 

edjsit} this village has fallen into the 

Company’s possession. wrt &a\ 

he® 3 they are gone to capture. Biricsfodth 

soldiers in garrison, ssra® a stick with 

a ferrule, rtj®U a large tent peg. ®«>fvs 

a lamp on a stand. 2. a lamp always 

kept burning. a place where 

minor misdemeanours are inquired into, a 

petty court. 

c. thdla-tholi, s. Deceitful¬ 

ness in speech or action. 

one who deceives or does work 

imperfectly or deceitfully. 

C. EraS^, Erai^j^ thdvike, thdvuke, s. 

Recollection, knowledge, acquaintance with, 

ts I am not acquainted 

with that word. &■*£>=# sSss>z& to inform, ac¬ 

quaint. 

c. Era^Sj, Era^)jS)5rap4 thdvu, thdvu- 

thikdm, s. A place, house, lodging, resi¬ 

dence. 2. cause, occasion, room. 

to occupy a place. ©wsrft 5^* 

to point out one’s place of residence. 

C. Era&o1# thdhike, See 

A. C. Era^^ thdlika, s. A lie, falsehood, 

a liar. 

C. Soa^o thinganu, v. n. To sound, as 

an earthen vessel, guitar, &c. 

H. Swap!, SwapS, SwapO's thikdni, 

thikdne, thikdnd, s. A place of abode, 

resort, residence, station. 2. means, room, 

occasion, opportunity. e=F5>ri ^ 110 

means of getting hire. n0 

way of getting food. «»,* no means 

of getting clothes. nobo¬ 

dy to ask. ««K I 

have no ability to give him any thing. 

H. thiku, adj. Proper, just, fit. 2. 

exact, complete. 3. true, a suit¬ 

able or good work. to he proper, fit, 

true. d.n>a =#js^o to do well. 

C. thivi, s. Ostentation. 2. condition, 

state. ®*5* to be ostentatious, display 

one’s property, &c. a man of dis¬ 

play. ^ 

this great gallant makes a great 

display among his companions. **32 

his ostentation is unpa¬ 

ralleled. 

h. e^33c§, thevani, thevand- 

ti, s. Monied security. 2. advance, depo¬ 

sit. 3. putting money into a hank. 

nsd one who lays down money as a security. 

<neti to cause an advance of mo¬ 

ney to he laid down. dtdiw* to put 

money into a bank. 

c. &©opS, eLtspsa thonne, thonaga, s. 

A dolt, blockhead. 

C. thoiU- 

me-khasiyu, thokdisu, v. a. To rap on 

the head. 

C. Tr7^> thouli, s. Chicanery, deceit, fraud. 

s’SvtwcS a liar, deceiver. a deceitful 

female. 
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Ti da, The thirty-first letter of the alphabet, 

represented by d with a dot under it, and 

sounded as a very hard d with the tip of the 

tongue turned backwards towards the throat 

as far as possible. 

C. tiotf, x&otfpI, zioir danka, dankani, 

danke, s. A large, double drum, carried on 

a horse, ox, or camel, adj. Swift, fast, quick. 

=5*jeJ>3 the horse that carries the drum. 

2. a fast horse. So'Fsnsri, ^o=#ocPsf 

P"5 a drummer. 

A. C. danke, s. A staff, cudgel, stick. 

C. zioAxj, rfoTod dangara, dangura, 

s. Proclamation by beat of drum, &c. doriod 

to cause to be proclaimed. dorbd 

to make proclamation. 

C. do~R dangd, dange, s. Dun¬ 

ning for payment, sitting down at a creditor’s 

door with a determination not to move till 

payment is made, dort? 

dradoto dun, dorratfo, a dun. 

C. 7\od sya dangurachdtu, 
Blindman’s buff. 

C. rfoAoddojo^ danguradayya, s. a. 

mendicant who pretends to deliver prophecies. 

C. dandanane, 

dandhanane, s. The sound of a large dram. 

C. do&, dozf dandi, dande, s. A bank, 

shore- 

S. do£ji dambha, [See dor^“|s. Ostentation. 

adj. Ostentatious, making a display, dou 

Twd, doudddo an ostentatious man, one fond 

of display. dowal3^, zSoSjireU display, 

shew, assumption, arrogance. dow &%$<>, do 

sjs to boast, brag. 

S. do,2jJ'S&5:5d dambhdchdra, s. Osten¬ 

tation, empty display. 

€. dodo^S dammane, s. The report of a 

gun. 

C. d^yd^d^^dakka, dakki, dakke, 

s. A small drum shaped like an hour-glass. 

C. dsozsD^ dabaddhdlike, s. An empty 

shew ox mthority. 

C. d&)d^ dabarige, s. A metal tray for 

serving out rice. 2. violent pain in the knees. 

C. deS^S dabiri, s. A dram so called. 2. a 

moonshee, writer. 

C. day|^ dabbd, s. A powder-horn. 

C. dSD^rfd dabbddava, s. A huge, big 

man. 2. an ostentatious man. dwg^d huge, 

bulky, large. 

C. ?32^Kj dabbi, s. A small box in which 

custom-house officers keep collections made 

by them. 2. a vessel kept in temples for 

the reception of presents from pilgrims. dtf 

rt&rt a custom-house collection vessel. 

dtf a snuflf box. d^s wscdjo to guard a 

collection-box. do wto the money received 

into a collection-box. d^ s; drfso-sdrf opening 

a collection-box and counting the money. 

C. dabbu, s. A dub or copper coin of 

the value of four pie or 20 cash. 2. a lie, 

falsehood. 3. riches, eclat, ostentation. 4. 

the noise of a drum. 5. bulkinesss. 6. the 

• hollow of a drum. d*.w rred a man fond of 

display, dtw ssMfo the ear, &c. to be sealed 

up by cold, &c. d^w bS^o, to 

lie. dw to make a display, duo dz3 

to swagger or stagger. 

C. dsS^83^f$ dabbena-bilu, v. n. To 

fall with a sound, as stones in water, &c. 

C. ddod damara, s. Affray, contest, strife, 

s. ddodo, ddo'dj’S2, ddodoX dama.ru, 

damaruku, damaruga, s A small drum 

shaped like an hour glass, and held in one 

hand. 

C. rfod-TStj damdra, s. A double kettle¬ 

drum, carried on an ox. 

c. d£>Je>t>do damiranu, 

damilanu, v. n. To report, as a gun does, 

S. day ana, s. Flying in the air, 

the flight of a bird. 2. a car or litter carried 

upon men’s shoulders, a palanquin. 

C. dti)$ durrane, s. The noise of belching. 

H. do/dC&sd daluita, s. A peon. 

A. C. ddr§ davake, s. A spittoon, spitting 

dish. 

c. ddf'o davane, s. A small drum beaten 

on one side. 

C. davaru, See 
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c. T$3T)7SjS>^<yd davddolu, s. Puss, bustle. 

2. trouble or alarm from foreign invasion. 

=#js?io to raise a false alarm. 

H. TjsdcD davdlu, davali, s. 

A sword belt, S3*to 55®* to pat on a belt. 

C. TiS)~R davige, s. A stave, large bamboo. 

c. davuru. See 

H. davulu. See sStw. 

S. zi^zo dahu, s. The tree Or to carpus lacu- 

cha. 

C. ddnkane, s. A drum so called. 

s. ,z57>o$a ddmbhika, ddmbhiga, 

s. One who affects the great man. 2. a 

hypocrite. 

A. C. CTS-&, ZiZy&S ddki, ddkini, s. A 

kind of demon. 2. a broad sword. 

C. ddku, s. A mark put on cattle, a 

blot, stain. a»,* to mark cattle. 

c. TSZ}J\t) ddgili, s. An anvil. 

C. ZSt)7\o ddgu, s. A lurking or hiding place, 

as the bed of an empty river, &c. 2. a mark 

put on cattle, a stain, spot, blot. a®rto 

to hide another, s^o to mark as cattle, 

&c. with a red hot iron, &c. to 

hide one’s self. AA ssftdrfirfjii a lurker, 

one who lies in ambush. 253 to a lurking 

place, place of ambush. 

A. C. CSZszS dade, $. An armlet, worn as a 

mark of honour. 

C. K's p’S, ZS7> p4, ST) pa ddna, ddni, dune, 

s. Horse-corn, to feed 

horses with corn. 

C. ddni-kolu, 

ddni-badige, s. A stick with a ferrule at 

each end. 

c. £3dP3cx)o7\o7\ 0 daneya-guggari, s. 

Gram, &c. boiled for horses. 

C. ddbu, s. A woman’s girdle or zone. 

2. fear, impression of authority. 0**3^ 

the fastening of a zone. 

S. crsdoj dumra, See o»sW. 

C. Bv«a ddlari, act). Equal, equali¬ 

ty, sameness. cswO sitsc s. A gold pagoda 

so called. 

C. ddlu, s. A shield, buckler. 2. a 

symbol upon a standard, s'*®? tfttostSo shield 

and sword. 

c. ddvani, s. The rope to which 

cattle are tied in a line, 3?^ to tie 

cattle to a rope, the peg for se¬ 

curing this rope, °3o A a bullock tied to 

a rope. 

A. C. CSD'dd ddvara, s. The annoyance 

arising from foreigD invasion, the calamities 

of war, &c. 

c. ZSoTz ddvu, ddve, s. Enmity, 

hatred, revenge. 2. lying in wait for an 

enemy, watching the movements of an adver¬ 

sary. ® Ato fall into the pow¬ 

er of one lying in wait. ®» A *» 

*, 3®^ ste* to lurk, lie in wait, crouch, 

fawn. a®s5zf a lurking place, ambush. 

too, os^sstl, 1 0ne who lies in wait 

to be revenged on hi3 foe. ras^Tfsdo to pub¬ 

lish one’s intention of being revenged on an 

enemy. 

C. 5i)^o ddlu, s. Lustre, effulgence. 2. a 

shield, to be radiant. 

C. SiOtki) dinkidu, ®, n. To jump, leap. 

Bo-s- to beat so as to make run off. 

C. dinku-dinku, s. Merriness, 

hilarity. merrily, joyfully. 

C. &OAtj^o, SoaSa^o dingaranu, din- 

gariganu, s. A servant. 2. a devotee. 3- 

a fat man. 

c. c2oao dingu, s. Hilarity, gaiety, adj. 

Joyous, merry. to be merry. 

*5* merriness, joyfulness, gladness. aorio *<*% 

to to appear merry or joyful. 

S. SiGcjc^o dindima, s. A small drum. 

S. cioc^d dindira, s. Foam, froth. 

C. cio^j) dimpu, adj. Inferior, below, s. 

Diminution. 

T. B. S>oay35orf dimbdhava, s. An affray 

among children. 

C. &os3, 5o8oo dimbi, dimbu, s. A pil¬ 

low. 

s. 5>oep, Soars’ dimbha, dimbhaka, s. 

A child, infant. 

C. dibbana, dib- 

bala, dibbi, s. Any thing used for a cauk 

or stopple, adj. Quick, soon. 

a. c. atf 

ed away. 

dilla, adj. Hollow, empty, wast- 

s. Weakness, as from long fasting. 
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tlie army is wasted or ex¬ 

hausted. 

C. dikd- 

du, dikollu, dikyadu, v. n. To butt, as 

rams do. 

S. 5^ dina, s. Flying, the flight of a bird. 

c. ^Dsizi) dili-padu, v. n. To be defeat¬ 

ed. 2. to become lean, weak, feeble. 

to weaken. 2. to defeat. 

C. dunkani, s. A water-fall. 

S. rfoorliE^ dundubha, s. A kind of snake, 

with two heads. 

c. duk- 

ku, dukku-padu, dukku-bilu, v. n. To 

keep bidden in breathless silence, from fear 

of robbers. 

C. tkarec&oToo, zkayadrco dubdisu, du- 

barisu, v. n. To spread, enlarge, distend, 

swell. 

c. rfoaiorfosoo dubu-dubu, s. Thesoundof 

a kind of drum. 

C. dubba, s. The back. 2. a protu¬ 

berance. 3. the hump of a camel. ^ 

1x100 the back to chafe or become sore, 

to protrude. rirfsfo a man with a 

hump-back. &>So =A®oi& ^os^rio ®. n. To 

take hold of each other by the back, as a 

number of persons in crossing a river. 2. to 

run behind the rider, as a horsekeeper does, 

with his hand on the horse’s back. 

S. dull, s. A female turtle. 

c. zfo^prl denkani, s. The flag-staff o'f the 

bastion of a fort. 

C. Zdege, s. A hawk or falcon. 

H. derd, dere, 

de'revu, s. A tent. sd^j a tent wall. 

r&aa&Q to pitch a tent. 

c. zfoso^, donka, donku, adj. 

Crooked, curved, bent. to bend. 

to cause to bend. &aoaf =&eo«o a 

bent branch. 

A. c. zfj^crS^, zfjsol5\rS donkali, don- 

kane, s. A javelin, spear. 

C. zf^OAd dongara, See 

C. Z§j§opa donne, s. A cudgel, club. 

fit trars a fire-work made with a 

thorny stick. r?v»o?St a huge nose, 

tfjsoflt wscfio s. A large kind of chillee. 

c. t^osodo, z?je)0£Qddo dombaru. 

dombdraru, s. Tumblers, rope-dancers. 

zSjbowO rirS a tumblers’ pole, a tumb- 

lers’ drum. zco«>owe>33, a female 

tumbler. 

C. zSjsosS, djdO%3 dombi, dombe, [£os>o 

tf] s. The crowd brought together by a fight 

or contention. 

A. C. Z?de)O&>0 dombu, s. Display, ostenta¬ 

tion. 

A. C. dokkara, adj. Crooked, 

curved. 

A. C. zifcZ^. dokke, S. The belly. 2. the 

outward shell of a cocoanut. a 

very large boil or carbuncle. 

C. zfjSAdo dogaru, s. A concavity, pit, 

hole, iliaricrsrf hollow, concave, rfjsrie 

to scoop out, to hollow. to be¬ 

come hollow. 2. to sink in, as a roof (See 

the roof has sunk in much from rain. =3* 3 

v" zij jrasiaori tfijsrtrto *3^ this place, worn 

away by the stream, is become hollowed. 

c. Z§v^>A0 doggu, ». n. To stoop, bend. 

a rfoario to stoop one’s self. 1X03 

r'o to stand on all fours, as a child. 2. 

to stoop down, rtjsri stosSo, to make 

stoop. ^ the act of stooping. rtosn^U 

crawling, as a child on all fours, or moving by 

jerks while sitting. t&> to move thus, 

ucb to come bending or crawling, from 

fear. 

C. zfjsri done, s. Standing water, a natu¬ 

ral pond in a rock. 2. a quiver. 

doppe, s. A hollow or falling in 

of the body, from age. 

A. C. JttCX}°7\ doige, s. The act of rolling 

about. 

C. u>ss3j dorre, S. The hollow of a tree, 

wall, &c., occasioned by age. 

C. To dolldsa, s. Conceit, brag, 

show. “ 

c. zLra^ dollu, S. A shepherd’s drum. 2. 

empty brag, vain boast, adj. Hollow. 2. 

fat, stout. to brag, boast. 
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tS JS^r 

rad a boaster. a®1*. MsB* to 

beat a shepherd’s drum. an empty 

speech. ^ to become pot-bellied. 

<C. teja^pl dokani, s. A small hoe for 

grubbing up grass. 2. boys knocking the 

fist or elbow of another boy in a hole, as a 

punishment for his losing a game. 

C. zSj©^«>& dokdri, s. A boy who cries 

out when he is not hurt. crying 

out when not hurt. 

C. zSj3°t5\) duku, v. n. To be chafed, as the 

back of a horse. 2. to crawl, as a child on 

all fours. 3. to hitch on the bottom, v. a. 

To grub. boys knocking the elbow 

or fist of another boy in a hole, as a punish¬ 

ment for his losing a game. £***•»*, 

* to cause to grub grass. ■*»*“*> a 

hole made by children to play with. 

T. B. 'ZS’^op'i ddni, s. A boat. 2. 

a trough for cattle to drink out of. 3. a wa¬ 

ter spout or gutter. 4. the lip or spout of a 

vessel or mug. ero!^ a salt-pan. 

D. dori, adj. Striped, as a cloth. 

a double and single strip¬ 

ed female cloth. 

C. zSd©£tfc ddru, See sH*. 

s. doldyamdna, adj. 

Perplexed, confused. 

e. z§zf doli, dola, 

dola, s. A dooly or litter. a 

swinging cradle. *&**©«* 5^jsot>0 tlie pole of 

a dooly. a swinging cot. 

to. carry a dooly. Sosilccio to 

swing about, as an unsteady dooly does. 

C. doli-hunnu, *. A bad, 

spreading sore on the head. 

C. Z?JS^CW dolu, s. A kind of drum. 

C. ddvi, s. The cranium, the skull. 

adj. Hollow, concave. a sore on 

the head. to become hollow, 

the brain-pan. 

C. zSje)^^) dovu, s. Exaggeration, false re¬ 

presentation, falsely accusing. 

is'oarij, sJtyo to exaggerate an in-' 

jury received, to accuse unjustly. 

C. Z§dolu, s. A kind of drum. 

A. C. EpSzf doude, s. Plight, running away. 

C. ZTsWo douru, s. A skirt worn by dan¬ 

cing girls, &c. 2. the frock of a coat. 

H. CPSCO doulu, s. An estimate, valuation, 

appraisement. ^ 

to A®r;^o to appraise, estimate, guess. n 

an account of the estimate of each far¬ 

mer’s produce. &s;ta> wo£> the probable 

assessment of a village. ®«» the 

probable produce. »u>om5, :?5eo ^ztoasiiS), 

sier* d a person who estimates the probable 

harvest, &c. 9«K$ an estimate of the 

produce of a field before it is cut. 

an estimate of the produce of a field after it 

is cut and heaped. 

C. > doulu-kochcku, v.n. To 

brag, boast. 

Zf 

dha, The thirty-second letter of the alpha¬ 

bet, the aspirate of the preceding, sounded 

as a very hard dh. 

C. z£o$pl dhanka, dhankini, s. 

dhakke, s. A double drum. 

c. Z^u^sko^oS^o5oo, 

ojoo dhakkd-mukki-yeleyu, dhak- 

kd-mukki-tiviyu, v. a. To treat in a 

rough manner by cuffing and dragging on 

the ground, &c. 

h. z£^TjZk, dhakke-padu, 
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dhakhe-bilu, v. n. To fall into the hands 

of robbers. 2. to be in a state of oppression. 

q,.T$~R dhage, adj. Hot, dry, thirsty, s. 

Heat. 

C. z£ereo!b^ dhaldita, s. A peon. 

C. dhala, s. A place, abode. 

H. zp^o dhdka, dhdku, s. An at¬ 

tack of robbers. 2. heat, natural or artifi¬ 

cial. 3. undue authority. 4. punishment. 

5. any formidable appearance. ?w*d:ida 

thieves who rob in a daring manner, with 

torches in their hands. 



to fall into the hands of robbers. 

2. to be under tyrannical domination. 

C. dkdlu, See nsws. 

A. C. Zp?/ dhdla, See sa*. 

c. ^■S'^aS-Tsdo dhikki- 

dhikki-tagulu, dhikkiyddu, v, a. To 

butt. 

c. dhiguru, s. A hole, a leak. 2. 

pudendum muliebre. ^ V& to spring 

a leak. 

C. dhilli, s, Delhi. 

S. $o£), dhuli, dhuli, s. A female 

tortoise. 

H. dhera, [*t«] s. a tent, 

c. dhokdy 

dhdku, dhoke, s. Injury, defect. 2. im¬ 

pediment, hindrance. 3. fear, alarm. 4. 

suspicion, doubt. « ^vr;^ $03^ writo 

’&»%<£»&> that work has been frustrated by 

impediment, w ;& watira 

rtvorfwjs Si?ij as that man is a hero, 

what is the terror of foes to him ? 

sx>, &/s‘<=# wet) to be injured. 

uninjured. 

fQ na, The thirty-third letter of the alphabet, 

the nasal of the preceding class, represented 

hy n with a dot under it, and sounded as a 

very hard n, with the tip of the tongue turn¬ 

ed backwards towards the throat as far as 

possible. 

C. PSOao nangu, v. n. To stutter, stammer.. 

C. pstreti na-kdra, s. The penis. 

S ta, The thirty-fourth letter of the alphabet, 

sounded as t with the tip of the tongue be¬ 

tween the front teeth. 

H. sigSO.) tahkhtu, See *a». 

A. C. ^07tan-gadira, s. The moon, 

s'ort&sir^ the Greek partridge, as feeding on 

the moon’s rays. 

C. ^o7\ s^o7\5'h(3 tanga-palle, 

tangadi-gida, s. The vegetable, Cassia 

auriculata ; used in tanning leather. 

C. tangcilu, s. Stale food. 

rice boiled over night, a meal from 

stale food. 

C. eioTsD^ tan-gdli, s. A cool breeze. 

C. &oT\ tangi, S. A younger sister. 2. a 

common epithet for a female younger than 

one’s self. 

C. ^orh^,2S^tangina-bale, s. Amartingal. 

C. tangu, v.n. To halt on a journey, 
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to stop, remain in a place, s. A saddle-girth. 

sforij ¥&&, itAcdoo to fasten a girth. 

C. ^oao^o tangulu, See ritfo. 

c. tangedi, s. The eared cassia, Cas¬ 

sia auriculata. ^orta its flower. 

A. o. tan-gol-tata, s. The cool 

bank of a pond or tank. 

0. tan-ghdli, s. A cool breeze. 

A. C. tanche, $. A bird, the crane. 

c. soarstanjd-vuru, s. Tanjore. 

A. c. ($objj tantu, V. n. To assemble, be 

collected, united. 

c. ^o£3, tante, tan- 

td, tantakatana, s. Debt. 2. wicked¬ 

ness, mischievousness, trick, knavery. 3. a 

false report. 4. groundless slander. 5. in¬ 

terference, intermeddling, connection. 6. dis¬ 

pute. 7. matrimonial alliance, 8. trouble, 

annoyance, difficulty. 



s5j®^?3, a knave, deceiver, impostor. 

2. a man who gets into debt. 3. a contentious 

man, foment.er of disturbances. 

to get one’s self out of debt, ftoort 

f\ itswrf We are now clear. ts;S£irwa 

=^» =&azsJ =£jsow ^o&3 matrimo¬ 

nial alliances between him and this worthy 

man have terminated. ^ 

to-day I am clear with the Government. 

have nothing to do with 

him. to get into debt. s!o^ 

annoyance from being in debt. 2. trouble. 

SoB losses debt and loss. calumny, 

slander. 2. a word calculated to do mischief. 

3o£Sstoz& to delay payment. 2. to get into debt. 

3. to annoy. 4. to set friends at variance. 

3°&js settlement of a quarrel, difficulty, 

&c. 

O. sozi tanda, $. A mass, heap, multitude, 

host, army, wd masses of people. 

■& en masse, in detachments or com¬ 

panies. to be collected, amassed. 

C. &Citivz tandalu, S. The fleshy part of the 

o. a odd tandasa, s. A goldsmith’s tongs, 

c. tandasi-gida, s. A tree so 

called. 

c. ■gJocraC&do tandddavaru, s. Lambd- 

dies, gypsies. 

O. ^oS'Sco tandasa, See 

S. aodo tandu, s. A door-keeper of Shiva’s, 

and one of the original teachers of the arts 

of dancing and mimckry. 

S. tandula, s. Rice in a raw state, 

and deprived of its husk. *°sov rice-flour. 

C. aozS tailde, s. A silver ornament worn 

round the ankles. 2. a kind of grass, 

c. tandopatanda, adj. 

Crowded, thronged, heap upon heap. 

sisiodssh in heaps. 

c. Sozftando- 

mundo-wdsude'va, adj. Free from do¬ 

mestic and other incumbrances. 

T. b. sZozSrj tantara. See *°*j- 

T. B. aoB tanti, fie®;] s. Wire. 

3oS steel wire. iron wire. 

^o§ brass wire, ^o§ gold wire. 

*S'^c& ^os silvet wire. an in¬ 

strument for drawing wire. a wire 

or stringed instrument. to draw 

wire. aoBoctoj to strike the wires of an 

instrument. 

s. eoao tantu, S. Thread. 2. a burnt sa¬ 

crifice. 3. offspring, race. 4. a shark. 

a worldly brahman, one who 

has no other mark of being a brahman be¬ 

sides that of wearing the sacred thread. 

t. B. tantu, tantu- 

mati, s. Cunning, craft, device, shift> 

trick, a crafty, cunning, subtle man. 

s. tantu-ndga, s. A shark. 

S. tantu-ndbha, s. A spider. 

s. o tantu-meha, s. A particu¬ 

lar stage of gonorrhoea. 

S. tantu-wdya, s. A weaver. 

C. tantra, s. Craft, cunning, subtilty, 

device, trick, intrigue, plot. 2. handicraft, 

work done by hand, as opposed to machine 

work; worship performed by hand without 

formulas. 3. a religious treatise, teaching 

peculiar and mysterious formulas and rites for 

the worship of the deities, in the attainment 

of superhuman power. There is a great 

number of these works, and their authority, 

in many parts of India, has in a great mea¬ 

sure, superseded that of the Vedas. 4. that 

branch of the Vedas which teaches magical 

and mystical formulas. 5. vesture. 6. a 

cause or motive. 7. subservience, service, 

dependance. tfosWotf) a very common and 

popular work among the Hindus, containing 

five principal cunning tales or fables, and 

embracing many minor ones. 3o£j wci; 

sfreBo to contaminate, adulterate. 

a crafty, cunning man, deceiver. 

to deceive, hoax. l>3*sSiS Satan’s devices. 

3o£^=A©s.<!?’nsdo, ^o^zfjsvb t2^vo to be ensnared, 

inveigled. 

S. tantraka, s. A new and un- 

bleaclied cloth. 

s. 3ooj tantri, s. Wire. 

S. "&OZS tanda, 'past fart, of 5^.-Brought, 

gorisi he who brought. 

C.^od^s^, 

tandanatdna, tanddnatdna, tanda- 



natdna, s. All unmeaning sound or an 

unconnecte d word used in humming a tune, 

soriprap! an unmeaning or uninteresting 

verse, *5d a mendicant singing 

such verses. 

A. 0. ^cCj'do tandaru, s. Fine rain, light 

spray, a drop of water. 

A. 0. tandal, s. Indistinct pronun¬ 

ciation. 2. a gate of thorns, &c. in a hedge. 

A. o. fiforfeb tandalu. See 

c. tandu-kollu, [See 

v. a. To bring. ^ having brought. 

Jiy sozto to incline the mind, to feel 

disposed. 

T. B. ^odb?) tanduri. See ^°&j. - 

c. tcmde, s. A father. tfoSeAssSafoBjU 

ddj uncles and aunts, a father’s brothers or 

sisters. ^oj5 a father’s elder brother, 

sou a father’s younger brother. 

a grandfather. 2. Bramha, the original 

progenitor. 

S. ^odj, tandra, tandi, s. Ex¬ 

haustion, weariness, drowsiness, lassitude. 

C. ^ocd tanna, See 

A. 0, tannale, $. Mixture, combi¬ 

nation. 

C. ^o£)0 do tan-niru, s. Cold water, as 

opposed to hot. 

C. tampu, s. Coolness, coldness, adj. 

Cold, cool. to become 

cold, aoffad, cool, cold. SoSjrf sort) 

to come into the cold, coolly, 

siostsd a body naturally cold. 

cold weather. cold water. a 

cool place. =#ja^o to cool one’s self, 

sotjpi a mild expression. ®o:$ 

sisssj to appease, pacify, cool. ztod a 

shady, cool tree, ^otipf rray a cool wind. 

aSSetjo to appear cool, be cool. 

0. 4^0SoS3 tambate, s. A tambourine. 

H. tambdku, s. Tobacco, 

c. ^qs3/^ ^03007^ tambige, tambuge, 

s. A small, round, metal vessel for washing 

the hands and feet, &c. a round, 

metal vessel and a small drinking cup. 

C. s5os3 aoty 'ti^tambittu, tambhittu, 

s. The flour of raw rice, mixed with milk, 

or water, and jaggory, and used in offerings 

to an idol. 

H. By'acCordo tambipunchdisu, 

v. a. To defeat. 

A. C. tambisu, v. a. To appease> 

pacify, calm. 2. to stop. v. n. To bear, 

endure. 2. to cease. 

I cannot endure Cupid’s torture. 

c. tamburi, See sSoicosa. 

x. B. tambula, [s^ou^sc] s. Betel 

leaf and areca nut. 3owo©r! a seller or provider 

of the betel leaf and areca nut. 

C. sfoaxie,t> tamburi, s. A five stringed 

guitar. 2. a common soldier’s drum, 

0ri a drummer, sowoa&cdopi one wh0 piayg a 

guitar. &ouji,8*scZ» the gourd on which a 

guitar is constructed. tuning a 

guitar, aouob aratb to play a guitar, so 

sjoaO prerij a guitar instrument. 

C. gosSvtfo tambelaru, s. A cool, refresh¬ 

ing breeze. a cool breeze to blow. 

0. tamma, s. A younger brother. 

JtciTiXTYicitCl) $' A tambour or 

tambourine. 

c. 

tammane, tammala, tarnm.ini, tammile, 

adj. Appeased, cooled, pacified, propitiated. 

C. Sorfj£o tammalu, s. Mass, assemblage, 

multitude. 

C. tamme, s. The lobe of the ear. 

H. tamsuku, s. a note of hand 

for money received on loan. 

H. sffL\=do takashiru, s. A fault, error, 

o. taka-takane-maralu, 
v. n. To boil, bubble up. 

C. ’BSS takati, takiti, s. A throne. 

H. tukardru, s. A dispute. 2. 

making objections. 3. hindrance, interference, 

apostil to make objections, shew un¬ 

willingness, to thwart one’s designs. 

H. sliSf'sD takavi, s. Advances for cultiva¬ 

tion. a b0nd given by far¬ 

mers for advances made to them. zd 

n money given in advance, by government, 

to farmers for cultivation. 

c. takka, takkantha, 

adj. Suitable, fit, becoming, proper, deserving, 
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Css'S* / ^ 
tr 

worthy. ^n^PtcSoi to be suitable, to fit. * 

§ s^e^S a slieatb that suits a sword. ^ 

3=4 wages proportionate to the 

work. 3"4 a proper punishment. 

s=4 •***$ a word not proper to he used. 3 

^4^ is it fit, proper, or suitable? s'^resrt 

as is fit. ®Xir TOcrijr a proper business. 3^4 

a becoming disposition, 

to give suitable advice. stodgy ?>oir a 

thing proper to be done, a practicable busi¬ 

ness. 3^^ as much as is suitable. 3^ do 

an excellent man. 

c. 1takkadi, takkidi, s, 

A shop-keeper’s scales, 3,4 a 

scale-weights. 3^& dtia, & 

s3, d^a s5»; the scale-pan. 

=#j3omo the ends of a scale-beam. 3=^ a doart 

a scale-beam, 3,4a "Ootfj to preponderate, 

s^a sto be deficient. 3^’a ysd, s^a SS^ 

CJ unevenness of scales before any thing is 

put in. ^^a tre?5 scales in a state of perfect 

equipoise. 

C. takkaddu, A defective verb, 

used as an auxiliary to other verbs, and when 

added to their infinitive moods, expresses suit¬ 

ableness, propriety, or what ought to be done, 

without reference to any particular time; as, 

e&js^r! e'^dJ. you ought to go there. *? 

^ =#jsd 3=%.^ it is proper to give alms. 

0. takkali, s. The vegetable com¬ 

monly called love-apple. hzs the shrub 

producing it. 

c- takkili-gida, s. A shrub so 

called. 

c. ^T^i°a)o, takkiya, takke- 

VU, s. A pillow to lean against. 

A. 0. takku, v. n. To stumble or 

trip up. 

A. C. takku-gedu, v. n. To di¬ 

minish, decrease, become less. 

c. takke, s. A pillow for the back to 

lean against. 2. an embrace. 3. a raft. 4. 

something put in the ear in place of a jewel. 

6. music. 6. a sacrifice. 7. a band or tie. 

8. a multitude. to embrace, clasp. 

T. B. takkeya, L^] s. A serpent 

so called. 

C. tak-kollu, [arid) v. a. 

To take, accept, receive. 

S. takkdla, s. A tree so called. 

S. takra, s. Butter-milk. ' 

a. 0-d^do taksiru, S. Crime, fault, mis¬ 

demeanor. 3-s-^cb dss^i Scmdo to forgive a 

fault. 

H. takhikv, adj. True. 3sB^o d 

drd»d a true report, correct information. 

H. e^SOo, ©1? takhtu, takhte, s. A 
—o _o 

throne or royal seat. 2. a plank. 3. one 

breadth of a coat. 4. a paper band. 5. a 

summary, total. 33^ tocaddoF shouting the 

praises of a monarch when ascending the 

throne. 

c. ^a^S, ’Sa ^asIs" tagacke, 

tagarche, tagarchi, s. The tree Cassia 

a. o. 'Sa^'c tagarchu. See sMto. 

C. tagatuwana, s. Cleansing 

corn from chaff. 

C. ^A'rfo tagadu, s. A thin, flat piece, or 

plate, of metal. do ado to fold a plate 

of metal. 

S. ^ApO tag and, s. A poetic measure, an 

anti-bacchic. 

C. ^Apt, tagani, tagini, s. a 

bug. to kill a bug. 

to have bugs. 

C. ^atd' tagara, s. Tin. carbonate 

of tin, or calcined tin. 

C. ^ATj%^J\zi tagarashi-gida, s. The tree 

Cassia tora. 

C. 6Ado tagarn, s. Aram. a. c. To stop, 

detain. 2. to pull down, deface. 

c. £(X*3s-£tS tagar-dera, s. Agni, having 

the ram for his vehicle. 

C. '&A<SJ3 tagalu, v. a. To touch, hit, strike, 

affect, as disease, put in contact. 2. to pursue. 

v. n. To touch, come into contact with, be 

caught, entangled, ensnared, attached to, fix¬ 

ed to. 2. to cost. 3. to be found. 3du 

ddu to tie to, append, hang on, sus¬ 

pend from. Hjozsj 3r\S^o the ball hit. 

3dej©S the stone did not hit. srteoo, 

stripes or blows to take effect. 
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^rtfiEo lie has fallen sick. ErSejo 

to affect the mind, wsdv1 eocs Er!©3o jt cost 

a large sum. Erie; i^vb to be caught, ensnar¬ 

ed. Ert®#,) to unite, bring together. 3r!<yo 

to interfere, meddle, come athwart. Ertus&> 

to knock against, come into collision or con¬ 

tact. ErieriW collision, Eri© to knock 

against, get entangled, Ertto s>3) charge, cost. 

£ri©’o, to make touch, apply. 2. to 

stick, attach, append, hang on, suspend on. 

3. to kindle. 4. to try, endeavour, at¬ 

tempt. 5. to stab, hate, despise. 

C. 8a^j tagavu, s. Peremptory demand 

for payment. Eri£>cb,Er(;S) strati) to he peremp¬ 

tory in a demand for money. 

A. c. S»o tagahu, v. w. To shut or 

close, as the petals of flowers. 

H. 5£tvs£>, a7\^tS tagddi, tagd.de, 

Dunning for payment. 2. a claim, suit, dis¬ 

pute. 3. oppression, Easot d, 3nsa aSjs^ti a 

dun. ** ErraS a very peremptory demand 

for payment. 

C. ^ao?3o tagudu. See Erfz&. 

C. ^7\od taguni, See Erfrf. 

0. UAotjo taguru. See Erttfo. 

c. ^7\oe>o tagulu, See* Aw. 

C. ^ao^J taguvu, s. A law-suit. E«j;g a5* 

^ to give legal advice. 

A. c. tagula, s. An elephant’s sad¬ 

dle. 

c. ^ataguli-lcollu, v. a. To 

reprove, admonish, speak sharply to, alarm. 

0. 3ao^o tagulu, v. a. To push hack. 2. 

to reprove. 3. to drive away. 4. to follow. 5. 

to touch. 

A. 0. tagulchu, See Ert©* under 
»riuj. 8cr 

o. ^ao^, ^ao^ tagulte, tagulike, 
[ErWo] s_ The act of pushing back. 2. re¬ 

buking. 

C. 3ao^rfo tagulvudu, s. Coming in 

collision with. 

A. C. 3 7\ tage, v. a. To make firm. 

H' tageiru-mddu, v.a. To 

turn out of office, dismiss, discharge. 

C" ^a ^aSffu’ s- Dow ground, a vale, val- 

lejr, descent, declivity. 2. poverty, adj. | 
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Low, depressed, sunk. 2. dear, scarce, as 

goods, v. n. To be humble, lowly, modest, 

unassuming. 2. to incline, bend, stoop, sink 

in or down. ea to, Erio sirasSo v, a. To hum¬ 

ble, make low, take a person down, lessen, 

diminish. ea sestfc to be humble, lowly. Eh 

to behave modestly. EA ^ ]ow 

ground. E* to stoop, humble one’s self. 

vb a humble man. En® U, EA =# stooping, 

the act of humbling one’s self, oit? 3A rf sti 

**-15 a very short man. 2. a very humble or 

modest man. © ^ EA that house 

stands very low. « EAo, rice 

dear at that village. Erioan^1# w}iy 

should I stoop or humble myself? 

TOctJ 3 a ^3 if you ijke, you may humble 

yourself. Erb dale and hill, low and ris¬ 

ing ground. Erb smfo to be in flats or dales. 

Erb i3o<* to become low, as ground, &c. srb 

inferior silver. Erb ijJorraa inferior gold, 

sfaartj to fall, as a horse, &c., in going 

down a hill. EA tf a flat, a low place. 

T* B' tachchana, See *j£«. 

c. taji-byi, tajivije, s. 
Reflection, deep thought. 2. confusion, maze. 

adj. Endless, as a vexatious law-suit. Eesag 

7’'J3"<?7-0 to puzzle, confuse. 

H. 3a30$a#» ,s. Endeavour, effort, 

exertion. 

S. a# Immediate, instantane¬ 
ous. 

S. tagnyanu, s. A wise, learned 

man. 

S. aS3 tata, s. A shore, bank. 2. a place. 

eU s-scrioo to ford, cross over. 

C. «83£o s. A little. 2. a drop 

of water. Eti^ to drip, fall in drops. 

C. §>83ao83^ tata-guttu, v. n. To throb, 

as a sore. 

C. 383<rfo83 tatamite, adj.. Deficient, in¬ 

sufficient, as food. 

C. a 831 =3 8o tatavata, $, Loquacity. 2. 

lying. 3. cheating, dissimulation, pretence. 

EfeJ^ri SiraEo a lie. th&tirr** a loquacious 

man, a liar. 

c. a83st)p! tatavdni, s. A small country 

filly- 



s. suao. ^83rlrco tatasthawd- 
<$ \ q> 

gu, tatasthisu, v. n. To be neutral. 2. 

to succeed. 3. to approach. 3WU ?io a man 

who is neutral and takes neither side (remains 

on the shore and does not meddle.) 

S. tatdka, s. A lake, 

c. tatdyu, [3&tescS»] v. n. To 

go out, forth, from, to depart. 3 rt© 3 

bsc2»so the arrow struck and came out on the 

other side. 

0. tatdrane, adv. Quickly,speed¬ 

ily- 

S. ^83 tati, s. Ashore, hank. 2. a place. 

C. etbj'u tatike, s. A tatty or blind, par¬ 

tition. 

S. ^83^0 tatittU, s. Lightning. 313#^ 

2.3 the point of lightning. -3123^1! a cloud. 

S. <^83£> tatini, s. A river. 

C. 383oao, 383oo?b} 383jot3j 

taticku, tatugu, tatunku, tatungu, 

See 323*0. 

A. 0. 3 85^3 ^ tatta-tala, s. A level place. 

c. 383, (3 tattane, adv. Quickly, soon. 

to rise up quickly, 323^ tfdaix to walk 

fast. 

c. tattdgi-malagu, v. n. 

To sleep on one side. 2. to lie down wearied. 

to keep out of the way. 2. to be ex¬ 

hausted. 

C„ 3^ tatti, s. A blind or screen to keep 

off the sun from windows, &c. adj. Plat. 

sSrijpfS 3^ a bamboo screen. ^ojSej a ^ate 

blind. a cuscus mat. ^ 

sJosScb, 383^ to plait a screen. w®**" 

a wicker or mat door. 

C. »83x, tattu, s. A gold bracelet. 2. the 

measles. 3. the cloak of a Jaina. 4. a 

wooden or metal dish, a plate. 5. a small flat 

basket for setting out fruits, &c. 6. a male 

pony. 7. a slap or pat. 8. a side. 9. fatigue, 

exhaustion. 

c. ^&3oj tattu, v.a. To slap, pat, knock, 

touch. 2. to dash or knock against a thing. 

3. to knock at a door. 4. to touch the heart 

or mind. 323^ (to pat the back) to give 

courage. 2. to warn, admonish. ^ to 

clap the hands, to strike the hands against 

the shoulders, to slap the face. 

323( to pat a child to sleep. 

to flatten or pat out as a cake, &c. s¥j 

' rto to touch at a village, &c., in passing. 2. 

to go near a person. 3^0.to cause to touch, 

pat, &c. 3^ *o®^o to ward off from one’s 

self, as a blow. 2. to relieve one’s self from 

difficulties. 3. to screen another, to defend. 

4. to carry off, or get possession of before an¬ 

other, to forestall. 323^ to rub 

oil in the head. to strike, as a ball, 

with the hand. 

A. C. 83o,E3o tattuchchu, v. a. To throw 
e3 Po¬ 

or beat off. 

A. C. tattudu, V.n. To be sor- 
e3 . ■ 

rowful or distressing. 

0. e? 83^80^ tattu-bale, s. A broad, flu¬ 

ted, gold bracelet. 

c. ^83^s3o£)/^ tatiu-bindige, s. A gold 

bracelet worn by children. 

c. tattu-bilu, v.n. To be fa¬ 

tigued, exhausted. 

C. «?83o^:o8^ tattu-muttu, s. A strait, 

dilemma. 2. kitchen utensils, household stuff. 

C. ^85^ tatte, S. A metal plate. 2. the 

lid of a basket, used as a strainer, to fan corn 

with, &c. 3Bj*si?’o a plate of corn given in 

alms, or for winnowing corn, &c. adj. Plat. 

3^ zsa a flat head. 3^ crfoaMo to be flat. 

C. tatte-kdlu, s. Two cross legs, 

upon which the warp of a weaver’s loom rests. 

c. ^83^^ tatte-kei, s. The hand holding 

a shield. 2. a thin or broad hand. 38^ a 

vacant, unoccupied place. 

c. £^83^ tatne, adv. Quickly, hastily. 

G. tatwdni, s. A small filly or 

pony. 

0. tada, s. Delay, hindrance, impedi¬ 

ment. 3eS;*F9caoib, 3z3 to delay, hinder. 

0, tadanku, See 3ss*>. 

0. tadanchu, v. cans. To cause to 

stop or detain. 

A. c. ^TlofoTi tadambada, s. Confusion, 

perplexity. 

A. 0. erfoajTj tadambare, adj. Level, even, 

smooth. 



c. dd^Bx, ddXIsib, tada-kattu, tada- 
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gattu, v. a. To blind, screen, hide. 

C. adtrob tadakisu, v. a. To detain, stop, 

hinder. 

C. dddo tadaku, $. Hindrance, impediment, 

v. n. To feel about, grope, seek. 

c. ddif’jsrd tada-kollu, v. i 

loitering. 

To delay. 

C. dds^do tadakyddu, v. n. To feel a- 

bout, grope. 

A. 0. ddAr\i tadagasa, s. Trouble, vexa¬ 

tion, distress. 2. a saddle girth, 

s. dd7v>p§, dd7\pl tadaguni, tadaga- 

ni, s. The pulse Dolichos catiang. 

A. c. dd7\:>od7^ tadagundige, s. A wa¬ 

ter-pot. 

C. ddC> tadada, [ririj adj. Stopped, ceased, 

ririri to<i? rain that has ceased, 3riri> ^ to 

cease. to confine, shut up, pen. 

C. dd^jj tadapu, See 

C. ddtodo tada-badu, v.n. To hesitate 

in walking, putting the feet forward and then 

back again. 2. to hesitate from timidity. 

C. adtod tada-badi, s. Hesitating, hinder- 

ance. Lrio to read well, without 

hesitation, sriwa <s§jri trio to run without 

stopping. 

c. addzrekS tada-mdta, s. Fumbling, 

groping. ^ririo»tirreri a fumbler, groper. 

riosS oAra^rio to fumble, grope. 

c. dddt>?i>, d d st^do, ddadj^do 

tadavarisu, tadavyddu, tadavi-nddu, 

v. n. To grope, feel. 

C. ddlj5) tadavu, v. n. To feel, stroke, grope. 

C. dd^5) tadavu, s. Leisure. 2. drowsiness. 

3. laziness, loitering, delay. 4. provocation, 

aggression. 5. a time, turn. 6. hindrance, 

obstacle. riosrio, to delay, stay, 

hinder, ^riSriri without delay. 

C. ddd tadave, s. A time, turn, ^orto isS;S 

once, one time, ririjJ ririari frequently, again 

and again. 

c. ddato ajoo tada-hdyu, v. a. To ford, 

cross over, to get free from, or clear of a dif¬ 

ficulty. 

C. a dad tadaku, v.n. To touch, feel about, 

grope. 

n. efet>l3, efe'sSD's taddkhe, taddkhd, 
s. Clapping the hands for joy. rirosSrAs-fctoj 

to clap the hands. 

c. dnDrd), saDcOodo taddsu, taddisu, 

v. a. To pass by, as a village, &c. 

T. B. d5 tadi, PriSS] s. A bank, shore. 

akg) on the shore, ri&S&tossot'to they stood 

along the bank, ^actoji^ to reach the 

shore, ^actogioto to put on the shore. 

C. dd tadi, s. An inferior kind of saddle. 

2. a stick, staff, adj. Cool, cold, wet. 2. 

stout, robust, thick. to moisten, wet, 

to sprinkle, as water before the house. 2. to 

saddle. 

C. dd^se; tadi-kdla, s. Cold weather, 

damp weather. 

0. ddtf tadlke, A partition, blind, tatty, 

or a straw blind; it is also used as a door for 

huts. 

0. tadike-vale, s. A kind of net 

used by fowlers. 

c. tadi-kdlu, s. A walking, 

stick. 

C. dd'Add~R tadige-tadige, adv. Fre¬ 

quently, again and again, constantly. 

ririrt wtos^ri he is constantly coming. 

0. ddcpD?) tadidhdri, s. Ghee, ^ 

w ricaU a meal without ghee. 

C. ddso€, ddss€ tadi-bale, tadi-vale, 

s. A kind of net used by fowlers. 

c. add tadive, See **3. 

C. ado tadu, v. n. To stop, stay, wait. 

C. ddodosyodo taduku-hdku, v. a. To 

tie a wild ox to a tame one. 2. to wait on 

obsequiously. 

C. ddo^j) tadupu, s. One of a pair of cloths. 

2. a wet cloth. 3. a silk cloth. 

a. o. ddodjaido, ddodJa>do tadu-md- 

du, tadam-mddu, v.n. To blunder, make 

mistakes. 

0. ddol^j taduvu, See 

C. dz% tade, s. A hindrance, obstacle, im¬ 

pediment. 2. a screen, blind. 3. a charm for 

serpents, v. a. To hinder, delay, detain, pre¬ 

vent, to wait, pass away time. 2. to bear, 

endure. wtto,, sri to delay, stop, 

dam back, detain, to charm, stop by witch- 
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craft. ^ to overcome an impediment. 

a charmer of serpents. to 

lil>erate from the power of a charm, to break 

a spell. rz>‘ a charm for a serpent. aSi 

©cdo sS a charm for a tiger. a charm¬ 

ed serpent. fcaccroo to be charmed. 

^-fcdo yon must stop. 2. you must have 

patience or bear. to put up a screen 

or blind. 

c. cSoroo, £«- 

nakdisu, tanaku, tanakkanu, v. n. To 

glitter, sparkle. 

A. C. tanalu, s. Sparkle. 2. a pearl. 

C. B’pO'boSo^o tandyanu, ®. n. TosSbund, 

as a vessel when struck. 

C. tani, v. n. To be satisfied, satiated, 

one who is satisfied. not sa¬ 

tisfied, without being satisfied. *#&> 

to satisfy. z&W’do *naU having satisfied the 

• young ones. 

A. 0. tan-gadira, [cool rayed] s. 

The moon. the lunar race. 

the Greek partridge, said to feed on 

the rays of the moon. 

c. , ^Pc7> d, 3, tanna, 
Pc)’ P3 P? 

tanndna, tannane, tannitu, adj. Cool, 

cold, mild, calm. 2. refreshing, pleasant. ^ 

zfjsd (cool gentleman) a master, king, 

or gentleman who is very mild and amiable. 

3 Px&> cold water, as opposed to hot. * 

r?^rio what is cold, mildness, dis¬ 

passionateness, coolness. ^'73r'*r'J, 

to be or grow cool, or calm. 2. to be allayed, 

restrained, pacified. t>. a. To cool, 

calm, allay, restrain, pacify. 2. to extinguish. 

sfr^ atZw. Coolly, coldly. 2. calmly, 

mildly, gently. 3. in good health. 

to make cool or cold. $*** to 

look kindly, pleasantly. 

c. i^pl^do tanniru, s. Cold water. 

having sprinkled cold 

water. 

C. 3'p?0do tann-elaru, s. A cool, pleasant, 

breeze. 

C. SP3J?) tangollu, v. n. To become 
A V 

cool or cold? 

A. C. ^PW} ad?. Cold, cool, mild, 

calm. mild fragrance. 

A. C. ^PSJ ^’0 tanpulilu, s. Cold sand. 

S. tatd, s. Any stringed musical in¬ 

strument. adj. Spread, diffused, extended, 

stretched, expanded, 

s. tataga, s. Wind. 

s. saa rf tatachhchhada, [broadleaf¬ 

ed] s. The plantain tree, Musa sapientum. 

S. 3>S tdti, s. A multitude, host, crowd. 2. 

a line, row, range. 

0. s$3 tati, s. A proper season or time, as 

for agriculture, ^ an excellent oppor¬ 

tunity, a good season. to miss the 

proper season. 

H. tatimma, adv. Be¬ 

sides this. s. Remnant, remains, surplus, 

c. tattara, tattari- 
—d _ _n —o 

bittari, s. Disturbance, confusion, per¬ 

plexity, embarrassment. 2. lisping, stam¬ 

mering. «* £<£>, Otyo to 

be confused, perplexed. s5®*,8 

to stammer, stutter, lisp. 

C. && t)Ko tattarisu, v. n. To stagger, as 

from fear, weakness, drunkenness, &c. 

«3tyis to fall down with an insupportable load. 

C. tattala, S. Confusion, perplexity, 

weariness. 2. trembling, quivering, 

to tremble from fear or weakness. 

2. to be confused, perplexed. i8*14? to 

rout, put into confusion. 

C. S3$ tattd-bitti, s. Lisping, stam¬ 

mering. a stammerer. 

C. tutti, s. A egg. to lay 

eggs. 

C. SeS a tattiga, S. A man who has a rup¬ 

ture. 

S. tat-kdla, adj. Then, that time. 

S. tat-para, adj. Diligent, attending 

to any thing closely and anxiously. 

s. qS'q tatwa, S. Essential nature, the real 

nature of the human soul, considered as one 

and the same with the divine spirit animating 

the universe. 2. the Supreme Being, or 

JBramha. 3. truth, reality, substance, op¬ 

posed to what is illusory or fallacious. 4. 

mind, intellect. 5. identity, un¬ 

derstanding the real nature of the human 

and supreme soul. the human soul. 
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the supreme soul- ^ ac_ 

quaintance with the present constitution of 

things. SjosgJJoSS ^a?j, 

twenty-five branches of metaphysical ethics ; 

viz. ^jje gve elements; sraorfjo 

* five kinds of air said to be in the human 

bodj'; the five senses; ^So^roa) 

°* five organs of action : as the tongue, hands 

feet, arms, penis. «oa, esaSo^ri, 5^ 

^ the five synonyms of intellect. Safe 

one acquainted with mystical theology. 

S. ^ tatsa, s. A. bait of flesh for catch¬ 

ing animals. 

S. 33$o£» tat-sama, adj. Taken from San¬ 

scrit. 

S. 33 ,03 tat-kshana, adv. Instantly, 

that moment. 

s- ^ tuthya, s. Truth, adj. True. 

s. 3d;3o3d tadanantara, adv. After¬ 

wards, subsequently. 

s. tad-drabhya, adv. Thence, 

from-that time, since then. 

C. 3b<2/} tadalu, s. Indistinct pronunci¬ 

ation. 2. 9, gate of thorns, &c. in a hedge. 

C. 3b?\7lA3 tadigina-gida, s. A shrub 

so called. =s=ac£u the berry it bears, 

used as a condiment. 

T. B. 3b^ tadige, [*„ **«*»] s. The third 

day from either the new or full moon. afart 

the festival of a goddess on one of these 

days. a ceremony of making 

mutual presents, among married women. 

C‘ **«*«** taddammdgiru, v n_ 
To be silent, quiet, speechless. 

S. 3b £ tad-dina, [that day, the day] *. 

The annual ceremony for ancestors, 

s. 3rf S&sr tad-dharma, s. The aorist 

of the verb. 

S. 3 b 3 taddhita, s. A derivative word. 

S. 3(^ id tad-bhava, adj. Corrupted from 

the Sanscrit. 

S. 33^3^ tad-vattu, adv. So, like, as. 

C. 3(0 tana, All affix for the formation of 

abstract nouns ; as, husbandry. ^ 

***? boyhood. s.**3 the state of a house¬ 

holder. ~ojssjr^^ doltishness, stubbornness. 

2. for his. 

C. 3^£ tanalca, postposition, Till, until, 

as far as. « esodp^ till then. ^ 

till now. 

H. 3^a) tanakhi, s. The examination or 

comparison of accounts. 

H. 3^1? tanakhe, s. An assignment on the 

revenue, an order for money. war-rt, 

?KbssS the order for an assignment on 

the revenue, s(?is3cri.}si 0)(e who 

has an order from Government for an assign¬ 

ment on the revenue. 

C. 3^o7\ tanage, recip. pro. dative, To 

him. he himself. uori 

he came of his own accord. 

s. 3^cx>o tanaya, s. A son. cbii. 

dren, sons, a grandson. 

C. 3£) tani, s. The worship of stones bear¬ 

ing the image of the serpent. eectfoo, sa 

rfjscc’ojj to worship these stones. 

A. C. 3b tani, adj. Full, mature, complete, 

thorough, very, well, entire. wa to ram 

home completely. ^5 rtcrij a ricfi or full 

fragrance. rtod a glowing coal. B&r^, 

a full rjpe fruit. io 

a clear, brilliant, light. to 

increase much, augment greatly. 

G. 3b&^ taniki. See 

S. 3^o tanu, s. The body. adj. Small, 

minute, delicate, fine, thin, slender. 

body and mind. S&tisJ unconsci¬ 

ousness, forgetting one’s self from devotion 

to another. a son && 

& a daughter, very small. 

armour, mail. & a threefold 

kind of body; as, gross, Sbs^t, atomic, 

wades original. 

C. 3jSo^jj tanuvu, S. Wetness, dampness. 

adj. Wet, moist. t0 become moist, 

s. 33js3^Ts3^ tanunapdttu, s. Fire. 

S. 3bo5>do5o tanu-ruha, s. Hair, as grow¬ 

ing on the body. 

C. 3^ tanna, reciprocalpron. gen. and. 

acc. His, his own, one’s own. 2. See ^5%. 

C. i(annannu, recip. pro. acc. 

Him, himself, one’s self, sjjssh 

to -exalt one’s self. psApisri 

to humble one’s self. 
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c. tanpu, adj. Cool, cold, mild. 

S. 3?iv; tanvi, s. A lean, tliin female. 2. a 

woman. 

S. &Tj tapa, See ^*5- 

0. tapate, s. A tabret. 2. a pod or 

shell, iofioio- to shell, as beans, &c. 

c tapa-tapa-badiyu, 

v. a. To strike on the head, 

c. tapa-tapa-hdku, v. a. 

' To void, as cows dung, 

s. tapana, s. The sun. 2. heat, burn¬ 

ing. 3. a division of hell. ***«* [Sun’s 

son] Kama, Saturn, Tama, Sugriva. 

s. tapanhjya, s. Gold, 

c. ^ttoxsD°3o&ai>o tapardkhi-badryu, 

v. a. To slap the cheek. 

h. ^Tj'O^o taparxkd, tapa- 

riku. See 

c. tapale, s. A metallic cooking vessel. 

h. tapashilu, tapa- 

silu, See 

T. B. fcJSjR) tupasi, See 

s. arirv ti tapas-tapa, [^%] exclama¬ 

tion, Pray, pray. 

s. ^Soroo[, &t> tapassu, tapa, $. Prayer, 

devotion, religious austerities, such as severe 

• abstinence, sitting a long time in particular 

postures, surrounding one’s self with five 

fires, &c. 2. the seventh lunar month. 

7^cxiM, esfriy sjjszSo to perform religious^ aus¬ 

terities. 

s. tapasya, s. The twelfth lunar 

month, that in which the moon’s change 

takes place when the sun is in Pisces. 

S. tapaswi, S. An ascetic, devotee, 

one engaged in the practice of austerities, 

c. ^ ot)odoc £^o tapdi-muchchu, 

v. a. To cover a cloth over the face, 

a. tupdlu, S. The Post or Tappal. 

H. tapdvati, See *$»• 

C. &b^§ tapike, adj. Large tongued. 

s. ^broo, Too tapisu, tapaisu, 

v. n. To burn, be inflamed, hot. 

s. tapo-dhana, s. An ascetic, 

devotee, who has acquired much merit by 

austerities. 

S. tapo-lulca, See under 

S. a^j tapta, adj. Heated, inflamed, boil¬ 

ing, burnt, .affected with pain or sorrow. 

stood, a seal burnt in. heated 

gold. 

G. ^tA&i tappajje, [*% sS^] s. Waddling, 

as children. to waddle. 

c. tappate, S. A large tambour, 

sst 8 a small kind of tambour. 

one who beats a tambour. 

c. tapp-adi, S. Waddling, as a child; 

an irregular step. ®4sa to waddle, as a 

child that cannot yet walk firmly. 

C. ^yf\^a$oo tappa- 

tdyu, tappa-doyu, v. a. To saturate, 

drench, wet thoroughly. 

zSjs^txijtu soozJjio I came completely wet 

through. 

C. <-£ojy3 tappane, adv. Quickly. 

c. tappara, adj. Great, large. 

t> rtocso a large cannon ball. 

A. 0. tappalu, s. Table land. 2. 

the land at the foot of a hill. 

c. tappale, S. A large, metallic 

cooking vessel. 

C. tappu, v. n. To miss. 2. to fail 

in an engagement or promise. 3. to escape, 

elude. 4. to err, deviate, mistake. 

without fail. *>e ^ to miss an aim. 

to deviate from the road, lose the way. 

£»eo ^ to fail in one’s word. to 

cause to err. 2. to rescue, save, extricate, 

disentangle, deliver. to escape, 

extricate or save one’s self. 

t5So to miss a good opportunity. ^ *JS^J 

to be lost, as an employment. 2. to fail, be 

violated, or broken, as an engagement. 3. to 

go astray. to be missed. 

^ jjs^j sojs^rios'a^ we will not go with¬ 

out you. *&>!* *v7S3»ri& this bu¬ 

siness cannot be done without him. 

C. tappu, s. A fault, crime, misde¬ 

meanor. 2. a mistake, error, impropriety. 

o^e a wrong road. csecdjsh piS<sto> 

to go astray, lose one’s way. to 

examine, to look if there are any mistakes, 

w&crioo, to forgive a fault. 
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to be in fault, to be to blame, 

to err. a mistake to occur, to be 

erroneous, as a writing, &c. sfeszk to 

make a mistake, commit an error. 3^ 

to correct a mistake. to write in¬ 

correctly. to say or state errone¬ 

ously. to accuse, impute blame 

to. Zw# a misdeed, fault. =#£ a fault 

in writing. 2. a mistake in manufacturing. 

wsc&j a sijp 0f the tongue, a 

wrong expression, a false rhyme. c^orSeJ^jto 

slidtnQTSo if jam jn faiitt at all, forgive 

me. zStiU) prove that I am 

in fault. 

C. tappu-hejje, s. Waddling, 

as a child that is not able to walk firmly. * 

^ 33to waddle or walk unsteadily. 

H. tappe, s. The post. 

H. ^ taphariku, s. Separation, di- 

vision. 

H. taphashilu, s. An analysis, 

detail, the particulars of an account, 

c. a^"cPjao taphd, taplidvat- 

tu, s. Cheating, defrauding. Sra 

* to cheat. 

c. ^39^, tabaka, tabaku, s. a 

salver or flat plate, a tray or waiter. 

one with scolloped edges. tiioSJ 

a round one. 

C. 2>3>63 tabate, s. A tambour. 2. a shell 

or pod. wacfto one who beats a tambour. 

^oScrfco to shell, as beans, &c. 

T. B. tabadanu, w So] s. A firm, 

stiff, dull, unmoveable, stupid man. 

c. tabara-gatti, s. A broad 

sword. 

H. etaet’Sb, etetabalaku, tabald- 

ke, s. A bundle of accounts tied together. 

sisiO} to do up accounts in separate 

parcels. 

c. ^300 tabali, See *$©. 

T. B. ^3ocoo tabasu. See 

A. C. «^3>v£) tabula, $. A condiment. 

II. ^SracOo tabike-bdi, s. A mouth 

of which the tongue ig too large. 

a word thickly or indistinctly pronounced. 

C. tabisu, v. a. To appease, pacify, 

C. ^33cJ®7\^ tabisi-gida, S. A tree so cal¬ 

led. 

H. ^s3^oi>^0 tabiyatu, s. The constitu¬ 

tion. 

c. tabuku-tatte, s. A salver, 
CO 

tray, waiter. 

c. ^3m63 tabute. See 

H. ^sSo<y, tabela, tabele, s. A 

horse-stable. 

0. labbane, adv. Quickly. 

C. tabbarisu, v. a. To bewilder, 

distract, confuse, amaze. 

C. SeSyS^sW. tabbi, tabbiydgu, 

v. n. To become confused, flurried, to lose 

self-possession. ofcsristo, <*S Aaortsb he be¬ 

came confused. 

C. ^£3y^JS^> tabbi-kollu, v. a. To em¬ 

brace. 2. to seek to one for shelter. 3. to 

take under one’s wing. 

O. tabbibbi, tabbibbu, 

s. Distraction, confusion, maze. 2. variation, 

difference, irregularity, 

to be distracted. **»* incoherent 

speech, unmeaning language, as that of a 

drunkard, to confuse, bewilder. 

ao^vti stoSrt do not de¬ 

viate from what I said. 

C. £>8^0 tabbili, s. An orphan, one who 

is friendless, adj. Bad, low, vulgar, rude, 

obscene. 3^© enfith a misgoverned, unruly 

village. ** © bad work, a mean tran¬ 

saction. s'© © a low speech. 

a worthless fellow. & this 

worthless body. 

0. ^S3^i\b tabbisu, v. a. To detain, stop, 

arrest. 

C. ^3)0^ tabbu, v. a. To embrace, clasp, s. 
An embrace. 2. as much as can be taken in 

the arms at once. 3. protection, support, 

asylum. 

S. Sfefo tama, See 

0. tamaka, s. Lust. 2. love. 

■a* s3W°? to lust after. aisks desirous, 

cupidiuous, hankering after, longing for. 
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0. ^Sjo7\ tamage, pro. dat. pi. of 

To them. they themselves, they 

of their own accord. 

C. tamata, s. Seethed rice, pounded 

and mixed with sugar. 

c. i^o£3, tamata, tamate, s. 
A large drum. 

S. tamana, s. The act of withering. 

S. efoods1 tamaraka, s. Lead. 

S. 2> tamassu, s. Darkness. 2. the 

third of the qualities incident to humanity, 

the or property of darkness, whence 

proceed ignorance, mental blindness, worldly 

delusion, &c. a body 0f darkness. 

2. a demon killed by Vishnu in the fish in¬ 

carnation. 

H. tamasuku, s. A written 

bond, note of hand, written agreement. 

s. tamaswini, s. A dark night. 

H. tamdnu, s. Long drawers or 

trowsers. 

H. tamdmu, s. The whole, adj. 

All, universal. 

S. tamdla, s. The honge tree. 

H. tamdshe, tamdse, 

s. A pantomime, show, spectacle, amusement, 

fun. one fond of amusements. * 

sJjsS siiaSo to make fun. ^to ex¬ 

hibit a pantomime. 

€. ^£o&3, tamiti, tamite, s. A 

tambour, war-drum. 

S. fi^£)o7\b tamisu, v. n. To wither, shrivel up. 

S. tamisre, s. A dark night. 

C. tamuku, s. A drum, tambourine. 

S. tamupahanu, [disperser 

of darkness] s. The sun. 2. fire. 3. the 

moon. 

s. tamo-mani, s. The fire-fly. 

C. ilamina, pro.gen.pl. of **&, Their’s. 

s. A younger brother, their pro¬ 

perty. 

H. tagdru, adj. Ready, s. Rea¬ 

diness. to become ready, to he pro¬ 

ficient. sfcsijsda sisszso to prepare, make ready. 

C. £^d tar a, s. Kind, sort, class, rank, grade. 

2. manner, way, mode. 3. lineage, descent, 

generation. 4. a line, row, range. 5. a layer 

of bricks, &c,, on a wall. adj. Right. 2, use¬ 

ful. 3. much in request, much called for. 4. 

equal. 5. gradual. ^ sStiOTft esktfasb to 

possess or enjoy by uninterrupted, hereditary 

succession. high rank, good sort. -H 

low rank, inferior sort. 3crs3d sisa 

33>^o to speak according to the rank of the 

person addressed. one layer of bricks, 

&c., in a wall, stoc&cdo sftia file or row of 

people. 

0. ddo7\ taranga, S. A wave, billow, surge. 

a river. 

C. &xj!&<SJj tarakglu, adj. Rough, unsmooth, 

rugged, a rugged stone. *tWua 

rough, stony ground, So^ an un¬ 

smooth body. ^cS^e-'O a rough cambly. 

roughly, ruggedly. 

C. tarakasa, s. A quiver. 

having placed the quiver 

on the left shoulder. 

H. sd^ysS) iarakuri, s. All kinds of vege¬ 

tables. 

T. B. ^'d'dcoo tarakisu. See *frrs5>, 

C. efdiSb taraku, adj. Rough, unsmooth, 

rugged. 

C. tara-gollu, V. n. To suit, fit. 

0. S’daS taragati, $. Present condition- 

2. livelihood, subsistence. 3. a class- 

C. d ao taragu, v. n. To diminish, waste, 

be impaired. to be undiminislied or 

unimpaired, tfdftsSj v. a. To waste, 

diminish. 

c. taraguttu, v.n. To be much 

agitated, *WrioBj SSjrto to tremble with alarm. 

C. stjAe) taragele, s. A dried leaf. 

c. eSds^-eS^o tarachu, taraclii- 

bidu, v. a. To strip, as leaves from a branch, 

&c. 

C. 4^d&3o taratu, adj. Stout. 2. coarse, not 

fine. s&otfc&si a huge dolt. 

C. addo taradu, s. The testicles. 

cdoo, 3tSz& w&co'oo to castrate. 

S. tar ana, s. A raft. 2. fording, cros- 

sing, passing over. 

c. 3d Pol tar ana, s. Opportunity. 

S. ^df4 iarani, s. A ship. 2. the sun. 
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c. ^>dc§, «^dpS tarani, tarane, & A 

lathe. 2. the cornice of a wall, immediately 

under the upper moulding. So&cdco to 

turn in a latha e/us? a turner’s firmer. 

C. 3d^d tara-tara, s. Agitation. 2. rank, 

grade. 3. order, method, adj. Gradual, in 

regular gradation. sfd^drtofci),, jidodo 

to be greatly agitated, ^d^djjaft ^ad) to 

sit in rows, or according to rank, 

SoBd,' to stand in files. 

C. sdrfd taradava, s. A man of a certain 

grade or class. 

C. ^drfo^ja^o 

and ^ 

taradu-kollu. See 

H. eJdrf.js rfo taraddudu, Effort, exertion, 

contrivance. 2. cultivation. tfcct* E>«J 

an account shewing the species and quantity 

of seed sown, the extent of land under Culti¬ 

vation, and the quantity remaining fallow. 

s. EfdsSpe^ tarapamja, s. Fare, freight. 

c. ^d^, 'k'db^'V^tarapu, tarapina- 

kallu, s. An inferior kind of precious stone; 

topaz ? 

c. ^dc^j, ^d&^^do tarapu, tarapina- 

Ttaru, s. A large calf that is still sucking. 

H. ^d^j), eSd^)) tarapu, taraphu, s. a 

side. 2. a small district, adv. Towards, dd 

^)d$d one who has the superintendence of a 

small district. 

c. ©d&o tarabu, v. a. To stop, oppose, 

detain. 2. to pursue, chase, s. A kind of 

precious stone; topaz ? sidwe^ e2o# a chased 

deer, ddtf to chase. 

H. ^dsS^B, fi^dsS^o tarabeti,tarabetu, 
s. Training, education. ddiS^cdiari to 

give one’s services for a maintenance and to 

learn a science or art. 

o. ^ds3oo, ®d^) taramu, taravu, v, a. 
To pursue. 2. to stop, as cattle. 

C. ^d;3e9°S>SD taravali-lekhkha, « 
SD • ’ s- 

An account of the amount of taxes levied. 

C. ^ds-sdi) taravdya, adv. Afterwards, 

subsequently. 

S. gtfzsQ taravdri, s. A sword. 

C. ©d^jSDrSb taravu-hdku, v. a. To lay 

a foundation. 

S. 3d?o tarasa, s. Flesh. 

T. B. e^druo tarasu, $. Fear, alarm. 

S. taraswi, s. A royal tiger. 2. a 

courier, express. 

0. s?dSo taraha. See dd. 

C. ^d3otaraharisu, v. n. To forbear, 

wait for, be deliberate, not rash. 

0. ^d^ tarala, s. A boy, youth, rtf*? 
boyhood, childhood, dds? a damsel, girl, 

young woman. 

S. ^djgo tarakshu, s. A hyena or leopard. 

G. sDoTuo tardju, tarasu, 

s. Scales. 

C. 3D5ad tardtura, s. Lineal descent, 

from generation to generation. 2. differences 

of rank, variety in the grades of society, &c. 

by lineal descent ; according to 

rank. ^cre^dBodejsv'o to reign by hereditary 

succession. 

H. tardturiydgi, adv. 

Quickly, speedily. 

0. SUD^ tardvali, s. Lineage, line of 

descent 

C. ©L tari, adj. Coarse, as meal, rough, not 

smooth, s. A loom. 2. the mimosa cateclm, 

3. rice land. to be coarse. 

C. ete, IfooSoo tari, tariyu, v, a. To 

strip off, as bark from a tree or leaves from 

a bough. 2. to gather, as flowers. 3. to 

slay, cut down. having slain in 

heaps. ^Odtfdvrtrv’o gathered blossoms. 

OsSo, dSd) to strip off. 

S. efo tari, s. A ship. doid a mast 2. 

a churning stick. 

C. st>£3o, at)£r£!)do tarichu, tarichi- 

bidu, v. a. To gather flowers. 2. to strip 

leaves from a branch. 3. (^) to cause to be 

chafed or abraded. 

A. c. tarimindi, s. A girl who 

has passed the age of puberty. 

A. C. tari-sallu, v. a. To adjust, 

settle. &exoriozto it is settled. 

S. tarisu, v. a. To cross, get over or 

through. 2. to obtain salvation by crossing 

all the Hindu hells. 3. to cause to bring. 

S. ^do taru, s. A tree in general. 

C. ©doodrfo taruvadu, s. The act of bring¬ 

ing. See *». 
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C. fi?tarvJeu, adj. Rough, stony, 

o. taru-kollu, See 

s. taru-kotara, s. The hol¬ 

low of a tree. 

c. 3 do At) tarugari, s. A plucked quiU or 

feather. 

C. ^do7\o tarugu, s. Corn, grain. 2. bro¬ 

kerage, a fee, the deduction made from all 

payments, termed, in India, custom. 3. 

wastage, deficiency, v. n. To become less, to 

waste. 2, to sink in or down. adj. Rough, 

craggy, stony. ^tijrto iritij to take 

custom. to be rough, craggy. 

C. sdoes^'A taruchdgi, adv. Much, abun¬ 

dantly. 

c. ^dodo tarudu, See 

S. ddofO taruna, adj. Young, juvenile. 2. 

new, fresh, novel, c. an opportunity. 

S. ddop1! taruni, S. A female from 6 to 

30 years of age. 2. a wife. 

Vishnu, with his wife in his bosom. 

C. ddo^jj tarupu, See 

C. ^doSoo tarubu, See sWuo. 

A. 0. ddodD taruvari, adj. Fickle, un¬ 

steady, wavering. 

C. ddoss'soio taruvuya, adv. Afterwards, 

subsequently. 

C. ^do^) taruvu, S. Dunning, a peremp¬ 

tory demand for payment. 

to dun, to make a peremptory demand. 

A. 0. ddo^ taruvu. See 

S. e?dord"sd taru-sdra, s. The pith, heart, 

core of a tree. 2. camphor. 

C. €^do5oa taruhu, See 

A. 0. ddo^1 tarula, s. A boy, youth. atatf 

a girl. 

C. efdo^o tarulu, S. Dried and cut beans 

in stalk. 2. a young leaf or bud. 

c. dddjoo, tareyu, taru- 

kollu, v. n. To be chafed, grazed, abraded, 

torn with thorns, &c. chafed, abraded. 

33 mztfo to train oxen for the plough. 

C. dd?\d tare-gida, s. A tree so called. 

S. ddc" tarka, s. The science of logic. 2. 

disputation, discussion, reasoning. 3. guess, 

surmise. _4 supplying an ellipsis. 
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3#f- 3#f to argue, dispute, rea¬ 

son. 2. to reflect, be in contemplation. 

£>^=# a work on logic so called, sterna a 

logician. 2. a disputant, controversialist. 3 

the science of logic, a use¬ 

less or bad dispute. 

S. tarkarika, s. A crow’s nest. 

C. 0 3*0=“ tarku, adj. Rough, craggy, stony, 

ratio to be rough, 

stony ground. 

C. targu, See . 

0. ^8^os- tarchu, See ^e^o. 

S. Rais'd tarjana, s. Wrath, anger. 2. 

punishment. 3e2r7b to punish, beat. 

S. efec'd tarjani, S. The fore-finger. 

H. ^8^ro&> tarjume, tar- 

jumme, s. A translation, interpretation. 

3&j>f;So zSs?>&) to make a translation. 

S. tarnaka, s. A new born calf. 

s. &Zj£~PB, tarpana, tarpane, 

s. Satisfaction, given or received; either the 

act of pleasing, or the state of being pleased. 

2. satiety, fulness, repletion. 3. a religious 

rite, presenting water to the manes of the 

deceased. sta>z&, ^Sorzb to propitiate, 

please, satisfy. 

C. tarle, S. A lie, falsehood. 3«JFoft 

sj, ^eJraSos^ti a liar, one who cheats by pur¬ 

chasing articles on credit and selling them 

for what he can get. 

c. ^3t>r(553 tarvdya, adv. Afterwards, 

subsequently. 

H. ssTi^do tarvdru, s. A sword. 

s. §te^s-, stzi\s~pf> tarsha, larshane, 

s. Thirst. 2. wish, desire. 

A. C. ^0£- tarlu, See 

A. C. <^d/<y tarralda, adj. Wasted, de¬ 

clined, impaired. 2. excited, provoked. 

A. C. tarri, s. A club or cudgel. 

A. 0. tarril, S. Obeisance. 2. a va¬ 

liant man. 

A. C. Bt3j torre, S. An umbrella, ketasol. 

Ac C. tarrgida, adj. Diminished, 

wasted, impaired. 

S. 6tsJ tala, s. Place, site, locality, 

3?j the earth. the palm of the hand. 



stsri 3w the sole of the foot. 2. depth, bottom, 

lowness, inferiority of position, the place un¬ 

der, underneath. 3. the palm of the hand. 

4. the sole of the foot, 3tfs3u the fourth of 

the lower worlds, the sixth of the 

lower worlds. 

c. Sfosfo'SjCfoS tala-kattddava, s. A 
chief man, superior. 

C. se^Bo^ tala-kattu, s. See 3d#fc{. 2. 

the border of a field or country, v. n. To 

undertake as principal. 

C. tala-kdi, s. The head. 

C. talaku, v. n. To shake, tremble, 

to make shake. 

c. tala-kelage, See 

C. ’&§Jrho&>3 tala-gimbu, See 3dBowj. 

C. talapari, s. A well made in 

sandy ground, requiring a basket frame work 

to prevent the sides falling in. 

c. talapu, talu- 

pu, talubu, v. n. . To arrive, reach, come 

to hand, be received. 3<yk7-o to cause to be 

received. 

c. &<sjzshJ\<$.;o tala-bdgalu, 

tala-bdgilu, s. A front gate, principal en¬ 

trance. 3ejw«>riej &oz$x3 a ^jnd of terrace over 

the gate or entrance of a house. 

II. 0CJ2JO talabu, s. Pay, wages. 2. sum¬ 

mons, sending for. 

C. tala, a particle (from 3d head) de¬ 

noting, each, or per head; as, wsSOrt 

=#jsz^o giVe ten pagodas to each of them. 

C. taldntara, s. A generation, 

age. 

S. taldtala, S. The fifth of the 

lower worlds. 

C. talari, s. A village watchman. 

3«r®e the business of a village watch¬ 

man. 

II. talavu, s. A large tank, 3«rs;g) 

TsskTOtS a tank builder. 

H. talushu, s. Inquiry, search. 3 

to make inquiry into, look after. 

C. tali, s. The head. 

A. C. taliru, s. Young, new leaves, 

or buds. 

0. efeo'Sro taluku, v. n. To glitter, s. Lus¬ 

tre, brightness. 

c. sfooTso, talugu, taluge, s. A 

string with which the legs of cattle are tied. 

H. e£(S03M talubu, See 3dtw. 

e. tale, tale-kdi, s. The 

head. 2. the chief, principal, adj. Chief, 

head. 3d a bald head, skoodd the front 

of the head. 8o°3d the back of the head. 5* 

zaJ ^d the centre of the head. 3d a 

front, or principal gate or door. 3d 3 

eSc&js$aiu, 3d to nod or wag the head, 

as a mode of expressing approbation. ®d 

to appear in public. 3d 3ja&;& to get 

through, as a narrow defile, with difficulty. 

3d waoin to strike on the head. 3dc&»j£ =#os 

tfd to break one’s head. 2. to fatigue one’s 

self in telling something to one of dull appre¬ 

hension. 3. to be wearied in application. 3d 

cjtscdzo to apply excessively close, 

to study very hard. 3d a# to beat 

the head, as a mode of expressing deep sor¬ 

row or despair. 3d ^^0 the head to be in 

motion, as when one is possessed. 3d 3=#^ 

to ruin. 3d to undertake, engage 

in. 2. to risk one’s life in an enterprise. 3. 

to have the head shaved before an idol and 

to offer the hair to the idol. 3d^ 

to come upon one, to be answerable. 3d 3b 

xfo, 3d 3B b =#ja^o to bow the head or to look 

downwards, from shame or sorrow. 3d 
ccfoo, 3d ti&cdoj the head to ache. 3d ^■jskJooj 

to decapitate. 3d 3d loadedloo to strike 

corn, in measuring. 3d 8o&a&> to procure, 

as a pimp does. 3d SoBcrioodri, 3d a 

bawd, procurer. 3d 80Bcrijoddsk a pimp, pro¬ 

curess. 3d 3d wotfctf, sid the skull. 

3droaA)o to spare life, 3dOT7fo, 3dwsr!o to 

bend the head with shame, or signifying 

pleasure. sidsyaB to ask with the head 

bowed down, from shame or modesty. 3d<?& 

g> sizitfi uri to obey. 3d to be promoted. 

3d to finish, s. The head of a Canarese 

letter. 3d to promote, exalt. 2. to 

resuscitate. 3d ^3,8 to humble, 

keep from rising, disgrace. 3d rtdrfi the hair 

to be dishevelled. 3d =£jaioo, ^drtjs^w arro¬ 

gance, insolence. 3d to thump on the 

head. 3d up to the head, as a river, 

head-deep. 3d dod a defence for the head. 



stripes of hair shorn from the head 

to disfigure it, as a punishment to an adul¬ 

teress. ^ to make such stripes 

on the head. ^ rfjsrio to wag or move the 

head from side to side in token of pleasure or 

approval. to spring up, appeal^, 

set in. oS~o*£ Cj00 fia&ctfo at the 

time of the setting in of Spring. an 

application for the headache. AzStit the 

brain. wa^j to comb the head. 

vxb, &<3 zI.jv&tjj to get the head shaved. *eJ 

the headache. 3 

tha#, afaJ asJ^K vertigo, dizziness, or giddiness 

of the head. 2. haughtiness. 3e3cdsztfst a 

chief or head man. ts^i the head cow of 

a herd. 2. an excellent cow, which gives 

much milk. SeJ 3a*o to become wise. 

C. tale-kattu, s. The head-of 

a Canarese letter expressing the inherent 

vowel a. 2. the border of a field or country. 

v. n. To undertake, as principal, 

C. tale-kelage, s. Disorder, con¬ 

fusion. adj. Topsy-turvy, upside down. 3 

<3 to fall upside down. ^ 

rraa ;ire* to perform devotion, as some 

ascetics do, with the head downwards. 

C. tale-kotla-mdri, s 
An insolent person, inclined to beat every one. 

c. tale- 

gimbu, tale-dimbu, tale-dindu, s. A 

pillow. aoi5?< rtsfirf a pillow-case. 

A. 0. tale-gisuwava, s. a 
servant, menial. 

C. e£<E)T'?r3<y) tale-thouli, s. A helmet. 

C. tale-gudde, s. A square head 

cloth or turban. 

C. tale-dese, s. A bed’s head. 

C. tole-pdgu, s. A turban. 

0. <i€>£3Qf&>, aetajdoKo tale-birisu, ta- 

le-birv.su, s. Stubbornness, pride, adj. 

Stubborn, obstinate. 

0. tale-idu, v. n. To engage in 

an undertaking, commence a business. 

c. ^^oSopIroo tale-yenisu, v. a. To poll, 

number. 

C. e^o3oQt)Rj^ja^ tale-yerisi-kollu, 

v. n. To take liberties, be forward, assuming. 

0. £*<§o5'3rJ tale-vdsi, s. Interest paid in 

grain, on account of grain lent. 

C. a(f>Kh>7o tale-sdgu, v. n. To increase, 

advance. 

0. ^S>oJa.3 tale-sigu, v. n. To become ac¬ 

quainted with the private circumstances of 

another. 

c. tale-sure-gollu, v, n. 

To lose one’s head. 

I will lose my head first. 

C. ^S)53T>?ro tale-hdku, «. n. To interfere, 

interrupt, 

C. eta3o& tale-hidi, s. The handle of a 

plough. 

c. fale-hoikatana, s, 

StifF-neckedness, sauciness, impudence. **«* 

a stiff-necked, impudent man. 

C. ao tale-hogu, v. n. To lose 

one’s head. ^ a dangerous 

expression, for which a person may lose his 

C. 0 tale-hodiyu, v. a. To 

kill. 

A. C. e^Q^Tvo taleisu, v. n. To be proud, 

arrogant, puffed up. 2. to be amassed, col¬ 

lected. 

S. talodari, $• A woman. 2. a 

wife, mistress. 

S. talpil, s. A mattrass, bed. &/aS 

a swan-down bed. a soft bed. 

a bed of flowers. 

G. eta talla-kelage. See 

S. eta^&i tallaja, s. Excellence, happiness. 

adj. Excellent, happy. 

c. eta 8, ©ta 63 tallata, tattate, s. 
CO CO 

Weariness, exhaustion, distress, faintness, 

vexation. to weary, distress, ex¬ 

haust. af&ii to become wearied. 

c. eta P'S, eta cs, eta d tallana, ta- 
co co co° 

llane, tallala, adj. Agitated, disturbed, 

wavering, unsettled, distressed. 

risfi, ^flcrijsrio, aigJr! to be 

agitated, perplexed, distressed, vexed, to quake 

with fear. to shake, make quiver, &c. 

A. 0. talleisu. See 

S. 3o3 tava, pro. gen. Thy. thy 

daughter. 



A. C. tavaJta, s. Eagerness, avidity. 

2. histe, hurry, precipitation. Aya^o, 3 

£z&> to be eager, precipitate, to 

make eager, hasten, s?j3^r!o to go 

with avidity. to look with 

eagerness or anxiously. 

A. C. tavagu, s. The tower over the 

gateway of a temple. 

C. tavajje, s. A kind of allowance to 

land-holders. 

A. o. ekd&3o tavatu. See 

C. 3sd63 tavate, $, A shell or pod of beans, 

Ac. 

C. ^odd tavara, s. Tin, white oxide of lead. 

See also a bracelet made of 

it. st**- a thin plate of it. 

A. c. oduv8d tavaraja, s. An excellent 

kind of sugar. 

C. fi^odol tavasi, s. The tree Guilandura 

bonducella. 2. t. b. an ascetic or 

devotee. 

C. tavale, s. A frog. 

t. b. tava-kshira, [*4^tiQ s. 
Manna of bamboos. 

H. fife'dcOo tavai, s. An incursion of plun¬ 

derers. 2. war, battle, contest. 3. a false 

accusation. 

C. tavisu, v. a. To pacify, appease. 

v. n. To be distressed with heat. 2. to bear, 

endure. 

A. c. tavu, v. n. To decrease, bo dimin¬ 

ished. 

C. tavuku, s. A salver, waiter. 

0. tavutu, v. a. To shake corn in a 

fan, so as to separate the chaff from it. 

C. tavudu, s. Bran. &&&> Sozid^a 

slutii&o though he lives on bran, he is in¬ 

solent. 

c. tavura, See 

T. B. tavusu, [afefcSuj,. Austerities. 

A. 0. a <3 tave, s. Side, direction. 2. sor¬ 

row, grief, adv. Again, farther. 2. great¬ 

ly, much, well. 

A. o. tave-horalu, v. n. To 

relent, regret. 

s- tasJlta, adj. Pared, made thin, 

c. tasaku, tasuku, s. 

Trick, wile, deceitful promises. 

aooa^rfo to slip out of the 

hand. 

h. #oj£f^o, tasadiku, tasti- 

ku, s. An allowance by government for a 

temple, &c. 

H. e£ro&s°^j), ^Toe)^ tasaripu, tasali- 

pu, s. A present. 

c. ^rdo^oe/o, tasukulu, tas- 

kalu, s. Evasion, pretext, trick, wile. adj. 
Deceitful, to 

deceive with false promises, 

s. taskara, s. A robber, thief. 

°~J to steal. a disloyal soldier. 

0. ©roe tastu, s. A broad mouthed vessel, 

for cattle to drink out of. 

0. tassu, s. Slothfulness, 3rf"»jzS»fsP 

a sloth, sluggard, idler. 

H. ^od, ^oo'S taha, taka, s. Consent, 

agreement. 2. the means or way of effect¬ 

ing any object. 3. charge, possession, adj. 

Appeased, pacified. an agreement. 

***** to make an agreement, fix, appoint. 

*** to give in charge. && to get 

into the way of doing a thing. 

H. tahakiku, adj. True, correct. 

correct information. 

C. ^So^So taha-taha, s. Grief, vexation, 

weariness. ^20^20 s?sd^3o 3jz&j 

to he vexed, grieved, wearied. 

H. tahariru, s. The per-centage 

or allowance made to superintendents of 

public works. 

H. 5>Sotahashilu, s. Collection, as of 

revenue, d a native revenue-officer. 

H. tahd-ndme, [*s] s. A 

treaty, agreement. 

T. B. tala, [^ej or S' The liand. 2. 

low ground, a dale. 3. a place. 4. the 

bottom. 5. foundation. a person of 

the same place. 

C. talanka, S. Confusion, agitation, 

alarm. dvW Aaffj, & 

to be alarmed, agitated. 

C. £^o^, talarnpu, v. n. To think of, 

reflect on; 

O. talaki-hdku, v. a. To yoke, 



to fix a restive to a tame ox, with a view to 

break it in. 

C. talalcu, s. Glitter, lustre, adj. 

flashing, shining. a flashing 

light, *0^ ~d a glittering necklace. 

^ to become glittering or shining. 

G. tala-kelage, See *eWrt. 

A. c. talarchu v. n. To wander 

about in agitation, v. a. To cross, 

c. tala-tala, tala-thala, 

s. Glitter, lustre, adj. Flashing, shining. 

zjV^^o, sVsv^cfio^J to 

glitter, flash, shine. 

c. sacks' taladu, talardu, 

perf. part, of and Having set out; 

budded; or obtained, 

st)o sv’^j having been honoured with a savoury 

repast. 

0. talar-nudi, s. Hesitation or 

blunders in speaking, occasioned by fear or 

alarm. 

A. C. 4^£j&3 tala-pata, adj. Vacant, 

empty, desert, waste, to make 

empty or clear from trees, &c. 

C. ^y^talapu, s. Brightness, effulgence, 

lustre. 

A. c. tala-mala, See 

C. )do tala-mddu, V. n. To delay, 

A. C. talaru, v. n. To set out, start, 

depart. 2. to shake, move, be agitated. 3. 

to become slack. S>« they set 

out for their own country. 

A. C. oi^j tala-wala, s. Alarm, con¬ 

sternation, agitation. 2. exhaustion, weari¬ 

ness. 3. agitation or motion of boiling water, 

&c. to be alarmed, agitated, ex¬ 

hausted. 

C. talavdra, s. A village watch¬ 

man, who is paid for his services by a grant 

of land subject to a quit-rent only. 

A. C. otalavegalu, s. Amazement, 

perturbation, agitation, alarm, astonishment. 

A. C. talasu, V. n. To loiter, be 

slow or deliberate. 

A. o. e^5oX tala-hagga, s. Alongrope. 

C. talahadi, s. The foundation of 

a building, to dig a foundation. 

A. C. tala-kola, s. Agitation, 

trembling. ^ to tremble, be 

alarmed. 

0. talddi, See 

C. taldilce, s. Effulgence, splen¬ 

dour, flash. ^VscOoTb, to flash, shine. 

C. taldrisi-kollu, v.n. To 

refresh one’s self^recover from fatigue, &c. 

C. tali, s. A kind, breed, generation. 2. 

a thick rod. 3. a choultry, alms-house. 4. 

calumny, slander. 5. an umbrella, t). a. 

To wet, sprinkle with water. 2. to strip off, 

as leaves from a branch, v. n. To bud, ger¬ 

minate. 2. to stay, wait. 3. to put on, dress. 

37 =#J3^to be .patient, wait. ^ tV 

criorij this cow’s breed is good. ee-oOrt 

dy do you stop till 

the man, who is gone to the village, comes. 

So^So^TioS Sr^aaioS\ 37 

put a garland of fragrant flowers in your top- 

knot. vcri&zSg 3t> sprinkle the 

front of the house well. ^7 to calum¬ 

niate. ^7 shs<^d a calumniator. 

C. t, alike, s. Tying wild oxen to tame 

ones for the purpose of training them. 

to yoke, as above. 

C. taligdrati, s. A wave offer¬ 

ing in a metal plate. 

C. talige, s. A metal plate turned up 

at the rim, out of which food is eaten, or in 

which food is placed before an idol, 

v. a. To beat a metal plate while the 

marriage token is being tied on. 

A. C. &%>&, e^HT, tali- 

ta, talida, talirta, talirda, [®7c?j] 

part. Sprouted, budded, in leaf. g73 sod, 

37Cr Sod a tree in leaf. 373 s$§>aS a young 

leaf, bud. 

A. c. s^Bc tb talitiru, talir- 

tiru, v.n. To be in bloom, in leaf, sprouting. 

C. tali-dana, s. Choice, excellent 

cattle, of a good breed. 

A. C. talidu, past part, of s'7, Hav¬ 

ing budded, germinated, sprouted. 

C. tali-mru, s. Clear, pellucid 

C. talir-adi, [bud-foot] s. An ele¬ 

gant foot. 
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A. C. taliru, v. n. To leaf, bud, shoot. 

2. to obtain, get, acquire, s. A sprout or 

bud. a red bud. a cluster 

of buds. av&jSccico, awtfao to bud, be in leaf, 

s^a'jrrio, &y£s>zSjdj it has budded, it is in leaf. 

c. talila-hullu, s. Young, ten¬ 

der grass. 

A. C. ^^£0 talilu, s. A bud, sprout, shoot. 

A. C. talir-vana, s. A garden iu 

blossom, a budding grove. 

A. o. talir-vase, s. A bed of buds 

or germs. 

C. talisu, talipu, v. a. To 

furbish, polish. 2. to cleanse rice. 

C. tala, v. n. To stop, halt, loiter. 

0. taluku, v. a. To yoke. s. Glitter, 

effulgence, lustre, 3<&waft effulgently, glit- 

teringly. 3c! a glittering necklace. 

C. 2j^jao tahigu, v.n. To halt in a jour¬ 

ney. 2. to lodge. a lodging house, 

e vocig ctsSj sfyofttf I halted, for the night, in 

that village. 

c. , e^oSoo taluvu, taluliu, v. n. 

To delay, loiter, stay, be dilatorj. 

without delay, cd,re^ sitfoas why did 

you loiter in the city P ^crfjr an affair 

that occasions delay. to detain, 

hinder. SraSj, 3.ro&), svbsssftd) to 

delay, be deliberate, slow. 

A. C. tale, s. An umbrella 2. an inn, 

lodge for travellers. 

A. C. tale, v. a. To load, lade, put on 

the head or shoulders. 2. to get, possess, 

obtain, acquire. 3. to bud, sprout. Ssfci 

a garden in leaf, a budding grove, 

zJ w?Jo will not the garden bud in 

Spring ? sso «W^i53?f&oES 3ri Salons 

fiiaSv’o the woman said, I shall obtain 

heaven in the condition of a married woman, 

a budded creeper. fta a tree in 

leaf. 

c. ao&P tale-ganju, s. Cowdung and 

water mixed. 

A. c. taledirparu, s. Patient, 

mild persons. 

A. C. 5oo tale-behu, v. n. The head 

to be severed. 

c. 53t>£:> tale-ikku, ta- 

le-haku, v. a. To yoke, to fasten a restive 

to a tame bullock, with a view to break it in. 

A. C. talkavidu, v. a. To be¬ 

smear perfumes on the body, to anoint. 

A. C. talke, s. An embrace 2. 

the act of embracing. 

is. a. To yoke. 2. to embrace, 

ssArf a young ox in training. 

A. C. ■§> v o talgu, i3. n. To decay, go to ruin. 

A. C. tall a, talda, past part.. 

of and Budded. 2. obtained, acquir¬ 

ed. 3. dressed; put on. having 

budded; dressed; or acquired. they 

will have, acquire, dress, put on, &c. 

a mango tree in leaf, 3orijfsjio sW 33ohe 

who has acquired an excellent character. 

A. C. talpu, v. a. To despise, reject. 

2. to hinder, stop, detain. 

A. C. talpoyyu, v. n. To be¬ 

come estranged from, to be dissatisfied with. 

A. C. S3 talme, s. An embrace. 

A. C. talva, part. Delaying, loitering. 

having alighted without delay. 

A- tallankangollu, 

v. n. To be in a fright, alarmed, in conster¬ 

nation. 

A- c‘ talla- 

golisu, tallangolisu, v. a. To hinder, 

prevent, impede. 

C. Hid b5, ^dri tallata, tallada. See 
*8**y * 

C" la]ld,na, s. Distress, anguish, as 

of a high fever, &c. 

tdfli, s. Intercourse, interference, 

connexion, association, company with, inti¬ 

macy. 2. calumny, slander, defamation. » 

afv, cM have no intercourse with him. 

X will have nothing to do 

with. ^ what have you to do 

with me P ^ to intermeddle, interfere, 

associate with. ^ r5o« a forward, intermed¬ 

dling temper. ^ an officious affair, an 

intermeddling business. a defamer, 

slanderer, to defame, calumniate. 

C. tallu, v. a. To shove back, push 
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away. 2. to dismiss from employment. 3. 

to deduct, knock off some thing, reduce the 

price. ^ shove him away there. 

C. t) tall-uri, s. A fierce, scorching 

flame? 

S. takshaka, s. A chief of serpents. 

2. a carpenter. to cut. 

T. B. takshana, r**#s] adv. In- UA 3S, 
stantly, that instant. 

C. SB td, v. a. To bring. Its tenses are 

formed with as, I bring. **•'=*?» 

I will bring. The past tense is I brought, 

sicrfo having brought. **$0 to bring. 

^orio =#03^0 to take into consideration, 

to dispose the mind to. 

C. SB td, for *»?*>■ 

0. StO, 3BS- tdn, for s»c*>j He. 

he himself. sso they. 

c. SBo^o, qxoao tdnku, tdngu, <gee 

H. ST-Oii tdnda, s. A body of Brinjaris, 

or Lambadis. 

S. tdndava, s. Dancing, especial¬ 

ly with gesticulation, and particularly applied 

to the frantic dance of Shiva, diri, the 

frantic, dancing Shiva. ^flsJ Bhei- 

rava, son of. Shiva, as excelling in dancing. 

C. tdndavdla, s. Gun-metal. 

H. SBQCSBrf tdnddda, adj. Of or belong¬ 

ing to Lambadis. Lambadis with 

laden oxen. their halting place. 

ssoascWsfo a Lambddi. 

C. &v07%j tdndre, s. A tree so called. 

3, =ff»d:o its fruit, used as a vegetable. 

S. sBO^ tdnta, adj. Faded. 2. wearied, 

distressed, fatigued. 

t. b. SBoayd tdmbara, [»%i] s. Copper. 

2. red. 

e. SBoayD^s, ®bq&>b<^, sbosobpS, sdo 

a>Bp§, SBoejJBpI tdmbdna, tdmbdla, 

tdmbdne, tdmbdni, tdmbhdni, s. a 

metallic dish, charger, waiter, or tray. 

s. ®BO20Je)<y tdmbula, s. Betel leaf and 

areca nut. «oia*w chewing betel 

and nut. ssoiooswsg the betel-vine. 

C. tdmbelu, s. The tortoise or 

turtle. 

T. b. SBos^i, sbo^oj tdmbra, tdrnra, 

L®95^] *• Copper. 2. red. 

H. takattu, s. Charge. 2. pawn, 

pledge, stew*> to pawn. 2. to give in 

charge. to be in pawn. 2. to 

be under one’s charge. 

C. tdkana, adj. Quick, swift. 

r> a quick horse, Pegue pony. 

H. tdkidi, tdkidv, s. 

A mandate, order. a written 

order. 

C. SB’Sb tdku, v. a. To touch, hit, come 

into collision or contact with, join. 2. to 

reach, arrive at. 3, to oppose, in battle. 4. 

to support, bear up. adj. Indigenous, do¬ 

mestic. to make touch. 3d s? 

he is now sensible of his eiTor, or he is 

become wise from experience. touch, 

collision, contact, sstti&i to strike mutually 

one against the other, mutual colli¬ 

sion. 3W»83°ff^ to put in contact. 

C. tdku-budi, s. Extra expense. 

tell me 

whether you have had any extra expense to¬ 

day. 

H. SBABcrfoli tdgdyati, adv. Thence¬ 

forth, henceforth, from that or this time. 

C. SBTo tdgu, See «■*>• 

A. o. ©B7\oS«, ©bao^, m>ite tdgudi, 

tdguli, tugeda, s. An ambush, a lurk¬ 

ing or hiding place. 

H. tdjd-kalam, s. A postscript. 

H. eJBSd^od-A tdjimu, s. Rising to receive a 

guest and making him sit by one’s side, 

to salute, with respect, by meet¬ 

ing, and taking by the hand, &c. 

H. ©Bap, ©B&B tdju, tdjd, adj. Fresh, 

new. 2. proper, good, neat. 3. pleasing. 4. 

pure, unmixed. *»w to make neat or 

pleasing. 

C. ©B&5 tat a, s. The skin, peel, or rind of 

fruits. 2. the bark of trees. 

S. SB&30^ tdtanka, s. An ear-ornament, 

worn by Hindu women, 

s. sbS3t?, ©b&5-& tdtake, tdtaki, s. A 

female giant so called. sziSwiatt Jtama, 

her destroyer. 
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C. &Z&J& titagitti, s. A woman who 

foments quarrels. 

C. 3D&5&^ tdt-adike, s. A large kind of 

areca nut, which is not eaten, but used for 

children to play with. 

C. 3D&3rf<^ tdtaputti, s. A kind of sack- 

ing or canvas. 

C. 3D&3DCb tatddu, v. n. To knock one a- 

gainst another, as trees, &c. 2. to wander 

or gad about from place to place. 

to make clash, bring into a state of collision. 

C. 3D&3o tutu, v. a. To strike, smite, slap. 

H. 3D&3o tutu, s. Gaiety, finery, show, dis¬ 

play. wssac&jTij to do a thing with a 

good grace. 2. to dress gaily. 3ibb fine, 

dressy, showy. rtvcrio a gay friend. 

ib sbszb, strazb to make fine. ss!3fi 

a dashy, showy harlot, to be merry, 

gay, cheerful, blithesome. 

O. 3d63jd^&3o tutotu, s. A lie, falsehood. 

2. hoax, cheating, knavery. 

s. 3Dc*^ tddane, G. 3dzS^ tddne, s. 

Beating, whipping. sJzb, sns>S;3 is^vb to 

be beaten. stoti), sa&xb to whip, beat, 

beaten, whipped. 

T. B. stipa tana, s. A place, abode, 

dwelling, residence. 

A. c. 3«^£vD^piS tunahanz, $' a. proud, 

haughty man. 

A. c. SDpaDOgi tdndnta, s. A halting 

place. 

A. 0. tanme, s. Patience, endurance, 

toleration. patiently. 

S. 3Di^ tutu, s. A grandfather, father. 2. 

Bramha, the creator, sfs* 3 a father, pro¬ 

genitor. a great-grandfather, 

c. 3d^£&>, 3d35o83^o tdtaha-pa- 

du, tdtaha-bilu, v. n. To be grieved, 

vexed. 

C. SDSDS^JDS^O, 3'3'^O^JS^o tdtd-tutu, 

tdtu-tutu, adj. Full of holes. 

©cfioori this cloth is all in holes 

by the rats. *»*>*»*> sStfo to become full of 

holes. 

C. 3D loco'd tuti-muttina-sara, 

s. A necklace composed, alternately, of pearls, 

and double, tubical-formed pieces of gold. 

S. 3D33^©^ tdtlidlika, adj. Of or be¬ 

longing to that time. 

s. 3D Rojos' t dtpary a, s. Sentiment, 

opinion, notion. 2. purport, meaning. 3. 

object, intent, design, purpose. 3v 

So, tSSSo or to give one’s opinion. 2. to 

make known the import, purport, or mean¬ 

ing. «s § 

vSo inform me correctly of the meaning of 

that verse. ZJA 3s?cd>e& 

I am not acquainted with your opinion. 

T. 3D3D^d tdtsdru, s. Slight, disrespect, 

contempt, making light of, despising. 

S. 3Dtf^3 tddrisha, adv. Such-like. 

T. B., 3D£> tuna, s. Ablution, wash¬ 

ing, bathing, cleansing. 

s. 3D<o, 3d£t£ tuna, tdnaka, s a 

tune. 2. expanse, extension. 3. multitude, 

host. 4 an object of sense. sssWireA in tune. 

C. 3D^SD?\ tundyi, [sspfo esK] Of himself, 

voluntarily. wori he came of his own 

accord. he went of himself. sl» 

«*** he said it spontaneously, 

he did it voluntarily. 

0. 3D^o tunu, reciprocal pronoun, He, 

himself. 2. self, the abstract individual. 3. 

when used in composition, or after another 

noun, or pronoun, it may be applied to any 

of the third persons, in the singular number, 

without respect to gender; as, ssjb u 

he said that he would 

come. wssv’j sto&tfjSozb she 

said that she did it. wrio z*po Zdstirtotfo Sa 

it said that it is the largest. 

he himself; she herself, ezb 

it itself, that very thing, atsstb 

who indeed, or verily P 

who verily is there that does not covet 

money ? s'sfS^ sfososi^js fie gives sponta¬ 

neously. m come yourself. 

S. 3D»i tupa, s. Heat, burning. 2. inflam¬ 

mation, fever. 3. distress, anguish. 

a burning fever. don a warm temper. 

3®^ hot weather. SsJojS, s*zt 

allaying heat, abatement of ardour. 

S. 3D£e^o5;> tdpa-traya, s. Threekinds 

of trials; as, those arising from 

one’s self; those arising from the 
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changes and phenomena of the weather; and 

those arising from noxious reptiles, 

wild beasts, had men, &c. 2. grief, distress, 

trial, trouble. 3. compassion, pity. 

zi domestic cares, 

trouble in getting a living, 

c* distress for meat and drink. J)cdo si 

& to be anxious, to be tried. 2. to pity. 

S. SDojco tapasi1, s. A devotee, sage, 

ascetic. ss^xi£oz& a company of devotees, 

a female devotee. 

C. tdpdlu, s. A latch or bolt. 

bs* to latch, bolt. 

S. &7>botf> tdpinchha, s. The honge tree. 

C. eD^jj tdpil, s. A hiding place, ambush. 

33>^) ste*, s*3i to hide one’s self. 

C. tape, s. A time, turn. 2. smooth¬ 

ing the starched threads in a loom. 3. one 

Set of dancing girls, musicians, &c. rfjszSo 

to take turns. 3®^ «}<?csix> to smooth the 

starched threads of a warp. 

H. S?b, &7>trz , S'S’S tdpti, tdptd, 

tdpte, s. A cheap kind of silk. 

^ a silk cloth. 

S. eT3Ij(-> tdpya, adj. Wearied with the 

heat of the sun. 

c. vj 3"® tdphe, tdphedavaru, 

s. A set or company of dancing girls, 

singers, &c. 

H. tdbatu, s. Charge, care of. ®® 

w* to give in charge. 

H. tdbutu, s. The ark made of 

paper and tinsel by Mussulmans at the 

Mohurum. 

c. tube, tdbelu, s. A 

tortoise or turtle. a tortoise 

shell. 

s. tdmarasa, s. The lotus. *» 

the seed of the lotus. 

T. b. tdmare, [wstodjrj s. The 

lotus. 2. the ring worm. 

S. tdmasa, s. Indolence, laziness, 

slowness. 2. anger, wrath, adj. Affected 

by or appertaining to the third quality, that 

of darkness or vice, ssstoi rtors a bad temper. 

2. an inactive disposition. to be 

slothful. ariosirroti a sloth, sluggard. 

to delay, protract, put off. «» 

stsatfo, to be slow or lazy, to delay, 

tarry, linger. a laZy man. 2. an 

angry man. 

S. eDSdoj tamra, s. Copper. 2. red. 3»si>) 

all elephant. 2. a river. 39^0,ri serf a 

copper-mine. a bar of copper. 

a plate of copper. eo3 

copper wire. 39 ^ a brazier or cop¬ 

per-smith. 335*) a C0C]Cj having a red 

comb. (red or fair faced) 

Europeans. 3s^tj3rizSj sheet-copper. 

oxide of copper. 3®*» red 

earth. 33 stay a gjant so called, having red 

eyes. *»**»;^ a woman with red eyes. 

D. tuydru, s. A mother (hono¬ 

rific). 

C. StcOa tdi, s. Mother. 2. the queen bee, 

queen ant. *® aunt by the mo¬ 

ther’s side. 39cOo iotfrtvj parents, mother and 

father. ssc&o, stocsscfco, wt.39c£oa step-mo¬ 

ther, the fellow wife of a mother. 

C. SD0S0S s. A silver or gold tube 

containing an amulet. 3®d«§^ a linga- 

box with an amulet attached to its string. 

3ic£w^ a square breast-plate amulet. 

a continuous line of amulets 

round the arm. 

C. eTsd tdra, for 33d?S.) neg. Srdpers. sing- 

of s®, He will not bring. 

C. S«)d tdra, adj. Four. s. 3 of afanam, 

39brf tsjJo four cash. 

S. tdra, S. A star. 2. the Saitl tree. 

3. straw. 4. radiance, effulgence, beauty. 

5. a high note or tone in music. 6. crossing, 

passing over. adj. High, as a note in music. 

2. radiant, shining. 3. clear, good, excellent, 

well flavoured. 

s. SDdtf, S'atfr? t dr aka, t drake, s. The 

pupil of the eye. 2. a star. 3. protection, 

asylum, shelter. 4. a giant so called. 

S. tdraka-jittu, s. Shanmu- 

kha or Kumarasioamy, god of war. 

s. tdrakddhipati, s. The 

moon. 

S. tdrakdsura, s. A giant so 

called, killed by Kumdrasw&my. 

T. B. BVd/x tdrage, See 



c. sad a 85^5,tdragattadike, s. A good 

kind cf areca nut. 

t. b. tdrage-dlma, s. The 

moon, as ruling the stars. ✓ 

S. SadpO t dr ana, s. The eighteenth year 

in the Hindu cycle of sixty. 2. the act of 

crossing. 3. persecution. 

S. tdra-tamya, s. More or less. 

2. rank, state, condition. 3. comparison or 

distinction. 4. disparity, dissimilitude. 

C. SadJ>A& tdra-tigadi, s. Unfair deal¬ 

ing, fraud, cheating. sstflsriScc'osi, s^d 

a fraudulent man, cheat. 

C. sX>diS tdrade, neg. verbal, •part, of 3® 

to bring, Without bringing, not bringing. 

aaoSe-tbo =#^vbjrii let all hear with¬ 

out finding fault. 

s. sad dic'd tdra-mandala, s. The 

starry region. 2. a fire-work which resem¬ 

bles stars. 

E. Sadroo tdrasu, s. & adj. Terrace. 

S. su'd®ad tdra-hdra, s. A necklace of 

twenty-seven pearls. 

S. SaoadZj^ tdrd-patha, s. The firma¬ 

ment, sky. 

S. sauastdrd-bala, $. The aspect of 

the stars. 3®o® uv to observe the as¬ 

pect of the stars. 

S. saaaAAaic^ tdrd-shashdnka, s. A 

work so called, giving an account of the 

friendship between the moon and the stars. 

S. SaQpl tarini, s. A goddess peculiar to 

the Jainas. 

C. satjdod tdri-mara, s. A tree used in 

dyeing and medicine. 

S. sa Uroo, sadcOiroo tdrisu, tdraisu, 

v. a. To cross, ford. c. To waste, make thin, 

emaciate. 

H. sa^soo, sad^o tdrikhu, tdriku, 

s. A date, era. stwftcdw the date to be 

passed, an era to be complete. 

H. tdrlpha-rnddu, v. a. 

To commend, praise. 

C. ©ado tdru, v. n. To become thin, wast¬ 

ed, impaired, emaciated, dried up. 2. to be 

exhausted with fatigue, s. An omen. 2. a 

door-bar. 3. a tree so called. 

sdrioK the act of becoming thin, wast¬ 

ed, &c. A^o, 3s>di to be thin, ema¬ 

ciated. sseri thin,lean, emaciated, dried up. 

. ctarW) dried up rivers. 3®0ri an 

emaciated, wasted body. 

C. sadoXrf tdric-gada, s. A double door. 

S. tuning a, s. Youth, the state 

of youth. 

C. Sadod-T® do tdru-mdru, s. Confusion, 

disorder. 3®* sin carts to become confused, 

disordered. 

S. Sad tare, s. A star. 3. the wife of Wall 

3 the wife of Iirihaspati. 4. the pupil of the 

eye. sad the twenty-fourth star. 

C. ®ad°^ao!b tdre-Mi, s. A vegetable so 

called. the flower termed termina- 

lia belerica. 

c. ©atfas-pl,ST)tr3S-us> tdrkdni, tdrkd- 

na, s. Proof, demonstration, substantiation, 

s. sa-0-s-^o tdrkikanu, s. A logician 

arguer. 

s. tdrkshyanu, s. Garuda, 

king of birds. »*3fcr Vishnu, with a 

figure of Garuda on his flag. 

A. C. Sadoj tarru, s. A tree so called. 2. 

a door-bar. 

S. Sa<y tala, s. A bolt, latch, lock. 2. a 

palmyra. 3. a salver, dish. 4. [aw] a cym¬ 

bal. wo?1 a leap as long as a palmyra 

tree is high. 

S. saeiaotf, tdldnka, tdla- 

dhwaja, s. Balardma, with a palmyra 

tree for his weapon, ^Krishna, 

his brother. 

C. ea£) tali, s. A metal tumbler. 2. the 

marriage badge, answering to the wedding 

ring, ateskqafii ®®© one with the figure of a 

monkey. 3®© a goldsmith’s mould, for 

making the marriage-badge-jewels. 3®©ccSm 

5^^ a kind of cake, baked in a metal vessel 

covered with another vessel containing water, 

which is considered done when that water is 

at a certain degree of heat. » edxb es 

8rt zbtizS 3®© the king has completely 

ruined that country. 

S. stW tdlu, s. The palate. 

S. Sa£03o5c£ tdlu-jihwa, s. A crocodile, 
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H. a t&JSifrd taluJni, s. The division of a 

district, ssua^ ■/eS^S the revenue office at¬ 

tached thereto. 35e-vratfocwi the superintendent 

of a Tdlook. 

T. B. *«7c>, f55d] s. The pupil of the 

eye. ®5eJ a black pupil. sseJ a 

white pupil. 

s. tdvaka, tdvakxna, 

pro. Thy. 

A. 0. era Sjrf tavada, s. A necklace. 

A. C. sD i3pc!7\ tavanige, s. Multitude, 

mass, heap. 

C. td-vattu, s, The under letter^. 

T. B. tdvara, rd|3d] adj. Fixed, 

unmoveable, as trees, rocks, &c. 

T. B. Sl>dt3 tdvare, [ssdoddj s. The lotus, 

^ousdd the red lotus. csa'd the white 

lotus. 353d a lotus-like foot. 

the hill-lotus. 33dd 353d ?W a pond 

abounding with the lotus. ®53d the 

stalk of a lotus. ®53d rtJ the bulbous root 

of a lotus. ssssd rtr^ a name of Vishnu, with 

lotus-like eyes. ®s3d (friend of the 

lotus) the sun. 353d s, rtcrio, 353d 3dcrfo (enemy 

of the lotus) the moon. «srwri, ss3d do 

Bramha as born from the lotus. 353d 3^3 

Lalcshmi residing in the lotus. 3S>33 

3orf^ 33 a necklace worn by mendicants, &c. 

353d c&js/^Z (lotus-navel) Vishnu. 

A. C. aDoJ^ tdvala, s. A necklace. 

T. B. tdvale, s. Convalescence, im¬ 

provement in health. 353/crij5ri.> to become 

better. 

C. StS tavi, s. A pleasant smell, odour. 

C. 3T>£>?r tavike, s. Acquaintance with, 

knowledge of. 35£>=# 3n^o, 3s£>3 a word 

with which one is familiar. 

C. s'SIj) tdvu, pron. plu. of 353o, and appli¬ 

cable, like it, to either gender, They. 2. you 

(honorific.) dcdj sd/Zo you must be 

so kind as to come. 35^) come ye. s. A 

place, residence, abode. 2. space, room. 3. 

a refuge, asylum. 4. a half sheet of paper. 3a 

^ to build one’s self a residence. 

$ SoScsix' to occupy a place, take possession. 

353^ emphatic of Themselves. 35 

they themselves, they of themselves. 2. 

you yourselves. 353^ rfjsaas you are the 

very persons that did it. 

H. eSdioftoeisd tdsiluddra, s. A native 

revenue officer. 

c. ©X>cJ^<yoScL©'Z§Q5o3 

tdsilu-badiyu, tdsilu-hodeyu, v. a. To 

visit with judgment, for having violated the 

observances of caste, &c. 

C. ©37^0 tdsu, s. An hour. 2. G. L3^] 

scales. 3535/0, ®5h333o one who strikes the 

hour. 35hd wdj to come in an hour. 35h?> 

an hour’s time. 

S. s’Svj/ tala, s. Beating time, in music. 2. 

musical time or measure. 3. a short span, 

one measured by the thumb and middle fin¬ 

ger. 4. a cymbal of bell-metal or brass. 6. 

the palmyra tree or fan-palm. 

35/, 35V1, &iC3S 35/, O’* 35V1, dradv 35’/, 

3o^ ss/ seven modes of beating time in music. 

35"/ e,-^« the art of beating time to music. 

35/ io5S3o, 35/ to&c&o to beat time to music. 

35/ rt§ the keeping of time, in music. ST-Z 

dc.sd, 35/ 3o£»& a musical instrument so 

called. 

S. tdlaka, s. Yellow orpiment. ®» 

/=£ i/3t the same in a calcined state. 

s. tdla-kanda, s. The bulbous 

root of the palmyra. 

c. ®X)?/d tdlada, [35/j] part. Intolerable, 

unbearable, insufferable. 35/ri 3»do a word 

not to be endured, s. A fragrant seasoning, 

made of pulse fried in ghee, &c. 35/3 stodJ 

to prepare a fragrant seasoning. 

C. tuladava, S. An impatient man, 

one who cannot forbear. 

S. tdla-patra, s. The palmyra 

leaf of which books are made. 2. a coil of 

palmyra leaf worn in the lobe of the ear. 3. 

a hollow cylinder of gold with or without a 

ring attached to it, worn in the lobe of the ear. 

s. tdla-patrike, s. A written 

palmyra leaf. 2. a cymbal. 

0. sT>?/■£)«§ tdla-palle, s. Boiled vegetables 

seasoned with ghee, &c. 

s. ©x>^o<y tdla-phala, s. The fruit of the 

palmyra tree. 

S. tdla-madhu, s. A spirituous 

liquor extracted from the palm. 
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C. tdlawdra, s. A shelving roof, 

or verandah, supported by pillars. 

s. tdla-vrinta, 

tdla-vyajana, s. A fan of palmyra leaves. 

c. a 3^/ ajciajjo tdla-hidiyu, v. a. To 

restrain, as anger, the hand from striking, 

&c., to keep back, as a crowd. 

It. tdld-bandu, s. The account 

of receipts, disbursements and balance of an¬ 

nual revenue. 

c. 33y>, tali, tdli-bottu, 

s. The marriage badge answering to the wed¬ 

ding ring of Europeans, 34 the bride- 

grorun to tie it on, at the time of marriage* 

ssVsSSceoo to take off the marriage badge, as 

when a husband dies, serial a widow. 

C&gJoSjjS 35V, octv, igp'JSfOpi 35V, Z>\xi 

■w, different kinds. 

C. 335^ tali, s. A pile of dried cakes of cow- 

dung, for fuel. to make this pile. 

C. talike, s. Patience, endurance. 

35v’# to ponder, consider, examine (as 

to worth.) 

A. c. <5^f\ tdlige, s. A hedge, an imped¬ 

iment. 2. the throat. 

C. 33^)3 tddida, s. The fragrant seasoning 

of a dish made of pulse, and fried in ghee, 

c. tdlime, tdluvike, 

s. Patience, endurance, forbearance, longsuf- 

fering. 

C. 33 tdlisu, v. a. To season food. 

c. 33^oSg tdlu-hol-adike, $. An 

areca nut split in two. 

o. ^^rd,drfAOOc±) tdli-sarada-gundu, 

s. The beads on each side of the marriage- 

badge'. 

c. 3a//o, 33^^^ tdlu, tdli-kollu, 

v. a. Sf n. To bear, endure, forbear, wait, ex¬ 

ercise patience. 2 to put on, as ornaments, 

dress, &c.; assume, as a form; take, as a wife; 

entertain, as a passion. 35V having 

become angry. 3. to pardon. 4. to stop. 5. 

to be free from envy. 35V=#js>t be patient, 

bear. s. The fastening to which the bar of 

a native door is attached. 2. a latch or bolt. 

3. the bottom, the lower part. 4. a stalk. 5. 

a roof. 6. a part of a sowing and weeding 

machine. 

t. b. 33^, tale, tdle-mara, 

[3®ej] s. The palmyra, Borassus flabellifor- 

mis. ^c£o its fruit, while unripe. 35 

*S\ ssjlgj the branch of a palmyra tree. 53 

iossl a palmyra joist, palmyra fruit. 

rfe; jaggory made from the palmyra. 

35^?^ S5€, 3seJo3js^eJ a palmyra leaf used in 

making books, &c. a large su¬ 

perior kind. exist'd an inferior sort. 

a spirituous liquor extracted from 

the palmyra. 

C. a 3^ tale, s. The Pandanus odoratissi- 

0. 31^ tale, s. Faith, proof. 3s<£ to 

compare. it agrees with. 

C. tdl-kollu, See 

C. 33// talda, [35vnJ past part, of 

Borne, possessed, &c. 2. (for 3»v£?o) 

he endured/ he had on, he assumed, &c. 3®// 

the seal impressed. a-raji the res¬ 

pect enjoyed. having borne; having 

assumed, put on, &c. 

talme, s. Patience, forbearance, 

endurance. a calm temper. ^<4 

^3 a patient mind. 

A. C. 33$£t> tdlvari, s. The side of a hill. 

0. 33^3£d tdlvdra, s. Averan- 

A. c. tdhavanu, [rt&atesj&j Sl 

A bringer, conveyer. 

A. o. Boa <$f\ tingalige, s. A spot of 

paint put on the forehead, as an ornament of 

women. 

C. tingalu, s. A month. 2. the 

moon. 3. an ornamental, round patch of 

gold, &c., worn on the forehead, by Hindu 

females. Sortvb stfvortyb moon-light. 

Sorts’Scrtvrt from month to month. ■Sortv’si 

a kind of bean that bears every month. 

Sortyrxrt (son 0f the moon) Mercury. Sort's' 

SosBrtsi Shiva, with the moon on his crest. 

Scrtvbrfrt the manes who eat once a mouth. 

2. the moon’s ascending node. 

0. BoLb tindi, s. Food. 2. eating. 3. the 

itch. So&rtsd, §o& a glutton. 

S°& rise, Soa a female glutton. So&So^ 

a body that has an irritation in the skin. 

So a a very small insect, said to be the 
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cause of tlie itch. ®o& §o& to 

eat food. *c& So& ^ to set food be¬ 

fore one. ^°a Xvw^Su3 4 gluttony. 

A. o. So*© &»»«, a^y. Stiff, tight. 2. 

weighty, heavy. 3. large. rfoad a tight 

breast. ®o«^jsrforfj this 

golden goblet, filled with water, is heavy. 

■§°fsrf stiffly, tightly, heavily. 

A. c. 8c8p$ tintini, See ®o^rf. 

S. qoBj£& tintrini, s. The tamarind tree. 

Sothe fruit of the tamarind. 

T. b. 8o^>pf tinthini, See So^rf. 

A. 0. 8oq}f4 tinthini, s. A multitude, 

heap, mass, assemblage. So3>r3 

¥jsSj to assemble, come together. 

C. BoZ) tinda, See under 

S. ©orfoX tinduka, s. A kind of ebony. 

c. 8o(3o tinnu. See 

c. 8ogooS’#, Bos^y^r®, Soaoo-rfrfo 

timbuvike, timbuwana, timbuvadu, 
[of ®e&4] s. The act of eating, &c. 

c. Bozio, Bo^^iy BooS^oi^ timma, 

timmappa, timmayya, s. A man’s 

name. 2. a monkey. 3. Vishnu. 

A. c. HoskyXk timmalisu, v_ a_ To 

hasten, accelerate. 

O. 8X tikci, s. The anus, buttock, posterior. 

O. 8X5 tikadi, S. An instrument used in 

spinning thread and ropes. S’*® to turn 

it round. 2. a rope with three strands. 3. 

vexation, annoyance. 4. trouble, confusion. 

c. B^ziB'B tikadatitta, s, a false 

membrum virile, used in seraglios. 

H. B&Dpc tikani, S. A place, abode, residence. 

C. 8$, ^ tikdli, s. The piece sown in at 

the bottom of a bag or sack. 

c. Btf^, 8X^eo tikka, tikkalu, s 

Madness, insanity. 2. stammering, ad). 

Mad. to So&cckj to become deranged or 

mad. twa a deranged or insane mind. 

a stupid or wild 

countenance. 

C. 8$^tree'srfo tilki-mdtddu, v. n. To 

stammer. to read with hesitation. 

C. 8X0^ tikku, v. a. To rub, scour, wipe. 

2. to vex, oppress, s. Madness, insanity. 

«§rv» 
c\ 

to rub one’s self against any thing. 

S\7i> to cause to rub. ^4 to clean the 

teeth. §=5% to make snuff- by rub¬ 

bing dry leaves of tobacco on the palm of 

the hand. friction, trituration, 

attrition, teazing, vexing. ***» §=si4 to rub 

with the feet. 2. to rub into the legs. 

to rub the back, when bathing, in order 

to clean it. ^4 3veeba to recover from 

insanity. 

S. 8Xn tikta, s. Bitterness, adj. Bitter. 

^ bitter herbs. 

C. 8&)5> tikhidi, See 

H. 8 a tig a, S. (in chess) Three, t. b. the 

lower part of the spine. 2. the buttock. 

Sr! Soozbvri one who loiters behind. 

c. 8XsXo, 8XcS3o tigachu, tiguchu, 

v. a. To gather, pluck, as flowers, leaves, &c. 

0. 8X63o tigatu, V. a. To force down food. 

Sr!&3 aSoa^rio to pall. 

C. 8X63 tig ate, S. The bark of trees. 2. a 

drug so called. 

c. 8a&, BktS, 8Xrfo tigadi, tigade, 

tigadu, S. A mason’s or bricklayer’s level. 

c. 8XSe!DA&, 8?\&>e3?\& tigadi-bigadi, 

tigidi-bigidi, s. Confusion, incoherence. 

Sria «3r!a staass&j to be incoherent, as in talk¬ 

ing, &c. 

0. 8X&, 8Xdo tigari, tigaru, s. A 

potter’s wheel. 

C. 8X^ tigala, s. A class of gardeners, &c. 

originally Tamil people. 2. the Tamil people. 

C. 8a^> tig ale, S. The plant Convolvulus 

terjpellicum. 

C. 8Xorfo tigudu, s. The external coat or 

bark of a tree. 

C. Ba3Z$ tigude, S. A purgative plant. 

crio SrioS a white sort. *0®i> a black 

sort. 2. the bark of trees. 

A. C. 8Xodo tiguru, V. n. To wipe over, 

to stroke. 2. to anoint, besmear, as the 

body with perfumes. 3. to scratch, s. Fra¬ 

grance, odour, a fragrant perfume. 

having been beautified with 

perfume. 

C. Ba3<$ tigula. See arttf. 

C. ©A^ojX tiggd-mugga, s. Teazing, 



distressing, dunning. ©ra sinrt to 

make a peremptory demand, to torture by 

pulling a person backwards and forwards till 

he pays a debt. 

C. 3ao tiggu, See ©*>*. 

S. oa^ tigma, s. Heat, adj. Hot. 

to, ©ri^d the sun. 

A. C. tita-puta, s. Pain, distress. 

8% titta, s. Rising ground, a mound, 

hillock. 

A. C. 35&Stk tittavidu, v. a. To orna¬ 

ment writing. 

C- 383^ tittu, v. n. To fear. v. a. To abuse, 

mutual abuse. 2. to give. s. High 

ground, a mound of earth, a hill. 2. abuse, 

obscene language, ©^ wtzi® watching a hill 

to preserve pasturage, ©fe^ stosrizSo^S 

I am sutfocated, smothered, choked, or strang¬ 

led ; I am confused, distressed. 

T. B. 3 PS tina, [*dre]-$. Grass. 2. anything 

as contemptible as grass. ©a> ^ an insig¬ 

nificant being. 2. an animal that eats grass. 

A. c. 3 P'S tini, v. n. To be mixed, amalga¬ 

mated. u. a. To ram or force in. 

C. 3ps^i, §,pszovo, 3ps^o tinu/cu, 

tinunku, tingku, V. n. To strain in 

easing nature. 2. to fart, ®«o*o 

Soacrfoj to be costive, strained, ©fM*o a fart: 

S. 33 tit a, S. A sieve. 

T. B. 33 titi, See ©$• 

S. ©3g^ titikshe, $. Patience, resignation, 

sufferance, endurance. ©®J§J patient, for¬ 

bearing. 

C* 33^, §&) titti, tidi, s. A leathern bag. 

2. a bellows. 3. a purse. ’ZaQ&x «© forge- 

bellows. £03* ©©^ the drone of a musical 

instrument. £&«© §§ a water-bag. ©© * 

^ to fix a bellows. 

S. 33§ tittiri, s. A quail. 

C. 33 t>833 § tittiri-bittiri, s. Cheating, 

unfair dealing. to cheat, de¬ 

fraud. 

S. tithi, s. A lunar-day of variable 

length, being that period during which the 

moon travels through twelve degrees of her 

orbit; it commences at different periods of 

the solar day, with which it by no means cor¬ 

responds. 2. the annual ceremony which 

Hindus perform to their deceased ancestors, 

presenting offerings to the manes. ®S> 

to present offerings to the manes of departed 

ancestors. 

T. B. 3£> tidi, [bS] s. Estate, property. ©a 

ei) I will take off the property. 

C. 3b tidi, [_©©] $. Bellows. 2. a leather 

bag. 3. a purse. ©a eanri) to blow bellows. 

©a enr.cbsfc!, ©a the man who blows 

the bellows of a forge. ©a to fix a bel¬ 

lows to a forge. *J©a small hand-bellows. 

©B a small iron collar on the snout of a 

bellows. ©a *Ws3 the pipe or tube of a bel¬ 

lows. 

C. tiddu, v. a. To correct, reform, 

break in, rectify, alter, erase. 2. to adorn. 

tfotWo to arrange the tresses. ^3 

• to dress the mustache, ©a wtfaS, sa =# 

corrected writing. ©rh si 

a emendation, reformation, correction, break¬ 

ing in, taming. ©a£ corrected, reformed, 

trained, ©a a a trained horse, ©a =#js 

to correct, train. 2. to pay a 

debt, settle an account. ©a ®n*oto write, as 

boys do on sand. ©a*%, ©a to correct a 

mistake in writing, &c. Saw a horse-breaker, 

&c. 2. a reformed man. ©a to break 

in well, as a horse, &c. to be trained; 

to be corrected. 

C. 3^rd"©To tinasdgu, v. n. To try, essay, 

endeavour. 

C. 3^5rvO tinasu, s. An irritation in the 

skin, an itching. © frits rb to itch. 

C. 3<355v«b tina-huku, v. a. To set food 

before one. 2. to bribe. 

C. 3;TS^ tinali, s. A glutton,gormandizer. 

S. 3^)3 tinisha, s. The dalbergia Oujie- 

nensis. 

C. 33^o tinnu, tinu, r. a. To eat, 

consume, destroy, waste, make away with. 

2. to receive, as bribes, blows, abuse, &c. to 

embezzle. he takes bribes. £ 

©oSpio he was beaten, gotfsto he was 

abused. ©£^ to be a fool. Sorij having 

beaten. ®°*ri to devour. ©°£> J to 

be devoured, wasted, spent. So£u®^zSo to get 

what one can and be off. to feed. £ 

^ ®^3o to beat. 
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C. tipari, 

tippari, tipani, tippani, s. Rotation, 

whirling' round. 3*?S s«cUzi a somerset. 3 

siO araoSjratgo, SsJSensrtj to turn head over heels. 

C. HZjjzSsd^ tipude-tdla, s. A mode of 

heating time. 

T. B. <3 ajjtj tipury, [S^d] s. Three cities 

destroyed by Shiva. Shiva, 

the destroyer of three cities. 

G. Iho^ tippa, s. A name among Shudras. 

T. B. ISri\0 tippali, [i^S] s. The long 

pepper vine. 3*^© the thick part of it. 

e. IStj^eo, S3o tippalu, tip- 

pulu-putu, s. Trouble, vexation. 2. op¬ 

pression, hardship, tyranny. 3. impudence, 

insolence, rido to suffer dis¬ 

tress. to afflict, oppress, vex, or per¬ 

secute. 85 55fS 5535 

Vst, that man made great trouble about his 

salary. <»;# A/sSowex the 

mother-in-law greatly oppresses her daugh¬ 

ter-in-law. 

C. <§^70^ tippasattu, s. A medical 

shrub so called. 

A. 0. 8^3 tippulut, s. A bird’s quill or 

feather. 

C. 3tS\, £tb^ tippe, tippi, s. A heap, pile, 

hill, hillock, dung-hill. 4z3xSo, ^tzi g3^ 

a dung-hill. a hill-lotus. 

a mound of red earth, w^&crio 3^ an ash- 

heap. 3%s. «#«*»,. SsS^ 3^ 5o|fa dung- 

hole. 3&,t to be Wasted, spoiled. ® 

to become a heap. 3^ djrfj a 

famed devotee, to whose tomb pilgrimages are 

made for cures, or the obtaining of children. 

A. C. ©dfyd~y tippharru, s. A bird’s quill 

or feather. 

s. 8a>t> tibari, s. A potter’s wheel. 

T. B. tibba, [®^^] adj. Speedy, quick, 

d a quick man. 

C. tibbali, s. Sense, understanding, 

judgement. dodo «w vb 

to recollect, to come to one’s senses. 

C. §83y tibbi, tibbe, s. A hem, 

ornamental work in a female’s bodice. 3^, 

5jj5^o, g?3 ffis&o to make such. 3*^ an 

ornamented bodice. 

c. iSodo £3, Ss&rf, ©rfod, ISs&do timata, 

timada, timara, timaru, Sr An irrita¬ 

tion in the skin. 3 do credo to itch. 

S. iwi, s. A fabulous fish said to be 100 

yojanas long. 

C. ft'mi, [3»] v. a. To pierce, stab. 

S. eSSooTxe; timingila, s. A sea fish so 

large as to devour the 3 So. 

s. ©Sod timira, s. Darkness. 3Sod 

(enemy of darkness) the sun. 

C. ©doodo timuru, v. a. To provoke, ex¬ 

cite, exasperate. 2. to scratch, rub the skin 

when itching. doo^U^. ^dfio gdoodos^^ he 

exasperates me to fight. 

T. B. ©d tira, [t^d] adj. Firm, fixed, set¬ 

tled. 

A. C. ©d tira, adv. Invisibly. 2. awiy. 

C. Sd^ tiraJca, s. A female beggar, va¬ 

grant. 2. a name common to Shiidras. 3d 

*■ a female beggar. 

c. ©d^So©-^ tirakana-halige, s. A 

mason’s level. 

c. ©d tirakas-kolu, s. A smith’s 

poker, or tongs. 

c. ©d7\83^o tiraga-lilu, [3*^*1«.«. 

To rebel. 

c. <§daosS, ©d/\Oc£ tiraganji, tira- 

ganchi, s. A marriage procession, from 

the place where the nuptials are celebrated 

to the temple of an idol, thrice repeated. 

T. B. ©d©d tira-tira, [btfdd] adj- Very 

firm, more durable, well established. 

S. Sdro^dfl tiraskarani, s. An outward 

tent, a wall or screen of cloth, surrounding 

the principal tent. 

s. ©dcfo^d, ©dc^joSo tiraskdra, ti- 

raskriye, S. Disrespect, contempt, re¬ 

proach, abuse, insult. 2. defeat, disgrace, 

gridyre stredo, gdd^odo to contemn, reproach, 

insult, despise. 2. to defeat. 3^4*)^ ^es- 

pised. 

C. ©d$> tiralu, S. The kernel of a cocoa- 

nut. 

T. B. B'O'S©/ tirdtri, [3,o»aj s. Three nights. 

A. c. ©S tiri, v. n. To wander, go about 

begging, t’. a. To twist. 2. to cut or ga- 
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ther. s. A sharp point. begging. S3 

zS food obtained by begging. ©Oriorfrt 

one who lives by mendicity. aeJ sju tfo ©e© 

®d) liaving gathered young grass. 

C. tirika, s. A beggar. S0«- a female 

beggar. 

C. 8di\ tirigi, tirige, adv. Again, 

once more, back. reinsta¬ 

ted. se?> §e?> eSos^ru to go again and again. 

c. 8dJ\$ tirigini, See ©dodri. 

c. St>8do, li&g# 55x^0 tirichu, tirichi- 

hdku, v. a. To wring, twist, as the neck of 

a bird; to twist and pull up, as grass; to 

twirl, as the mustache. 3. to strip, as leaves 

from a branch, &c. 

S. tirita-vriksha, s. A tree 

so called. 

C. 8te,, 8^1'sS tirita, tirivike, $. The 

act of wandering, begging, vagrancy, men¬ 

dicity* 

C. tiritu-kollu, See 30. 

c. 7\e;o * tiri-dogalu, s. Skin in 

folds. 

A. 0. edo tiru, s. The string of a bow. 

c. e>cta, Sd, 8t> tiru, tira, tiri, adj. 
Sacred, belonging to a religious usa ©d) 

©d rfoswr the central of three perpen¬ 

dicular, sectarian marks. 2. the sandal pow¬ 

der with which it is made. ©d) fjsst) the two 

outer of the above marks. ©do the 

white earth with which they are made. ©do 

jrorfosJ a sacred hill. 3d) sratfo the day sacred 

to the festival of an idol ©do the house 

of a spiritual guide. 

c. ©do#, ■Sdo^jsiod tiruka, ti- 

rukuli, tirukora, s. A beggar, vagrant. 

C. eSdoXfii lirugadi, s. Frequenting much, 

going and coming often. 

<3. Sdo7\pci, StiApc) tirugani, tiragani, 
s. A pivot, hinge, swivel. ©do rid ■gjaysS the 

socket of a swivel. 5. the upper, wooden sock¬ 

et for receiving the pivot on which a door 

turns. ©d)rtd a door-latch. ©doriri 

a door turning on pivots. Stfcrtri #§*) the 

perforated stone in which the lower pivot of 

a door turns. ©dortri^ ^jss? a door-pivot 3d) 

t,tS a co;i 0f eadjan leaf. ©d)rid wars a 

firework spinning wheel. 

C. 8tio7\<i>5, §Tj/\&>3 , tiru-gal¬ 
ert co \ oo 

lu, tira-gallu, tiri-kallu, s. Throw¬ 

ing up two stones and eatching them alter¬ 

nately. 

C. 8dj7\XiZio tirugddu, v. n. To wander, 

walk about, roam, gad. 

o. 8dJ\ tirugi, tiragi, adv. A- 

gain, once more. 2. past part, of ©dorfo. © 

d)ft ?£oa<>r!o to return, to go again. ©d)ft ©d)P> 

again and again. ©d)ft Ado to read over a- 

gain. ®d)h cS^o to tell once more. 

C. tirugi-bilu, V. n. To rebel, 

revolt 2. to change, alter. 3. to fail in a 

promise, to go back from an engagement 3 

d)A to make a horse back. 2. to cause 

to rebel. 

C. IWoTncoo tirugtsu, v. a. To turn, whirl, 

make return. 2. to put off payment, to 

make dance attendance. 3. to wrest from. 

4. to wring off, as the head of a bird, &jc. 

strari ©tiofid) to look back. ©wMj =#03^0 to re¬ 

cover, get back, again, to make return. 

C. §do7\0 tirugu,v.n. To turn, turn round, 

revolve, rotate, whirl, turn back. 2. to change 

or shift, as the wind. 3. to be revoked, as 

an order. 4. to move, wander, travel about. 

5. to go back, go away, cease, as applied to 

diseases, or the effects of poison. deJ ©d)rtj 

to be giddy. 3d)?) =#j?>^o to return. 2. to 

turn one’s self about. 3. to take back again. 

Etod) ©d)ri) to fail in one’s promise. 3d) 

do poison to be checked or removed. © 

d)do, ©d)do sSoadorodo to be turned, as a disease. 

2. to be countermanded, as an order. 3. to 

be turned back, as an army, &c. ©d)?Wo 

the wind has shifted. 3d)d# the act of turn¬ 

ing. ®d)?)do to turn upside down, ©d) 

do eJoosojtsM the disease has taken a turn, 

s>d ©dodo to take a walk for one’s pleasure. 

C. 8-tiOA^ tiruguli, S. A carpenter’s com¬ 

passes. 2. an instrument for perforating cad- 

jan leaves. 3. a turn-screw. 

0. 8t5^Xj8 tirupati, s. The sacred hill of 

Tripetty, in the A root district. 

A. C. Sdo^j) tirupu, v. a. To twirl round, 

make rotate, s. The string of a how. 2. a 

swivel. 

c. -Sdo^jjAjsz!, SdoseoBj tirupu-gude, 
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tiru~butti, s. The basket in which the fol¬ 

lowers of Vishnu keep their household-gods, 

rosary, sectarian seal-box, Sdlagrdma, clothes, 
&c. 

c. Sda'S, htr§>, 3dd tirupe, tiripe, ti¬ 

ro pa, s. Alms, charity. 2. begging, men¬ 

dicity, vagrancy. SdjsS SdoS zS?zijto beg. 

mendicity, va¬ 
grancy. 

T. b. Udo^opI tiru-mani, s. A kind of 

white clay, used in making the sectarian mark. 

2. the mark itself. 

C. UdoidjeJ tirumala, s. A proper name. 

2. Tripetty. 3. Vishnu. 

c. Sdo^oodo tirumv.ru, s. Exchange. §& 

to exchange. 

c. <§tta«Sj5>7\, Sd'SjSA tiru-moga, tira- 

moga, s. An averted face. 2. the turn of 

a disease. 

C. Sdo^eJo tiruvalu, [*>dx»] s. The pow¬ 

dered kernel of a cocoanut. 

c. eSdo^j, ^dosdo, Sd^j Uruvu, tiruhu, 

tiravu, v. a. To twist, turn round, whirl, 

rotate, wind up. *0^ to twist one’s 

self about. to turn upside down. 

§ds^j to walk out or longe a horse, 

to whirl a wheel round. 

F* to turn a cocoanut on an in¬ 

strument for taking out the kernel. ^ 

«"* the instrument used for this purpose. 

C. ©do^j tiruvu, s. A bow-string. 

A. c. sdo^t>3(55oo tiruvoyu, v. a. To fix 

the string to a bow. 

A. C. Sdo^o tirulu, s. The pith of wood. 

2. the pulp of fruit. 

T. B. 3 <3 tire, [h era] S. The earth. 

S. tirodhdna, S. A cover, con¬ 

cealment, sheath, veil, cloth, cloak, any thing 

which hides and withholds another from 

sight. 

S. 'Sdjs^co^ tirohita, adj. Covered, con¬ 

cealed, hidden, removed, withdrawn from 

sight. 

G. -3ao— tirgu, see atforfj. 

G. Sd,s", tirpu, tirvu. See 

c. tirpe. See 

s. Sdjos-^ tiryakku, adj. Horizontal, 

across, especially applied to the form of the 

inferior animals in contradistinction to the 

upright form of man. §cc!orrf o^o an animal, 

a brute. 

A. C. Qtfj$ tirrane, adv. Quickly, hastily. 

S. ©<y tila, s. The Gingillie oil seed, Sesa- 

mum orientale. Sesamum seeds and 

water, presented as an offering to the manes 

of departed ancestors. 

S. Svtf tilaJca, s. A sectarian or ornamental 

mark on the forehead. 2. a freckle, mole, 

any natural mark on the person. 3. a title, 

especially in composition, implying pre-em¬ 

inence ; as, d^sioS the ornament or glory 

of .the Hagliu race, a name of Hama, 

do to put on the above mark. 2. to decorate. 

s. Se^o'd tilu-kantha, s. A sparrow. 

s. eSej^rfldod tilakada-mara, s. A kind 

of tree. 

S. S&!Fd<SJ!& tilakdlaha, s. A mole, any 

natural spot on the body. 

S. 3S<2;£roo tilakisu, v. a. To adorn, deco¬ 

rate. 

s. tila-kusuma, s. The sesa¬ 

mum flower. 

s. &JiySSpii ZTS$ tila-kushmdnda- 

ddna, S. A present made to a brahman, to 

propitiate the evil planet Saturn, consisting 

of gingillie oil seed, a gourd, &c. 

s. tila-ghdtalca, s. An oil¬ 

man. 

S. tila-churna, s. Gingillie 

oil-seed powder. 

S. ©©LoSi tilapinja, s. Barren sesamum, 

bearing no blossom, or its seed containing 

no oil. 

s. tila-pratime-ddna, 

s. A puppet made of gingillie oil seed, filled 

with gold pagodas, and presented as an offer¬ 

ing to a brahman. 

s. 8vo$Jo3j tila-yantra, s. An oil-press 

or mill. 

S. ©©d^ tilipsa, s. A very large kind of 

snake. 

A. c. tiluku-muluku, s. 

Confusion, perplexity. 

s. sSo tilottame, s. One of the 

heavenly courtezans. 
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c. 3<Z)t> f®, 8wfq till ana, til ana, s 
cn • 

An unmeaning sound, used in humming over 

a tune. 

0. 80$ tiva, s. The francoline partridge. 

C. So6o2& tivancha, s. An Indian game. 

C. tivachu, v. a. To pierce, stab. 

A. C. tivana, $. A waistband. 

c. eS^tta, 3^ do tivctru, tivuru, s. An 

irritation in the skin. v. a. To provoke, ex¬ 

asperate. 2. to scratch the skin when itch¬ 

ing. 3. to besmear the body with fragrant 

pigments, &c. 3S0 to besmear one’s 

self. 

C. Itond tivdra, s. A carpenter’s compasses. 

H. eSsTirj tivdsi, s. A rug, a kind of carpet. 

A. 0. 3& tivi, s. A long staff, used for lead¬ 

ing dogs to the chase. 

C. 8Z>, tivi, tiviyu, v. a. To pierce, 

stab. 2. to challenge. 3?J”A i3i&, 83& to 

wring off the neck of a fowl, &c. 2. to make 

stab. 3S>^, the act of stab¬ 

bing. 3£>n»Sa to pierce, or stab mutually. 

83 =#js^o to stab one’s self. 

T. b. Scoo^Z tisula, [a^u] s. A trident. 

33jv, 3tjay Shiva. 3si>y rttf eb Kill era, friend 

of Shiva. 

T. B. 8$ tila, See Sw. 

T. B. 8tilnka, See aej*. 

A, C. tili, s. A drinking vessel. 2. a 

road, way. adj. Near, contiguous, v. a. To 

sprinkle. 

C. 8<g, 8^ o$x> tili, tiliyu, v. n. To be 

known, understood, conceived, comprehended, 

f. a. To know, understand, comprehend. It 

is generally used impersonally with the da¬ 

tive case; as, aycdxsgzSafet do you un¬ 

derstand it ? 3yrfd, 3yhS it i8 known, I un¬ 

derstand it. 3ytfj having known. 3yrb stosn 

*?*>*>, .*** to speak from infor¬ 

mation, to speak knowingly, to say only what 

one understands. ayrfo j$to enquire well 

into any thing, to reflect on, comprehend. 3 

vdo Stfo to know, to ascertain, 

perceive the meaning of. Wo**ca* I under- 

stand. atfj'&aotb sjs g0 and ascertain. 3yatb 

to be known. 3ycdjBrb to be unknown. §y 

X\>, 3yai> ayorfj s(.ssz& to inform, 

explain, make known. 3y«brb, ttA 8V 

I am not acquainted with it. ayS# 3 

yaboSif, gyo^), Ssb*Sy^ knowledge, in¬ 

formation, understanding, intellect, sensation, 

gyri s&s^o a word that is known. 3yri£ a man 

who is informed. 3tf)sSy=#<i sSrw an intelli¬ 

gent woman. 

0. 8^ tili, adj. Transparent, clear, pellucid, 

as water, &c. 3y gyabsrtj to become 

clear. ay/Wsfa a clear pond. 3y stoab to 

make clear or transparent. ays^rb, ay^rb 

clear water. 3y <e^o to filter. 3y a 

clear sight. 3y sSjsri a clear face. 3y Ado?* 

clear moonshine. 

C. 8^Z$o tilitlu, past. part, of 3y. 

A. C. tilinali, $. A glutton, gor¬ 

mandizer. 

A. C. 8^ ft, s. Fire. v. a. To burn, singe, 

scorch, sear, parch. 

C. Si°o63 tinte, See a^B. 

H. 8$0'§^p?)7\3 tinterdgu, V. n. To be 

dispersed or scattered. 2. to be spoiled or 

frustrated. ^ that business 

is frustrated. 

C. tit aka-sandi- beru, 
s. A medicinal root, which produces a great 

irritation in the skin when touched. 

c. 8°k&T5vi^ tit ay die, s. A shrub so called. 

C. 8^&3 tlte, s. The itch, an itching. 2. irre¬ 

gular desires, lasciviousness. 3. one’s own 

affairs. a^BA^o to itch. 3^£3 =#t3crfoo to 

scratch, or rub an irritation in the skin. 3^ 

£3 55^, 3<B So&ctiM t0 t,e affected, or seized, 

with the itch. 3^ g^=s*y’=#js> 

to accomplish an object upon which one’s 

mind is intent. 2. to gratify one’s lust, 

a^ssrftf a quarrel to which one is provoked. 

a restless man, who is 

always giving himself or others trouble. m 

8%iS% 8\fiU =#j3c^?o that man has gra¬ 

tified himself. 2. that man has satisfied 

his lust. 

A. C. tldu, s. Manner, way. 2. a 

distemper, plague, possession by an evil 

spirit. 3. an irritation in the skin, itching. 

C. 8^Z$3 tldu, v. a. To rub, macerate. 2. to 

touch, press. 3. to beat, strike. 4. to draw 

through, as thread on wax; to smooth, by 



drawing through the hands, &c. 5. to tie 

round. 6. to smear on the body, as perfumes. 

7. to kill, as hugs. 8. to seize, affect, possess, 

as a distemper, &c. 9. to pull, as the string 

of an arrow. 10. to blow, as wind, &c. 

rio he rubbed and fixed (the arrow). 

atosrrs^zdodwe the tree 

of Paradise waves in this wafting cool 

breeze. SKJsf lasci¬ 

viousness prevailed throughout the whole 

world. to strike or pierce mutually. 

2. two things to he in collision. to 

rub one’s self. 2. to rub one thing on an¬ 

other. 3. to shoot. to make smooth 

by stroking. sSzSabo 

dress the bowstring and shoot the arrows. 

C. B^Ci tlda, past part, of Scorched, 

burnt, parched, singed. 2. blighted, mildew¬ 

ed, charred. having been burnt or 

scorched. to become scorched by 

the rays of the sun, &c. 

A. C. tini, s. Pood, meal, diet. 

H. e^fltfjTTSSS'SAJ tinterdwdgu, See 

T. B. B^d tibara, [8^] ad]. Quick, 

soon; smart. 

C. B^o6m tiyu, v. a. To burn, char, singe, 

scorch, parch, v. n. To die, or the dead body 

to be burnt on a funeral pile. 

S. B;°d tira, s. Bank, shore, margin. 

djsv’j on the bank, on the shorn 

C. i§^rfo2oo tirambu, S. An arrow on the 

string. 

c. B^d&ozi, B^d7\ozi, B^/\eozi tira- 

Ttanda, tira-ganda, tir-ganda, adj- 

Completed, finished. 2. deceased. 

C. tirada, past part. neg. of End¬ 

less, incurable, incalculable, inexhaustible, 

ceaseless. an incurable 

sickness. an endless business. St 

an endless controversy. 

incalculable sin. S<cJd tisrtr an endless road. 

S^cirf tow inexhaustible felicity. wsz? 

ceaseless misery, ;pj(r! I have 

no leisure to come. 

C. tirdda, J>,rb] adj. Completed. 

2. ready. 3. of age. a feast 

quite prepared. a house which is 

completed. 3tc*ri 2°.^ a girl who has 

reached the age of puberty. 

C. BvuTjdJDZii, tird- 

mddu, tird-mugisu, v. a. To finish, 

complete, conclude, end. 

C. B^Jt^ tirdlu, tirdli, s. 

A man of property. 2. a well qualified man. 

C. B^d>T§ tirike, s. Conclusion, end. 2. 

leisure, rest. §^o=# zirs>vki to finish, complete, 

end. S^0=#crin>s,!4) to be at leisure. 

C. B^tZi tirida, adj. Completed. 2. qua¬ 

lified. 3. settled. 4. adorned. ®teti sbsb 

a man thoroughly acquainted with a 

thing, a man of much experience. 

0. B^d'S) tirive, See St*55. 

C. ©^5) coo tirisu, ®. a. To end, complete, 

conclude, finish. 2. to qualify another. 3. 

to settle, decide, solve. 4. to liquidate, 

cancel, as a debt. 5. to decorate, adorn. 

§^eb«i) a cr0w passed from the left 

to the right, which is considered omi¬ 

nous. Ttaw to discharge a debt, 

to adjudge, decree, to 

complete a work, rass 3^0~o, 

to quench thirst. §^&^o to 

remove fear. to revenge. totcJss, 

§^0S>, =&»$o to solve a doubt, 

remove suspicion. to 

finish off a thing. 

0. B^do thru, s. Beauty. 2. manner, way, 

mode, tjozto a person of peculiar tem¬ 

per or habits. to observe a per¬ 

son’s manner or gait. 

A. 0. B(jdz tiru, V. a. To swallow, eat. s. 

A bow-string. 

C. tiru, V. n. To be finished, comple¬ 

ted, concluded, ended. 2. to elapse. 3. to be 

qualified for, experienced in. 4. to be set¬ 

tled, decided, solved. 5. to be liquidated. 6. 

to be adorned. When used impersonally, 

with the dative case, it means leisure; as, $ 

pfrt S^tSCgj I have no leisure. to 

die. 2. to be ended, terminated. 

a deceased person. 

H. tiru-kamdn, s. A bow. 

*si»;SbaiJj to shoot with a bow. * 

stejojW an archer. 

C. B^dzAll tirugade, s. Leisure, quiet, 

rest. 2. completion. 
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C. 8*ri}Tj&, Gjo tirupadi, tiru- 

pdtu, s. Leisure, rest. 

C. <§«tjj^TSTjo tiru-mddu, v. a. To com¬ 

plete, finish. 

o. tiru-muna, s. Conclusion, 

completion, adj. Complete, finished. 

simSish to complete, finish. cSeJ the 

lowest fixed price. 

0. tiruli, s. Conclusion, termination. 

C. tiruve, s. Settlement, adjust¬ 

ment, as of custom-house dues, &c. 

A. C. 8^t3 tire, s. The worms, a disease, 

s. eS^SDc"Fc>zs*>gZ$$) tirlcdna-dwddashi, 

s. A feast observed in the eighth lunar 

month. 

C. S'O^s* tirke, See 

A. 0. ei^S^oS" tirchu, v.a. To finish, com¬ 

plete. s. Conclusion, end, termination. v*)o 

Saioo to recover from fatigue. 

S. §^(rss“t §$$&■ tuna, tuna, s. Cross¬ 

ing, fording. 

S. tutka, s. Water, good drinking 

water. 2. water in which an idol, or the *J"» 

ejTOjSfc] stone, has been washed, holy water. 

3. any celebrated place of pilgrimage, but 

especially such as are situated along the 

course of sacred streams, or in the vicinity 

of some sacred spring or place of water. 4. a 

city. 5. a fort, fortified hill. 6. a retinue, 

equipage, army. 7. a priest, elder, adj. Ex¬ 

cellent, best, 8^r S^f cUsJ a fa. 

ther. tfsri a spiritual guide. crfra 

t) pilgrimage. 3^ the offerings made 

to the manes, &c., at famed places. S^r 

3^*1 a place of pilgrimage. a men. 

dicant’s water vessel. >AstS a vessej 

with a spout. 

A. 0. tirpu, s. A bowstring. 2. 

settlement, adjustment, decree. S^Frio to 

become settled, adjusted. :&»*,) a <jeci_ 

sive word, a word calculated to bring matters 

to a final and amicable adjustment. 

c. l5^o3<r&, 

tirpadi, tirvadi, tuvani, tirvali, s. 

Leisure, rest. 

c. S^as-7^ tirvike, tirvige, s. 

Conclusion, finishing. 2. adjustment, settle¬ 

ment. 3. decease. 

C. time, s. Termination, conclusion, 

finis. 2. adjustment. 3. decease, death. 

sSrza a cemetery, a place for burning or bury¬ 

ing the dead. 3^Sf to settle, 

c. tilu, tili-kottu, 

v. a. To toss or throw, as marbles, one at 

another. 2. to pay, as money. play, 

ing at marbles, &c. 

A, C. tivancha, $. A part of a 

game at dice. 

t. b. 8°^>d tivara, [a^] adj. Quick, 

smart, ardent. an urgent business, 

to expedite, hasten. 

S. tivaranu, s. A fowler, hunts- 

A. 0. tivi, s. The large black bee. 

0. tivihe, s. Blight, mildew. 

A. 0. 8^ tivu, v. n. To become filled, to. 

prevail, overflow, abound, v. a. To fill. St 

BF^sri filled with water. a^SriF rpJossd 

^JO all the well filled treasury, sttr, 

rracT^ccfj appearing as a gold 

box, filled with ornaments. 3<;£>&®<y&oz3 Art 

having shone with abounding joy. 

doa,^ the full moonshine. to cause 

to fifl. 

S. tivra, s. Haste, expedition, adj. 
Quick, speedy. 2. sharp, keen, smart. 3. hot, 

warm, hasty, adv. Much, excessively. 

sri-8- a quick man. a keen mind. 

2. a hasty temper. *Sss>& to accelerate, 

hasten. assart), 8^ to be 

quick. 8^sraA quickly; keenly. 

S. tlfcshana, s. Haste, hurry. 2. 

heat, warmtli, pungency, adj. Zealous, ac¬ 

tive. 2. hot, warm, pungent. 3. keen, in¬ 

telligent. 4. sharp, quick. 8^*9 WA the 

sun, with piercing rays. 8^« woa a keen 

mind. 3<^ra £mso a fiery countenance. 

C. tisukattu, s. Defect, Tlefici- 

ency. 

C. ^oO^SroO tunkarisu, v.n. To be rash, 

precipitate. 

S. ^JOA tunga, adj. High, elevated, lofty. 

2. principal, chief. 3. passionate, hot. 

C. ^ooa^ooTn^, eiooa tunga-mus- 

te, tungu-gadde, s. An esculent root. 
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S. §oo7\ tunge, The river Tanga. *>°rt 

the river Tungabhadra, formed by the 

two rivers Tunge and Bliadra. 

c. §oo7^5oo<yo tunge-hullu, S. A fra¬ 

grant kind of grass. 

C. §003^^ tunchi/ee, s. A fragment, piece. 

2. the act of breaking off. to break 

off, pluck, gather. 

C. §00 S3 tiinta, adj. Mischievous, caprici¬ 

ous, wicked, impudent, aOoteU m;s. 

chievousness, wickedness. a 

mischievous act. a mischievous 

business, a restless, trouble¬ 

some, petty chieftain. a short stick. 

wiVd a short leg. =#^ a short hand, 

an impudent trick, a mis- 

chievous man. s&z&ri wsco 3 

this boy is very impudent, or mischievous, 

skew a restive or frisky horse, 

i3 x&o I must stop his impudence. 

S. §oO§ tunda, s. The beak, mouth, face, 

c. ^oo^sucOi tunda-kdi, See 

adj. Stout, well built. 

S. §oo5> tundi, s. A young elephant. 2. a 

bird. 

C. §ooS^S tundilce'ri, s. Momordica 

monadelpliia. 

S. ©oocj© tundila, s. An elephant’s trunk. 

2. a prominent or protruding navel. 3. 

speaking harshly or severely. 

S. §0Qcioj0 tundisu, v. a. To make piece¬ 

meal, to cut or break into pieces, to shatter, 

shiver. starforWo 

Kusha shot and shattered their knees and 

legs. *>o&* broken in pieces. 

S. §00^0 tundu, s. A piece, fragment, bit. 

adj. Petty, inferior. 2. short. ^Jo!35 

ft in pieces. &00& the nape of the neck, 

sooz&j uB a tatter, rag. to 

make piecemeal of, shatter, break in pieces. 

@\>oab to fall to pieces. 

to hew down*piecemeal. ^>0^0 

to join pieces. a petty chief¬ 

tain. sSo°&) a short stick. waeo 

a short leg. 

c. §oop§, §00 ro tunni, tunne, s. The 

c. aoQ§o'do) §oo§ot> tunturu, tuntu- 
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ri, s. Fine drops of water, as driven by wind, 

&c., spray, mist. 2. saliva, accidentally 

ejected, when speaking with emphasis. 

zrev1 very fine rain. sfrf a drop 

of spray. *o*>A»^cd» to beat or drive small 

drops of water, as the wind blowing over a 

lake, &c. 

s. ©oorf tunda, s. The belly, 

s. sooSo, §oo£>35, ©oofo© fundi, tun- 

dibha, tundila, adj. Pot-bellied. 2. 

having a large or prominent navel, s, A glut¬ 

ton. 

C. {^ooljo^o^o tunduduku, s. A wicked 

or mischievous person. ^ozi)^o=£o«? mischiev¬ 

ousness, wickedness, sire So to do 

mischief. 

C. s^JOZjTj tumpare, s. The more common 

form of *0**. 

S. ($303,i tumha, s. A long gourd. 

c. §0080 tumba, adj. Full, replete, com¬ 

plete. 

c. §0083 tumbi, s. The large black bee. 

S. §oOSD tumbi, s. The plant of the long 

gourd. 

C. SGOSorf tumbike, s. The act of being 

full, repletion. 2. the proboscis of an ele¬ 

phant. 3. the black bee, Bombilius ater. 

c. 2oOS2rf tumbida, part, of ®ooUJ> Full, 

replete. 2. abundant, excessive, exceeding, 

great, much. a full stomach. *0 

tSri a live coal, quite free from smoke. 

&o*5tS area a well full of water, siositfoj 

a hearty will, or full consent. *c,5Ei a 

large and prosperous family. goo,Sn ®ortJ 

sh a woman near the time of her confinement. 

sjoiSrf an honourable man. 

A. c. §oos35orSo5o, §oos5i3i3a3o tum- 

bi-hedeya, tumbi-vedeya, s. Cupid, 

having a row of black bees for his bow-string. 

C. §00800 tumbu, s. The foot-stalk or pedi¬ 

cle of a flower or leaf. 2. a drain, sluice. 3. 

the nave of a wheel. *0 a leaf with 

a stalk. a flower with a pedicle. 

C. §00800 tumbu, v. n. To be filled, full, 

replete, v. a. To fill. s. Fulness, completion, 

repletion. 2. load, lading. to fill 

for one’s self. to be full and run- 



ning over. A to cause to fill or complete. 

2. to give the male to any she animal. 

=#j3^o to get filled for one’s self. 

A. G. txiTVtbugG, s. A vessel for 

fetching water in. 

S. gjozori tumbura, s. A celestial chor- 

ister. atootwtf two chief celestial sing¬ 

ers. 

A. c. tumbu-vere, s. The full 

moon. 

C. tumbe, s. The large black carpen¬ 

ter bee. rbtWa woman with front curls 

like black bees. 

C. 3bos3^?\z$ tumbe-gida, s. The plant 

termed Phlomis Indica. 

C. ^0^5 tukadi, s. A tatter, rag. 2. bread. 

3. a piece, fragment, bit. 4. rank and file. 

5. a district, jn pieces. 2. 

in files, sfctfa sire&i to put into files or com¬ 

panies. 

C. tukara, s. The penis, membrum 

virile. 2. pudendum muliebre. 

C. tukkadi, adj. Trodden, beaten 

down. s. See ground beaten 

down. *^a a field that has been trod¬ 

den down, a tatter, rag. 

C. tukku, s. Corrosion, rust, canker, 

sfoify 8oacsSw to become cankered. =£3 

a rusty sword, a. c. *>*4 to wander about. 

S. tukku, s. Offspring, children. 

A. C. tugu, v. n. To divide, go asun¬ 

der. 

A. C. tug gig a, s. A cloth merchant, 
mercer. 

c. tuchhckha, adj. Small, little, 

mean. 2. void, empty, abandoned, deserted. 

lector a mean affair. steSo a jow 

expression. w* a low way of life. So 

% a mean disposition. 

C. go2d5\j tujaku, s. Foppish airs, display. 

v- «• To spit. to be fine. So«*j 

sirezsj to set off the person. 

C. tutakkane, adj. Suddenly, 

smartly. 

H. gotocOoTk tutdisu, v. n. To violate, 

transgress, be disobedient. 2. to be rash, 

precipitate. 3. to disregard, contemn, Soiira 

disobedience, violation of one’s word. 

C. tuti, s. The lip. 3. end, extremity, 

point. ^rtjs^jp"l3a tender, germ-like lip. *° 

a red lip. So§3 to bite ano¬ 

ther’s lips, as in dalliance. So&S tfoctai), 

Tfjztoifj the part immediately below the under 

lip. So?3 ts'sOri (slip of the lip) a slip of 

the tongue. *?3a hanging lip. rtsno 

&)&3, iooB^ Sol3, So£3 a large or blobber 

lip. So&3, so £3 a hare-lip. 

C. tutta-tudi, s. The extreme 

end. 

C. tutti, adj. Dear, scarce, rare. 

dear corn. sretirf a high price. 

C’ tutti-beru, s. A medicinal 

root so called. 

s. go SSj&sSrfa tuttisu, tuttisi- 

bidu, v. a. To reject, cast off, disdain. 2. 

to violate, transgress. 3. to put into confu¬ 

sion. 4. to injure. 5. to dispute. 

sfrssa^o to contradict, speak contemptuously. 

sSos^rto to be disobedient. 

C’ ^U"e’ s- Hair become 
filthy and clotted by neglect. 2. flour 

lumped and sour. SoB^ to&cdoo to 

become lumpy and sour, as flour, &c. SoB^ 

an insect bred in musty flour. 

c. gou^d tuthdra, s. Impudence, boldness, 

rashness, forwardness. 

c. gotds'o, gogo^j tudaku, tudanku, 

See 

C. tudike, s. A fruit store-room. 

C. &>fcc5S» tudiyu, v. n. To quiver, as the 

flesh from sickness. 

C. gj?3b, gj(3o/\, go^A tudu, tuduga, 

tuduga, S. A low, impudent, or fnischiev- 

ous person, adj. Impudent, vicious, mischie¬ 

vous, straying. So^rtefS, SogjriogjS mischie¬ 

vousness, wickedness. SozSri woa a wicked mind 

or vicious temper, straying cattle. 

t0 break into fields, as cattle. 

A. C. gogo tudu, s. A parrot. 

C. gogoo^o tuduku, tudunku, 

v. a. To seize, lay hold of, reach, touch. 2. 

to stir the hand about in water. 

A. C. gogoXo tudugu, V. n. To go astray. 

A. c. gogoXpSA^’gdj tudu-ganegala- 

varu, s. Persons armed with arrows. 
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C. tudupu, s. A cover, shade. 

C. tudupu, tudubu, 

s. An error marked oat with the pen, erasure, 

blotting out. 2. an error, mistake, 

s&azSo to erase, hlot out. ^Azi a paper 

covered with erasures or blots. 

to he erased, to he erroneous. 

C. i&Tkski, tudumu, tudume, 

s. A kind of double drum. 

T. B. sfep0 tuna, |_^a>] s. Grass. 2. any¬ 

thing as contemptible as grass. 

C. tunake, tunike, s. 

A piece, bit, fragment. 

C. ^op©E§ tunachi, tunaje, s. 

An insect, a dog-fly. afotb&m*5 

an insect troublesome to cattle, the gad-fly. 

c. tuniyu, v. a. To tread, v. n. 

To essay, try, endeavour. 2. to be rash, 

daring, precipitate. to cause to tread, 

cciisri sbrizb siasaany work 

may be accomplished by giving the mind to 

it. cctori sixotf idrfzb 

you are precipitate in every thing you go 

about. w^,5i sforieb do not tread on the 

paddy, mutual strife, wrangling, 

contention. 2. treading on. adj. Scarce, 

dear. &:% &)riosU&ori 

through your contention all the business is 

frustrated, zb *>rio»W riotisfg it is 

not well to quarrel one with another. 

^orfu5tis^?iz3 rice is scarce among us. 

A. C. Sbpleto tunilu, v. n. To bow, make 

obeisance. 

C. tunuku, 

tununku, tunku, See 

T. B. tuti, ®] S. Praise, eulogy. 

sSj® s&sjb, to praise, eulogize. 

C. Q tuturi, tuttdri, 

s. A horn, trumpet. ®°a t° blow a 

trumpet. a trumpeter. 

T. B. tutta, [**] s. Blue vitriol, 

sulphate of copper. 

c. <£, ai tuttdli, tuttagra, 

s. Haste, precipitance, rashness. 

tfo, to be rash, precipitate. 

voirah precipitately, rashly. 

A. c. G>d tuttidava, s. 

learned man. 

^0^ 

A. C. Too tuttisu, v. a. To cause to 

feed, make eat. 

A. C. tuttu, s. A handful, mouthful 

of food. v. n. To take a mouthful. *>Q ^ 

* give a mouthful. to take a 

mouthful, #*sieato zzrecb UsJ* 

(my son became the lion’s mouthful) the 

lion devoured my son. the 

quantity of boiled rice placed before one at a 

time. 

C. sdoodo tuttumuru, adj. In pieces, 

fragments. 

A. C. tudalde, s. An adulteress. 

C. tudd, -particle, However, notwith¬ 

standing. 

C. tudi, s. Point, end, extremity. « 

z^ri ska the point of a sword. ^ja the 

point of an arrow. the extreme 

point. the farthest bank or ridge. 

id&ty the arm from the elbow, the 

heel. wozS top and bottom, helter-skelter. 

«b& ?s©A the extremity of the tongue. ^°a 

srefirt a word not to be depended on. 

^o& si go the edge of the teeth, 

to grind the teeth. *a to the end, 

completely. ^a one who does a 

thing completely. *a six^zb to finish, 

complete. ^ja sprier®?) « 

read that book through from the commence¬ 

ment. ^>a the point is bent. 

A. C. tudipare, s. The central 

or principal branch of a tree. 

c. ^57\, tunike, tunage, 

tunake, s. Apiece,hit. to make 

piece-meal of. in pieces. 

a piece of bread. a piece of 

sugar-cane. a piece of jag gory. 

s. tunnavdiga, s. A tailor. 

C. tuppa, s. Ghee or clarified butter. 

so^ honey. a dinner given by 

the bride’s father to the bridegroom’s friends 

on signing the marriage agreement. 

^sbzb the smell of burnt ghee. a 

medicinal unguent made from peacock s 

fat. s&SfcriS&L boiled rice mixed with ghee, 

cocoanut, salt, beans, &c. a buffa¬ 

lo which gives much milk. 

c. tuppata, tuppala, s. 
A clever, 
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Wool, hair, down. fine, soft 

wool, 5o<;* a wool-pack. 

C. eb^C^je^sdoSS tuppada-komati, s. 

The name of a caste. 

c. ^yri^eroAo^o tuppane-ugulu, ». n. 

To spit out with force 

A. C. tup- 

palu, tuppulu, tupparru, See 

C. ^^t5^o5a, ^oTj^§o^‘S€f,so5o tup- 

pire-kdi, tuppa-hire-hdi, s. A vege¬ 

table, the cucumis sulcatis. 

C. tuppellenne, s. Superfine 

gingillie oil. 

H. So^rT)^o tuphdnu, s. A typhoon, storm, 

hurricane. 2. (also calumny, aspersion, 

false accusation. a calumniator, 

false accuser. *»odi to 

calumniate, accuse falsely. 

H. ^o&ys#, tubdki, tupdki, s. 
A gun, fusil, or musket, wsd a gUn 

with a lock. a matchlock. 

■#^£> the barrel of a gun. 

d the stock of a gun. diws-H wsdo rfcrsdo, *> 

to load a gun. s*>do, gosss 

to fire a gun. an arse¬ 

nal. *>«»•»■* da a ramrod. KraSrt 

the match of a matchlock. fa\va a 

hall for a gun. d>ws-*-<> dxfc a cartridge box. 

C. CTOTo^/o tubukkane-ugulu, 
v. n. To spit out with force. 

T. b. skew'd) tuburu, See sSostow. 

A. C. tubbu, s. Rice-water, conjee. 

C. tubbu, v. v. To be found out, 

discovered, as stolen property, &c. v. n. To 

arraign. to discover, detect. 

discovery, detection. « Sod 

the thing which that thief stole is 

discovered, cdsssf sj^ak^&oriejsddos a&s^doqss 

d«5 & by some means or other, 

find out the lost property. 

C. tumaki-gida, s. A tree so 

c. tumari-gida, s. A tree so 

called, a sort of ebony bearing dark blossoms, 

^ej fis large leaves, used instead of 

plates. 

H. ^Oo3t3(1d tumdnu, s. Long trowsers. 

&»&), sfcdisji) tea1* to put on long 

trowsers. 

c. fiikdwds tumuru, s. A piece, fragment, 

atom, particle. 

s. s^odwO turnula, s. A mingled or tu¬ 

multuous combat, uproar, clangour, tumult, 

sound or noise, ad/. Tumultuous, noisy, 

C. ^o^wrdo, tumusu, tumu- 

lisu, v. a. To hasten, accelerate. 

G. sfootb tug, v. a. To pull, stretch, draw 

out. 

S. tura, s. Speed, velocity, haste. 

C. ^odo^o turanku, See dsd«a. 

S. sodo a turanga, See *fcdd. 

c. ^ydo3§(0\d turanji-gida, s. A tree 

so called, a&d°&t its fruit, which is 

very cooling. 

A. C. aodoaw turambu, v.n. To become 

calm, as the sea. 

T. b. ekd^ turaka, See *<d»s. 

H. ^od^SS^o turakichdlu, s. An am¬ 

bling pace, 3od«-^sau) d&d) to make amble. 

C. efcd#) turaku, See *)da&. 

S. fikdX turaga, [^>d speed, d going] s. A 

horse, d)dd a troop or drove of horses. 

&)drrados>d?k a horseman, d>dd si^ a kind 

of verse. d«3d ctsIj a horse’s action. d>d?> 

a mare. 2. a horsekeeper. 

A. C. skdX turaga, S. Assemblage, mass, 

multitude. 

C. turachi-gida, s. A kind 

of nettle shrub, the fibre of which is strong, 

and serves to make good string, Cowitch, Do- 

lichos pruriens. 

T. B. ^3 turata, [^8*] adj. Quick, 

soon, hasty. 

C. ^odCbs3do, ekdoZw&Sdo turadu-bi- 

du, turudu-bidu, v. a. To scoop out, as the 

kernel of a cocoanut, &c. 2. to kill. 

s. &V?qSoCc> turdyana, adj. Attached 

to a particular object or pursuit, s. Attach¬ 

ment to a particular object or pursuit. 

c. turdi, s. A bouquet, nospgay. 

adj. Ornamented. *>tnt£a an ornament¬ 

ed or engraved pillar, docrecSo to make 
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it. ^orracfio OTWho Hibiscus rosa Chinensis. 

&>otc£u !5,jdjt5 a horse with a gold ornament 

on his head, atoo»e6» a cloth with a 

gold flowered border. ^odsc£u the cypress. 

8. turdsdhanu, s. A name 

of Indra. 

8. turi, s. A brush or fibrous stick, 

used by weavers to clear and separate the 

thread from the woof. 2. a weaver’s shuttle. 

3. a painter’s brush. 

C. turi, s. Any cutaneous eruption, 

the itch. 2. impotency. 3. any grated sub¬ 

stance. the itch. Ae|Jo to itch, 

flow a hasty disposition. 

C. ^ot)£3o, ekd coo, ^odoToo tu~ 

risu, turichu, turasu, turusu, v. a. 

To scratch, rub the skin. &>cWosfzi>, stoBoJi) 

tin, the act of scratching. 

T. B. turiha, adj. Quick, 

hasty, speedy. 

s. turiya, adj. Fourth. 

C. ^odo turn, s. A cow. tf«brc»8ort$), ^odo 

rocrijjrfo cowherds. doco Soozio, dodo £>odo, dodo 

rioozS a herd of cows. a cow-pen. 

A. 0. «^odooa» turumbu, See ^odowo. 

T. B. ^odo# turufca, [sododj s. A Mussul¬ 

man, Turk. adj. Musssulman. dodotf.S a fe¬ 

male of this sect. 

C. sodo’So, aodoXo turuliu, turugu, 

v. a. To ram, cram, stuff, fill. 2. to insert, 

put through, thread, as a needle. 

c. ^odo?\3§ luru-gajji, S. The itch in 

small pimples. 2. impotency. » 

A. C. ^odo7\0 turugu, V. n. To pervade, 

be extensive. 

c. ^odoedo turuchu, v. n. To itch, the skin 

to he irritated 

A. c. ^odo&o, aodooS5o turutu, turun- 

tu, s. A female’s hair tied up into a knot. 

2. a mote. 

G. efcdo^ turuta, adj. Quick, hasty, 

sodos’s wdo to come quickly. 

c. s£>do^jj turupu, v.a. To shave, to scrape 

out the kernel of a cocoanut, &c., from the 

shell. siodosSuo the grated substance. 

c. ekdj&o turubu, s. The top-knot of fe¬ 

males. atakua to tie up the top-knot. 

dodo?3d dree? a small garland to decorate the 

top-knot. 

c. ^odoaw, ^odosSeSdo, &>dodoo, ^odo 

turubu, turubi-bidu, turu- 

mu, turumi-kollu, v. a. To insert, put 

in, cram. 2. to shave, pare, plane. 3. to 

raise with a lever, s. A wave. 

A. c. ^odo£oo5 turumindi, s. A girl at 

the age of puberty. 

C. ^odo^ turuvu, v. a. To turn round a 

mill-stone. 2. to turn round a cocoanut on 

an instrument for scraping out the kernel. 

dodo;$ no fa the instrument for excavating the 

cocoanut. 

A. C. ^docd^/do turuvalaru, s. Herds¬ 

men. dododv^cdodo herdswomen. 

s. ^odo^?\d turuve-gida, s. Sidapopu- 

lifolia. 

S. ^od-iod^ turushtca, S. A Mussulman, 

Turk. adj. Mussulman. 

A. C. ^idosdoCSPS turuliuddna, s. A 

narrow, confined place. 

T. B. sfcd ture, s. Haste, speed. 

A. c. ^o85s-iy, turtila, turrila, 

s. Obeisance. 2. valour. dolSrudod, doS^wdo 

d a hero, valiant man, knight. 2. a Chan- 

data. 

G. {^o^s’Sjjazk turta-mddu, [^s^] «. a. 

To hasten. 

c. turdikku, tur- 

didu, See 

c. Sajis' turbu, See ^odouo. 

S. {^ooioc- turya, adj. Fourth. 

A. C. ifcd; turri, v. a. To waste. 2. to 

separate!^ 3. to trample on. 4. to strain, 

dod^tf wasted, declined, 2. separated, as lovers. 

3. he stamped or trod on. 4. he strained. 

s. sk<y tula, S. A balance, pair of small 

scales. 2. the sign Libra. 3. resemblance, 

likeness, similarity. 

A. C. tulava, s. A warrior armed 

with a shield. 

c. tulavatana, s. Lowness,mis¬ 

chievousness, wickedness, ^owsj dodos^, ^ow 

ddo, dow do a low, base, mean, impudent, ob¬ 

scene man. 
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S. tulasi, s. A small shrub held in 

veneration by the Hindus; the purple stalked 

hasil, Ocymum sanctum. This flower is said 

to be a female metamorphosed; the circum¬ 

stance, however, is variously told, 

worship paid to it. an orna¬ 

ment worn, on the ear like the stalk of the 

purple basil. ' stori beads made from 

the stalk. 

S. S3 tuldkoti, s. An ornament 

for the feet. 

S. tuldkosha, s. A kind of 

ordeal, in which the accused is tried by being 

weighed in a scale. 

s. ao tuld~bhdra-tugu, 

v. a. A king or rich man to weigh himself a- 

gainst gold, and distribute it in charity. 

tula-rdshi, tuld-lagna, tuld-sankra- 

mana, S. The sign Libra. 

S. §be) ^ tulita, adj. Resembling, like, an¬ 

alogous. 

c. tule-tuka, s. The weight of 

a dub or rupee. 

C. tullu, s. 'Pudendum muliebre. 
cr> 

S. aoCJo tulya, adj. Like, resembling, com¬ 

parable, equal, analogous. to he 

equal, alike. drinking together. 

S. tuvara, S. An astringent taste. 

adj. Astringent, pungent, a. c. Potters, adj. 

Quick. 

S. tuvari, s. The grain termed Loll 

or pigeon pea, Cytisus cadjan. 

S. sfooA, tushtt, s. The husk of grain. 

S. tushdra, s. Snow, frost. 2. 

thin rain, mist. the Himalaya. 

Pdrvati, daughter of the 

Himalaya. 

S. efacL tushta, adj. Pull, complete. 2. 

satisfied. 3. happy, joyful, pleasant. 

to satisfy. to be glad. 2. to he 

satisfied, pleasure, satisfaction, grati¬ 

fication. 2. advantage, profit, adj. Joyful, 

pleasant. 2. expensive, dear, scarce, 

c. SOoo, tusa, tusw, s. A little." adj. 

Little, few, small. 2. mean, vile, low, infe¬ 

rior, trifling. 

C. ^Oooaj tusa- 

ku, tusaki-hogu, tusagu, v. n. To slip, 

as any thing greasy through the hand, &c. 

C. tusakkane-shinu, v. n. 

To sneeze with vehemence. 

A. C. fikrO'S* tusuka, postposition, On ac¬ 

count of, for. 

S. tuhina, S. Snow, frost. 2. thin 

rain, mist. the moon, having cold 

rays, wzot the fabulous moon-gem. 

S. ^3 00^T>7<sk tuhindgama, s. Com¬ 

mencement of winter, cold weather. 

T. B. tula, See 

c. Oocoo tulaku, tula- 

kdisu, See 

c. tulajamma, S. A female 

proper name. 

S. tulajd, s. A city to the north, 

so called. Pdrvati, as worship¬ 

ped there. 

C. tulape, s. A shell, skin, rind. 

T. b. tulasi. See ^oeAi. 

C. tuli, tulidddu, v. n. 

To trample on, tread, step. 2. to surpass or 

throw into the shade. to 

cause to trample on. so'S’rf trodden, trampled. 

2. he trampled on. 3. he made it gush out. 

4. he scratched, to he trodden 

on, to trample on. having 

surpassed the humming of the black bee. ^ 

trampled. yW the mischief 

occasioned by cattle trampling down corn, 

govrijrario, to he trampled on. 

C. tuli, s. A herd of cattle. rt«?rasisto» 

a herdsman, cattle keeper. 

C. ozi tuli-genda, S. Walking on 

fire. walking on a fire as a 

proof of devotion to an idol. 

C. ^0^&!'£3c20 tulichi-bidu, v. a. To clear 

away. 

A. C. tulildlu, s. A man of 

valour, a hero. 

A. C. tulilu, s. A bow, ohesiance, 

reverence. 2. valour, heroism. *>»«»?*» a 

hero. rttc&o to how, make obeisance, 

one who hows or makes obeisance. 
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C. tuluku, 

tulunku, tulukddu, v. n. To shake, be 

agitated, run over, as water. 2. to wave, as 

the branches of trees, &c. by wind. 3. to 

be elated, jump with joy. 4. to flow out, as 

tears. sbsWosi SHtb agitated water. 

si =#j3otoo a waving branch. 

^ the seven seas having risen greatly 

and overflowing. 

C. tuluva, adj. Of or belonging to 

Tulu. z5^ the Tulu country. ^o^ositS 

*5, a Tulu sword. 

C. tullu, v. n. To frisk, as a calf. ^ 

^o^=# the act of frisking. 

C. tuka, s. Weight, to 

ascertain the weight, rtioz&>, ^ 

^ejo weights. a counter- 

poiSG. SosJt&j CSjZdJ, oJ-JdZ&J to 

weigh. 

C. efjaiT^S^, tukadike, tuga- 

diJce, s. Sleepiness, drowsiness. 5° 

&>, to become drowsy. sivariarii to 

sleep, doze. *»**&?» to nod in sleep, 

eyes heavy with sleep. 

C. tukike, s. Guess, conjecture. 

&/8-S-* to guess, suppose. 

C. ^Je)AO tugu, v. a. To weigh. 2. to 

hang up, suspend. 3. to swing, rock, as a 

cradle, v. n. To sleep. 

to suspend, hang, &art&zSj to hang 

up any thing. to see what a 

thing weighs. 2. to examine, try. 3. to 

stoop and look, peep into. 

to swing, hang, vibrate. 2. to doze, sleep. 

jfoosS a swinging cot. ^ario Sort a 

swing. ^ a gallows, gibbet. Priori 

waving, swinging, nodding. 2. that which 

is waving or swinging. a 

swinging cot. **rt}5fsfjj; a waving hand. 

ed1 a nodding head. =#ososS a 

waving branch, Sjso* a waving 

proboscis. 

C. &JSP3 See 

S. aja pelt'd tuner a, s. A quiver. 

T. B. tune, adj. Stout. 

gjurvctiozS a stout man. s. An iron image. 2. 

a house pillar. 3. an anvil. 4. a disease. 
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C. tutd-kondi, s. A game 

among boys. 

C. tutu, s. A hole, perforation. 

to fall into holes, be or become 

holed. ®£ai» to pierce a hole 

through, a cake with a hole in. 

ri, having holes, perforated, bored, 

^asuri wKj a tattered cloth. rt&tf a 

vessel with a hole in. *»**a&aiu, *ai> 

siora to bore, perforate, =#^ 

bored, perforated. 

S. 3* JSrf tuda, s. The areca nut tree. 

C. tunu, v. a. To seize, pull, drag, 

c. e?JS>;§, tune-kolu, 

s. The winged white ant. 

t. b. tupara, See 

c. tupare, See 

C. tupali, See *»$,«. 

A. C. tupiri, t. n. To blow or puff 

with the mouth, as a mother on the face of 

her child, to prevent the effects of evil looks. 

S. tubara, s. A bull without horns 

though of an age to have them. 2. a beard¬ 

less man. 3. an eunuch. 

C. tubara, s. The hole of a guddali, 

&c. for fixing the handle. 2. a kind of tree. 

A. C. ^-©3J^ tubali, s. A crowd, throng, 

mob. 

C. tubu, s. The sluice or flood-gate 

of a tank. 2. the eye of an axe, hoe, &c. 

into which the handle goes. 3. a bore, hole, 

perforation. v^°^o±> the bore of a 

piece of ordnance, skwva-crio the bore 

of a gun. 5=®^ to shut up a flood-gate, 

^awj cSosto to open a flood-gate. 

to set up a sluice or flood-gate, SH* 

*5* to let water through a sluice. 

B a reservoir for receiving water from a 

large tank for irrigation. &0& the. 

force of the stream through a sluice, 

c. ^s8X>5o3tS tubu-hdre, s. An instru¬ 

ment on which smiths put iron rings, &c. 

to beat them. 

C. Sd&tf turika, s. Winnowing. 

C. turn, v. a. To winnow by pouring 

out com to the wind. v. n. To enter, pene¬ 

trate, pierce, creep in, under, or through. 2. 
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to bolt, run off, bolt, as a pig does. to 

cause to winnow. 2. to cause to enter. ** 

rtid cs§ a heap of grain to be winnowed. 

erf os>t a heap of winnowed grain. *>»8 =#js^o 

to winnow for one’s self. 2. to enter, &c. 

wrfrf rfifSc&g) wrbrf rfcrforo^rf^jSj. £ej Asa 

?j =#jsoarfj till your opportunity comes, humble 

yourself in their house, or, bear with them. 

rfj<^ sUsrfx to throw dust in a shower upon 

another in anger (may you be ruined.) 

C. ^ tur-kollu, See 

A. C. ^J3Ac-p| tur-gane, s. An arrow 

which has pierced. 

S. turna, s. Velocity, speed, swift¬ 

ness. 2. haste, hurry, adj. Speedy, swift, 

swiftly, speedily. 

S. a turya, s. Any musical instru¬ 

ment. ^crfjr rfjS> the sound of instrumental 

music. 

C. ejaDsTiO turliklcu, tur- 

lidu, v. a. To winnow. 2. to set out or 

make ready to winnow. 

S. ej$<y tula, s. Cotton, down. 

T. B. tula, [*» u] adj. Stout, robust, 

big. 

s. ^jaDs’s, tulikd, tulike, s. 

A painting brush, pencil, pen. 2. down, fea¬ 

thers. *»©=*» a feather bed. 

S. 5^ tulini, s. The silk cotton. 

C. s£ja&0 tulu, v. n. To reel, totter, nod, 

wave. 2. to hang down. to make 

reel or faint. **©rt one who reels, &c. 

robust, rfjas? a stout bull. 

sfjs'y’risraftrf) to be robust or corpulent. 

A. C. v. w. To decamp, flee, 

run away. ®. a. To shoot, cast, throw. 

S. triti, s. An instant. 

S. trina, s. Grass, any gramineous 

plant, including reeds, corn, &c. 2. a blade 

of dried grass, bit of straw, &c. fig. Any 

thing as contemptible as a bit of straw. %n 

wsS ku rfrfjjB a place abounding with grass, 

wood, and water. 

S. ^CS7\T>)§o trina-grdhi, [attracting 

grass] s. Amber or any gem which, being 

rubbed, becomes electrically attractive. 

S. trina-drima, s. A palm 

tree of any kind, as the cocoannt, date, &c. 

S. trina-dhwaja, s. A bam¬ 

boo, 

S. trina-prdya, adj. Con¬ 

temptible, trifling, easy. 

S. trina-rdja, s. The cocoanut 

tree. 

S. trinikarisu, v. a. To 

contemn, disregard. 

S. trinikdra, s. Contempt,dis¬ 

regard. 

S. tritiya, [J^cdo] adj. Third, 

thrice ploughed. 

S. trijpti, s. Satisfaction, content, 

pleasure. satisfied, pleased. ^ j 

^So. to be contented. 

rfurfo to satisfy. to eat to 

repletion. 

S. tushmbhdva, s. Silence, 

stillness, quietness. 

A. C. tuhu, v. a. To reject, cast off, 

throw away. 

C. tula, s. Inspiration or possession 

by the Deity or evil spirits. 2. fury, frenzy, 

enthusiasm, extacy. he 

is in a frenzy, he is possessed. Srf/Tsg-Srrfo^ *j» 

& why are you in such a frenzy ? worfrf 

So^vrf what did the inspired man say ? 

worfrfrf 53^rf you act like one in a 

frenzy, uorfj sforins&a syou dance about 

enthusiastically. 

s. trishe, trishna, s. 

Thirst. 2. wish, desire. to be 

thirsty. thirsty; wished. 

S. trishti, s. Satisfaction, content, 

to be satisfied. 

c. ’Sort, So&pd, Soapq tenka, ten- 

kana, tengana, $. The South, a 

man of the south, a south wind. 

Si the southern point. 

Pluto, the guardian of the south point. 

rf^ the south country. 

A. C. <§07V»do tengadu, v. n. To float on 

water. 

c, <§07\0 tengu, s. The cocoanut. •*» T. B. tula, [A«1o] adj. Stout, portly, 
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;§orb 

ii, hti, Soa cocoanut tree. 

4 tso^o, Sorrec&s a cocoanut. =#oz5orto a red 

cocoanut. Soft?; rts, dofs^ a branch of 

the cocoanut tree. the coir or fib¬ 

res of the cocoanut, used to make ropes with. 

Softji sort^ a cocoanut rope. Softjs a co¬ 

coanut grove. Soft?* iSsom^ the blossom of 

the cocoanut. ^oft^S i)oS ityrfo a young cocoa- 

nut. ikv the tender shoot from a co¬ 

coanut tree. wskSu ^rw the three eyes 

or holes in a cocoanut shell. Soft?* wscZu «= 

kbj the tuft of fibres on the foremost part of 

a cocoanut. Soft?? toorioS the shell of a cocoa- 

nut, with the kernel scooped out, used as a 

bottle, &c. Softji the half of a cocoanut 

shell. So?s?i 5*0 3 toddy extracted from the 

cocoanut tree. jaggory made from 

the cocoanut tree. Soft? lisj the 

inner part of the tender shoot of a cocoanut 

used in medicine. Sohfi =F3>oo) s?oS a game 

with cocoanut shells, the person who fails to 

break at a throw has to forfeit one. 4 

cocoanuts and plantains fixed upon a lever 

turning on a high fulcrum, to which a com¬ 

batant ascends amidst immense difficulties 

of mud, water, &c. poured upon him. 

•“ffj cocoanut oil. 3orio§ a cluster of cocoa- 

nuts. 

A. C. io7\0 tengu, v. a. To spill, sprinkle, 

throw. 

A. C. ^O7\o3o tenguha, $. A parrot. 2. 

the pouncing or perching of a bird. 3. a 

bird-cage. 

A. C. tentu, v. a. To winnow com. 

A. C. io^j, «§oTj£> tempu, tempari, s. 

Liberality, munificence, extravagance, alms- 

deeds, charity. ^o^irratJ, ^odarratf a liberal 

man. djodj to be liberal, lavish. 2. to 

be courageous, bold, 4) 

to risk or give up life (for another.) Tbn, 

a liberal or munificent disposition, 

a generous temper. 

C. eiosoao tembalu, s. Pasturage kept for 

cattle, =5=acrfoo t0 gUard pasturage. 

A. C. temma, temma- 

lu, s. Multitude, mass, lieap. 

A. c. lekkane, adj, Tightly, not 

loosely. 

C. teltliU, v. n. To fear, be afraid, 

alarmed. 

c. tekke,tekkeyu, Vm a. 

To embrace, clasp, hug. s. A yoke of 

oxen. 2. friendship, adj. Much, great. 

2. tight, mutual embrace. 

*3^ to be embraced. to yoke oxen. 

=555=Feiojj^dd?ij a mendicant who 

violently embraces those from whom he 

seeks alms. to embrace ma¬ 

liciously, or in a passion. 

do very diverse. 

C. St^^coO tekkeisu, v. a. To embrace, hug. 

C. tekkollu, [3rt]©, a. To take, 

receive. ^ 

A. C. ~§>7\ teg a, adj. Tall, lofty, high. 

A. C. ~i>7\Ziz tegadu, v. a. To abuse, dis¬ 

grace. 

C. tegadu- 

kollu, tegedu-kollu, v. comp. To take, 

as food, medicine, &c. ^cdo^iddo =#os^o to 

buy. trizio =#os^o to fine, amerce, 

dos'® grfdj &js^j to distrain, seize, impose an 

arbitrary fine. =a=oc®crija idrfo ^-is^to collect 

an assessment. =#jaodotja to take and 

bring. 3rtdJ ^osodo sto take away. 

% to take and embrace. 

C. ^ACkSoX^o tegadu-hdku, [*j\] v. a. 

To take away, take out, pull out, remove, 

dismiss from office. 

C. e>ACb5oj?^Ao, ^a^js^ao tegadu- 

hogu, tegadhogu, v. a. To remove, take 

away. v. n. To be removed, sfctf tddo 

cSo^o the rain is gone, dodi Srid) 

the troops are gone. 

C. «§as3& tegavari, s. A liberal person. 

SridSdd, *rideab*4 liberality, profusion, ex¬ 

travagance. extravagant. 

A. C. <§A^roo tegalisu, v. a. To abuse, 

treat with rudeness. 

A. C.^A^/o tegalu, v. a. To abuse. 2. to 

disgrace, s. Disgrace, abuse. iri£, 

the act of abusing. 

C. 'S'h, '£'% tegi, tege, v. a. To take. 2- 

to draw, pull out; to prolong as a note in 

music, to drawl. 3. to draw back, to open. 

4. to withdraw from a situation, discharge 
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from office. 5. to draw out from, to discover, 

find. 6. to grind one substance ou another, 

as sandal wood upon stone. 7. to take, buy, 

purchase. 8. to take, receive, collect. 9. to 

pull off. 10. to dig, excavate, v. n. To 

withdraw, diminish, go away, cease, disap¬ 

pear. 2. to draw up, or pain, as any mem¬ 

ber of the body. Mart art take away 

that book. tAaSMf &>otfft to draw back, 

retreat, retire. We>ri«> art to open a door. 

art to extinguish a lamp. tA to 

purchase commodities. 2. to decamp. 

to clear up, as the sky. rions 3rt to grind 

sandal wood. &A to discover traces. Vs 

to dig a tank. nsO to get out of the 

way. head-ache to cease. ^ 

w «*rt the hands and feet to become power¬ 

less. art the water in a tank to 

diminish. ert to dishonour one. 

to strike. art people to 

remove en masse for fear of an invasion. ^ 

5^56 ais^cdo® there will be 

a great fall of rain to-night. % trt to aban¬ 

don, leave, vsta art t0 run away. f rt 

<&>&> to cause to take, draw, grind, &c. 

to make flee, ^rtoaa, tA<tix>a3a taker, 

receiver. 

C. tegulu, s. Disease, sickness. 

A. C. "Hi tege, v.n. To be born. v. a. To 

wash. 

T. B. tejisu, [tyStt] «. «. To aban¬ 

don, forsake. 

C. tettu, s. A hillock, hill. 2. the 

bound-hedge round a city or fort. a 

thunderbolt. a fierce blaze, forest-fire. 

C. tette, s. Congelation, clot. 2. a dense 

crowd. 3. a mass of weeds on water, &c. 

®^jCEi'53>8o to congeal, be closely 

packed, densely crowded, covered with weeds, 

as the surface of water. 

c. tette-hula, s. A large kind of 

insect in dung, &c., a dung-beetle. 

C. teddu, s. A wooden ladle. 2. the 

penis. ^ a hand without bracelets, 

c. tenpu, tenupu, adj. 

Thin. 2. clear, pellucid. 

C. tetta. See under *&. 

C. tettisu, v. n. To pierce, v. a. 

To set, as pearls, &c. 2. to cut with an axe 

or adze, to pare, chip. 

C. tettu, s. Stammering. 2. past. part. 

of ^uo. 

C. tettu-kodu, 

tettu-kollu, See ^ 

A. C. ©<3 tenet, s. The itch, any cutaneous 

eruption. 

c. tena-tena, adv. Gradually, by 

degrees, one above another. 

C. tenugu, adj. Telugu. 

C. 2><3 tene, S. An ear or a spike of corn. 2. 

the ramparts, circular work of a fortification. 

3. being with young, as cattle. ^5 tsv’o the 

grain in an ear of corn. rtjoSoj 

to beat or thrash ears of corn. ears 

quite ripe. an ear shooting from 

an old stalk. $3 to rub ears of corn in 

the b and. 3 ?5 rtos z& a stalk of untbreshed corn. 

rtjsz&i =$jsojX£ to cut ears of stalked corn to 

tread out. ^ AnO hire paid in ears of corn. 

^ootioslr) an ear of com becoming 

plump and full. 

c. tene-nilladdkalu, s. 
A cow miscarrying from going unseasonably. 

C. H^oSeys^tene-avu, s. A pregnant cow. 

C. tepakkane, adv. Suddenly. 

C. 2^, ©£n3\ teppa, teppd, s. Afloat, 

raft. ***>*>, a raft to float. 

To to push a raft. si 

a pole used to push on a raft. 

an earthen vessel supporting a raft. 

a raft supported by empty earthen ves- 

c. teppage, teppane, adv. 

Freely. 2. hastily, suddenly. 3. well, com¬ 

fortable. 

C. tepparisi-kollu, v. 

comp. To recover from a swoon, fatigue, &c. 

C. tebbu, s. A bow-string. 

C. <§o3ocDc\>o temalisu, v. a. To raise, rouse, 

shake, move. 

A. C. temalu, V. a. To gather, col¬ 

lect. the act of collecting. 

A. C. temma, temmalu, 

s. Mass, collection, heap. 
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C. €d, ter a, teranu, s. Manner, 

way. 2. likeness, similarity. 3. road, way. 

scS&ori ?So& speak in this way. =3f 

thus it is. o that way. this way. 

A. c. #da7\j?)^, edosSjs^ terangoli, 

teramboli, s. Great effulgence, 

e. ^d^js^o tera-kollu, v. a. To open 

one’s self. ° id^o&ck to he open. 

e. ©d3 terata, s. The act of opening, 

e. Podded'S 7^> teradarasdgu, v.w. To 

gain an advantage hy a lucky move at chess, 

c. gJddosSrfo, eiddoso'SSo teradu-bidu, 

teradu-hdku, v. a. To open, to set 

open. 

e. «§d^, ^dsdo, terapu, terahu, 

terpu, s. Abatement of rain, disease, or 

anger. 2. leisure. 3. conclusion, termina¬ 

tion. 4. pleasure, happiness. 

i-v I have no leisure now. Sthrhrf 

th they are always wandering. 

sSssSisStb they are incessantly at work. Grists 

to become abated, less, better, &c. 3 

tJjtsceu^o the rain is abated, Sdjj-ac&sk 

the work is completed. itd^cfiosio 

the disease is somewhat abated. =#osao 

to give leisure. ^4' to be improved in 

health. 2. to conclude, be finished. 

C. eid^D) teravu, s. The price paid for a 

wife. 2. road, way. 3. means, manner. 4. 

order. 5. the act of opening, ^rcSo^o 

to settle the price of a bride. 

to miss the road. a man 0f 

correct conduct. 

T. B. JdrJ terasi, s. The thir¬ 

teenth lunar-day. 

C. addo terasu, for caws. of £$■ 

A. c. «§d55UOJOO tera-hdyu. v. a. To ex¬ 

ceed, pass bounds, transgress. 

A. 0. <fd5o:> terahu, v. n. To spread out, 

extend, be extensive. 

A. C. '<id^/o teralu, v. n. To set out, set 

off, go forward, start. 2. to succeed, to be 

in one’s power to do. s. Multitude, mass, 

heap. itSstato, setting out. 

A. C. ^d^j. terallce, s. Assemblage,mul¬ 

titude. 

a. o. <§d^/o , lld^coo teralehu, teralisu, 

caws. of Sdtfo, To make set out. 2. to chase, 

drive. 

A.C.*S^ teralme, S. Assemblage, con¬ 

course. 

c. adT^ terihe, terige, s. Taxes. 

iOrt to pay taxes, stojS a house 

that is taxed. to receive 

taxes. a written lease, a paper 

containing an account of the periods when 

instalments of taxes are to be paid. S> 

^redo the settlement of taxes. da 

one who payS taxes, a tenant of the 

soil. 

C. side teru, v. a. To pay, as taxes, fine, 

&c. 2. to pay the price of a wife. dd 

paid tax. ^ a tax payer, 

to cause to pay taxes; to cause to open, 

c. (id, <§daS» tere, tereyu, » a. To 

open. 

C. 3d tere, s. A blind, screen; curtain, 

partition. 2. a wrinkle from disease or age. 

3. a wave. $ sd a corrugation of the 

skin. S&'Sb ®d the wave of a river. ^ 

a mat-screen. 2. a ship’s sail. w&odx>, d 

d Sosaoiw the waves to beat. ®d Soacrix to 

hold up a curtain or screen. cloth 

for a curtain. ®d an inclosure made 

with a curtain. ®d wstb to listen be¬ 

hind a curtain. ^ a private com¬ 

munication. a curtain made of two 

or three camblies united, sd d&cdoo to slide 

back a curtain. $$x ■s^bj to put up a blind 

or curtain. $$ to be dim, as the eyes 

in advanced age. teasli a puppet-show. 

^6 sSoatS&i to come from behind a curtain. ^ 

d ddcd»?i gradually, in succession, by degrees. 

c. terdikku, terdidu, 
v. a. To set open, ^artfo to be open. 

0. 00OAO telugu, adj. Telugu. s. The 

Telugu language. a Telugu man. 

a Telugu woman. to translate into 

Telugu. 

A. c. telete, s. A present, gift. 

A. 0. <§£> o63 tell ante, s. Tribute. 
jm * * 

A, 0. 00 ej7\ tellatige, s. A present, gift. 

T. B. telliga, \S. An oilman. 

C. tevatu, V. a. To shake corn in a 

fan. 
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C. ^3&fs3&d> tevade-biddiru, v- n. To 

fee uneven or not level, as a field before it is 

rolled. 

C. €^do, tevaru, tevari, s. A balk, 

rising bank, a ridge between two fields. 2. 

a bill, rising ground. 3. a shallow. 4 an 

island. 5- a valley, adj. Moist, wet. 

zb 8o&cd.\> to become moist. v. a. To 

lose, miss. 

C. tevalu, v. n. To creep, crawl, go 

on the belly, move on the buttocks. ^VcsS, 

® a man who moves in a sitting posture. 

C. tevulu, s. Disease, sickness, pain, 

to become sick. 

C. <§■£ teve, s. An iron pan for baking cakes. 

A. C. <§^£0 telalu, s. Setting out, starting. 

c. ei^), "if, telavu, tel, te- 

luvu, adj. Thin, not dense. 2. clear, trans¬ 

parent. sV-OTrf dear water. 

a thin body, thin pa¬ 

per. eVnaftrb to be thin, ^VJ^) strati to make 

thin. 

O. tel-nadu, $. A small waist. 

A. C. teljpu, adj. Pellucid, clear. 2. 

c. B^7^, tellage, tellane, adv. 

Thinly. 2. clearly, pellucidly. 

to run shallowly or clearly. to 

make thin, or slender. a thin wo¬ 

man. to be thin, a thin 
thing. 

c. te, See <*«*». 

A. c. I^oao tenhu, tengu, v_ n_ 

To stand, as water in a river. 

T. B. <§^a teg a, s. A gift, liberality. 

adj. Public, notorious. 

n. B^ a teg a, s. A sword, 

c. ao, tegu, tegina-mara, 
s. Teak, Tectona, Grandis. 

C. ©°ao tegu, s. A belch, v. n. To belch. 

So&c&u to be seized with belching. 

A. C. AOJa teguha, $. The perching or 

pouncing of birds. 2. a bird-cage. 

C. 'i^AO^o tegulu, s. A disease that 

destroys the hair, and which is supposed to 

be occasioned by an insect at the root. 

Vo 3Wj to be affected by this disease. 

S. <§»&?, teja, tejassu, s. 

Lustre, light, splendour. 2. fame, glory. 

to shine. all glorious or 

splendid. the god of fire, 

his city. 

C. teji, s. A horse of a superior kind. 

S. tejita, adj. Sharpened, whetted. 

2. polished, burnished. 

C. tete, s. Clearness, purity. 2. beauty. 

3. a clear understanding, adj. Clear, pure. 

2. handsome, beautiful. 3. evident, obvious. 

s^-tio dear water. rirerf Susri a 

clean face. a refined collyrium. 

rir^ beautiful eyes. Aotf weH 

made, clear conjee. ftfcSsBa^to 

clear up, make evident. ?3^Vo to become 

clear or evident. to be clear, 

pure, handsome. 

C. te'di, s. A day of the solar-month. 

A. c. ‘§^’8^ tena-tena, adj. Yery high, 

very lofty. 

C. tenukolalu, s. Fritters 

made of rice flour. 

C. ©^ te'pe, s. A patch. 2. a smoothing or 

plaster-trowel. a patched cloth. 

to be patched. a garment 

full of patches. .«»* to 

patch, *%* Atfato to smooth mortar on a 

wall with a trowel. 

A. C. temana, $. Sauce, condiment. 

0. ©P 2)-75) Jo temana, adj. Loss in assaying 

metals. to be lazy or above 

work. a man afraid 

of work. 2. a wasted man ecitig) 

wc* what loss has the assaying occa¬ 

sioned? 

C. tegu, tedu-liollu, 

v. a. To bray, grind, maeerate, rub, as any 

thing soft in tire hand, on a slab, &c. to 

chafe, gall. u. n. To wear away, 

having macerated. *\cdjo sAa^oto be chafed, 

galled, maeerated, worn away. 

the act of-macerating. Vga 

a slab for grinding condiments, &c. 

C. ^Ol>fe3 terdta, ,s. The festival of 

idol, drawing it on a car in procession, 

the festival-day of an idol. 

c. teri-kollu, See 



H. teriju, s. An account specifying 

tlie particulars and afterwards the amount- 

C. ^rjo teru, s. An idol car. 2. a war- 

chariot. a child’s rattle, a fair- 

toy. AorfjU the spherical top of a car, 

supporting the metal ball. 

the platform of a car, on which the idol 

sits. the part of a car immedi¬ 

ately over the head of the idol. 

the different stories of a car. 

£ the flags flying on the car. 

to® a wheel of the car. a metal 

hall on the top of the car. ^83 rtusotSris’j 

figures on a car. the rope used to 

draw the car. d», ;fydj Sc&cdw to 

draw a car in procession. A%*3 djad 

Sorb was? AstfazzS the cocoanuts, 

plantains, &c. thrown at a car by devotees 

when going in procession. •h\<6 c 

^dcfioifo after the procession of the idol the 

people assembled (proverb used of one who 

comes after all the work is done.) a 

pole in the centre of a car going from top to 

bottom. 

C. £&> t^ru, v. n. To he saved from 

danger, recover from illness, be convalescent. 

3. to reach. to he finished or 

ended. to become happy, 

to become convalescent. 

water to become clear or filtered. Atf 

milk curds to settle at the bottom. «*»?«& 

anger to ceasa to recover from 

difficulties or danger, to clear, as 

water, to become pellucid. the 

settlement of an account, a conclusion, 

acquittal. siredo to settle, conclude, 

acquit, settled, finished, recovered. 

to recover one’s strength, he con¬ 

valescent. to clarify, as 

sugar, oil, &c. e^osMo to he cleared, as 

water, &c. refined, as oil, clarified, as sugar, 

recovered, &c. to settle, as 

water, &c. to cause to recover. 

2. to clarify, as oil or sugar, &c. 

C. teru-bugude, s. An orna¬ 

ment worn in the ear, resembling an idol’s car. 

C. AS'fcSo. ter-kattu, 
e3 v e3 

ter-gattu, v. a. To clarify, as oil, sugar, &c. 

C. <5^7\S"C? tergade, s. Settlement of an 

account, conclusion, acquittal. 

0. i(®83os- terchu, plgltoj v a. To filter, 

clarify. 

C. terpu, v, caus. To cause to 

recover, v a. to clarify, filter. 

A. 0. #^Soc"&5 terperu, v. n. To recover 

from fainting. jie came to his senses. 

C. ter-bidi, s. The street through 

which an idol car is drawn in procession. 

A. C. terru, s. A scorpion. 

c. «§()-£o, telu, telddu, v n. To 

float. 2. to slip or drop off, as clothes, &c. 

ifyu w&cdw, j&sScdwto 

make float. the act of floating. 

tfv® ^e^jdo floating to one side; slipping aside. 

floating gracefully. 1y4La$<sito& 

* floating and waving. 

C. ’Sf&OAp'dO) telu-gannu, s. Languish¬ 

ing eyes. 

A. o. teluguru-kallu, s. 
The plant androjpogon aciculatum. 

A. C. teleisu, v. n. To he slow, 

loiter. 

C. teva, adj. Moist, wet, damp. 

to become damp or moist. 

S. tevana, adj. On foot, unshod. 

A. 0. telu, See 

C. telu, s. A scorpion. *^8#, 

Kalabheirava, with a scorpion for his 

conveyance. a scorpion’s sting. 

<^iScc(oo a scorpion to sting. 

T. B. tei, s. The tenth solar-month. 

H. ~S^ST>§> teindti, s. Being supported by 

one and employed by another. 2. in one’s 

charge, in the care of. 

S. es^<y teila, (of 3«j) s. Oil, especially vege¬ 

table oil. ^d.cdoj, to extract oil. 

<stz&> to make an oil-balsam or tinc¬ 

ture. E si®* to anoint 

the body, &c., to apply oil. 

to get oil applied. 

s. 'Sjti'triicOoS1 teila-pdika, s. The wing¬ 

ed white ant. 

a. c. fjsoA ^, sjsoaoo tongal, ton- 

galu, s. A. cluster of blossoms. 

C. Bv£>o?\;3v/e>^o tongi-nddu, v. n. To 

look in, down or into, to peep. 
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C. Qjso'sS- tonche, s. The ear-wig, gad-fly. 

C. H&OTizJ} tondalu, s. A proboscis. 2. a 

tassel of flowers, AsttrS &®ozSt« the bunch 

of flowers at the end of a garland, suspended 

from a woman’s hair. m^ceJo ijsozSeu an ele¬ 

phant’s trunk. 3. a ceremony of carrying 

about a bride and bridegroom, .at marriage, 

who throw sandal powder on the company, 

c. tondina-kottige, s. 

A pound for confining cattle that break into 

corn, &c. 

c. tondina-dana, s. Cattle 

which break into fields. 

C. tondu, s. Standing corn. **oito 

to eat standing corn. ady. Mischiev¬ 

ous, as cattle breaking into standing corn, &c. 

A. o. tondu-gedaru, s. 
The prate of a parrot. 

C. "ijdotonde, tonde- 

kuta, s. A chamelion or bloodsucker. 

>* a bloodsucker to fall on a person, 

which is considered very ominous. 

b. ‘SjsozS, Soso!I^idoSo tonde, ton- 

de-kdi, s. The vegetable Bryonia grandis; 

when quite ripe it is called ***** sScm and is 

very red ***** ^ lips like this fruit, 

the Bryonia grandis creeper. 

c. iijdorf, sjsorfo tondla, tondlu, s 
m cn 

A bunch of flowers at the end of the garland 

ornamenting a woman’s head. 2. an ele¬ 

phant’s proboscis. 

C. tontu, v. n. To coil or twist 

round- 2. to be entangled in. adj. Crook¬ 

ed 2. thick, not fine. **°*> uSj, £jsoA si 

U a coarse cloth. **>*> ji/aeu, o^j 

coarse thread, **o*»W& to be coarse, 

**>■the serpent that is 

coiled round the leg will not fail to bite (prov. 

to shew the effects of evil company). 

C. BjS)crft5 tondctre, s. Entanglement, con¬ 

fusion, intricacy. 2. perplexity, perturbation, 

trouble. 3 hesitation. 4. trembling. 5. 

misfortune, distress. 6. annoyance, plague, 

vexation. 7. danger. ***&* a difficult 

work. TFscrior a troublesome and 

vexatious affair. **>£{* sido, florid 

s^aocd to be confused, perplexed. **> 

sijaodd wocdcduh confusedly, £js>ozj 

dcdosi a distracted man, one who is liable to 

be confused. 2. one who confuses or annoys. 

Asorfd ost^o, &jaorid AeyA to distract, confuse. 

C. <§j*>o£> tondi, s. Corpulency, robustness, 

stoutness. 

C. tonnu, s. The leprosy. 

a leper. 

A. C. tomba, S. Assemblage, collec¬ 

tion, mass. 

c. tombattu, 

tombhattu, adj. Ninety, **«?*£oi3*i 

ninety-nine. 

C. Qj^oaj tombe, s. A bunch. 2. a large 

basket for storing corn. 

C. tokkade, S. Being trodden 

down, treading down, as in a crowd, corn, 

grass, &c.; treading, one time of treading, as 

of potter’s clay. 2. trodden mire. 

C. tokku, v. a. To trample on. 

C. tokku, s. Fruits or grains brui¬ 

sed or pounded with a small portion of wa¬ 

ter and used as a sauce, *&«*#* *^4 tama¬ 

rind sauce. #03^4 mango sauce. K 

=f*v?s cotton seed pounded with water 

and given to cattle. *»*4 to pound or 

bruise fruit or grain. 

T. B. tokku, [$*] s. The skin, 

the bark of a tree. €03^4 sdcrfw, Ae^. m 

©crioo, eu®^4 dosyoii: to take off the bark, 

c. togataravaru, s. A 

class of weavers. 

c. 0js7\S3o, bL^a^o togatu, togcidu, 

s. The rind of fruit. 2. the bark of a tree. 

c. eij^A'do&ab togar-anchu, s. The small 

purple border of a white cloth. *»rtd«i8to &* 

3 a female’s white cloth with a small, dark, 

purple border. 

T. B. At) togari, [A>3e] s. A kind of 

pulse or lentil termed doll or pigeon pea, 

Cytisus cadjan. Atf(S^ kZa^rW), 

split doll, Jtsrb doll soup. *» 

riS^ £ja\£ boiled doll mixed with rice, 

salt, &c. a doll sauce. *3v* 

ArartO, ejsriS a white sort of doll. 

AsriO a small sort of doll. a 

red sort of doll. tusrtO, wild. 

doll. 



&jiz& 

C. SJt)7\do togaru, s. An astringent taste. 

UR a dark purple colour, 

c. ajaXwo, sjsao^o togalu, togulu, 

s. The skin, a hide, leather. *>»**» a 

leathern hag. *»riu 8^ a leathern bellows. 

a body reduced to skin and bone. 

oA a leathern jacket. 3-jsAv a 

leathern cap. AjsozS a leathern puppet. 

&®r!ejo A/sasScrf-reti a pantomime. rtt;o&r,oa’j 

^ one dressed in leather. tSoOcdw to 

flay, skin. 

C. 4§j®7\ toge, s. Split pulse of any kind, 

split almonds, &c. split corn. 

A. c. toggattavattige, s. 

A curved, broad cleaver. 

C. QJSj fccio totaku, adj. Falling drop after 

drop, as rain from the eaves of a house or a 

leaky roof. j to drop, as 

rain from a leaky roof. AsW-frsf s£>3 a house 

that leaks. 

A. 0. totije, s. A mass, collection, 

assemblage. 

A. 0. ^ tottane, adv. Smartly, quick¬ 

ly, readily. 

C. totta, See under 

C. QOS35^ totti, s. A tub, vat, drinking 

trough, manger, cistern. 2. the open square 

within a native house. an open 

square with buildings on each side, of one or 

more of which native houses often consist. 

a vessel to keep water in. siotitS 

a wooden trough. ^5* a stone 

trough, a trough of stone or brick 

and mortar, a vessel used by 

dyers. 

<J. tottiru, [#*aj| V. n. To be 

dressed. 2. to be armed. 3. to be placed on 

the bow, as an arrow is. 

C. iidsfetottu, s. The foot-stalk, pedicle 

or peduncle of a leaf or fruit. 2. a drop. 

A. C. tottuluke, s. The tem¬ 

ples. 

<C. 'SjbkhjS!-Jdd^, £0#fw- 

kollu, tottu-bldu, See A®*. 

<3. 0JSc3^ totte, s. A bee’s cell or comb. 2. 

a lump of musty flour, &c. 3. a pod, or 

shell. a honey-comb. 

honey in the comb. AsB, a lump 

of damp, musty flour. the thick 

rind of some fruits, as the jack-fruit, &c. A* 

wfcbj, A»B| Ajs^o, AraB, ritbj to become clot¬ 

ted. 2. to build a cell, as bees. 4A to 

shell, as beans, &c. to extract 

honey from the comb. a bee. 

o. , <isi©&3??«>c03 totla, totla- 
co oo • 

/raz, s. The vegetable Jatro-pha glauca, or 

Cucumis tuberosus. 

C. eJS&b totlu, s. A cradle, cot. 
oo ’ ™ 

a very young child. Ajbos the 

hook by which a swinging cot is suspended. 

A®rio to rock a cradle, ~g& a 

ceremony observed when a child is first put 

into a cradle. 

C. toda, todavu, s. Or¬ 

naments, trinkets, jewels. Asrio having 

put on ornaments. *MttOfgsSo having 

put on all the jewels. 

c. e&ziotfo, (ijdzi&j todanlm, todalcu, 

v. n. To be deranged, confused, entangled 

v. a. To oppose, hinder, thwart, s. Entan¬ 

glement, intricacy, disorder, confusion. 

A. c. ^js^oao, todangu, to- 

danchu, See 

A. 0. ’S&zio800 tod-ambu, s. An arrow on 

the string. 

a. c. 4§je)c3oe3, todambe, toda- 

be, s. A cluster of blossoms. 

C. 0 todaku, s. Entanglement, adj. 

Entangled, perplexed, confused, v. n. To be 

entangled, to disentangle. A® 

to become entangled. 5^*" eJs>Ui-& 

the thread is entangled. 

C. ^jlcsao iodagu, v. n. To be begun, 

commenced, v. a. To begin, commence. 2. 

to interfere with, oppose. to com¬ 

mence. 

o. todage, See 

a. c. todachu, to- 

darchu, v. a. To put on, as clothes. 2. 

to arm one’s self with weapons. 3. to en¬ 

tangle, derange, confuse, put into disorder. 

c. todada-mane, s. A ruined 

house. 2. a white-washed house. 



c. <§o3S>sks53b todadu-bidu, v. a. To 

rub out, destroy, efface. 2. to whitewash. 

c. todapa, todapu, s. 

Defensive armour for the arm from the el¬ 

bow downwards. 2. a club, cudgel. 

A. o. todapa, tolapa, 
adj. Ruinous. 2. obliterating. 

C. todapu, s. Clothing, garments. 

2. the metal covering of an idol. 3S 

^ a wardrobe, a clotlies-box. 

C. todame, s. The stalk of fruit. 

C. todatsu, v. a. To plaster. 

2. to gilt. 

C. todayu, v. a. To obliterate, 

rub out, efface. 

A. c. ■sfoscitjo todaru, s. Jewels. 2. any 

badge or mark of honour. 

A. c. SJS'rftjo todaru, v. a. To touch, strike, 

stumble or knock against. 2. to follow, pur¬ 

sue. 3. to get entangled or entwined. 4. 

to attack, as a dog does, to set at, to run 

after, as a wild bull, &c. 5. to be unable to 

use the hand freely, as in writing, &c. 

3 to stumble, to entangle the legs. 

a dog attacked me. 

esi<s&^ a buffalo ran at her. « 

aSwrf the soldier set to the attack. 

gjstiQ to stumble and fall, wdcrioo 

si ^ while writing his 

hand slipped. ts 

this and that creeper are entwined one in 

the other. 

C. eU>^0 todalu, s. The act of dressing 

or putting on. 

c. todavu, toduvu, 
s. Ornaments, trinkets, jewels. 2. any badge 

of honour. 

C. todasu, s. Intimacy, acquaint¬ 

ance. 

A. 0. 'ivfSc^Soo todahu, v. a. To obliterate, 

efface, rub out. 2- to destroy, kill. 

c. etaaSTi todike, todige, s. 

Clothing. 2. ornaments. 03 & to put 

on ornaments. 

C. todisu, v. a. To whitewash. 2. 

to dress another. 

C. todu, v. a. To dress, put on, as 

clothes, &c. 2. to prepare. 3. to place the 

arrow on the bow. 4. to begin, commence, 

a garment in wear. 

0. 'Sjdd tode, s. The thigh. *»< 
to slap the hands on the thighs, a mode of 

expressing defiance among warriors. 

tfodj the groin, a bubo, a venereal 

ulcer. Sowo a pillow for the thigh. 

C. tode, v. a. To smear, wipe, rub. 2. 

to whitewash. 3. to rub out. 4. to shake 

the head. 

C. a tonaga, s. A huge fat dolt, 

c. tonachi, 

tonache, tonaje, s. The gad-fly. 

3gsrtj a gad-fly to enter the ear. 

c. eLraPciTj, tonape, tonabe, 

s. A cudgel, club. 

0. Staspa tone, adj. Equal, like, correspond¬ 

ing with. &/3r§rreti an equal, fellow. 

aJrado to make equal or like. 

C. QjapScxXo toneyu, v. a. To attack, 

seize, fall upon. 

A. c. tonmale, v. n. To be es¬ 

tranged. 

A. C. ^ tottali, s. A crow. 

C. A tottiga, s. A man servant. 

C. <3j«>3c> tottu, s. A female servant, maid. 

&/3S cciotij female servants. a 

female’s work. 

C. 6todalu, s. Stammering, lisping, 

indistinct pronunciation. 2. untruth, false¬ 

hood, a lie. FraSrt a stammering tongue. 

djado, the lisping of a child. 

So®deJ5j, sjsri©^d, ijsdsjsdsi, a stam¬ 

merer. 

A. C. todalu, s. Falsehood, un¬ 

truth, a lie, 

A. 0. todal-nulu, s. En¬ 

tangled thread. 

A. c. ’SjspZo- tonachi, See 

A. c. «§js>i8odx> toneyu, 

v. n. To swing backwards and forwards, to 

vibrate. 2. to rejoice, be glad. 

c. tonnu, s. Leprosy. 

C. £^^£3 toppate. See &®wB. 

0. toppalu, toplu, s. 



<§) Ja) 

All small leaves of trees in general. 2. a 

medicinal leaf. 3. tobacco. 

an animal living on leaves, as a goat. 

v*ii leaves of forests, ^js^sjo the 

fibre in tobacco leaves, snuff. 

tu to smoke tobacco. ^5 a 

shoot in tobacco plants which is removed to 

prevent tobacco from running to seed. 

=£1^ ^rtcrioo to remove it. SioSa 

stack of tobacco leaves, 

O. &&b\f\ toppige, s. A hat, cap, bonnet. 

C. toppe, s. Cow-dung. 2. a hollow 

near the temples. 3. pith. 4. stoutness, 

robustness. to grow stout. 

a corpulent man. 

C. <§J3Si63 tobate, s. Rind. 2. a shell of 

beans, &c. 3. the bark of a tree, 

wa a tamarind shell. skdri Jivaw&S the bark 

of a tree. ejaiofeJ do©, iosw&S aoa& 

* to shell, as beans, &c. 2. to peel bark from 

trees. - 

C. tobalu. See 

C. toida, adj. Moist, damp, wet. 

A/sc^do to be moist, damp, wet. 

dampness, moistness, wetness, Aactk wllat 

is in itself naturally damp. &»c&odo, 

to damp, wet, moisten. eoacrio^rf unmoist, 

unwet, dry. 

T. B. if-iS'd tora, s. Haste, speed. 

C. ao toragu, adj. Coarse. 2. false. 

s. Grossness, coarseness. &®3rio a coarse 

cloth, Agdrio a lie, falsehood. 

C. toratu, torantu, 

s. A stumble or trip in walking. 

C. toradu, s. A crook to gather 

fruits and flowers. 

G. eLr^dcio toradu, [^dz&] s. The testicles. 

^osdavcdoo the testicles to swell, 

c. torata, tora- 

da, torda, •part, of Become thin. 

2. separated, left, abandoned, disaffected, 

detached. 3. flowing, as milk into the breast, 

ejsdrfo iSdo, to leave, desert. 

a wish given up, hope abandoned. 

Sssrtr SjseJ a breast flowing with milk. 

C. torahattu, s. A hero, vali- 
_n 5 

ant man. 

C. <§je>t>od» toriyu, See */«5. 

T. B. 5>JSr> tore, s. Haste, speed. 

C. ^JSt5 tore, s. A river. 2. a quay, har¬ 

bour. a boatman, fisherman. 

a small river. sS^ztjsHj, a 

large river. the large stay to the 

long shaft of an oil-mill. 

C. ~§>ySZP-5 tore, v. n. Milk to flow into the 

breast or udder. 2. to cease, leave off, put 

away, abandon. to abandon. 2. 

to deprive. 

C. tore-mutti, s. Terminated 

alata glabra. 

C. torre, adj. Empty. 2. hollow. 

s. The hollow of a tree, M3cSj a mouth 

without teeth. »$»&> a lie, an empty 

speech. 

C. aoH‘ torgu, adj. Hollow. 2. coarse; 

not fine, s. Coarseness, grossness. 

A. 0. SJS)djv torralda, adj. Deranged. 

2. reformed. 

A. c. torrtu, See *»* • 

A. C. 'Sjstb *TTjO torrturu, adj. Exhaust¬ 

ed, vapid, dried up. 

A. c. <§ja<yAJ «§js>e;o7\o tolagu, tolangu, 

v. n. To move away, to leave. 2. to lose. 

3. to go from one place to another. 4. to 

step aside, get out of the way. v. a. To 

transgress, eostift to forsake, separate 

from, turn aside, go on one side. left, 

forsaken, abandoned. Aaurtasteli the 

falling down of the womb. to 

cause to leave or forsake, to remove or 

change from one place to another. 
ejrto go ! go! 

c. <§jae,e#.e!)tl> tolacku, tola- 

chi-bidu, v. a. To scoop or scrape out, 

as the kernel of a cocoanut, &c. 

0. sLoSoio tolapu, toliyu, 

v. n. To be out of joint. «)«*>, sosSjP to 

put out of joint. 

C. tole, s, The weight of a rupee. 2. 

a beam, log of wood. 

C. ^J3$>o3:o toleyu, v. n. To be rid of what 

is painful. 

c. iSje)o3zf tovate, tovade, s. 

The rind of fruit. 2. the shell of beans, &c. 

3. the bark of a tree. 
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C. tovadu, s. Bran. 

T. b. tovari, [*>do] s. a kind of 

pulse or lentil termed doll. 

fried doll, split doll 

C. tovalu, (*»rtw»] s. Skin, leather, 

hide. 

T. B. a-A)^ tove, £*JW(«S>j s. Water. 

C. 'ijS'S, ^v/a£> tove, tovi, [tua^od)] s. 

Boiled split pulse. 

c. (fja^o^o tolaku, tolanku, 

v. n. To move aside, s. A tremulous motion, 

agitation, moving. 

C. tola-Jcollu, v. comp. To 

wash one’s self? 

A. C. A tolaga, adv. Again. *»?rt 

*6^° to tell a gain, repeat once more. 

C. AO tolagu, v. n. To shine, be radi¬ 

ant, or bright, s. Effulgence, radiance. 

T. B. tolachi, [jkwbj s. The pur¬ 

ple-stalk basil, Ocymum sanctum. 

A. 0. j) tolopu, v. n. To be shining, 

splendid, or radiant. 

A. C. §U>^£0 tolalu, v. n. To wander, roam, 

be restless. 2. to be absent in mind. 3. to 

play in water, lle was confused, per¬ 

plexed, or astonished. 2. he lost his presence 

of mind. 3. * he played in the water, soav'wo 

fbri unable to move about, wed® 

£js<s'<m£i3 the mind inclines to it. 

T. B. tolasi, [*«$}s. The purple- 

stalk basil, Ocymum sanctum. 

C. c\)o tolasu, v. caus. To make wash 

or cleanse. 

C. ^JS^coo, ^osy’oixo tolisu, tolusu, 

v. a. To pound or beat rice so as to deprive 

it of its husk. v. caus. To cause to wash. 

C. tolu, v. n. To wear, the 

act of wearing. 

C. toluku, v. n. Water to shake 

or run over in carrying. *«*■»•* to make 

water shake. 

C. 'Sji^ojoo tole, 

toleyu, toliyu, V. a. To wash, lava 2. 

to wipe. washed, v. n. To play in water. 

C. tole s. A hole, cavity, hollow. 2. 

one of the divisions of an orange and of other 

similar fruits. 

C. 3jtole-hatti, S. The cotton in¬ 

side a pod. 

C. tolku, v. n. To wear. 2. to shine, 

to make shine. the act of wear¬ 

ing. 

C. toltu, s. A male or female ser¬ 

vant. 

A. C. tolpu, v. n. To shine, be ra¬ 

diant. 

A. C. tolpu, s. Ashes. 2. ruin, 

destruction, annihilation, adj. Destructive, 

ruinous. 

C. <§JS^ tolls, $. An eye-socket in which, 

the ball has perished, adj. Hollow. 

persons with one eye larger than 

the other. 

C. 1°’ v- m. To be moist, wet, damp. 

A. C. SJS>®0S3 tout a, See 

A. C. tondu, See *»**>. 

S. toka, s. A child, offspring. 

D. tokisu, v. a. To reckon, cal¬ 

culate. 2. to commence, begin. 

C. take, s. The tail of any animal. 

eaxt to wag the tail, Sjjod a 

short or docked tail. 

c. eSJSP^ 830=5^ toke-chukke, S. A comet. 

C. <§Jtoke-pikadigdra, 
s. A deserter. 

C. togu, is. n. To be moist, wet, 

damp, humid. moistness, wetness, 

dampness. 

C. tochi-bidu, v. a. To push 

away, drive off. 

C. tochu, v. n. To seem, think, con¬ 

jecture, or conceive. This verb is used im¬ 

personally with the dative case; as, ddrt 

A go it seems to me, so I conceive. 

&ro^«2rd> I do n0t know, I cannot con¬ 

ceive. to be unperceived, unknown. 

&j3^c3=# conjecture, appearance. ddo, 

to think, sfrs*, 

one’s opinion. to 

know imperfectly, to conceive of partially, to 

know and not to know. to point out, 

to shew. 

C. tdtci, s. A garden, saatarred, 

a gardener. 
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c. dSaj totadayya, s. A jangam 
mendicant so called. 

c. <§ B ed.3a> <£>"57) B ^ tota-mdlikd- 

vritta, s. A kind of verse:- 

C. toti, s. A village servant. 2. a 

tax. 3. war. wssb taxed corn. 

&ccb tax-money. 

C. 1§JS>jBa totiga, s. A servant who per¬ 

forms the lowest offices in a house. 2. a vil¬ 

lage servant. 

H. Sjs® 63 tote, s. A cartridge. 

hall cartridge. ^x® ssssb to load a gun. 

A. C. ^«Ja^'63o3o toteya, s. A bet, wager. 

S. <§Je^S^ODA todl-rdga, s. The name of 

a tune. 

T. B. todu, s. A pah, set. 2. like¬ 

ness, resemblance, adj. Equal, paired, like. 

Aatnraifc a fellow. &*><;&&> to put in pairs, 

unpaired, incomparable, unequalled. 

C. <§v/s>^<3o todu, v. a. To burrow, mine-, 

scoop or dig out. 2. to pour, as hot water 

into another vessel. 3. to windup, as thread. 

Jsrtra iusi-zao^zS the bandicoot burrows. ?■»<&> 

a dog burrows with its feet. 

JSooB sbush$ori the pig digs with its 

snout. to scoop with.the hand. 

jJbs-SfcJUotJ to dig out with a crowbar. 

to cause to dig, wind, &c. 

to wind thread, to dig, wind, &c. 

for one’s self, or of one’s self. 

C. tode, s. A chain bracelet. 2. 

[s^zf] a little, small quantity. 

to put a little. 

T. B. i§Je>°^ d tottara, Praise. 

S. totra, s. A whip, goad, stick, 

bamboo with a short iron-head used for guid¬ 

ing the elephant. 2. any goad or pike for 

driving cattle. 

D. ’§Jd%3Z)S% totrdni, $. An herb used 

as a medicine for the eye. 

S. todana, s. A goad. 2. pain, 

affliction from disease, &c. 

H. topi, s. A cap, hat, bonnet. 

C. topu, s. A grove, plantation, 

clump of trees. wscdw to defend or 

watch a grove, Ustu a row of trees 

in a grove. 

C. topu, adj. Red. ^^K^ared 

female cloth. 

H. tophu, s. A cannon, large gun; 

sjas^jj so-ajS a park of artillery AiJb, 

®«>5Aj to fire a great gun. An?® 

a cannon-ball. 

H. toba, s. A fault, crime, 

to make confess a crime.. 

C. tohandu, s. An ornament 

for‘the- arm, 

C. tobadi, s, A carpenter’s plane. 

H. tobari, tobiri, s. 

A gram-bag. tffcbj to tie a gram-bag 

on a horse’s head. 

T. B. toma, [*»**] s. A mass, 

heap. 

S. s§jvj^Bod tomara, s. An iron crow. 2. 

an arrow. 

C. tomale, s. A string of flow¬ 

ers, &c. 

S. toy a, S. Water. ***<&« the 

lotus, as growing in water, Afl^obw tjSsi 

Bramha, as sprang from a lotus; Arabia 

Vishnu, having a navel 

and an eye like a lotus. (friend 

of the lotus) the sun. *j»t«b«»0 (enemy of the 

lotus) the moon. A^abssra^d a pond. ^x 

cbrf a cloud. the sea, as holding water. 

S. ^J3?a);-br^e) toya-pippali, s. The 

jussieua repens, 

C. toy 11, v.n. To be moist, wet, 

damp. moisture, dampness, 

afeafttb to become moist. &»^cft>Jb to moist¬ 

en, wet. Ara^rbtfo it is moist. 

S. eiJS^d tora, s. Largeness. 2. beanty. 

3. a bracelet. 4. a string worn on certain 

religious occasions round the wrist, adj. 

Stout, large. 2. beautiful, handsome. 

sb>^ a large pearl, s pb b p stoutness 

of the body. 

C. torada, S. A species of mort¬ 

gage. 

S. <§A)(;dpc) tor ana, s. A festoon of leaves, 

flowers, &c., hung over the door-way, or a- 

cross the highway, on joyful or triumphant 

occasions; a triumphal arch. 2. an outer- 

door. a festoon of young leaves 
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or kids. tjsxtin a triumphal arch of 

metal plate. Fiotfd Attire an arch of gold- 

formed alligators, Aafrirt an arch 

of mirrors. **%x3n an arch of fresh 

leaves, repeated daily, an or- 

namental garland over a door, 

a garland over the principal entrance. 

Andrea So&<xtoo to carry a triumphal arch in 

procession, ■tffchj to putup a trium¬ 

phal arch. 

I’ll split you into ribands, (a common expres¬ 

sion of abuse.) 

C. S toradu, s. Mortgage of land 

without possession, in contradistinction to 

C. <§j?)=da}rf;3 tora-badane, s. The ve¬ 

getable arum campanulatum. 

C. S-ra^do torn, V. n. To seem, appear; to 

think, conjecture, conceive. This verb is fre¬ 

quently used impersonally, with the dative 

case; as, *>%* Aatd>d ri so I think, so it 

seems to me. v. a. To shew, exhibit. Aa^s 

Jh, Aa-e=# swsrio te shew, point out. Aa^e*#, 

appearance, seeming. Aa^etk 2o^ 

^ to give one’s opinion. Aa^dd sAa^rio not 

to occur to one. Aa^Bd sari rirario to do after 

one’s fancy. Aa<.d>ri&$ he does^iot 

feel it, he is not sensible of it. ?H<±> As^dSb 

to water cattle. A#tSb Aarij to point out, be¬ 

tray. bS^V Aa^8tIj to explain. As^Bd) 

to burn incense. Aai>Bri> t0 light a per¬ 

son. Aa^B Aa^o to think one’s self. Aa^O^s 

one’s opinion, AatAarrt a face turned 

towards one. *»'£»inr* a bud just shooting. 

C. ^ja^ijosSja&3o, toru-bottu, s. The 

fore-finger. 

A. 0. eL'a^os- torlm, See A***. 

C. ^ja^S" torpu, See Aa^di. 

c. ^Dh-oX tdrlinga, A man of res¬ 

pectability attached to a party to raise their 
fame, &c. 

A. c. torrpu, s. Appearance. 

®- To seem, appear. 

A. C, ija^o *o7w, «. a road, path, way. 

2. skin, leather, hide. 

C. <§^£>o&a£>0A tolu-bdviliga, s. The 

large bat called flying fox. 

H. tjdfsis tdvari, s. a gram-bag. 

0. aja^^j s. A platform to shoot 

from. 

C ^ja°l3 tove, s. Boiled split pigeon pease 

or doll. 

H. 'Sjstdsndnu, s. A pouch. *2. 

a leather case for pens, &c. 

S. <§ja^»A tosha, s. Joy, delight, pleasure. 

H, P ^SOT)3 tosho-khans, s. A trea¬ 

sury. Aa^ajajS a treasury-otfice. 

A. 0. tohu, s. Deception, guile, 

imposition. 2. a peacock’s feather. Aa^So?! 

a decoy animal, a tame animal used to 

seduce wild ones. 

0. tola, s. A wolf, Aa^f rt>o&?vo 

o6 W Aaorb *yo if a wolf fall into a pit, each 

man puts a stone on him (prov. applied to 

a poor man that every one oppresses). Aa^ 
AB^ =W»cdj3> Mo-rid if yOU ag^ 

the wolf to guard the sheep, he will want no 

pay (prov. applied to one who is in a situa¬ 

tion where there are many perquisites, and 

who is therefore indifferent about the amount 

of his salary). Aatf Aa^dc&ri a man with a 

large faca 

C. tolu, s. The arm. Aa^sb 

***** wy strength of arm. AatAa^csdhj, Aa^ 

v^crinj, Aa^a&to strike the hands against 

the shoulder, as a challenge. oarivb, 

***^&, ***$$?> Aa^o* an ornament 

worn on the aim. a tube contain¬ 

ing a talisman worn on the arm. rij, 

Aa^dj^i, Ast(y to swing the arm. Aa^ 

to lift the arm. Aa^vb sAadvdb to turn 

about in sleep. 'Aa^S, A»do to dandle a child 

in the arms. £ JAwsbfc to strike with 

lifted arms. to join hands’and lift 

a burden. Aa^v do to forsake, leave. Aa^3 

a coat of mail. Aa^tf«} the shoulder. 

C. tolugalu, s. Door-posts. 

A. 0. ei tounkalu, s. Decaying. 

0. ff’SSa toutu, v. a. To shake corn in a 

fan so as to separate the chaff. 

0,. toudu, pririo] s. Bran. 

C. touru, adj. Akin, related (with 

regard to a woman.) riop a woman’s 

native dwelling. ^«>d j/rfi a woman’s own im¬ 

mediate relatives, her native village. 
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S. 3*3^^ touryatrika, s. Symphony, 

the union of song, dance, and instrumental 

music. 

S. ^ ^ tyakta, adj. Left, quitted, relin¬ 

quished, abdicated, deserted, to aban¬ 

don, desert, quit, leave, resign. 

C. tyavade, s. A plough-share. 

S. &~v£i7\ tyaga, s. Liberality, munificence. 

2. gift, donation, adj. Liberal, charitable. 

2. leaving, forsaking. 3^, ssjrtste' a liberal 

or munificent man, a giver, donor. wo a 

a liberal mind. a person 

who is generous and lives luxuriously himself. 

S. tyujya, [to be abandoned] adj. 

Ominous, inauspicious, i. e. a time when 

certain things must not be attempted, as un¬ 

lucky. an inauspicious season. 

ido a bad man. 

A. C. tydte, adj. Clear, pure, not 

turbid. 

C. tydva, adj. Moist, wet, damp. 

to be damp, moist. 

A. C. tyemaru, v. a. To remove 

dirt, to wash. 

S. 4^Ij) trapu, S. Tin. 2. lead. 

S. '&)'£> trape, s. Shame, modesty. 

g. 2yoi> traya, adj. Three. 

s. trayastrimshattu, 

adj. Thirty threa° 

thirty three wore or three hundred and 

thirty million gods. 

S. trayitanu, s. The sun, as 

celebrated throughout the Vedas. 

S. trai, s. The three Vedas collec- 

tively; that is, omitting the Abharva, which 

not being a text book for the customary 

religious rites of the Hindus, is considered, 

very commonly, rather as an appendix to 

the other three, than a fourth work of equal 

authority. 

S. trayddasha, adj. Thirteen. 

S. trayodashi, s. The thir¬ 

teenth lunar day of either the dark or light 

fortnight. 

S. trasa, adj. Moveable, locomotive. 

S. &jKSSr trasaka, S. A piece of straw. 

B. s^/ojd trasara, s. A shuttle. 

S. trasta, adj. Timid, fearful. 

T, B. OtySrCb, gF<^J<3;3^o3ja)d.3 trddisu, 

trddane-mddu, [*»«<£] v. a. To beat. 

a blow. 

S. "STjjVzi trdna, s. Power, strength, might, 

prowess, ability, capacity. sis; 

rsrioo mfsjfco fie stretched his mighty bow. 

the Almighty. strong, 

mighty, having strength. a 

powerful man. ^jorio strength to be 

impaired. «»)« szjn to be strong. 

S. siyPc:^5 trdnana, S. Protection, defence, 

shelter. 

S. trdta, adj. Preserved, guarded, 

saved, protected. 

S. eTSyrd trdsa, s. Fear, terror. 2. a flaw 

or defect in a jewel. 

C. trdsu, s. A balance, a pair of 

scales. a scale-dish. 

the opening through which the needle of a 

balance vibrates, the needle of a 

scale beam. a metal vessel, with 

a small hole in it, which put in water and 

filling, sinks, marking a certain portion of 

time. the vessel in which it is 

placed. 

S. SJTyCo trdhi, imperative, Nourish, pro¬ 

tect. ss,8oorfjscS»^o 

that work has given me much trouble to-day. 

S. SjG^o trimshattu, adj. Thirty. 

S. trika, S. A triangular frame or bar 

across the mouth of a well, over which passes 

the rope of the bucket, or to which one end 

of it is tied to guard against its slipping. 2. 

a wooden frame at the mouth of a well or 

the upper part of the well. 3. a frame at 

the bottom of a well on which the masonry 

rests. 4. the lower part of the spine; the 

buttock, adj. Three. 

s. SyrtbSo?? trikatuka, s. The aggregate 

of three spices, that is, of black pepper, dry 

ginger, and long pepper. 

S. tri-karana, s. Thought, word, 

and deed; or mind, mouth, and hand. 

n cn’jaft to give cordially. 

s. &trikarta-ddsha, s. One 

of the 56 countries enumerated by Hindu 

authors. 
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S. By^XfiJ tri-kdla, s. Morning, noon, and 

night. 2. past, present and future. 

S. By tri-kata, s. A mountain with 

three peaks. 2. the name of a mountain in 

the Indian peninsula. 

S. Bj&©°PO tri-kona, s. A triangle. 

S. SjXopd tri-guna, S. The three proper¬ 

ties of humanity, viz. truth, passion, and 

ignorance, adj. Thrice, three times, triply. 

S. ByAOPOTS^^ tri-gundkrita, s. Land 

thrice ploughed. 

S. BySJ aBo^ tri-jagattu, s. Heaven, earth 

and hell. 

s. liy^ A^i! tri-jagan-mdte, s. Lakshmi, 
mother of the three worlds. 

H. By&XcOi tri-jai, s. A third part, a 

mode of cultivation in which the farmer 

gives to government one third of the pro¬ 

duce for the use of the land. 

S. Sj^oSo tritaya, adj. Three. 

S. i tri-tdpa, S. Three kinds of 

calamities; from God, from creatures, from 

ourselves. 

S. ByB?ai> tritlya, adj. Third, s. Lust, 

the third of the four objects of life. Hence 

adj. Lustful. 

s. Bjliozi tri-danda, s. A mendicant’s 

staff consisting of three sticks. a wan¬ 

dering devotee who carries this stick in his 

hand. 2. one who has attai ned command 

over his words, thoughts, and actions, or 

over his mind, body and speech. 

S. Btri-dasharu, s. The gods, as 

subject to the three states, infancy, youth 

and maturity, hut not to decay. £;risst>c*, 

the abode of the demi-gods. 

S. By 5)^^ tridivesha, S. A god or deity. 

s. Byd^aSo tri-dwaya, adj. Six. 

s. ByyooBo^, tri-nayana, tri- 

-netra, s. Shiva, having three eyes. 

S. Bjlicp tri-patha, s. A place where three 

roads meet. toSo? the Ganges, as flow¬ 

ing through earth, heaven and hell. 

s. g, tri-pudi-nakshatra, 

s. Any inauspicious constellation; as, the 

3rd, 7th, 12tli, 16th; 21st, and 25th of the 

twenty seven stars of the Hindus. 

the 3rd, 12th, and 21st. the 7th, 

16th, and 25th. 

S. tri-pundra, s. The three per¬ 

pendicular or horizontal sectarian lines on the 

forehead. 

s. triputi-sthdna, s. The 
centre between the eye brows. 

S. By^jtripuda-td- 

la, tripude-tdla, s. A mode of heating 

time. 

s. By^yUTO^ tri-purdntaka, s. Shiva, 

destroyer of three cities. 

S. By tri-phali, s. Three kinds of my- 

robalans used in medicine. 

S- yBy2p"S a tri-bhaga, s. Three parts, a 

third part. 

S- tri-bhuvana, s. The universe, 

earth, heaven and hell. Aorits the 

universal beauty. 

S. tri-mata, s. Three systems of 

religion; as, which regards God and 

matter distinct. which regards every 

thing ideal but God. similar to 

hut regards final bliss as obtainable by 

believing in Nardyana alone, without the ne¬ 

cessity of passing through various births. 

S. By;&37oi±> tri-matastharu, s. The 

three great brahmanical sects; as, 

following or professing the doctrine of the 

law books (%^®) 5 a sect formed by a 

monastic of that name, and followers of 

Vishnu-, the sect having the three 

perpendicular marks on the forehead. 

S. tri-murti, s. The Hindu 

triad, JBramha, Vishnu, and Shiva. 

s. triydme, s. Night. 2. Plu¬ 

to. 3. indigo. 

S. By Boa tri-ling a, s. The Telugu coun¬ 

try. 2. the three genders. 

S. tri-loka, $, Heaven, earth, 

and hell. 

s. By<S)ja(>2d;d, ByoSoo&’S’ tri-lochana, 

tri-ambaka, s. Shiva, having three eyes. 

S. BjSo^ tri-vali, S. A three-fold corruga¬ 

tion on the stomach, considered a beauty in 

women, 



S. tri-vdcha, s. Repeating three 

times. 

S. tri-vikrama, s. Vishnu, from 

his crossing the three worlds in three steps, 

to the discomfiture of Bali. 

S. S/£)Z^xJ trivishtapa, S. Heaven. 

S. triveni-sangama, s. 

The confluence of the Ganges, Jumna and 

Saraswati rivers at Pravaga or Allahabad. 

S. tri-shuddhi, s. A third copy. 

S. tri-shula, S. The trident of 

Shiva. 

S. tri-shavana, s. Three times, 

as morning, noon, evening. 

S. SjctoZ^ tri-sandhye, s. Morning, noon, 

and evening. 

S. Sjcd^, Sjcd^cOi tri-sthdna, tri- 

stJldi, s. The three octaves in psalmody. 

S. trisrote, S. Ganga, with one 

stream in heaven, one on earth, and one in 

hell 

S. §£■ tri-kala-murti, s. The 

Supreme Being. 

s. i§/^, 'Sj^'S'^oicoTx treta, tretd-yu- 

ga, s. The second or silver age of the world. 

The conjunction of the or three sacri¬ 

ficial fires. The great sacrifice in which 

these fires are used is supposed to have been 

introduced during this period, which contains 

1,296,000,000 years. 

S. tretdgni, s. Three kinds of 

sacx-ificial fires. 2. the aggregate of common, 

self-ignited, and submarine fire. 

S. trei-ldkya, s. Heaven, earth, 

and hell. 

S. troti, s. A beak.or bill. 

S. tryambaka, s. Shiva, having 

three eyes. 

s. twakku, twacha, s. 

The skin ; the rind, bark, or husk of fruits, 

trees, &c. 

S. twak-pushpa, s. A virile 

spot on the body. 

s. S^t3 tware, s. Haste, speed, quickness. 

agVm Quickly, hastily. 

rS sSjs&j, tyd s?a>£j to hasten, accelerate. ^ 

to be quick- an active 

man, one in a huny. 

S- twashtri, S. A carpenter. 2. 

Vishwdkarma, the artist of the gods. 

S. S^x^d twaksMra, s. The manna of 

bamboos. 

S. twaksheda, s. Circumcision. 

S. twisha, twishe, s. Light, 

splendour. 2. beauty. 

S. tsaru, g. The hilt or handle of a 

sword. 

$ 

7$ tha, The thirty-fifth letter of the alphabet, 

the aspirate of the preceding letter, and ex¬ 

pressed by tha. 

C. T^ozi thanda, g, A heap, mass. 

in heaps, in masses. 

c. thatiane, adv. Quickly, speedily. 

A. c. thattu, s. A fence. 2. amass, 

heap, assemblage, multitude. 5^^ a shield. 

A. c. thattuchchu, v. a. To 

break the ranks of an army. 

c. thanakd- 

isu, thandisu, v. n. To be brilliant, flash, 

sparkle. 

c. thanndna, adj. Cool, cold, 

c. $d thara, |>tf] s. A row. 2. a found¬ 

ation. adj. Suitable, &c. 

o. <£d$d7k^c3j5i°&5cja576 thara- 

thara-gutti-yodi-hogu, v. n. To run 

away in a fright. 

c. (^d^d^oTso tkara-thara-nadugu, 

v. n. To tremble with fear. 
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thala-thala-holeyu, thala-thaldisu, 
v. n. To glitter, flash, sparkle. 

C. Zp^ thall, s. A litter. 2. an awning put 

up on nuptial occasions. &>&«&) to carry 

the bridal pair in a litter with an awning. 

C. Zj^do thalisu, v. a. To pound or beat 

rice so as to deprive it of its husk. 

C. Zj>^o^o thuluku, s. Lustre, brilliance, 

polish. 

C. £008^-0 thaluhitane-minchu, 

v. n. To flash suddenly, as lightning. 

H. Z-yskSo thdtu, s. Gaiety, setting off the 

person, display in dress. tjraW-nwJ one fond 

of seating off his person. to 

Z^ da, The thirty-sixth letter of the alphabet, 

sounded as d with the tip of the tongue be¬ 

tween the front teeth. 

D. Zjqa dangari, s. A coarse kind of cot¬ 

ton towelling. 

C. diOJ\, do7\ dangi, dange, s. A per¬ 

emptory demand, obstinately persisting in 

asking for any thing; 2. rebellion, 

3 a rebel. 2. one who teazes for any thing. 

zSort stojso, dort dort Rosado to rebeL 2. 

to dun for any thing. 

C. do&3o dantu, s. The stalk of some grains 

and vegetables. do&> the great millet 

stalk. the stalk of the liolcus spi- 

catus, dotio the stalk of a vegetable. 

C. do &bTTS dd ?\t) dantu-rdjagiri, s. A 

knotted variety of the shoe-flower. 

S; dod danda, $. Punishment, castigation. 

2. a stick or staff, ^od doddS" (falling down 

as straight as a stick) salutation, prostration, 

“ I prostrate before you.” A term used by 

Shudras or Chandalas in making obeisance to 

brahmans. 3. a fine. 4. a measure of four 

cubits. 5. a column of troops. paccW, 

dod a general. 

S. dod^ dandaka, s. A sort of metre, the 

stanza of which exceeds 27 syllables, and many 

extend to 200. 

be dressy, very fine. 2. to do a thing with a 

good grace. 

T. B. ZjJnD thall, [xb» ®j s. A drinking ves¬ 

sel. 

0. thuhukkane-ug- 

ulu, v, n. To spit out with force. 

C. Z£)J5)q5o^o thuyanu, ®. n. To express 

disgust. 

C. there, [£d] s a wave. 

H. theili, s. A bag. 2. a bag of 500 

rupees. wd how 

many bags (of 500 rupees each) are there in 

the treasury. 

S. dozfe^^, dod^j^&o danda-kdsh- 

ta, danda-kolu, s. A staff. 

s. rforfsDQc^ danda-khandane, s. Beat¬ 

ing and abusing. 

S. dodt^d danda-dhara, [sceptre or mace- 

bearer] s. Pluto, the regent of death. 2. a 

king. 3. a porter. 

s. dod^S danda-niti, s. Ethics; the 

system of morals taught by Ch&nihya and 

others. 

S. do d cdja) gHj danda-ydtre, s. The 

marching of an army. 2. a bridal procession, 

moving in state or with attendants. 

s. dod^d danda-shakti, s. Authority 

to punish. 

s. dodsod danda-hasta, s. Yama, the 

Indian Pluto. 

S. danddjina, s. Deceit, fraud, 

roguery. 

S. do2335d^ danddhatu, s. Butter-milk. 

S. dod dandi, s. A staff or mace-bearer. 2. 

a cattle clog. 

C. "do 5 dandi, adj. Much, great, large, a- 

bundant, plentiful, s. Destruction, ruin. 

a a plentiful entertainment. £>°a doFto 

S* a generous, liberal, profuse man. rioa ^ 

« a generous disposition. harvest 

time. a plentiful crop. 
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rfoso ri 
T. B. do&7\ dandige, [rio&=rs] g- a kind of 

two-stringed guitar. 2. a palankeen pole, 

a palankeen. 

s. docido dandisu, v. a. To punish, 

s. dodoi^ra^ dandu, dandu- 

dhuli, s. An army, military force. 2. a 

military cantonment or camp. one 

belonging to the army. one who has 

joined the army. an army to as¬ 

semble. to assemble an army. 

to go to the armj. 2. to go to 

the cantonment, tioup sirerir, the 

high road. SoiS^k to levy an army. 

S. doZ§ dande, s, Gymnastic exercises. 

ri°zi certain gymnastic exercises with the legs, 

turning them round alternately while the 

body is stretched at full length, resting on 

the hands and toes only. striking 

the clenched fists against the ground. rtw* 

making the forehead touch the wall 

while standing in a difficult position. 

C. dod dande, s. A garland, wreath, or neck- 

.lace. 2. punishment, postposition, near. 

ricsl a garland of flowers. ?s a 

pearl necklace, a g@m necklace. 

tSopzi zSotS a g0id necklace, riozf^ sw:>i&)=#j3|^ 

to put a wreath of flowers on the hair. 

C. dol§7dande-gollu, v. n. To 

kneel to pay obeisance 

by falling prostrate. 

C. dorf^cTsda dande-ddsari, s. A men¬ 

dicant who begs while playing a kind of two¬ 

stringed guitar. 

C. dod-O^tS dandore, S. Proclamation by 

beat of drum, sra-s-xb to cause to be 

proclaimed. 

S. dod danta, s. A tooth, tusk. 2. ivory. 

zSo&zi ritf r? a small ivory box. sioaSwo a 

hall built of ivory. an ivory 

framed mirror. rio&ci an ivory box. 

rios a row of teeth. apiece of 

stick to clean the teeth with. 2. a tooth-pick. 

S. dodq3 d dantachh-chhada, s. The 

lip. ^ 

S. do^cjrsd^ danta-dhdvana, s. A tree 

yielding an astringent resin, mimosa catechu. 

2. a tooth brush. 

S. do3'^d dantashatha, S. The lime tree. I 

S. dodgrd danta-Jcshata, s. A bite with 

the teeth, adj. Bitten. 

S. Z$o’3t>7\j dantagra, s. The edge of the 

teeth. 

s. dosad?/, dog dantdvala, danti, 

s. An elephant. 

S. doSdooSO danti-muhha, s. Ganhha, 

with the face of an elephant. 

Shiaa, father of Ganesha. 

S. doBd^J datiti-veiri, s. A lion, the 

elephant’s enemy. 

S. dodod dantura, adj. Close, thickset 

2. having a large and projecting tooth. 

s. do dot) do danturisu, V. n. To shine. 

2. to fill, cram, make close, &c. 

s. dod^ dantya, adj. Dental, of or belong¬ 

ing to the teeth. d 4, 4, 4, v, 3, are 

called dentals. 

s. dodpa, dorp's dandana, dandhana, 

s. The sound of a drum. 

C. dod^S dandane, s. Delay, procrastina¬ 

tion, putting off by false but specious pro¬ 

mises. 2. indolence, tardily, slow¬ 

ly. a tardy, slow person, a sloth, 

riotf*5 to be delayed, to be slow. 

S. doddjs^ dandashuka, S. A snake or 

serpent. 

A. C. dod dandi, s. Contention, quarrel. 

C. dodo dandu, adj. Slow, tardy, lazy, in¬ 

dolent. £°zi> a slow horse, riocbriri a 

slow eater. riozZ> to be tardy, to be de¬ 

layed. riozb woa a dull mind, an inactive 

mind. stock to delay, loiter, a 

lazy ox. 

c. dodo a danduga, s. Sport, ridicule, 

mockery. do not become 

ridiculous. 

C. dodo^ danduli, s. Joy, gladness. 

S. doTjo dampati, s. Husband and wife. 

to join in marriage the 

hands of the bride and bridegroom and repeat 

certain formulas. tistS adorning the 

persons of a bride and bridegroom, and fall¬ 

ing down in adoration at their feet, &c. 

t. b. do30, do&yafeS damba, dambdta, 
See rio#. 

o. do2o63 dambate, s. A small kind of 

drum. 
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s. doc£> dambha, s. Arrogance, pride, self- 

conceit. 2. ostentation. 3. fraud, deceit, 

cheating, hypocrisy. 4. wickedness. 

ostentation, empty display, as¬ 

sumed authority, s&sksty a man 

of display. 2. one who assumes authority, 

rios? r'ws^o to be arrogant, pompous, &c. 

S. do^l©^ dambholi, s. The thunder¬ 

bolt of Indra. 

T. B. dodo damma, [#sfor] s. The Indian 

Pluto. 2. justice. 3. thick. 

c. dodoes, dodoa, doso53, dosod 

dominate, dammadi, dammite, dam- 

midi, s. A small kind of drum. dS^arred, 

do£u&crijd one who beats it. dodos, doSoa 

five cash. 

O. doSo^ dammina, adj. Calm, deliberate, 

dispassionate, dowoa a dispassionate, 

calm temper. 

H. "dodoo dammu, s. Breath, hard breath¬ 

ing as after running, dodoo 8o&oAw, dodw f ja 

|vJ to hold one’s breath, draw in the breath, 

to draw in, smoke. 

C. do-So^ojo dammeiya, s. A kind mode 

of entreaty. 

S. do3 damska, s. A gad-fly. 2. a bee. 

S. dod^ j damshtra, s. A tusk, a large 

canine-tooth. doU), do^^jcdud a wild boar. 

t. b. ds^ps, dr^c© dakkana, dakki- 

na, [d4cs] s_ The south, d^rfrt a nian of 

the south. 

C. d^ dakku, v. n. To be found, obtain¬ 

ed, come into or remain in one’s possession. 

2. to be preserved. 3. to be digested. This 

verb is used impersonally with the dative 

case; as, ddd j have obtained it. 2. 

I have digested it. d^£> to cause to place 

in the possession of another. 2. to defend or 

preserve what is another’s, d-^’j to 

obtain, take, or retain possession of. 2. to 

appropriate to one’s self what belongs to 

others. 3. to preserve or defend, d^^a 

possession, control, tf^d asstf 

our child has on his breast a 

gold necklace, esso 

s°‘r^ d=#j3j_^eA) they have power over our 

son, and we have power over their daughter 

(by matrimonial alliance), mx.-ejs 

d-l^d^ i&:S tS the food eaten was digested 

with great difficulty, essr^cck&ori ttsido 

^jso^o he has unjustly appro¬ 

priated our money to himself. 9^?sdii»..<ud 

d do you, however, save his estate. 

tio&p sJ-sersirizS sred ghVe his 

harvest from falling into the hands of the 

army. sSj^rio to become well concocted 

in the stomach. 2. to become secure in one’s 

possession, wds ddd d^tfo j have no control 

over that; or, I have no right to that, d^tf 

to be unattainable, unretainable, or in¬ 

digestible. d-Sr^a wealth acquired, 

d ®ddj to take for one’s self to keep. 

C. "dX^ dakku, s. Short stubble left in 

the ground. 

H. tSsof&z, dso cstd dakhand, dakh- 

khana, [d^rej s. The Deckan. dsjty cso 

5 the Deckan language. 

C. dXdX daya-daga, adj. Dazzling, dri 

dd vu&ojco to blaze dazzlingly. 

h. "dXvs, dXD, dx€ dagald, daga- 

li, da gale, S. A coat, coat of mail. adj. 

Too full, too big, as a garment. 

H. dXe>«^3§, dA*>&>©3§ dagalbdji, da- 

gab dji, s. A cheat, rogue, dishonest fellow, 

impostor. 

H. dAT, dX dagd, dage, s. Chicanery, 

deceit, trick, imposture. dnas&®^d, rinaibsf 

a bamboozler, deceiver, bamboo¬ 

zling, deceiving, to bamboozle, 

deceive, disappoint. sto* a deceitful 

word. 

C. dX dage, s. Thirst. 2. heat. 3. ex¬ 

citement. drt BSsto, ziA to be¬ 

come thirsty. 

C. dX j3crot>a5oo daggane-uriyu, v n> 
To bl tze up suddenly. 

s- dagdha, adj. Burnt, scorched, con¬ 

sumed. drt 5oS an unlucky hand. 

C* d£g^ dachchi, (in games) s. The num¬ 

ber eight. 

II, d^JT)0©^coo dataisu, v, a. To threaten, 

reprimand, scold. 

C. dfei, datta, adj. Thick. 2. coarse. 3. 

close, s. A body, mass, or multitude. 2. a 

garment made of quilted rags. 3. closeness* 
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zS^fS thickly. 2. coarsely, to he 

coarse, thick, close. 

C. dattadi, g, Waddling, as chil¬ 

dren, an irregular step. to waddle. 

G. dattaisu, dat- 
*<33 S5 

tavisu, See rj^^- adj. thick 

darkness. «S^cS»JkS tfrioritfo dense arrows. 

0. C>&3, datti, s. A waist-hand or sash. 2. 

any long cloth tied round the waist. * 

^ to gird up one’s loins. <3^to 

tighten a sash.. =*»&* ^ a narrow, long 

cloth used to gird up the loins, especially by 

palanquin hearers, a small loom 

for weaving narrow cloths for waist-bands. 

G. dkSjToJ dattisu, v. a. To rub out, ef¬ 

face, wash off, as the writing on, a slate. 2.. 

to he dense, crowded. 

A. C. <385^ dattu, adj. Stout, thick. 2. 

tall, high. s. Mass, heap, multitude. 

zlaSoo to he broken, as the ranks of an army. 

rS&gjrtc&j to he amassed, collected together. 

A. C. datteisu, v. n. To become 

stout, thick, dense, coarse, coagulated. 2. to 

scold, storm, reprove, adj. Close, thick, dense. 

G. Z3<3 dada, s. A hank, shore. 0n 

the hank, s®=& to touch the bank. 

unto or up to the bank, as far as the 

.shore. ^ a hank to give way. 

i\-&> to reach the shore. to 

flow up to the edge of a hank. 

C. dadagareta, g. Haste,hurry, 

flurry, to he in a hurry or flurry. 

C. ZSzizid dada-dada, s. The noise made 

in walking fast. ^ ^ to walk fast. 

ziti rig soSati) to flow with impetuosity. 

C. dadapa, dadapha, s. A 

separate bed assigned to one in her courses. 

c. titizidzSJdS'S&dada-bada-mdtddu, 

v. n. To talk rapidly. 

C. drfe35>7\Xi'd dadabidigara, s. A boun¬ 

cer, bully, blusterer.. bouncing, 

storming. 

c. tftsu a b so t) 6$x>, 

dadddisi-hariyu, daddisi-hariyu, 

v. n. To flow with impetuosity. 

C. dadddhadi, adj. Quick, active, 

smart. an active, quick man. 

C. daddna, adj. Active, quick, smart. 

C. toODd daddra, s. Measles. 

C. C>ci dadi, s. A screen or partition made 

of platted palmyra leaves, a fence. 2. a club, 

stick, cane. 3. [**»] a bank, shore. 4. a 

saddle. to put up a partition or 

fence. 2. to put on a saddle. 

to strike with a club or cane. *** 

zSOcrioj a river to flow to the top of its banks. 

riasi«J a kind of fowler’s trap made of mat- 

work. 

c. dadi/ce, L^a=#] g. A blind made of 

reeds, grass, &c. 

A. C. dadi-Jcei, s. The Indian Pluto, 

with a club or cane in his hand. 

A. C. rfa>A dadiga, adj. Stout, portly, 

thick. 

C. dadupu, S. A suit of clothes. 

C. dadumUy g. A stout man. 2. a 

bed appropriated to one in her courses. 

A. C. rfzf dade, g. Cow-dung. 

C. C><3di> dadeya, g. A weight or measure 

equivalent to the fourth of a maund, contain¬ 

ing ten seers. 

C. Zili dadda, adj. Stupid, dull, doltish, 

simple. ^ a stupid business. 

stupidity, ignorance. riri stupidly, 

riri riri nsstispd, riri sfosfW, a dolt, 

blockhead. ^ a dull understanding. 

C. ^d dadd-akkara, s. A compound 

consonant, or one consonant placed below 

another. 

A. C. ro daddasa, S. A tumbler’s drum. 

T. B. rfci daddi, [rioa=Fa] g. A palanquin- 

pole. 

c. dzf dadde, adj. Hard, as the skin from 

use. s. A blind or screen made of cus-cws, &c. 

riri wivi a foot with hard skin from much 

walking. ^ the skin to be¬ 

come hard from use. 

c. rf^<y dadhallane-dhu- 

muku, V. n. To jump into water with a 

splash. 

C. <dzpo3o^;> dadhdyanu, v. n. To sound, 

as a stone falling into a well. 

C. CjCS7\d danagara, s. A shepherd. 
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C. dana-dana-dhwani, s. 

The sound of a drum. 

C. £)£vc>«XlOoroo danaisu, v. n. To sound, 

as a drum. ewScdoo to 

Maze vehemently. 

T. B. ZipI dam, [rfjS] s. Sound, voice, rid 

c&S iAerta to cry aloud, rid c&S 55® to sing 

aloud. 

T. B. Z$p$ dani, [ds] s. Master, proprietor, 

owner, lord, ^d r!o^ =VBcdor an affair with 

which the master is acquainted. ^d^S pro_ 

prietorship, mastership. 

<3. daniyn, v, n. To be fatigued, 

wearied, tired, satisfied, satiated, Ad*, Art 

sjl, tfdo^j to fatigue, weary, satiate. A <3^, A 

rid^ wearied. Ad=#,Arw^S), rirwstxfatigue, 

weariness, exhaustion, satiety, Ad* having 

been wearied, fatigued, tried, exhausted, sati¬ 

ated. rids*, rSfwsraft* to be weary. Ad* 

to become exhausted, Adrian a person 

who is tired. Arw to fatigue or weary 

•one’s self eScw^jbcsS stojSw^, rifwriaaa a 

wearied man. A«oi?j3o* to* to come ex¬ 

hausted. 

S* datta, adj. Given, presented, made 

over, assigned. 2. adopted. 3. preserved, 

protected, a promise. de¬ 

termination, giving the mind to an object 

pBOBrfs solemnly given with water poured 

on the hand, AJ* an adopted son. A3 a 

si»a to adopt. A* A <^3 adoption. 

tS3 jraft vts>* to bestow gratuitously. 

s. datldpahdra, s. Taking 

back a gift. 

t. b. datturi-gida, [*3.ra d] 

s. A thistle, the Datura fastuosa. A&j^O 

•WA the juice of it; useful in affections of 

the eyes. 

C. daddu, s. The erysipelas or herpes. 

2. any eruption or swelling, as from the bite 

of an insect, ad/. Cracked, not sound, as an 

earthen vessel. A*^ to be blotched, 

have a cutaneous eruption. 2. to swell, as 

from a bite or sting. 

A. c. tizijjQ'sS- dadrunche, s. An adul¬ 

teress. 

H. did hi, $. Milk curds. ^ a lump 

of curds. a vessel for curds. 

S. dadhittha, s. The wood apple. 

2. the tree bearing that fruit. 

s. dadhi-manda, & The scum 

of curdled milk. 

S. dadhi-mukha, s. Sugrlva’s 

gardener. 

s. dadhicTii, s. The name of a 

Hindu saint. 

S. dadhyodana, s. Boiled 

rice mixed with curdled milk, and seasoned 

with mustard seeds and ginger. 

C. dfe! daddhali-hannu, s. Citrus 
^ re 

aurantium. 

T. B. dana, [AA] s. Cattle, as cows, 

buffaloes, sheep, and goats. 2. wealth, riches. 

AfSrreS, tfjfrra a herdsman, AAA tfd^ a 

rope for tying cattle. Ajirf woA a fine for cattle 

breaking into corn, &c. Ap® SotoasAraw 

Aosda* what is an oath on cow-dung to 

him that eats beef ? A?fA £0^ a fold for cattle. 

AAA 8aorS),T5^rS -5too5, AjfA"S^d a herd of cattle. 

T. B. ZiQ dani, [A^S] S. Sound, voice, report, 

noise. A5A®* to echo. 2. to answer. As 

Ara^J to echo. Aj> irtesba to cry out. Agi 

'Aw to ascertain or recognise a person’s 

voice. tfs* to lengthen out a note. As 

801A a defective voice, a voice not musical. 

jd^cAsilcsix) the voice to break, as when a boy 

attains the yirile age. 

S. danu, S. A daughter of Daksha, 

wife of Kashyapa and mother of the giants. 

tb. [AASy] a bow. 

S. dariuja, s. A giant, titan. A*y 

•qioKjS, yishnu, the killer of the 

giants. the king of the giants. 

H.I&jtJ daptara, s. A bundle of written 

documents tied together in a cloth. 2. a set 

AAAA a cloth to tie up manuscripts in. 

0. dappa, adj. Stout, thick, t.b. [AAf] 

arrogance, pride, AA^sraA to 8] a coarse cloth. 

AA> coarse texture. Afi^AA a stout man. 

T. B. dappaka, [^r^] & Cupid. a 

Arte* Shiva, the enemy of Cupid. 

H. rf-£n>, Ti-pzS dapkd, daphdti, s. A 

time, turn. 2. a certain number of peons. 

H. dapjieddra, s. A head peom 



v. n. c. dabaTcJcane-bilu, 
To fall suddenly. 

0. "rfajrfsj daba-daba, s. Palpitation of the 

heart from fright or distress. 2. the noise 

made in running. 

C. ■rfsjT? dabare, s. A large metal water 

vessel. 

C. 13)307) 83 ddb(l-dllbi, s. Unfair dealing, 

cheating. to deal unfairly, 

so&ccfoj to cuff severely. 

&oz$ sfartfefo Soso'S 

because they dealt unfairly, 

the merchant, who brought the commodities, 

went away beating his mouth. 

II. C> ays o!b 73b dabdisu, v. a. To snub, 

chide, frighten. 2. to refuse to pay a debt. 

3. to keep under, press down. 

H. dabavani, s. Frightening, a- 

larming. Jsztia to frighten, alarm. 

C. daburu, s. The skirt or frock of 

a coat. 

C. £>30^&3 dabbate, adj. Driving, violent, 

rapid, as rain. a heavy shower, 

c. dabbana, dabbala, 

s. A bodkin, a large packing needle, ^rs 

the eye of a packing needle. w 

3 cautery with a heated bodkin. 

C. dabbane, adv. Quickly, hastily, 

swiftly. 

C. 303^73 dabbare, adj. False, untrue. ^ 

sSssi an untruth, to lie. 

a liar. 

C. £)S3^(b dabbidi, s. The basket-work body 

of a cart. to cart, as sand, &c. 

C. dabbili, [*$©] adj. Mean, low, 

vulgar, bad. a bad or low man. 

G. <3>3oo^ dabbu, See 

C. ^330^3 dabbune, adv. Suddenly. 

jl io&cqoj to strike unawares. to fall 

suddenly. 

C. £>3?^ dabbe, s. A lath, splinter, thin slip 

of bamboo, palm, &c. &&&> rirf a bamboo 

slip. a slip of cane. z^) the 

split bamboo on which a Cfivadi cooly carries 

his load. stow erf the bone of the leg. 

erf to pare or shave a slip. to 

slit a bamboo, &c. 

S. Zocjjj dabhra, adj. Little, small. 

H. damaku, $. Blustering, storm¬ 

ing, huffing. tfs&^ceoiJo, rfnzrf to blus¬ 

ter. a blusterer. 

C. damadi, s. A fourth of the coin 

called a dub. 

h. dama-dame, s. A mound or 

battery. 

s. damanalta, s. One of the jack¬ 

als and heroes of the Panchatantra. 

S. rfskalioB damayanti, s. The wife of 

dNala-chakrawarti. eiOrsrfo her 

marriage. 

H. damdsi, 

damdsu, damdshu, s. Damask. risfcsbt 

•Q) a damask garment, 

s. damlta-shd- 

trava, damitdri, s. One who has pun¬ 

ished his foe. 

S. damitdgha, s. One who ab¬ 

solves from or takes away sin. 

S. Cj3j, tizii dame, dama, s. Self-com¬ 

mand, self-restraint, endurance of painful 

austerities, mortification of the flesh. 2. 

taming, subduing. 

s. dolo, rfoJa' day a, daye, s. Favour, 

kindness, tenderness, clemency, compassion, 

pity, graciousness. zJjsz&) to favour, o- 

blige, be so good as to do any thing; to be 

graciously pleased to do any thing. 2. to do 

one the honor to visit, come, go, or sit down. 

This phrase is capable of a great variety of 

modifications according to the context, im¬ 

plying, in every case, honorific mention by 

an inferior of an act which a superior may do. 

siS^o to recal or withhold favour from 

an object that formerly possessed it; to be 

displeased with an old dependant, rfcrfjsrsrfo 

to be kind, become gracious, be pleased. ri 

ate> tffus^favourable regard, a propitious look. 

rioiss riors S>§ the depository of kindness. ^ 

csire rtifasrf ocean of kindness, clctist&ti the 
Q 

source of pity. riccPaSo to be favourable to, 

pity, regard kindly, be so kind, to favour, 

allow. WoSorf to be so kind as to 

send away. ^ ri<rfOti© let me have 

your favour. rSrfra t58o^, rfco’ja 8o^, 

void of kindness. rtori, ricds> 
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tiowtioti, ticsire tioratio^p, tiafca rratitiJ, tictiro ti 

titiJ, tico’js ctiw^tio a kind, gracious, or gene¬ 

rous person, tiaisa ti|M A 0ne famed for 

kindness. tiate> &*tti?fo 0ne who delights in 

kindness. tiatoa dti the quintessence of kind¬ 

ness, kindness, tiairausst; the reservoir of 

kindness. 

S. dayalu, adj. Kind, favour¬ 

able, merciful, tender, compassionate. 

S. rfottas? daita, s. A beloved husband. 

ticSui a beloved wife. 

H. rfd dara, s. Price, charge, value. 

S. rfd dara, s. Fear, terror. 2. a hole in 

the ground. 3. a little. 4. a conch. 

S. ■rfd^o'^d dara-kandliara, s. A wo¬ 

man with a neck like a conch. 

C. rfd^oCifl dafakudani, s. Hoarseness 

a rough or harsh voice. 

H. rfdlOSco^ darakhdstu, s. A revenue 

term signifying a proposal or offer for a rent 

or farm, titisosti^ timti) to bid for a farm, &c. 

II. £)d A daraga, s. A lodging place for fa- 

Mrs. titirraratitii, titirrai^e one who has 

charge of it. 

C. Tod ao daragu, V. n. To be diminished, 

impaired, wasted, emaciated, dried up. tio<£ 

^gjti vsacdjg ^ti) titifWo the water of the well 

is dried up for want of rain. sSo^ Ksti^Bo 

ti «ouitf titiatio his body is much wasted from 

disease. 

H. rfdSfti^J' dara-jasti, S. An extra assess¬ 

ment realized by delivering the Government 

share of the crop to the farmers at a higher 

price than the selling rate. 

H. CldsS, rfds^dio^ daraji, darajiya- 

va, s. A tailor. 

C. daratu, adj, Coarse, not fine. 

C. rftip'c) darana, s, An imaginary coin of 

the value of eight dubs or two fanams. 

s. ddrfdSo'rf daradaravinda, s. ^ 
blown lotus. 

H. rfdij j«)C)o daradudu, s. Improvement, 

tititijacreati) to be improved, tititijsti) ticratio to 

improve, cultivate, correct. 

S. T^d^yst} dara-dhari, s. Vishnu, with 

a conch in one hand. 

H. Cftfcysdo darabdru, s. A king’s council, 

court, cutclierry, hall of audience, titiw^ti) so 

a kind of extra tax levied by zemindars. 

2. a bribe, fees. titiw®tio to get the court 

on one’s side, tiriwsti) wvo-jr 

titij^ ^oti this man, getting the court 

on his side, has attained his object, titiwati) 

Tfacdjo to be in attendance at a court, titiwa 

cb ti)£ r the custom of the court. ^<vti riti 

a blind court, a court where there is 

much bribery going on. titiwati) a 

court in which business is carefully trans¬ 

acted. 

h. ’C'sj oootoT) daramaha, s. A monthly 

salary or pay. 

h. d'ds'sSb'3, rf-ds-sa;-?, dara- 

vaju, daravdjd, daravdje, s. A door. 

H. Cjdnx'do daravaru, s. Detail of various 

prices at which a quantity of goods has been 

sold. 

S. rfQ dart, s. A cave, cavern, grotto. 

0. rft) dart, s. Means of subsistence. 2. the 

bank or shore of a river, &c. 3. a point or 

end. 4. a side. 5. refuge, support, shelter, 

tio rggjtf tiotiati a family without support, 

ti^titi tics&aoti tie j&racBtitio by the blessing of 

God, he obtained a livelihood. 

tigsticrioo uotiti) =#£ tie ^oti joan® 

c&l* our master’s coming at this time is like 

a man’s reaching the shore just as his arms 

are exhausted, pwoj, BtitisracSotio 

reiti) tiStiv® tie it is four days since he 

went, yet, up to this time, there is no sign or 

account of him. tie tioa^o, tie S^tio to reach 

the shore. 2. to obtain succour, find shelter, 

tie tfotio to find support. 

H. daridra, adj. Indigent, poor, dis¬ 

tressed. tieti,tio a poor man. tieti,, tieti^tij, 

tieti^titi poverty. 

H. Zi’Qc&Jvb^ dariydjjti, See tioinp^. 

H. darivilla, s. A. word written 

after the address and introductory to the 

substance of a petition, &c., and signifying, 

That is, as follows. 

C. durishana, s. A necklace of shells, 

tie^ti to make one. 

T. B. rftJrdo darisu, [se^] v. a. To dress, 

assume, put on. 
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C. dd-oS^ daru-va/c/ci, s. The Indian 

vulture. 

C. ddo^j) daruvu, s. A small kind of verse. 

2. tune or cadence in music. is5iz&> to 

sing a small kind of versa 

t. b. ddo5^ darushana, [rf^] Sm vision, 

sight, seeing. 2. a visit, tivrp to 

visit. 

T. B. ddof darushe, [tS«F] s. The day of 

new moon. to make an entertain¬ 

ment for brahmans on the day of new moon. 

T. B. dd dare, [rfS] s. The world, the earth. 

II. daroga, s. A superintendent, 

overseer, manager, foreman, head of police, 

customs, &c. superin¬ 

tendence, oversight. 

H. ddjS^Sari^ darobastu, adv. All, whole, 

entirely. 

S. dzjE* darpa, s. Arrogance, pride, haugh¬ 

tiness. 2. courage, power, energy, force. 

sJrrfri a formidable person. 

s. darpaka, s. Cupid. 

s. dsjS" C3 darpana, s. A mirror, looking- 

glass. 

s. d&s'coo, de!>E"do darpisu, darbisu, 

v. a. To bully, bluster, huff. 

H. rfgyss-do darbdru, See ridwstb. 

■S. dcfjsr darbhe, $. Sacrificial grass, Poa 

cynosuroid.es. a seat of sacrificial 

grass. rSysFartr^ccW a ring of sacrificial 

grass. a place between Rameshwa- 

ra and Cape Comorin, where Rama prayed 

to the sea for a passage, reclining on a couch 

of sacred grass. £>itSf$3c£o Pdma. tizfr 

a cord of sacrificial grass. 

T. B. darma, [rf^or] S- virtue. 2. 

usage. 3. duty. 4. charity. rfsfcFso^, t, 

sfraF^ an upright man. 2. a charitable man. 

zSrfor upright conduct, z^of siSry es¬ 

tablished, fixed, or customary fees, m 

a country where there is justice. 

H. ddos"5o darmaha, s. Salary, pay. 

H. d ojja)S" d3^ <y ^ 7v) daryd-dou- 

latta-bdgu, s. A celebrated garden near 

Seringapatarn. 

31. idodjalc'b^ darydpf/, lS>, Investigation. 

examination, trial, discovery. tfcriasFfc sfcazgj 

to enquire into, investigate. 

II. rf^H-Eya darvdjd, s. A door or gate¬ 

way. 

S. dSs* darvi, s. A ladle or spoon. 2. the 

expanded hood of a serpent. 

S. dH^s^d darvikara, s. A snake or 

serpent. 

S. (dds" darsha, S. The day of the new 

moon. 2. sight, seeing, looking. 

S. d*£“^ darshana, s. A vision, sight, 

seeing. 2. a visit. 3. a Shastra, or one of six 

religious or philosophical systems; viz. the 

Toga, Sankhya, VeishesMJca, Nydya, and 

the Puna and JJttara Mimamsa. tStrft 

to be visited, to receive a visit. ^Fjre 

Strabo to visit. 2. to manifest. *Wf# a 

bill payable at sight. ^ftJo to shew. 2. to 

see. 3. to visit. 

A. C. dO/ darri, s. An army. 

A. c. darri-durri, s. Trembling, 

agitation. 2. great plunder. 

A. C. dt>ds"Qj darirdirri, s. Fetters. 

H. d<VP Pg dalldli, s. A salesman, broker. 

zigpv a'-ra^o treating with a broker for the 

purchase of goods. the business of 

a broker or salesman. cSg'svajss sScreso to do 

the business of a broker or salesman. 

s. dd dava, s. A‘forest. 2. a wild fire, 

forest- co nflagration. 

0. ddzf davade, s. The jaw, cheek. 2. the 

two perpendicular sides of a wall. 

eJ uacrioo, rfsiart 533^0 to slap on the cheek. 

sftl edgjo the jaw teeth, the double teeth. 

<£ to have lock-jaw. 

c. dd§, d^j§ davati, davuti. See 

C. dd^S davana, s. A kind of fragrant 

shrab, a sort of balm. & 

a feast on the twelfth lunar day when 

the above fragrant shrab is in perfection. 

C. ddt±>, d^rb davaru, davura, s. 

The frock or skirt of a coat. 

S. dddSo^i davavahm, S. A forest con¬ 

flagration, wild fire. 

C. ddd davasa, s. Corn, grain in general, 

risfcft* the beard of corn. tfsSsriS'* * 

corn-factor. ttZWi measuring corn. 



riorta a corn-shop. rtsW s&tWsftE? grain is 

dear, 5*5*/^ £*°*? zs^Qcdjsd S ^do j got the corn 

reasonable, **??? nsdHK ^o^d&osb to fix the 

price of corn. ^sSii stoatfo to have corn 

divided. 

s. dddosD^dd3 dava-Mitdshananu, 
s. A forest conflagration, self-ignited fire. 

T. B. dd^/ davala, pa'Vj s. White, adj. 
White. 

H. dJSD davd, s. Blessing. 2. medicine. 

S. rfsDlN^, rfstjSsi davdgni, davdnala, 

s. A forest conflagration, wild fire. 

H. ds3D®, dssD^eo davdli, davvalu, s. 
A peon’s belt. 

T. B. d^pD davinu, [rfpp s. Wealth. 

S. dSt^ davishtha, adj. Very remote, 

distant. 

O. dddo davudu, See S3<&. 

c. d^jdoS^gp© davuru-challana, s. 
Loose breeches that go below the knee. 

C. d^3/do davusu, s. A lie, falsehood. 

sb to lie. a liar. 

C. d^,^5 davuli, s. Deception, hoax, tfc® 

S?r! a deceiver. 

S. d^ dasha, adj. Ten. zftsfc tenth. sSSrbra 

ten qualities or natures. 2. ten times as much. 

S. ZjPb^ dashaka, adj. Ten. 

s. idjdd dasha-kdmaja-vya- 

sana, s. The ten vices proceeding from 

the quality of desire; viz. hunting, gambling, 

sleeping during the day, abusiveness, lechery, 

drunkenness, dancing, singing, playing, and 
hypocrisy. 

s. d^ dashana, s. A tooth, 

a lip. 

S. d^Do dashami, s. The tenth lunar day. 

s. d3dZj) dasharatha, s. The father of 

Mama, and sovereign of Ayodhya or Oude, 

whose car bore him to the ten quarters of the 

universe, that is, to.the eight points of the 

compass, and to the zenith and nadir. riiScSj-i 

5*ori?f Mama. 

s. dv*)d<^, d^dooso^o da- 

sha-shiranu, dash-dsyanu, dasha- 

mukhanu, Mavana, with ten heads or faces. 

s. d'Saio a dashanga, s. The aggregate of 

ten articles offered to an idol. See under <Sori- 

S. d^rSE'zSiod dashdrna-desha, s. 

Part of central Hindustan,lying on the south¬ 

east of the Vindhya mountains. 

s. d3e)do3 dashdvanta, s. A fortunate 

man, a man of wealth. 

S. d‘VS da Du dashdvatdra, s. The ten 

incarnations of Vishnu, as a fish, turtle, boar, 

man-lion, dwarf, Parashu Rama, Shri Rama, 

Bala Rama, Budh and horse. 

s. dVSdd dashdvasthe, s. The ten trials 
d 

of parted lovers. 

S. dV5)ooo^ dashd-hina, adj. Poor, ad¬ 

verse, unfortunate. 

C. d!> dashi, S. A peg, stake, spike, large 

nail. 2. an instrument used for opening co- 

coanuts. zib fig extracted 

the thorn and drove in a stake (made mat¬ 

ters worse. 

S. d^ dashe, S. Condition, state, fortune, 

luck, the influence of the planets. 2. a point 

of the compass. 3. the end of a cloth. 4. 

the wick of a lamp. 5. authority, power. 6. 

a stage in life. **3 wrb to become prosperous 

or rich, to become poor. 

s. di^odpjo dashendriya, s. The ten 

organs of sense and action; viz. the skin, 

eye, tongue, nose, ear, organ of speech, hand, 

foot, anus and pudendum. 

S. dd^ dashta, part. Bitten. 

T. B. dcofs* dasaka, p«*] adj. Ten. 

H. dd^eb , ddrdo, ddsodo dasa- 
—o tr —o’ s> 

kattu, daskattu, dasakhattu, s. A 

signature, to sign. 

C. dddo, ddao, dd^, dasaku, dasa- 

gu, dasku, s. The dirt, &c. in corn, 

& to cleanse corn from dirt. £3=* daf 

s dirty com. 

t. b. dd^ dasana, s. A tooth, 

? the lip. 

H. drodJDSo dasa-mahe, s. Ten months 

pay given for twelve. 

H. ddt), ddd dasari, dasare, s. The 

tenth lunar day. z6i^ a feast observed 

on this day in the seventh, or month, 

in honour of the Shami tree, in which Arjun 

hid his arrows, and which Mama circumam¬ 

bulated when going to war with Mavana. 



S&<> worship paid, on this occasion, to 

the Shami tree. 

H. dddod dasavanda, s. Land given 

free of rent for building a tank. 

T. B. dd£> dasavi, [riSJu] s. The tenth 

lunar day. 

C. doJ dasi, See^S. 

G. dd^do dastaku, s. A pass or order. 2. 

a summons. 

H. dcxTO dastd, s. A quire of paper. 2. a 

bundle of twenty four arrows- 

H. drd"s £>, dcd"3 dastdni, dastdnu, 

s. A fence for the arm. 

H. ddjD^i°3^, dd.jda^ dastdveju, 

dasteivaju, s. A voucher, a document 

avouching any thing. 

II. dccO^ dastu, s. The money collected, in 

contradistinction to the or money out¬ 

standing, Unrealized. In revenue language 

the balance is that which has been 

realized by some one, as the head man of the 

village from the farmers, &c. but has been 

withheld by him from the Government 

treasury ; the balance is that which is 

still due by, and outstanding against the 

farmers themselves. to ap¬ 

propriate to one’s self, s. Symphony, 

tistsh 3tsz&, *5^? to sing in tune. 

rSsts rto to come into one’s possession, control, 

or power. Vo a man under one’s control. 

■gvt work under one’s control. 

H. ddo&dd^ dastu-badastu, aav. 

From hand to hand. 

H. dcoJS 0 dasturi, s. Custom, manner. 2. 

likeness, similarity. signature. 

S. ddo^> dasyu, s. A robber, thief. 2. an 

enemy. 

D. dso daha, adj. Ten, decimal, s. Tens 

(in numeration.) 

S. djo^S duhana, s. Fire. 2. burning; es¬ 

pecially the burning of a corpse. the 

god of fire. w© a burnt offering, burnt 

sacrifice. an aitar 0f burnt of¬ 

fering. w®cto offer a burnt 

sacrifice. 

S. dahanopala, $. A crystal 

lens or a burning glass. 
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S. dcocoo dahisu, v, a. To burn, consume. 

S. d<5o<j dahya, adj. Combustible. 

0. d'J/ data, s. An army. ^ riV wrf , 
riV riV z$<d hto, the array of an 

army. the defeat of an army. 

bx>so the van of an army. riV^rscSo, riVrfooaoj 

the general of an army. an army 

to fall. -sfcoO«i», rfV IjUo, s/icriM, ri 

V LSe* an army to be routed, or put to 

flight, nV sko^o,, riV sboTjotij, iwAcdu an 

army to attack, iSVJkisIrri the impetuosity 

of an army. ^oo^rfj the equipage of an 

army. riVs&tV the triumph or elation of an 

army. the music of an army. 

to levy an army. to make rush 

through an army, zSozto a complete 

army of infantry, cavalry, elephants, and 

camels. 2. (*V) bottom. 3. bank, shore. 

Kk the bottom of a tank. rfaficrio riV the 

bottom of a vessel. $<>& water that 

has soaked in. SIm^zS t> a root that 

penetrates down to where there is water. 3 V 

a foundation that goes down as 

far as water is found. <3V sfooUj to take 

out to the bottom, adj. Stout, strong, hale, 

robust. a hale body, 

^ stout, thick paper, a strong 

earthen vessel, ritfsuri vi&r tough skin, 

strong leather, riVoAap, z5Vrtja|Jo to be strong 

or stout. 

S. d^1 dala, s. The leaf of a flower, corolla. 

2. a part, portion, fragment. swoWsJ a 

shed made of leaves. siortiVo the moisture 

on a leaf. sbdcrfmrf wacSo a fruit hid or 

covered with leaves. 

c. d^d^dodcxioo dala-dala-kudiyu, 

v. n. To boil fast. 

0. d$^$ dalapula, s. Distress, trouble. 

C. d$d£>^ dalavalike, s. Rolling about 

in anguish. 

c. d^/dd, d^/do dalasara, dalasu, s. 

Strength, stoutness > haleness. *WsW3»7t>, 

V?t&rto to become stout, strong, a 

stout or powerful man. 

A. C d^do dalasu, s. Murmur vel blan- 

ditioe in tempore coeundi. 

c. d$rt<£, d^$> daldli, dalldli s. A 

broker. the business of a broker. 



S. dalita, dalana, adj. 
Blown, full blown, expanded. 2. split, di¬ 

vided. 

A. C. dalurke, s. Inclosure, adj. 
Surrounded. 

C. dale, s. A cord for tying a cow’s hind 

legs while milking. 2. a paddy field, adj. 
Choice, excellent. ^ to tie a cow’s 

hind legs, ritfcstetf cattle of a good breed. 

A. 0. dallisu, v. a. To surround, 

encompass, besiege. 

dalluri, s. A great blaze, an ex¬ 

tended flame. ^8 a great blaze to as¬ 

cend. 

S. daksha, s. The son of Bramha, born 

from his thumb for the purpose of assisting 

him in peopling the world. 2. a clever or 

able man. 3. a person in authority, a mas¬ 

ter, lord. 

s. daksha-kanye, s. Pdrvati, 
daughter of Pakslia. 

S. dakshate, s. Cleverness, ability. 

S- dakshina, s. South, adj. South¬ 

ern. 2. right, as distinguished from left. 3. 

candid, sincere, upright, 

Yama, regent of the southern 

point, a kind, candid, clever man. 

S. dakshindgni, s. One of the 

fires at a sacrifice. 

s. dakshine, s. A present or gift of 

ready money offered either to the Deity or to 

brahmans. 

s. 5^ dakshinottara- 

vritta, s. The meridian line. 

A. c. CJT;o&3o ddntu, See c*U>. 

C. c3v05a dandiga, s. A stubborn, obsti¬ 

nate man. stubbornness, obstinacy, 

nsc&risffrs to evince obstinacy. 

C. c3T> o S 7\ ^ ddndige-kolu, $. A 

thick short staff used as a weapon. sao&rtnscS 

one using such a weapon, cao&rt a beat¬ 

ing with such a weapon. 

S. c75oS ddnti, $. Self-command; the en¬ 

durance of religious austerities. 

S. ttvopgg ddmpatya, s. The marriage 

state, connubiality. 

S. <Y£>0?p j ddmbhika, s. Display, osten¬ 

tation. 2. a man of display, a hypocrite. 

to be ostentatious, cut a 

dash. 

H. erssoao, ddkhalu, ddkhale, 

s. Examination or comparison of accounts, 

records, &c. 2. demonstration, proof. 3. 

arrival. 4. entry in a book, &c. us&>OTrt> 

to be entered. 2. to be arrived. 3. to be 

examined. to examine. ~®s-> 

tu ojsstij to make an entry. nssoeJ^ 

to demonstrate, evince, shew 

proof, c*sosJctnoti according to entry, accord¬ 

ing to evidence. 

c. o97fc>, zi> ddgu, 

ddgi-kollu, ddgu-padu, v. n. To be se¬ 

creted, hid, screened. 

c. ddgudi-palle, s. The plant 

Monispermumglabrum. a creeper 

of this species. n®rio&t a broom of it. 

D. ZYd AO rfja Ea- duguduchl, s. Repairs, 

to repair. 

c. tST>8^), ddcha- 

ni, ddchane, ddchane-pudi, s. A tooth- 

powder, dentifrice. ^8 the blackness 

left on the teeth by a dentifrice, 

to apply a dentifrice. 

C. £>I>k3o datu, v. a. To cross, ford, pass by, 

jump over, leap. 2. to exceed, transgress. 

3. to cover, as applied to cattle, s. A jump, 

leap. to cross one’s self or for one’s 

own advantage. Sim* to make 

cross, as a horse, &c., to cause to pass over. 

2. to send away. to try whether 

an animal will go over. .3»44w»©.?teii$>, nsti) 

rreu persons who take long steps. 

0. o3t>5, zrszS dddi, ddde, s. A fang or 

tusk. 2. the beard. a serpent’s 

fang, n®i% a grinder, jaw tooth. 

to let the beard grow. g»;*$ 

eSs?ccto the beard to grow. to 

make a noise with thejaw teeth, zSvrfj 
the lustre of a fang. titlain to break off 

a tusk. 

S. oTScic^b dddirna, s. The pomegranate. 

T. B. c3?r3j &*>£%, ddna, ddni. 

ddne, s. Horse corn, as gram, &c. 

nSfSt "fl to give a horse corn. 
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T. B. 333 £*) ddna, [dv £ and caji] s. Place, 

abode. 2. a gift, present* 3. the liquid which 

exudes from an elephant’s temples in rutting 

time, 

s. 333^, Z5?eST)ti data, ddtdra, s. A 

generous or liberal person. nsd one who 

bestows alms in food, one wj,0 

encourages. one who teaches science 

gratis. 

T. B. c33^o data, [ns*] s. The pulse. 2. a 

■verbal root. to observe the pulse. 

■&&, virile vigour, ^ 

a*ate)rio to become impotent, vgrz the 

state of the pulse, rasio &>&crioo to feel the 

pulse, a verbal root. 

S. 333^^ ddtritwa, s. Generosity, li¬ 

berality. 

S. 333 3j«^3» ddtyuha, s. A water fowl. 

S. 333 ddtra, s. A sickle. 

T. B. 333C) ddda, s. A father. 

T. B. 3331) dddiy s. A nurse, wet 

nurse. 

S. 333J3 ddna, s. A gift, giving, donation. 

2. the fluid that flows from the temples of 

elephants in rut. era?* s3od adj. Munificent, 

liberal, generous. osjJ one lilce 'Kama, 

for charitableness. *J»z^sSsi a giver, 

donor. an elephant. =#j3z& to bes¬ 

tow alms. liberality, giving. 

r;o<v a liberal or charitable disposition. 

aJsfj, 5i>si?S a deed of gift. 

S. 333£5 o3 ddnava, s. A titan, giant, demon. 

us^330, otjSsS zJotiFp, n$pzrs>ott, 

Vishnu, the destroyer of giants. 

S. 333ob^ ddpita, adj. Condemned, sen¬ 

tenced. 2. awarded, adjudged. 3. the per¬ 

son to whom any thing is awarded. 

C. 333 ddpu, s. A hiding place, ambush, 

refuge, asylum. cs&psjS a decoy elephant. 

H. 333S>o, 3332}:>&irfoay>, 33380*^ ddbu, 

ddbu-jarubu, ddbuli, s. Keeping in bo¬ 

dily fear, strictness, severity, rigor. stra 

sk to keep in fear, to give strict orders. 

S. 333 ojo dalntla, s. A wreath, garland. 2. 

a string, rope, nasi^ddjio Krishna, from 

his mother having in vain endeavoured to 

confine him when a child by a rope passed 

round his belly. 

H. 333^J5)7§^|53rf, 33333ja>r\3oi>T^3 

d ddmdse-pralcdra, ddmdshdya- 

praJcdra, comp. According to rank or class. 

2. by subscription. 

C. 333(51)0 day a, $. A game so called. 2. 

place, abode, 3. straightness, justice, inte¬ 

grity, Uprightness. 

S. <33Ckl) day a, S. Heritage, inheritance. 

2. a present from relations. 3. profit, gain, 

sscrfj £&>, CTccfj sU^sb to turn out profitable, to 

gain. 

S'. 333(5^0^ ddyaha, S. A giver, donor, 

cjscdj^ one who prospers others, as God. 

creeds one who rewards. nsaM 

(bestower of heaven) God. 

C. 333o3o£ko ddyamu, s. Scheme, device, 

sissdo to devise, scheme. 

s. 333ojj®S), 3330^)0 a ddyddi, ddiga, 

s. A distant relation; a descendant from the 

same original male stock, naodrea^ the dis¬ 

tant relationship of this kind, rrecrijsa 

nscdjsr^d) distant relations. 

C. 3330t)o ddi, s. A wet nurse. 

S. 333cOo£) ddini, s. A female donor, as a 

goddess. 0ne who prospers others, 

a goddess. 

0. 333ddra, s. A thread, cord, string, 

rope. 

s. 333 d ddra, s. A wife. ^ ^^arttfowife, 

children, &c. 

S. 333dtf ddraka s. A son, child, infant. 

S. 333df3 ddrana, $. Splitting, dividing, 

cleaving. 

C. Uv'dTvddrane, s. Price, value, charge. 

T. B. 333fjp! ddrane, [nsdrt] Holding, hav¬ 

ing, wearing, maintaining, &c. 

having ashes on the forehead. 

wearing the seeds of the eloeocarpus ganitrus. 

cJjs^ri cradfS having the mind intently fixed 

at devotion. 

S. 333'drf ddrada, s. A certain poison. 2. 

quicksilver. 3. vermilion. 

T. B. c33d3)0rfd, 333tj83Qrf, 333X^0 

ddra-bandara, ddra-banda, ddra- 

vandara, [ns^d worifS] s, a doorframe. 

t^dsiodd a lintel 
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ii. £n>rfojdo&T>oi>:> ddra-saranjdmu, $ 
Wood-ware. 

C. gjddrddhya, $. Strength, firm¬ 

ness. 

C. 33SUD^3 ddrdli, s. A mild, dispassionate 

man. 

C. CsQ ddri, Hoad, way, path. nsQn 

pay for going an .errand. nsS 3?^ 

as o 3^ dzfccfo to lose the way. wacdw 

to rob on the highway. 090 wd^d) highway¬ 

men, footpads, W9©d), <39© so9dd), osO 

travellers. CTOrwJ), <39©ri9d© guarding 

the road. o$0d nsO z&®*r!o t© go astray, 

he lost, go no one knows where. os a 

sijsdo to follow the bent of one’s in¬ 

clinations. 2. to leave in the lurch. 3®a 

gja^d) to shew the way. osO d> a a flying re¬ 

port. one who eats on the road, 

osa wo^, <3®o d®£^, oaO provision for a 

journey. nsQ fear of robbers, tigers, &c. 

in travelling, nso do;S a house by the way- 

side. 0*0* jizi<d», <390 to travel. osO* 

. Akidj travelling shoes, ose* pasturage 

by the way side or in roads, bSct 0 the main 

road. <39© a bye-road, footpath. 

S. . darisu, v. a. To tear, rend, slay. 

<3903 torn, rent, divided. 

C. ddri-soppu, s. A certain 

vegetable said to be a powerful menstruum. 

0. Z5t>'do daru, [for «is9d>j pron. interrog. 

mas. and fem. Who ? osdj® nobody. 

T. B. CTDTjo daru, s. Wood, timber, osd) 

**2, a wooden ladle, osdo Vusd a tank with 

wooden walls, osd) a wooden wheel. 

<39do ornament in wood work, nsdi 

a wooden image of a goddess. <39d> ttysd 

an idol of wood, <39d)djcd> djctid a temple 

•built entirely of wood, ^di <doo3j a machine 

for drawing water, cafo tizji a wooden car. 

d*d<39d) the cedar. 

S. cTStjoT? ddruka, s. The charioteer of 

Krishna. 

S. HPrfop© ddruna, s. Horror, fear. adj. 

Horrible, frightful, terrific. 

T. b. ddru-bandha, s. A door 

frame, a kind of shelf over a door. 

s. ddruharidre, s. Yellow 

sanders, curcuma. 

T. B. E3Ut5 dare, [s®d] s. The sharpness of 

a sword or knife, &c. 

H. Z5^'S^7\oJ\Q ddragugiri, s. Super¬ 

intending the culture and produce of a 

garden. 2. the business of an overseer. 

S. Grabs' ddrdhya, s. Firmness,stability. 

G. CIS pas' ddrne, See and nsdfl. 

s. c3a^E~^jj3)fe3 ddrwdghdta, s. The 

woodpecker. 

c. naejslo^, zjsD o3 ddlachinne, ddl- 
7. &x 

chinne, S. Cinnamon. <39^0^ cinna¬ 

mon oil. 

G. ddlu-chekJce, s. The orna¬ 

mental work of a door-frame. 

s. zrszS, zn>&o'h3 ddva, ddvdgni, 

s. Self Ignited fire in forests. 

C. ddva, [crijsd] pron. interrog. Who, 

which, or what P which man ? 

D9d 3^1 which book!* <39d dJ93o which 

word? 

0. zn>s5pl, ddvani,ddvam- 

Tiagga, s. A long rope to which cattle are 

fastened in rows. <39dr3* dw <3®dri* 

to tie a rope in a straight line, nsdri-rt 

to fasten an ox to a rope. 

C. c3i>^S ddvati, s. Affliction, calamity, 

trouble. <3e>d§dd), <39d§ftj3|Jj to suffer af¬ 

fliction. radS stods to afflict, distress. 

s. Z53*S9$9X$S.ddMrdahanat 

ddvdnalanu, S. A wild forest fire. ’ 

C. STDSddo ddvadu, [cdWrio] pr0. interrog. 

neut. Which thing ? 

0. ddvanu, [cdnddfjjw. interrog. 

mas. Which, who. <39dd9nd® any one, 

whosoever. 

T. B. ddvara, See o»aS. 

C. era9^? ddvali, s. A blanket, white 

cumbly. 

0. ddvalu, [cdssdtfo] pro. interrog. 

fem. Which woman ? 

H. c3a53'3c3i>'d ddnaddra, s. A prosecutor, 

complainant. S3;5 a complaint, suit. 

c. nus3-Df^5.rs>z& ddvdshe-mddu, v. a. 

To plaster, to smooth plaster. 

h. Z3utS, t3'ss3'3 ddve, ddva, s. A suit, 

claim, complaint. <3955<39d a complainant. 

<39d to claim. 
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C. cTSl! ddsha, s. A fisherman. 

8. o's'etjcj) ddsharathi, [son of Dasha- 

ratha] s. Bama. 

S. ddsharhanu, s. Krishna. 

S. ddshtika, s. Boldness, courage, 

confidence. 2. bouncing, bullying, blustering. 

3. power, authority, adj. Blustering, storm¬ 

ing blustering, bouncing. 

to bluster, bully. 

S. ddshtydnta, s. A thing 

illustrated by or compared to another. 

S. ZTSco, CSrooSo^, cowrie) ddsa, dds- 

ayya, ddsari, s. A Vishnuite mendicant. 

S. c3Dre^0 ddsanu, s. A male servant, 

slave. 2. [ort] a fisherman. 3. a Shudra. 

slavery, servitude, bondage. d"»?, 

a prostitute. o»b, naStfa a female 

servant or slave. 2. a prostitute. 

c. ddsara-hdvu, s. A very 

large species of snake. 

S. STSrj^DPc), Z3'Sro3T)^’ ddsavdna, dd- 

savdla, s. The China rose. 

C. ddsdlada-gida, s. The 

plant Hibiscus rosa chinensis. nad'S's'rS 

the flower of it. 

S. dase'ra, adj. Born of a servant 

or slave. 

S. ddseraJca, S. A camel. 

C. ddso-matha, s. A place 

where Jangam priests are entertained. 

S. CJSco^ ddsya, s. Slavery, bondage. 

S. £T55o ddha, s. Thirst, ardent desire. 2. 

fire, burning. A/s|(o, to be 

thirsty. to quench thirst. 

C. Z5i>$ ddla, s. The counterpoise for any 

vessel put in scales. 2. a board for playing 

at dice. to make equipoise. 

C. c3t>^AT>c£b ddla-gdi, s. Vegetables 

fried in ghee or oil. 

C. 557)^3 ddla-hdku, v. a. To tie a 

cow’s hind legs. 

sacking. a funeral pile made with 

cakes of dried cow-dung, s^rio to be 

sacked or plundered, otv cts? sSvatl 

to sack or pillage. 

T. B. cT^OSy ddlimba, [safest)] s. The 

pomegranate. 

A. c. Z5^dalikkw, ddlidu, 

v. n. To run away. 

A. C. ddlu, s. Lustre, brightness. 

S. Z3ug:7>a3:>p§ ddkshdyani, s. A lunar 

asterism in general. 2. the goddess Pdrvati. 

rrsTscdorf^ p-sijS (husband of Pdrvati) Shiva. 

(son of Pdrvati) Ganesha. 

s. ddkshinatya, adj. 

Southern. 

S. ddkshinya, s. A kind of re¬ 

gard, attention, or civility, which is inspired 

only by a person’s presence; kindness shewn 

with an immediate or remote view to one’s 

own interest. 2. concord, harmony, agree¬ 

ment. 3. partiality. 4. respect, consider¬ 

ation. 6. kindness, compassion, adj. Pow¬ 

erful. ;!£>(>&> to regard kindly or with 

partiality, a kindness, attention, 

or regard only shewn in a person’s presence. 

2. flattery, si>®, stx»3r, 

a person of reputation, weight, or dis¬ 

tinction. 2. one who is kind or gracious. 

out of respect to you I was silent. 3fJttfcsW 

7j0 unto sfdfto the present king is very 

gracious. tS^ zSstoFjJczi® sJd 

tfozSji risior>#j4oOTfeJ3ti& all men 

praise Dharmaraya as a truly just and kind 

man. whoosh he has 

promised more than he can accomplish, he 

has undertaken more than he can get 

through. impartiality. *^5* ^ 

$*\ii flo not be partial to him. 

*%% *5*, t° give up out of 

kindness or respect for one. 

S. tjO^ dinka, s. A nit, the egg of a louse. 

C. Z*o-&Z&3 dinkidu, y. a. To cross, trans¬ 

gress, exceed. 2. to jump, leap. 

C. £>o&ai>;3o dindiganu, 

dindiyanu, s. A stout man. 2. a cruel 

man. Boa&fi, BoartefS stoutness. 2. cruelty'. 

£ioc3o dindu, S. A cushion, bolster, pil¬ 

low. 2. the round stalk inside a plantain 

tree. 3. a buttress. 4. the block of wood 

used in a weeding machine. 5. strength. 

adj. Stout, thick. 2. substantial, as food. 
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art 

&°Si tfWSj to bind a garment with thick folds. 

m=>^°jo Sort) the round inside of a plantain 

tree. a pillow. sS&oi) Borto the 

thick bands at the back of a book for holding 

the leaves together, vstrtzj Borto the thick 

bars on which the planks of a native door are 

fastened. Borto a round stick large at 

each end, used to throw up and catch by the 

end. aoroaijj to throw up a stick and catch 

it by one of the ends. aorto rtrtscj to prostrate 

with profound reverence, or stiffly as a log. 

2. to knock down straight. aorto a stout 

arm. Borto 3rtoS» to take the inside from a 

plantain tree. Sorto a large block of 

wood above the iron plate in a weeding ma¬ 

chine. &oz& a small bundle of straw. 

Bozao the block of wood in a sowing 

machine, Borto Bozlo Borto ib^vb to 

become stout, £°do a stout body, 

c. SiOTio'riaojoo dindu-dariyu, v. a. To 
deprive one of strength. 

C. £>o?fc*J<6 dindu-palle, s. The inside of 

the plantain tree, used as a vegetable. 

A. c. dindurulu, v. n. To fall 

or roll over like a log; to be slain, die. 

tii'* , Bortodw^o to kill. 

C. £>OZ§ dinde, adj. Strong. 2. heady, rash. 

3. huge, prowess. 2. hugeness. 3. 

rashness. BoSdjrsi stnsb, Borf^ sirerto to be 

rash. aoiS^ an obstinate speech, a rash 

expression. 

C. dinne, s. A hillock, hill, eminence, 

rising ground. Bo;?^ a rising ground. 

B°^ s*rto bill and dale. ao^t ^rtccto to level 

down high ground. 

o. dimmane, adv. Quickly. 

0. EtoSo, dimmi, dimme, s. a 

wedge. 2. a wooden cork. 3. a log of tim¬ 

ber. Bo So the base end of a small 

drum. Bo£» the base of a double 

drum, warszi BoSoo the under part of a rock¬ 

et. tooSottccb B&So a wooden cork. .BoShre 

a stick for measuring the size of rings, 

bracelets, &c. w»tttib, Bo*^ tSosacdw to 

beat the base end of a drum. the 

under part of a rocket to burst in the hand. 

to rub the base end of a drum 

with a composition to make it sound well. 

A. c. dimmitu, $. A large thing. 

A. C. &oOi&'db dimmidiru, s. Brahmans, 

those who are considered great persons. 

C. £hos3oo dimmu, s. Pain. *«J'fco;fc» the 

head-ache. BcstooBdirto the ears to tingle with 

excessive fatigue, faintness, &c. v. n. To be 

large, great, eminent, v. a. To push, shove. 

0. dimme'ru, v. n. To be proud, 

heady, high-minded. 

H. £>33^), EsO'S'^) dikdvu, dikhdvu, s. 

Excellent, engaging, or interesting in person, 

manners, or talents. 

C. dikkatandale, adv. Quick¬ 

ly. 2. tacitly, silently. 

T. b. dikkarisu, [^Mb] v. a. 
To despise, contemn, censure, reproach. 

S. dikku, $. Region, space, corner 

or quarter of the world, a point of the com¬ 

pass, side or direction. 2. shelter, asylum, 

refuge, protection. a-^riSJ an orphan, one 

who has nothing to depend upon. a-^ejrf 

destitute, forlorn, unprotected. steeo assort 

from every part, a^ the eight points 

of the compass. four points of the 

compass. B#4 rttig^do to run away, flee in 

confusion not knowing whither. ,&#4 B-^rt 

lo to run in every direction. 

to be lost, gone, rained. &*4 a 

to be a protection or support to one. 

a^V-1 a prayer addressed to the seve¬ 

ral points of the compass when commencing 

a dance, a**4°$rttfo the fabulous elephants 

at the points of the compass. rtos^o 

to conquer the world. a-a^Srttfj 

the regents of the points of the compass, a 

*4 £*4 lidortodco wandering about in every 

direction. ^4 a»c£u, a #4 asrao support, a 

r»rij a^S^, Brt^ortu the several points of 

the compass. 

A. c. dikke-kakke, s. A point 

of the compass, quarter, direction. 

S. EbAOSod dig-ambara, adj. Naked, un¬ 

covered. 

S. Eao^ dig-anta, s. The horizon. 

0. E a E A diga-diga, s. The noise occa¬ 

sioned by a quick motion of the feet, art art 

^rorfcdw, art art SjvcciM to make a noise with 

the feet. 

S. E a dig-adhiparu, s. The re¬ 

gents of the eight points. 
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S, dig-ibha, s. An elephant of one 

of the points of the compass. 

c. £i7\o<°o digilu, digulu, s. Fear, 

alarm. 2. cowardice. 

C, E±J\cjo digisu, v. a, To humble, bring 

down, 

S, bXai dig-gaja, s. An elephant of one 

of the points of the compass, the 

eastern elephant; 3)ose^ the south western; 

sssiojJ the southern; wssjcocS the south west¬ 

ern; wofcjjS the western; the north 

western; ffasfFsjysrio the northern; 

the north eastern. The female elephants, their 

wives, in the same order, are ws2)«i», Jjo 

?!<£, w;£>3jSj, MoiosJrf r, ;&>rJo©, wcfcj;5, eso&i?ra;j©. 

C. A^iS diggune, adv. Immediately, quick¬ 

ly- 

S- Si a. digdha, adj. Smeared, anointed. 

S. dig-bandhane, s. A general 

charm to keep off all evils. Brjor?^ to* to 

perform such a charm by incantations, &c. 

s. £>7CQjo8 dig- 

bhrume, dig-bhramane, dig-bhranti, 

s. Giddiness. 2. roaming, wandering. 3. 

bewilderment, confusion. 

s. dig-wdrte, s. News from 

different directions. 

S. dig-vijayu, s. Universal con¬ 

quest. 

T. B. dita, adj. True, right, not 

false. 

T. B. ditta, adj. Confident,bold. 

2. powerful, courageous. B^nsPa very 

clever man. B^srsB properly. Bk^ to 

be firm, stable. 2. to agree, suit. 

T. B. ditti, s. Sight, vision. B 

a curiosity, phenomenon. Breaks, 

to see at a distance. seen 

at a distance. to see. 

v. cans. To attract, arrest the eye, to 

make see. B^ to remove the effects of 

evil looks. 

T. B. b’d ditha, See BU. 

T. B. tjzi dida, [fyfl adj. Firm. 2. able, 

3. true. 4. solid. 5. much. Ajs^, bjS 

to be firm. B& to speak firmly. B 

a man of firmness. BS strong or 

true evidence. 

SO 

C. ftcsSjTijS dida-didane, adv. Quickly. 

C. Sjci didi, s. A cattle clog. 

C. diddi, s. A back door. 2. a wicket- 

gate or sally-port. 3. a hole. Ba ^ ^oadccki 

to bore a hole. Ba^ to squeeze through 

a narrow place, bb ^ na& a bye-road. aa ^ 

ararito a wicket-gate; a sally-port. 

C. £>c| dime, s. A mound, hill, hillock. 

S. Sj3 diti, s. One of the wives of Kashyapa, 

and mother of the giants. a© 3oai, a© 

a giant. B© the titans or giants. 

S. didhishu, $. A virgin widow re¬ 

married. B^^o si© the husband of a woman 

twice married. 

s. dina, s. A day. B?i a?s skrf, a 

f* the sun. B?i God, as ten 

million times brighter than the sun. B^vOa© 

daily hire. Bs< a?, a?f riK, B;5<; B£, B^sSafir 

$ daily. B£ t stersto??, B?S B?i A 

B, daily news. B?iK®7^ a lost day. B^ ^crior 

daily conduct. Bftrisf a very old man. 

B?f iJoswo to push on time. B^ the 

morning. B£ si^r^ daily established fee. B 

B^ sraB a diary, day-book. B?faaO^ c 

a diary, daily account. B?re& morning. B?so 

d, Bjrsjjjtsji the evening. 

H. £j^)7oo, &^)coo£)^\63 dinasu, 

dinisu, dinisu-dippate, s. A kind, sort. 

2. goods in general. 

H. dinadi, ad;. Silly, simple, foolish. 

See under B?f. 

S. dinesha, [lord of day] s. The sun. 

T. B. dipa, s. An elephant 

A. c. dibba, s. Fire. 

C. dibbana, s, A wooden stopple or 

cork. 

c. dibbanadavaru, s. 

Persons who are married. 2. the friends who 

have come to a marriage. 

0. £>ax> dibbalu, diblu, $. Mud, 

mire. 2. a rugged, uneven road. 43 ^ 

to sink in the mud. 

C. dibbi, s. Money buried in the earth. 

2. a hillock, hill, heap. 3. the buttock. a 

to break wind. B^ =#ja3j to give 

money from the hoard. Btf^ to bring 

out the hoard. 
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A. c. dibbirike, dib- 

bilike, s. Being aware, being on one’s guard. 

C* dibbe, s. A hillock, eminence, heap. 

Brf nwi the hall of the foot. 

C‘ dibbevu, s. Hoarded money, 

to find hidden treasure. Be? ^ 

& to dig up hidden money. 

C. £joi>do dimaru, s. Any irritation in the 

skin. 

H. dimaku, s. Insolence, haugh¬ 

tiness, arrogance, pride, disdain. a;fe>-a-^jj 

a haughty, insolent person. to 

shew haughtiness, he insolent. 

H. £)§" dil, s. The mind. 

S. dilipa, s. A celebrated king de¬ 

scended from the sun. 

S. diva, $. The sky, heaven. 2. day 

S. £)£>co divasa, s. A day. 

S. divas-pati, [regent of the sky] 

s. Indr a. 2. [lord of day] the sun. 

S. div-akara, [maker of day] s. 

The sun. 

S. S3-?) -S- ^ 3 s- diva-kirti, s. A barber, 

(whom it is unlucky to mention except in the 

day time.) 

H. EboSeipO divana, s. A palace, court. Bus 

government house. Busmtocb per. 

sons belonging to government. Bus^ns^ a 

public or government order. 

H. divunu, s. The head native offi¬ 

cer of a court or cutcherry. Bss^j pS a 

public or revenue office. Bus?Jo a public 

room or hall. 

H. divdnd, s. A fool, idiot, 

s. £>31)8^0^, £jS7)0 divd-bhita, divdn- 

dha, s. An owl. Bussp^i* a man wj10 js 

timid in the day time. Bus jiorij mid-day. 

Bot uaSj flay and night. 

H. divdl, s. A wall. 

H. divdli, s. Bankruptcy, Busy sl®« 

^ a bankrupt. Bus¥ becoming 

completely ruined in business. Bs«¥ Siv’o, a 

^dcdoo, Bnsv ^ to become insol¬ 

vent, bankrupt. 

S. divi, s. Heaven, the sky. B^wdo, a 

the demi-gods. BSssB a giant, as 

the enemy of the gods. 

C. £>a<s3 diviti, See a^§3. 

S. divi-ndyaka, [kingofhea- 

ven] s. Indra. 

S. divikshmdja, s. The tree of 

paradise. 

S. divya, adj. Divine, celestial. 2. 

beautiful, agreeable, excellent, supernatural. 

Brfj the city of Indra. BUj Indra, 

the regent of paradise. Bsf^ partaking of 

a divine nature. Bs^ dors an excellent dis¬ 

position. Bs^ rrecrfo^ a celestial chorister. 

b^5 riorf a delightful fragrance. 

s. £j^, disha, dishe, s. A point of 

the compass, quarter of the world, direction, 

side, space, region. the horizon. 

S‘ ^^3 dishta, s. Fortune, fate, destiny, 

good or ill-luck. 2. time. 

T. B dishti, [tJjSJjj'] s. Sight, seeing. 

2. the influence of evil looks. BS^ to 

be affected by evil looks. Bi^ Sdcrfoo to re¬ 

move the effects of evil looks. Bt^ to 

affect by evil eyes or looks. 

A. 0. £>°o63 dinte, s. A hillock, rising 

ground. 

C. di-kollu, V. a. To butt, as 

rams, &c. ° 

C. dltu, s. Equality, conformity, re¬ 

semblance. adj. Equal, conforming to, re¬ 

sembling. a<» 

^ 13 to be equal, resemble, be in confor¬ 

mity with. B^bwb, a^faa*fi#5b an equal, fel¬ 

low. B^lb to make equal, make con¬ 

form. 

S. dvna, adj. Poor, indigent, needy, 

distressed. 2. humble, timid, cringing. a^?< 

a mild temper. B^fi dors a meek, ti¬ 

mid, or cringing disposition. B^- k?? poor 

people. B^^j, poverty, indigence, hu¬ 

mility. dcdisv’o, B^?S Q0(J3 the 

succonrer of the poor. 

S. dinar a, s. A gold mohur or any 

current gold coin. 

S. dip a, s. A lamp. B^sJ doi? a lamp 

stand. B^sS to raise the wick of a lamp. 

B^ri djsdj a niche for a lamp, a lantern. B^ 

** a ceremony of persons looking upon 



a lamp as a completing act of purification, 

on the eleventh day after a relative’s decease. 

P’ocrs aty a lamp kept constantly burning near 

an idol. a lamp elevated in the 

air. ©00200, put 

out a lamp. &X$ zjsi>&) to trim a lamp. 

a festival, with noctur¬ 

nal illuminations on the first day of the eighth 

month. 

S. dip alia, s. Small cummin. 2. rhe¬ 

torical beauty, a certain elegance of construc¬ 

tion. 3. a particular bird. 

S. dipa-dhwaja, s. A lamp- 

stand. 

S. dipana, s. Hunger. 2. the po¬ 

wer of digestion, 

S. dipani, s. Bishop’s weed seed or 

2. Fenugreek. 

S. dipdndha, s. A bandicoot or 

large rat. 

s. £^‘£reuT>Zj>^ dip-drddhane, s. Light¬ 

ing many lamps in a temple, as an act of 

worship. 

S. b dipti, s. Light, lustre, splendour, 

brilliance. 2. beauty. 3. Agni. adj. 

Luminous, splendid, radiant, glaring. 2. 

burnt. 

S. dipya, s. Bishop’s weed seed. 2. 

cummin seed. 

T. b. £>£83, £^s3alS dibi, dibi-gadde, 

s. An island. 

S. £>?3d:>r\j dimasa, S. An expedient, stra¬ 

tagem, contrivance. 2. courage. 

C. dimu, s. Indolence, sloth, laziness. 

2. slight pain or indisposition. 

b^oj SoBcrioo to be heavy or slightly indispos¬ 

ed. 2. to be slothful. 

S. dirgha, adj. Long. s. The long 

form of a vowel, the letter t- great 

enmity, aaJjs^tb to read slowly. 

s. dirgha-kdshi, [long 

shelled] s. A muscle. 

s. dirgha-darshi, [long 

sighted] s. A prophet, seer, a wise, learned, 

or experienced man. Bty>rdSr?>s(j prophecy. 

B^Jr rftSr;S zStyo to prophesy, 

s. dirgha- 
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shay ana, dirgha-nidre, [long sleep] s. 

Death. 

s. dirgha- 

warna, dirghdkshara, s. Any long vo¬ 

wel. 

s. dirgha-sutranu, s. 

An endless, unpractical scheme. 

S, dirghdvati, s. The city of 

Nirriti. his wife. 

S, dirghike, s. A pond. 

0. divane, divine, s. A 

blessing, benediction. £>%£$ 3z5o 

to be blessed. to bless. 

c. divalige-habba, s. A 

feast on the first lunar day of the eighth 

month, waving lamps, illuminating the 

houses and streets all night, &c. 

T. B. £^£)7\ divige, [a^w] s. A lamp. 

a^art TifitS a religious observance 

with lamps. tfoi? a lamp stand. 

fix to light a lamp, ^rtaioo, B^S) 

to put out a lamp. 

c. £>(;£><s3, diviti, divi- 

tige, divati, S. A torch, flambeau. 

tSy'&o the light of a torch. SoBcda 

to carry a torch, ^ a small torch. 

f£ier®0 a^aUrf a large torch in an iron vessel, 

arf aflambeaux arranged in the form 

of a ladder and carried before persons of dis¬ 

tinction. a^aiirtcdoaja, a^a8cd>«s;to a torch 

earner, a masalclii. an allow¬ 

ance for a public torch. &^aS3<; xiersrfn ma¬ 

king obeisance to public officers on lighting 

the lamps of an evening. 

T. B. divu, An island. 

s. £>!°g* dikshe, s. The initiatory or prepa¬ 

ratory ceremony of a sacrifice, &c. 2. a vow, 

a resolve, under penalty, to accomplish any 

thing. 3. undertaking a service, austerities, 

&c. embracing a peculiar belief and profes¬ 

sion. tf&zh to undertake, enter upon a 

religious observance, duty, &c. to 

appoint certain duties, as a guru, to his dis¬ 

ciples. &XX, rtvtd to abstain from 

shaving during a wife’s pi-egnancy, &c. 

c. rSoovzio, dunku, 

dunkidu, dunki-bidu, v. n. To jump, 

leap down. 



C. doo do duntalladu, v. n. To rock, 

be uneven.® 

D. dood dundi, s. A woman. 2. a female’s 

bracelet. 

C. dood'ft;3'?\d, doodX^Xd dundigina- 

gida, dundige-gida, s. The tree Jatro- 

pha curcas. 

C. dood® dundili, s. A musk rat or shrew. 

C. doodo dundu, adj. Round, globular, s. 

Roundness, a sphere, spheroid. 2. the crown 

of the head. 3. a bracelet. 4 vicinity. d)o 

round, spherical, circulai’, globular. d>o 

rad =#£, tiioso a round plump hand or arm. 

rhoz& ^z3ri, zl)c&> 13$ a round bracelet. doosl) 

to be round. d)o&) riot?' a round pillar, 

the Jasminum sambac. *&o&> do® 

a round plump face. d)oz& sSjsjsj to make 

round, d)ozSrt roundly, spherically. d)oz& at 

^ a circular tray. 

C. doododl)7\ dundu-salige, s. The mid¬ 

dle stay of a warp. 

C. doodo dundu, adj. Prodigal, wasteful, 

extravagant, djcdorrad, a prodigal, 

spendthrift, squanderer, carouser. dootbrap 

rhraU prodigality, waste. 

S. doodoSp dundubhi, s. The fifty-sixth 

year of the Hindu cycle of sixty. 2. a drum. 

S. dooTjddTSd dundhumdra, $. The 

name of a king. 2. a cat. 3. a sort of red 

worm, 4 the smoke of a house. 

c. doottopf,, dooduDdj dumpardsh- 

me, dumparashtra, s. A medicinal root 

so called. 

C. doogyaCJ dumb ala, s. A rent free village. 

0. doosys1^1 dumbala, s. Trouble, sorrow, 

vexation. 

C. doodoE^, doodooSj- dummachi, dum- 

muchi, s. The crupper of a saddle. 

T. B. doodod, doodod, d.odo^ dum- 

mana, dummara, dummala, [a*r 

*,*PS] s. Grief, sorrow, distress. djoaos? 

to afflict, cause grief. 

T. B. doodj«>d dummdna, [dastard Grief, 

from humbled pride, diosto^jrart) to be mor¬ 

tified. 

C. rfoo&o^., doo^odo, doodooXo dum- 

mikku, dummidu, dummuku, v. n. To 

leap or jump down, alight quickly. 

c. doodoo dummu, s. Dust, 

dust to settle on any thing, d)os?oo to 

shake off the dust, doosfoo ss&h^Uiqifo ^js^f!j 

to leave a place in displeasure, doosto svad) to 

throw dust upon others in anger. 

S. do°SD duhkha, s. Grief, sorrow, afflic¬ 

tion, distress, unhappiness. 2. pain, dossj 

3j&>, rfjssj Ajs^o, rijssa^Jo to be grieved, sorrow¬ 

ful, mourn, be pained, dosso^d sorrowful, 

distressing, djgso dogsod^^j, dissa, dos 

a sorrowful person, dosto a 

miserable existence. dasso SstojS, rhsso $so3 

abatement of grief, subsiding of sorrow, dos 

sosiwFd a sea of grief, dos so dad), dos so =#oo 

d) to distress, give pain, cause grief, dosaoas 

do, dos so d§oo grief to subside, **>«&» 

ft very grievously, dossodscdrad the exhaus¬ 

tion occasioned by grief, doss&^dtfdod conso¬ 

lation. 

II. dos^o, do^D^-s dukdnu, dukdnd, 

s. A shop. doTsdodad a shop-keeper. do?a 

d® <ddo, do=!Ri??s ®s^o to set up a shop. 

D. do?f^"do dukaru, s. The former and lat¬ 

ter rain. 

D. doBt)^ dukdli, adj. Double, as cloth. 

d)¥®¥ M°ft a double cloth jacket, 

^ to double cloth by quilting it, &c. 

T. B. do-S^e> dukila, See ddosw. 

D. doXof^, doXoao dukuni, dukulu, 

adj. Double, as a cloth. 

S. doXoSJ&i dultula, s. A silk, muslin, or o- 

ther costly garment. 

T. B. do5^ dukka. See dosso. 

T. B. dod^d dukkara, adj. Diffi¬ 

cult to be done. 

C. 0ojo dukkalisu, v. n. To rise on 

the stomach. 

T. B. do^ dukki, adj. Ploughed, dressed, 

tilled, as a field. ds®d) to prepare ground 

for sowing. 

T. B. doM dukhkha. See rfisw. 

T. B. do a duga, [a^] s. A couple, pair, a 

deuce at games. 

T. B. doXeS^o duga-bilu, v. n. To lose, 

djri iSri a a i0Ser. 
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V. B. do7\od dugiida, See . 

H. doAiW dugula, See r^^v. 2. one six¬ 

teenth, of a pagoda. 

T, b. do?\ dugga. See ^a!f. 

C. zSoAD duggdni, s. A copper coin 

worth two pie. riorrs c3ccb3 a worthless per¬ 

son. zhn^ri<> a low harlot. 

C. do7\o daggu, s. SmalT straw, chop¬ 

ped or trodden to pieces. 2. sticks, straw, &c., 

in vegetables,; &c. <&> to give 

trodden straw to cattle, to shake 

off litter, zbdo doosto, ckrfo. rfow litter and 

dust. shrio Srtcciw to pick vegetables clean; 

ziorid^ to become dirty, s&s&i to 

tread or heat straw to pieces; 

&. do7^ dugdha, s. Milk, ** & 

mrsFiJ the milk sea. 

S. diA ^ dugdhaka, s. Asclejpias rosea, 

and other species. 

T. B. dugdhe, [*,* ] S. Enmity, ha¬ 

tred, envy. 2. a vain hope, disappointment, 

chagrin. 3. weariness of body or mind, ex¬ 

haustion, weakness, to 

he envious, &e. 

T. B. dofe5, dutta, See dost. 
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C. dudike, s. Service. 2. acquisition, 

property, to serve, work. 2. to 

acquire. to lay up money. 

=#osjSj to give property. 

C. didcdii dudiyu, v. n. To labour,, do 

house work, &c. v. a. To obtain, get wealth. 

z5oS>do to cause to serve. 2. to cause to obtain. 

industrious. atl industrious 

woman. 

A. C. didootf' dudunche, S. Going abroad, 

taking a ride. 

C. dodoodi dudumme, adv. Suddenly. 2. 

C. didi^o duduku, s. Hurry, flurry, rash¬ 

ness, precipitance, inconsiderateness. 2. the 

follies of children. 3. violence, injustice, adj. 

Rash, inconsiderate, foolish. 2. wicked. 

t&waft to accuse falsely, *3^ do 

not be precipitate. & to be rash or hasty. 

2. to use violence. 

C. didododo^^o dudududunelu, v. n. 

To rise up quickly or suddenly. 

C. dododo dudume, S. Property- 

d a man of property. skado to make 

money.- a fat woman. 

C. dido duddu, s. A copper coin worth four 

pie. 2. a club. covetousness- 

a skin-flint. d)S|W the game of chuck- 

farthing. «*» to draw money out of one 

by artifice, &c. 

c. dodo^^js^o, dodo 7^®^o duddu-ko- 

lu, duddu-golu, s. A stick with a broad 

bottom used to mash vegetables. 

A. c. dodojolS-, •dodojO^S- dudrunche, 

dudrunche, s. A harlot. 

G. doc£>odjd^ dudhum-pravesha, s. 

Adventure, hazard, daring, fool-hardiness, 

a venturesome man. 

C. doSDt), do®D S dutdri, duttdri, adj. 

Corded, as muslin. *>% 

a cloth or garment of corded material. 

t. b. do^jsd, doaos a?\d duttura, 

dutturi-gida, tfj s. The thorn ap¬ 

ple, Datura fastuosa. » 

c. dodo ■^i®a't5 duddu-pogare, s. A 

goldsmith’s tool for making rings round. 

T. B. dod}fc3, -dodfeS duppati, dupati, 

[a^B] s. A sheet, table cloth, a cloth thrown 

loosely over the body. **>$« ■»*** a 

sheet for a bed. «^8* a gold striped 

cloth. a red one. 

a light red one. cans® rt a red 

brown one* sodsScrfiW to put a clotli on* 

c. ZidTjyS duppane, adv. Suddenly. 

c. doby dod^ duppi, duppe, s. The 

spotted deer. 

c. dodg'd =5^ duppe'-rakta, s. Calamus 

draco. 

c. dosoodosoo dubudubu, s. The sound 

of a kind of drum. 

C. doSODd, do3oi>^ dubdri, dubdli, adj. 

Prodigal, wasteful, improvident, uneconomi¬ 

cal. rSjwsSsifS prodigality, want of economy, 

bad management. to be prodi¬ 

gal, waste, a prodigal, spend¬ 

thrift, bad manager. savior wasteful 

and needless expense. 

t. b. diay^rJ, doBit-U, doepx)l\ dubd- 
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si, dubashi, dubhdshi, [a^tA] s> An 

interpreter, one who knows two languages. 

2. commonly used for a butler, agent, pur¬ 

chaser. 

c. dodoe£, dodooa? dumachi, dnmu- 

chi, s. The crupper of a saddle. 

<C. dodo&> dumadi, s. A small kind of 

double headed drum. 

C. dodododocSo^o duma-duma-yenu, 

v. n. To sound, as a drum. 

C. dodoo^o dumuku, v. n. To leap or jump 

down, alight quickly. 

H. dicOo duy. See ^"fo¬ 

il. doo3o^o duyyam, adj. Secondary, 

subordinate. a secondary or ju¬ 

nior master. 

S. doo, doco, dol^, dog dur, dus, dusk, 

duh, A Sanscrit prefix denoting, Bad, ill, 

wicked, difficult. 2. inferior, bad, vile, con¬ 

temptible. 3. prohibition. 

A. C. dod dura, s. War, battle. 2. ade¬ 

quate strength. 3. mature age. 

H. dodo?\ durangi, adj. Differently co¬ 

loured on both sides, as some cloths. 

C. dodosB durangi, &. The custard-apple 

tree. riitioeS the custard-apple. 

5. dotio'g dur-anta, adj. Endless. 

c. doti5?J3^o dura-gollu, v. a. To fight. 

6. dodd^dY dur-adrishta, s. Misfor¬ 

tune. 

c. CbdzS durade, s. An itching. rhdzJ Aa 
to itch, feel an irritation in the skin. 

S. dod$dj®;3 dur-abhimdna, s. Vani¬ 

ty, presumption. 2. supporting or protect¬ 

ing the wicked. a vain, presump¬ 

tuous person. 

s. dodepr^d dur-abhydsa, s. A bad 

practice or habit. 

s. dj-rfd/ttid dur-avagaha, adj. Diffi¬ 

cult of apprehension or comprehension. 2. 

difficult of access or passage. 

s. doddd dur-avasthe, s. A disastrous 

situation. 

II. dod<\b dura&tu, adj. Proper, well, 

right. r&Crb, si®* to repair, put in order. 

S. dodda^vd dur-ahanhdra, s. Pre¬ 

sumption, vanity. ri>d^o:rae a vain, presump¬ 

tuous person. 

e. dod^ duraja, See zbrhtf. 

s. dorredd durdgata, adj. Bad, worth- 

S. douzies^d dur-dchdra, s. A bad cus¬ 

tom, usage, or observance. 2. wicked con¬ 

duct. 

S. tixJ7>]^dur-dtma, An evil or wicked 

spirit. a wicked'man, sinner. 

H. doETDC&i durdi, s. Protestation. 2. a 

citation on the part, or in the name, of the 

Government, to arrest any one, or to oblige 

one to come to justice. rbcrecBo vjjascaj 

tbosctu to arrest, cite on the part, 

or in the name, of the Government, 

s. dou^Dt/Z^i^o dur-drddhyanu, s_ a 
head or chief of bad men. 

S. doUD^ dur-ashe, s. A vain or forlorn 

hope, an unattainable desire. 

5. doe^ durita, s. Sin, crime. 

A. C. dodoosS^d durumbitana, & In¬ 

ebriation, surfeit. 

C. dodo a^o durugalu, s. Orts, leavings. 

See oc«en. 

C. dodoceo dltrusu, s. Speed, velocity, im¬ 

petuosity. 2. strength, stoutness, tightness, 

rinbstift impetuously, speedily. 

n. dododo dur us tv,, See . 

c. dodo^ durula, adj. Wicked, had, cor¬ 

rupt. wickedness. rSorSov1 a 

bad word. a bad, wicked man. 

6. dodj^odd durodara, s. Gaming, a 

C. do^s- dur Its, s. The grunt of Indian 

cattle, rhifsswo, to snort. 

durga- S. do A S', 

sthdna, $, A hill-fort, castle, 

s. doAS-ozjo dur-gandha, s. A stink, 

stench, fetid smell. 

S. doA£"8 dur-gati, A bad destiny, 

hell. 

s. do as"SoTJ) durga-patha, $. A bad road. 

S. dods-do dur-gama, adj. Inaccessible, 

impassable, (unattainable, difficult of access, 

s. doTvas-ApradB durgd-ganapati, & 

Ganesha, the son of Parvati. 



do£r doni5F 

S. rfoA'SS'cjSTo durgd-ddsa, s. A devo¬ 

tee of Pdrvati. 

s. do7VBS'zS^Si, doTvE", doles' durgd- 

devi, durgi, durge, $. Pdrvati. 

tS&xi Shiva. 

s. do/nos"ps dur-guna, s. A bad disposi¬ 

tion, bad temper, corrupt nature, ad;'. Ill- 

natured. 

s. do^s- bi, dodos'&3;3 dur-ghata, 

duf-ghatane, adj. Difficult of attainment. 

r y an object difficult to accomplish. 

S. dous'd dur-jana, s. Wicked people. 

adj. Mischievous, malicious, J&Wr;S =F®csfir 

a mischievous act; or a deed of the wicked. 

S. do&J-ssrll dur-jdti, s. A disreputable 

caste. 

S. dods- ;§ dur-dashe, $. A misfortune, 

bad condition. 

S. dodc~^3 dur-dina, s. A cloudy day. 2. 

a day of sorrow. 

S. ‘dorfU)S-^ dur-dusha, s. A great evil, 

heinous sin. 

S. dous'd dur-dhara, 'adj. Unbearable. 

2. difficult of attainment. 

S. do<$sX\S" dur-dharsha, adj. Envi¬ 

ous, intolerable, envy. 

an envious man. 

S. & c. doj3E“d^ dur-nadate, s. Bad 

conduct. a man of bad conduct. 

g. doj^s-Q^o dur-naya, adj. Coarse, not 

fine. 

S. d^E'd dur-nara, s. A bad, wicked 

man. 

g. dojS'SS'do dur-ndma, s. Disgrace, in¬ 

famy, ill-fame. 

g. do^s'^ete^ddo dur-nitahdraru, s. 

Unwise, foolish persons. 2. weak or wicked 

rulers. 

S. Cb^E~^ 3 dur-niti, s. Unwholesome in¬ 

struction, bad advice, corrupt doctrine, error. 

2. misrule, bad government. 

S. & C. do^SE*d;3o dur-nevanu, s. A bad 

excuse, poor pretence. 

S. doBo='£',do3oE-^’ dur-bala, dur-bala, 

s. Weakness, impotency. a weak 

man. 

g. doeSs^Sd dur-bija, adj. Of bad family, 

of disreputable descent. 

s. dosoos"d dur-buddhi, s. A bad dispo- 

sition, wicked mind. 2. folly, want of sense. 

s. dur-bodhane, 

dur-budhe, s. Bad advice. rferiUryft 

to give bad advice, to persuade to- 

what is evil. 

g. do£^E~7\ dur-bhage, S. An unfortunate, 

unhappy woman, a woman not loved by her 

husband. 

s. dous'd dur-bhara, adj. Insupport¬ 

able, intolerable. 

S. doejrsrsj^ dur-bhdske, s. Abuse, op¬ 

probrious language. 

S. Cbepc’g* dur-bhiksha, s. Famine, 

dearth, scarcity. 

S. dodos-3 dur-mati, s. The fifty-fifth 

year of the Hindu cycle of sixty. 2. an evil 

mind. 

s. dodos- d dur-mana, s. An evil mind. 

g. dodoe dro dur-marana, s. An un¬ 

timely death. 

S. dodJeJE-AE- dur-mdrga, s. Wicked¬ 

ness, vice. adj. Bad, vicious, wicked. ^ 

wickedness, viciousness. zbti&r 

eJjrfrarnr, a wicked per¬ 

son. sbsfasrrirsifjs to do wickedly. 

S. dodoo^a) dur-mulchi, s. The thirtieth 

year in the Hindu cycle of sixty. 2. one 

with an angry face. 3. a scurrilous or foul 

mouthed man. 

s. docSjas'^jd duryodhana, s. The 

elder son of Dhritarashtra, and leader of 

the war against his cousins, the Pandus and 

Krishna. 

s. doe/s-^S dur-labha, adj. Difficult of 

attainment, scarce, rare. 2. dear, beloved. 

s. dods-Eddo^ dur-wachassu, s. Obsce¬ 

nity, abuse, scurrility. 

g. dods-pss- dur-warna, S. Silver. 2. a 

bad caste. 

g. dosrss-ess- dur-wdrte, s. Bad news. 

g. dos'ss'djS dur-wdsane, s. A stink, 

stench. 

g. doSs-d-^ dur-vidagdhe, adj. Not 

clover, not sensible. 
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S. doSs" dur-vidka, adj. Poor, indigent. 

s. dur-vyaya, s. Foolish ex¬ 

pense. 

s. dod^s-dd dur-vyasana, s. a bad 

habit, evil practice. 

s. dosses-d"sd dur-vydpdra, s. A bad 

practice or custom, 

S. dod|S-o5o dur-vraya, s. A useless 

expense. 

c. do£TO83 duldbi, s. A spendthrift, prodi¬ 

gal. shears! prodigality, extravagance. 

C. dosu^do duvvdlisu, v. n. To exercise, 

to ride out a horse to exercise it. 

S. do3a3, did 03), dof^S, dush- 
Zzrv e3 

charita, dusk-ckaritra, dusk-ckeskte, 
s. Bad conduct, wickedness. 

s. dod3o^ dush-skakuna, s. A bad 

omen. 

H. do33^o dush-shdlu, s. A pair of 

shawls. 

S. do3e^d£ duskydsana, s. The youn¬ 

ger brother of Duryodliana. 

S. do^Pty dusk-shila, s. A bad disposi¬ 

tion or practice. 

S. do^d dushkara, adj. Difficult to be 

done, unbefitting. 2. cruel. 

s. dood^d^s" dusk-karma, s. An evil 

deed, crime. a sinner, wicked person, 

evil doer. 

s. do^v^doo^ dusk-kdmeckhchke, s. 

An irregular desire, lechery. 

S. do dush-kala, s. An evil time. 

B. dodA^.g)3 dusk-krita, s. All evil work, 

wicked deed. 

s- doS^ duskta, adj. Bad, wicked, depraved. 

2. low, vile. 3. weak, impotent. rfcfa 

a depraved mind. sbJbrij, a bad 

man. four desperate charac¬ 

ters in Duryodhana’s army, viz. zbri/s^^, 

^ ~**"> an evil mind, 

wickedness, depravity. sbsrir 

wicked conduct, sbjrt a wild beast, a 

mischievous animal, rbJ^sasajrt reformation. 

s. dodd dustara, adj. Difficult, trying, 

hard, rb^tbiaij sector an object difficult of 

accomplishment. 

H. dodo_ dustu, s. A suit of clothes. 

C. dodo dustu, s. Deranging the texture 

of a cloth in washing it. riiTb, ^<xbo to ar¬ 

range the texture of a cloth with a thorn, 

zbtf® ftrb, sbsb, «S^o to be deranged, as the 

texture of a cloth, some threads far apart and 

some too close. 

S. doda du-sthala, s. A had place. 

S. doR) S du-sthiti, s. Poverty, indigence, 
v 

evil plight. 

S. dod^To^ du-swapna, s. An inauspi¬ 

cious dream. 

s. dod^ep'sd du-swabkdva, s. An evil 

disposition, depraved nature. 

S. dodg'd du-swara, S. A discordant note, 

a bad voice. 

s. dod^QA, dotf^OA^ dus-sanga, 

dus-sdnga tya, s. An improper connexion. 

S. dod^o3 © dus-santati, s. A bad family. 

dus-sandhi, s. A bad mediation. 2. an 

improper joining of words. 3. difficulty, 

strait, dilemma. 

S. dodtd dus-saha, adj. Intolerable, in¬ 

sufferable, hardly to be borne. 

C. dorJ^JS)^ dussi-kollu, v. n. To be 

purged, as cattle. 2. to pull or strip off as 

leaves from a twig. 

S. dod^^o dussenanu, s. The younger 

brother of Duryodliana. 

C. do So duki, s. Hatred, malice, ill-will. 

rbSonsd, rb8o«bjf?b a foe, hater. to 

be at enmity with. 

s. dooo<§, doSo3d^o dukite, dukita- 

ranu, s. A daughter. 

H. doeo^t) dukeri, adj. Double. *35^9 w° 

a double cloth jacket. 

A. C. do^f dula, s. Sorrow, grief, vexation. 

A. c. djao&fb duntu, See 

c. djsolo^o^, dosolodo, d^obdo dum- 

pikku, dumpidu, dumpisu, v. n. To be 

greatly distressed, exhausted, or overcome. 

A. C. dj?)&3o dutu, v. To suck milk from 

a cow. 2. to slander, backbite. 3. to hop, 

jump, skip, leap. 
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C. dudu, v. a. To push. <&®&do to 

cause to push. 

S. CjJS3 duta, s. A messenger, spy. s ^ 

an angel, rSjas an angel of death. 

s5o^ a cloud sent as a messenger. 

v&p the manner of a messenger’s approach 

observed as indicative of the nature of the 

tidings he bears. 

S. duti, s. A pimp, procuress. 

the office of a pimp. 

G. f5js>c3 p§ dudapheni, s. Balls made 

of milk, sugar, and a little flour. 

T. B. CtaejtjD dudavi, s. A female servant. 

2. a pimp. 

■C. dudi, s. Silk cotton. 2. any fine 

fibres used for tinder. =s=a>cao a pod of 

silk cotton. 

T. B. Cjjs£) dudi. See djsS. 

tr. B. CjJSTj dupa, [dosti] The aromatic va¬ 

pour that proceeds from the combustion of 

any fragrant gum or resin. 2. incense. ^ 

si zSjs«J'sjj, zSjssid a box to keep 

incense in. dori the fragrance of incense. 

ioa^Oifo, rijsjiei sjWo to present incense, 

riesjrfcrijj a mendicant who goes from door to 

door begging alms with incense burning. doa 

ofsSr a censer, xiTisaiop an 

extract of incense. 

C. rfjSSidubari-dindi, adj. Waste¬ 

ful, prodigal, extravagant. 

T. rfjsso's^, Z3j®83pf, dubd- 

ne, dubine, duhine, s. A comb. 

T. rfjaSiO dubu, v. a. To comb or dress the 

hair. to cause to comb. 

T. B. duma, p£»sb] s. Smoke. 

T. b. dumala, du- 

mara, [$*:&)] $. Smoke colour. 

O dumu-dhdmu, s. Lay¬ 

ing waste, sacking. zWoJsrasto sire&) to lay 

waste. 

£>• dura, s. Distance, adj. Distant, 

remote, to appear distant, 

a menstruous woman, zi®d fore¬ 

sight ; long sighted, djari t^c&sj, rfxrf rij 

^4 a man of great deliberation, one who sees 

a great way. doati S§J> to stand at a distance. 

cUrf siqj, &»d sfjsrir & fong stage. dssd sf-js^rto 

to go to a distance. cbsdrfsJjb a man from a 

distance. 

s. dj®d^Je>^'£rs?5 duratdpdste, adj. 

Distant, remote. 

S. djsdsSoSS duravante, s. A menstruous 

woman. 

C. CM3UD&3 durdta, s. Aspersing, calumni¬ 

ating. 2. pushing through, to as¬ 

perse, revile. 

C. foJSScoo durisu, v. cams. To cause to 

enter, push, or pass through. 

C. rfjStjo duru, s. Aspersion, blame, re¬ 

proach. v. a. To blame, reproach, asperse, 

to inform of, complain of, tell, report. 2. to 

enter, penetrate, pierce, to creep in, under, or 

through. ■&»!?■>, zUs&tij, tbaPo ssWo to 

reproach, blame, asperse. djsO tfoa 

Thtfa, an asperser, calumniator, cen- 

surer. doado siradoto abuse, revile. djscb ddo, 

tfosdo to be calumniated, re¬ 

proached, blamed, abused, doado ^do, t&&*f 

dJ to bring reproach upon one’s self 

C. Cw«)23s’o£) durbinni, s. A telescope. 

S. fojSod'c- durva, s. A kind of bent grass, 

Agrostis linearis. 

T. B. Txraei dula, [doera] s. A beam. dj®ci 

d da, a slip of wood from a beam. 

C. ZojS&aoS, dulagandi, s. The plant 

Cowitch, Doliclios pruriens. 

G. dushi, s. A public female cook or 

one who prepares food for strangers. 

S. dushalta, s. Areviler, curser, 

blasphemer. 

S. dushane, s. Cursing, blasphemy* 

contumelious language. 2. blame, reproach. 

3. a fault, defeet. si-redo, rijsSAdo to 

curse, blaspheme, blame, censure, reproach. 

S- dushika, S. The secreted mat¬ 

ter or rheum of the eye. 

S. dushya, adj. Reprehensible, 

contemptible, vile, bad, accursed, s. A tent. 

T. B. rijSrid dusara, [dosSti] s. A grey 

colour. 

c. rfjSoJTx, dusiga, dushiga, s. 

A cloth merchant, mercer. 2. a tailor. 

T. B. CjjSfJoJJ dlLsisu, See under ^ 

' XjfS. 
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T. B. dillu, [*•*] s. Dust. tijsv’o #ja 

&tio dust to settle. rWo tivss?^ soja^rt) to be 

reduced to dust. 

A. C. dulika, s. Ndtchni or black 

mustard. 

C. dulita, s. Sacred asbes over 

which incantations have been repeated. dja 

to apply such. 

S’ drikku, s. An eye. 2. sight, 

seeing, d^Aacrfcorfjfo Shiva, as having an eye 

of fire for his weapon. 

s> ^(5)^ dridha, adj. Firm, stable, hard, 

massive, solid. 2. able, powerful. 3. much, 

exceeding. d^ to be firm. ^4 ui6 a 

firm mind. ^4 do3^ a shark. 

a strict charge, d^Eaori a strong body. ^ 

a powerful man. 

S. dripada, s. The name of a king, 

father of Droupadi. 

S- drishya, adj. Visible. ^ 

% seen by the mind. w$ d^ seen by the 

people. Wto visible and invisible, ap¬ 

pearing and disappearing. 

S’ drishta, adj. Seen, visible, ap¬ 

parent. 

S. drishtdnta, s. An example, 

illustration, metaphor, parable, instance, 

proof, evidence. 2. science. 3. death. ^ 

to shew an illustration, d^o 

a3WJ to quote an example, 

evidently. 

S. drishti, s. Sight, seeing. 2. an 

eye- the influence of evil eyes. 

to see. d^V^ to look stedfastly. 

to remove the effects of evil eyes. 

C. Z§o7\oz$o3&>o dengu-devalu, s. The 

venereal disease. 

A. c. dekhkhala, $. Fun, sport, 

pastime, amusement. 

c. zSa&So, z3az£>, zSX&SeMo, tSX&eSzk 

degatu, degadu,degati-bidu, degadi- 

bidu, v. a. To make flee, chase, rout. dci 

SrifcjsfcSriazS©;*^ Sstajir he is the 

man that is able to chase the hostile force, 

tin s^aatasrf^ dri£3 a^rf ddor hero¬ 

ism is to make the coward flee. 

T. B. z3^s>e^S dennavattana, [d^s 

^rd] adj. Abject, humble, fawning, obse¬ 

quious. 

C. zS&vyyo debbe, debbalu, s. A 
blow, stroke. *£ dsJ Aatfo, Sc? 3rfz&, <S 

to be beaten, receive a blow. dirf 

Vdrf, ti?3 Sc? s&jsBc&o, deJ to beat, 

strike. du en one who often gets beaten. 

T. b. zS^iro devasa, See &d£. 

T. B. devva, [d£d] s. A demon, evil 

spirit, spectre, phantom, ddj n»v a foul wind, 

high wind, tempest, hurricane. ddj 3o& a 

glutton, dd$d do^3 a haunted house, drfj 

to keep away an evil spirit by incanta¬ 

tion. ddj the chief of the hobgoblins, 

ddj so&crfco, tisij 5§j3i§cuoo, tfsij So a erf jo an evil 

spirit to possess a person. dd$ to exor-. 

cise, dispossess. dsf$«3^;5 excessive pain. d 

dj ;&®y3 a frightful, ugly face. dsij &®ddj, 

ddj ds^ to be affected by an 

evil spirit, sssid'y the calamities attribu¬ 

ted to an evil spirit. 

T. b. z3i, z3?o deshe, dese, [d®». and as®] 

s. A point of the compass. 2. condition, state. 

3. fortune, luck. tiodr$, •tfUj m bad luck. 

^X good fortune. dT§crf«« a regent of 

one of the quarters. tiSrto®&wcb to prosper. 

to run away. d$ AiA z&ja^rtJto be 

scattered, d^orfodPo a rich, 

lucky, or prosperous man. 

C. z5m(X):>oC> deseyinda, postposition, 

From, by. 

c. zS^o, zSq'S-^o dekuy 

denku, dekddu, de'kidu, v. n. To creep 

or slide along the ground on the posteriors, 

or on the hands and knees, to crawl. 

H. dekhilu, adj. Of or belonging 

to. 2. all, whole. 

T. B. £>£ a£> degala, [ti^ewrfj] s. A tem¬ 

ple, church, pagoda. 

T. B. zS^aoO degula, [d<*dtfw]- $. The race 

or caste of demi-gods. 2. a temple. 

C. degula, adj. Waste, ruined, de- 

' solate, untilled. 

II. Zo^P'3 dena, S. Giving, ^raa z$\rs taking 

and giving. 

S. dedrpya, adj. Bright,brilliant, 

lustrous, radiant. 



T. B. zS^So debe, [a^^] adj. Awkward, use¬ 

less, foolish. tiv3\ dos^d a disagreeable face. 

til'd\ an awkward man. 

S. zS^o5o deya, adj. Fit, or proper for a gift. 

S. zS^®3 deva, s. A deity, god. 2. a king, 

d^d wsicdor a concern which belongs or relates 

to God. d^d.^a goddess. d^d^Ftfothe demi¬ 

gods. 

s. zS^-S^zS^S devaki, devaki- 

devi, s. Krishna’s mother. ^d-s-^ dodd 

Krishna. 

S. <Si°d5To£^^ deyakdnehane, s. A tree 

so called. 

s. zS^aotJ deva-gange, s. The celestial 

Ganges. 

s. z5i°z3^ ori devachhchhanda, s. A 

necklace composed of 100 strings. 

H. Z$^z32b devadi, s. A palace. 2. a thresh¬ 

old. 3. a tent. to pitch a tent. 

s. Z$od^ devate, s. Any object masculine, 

feminine, or neuter, receiving divine honours, 

homage, or worship, d^d^rttfo, d^d^oftd) the 

demi-gods. tS^sJs* doijr the conduct of a 

deity. d^davSr? worship of a god. 

S. Z$^s3i^ devatwa, s. Divinity, the ab¬ 

stract attribute of a divine being. 2. iden¬ 

tification with a deity, deification. 

S. deva-datta, S. The conch of 

Arjun. 2. one of the vital airs, that which 

is expelled in yawning. 3. some one, a cer¬ 

tain one. 4. given by God. 

S. z3^Z5Z>"do deva-ddru, s. A cedar, 

s. zS^dZ3Z)CX):>, zS^dsaro^Z) deva- 

ddiya, devatd-uttdra, s. Lands allot¬ 

ted free of rent, for the support of pagodas. 

S. ZZ>^dz3Z>rJ deva-ddsi, s. A courtezan. 

s. zS^ddoodoep deva-dundubhi, s. A 

drum of the gods. 

s. zS^ddj^a deva-duta, s. An angel. 

S. ZoPd^o devana, s. Sport, play, pastime. 

2. any deity. 3. a cloud. d^dd ed\ a bat 

or lapwing. 

C. devandm-patna, s. The 

fort of St. David’s on the Coromandel coast. 

s. zS^d^z^1 devandla, s. A reed. 

S. deva-bhuja, s. The tree of 

Paradise. 

S. deva-lhumi, s. Heaven. 2 

a fine country. 

S. zS^ddop^ deva-mani, s. A natural 

curl in the hair of a horse which, according 

to its position, is regarded as ominous or aus¬ 

picious, and to which particular regard is had 

in the purchase of horses. 2. an ornament 

round a horse’s neck. 3. the jewel of Krishna. 

s. deva-mdtrika, adj. 

Watered by rain, as applied to corn land. 

C. zS^ddJDd^/ deva-mddala, s. A large 

kind of bitter orange or citron. 

S. Z§^ddj®A£" deva-vndrga, s. Correct 

conduct. 2. the posteriors. 

s. zS^oijM. deva-yagnya, s. The homa 

or burnt sacrifice. 

S. z3^z3cx)Ja>^ deva-ydna, s. The vehicle 

of any deity. 

s. zS(®z3cx)Ja>^ deva-ydne, s. The daugh¬ 

ter of ShuJcra. 

S. zS^d devara, s. A husband’s brother; 

but especially his younger brother. 

S. zS^tS^CQ devarena, s. A husband’s 

younger brother. d^dd^rS his wife. 

s. zS^tjoA deva-ranga, $. The centre of 

a temple. 

s. & c. zS^"dsi>;3 devara-mane, s. 
God’s house. u$pd* d^dd d>d«to does the 

dog distinguish God’s house ? (prov. used of 

one who has no sense of propriety). 

C. zS^sfordevarisu, v. a. To beg hum¬ 

bly, implore, solicit. 

S. zS^skb devaru, s. God, the deity, a 

deity. This word is often applied, as an 

honorific title, to persons of superior rank. 

d^dtiJ doottdddo one who professes to be 

filled with the deity, an enthusiast. 

to speak, as under the inspiration of a 

deity. 

S. zS^S&l devala, s. A certain hermit or 

sage. 

s. devalaka, s. An officiating 

priest. 

S. zS^^Je)^ deva-loka, S. Heaven, pa¬ 

radise, the abode of the gods. 

s. Z^o3s3zj>s'# deva-vardhaki, s. Vish- 

wakarma, the artist of the gods. 
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S. cdFj ^Jo deva-sthana, s. A temple, 

the house of God. 

T. B. £>"53^/ de'vala, [tf^nuei)] s„ A tem¬ 

ple, pagoda, chapel, church. 

s. zS^gjx^'d, ddvaltshmd- 

dhara, devddri, s. Mount Meru. 

C. S^soXd'Sixjo devdngadavaru, s. A 

class of weavers. <3^oJdor(z3 s&o, 25^36>orid 

an ape. 

g. devddlii-devanu, s. 

The God of gods. 

s. tS^jrsob;a5o^o devandm-priyanu, 

s. A stubborn, obstinate man. 

S. de'vdri, s. A giant, the foe of the 

gods. 

S. d>i°ss-ss^c $ devarchane, s. Divine wor¬ 

ship. 

S. dev-dlaya, s. A temple, 

church, chapeL 

8. devi, s. Any female divinity, any wife 

of the demi-gods. 2. Pdroati. 3. a queen. 

C. Z§i°£) devi, s. The small-pox. 

C. z3(^, de'vu, devi-hollu, 

v, a. To take rice, &c? with the hand out of 

water in which it has been washed. 2. to 

drag a river for any thing lost, to feel, search 

for, especially in water. to cause to 

search for. 

s. devendra, devesha, 

[chief of live gods] s. Indra. 

S. Z3^ de'sh a, s. A country, territory, land, 

district, region. =f&v the 

country, times, and news, as forming three 

objects of general interest and inquiry. 

rt>«, 33or the custom, character, or 

nature of a country. one who has 

left his country. Sturto to travel. 

a traveller. missed, lost, ab¬ 

sconded. the register of 

a district. a chief native revenue of¬ 

ficer, S'ct a public accountant or 

clerk. ?jo a native, inhabitant. 2. the ap¬ 

pellation of a particular class among brah¬ 

mans. 

s. & c. r> ® s do ^ deshaduppu, s. A 

sand used in polishing. 

s. zS^^oad deshdntara, s. A foreign 

country, si'sosrSj to become exiled 

or banished. tf<;ssca sojourner, traveller. 

s. zS^^&S^d desh-dchdra, s. The cus¬ 

tom or usage of a country. 

S. deshdhhipati, s. A sover¬ 

eign, king, ruler. 

8. t^^ep^A deshd-bhdga, s. The divi¬ 

sion of a country. a class of 

wandering religious mendicants. 

C. zS^^cOo, zS^zP'ScOo deshdi, desdi, 

s. A chief man among linga merchants. 

s. Z§^‘Se)Z3'3d deshdvdra, adj. Foreign, 

exotic, imported, s. A present, gift, alms, 

imported betel nut. 

s. zS^-o^, zS^cJa deshika, de'siga, s. A 

spiritual guide or teacher. 2. a sojourner, 

stranger, traveller. 

S. zS^'5i°nt) a deshi-rdga, s. The name of 

a tune. 

S. deshy a, s. The language of a coun¬ 

try. adj. Of or belonging to a country. 

S. zS^So deha, s. The body. corporeal, 

imbodied, having a body. penance, 

mortification. <5^ zio&Tjo to mortify the 

body. fatigue of body. rtocs, 

iS^so the constitution, crea¬ 

tures. S ts* absence of mind. md 

tSouotS kindred. wresf a call of na¬ 

ture. srfreb the senses. 3^^ bodily 

purification. bodily exercise, as 

bathing, &c. 

S. cS^5o<£ dehali, s. The threshold of a door. 

T. B. zS^a delta, [^c&osq s. A husband. 

3 a wife. 

s. zS^isa^o, zS^^j deiteya, deity a, 

[son of s. A giant, titan, demon. 

rt the giants. the mischief done 

by the giants. the chief of the giants, 

a deed of the giants. 

3^ sfcrtrji, 3^ Vishnu, the 

destroyer of the giants. 

S. deinya, s. Meanness, covetousness. 

2. poverty. 3. humbleness. 4. servility. 

7430 an humble, cringing, fawning, ot 

servile disposition. a poor man. 

S. deiva, s. A deity. 2. destiny, fate, 

luck, fortune. 3. an evil spirit. 4. one of 

the modes of marriage, adj. Of or belonging 
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to divinity or deity, divine, celestial, &c. d^ 

si d^d 0f divine origin. d^d % 

*!s a divine act. d^d oSj^rt, zS^sf r!S, 

ro’J^ fate, God’s decree. d^d rh« a di¬ 

vine nature. d^d ^UjS; d^d do^idd, d^do 

tlie help of God. S^^an astrologer, 

fortune teller. d^dzd^, djd**^ad a female 

fortune teller. 2. a lizard, which is supposed 

by the natives to foretel events by chirping, 

devotedness to God. d^d uw divine 
power. 

S* deivata,, s.. A god or deity. adj. 
Of or relating to a god. 

S. deiva-dushane, s. Blas¬ 

phemy. 

s. tSdeivdnugraha, s. The 

divine favour. 

S- deivika, s. A prophet, fortune 

teller. 

S. <Sj^o3^?!r deivika, s. A visitation from God. 

S. deishtika, s. A predestinarian, 

fatalist. 

A. C. zSjso a donga, s. An ox. djsod djsrt 

to an ox’s dewlap. d.©ori doariuj&cd), d.©orid 

s'artoSi Shiva, dressed in the shin of an ox, 

and having an ox on his standard. 

C. zSjSOAd dongara, s. A hollow, conca¬ 

vity, ravine, hole, fissure, opening. dosorid 

to he in holes. 2. to become sunk in or 

hollow. 

A. C. CiJSO donduli, s. Multitude, 

mass, cluster. 

C. tSJt)0,p3 dome, s. A cudgel, club, mace, 

dosorf ^ Si| the blow of a cudgel, duaora wddj 

a man who always carries a club in his hand. 

jsora dx^o a large thorn, dosora dxsrto a thick 

nose. sSjfJh?! wscBo a large kind of 

chillee. 

C. tSosoll, tSj^o'S donti, donte, s. A 

pile of vessels placed one above another. 2. 

a pair, doao®^ to pile up vessels. doaoS 

a double bracelet, di©o3 rtja^ad a double ar¬ 

chitrave. dosog^ ^cao a double fruit. 

T. B. zSjsorf donda, [d^ory s. A couple, 

pair, brace. 2. a complicated disease. d^so 

d& the two feet. 

A. C. donduli, s. Mass, collec¬ 

tion, heap. 

<3 

C. iSjSOcS donde, s. A burden, bundle, 

C. <Sje)0^ donne, s. A leaf cup. djsod^ <- 

& a large ear. ^oow a leaf cup 

full of ghee. dusod^ Jot^ to form a leaf cup. 

d^odt to set out leaf cups. 

C. z§J5O80, ■zSjsioayd domba, dombara, 

s. A tumbler, mountebank, posture master. 

&raow3, djsowda, dosowsto, djaa wo¬ 

man of this class. doaowd rtra a tumbler’s 

pole, duaowuslj tumbling. djaowd &e^o a 

tumbler’s drum. 

C. '‘S05)023 dombi, s. A multitude, mob. 2. 

an uproar, confused noise, the confusion of 

battle. doaosM, doaosSnad one who raises a 

mob. djaoO a street quarrel. djaoztdj, 

d®od) ddcrix to make an uproar. doaodi^ a 

confused testimony. djaa&t confused. 

C. zSj8083^d7oO dombi-ddsari, s. A 

kind of stage player. 

c. zSoso^odo dommaru, s. Tumblers, 

posture masters. 

C. zS-OOS&ao dommalu, s. The breast, 

bosom, chest. 2. heart, courage. 

C. iSjs) Ado dogarUy [doaorid] s_ Concavity, 

hollow. doarido stoca^ a deep sore, v^d dja 

d* the hollow of the eye. 

C. tSde) dogeyu, v. a. To take out, 

dig out, burrow, pull out with the hands, &c. 

c. 2?J37\T> £0 doggdlu, s. Crawling, doa 

to ex the crawling Krishna. 

C. tSje>7\^ doggu, V. n. To stoop, bow, bend, 

C. TodS'rf dodda, adj. Great, large, big, 

spacious, extensive. 2. chief, principal. 3. 

wise. 4. old, ancient. 5. long. 6. loud. 

wscdjr, djad^ =#wd an important business, 

tfvsz^ didos*^, djara^d a great or respectable 

man. dv/at^ dod, djsd 5^ a father’s elder bro¬ 

ther. 2. the husband of a mother’s elder 

sister, djsd wc&o, duad djad dj a mother’s 

elder sister. 2. the wife of a father’s elder 

brother. doad dusd the chief ruler; the first 

in authority at any place ,• the senior member 

of a firm, or master of a business, &c. doad 

a kind of paddy, doaz^ wso a long 

time. dv©d $d, (great sleep) death, duaara =£, 

djsddv'j a female who has reached the age of 

puberty. d»aaa wcdd the distinction of 

rank, age, or size. 2. respect. dw®d the 
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■main street. the chief or head in¬ 

habitant. 33<£t great patience, long en¬ 

durance. a brother elder than the 

one next senior to one’s self. tfjcrior 

great courage. a fast walk. 

**&&«*» greatness 2. excellence. 

3. riches, power. 4. loftiness, ostentation, 

pride. important or good news. 

tSjs^rioria a respectable or reputable con¬ 

nexion. tfnor! beef. 

C. dodda-maddu, s. Sal 

ammoniac. 

C. tS ^ dodda-munjhdne, 

s. Early, before sunrise. 

C. doddi, s. A pound for confining 

cattle. 2. a road, way. 3. a store or shop 

where iron, timber, and building materials 

are generally kept. 

jSatu to pound. Sjaa ^ pounded cattle. 

C. tSje>5 doddi-pdshdna, s. 

Red arsenic, used as a caustic, &c. 

C. doddile, s. A large sour orange. 

C. dodde, & The bat used at tip-cat. 

C. doddesa, s. Daneing in time 

to a guitar, &c. 

A. C. zSjSPS done, s. A quiver, arrow case. 

2. water standing on a roek. 

standing water on a rock. 

A. C. dodde, s. An army. 2. a 

multitude, assembly. 3. war. ^ 

a confused fight, a battle of infantry. 

sa^he had the 

chariot horse trained to run in battle. 

C. donne. See &®o;S. 

c. cU>ay^, ?3jdob- 

bu, dobbidu, dobbi-kodu, ®. a. To 

shove, push, postpone, put off. =#js^o 

to get pushed, & to push mutually. 

pushing, shoving, to pass 

time. zb, SjsO jostfa to remove 

corn, &c., to another place. 

A. c. dommulisu, V. n, To 

frisk, as cattle in play. 

c. zSosdo^o doraku, doranku, 

v. n. To be received, got, obtained, procured, 

found. Generally used impersonally with 

the dative case, to 
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obtain for one’s self. 2. to he caught, en¬ 

snared, entangled. tfjsti-s-rf obtain¬ 

ed, found. to cause to obtain. 

■a-rirf one who has obtained or procured. 

C. dore, s. A master, lord, king, ruler. 

2. profit. 3. equality, likeness. 4. a broad 

and thin gold bracelet. stort king’s son. 

tW3 a king’s pageantry. sove¬ 

reign prerogative, kingly rule. zJ^aSaffta, tfus 

one in the employment of or belong¬ 

ing to a king, Sjstfgp* djsjjj to rule. 

one who presumes 

and takes too much upon himself, 

a mistress, lady, queen. ^ coronation. 

Sv®3 sJUj tffcbj to crown, anoint a king. 

A. C. dorme, s. A harlot. 

A. C. tSuaco&O dohilu, adj. Clear,spotless, 

pellucid. 

C. Zo^oa.i, 

7\7)g7$3 doka, dogu, dokyddu, dugyd- 

du, v. n. To crawl or hitch in a sitting 

posture, or on the hands and knees, or lying 

flatwise, as a child, v. a. To grub up grass. 

to be chafed or abraded, 

as the skin, &c. 

S. <Sje>^ a dogdhri, s. A cowherd. 
V" 

a milch cow. 

C. <§'A)^£3-0, dochu, do- 

chi-kollu, v. a. To plunder, carry off, rob, 

devastata &a\i3 =#jso&) j&s^rb to be devas¬ 

tated 2. to carry off. 

C. doti, s. A long pole with a hook 

at the end of it, used to gather leaves, flowers, 

fruits, &c. 

T. B. T3js>^pI ddni, A large boat. 

2. a spout. 3. an oval basin. 4. a trough. 

5. an issue from a pond. tJos^ri a st0ne 

trough or water spout. &»\tl the chan¬ 

nel of a tank sluice, zSos^rf a vessel in 

which sour gruel, &c. for cattle is kept. 

ri ^ the slab on which the water from a 

spout falls. a large belly. 

C. dotra, s. A Hindu’s lower gar¬ 

ment, the cloth round his loins. 

C. dopu, s. Plundering, robbing, 

stripping of eyery thing. 



C. dome, s. A musquito. '**V$>* 

a musquito curtain. 

c. dome-gida, s. A tree so 

called. 

T, B. iSj^o'd dor a, [nsjtf] g. A door. 

c. ■zSjs^'dADoDo, 

Sopao , dora-kdi, dora- 

gdi, dora-hannu, dore-gdi, s. A fruit 

almost ripe. 

t. b. ddrakapura, [nyft* 

«Sd] s. The city Dwaraka, where Krishna 

reigned. 

T. b. zSj«>(da>orf dora-banda, [nsjduorf] 

s. A door-frame. 2. a door-fastening. 

C. dora-hdra, s, A pearl neck¬ 

lace. 

s. dor-madhya, s. The chest. 

S. Zjja^oJSc'e; dor-mula, S. The armpit. 

S. ?3jd’°<z>e"S, zfjs^rfe'od dor-late, dor- 

danda, s. The arms, strik¬ 

ing the arms, as a mode of challenge. 

s. ddr-hanana, $. A king so 

called. 

C. dosM, s. A hole, aperture, open¬ 

ing. sj®s£o a toothless mouth. 

gJJ teeth of which some are gone. 

C. doshe, s. A cake of rice-flour baked 

on a potsherd or iron plate, &c. a 

cake of materials prepared the day previous, 

a leavened cake. a cake made of fresh 

materials.- a cake with fenu¬ 

greek in it. *j®\3 a superior kind of 

cake made with pounded cocoanut, milk, su¬ 

gar, &c. wsrfS an iron plate for bak¬ 

ing* these cakes. *8* *** *•*<«*» *•* 

every body’s cake is holed (every one has his 

faults.) 

S. 7% JZ)I°Z^ dosha, s. Fault, defect, blemish. 

2. sin, offence, crime. 3. error, mistake. 4. 

bad signs or symptoms in sickness foreboding 

death. 5. the arm. 6. night. a 

sinner, an evil doer. 2. an inferior or low 

person, ri© bad luck. AwA**^* a 

wise or learned physician or sage. &»*** 

God, the forgiver of sin. sire 

r&> to confess one’s sins. to expose one’s 

self when very ill, by violating regimen, &c. 

S. doshe, s. Night. the 

moon. an evil spirit. 

T. B. dosa, See 

C. dose, See 

H. dostdnu, S. A fence for the 

arm. 2. a friend friendship. 

s. dohada, dohana, 

s. Wish, desire; longing in pregnancy. 2. 

milking. a longing woman. 

s. zSjsi®5oeJ, Ajs’co^1 dohala, dohala, 

s. Desire, will, wish. 2. the lin-plant tree, 

in which JBramha is made to reside, and in 

which he is worshipped at the commence¬ 

ment of building a new village. 

C. dolu, adj. Loose, flowing, as a 

garment. 

C. dolu, s. A drum, zlsototf 

a tumbler’s drum. 

C. C?e>6&i doutu, v. a. To shake corn so as 

to separate the chaff. 

C. cTa)2b doudu, s. A military expedition, 

incursion, invasion, campaign. 2. a gallop. 

5*53* to make an incursion, to 

pillage. to gallop. to 

be invaded. 

C. Zf^S douti, s. An inkstand. 

a small inkstand. 

S. zfs)&g doutya, s. Of or belonging to a 

spy or messenger. 

S. dour-dtmya, s. Wicked¬ 

ness, badness, extortion. 

H. cfStfo douru, s. The skirt or lower part 

of a coat. 

S. dour-balya, s. Weakness, 

infirmity. 

s. zfdspvz'r’g dour-bhdgya, s. Poverty, 

wretchedness, unhappiness, misery. 

H. £Te)e^o doulattu, s. Rule, govern- 
__o 

ment. 

S. douvdrika, s. A porter, door¬ 

keeper. 

8. douhitranu, s. A daugh¬ 

ter’s son. 

S. dou-hrida, s. The womb. ^ 

S/a pregnant woman. 

S. dyuti, s. Light, brightness, splen¬ 

dour, beauty. 
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S. dyu-mani, s. The sun. 

s. dyumna, s. Wealth, property, 

substance. 2. strength, power. 

S. do^ijd dyushada, s. A god or deity. 

S. d&'fZd) dyuta, s. Gambling, gaming. 

a gambler. 

S. dyota, s. Sunshine, light, lus¬ 

tre, heat. 

S. dyodhuni, s. The celestial 

Ganges. 

S. dradhishtha, adj. Very hard or 

firm. 

8» d)"^ drapksa, s. Thin or diluted curds. 

2. slaver, saliva. 

S. djd drava, s. Juice, exudation, wetness. 

2. saliva 3. fusion. 4. flight. 5. sport. 

S. djdpd dravana, s. Fusion. 2. drop¬ 

ping, exuding. 

S. dpf© dravina, s. Wealth, property, 

substance. 2. strength, power. 3. gold. 

S. rfySroo dravisu, v. n. To drop, exude. 

s. dravila-desha, s. The Ta¬ 

mil country. tp&Athe Tamil language. 

S. djd^ dravya, s. Wealth, property, 

riches, substance. 2. substance, thing, the 

receptacle or substratum of properties, &c. 

3. elementary substance, nine kinds of which 

are reckoned; as, earth, water, fire, air, 

aether, time, space, soul, and intellect. 4. 

brass. 5. a stake, wager. 6. a drug, medi¬ 

cament, any thing used as medicine. 

Sa man of wealth. a 

rich place. to obtain money by 

dint of application. hiding 

money in the earth. the amass¬ 

ment of wealth. the enjoyment 

of wealth. covetousness, love of 

money. a composition, which, 

when rubbed on the hand, enables a person 

to discover hidden property. 

S. drdgJlisJlta, adj. Very long, 

longest. 

S. jj$ drdbhe, s. A drab, slut. adj. 
awkward, useless. a vulgarism, a 

low word. na)i?«i)dsio an awkward, useless 

man. a disagreeable face. 

S. drdvaka, s. Ointment. 2. dis¬ 
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tillation. 3. a quality. 4. a thief. 5. a 

pursuer. 6. a lecher. 

S. cojySiS1 drdvika, s. A distiller. 2. saliva. 

s. drdvida-desha, s. The 

Tamil country, or coast of Coromandel, from 

Madras to Cape Comorin. 

s. drdkshi, drdkshe, s. 

A grape. grapes. 

raisins. the large black grape. 

the grape vine, wine, 

juice of the grape. 

s. drdkshdrdma-wdti, 

s. A place of pilgrimage. 

S. dr) dru. See 

S. doj^)^ drughana, s. A mace, mallet, 

an iron weapon made like a carpenter’s 

hammer. 2. an axe, hatchet. 

S. do) pci druni, s. A turtle, tortoise. 

S. dyd druta, adj. Speedy. 2. melted, 

fused. 3. liquid, fluid, s. Quick time (in 

music), 

S. dojdo druma, s. A tree in general, 

rfojrfo the tree of paradise. 

s. dojcops^o druhinanu, s. Bramha, the 

creator. 

S. drona, s. A measure of capa¬ 

city containing 291b. 2. a scorpion. 3. the 

preceptor of the Pdndu princes. 

S. drona-kdlta, s. A raven. 

2. the carrion crow. 

S. p1! droni, s. An oval basin, shaped 

like a boat, with an aperture in front, and 

used for pouring water. 2. the chasm be¬ 

tween two mountains. See 

S. droha, s. Treason, treachery,be¬ 

traying confidence or trust, rebellion, revolt. 

2. mischief, malice, trespass, injury. 

a traitor, betrayer, doth ^8o a traitor to 

his spiritual guide. Ajs^So a traitor 

to his sovereign or master. a 

traitor to his father. one who has 

been guilty of a hundred acts of treason, 

sfrastj Parashurama, who killed his 

own mother. 0ne who betrays 

his own brother, Vibhishana. one 

who ruins himself, BMshmdchdrya, who 

killed himself. one who betrays 



his friend. dra^tJsfo to 

meditate evil. 

S. rf«D/?j& droupadi, s. The wife of the 

five Pdndu princes. 

S. dwandwa, s. A pair, couple, 

hrace. 2. strife, dispute. 3. a form of 

grammatical combination, uniting two or 

more words in the same case properly sepa¬ 

rated by a conjunction; as, raa u^nti) 

Pama and LaJcsfimana. cdurS single 

combat. 

S. £X^oi> dwaya, s. A pair, couple, two. 

CjjcSj two. 

S. dwddasha, adj. Twelve. 

S. dwddashdtma, s. The sun. 

S. dwadashi, s. The twelfth lunar 

day of either fortnight. 

s. dwdpara-yuga, s. The 

third age of the world comprising 864,000 

years. 

S. Crav'd dwdra, s. A door, gate, a hole. 2. 

a means, expedient, medium or way by which 

any thing takes place or is effected. ~ 

staejtf, nsjSf a porter, door-keeper. nyJ «fco 

&j, nsjO 'ioorffi a lock, bolt, padlock. 

otW a door or door panels. 

S. Z3^ds38, Z3^ 

TjzziB dwdraka, dwdraJtdpuri, 

dwdravati, dwdrdvati, s. The city 

where Krishna reigned. 

S. £>£, dwi, dwika, adj. Two. Bj 

rio<v double, two-fold. twice 

ploughed. 

S. ^7\oros3je>ro dwigu-samasa, s. A 

particular example in grammar. 

S. dwija, [twice born] s. A brahman, 

whose investiture with the sacred thread 

constitutes religiously and metaphorically 

their second birth. In this sense it may be 

applied to the Kshatriya and Vaishya. 2. 

an oviparous animal; as a bird, snake, fish, 

&c. first born in the shell, and in the second 

instance produced from it. 3. a tooth, there 

being a first and second set. 

S. dwija-rdja, s. The moon. 2. 

Garuda the sovereign of the feathered tribe. 

S. dwi-jdti, S. A brahman, 

Kshatriya or Vaishya. 

S. £x^3§5o<^ dwi-jihwa, [double tongued] 

s. A snake. BjtSrtjjto (a double tongued 

person) an informer, rogue, scoundrel, thief. 

S. dwitaya, s. A couple, pair. 

S. dwitiya, adj. Second. 

(in gram.) the second or accusative 

case. s. The second lunar day of either 

fortnight. 

S. dwitwa, s. A double consonant. 

S. a8 dwidhdgati, s. A crocodile, 

s. dwi-pa, dwi-rada, $. 

An elephant. 

S. t^ejrai\ dwi-bhdshi, [speaking two 

languages] s. An interpreter, dubash, or 

butler. 

S. dwi-rasana, s. A snake, 

serpent. 

3. dwi-repha, s. The large black 

bee. 

s. dwishattu, dwi- 

shada, s. An enemy, foe. 

, dwi-halya, adj. Twice ploughed. 

S. dwipa, s. An island. 

the seven concentric islands or continents into 

which Hindus divide the earth. 

S. dwipi, s. A royal tiger. 

a hunting leopard. 

s. dwesha, S. Enmity, hatred 

to hate, dislike. an enemy, foe. 

S. dweshtri, s. An enemy, adj. 

Hating, inimical 

g. dweita, dweita- 

mata, s. The sect that regards God and 

matter as distinct. one of this sect. 

s. dweipdyana, s. Vyasa, 

the author or compiler of the Vedas and Pu- 

ranas. 

3. dwei-mdtri, s. A name of 

Gan&sha. 

s. dwei-hdyana, s. A space 

of two years. 
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$ dha, The thirty-seventh letter of the al¬ 

phabet, the aspirate of the preceding, and ex¬ 

pressed by dh. 

C. Z^ozfjs^uacSdi^o dhandord-hdku, v. 

n. To proclaim by beat of drum or tom-tom. 

C. dhctndhane, s. Delay,procrasti¬ 

nation. 

C. dhakkd-mukki- 

madu, v. a. To set upon a person, to mate 

a peremptory demand. 

C. Z$XZ^7\SG^)0o3ja)^;3I>7\0, ZjiXrf Xrco 

dhagaddhagdyamdna-wdgu, dha- 

gaddhagisu, v. n. To sparkle, glitter, burn, 

ad twinkling stars. 

s.„ & dhata, s. A balance, pair of scales. 

C. ZJ)S3 dhata, adj. Firm, stable, fixed. 

?W^o, ddo to be firm or stable. d&»c&offi 

to make firm. 

S. Z£>&3^) dhatini, s. A cotton tie or string 

fastened round the loins, 

C.*»J dhatti, s. A long narrow cloth used 

to gird the loins with. 

C. ZJ) dhattiya, adj. Hypocritical, 

insincere. 

C. Z^roo dhattisu, v. a. Toobhterate, ef¬ 

face, rub out. 

C. ZJi&fgj, ZJ>&^ dhattu, dhattuli, s. 

Fear. 2. an army. 

A. C. z££b^\ dhattugi, v. n. To be difficult, 

trying, painful. 

C. Z^>£3^ dhatte, $. A Stupid woman. 

C. ZJ><3 dhada, s. Shore, bank, d3® =#os8cxhs 

to wear away a bank. 

C. dhadaka, s. Might, strength, 

prowess. d^rt a strong man. 

C. ZJ^rf^z^ dhuda-dhadane, 

dhada-bhadane, s. The bubbling noise of 

boiling water. 2. the noise of the feet in 

running. dd dd rijSoiu, rfd d)Ocd» to 

patter, as rain. 

C. Z$c33oz3e>z>?\ dhada-badaldgi, adv. Dis¬ 

orderly, flurriedly. 

C. 7|fc'3(Xbojo dhaddlSU, v. a. To ram, 

stuff in. 

C. dhadi, s. A partition or fence. 2. an 

elephant’s trappings. 3. a border. 

C. Z^X dhadda, act). Dull, stupid. 

d a stupid work, rbn a dull mind. da^ 

stupidity, dulness. ‘dd dojft3^, zi 

a numskull, dolt, blockhead, d& a stu¬ 

pid woman. d& do g a stupid widow. 

C. Z^FsXri dhanagara, s. A shepherd. 

T. B. z£pS dhani, See da 

S. dhana, s. Riches, wealth, treasure, 

property, ddd adj. Liberal, generous, ddd 

Kubera, the god of wealth, ddd 

Shiva, friend of Kubera. da*, dddod a rich 

man. 

S. Z^^oEtfcxA dhananjaya, s. A name of 

Arjuna and Agni. 

s. 4^4£ dhanddhya, s. A man of 

wealth. 

C. Z$j37\T>£) dhanagavi, s. .^serpent. 

S. ZjO dhani, s. A rich man. 2. a master 

lord, ruler. . 

T. B. ZJ>£3 dhani, [dja-] s. Sound, noise, voice, 

da da sdccoj, da to sound. 

S. dhanishthe, s. The twenty-third 

lunar mansion. 

s. ZJ>^o, Zjj^oroo^ dhanu, dhanussu, s. A 

bow. 2. the sign Sagittarius. ddod^d^J, 

ddjnsrO, r^a an archer. defcw&feacfarDrona, 

the teacher of archery to the Pdndu princes. 

a bow and’arrow. dste&ra^ archery. 

S. <t>c^ dhanya, arij. Fortunate, well fated; 

virtuous. 

S. Z^^3Z>^rJ dhanyasi, s. A tune so called, 

s. Jfcfcose, Zdhanwantari, 

dhanwantri, s. The physician of the gods. 

C. Z^XoXo dhamaku, s. A shew of autho¬ 

rity. 

s. dhamani, s. A tendon. 2. a tube. 

H. dhamiclll, s. A leather thong 

attached to the reins of a bridle for driving 

a horse. 



S. rfOo, <y dhammilla, s. A female’s tuft 
” —-ooo 

tied round the head and ornamented with 

flowers, pearls, &c. 

S. Tjki dhara, s. Price, rate. 2. a moun¬ 

tain. PP tffcbj, dd spr&jd, $d ??rc»o*to 

fix a price. 

S. Z^dfQ dharana, s. Holding, possessing, 

having. 2. a tame parrot. 3. an imaginary 

coin of the value of eight dubs. 

S. ZJidp'i dharani, s. The earth, P 

P a mountain. earthly rule. PP 

dd, ritirit a king. 

S. f^uao^ dhardnka, S. Vishnu, incarnate 

as a boar. 

s. dhar-dtmaje, s. Site. 

S. Z^’OZTj^ dhard-suta, s. The planet 

Mars. 

S. Z$t&} dharitri, s. The earth. pe*/t* a 

king. 

s. ^£>roo, 7j>t>oDa7\b dharisu, dhariyi- 

SU, v. a. To wear, dress, put on, assume a 

form. 2. to retain in mind, hold. «*>«**»>$ P& 

to be firm, resolve, fix the mind, d& 

bn s&js^no to be unable to bear suffering. 2. 

to die. P&b =#o8^o to put on or assume of or 

for one’s self, ocotiu* p&Pj to decorate. 

doSP® d£bo to observe silence. po-d) to 

put on a mask. P®*to be calm. 

PPbo to enjoy fame. vSbo 

(to put an order on the head) to obey an order 

implicitly. P8P ?Wbo to make put on. osi 

ssd pObo to assume a body, become incarnate. 

rhpF pebo to become pregnant. 

s. Zpd dhare, s. The earth, Paarfti a moun¬ 

tain. 

S. q)3ooS' dharma, s. Justice. 2. charity, 

liberality. 3. virtue, moral and religious 

merit according to the law and the vedas. 4. 

usage, practice, the customary observances of 

caste, sect, &e. 5. duty, especially that en¬ 

joined by the Vedas. 6. fitness, propriety. 

7. nature, character, proper or natural estate, 

or disposition. 8. innocence, innoxiousness. 

9. any sacrifice. 10. any peculiar or pre¬ 

scribed practice or duty; thus, giving alms, 

&c., is the dsjF 0f a householder; adminis¬ 

tering justice the ddoF 0f a ruler ; piety that 

of a brahman; courage that of a soldier. 11. 

kind or virtuous speech or discourse. 12. a 

bow. 13. Hama, Ps&f^sS^ &a 

do he looked the gift buffalo in the 

mouth. pdoFrfo^, psx>rdc a just man. 2. a 

generous man. p*kr$=8^e a judge. PPjr ss 

Qj, ddjr bo&>^ a code of laws, pstoFosafc, d 

;&rw, ddOFpodd the name of the oldest of 

the Pdndu princes. 2. Yama or Pluto. P 

dornsa a public trough for watering cattle, 

gratis. psfcr the superintendent of the 

expenses of a temple. 2. an arbitrator. PP°r 

bM the city of Rdjashekhara. bdoFri 

an alms-house. bdoF bc=?tj difficulty of arbi¬ 

trating between two parties for fear of offend¬ 

ing both. 2. a dilemma, difficulty of deciding 

between two courses of action. P«kF S>30 de¬ 

voted to charity. Ps&f a wedded wife. P 

djj>F§F one who desires merit, p3&F drortF 

integrity, uprightness, ddor co'jod a just 

war or contest. PP>f the state or sen¬ 

timent of the mind. ddreFod a ting so call¬ 

ed, noted for integrity. dsireFpF dotirs mar¬ 

tyrdom. PP)F an apostate. PPjf S^di 

god of justice. 2. a very excellent character, 

ddor virtuous reflection. ddoF wsadF a 

praiseworthy act. 

s. dharsha, s. An eunuch. 

s. pd dhurshanci, s. Disrespect, 

contumely, contempt. 2. arrogance, vanity. 

3. frightening. 4. copulation. 

S. dharshani, s. A dishonest or 

unchaste woman. 2. the tail of a lion. 3. 

a sword or scimitar. 

S. dhava, s. A husband. 

S. dhavala, adj. White, s. White 

colour, dd^sod Shiva, with a white body, 

pdsrsoft Saraswati. ddvso^j the moon. PP 

a white lotus, Pb’?1 Av§f excellent fame.- 

A. C. dhala, S. An army. P^ 

an army to halt. 

d. zjsaSo, dhdku, dhdke, s. Fear, 

terror, alarm. to be alarmed. 

S. qjaB dhdti, S. Advancing towards or 

confronting an enemy. 

C. cJjofeS dhdti, s. Haste, smartness, speed. 

2. resemblance, likeness. 3. method, man¬ 

ner. adj. Eight, proper. 2. quick, smart. 

§. unimpeded. P®®3 P®^ dd), d®83 

to be speedy. 2. to be like. to 



observe a person’s manner. trey tlie 

speed of a horse. 2. reading fast. Sedisg 93&3 

reading slowly, zlty 9313 the manner of read¬ 

ing verse. 

S. dhdta, 

dhdtri, dhdtdranu, s. Bramha. 2. a 

preserver, saviour. 

S. cjn>sk dhatu, s. The pulse. 2. a prin¬ 

ciple or humour of the body, as phlegm, wind, 

bile. 3. any constituent part of the body, as 

flesh, blood, &c. 4. a primary or elementa¬ 

ry substance, as earth, air, water, fire, at¬ 

mosphere. 6. the property of a primary ele¬ 

ment, as odour, flavour, colour, touch, sound. 

6. a grammatical root. 7. a fossil or mine¬ 

ral. 8. red chalk. 9. the tenth year in the 

Hindu cycle of sixty. 10. a strata or layer 

of earth in mountains. 93S>339j, ga* 9jB 

the pulse to beat. gs&avcdn the pulse 

to abate. 93^ to observe the pulse, 

gsdo Srete a single stroke of the pulse, nado 

to keep up one’s courage. 93^j rtz&, ca* 

rfcosi) the pulse to sink, as when death is ap¬ 

proaching. gasfci full pulse, strength. 

9^, naso impotence, naao 53^ the 

science of the pulse. Sw a verbal root. 

alimentary chyle, sfcoso n®do the ap¬ 

pearance of the face as angry or pleased, sk 

9*3k the state or sentiment of the mind. 

S. dhdtri, s. The earth. 2. the tree 

emblic myrobalan. 3. a nurse or foster mo¬ 

ther. 4. a midwife. ^sior midwifery. 

s. dhdnagalu, s. Pried paddy. 

S. dhanika, s. A chafing dish. 

S. dhdnushkanu, s. An ar¬ 

cher. 

S. Tpty dhdnya, s. Grain, corn in gene- 

rah ^ grain after being deprived of 
the husk. njne k;n(js 0f corn 

grown in India. ^ 9®?% rank corn. 5^99 

9*5SS meagre corn. 3$ an ear of corn. 

S. cj53S3o dhama, s. A house, dwelling. 2. 

brightness, effulgence, light, splendour. 93 

sfa ag (repository of splendour) the sun. 

S. cJ73 <3 dhdra, s. One who carries, takes, 

or bears. 

C. dhdra, s. Thread, gatirf en¬ 

tanglement of thread. 93d silk thread. 
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^ 93d cotton thread. 9® 9 a thread 

tied round the wrist while attending to some 

religious observance. 93d a girdle, 

waistband. §9 9»9 the thread with which 

the linga is suspended round the neck. 

S®53 the string put in an ox’s nose, 

s. dhdr una-pdr ane, s. 
One day fasting and one day eating, as when 

going to Tripati. 

c. zp) dps % dhdr ane, dhd- 

ranawashi, s. Price, charge. 

S. ^xjfv dhdr ane, s. Holding, having, 

maintaining, wearing. 2. keeping the mind 

collected, the breath suspended, and all na¬ 

tural wants restrained. 

S. cjjsuu&S dhurata, s. Ahorse, 

s. dhdrddharu, s. A cloud. 2. 
a sword. 

S. ^u^o^raeS1 dhdrd-sampdta, s. A 

heavy shower of rain. 

C. dhdrdla, s. Deliberation, calm¬ 

ness, patience. 2. liberality, generosity. 3. 

fluency of speech. 9303^9 9ofSo^, 9303v’dd 

a patient, calm, deliberate man. 2. a gene¬ 

rous man. 9303^9 woa a calm, deliberate 

mind. 2. a liberal, generous disposition. 

9303^9 9303^9 90a eloquence, fluency. 

g®03<&T3?\ XoQojm to rain heavily. 9303^33?! 

to give liberally. 9303^33^ 9S9i to 

bear patiently. 9®03^33?i 9oacrfjj to speak 

eloquently. 

T. B. zpsxjof4 dhdruni, [ddri] s. The earth. 

S. tJTDtS dhare, s. The sharpness of a sword 

or any cutting instrument. 2. distillation, 

dropping, the oozing or issuing of any sub¬ 

stance by continued dropping. 3. the stream 

of a jet, of water poured, &c. 4. a horse’s 

paces, as trot, canter, &c. so 9 gad the sharp¬ 

ness or edge of a sword. 9®d c&id, 939 egja 

to pour water, as the mother upon 

the hand of her daughter, (which is held by 

the father,) the water flowing to the hand of 

the bridegroom, in token of their giving her 

to him in marriage. 2. a king, &c. to make 

a present of land or money in the same way. 

9*9^ sius&Mir the time of performing this 

ceremony. 9*03 93 given by a hand on 

which water has been poured. a 
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present received in the same way. 65 titfd ® 

sSSrt i&s^dio&i ft^eJ ^sioridb wad 

*b he has kept that thing* we shall not get it 

again. 

s. cp'S'Sjs^&A dhdroshna, s. The warm 
£*3 

froth of milk just taken from the cow, used 

as a medicine. 

Si dhdrmiJta,. adj. Virtuous, 

pious,just. 

s. Tp6$3VE"'h^ dhdrydgni, s. Perpetual 

sacred fire. 

c. 9X^0 s£, zjrSo3<B dhdvanta, dhdvati, 

s. Sorrow, distress, grief. 2. suffering. 3. 

fatigue, weariness., 35 do, 

to he distressed* grieved. 2. to he 

fatigued, exhausted. 5»«i* to distress, 

afflict. 

S. dhdvane, s. Cleansing, purifying, 

2. going, running, motion. clean¬ 

ing the teeth. 

C. dhdvali, s. A white eambly. 

wait !?®sSs? one 0f superior quality. <?®55vcdo 

zi, a cambly merchant. 

S. dhdvalya, s. Whiteness. 

A. C. ZJoX^ dhdla, s.Effulgence,brightness, 

lustre. 

A. C. dhdld-dhuli, s. Plea¬ 

sant excitement, joy, extacy. 

G. ^oX^> dhdli, s. Pillage, sacking, plunder¬ 

ing. 2. a lion. 3. a heap of dried cow-dung 

cakes arranged to cook with. 4. trouble, 

calamity. 5. people en masse leaving a 

place from the alarm of invasion, 

to be plundered. <5®“A to plunder, 

pillage, devastate. 9* A ®»*> to pile up 

cakes of dried cow-dung for cooking. PW 

gwdo to plunder. 2. to run far away, 

a® A “5* plunderers, pillagers. 

A. C. dhinkidu, v. n. To jump, 

leap.. 

c. dhindu, adj. Officious, too forward. 

A. C. dhimmaney adj. Dizzily, 

astoundedly. 

s. >7mo, dhihkarisu, 

dhi/tkdrd-mddu, v. a. To send off or 

dismiss abruptly. 2. to huff, to speak con¬ 

temptuously. 3. to disregard. dis¬ 

respect, insult, contempt, 

c. dhigulu, [ariotaj S. Fear, alarm. 

C. dhiggane, ado. Quickly, speedily, 

hastily. 

T. B. dhita, [%¥] adj. True, correct. 

2. firm, stable, fixed. 

T. b. dhita-pnta, s. 

Convalescence, recovering, getting well. 

T. B. dhitta, adj. Courageous. 

2. clever, neat, nice, well. 3. impudent, 

shameless. cleverness. 2. courage. 

QtoycSapi a heroic, decided 

man; a clever man. 

T. B. dhida, adj. Firm, fixed, 

stable. 

H. dhimdJcu, s. Bouncing, storm¬ 

ing. ■*-?&* a bouncer. 

S. dhishane, s. Sense, wisdom,un¬ 

derstanding; the intellect. Brihaspati. 

2. a learned man. 

S. dhishnya, s. A house. 2. a star. 

S. ^ dhi, s. Understanding, intellect. A 

sensible, intelligent. a sensible 

woman. 

C. dki-Jtollu, V. a. To challenge. 

S. dhira, adj. Brave. 2. firm, steady. 

3. wise, sensible, learned, s. A hero. 

E^d^ bravery. 

a hero. A*3 strength of argument. 2. 

a clever disputant. 

S. dhivara, s. A fisherman, boat¬ 

man. 

0. dhummikJcu, 

dhummidu, v. n. To jump down, alight, 

get down. 

C. o o sfco dhummu, 

dhummu-dhulu, s. Dust. $»•*» *>*&> 

tfooSortdo, raodo^o dust to rise up. 

S. dhuni, s. A river. 

A. C. dhura, s. War. a valiant 

warrior, s. A burden. 2. a yoke, 

c. z£o"d dhura, adj. Youthful, 

a young ox. dodd a young man. 

s. ^oc55es~ dhuran- 

dhara, dhurina, dhurya, adj. Bear- 



ing a burden, conducting or transacting a 

business, executing an office. 2. possessing, 

endowed with. 3. powerful. 

€. Zjkdzjbd^zkT? dhura-dhura-naduka, 

s. A great trembling. 

S. ZJwt>, Z^oS^ dhuri, dhurike, s. A 

burden. 

S. ZJ>J3^ dhuta, adj. Shaken, agitated. 2. 

reproached, reviled. 3. abandoned, deserted. 

4. washed. 

£. dhupa, s. Incense. 2. sunshine. 

to offer incense. Vxistrz&F a 

censer. an altar of incense, cosofa 

®f sStfrti the light of burning incense. 

a box to keep incense in. the 

fragrance of incense. 

C. Z^JsLri) dhupisu, v. a. To blow off, as 

dust with the mouth. 2. to pant from 

thirst or exhaustion. 

S. dhum(/,y s. Smoke. 

a comet. 2. Agni. $»;*>*«*> a comet 

to appear. siffF, SjSf smoke 

colour, z&rarfo ssoho wind with smoke, dja 

sio smoke to rise, a clouded 

sun. filled with smoke. 

\ a smoky fire. to smoke. 

S. dhumra, s. A sort of purple 

colour compounded of black and red. 2. a 

cameL 

S. ZfrjdZiydilZj dhumra-patra, s. Tobacco. 

s. dhumrdksha, s. A giant 

with smoke coloured eyes. 

Ti B- dhura, s. Distance, adj. Dis¬ 

tant. 

S. dhurjati, s. A name oiSUva. 

S. dhurta, s. A fraudulent, deceit¬ 

ful person. 2. a gamester. #***"% shew of 

severity, dissimulation. 2. depravity. 

S. ZJIjSo^S’Sq dhurvaha, s. One who is 

bearing or carrying a burden, a porter. 

S. TJjjaro'd dhusara, s. Grey colour, the 

colour of earth, adj. Grey, 

s. dhuli, t. b. dhulu, s 
Dust. 2. num. Trillions. tfdo $n>y> 

a wind that raises the dust. &®vz&, jSjsv bU> 

^ to throw or put dust upon one. 

an allowance of grain given to mea¬ 

surers. writing letters on the 

ground in sand. siyS the fender or foot¬ 

board of a carriage. rikfij to become dusty. 

S. dhrita, adj. Possessed, held, con¬ 

tained. 

s. dhritarashtra, s. The 

father of Duryodhana and uncle of the Pan¬ 

da princes. 2. one of the chief serpents. 3. 

one of the celestial choristers. 

S. Z^^£><yo83^s3^e( dhrita-vilambi- 

ta-writta, s. a kind of verse. 

S. dhrita-pragnya, s. A wise 

man. 

S. dhriti, s. Detention, holding, hav¬ 

ing. 2. bravery, courage, steadiness. 3. 

pleasure, happiness. 4. an essence, oil, &c. 

obtained by distillation. 

S. dhriva, See Jgjsi. 

s. iferfj dhrishta, adj. Bold, shameless, 

impudent, confident. 2. dever, smart. 

S. dhenu, s. A milch cow. 

a cow standing at dairy. 

S. dhenuka, $. A milch cow. 2. a 

louse. 3. the name of a giant. 

S. dheirya, s. Bravery, courage, 

gallantry. 2. firmness, steadiness. d^crfjF 

OTrti, J^crioF-si^j, SjcrijFfua^j, tyaJir dj 

cjjf to be courageous, take courage, 

C&F ddo, d^crioF rioodo courage to fail. $J«kF 

to keep up one’s courage. ^cdjFeSoS, 

fyahmO, S^crfoFTOd, a courageous 

man, a man of valour. to encour¬ 

age. 2. to comfort. 

S. dheivata, s. The sixth note of 

the gamut. 

C. Zpue>ac5jo3oo^ dhodiya-hula, s. A 

grasshopper. 

C. ZpJSTjyS dhoppane, adv. Quickly, speed¬ 

ily- 

C. dhore, s. A master, lord, king, 

ruler. the estate of a master. 2. king¬ 

ly rule doadita?) a mistress, queen. 

H. dhoke, s. Calamity, trouble, trial. 

C. dhotra, & The cloth wrapped 

round the loins. 



H. dhobi, dhobe, $. A 

washerman. 

s. cpA^'dp?) dhorani, dhora- 

ne, s. Style. 2. readiness in speaking, an¬ 

swering, &c. 3. manner, way. 4. tradition. 

5. experience. 6. line, range. 

F® the display of military prowess. 

tifS excelling in science, a mode of 

speaking. to shew one’s pro¬ 

wess or ability. a decided man. 

c. ^>Je>^3 dhovati, See $**$• 

S. ip3*) dhouta, adj. Washed, cleansed, 

white. a washed or bleached 

cloth. 

S. dhoumya, s. The family priest 

of the Fdndu princes. 

S. ZpbSQe^ dhouritaha, s. A horse’s trot. 

S. cp^T^oSo dhoureya, adj. Bearing a 

burden. 

S. Zp’SojoS" dhourya, s. Any thing that 

is borne. 

S. tp^c^ dhydna, s. Meditation, reflection, 

but especially that profound and abstract 

consideration which brings its object fully 

and undisturbedly before the mind. 

to be engaged in meditating on God. 

•*»&>, to meditate, 

reflect, being fixed in deep medi¬ 

tation. 

S. dhruva, s. The name of a king, 

who for his piety was changed into the pole 

star. 2. the north pole itself. 3. ascertain¬ 

ment, certainty. 4. firmness, stability. 

S. T&otf dhwamsa, s. Loss, destruction, 

extinction, z^ofi-s 3.n>z& to destroy, desolate, 

annihilate. perishing, dying. 

S. dhwaja, s. A flag, standard, ban¬ 

ner, ensign. to set up a flag. ^ 

w setting up a flag as the first cere¬ 

mony of a car-festival. 5,°^ a flagstaff. 

fybi Cupid’s flag bearing the sign of a 

fish, Vishnu’s flag with the figure 

of Garuda. Shiva’s flag with 

the sign of an ox. boa^ a flag bearing 

the figure of a lion. JBramha’s flag 

with the figure of a swan. 2. the name of 

a king. 

s. dhwaja-bhanga, s. Impo- 

tency. 

s. dhwaja-druma, s. The 

date or palmyra tree. 

S. dhwajini, s. An army. 

S. dhwani, S. Sound, noise, report, 

voice, 2. a pun, using a word in two senses. 

$oso rfj?) the sound of a conch, boaS the 

roaring of a lion. factor rijS the sound of 

music. %3 the sound of a drum. £$3 

v n% To sound, to report. % 

3 rtcrij^ v% a. To sound, make a 

noise. ^3^ sounded, played, as an instru¬ 

ment. 3s3 to lift up the voice and cry. 

rf^3 an echo. 

S. 7^?^ dhwasta, adj. Fallen. 

S. zp^QO^ dhwdnta, s. Darkness. 

s. tp-s^ogf dhwdnksha, s. A crow. 

S. <p"3o ^ dhwdna, S. Sound, noise, voice. 

$ 

$ MG> The thirty-eighth letter of the alpha¬ 

bet, sounded as n, with the tip of the tongue 

between the front teeth. 

C. a P'S Sc?- nanganachi, s, A kind of 

musquito. 2. a crafty woman who feigns 

much simplicity or silliness. 

C. $0% nangi, adj. Nasal, speaking through 

the nose. sfoAcrijsf a stutterer. 2. one who 

speaks through his nose. £°^ pof\za&t 

a nasal sound. 2. stammering. 

0. ^ol\<ZJo nangilu, s. The uvula. 

C. pIoXo nangu, v. n. To speak through 

the nose. 

C. nanjana-gudu, s. A no¬ 

ted place of pilgrimage south of Mysore. 
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c^oso; 

t. B. '^o&D'zSk^nanjdvatta, [j*on^sJsr]s. 

The broad leafed rosa bay-flower. 

C. nanju, s. Poison, ^p s%e a 

peacock. 2. Shiva. pc&P rras? a pestilential 

wind. Jiowrfrt one who takes poison. 2. 

SAmz. ^cwrftf, ^owozf^ci Shiva. po&p sto 

a poisonous lake. PotSp znn a poisoned 

arrow. Wjri a malignant fever, ^ 

a asclepias prolifera. a lingering 

or dormant disease. PotS^pj, to swell. 

Sow ^oac*o to take poison. S°«2vS), jiow 

SOftSs to counteract poison. So^S t^cSo a 

poisonous fruit. Soe3Sj®W a poisonous meal. 

c. £oaP, 

,/w, nanji-kollu, nanchi-kollu, v. a. To 

take a taste, to take a small quantity of any 

thing, as of pickles at meals. 2. to eat dain¬ 

tily or loathingly. Po&g the act of tasting 

or taking a small quantity of any thing. 

C. £>o£3 nanta, s. A distant kinsman, rela¬ 

tive. S°k(d) relatives. pckS&p relationship. So 

a female relative. 

C. £op§,§ nan-netti, s. The middle or 

crown of the head. 

S. ^od nanda, s. The foster-father otKrish- 

na. 2. the last of the pure Kshatriya kings. 

S. nandaha, s. The sword of Vishnu. 

s. nanda-gopa, See Sorf. 

S. nandana, s. A son. 2. India’s 

garden. 3. delight, joy. 4. the twenty-sixth 

year in the Hindu cycle of sixty. 

s. nandana-wana, $. indra’s 

pleasure garden. 2. a garden, grove. 

s. nandana-chakra- 

warti, s. A king so called. 

S. ^oddt)^, dod^d^a nandavarika, 

nanda-veidika, s. A class of brahmans so 

called. 

s. nandd-dipa, s. A lamp that 

is always kept burning. 

S. nandi, s. Joy, pleasure. SoB* v. 

n. To rejoice, he satisfied, v. a. To make glad, 

s. d°d, nandi, nandike- 

shwara, s. A chamberlain or chief atten¬ 

dant of Shiva’s, in the form of an ape. 

s. nandi-grdma, s. A village 

which Rama passed in going to fight with 

Rdvana, 

s. d°ddo?\e- nandi-durga, s. A high hill 

in the Mysore, a celebrated place of pilgrim¬ 

age. 

s. ^odzj^a?, nandi-dhwa- 

ja, nandi-kolu, s. A flag used by the 

linga people. 

S. nandini, s. A celestial cow, rela¬ 

ted to the cow of plenty, and the property of 

the sage Vasishta. 

s. nandi-vardhana, s. A 

tree so called. 

S. dodsroso nandi-vdha, s. Shiva, riding 

on an ox. 

C. d°dcjo nandisu, V. a. To dim, cause to 

fade. See under 

s. ^ot^^^jnandi-kshetra, See Po&tPPr. 

0. d°do nandu, V. n. To fade, decay, be¬ 

come dim. 

S. ^>OZo nande, S. The first, sixth, and elev¬ 

enth day of either lunar fortnight. 2. a ce¬ 

lestial cow. 

s. nandydwarta, s. The 
broad leafed rosa bay-flower. 

c. nanna, See 

A. C. d°ci nanni, s. Love, affection. P°P<Pt, 

popaio^ affectionate, loving. 

loving queens. Popah Pop a kind disposition. 

C. £o8M, , $0 

83#;ido nambu, nambi-kollu, nambu- 

gollu, nambike-padu, v. a. To believe, 

trust, rely upon, exercise faith or confidence 

in, po&=$, potiA, PoimA faith, trust, confidence, 

belief. pofi*$%, sfcresfo a word that may be be¬ 

lieved. PP* pc£A ewoto I have hope, or 

ground of hope or trust. SfoitrW jfc, po&A% 

PopoP^, a confidential, trust-worthy 

person. P°&P> to make believe, inspire with 

confidence, deceive, hoax. Soworirf a 

hoaxer, cheat, deceiver. 

0. £oe3o5o^ nambiyava, s. A priest a- 

mong the followers of Vishnu, descended 

from a Kshatriya female and a brahman. 

potiPp priesthood. 

T. b. ^oso) nambra, [pfs^] act}. Pliant, 

humble, obedient, obsequious. 
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C. namma, See 

H. ^orfo^o nammaku, & Salt, 

c. p o'Poo nammu, See 

t. b. ptf naka, See ?*«• 

C. ^3^0 ncikali, s. Eidicule, satira c**® 

a buffoon, ridiculer, satirist 

H. p’Xtio nakalu, s, A copy, transcript. 2. 

a counterfeit, wsScdn to write a copy, 

to transcribe. sJ#j, pWeoo wadtf a paper 

containing a copy of any thing. t,s^ 

^ reading over a copy. 

H. P#Z\t ^SO^rforo, ^SOSToo 

nakashi, nakashe, nakhdshi-kelasa, 

nakhasu, s. Work in enamel, inlaid work. 

E. nakara, adj. Useless, worthless, 

a worthless man, 

C. ^5Dd^j)£0 nakdra-pullu, s. The let¬ 

ter r. 

H. J3tr^a)0 nakibu, $. The office of a mace- 

bearer. ps-a-^woTOd, a mace-bearer. 

S. p£o0 nakula, s. A mungoose. 2. the 

fourth of the five Pandu princes. «**KJ ^ 

he and his twin brother. ssaars^S 

the history of a mungoose contained in the 

Mahd Bhdrata. 3. a bad caste. 

®. cnakuldkshi, s. A tree so called. 

S. nakulari, «. A serpent. 

C. (3i5^ nakkd, past part, of Who laugh¬ 

ed. 2. (for $%&>) he laughed. 

H. p^ nakku, s. p^] & Shiva. 

€. pXo^ nakku. See £rt>, and 3^. 

B. pX nakta, s. Night. arakshasa. 

■S. pXj nakra, s. A crocodile. .the 

sea. Vishnu’s weapon, as having 

destroyed the crocodile. 

s. pso, psv3 nakha, nakhara, s. A 

nail, talon, claw. 2. a fragrant substance 

resembling a finger nail. PSsoTOcctod a cat, a 

lion. £soe> ?3)crfo a wound with the nails. 

sodooso the edge of the nails, adv. On all 

sides. 

H. nakhoda, s. A ship pilot. 

C. p/\ naga, s. A bullock load, as applied 

to ghee, &c. 2. jewels, goods, property. 

S. p?( naga, S. A tree. 2. a mountain. 3. 

a fixture. JirtaSd a monkey, rid Shiva. 

Parvati. Vishnu. 

H. (3 A&> nagadi, S. A kind of brass tinsel 

or foil Piria^ wra, ?(ria^ dortj the colour of it. 

H. (3 A rfo nagadu, S. Eeady money, ready 

cash. an account of receipts in 

ready cash, t*riri> to pay ready money. 

s. pXP, nagara, nagari, s. A town 

or city. 2. the ancient city Nuggur. ?Sritiri 

the Nuggar country. a 

town watchman. pirtdprs?) a citizen. 

S. pA.WSJ naga-rdja, [king of the moun¬ 

tains] s. The Himalaya. 

0. a s£s“ do nagartaru, psdrf tfdFTfc] s> a 

caste of merchants. 

s. pX^dt), putt naga-veiri, nagari, 

ffoe of mountains] s. Indr a. 

B. Jd7vs§, pmxio nagari, nagdru, s. A 

large double kettle drum carried on an ele¬ 

phant. a place for keeping it. 5* 

toOcdj a drum-stick. PfTO&crij 

a drum-stick rather bent. 

C. ^3 ao nagu, v. n. To smile, laugh, s. A 

smile, laugh. smiling, laughing. 5* 

no»=# laughing. c*rta wosrt a smiling face. 

C. (37\ nage, s. A laugh, smile. V. n. To 

open as a flower, to blossom, jifiTOd 

one who laughs much, riwriov'o Pfd, 

a gentle smile. 

0. nage-gedi, S. One who is ridi¬ 

culed or laughed at. exposed to ri¬ 

dicule or laughter, a laughing-stock. 

C. pf\ Oo naggilu, s. The plant termed 

small caltrops, Tribulus terrestris. 

c. (3ao naggu, V. n. To be bruised, in¬ 

dented. 2. to go in, as measles, &c. 3. to be 

diminished, dejected, s. A bruise. ^ 

*, P?a do, jia to bruise, indent, jag. 

risitto a dejected man. J&fc^o to go stoop¬ 

ing. 2. to be dejected, =# a bruise. 2. 

stooping. 3. being dejected. to 

become indented. 

s. p7\^, pX^X nagna, nagnaka, adj. 

Naked, s. Shiva. a naked man. 

?fTO^oa a naked woman. 

S. pj\2fi nugnike, s. A girl not yet nu¬ 

bile. 2. a naked woman. 
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t. b. nachchana, [7^r7j s. A 

dance. 

t. b. nachchani, |_7*r*] s. A dan¬ 

cing girl. 

C. nuchchu, v. a. To believe, hope, 

trust, rely upon, confide in. 2. to impor¬ 

tune, teaze. s. Hope, desire, confidence, 

trust. 2. hesitancy, doubt. 3. delay, 7^ 

strata to hesitate. 2. to haggle in mating a 

bargain. 7^ to hope, wish for. 2. 

to hesitate. 7^ 7ra©rt (a longing tongue) 

longing. 7^ to speak with diffi¬ 

culty, to hesitate. 7^ a fickle, hesi¬ 

tating disposition. 7^£ faith, belief. 

h. etetrspS, £3edo3oo£3, 

najardm, najaru-bandi, najaru-kd- 

nike, s. A forced tax levied on all the peo¬ 

ple, an unjust fine. 7&sosrf to have a 

forced tax levied, 7&soe>ri to impose an 

unjust fine or tax. 

H. £>3ido najaru, s. A present to a supe¬ 

rior. 2. respectability. 7wo»7 a res. 

pectable man. 

S. najdta-veiri, 

najuta-shatru, [to whom an enemy is yet 

unborn] s. Dharmardya. 

s. najju, najjuvike, $. 
A contusion, bruise. rio^ stra*, 7?^ 7 

to bruise, reduce to a state of jelly. 

T. B. natane, [7^7] g, A dance, 

pantomime. 2. sham respect or attentions. 

3. hypocritical, formal profession, outside 

show. 

S. natamandana, s. Yellow 

orpiment. 

S. <3 S3 Too natisu, v. n. To dance. 2. to 

affect the airs or appearance of another. 7W 

a dancer. 7& a female dancer. 7^7, 7^7 

the art or act of dancing, a pantomime. 

natta, adj. Middle, central. 2. 

thickset, as foliage. 3. fixed, stuck in. 7^ 

the very middle, directly in the centre. 

7^sa a thickset forest. 7&jditf<) midnight. 

7% a centre or chief branch. 7^oai 

pierced. 7^ a thorn that has pierced, 

an arrow which has pierced. 

A. C. nattane, s. A road, path, way. 
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T. b. natta-ditti, [7^*^] s. 

A blind man. 

c. ^ nattu, s. Cracking the finger joints, 

&c. 2. the wide spreading root of bent grass. 

7^ to snap or crack one’s joints. 

7^ ^aoio, 7 kb, to dig up the above 

root. 7^7 rbrf © a hoe for grubbing it. 7 

rto§ A a favourable assessment on land 

where this root abounds. 7^ tfov the place 

made by digging up this root. " 7^ ^®© a. 

higher than usual pay given for cutting up 

this root. 

c. nattu-kollu, v. n. To 
S3 " 

pierce or run in, as a thorn, arrow. 

T. B. oJob UClttUWCigu- 

ra, nattuwava, [7U] s. A male dancer 

or actor. 7kb,7na<§ a dancing girl. 

C. £&3bjo$3 nccttu-wane, s. A hall or eat- 

ing room. 

C. nattede, s. A place which is mid¬ 

way. 

c. £§3^;&o, £65^^ natt-elubu, natt- 

eluvu, s. The backbone. 

c. nuda- 

kattu, nadu-kattu, nadukala, s. The 
waist, middle. 2. a long narrow cloth for 

girding up the loins. 7So to gird 

up one’s self. 

C. nada-kollu, See 7sS7o=#jsgj. 

o. nada-kolu, s. A walking- 

stick. 

C. ^>£3>7\T>SO nada-gdlu, s. Going on foot. 

77rra<Dg slrs^rio to go on foot, 

c. nada-chappara, s. A tilt, 

hood, or awning to the litter on which an 

idol, &c., is earned in procession. 

C. ad nadatara, adj. Proper, becom¬ 

ing. 2. middling. 7S^tfosrio to be proper. 

2. to be moderate, not above mediocrity. 

C. nadate, s. Gbnduct, behaviour, de¬ 

meanour. 2. custom, practice. 7SS 

it is not customary. 7Ss^rs7, 77€7o^ a ci- 

vil, polite, obliging man. 7SJ7o3 a civil, 

kind, obliging woman. 777 TkSj to be ob¬ 

liging or kind. 

0. nadada, past. part, of 77, Hap¬ 

pened.. 7Srf ^serfor, 77rf £>7ti, 777*^, 7^ 



what has come to pass, happened, or transpir¬ 

ed. sfitfrsissjj* to tell what news has 

occurred. P&zb to come walking. P& 

zb to conduct, behave one’s self. 2. to 

obey, observe. 

c. Jocjocrfo nadadddu, v. n. To walk 

about; to run alone, as a child. stensU run¬ 

ning alone, walking. 

0. nada-nudi, s. Conduct and 

speech. P& P& a man who is cor¬ 

rect in word and deed. 

c. nada-bhdvi, s. A tank with 

steps. 

C. £><3si75>z3o nada-mddu v. a. To cause 

to walk, &c. 2. to manage. • 3. to break in. 

4. to navigate. 5. See 

S. nada-mina, s. A fish so called. 

c. pzipo^d nadawantara, adj. Recent. 

a man recently come to a place. 

c. 

pzip^ nadawadi, nadawadike, na- 

dawali, nadawalita, nadawalike, s. 
Conduct, behaviour, demeanour. P^P 

anv’j all kinds of conduct. 

S. nadavu, s. A blade of grass. 

C. nadave, s. The first passage at the 

entrance of a native house, which leads from 

the street to the inner part of the house. 2. 

centre, middle. 

C. nadasu, See 

c. nadi, nadiyu, See P&- 

C. ^dScoo nadisu, ®. caws, of P$, To cause 

to walk, make go on or proceed. 2. to break 

in a horse to his paces. 3. to fulfil a promise, 

to do as desired. 4. to navigate a ship. 5. 

to manage a family or business. 

P\ P&Po to pass away time, wabr to 

carry on a business, p&ltzi 

he did as I required. 

C. ptio nadu, See adj. Middle, central, 

rfkfa, the waist. 2. a long narrow cloth 

to gird up the loins. £&> P%, P&J ^3 the 

crown or middle of the head. P& &&& the 

middle finger. o»3) midnight. P^ 

•P a well with steps. the middle 

ridge of a paddy field. P& Arf bells tied 

round the waist. a moderate red. | 
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a child that slips down. P<&> 
a waist-band. P& a woman’s zone. 

2. a central line of chunam on tiling. P& 
stw the black spots in the moon. 

C. piio nadu. See P^- 

A. C. naduka, S. The leg or aim 

asleep. 2. trembling. to tremble. 

c. pzio?\o, piiooTso nadugu, nadungu, 

v. n. To tremble, quake, shake, shiver. P& 
pr&fb to shake much. 

C. nadugu-roga, s. The 

palsy. 

c. ptiof\&of\ nadu-gombu, 

nadu-gonge, s. A central branch. 

C. pdiilScoo nadupisu, See P&^>- 

C. nadu-mane, s. A public or 

central hall, the place where meals are gene¬ 

rally taken. 

C. pziopooii nadu-maya, s. The very 

middle, the centre. 

C. naduwantara, adj. Recent, 

as opposed to what is of ancient date. 

c. pz&oPa£o, nadu-wagalu, 

nadu-hagalu, s. Mid-day. PfePrtv isjitw 

the mid-day sun. midnight. 

C. p'tioPti naduwadi, s. Conduct, beha¬ 

viour. 2. a customary observance. 

c. pziozSp naduwana, nadu- 

wana, adj. Middle, central. jftbsJrttwft 

to a central door. PzbPP the middle 

finger. 

C. naduwani, s. A gold or silver 

waist-band. 

c. nadu-rajya, s. The country 

above the Ghauts. 

C. pziopi) naduvu, $. The middle. 2. the 

waist, the loins, pzbpi &=& the loins to 

be strained so as to be unable to stand up¬ 

right or to bend. PsPp) to retain one’s 

chastity. to gird up one’s 

loins. to assist. ^^? P^ 

Pi to emit (in coitu). P&&P 

adj. Middle. P& , PzbP^, pzb a 

woman’s zone. 5^52) Scoa^rl) the loins 

to be affected with weakness, or to be strained. 

&is\Tb, Soo&kSm to become timid? 
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courage to fail. 65 #0*14 3 ^©oans ^ 

lie is prepared for that work. « 

he has not courage, or ability, to un¬ 

dertake that work. 

C. ^zk3 naduve, s. The middle. ^ 

z&, o5~^ to put in the middle. 

C. ^zf, ^Z§ai>;> nade, nadeyu, v. n. To 

walk, go, move, proceed, go forward, move 

on. 2. to happen, occur, pass, take place. 

3. to behave, conduct one’s self. 4. to take 

effect. 6. to continue. 6. to beat, as the 

pulse. to go on foot. TSSdi locta to 

come on foot. to come. ShScda wstiri 

unlawful conduct. to behave, 

conduct one’s self. 2. to obey, he obedient. 

C. ^Z§ nade, s. Gait, manner, air of walking. 

2. conduct. 3. a time, turn, once. esoeSccfa 

a swan’s gait. yfsf an elephant’s 

gait, a gentle, light, easy step. ^ 

fi^a fast walk. jisa a slow pace. 

C. £Z§?r&bj nade-kattu, See 

C. ;3z§ Aorf^j nade-gandavanu, s. One 

acquainted with another’s conduct. 

C. £z§nade-gannadi, s. A stand¬ 

ing mirror. 

C. jSzf^v/e)^ nade-golu, s. A walking- 

stick. 

c. ^zSaooTo nade-gungu, v. n. To become 

tired in walking. 

c. ^zf^oB nade-ghante, s. A bell for 

striking the hour. 

C. jlzS&io'^j) nade-jampu, s. Strutting. 

c. ^)ZSsd"szio nade-jddu, s. A trace, the 

mark of a foot-step. 

C. ^ ~3 £§ ^ doo nade-jomu, s. Fatigue 

from walking. 

C. ^Sz§£>z§^ nade-nadege, s. Conduct. 2. 

the act of walking. 

C. £z§^zk nade-nddu, s. A midland 

country. 

C. ^zf^JS^do nade-nudu, v. n. To observe 

one’s conduct. 

A. c. £z§Bja>z$ nade-mdda, s. A self- 

moving car of the demi-gods. 

C. ^3z§^ nadete, s. Conduct, behaviour, 

walk. 

9 
C. ;3zf BoS nade-madi, s. A cloth spread 

in the road for a procession to pass over. 

C. ^zfBooBc^ nade-muttu, v.a. To over¬ 

take. 

c. nadeydda-yettu, s. 

An ox that can travel a great distance. 

C. £>zSB6^ nnde-vakki, s. A swan. 

c. ^z§B^, ^Z§a^ nade-valita, nade- 

V'ike, s. Conduct. 2. the act of walking. 

C. ^5 naddi, s. A depression in the bridge 

of the nose or centre of the back. a 

sinking in of the back. itrf rf, 

a man whose back is sunk in. 

A good thought v.c. ^P'3 nannenpu,; 

or wish, benevolence. 

A. C. nanpu, adj. Cold, cool. ^ 

cold, from the cold. 

S. nata, adj. Bent, bowed, crooked,re¬ 

clining. fJSTfi to bow, do obeisance. 

S. nati, s. Salutation, prostration. 

0. natti, s. Stammering, stuttering. 

£3 aszsdvSo, £3 &>&«&), 33, to speak with 

hesitancy or in a stammering manner, to 

stutter. £3, fcracSo, a stammerer, 

c. jS^BojsaoS nattu, nattu- 

muguti, s. An ornament for the left side 

of the nose. 

S. natwa, s. Doubt, suspicion, un¬ 

certainty. 5^ to doubt. 

S. nada, s. A river; applied only to one 

of which the personification is male; as, the 

Bramhaputra, Indus, &c. 2. a reed. 

G. nadaru, [£«*] s. An offering or 

present made by an inferior to a superior. 2. 

fear. adj. Of engaging or pre-possessing man¬ 

ners, as a servant who interests his master. 

G. j3dtka>oti nadaru-bandi, [sfatiawoa] 

s. A forced fine or tax. 

S. nadiy s. A river. stops' water¬ 

ed by rivers. S&t the bank of a river. 

a river’s stream. wfi) a river 

to come down. P&K the mouth of a 

river. bathing in a river. 

residence on the bank of a river. 

s. nadivara, s. Tin. 

S. jSd naddha, adj. Bound, tied. 
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0. ^ nana, See 33*. 

is. ^07$, nanande, nandnde, 
s. A husband’s sister. 

A. C. n@nu} s. Disgust, loathing. 

C. ^ nane, v. a. To moisten, wet. s. A 

sprout, germ, shoot, adj. Tender, delicate. 

333 -wet, moistened. 33 as** it has ger¬ 

minated. S3 fcSrioib a germ to sprout. S3 

3»rt)v'j a tender bud. S3 3o$fl a hud and 

blossom. 

A. C. £?>AP§q3o, d£>7od$ Wfl- 

ne-ganeya, nane-villa, nane-sarala, 
s. Cupid, 

€. nanna, gen., of 3»3a, My, SSA s>3 

my house. S3^ =#^c£oori by me. 33^ 

So I cannot. 2. ace. for 33^3^ me. 33^* 

mine; 

A. c. nanni, s. Truth. 

C. nan-nuru, adj. Four hun¬ 

dred 

S. napumsaka, adj. Neuter. 3 

impotency. 3^03^ ©ori the neuter 

gender. S^oS^^o a hermaphrodite, eunuch, 

impotent man. 

C. napuriy S. A metal horn used 

by caravansaries. 

s. ^d naptri, naptdra, $. 

A grandson or great grandson either in the 

male or female line. 3^j a grand or great 

grand-daughter. 

H. ^Vi napha, naphe, s. Profit, gain, 

advantage. 

H. napliaru, s. A person, individual. 

3v* sssStoSo personal hail. 

s. nabha, nahhassu, s. The 

sky, atmosphere. 2. the fifth lunar month, 

that in which the moon’s change takes place 

when the sun is in Leo. 3*3s Shiva. 3 

a deity, demi-god. 2. a cloud. 3*3:% 

the sixth lunar month. 3do%o@3o Vdyu, god 

of the wind. 

c. ddo nama, for 33^. 

g. namana, s. The act of prostrating, 

c. namalu, namali- 

bidu, v. a. To chew the cud, chew, masti¬ 

cate, gnaw. 

s. ^dor^ti^d, ^doro^S namaskdra, 

namaskriti, S. Salutation, prostration, 

obeisance. 33o%03o, 33o3aj.ua Sjs^j to how, 

make obeisance. 

s. namaskdri, s. A sensitive 

plant. 

S. jSdorojj namasye, s. Keverence, respect, 

worship, adoration. 

S. namisu, V. n. To bow, reverence, 

do obeisance. 

S. £d>dS# namuchi, s. A demon so called. 

3 3oor(,-§ *®33 s. In dr a. 

H. namudu, S. Index, guide, ap¬ 

pearance, mark, character. 

H. ddojs^ namune> s. Pattern, sample, 

example, model. 

A. C. name, v. n. To wear away, 2. 

to become poor. 

S. d^do name'ru, s. The tree Callophyl- 

hum inojjhyllum. 

°. namma, gen. pi. of 3i>3o, Ours. 2. 

ace. for 33^3^ us. 

C. nammu, See 3mm. 3^* See 

3o03o. 

S. j3do; namra, adj. Humble, submissive, 

respectful. 2. bent, curved, bowed, crooked. 

33^as?i s3^a =#os^o to ask respectfully and 

humbly. 33o,3>, 33oj3333 a respectful or 

humble man. 3*;®, 3*;% humility, sub¬ 

missiveness, respectfulness. 3&2/3*33mS> 

humbled. 

C. naya, adj. Fine, not coarse, deli¬ 

cate, attenuated, subtle. 2. kind. 3. humble, 

meek. 4. cheap. 5. improved in health, 

convalescent. 3c*3ors a meek or humble 

temper, an amiable disposition. 3t*3»Pi* 

to be fine. 2. to be convalescent. 3<* *•> 

Bp 3*o333 wBj a fine cloth. 3«b3»ft 3ross 

to speak kindly, meekly, humbly. 3c* 

av?! 3tScd» to conduct one’s self meekly or 

with humility. 3<*3o3, 3c*5®© an amiable, 

meek, humble man. 3c* fine plaster. 

3c* 33 a fine voice. 3°* 3a*, 3c*s»* an 

elegant expression, a kind, soft word. 

S. ^>CX)o naya, s. Guiding, directing, either 

figuratively or literally, as in morals, &c. 

s. nayana, s. An eye. 3o*3 
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tears, tttv 3ctf)3 Vishnu, with eyes like the 

lotus. 9j 3<3j3 Shiva, with three eyes. ®s 

a man, as having two eyes, 3ccto3®ofct 

£ a collyrium for the eyes. 

G. naike, [3^cSo?<r] s. Weaving. 

S. naisu, v. a. To convey; to direct. 

s. £d nara, s. A man. 2. Arjuna. 38 d® a 

man in the aggregate. 38 human exis¬ 

tence. 

C. nara, s. A vein, nerve, tendon- 2. 

Tama or Pluto, adj. See P*3. 38 a 

collection of veins or tendons, 388 the 

swelling of a tendon. 38 a tendon to 

he strained. SoSsabo, 38rt<sb =#jb^o, 38 

siftti) #ja^o the tendons to contract. 388 

catgut. 

s. naraka, s. Hell. 2. a giant so 

called. 3. dirt, filth. 38tso^ Krishna. 

38*s§33 Tama. 38* ate>83, 38* 3^83 

hell-torment. hell-fire. 38*®«r3 

a sea in hell. 

s. & o. naraka- 

chatur-dashi-habba, s. A festival on 

the twenty seventh lunar day of the seventh 

Hindu month, in commemoration of Krish¬ 

na’s destroying the giant. 

0- £d&0 naratu, adj. Stunted. v. n. To 

grumble, be discontented, 38Uj 3o3o3,$ a 

grumbling, discontented man. 

0. ^dd narada, s. An obstinate, stubborn 

man. 388> rough, craggy. 

c. ;3d;3d^do:>dcx)oo nara-narane-mu- 

riyu, v. a. To break with a crash, 

s. j5dtJS,^Sd^oS nara-pati, nara-deva, 
s. A king, ruler. 

S. £dc$o£> nara-bhedi, S. A kind of me- 

dicine which when put on the fire makes a 

fetid smell. 

A- c. £deto naralu, See 38tfo. 

s. jSds'sSo^ nara-wdhana, s. Nirutti, 
as riding on a man. 

t. B.£d&o7\, jSdaoso nara-shinga, nara- 

shimha, See 38boad. 

S. ^deoSO nara-sakha, s. Krishna, the 

friend of Arjuna. 

G. ;3dcj narasa, s. A man’s proper name. 

S. ^dcJoSo nara-simha, s. Vishnu incar¬ 

nate as the man-lion. 2. a proper name. 

C. ^d5oo0 nara-huli, s. A wart. 

C. jSd^/o naralu, V. n. To sigh, groan. 2. 

to be in pain. 

C- £d nari, See 3®. 

C. (dQ nari, s. A jackal, fox. 3®3^°wj, 3® 

a jackal’s fabulous horn. ^3^ oft 3® a 

red jackal, 3® a jackal living in holes. 

•*>$ a stout kind of jackal. 3® ^8) the 

cry of jackals. 3® cunning, craftiness. 

3® the face of a jackal, which if seen 

in a morning when commencing a journey 

is considered a good omen, 3®pracrij* a chief 

among jackals. 33,^ *Sfw3Sjso8,) 30 *u3ozia 

^3 your visit is very rare. ^33 3® 

t38 Oori W838 3"®j^3OTftc®8 he 

must have a secret by which all submit to 

him. 3® a kind of grass. 

C. jSd^ narike, S. A blind or screen of 

grass, &c. 

A. C. <dda nariga, s. The mango tree. 

A. c. ^doXa ajjnaru, naru-gampu, 
s. Fragrance, odour. 

C. ^do’So naruku, s. A cut, slash, gash. 

38j*o 38>=f3>8j to be all over cuts. 

0. jddoAO narugu, adj. Coarse, not fine. 

38orb a coarse cumbly. 

C. ^do&o narutu, adj. Stunted, stopped 

in the growth. 

A. 0. ^do^j naruvu, s. Deceit. 2. mud. 

v. a. To humble, debase. 

C. c^d nare, adj. Grey, as the hair. 33 ^ 

3u) grey hair. 33 8ows? a common grey 

cambly. 33cdoo&8838t>, 33ccIm8c&)8888) the 

demi-gods, as never becoming old. 33 3eJ a 

grey head. 33 8^ a grey beard. 33c3o3, 

3d wo83 a man who is become grey. 33 8j* 

'S a grey headed harlot. 38 rbo a white 

sheep. ^3, 33c&» «. n. To become grey. 2. 

to become full or complete. 

s. ^Sd^qd nareshwara, s. A king, ruler. 

C. narcha-hdvu, s. A species 

of lizard. 

S. £>($£"£> nartana, s. Dancing, gesticula¬ 

tion, acting. 3^f-*- a female dancer, an 

actress. 33F*3a an actor, mimic, juggler. 



(3s&r 

S. narma, s. Sport, pastime, amuse¬ 

ment, pleasure. 

s. narma-krittu, s. An 

actor, jester. 

s. ;3t5oS"^o narmathanu, s. A rake, 

leclier, libertine. 

S. ^o~z§ narmade, s. A river so called, 

(the Nerbudda). 

A. C. nal, adj. Excellent, good, pure, 

charming. a good mouthful. 

a pure or excellent mind. a fine or 

beautiful top-knot. eloquence, an 

excellent speech, an agreeable expression. 

g. nala, s. The fiftieth year in the 

Hindu cycle of sixty. 2. the name of a 

celebrated Hindu king. 

A. C. nala, s. Joy, pleasure, delight. 

s. nalakubara, s. A son of 

'Kubera. 

c. nala-chadara, adj. Square. 

s. Level ground. 

S. jferf nalada, s. The root of the 

Andropogon muricatum, or cus-cus grass. 

c. nalavattu, adj. Forty, PvP 
^0 worSrb about forty came. 

C. nali, s. Joy, pleasure. 2. the noxi¬ 

ous roots and weeds in a field. 3. dust, pow¬ 

der. 4. indisposition, illness, adj. Soft, bland, 

agreeable. ?i£)a&acSoih, p€> to gather 

together the roots, &c., of a field. t*® && to 

burn them, ^ficrirahcfito be indisposed. ?*© 

a soft arm. £© ffSatrario to be crushed 

or reduced to powder. 

C. nali, v. n. To love, be pleased, or de¬ 

lighted. 2. to walk with formality. 3. to 

become red. 4. to be crushed or bruised. 5. 

to be fatigued, weary. £©^ having been 

pleased, attached, or wearied. Ff®z& wtio to 

come in fatigued or exhausted. 3©cb 

to do with affection. pCrtzSpo a man who is 

pleased. a woman who is pleased. 

to be pleased. to delight, 

rejoice. 2. to walk affectedly. walk¬ 

ing affectedly. 2. dodging. 

c. nali-gannina-hdvu, 
s. A kind of lizard. 

C. £©7rcrfo naligddu, «, n. To dodge. 2. 

to mince or walk affectedly. 

S. nalina, s. The lotus. Bram- 
Tia, as springing from a lotus. pi)pvs»oti 

the universe. P®P Cupid. ^©^ 

the sun. 

c. pozJ&sSzk}, 

naluku, naliku, na- 

laku, nalugisi-bidu, nalugisu, nalu- 

chu, v. a. To make fade or wither. 2. to 

rub off nap or down from cloth. 3. to rum¬ 

ple or contract into puckers and creases. 4. 

to make soft by rubbing between the hands. 

5. to vex, persecute, distress. 6. to exhaust, 

as sickness, or long exposure to the sun. P 
£©rt>,,stork v. n. To fade. 2. to wear 

off, as nap. 3. to become weak from disease, 

&c. 4. to be rumpled. 5. to become relax-. 

ed. pvirt w&o±o to beat severely. 

a. c. ^<2^ naluvu, nalavu, s. 

Joy, pleasure, delight. 2. weakness. 

A. 0. nalme, s. Goodness. 2. friend¬ 

ship, love, attachment, fondness; the act of 

forming friendship. £e^,c&©s? giving cor¬ 

dially or affectionately. 

A. C. nalla, adj. Good, well, excellent. 

2. amiable,'lovely, affectionate, ?*g^ alov- 

er, a loved one, husband, f^gfsbj P% an ami¬ 

able and beloved woman, a wife. Pf&P admi¬ 

rably, excellently, lovingly. lovers. P 
superior knowledge. P^^j &®g^ a wo¬ 

man’s word. P%P*$P sSg&d having 

been pleasantly seated with her lover. 

A. C. <3e) nalli, s. A ball of thread, 
co 

S. nalva, s. A furlong, or a distance of 

four hundred cubits. 

S. nava, navaka, adj. New, 

fresh, excellent. 2. nine. 

C. nava-kollu, [;i3ak>] v. n. To 

waste away, become thin, or emaciated. 

s. nava-koti-nd- 

rdyana, s. The name of a celebrated rich 

merchant who amassed a fortune of nine 

crore, (ninety million,) of pagodas. 

S. navu-khanda-prithvi, 

s. The earth, as composed of nine parts. 

3. 5o nava-graha, s. The nine plan¬ 

ets; viz. the Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury, Ju¬ 

piter, Venus, Saturn, Balm (caput draconis,) 
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and KStu (cauda draconis.) rt,3S 

a burnt offering presented to the nine planets, 

ptt rtjti praying to the planets, 

giving grain to brahmans to obtain the 

good will of the planets. P& pro¬ 

pitiating the planets. 

s. nava-chandra, s. New moon. 

C. c^o^PS navane, s. The grain Panicum 

Italicum. thrashed panic seed. 

C. ddd navata, navada, [?(»] 

adj. Thin, wasted, languished, emaciated. 5s 

sJrfa a wasted, thin, emaciated man. 

S. (Sod'S navati, adj. Ninety. 

S. ^dcb^jsty nava-dukula, s. A new, 

fine silk. 

s. dd^£.£ nava-dhdnya, s. The nine 

kinds of corn grown in India; as paddy; 

wheat; ^Bengal gram; &»rf5doll; 

dotfs? gram; ^ oil seed; esstf beans; a 

sort of kidney bean; green gram. 

C. nava-ndra-sandu, $. 

The whole bodily frame, 

s. jSd^st^oo&id nava-ndri-kunjara, 

s. A picture so constructed as to combine the 

forms of nine women in one elephant. 

S. nava-nidhi, s. KubSra’s nine 

divine treasures; viz tfosj, sij 

=ffd, !i, sSjoifoerf, ^oozj, jjstf, 

S. nava-nita, s. Fresh butter. 3 

'Krishna, who stole the butter 

from the cowherds. 

S. d^c^dd nava-nirada, s. The early 

rain. 

s. d^do navama, adj. Ninth. 

s. nava-manmatha, s. Vish¬ 

nu, as a new Cupid (so beautiful.) 

s. dddJs>e)t£ nava-mulike, s. The double 

jasmin. 

s. J3o3o3ja>?o nava-masa, s. Nine months, 

the period of a female’s pregnancy. 

Sooioo the completion of the period of preg¬ 

nancy. 

S. £>o3£)0 navami, s. The ninth lunar day 

of either the light or dark fortnight. 

S si So a festival of school boys, &c., in the 

sixth month, on the day preceding the Dassa- 

ra. a festival in honour of 

Hama's birth in the first month. 3 

sSSw Bdma's birthday. 

s. d^doA nava-ranga, s. The hall of a 

temple. dd ^orirf sio^to a spacious hall in a 

palace. 

S. d^lnava-ratna, S. The aggregate 

of nine gems; as, ste)' the diamond; dor 

cats’s eye; a tawny gem; 

topaz; sapphire; abrWotf an emerald; 

an amethyst; Srfo)sio coral; dSWM? a 

pearl. a crown composed of all 

kinds of gems. dd a canto of nine 

verses. 

s. dddd"3<y nava-rasdla, s. A fresh 

sweet mango tree. 

s. dddd^xyo^d nava-rasdlankdra, 

s. Nine sentiments necessary to be combined 

in poetry; as, calmness; love; 

heroism; ‘s'djrs tenderness; sur¬ 

prise ; ®»*jj mirth; doissffa* terror; 

disgust; anger. 

s. ^PtoalS) nava-rdtri, s. A feast of nine 

days in the seventh month. 

S. jds&re&’S* nava-rashika, s. A kind of 

calculation. 

S. nava-roju, S. The name 

of a tune. 

A. C. ddA) A navasiga, s. A tormenter, 

troubler, pesterer. 

s. ^»yso^d navdnkura, s. Afresh sprout. 

h. d^d, £;3?ddd63j, navdra, 

navdrada-patte, navdru, s. Tape. 3 

ssd $%aiM to weave tape. 

C. (o3T>?d'u7\d, d3**^^ navdsdgara, 

navdsdra, s. Sal-ammoniac. 

C. navi, s. Itching, an itching sensation 

in the skin. ^ to 

itch. 

C. da> navi, navadu-ho- 

gu, v. n. To waste away, become thin, ema¬ 

ciated. wasted, languid, faded. d 

wasting, becoming thin. 

A. C. ^Sdo naviru, S. Hair. sSo^adothe 

hair of the body. 

c. navilu, s. A peacock. 2. a. c. 

hair. a peacock’s feather, PSta z£o 

pZito a peacock’s tuft. doa,' 



a peacock’s tail. FSwuFj, 

s&ricFw a peacock to spread his tail, or display 

liis plumage. FF^&FiJ txi #j®o 

a^o as the peacock displayed his plumage 

the red crow put up his tail (prov. used 

of one who apes those above his circumstan¬ 

ces). F£i*a> Fau> rte *jo & a hunch 

of peacock’s feathers carried about by men¬ 

dicants. F^te a fan of peacock’s 

feathers. FSejo a peacock’s cry. 

A. C. navil-dera, s. Kumdraswa- 

my, riding on a peacock. 

C. ££>(\b, navisu, navusu, v. a. 
To cause to fade, wither, languish, or decay. 

2. to teaze, vex, distress, persecute, annoy. 

S. navina, adj. New, fresh, excel¬ 

lent. F^HF Fj«( a new or modern religion. 

Fia^ck innovators. 

II. navuji, s. An iron pike used as a 

weapon. 

C. navutu, s. A nit. adj. Stunted 

in the growth. to be stunted. 

A. C. navudu, v. a. To nib, as cat¬ 

tle do each other with their necks, &c. 

zi FF'a having rubbed the irritation in 

the neck. 

C. £^$)da navuru, See F3*. 

C. nave, $. An itching. FFcdrertj, FF 

soik, FF Soactiw to itch. 

S. navya, adj. New, fresh. 

T. b. nashi, nashi-pudi, [f 

Ffi] s. Snuff. F& agisU , F5 *?a,, F& 

sjl&t qhfri, F& sgi&^ Ftf a snuff-box. 

S. ^‘<5 Too nashisu, v. n. To decay, go to ruin. 

H. nashibu, S. Pate, destiny. 

S. nashwara, adj. Perishable, frail, 

mortal, fragile. 

S. nashta, s. Loss, damage, injury, 

detriment, destruction, adj. Lost, destroy¬ 

ed, annihilated, missing. F^srario, FFj Fz& 

to be injured, suffer damage, injury, or loss. 

FF^F&Fi to cause loss, occasion damage. F 

wso§ dim or faded lustre. F^ a 

mischievous trick. FF, e3(;a a creature or 

person deceased. FFj 'Forfj a waning moon. 

FF, FF, FF, F^F^'dissipated property. FFj 

one who is always suffering losses. F 

FF^Foa had news, evil tidings. 

t. b. nasi, nasi-pudi, [f 

*fc] S. Snuff. 

C. nasikke, adv. Early in the morn¬ 

ing. 

T. b. ^oJToo nasisu. See F&F>. 

h. ;3rJ°oI>o^o, £^q5o^o nasty at tu, 

nashiyattu, s. Punishment. 

C. c^cdo nasu, adj. Little, in a small degree, 

slight, partial. FF> FF> a gentle smile. 

C. ^ci)0^3 nasuku, nasunku, 
s. Twilight, dawn. FFiw»<£o&, Fsb* sSzk 

it is twilight. 

c. nasuku, V. a. To beat, pound 

gently. 2. to rub or kill, as a louse, to bruise 

any small substance with the finger. 

C. £70070^, j37ojao£)^ nasugunni, 

nasugunni, s. A plant which, when touch¬ 

ed, produces extreme itching. 

C. £5Too7\o^ nasu~gempu, s. A dark or 

slight red. 

A. C. ^TooS. nasudi, s. The forehead. FFi 

a a Spot on the forehead. 

C.^csizZS^Zijnasu-bilidu, s. A grey colour. 

A. C. nase, s. Pleasure, delight, joy. 

A. C. nasegdra, s. Kama, orCu- 

pid. 

A. c. nase-masavondu, 

v. n. To feel a strong excitement or desire. 

S. jSToj nasya, s. Snuff, medicinal snuff. 

S. jSSodyS nahi-prati, adj. Unexampled, 

unequalled. 

S. nahusha, s. The name of a king 

of the lunar race. 

S. ^ nala, s. The fiftieth year of the Hin¬ 

du cycle of sixty. 2. a celebrated king. Ftf 

Fb=£ superior cooking. 

A. C. ?>$ nala, s. Joy, pleasure, delight. 

c. nala-nalike, na- 

la-nalipa, adj. Shining, bland, soft, 

smooth. FtfFvF Fosrt a shining face. FtfF 

vF smooth arms. 

C. £^^>7oo nala-nalisu, v. n. To shine, 

glitter. 2. to be precocious, as fruits. 

nala-mina, s. The fish Chi- 

pea eultrata. 
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A. C. noli, v. n. To bend, bow. 2. to 

slip through the hand, as any thing oily. 

A. C. noli, adj. Soft, delicate, hland, 

smooth, a soft or smooth arm. £ 

s? to embrace with smooth arms. 

s* nalina, s. The lotus. $k&), $ 

^ccfojS a woman with lotus-like eyes. ^ 

«* tSso , Sxitij the sun, friend of the lotus. 

sJ^a the moon, its enemy. 

A. C. nal-netti, s. The crown of 

the head. 

C. nc//e, s. A crab, 30 3e5 

the fox admired the crab’s singing 

(and devoured it ; deceived it by flattery,) 

H. naksha, s. A map. 

S. nakshatra, s. A star. 2. a con¬ 

stellation or lunar mansion. 

favourable conjunction of natal stars. 

to in¬ 

quire whether natal stars are propitious in 

forming matrimonial alliances. street 

a neck-lace of twenty-seven pearls. 2. the 

shrine of an idol, a sky rocket, 

the discharged contents of which descend 

like falling stars. the moon, 

sovereign of the stars. the stars 

with which Hindu astrologers are acquaint¬ 

ed ; viz. twenty-seven. 2. a mode of express¬ 

ing twenty-seven rupees. telling 

the star under which a person was born from 

the name he bears. ?the name of a 

disciple of Vishwamitra, who grievously af¬ 

flicted TLarischandra. 2, one who gives 

trouble, pesters or teazes. 

S. ^oa nanga, s. The name of a former 

king. 

A. C. 1TS08& ndnchu, See srauh. 

A. C. ^toS6o ndntu, See 

A. c. ndntu, See 

S. nandi, s. The eulogium of a king 

or praise of a deity, recited in benedictory 

verses at the commencement of a religious 

ceremony or the opening of a drama. 2. 

prosperity, thriving, increase. ESjrf of¬ 

fering to the manes of departed ancestors 

at the commencement of any auspicious cere¬ 

mony. any departed ancestor 

cTSii 

worshipped at the commencement of auspi¬ 

cious ceremonies. 

A. C. ndndu, v. a. To search, seek, 

look for. 2. to wet, soak, moisten. 

to wet one’s self. to be wet. 

moisture, wetness, dampness. 

A. C. ^3Do4) ndmpu, V. a. To wet, moisten. 

S. ndka, s. Heaven, paradise, sky, at¬ 

mosphere. 

S. ndka-bali, s. A sacrifice to all 

the gods on the fifth day of a marriage. 

D. ndlldre, adj. Unable, disqualifi¬ 

ed. a useless 

man. inability. 

S. ndku, s. An ant-hill. 2. a snake’s 

hole. 

C. JTCiSb ndku, [jsstuJ adj. Four. 

C. ndku, v. a. $ n. To lick. 

S. £TS7\ ndga, s. A serpent, snake. 2. a 

demi-god so called, as having a human face, 

with the tail of a serpent and the expand¬ 

ed neck of the cobra capella; the race of 

these beings is said to have sprung from 

JLadru the wife of JKiashyajpa, in order to 

people Patala, or the infernal regions. 3. an 

elephant. 4. tin, lead. 6. a peacock, 

part Shiva, who wears a bracelet 

of snakes. the infernal regions. 

m part an ear-ring in the shape of the 

expanded hood of the cobra capella. 

S. ndga-kushtha, s. A disease 

so called. 

s. ndga-ketana, s. Duryo- 

dhana, with a snake on his banner. 

s. ndga-kesari, s. The shrub 

rniesua ferrea. 

s. ^ASTSjSd^ ndga-drdvaka, s. White 

vitriol or sulphate of zinc, 

s. ?tsa^7\^ ndga-nagara, s. Hastind- 

pura, the modern Delhi. 

S. c^A&Ss^ naga-betta, §. A cane pulled 

up by the roots and carried in the hands of 

wandering mendicants. 2. a very flexible 

kind of cane. 

c. ASdoJ^ ndga-mallige, s. The flow¬ 

er Justicia nasuta. 

S. ^jD7\d ndgara, s. Dry ginger. 2. the 
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Devanagari character. 3. a cobra capella. 

psrtci the trouble arising from killing a 

cobra capella. the Bengal Sans¬ 

crit character. ?(oB pa rtd the Peninsula Sans¬ 

crit character. 

s. & ndgara- 

chavuti, ndgara-chouti, s. A feast on 

the fourth lunar day of the ninth Hindu 

month to propitiate the king of serpents. 

s. ^S'SAtkjoe^&i ndgara-panchami, s. 

A feast on the fifth lunar day of the fourth 

month. 

A. c. Z5t>7\dz3-&^7\ ndgara-vakkiga, s. 
Vishnu, sleeping on a serpent. 

S. Atfro ndga-rasa, s. Yellow orpi- 

ment. 

C. ^XAtiSoX'^) ndgara-hdvu, s. The co¬ 

bra. 

S. ^xaQ^, nagarika, ndga- 

rika, s. A citizen, inhabitant of a 

city or town, a cockney. 2. neatness in 

dress, elegance. 3. prudence. 4. a whore¬ 

monger, distinguished by neatness in dress, 

&c. adj. clever, skilful. 

c. ^5X a©^ ndgalika, s. A clever man. 

S. <3X A 0 ndga-valli, s. The betel 

Cl’GGpGr. SGG 

^0. 2. a wife’s younger brother to give 

the betel leaf for the first time to a bride** 

groom and bride on the fifth morning of their 

being betrothed ? 

s. ^XASX^dfX ndgavdkarana, s. An 

astrological term not clearly defined. 

C. ^xasxTo ndgawdsa, s. A hook to 

suspend a swinging cot on,*&c. 2. a dancing 

girl. 3. a set of dancing girls. 

fi. ^Xa3X~o ndga-vdsa, S. The infernal 

regions. 

s. ^txa^cx)^ ndga-shayana, s. Vish¬ 

nu, sleeping on a serpent. 

s. jsxXi^so'd ndga-shekhara, s. The 

chief of serpents. 

C. ^jXa Aob7\ ndga-sampige, $. A flow¬ 

er so called. 

s. £>xa7vOc£'o3 ndga-sambhava, s. Red 

lead. 

T. B. J3Xa rod ndga-sara, See 

C. ndga-suli, s. An inauspici¬ 

ous natural curl. 

S. ^X Arch'd ndga-swara, s. A snake- 

pipe to charm serpents. 2. a pipe answer¬ 

ing to the drone of the bagpipe. 

A. C. ^3X7\5o nugaha, s. A deep place in 

the Godavery. 

C. ;3XX'$ nag ala, s. A measure of grain 

containing four marleals. 

S. ^SXTTXOSo ndgdmba, s. The sister of 

Basava. 

s. ^x/vs^drs ndg-dbharana, s. Shiva, 

having a necklace of snakes. 

S. ndgdrjuna, s. An ancient 

king so called, preceding Shdlivahana. xa 

ro&f'rfi S'# his era. 

C. ^5XAX£0 nd-gdlu, S. A quadruped, xa 

rreSjS rifi quadrupeds. partita 

to run fast, as a dog, deer, &c. 

c. nd-gavuda, s.Fourgavadas. 

s. ndgdshana, s. Garuda, the 

kite, the sovereign of the feathered tribe, as 

feeding on serpents. 2. a lion, as feeding on 

elephants. 3. a thunderbolt, as destroying 

mountains. 4. fire. 

S. ifjXAXco^ ndg-dsana, s. The seat of an 

idol, having on it the form of a serpent. 

s. ndgini, ndgini, s. 

A semi-serpent virgin. 

C. JSXao^ nd-gula, [four Jcolagas'] s. A 

measure. 

C. ^3X£^-r? ndchike, S. Shame, modesty, 

blushing. a shameless person. 

C. ^XBrO, ^3Xe#^*$3 

ndchu, nachike-gollu, ndchike-padu, 

v. n. To blush, be ashamed, abashed. PMJrfsS;* 

a man who is ashamed. a modest, 

blushing woman. pstSAi to shame, make 

blush. 

H. ^X84o ndchu, S. A nautch, dance, ball. 

psjSo to see a dance. to 

dance, to act. 

H. ^jX&do ndjaru, S. A sheriff, constable. 

H. ndjuku, adj. Delicate, soft, 

fine. Paw** delicious food, dainties. 

S. ?>X 65 nut a, s. Dancing, acting. 
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S. ^3"3&3i2r ndtaJca, s. A play, drama. ?raW 

* a female dancer, n$e a man 

who exhibits puppets. 2. the deity, who is 

said by some to determine all the actions of 

men. 

s. SjO^a, ndta-rdga, 

ndti-rdga, s. A prelude. 

S. ^n>&3o ndtu, v. a. 4 n. To fix in the ground, 

set, plant. 2. to pierce or stick in, as an 

arrow, &c. to make plant. 

a pierced arrow. a pierced 

thorn. to be stuck or pierced in. 

S. ^S'3 ndtya, s. The science or art of 

dancing or acting, or the union of song, 

dance, and instrumental music, 

prated;} an actor, dancer. 3»W$n»3 a female 

dancer. PsUj jjsirejrretf, tJsUj dori a 

place for dancing, a theatre. 

T. B. £>i>3 nada, See 

A. C. nadadu, adv. The day after 

to-morrow. 

C. ISDZS'S&7\, nddddiga, nddddi, 

s. A traveller. 

S. nddi, $. The pulse. 2. any tubular 

organ of the body, as an artery, vein, or 

intestine. 3. the stalk of any plant. 4. 

any pipe or tube. 5. a fistulous sore, a 

sinus. 6. an hour of twenty four minutes. 

7. a sort of bent grass. 8. an astrological 

term not clearly defined, but connected with 

natal stars. 9. vital air or breath. 

J to observe the pulse. Bx©^ 

fb the pulse to cease. examination 

of the pulse. the 

pulse to beat. a pUtse which 

shews excess of flatulence. ^ a pulse 

indicating bile. a pulse indicating 

an excess of phlegm, an unfa¬ 

vourable conjunction of natal stars. 

J5*® a' middling one. a favourable 

one. WM the planetary conjunction 

consulted by astrologers when matrimonial 

alliances are to be formed. 3e>a vital 

air from the right nostril, psa vital 

air from the left nostril. a 

vital air from the centre of both nostrils, 

said to be exhaled in sleep, 

s. nadindhama, s. A gold¬ 

smith. 

S. nddindhaya, s. He who 

drinks or sucks through a tube. 

C. ^TsSi7\ nddiga, s. A petty chief, 

his wife. 

A. C. 773ci&)07^ nudidinge, adv. For the 

day after to-morrow. 

A. C. TpsTbtiri nadiddara, adv. Of the 

day after to-morrow. 

A. C. nddiddarim, adv. From 

the day after to-morrow. 

C. <^-3 nadu, s. A district, province, 

country. a general convocation. 

°*dt> P**3 the Mysore forest. a country 

in the Northern Circars. of or belong¬ 

ing to a country or district. a 

provincialism, a word in general use. ?ra&5i 

sOcrfjsrd general custom or usage of a 

country. sraf r the news of a district. 

rQS the head man of a district. 

tivzvtSSi a person under him. 3*sSj ss 

the accountant of a district. 

A. C. cSnadu, v. a. To search, seek. 

A. C. nade, adj. Great, much, high, 

excessive, s. Abuse, reproach. 2. a term, 

a fixed time. 3. to-morrow. 

C. nadeyu, s.Premnaherbacea. 

C. ndn, s. Shame, modesty, blushing, 

without loss of shame. 

C. ndna-danti, s. A reed. 

A. C. ?rsp3£>, ndnala, ndnili, 

s. A person void of shame, an impudent 

person. 

A. C. ndnede, s. The secret parts. 

c. ndnewdra, s. A custom 

of women during a marriage ceremony, 

taking a stretched thread and walking with 

it four times round the bride and bridegroom 

and then tying this thread, with some blades 

of bent grass, round the right arm of the 

bridegroom and the left arm of the bride. 

A. c. ndn-gedisu, a. To 

deprive of shame and modesty. 3^ a 

shameless, impudent fellow. 

A. C. ?)T>P|o_ ndnchu, V. n. To be ashamed, 

blush, v. a. To shame, make blush. 

c. ndn-nudi, s. A provincialism. 

2. a saying, proverb. 
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A. o. ndn-mdga, s. A blushing, 

modest face. 

t. b. $7>s^£, ^>P3q5o ndnya, ndnaya, 

[srarsis*] s. Money, coin, «*w%r»ti a money 

changer. 2. a faithful man. prsr^sixitiosSa 

changing large for small monej. 

exchanging coins, *jtJw>sfrt shrof¬ 

fing or trying money. s58^ examination 

of money. ^ the agio on money. 

rradj the account of various coins paid, 

jxart^ri dear, costly. 2. fine. 

a fine or costly cloth. siJb a common, 

ordinary, or coarse thing, 

^a handsome man. 2. a trustworthy 

man. a handsome woman. 2. 

a woman who may he trusted. 

C. $7)7$ ndta, [?ra*l s. Smell in general. 2. 

fragrance, odour, fume. 3. (the modem use) 

stink, stench. Jra* 7S*$ &>&otoo to smell, 

2. to stink. £>vcdoo a smell to 

come in contact with the olfactory nerves. 

?i®3 the fragrance of flowers. rio^ri 3** 

the fume of sandal. ?js^ the odour of 

musk. the stink of ordure, wu^cdo 

the smell of the urine of cattle. 

the stench of a kennel. 

C. $7)3 ndti, s. A woman. [woman 

gem1, a most excellent or chief woman. 

S. $7)7$ ndtha, S. A husband, master, lord, 

lord of the world. 

S. ndda, s. A sound,report,noise,note, 

jrari the sound of a bell. »HF5a the 

note of a guitar, b°5J a war cry, the 

shout of battle. pari the sound of a 

pipe. s&y? thunder. 2. the son of 

GhatotJcacha. 3. Havana’s son. tft&t 

the sound of a drum, ^rtcdjo to 

sound. 

c. nddani, nddini, s. A 

wife’s or husband’s sister. 2. younger bro¬ 

ther’s wife. 

H. $7>Z57>'b, $vzS7)Th ndddri, ndddru, 

[not possessing] s. Poverty, aclj. Poor, weak, 

helpless. a poor, des¬ 

titute man. sraoaO ?rau5>0 Xzto to be 

poor or destitute. 

S. $7>Z57><$, $7)Z57> ^orf ndddli, nddd- 

nanda, s. A musical amateur. 

S. ^3T)Sjojo nddisu, v. n. To sound, e. v. 

cans. To make melt, knead, wash, &c, 

C. $7>ZSo nddu, v. n. To melt, become liquid. 

v. a. To knead, as dough. 2. to wash, bathe, 

wet, drench, the act of kneading, melt¬ 

ing, &c. ?sari Sotbj flour made into dough. 

Kurfg having bathed in tears of joy. 

S. $7) 7%oil nddeya, adj. Aquatic, marine. 

s. A plant so called. 

C. $7>T~, $7)$o nan, ndnu, v. n. To be¬ 

come moist, get wet. to become wet 

one’s self. 

H. ndna-parawarshi, s. 

A pension. 2. a gratuitous salary given to a 

destitute person who is not yet capable of 

being employed. 

S. ndnd, adj. Many, various, diverse, 

different. 3?3» S3, uft, 3»3* O^S many 

ways. **oSirt many things. 

C. $7>$o ndnu, pro. sing. mas. and fem. I. 

77z$\, PPrt I of myself, I by myself, I 

myself. I came of myself. 

C. ndnuru, adg. Four hundred. 

s. $r7>hT$, $7>h7\ ndpita, ndpiga, s. A 

barber, a barber’s wife. 

n.$7>'^rj'^iJS>^-6o7\indpharamdm-ran~ 

gu, s. A chocolate colour. 

S. $7)$ ndbhi, s. The navel. 2. poison. 3. 

the nave of a wheel. 4. the holes in a pal¬ 

myra leaf book. JBramha, as pro¬ 

duced from Vishnu’s navel. Jtj jr» 

«p, varieties of poison. 

«»«? the umbilical cord or navel string. 

musk. Vishnu. enn«r 

?»# a sheep. j»t?]a spider that stretch¬ 

es its thread over long spaces. 

S. $7>£$o’&^ ndbhukta, adj. Inexperienced, 

not acquainted with. 

S. ^S-t>odo ndma, S. A name, appellation. 2. 

c. a sectarian mark in the form of a trident, 

of which the middle line is yellow or red and 

the rest white. 3. a name of the white clay 

used for this purpose. ***** the ceremo¬ 

ny of giving a child its name. ziti# a 

noun. Swefe the third person of a verb, 

sraskri fjs^orf ijrirl a box containing the 

seals, mirror, &c., for putting on sectarian 

marks. verses in praise of the 
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names of the deity. bathing, en¬ 

gaging in acts of devotion, and performing 

other religious ceremonies prior to taking a 

meal. naO a follower of Vishnu. 

thinking of or repeating the names of 

God. to pUt on the triple secta¬ 

rian mark. 2. to deceive, cheat jrssk&sy®* 

eight verses in praise of the names of a deity. 

t5?!g verses including 108 names 

of a god. 

H. namarda, s. An eunuch, im¬ 

potent man. 

S. namadheya, s. A name, 

appellation. 

S. ^^Taio-S-^ ndmdnkita, adj. Dedica¬ 

ted, as a work to a person. 

T. B. ndmi, ,s. The ninth lu¬ 

nar day. 

D. tije) ■^T'3 cOo ndmi - rupdi, s. 

A Company’s rupee not now current. 

C. ndmu, s. A disease of cattle from 

breaking into young com. wsiw ark, jresiw 

aSoSisioj to have such a disease. 

H. ndmushi, S. Disgrace. 2. 

shame. 

t. b. nay a, & Justice. 

S. nay aka, s. A guide, leader, 

conductor. 2. a chief, head, general. 3. a 

gallant, paramour, the best or chief 

jewel, sracrk-*-, jssotosftf-sS) a mistress or wife. 

a chief or excellent female. 

C- ndyakawddi, s. A coun¬ 

cil or assembly of chiefs. 2. a peon attached 

to a village, a village watcher, one who su¬ 

perintends the farmers in their cultivation. 

C. nai, s. A dog. %%%&% cJscftoa spor¬ 

ting dog. ?racft) a bitch. rtjsoza 

frstiu, ?rac6o a mad dog. si)&, ?ra 

eft) t>^, frac&o rko^J a puppy, whelp. 

eft), S^jrareft) a dog used in hunting tigers. 

eft) s5o®ri^o, p^eft) *«7t) the bark of a dog. 

t. b. ^T5o!)oo£>, ndinda,ndida, 
[TTshs] s_ a. barber, a barber’s 

wife. 

s. ndi-kode, See ?n>c&)«?§ert. 

c. ndi-kolige, s. A stick u- 

sed in leading dogs to the chase. 

C. ndi-gemmu, s. The hoop¬ 

ing cough. 

G. tj'R ndi-chhattirige, [dog’s 

umbrella] s. A mushroom. 

0. ;3t>cO.>sfo^cJ ndi-tulasi, s. The white 

basil or country tea, Ocymum album. 

C. ndi-neralu, s. A plant 

so termed. 

c. ndi-mosale, s. A sort 

of fish. 

S. iusd ndra, $. Water. 2. a crowd of 

people, mob. 

S. ndranga, s. A kind of orange. 

S. jsad&ij ndratta, s. Land which has 

chasms, cracks, or chinks. 

S. (SXitirf ndrada, s. N&rada, the son of 

Bramha, a celebrated legislator, and inventor 

of the vine or lute. 2. a cloud. 

s. ^-sdrfo^ ndradantaka, s. The side 

timber of a door-frame. 

C. ndrdgora, s. Emacia¬ 

tion, depression from sickness. 

s. ^xuuro ndrdcha, ndrdsa, 

s. An iron arrow. 2. an iron style to write 

with. Surras, dtido one armed with an arrow.. 

s. ndrdyana, s. A name 

of Vishnu, but especially considered as the 

deity who was before all worlds; from 

the primeval waters, derived from the 

spirit of God, whence they originated, and 

the place of coming or moving ; he 

who moved over the water before creation; 

or from the divine spirit or soul of the uni¬ 

verse ; appertaining to it, the actions or 

emotions of the soul, and pervading, 

influencing; again multitudes, mankind, 

and we*?; place; present amongst men. 

mo&in ziMzZj a sectarian seal used by the fol¬ 

lowers of Vishnu. 

s. ndrdyani, s. The wife of 

Shiva and goddess of destruction. 2. the 

wife of Vishnu and goddess of prosperity. 3. 

the river Ganges. 4. the plant asparagus 

raeemosus. 

S. ifSDQ nari, s. A woman. 2. a bow-string. 

ziui a choice or very excellent woman. 

s. ^>0$ ndri-kela, ndrila, 

s. The cocoanut tree. 
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C. ^tb^V&^ndri-hunnu, s. Theguinea- 

C. i^sdo naru, s. The hemp of plants or 

fibrous bark of trees of the palm species. 

7J®* common hemp. 7»tb another 

variety. $oT\$ the coir of cocoanuts. 

T^tio the hemp of the hibiscus esculent- 

us. 3»ri)the saw? tree, hemp. ska a 

cloth made of linen or hark, put ov by brah¬ 

mans to eat with. ?»* Hd a hempen cloth 

worn by ascetic women. P^epf «<* hemp done 

up in braided coils. TraSpi nirt a hempen rope, 

psdj &€)o3m to take hemp from a plant or 

fruit. TracrsrSt^ stringy, as mangoes, &c. P® 

oafttbtf. that which is stringy or tough. 7»d> 

a festering sore. 

0. ^37)do naru, V. n. To smell, to emit or 

send forth a scent. 2. (the modern use) to 

stink. 

C. ^osdoosS^ ndrum-bele, s. The plant 

Trichosanthes palmata or ocymum sanctum. 

C. jjDdoa5«do ndru-beru, s. A medical 

root, acorus calamus. 

C. .^5VS3ndr-bilu, V. n. To waste a- 

way, become thin, emaciated. 

n. ndla-bandi, s. One who 

shoes horses. 

C. ^7>e)7\ ndlige, s. The tongue. p®® 

rt the uvula. gjSJjzn the keeping of 

a promise. ^€>A% to speak 

otherwise than before. P®erti\ Stiirio to speak 

fluently, pronounce correctly. T3®®^ riosU 

the right hand leg of a weaver’s web beam. 

<7>ucl) ?ra€>rtcrijsi a liar. 2. a promise breaker. 

H. ndlu, s. Horse-shoes. T^ua 

to shoe a horse. tus©P J&stf horse-shoe nails, 

pstn one who shoes horses. P®wo & 

=5bzirS a horse that is shod, 

c. ndlu, ndluve, s. A 

rivulet or channel. 

c. £>peoddo, ndluvaru, ndl- 

varu, pro. Four persons. 

c. ndlku, adj. Four. P®«^ Tra 
t»j. b^Oj. the four points of the compass. 7s® 

fourth. 7J«4» a quadruped. 2. a small 

distance. 73®«4»t sfy’rt, zSJ a quadru¬ 

ped. 75®e-% some days must 

pass. &s?i Svti o&ssb, =5*0^ sira 
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* a word that every body knows. 7«u^ #^3 

one who is acquainted with every kind 

of work. d^B a place where four streets 

meet, P®«43c&$<S)sS;iti) neighbours. 7»e^<;rs® 

to he square or cubical Traujj. sfrs&j to 

unite man and wife who have disagreed. 

. ^do, ^do ndl-goru, 

ndlku-koru, s. Four shares. 2. land 

which, having been untilled, is let to farmers 

on agreement that Government shall have 

one share and the cultivators three. 

. nal-dola, S. Vishnu, with 

four arms. 

. ^T>€^a ndl-moga, s. Bramha, with 

four faces. ssseJ^riVishnu, the father 

of Bramha. 

‘ n(tt-vattw> adj. Forty. 

• c^sc^do nalvaru, pro. Four persons. 

' na^ve> s- A rivulet or channeL 

£>, ■£!> navi, nave, s. A ship, boat, 

vessel. 

^Sa ndvika, ndviga, s. A 

pilot, helmsman. 

. B. ndvidanu, $. A bar¬ 

ber. 

. 7)1^) navu, pro. plu. mas. and fern. We. 

P®^ not we. we of ourselves. 

. £57Xd^ navy a, s. Boat hire, passage mo¬ 

ney. 

, ^37)d, ndsha, ndshana, s. De¬ 

struction, ruin, loss. 2. annihilation, death. 

jSsvrb, to he ruin¬ 

ed. PatfP® Ttrazt) to ruin, destroy, annihilate. 

P®^ a destroyer. 77®% destructible. 

, ndse, ndsike, 

ndsika, s. The nose. psarf® a pain 

in the nose followed with bleeding, ps’jws 

tlotfj the nostrils, prabws the pair of, 

or, the two nostrils, breath from 

the nostrils. ?rad"s sftri a nose 

jewel. 

, ^jDoJ^d ndsira, S. Advancing or skir¬ 

mishing in front of an army, leaving the line 

and defying the enemy by shouts and ges¬ 

tures. 

, TjTJcJ^ ndstika, s. An atheist. 2. one 

who denies the divine authority of the Vedas. 



3. refusal, denial. pah tfi, 

atheism; the denial of a god; heresy; the 

disbelief of a future world. 

S. ndla, s. The stalk of the lotus, a 

hollow, tubular stalk. 

T. B. noli, f?raaj s. An Indian hour of 

twenty-four minutes. 

A. C. <73^)0 nulim, [for jrasfcSootfj From to¬ 

morrow. for to-morrow. 

S. nulika, See 

0. ?3^rfo^ naliddu, dec. adv. The day 

after to-morrow. 

S. <33^^ ndlika, s. A lotus, si» 

86 a woman with a lotus-like face. 

d a lotus pond. 

C. c73"^ ndle, dec. adv. To-morrow. 

for to-morrow. 0f to-morrow. 

c.*£>o3, £)oC> mint a, ninda, wastrel, 

part, of 3&o to stay, &c., Stopped, remain¬ 

ed, &c. 3°d remaining work. 2. work 

that has been interrupted in its progress. 3° 

* people remaining behind. 3°d fcsa-fr a 

remaining balance. 3°dJ, 3otfc _pas£. part. 

having stood, stopped, ceased, &c. 3°^> 

tSo, pocb to cease, be interrupted in 

progress. 3°*> wdj, 3°do to delay and 

come, to come behind. 3o3do, poa* to be 

standing. 2. to be remaining. &o*»a8*ttto 

stand and tell. 2. to pause and tell. 

S. ninde, s. Abuse, blame, censure, 

reproach, reproof, accusation. do® 

praising the gods, &c. by repeating their dis¬ 

honorable deeds, in which their might and 

greatness were displayed. 2. praising one by 

the use of words which from their ambiguous 

meaning seem to convey abuse. 3°d^ 50 

to abuse, reproach. ?>o&dodd an abuser. 

Sod #&>, sod tU^j, sod to be abused, 

reproached, censured, blamed, accused. o«i 

Sod, eidsod a false accusation. 

8. Socs^ nindya, adj. Censurable, culpable, 

blameable, faulty. 

C. £)oE7±> nindiru, |_So* 0f 3&0, and 

». n. To stand, remain, halt, stop, cease, be 

interrupted in progress. 2. to be terminated. 

2. to stand upon, &c. 3°&jdj, Softer to 

stop, retain, make stay. So£>ddrf a person 

who will not remain. 3o£>d>dd a person who 

stands or remains. SoBdJdtb, jioSd^re, So 

the act of standing. 

C. £0^ ninna, See 3^. 

0. ninne. See 3*V 

S. £)Q20 nimba, s. The margosa tree, melia 
azadirachtha. 

0. ^oaS nimbe, s. The lime tree. 3ot5 wa 

c£o, Soso cm ijme fruit. SoiS^ 

<&> lime pickle. 3orf a sweet lime. 

3osd a sour lime, dw so«3 a large kind of 

lime. 

C. £)oS&> nimma See 3%. 

C. ^^£3 nikata, adj. Near, proximate. 

S. nikara, s. A flock, multitude. 2. 

pith, sap, essence. C. truth. 3?^ dradj crisa 

slztjs s^dSe; nothing you say is true. 

s. £>3^, ^sS^ojjiy nikasha, nika- 

shopala, S. A touch-stone. 

S. nikarsha, $. Meanness. 

s. nikarshana, s. An open 

space or sort of play-ground in or near a 

town. 

s. nikashatmaja, s. Nirriti. 

S. c^!?3o3o nikama, adv. Much, abundantly. 

S. ^)?f3CX}o nikaya, §. A flock, multitude, 

congregation, audience. 2. a house or habi¬ 

tation. 

S. 0^3 nikdyya, s. A house or habi¬ 

tation. 

S. 3 nikasha, adj. (in comp) Like. 

S. nikdli, s. The ends of a cotton or 

wool pack. 3w»v<; to put a bottom or 

top to a pack. 

S. nikunja, s. An arbour, bower, 

a place overgrown with creepers. 

s. £^0035 nikumbha, s. A giant so called. 

S. ^odooeo nikurumba, s. A flock, mul¬ 

titude. 

s. nikrishta, adj. Outcast, low, 

despised, vile. 

S. niketana, s. A house, residence. 

T. B. nikka, [3?y S. A gold pagoda, 

a coin. 

C. nikka, adj. Defective, maimed. 

T. B. nikkaruni, $. A 

severe, harsh, rigorous, cruel man. 
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C. nikku, v, n. To stand on tip-toe 

and reach, to walk erect, strut. to 

reach one’s self. 2. to be finished, fulfilled, 

accomplished, come true. to reach 

and tie. =#ja>o^j wtfi, 5^. to come 

strutting. a proud or presump¬ 

tuous man. to go struttingly 

or proudly. 

A. c. nikkuva, s. Truth. 

t. b. nikramana, s. 
Setting out. 

s. nikwana, nikwana, 

s. A musical tone or sound. 

S. nikhila, aoj. All, the whole, en¬ 

tire, complete. 

C. £)a&3o, nigachw, niguchu, 

v. a. To make what was bent straight, to 

make go out to the full length. =#£ a 

stretched out hand. S>rteJ a body erect or 

stretched out. 553*0 to stretch 

out the hand and throw. to stand 

firm and jump. zojsoiM^ to lift up and 

pour out. 

H. r^7\£> nigadi, s. Instalment, a fixed 

period for payment. 3^ to fix, settle. 

S. ^>A nig adit a, ad;. Said, spoken. 

C. P>a£)a, niga-niga, nigi-nigi, 

adv. Sparklingly, glitteringly. SriSrocsii 

to sparkle, shine. 

S. o^AojO nigama, s. The Vedas collective¬ 

ly. snsjs'Sj Shiva, having the Vedas for his 

steed. Srtsireosi the theological part of the 

Vedas. SrtsijsGod, as the being with 

whom the scriptures alone are conversant. 

T. B. £>ACi nigara, [a*dj adj. Chief, pre¬ 

eminent, superior. 2. proper, well. 

C. ^Atfo nigaru, v. n. To lengthen out, 

go out to the full length, become erect. 8^ 

e wri) to come strutting. 

5 n&rij to lengthen out, make what was bent 

straight. Srf&S’#, sria# lengthening out, 

expanding. 2. erectio penis. 3 

rte one w}10 struts. 

S. nig ala, s. A chain, fetter. 

H. c^7\U, niga, nighd, S. Super¬ 

intendence, control. 2. c. business, work. 3. 

sight. 

S. nigdda, s. A word or speech. 

G. £)7VScOoob nigdisu, v. n. To shine, 

glitter. 

S. nig dr a, s. Swallowing. 

S. nigdla, s. The throat or neck of 

a horse. 

0. nigdsu, V. n. To glitter, shine. 

A. C. £)A002}J nigumbu, V. n. To lengthen, 

stretch out. 

c. £)7\otb niguru, See 5**. 

S. nigrihyamdna, adj. 

Impeded, hindered, restrained. 

A. c. a zi niggava, s. The tusk of an 

elephant. 

C. ao niggu, s. Assuming airs, strutting. 

adj. full, long. Srts to become 

pompous in gait. 2. to become long. 

U, SA =# strutting. a long thing. 

?>rk rratfpk, sns tfo a strutter. 3 

a woman who struts. Sty strutting. 

Srto jiaa&o, Srio 3? wrfo s» £acdM, 

^r!o sfos* to strut, walk affectedly or 

pompously. 

S. £)AjZq nigraha, S. Punishing, killing. 

2. aversion, disfavour, discouragement, dis¬ 

like. 2. deviation from rectitude; impro¬ 

priety. bAj AtitnvA punishment 

of the wicked and protection of the good. 

jst^SotJo to punish. 

S. £fSj!)Oo£&> nighantu, S. A dictionary con¬ 

taining the synonymes of a language; a 

vocabulary, a collection of words or names; 

of which there are various kinds, chiefly in 

Sanscrit; as, j^oUj,^erecdorf 

j>sfoW>. 

s. nighna, adj. Docile, subservient; 

dependent, domestic, s. Power, might. 

S. nighasa, s. A longer, one who 

covets. 

S. £>^jJa)83 nighdta, s. Strength, prowess. 

S. nighdta, S. Destruction, killing. 

0. nighd-mddu, ». n. To 

serve, do service. 

S. £>S^o3:> nichaya, s.Aheap, assemblage, 

collection. 

s. nichita, adj. Full, filled, complete. 
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S. nichula, s. The plant Baringto- 

nia acutangula. 

s. nichola, nichola, 
s. A cover, wrapper, bodice, veil. 

S. TS&rttffe nicholana, s. Seeing,looking. 

T. B. nichcha, [5^] adj. Eternal, 

everlasting, perpetual. 3*3 daily. 

A. C. 83 nichchata, s. Sincerity. 3^ 
sincere devotion. 

T. b. nichchani, nich- 

chanike, [&****] s. A ladder. 

T. B. nichchaya, s. Cer¬ 

tainty, ascertainment, truth, adj. Ascer¬ 

tained, settled, certain, true. 

T. B. ^ nichchala, nichchala, 

adj. Firm, fixed, stable, permanent. 

S. nija, s. Idiosyncrasy, condition, cir¬ 

cumstances in life. 3w £>»& wejotfb;* to 

dress beyond one’s means. 

to manifest one’s self. adj. Own. 2. perpet¬ 

ual, eternal. 3 wv one’s own composition 

or performance. one’s own caste. 

5&j iSjssJ one’s own or natural shape. « 

one’s own mother. one’s own 

wish. 

C. nija, adj. True, certain, sure, real. s. 

Truth, veracity, certainty, reality, a&israd 

stra* a true word, truth. 

S. £>83&> nitila, s. The forehead. 

Shiva, with an eye in the centre of his 

forehead. 

A. C. nitta, adj. Tall, lofty, high. 2. 

long. 3. erect. 3^3 loftily; erectly. 

G. nitt-adavi, s. A thickset or 
• © . 
impervious forest. 

C. £)83^£v§ nittani, s. A line, row, pile, 

to pile or put in a row. 

a. c. £)83j nitti, s. Sight, vision, seeing. 3 

to look, see. rio^a to peep 

secretly. 

C. £)83jj nittu, s. A row or pile. adj. 
Erect. 2. piled up. 3. long. 4. thickset, 

close, confined. 3% 3g£> to be erect, as a 

tent, to remain erect. S^rio to become 

erect or piled. 3^ in a standing 

posture. to pile. 3^* to 

make pile up, or make stand erect. 3^ do 

an erect, long, or high pillar. a 

close or confined place, the back¬ 

bone. an eye with the outward 

angle extended. 3&®^U a continued or 

long run. 

t. b. £)83^d, £>83j|^d nittura, nittura, 
[a^b] adj. Harsh, contumelious, censori¬ 

ous, cruel. 

c. ?383^roodo} £83u|^s" nitt-usuru, 

nitturpu, s. A deep sigh, difficult or hard 

breathing, loud sobbing. 

C. c35 nidi, s. A strong smell, as that of 

mustard. 

c. nidunidi, ni- 

didu, nidudu, adj. Long, high, tall, lof¬ 

ty. aa&csh* to be long or high. 

3&> P‘1 a long hand, ado kjS long braided 

tresses, ado a long arm. ado sib a 

loud voice, a high note, ado (long sleep) 

death. 

S. £3^02} nitambtt, s. A woman’s buttocks. 

2. the buttocks or posteriors in general; the 

circumference. 3. the side of a mountain. 

S^oita, a^ososi© a woman with large and 

handsome buttocks. 

S. nitanta, adj. Much, excessive. 

S. nitya, adj. Eternal, everlasting, 

continual, perpetual, past, present and fu¬ 

ture. 2. daily. 3. regular, fixed, invariable. 

3%, constantly, perpetually, 3^s 

£ a standing order, perpetual order, daily ob¬ 

servance. 3^ a daily ceremony. 3% 

immortality, 3^> a constant reli¬ 

gious observance, 3^^a daily festivity, 

constant rejoicing. 3®»S^t God, the eternal 

spirit, 3^ kJj*3/ the daily begging of rice 

from door to door, as is done by mendicant 

brahmans. 

s. nidarshana, s. An example, 

illustration, evidence, instance. 

s. nidagha, s. The hot season. 

S. ^3c3X)^3 niddna, s. A first cause, a pri¬ 

mary or remote cause. 2. disappearance, ces¬ 

sation, or removal of a first cause. 3. purifi¬ 

cation, purity, correctness. 4. ascertaining 

the cause; the study of symptoms, with a 

view to trace the remote or proximate cause; 

hence this word is the name of a celebrated 
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medical work. 5. judgment. 6. news, intel¬ 

ligence. See 9?ra?i. 

T. B. nidi, See 9$. 

S. ^<3^ mdesha, s. Order, mandate, com¬ 

mand. 

T. B. nidde, [&S|] s. Sleep, drowsiness. 

93 stands to sleep. hav¬ 

ing slept. 93 sleep to be spoiled. 93 

Ss?aSw, 53 to awake. 

S. £><3j nidre, s. Sleep, drowsiness, sloth. 

9n^ eLs^ej^rt) to be overcome with sleep. 5 

os^ffS, sLetw drowsiness. Sns^v'o 

adj. Sleeping, sleepy, drowsy. 9&;^ asleep. 

?>«, sSjat-ri) to go to sleep. 93, sleep is 

over. 9 ray 'ricr! disturbance of sleep. 

S. nidhana, s. Destruction, death, loss, 

disappearance, annihilation. 2. race, family. 

S. nidhdna, s. A treasure, belong¬ 

ing especially to Kubera. 2. receptacle, place, 

or vessel in or on which any thing is collected 

or deposited. 3. concealed property, hid trea¬ 

sure. 

G. nidhana, s. Caution, deliberation, 

presence of mind. 2. certainty, decision, set¬ 

tlement- Suis^si?-, leisurely, slowly, gently. 

9<7®?^Ii, 9*?59 a just man. 9ri®93o, 

sfca 

®b, 9 nap? to examine carefully, consider, 

judge. 2. to be deliberate, patient, calm, 

quiet, to take patience. 95*9*3 a mild 

or just expression. 

T. B. nidhdra, [_95*rti]s. Settlement, 

determination. 95*ura to determine. 

S. nidhi, s. One of Kubera’s divine 

treasures. Their nature is not exactly defin¬ 

ed, though some of them appear to be precious 

stones; according to the Tantrika system, 

they are personified and worshipped as demi¬ 

gods, attendant either upon Kubera or upon 

Kakshmi. 93 9?> Kubera’s nine treasures. 

9?^ Kubera. 2. concealed treasure. 3. a 

receptacle, asylum, or place of accumulation; 

as a treasury, granary, nest, &c.; also figura¬ 

tively ; as, rbf? 5$ a man who is endowed with 

or possessed of all good qualities. -95 the 

ocean, the receptacle of water; '$39 55 a 

quiver. 

8. nidhuvana, s. Sexual embrace, 

coition. 

s. ninada, nindda, s. 

Sound. to sound. 

C. ninna, gen. of »*?*> Thy. 93* 

* thy name. 2. ace. For 93*3j* thee. 9 

3*3j, 93^> thine, thy thing. 

C. ninne, dec. ado. Yesterday. 99*3 

of yesterday. 95*3, 93*3 for yesterday. 9 

3*c&>°, s^cSoori from yesterday. 

S. ^ nijpata, S. Causing to descend or 

fall. 2. throwing. 3. {in gram.) irregularly 

formed, an imitative word. 

S. nipdna, s. A trough or ditch near 

a well, for watering cattle. 

S. nipuna, adj. Clever, skilful, con¬ 

versant. 95e)«^s skill, eminence in any art 

or science. 9^ a skilful woman. 

S. £)&}OZj$;3 nibandhane, s. Order, man¬ 

date. 2. appointment, engagement. 3. a 

fence. 

C. nibaddi, s. Certainty, reality, truth. 

adj. True. 

s. nibarhana, s. Slaughter, 

killing. 

H. nibdvu, adj. Difficult, impracti¬ 

cable. 

s. £>e!>?3, nibida, nibarisa, adj. 

Coarse, gross, large, bulky. 2. thick, close, 

crowded, impervious, impenetrable. 9«33*°3 

thick darkness. stoutly made. 

S. nibodhe, s. Insensibility, ab¬ 

sence of mind. 

0. nibbana, nib- 

banadavaru, s. The party at a marriage 

festival. 2. the bride or bridegroom going to, 

or returning from, the marriage. 

the company at a marriage festival to dis¬ 

perse. 9*J 3>3 the place where a marriage 

is celebrated. 9^ rfri the person defraying 

the expenses of a marriage, as a bridegroom s 

father, &c. 

T. B. nibbara, [5rirtfj adj. Full, com¬ 

plete, replete. 9« to fill. 

A. c. nib-beragu, s. Great a- 

mazement, much astonishment. 

S. $$ nibha, (in comp.) adj. Like, resem¬ 

bling, similar. 
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ne, nibhdvu, nibhdvike, s. Endurance, 

forbearance, toleration. 2. undertaking, man¬ 

aging, sustaining, effecting. 

C. nibhdisu, v. a. To bear, en¬ 

dure. 2. to manage, effect, &c. Sqz&oti sto&j 

to make bear. 

C. nima, See ?>%. 

S. £)3&o^|Cc> nimantrana, s. An invita¬ 

tion by brabmans to the annual ceremony of 

making offerings to the manes of deceased 

ancestors. 

S. ni-majjana, s. Diving, sinking 

in water, bathing. immersed. 

C. nimala, s. Ease, quiet, freedom 

from annoyance or grief. 

H. nimdju, s. A Mussulman’s ri¬ 

tual or form of prayer. Sshsw his place 

of prayer. 

H. nimdnimi, adj. Upright, 

exact, quite correct. 

c. nimidu, nimadu, v. n. 
To become erect, to spirt, shoot out. 

C. nimi, s. The axle-tree of a car, &c. 

S. nimitta, s. Cause, reason, instru¬ 

mental cause. 2. mark, sign, spot, trace, 

token. 3. object, motive, purpose. 4. ne¬ 

cessity, need, want. 6. an omen. 

a soothsayer, dealer in omens, 

interpreter of omens. a bad sign. 

Tstics the signification of a sign. ?>£o 

to observe superstitious signs. ?>&> 

j*5*^ postposition, For, on account of. 

nimiru, nimaru, v. n. 
To be stretched out, to become straight, or 

erect. 2. to spring up, as water from a spring, 

&c.j to spirt. 3. to shoot out or sprout. 5 

. Sorir shot out, sprung out. S>£oeSf the 

bud which shot forth. SSorti it has sprung 

up or shot forth. 

A. 0. £)Dj&3^c nimirchu, v. a. To make 

stand out erect or upright. 

s. nimisha, nimesha, 

s. The twinkling of an eye, a second, an in¬ 

stant or minute. 

S. £)S±re£>;S nimdlane, S. The winking or 

twinkling of the eyelid. 

S. nimna, adj. Deep, profound. 

s. nimnage, s. A river. 

0. nimma, gen. pi. of SHA Your. 

9^ your pleasure or wish. 2. acc. for 

you. yours, your 

thing. 

C. nimmala, s. Quiet,ease,freedom 

from annoyance or grief. 2. patience. 

tfri 55«>B a road free from annoyance, 

£>?> a clear, pleasant, quiet day. SttyfzSsi, a 

a quiet, well-behaved man. 3 

'Sto^Sy a mind at ease. 

0. nimmalike, adj. Free from 

trouble, quiet, easy. 

S. ^o3oo3 nig ant a, s. A charioteer, coach- 

S. niyata, adj. Checked, restrained, 

especially as applied to the natural appetites 

and passions. «>ak<S a man of subdued pas¬ 

sions. - 

c. niyatalta, s. Drawers or brow¬ 

sers which reach as far as the knee. 

S. niyati, s. Destiny, luck, good or 

bad fortune. 2. a religious duty or obliga¬ 

tion. 

S. niyama, S. An agreement, con¬ 

tract, engagement. 2. assent, promise. 3. 

any religious observance voluntarily practis¬ 

ed ; as, fasting, watching, pilgrimage, &c. 4. 

voluntary penance, meritorious or superero¬ 

gatory piety. 5. a religious observance in 

• general. 6. certainty, ascertainment. 7. a 

rule or law. 3oi>Sx>?jJ to direct, order, ap¬ 

point. a man of regular conduct. 

S. £)CX>Js>S&)^ niydmaka, S. A boatman, 

sailor, pilot, or steersman. 2. a commander, 

one who orders or commands, zslr jicci.resk# 

God, the supreme ruler. 

S. niydmisu, v. a. To order, 

command, appoint. 

S. niyuktd, adj. Appointed, or¬ 

dered. 2. attached to. 

S. niyuta, s. Ten millions. 

S. niyuddha, s. Close fight, per¬ 

sonal struggle. 

S. c^Ooje^A niyoga, $. An order, com¬ 

mand, mandate. 2. authority, appointment. 

3. occupation, zealously engaging in any 

particular task. auSjs^vA) to command. 
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S. niyogigalil, s. Person 

employed on embassies or public negociations. 

2. a caste of brabmans. 

S. niyojana, s. An appoint¬ 

ment, bringing together. 

S. ^Q&Sd^dd^niyojya, $. A servant or slave, 

s. £>5, nir, nis, nish, 

nifl, Sanscrit prefixes implying, Certainty, 

assurance. 2, negation, privation. 3. out¬ 

side, out,- without, forth. 

S. ^doxSo^ nir-ankusha, adj. Unchecked, 

uncontrolled, self-willed. 

s. £>do&i;d, ^.do&J^SoojSiBe* nir-anjana, 

nir-unjana-murti, s. God, the immacu¬ 

late one. 2. one who has obtained absorp- 

tion. 

S. ^do^xj nir-antara, adj. Continued, 

continuous, perpetual. 2. unimpeded,-con¬ 

stant. 3. coarse, gross, without interstice. 

adv. ever, always,, generally, constantly, fre¬ 

quently- 

14. £)dSDo nirahhu, s. Current or fixed 

price, assize or tariff. ^ the 

price current. 

A. C. c-*d A niraga, s. A sweet mango. 

e. ^id7\ niragi, [®b» s. A pucker or 

fold. &*>?> re;Sj to pucker, put in folds. 

r> 8o6«Jw to be puckered or in folds. 

S. nir-argala, adj. Unobstruct¬ 

ed, unrestrained, unimpeded. 

S. £)d"£o nir-agha, adj. Sinless. 5^$®% a 

sinless person. 

S. °<dd& nir at a, s. A happy man. adj. 
Devoted to or passionately fond of a profes¬ 

sion or pursuit. 

S. °^d§>i>CxSo nir-atishaya, s. Great ex¬ 

cellence. 

A. 0. £}d^ nirate, adj. Good, auspicious, 

happy. 

A. C. Jddrf nir ad a, adj. Killed, slain. 2. 

toothless. 

s. £d;Sui>^> nir-aparddhi, s. An inno¬ 

cent person. 

S. nir ay a, s. Hell. 

s. nir-arthaka, adj. Vain, 

fruitless, unprofitable, unmeaning. 

vainly, fruitlessly, unprofitably. 

s. ^dzdd3os3 nir-avayava, [limbless-] s. 

A spirit. 

A. c. ^daTvo niravisu, v. a. To create, 

produce. 

S. d^,d nir-ashana, s. Fasting. 

a vow of fasting. 

S. £fdco^ nir as ana, s. Rejection, denial, 

contradiction, disallowance. SfibJb to reject, 

deny, disallow, contradict. 

S. ^)dro nirasta, adj. Shot. 2- uttered 

rapidly, hurried. 3. sent, thrown, cast, di¬ 

rected. 4 deserted, abandoned, left. 5. re¬ 

jected, disallowed. 

S. ^d^J ^ nir-asthika, [boneless] s. A 

leech. 

s. ^dScOuDS, ^dsoo^g^ nir-ahanka~ 

ri, nir-ahankrita, s. An humble man, 

a modest man. 

s. ^dgj^d nir-aksha-desha, s. The 

equator. 

s. £>dg-di&>;§; nir-akshara-kukshi, s. 

An illiterate person. 

S. £)'OT>^DO|§i nir-dkdnkshe, s. Content¬ 

ment. 

8. ^DDS^d nir-dkdra, adj. Shapeless, 

having no material form. s. The sky, 

atmosphere, heaven. 2. reproach, censure. 

God is a spirit, or 

God has no material form. the 

Supreme Being. Serene* to transgress, dis¬ 

obey, disregard, contemn. 2. to disgrace. 

s. nir-dkrita, adj. Rejected, 

set aside, removed. 

S. &3 nirdghdta, adj. Easy, un¬ 

obstructed, without hesitation. &us^s£fc»ft 

to read without hesitation. 

s. nir-dchhchhedavjdgi, 

ado. Free, gratis, without charge. 

H. nirdji, s. A rich cloth with edges 

of gold. 

s. ^rasddpS nir-ddarane, s. Without 

support, protection, or refuge. 

S. £>UPc^z>d nir-ddhdra, adj. Unsupport¬ 

ed, unsustained. 

g. £icrezi)dlb nir-dmaya, adj. Well, hale, 

free from sickness. 
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S. ^TTsdjjSro nir-uydsa, adj. Easy, un¬ 

fatiguing. 

S. a nir-ashe, s. Despair, despondency. 

S. nir-dshraya, s. Discount¬ 

enance. 2. without refuge, asylum, or support. 

S- nir-dhdra, s. Easting, so® 

one who is fasting. 

C. nirdla, adj. Clear, clean, pure. 

S. nir-dkshepane, adj.. Un¬ 

questionable, uncensurable, unobjectionable. 

c. $&, , $t)t niri, nirike, nirige, 

s. The folds in a woman’s cloth tucked in. 

in front. SOA ?>& rqrio to put a clotll 

into folds. SOrtos^J, 30ri it^oto be puckered 

or in folds. S8?H to take out folds. 58 

4SS55j the folds of a woman’s cloth to slip out. 

A. c. £>ty, nirri, nirrilu, s. Alarm, 

palpitation of the heart. 

A. c. nirivinulu, s. A female’s 

long hair. 

A. C. nirisu, s. State, condition, pre¬ 

dicament. 

s. nirikshe, nirikshane, 
s. Expectation, waiting, looking for. S&t 

2\^, 58^fS to expect, look for. 

H. niruku. See 5t5an. 

S. nirukta, s. One of the Viddngas 

or works considered as supplementary to and 

connected with the Vedas, forming part of 

scriptural or sacred science; a glossary ex¬ 

planation of obscure terms, especially those 

occurring in the Vedas. 

A. C. niruta, adj. Perpetual, con¬ 

tinuous. 2. true, correct, certain. SrhsSrS) 

^ a perpetual rejoicing, constant festivity. 

S. £>doz3v/S^A nir-udyoga, adj. With¬ 

out employ. 2. causeless. 

S. niruddha, adj. Hindered, im¬ 

peded, obstructed, adv. Till, until. 

S. nir-upamu, adv. Dissimilar, 

incomparable. 

s. nir-upddhi, s. Ease, free¬ 

dom from pain. 

S. c^djaqi nirudhi, s. Thorough under¬ 

standing, skill, fluency. 

S. c^djSlo nirupa, S. A letter, epistle, ad- 
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dress or representation in writing. w 

Scrii) to write a letter. 

s. ^djsdpa nirupane, s. Sight, seeing. 

2. doubt, discussion, investigation. 3. ascer¬ 

taining, determining. S&®arij to investigate. 

2. to explain, tell, command. 3. to deter¬ 

mine, ascertain. 4. to prove. 

S. £)d^§, £)doS nirriti, niruti, g. jfi- 

rutti, a demi-god and regent of the South¬ 

west quarter. 2. misfortune, calamity. 

S. nirodha, s. Loss, destruction. 

2. restraint, confinement, check. StJva^o to 

obstruct, impede. 2. to destroy. 

A. c. nirkuli-gollu, v. a. 

To draw, drag or pulL 

s. $Xe-sk nir-gama, s. Setting out. .2. 

the removing one’s baggage, furniture, &c. 

from one place to another, in an auspicious 

hour, when one is prevented, by some cause, 

from removing himself at that period. 3. 

the baggage or articles thus removed. Srir 

sJoa^o, Srirsto to remove baggage, &c. 

3rirsx>;& to go or set out. 

s. £aos-o& nirgundi s. The shrub vitex 

negundo. 2. the root of the lotus. 

S. £ao^U3 nir-guna, adj. Corrupt, bad. 

2. destitute of the qualities incident to hu¬ 

manity. 

s. nirghdta, s. A thunderbolt. 

2. a gust of wind. 

s. nir-ghosha, s. A loud 

sound or noise. 

S. nir-jara, s. A deity, an immor- 

tal. 

S. £8§sr^ nir-jita, S. A hero, conqueror. 

S. £)ulps“tf nir-jhara, s. A cascade, tor¬ 

rent. 

S. nir-jharini, s. A river. 

s. nirnaya, S. Certainty, posi¬ 

tive conclusion. 2. resolution, determina¬ 

tion. 3. settlement, final arrangement. 4. 

result, decree. Swrcto 

fix, settle, resolve. 

S. £>P§£-|nirnejaka, s. A washerman. 

s. ^ds-c5jo nir-daya, s. Want of kind¬ 

ness or pity. 



S. ^coS-^ nirdesha, s. All order, com¬ 

mand; authoritative instruction or direction. 

S. nir-dosha, adj. Innocent, 

sinless, harmless. 

s. nir-dhanika, adj. Poor. 

s. nirdhdra, nir- 

dhdrana, s. Certainty, ascertainment. 2. 

determination, resolution. to ascer¬ 

tain, determine, &c. 

s. nir-dhuma-md- 

di-bidu, v. a. To destroy. 

T. b. ^£"<55o nirnaya, See t>nrak>. 

g. nir-ndma-mddu, v. a. 

To extirpate. 

g. JijSs-ri nir-nimit- 

ta, nir-neva, nir-nava, adj. Causeless, 

for no reason, without cause. 

S. £}&>roz£ nir-bandha, s. Intent or per¬ 

tinacious pursuit of any thing. 2. seizure, 

violence, laying violent hold of any thing. 3. 

force, constraint, necessity. swro 

era to constrain or oppress. 

C. pSiS'rfsS nir-badava, adj.Extremely 

poor. 

s. ^}ayc£"^>tj nir-bddhaka, adj. Unaf¬ 

flicted, free from trouble. 

s. nirbuda, s. A billion, ten hun¬ 

dred thousand millions. 

s. £>£s-oi>, nir-bhaya, nir- 

bhiti, adj. Fearless, undaunted. 

S. nir-bhara, adj. Much, exces¬ 

sive. 2. light, not heavy. 

g. nir-bhagya, s. Misery, po¬ 

verty, wretchedness, misfortune. ^ 

a very poor man. 

C. £>eps"5iO3)0 nir-bhidiya, adj. Shame¬ 

less, fearless, immodest. 2. unfavourable. 

3. impartial. Sipr&c&tf a man without 

shame. 2. an unobliging man. 3. a hero, 

a fearless man. 

g. nir-bheda, s. Division, sepa¬ 

ration. 

s. mr-mandala, s. A shark. 

g. £>s±>e-^ nir-ma- 

la, nir-malina, nir-mala, adj. Pure, 

transparent, pellucid, clear, free from dirt or 

impurities. 

g. <£Jz3°Tt nirmala-desha, s. A 

country so called. 

g. £)3j3a>c" nirmdna, s. Creation, ma¬ 

nufacture, production, invention. =£ 

the Creator, a manufacturer. S>sfc*FF®» 

to create, produce, manufacture. 

S. nir-mdlya, adj. Faded, wi¬ 

thered, as a garland of flowers. 2. the re¬ 

mains of an offering presented to a deity. 3 

storey to throw aside as useless. 

S. nir-mulcta, adj. Loose, set 

free, liberated, abandoned, quitted, s. A 

snake which has lately cast its skin. 

g. nir-mula, s. Extirpation, 

eradication. Ss&wsrera sfosiS) to extirpate, era¬ 

dicate. 

s. js>£~^ nirmoka, s. A serpent’s 

skin or slough. 

g. Moiras'C3 nir-ydna, s. Death, demise; 

final beatitude. 2. the corner of an elephant’s 

eye. 

g. £)aI)7a)H~e^ nir-ydtane, s. Revenge. 

2. a gift. 3. dehvery of a deposit. 4. pay¬ 

ment of a debt. 

g. £)CX)JS>E’ro nirydsa, s. Extract, decoc¬ 

tion, infusion; the natural or artificial com¬ 

bination of a vegetable substance with a 

watery fluid. 

S. £)(X>oj3E~ 5o niryuha, s. Extracted juice. 

2. a door. 3. a pin or bracket, projecting 

from the wall. 

s. nir-lajje, s. Want of shame, 

impudence. 

g. cte>£-g-;$ nir-lakshya, s. Disregard, 

contempt. 

s. ^£"08^^ nir-wanchane, s. Sincerity, 

ingenuousness. 

g. nir-wakra, adj. Straight, up¬ 

right, honest.- 2. resistless, effective. 

g. £)£>£-nirwarnana, & Looking 

well at a thing. 

g. nir-wartane, s. Profession, 

occupation, livelihood. 

s. £>^s"Soro.> nir-wahisu, v. a. To 

manage, transact, sustain, effect. See 



S. nirwdna, s. Nakedness. 2. 

final beatitude, the emancipation of the soul 

from the body, its exemption from further 

transmigration, and re-union with the deity. 

adj. Naked. 2. departed, defunct. 

s. £srae-1 nirwdta, s. A lamp that burns 

very clearly. 2. absence of mind. 

S. nirwdpana, s. Slaughter, 

killing. 

s. £>3'SE'sd, nirwdha, nirwd- 

haha, s. Management. 2. power or 

ability to perform, execute, sustain, &c. 

a manager. 

S. £>£>s-3‘T)tf nir-viJcdra, adj. Well, hand¬ 

some, undeformed, s. God, as unchangeable. 

S. nir-vighna, adj. Unimpeded. 

G-anesha, the remover of im¬ 

pediments. 

S. nirvinna, adj. Senseless, over¬ 

come with fear or sorrow. 

s. £^£-3 nirvriti, s. Happiness. 2. 

rest, repose, tranquillity. 3. death. 

S. nirveda, s. Humility, self-dis¬ 

paragement. 2. despair. 3. weariness. 4. 

disgust. 

s. nir-vydjya, adj. Peaceable, 

not litigious. 

S. nir-hetuka, adj. Causeless. 

C. nila, for of That which is 

standing or remaining, adj. Remaining. 

Su ££&> standing corn. a pillar that 

is standing, Sxows-a- a remaining balance, 

arrears. is also one of the forms of the 

infinitive mood. 9^ 8o&cri» st0p or <jetain. 

c. £>2;,£)<nila, nilavu, niluvu, 

s. A door-frame. 9<oa to set up a 

door-frame. 

c. nilanku, 

nilaku, nila-kollu, v. a. To reach. 

that is out of my reach. 

siotirf sorw|ri<& the fruits of a tree out of reach. 

to put within reach. to cause 

to reach. 

C. cf nila-ko.de, s. Cessation, inter- 

■ mission, stopping. fxutfzScrijart) to cease, stop, 

to put a stop to. 

S. nilaya, s. A house, habitation. 

C. nilavu, nilahu, s. Balance, 

remainder. 

S. £}§OTj&> nilimparu, s. The demi-gods. 

o. £>07^ nilihe, nilige, [98, ?>e=#] 

s. The folds of a woman’s cloth tucked up 

in front. 

C. £>0No nilisu, See under 

C. nilu, See $$0, 

c. ^£>30^3, nilunku, niluku. 
See 9«Jo^o. 

A. 0. ^2700300 nilumbu, v. n. To bend, 

stoop, incline. 2. to stoop and jump. 9woo 

9od stati the women of the 

city who stood stooping. 

C. niluku-baki, s. A remain¬ 

ing balance, arrears. 

C. niluku-mddu, v. a. To 

make stay, delay, detain, v. n. To stay,' 

delay, put off a journey. 

C. £>2>o7\^a nilu-gannadi, s. A cheval 

glass, full length mirror. 

c. ^>p3^oJ\ niluwangi, s. A long coat, a 

flowing robe. 

C. niluvarisu, v. a. To make 

stand. 2. to support, manage, sustain. 3. 

to make proceed. 

0. £)2Jo^) niluvu, s. A door-frame. 2. a 

balance. to winnow corn the last 

time before measuring. 

c. °j3£33Vy§ niluve, niluvike, s. 

The act of standing. 

A. 0. £2^ nilku, v. a. To make stand, 

stop, or remain. 2. to fix or settle the mind. 

C. ^)2Jo nillu, v.n. To stop, halt, remain. 

2. to stop, cease, be interrupted in progress, 

before the end or conclusion. 3. to be stop¬ 

ped, terminated. 4. to stand on the feet, &c. 

5. to be placed upon, stand upon. 6. to be 

preserved or saved. 7. to remain after part 

is consumed. 8. to subside, be pacified, 

allayed, humbled, abated, as anger, disease, 

rain, &c. to make stand on the feet, &c. 

2. to stop or interrupt in progress; to ad¬ 

journ, postpone. 3. to stop, cause to cease. 

4. to set or place upright. 5. to place or 

repose, as trust in another. 6. to preserve, 

save. 7. to reserve part of a whole. 8. to 
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repress, allay, humble, make subside. aw?3 

to go on without intermission, keep 

on without stopping. agb *5alo to stop, delay, 

adjourn. to read deliberately. ag 

t sJjssaitl) to speak slowly or not too fast. 

to detain and give. u* to 

come slowly. 

A. C. ojo nivadisu, v. a. To let down. 

2. to separate, make distinct, set apart, 

c. nivarisu, niva- 

risi-bidu, v. a. To stroke fondly 

or in kindness. 

S. nivartane, S. Cessation, com¬ 

pletion. 2. remission, absolution, forgive¬ 

ness. 3. rest, repose. 4. leaving. 

cdrarfj to become released, absolved, to cease, 

terminate. £ijs&>, a«3®F“£} to pardon, 

forgive. 2. to abandon, leave. 

s. ^53eSe-coo7\£b nivarti-sangama, s. 

A place where seven rivers meet. a^Fifort 

Shiva, as worshipped at this place. 

S. £>^rol[>,£)o3(\!^ nivasatha,nivasana, 

s. A house, dwelling, residence. 2. a village. 

S. nivaha, s. A flock, multitude, 

crowd. 2. a quantity. 

s. £>»tsrics, £>3ti7jp§, nivdra- 

na, nivdrane, nivdrike, $. A remedy, 

cure. 2. averting, driving away. 3. deliv¬ 

erance. 4. prevention. a^sdrf the 

removal of evil. ?i3»tir8 recovery from 

fatigue. aasdff forgiveness of sin, ab¬ 

solution. assdfl allaying of thirst. 

^ the removal of sorrow. 5 

OTdra sfosdo to cure, remedy. 2. to avert, 

dissipate. 3. to deliver. 4. to prevent. 

S. nivarita, adj. Averted, pre¬ 

vented, delivered. 

S. nivasa, s. A habitation, house, 

residence, dwelling. aasjttb, Aa||!) to 

dwell, reside. 

C. £)cSU^ nivali, s. Taking away the ef¬ 

fects of evil looks. Sots?*, e^crioo, ass 

s?b ^Aoix, to take away or prevent the effects 

of evil looks. 

T. B. nivida, gee a^d. 

G. £>£>^.3, £)a3jTjj niviru, nivuru, v. n. To 

stand erect, as the hair, &c. 2. to shoot, as a 

germ, &c. 3. to spirt, as water from a spring. 

T. B. £>£>00 nivisa, s. [a&s,] A minute, 

instant. 

S. £>£>^ nivita, s. The upper garment or 

mantle. 2. a veil 3. the sacerdotal thread 

when suspended round the neck as a neck¬ 

lace, on particular occasions. 

s. nivritti, S. Cessation, completion. 

2. abandoning, resigning, abdicating. 3. rest, 

repose. 

S. nivedana, S. An offering, a pe¬ 

tition or address. 2. informing. to 

offer. 2. to inform. 

s. £>^^, £>^3^ nivesha, niveshana, 

s. A house, habitation. 2. a court yard. 3. 

a camp. 

s. niveshtana, s. Dressing. 

^ dressed. 

S. mshamana, s. Hearing, listening. 

H. £>^7x0, £)^e)?\do nishdgu, nishdgi- 

nu, v. n. To reel from inebriation. 

H. £>^e)pl, £>^e)£) nishdni, nishdni, s. 

A standard, banner, flag. 2. a mark, sign, 

a^sch Eos*, a$®rf^ to set up a flag. 

^rt% a flagstaff. the cloth 

of a flag. 

S. £bSe>^ nishdta, adj. Sharp. .a^wso 

a sharp arrow. 

S. £dSa)S&>£ nishdmana, s. Sight, seeing, 

beholding. 

S. nisJldhwe, s. Turmerick. 

H. £>& nishi, adv. Together with, also. 

S. £)‘2> nishi, s. Night, midnight. 

S. £>-?>^ nishita, adj. Sharpened, keen, 

whetted. td a keen or swift arrow. 

s. & c. £>•<!>d7^03)0 nishi-vageya, [enemy 

of night] s. The sun. 

S. £)2>^ nishltha, s. Darkness. 

night. 

C. £>‘b^£> nishidi, s. A bill of acquittance. 

S. £>■§ nishe, s. Night, midnight. 2. tur¬ 

merick. S>®so£ break of day, close of the night. 

2. a house, dwelling, ©swftf, ass sJ®, ass as 

$ the moon, ass^d, assU a fiend, goblin, 

which wanders in the dark, ass uhr an owl. 

ass Art the moon. 2. a fire-fly. ass^d 

Mercury, son of the moon. 



S. nishchaya, g. Certainty, ascer¬ 

tainment, positive conclusion. 2. positive 

resolution, settled determination, 

9^trim stozsj to settle, determine, resolve. 2. 

to ascertain, assure one’s self of. Si1 * as¬ 

certained, settled. 9the ceremony of 

betrothing two persons in which the terms 

of the future marriage are settled. 

^ to make a marriage agreement. 9^38$ r 

Bsowo®ej a present of betel, &c., to brahmans 

at the signing of a marriage agreement. 

8' nish-chinte, g. Ease, freedom from 

care or anxiety. a man who is free 

from care. 

S. nishre'ni, s. A ladder. 

s. nishreyasa, g. Auspiciousness. 

2. heaven. 

S. ri'ZaXjTj nishwasa, g. The breath which 

we exhale. 

S. nish-sha/cti, g. Weakness, impo¬ 

tence. a weak man. 

S. nish-shabda, adj. Still, quiet, 

free from noise. 

S. nish-shaldka, adj. Solitary, 

secret, private. 

S. nish-shesha, adj. Whole, com¬ 

plete, entire, all. 

s. nishanga, g. a quiver. 

S. nishadye, g. A market. 2. a 

shop street. 

s. nishadwara, $. Mire, mud. 

S. nishcidha, g. The name of a 

mountain, or mountainous range, forming one 

of the principal ranges of the universe, and 

described as lying immediately south of I la- 

vrita and north of the Himalaya. 2. a 

country in the south east of India. 

S. nishudu, g. The first of the seven 

musical notes. a tribe so called, spring¬ 

ing from a brahman and a Shudra woman. 

S. nishddi, s. An elephant driver. 

S. nishiddha, adj. Prohibited, for- 

biddenT 

s. nishudana, g. An enemy, foe. 

S. nisheka, s. Consummation of 

marriage. sSoo^/ssir an auspicious sea¬ 

son for the consummation of a marriage. 

s. nishechane, g. Ablution, bath- 

ing. 

S. Sritetf nishedha, s. A prohibition. 2. 

the negative mood. S>5^$>sk to prohibit. 

S. ^)o5^ojPc> nishevana, g. Experience, en¬ 

joyment. 2. taking, as medicine. 

S. nishka, s. A certain weight of gold. 

S. ^zXytiki nish-kapata, g. Sincerity. 

adj. Ingenuous, frank, sincere. 

S. nishkarshe, g. Determination, 

settlement, final arrangement. 2. certainty. 

to settle, determine. 

s. X>zXiy^j nish-kale, nish-kale, 
s. A woman past bearing, or in whom men¬ 

struation has ceased. 

S. nish-kalanka, adj. Irre¬ 

proachable, without spot or blemish. 

S. nish-kdma, adj. Free from 

desire, chaste, continent. 

s. nish-kdrana, s. Absenceof 

cause. 

S. rJnish-kuta, g. a garden, grove. 

2. the hollow of a tree. 

s. nish-kuha, g. The hollow of a 

tree. 

s. ^zX^j^dp-d nish-krama, 

nish-kramana, g. Going out, exit. 

S. nishthana, g. Sauce, condiment. 

S. c^3»\ nishthivana, g. Spitting, eject¬ 

ing any thing from the mouth. 

s. X>zX^X, <X>zX'JSt3 nishthura, nishthu- 

Ta, adj. Cruel, harsh, severe, contumelious, 

2. hard, solid. 

S. £>33^ nishthe, g. The catastrophe of a 

drama, the conclusion of a fable. 2. conclu¬ 

sion in general, end, termination. 3. disap¬ 

pearance, loss, destruction. 4. confirmation, 

completion. 6. ordinary or uniform practice 

or profession. 6. good conduct, excellence. 

7. religious practice, devout and austere exer¬ 

cise. s# fixed mind, or attention. 

S. \ nishpatti, g, Completion, ter¬ 

mination. 

s. nishpanna, adj. Done, finish¬ 

ed, completed, accomplished. 2. born, pro¬ 

duced. 
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S. £nish-pakshapdta, s. Im¬ 

partiality. 

s. c^o3^o3 nish-pdva, s. A pulse, Doli- 

chos lablai. 

T. B. nishprihatwa, s. See 

s. nish-praydjana, adj. 

Useless, vain. a useless person, 

to be useless. 

S. nish-pravdni, s. A new 

and unbleached cloth. 

S. nish-phala, adj. Fruitless, vain, 

to become fruitless. 

S. c^wA=" nisarga, s. The natural state, 

nature, peculiar character or condition. 

T. B. nisddi, See s^a. 

T. B. nisi, See S>&. 5b ^tfcdo the sun, ene¬ 

my of night. 

S. nis-tandra, adj. Brisk, active, 

nimble. 

S. £)Kjo &, P7<o nis-tula, nis-tulita, 

adj. Unequalled, a* wjfc 0ne who has not 

his equal. 

S. ?)roo l\4 nis-iushita, adj. Left, aban¬ 

doned. 2. skinned, pared. 

S. nis-teja, s. A man who is de¬ 

jected, depressed, or cast down. 

S. 5* nistoka, adj. Much, abundant. 

s. Pr^jo^ nistrimsha, s. A scimitar. 2. 

a sacrificial knife. 

S. £>7^53 nispriha, adj. Mortified in one’s 

desires. 5^^° deadness to the world. 

S. £)c\f3/o3 nisrava, adj. Solid, not liquid. 

s. £><v0 niswa, s. A poor man. 

s. £)rd"s<^;3 niswana, niswdna, 

s. Sound, noise. 

S‘ ni-swastha, adj. Indisposed, 

sick, unwell. 

S- c^^o7\ nis-sangi, $. A man who mor¬ 

tifies himself to the world, a recluse. 

s. pTtjpiS^, pTi^oitoSz nis-sandeha, 

nis-samshaya, s. Confidence, adj. Un¬ 

doubted. 

S. nis-satwa, s. Weakness, debi¬ 

lity.1 

S. nis-sarana, s. Exit, going 

forth or out. 2. the entrance into a house or 

city. 

S. nis-sdna, s. A kind of drum. 

S. nis-sdra, adj. Sapless, pithless 

dry. 

C. Pfh^, P^^o6o nissdla, 

nissdla, nissdlaya, s. A large war drum. 

S. Phl^$z nissima, adj. Boundless. 2. 

clever, unequalled. 

S. nihata, adj. Beaten. 

S. nihdka, s. An iguana. 

S. Poosf nihita, adj. Given, delivered, en¬ 

trusted, deposited. 

S. nihnava, s. Denial, concealment 

of knowledge, dissimulation, secrecy. 2. mis¬ 

trust, doubt, suspicion. 

T. B. nilaya. See svab. 

A. C. P^oozjo nilumbu, v. n. To stoop, 

bend. 2. to stoop and jump. 

A. C. P$3ooO niluhu, v. a. To arrest, de¬ 

tain, stop. 

c. Pi^d, Vrfyb nilkade, nil- 

kani, nilkadi, s. Cessation, stopping, rest. 

A. C. Pfy nilku, v. n. To pervade, spread, 

cover. 2. to wander or rove, as the eyes. v. 

a. To reach. 

S. nikshepa, s. Hidden or buried 

treasure. 2. a deposit, pledge. 

C. ni, [9^]jpro. sing. Thou. 

S. P^SD^ nikdsha, adj. (in comp.) Like, 

similar, resembling. 

c. Pp7\i, P^OAO nigu, ningu, v. a. To 

forsake, leave. 2. to ruin, spoil. 3. to lose, 

get rid of. 4. to kill. sin to be 

pardoned. to quench thirst. A 

merit is forfeited. 55 ^2) 

rs^5p\ he killed him. 

he has made away with all his or¬ 

naments. to cause to lose. the 

act of losing or getting rid of. 

S. P^Z& nicha, adj. Mean, low, base, vile. 

a mean man. 7100 

a low disposition. a disreputable, 

mean business. _ a vulgar, low 

word. 
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G. nichu, s. A stink, stench. 

Soacdoo, 5>^o sc^cdoj to stink. 

C. c^i°£^o nichu, v. a. To provide for. 

C. nit a, adj. Long, high, ex¬ 

tended. 

C. nitu, s. Foppishness, pride of dress, 

elegance in dress. a beau, fop, gay, 

splendid man, a coxcomb. tH&brrag a woman 

fond of setting off her person. 

C. nitu, adj, Straight, direct, right. 

St^h d-rartr, naO a direct road. ?>t^J 

a straight line. solv’d to tell correctly. 

to take an aim. ?>t^4 to 

put straight. IH^rtdi to be straight. StyJ 

to make straight. St^sd direct, straight. 

S. nida, s. A nest. $t^«> d a 

bird. 

C. nidu, v. a. To give, present. 2. to 

stretch out. 3. to catch, s. A cluster of 

blossoms. to make stretch out, to 

cause to give. ?>tB to stretch out 

one’s leg. 9t& sioejrU t0 lie at full 

length. ?tac! a liberal hand. «s?s^ St&) 

to give food, e^rit St* to give water. §> 

si ns?s ?>t* to give curds. ?>tac! the 

food which was given. 

A. C. nidum, adj. Much, great, 

plentiful. 

S. ^ nit a, adj. Proper, fit. 5t^ rtm a 

correct temper. S>t^s»rt correctly, properly, 

fitly. «*t# to speak correctly. 

S. ^3 niti, s. Morality, ethicks, moral 

philosophy, righteousness. 2. guiding, di¬ 

recting, governing. 3. obtaining, acquiring, 

acquisition. St* art, ^ the science of 

ethicks. 3t^ *srtr moral conduct. St® ss 

7L) moral philosophy; a work on political 

economy. St^dc^, »t§ dd?d, sta?ra, dt 

laS)J^a moral man, a man of correct con¬ 

duct. $t»'«**t9* a moral teacher. St® staf 

St® 9^Scs* a moral saying, an 

edifying discourse. 

C. ninu, pro. sing. Thou. ?>drt 

thou of thyself. St*59*, St?>o nsd), cd» 

to who are you? St^sOsb ji^dnsdd, 

d to whom do you belong ? 

S. ?^TS nipa, s. The tweNauclea cadamla. 

A. C. nira, $, A husband, lover. 

S. ^ nirandhra, adj. Thick, coarse, 

gross. 

C. ^d/\o83 nira-ganti, s. A person who 

superintends the irrigation of land. 

s. i nira-ja, s. The lotus. Sso 

the sun. 

C. niradike, s. Thirst, &t®»* 

to be thirsty. 

A. c. nir-amga, s. The moon. 

S. £>^dd, nirada, nira-dhara, 

s. A cloud. 2. Shiva. 

C. ^dl3&o nira-petlu, s. A water squirt, 

syringe. 

s. ^^'O'satd nirajana, s. A wave lamp. 

C. c^O*)&5 mr-ata, s. Playing in water, 

bathing for sport. 2. an aquatic animal, £i> 

ostidsred} to play in water. 

A. C. £>^0 niru, V. n. To shear. 

T. B. ^tb niru, [_?>t®] s. Water. ysa ?>t*» 

well water, tot? 5tto rain water, e^t 

^ good water. ?>tto brackish wa¬ 

ter. TSstod^d St*Sea water. 51* soft, 

or lye water. «*)dt S>ttorock water. St* 

hot water, ^orftto cold water. ^odd 5^dj, 

sbtftfozi Stto boiling water. ^odj a^to stink¬ 

ing water, St* water from pipes, 

dooaft St* <Jew. 3s? Stto, £t®t s^do clear 

water, ^t* tears. radd j^ds goj,j 

water, gilding. S>tto woS a water spring, to 

a^&od SAosrtna *3 be was wasted away (he 

has become water from sorrow.) Sttopad a 

falling stream of water. s^dj iv^S) 

the current. 9%0p dot? a whirlpool. &t&5* 

a water snake. watery 

eyes. to turn water on land. s. 

Glue, liquid cement. ?H* sss^o to water. 5^ 

to ^J®Scdw to irrigate. St* w^cdoo to lade or 

throw back water. Stoss?e S^do corn gr0Wn 

by irrigation. StosdS ^^0 wet cuj. 

tivation, as paddy fields. St* dserscdjj 

the water has run off to no purpose. 

art i3d zS^zS do not let the water escape. 

rt Stto itdo let off as much water as 

the corn requires. St* 5?^ djadj 

prevent the water from going into the ditches. 

St* soScdw water to flow. St* 8JUa*x>$> St® 

® to pour out water. 9tto ~jdo a potion. 3t 

to p^dj sit* to sprinkle water. 

^\to to spill water. Stto to give 
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cattle to drink. a water 

vessel. P^dj dS) an instrument placed at the 

sluice of a tank which cuts roots, &c. that 

might otherwise become entangled and stop 

up the entrance. rirfhwj the water hog- 

wecd or JBaringtonia acutangula. S^dj d^&S 

a cloth that keeps out wet. S>t* du, Ptd> w 

^ corpulency occasioned by drinking the 

water of some rivers. P^do de? a leather wa¬ 

ter bag, rod a shag, a species of water- 

fowl. a wa¬ 

ter-woman. Ptd) rowo, fog arising 

from water. P^di dri a place where water 

may be found. PVd> ro^j, a fomentation. 

a redness in cloth induced by fre¬ 

quent washing. P^do ro*, S^ror 

Jb to heat water, Ptd> rov a cold wind that 

comes over water. JHddrfo, P^d> tSgjj to 

scoop or throw out water. P^d Ptd> 

si?1 the sound or roaring of water. P^di 

wo^ the dampness in the vicinity of 

water. P<<dj disease occasioned by un¬ 

wholesome water. Ptdi an oily substance 

floating on bad water. Ptdj great mil¬ 

let grown by irrigation. S^d)^ a water 

paddle. P^dj to dab on cold water. P^ 

d) djodjd, fj^dJ doodd spray of water. P^d) 

doowod a feast in the sixth month on 

account of a son-in-law. P<;do dd -extreme 

thirst. ?Hd) roc&o (water dog) an otter. P^ 

d> jSdcrijo water to fly upon one. Ptd f3eJ, 

Ojratf the depth of water. P^d> **»*?> P^dJ l) 

a fabulous kind of mermaid. P'idj 

the collection of water in the womb during 

pregnancy. Std> butter milk made 

thin with water. P^d> to void urine. 

5^dosodo turbidness or thickness of water. P^ 

do to draw water. S^dj to filter 

water. P^dj s^t&J to shake, as water 

when carried. P^do =#ua^eJ the diver. P^d> 

a potherb, marsilia quadrifolia. St 

do wsfs a firework that darts in and out of 

water and still continues burning. Stdodostoo 

a Gangetic alligator. Ptd) st>o&a skate. St 

do 8°^ two parts water and three parts flour 

containing chillies, mustard seed, and differ¬ 

ent split pulse, previously parched, placed on 

a fire and kept constantly stirred till the 

whole becomes pulverized. P^d) drf, d 

rl, 5>s.rirr§ a pole for pushing along a boat. 

C. nirulli, nirul- 

li-gadde, s. An onion. P^do^ a wa¬ 

ter snake. 

A. C, n{re-t s. A woman. Psdc&dj wo¬ 

men. 

c. £>^t3roti3 nir-esaru, s. Water boiled for 

cooking. 2. very thin gruel. 

A. C. mr-ottil-alma, s. 

Varuna or Neptune. 

t. b. ^as- pS ^ nir-ganninava, s. 

One who easily cries. 

t, b. nxr-gareyu, v. «. To 

melt. 2. water to fall, as rain. Str'r°dJ to 

cause to melt. 

T. B. £>°AS-£(o nir-gallu, [water-stjne] s. 

Hail, 2. the moon-stone. 

T. B. nir-gddige, s. A fort, 

moat, ditch. 

A. C. ^AOS"^ nir-gutika, s. One who 

gives water to travellers or passengers gratis. 

T. B. ^AOS--^ nir-gulle, s. A water 

bubble. ® 

I.B. nir-vakki, s. A water-fowl. 

T. B. £>^s-p§ mr-vani, s. A pearl not of 

a good water. 

A. C. nir-vuvu, s. The lotus, 

as growing in water. 

S. nila, s. The sapphire. 2. black or 

dark blue colour, adj. Black or dark blue. 

=*od, rttf, s^ej ^orid Shiva, 

from his throat having become black by his 

swallowing the poison at the churning of the 

milk-sea. 2. a peacock. 

S. S^orto nilangu, s. An insect. 

S. nila-giri, s. A black mountain 

so called in the west. 2. the Neilglierry hills. 

C. ^vzSJsTi nilada-gida, $. A tree so 

called. 2. the indigo plant. 

S. nilajpatanu, s. Balarama, 

wearing a black or dark blue cloth. 

s. nila-mani, nila- 

ratna, s. The sapphire. 

S. ^0 nili, s. The Indigo plant, Indigo 

fera tinctoria. 2. dark blue colour, adj. 

Dark blue. 2. false. an indigo 

vat. 5^®cdo fid indigo in its liquid state. Pt 
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© vootl a ball of indigo. prepared 

indigo. 5t®t tfjstu dart blue thread. 

st®t an indigo merchant. a 

manufacturer of indigo. S>t®t =# 

% ^®r a false report. to become 

black bj washing. ?K®t to make in¬ 

digo. the proper degree of boiling 

indigo. 

S. mlotpala, s. The blue 

water lily. 

S. mvara, s. Corn growing wild 

without cultivation. 

S. nivi, s. Capital, principal, stock. 2. 

a stake, wager. 3. a cloth round a woman’s 

waist, or the ends of the cloth passed round 

the loins so as to hold the whole together, 

the tie of drawers worn by women, &c. 

C. nivu, pro. pi. of $%A, Ye, you. 

SAfi you of yourself. 

C. nivu, v. a. To rub gently, as the 

legs or arms, to stroke down the arm, &c. 

Pvitxgh to be stroked. S^rfb, 

stroking; rubbing gently. 9* 

P^° to cause to rub or stroke. 

S. nwrittu, s. Any inhabited 

country. 

S. cnivra, s. The edge of a thatch. 

S. nihura, s. Frost, hoar-frost. 

C-.W* nilda, s. Length. 

a&j. Long, tall, high, deep, to be 

long, tall, or deep. Ajs%rio to grow 

long, to be elongated. 

A. C. mill, v.a. To stretch forth the 

hand. 2. to bring forth. 

S. nile, s. The wife of Vislmu. 

C. nungi-palle. See 

C. £oo7\o nungu, ». a. To swallow. tfooft 

*3*’ ^°h 5531* to swallow up, or down. Ao 

swallowed. 

C. ^00pc)7^ nunnane, nunnage, 
adv. Smootldy, blandly. 

A. c. ^oo^rsoE) nunndmba, s. A lazy, 

indolent man. 

C. numpidu, v. a. To smooth. 

C. <gAt\ nugi, v. a. To lade water over a 

bank, as two people do with a basket. 

C. nugulu, v. a. To press or squeeze 

through. 

C. nuggddu, v. a. To kill, make 

piece-meal o£ 

C. c&'K, ^ nuggi, nugge, s. Themo- 

ringa. A^x *9t** the moringa seed, Ai^% 

=FscE», A*% the moringa vegetable. 

C. nuggu, s. Foam, froth. 2. dry 

cow-dung. 

C. ^OAJ nuggu, e.* To be bruised or 

powdered, v. a. To press, or squeeze through. 

^Jrn to pound, reduce to powder. 

Smn* to be reduced to a powder. ptork 

jn powder and small pieces. 

C. nuchchu, s. The eye of corn. 2. 

broken rice, grits. 3. destruction. 4. dust, 

powder. 5. dung of sheep or goats. A A 

to granulate, break small, pulverize 

tA<xA to take out broken or granulated 

grains. 

0. midi, s. A speech, word, saying. 2. 

a female elephant, a common say¬ 

ing. £%-&> &>& a soft expression. A& a 

kind, sweet word. Sw As> a correct expres¬ 

sion, a true word. A& ri€>cdw to learn to 

talk. A^ to hear what is said. 

C. nudiyu, v. n. To speak, con¬ 

verse, talk. ASiA to make speak. 2. to 

play an instrument. ’S>\rk>A A&A to per¬ 

form on a guitar, A&A to blow a fife. 

A&A to play a fiddle. speech; 

the act of speaking. 

C. nudi-vemu, s. Saras watt, 

the goddess of speech. AsaiS^n^ Bramha. 

A. C. nudukalu, s. A superior 

kind of paddy. 

A. C. c^tiOAO nudugu, v. n. To tell, say, 

affirm, express, s. A verse of a hymn. 

C. Tfof®, nun, nunrn, adj. Smooth, 

even. An%, AtfitiA, Aiftt a smooth 

cheek. smoothly, evenly. A 

nA £sz>A, to make smooth or even. 

Sfor^.rrarij, ArS^A to become smooth. Ar*x, 

smoothness. Ar^^ Sosri a smooth face. A 

fully ripe. A?s*yt5 fine plaster. AA^ 

^ a smooth thigh. 

S. nuti, s. Praise, eulogium, commen¬ 

dation, panegyric, applause, encomium. A§ 



C^Js)0's> 

sJ), ^cdoj, pfoS sirs*, fio§ to praise, 

eulogize, applaud. 

s. nutta, nunna, adj. Sent, 

ordered, dispatched. 

A. C. nubu, s. Pain, distress. 

C. nuri, v. a. To powder, granulate. 

c. nurikalu, s. The plant Chi- 
ronia sapida. 

C. nuruJcu, nurugu, 

v. n. To become granulated, pulverized or 

powdered, v. a. To allay, subdue, humble. 

2. to enter, *** to granulate, re¬ 

duce to powder. 

C. £odo7\o nurugu, s. Foam, froth. 2. 

dry cow-dung. *** w®d), AOorfoo, 

P•>** to foam, froth, **>rio 

the foam of the sea, used as a medicine. 

A. C. ^o7\os" nurgu, See ***• 

C. ^o0, null, nulike, nul- 

ke, s. Any kind of hempen or coir string 

or cord. *® fra* any kind of hemp. *® 

to wind a hempen cord, *® to 

smooth a hempen cord. *® ^ a hempen 

cord. *® a native cot with a hempen 

net-work bottom. «?>«* *®, tn 

*6, ?5oj|crfj ?>o® varieties of hempen cord. 

C. c^^0 null, s. Griping pain in the intes¬ 

tines. v. a. To twist. 2. to pinch. fto®sfco 

si* the act of turning or twisting. *® 2* 

a small worm bred in the intestines. *tef 

*® to twist and pinch the cheeks of 

children, as a mode of punishment. 

;&©' So&ciw, c£>©*a$o, 5S0© si* to be griped. 

C. £fo07^53oA£»§ nuligdyagani, s. The 

twisting pin that elevates or depresses the 

shaft of the oil-mill. 

C. nusi, v. n. To creep. 2. to be still, 

stand stilk 3. to wear out. 4. to enter, 

squeeze or pass through. 

C. nusi, nusi-hula, s. 

A small black insect that infests grain and 

injures cloth. &>bz3o bo^*, to 

be attacked by insects, to he moth-eaten. 

A. C. nusulu, v. a. To enter, 

squeeze, or press through. to make 

enter. ffoSJV1# entrance, the act of 

entering. 

C. nusulu, s. Evasion, deceit. 

C. nunku, See 

C. ^J5o7\o ndngu, See 

c. ^oe»o^o, nuntu, nutu, past 

part, of &»«>, Having spun. 

C. nuku, v. a. To push violently, 

shove, crowd, press. 2. to pass away or 

spend, as time, 13* to push away. 

ss* to push out, reject, annul, fk®** 

to cause to push. 

C. ^A)A0 nugu, S. The eye or beard of 

corn. 2. the plant sesamum orientate. 

TOcSo the sesamum berry. 2. an ornament 

for the ear in the form of this berry. 

C. ^037^0 nu-gdlu, s. Grain not pro- 

. perly cleared from the beard. 

A. C. c^A)PSo nunu, v. a. To swallow. 

C. nut a, past. part, of Spun, 

s. nutana, nutna, 

adj. New, fresh, recent, young, fto^f* 

a recent affair. to make 

new. fko^firf ***£, a new comer. 

2. a schemer. 

C. c3'J5)S nuti, S' A cancer. a 

cancer on the eye. *s§ a cancer in 

the throat. a cancer in the facfe. 

C. nutu-kollu, V. comp. 

To spin for one’s self. 2. to think, consider. 

*a* *»* to spin and sell. 

T. B. nuna, adj. Defective. 

2. less. s. Defect, maim, injury, fk®?* 

a defective mind, f^f’ an imper¬ 

fect character, jWsrari =#ut3 a defective 

work, fksfffk a person who has some maim 

or defect. si* to be maimed, 

defective. to make defective, 

maim. *s?i $4 incorrect 

conduct. 

S. nupurct, s. An ornament for 

the foot. 

c. ^Je>do nuru, num. adj. A hundred. 

* a hundred fold. a hundred 

years. 5*®^ the hundredth. «*■* 

rio sfco» a hundred persons. ten 

thousand. 

C. nuld-mdle, s. Fraud, 

deception. 
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C. nulu, s. Thread, v. a. To spin. 2. 

to scheme, cheat, riovrt &ista rather coarse 

thread. Ficdxrari &mx> fine thread, towri 

«****» stout, coarse thread. 

a thread cord. thread 

wound on a spindle. «*»■©?* an oblong 

ball of thread. 2. the quill containing the 

woof, placed on a spindle or axis inside the 

weaver’s shuttle. to twist thread. 

sSjscai to put thread into a needle or 

heads, fkssn a weaver’s stay 

which is stretched upon the woof, P-aw 

to wind thread. P&v*the 

lams or hiddles of a loom. jfisfcd mbS 

a distaff. Sjs^&jsj riosJj a moveable 

lump of earth used by weavers, instead of a 

block of wood, for holding a staff used with 

the spindle, o«B, otB a cot¬ 

ton spinning wheel. spinning. 

to cause to spin. P&zod, ?>uaS?S JojS spun 

thread. a single thread. Tbswoddtfo, 

a spinning woman. the 

act of spinning. 

A. C. nul(l, adj. Great, much, large. 

A. C. nulu, s. A lie, falsehood. 

s- nnY^a, nritya, s. Dan- 

cing. 

S. nri-pa, nri-pati, s. A 

sovereign, king, ruler. 

S. £^Oro nrishatnsa, adj. Malicious, 

wicked, hurtful, injurious, mischievous, 

destructive. 

C. (3o?\ nengi, s. Speaking through the 

nose. 2. counterfeit coin. SoB stn>&i a 

word spoken through the nose. Poh&ozS, po 

Pi one who speaks through the nose. 

?oPi ?»rt^ counterfeit money. 

C. <3o&3 nenta, s. A kinsman, relative. 

wd, fSoUcij relatives, kindred. pobitfS, $cbS3 

a female relative. 

C. ^0^0£) nemmadi, adj. Comfortable, 

free from anxiety or encumbrance, easy, 

happy. #o;fo&sjoii, jSost'B jJosioa* a 

man in easy or comfortable circumstances. 

C. nemmalli, s. Feigned igno¬ 

rance. to feign ignorance. 

stssa =#jsoz& es&oftcS sSosk^cdrePi 

she has got the upper hand of her hus¬ 

band and yet feigns to know nothing. 

cS7i 

a. c. jSos&j, ;3o<So nemmu, nembu, see 

jioWO. 

c. ^o^oo, nemmu, nemmdd- 

du, adj. Moist, damp, pv damp 

ground. PosiM SoBcUw, dodooPicctoo to become 

moist, damp, wet. 

A. C. nemmuda, s. Joy, gladness, 

pleasure. 

C. f>X5^neJcku, v.a. To lick with the tongue. 

p% p\ to lick off or up. ?**~Jto 

cause to lick. 

c. ;3a2^>, jSasnega- 

chu, negachi-hdku, negachi-bidu, v. 

a. To make jump, leap, spring, bound. 

C. negadi, $. A cold, catarrh, cold in 

the head, 3ria wdo, 8°&cd» to catch cold. 

^ria a cold on the lungs. PojaAp sSria a 

cold in the nose. 

A. C. negadu, v. n. To become pub¬ 

lic or notorious. 2. to spread. 

A. C. (3aTtf§ negadike, s. Fame, notoriety, 

celebrity. 

c. <3Xcfc, 5a^, negadu, nega- 

tu, negedu, past part, of 

C. ^a^j, ^a^o negapu, negahu, v. a. 
To raise, lift up. to cause to lift. 

1) &>acska to hold elevated. the act 

of lifting. 

A. c. ^Tszhj negarru, See P*fz. 

C. ^Acoo negasu, v. a. To lift up, raise. 

A. c. ^a^o negalu, v. a. To attempt. 2. 

to make use of, as a word. 3. to engage in, 

begin, essay, to do, make, effect. 4. to pub¬ 

lish, make notorious. 5. to fit, suit. 6. to 

ascend, climb, v. n. To slip down. 

having done, attempted, engaged, in, &c. 

an accomplished business. 

A. o. ^A^O, f>A^) negalu, negale, s. A 

crocodile, alligator. 2. celebrity, fame, pub¬ 

licity, notoriety. 3. a story. 

A. C. negalchu, v. caus. To cause 

to begin, essay, do, publish. 

A. c. c37\^i° xj negal-dera, s. The Indian 

Neptune, riding on an alligator or crocodile. 

C. (37\^, negalte, negalike, s, 

The act of engaging in, essaying, or doing. 
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C. ;3?\, negi, nege, v.n. Toleap,jump. 

2. to shine. 3. to become public. 4. to rise, 

spring up, be born. v. a. To do, make, effect. 

3^*, jSrtaf, SriiS the act of leap¬ 

ing. $ftzb, ?S rlorfi having leaped. 

c. negile, s. A furrow. 

c. j$7^f4 nege-henm, negen- 

wt, s. The affinity of the wives of two bro¬ 

thers to each other. 

C. neggilu, s. The plant termed small 

caltrops. a large sort. 

a small sort. '^wa s^oo^o its thorn. wj 

the above used as a vegetable. 

C" ^Aa n<1yy a'> To be indented, bruised, 

squashed, pashed; to sink in, give way. v. a. 

To lift up. 3* to lift up one’s self. 3 

it is indented. £rf the 

head of the chief of serpents sunk down. 

C. <3&s|o nechchu, v. a. To believe, trust, 

confide in. faith, belief, confi¬ 

dence. S^~<j to make believe. 

*R*V»;ra<fia«to the female buffalo which was 

depended on for milk, has become a male 

(pleasant prospects blasted.) 

c. netilu, s. Blood. 

C. netta, part, of c3^; Pierced, fixed in, 

planted. ^ siJ9*b a word that has come 

home with force. a pierced arrow. 

t5^ a pierced thorn. 

C. netta-Tcallu, s. A noted place 

for the worship of the sovereign monkey. fS 

^ tf oo ^jsSot^ J£anumanta. 

c. ^^7Rnettage, netta¬ 

ne, nettige, adv. Straightly, uprightly, 

perpendicularly. 2. suddenly. 3. well, pro¬ 

perly, happily, in good health. 

to repair, cure. 2. to make erect. 3. to do 

well. 4. to arrange. to look 

well at an object. wtfcrfoo to write pro¬ 

perly. to read straight on. c^naria 

to become straight, proper. to he cor¬ 

rect, proper, straight. 3^* to adjust, ar¬ 

range. 2. to set erect. 

€. j3S3^z3, ;$63|^3 nettane, 

nettandda, nettdna, adj. Straight. 2. 

good, proper. 3. handsome, beautiful, 

psz5 a straight stick. jSejg^sj 

a man of integrity and veracity. 2. a hand- 
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some man. a handsome woman. 

woa, woa a correct, amiable, or 

well regulated temper. 

A. C. (3s~^<3 nettane, adv. This side (in a 

story.) 

0. fdcS^Tiznettisu, v. cans. To cause to pierce, 

plant, or fix in the earth. 

C. ^£bj©7?a5oo nettu-tegeyu, v. a. To 

make the finger and other joints crack by 

pulling them. 

C. nett-eluvu, s. The back-bone. 

C. nedu, V. a. To plant or fix in the 

ground. 2. to pierce, to cause to plant 

or pierce, jS&rt the act of planting. 

C. nede, [fftlalM] P. n. To walk. 

C. j>zfs±>&, nede-madi, neda- 

madi, s. A cloth spread in the road for a 

marriage procession to pass over. 

A. C. |S|)© nena, s. The serum of the flesh. 

2. the marrow of the bones. 

C. nenila-mara, s. A tree hear¬ 

ing a fragrant seed. 

0. ^ nenpu, [jSjfcS] s. Recollection, 

thought, remembrance. 

C. netta, S. Gaming, playing dice, 

zi sstjft a checkered board for back-gammon. 

to throw at a game. *5^ to 

have a lucky turn up at dice. to 

play at dice. 

C. tfo nettaru, s. Blood. 

vj a stream of blood, sfc&cdjj blood to 

flow. 3* * ri3 a boil. 3* * skwfc land ap¬ 

propriated for the support of children, &c., 

whose father has died in battle. 

C. netti, s. The head, forehead. 

P'So fS§ the crown or centre of the head. 

<5®, a bald head. a grey head. 

7s® a head entirely shaven, ^ 

(Soixi, $$ ab to fracture the skull. 

c. nena-gadle, s. Soaked split 

pulse. 

c. nenata, nenada, part, of 

or Damp, moist. 2. thought of, re¬ 

collected. to get wet. 

a wet body. to wet one’s 

self. 

0. nenapu, nena- 



Jill, nenepu, s. Thought, iutention, recol¬ 

lection, remembrance. to hear in 

mind, he thinking of. djsdo to put in 

mind. ^dS)&) to fix in the mind. 

C. jSjS'do nenaru, s. Love, affection, fond¬ 

ness. 3o^ to be attached to. 

fSjSOpW?k>, jSfiusdddJ an affectionate or kind 

man. 

C. nenavi, s. Bleaching. 

C. ^^'4), nenavu, nenavarike, 

s. Remembrance, recollection. 

to be remembered. 

C. nenasu, s. Truth, v. a. Sf n. To 

think, reflect, imagine, intend. 2. to think 

of, recollect, remember. 3. to moisten, wet. 

to think of one’s self. 2. to soak or 

wet one’s self, thought, recollection, 

memory. 

c. ?>£>, nene, neni, neneyu, 

v. a. Sf n. To become moist, damp, wet. 2. to 

think of, recollect. 3. to know, recognise. 4. to 

make, do. dd os* do, $3 esWotoput to 

soak, to moisten, wet. ddd moist, recollected. 

tSdstartti) to he thinking of. 

C. jSdo nepa, s. Pretext, pretence, excuse. 5 

siddddo, SoaaSn, stodo, 

to make a pretence, to frame or form 

an excuse. doBsSco'o stea woto dated tido^ 

sorted let us make the marriage a pre¬ 

text for going to see them all. P^da^cdo ddates 

a afOrta uti<5g) y0ur 

son went home with the pretence of being 

thirsty, and has not yet returned. 

neppu, s. Remembrance, recollec¬ 

tion, recognition. gs?ccte) to 

remember, recollect, to 

make an excuse. 2. to remind one. Ste^aiate 

a person whom one recollects. 2. a man of 

a good memory. sS^rto to be forgot¬ 

ten. Soaccte to fix in the memory. 

A. C. nebbava, s. Fun, jeer, scorn. 

xiTf®d a jeerer, scoffer. 

C. ;3si>d) nemaru, s. Chewing the cud. d 

sfarh mWo to chew the cud. 3^o&d rfd cattle 

chewing the cud. 

A. C. nemmu. See Poui. 2. to raise 

with a lever. 

A. c. <3oSo ney, s. Ghee, clarified butter. 

C. neyyu, v. a. To weave. ?ScaoA 

weaving, texture. 

0. ^>Tj nera, adj. Full, complete. 2. grey, 

pd ss*fs replete with wisdom. 

c. jodd nerata, nerada, past, 
part, of Pull, replete. 2. nubile. 3. 

convened, assembled. pd®aJ<ste, pd aSrs^ a 

woman who is become nubile. ^drto, pd^o 

being full; being assembled; being grey. <* 

dad), ?3d®d) to be full; to be assembled; to 

be grey. Sdzte «tte£d) to be assembled. 

C. nerapu, v. a. To convene, assem¬ 

ble. 2. to teach. 3. to produce. 4. to fill, 

make replete, or full. 6. to get, obtain. 6. 

to spread out, as corn. Pddsj produ¬ 

cing fruit. pSiScskty ddd£ teaching to walk. 

C. nera-mane, s. Next-house. pd 

atejJccbsi a neighbour. 

0. nerayu, [*W] v.n. To be assem¬ 

bled. 2. to be full. 

c. ;3d£o, neralu, neralu, s. Shade, 

shelter, refuge. 2. a shadow, resemblance, 

the counterpart of real forms. 3. a staff, 

stick. 4. a groan, v. n. to grunt, groan, dj 

dd jSdv’o the shade of a tree. Aa^cd) jSdvte 

the shade of a wall. 3S rtate sStitfo the shade 

afforded by a parasol, sSd'&s’ste tfovd) "stes^o 

to sit in the shade, pdwBdo to be a shadow, 

to be shady. 2. to be a shelter or refuge. 

A. c. ;STjdjpt7\ neravanige, s. Courage, 

valour, heroism. 2. display. 

A. C. neravi, s. Multitude, mass. 2. 

delight, reverie. 

A. C. neravu, s. Help, assistance. $ 

ds»rio to be of assistance. ;3darsriai?te one who 

takes his turn at labour with another. 2. an 

assistant, ddsoacrioo to lay hold with another, 

as at a mill. Pd:J) manual aid. 

C. neravu, V.n. To be convened, as¬ 

sembled. 2. to be full, as a meeting. 3. to 

be in coitu. dda aIl the 

people are convened, v. a. To make what 

is enough for two, do for three or more; to 

proportion. 2. to spread out on the ground, 

as corn, &c. Sdad.w^ pa^y sprea(t jn tha 

sun to dry. 

0. nerasu, V. a. To convene, assem¬ 

ble. s. An atom. 

C. neralisM/cke, s. The Calyp- 

tranthes caryopliyllifolia. 
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A. c. nerahu, v. a. To fill. 2. to 

assemble. 

C. neri, v. n. To be full, replete. 2. to 

be assembled. 3. to be in coitu. 4. to be 

of age. fSScao^j the girl is of age. s. A 

fold in cloth. 2. the gathers in a woman’s 

cloth by which it is secured by tucking them 

in front. ao&ccto to pucker, gather into 

folds. 

C. nerike, s. A curtain, screen, blind. 

C. nerige, s. A fold or gather in clothes. 

C. $t3 nere, s. Puberty. 2. greyness of 

hair. 3. a neighbour. 4. sometimes a mere 

pleonasm to fill up a stanza, adj. Full, 

replete, entire, quite. 2. neighbouring, 

contiguous, adjoining, v. n. To be contigu¬ 

ous, appended, attached to, adjoined. 2. to 

be completely [full, as a market, an assembly, 

&c. 3. to be in coitu. replete with 

wisdom. a full assembly. 3*3 

having been completely exhausted. 

to refrain from uniting, && grey; full; 

near, contiguous. 

A. o. nere-dingalu, s. Full 

moon. 

A. 0. nere-polu, v. a. To plun¬ 

der completely. 

A. 0. nere-bottu, s. An orna¬ 

mental spot of paint on the forehead. 

c. nere-mane, s. A neighbouring 

or adjoining house, next door. SdskjSc&si, 

jSdcdoji a neighbour. 

C. jStSaooa nere-mindi, s. A nubile fe¬ 

male. 

C. nereveru, v. n. To be fulfilled, 

accomplished, performed. to fulfil, 

&c. 

C. nerevu, v. n. To copulate. 

A. c. nere-vettu, s. A touchstone. 

C. nere-hore, adj. Neighbouring. 

jSfiafjsdoSjdo neighbours. 

T. B. nernava, [$«rcd>] s. Settle¬ 

ment, adjustment. 

A. C. nerneru, adj. Causeless. 

A. C. nerpu, See 3% 

A. c. nermu, See 

A. C. nerril, s. Shade, shadow, 2. 

a mirror. 

A. c. nerrpu, See 3%. 

C. nela, s. Earth, soil. 2. the floor, 

ground. j3u, ta $v, 
black soil. a soil between red and 

black, $v, $v red soiL ;*«, rf 

white soil, fuller’s earth. 

a good soil. 

C. nela-kappu, s. A pit for catch¬ 

ing wild elephants. 

0. nela-kabbu, s. A variety of 

the sugar-cane. 

A. c. nelakalanu, s. An ava¬ 

ricious, close-fisted man. 

C. nela-kungu, v. n. The earth 

or ground to give way. 

o. pi nela-kudi, nela-kuni, 

s. An under-ground granary. 

C. nela-kote, s. A lower fort, as 

opposed to a hill-fort. 

c. jSejA&^pS nela-gattane, s. Beating 

the earth to harden it. 

c. jSfiJAcI nela-gadde, s. A hillock. 2. 

the earth, the solid earth. 

C. ^£)A^ nelu-gadle, s. The ground nut. 

c. ^3e>7\p§'Mo nela-ganigilu, s. A small 

kind of oleander. 

C. jScaS neltt-gavi, s. An artificial cave. 

C. jS^aooS^1 nela-gumbala, s. A vege¬ 

table, convolvulus paniculatus. Su 

K)ou</ the black sort, the 

white sort. jSwrioowtf an ash coloured 

c. ao^ nela-gumma, s. A mole. 

C. nela-gulla, s. The egg-plant. 

C. nela-gollu, v.n. To reside, 

fix one’s residence, dwell. having 

resided. SwSSSj a resident, 

c. rielatdle, nela-ddle, 

s. A flower, anthericum tuberoswm. 

A. c. neladamarduni, 

[god of earth] s. A brahman. 

0. ;3© <^) nelapu, v. a. To take. 2. to com¬ 

pass. 3. to spread, v. v. To assemble. <5w 

i> to assemble of one’s self; &c. 
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C. nela-bevu, s. A sort of gentian. 

C. jSe^JST^SO^ 

nela-mdguU-beru, nela-mdgall-beru, 
s. A vegetable root, Pluggea lencopyrus. 

c. £>e)\if>nela-mdlige,nela~ 

vane, s. A ground floor. 2. a fixed 

residence. 

A. C. jS^o^'d neluvara, adj. True, correct, 

certain. 2. fixed, established, firm. 

C. nelavare, s. A small kind of tbe 

cassia auriculata. 

C. nelavali, S. Root produce, as, 

beet-root, potatoes, &c. 

C. nelawdgu, v. n. To become a 

protection, support, or defence to another. 

C. nelawada, s. A door-way or 

opening for a door where there is no door¬ 

frame. 2. an upper story. 

C. <3c^5) nelavu, s. A coarse net-work of 

rope or rattan, in which pots and other ves¬ 

sels are suspended from the beams of the 

house. to fix such a net-work. 

^^3 milk set away in such net-work. 

curds suspended in thenet-work. 

to put any thing on the 

net-work. 

C. jScrot) nelasari, adj. Level with the 

ground. 

c. nelasu, v. n. To stand, abide, 

dwell. 2. to be fixed, fSvttr that which 

is permanent. 

o. ^£>5oi)A nela-hdga, s. A sexton’s fees. 

C. nela-hidiyu, v. u. To be 

bed-ridden, to be too weak to get up. 

C. nela-hippali, s. Verbena 

assedifora. 

A. C. nelaku, s. A string, rope, cord. 

C. neldvarilce, S. A small run¬ 

ning species of the cassia auriculata. 

0. neluvu, See 3^3). 

C. $3 nele, s. A place, abode, residence. 2. 

one’s own house. 3. an estimate. 4. an 

upper story. 5. a mystery, art, or secret. 6. 

bottom. 7. a fixed time. adj. Stout, full. 

2. fixed. to reside, settle. 2. to 

take root, as plants. 3*3 uctfpA, an 

upper story, very wise. 3=333 a 

subterraneous house. 3«5 Ap^d a gateway- 

tower with story upon story, 3s5 £>^A a 

lamp fixed in a niche. 33 3js3 a stout 

breast. SeJnsno, 33 to guess, form 

an estimate. 33rt the car stop¬ 

ped in its place. kodeJ the hind part. 3°3 

3 to return. 33 do a 3«Jriodsi, 33 

rrad, 3eJwad3J a man 0f penetration, one who 

understands characters, or has discovered the 

retreat of a thief, &c. 33 dew a penetrating 

eye. 2. an eye always fixed downwards. 

to touch the bottom. 33 bdo to find 

out a secret or mystery. 33 So&crfbo to recog¬ 

nise. 33 an engagement to be violated, 

a fixed time to he passed. 33 33 a place of 

abode, a fixed residence. 

C’ ^cr) ne^> s- The emblic myrobalan, 

Phyltanthus emblica. 3® a black spe¬ 

cies. 3g>^ wsc2u the emhlic myrobalan vege¬ 

table. 3g>^ a mixture of sour milk, 

mustard seed, and emblic myrobalan. 3<£^ 

mttfi <n<to emblic myrobalan pickle. 

** 3|> a small kind, Phyllanthus 

niruri. *3^3 3g a wdd kind> 

C. nellu, S. Rice, before it is deprived 

of its husk, paddy. 3$5, witi 

SgJO, ddjd «5o»teJV^{j, 3g,0) 3e«, 

7i% ^J/ddd 3« 3&o, 3&J, ^sSjAjtow 

P 3§«, J^dortTOw jSgjo, 3&J, sS^xJA jSgjj, 

rood 3g;j, *d3 s^tid 3g,o, Bd>ri3 <£0^3 

3&J, 3$s, toorrad^A 3gp, Ad i^d 3gjo, 

dvpd ^d 3&o, sin tow 3&o, tfosd tow 3gJ, 

osw Agjj, *jvfsSv’t% 3$o, 3gjj, 

djsd ^ddowatfij 3§£>, waejd 3gjj, =#d 3eu, t3<£ 

3&J> 3$J, nagsi sfcd^^oS^ 

^WjO®w ^j, jSg£), §d.3JS dcs 

different kinds of paddy. SeJddd a band 

of paddy straw. sa^o to put a cord 

of paddy straw on the leg, as a challenge. 

C. ;3s3;3o neva, nevanu, s. Pretence 

pretext, excuse. 2. fraud, trick, deception. 

A®^>, AsJjSj siKdo to pretend. Sd rtjea a 

disposition to make excuses. &©^d) to 

shew an excuse. a man who makes 

excuses. to plead an excuse. S3 

^ 3«5ado to talk for the sake of talking. 

C. nevaru, a. Chewing the 

cud. 33d> to chew the cud. S3Q3 33 

cattle chewing the cud. 
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a. o. jS&tk neviru, s. Hair. to 

tie the hair. jS&rb to comb the hair. 

e. nevilu, [?S£wo] s. A peacock. 

C. <§oj nesa, s. An irritation in the skin. 3 

7j SoScrioo to itch. 

A. C. nese, v. n. To fly, jump, spring, 

houncf. 

c. zto, ^or^e'scio, nestd- 

du, nesetddu, nesedddu, v. n. To give 

one’s self airs, to shew perverseness or unto¬ 

wardness. 2. to jump about passionately, &c. 

tSd-jU frowardness, untowardness, perverse¬ 

ness. 2. jumping. 3d-]*®* sheer per¬ 

verseness. 

c. nela, nelanu, [iSw] s. Earth, 

soil. 

c. ;3^o3 nelati, nelanti, s. A wo¬ 

man. 

C- nelabu, s. Recollection, remem¬ 

brance. an acquaintance. 

e. nelal'u, $.. Shade. 2. shadow. 3. 

protection, defence, to he a defence. 

2. to become shady, without 

having any connection with. 

spreading in the shade. having 

sheltered or overshadowed, ^vozSS ^ 

Sri) I cannot hear even his shadow. 

<3, ^/ooo, nelavu, 

neTahu, rteluvu, nelubu, s. Abode, 

home. 2, acquaintance, experience, know- 

lege.. sbo^cSrW young women 

who have left their homes. to re¬ 

collect,, have acquaintance with. 

A. c. $$iQ7\2 nelnngu, adj. High, tall, 

lofty. 

C. nele, s. The earth; soil. 2. place. 

0. ^1\<SJ3 negilu, s. A plough with oxen 

and implements of husbandry complete. 

fhej to make a plough. a plough¬ 

share. to yoke oxen to a plough. 

a. plough shaft. a fur¬ 

row^ 

C. nege, [^cSoA] s. Weaving. 

A. C. neji, nejya, s. A ja¬ 

velin, spear, lance. 

C. netdgi, adv. Positively, certain¬ 

ly. sStffr to say positively. po¬ 

sitive, certain. 

a. e. ;3£PcD n^h nenu, s. A cord, 

rope. to hang, suspend, append. 

=a^d aiurt&zloo ^rwrtvori jthcb having tied both 

hands with cords. 

A. C. nen-geiya, s. The Indi¬ 

an Neptune and regent of the west, with a 

rope for his weapon. 

s. netri, netdranu, 

s. A master, owner; lord. 

C. netddu, v. n. To be appendant, 

to swing. 

S. netra, s. An eye. 2. a very fine 

kind of cloth. ’$’&) the eyelid. 

rt ophthalmia. *>W« a cataract. 

epsab, tfitS lustre of the eyes. 

Shiva, with three eyes. $\*) blind, 

veil, such as worn by Moor women 

in travelling. a sign with the eye, 

a wink. a serpent, becaused sup¬ 

posed to hear through the eyes. 

0. neda, part, of Woven. 

S. nedishta, adj. Very near or 

contiguous. 

S. nejpathyu, s. Dress, ornament, 

embellishment. 2. disguise. 

s. nepdla, S. Nepaul. 2. a plant 

so called, the root asclepias 

vomitoria. 

s. nema, s. Period, time, season. 2. 

limit, term. 3. part, portion. 4. fence, 

wall, hedge. 5. a hole, chasm. 6. fraud, 

deceit. 

T. B. nema, s. Any religious 

observance, &c. jS^o&sd), the 

rules of a caste to be violated. 

one who observes the rules of his 

caste. 

T. B. nemaka, [Suxtorfrtf] S. Regu¬ 

lation, rule, law. 2. determination, choice. 

to make a regulation, establish 

a rule, to fix. to act ac¬ 

cording to engagement or rule. 

t. B. ^5^-3^ nemana, s. Order, 

regulation. to do ac¬ 

cording to orders. =#js^j 

to obey orders. 

s., nemi, s. The periphery of a wheel. 

2. a pulley. 3. the frame work for the rope 

of a water-wheel. 
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T. B. nemisu, psa&anii] a To 

£x, determine, appoint, to set apart 

offerings for an idol, priests, &c. s5^S)J» 

* to celebrate a religions observance. 

C. ^Sjb^ped nemi-hannu, s. The fruit 
6V 

mimusops hexandra. 

C. neige, $. Weaving, 

a weaver. *3?^ the peg which 

beeps the woof tight in the loom, sS^c&h^ ^ 

y-, the cord that holds the warp tight. 

^ 55 ^ the roller over which the warp 

passes. ^oA»;S the cap or upper shell 

of the weaver’s lay or batten. &ogo 

a heavy block suspended under the woof to 

keep it down, vw 

a weaver’s shuttle. 

•C. ;3i°ai>o ndyu, «. a. To weave. See 

C. ?>i°d nera, s. A fault, crime, offence. 2. 

a fine. 3. straightness. See r&j» 

to accuse, charge with a crime. 

«J 3^3 he has been found guilty of the 

crime. a criminal, a person who is 

guilty of a crime. 

A. c. ^dsSjsBy, nera-bottu, S. An orna¬ 

mental round patch of gold, &c. worn on the 

forehead by Hindu females. 

S. ^d^sSpe^ nerale-hannu, s. Newel 

fruit, Calyptranthes caryopJiyllifolia. 

a white species. 

a black species, riori Sow an inferior 

kind. ?rac3o rirw a round and bad 

sort, wowj sSrw a long kind. 

A. C. F^dddo neridaru, s. Brahmans. 

A. c. <3^do, ^^doj neru, nerru, v. n. To 

be straight. sSjsSo to make straight. 

’J^r’ ;J^shr «dy. Exact, precise, regular, 

faithful. an exact or particu¬ 

lar man. shi&o to do exactly. 

to be in order; to be straight; to be com¬ 

pact. to put close together. 

A. 0. j3®<yo nelu, v. «. To swing, vibrate, 

hang on, be suspended from. 

A. o. j3^€, nele, nelu, & a rope 

upon which clothes are hung to dry. 

C. nevana, [Resort] s. Weaving. 

A. c. ne'varisu, v, a. To make 

right, put in order. 2. to caress, fondle. 

fondling, caressing. 

C. nevulct, s. A kind of necklace 

worn by women. 

T. B. nevura, $. A chain of 

small bells worn on the legs. 

c. ;3<»?ji5bef, ^(OcdsSoddo nesa-kula, ne- 

sa-bedaru, s. A class of fowlers, palankeen 

boys, &c. having a broad and. curious accent. 

their speech, either a corrupt Te- 

lugu, corrupt Canarese, or bad Tamil. 

A. C. ^»rodo ne'saru, s. The sun. rtf¬ 

s'3 the fabulous sun-gem. tHtfrtjrsit} (sun’g 

son) Saturn, Pluto, Sugriva, or Kama. 

T. B. nehu, s. Friendship, af. 

fection, love, attachment. 

neichike, $, A superior kind:of 

S. c^S-?^ neichya, s. Meanness, lowness, 

servileness, humiliation. a mean 

act. rtors a mean disposition. 

S. neija, adj. Natural, inherent, origi¬ 

nal. Aon natural disposition. 

C. neiji, s. A spear, pike, lance. 

c. neidile, neidilu, s. 
The water lily. a blue 

water lily. the red lily. ^BeJ 

a white lily. rttfcdo, the moon, 

its friend. 

S. neipathya, s. Decoration, dress, 

embellishment. 

s’ neipunya, s. Cleverness,learn¬ 

ing, skill. 

s. neir-malya, ®. Clearness, 

pellucidness. 

s. ^So^Sdps^ neimishdranya, s. A 

forest so called. 

S’ ne^ya’ ®. Blackness. 

S. c^doS neiruti, s. Regent of the south- 

' west. 

S. neivedya, s. A meal presented 

to an idol before eating, an offering or obla¬ 

tion to the deity. tfsiol) rft, 

to offer the food to an idol before com¬ 

mencing any repast. djs^shew- 

bread. 

s. neishadha, s. A name of Nala, 

the famous Hindu emperor. his 

history. 
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s. ^6^ neishka, s. A collection of pago¬ 

da coins. 

s. neishthika, adj. Ceremonially 

pure or clean. a brahman 

who has vowed never to marry. 

S. ncisargika, adj. Natural, 

after the course of nature, 

c. ^jaoTo, nonJm, 

nongu, nongike, s. A bruise, jag, 

indent, mark. 

C. nonda, See under 

C. ^3j$>oCb nondu, v. n. To be mitigated, 

alleviated, appeased, calmed. jSjsoBtSo to pa¬ 

cify, alleviate, mitigate, quench, put out. *3° 

$jsoa;b t0 quench fire. c3*®o&;So to al¬ 

leviate sorrow. sSosoaih to put out a lamp. 

C. nOkku, s. A bruise, mark, jag. 

t&»^4 to become bruised or indented. 

^4 Stfo to take out a bruise, a 

bruised metal vessel. See or F^. 

C. ^Je)A nog a, $. A yoke, the pole crossing 

the bullock’s neck, jSjsrra Ss* to 

fix a yoke, to yoke. the noose of 

a yoke. a bullock that draws in a 

yoke. the strap attached to a yoke 

and passed round the ox’s neck. 

C. nogi, v. a. To lade water out of a 

reservoir. See «*>?>• 

C. £\<«>ao , noggu, nogge, s. A 

bruise, indent, jag. indentation. 

to beat out a bruise. 

to be indented. rotten, decayed. 

C. nochchane, noch- 
2<r 2o- 

chane, adv. Agreeably, pleasantly. 

tsvrtJ to be pleased. 

A. C. ^ JSSdo nochchn, v. n. To be in pain, 

pain, ache. 

C. nona, s. A fly. a gad fly. 

$jsn a tee. a small stinging 

fly. flies to alight on. jfcwsri 

the tiger fly, a large fly which attacks 

other flies, sAe^l, jlrars ^jszlceIm to fray 

away flies. sfcjrb, ;!ua« sfoaftc&o, ^js« 

sAwxJouSo flies to cover any thing. 

A. C. c§JS)P3 none, v. a. To eat, devour. 

A. C. ioos'S nove, s. Perhaps saccharum cy- 

lindricum. 

C. nove. See (*£■ 

noyyu, noi-gollu, noi- 

padu, noi-bilu, See £^eebi, 

c. ■jSjsdaP, "^jijdoaP noraju, noranju, 

s. A small insect troublesome to the eyes, the 

eye-fly. 2. gravel stones. 

C. noratu, adj. Stunted in the 

growth. 

C. nore, s. Foam, froth. =^, 

to be in a state of foam, as the 

sea. jSjsS ~v/«k, jlistf Tjjstjo to foam 

at the mouth. ss'suo warm frothing milk 

fresh from the cow, used as a medicine. 

0. novvu. See 

C. nosalu, s. The forehead, 

Shiva, with an eye in the centre of his 

forehead. tSvsiiu wnori his son Kumaraswami. 

jJostSu) a gold plate put on the forehead 

of an idol, &c. a sectarian spot 

on the forehead. 

0. nola, See 

C. no/fi, v. «. To enter, creep or crawl 

through, to be fluent or eloquent. 

A. C. nolu, v. n. To precede, go be¬ 

fore. jUs?5# the act of preceding. 

0. wo, woyw, v. ». To be 

in pain or distress, to ache. 

C. nompi, nompu, 
s. Any meritorious act of devotion; 

a vow; the voluntary or vowed observance or 

imposition of any penance, austerity, or pri¬ 

vation. s&aas to vow to perform any 

meritorious act. •fseWo 

the god of fire was pleased with her meritori¬ 

ous performance. 

0. not a, s. Vision, sight. 2. 

a spectacle, the appearance, the person. 3. 

shroffmg, examination of money. 4. fortune- 

telling. 6. witchcraft, sorcery. 

spectators, observers, ScbzJ, arb^i 

the effects of witchcraft to be averted. 

Wnvti a shroff. 2. a sorcerer. shrof¬ 

fing. sS^vbto tell one his fortune. 

to !#(;’sb to hear one’s fortune told, 

S, a female fortune-teller. jS 

detS^ uujU as to appearances, we are 
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influenced by others, but in eating, by our 

own gratification. 

A. 0. notaka, s. An observer, 

spectator. 

c. nota-gomhe, s. A figure 

for show, a puppet. 

C. nodu, v. a. To look, see, observe, 

perceive. 2. to visit, meet. 3. to wait. 4- 

to try. 5. to consider. 6. to take care. This 

verb also expresses the exercise of any of the 

five senses, and therefore occasionally denotes 

either to see, taste, feel, or hear, according to 

the context. to see; to see each 

other. rio'A to taste. to 

smell. % to feel the pulse. 

to look at the face, to peep, 

to look back. i3s£r^ to stoop 

and look. &&& to wait, expect, look 

for. to do or carry- on any work, 

naecrfjg) I met him on the road. 

Soritfo Esfid J waited a month. 

=^os>§j ^js^adfio he tried to kill him. ® 

dd ji&jsraTs upon 

considering what he said, I think it is true, 

do to examine. this 

phrase may either denote a man about to see, 

or a man able to see, or it may signify, a good 

looking or handsome man. 

to disregard, djszio to cause to 

see. to do a thing carefully. 

C. notu, •part, of 

C. nonu, v.a. To perform any meri¬ 

torious act of devotion, to perform a vow. 

I have observed a meritorious act. 

ddd J obtained it (referring to some 

object) having performed a meritorious ob¬ 

servance. having performed a meri¬ 

torious act. this is the fruit 

of our religious observance. 

esodd the fruit of the 

religious observance is small, and will it 

increase at our bidding ? 

C. noyu, v. n. To be in pain, to 

ache, stoSteSy sfoddoj f-’jscda to 

be distressed, pained in mind, tfcsczb being 

in pain, A&ozi pained, distressed. v* 

<LJJ a leg in pain. &3oiS Se5 an aching head, 

djsod sh Jiffy a grieved or distressed mind, 

o jS.-aoSs'j my 

mind is much distressed by that man. &®o 

d) so^vt, fSjscd) jio&criM to speak with pain or 

in distress. to feel pain or dis¬ 

tress. &®°da having been pained. &»%<&>&, 

sJmda v. a. To pain, distress. 

A. C. navi, s. Nursing, taking care 

of. 

C. novu, s. Pain, aching, distress, 

anguish. to be painful, 

to be in pain. head¬ 

ache. pain in the stomach. "U 

pain in the limbs. 

pain to be removed. &>&cdoa pain to 

seize one. 

C. ^JS«3Coto noshe-hallu, S. Project¬ 

ing teeth. 

C. ttoA*, s. A meritorious perform¬ 

ance or vow. to perform it. 

A. C. nolpu, See 

s. non, nouka, s. A ship, 

djw a ship’s flag, dosS a ship’s 

mast. ^3^ a mariner. 

H. noukara, s. A servant. #3*9 

service. 

C. ^a)2§ nouji, s. A spear, lance. 

T. B. ^fa)So noumi, [f«£o] g. The ninth 

lunar day. 

C. nouru, adj. Pine, as muslin, &c. 

0. ^fs)<yo noulu, s. A peacock, 

c. £ra>r&>, nousu, nousudi, [ji 

Sdo] s. Consumption, wearing away, be¬ 

coming thin. **$<>, rtjsgo 

to become thin, wear away, to 

make thin. a man who has 

become thin. 

S. c^o’Sr nyanka, s. A pupil who resides 

in his teacher’s house. 

S. nyanku, s. A kind of deer. 

C. ^0300 nyambu, (in joinery) s. A te¬ 

non. to take out a tenon. c^° 

too CAixhj to put in or fasten a tenon. 

S. nyakkura, S. Disrespect, con¬ 

tempt. 

S. nyagrddha, S. The banyan, 

Ficus indica. 

S. nyarbuda, s. A thousand 

millions. 



S. nyasta, adj. Deposited, placed, 

consigned, delivered. 

s. nydya, s. Justice, equity. 2. 

propriety, fitness. 3. law. 4. morality, o. 

logic. 6. a reason, cause. 

just, right, fit, proper, equitable, 

reasonable. 3%8tjo, ufi z^eto to 

judge, settle or decide a cause, «*»$«*> 

to shew reason. to hear a cause, 

listen to reason. justly, equitably, 

properly. a judge, 

<*, , psjcAisio^ a just man, a man of 

integrity. sisters, ^rarei), psj 

«*• *5^8 a law, statute. rissrir just or 

upright conduct. 

C. nydra, s. Fault, crime, blame, 

-j, a criminal, culprit. 

0. nydvarisu, v. a. To caress, 

fondle. 2. to put in order. to 

tell mildly. to bear patiently. 

C. nyavala, s. A girdle of gold or 

silver. 2. a necklace. 

S. ^J^co nydsa, s. A deposit, pledge. 

C. jS^ToTTad nydstagdra, s. A friend. 

S. ^ nyulja, adj. Bent, crooked, hump¬ 

backed. 

S. nyuna, adj. Blameable, vile, 

wicked, despicable. 2. less, deficient, defec¬ 

tive. =#£ a defective or maimed 

hand. 

pJtjjsU nrasthi-mdli, s. A name 
<?> 

of Shiva, as ornamented with a garland of 

human skulls. 

oP 

to pa, The thirty ninth letter of the alphabet, 

sounded as pa. 

S. rto^ panha, s. Mud, mire, clay. 2. evil, 

sin. «3o^«, riov* tfiso, sJo^w, 

riizg the lotus, as growing in mud or water. 

r!r-jF, Bramha, as born from 

the lotus of Vishnu’s navel, rio§, 

a riwsa, a woman, as having a scent, 

face, or eye like a lotus, ric^a usrf a ruby, 

rio^a s5^e, rtotfssa (enemy of the lotus) the 

moon, *Jo*«5a a pond where the 

lotus abounds. *3°* (friend of the lotus) 

the sun. Cupid, as having a lo¬ 

tus for his arrow. Vishnu. 

sJo-S-ej adj. Muddy. 

T. B. rfou pankti, [ritf ] s. A line, row, 

file, range. 2. (in comp.) ten. rio-S^criojg 

to sit in a row, to sit in company. 

H. ojOSO pankha, s. A fan or punka, ge¬ 

nerally a large one suspended from the ceil¬ 

ing. Soso's Sosa's to pull a, punka. 

C. tOA pangu, s. The pudendum muliebre. 

C. ttj0A&3f\0 pangatisu, i>. n. To straddle, 

open the legs wide. v. a. To place separately. 

C. doA^ pangada, adj. Distinct, apart, 

riortni =psuj the legs astride, or bandy-legged. 

SjoAa^crfjsA straddling, astride. 

rio to be divided, become apart, sjoriash to 

straddle, open the legs wide, separate, place 

apart. *5cria#ccta>rti to be astride, apart. 

C. tioA^rstk yanga-ndma, s. A secta¬ 

rian mark in the form of a trident. *3ort?re:iJ 

cretfa a religious mendicant having such a 

mark. 

C. 'rfoA&o pangalu, adj. Forked, divided, 

astride. *Jorltu riusti a forked peg. *3ortew 

AaojS a forked branch. sJorie&szSoa to be¬ 

come forked. 

A. C. TjGTnt?, T;0'?\piJ toOJseh, 1jO7\0& 

pangike, pangini, pangidi, pangudi, 
s. Upbraiding. to upbraid, 

throw in one’s teeth. *?oAri 

to be upbraided. 

c. tio'riSoCSo pangi-hannu, s. Carica 
P9 

papaya fruit. 

S. tip AO pangu, adj. Lame, cripple, halt. 

s. A cripple. 2. the planet Saturn. 

(in comp.) Five, 2. S. aiozd- 



broad, wide, spreading. five, relating 

to five, made of five, bought with five, &c. s. 

A field of battle (or death.) 

C. TjO& pancha, adj. Former, preceding. 

S. oios3-# panchaka, s. A measure of five 

marlcals. 2. five. 

s. pancha-kajjdya, s. 

The aggregate of five articles; viz. doll, gin- 

gillie seed, jaggory, cocoanuts, and carda- 

mums, as a proper offering to GanesJia. 

s. pancha-kdruka, s. The 

five artizans; goldsmiths, carpenters, smiths, 

braziers, and masons. 

S. pancha-gavya, s. Five ar¬ 

ticles derived from the cow; milk, curds, ghee, 

urine, and dung, mixed together and drunk, 

especially by brahmans, as a means of purifi¬ 

cation either from sin, caste trespasses, or at 

death. 

s. Soe^Ajri,o&A&rfrpancha-gupta, 

pancha-gudha, s. A turtle or tortoise, 

s. ’&oz&?ST>’zSvd'z$-^3^pancha-chdmara- 

vritta, s. A kind of verse. 

S. 8-vDd['i pancha-jana, s. Man in ge¬ 

neral, a man. 2. a demon so called, 

s. pancha-tantra-kathe, 
s. A work containing s fcories illustrative of five 

qualities necessary to kings and great men. 

s. pancha-tutwa, s. The five 

elements. 

S. pancha-taru, s. The five 

trees of Paradise; viz. shopsd, jJo 

and afS’jSotf3. 

s. iZo&'i panchatwa, pun- 

chat e, [the fifth state] s. Death, dying. 2. 

the nature or condition of five. 3. the five 

elements collectively; earth, air, fire, water, 

and sky. 4. the state of the five elements. 

S. pancha-dasha, adj. Fifteen. 

adv. Fifteenth, the fifteenth lunar 

day. 

S. £o£^S0 pancha-nakha, s. Any ani¬ 

mal having five claws, and therefore unclean 

for food. 

s. a pancha-ndri-tu- 

ranga, s. The picture of a horse combining 

the forms of five women. 

s. pancha-padi, s. A kind of 

verse with five stanzas. 

s. tiOZo-z!>paneha-pallava, s. The 

aggregate of five sprouts; viz of the spondias, 

rose apple, marmelos, citron and wood apple. 

s. pancha-pdndava, s. 
The five Pandu princes. 

s. tS ozd-fy-d'Sj pancha-pdtre, s. Five 

plates collectively. 2. a small metal tumbler. 

c. pancha-pdleya, s. A 
district so called. 

s. tiOSd-ti^jVd pancha-prdna, s. Five 

vital airs in the body. 

s. ■rfoS&oS pancha-bali, s. An offering to 

the five elements. 

s. pancha-bdna, s. Cupid, 

having five arrows. 

s. pancha-bramharu, s. 
Five kinds of artisans. 

s. TjcZo-tf-i^g pancha-bhakshya, s. Five 

sorts of cakes. 2. five modes of eating. 

s. pancha-bhuta, s. Thefive 

elements; earth, air, fire, water, and atmos¬ 

phere or ether. 

s. panchama, adj. Fifth, s. One 

of the seven musical notes, said to be formed 

by air drawn from five places, the navel, 

thighs, heart, throat, and forehead. 3. a tune 

so called. 4. one who does not belong to 

either of the four pure tribes, a Chdnddla. 

the fifth lunar day of a half month. 2. a 

name of Droupadi, wife of the five Pdndus. 

3. a chequered cloth for playing at draughts, 

&c., a chess-board. 

s. ’£oZ3-s$zdi-z§)i-djQZ&^&Fz£7\pancha- 

ma-jdti, panchama-banajiga, s. A 

man of the fifth class, a chdnddla. 

s. ooO£a-o^0ooX>'^"s^5i pancha-mahd-pd- 

taka, s. The five great sins ; viz. murdering 

a brahman, stealing gold, drinking spirits, 

seducing the wife of one’s spiritual guide, and 

giving assistance to those who commit such 

deeds. 

s. Tjo&v loco'spancha-mahd-yag- 

nya, p°^five, ^sacrifice]®. Thefive 

great sacraments of the Hindus; viz. the wor¬ 

ship of spirits, progenitors, gods, ved&s, and 
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mankind; by offerings of perfumed flowers, 

obsequial rites, oblations with fire, the study 

of the vedas, and hospitality. 

s. ■Sjo8^£fc5o‘B53t>C^ pancha-mahd-wd- 

aya, s. Five principal musical instru¬ 

ments ; viz, the lute, cymbals, small double 

drum, trumpet, and a kind of hautboy. 

s. TjOSS^JD'd panchamdra, s. The son 

of Baladeva. 

s. zioZj-zSsdrfg panchamdsya, s. The 

Indian cuckoo. 

s. pancha-mukha, s. Shiva, 

with five faces. 2. Hanumanta, having 

once had five faces. 

s. oio&z&ziSj pancha-mudrc, s. Five 

sectarian seals; viz. 3c.so a conch, &*) 

a wheel, rics a mace, 

a lotus, and ss-od; a sword. 

s. rios^doA pancha-ranga, s_ Five 

places of resort or action; as, eosrfori a dor¬ 

mitory, rfo^dor^a temple, 3*t^dori_a theatre, 

tics tfori a field of battle, and dori a wres¬ 

tler’s ring. 

S. tjos^d^ pancha-ratna, s. A poem 

of five verses. 2. five important acquisitions; 

viz. a good woman, a sword, a horse, land, 

and science. 

s. oooa^UDs^/ pancha-rdtra, s. A few 

days, a work on the consecra¬ 

tion and worship of idols. 

s. pancha-lavana, s. Five 

kinds of salt. 

s. pancha-lakshana, s, a 

purana, comprehending five topics; the cre¬ 

ation of worlds; their destruction and reno¬ 

vation ; the genealogy of gods and heroes; 

the reign of the Manus: and the actions of 

their descendants. 

s. t>o edsU>^3o pancha-loha, s. The 

five chief metals; copper, brass, tin, lead, and 

iron. 2. the metal formed by the union of 

all these. 

s. j pancha-vaktra, s. Shiva, 

with five faces. 

s. pancha-vate, s. A place 

where there are five banyan trees together, a 

place where Rama dwelt in the forests. 

s. wCotSjAS" pancha-varga, s. The five 

classes of letters in the alphabet from * to «*>. 

s. pancha-varna, s. Five 

colours; white, red, black, yellow, and green. 

sJoc3 sirertf M a parrot of five colours. 

zinrri tiortsi® a five coloured ornament, made 

with chalk, on the floor of native houses. 

S. pctncha-vaUi-yele, s. 

A small black kind of betel, peculiar to 

Kucjgur. 

S. £;G&v3DZ^o pancha-vadya, See && 

T. b. vto2£S> panchave, See s?°®S£a. 

s. pancha-shara, s. Cupid, with 

five arrows. 

S. sjc8^3e)SOpancha-shdkha, [five bran¬ 

ched] s. The hand. 

s. "rioes^so pancha-shikha, s. A lion, 

having a spreading mane. 

S. SjO^&sD pancha-shikhi, S. A brahman 

who, in being shaved, leaves the tuft on the 

head and the hair on the arms, eye-lids, eye¬ 

brows, and back. 

s. pancha-sunagalu, s. 

The five instruments in a house, by which 

animal life may be accidentally destroyed ; 

as, the fire place; the slab on which condi¬ 

ments are ground; the broom; the pestle 

and mortar; anl the water pot. 

S. SjOSS=doa panchdnga, s. An almanac 

containing five parts; viz. the lunar day ; 

the day of the week; the constellation; the 

conjunction of the planets: and the karanas, 

of which there are eleven. 2. a tortoise. *?« 

an astrologer, the maker and publisher 

of the almanac. sJowsorra eS^te narrate the 

' contents of the almanac. 2. to beg. 3owso 

r( listening to the almanac. 

C. tjo&ruo a panchdnga, s. A cloth tied 

across the shoulders so as to hold a child in 

front. the cloth covering a tem¬ 

porary shed for marriages or idols, ornamen¬ 

ted with tinsel, &c. 

s. Tj083:^oao&», ^os^vOao^1 panchdngn- 

la, panchdngula, s. The castor oil plant, 

the leaves having five lobes compared to fin¬ 

gers. 
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S. tozvn'tq panchdgni, s. The five fires 

amidst which a devotee performs penance, 

four fires lighted severally to the north, south, 

east and west, and the sun overhead. 

s. Tjoes^jd panch-dnana, s. Shiva, with 

five faces. 2. a lion. 

S. Tjoesrdzk^ panchdmrita, s. The ag¬ 

gregate of five articles used in bathing an 

idol; viz. milt, curds, butter, honey, and 
water. 

S. dosavo^oS panchdyati, s. An assem¬ 

bly of five or more persons to settle a matter 

by arbitration, an assembly or jury to whom 

a cause is referred. sSjsSj to in¬ 

quire into or settle a cause in such an assembly. 

s. pancha-rudhi-pa- 

tra> s- A bond drawn up in the presence of 

five persons; viz. the writer of the bond, the 

debtor, creditor, and two witnesses. 

s. d o ^ d panchdla-de'sha, s ^ 
country north of India. 

g. dcpanchdshattu, adj. Fifty. 

s. •rfQ&5u7^j pcmchdstra, s. Cupid with 

five arrows 

s. oiosy-B^tb panchdlaru, s. The five 

classes of artificers. 

c. t5o8#, rtodSr panda, panche, s. A 

cloth six cubits long. 

c. t>oz§i§ panchike, [ifet**] s. Division, 

sharing. 

C. dosdo panthu, [afecb] v.a_ To divide, to 

share. 

C. doS§- panche, s. The open space, yard 

or terrace before a house. 

g. d o &§• o hj ojo panche'ndriya, [SoeS 

and -uoa^cdo] s. The five organ?of sense; the 

eye, ear, nose, tongue, and skin. 

g. panja-pallavada- 

waji> s. The royal horse. 

s. doepanjar a, s. A cage. 2. a skeleton. 

C. do&dzl®^ panjaradole, s. An or¬ 

namented ear-ring. 

s. panjardkheta, s. A sort 

of basket or wicker trap in which fish are 
caught. 

C. dcaidodrt) panjaru-pdtu, s. Dis¬ 

persion, scattering. 

C. do&T>d panjdra, s. A" fritter. 2. the 

arms of Vishnu engraved on a small plate of 

gold and tied on.a child’s neck the seventh 

day after birth. 

c. do3§, doasT?, do32& panji, panjike, 

panjidi, [aiofcS] Iiowed cotton ready for 

spinning. 

c. do 8^ panjw, s. A torch. 8<>&o&5, s?o 

fej* SjBceJjo t0 carry a torch, sfowrad, sJoiZgzS 

a torch-bearer. thieves who steal by 

torch-light. 

C. ojO£§ panje, s A beggar, a poor 

man. 

C. do&3r? pantike, s. Verses repeated by 

school boys at feasts, sbssjwajs gnch 

verses used at the Dassara festival. 

LtS), JaScdoo to recite such verses. 

H. doSroo panthisu, V. a. To destroy, an¬ 

nihilate. 

g. dod panda, s. Discernment, science, 

learning, wisdom, understanding. 

C. dOEud panddra, s. A kind of Shudra. 

priest among Tamulers, and a worshipper of 

Shiva. 

A. C. do& pandi, s. A line, file, row. 

S. do&d pandita, S. a learned, well edu- 

cated man, a teacher. 2. a doctor, physician. 

sJo&sS one honoured by the learned. 2. 

an ignorant pedant, one who prides himself 

on being a scholar. a parrot. 

0. dopirr pannika, S. Armour, accoutre¬ 

ments. 

A. C. dopOO pannu, V. a. To make, do. 2. 

to put in harness, get a coach or chariot ready. 

v. n. To become ripe, as fruit. diS to 

be ready, as a conveyance, 3 that which 

is doing, or about to be done. a 

sacrifice about to be made or offered, 

* it is ripe, *?o?S ;Srte) ripe ears of corn. 

A. C. dopDo pannu, [afa^] 5. Fruit; ad¬ 

vantage. siof? ^ tSSi to eat fruit, 

like dividing fruit. ~ofl© sJorfjsoeSto a 

bunch of fruit, 

c. dod panta, see aio!-*. 

D. do^d pantara, j>feartbj s. An hono¬ 

rary title aflBxed to the names of some brah¬ 

mans engaged in secular affairs. 2. a school¬ 
master. 
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T. B. Tjoapanti, rs. A line, row, range. 

along matin one piece on which 

many persons can sit. 

s. pantuvardli, s. A tune 

so called. 

c. wO^} pantha, panthya, s. a 

purpose, vow, resolution. 2. persisting in a 

thing, obstinacy. 3. a bet or wager. 

'"stf an obstinate man. 2. a better, s?0?® 

sJjado.sJo^sy®?!), sJoifTsti) to vow, determine ob¬ 

stinately, resolve under penalty, 

s?o$S)z& to bet, lay a wager. to win 

a wager. to lose a bet. 

be would not desist from his purpose, 

a. SjcTJ)’, Tjoqp^ pantha, panthdna, $. 

A road, way. 

S. TjOtfitrdZidpanthd-pddu, s. Strength, 

prowess, 

C. £orf panda, s.. A coward. cow¬ 

ardice. 

A. C. tiorfd pandarct, [<£odtf] S. A tem¬ 

porary building for marriages or an idol. 2. 

a..panddl for training vines. 3. a cage. 

A. C. TjO(3S) pan-dale, s. A newly decapi¬ 

tated head, a skull. siorfeJ Shiva, as 

wearing a necklace of skulls. 

A. 0. sloti pandi, [idea] *. A pig, hog. 

C. Zj&zS^j, TiozS^ p andean, pandevu, 

s. A bet, wager: ~oS && to set 

cocks, &c., to fight, for money, riotfmtS a 

better, one who lays wagers. rfoiJ 

zc-jstio to bet, lay a wager. ^oi5 a grand¬ 

stand. 

c. tiojo panna, s. Pride, egotism, self-con¬ 

ceit. a proud, conceited man. 

eonceitedness. 

s. tio^A pannag a, s. A serpent. 

^0, Garuda, 

the destroyer of'serpents. 

Vishnu, riding on Garuda-.. 

s. pannageshwara, s. The 

king, or a chief, of serpents. 

A. c. 'SjO^opI pannane, s. Taciturnity. 

A. c. tipannatike, See 

C. panndlige, s. A water-spout. 

A. 0. panniru, s. Scented water. 

2. the Ghertarda spectosa. a°a a 

goglet for holding scented water. *3# 

3) flowers for making scented water. 

to sprinkle scented water. 

H. TjO$ panne, s. Ornamenting the hair 

prior to tonsure, by pulling some of the hairs 

out with tweezers. Srb, 

to ornament the head or mustaches, 

as above. ®a b 

to have one’s hair ornamented. 

C. TjO^> panne, s. Thatching grass laid out 

in layers. 20a to prepare the grass for 

the thatchers by laying it out in layers. 

c. tSojSdzk panneradu, adj. 

Twelve. 

c. T5oj3«jsoc£> pannondu, [aSe^otb] adj. 

Eleven. 

c, SjOsJ, pampa, pampaka, s. 

Share, division. 2. half, a right share. 

s. »3o’£r?>7oT?v/e>5's3d pampd-sarovara, s. 

A sacred pond at Humpee. 

s. pampd-kshetra, s. Hum¬ 

pee, considered as a sacred place. 

c. *jO«^) pampu, s. Magic, sorcery, the 

black art. 2. a spectre, phantom. 

^j, to be bewitched. !*»*> 

3jo;J Sjo^) Sos^j to bewitch, 

a magician, sorcerer. in 

league with the prince of hobgoblins, 

an- evil spirit by which a person is 

enabled to break into houses. s*05*) 

conjuring, sleight of hand. prepa¬ 

ration for conjuring. to remove 

the effects of witchcraft. to detect 

a conjurer in his sleight of hand. 

sJosJ to send an evil spirit to torment 

another. ^°«el .sSc^j Avcfto an evil spi¬ 

rit to haunt one. 

A. 0. pammu, V. a. To twist, plait. 

s. [sSorfoo] Pride, haughtiness. 

C. paka-pa/ca-nagu, v.n. To 

laugh loudly. 

H. Tj*57>&, pakdli, pakdti, s. A 

leathern water bag carried on a bullock. ***» 

© a bullock for carrying water. 

II. pakiru, s. A Mussulman fakir, 

or mendicant. 

t. b. pakka, [*JaQ s. The side. 2. 



room, occasion. 3. vicinage, contiguity. 4. 

a wing. adj, Contiguous, near. 

to side With, take one’s part, ri^orbifo 

to open the wings. near, close hy. 

a neighbouring house. ^<4^ 

a rib. ^=4- to give way to pride. 

T. B. pakkana, 5. The a- 

hode of fowlers. 

A. c. ti?pakkarike, s. A loud cry. 

A. c. Tj&^t3, ri^S, pakkare, 

pakkale, pakkale, s. A vessel without 

a neck. 

H. oo5'3^ pakkd, adj. Fit, suitable, becom¬ 

ing, proper, true, great, exceeding, perfect, 

complete. to become fit or suitable. 

a superior, clever man. 5 

a valiant soldier. ri=F®j, a true 

saying, a proper word. a seer 

weight of 80 rupees. an account 

of current money. *^ excellent work. 

C. pakkdta, S. The act of stretch¬ 

ing out the wings or flying. 

T. B. pakkana, s. Dress¬ 

ed food. 

T. b. TS^ssarirf^Sa pakkd- 

davanu, pakshawddavanu, s. One of 

a party, a partisan. 

T. b. pakki, [_^] *. A bird, s»v< 
8sJ, Graruda, king of birds. 

A. pakkuliya-vakki, 
s. The Indian cuckoo. 

A. C. pakke, s. A bed. 2. a dormi¬ 

tory. 3. a shed or cow-pen. 

T. B. pakke, p*] «. The dark or 

light lunar fortnight. 2. [»JjJ a bird. 

C. pakke, s. The side. 2. vicinity. 3. 

shelter, asylum, refuge. close hy. 

&jseJ an inflammation of the liver. 

ta&oix, to take refuge, seek shelter. 

S. Tjt^o pakiva, pakwima, 

adj. Mature, ripe, ripened, dressed, cooked, 

matured by nature or art. 2. seasonable, 

fit for use. to grow ripe or fit for 

use. to cook, dress food; to prepare 

medicine; to make fit. iWj to see if 

food is dressed, &c. SvzSsi one wj10 

knows how to handle a thing. aj^g 

to shew how to handle a thing. 

the disease is at its head. 

the rice is done, 

the fruit is ripe. to spoil in cooking. 

a disposition to reform. 

persons beginning to pay attention to one’s 

instructions. different modes of 

cooking. 

S. pakwa-krittu, [ritfj, and 

what makes] s. The mint plant. The 

leaves are applied to swellings, &c. to induce 

suppuration. 

s. tj’&vdro pakwa-rasa, s. Wine, vinous 

liquor. 

C. pakhkha, See *'%• 

A. C. *>£0$ pakhkhale, s. A water pot. 

2. a leathern water bag. 

H. ojaS pctc/adi, s. A long, narrow turban, 

tfria rijoossri this turban tied so as to make a 

narrow projecting front. 

C. »jaz?, SjazI^tioSo pagadr> 

pagade, pagade-kdi, s. An ace, one in 

games. a sort of back-gammon or 

game at dice. o* to play at dice. 

£rtt£i> ass* a dice cloth, £rir£x *frir£\ 

*^a the different chequered stripes on a dice 
cloth. 

C. ^JAZf pagade, s. The Nyctanthes arbor' 

tristis. 

H. £a T^pagadastiyadj. Well executed, as 

work, a man w}10 works well 

C. pagadi, & Tribute, tax, custom. 

stock to fix the amount of tribute. 

si rib x to pay tribute, to 

receive tribute. 

A. C. SJXeo pagalu, [sSHttf] s. The day 

time. rirtwsU play jn tlle day time. rirfsJusi 

the day to dawn or break forth. rirt 

wjsW dinner, a meal in the day time. sJriwo 
x&xaoTi*b the sun. 

A. c. Tja^tSoSo pagal-ereya, [aSiWo, an<i 

^t5crio master] s. The sun. 

A. C. tr'hV* pagilu, v. n. To run, as a 

creeper, it has spread. 

A. C. "d>T\ page, [«MJ s. Enmity, hatred, 

hostility. stock, sJrt So&ccto to 

hate, to be at enmity with. hatred, 

enmity, hostility, Srtc&ri, sJrtatosb 



a foe, adversary, antagonist, enemy. 

rt&J to conquer enemies. to entertain 

enmity. to plunder an enemy, 

to avenge one’s self. 

T. B. si/\^ pagga, s. A cord, rope. 

s. sisc^ pangti, s. A line, file, range, row. 

2. (in comp.) ten. ^ a convention. 

3^3 a religious assembly. 2. a congress 

of the gods. cra« *?*$, a row of kings. 2. 

a royal assembly. a file of soldiers. 

an entertainment. tfo 

v&s to sit in a row. 

to make sit in a row. *1^, a number 

of persons eating together, ^jariej aSsS the 

first line or row. fit to associate 

with. Sj^rtcJjs^ unflt to associate with. 

zSj$&7to to bring in a meal, to serve a 

company. *Jt3 to get up from an 

entertainment. *>*§, Havana, as having 

ten heads. tiql Dasharatha, the father 

of Rama, with ten cars. 

T. B. sJs#orf pachanda, [tf,*SoS] adj. Pas¬ 

sionate, fierce, violent, bold. 

C. si£#KS>&rii pachagdrisu, v. a. To 

upbraid. 

S. sis#<3 pachane, s. Cooking, dressing, 

maturing. **«»{* to cook, dress. 

c. sis^sis#o3o pacha-pachi-tuliyu, 

v. a. To tread with a clacking noise, as clay. 

2. to tread on unwittingly. 

A. C. Sj83F«)cOo7&>, SjS3=t>SrcO 

pachddisu, pachdisu, pacharisu, 

v. a. To punish, chastise. 2. to admonish. 

T. B. ■d&yD&ruO pacharisu, v. n. To travel, 

wander about. 

T. B. sis# pachcha, [af^] s. Help, taking 

one’s part. 

A. C. Sj2^ pachcha, adj. Fresh. 2. green, 

s. An emerald. 

c. sis# ^si/s>£"d pachcha-Jcarpura, s. 
A superior kind of camphor. 

C. sie#& pachchadi, s. Minced vegetables, 

saladT aJ^a minced onions. 

A. c. sis#_&7ij pachchadisu, v, n. To 

perform feats by sleight of hand. 2. to make 

a present of cloths. 

A. c. sis#_siJe)cE> pachcha-mdle, s. An 

emerald necklace. 

T. B. sis# &ci> pachcharisu, [^ms] v n. 

To gad, wander. *S*^6*J a gadder. 

C. siESrSjrf paclichavada, s. A pair of 

cloths. aJ^sia a pair of silk cloths. 

A. C. sip! pachchavane, s. Exami¬ 

nation, trial. 

A. c. sis#^?^ pachcha-vennu, s. a 

pubescent woman. 

A. C. Sie3=S> CX)0V, sj&vT) cOoa, SjB?7J C&>3 
S,-r Scr &r 

pachchdila,pachchdiga, pachchdita, 

s. A dealer in emeralds. 

c. Sj&3^> pachchdrihe, s. Envy, cen¬ 

soriousness. an envious man. 

an envious woman. 

A. C. siS5=s> pachchdsira, s. Ten thou¬ 

sand. wr 

C. pachchdli, adj. Clever, smart, 

managing well, a clever 
woman. 

T. B. sis#^ pachchi, [*?gQ s. A bird. 

C. pachchi, s. Obscene, filthy language. 

C. TS^S? pachcllihe, s. Freshness, green¬ 

ness. 

C. siS#-5 pachchidi, See 

t. b. sis# pachchima, ratals'] s. West. 

z?3rtjszfcdo Neptune, regent of the west. 

H. Sj&T^rio pachchisu, num. adj. Twenty 

five. s. A game with cowries, used instead 

of dice, and named from the highest throw, 

which is 25. to play at this game. 

a dice player. tsc&j a 

dice ball. 

A. C. sie|_ pachche, S. An emerald. 2. 

dioscorea. adj. green, fresh, tender, 

an emerald. a fresh leaf, 

tries a triumphal arch of fresh leaves, 

wuoriti an emerald ring. aJ^daoW an 

emerald ear-ring. one who 

works at emeralds. 

C. si's# £^3 pachche-tene, $. A fragrant 

herb with small ears resembling those of 

corn. 

c. si3# Qsis# pachche-pachche, S. Green¬ 

ness. 2. an emerald. 

c. si?§• ^ayssie) pachche-bdvali, s. An 

emerald ornament for the tip of the ear. 
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a. c. pachche-vennu, s. A 

pubescent woman. 2. a lying in woman. 

C. tx^cdoToo pachhddisu, 

pachhaisu, v. a. To forewarn, admonish. 

2. to try hard to get a debt. 3. to beat, pun¬ 

ish. 

T. B. paje, [»J.«5] s. People. 

an assembly of people. 

T. B. pajjala, pajjali, [*, 

adj. Shining, radiant. Kia to shine, 

glitter. 

C. pajje, [nfeTj s. A footstep, trace. 

j5os^:&, si^ fcacrfoo to trace footsteps. *S 

So So #jso& s&a^rio to follow the steps of 

another. 

C. t>b$ pata, See s?Ef. 

S. oj&3 pata, s. Cloth. 2. a particular sort 

of cloth, thick cloth, canvas. JiUTsd, tU £<; 

a weaver. 

c. tJ&toi/d patakdra, s. A goldsmith’s 

tongs. 

S. oo£3?fo&3 patakuti, $. An ensign or pen¬ 

nant. 2. a tent. 

s. ti&3sdd patachchara, s. An old cloth. 

T. B. d£3?S patane, [sisSS] s. Reading, 

perusal. rehearsing praise. 

studying science. *5tjfS reading 

scripture. 

c. tibiti b5^ pata-patane, adv. Flapping 

sound. sssario to shake, as a horse 

does. 2- to shake dust out of a cloth, &c. 

^rtocb to snap, as fried grain. 2. to re¬ 

port, as a gun. siUsSU£^ ^acdoo to make 

the teeth grate. 

S. Tj83o pcttu, s. A roof, thatch. ° 

s* the edge of a thatch. 2. a mark on the 

forehead with sandal powder. 3. a film 

over the eyes. 4. a basket. 5. a train, retinue- 

6. a heap, quantity, multitude. 7. a flaw in 

gems. 

s. Ti&fo-sKi, pata- 

vdpa, pata-wdsa, pataveshma, s. A 

S. patawdsaka, S. Perfumed 

powder. 

S. pataha, s. A kettle drum, war- 

drum. S. 
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S. tJkJco patahi, s. A drummer. 2. injury, 

killing, slaughter. 

t. b. patala, See sJUu. 

c. oi6jD-fkpatdkdi, patdki, 
s. A squib or cracker. 

C. oj£jpat-dtopa, s. Gaiety, 

splendour of appearance, sisJbs 

(&®^jjrrad a man of great shew or display. 

bs&is^iirshtk to be shewy or ostentatious. ** 

totted* jtraz& to make a display. 

H. •Sj£jt>P3, tj&Jvph patdna, patdni, s. 

A Mogul soldier. era! a class among 

Mussulmans. 

C. tjSjv^aSjscjOJoo patdna-bodiyu, v. a. 

To strike so as to make a noise. 

C. TJ&JurS&S^a^ patd-pati-kabbu, s. 

Sugar-cane with varigated veins. 

E. 1itesy patala, s. A battalion. 

S. »j&3 pati, s. Ability, cleverness. 2. a 

spittoon. 

c. dSSaA patinga, s. A prodigal, spend¬ 

thrift. 2. a man living without a family. 3. 

a miscreant. 4. an adulterer. Ce3or!£?>, si 

tiort ^^prodigality. 

T. b. tkZtf patika, |£iW] s. A crystaL 

2. alum. 

t. b. Tj63ffvd patikdra, [^SW] s. Alum. 

C. tib3$, patiki, patike, s. A tat¬ 

ter, torn garment, to put 

on a tattered garment. 

s. tiSSiA patima, 

patiyassu, patishtha, adj. Able, clever, 

smart. 

S. ®j&3^Ti patira, s. Sandalwood. 

S. »ok3o patu, adj. Sharp, smart. 2. clever, 

dexterous, skilful. 3. diligent. 4. hale, 

healthy. 5. warm, hot. 6. blown, expand¬ 

ed. 7. cruel, ferocious, unfeeling. 8. harsh, 

contumelious. 9. fraudulent, crafty. 10. 

loquacious. ftjsv-Joto make clever, strong, 

or proper. *» tio iptidj smart soldiers. ■a* 

® a valiant hero, smartness. 

C. Tj&3o?r patuka, s. A spittoon, 

3 a man who takes away the spittoon. 2. a 

goldsmith’s tongs. 

ojkfoi? pataka, $. A sort of gourd. 



s. patutara, patu- 

tama, adj. More clever, smarter. 

c. patu-mddu, v. a. To trim 

a lamp, make a lamp burn welL 

S. patukti, s. A fine word. 

a clever speaker. 

H. tJ 63^21 patela, s. The head man of a 

village. 

s. TjtiSSjs^s)^ pa- 

tola, patoUke, patolike s. A small kind 

of cucumber, Trichosanthes dioecia. 

C. patta, s. A small brass plate hav¬ 

ing written on it the incantation of an astro¬ 

loger, and fastened some days on the forehead 

of a brahman who has been bom under an 

unpropitious star. *5^ to fasten it on. 

sfUj wtiso the secret writing on it. 2. a straight 

two edged sword. seFwfc to 

exercise with a sword. 2. crowning or anoint¬ 

ing a king, ordaining a priest with unction. 

s&s&j to crown or anoint 

a king. 2. to ordain a priest, or appoint a 

successor to a spiritual guide. 

^ to anointed, come to the 

throne. 2. to be installed in the priest’s 

office, to be ordained. the royal ele¬ 

phant. the royal charger. sfep 

®io2o»^, Sj^ sooz^S a queen, 

the first wife of a king. to 

get crowned. 2. to get one’s self ordained, 

to get into priest’s orders, to reign. 

estiW SjUj, crew the coronation of a king, 

rtotfi Kitbag the ordination of a 

priest. 

C. patta, adj. Wide, broad. 

S. So 83^ patta, s. A stone for grinding with 

a mullar. 

C. £ib^7\t'6 pattagdra, s. One who clears 

the way for a king or others. 

C. pattadi, s. A necklace. 2. adis- 

district. 3. an ox’s girth. a pearl 

necklace, ^orrstfri Rfc^a a gold necklace, 

zS sS^ss a gem necklace. 

C. pattadi-mane, s. A shoe¬ 

maker’s board. 

C. pattude, s. An anvil. 2. an ox’s 

girth. 3. a necklace. 

s. X/ls^Pd, di&^pattana, patna, s. A city. 

a citizen. the people of a city, 

the head merchant of a city. 

living in a city (expensive living.) 

c. pattani, S. A girth for an ox’s 

saddle. 

C. Sj&,rfo6^ pattadayya, s. An ordain¬ 

ed linga priest. 

S. patta-bhadra, adj. Ordained, 

anointed, set apart, by unction, for royal or 

priestly purposes. 

3. patta-vardhana, s. The 

royal elephant. 

A. c. patta-vane, s. A throne. 

C. pattavdli-shire, s. A 

female’s striped silk cloth. 

C. Tj^cood patta-suddhi, s. A small 

brass plate with some incantation superscrib¬ 

ed, attached for a time to the forehead of a 

brahman born under an unpropitious star. 

3. Tj6j^o5oo^ pattd-katti, 

patt-dyudha, s. A straight double edged 

sword. 

c. pattdgi, adv. Tightly, 

firmly. 2. pertinaciously, firmly. 3. perse- 

veringly. tioi5% to be obstinate, per¬ 

tinacious, determined. fcaccioci to hold 

firmly. 2. to give close attention to any 

thing, "kgp to tell distinctly. 

tojPi to instruct fully in a science. 

7\ stosto persevere in speaking on a sub¬ 

ject till, if possible, one’s object is gained. 

s. pattdbhisheka, s. The 

coronation of a king, ordination of a priest. 

The installation into an office of responsibility 

and importance by means of unction. 

C. t> ojo % 5oo i) pattdyata-huli, s. 

The Bengal tiger, 

C. pattdri-hdgu, v.n. To 

be ruined. 

C. pattdvali,pattd- 

vali, adj. Silk, silken. 2. striped, streaked. 

2. pattdsu, s. A squib, cracker. 

v. n. to brandish a sword. 

C. Tj&3j patti, s. A list, catalogue, lease, deed 

of grant. 2. a poultice or bandage on a 

wound, or any external application to allay 

pain or produce suppuration. 3. one coil of 



a turban. 4. a subscription. 5. a forced tax. 

6. a box. 7. A. c. a place. 8. charging a 

public functionary with fraud, dJdfs a 

burying or burning place, a cemetery. 8. an 

ornamental plate of silver or gold put on the 

forehead, lira's cl an extra tax levied on 

the people. 2. a subscription for any public 

purpose. aUri a collection for a 

puppet-showman. enr«3> sub¬ 

scription for a village goddess. to 

apply a poultice. wtJcctoo to write a ca¬ 

talogue, list, or deed of grant. 

to charge a public func¬ 

tionary with defrauding the government. d 

^ sS^rJ one who privately keeps an account 

of the extortions and bribes of a functionary, 

and accuses him. an ear orna¬ 

ment. a subscription, contribution. 

C. pattidi, s. A necklace. 2. an an¬ 

vil. 3. a district. 4. an ox’s girth. 6. the 

larger step of a tank, & the block 

in which a smith’s anvil is fixed. 

a large stone used for an anvil, si^ to 

put on a necklace, &c. 

c. sJ&Sjttroo pattidu, pattirisu, 
v. a. To prepare to walk on the hands and 

feet, or to crawl, as a child, 

c. riSjgrtoeto, patti-tagul.u, 

patti-bilu, v. n. To have an unjust tax 

levied on one. 2. to be charged with public 

fraud or embezzlement. 

C. patti-vilye, S. Betel leaf, 

with areca nut, chuuam, cloves, &c., wrapped 

up together and presented to visitors as an in¬ 
timation to take leave. 

C. pattu, s. Pertinacity, resolution, 

persisting in a thing. &>&d &aoi)j 

3® c* he persists in his resolution, 

£1^ tfz&si&g; he will not relinquish his pur¬ 

pose. 2. seizure, firm grasp, tight hold. d 

Soacda to take hold firmly, engage in ear¬ 

nestly. 3. a place, abode, residence. » 

that place. the place where 

ahorse is tied. 4. possession, acquirement. 

^ S^dag, or esdo ddrt 

I cannot get possession of it, or I cannot 

obtain it. 5. countenance, support, refuge, 

asylum. jSeJ rAe, 

there is nothing to hold by, and nothing to 

stand on (I have no patronage.) 6. country. 

7. boundary, limit. 8. thin woollen cloth or 

baize. 9. a stimulating application to the 

head, face, &c., to draw out pain. drado 

to prepare it. dti^ dUoj to apply 

it. 10. adv. That, so that. erustigjtb 

d dy^ ^Fsr.odag; it does not seem that he will 

remain in this village. 11. silk. 12. past 

part, of dz&)} tix/ssor the pertinacity of an 

obstinate man. t>o&t the tenacious bite 

of a camel, said to be almost immoveable. ^ 

the tenacious hold of a monkey. dU^ 

to form edges or corners in any metal. 

C. tpattu-thdnu, s. A silk cloth. 

pattu-dhatti, s. A long nar¬ 

row silk used to bind round the waist of per¬ 

sons of distinction. 

C. rfj pattu-dhdra, 

pattu-nulu, s. Raw silk. dli^ ji/soddj sillr 

sellers. 

c. pattu-pattd- 

vali, pattuli, s. Silk stuffs. 

c. £3^ pattu-patte, s. Silk tape. 

c. pattu-bilu, 

pattu-padu, v. n. To be habituated to, in 

the habit of. 

c. •j&bjoSjt>7\o&3 pattu-moguta, s. A 

small silk cloth worn by men when bathing, 

and at meals. 

c. pattuliga, s. A man of indeci¬ 

sion who goes back from his purpose. 

C. »jfcS^patte, s. The layer of the stalk of 

the plantain and other trees, the thick mem¬ 

branous covering of the young fruit of the are¬ 

ca, cocoanut, &c. 2. a streak, stripe. 3. a slip 

of any thing. 4. hair left on the head at the 

of time of tonsure. 5. a board, plank. 6. (d^) a 

grant or lease, specifying the quantity of land 

possessed by each tenant, and the amount 

of rent at which it is assessed. 7. silk. 8. 

one coil of a turban. 9. the tape of a bed. 

adj. Bald, Ftosdd d^, tape, ferret, 

binding. the membranous cover¬ 

ing of cocoanut fruit, d^ the layers of 

a plantain stalk, doorsd dfc^ a stripe of chu- 

nam. dS, a red stripe, doorfd dfc^ bed 

tape. 2. the wooden frame of a bedstead. 

=#odor^ stripes of lime and red earth 
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put as an ornament on the walls of native 

houses, d«|, csddodj the lintel 

or frame of a door. the lowest 

piece of a door frame, d^ a s];p 0f 

hoard, plank. ^ da, hair left on the head 

at tonsure, ds^ an ornamental headstall 

for horses, &c. dBj<> cad raw giih. dK^csd 

a leaseholder, dood^ d^ tAo&x to 

disfigure the head by removing some of its 

locks, as a brand of disgrace for misconduct. 

sJBj doorf a cot with a tape bottom. derail 

a seller of silk. d&5^ ^ow, dd^ ssrea a striped 

cambly. dfc^ P8, SrtcdM to stripe. d^ de? a 

bald head. a silk cloth. dd,* 

a female’s silk cloth, <wd>d dfe^ beds on the 

ground made by boys to play upon, 

c. Tj&^&&opatte-nulu, s. Raw silk. 

cSaeadd* silk sellers. 

C. Tj~d patha, s. A boy’s kite. 2. a picture, 

drawing. dd, rravt dd a paper kite. bS 

dd, sided dd a double kite without a tail, 

by which other kites may be taken prisoners, 

and the management of which requires dex¬ 

terity. aid a pair of kites flown to¬ 

gether. *Jd, sid a kite in the form 

of a rhomb. dd a circular kite. £§}■* d 

d, «3d^ sid a humming kite. sis, a 

kite made in the form of a man or woman. 

Sdd w»t> the tail of a kite, ddd rrad a kite’s 

string, sidd djadj the balance of a kite to 

which the string is tied, ddd the 

wings of a kite, dd Sd to make 

a kite. ddd^ejh, dd so® *, ddsrs&do to fly a 

kite, ddd the frame of picture, dd 

todcrioo to draw. dd#j. to paint a 

drawing. dd a picture, drawing, 

s. Tj’dfS pathane, pathana, s. 
Reading, perusal, ddrf djazk, dado to read, 

peruse. 

c. pathillane, s. A banging sound, 

c. stera patthdvali, s. Silk stuffs. 

C. dd, dzSD pada, padd, s. A mortise or 

socket, djj® ®«©ndo to make a mortise, dss 

ifjsad) to join a mortise and tenon, 

c. ojrfoXo, ddXz, dda padangu, pa- 

, padaga, [dd>d] s. A ship, vessel. 

ddod»0 ■ddsJos^' cJoAjaih, having embarked 

in a ship and returned by sea. 

A. C. ddoi^ padampu, s. Smartness. 2. 

lust, ddo^i rreSr a lustful or ardent woman, 

c. £jrf7\js^ pada-koUu. 

pada-goMu, v. comp. To obtain for one’s 

self, dd=#j3^o to acquire wealth. 

sid) to have children, d^dddjr^afdo 

dzSj #»|J) to obtain God’s favour. 

C. dd ao padagu, s. The warp of a web. 

C. ddd padada, past. part, of dd, Ob¬ 

tained, acquired, possessed, dddd?k, dddo 

one who has acquired. 

C. ddd padade, s. A screen, blind, curtain. 

C. dddd pada-pada, interj. of surprise, 

ir a call to stop. 

A. 0. padapu, S. Precipitation. 2. 

lasciviousness, dddjna® a harlot 

A. C. £)«€-© ^ padalgone, s. Doubt, sus¬ 

picion. 

C. dd&^do padal-padu, v. n. To labour, 

be fatigued, tired. 

A. 0. padalvidu, v. n. To reside, 

dwell. 

A. C. padalvidisu, v. a. To 

protect, bring up, nourish, sustain. 

A. C. padavaru, v.n. To precede, 

go before. 

C. ddd&wc&z padavala-Jcdi, s. The 

snake gourd, Trichosanthes anguina. 

A. C. ddd^j padavala, S. A door keeper. 

A. C. ddtxiz padavidu, v.n. To fall, drop 

down. v. a. To throw down, as corn to 

fowls. dd&U^d) it fell down. 

c. ddd, padave, paddvu, s. 
Sickness, indisposition. dd;5\ j3^Vo, 

^ to be taken ill. 

c. padasale, s. A verandah, bal¬ 

cony, hall. 

A. C. padali, s. The oleander. 

H. padavu, S. Falling into the 

hands of an enemy. 2. being sold, dss^) 

to fall, as a town, &c., into the hands of 

an enemy. 

C. padi, s. A measure of capacity, a- 

mounting in some places, as Madras, &c., to 

a seer and a half, and in others, as Mysore, 

to only half a seer. 2. batta, a daily or extra 

allowance in money or food to servants, peons, 
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&c., or to travellers; qa at some choultries. 

3. a threshold. 4. likeness, equality, compa¬ 

rison. 5. manner, way. sia in what 

manner? ^ && so, in that manner. w tio 

tjorf(v sf&ccteaftnv 3 those two are alike. 

a mould, type, die. 

C. padi-kaf,tu, padi- 

gattu, s. Weight, measure, likeness, 

s5a e* that is like this, tfrfoasoutfjs 

Mama, who is equal to 

Vishnu. 

C. padi-kote, s. The buttress 

or under-wall of a rampart. 

A. c. tia a padiga, s. A spittoon. 

H. 83=3^7®<±>, Tja<£ra;jje>z& padi- 

chd-madu, padichhd-mddu, v. a. To 

settle, arrange. 

C. T$5S2F3ddj padi-chdraru, s. Peons, 

police officers. 

C. padi-jita, s. Pay in kind in¬ 

stead of money. 

A. C. padi-talim, v. n. To vie 

with. 2. to evince courage. 

A. G. padi-nelalu, s. A reflec¬ 

tion, shadow. 

C. dcidA padi-padi, adv. Gradually, by 

degrees, step by step. 

t. b. w&Eo<y padi-bala, uw] s. An 

army of reserve. 

c. oi&ays&So, Sj&TjtsS&j 

padibutu, padibdtlu, padipdtu, s- 

Straits, difficulties, vexation, trouble. 3. 

omission. 4. waste, ruin. £aws&£> 

leaving out letters in writing. sSojjj 

a man in difficulties. ™ 

C. padi-achchu, See under sis. 

T. B. Tj&QJorf, 'riac>5ja>d padiyara, 

padiyara, [$»a»o] s. A door-keeper. 

A. c. padiydra-valtki, 5i 

The black Indian cuckoo. 

C. tJ&<55*> padiyu, v. a. To get, 

attain, acquire, possess, obtain, have. 

C. padivalanu, s. A menial 

who serves for his board. 

A. c. sjcio-jip't) padisana, $, Examination, 

trial. 

C. TjtiZof'cipadi-hana, s. Batta money. 

T. B. padi-hari, [^ssrae] s. A 

door-keeper. 

C. ojrfo padu, v. a. 4- n- To experience, 

suffer, enjoy. 2. to lie down, recline. 3. to die, 

perish. Affixed to the infinitive of verbs it 

gives them a passive signification; as, 

SjZsj, to be made. aiJsSake^Sj, j&siS 

do *Jzi) to be beaten. wtfoft Ss!j 

to be written. Added to nouns of sensation, 

it forms them into neuter verbs; as, esotrarJ 

to be fatigued. 3izsJ, 

to take pains, 3z& to be surprised, 

to wonder, rksso si to be sorrowful. Jjosj 

to be happy. 5jz& to rejoice, be 

glad. Srtju) sfzfc to fear, be afraid. 

It is sometimes added to the neuter verb 

to be, without altering the meaning; as, ar> 

to become. B^ozfcrarie^zSo to become 

happy. to become absorbed in 

Bramha. v. cans. To cause, to occasion. 

to cause to be ready. to 

frighten, make afraid. tf&Tlj, r&tso^ sfaSj 

to distress, grieve, afflict, cause sorrow. 

C. oj<3o7\ paduga, s. A large earthen vessel 

used to keep water in. 

C. padugu, s. Com arranged in a 

thrashing floor ready to be trodden out. 2. 

the warp. 

c. ’Embays kib, padubatu, 

padubdtlu, See sf&fcraWo. 

A. C. padupu, s. A harlot’s gains. 

rGavo living by the gains of harlotry. 

rtoVcfti a man supported by the gains 

of a harlot. 

c. Tjc3b£>, SjZ&rf&o paduva, 

paduvana, paduvalu, s. The west. 

s* the western point of the compass. 

Yaruna, regent of the west, 

c. paduvala-gida, s. A spe¬ 

cies of ebony. 

A. 0. Tjrfo'eS&Sj padu-vetta, s. The west¬ 

ern mountain. 

c. oizf, pade, padeyu, v. a. To 

obtain, possess, have, reach, attain, acquire. 

2. to beget, bear, bring forth. 3. to fall. 4. 

to suffer. he has a 

fine son, blessed 
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, adj. Vendible3 fit is the mother who bore you. Brisk 

ririritfo she obtained that thing from him. 

■8-^§r ri^tf rioriJS\$ a man who has obtained 

celebrity. he obtained final 

emancipation. 

e. tilf pade, $. A mortise or socket. 

to make a mortise. to join 

a mortise aDd tenon. 2. an army. 3. a 

cleft in a rock, &c. 4. the hood of a serpent. 

6. a self-moving car of the demi-gods. ^ 

KjcS 'Bks&sh, rizi to raise or levy an 

army, a soldier, one connected with 

the army.- 

e. Tft§8|j padechchu, s, A die, or tool 

with a figure on it by which impressions are 

struck off, a mould, type. 

A. 0. tjzfpadenUy v. a. To rebuke. *S<* 

rebuking. 

A. c. padepugdti, s. A quick, 

industrious woman. 

A. 0. padevala, s. The general of 

an army. 

c. paddani, paddanige, 

s. A three legged stool used by linga people 

at worship, meals, &c. 

e. paddali, paddale, s. 
The oleander, Neriurn odorum. 

C. t,£ padde, adj. Youthful, as applied to 

children above ten years of age; also to 

animals, s. A heifer. 

T. b. padhuva, s. The lotus. 

S. Tips pana, s. A stake, bet, wager. 2. 

wages, hire. 3. gaming, playing. 4. price. 

5. wealth, property. 6. a commodity for 

sale. 7. business, a subdivision of caste. 8. 

a certain measure or weight. 9. a puppet. 

A. C. t>FSQZ>3panambu, s. An arrow. 

A. C. panata, s. A storehouse, ma¬ 

gazine for grain. a store-loft. 

T. B. Tip3^ panate, s. The oil 

vessel of a lamp. 

S. Tjpssi panama, s. A small drum or 

tabor. 

s. TjPSdc&d^, pandita, panita, 
adj. Praised, eulogized. 

T. B. Tipi pani, [vrf] s. A snake or serpent. 

the king of serpents. 

or intended for sale. 

0. Tiplulx» paniyu, [sSrfctfoo] v. a. To 

plait, entwine, twist, braid, 

s. panuku, panunku, 
s. A broken piece or fragment. ritrjri tino&o 

the fragment of a diamond. 

A. C. Tipi pane, [a*?§] s. The forehead. ^ 

vSjsiS^, 3jff^ an ornamental spot of 

paint on the forehead. an ornamen¬ 

tal head-stall for an ox or horse. ^rl a 

black spot put on the forehead to prevent the 

effects of evil looks. 

A. o. Tip©7\P3 pane-ganna, s. Shiva, with 

an eye in his forehead. 

A. C. r!)£%Z)-6?x,pane-baraha, s. Fate, pre¬ 

destination. 

A. c. Tipipane-vakki, s. The ruddy 

goose. 

A. o.. Tip|^ pannu, s. Fruit, v. n. 

To ripen, rio, rirsj^arijrio it is ripe. 

T. B. Tipc^ols' panneya, [rirsj] adj. Sale¬ 

able. ri^cs&rioria a shop. 

T. B. Tipl^ panti, s; A line, range, row. 

S. Tjpc)^ panya, adj. Saleable, vendible, s. 

A shop. a whore, prostitute, 

rira^ a trader. a shop-street, 

stall, place of sale. 

A. c. Tips^grtSpanydra, $. The juice of fruit. 

T. B. Tj^ pata, [££] s. A road, way, path. 

T. B. Ti^OA, Ti^OASoO^, ti^O 

7\^ patanga, patangi/ce, patanga- 

Tiula, patanga-vula, s. A winged white 

ant, a moth. 

S. Ti^OA patanga, s. A bird. 2. a sort of 

rica 3. the sun. 

S. Ti^o&i0 patanjali, s. The name of a 

Hindu saint, the teacher of the yoga philoso¬ 

phy, thence called after him also the 

author of the rioss^jss^ or commentary on 

sfsriS, and of the a famous medical work. 

s. Ti^A, Ti^^ pataga, patattu, s. A 

bird. Garuda, sovereign of the 

feathered tribe. 

S. Tj^s; patatra, s. Awing. a bird. 



g. )?i'&z5'djGopatadgralia,pa- 

tadgrdha, s. A spittoon. 

S. £^o3ja>$} patana, pataydlu, 

adj. Palling, liable or accustomed to falL ~ 

^ stss& to make fall. 

S. 'ri^'DS’sdro patdka-hasta, s. A kind of 

sign with the hand. 

S. patdke, s. A standard. tfira-s-cdu 

a standard bearer. sis^-a-Si an army. 

S. ooS pati, s. A husband, master, owner, 

king. the murderess of her husband. 

z5;i>r faithfulness to a husband. sf® 

a virtuous wife. a bride who chooses 

her husband. husband and wife. 2. 

a wife whose husband is living, 

T. B. pati, [rfjSJ adj. Each, every, s. 

Substitution, change, exchange. *S®*&*b to 

exchange, substitute. to make cor¬ 

respond or agree with. 

S. t,8& patita, adj. Fallen, alighted, fall¬ 

en in battle, overthrown, defeated, degraded, 

wicked. 

s. patita-pdvana, s. God, 

the remover of sin. 

C. ooeS&>J±>, Sj8s3^o pati-baru, pati- 

bilu, v. n. To happen as one prognosticated. 

T. B. TjSsS patibe, s. Intellect. 2. 

light. 3. boldness. 

T. B. rlSsb patime, s. An idol or 

image. 

s. ojs£ ps pattana, pattana, 

s- A city- *i,nzS the city road. 

C. t&xi pattara, [®%d] adv. Hear, close by. 

c. X&v, pattala, pattala, g. a 

yellow cloth worn by women after child-birth. 

C. pat tale, s. A letter or petition 

to a superior. 

C. 0 pat tari, s. A village servant, an 

examiner of tax money and a measurer of 

public com. 

A. C. patti, [u58] s. Cotton. 

S. X>8 patti, s. A foot soldier. 2. a hero. 

c. TjB 7\7>tta, 7\t$zpattigdru, patti- 

garu, s. Partners. 

C. pattige, s. Share; partnership. 

2. a set of shelves. esdow a joint farm¬ 

ing concern, to go partners. 

A. C. pattu, v. n. To adhere, 

join, stick, coalesce. 2. to catch fire, become 

kindled, v. a. To follow, pursue. 2. to as¬ 

cend, mount, elimb. 3. to sustain, bear. 

to cause to climb or ascend. the 

act of climbing, ascending. 

A. C. pattu, [jaf^J s. A fight, quar¬ 

rel. 2. a sum received or accredited on ac¬ 

count. 3. a torch, adj. ten. 

A. c. obe^T^opattu-geiyava, s. 
Shiva, with ten hands. 

c. tS§b7pattu-gorala, s.Edvana, 

with ten heads. 

D. pattuvali, s. The amount of 

frauds on the government or embezzlements 

chargeable against a public functionary. 2. 

bribery in general. 3. accusing of bribery. 4. 

cultivation. cbw stedo to prove a 

person guilty of bribery or embezzlement, *>&>, 

sJVt to inquire into accusations 

of bribery. to accuse of bri¬ 

bery or embezzling. 

H. patte, s. Trace, discovery, mafk. 

"4 to trace, discover, as 

the lurking place of a thief. a detec¬ 

tive. traces -to appear. 2. to shew 

a trace. 

S. patni, s. A wife, rtufa a teach¬ 

er’s wife. craw a king’s wife. rfjfor 

a wife’s chastity. 

T. B. patya, [*%] s. Regimen. 

S. patra, s. A written bond. 2. the 

leaf of a tree or book. 3. a vehicle in general, 

as a car, horse, camel, &c. 4. the wing of a 

bird. 5. the feather of an arrow. 

S. patra-nddike, s. The fibre 

or vein of a leaf. 

S. Zj’&jriTjt) paira-parasku, s. A small 

file used by silversmiths. 

S. tJpatra-bhanga, s. Decorating 

the person with sandal powder, saffron, &e. 

s. ZjBj patra-ratha, patri, Sm 
A bird. 

S. patra- 

valli, patravalli, patra-rekhe, s. 
Drawing lines along the body or staining 

some parts of it with coloured and fragrant 

pigments, as saffron, sandal, &e. 
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S. Tj <8j patri, $, An arrow. 2. a bird. 

5. pair ike, s. An epistle, letter of 

correspondence. 2. a memorandum of some 

important transaction. dS}*# a paper 

containing one’s horoscope. S'®)5# a paper 

containing the period, terms, &c., of a daugh¬ 

ter’s being betrothed. a deed 

of gift of land. wdcdoj to write a 

letter, &c. 

s. *>&) patre, s. A twig with the leaves 

on, used in idol worship. 2. mace. 

6. ojZJ) patha, s. A road, path, way. *>$'**» 

a traveller. 

S. pathya, s. Regimen, adj. True. 

2. suitable, agreeing with, as diet. 

to be observing regimen. 

S. ojrf pada, s. A foot. 2. a footstep, the 

mark of a foot. 3. a word, an inflected word. 

4. a verse, song, connected sentence. 5. a 

thing. 6. preservation, defence. 7. industry, 

application. 8. disguise. 9. place, site. 10. 

a mark, spot. dd Vs ^ a footpath. drf 

the import of a verse. drf falling down 

in adoration at one’s feet. the ana¬ 

lysis of a sentence. 

C. padaka, s. An ornamental breast¬ 

plate. dtW a necklace having a square 

plate set with jewels in the centre. 

S. Tjd>7\ padaya, s. A footman, foot soldier. 

S. pada-chalane, s. Plight, de¬ 

parture. dd djs>z& to go away. 

B. pada-chhdya, s. A walk 

for pleasure. sfdqnakdj^. sWj to take a 

walk. 2. to measure by steps the length of 

one’s shadow, as a means of ascertaining the 

time. 

C. padata, s. Plurry, haste, hurry, 

precipitance. 2. gabbling, chattering. 

A. C. TjrfcJj) padapit, s. Pride, insolence. 

2. courage, valour. 3. glory, lustre, radi¬ 

ance. *^531 dd) to become discouraged. *fd 

a proud, lofty woman. 

A. C. oorfcOoroo padaisu, v. a. To desire, 

covet. 

c. siZotf padara, s. A fold, plait, wrinkle, 

the folds in front of a female’s garment. 

& ddd, dcdj ddd a double fold, adj.- Dou¬ 

ble. ddd wrinkled, as the body by 

age, &c. ddd dddua?'. to peel off, as 

the skin from the hand. ddd drfd to 

examine fold by fold. ddd dddaah dj&di to 

double in folds, ddd dddjy®?! to open 

fold by fold. 

c. padardta> 

padata, padarike, s. Loquacity, gab¬ 

bling. 2. flurry, precipitation, haste, alarm, 

disquietude. 3. instability, dd&, ddosdo to 

be loquacious. 2. to be precipitate. 3. to 

start, be alarmed, flurried, ddd)d wscfio a 

vain talker, one who talks fast without re¬ 

gard to truth. ddOdi ». a. To alarm, dis¬ 

quiet, startle. ddd ddcd do not be 

flurried, do not be precipitate. 2. do not talk at 

random. 3. do not be alarmed, agitated, or a- 

fraid. ddo to be fickle. dddodd a gab¬ 

bler. sidd>ddo being afraid or alarmed. 

C. Tjrido padaru, $. A very young leaf. 

adj. Weak. 

S. pada-re'nu, s. The dust of 

the feet. 

s. pada-lampate, s. Fatigue 

of the feet, from walking, &c. 

S. pada-vdkya- 

pramdnagnya, adj. Acquainted with 

grammar, logic, religious ceremonies, and 

ethics. 

S. titiD padavi, s. Wealth, riches, proper¬ 

ty, possession. 2. road, path. 3. fortune, 

luck. osfcsg drfa princely fortune. dda 

a king’s wealth, * d;»d dda, ^d dda, 

dda stable property, lasting wealth. 

sSda, &d^ dda heaven, future bliss, 

s. padastha, padasta, s. 

A moderate, temperate man. 

S. TinxiS, ^c3T)S2i<y paddji, 

paddti, padditi-bala, s. A foot-soldier. 

S. oicTSlpc' paddrtha, s. A thing, article, 

substantial or material form of being. 2. a 

category or predicament in logic, of which 

seven are enumerated; viz., substance, quali¬ 

ty, action, identity, variety, relation, and an¬ 

nihilation. 3. (ddd the meaning of a 

word or sentence. 4. personal property, as 

money. 

s. pad-dsana, s. A footstool. 



S. tit^padika, padga, s. Afoot- 

soldier. 

t. b. paduma, [ri*y s. A lotus. 

c. padula, S. Wealth. 2. welfare, 

happiness, s?EkVrio, ris&tf Asvrio to make hap¬ 

py. risks' Aaytio to he happy. 

A. C. «o<S pade, v. a. To covet, desire, v.n. 

To unite, coalesce. 

S. tzSdzS pade-pade, adv. Frequently, 

again and again, -^<3 riri sock to frequent, 

come often. rid to tell again and 

again. 

T. B. tjd 3 paddati, See a. 

A. C. 0j^) paddu, s. A kite or vul¬ 

ture. Vishnu, riding on a kite. 

S. paddhati, s. Mode, manner, cus¬ 

tom, practice, habit, regulation, system, rule. 

2. a road, way. rid * the custom of 

the world, ari a manners or habits of a 

people. the rule of a system, d 

rior rid a a rule or institute of law. $©ri&jri 

*^sa a rule or mode of poetry. 

S. opadma, & A lotus, Nelumbiwm spe- 
ciosum. 2. a form of array. 3. one of Za- 

treasures. 4. coloured marks on the 

face and trunk of an elephant, rioss® rirf^ a 

hundred thousand millions, rit^ a wo. 

man having the fragrance of the lotus. riri4 

^ Vishnu, having a lotus-navel. *?ri4 d^r 

(lotus sprung) Bramha. the stalk 

of a lotus, drit ria, a sort of costus. rid^ri® 

rf LaJcshmi, holding a lotus in one hand. « 

4 a bee. s&osO a kind of prickly 

night shade. ^ LaJcshmi, 

dwelling in the lotus, a lotus-pond, 

the seed of the lotus. 

S. padma/ca, s. A lotus-like orna¬ 

ment made on the ground. 

S. padma-rdga, s. a ruby or 

ligure. 

s. padma-ldnchhana, s. A 
kmg. 2. Brahma. 3. Kubera. 4. the sun. 

C. dd^Kh)€ padmasdle, s. a class of 

weavers. 

s. Tj<3^85 padmdta, s. A sort of cassia. 

S. padmdsana, s. A posture in 

religious meditation, the attitude of a tailor 

when at work. 

S. dd, pudmi, s. An elephant. 

S. padmini, s. A multitude of lo¬ 

tuses, a place abounding with them. 2. one 

of the four classes of Hindu females, the first 

and most excellent, described as having a, 

small waist, delicate lips, red eyes, &c. 

ri^s^ =*=30^ the sun. soori a 

place abounding with lotuses. 

S. padmeshaya, s. Bramha, 

reclining on a lotus. 

padma-bhu, S. Brahma, sprung from a 

lotus. 

S. padya, s. Metre, verse. . 2. a poem. 

riri$ a kind of poetry containing four long 

and four short feet in each stanza. * ori ridj 

poetry with alternate short and long feet in 

each stanza. sj,5> ***% another kind of verse, 

with feet of equal measures hut including an 

almost endless variety. ^ wsri^, ririj 

riri^ a poetic composition, ritgrta, ririj 

kind or class of poetry. 

S. ajpanasa, [riwii] s. The jack fruit. 

A. C. oifi pani, Dew, fine rain. v. n. 
Very fine rain or dew to fall. 

A. C. panna, s. Pride, self-conceit, 

egotism. 

C. pcinnanga, s. The canopy over 

a native open palanquin. 

A. c. OJ^IS^ pannatike, s. Power, might, 
prowess. 2. loftiness, highness. 

0. oj,punnude, s. The bark of trees. 

2. a net-like substance which surrounds the 

cocoanut and other similar trees, at those 

parts whence the branches expand. 

g. tib papi, s. The moon. 

S. ^3 papiti, s. Mutual or reciprocal 

drinking, drinking alike together. 

0. papparike, s. Hardness, indu¬ 

ration. 2. cruelty, harshness, severity, 

c. rib, pappali, papli, adj\ 
Checkered, as cloths. 

0. pappdi-hannu, s. 
Carica papaya fruit. 

T. B. 'rf&o pahu, s. A lord, master, 

prince, ruler. 
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A. C. rfZr^pabba, [aS«] s. A feast, festival, 

entertainment, sumptuous treat. 

A. C. pabbu, [alui-] v. n. To spread, 

run, extend, diffuse, as a creeper, &c. 

c. pabbe-hula, s. Aninsectso 

called. 

T. B. ddou) patnada, [sJ^siori] 5, Joy, glad¬ 

ness, pleasure, delight, bliss. 

s. ddjo, pay a, pay assn, s. 
Water. 2. milk. 

T. B. pay ana, pay ana, 
[£,«*»«] s. A. journey. 

T. B. payapddu, s. 
Order, method. 

C. ej(5^i<yo payalu, s. A machine for dress¬ 

ing cotton. 

S. tioSdci'g payasya, adj. Made from or 

belonging to milk, as curds, cheese, &c. 

S. payaswini, s. A river. 2. a 

milch cow. 3. night. 

S. Tio$J«>i°rf, tid3de^do;> 

^ ^ pay 6-janma, pay 6da, pay 6-mu Je¬ 

hu, s. A cloud. 

S. d6$jsi(^d payo-dJiara, s. A cloud. 2. 

a woman’s breast. 3. the sugar-cane. 4. a 

cocoanut. 

s. payo-vrata, s. Living on 

milk for a month, which, with prayer and 

residence in a cow-house, is an expiation for 

receiving an unsuitable present. 

S. dd para, adj. Distant, removed, remote. 

2. best, pre-eminent. 3. subsequent, after, 

following. 4. other, different. 5. inimical, 

hostile, estranged, adverse. 6. more, exceed¬ 

ing. 7. before. 8. sedulous, diligent. 

d. ddoN, ddo'TvcsSizi parangi, paran- 

giyava, [Frank] s. An European. 

aSejJjff sorWj s. A pine apple. 

s. Tjdoai paranja, s. An oil press. 2. foam, 

froth. 3. the blade of a sword or knife. 

s. Tidoa;^, ddo&o^o paranjana, pa- 

ranjaya, s. A name of Varuna. 

S. TjdoaP paranju, s. The blade of a sword 

or knife. 

S. -ddoe3j5)«'§ paran-joti, s. The Supreme 

■ Being, Light of Lights. 

S. T$dO^d paran-tapa, s. Vexing or an¬ 

noying another. 

C. ddo&fa parantu, adv. Farther, however, 

but. 

s. ddorfdo parandama, s. Vexing or 

annoying another. 

s. ddodrf param-pada, s. Supreme or 

heavenly bliss. 2. the abode of Vishnu. 

s. ddot‘rS param-pare, adj. Successive, 

proceeding from one to another, from father 

to son, hereditary, s. Race, lineage. 2. or¬ 

der, method, continuous arrangement. 

C. dds' paraJta, s. A coarse double bag for 

carrying manure on buffaloes, adj. Dark 

green. 2. imperceptible, invisible. 

A. c. paralcalisu, v. a. To fill. 

2. to enlarge. 

S. ddesojo para-Jcdya, s. Another body. 

gtfwaab voluntary transmigration, (a 

science). 

h. dds^d^, ddso«>s3pS parahavani, 

paraJihdvani, s. Shroffing, examining 

money. 

o. ddtrs^ parakdli, s. A long cloth. 

s. dd&^OJO parahiya, adj. Another, be¬ 

longing to another, others, stran¬ 

gers, aliens. 

A. C. dd?r paraJte, s. A benediction, bless¬ 

ing. 2. a vow. 3. a broom. 

c. d d/\ 5 para-gadi, s. An enemy’s coun¬ 

try. 

H. dd7\?S paragane s. A gergunna-, divi¬ 

sion of a country, of which several form a 

zillah. 

C. dd&3o parachu, V. a. To scratch with 

the nails. 

s. dd^orf parachhanda, adj. Depen¬ 

dant, subservient, subjected. 

S. dd&re ^ para-jdta, adj. Adopted, fos¬ 

tered, nourished by a stranger. 

S. dd3§^ para-jit a, adj. Nourished by a 

stranger. 2. conquered. 

C. Tid 63 par ate, s. A small earthen vessel. 

2. the coping of a wall. 3. dedication 4. 

a manure basket. 5. a rough or bushy head 

of hair. 
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C. Tjdci paradi, s. The nape of the neck. 

c. Tj‘d2^T$ds&je>;3^ paradi, pa- 

ra4i-paramdnna, s. A kind of sweetmeat. 

A. C. xjdrfa paradu, [<dd&] s. The ankle. 

v. n. To spread. 

t. b. Tidpo parana, [sh,«] s. Life. s?d« 

sJSrf siScdjo^ till the extinction of life. 

S. t>rjsto'4j para-tantra, adj. Subservient, 

obedient, dependant. 

S. Tjd^d paratara, adj. More excellent, 

superior. 

H. TjdzS parade, s. A curtain, blind, screen, 

ddd to put up a blind. 

S. Tjdz3(^ para-de'sha, s. A foreign coun¬ 

try. aSdd^a, Sjdde&rt a foreigner, stranger, 

one destitute of friends and home, a pilgrim. 

S. lod^ozS para-ninde, s. Abusing others. 

t. b. tjd-rfogd- para-pancha, [s^oeS] s. 

The world. * 

C. 'rfd^js^ttrj'&Qparapatya, parapati, 
s. Partiality. *»dsi^£>g}i5 without partiality. 

o. Tjdrid^ para-parane, s. The noise of 

cloth in rending. 

s. para-pdka-nivritta, 

s. One who will not eat what another cooks. 

s.Tjd^D^d^, TjjjiyTrftfisi-para-pdka- 

rata, para-pdka-ruchi, s. Fancying a 

meal prepared by another. 2. a beggar. 

S. I‘ribozszti para-pinddda, s. Eating 

what another cooks. 

A. C. TSd^j parapu, v. a. To spread, to lay 

out on the ground in order. to cause 

to spread out. 

S. tJdb^zS para-pide, s. Oppression. 

T. b. i3d^&3j paraputta, See 

s. Tjd^jdo^d, para-purusha, s. Another’s 

husband. 

s. para-pushta, pa- 

ra-bhrita, s. The cuckoo. 

s. T5d'4(t>^s‘ para-purve, s. A woman 

formerly married. 

s. tSda^o^ para-bramha, t. b. tid 

para-bomma, s. The Supreme 

God. 

S. T)-d8fTO7\ para-bhdga, s. Excellency, 

superior merit, supremacy. 2. good fortune, 

prosperity. 

C. Tj-tfzpvJTi, para-bhdgisu, v.n. To flee, 

run away. 

c. TkSepuQ,i3dep'3t5 para-bhdri, para- 

bhare, s. Assignment. *jd^dcte>Pi sepa¬ 

rately. 2. indirectly. stoa iSdo to 

deliver over to another, s^V®9 to 

avoid, as a place in a journey, to go another 

way. 

S. o3d sdi parama, adj. Best, most excellent. 

2. principal, chief, sidsio riS, sfdrfo 

a blessed condition, salvation, siddo 

superior or heavenly wisdom, ddsij a 

man of superior understanding, ddsio ^jdja^ 

God, the supreme being. 

s. Tjds&o^e; para-mandala, s. Heaven, 

the sky. 

S. para-mata, s. A strange reli¬ 

gion. sjtislosdzivoufj heresy. ddsioSsjswoO 

a heretic. 

s. Tj-d^ysjrfa jparama-padavi, Sm 
Heavenly bliss. 

s. Tjd^o^ore paramahamsa, s. A chief 

ascetic. 

s. ^"drfjDFdi para-manu, s. An atom, 

the invisible base of all aggregate bodies ; 

thirty of them are supposed to form a mote 

in a sun-beam; the lowest measure of weight. 

S. 'SodSj.TSj^ param-dtma, s. The Su¬ 

preme being, considered as the soul of the 

universe. 

S. 'dd'dJS^orf param-dnanda, s. Great 

happiness, heavenly bliss. 

s. 'dd'djai^ paramdnna, s. Milk boiled 

with a mixture of sugar, rice, &c. and con¬ 

sidered delicate food, the 

same with wheat groats. 

pastry pulled out into strings and boiled in 

milk, sugar, &c. 

S. param-dyu, s. Life eter¬ 

nal. 

s. paramdrtha, s. Chief in¬ 

tention or object. 

s. Tjtfs3Je>^£- e£ paramdrhata, s. A 

king and Hindu saint, apparently the same 

as Shdlivdhana. 
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A. C. dd^o parame, s. The hlack bee. 

B. dddo(jd, dddo^^d paramesha, 

parameshwara, s. Shiva, the Supreme 

lord. 

S. dd&>(>i^ parameshti, s. Brahma, 

the creator. 

A. C. ddoS:>?d;> paraisu, V. a. To scatter, 

distribute. 

S. dddo pararu, s. Others, strangers, 

foreigners, persons not belonging to us. *>d 

li to betray, deliver into the 

hands of others. *idd a dunner, 

teazer. 

S. dd€jX>(^ para-loka, S. Heaven. £d 

treSocS Unfit for heaven. 

s. d dd^> dddlle^ para-washa, 

para-washatwa, s. Subservience, depen¬ 

dence, subjection. 2. being beside one’s 

self from joy, extacy, or sorrow. 3. absence 

of mind. 

ii. dddr\s-dj®do parawarsha-mddu, 

v. a. To nourish, take care of, foster. 

S. parawddi, s. A controversialist. 

h. dd&3i> ddxS parava, parave, s. 

Concern, care, anxiety, thought. ^dS 

why be concerned about it ? ^dsS it is 0f 

no consequence. 

H. ddSTS^ddOT^, ddSTOjS, dd^D^) 

parawdnd, parawdnagi, parawdne, 

par award, s. A written order, command, 

mandate, precept, warrant. 

s. ddsrs^bdJisdo parawdlu-mddu, 

v. a. To make beside one’s self. 

S. dddj parashu, s. An offensive weapon 

resembling a hatchet or axe. ^d$o rfd 

Ganeslia. 2. Shiva; as having an axe in 

their hands. css'o a hero or demi-god, 

the first of the three llamas, and the sixth 

incarnation of Vishnu, who appeared in the 

world as the son of the saint Jamadagni, 

for the purpose of repressing the tyranny 

and punishing the violence of the Kshatriya. 

S. dd^£ parashwa, adv. The day after to- 

morrow. 

s. dd1^^ parashwatha. See sid&. 

s. “^d^s£parashshata, comp, More than J 

oj 0'S 

a hundred, an indefinite number, a great 

many. 

t. b. ddsS,, ddi parashe, parishe, 

s. The people assembled at the fes¬ 

tival of an idol. 

s. ddrodoO^o para-samaya, s. The tem¬ 

porary suspension of trade during some pub¬ 

lic quarrel. 2. the assembly or congregation 

of a foreign sect. 

s. ddcd’D'^ para-sddhaka, s. Gaining 

heaven. 2. a means of obtaining heaven. 

A. C. dddo parasu, [aSdsfo] v. a. To bless, 

give a benediction. *Jdli to send away 

with one’s benediction. 

S. para-sthala, s. A strange place, 

not one’s own residence. 

S. ddc^T) d para-sthdna, s. Removing 

the baggage for a journey, on an auspicious 

day, to another house, when it is not conveni¬ 

ent to start immediately one’s self. 

S. ddcojd paraspara, adj. Mutual, re¬ 

ciprocal. sid^ri mutual hatred, ^d^d 

mutual friendship. sfd^d3?A to 

hear at second-hand. 

s. ddAj^drf parasmei-pada, s. A verb 

which shews the action is done for another. 

S. ddc^ paraswa, S. The property of a- 

nother. 

s. ddo^sdro; paras-sahasra, comp. More 

than a thousand. 

s. ddccoTv para-lumse, s. Persecution, 

annoying, vexing, or killing others. 

S. ddSo^ para-hita, S. Kindness to 

strangers. 

A. C. dd^A paraliga, s. A whore-mas¬ 

ter, rake. 

s. dun pard, a Sanscrit prefix, implying, 

Supremacy. 2. liberation. 3. invested or¬ 

der. 4. pride, contumely. 6. encounter, mu¬ 

tual presence. 6. excess, exceeding. 7. over¬ 

coming, surpassing. 8. going. 9. killing, 

destroying, injuring. 

T. b. duDoeotiroo pardmbarisu, 

$r] v. a. To investigate, take into consider¬ 

ation, 2. to take care of, watch over, nurse. 

3. to console. tfuaowB’# inquiry. 

C. dux) pardkll, $. Inattention. 
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***** to be off one’s guard. sJjsSj to 

draw offthe attention, *fo9*> Attention! Used 

by an attendant on a king, &c., during the 

visit of another to the king, whose mind is 

supposed to be so engaged in affairs of state 

as to require constant reminding of the pre¬ 

sence of his visitor. 

s. rivv&izh par-dkrama, s. Power, 

strength, valour, prowess. 2. exertion, 

$*® a powerful man, a hero, 

powerful, mighty. 

S. IjU3a par ay a, s. The farina or pollen of 

flowers. 2. dust. 3. a fragrant powder used 

after bathing. 

S. pardny-mukha, s. An aver¬ 

ted face. 

S. pard-jaya, s. Conquest, de¬ 

feat. 

S. para-jit a, adj. Conquered, o- 

vercome. 

C. Zj'UT)^ pardta, s. A large metal dish or 

tray. 

s. pardtparanu, s. The Su¬ 

preme Being, God. 

S. 'SjOU^ paradhi, $. The chase, hunting. 

s. paradhvna, adj. Dependant 

on, subject or subservient to another, s. Pos¬ 

session by another. 

s. paranna, s. Living on others, 

s. TSUTigj'dsdroo pardbara-wastu. See 

S. »jOe)c$oi> parabhava, s. The fortieth year 

of the Hindu cycle of sixty. 2. discomfiting, 

overcoming. 3. destruction. 

S. pard-bhuta, adj. Disgraced, 

degraded. 2. defeated, discomfited, overcome. 

T. b. ikrarfotifr pardmarike, poasKr] 
s. Care, examination, inquiry. sSossfeS1#^ 

to take care of, support. 2. to examine, in¬ 

quire into. 

s: t5 its 3^0 £• pardmarsha, s.- Inquiry, 

investigation. 2. care, watching. 3. conso¬ 

lation. *fnssfc9rxh investigate, take care 

of, watch over. 2. to console, 

s. Tjdxi ajops, oi)s£o pardyana, 

parayattu, s. Adherence to any pursuit, 

attachment to any object. 

S. TjUTiOparayata, See Sea3. 2. the 

veda. 

H. TjTTac&o parai, adj. Strange, foreign. 

sJoacSn wji strangers. 

S. pardrtha, s. The property of 

another. 2. another meaning, adj. On account 

of another, a wish respecting 

others. intercession. **3*^ 

an intercessor. 

S. par-dshraya, s. Taking re¬ 

fuge with another. 2. a parasitic plant. 

S. par-dshritatwa, s. Subor¬ 

dination. 

s. pardsana, s. Killing, slaughter. 

S. 'rftJDToo pardsu, adj. Dead, expired, de¬ 

funct. 

S. ojiJSSo pardhna, s. The afternoon, the 
<P3 

latter part of the day. 

A. c. Tto pari, [_sfe] v. n. To flow. 2. ty 

run away, decamp. 3. to be settled, v. a. 

To settle. 2. to tear. 

A. 0. TjQ pari, s. A rag. 2. an iron spoon. 

3. likeness. 4. manner, way. adv. Like. 

S. Tto pari, A Sanscrit prefix implying, 

Ubiquity (all around, on every side.) 2. part, 

portion. 3. abandonment (away.) 4 end, 

term. 5. sickness, infirmity. 6. enforcement, 

stress (even, very, great.) 7. separateness, 

several, distribution (each by each, &c.) 8. 

embracing, encircling (round, round about.) 

9. depreciation, exposure of faults. 10. ho¬ 

mage, respect. 11. rejection, turning off or 

away. 12. ornament. 13. diffusion, exten¬ 

sion. 14. mark, sign. 15. sorrow. 16. cessa¬ 

tion, stop, impediment. 17. truth. 18. an 

exclamation of pleasure or satisfaction. 

s. Tj&tf'd, parikara, pari- 

karma, s. A bed. 2. dependants, retinue, 

train. 3. multitude, numbers. 4. secondary 

food eaten with the principal dish. 5. pre¬ 

parations, utensils. 6. personal decoration, 

dressing, painting, or perfuming the body. 

A. c. parikalisu, v. a. To fill, 

saturate. 

S. pari-kdnkshita, s. An ob¬ 

ject desired. 

S. parikdle, adj. Closely woven, 

smooth (from closeness of texture.) 
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T. B. tit'&coo parikisu, v. a. To seek for, 

inquire into, examine, investigate. 

S] examination, trial, inquiry. 

S. tit2rjt£> pccri-krama, s. Method, order, 

regularity. 2. walking for pleasure. 

S. Tj&tjj o3o parikriye, s. Intrenching, 

surrounding. 

s. tits? parikhe, s. A moat, ditch. 

s. titSCre^S pari-khydti, s. Fame, repu¬ 

tation. 

s. £t7\p3^ paripanana, s. Calculating 

who are the great men in a place. 2. calcu¬ 

lating. Sj&rtrlsb to calculate well, 

respected. 

s. TitTysdps pari-graha, pa- 

ri-grahana, s. Acceptance, taking. ^ 

to accept, receive, take. fit to 

be received. 

s. tit^D, parigha, pari- 

ghdtana, s. A moat, ditch. 2. a bludgeon, 

a stick mounted with iron, an iron club. 

s. tit^Jwa pari-ghdta, s. Killing, strik¬ 

ing. 2. a weapon. 

S. tit£#a5;> parichaya, s. Acquaintance, 

knowledge. 

S. titS^Tj parichara, s. A guard, body¬ 

guard. 2. an attendant, companion, servant. 

KJOtrsrte a man-servant. sj&w&C#, ziQvSQ a 

maid-servant. 

S. tite^oios- paricharya, s. Service, at¬ 

tendance, waiting on. 

S. tjDsJ-S parichiti, s. Acquaintance, in¬ 

timacy. to make acquaint¬ 

ance. to make one acquainted 

with another. 

S. tit2j$z3 parichhada, s. Court, train, 

attendance, retinue. 

s. ■s->Zx%57)Zk$ parichhchhan- 

na, panchhchhddane, s. A hood. 2. 

a tent. 3. a cover. 

S. titc^d parichhchheda, s. The divi¬ 

sion of a book, section, chapter. 

to divide. 

s. t5t&£ pari-jana, $. Dependence, re¬ 

tinue. 

A. C. tit 3?pctriju, s. Figure, form, shape. 

C. tjt£3 parite, s. An earthen dish. 

C. TjS’cfcSps parithavane, s. Ostentation, 

parade, display, hustle, vanity. *5SiSSto, 

to be vain, make a display. 2- to pre¬ 

pare, get ready. 

S. parinata, adj. Ripe, mature. 

s. Skill. 

S. TjDpsSocoo parinamisu, v. n. To be 

changed, as milk into curds. 2. to be trans¬ 

formed, change form. 

S. riSrsajo parinaya, s. A marriage, 

wedding. 

S. tStpcTOtfc parindma, s. Health, wel¬ 

fare, prosperity. fie is 

well. &vsj&rssstosr’oji&g; 

if you do evil you will not prosper. 

wdti) write us of your welfare, 

stereo tSjs?5 the liver complaint. 2. pain 

after eating. 

s. titrs'SSo parindha, s. Breadth, width, 

latitude. 

S. t)&ei2jroo pari-tapisu, v. n. To he sor¬ 

rowful. 

A. C. tit^tjo pari-taru, v. n. To set out, 

sis z£> having set out. 

S. T$ts^33?oD pari-tyajisu, v. a. To leave, 

abandon, quit. abandon¬ 

ment. 2. generosity. 

s. litareirs pari-trdna, s. A coat of 

mail. 2. fostering. 

A. C. titiZStzk paridddu, [ao&cjso] v, n. 

To wander, run about. 2. to swim. 

wandering. 2. swimming. 

s. titcos^ pari-ddna, s. A bribe, 

c. tjtrfosStjorfo, TSt>Z&5o^0, Tjtgjrfo, 

titSb^o^ paridu-bisudu, paridu-ha- 

ku, parididu, paridikku, f sie] ». a. 

To tear off, tear away. 

A. C. titzS^to parideru, v. n. To climb, 

ascend, get up. 

S. titz$^£> pari-devana, s. Lamenta¬ 

tion. 

s. paridhdvana, s. A lower 

garment. 

s. tit^Tst^ paridhdpya, adj. Hidden, 

concealed. 



S. tfa^Q paridhdvi, s. The forty-sixth 

year of the Hindu cycle of sixty. 

S. paridhi, s. The moon or sun’s 

disk; a halo round the sun or moon. 2. a 

fort, moat. 3. circumference. 4. any en¬ 

closing circle. 

S. pari-panthi, s. An enemy, 

adversary, foe. 

s. pari-pakwa, adj. Perfectly 

ripe, quite mature. 2. ready, s. Perfect 

maturity. 

s. ^Tjb5,Tit)Tip3pariputa,paripana, 
s. Capital, principal, stock. 

S. pari-pari, adj. Diverse, various. 

3j9 3j0 diversely, 

s. pari-pdka, See *?esteA. 

S. ojD^"s83 pari-pati, s. Manner, custom, 

way. 2. order, method, arrangement. 

C. pari-pdtu, s. Trouble, vex¬ 

ation, annoyance. 

S. pari-pdlane, s. Protection, 

fostering, care. 2. performance of any act, 

obedience. 3. government. s?ests 

to foster, nourish, rule, protect, 

take care of. 2. to perform, obey. 3. to ob¬ 

serve a sacred day. 

S. ojparipali, s. Order, method. 

A. C. -rfaLa paripidi, adv. In rotation, 

in order. 

A. c. paripu, e> «. To scat_ 
ter, spread. 

s. pari-purna, adj. Complete, 

full. sSes&ar completion, fulness, satiety, 

satisfaction. 

S. eoDSiScS" pari-barha, $. Retinue, train, 

insignia of royalty. 

S. pari-bridha, s. A king, ruler, 

master, lord, husband, superior. 

S. oja^Sroo paribhavisu, v. a. To con¬ 

temn. disrespect, irreverence, contempt, 

disregard. 

s. TiaZp^^pari-bkaskana, 

pari-bhushe, s. Reproof, abuse, ridicule, 

expression of censure, or contempt. 2. ad¬ 

dressing, discourse-, conversing. 3. agreement, 

engagement. 4. an abbreviation or sign. 6. 

a prognosis. 6. a word peculiar to any sect. 

S. pari-bhuta, adj. Treated 

with contempt, disrespected, disregarded. 

S. Tjpari-bhe'da, s. Difference, va¬ 

riation. 

s. •rfa^iof, TSaeprryoeS, 3aEjjskpl pa- 

ri-bhramshe, pari-bhranti, pari- 

bhramane, s. Idly or wildly wandering 

about or round. 

s. 'rfa^oo^ei pari-mandala, s. A ball, 

globe, circle. 

A. c. tSasb^ pari-matte, s. Taking by 

force, seizing. 

A. c. Tias&a parimari, s. A game so 

called. 

S. -^asbe/ parimala, s. Fragrance, per¬ 

fume, an exquisite scent, especially arising 

from the trituration of fragrant substances. 

to be fragrant, emit a fragrant smell. 

s. Trfa^Jai sjs-g pari-mdrjane, s. Sprink¬ 

ling water, washing. 

S. oj a S^-Ta) fo parimdna, s. Measure, 

quantity. 

S. TSaOo^ parimita, adj. Joined, meted, 

measured. 

s. ojarfooso, Tiao^oosDo3's?\ pari-mufcha, 

pari-mvhhawdgi, adj. M ce¬ 

tera. 

A. c. Tja^co^ parimuttu, s. Pulling, 

drawing. 

S. parimone, s. Contradiction, 

opposition. 

t. b. 3aa5oo3, Tiaojoosd pariyanta,. 

pariyantara, [««fero*tg adv, Till, untiL 

T. b. TiaoS Ja> (5^o pariydya, [ricrfjsFa&j 

s. Methodical arrangement or succession. 

T. b. •rfaojjiico^ pariydsaka, 
s. Ridicule, sport, jeer. 

A. c. -rfadSoo pariyu, [«*>]. n. To flow, 

to run. 2. to move, flowing, run¬ 

ning, moving. pa, P0<Pm3 pa a qow. 

mg river. without moving, stationary. 

S. ojQzjOcfi pari-rambha, s. An embrace, 

embracing. 

S. pari-lagna, adj. Caught, en¬ 

tangled. 
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s. Tj8£>&, pari-labdha., jpan- 

labhya, adj. Happened; obtained. 

S. Tj£><yo^3 pari-luhta, adj. Turbid, dis¬ 

coloured. 

A. c. ■rfDtS&i, parivatta, s. Raiment. 2. 

a sacred turban. 

A. c. parivadu, v. n. To forgive, 

to agree. sfosterbcb it agreed. 

A. C. TZfozSzl parivade, s. Effulgence, lustre. 

s. pari-varjana, $. Killing, 

slaughter. 

s. pari-vartane, s. Barter, 

exchange. 

s. parivardhini-shat- 

padi, s. A kind of hexameter. 

S. TjDjtsC) pari-vdda, s. Abuse, regroach, 

reproof, blame, accusation, charge, tf&sresW, 

*>S£ra& au accuser, plaintiff, complainant, 

calumniator. 

s. rSSsspari-vddini, s. A lute with 

seven strings. 

S. ‘rfSS'StJ pari-vdpa, s. Sowing. 2. shav¬ 

ing, shearing. 3. a pool, pond, or piece of 

water. 

s. pari-vdpana, s. Shaving, 

shearing. shaven, shorn. 

S. tj8S3-3-rf parivdra, s. A train, retinue, 

army, &s?* dependants, followers. 

S. T$8&3«55o parivdha, s. An inundation, 

an overflowing, natural or artificial. 

A. C. parividi, s. Order, method. 

g. To8SS parivitti, s. An unmarried elder 

brother, the younger being married. 

S. parivita, s. The bow of Bramha. 

S. pari-vrita, adj. Encompassed, 

surrounded. 

S. oot>s3^3 pari-vritti, s. Exchange, bar¬ 

ter. 

s. ^ parivettri, s. A younger 

brother married before the elder. 

s. pari-vedana, s. Pain, trou¬ 

ble. 

S. pari-vddini, s. Travail, the 

pains of child-birth. 

s. sjtJoS^oX., pari-ve'sha, pa- 

3oS 

ri-veshana, s. A circle, circumference, 

going round, a halo. 

S. pari-veshtita, adj. Encom¬ 

passed, surrounded. 

s. parivy (idha, s. A cane grow¬ 

ing in water. 

s. zidzySix, parivrdja, pa- 

rivrdttu, g. A mendicant devotee, an in¬ 

dividual of the highest religious order. 

S. Tj8-2)(^;3 parishilane, s. Inquiry, scru¬ 

tiny, investigation. to investigate, 

search. 

s. pari-shuddha, adj. Sacred, 

holy. 2.' pure, clean. a holy 

man. the Holy Spirit. 

to sanctify. to become holy 

or clean. 

s. tto'gopari-shushka, adj. Dried, 

shrivelled. 

T. B. parishe, [sfesJ^] s. A festive 

assembly. 

S. pari-shudhisu, v. a. To 

try, examine, investigate, tempt. 

S. pari-shrama, s. Fatigue, dif¬ 

ficulty, exhaustion. 2. practice, exercise. 

S. pari-shrdnta, s. Fatigue, 

weariness, exhaustion. 

S. ij&oXsk parishattu, s. A festive as¬ 

sembly, congregation, or audience. 2. money 

presented to an assembly of brahmans for 

the expiation of sin. 

S. parishikta, adj. Moist, wet, 

saturated. 

s. parishkdra, s. Decoration, 

embellishment. 2. cleanness, purity. 3. 

settlement. to settle, com¬ 

plete, arrange, adjust. to 

tell clearly or correctly. to be¬ 

come clear of a law suit, to become settled. 

S. parishhita, adj. Adorned, 

decorated, embellished, highly polished. 

s. tS&TuoX parishwanga, 

pari-sanga, s. Uniting, embracing, an 

embrace, sexual embrace. 

s. t58coo3tj pari-santapta, adj. Very 

sorry, much grieved. 



S. TiSro^Te)*^ pari-samdpti, $, Finish¬ 

ing, completion, end, conclusion. 

to finish, complete. 

S. TjQood parisara, adv. Near. s. ground 

on the skirts of a river, or contiguous to a 

town. 2. death. 3. destiny, fate, 

s. loQTc'rfs", TtocooSos", »jt>cd"sd pari- 

sarpa, parisarye, parisara, s. Per¬ 

ambulation, going round, wandering about. 

A. 0. Ttorov^pari-sallu, v.n. To happen, 

come to pass. what has happened. 

S. parisdna, s. Death, demise, de- 

T. B. Tj&Rja parisidi, adj. Public, 

celebrated. 

A. C. o3t>Kb parisu, [sfeSo] v. cans. To 

cause to flow, spread, or tear. 

T. B. d&Tv parise, g. The assem¬ 

bly at the annual festival of an idol. ^93 

an assembly to be convened. 

s. dQTodp® paristarana, s. Abed. 2. 

a mat of grass, &c. for devotional exercises. 

3. the red mark round a room at the foot of 

the wall. 

s. Tjt>7& 8 paristava, pari- 

stuti, s. Praise, eulogy, encomium. ^93 

one worthy of praise. 

S. pari-stoma, s. A multi¬ 

tude. 2. an elephant’s painted housings. 

S. dtiroyorf pari-spanda, s. Decoration 

of the hair with flowers. 2. moving. 3. 

retinue. 

s. -riaroy^sr pari-spardhe, s. Contact, 

friction. 2. envy. 

s. TjDcd'ajd pari-sruta, pa- 

ri-srdva, adj. Oozed, trickled, dropped, 

' distilled. 

s. 'd&Sodcoo pari-harisu, v. a. To for¬ 

give, pardon, absolve. 

s. ToSssad, 'ri&So'dpa parihdra, pari- 

Tiarane, s. Forgiveness, pardon, absolution. 

2. removal. forgiven. 2. healed, cured. 

s. 'dSso'Sro, pari-hdsa, pari- 

hasya, s. Jeer, mocking, raillery, sport, 

pastime. £9^3^ a mocker, jeerer, mimick, 

scoffer. 

s. Tjpari-kshittu, s. A king, the 

son of Abhimanyu, and grandson of Arjun. 

S. pari-kshipta, adj. Surround¬ 

ed, encircled, entrenched. 

S. parikshina, s. Ruin. 

T. B. parikshe, See 

S. parita, adj. Every way spread or 

extended. 

S. pari-bhdva, s. Disrespect, 

contempt. 

C. oot^65d pariya, s. A chink, crack, cre¬ 

vice. 2. a piece, bit. 

S. TiS^do^ pari-rambha, $. Anembrace. 

S. pari-vdda, s. Reproof, censure, 

abuse. 

S. TjSi^ud parivdra, s. The sheath of a 

sword. 

S. parwdha, s. An inundation, 

stream. 2. a drain to carry oft excess of wa¬ 

ter. 

S. dS^Siad parihara, S. Going round or 

about, perambulation. 

s. parikshita, adj. Examined, 

tried, discriminated. 

s. i&^J%parikshe,parikshane, 
s. Trial, experiment, investigation, examina¬ 

tion, test, discrimination. 39^3j, 39^g stra 

* to examine, test, try, investigate. 

S. 'Jj'do paru, $. A knot or joint in a reed. 

2. a sore. 

A. C. "ddoo & parunku, v.n. To run 

away, decamp. 

A. c. ddooaw parumbu, See tf&uo. 

d. Tjdo-&^s3d®t> paruki-varahd, s% 
A gold Pagoda worth thirteen gold fanams. 

C. ddo paruku, adj. Spoiled, ruined. 

sftb=F9c&)3 sf;i -#u3 his work is spoiled. 

*5 Brazil to spoil, ruin. 

c. ddoed o paruchu, v.a. To scratch with 

the nails. 

A. a. lodoap paruju, rtfew] Sw porm 

shape. 

A. C. ddod^plparuthamne, s. Prepara¬ 

tion, readiness. 2. pomp, show, ostentation. 

si&GSatfo to prepare, make ready. SnsJafoo 

Sorijfo he prepared his 
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army, and stood ready for battle. 

come imepared. 

A. C. ■rf'doSOo parubu, fate;®] v. a. To 

spread out. 

S. Tj'djQ^ paruttu, s. Last year. 

A. c. TiTjjzS paruva, s. A stranger. 2. an 

excellent man. 3. a god. 4. an enemy. 

a. c. Tjdo^foJfc) paruvasalanu, s. An 

enemy, adversary. 

C. paruvu, s. A kind of religious 

feast among tbe ling a people in fulfilment 

of a vow, corresponding to among 

brahmans. 5&3>z&, Kjtiiprs rfjsz& to make 

such an entertainment. 

T. b. parushana, [^|r3] s. Con¬ 

tact, feel, touch, collision. 

S. Titparusha, adj. Hard, abusive. 2. 

rough, rugged. 3. severe, cruel, unkind. 

s. TidosS^# t? parushoktika, s. An 

abuser, one uttering harsh and scurrilous 

language. 

t. b. tidoroT^Si parusavedi, s. 

The philosopher’s stone. 

A. c. lidoToo parusu, [ste&q v, a. To 

bless, bestow a benediction. 

A. 0. tido^ paruli, s. The black cuckoo. 

2. the black bee, Bombilius ater. 

A. C. tod pare, v. n. To shine. v. a. To 

forget. 2. to snatch or take violently away, 

to pluck off. 

C. tod pare, s. Next morning. 2. a web on 

the eye. 3. a drum. 4. a shoemaker’s knife. 

5. a caul. a cobweb. a 

serpent’s slough. the skin on the 

divisions in fruit, as the orange, &c. 

the dry scab of a sore, eroded) ste the 

skin of an onion. ^ the net inclosing 

the foetus. a web on the eye. 

A. c. tod7\&a5x> pare-gadiyu, v. a. To 

slay, hew, cut to pieces. 

A. 0. Tid^&p pareju, adj. Equal, even 

with, corresponding with, proportionate to. 

S. T$d^ pare'ta, s. A dead person, corpse. 

offerings to the manes of departed 

ancestors, Yama, king of death. 

S. ddiod^'4) paredyuvu, adv. Next day. 
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s. Tjpare'shtu/ee, s. A cow bear¬ 

ing many calves. 

t. b. ddioToW paresaka, [«&«»**] s. a 

mocker, scoffer, jeerer, jester. 

S. pareidhita, adj. Nourished 

by a stranger. 

s. Tjdjd^tte'sd paropakdra, s. A kind 

office to strangers. *one who is 

kind to strangers. 

S. Tjdje)^ paroshni, s. A bat, vesjpertilio. 

S. Tjdv^)®^ paroksha, adj. Unperceived, 

imperceptible, invisible, eras a man 

who pretends to know what is doing in a 

distant place. 

S. Tj^s-83 parkati, s. The waved-leaf fig 

tree, Ficus infectiosa. 

A. C. parkali, s. The scab of a sore. 

A. 0. Tj^S" parke, S. Abed, 2. a dormi¬ 

tory. 3. the dark lunar fortnight. 4. a 

bird. 5. a herd or cow-pen. 

A. C. TjE^OE" parcllU, s. An indistinct 

sound, v. a. To spread out, difluse. 2. to 

stick, apply. 

s. parjanya, s. indra, god of 

rain. 2. a thunder-cloud. 3. the muttering 

of clouds or distant thunder. zzti a 

prayer for rain. 

S. TjpSc" parna, s. A leaf. 2. the tree 

buteafrondosa. 3. a division or chapter, 

sirsr (feeding on leaves) a goat, &c. 

(nourishing leaves) a cloud, 

weJ, a hut made of leaves, a her¬ 

mitage. perpetual bliss. 

S. tipis- parni, s. The name of several 

trees. 

H. tint's- pardd, s. A screen, blind. 

A. C. Tjdos* pardu, S. Garuda. 2. 
an eagle. 3. death, s’rior <3^3 Vishnu, 

riding on Garuda. 

A. C. titiiS-R parduge, S. Death, dissolu¬ 

tion. sSarwd) gods, immortals. 

S. TjTjS' S3 parpata, S. A thin crisp cake. 

A. C. TjTjc-£)^ parparike, adj. Hard, in¬ 

durated. 2. cruel, unfeeling. 

A. C. Tj&>3S‘parbu, [sSuo] V. n. To flow, 

run, spread, as a creeper. sMf 

having pervaded the several worlds. 
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s. ■rfoSos'o^ paryanka, s. A bed. 2. tbe 

thigh. 

s. »3<55o="os^, tlojos'od^'rf paryanta, 

paryantara, adv. Until, as far as, up to. 

s. Tio^js’o^s^js paryanta-bhu, s. 

Ground contiguous to the skirts of a river or 

mountain. 

S. paryatana, s. Roaming 

about. 

s. paryanuyoga, s. 
Asking. 

s. Tj(5-b=ai> paryaya, s. Neglect of en¬ 

joined or customary observances. 

s. paryayana, s. A horse’s 

saddle or housings. 

s. ^65oFZ$^,-£6Szx--z5?$?>'$paryavas- 

the, paryavasthdna, \ Opposition, 

" contradiction. 

S. parydpta, adj. Obtained, 

gained. 2. adequate, able. adv. Willingly, 

readily. 2. ably, powerfully. 3. satisfacto¬ 

rily. £cdrer& willingness, readiness. 2. 

obtaining, acquiring. 3. preserving, guarding. 

4. warding off a blow. 5. satisfaction, 

repletion, satiety. 

S. TJojrsirajo paryaya, s. Order, ar¬ 

rangement, regular, methodical disposal or 

succession. 2. manner, kind. 3. opportu¬ 

nity, occasion. 4. manufacture, preparation, 

artificial production. 5. the text of a voca¬ 

bulary or the order of the synonymes for 

any term. 

s. ijCX)Js>£~6do^oi>^ parydya-shaya- 

na> s. Alternate sleeping and watching. 

S. tS(>5j3£'7o paryasa, s. Inverted order 

or position. 

s. 'Sjcrf:>:>E-rfo£3L;3 paryudanchane, s. A 

debt. 

8. TjO^oos-paryushita, adj. Stale, 

not fresh, tfcritoriy* *£*^5 the eater of stale 

viands, who will be born as a maggot or 

worm. 

S. parva, s. A knot or joint in a cane, 

&c. 2. a name given to certain days in the 

lunar month, as the full and change of the 

moon. 3. particular periods of the year, as 

the equinox, solstice, &c. 4. a section, divi¬ 

sion, chapter, &«S;i a feast-day. 

S. parvata, s. A mountain or hill. 

sSo^rfi the sacred mountain Meru in the 

centre of the seven continents. ddra! a 

silver mountain, where Shiva resides. ^ 

a class of seven mountains ; viz. 

Soskdod, Srae^siod, sfrOaha*^, do 

doodd ddrd the mountain 

used as a churning stick at the churning of 

the milk sea. ddrd a range of moun¬ 

tains supposed to encircle the earth, wricdo 

ddr;i( a fabulous eastern mountain behind 

which the sun is supposed to rise. ^ ddrd 

a fabulous western mountain behind which 

the sun is supposed to set. tmn ddrd the red 

mountain. ddrd the black mountain, 

ddrai craw Pdrvati, the daughter of the 

Himalaya. a place of supe¬ 

rior sanctity among the Hindus, situated in 

the Kurnool country. 

s. parvata-kdka, s. A raven. 

s. parvatdri, s. A name of 

Indra. 

s. parvatdshaya, s. A 

cloud; as having a mountain for its asylum. 

s. parva-sandhi, s. The full 

and change of the moon, the junction of the 

fifteenth and first day of a lunar fortnight in 

the precise moment of the full and change of 

the moon. 

t. b. ■rfs’ss- par-vddi, [ddcraa] s, a bigot 

or zealot. 

A. C. parvu, [s&gj v. n. To run, as 

a creeper, spreading. 

A. C. "tsdjfi parrage, s. Dried leaves. 

A. c, ^d|S7\ parravige, s. A flag, stand¬ 

ard, ensign. 

A. C. parravu, adj. Old, ragged. 2. 

black. 

A. C. t5djZo parr aha, s. A kettle-drum. 

A. C. parri, s. A garment. 2. abuse, 

accusation. 3. losing a law-suit. 4. a bar 

of metal. 

A. C. parri-parrine, s. A sound 

in rending cloth. 

A. C. parruvu, S. A wood, jungle. 

A. C. par rite, s. A bed. 2. a dor¬ 

mitory. 
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A. C. s- pcirrti, [riS] s. Cotton. 

A. C. tides' parrdu, [*&] s. A kite or ea¬ 

gle. 2. death. ®. a. To vow to kill or do 

evil. 3i5 rwda gods, immortals, those who 

never die. Indra, ruler of the 

gods. 

A. o. parrparike, adj. Distinct, 

separate. 

A. C. T$<Z) paid, pron. Few, several, some, 

many, all. 

T. B. XiQJ paid, [v«] s. Fruit, reward. 2. 

result. 

S. paid, s. A weight equal to that of ten 

pagodas. 2. flesh. 

S. Zj<SJO^Vj^ palankashd, s. An imp or 

goblin. 

A. o. palangaposhu, s. A 

coverlet or counterpane. 

T. B. Tte>o7^ pdldnge. See 

A. C. rSeJOSJO paldmbdr, pron. Many per¬ 

sons. 2. a few or several persons. 

C. ojei^ljcE) paldkana-palle, s. A ve¬ 

getable so called. 

A. C. tiWAorf palaganda, s. A bricklayer, 

plasterer. 

c. & s. pala-gannd, s. Indra, 

having many eyes. 

C. plow'd palag ini-mar a, s. A tree, 

the leaves of which are eaten for the headache. 

T. B. -Rpaldge, s. A plank, hoard. 

2. a tambour or war-drum. 3. a shield. 

cdorf one who heats a tambour. 

A. C. Tj<y&>do paldbdru, [soUMd)] pro. mas. 

andfem. pi. A few, several, some, many per- 

A. c. tjei£>3, ■rfejosoa palabu, paldmbu, 
[jowjwo] v. n. To lament, ruminate, think 

anxiously. 

g. TjVGJ paldld, s. Flesh, t. b. A 

small pond. 

c. palavdri, s. A fit, swoon. 

83o to speak in one’s sleep, or in delirium. 

A. C. paldvu, pro. newt. plw. Many 

things, adj. Much, many. s3wrforfci©in many 

ways. aSoSriMf deep thought, much 

thinking. 

T. B. paldSU, s. The jack or 

bread fruit. 

g. IjCrsorfi paldndu, s. An onion, Album 

cepa and ascalonicum. 

0. paldtd, s. A dish. 

s. Tierarf palddd, S. A giant, one who eats 

flesh. 

S. TjC/3 paldydnd, $. Flight, retreat. 

to be defeated, routed, retreat, 

decamp. tfeacSMl defeated, flown, run away, 

retreated. 

T. B. 1j£rad paldrd, pusosd] s. A slight 

repast of fruits or cakes to stay the stomach. 

s. Tierae; paldld, s. Straw. 

H. TJera^J paldvu, s. The dish pillau. 

S. paldshd, s. A leaf. 2. the tree 

Buteafrondosa. 3. green colour, adj. Green. 

S. paldshi, s. A tree in general. 

S. palikni, S. An old or grey head¬ 

ed woman. 

s. palitd, s. Greyness of the hair. 

A. C. daSoo, 

pal-kadiyu, pal-gadiyu, 

pal-gdriyu, pal-moreyu, [sSgp *&] v. n. 

To grin. 2. to gnash or grind the teeth. 

C. palyd, palle, s. A vegeta¬ 

ble, any garden greens. 2. curry. The 

green produce of a garden is divided into 

leaf vegetables, and 

those of which the produce assumes the shape 

of a head, pod or fruit. 

S. Tj£>S)0^ palyankd, s. A cot, bedstead. 

2. a palankeen. 

c. palya-ltdi, S. A pod vege¬ 

table. 

s. Tj<y^c5i)^ paly ay ana, s. A saddle. 

A. 0. tky palla, s. The black bee. 

D. Tj£> o a pallanga, s. The canopy over 

an open, native palankeen. 

D. t>v ti<y pallaki, pallakki, s. 

A 'palankeen. *3jaoWJ’ *8*' rfo;f a 

palankeen pole. ornamented 

tassels in a palankeen. fringe 

or net work in a palankeen. the 

cover to a palankeen. ?3ve^cft} a pa¬ 

lankeen bearer. to carry a 
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palankeen. to get 

into a palankeen. #%%% ^VcdM to get out 

of a palankeen. 

C. Jo© &3 pall at a, adj. Overwhelmed. 2. 

altered. 3. misplaced. one’s 

residence to become changed. 

^ to make diverse or different. 2. to change 

a place of residence, for one’s health. 

T. B. pallana, A saddle. 

A. c. tte sfct) palla-mari, s. The young 

of an elephant. 

s. pallava, s. A sprout, shoot, the 

extremity of a branch, bearing new leaves. 

to shoot, sprout, Cupid, with 

an arrow of fresh shoots. g, woman, 

whose under lip is like a fresh bud. 

ri a woman, with a hand like afresh shoot. 

having new sprouts. 2. spreading, ex¬ 
tended. 

C. pallavi, s. Half a stanza. 2. the 

chorus. 

S. pallavika, s. An adulterer, pa¬ 

ramour. 

T. b. Sieges palldna, [] «. a 

horse’s saddle. 

A, C. SjS^palli, [so®] s. A house lizard. 

A. 0. pallili, s. The sun, represent¬ 

ed as toothless. 

A. C. sieg pallu, [s&oj s. A tooth. A© 

a round tooth. a red tooth. 

C' Pa^e> s. A vegetable in ge¬ 
neral. 

t. b. pallena, [s^o*?q s. a sad¬ 

dle. 

A. c. palle-pada, s. Vegetables 

in general. 

A. c. pallottu, s. A gum boil. 

s. jfagv palvala, s. a little pond. 

S. Tjai pava, s. Winnowing. 

T. B. ttt pavada, $. CoraL 

A. C. ttato pavadisu, v. n. To lie down, 

to sleep. to get up from bed, to 

rise. 

t. b. ttCcD, pavanu, pavanu, 

s. Ability, capacity. See also vi^Sao. 

S. pavana, s. The god of the wind, 

air. (feeding on air) a serpent. 

Hanumanta, JBMma. *> the god 

of wind. 

T. B. pavala, [*J,3nq s. CoraL ** 

v’zS a coral creeper. 

O. pavada, s. A practice of Jan- 

gam priests and Vishnuite mendicants, mak¬ 

ing incisions in their body, cutting off a 

member, &c., when refused alms. kJotss ssa 

tfo, sera's to act as above described. 

S. pavi, s. Indra’s thunderbolt. 

S. T&&J pavitra, adj. Clean, pure, purifi¬ 

ed. In a religious sense, it is applicable to 

one, who, by austerity and mortification, is 

released from all worldly passions and attach¬ 

ments. s. Sacrificial grass, Poa cynosuroides. 

2. the missile weapon of Vishnu. 3. cow- 

dung. 4. water. 6. the disease termed the 

fistula. 6. turmerick. the ring 

finger of the right hand, as deemed purer 

than the rest. hortti a ring for the third 

finger, made of gold. 2. a ring made of sac¬ 

rificial grass, and worn during the perform¬ 

ance of devotional exercises. 

S. pavitraka, s. Packthread, or 

a rope or net made of it. 

S. rSQS;3 pavitrita, adj. Clean, pure or 

purified (literally or metaphorically.) 

H. pavuju, s. An army, host, troops. 

C. pavuli, s. A boundary wall round 

premises. 

A. 0. ^=^(3 pawane, adv. Quickly, speed¬ 

ily, hastily. 

A. c. pavvalim, See *?sS»sl>. 

s. pashavya, adj. Fit or advanta¬ 

geous for cattle; as meadow pasturage, &c. 

S. pashu, $. An animal in general. 2. 

a beast. 3. horned cattle. 4. a goat. 5. a 

subordinate deity, and one of Shiva’s follow¬ 

ers. jSwjBtWo homed cattle, &c. a 

name of Shiva or Indr a. driving 

cattle. a r0pe for tying up cattle. 

S. pashchdt-tapa, s. Contri¬ 

tion, penitence, remorse, sorrow, repentance, 

after-wit. 2. pity, compassion, & 

to repent, be sorrowful. 

S. pashchdttu, adv. After, after¬ 

wards, behind. 
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8. d& do pashchima, s. The west. ad;. 

Western. 2. behind, hinder, after. 

s. pashyatohara, s. A 

thief, pilferer, one who steals in presence of 

the parties, and proverbially applied to gold¬ 

smiths, &c. 

C. dripasa, s. Elation, expanding with joy. 

H. ddodo pasandu, adj. Comely, hand¬ 

some, well, pleasing, nice. *SsJoria to he 

handsome, nice, pleasing, satisfactory. 

rfo ziJizk, to mate handsome, pretty, well, nice. 

A. C. drcd^ pasadana, s. Jewels, orna¬ 

ments, trinkets. 2. radiance. 

A. c. droSoosS- pasabenche, s. A tank, 

pond. 

T. B. dctedo pasarisu, v. n. To 

extend, spread, prevail, diffuse, as rays of 

light, moonshine, radiance, &c. v. a. To 

spread out, as a bird its wings. °rts?o 

illuminated by the moonlight. ** 

=#j.o* aJsSCh having stretched out her 

wings. prevalence, extension. 

A. c. dro£>, dd^ pasale, pasale, s. 

Pasturage, or the greenness or verdure which 

appears after rain. 

T. B. dcterf pasdda, s. Food pre¬ 

sented to an idol or to a priest. 2. consent, 

approval, “ I am very glad.” 

A. c. dcteoli, drteo3te pasaya, pa- 

sdyana, s. A present. 

A. c. doted, doted pasdra, pasdre, s. 

A shop. a draper’s shop. tf0-0 

rrstiri sjff'sd a brazier’s shop. ** 

e?oria a druggist’s shop. 

A. C. do) pasi, [5S&] V. n. To he hungry, 

sfbri sco©, s&© a hungry tiger. 

the hungry ruddy goose. 

c. doJ^, doi7^ pctsike, pasiye, s. A 

small fee given to government officers by 

those who bring goods to market. 

A. C. doJ^ pasivu, [aS&3>] s. Hunger, ap¬ 

petite. 

A. C. d^dp,|0) pasi-vennu, s. A young 

woman near the age of puberty. 

A. C. drdo pasu, v. a. To share, divide, al¬ 

lot, apportion. 

A. C. ddoT\ pasuye, s. A share, portion, 

part. to give a part or share. 

zSszzb to share, divide. 

C. deoosSdy', drdosSd^, droo^d^pa- 

subevala, pasumbevala, pasuvevala, 

s. A merchant, trader. 

A. C. droodo pasuru, [sS&cb] adj. Green- 

2. yellow. yellow gold. 

the greenness of grass. sSjfrrtJFsJp a 

green bodice, rice andturmerick 

mixed and used as a wave-offering. 

A. c. droods- ddods'dfio pasur-va- 

ni, pasur-varaln, s. An emerald. 

A. c. dekds-f© pasur-vanna, s. Cupid. 
P'S x 

T. B. ddj^] pasuvu, p*] s. A cow. 

A. C. dooo-f pasule, s. A hoy, young child 

of either sex. childhood, boyhood. 

H. d5oZ§ pahade, s. A mountain, hill. 

H. ddd pahare, s. Guard, custody, keep¬ 

ing. 

a. c. d^oad^, d$£r^> palanchane, 

palachchane, adv. Dartingly, flashingly, 

as lightning, &c. s. Taciturnity, silence. 

A. c. d^oedo, d^edo palanchu, pala- 

chu, v. a. To touch, feel, come in CQntact 

with, strike, as wind passing over water. 2. 

to fight, wage war with. 

C. d^•S'ooo palakisu, v. a. To addict, ha¬ 

bituate. 

A. C. d$A palaga, adj. Dried, crisped. ~ 

rt a board. 

A. C. d^&> paladi, [aS#>]‘«. Yellow. 

c. d^d^^ pala-palane, s. A rattling, 

pattering sound. 2. the sound of any thing 

brittle in breaking. 

A. c. d^cOte, d^d7\ palayige, pala- 

vige, s. An ensign, flag. 

A. C. d fj/roo palasu, V. a. To wish, desire. 

A. C. d^i pali, s. Calumny, abuse. 2. ac¬ 

cusation. 3. sin, crime. 4 cloth, v. a. To 

calumniate, accuse, blame, censure, 

critics, abusers. 

C. d^?f palika, [^83*J s. A crystal. 

A. C. d^j palitu, s. The appearance 

created by fright. 

0. d^d^ palidya, $, Sauce, condiment, or 
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curds seasoned with spices or mixed with 

acids. 

t. b. palivdvuge, [^3ristfo=#] 

s. Fellow foot. 

T. B. T^>5o?o pali-hasta, s. Fel¬ 

low hand. 

A. 0. pal.U, s. A forest, grove, wilder¬ 

ness. 2. sweepings, a wild fire. 

T. b. T$$>^ palultu, paluka, 

[$«*] s. Crystal. 

A. C. ojf pale, [aoi?] ad}. Old, ancient. *< 

f tfoas, £s? sSorixtP old women. an 

ancient, a man of old. 

A. C. Ty^j pale-watu, [ancient word] 

s. Scripture. 

A. C. fc Ahed, couch. 

A- c* ^ Patta> [*$ a A pit or hole. 2. 

low ground. *•£ in pits and ruts. 

C-^ttpaUata, [«feU] Out of or¬ 

der, topsyturvy, misplaced. s^Wsrsrio to be¬ 

come misplaced or in a wrong position. 

T. B. palli, PS] s. A small village, a 

hamlet, fffyctfcsfjto a peasant, villager. 

S. TS§^ pahsha, s. The dark or bright half 

of the lunar month. 2. a wing. 3. the 

feather of an arrow. 4. a side, flank. 5. a 

side, party. 6. partiality. 7. an argument; 

a position advanced or to be maintained. 8. 

a class, tribe. 9. the subject of an inference. 

9 in that case, in the event of, provided, 

supposing it be so. ^r the major. 

the minor. ~S;the bright lunar 

fortnight. the dark lunar fortnight. 

partiality. *J 

Slnzij to be partial, a partial 

person, partisan, 'usi* cdszti on wi10ge 

side are these ? ^ against, opposite, 

to proselyte. 

s. pakshaJca, pak- 

shalta-dwara, s. A private or back door. 

s. T5g[ai pahshaja, s. The moon. 

S. paJcshati, s. The first day of the 

half month. 

s. Tj^ep-oA paksha-bhdga, s. The flank, 

or side. 

s. paksha-mula, & The root 

or articulation of a wing. 

S. Tjgpo^ pakshdnta, s. The last day 

of either half moon, new or full moon. 

S. ^35; pnkshi, s. A bird. a bird’s 

nest. 2. a bird-cage. ri^osfc; Ga- 

ruda, the sovereign of birds. plu¬ 

mage. 

pa Jcshmi, s. A night and tw® 

days, or a day and two nights. 

S. paJcshikara, s. Favouring or 

taking the part of another. to es¬ 

pouse another’s cause, take his part. 

®> pa/eshma, s. A single thread. 2. 

the hairs of the eye-lid. 

S. trDO^o pdnkta, adjL Orderly, regular, 

linear, to put in order. 

to tell in order or methodically, 

to make sit down in rows. 

A. 0. ^“soa panga, & Form, shape, like¬ 

ness. 

A. o. true a a pdngari, v.n. To walk with 

formality, affectation, or airs. 

A. 0. "^"SOao pangu, &. Likeness. 2. shares, 

part. 3. proportion, adj. Proper, good, well. 

s. titoe&ifjj pdnehajanya, s. Vishnu’s 

conch. 2. any shell. 3. fire. gd 

Krishna, carrying a conch. 

s. •£ri>os£ep3i)Sg!z3^ pdneha-bhouti- 

ka-deha, s. The body, as composed of five 

elements. 

s. VTdozS-'OTiaj pdnchardtm, s. Officia- 

tors in the temples of Vishnu. 

s. ^DQ&5>)ej&fs8 pdnchdla-jdti, s. The 

five castes of artificers ^ viz. carpenters, bra¬ 

ziers, ironsiniths, goldsmiths, and stone-cut¬ 

ters. 

s. pdnchdla-desha, t 

One of the fifty-six countries enumerated by 

the Hindus. 

S. T^DOSffue) pdncMli, s. A name of 

Droupadi, the wife of the five Fdndu princes. 

s. ^085=3pdnehdlike, s. A doll, 

puppet. 2. an image carved on pillars. 

C- "£7t)Q2§02.)o panjibu, *. a silver orna¬ 

ment worn on the leg by females 

S. Cos'd pandara, S. A pale or yellow¬ 

ish white. 
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S. pandava, g. Of or belonging 

to the PAndus. s. Any one of the five Pan- 

du princes. 

S. pdnditya, S. Learning, know¬ 

ledge. 

A. 0. ■^TDOcsn'S^pdndiwdla, s. A cleaver 

used by fowlers. 

S. trscrk pandu, s. The name of a sover¬ 

eign of ancient Delhi, nominal father of the 

five Pdndu princes. 2. a pale, yellowish 

white, sfao* a sort of blanket or warm 

upper garment. 2. a kind of lime-stone. 

iiios£o, tnoxk) JfcjS =# land having a light 

coloured soil. s5^ apaie or white spot¬ 

ted body, said to be occasioned by the evil 

deeds of ancestors. the white 

leprosy. scar a pa]e or yellowish white, 

s. ‘^TDorf^zSiopdndya-de'sha, s. A coun¬ 

try in the south of India, comprehending 

part of the modern Tamil provinces. 

T. B. tiio^pdnta, [sfco*] adj. Methodical, 

regular. 

S. pdnthtt, s. A traveller, passenger. 

S. "b"3o7oo pains'll, s. Dust. 2. manure. 

S. tS'ZO'FjoS patnsule, S. An unchaste wo¬ 

man. 

S. pdka, s. Maturity, the state of being 

cooked or ripened. 2. the young of any ani¬ 

mal. 3. sirup, i^crioo cooked by one’s 

self. cooked by others. 

cooked by a woman, sire* to cook. sts 

^ sts S a kitchen, cook-house. 

C. paka-nadu, s. A country to 

the east so called, a class of 

Shudra fortune-tellers so called. 

S. pdka-puti, s. A potter’s kiln. 

s. kj o paka-phala, s. The caronda. 

S. pdka-yagnya, s. A burnt 

sacrifice with cooked rice, or cooking regarded 

as a sacrifice or important work. 

he who performs it. 

s. pakala, s. A sort of costus. 

s. pdka-shdsana, s. Indra, 

who destroyed the giant Pdka. 

Jayanta, his son. 

C. paid, s. The twelfth part of a dub. 

S. trz£ pdki, s. A cook. 

C. tXsa pay a, $. A place where a horse or 

elephant stands. 2. a fourth. 

C. tniArf pagada, S. A silver ornament or 

anklet worn on the legs of women. 

T. B. 7\Z$ pdgada, s. A pro¬ 

vincial dialect of Sanscrit. 

T. B. 'braAU'd, iXsTteopdgdra, pdgalu, 

s. An inclosure, fence, a rampart. 

C. pugi, s. Neatness, good order. 2. 

tact or art of doing a thing. to 

shew the art of doing a thing. tn 

A to be in good order or correct. 

T. B. Tj-Sao pdgu, [sfWJs. Sirup. 

to make sirup. sWj, Srf the 

proper temperature for boiling sirup. 

C. Cj t) ac, bj«)83o, Cj t) XSo pagu, 

pdgotu, pagote, s. A long, narrow, cloth 

turban, #>*>, to wind on a turban. 

C. traTof/ pdgula, !_*»,*«*] s. An inclo¬ 

sure, fence, mound, rampart. 

S. pdchaka, s. A cook, 

a female cook. 

T. B. tsszi-pdchi, adj. Old, ancient, 

former. water fetched on a previ¬ 

ous day, and therefore deemed impure. 

a face not washed since rising. 

T. B. pdchike, [jfttff] s. Dice. 

jsajfo to move dice. to throw 

dice. 

C. trsZdopdcku, s. The green stuff floating 

on stagnant pools, &c. 2. the unclean sub¬ 

stance which covers the teeth. 3. breast-milk 

of a female. 4. vallisneria, a blue dye or 

indigo. 

G. tn>Cf3^ pdchhchhd, s. A pasha, sover¬ 

eign, or ruler. 

H. 'jb'SSB paji, s. A servant, menial. 

C. ob"3&37\i>xj patagava, s. A singer. 

s. rj patachchara, s. A thief, 

robber. 

S. lb"? 83 Jo pdtana, $. Destruction, killing. 

S. ^rsh5<l> put ala, S. Pale red, rose colour. 

2. rice ripening in the rains, tt-hiv a 

pale red or rose colour. 

s. trs&ers^Ad, tr-s 830^^1 pdtalu- 

nagara, pdtali-putra, s. The modem 

Patna, and perhaps the ancient Palibothra, 
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S. ■£tt>&3D putali, s. The trumpet-flower. 

S. ■£ns&3o3 pdtava, s. Cleverness, talent. 

2. health. 3. eloquence. 

C. patd, s. Erasure, blotting out, 

effacing, 5cU>&cdoo to erase. 

A. c. o^U&3 pdti, s. A harlot, whore. 

C. oJ V&3 puti, s. Proportion, likeness. 2. 

suffering or experience. 3. computation, as 

applied to number, weight, measure, extent, 

or value, adj. Exact, as applied to number, 

weight, measure, or extent, w 

tjj o-ijitnUrg,Vyi) what sort of water is there 

in that tank ? rfsJ ate> s^§3 

say, what price is put on that horse ? 

*<**> «J» ofs!3 a8t*5«ftfc what is the price 

they ask for this virgin ? tr»U iS^o 

to agree, fit, suit, correspond with. 

exactly, evenly, rightly. 

S. trstefri pdtira, s. Sandal. 2. afield. 

3. a pungent root, a sort of radish. 4. the 

pith or manna of the bamboo. 5. a cloud. 6. 

a sieve. 7. tin. 8. a disease arising from wind. 

C. efo pdtu, s. Likeness, similarity. 2. 

suffering, distress, misfortune, pain. 3. la¬ 

bour, work. 4. a declining state. 5. the 

fluctuation or ebb of the tide. 6. mode, man¬ 

ner. 7. time, occasion. 8. pride, arrogance, 

presumption. 9. an affix. srith the 

toil of a labourer. itotSstS) srilb settlement, 

being settled or brought into proper order, as 

any business, riato difficulty. 2. hin¬ 

drance. 3. pride. rivWj murder. 

step Wo separation, division. xriWj ebbing, 

as the tide. vtstio settlement, rest, leisure. 

sojssJ very severe labour. wtafeJo t0 

shew the art or way of doing a thing, xtsfcdo 

to be right, to correspond with, ffakio 

a proud or arrogant man. 

a suitable man. 

S. pdtha, s. A lesson. 2. reading, 

perusal in general. 3. studying the Vedas, 

considered as one of the five great sacraments 

of the Hindus. 4. cissamjoelos hexandria. 

a lecturer. 2. a bard or singer. 

iS AoSjJj, zSsztij t0 study, commit to mem¬ 

ory. sriss t0 deliver a lesson, tnim 

^l?0 to cause a lesson to be delivered. 

sriOT A no to read a lesson. skv’o to give 

a lesson. a college, school. 

| S. pdthina, s. Sheat fish. 2. a 

public reader, or a brahman who has finished 

his studies. *$**«?* Kama, witfi a fish 

on his standard. a woman with 

an eye like a fish. 

A. c. trsziX pddaga, $. Teak wood. 2. 

an anklet. 

C. padi, s. The agio or difference in 

exchange of money. ^8o, xtsa to 

pay agio. 

C. pddiydgi, adv. Rightly, 

evenly, exactly. 

0. padu, S. Ruin, damage, destruc¬ 

tion. 2. hard work, labour. a 

laborious business. stsroA* to be very 

trying, AtsoQ a street in ruins, ststfa 

fijscg a dilapidated house, a ruin¬ 

ous or useless connexion or concern. 

A. C. "£) t)Z3jO padu, d;J v. a, Sfn. To sing, 

chant. to cause to sing. 

to teach to sing. ffsSosS'f, sri&jsSsSv’j 

a songstress. 

C. "d"3<S pdde, s. A servant or peon. 

t. b. pudya, pddyami, 

] Sm The first lunar day of either 

fortnight. 

T. B. St) P0 puna, [sh)«] s. Life. 

S. pdni, s. The hand. 

s. trs pdnindhama, s. A bel¬ 

lows. 

S. T7‘S,C'o?r pdnika, s. A sort of spoon or 

ladle. 2. a paddle. 

s. a|5o, trop$7y53Pd, trsfSb^zi 

<3, i57pHse)!&idps pdni-graha, pdni- 

grahana, pdni-pidane,pdnoukarana, 
s. A marriage, wedding. a bride, 

one wedded according'to the ritual. rtj 

sta>& =#js|Pj to wed, marry. 

S. £yi^> panini, s. A rislii, a celebrated 

grammarian. 

S. xb‘T)£,§'^',5rf pani-pada, s. A clap with 

the hand. 2. one who plays the drum or 

tabor by striking it with his hand. 

o. panivatta, s. The base of 

the linga. 

A. o. punbe, s. A whore, oJvg.<?oa 

whore-master, rake. 
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S. "^"3^ pdta, s. Palling, alighting, de¬ 

scending. 

S. pat alia, s. Sin, crime. 2. the 

cause of falling, literally or figuratively; 

alighting. st^s-S- a sinner. 

S. patana, s. Falling, descending, 

nodding, as in sleep. 

T. b. pdtara, | start,] s. a play, 

drama, or dance, ztsrttift^, start a an actress, 

dancer. srirtcSsradj, rtvrtortrto to act a play, 

to dance. 

S. ■£73gra^ patala, s. Hell, the infernal 

regions under the earth, and the abode of the 

JSfagas or serpents, stasvtf a serpent- 

deity. 2. a titan, giant, 

c. T73®?$g^& pdtdla- 

garadi, pdtdla-bhedi, s. A drag to 

catch things under water. 

A. c. i733, pdti, pddhi, s. A 

basin round the foot of a tree. 

S. pdtivratya, s. Chastity. 

S. pataka, s. Falling, frequently 

or habitually disposed to fall. 

S. pdtra, s. A play, drama, comedy, 

tragedy. 2. a dance. 3. the channel or 

course of a river. rtrtrt,;r®do to dance. stvrt^ 

drtrf}, dancing girls, start, rt, 

one scene or act in a play, sts 

dancing and cutting one’s self, as some 

devotees do in a frenzy. 

S. T^Tdilj pdtra, adj. Worthy, fit, suitable, 

■capable, adequate, s. A tame parrot, start, 

'So^rt unworthy. strtrt,rto a worthy person. 2. 

a king’s prime minister. sts>d; worthy of 

■a gift. stsrt, commendable. start) rt, rtrt 

worthiness. 

•s. ^3^Kbcd3yj pdtra-samskdra, s. 

The current of a river. 

•S. pdtre, s. A vessel in general; a 

plate, cup, jar. 2. a sacrificial vase or vessel, 

comprising various forms of cups, plates, 

spoons, ladles, &c. so used. 3. a dancing 

girl or actress. 

$. pdtre-samitha, s. A 

parasite, a person constant at feasts, but good 

for nothing else. 

•S. tr3^, '53'^rl^ pdtha, pdthassu, 

s. Water. 

S. ’£737p°o3.o pdtheya, s. Provision or 

provender for a journey. 

s. ^T3(^j3iod, pdthdda, 

pdthodara, s. A cloud. 

S. ■&3lpJe)io£)^ pdtho-dhi, 

pdtho-nidhi, s. The sea or ocean. 

S. 1^3 u) pdda, s. A foot. 2. a quarter. 3. 

a hill at the foot of a mountain. 4. a ray 

of light. 5. the root of a tree. 6. the foot 

or line of a stanza. 7. the line of a hymn 

or stanza of the rigveda. stsrtrtUrt, rt^nsorirt 

an ornament for the feet or toes. srirtw a 

Shudra, born from the feet of Bramha. sts 

3^i rs, start a shoe, start a kick, 

start duay the dust of the feet. start d,»v 

to take the dust from the feet of another and 

rub it on one’s head, as a child his parent’s 

when returning from a journey, &c. in token 

of respect. start a foot like a lotus. sta 

rt a foot-stool start So&crtw, start JjScc'oj 

to take hold of a person’s feet, as a mode of 

expressing submission or reverence. start sa 

sWo the toes. start sta$ a foot rope for 

horses or cattle. stacaort;rty the great toe. 

stadd#^ zsztk a shoe latcliet. start stoat, sta 

the extremity of the feet, start 

the instep. 2. the heel, start sad# 0ne who 

takes or steals any thing with his feet, start 

a kibe or chilblain, a sore or ulcer on 

the foot. 

S. T73ris3=3t> pdda-chdri, s. A person on 

foot, a foot soldier. 

S. pddapa, & a tree. 

A. 0. trstiti pddara, [_®add] s. Adultery, 

starts an adulteress, siaddsart) to commit 

adultery. 

S. 'tb'3C3dro pddarasa, s. Quicksilver, 

mercury. sirt siarfdrt quicksilver broken, sta 

rtrtrt =#j3ejortrtj hilling or breaking quicksilver, 

startdrtrt rbyrt a mercurial pill. 

D. ^T3 CjD pdidari, s. Any European cler¬ 

gyman or missionary. 

S. ■^T3ds pddari, s. The trumpet flower, 

s. ’£t3c33^, trim's 3 pdddta, pdddti, 

s. A foot soldier. 

C. "5^3 2i pddi, s. The basin round a tree 

for watering it. 2. [®»aJ a road, way. 
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C. pddu, s. The basin round a tree. 

2. a garden bed, a bed for plants, 

g. Iju£b7\ pdduke, pdduge. 

Wooden shoes, Jjse? worship paid to 

the wooden shoes of mendicants and other 

sacred persons. 

S. '£r3C)(o pddya, s. Water for washing 

the feet. 

S. puna, s. Drinking. 2. T. B. 

n] life. sbrij V®?* drinking spirituous liquors. 

A»^Ias a dram-shop, a place where peo¬ 

ple drink together. sfajrawW) food, drink, 

&c. si's? a drinking vessel. 

ns a a drinker, tippler. 

S. lb"3^r pdnaka, s. The cooling drink 

made from jaggory and water mixed. 2. 

the expressed juice of the sugarcane. 

d. pdna-patya, 

pdna-patti, s. A gold ornament worn on 

the head of females. 2. a present of betel, 

nutmegs, cloves, &c. 

C. bi^pdnavatta, s. The base of the 

linga. 

C. pdniya, s. Water. 2. pota¬ 

bles. Jta ?> a place where water is 

given to travellers and passengers gratis. 

C. ib'Ti'Jj papa, s. A child. 2. a doll or 

puppet. 3. the reflection of objects on the 

pupil of the eyes, also called VssJ. Thv 

V®** a young child. 

S. £) cri papa, s. Sin, transgression, ini¬ 

quity, wickedness, crime, guilt, adj. Vile, 

malignant, mischievous, destructive. This 

word is also used as an interjection, denoting 

compassion, what a sin! what a pity! poor 

thing! $c., as, 

poor thing! do not scold your daughter-in- 

law. joaii what a sin! do 

not abuse strangers. ****> a sinful act 

or deed, zh>Sj, a 

sinner, sfssgattthe extirpation of sin. 

the abounding of iniquity. V®s? 

T\dn a depraved nature. ri®s? Osorio, otssts 

siretl) to contract or commit sin. VssS sJ-3si5 

So, SvS Sss^o, SvS Sojs^rt«jsaS), 

ita* to forgive, pardon, remit, or absolve 

sin. ri)aS an ominous planet. 

ill-gotten wealth. sjrssi sin. 

ful conduct. jS^^oS a cause of sin. 

S the distress occasioned by sin. 

■ 0. VTS'J-S pdpate, S. The parting of the 

hair on a female’s forehead. zSjs^, 

SvSWt a kind of head ornament, suspend¬ 

ed on the forehead, from the parting of the 

hair. ts%tfb3% ftrtaJto, ^ to part the 

hair on the forehead. 

C. pdpare-balli, s. The 

creeper cucumi$Madraspatanus. 

H. pdposu, s. A kind of shoe 

worn by brahmans. Vb a shoe that 

does not turn up at the point. 

a shoe with a long hooked point. nsw 

a shoe that admits but a small por¬ 

tion of the foot. 

a shoe which makes much noise in walk¬ 

ing. a shoe with a small 

point. 

S. pdma, s. A cutaneous eruption, 

itch, scab. diseased with itch. 

S. pdmara, adj. Ignorant, stu¬ 

pid, foolish. 2. wicked. 3. vile, low, base. 

ri®sbd low, ignorant, or weak people. ^ 

ignorance, rudeness. 

C. pdmari, s. A woman employed 

to watch paddy fields. 

H. trsoiz pay a, s. A foundation, 

Vscdo ita the foundation of the house 

is not right. shcoo 

£>gj the way you did that business is not pro¬ 

per, eos^rSo to dig a foundation. 

H. pdyakdri, s. A tempora¬ 

ry tenant employed to cultivate the lands of 

a village and who is in general allowed a 

larger share than the settled inhabitants. 

stvofowiO# the above employment. 

H.-£n>apayamali, s. A remis¬ 

sion in taxes made to a farmer on account of 

the depredation of an enemy. 

s. ^rsakro, tru pdyasa, 

pdyassdnna, S. An oblation of rice, milk, 

and sugar. 

h. pdi-khdne, s. A privy. 

H. pdyajdme, s. Loose 

trowsers. 

A. c. pdd-dala, s. 

foot soldiers. 
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H. ^TT)cCi~t) pdidd, s. Profit, advantage 

gain. 

A. C. l5'S(55oo pdyu, fassafay] v. a. To pass, 

ford, get through or over. 2. to gore, toss. 

3. to strike against i&^rto to cross* 

ford, get over, by, or through. 

S. o5oo.pdyu, s. The anus. 

S. Ij’ad para, s. The further or opposite 

hank of a river. 2. the end, extremity. ^ 

d sijszsj to make pass or cross over. rra 

rso, steh to get through or over a diffi¬ 

culty. 5?oai>zl> to try and get over or 

through a thing, efstsdrf, boundless, 

immense. « statirfg) on that side. sfod rio^ 

work completed. 

S. SutfoXg par any at a, s. One who has 

seen to the eDd of a thing or place, or fully 

acquired a science. 

s. ^doddai), trsdozioios- pdram- 

pariya, pdramparya, s. Traditional 

instruction, tradition. 2. continuous order 

or succession. 

s. 'trsrjX pdiraga, See 

s. trdTjpd par ana, s. A cloud. 

S. ^)7)Xip5 parane, s. Eating after a fast. 

S. i5x>Tl'3o'3ji£pdratantrya, s. Subser¬ 

vience, slavery, dependence. 

S. tJ od'rf pdrada, s. Quicksilver. 

s. pdramarthi/ca, s. One 

intent upon another world. 2. an upright 

man, a benevolent man. adj. Sincere, true. 

S. T5'fdo7t)-&:&paralou/ci/ca, adj. Belong¬ 

ing or relating to the next world. 

S. pdrawashya, s. Subservi¬ 

ence to, dependence upon another. 

s. T^Dd^iS1 parashiha, $. The kingdom 

of Persia, adj. Persian, of or from Persia. 

S. pdrashwathika, s. A sol¬ 

dier or any other man armed with an axe. 

S. '£"3Crvty:5; pdrasika, See stadty*. 

s. & c. $£>;> parasta-kallu, s. 
_c CO x 

The philosopher’s stone. 

s. iS'Z'd'&^^k&zpdrastreineya, s. An 

adulterine, the son of another’s wife. 

S. ^tj-sojoro pardyana,, s. Totality, 

entireness, completeness. 2. reading a sacred 

book at so much per diem. 

S. paravata, s. A dove, pigeon. 

s. xstato\^yj pdrdvatdnghri, s. 

The heart-pea. 

s. itoStTJS£ri)d pdrdvdra, 

pdrdpdra, S. The sea or ocean. 

s. '^rsu's'^oiie" pdrdsharya, s. Vydsa, 
son of stoics, 

S. ^TDtpdrikdnkshi, s. One who 

devotes his days to devout contemplation, an 

ascetic or religious mendicant. 

S. pdrijdta, s. One of the trees 

of paradise. 2. a tree of that name. 

s. pdritathya, s. A trinket 

worn on the forehead where the hair is parted. 

s. Tjv'&TjOLpXpdripanthika, s. A robber, 

thief, highwayman. 2. a foe. 

S. pdriplava, s. Trouble from 

foreign invasion. 

S. pdribhadra, s. The coral tree 

erythrina fulgens. 2. the margosa tree. 

S. pdribhashika, adj. Tech¬ 

nical. 

A. c. ■£ro£>ai> pdriya, adj. Soft, delicate, 

bland. 

S. ■sb"S&a5jSs/ pdriydtra, s. The name 

of a mountain. 

t. b. trs 

dd pdrivdla, pdrivala, pdrivdna, pa- 

riva, [Rossis] s, A dove, pigeon. 

s. Etyd^tS^ pdrisha-desha, s. Persia. 

siDtstyo Persians. 

S. Ttydr^rf pdrishada, s. A spectator, a 

person present in an assembly, or congrega¬ 

tion. 

S. ■£n>do3'3t)j5! pdri-Jidrika, s. A maker 

of garlands. 

s. '^radca'aajcs' pdrihdrya, s. A brace¬ 

let worn by women. 

s. ib"sd^o^| pdrxndra, s. A lion. 

S. Ttyd^PS pdirina, s. One who has seen 

to the end of a thing or place. 2. one well 

versed in a science. thorough know¬ 

ledge. 

s. pdrikshita, s. A king, Ja- 

namejaya, son of 
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A. C. '&7)do paru, s. A pent roof. 2. a 

boat. 3. t. b. end, extremity. 4. a 

car or chai-iot of the gods, sometimes serving 

as a seat or throne, and at other times carrying 

them through the skies self-directed and self- 

moving. 5. a desert or an empty place. 

tij ste>& to transport. 

A. C. tTDTjo pdru, v. n. To look, seek for. 

2. to fly, flee, escape, a bird 

which flies. to cause to fly. 

A. c. trsdoozo^ pdrumbale, s. The dis¬ 

cus of Vishnu, ^crfo Vishnu. 

C. trsdod pdrupatya, s. Management, 

superintendence. sMfctfJl&rwd a manager. 

C. ‘SvzdodvbtgA pdru-mane, 

paru-mulige, S. A gable or pent-roof. 

A. c. tb'D'do^ pdruva, I osstioai s. A brah¬ 

man. 

c. 757 do <S5j, ib'D do 3d 63 pdruvatte, 

paruvuta, s. Hunting. ststijmU to 

see a hunt. 

S. d57>dozd§parushya, s. Abuse, reproach, 

scurrilous language, an opprobrious or un¬ 

friendly speech. 2. harshness, severity, vio¬ 

lence,either in deed or word. per. 

osnal injury, assault, violence of blows. 

ti defamation, abuse, violence of words. 

A. 0. 757>d pare, s. A prostitute, harlot, 

whore. 2. a rock, bed of stone. 3. a 

crowbar. 

S. ib’D CpS" partha, S. A name of Arjun. 

Vishnu, the charioteer of Arjun. 

ArjUna’s son. 

S. trD^c-£> pdrthiva, s. A K&hatriya. 

xts§Fs5^ori) a king. 

A. C. tlD^c- pdrva, [eoadxs] s. A brahman. 

sfaSrS a brahmany woman. 

S. £) parvana, s. A particular fu¬ 

neral ceremony, at which double oblations 

are offered; three cakes to the father, paternal 

grandfather, and great grandfather; and three 

to the maternal grandfather, his father, and 

grandfather; and the crumbs of each sent to 

the remote ancestors in each line. 2. the 

cake itself. 

S. ’Sb'DojE' §>pdrvati, [daughter of the moun¬ 

tain] s. Parvati, the wife of Shiva. 

tfssJrSvxb Kartikeya. 

S. 757'E'd^pdirshva, s. A side. 2. a part. 

3. the body below the arm-pit. sfttjjr siSr, 

a person who is near one. uw 

the right side. DS sfs^r the left side. sfa^F 

sirass* t0 speak in one’s favour. 

S. ‘sb''D'£\c"rf parshada, S. A spectator, a 

person present in a congregation or assembly. 

s. ■£rsi\ S' pdrshni, s. The heeL 

an enemy in the rear. 

S. trzzd^tooSo pdrshneya, s. Anameof 

Vishnu. 

C. pdrri, s. Method, order. 

A. 0. Tdvdjj pdrru. See 

T. b. iOrzdgz-pd pdrrvana. See sfstfrrt. 

S. 'tb'D&’S* pdlaJca, s. A cherisher, preserver, 

guardian, protector. 

D. trzti-o- pdlaki, [s^-s-J s. A palankeen. 

a marriage procession with 

music, the young bride and bridegroom being 

carried in a palankeen. the 

tenth stellar mansion, exhibiting the appear¬ 

ance of a palankeen pole. 

A. c. 75z&7<ti&o pala-gadalu, s. The 

milk-sea. tfwrtaiv Lakshmi, born from 

the churning of the milk sea. 

S. 757j<Z)~itXi^ palaghna, s. A mushroom. 

C. trs&z§ palade, [ssej:f]s, A child’s feed¬ 

ing vessel. 

S. ib’DCJ'jS palane, S. Cherishing, protecting, 

nourishing, nursing, preserving, taking care 

of. sfas&j to nourish, cherish. 

a nourisher, protector, guardian- 

s^®31 nourished. 

S. poll, s. A rampart. 2. a line. 3. 

a bridge. 

C. 757><$jo palu, s. A share, portion, division 

or allotment, to divide into 

shares. tm&A to share the price of an 

animal owned by one and reared by another. 

2. to rear an animal on this condition. *f*0 

3 a farmer who shares with govern¬ 

ment in the produce of the land he cultivates. 

a partner, sharer. 

sfsen, the far¬ 

mer’s share of a crop, oik the govern¬ 

ment or owner’s share of a crop. 

to give a share or part. is sometimes 
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added to cardinal numbers for the purpose of 

forming multiplicative numbers; as, sh> 

*» quadruple. 

A. c. pdlu, s. Milk. 

Ci trD&ygj, pdlu-tuttu, 

pal-tuttu, s. White vitriol or sulphate of 

o. pdlu-madi-jola, s_ 

A red variety of the great millet. 

A. C. iSrto'zLtb palumaddi, s. A fra¬ 

grant incense. 

C. pdlumdru, v. n. To he 

weary, indolent, to delay. 5fc»a=# delay, 

slowness, tardiness. 

A. C. Tbtxy lieo pdl-gadalu, s. The milk- 

sea. shw zSu Lakslimi, sprung from the 

churning of the milk sea. 

A. 0. "£ri>S^o pdl-dene, s. A tender or 

young ear of corn. 

S. pdvaka, s. Agni, the god of 

fire. 2. a saint or person purified by religi¬ 

ous abstraction. 

IS. puvatige, s, A step or stair. 

to erect steps, staSISrt 

the steps of a tank. the stairs 

of a house. 

C. pdvada, pdvade, s. 

A cloth, garment, petticoat. 2. a tent or 

any halting place, ¥15^ to put on a 

petticoat. 

S. pdvana, adj. Pure, purified, s. 

Purification. 2. penance. 3. water. 

S. pdvani, [son of s. Sanu- 

manta. 2. JBJiima. 

x>. iSD'zi'S, trztid pdvale, pdvali, s. 

The fourth part of a rupee. 

C. pdvase, s. An aquatic plant so 

called. 

A. c. pdvddiganu, [safari 

<*] s. A snake charmer. 

C. pdvu, [as»3Sf| s. A serpent. 2. a 

quarter of any thing. 3. a weight equiva¬ 

lent to four seers. a. quarter of a 

[eer. six rupees weight. ^ 

three rupees weight. 

T. B. pdvuge, s. Wooden 

shoes. 

A. c. pdvuda. See staste. 

S. pushci, s. A fetter, chain, bond, tie; 

the string for fastening tame animals, or the 

net or noose for catching birds, &c. 2. in 

composition with words signifying hair, it 

denotes quantity, as, much or flow¬ 

ing hair; in composition with it denotes 

beauty; as, a handsome ear; in 

composition with and other words, it 

denotes depreciation; as, a shabby 

umbrella. 

s. pdshaka, s. Dice- 

G. Tb^aJlLsQtf, ‘d'S^TVod pdshd- 

khora, pdshd-gdra, s. A cheat, fraudu¬ 

lent person, inveigler. 

S. pashi, s. Yaruna, armed with a 

noose. 

t. b. fbT>&7^ pdshike, pdshige, 

[siatfsq s■ Dice. 

s. pdshupata, s. A Shivite sect 

so called. 

S. pdshupatdstra, s. A 

kind of arrow which has been charmed. 

S. Thao's!pdshupdlya, s. The bu¬ 

siness of a grazier. 

C. pdshe, s. An aquatic plant. 

s. 4^ pdskchdtya, adj. Western. 

s. A Turk. 

S. pdshanda, s. The sect that 

denies the existence of god, or which regards 

self only as god. 2. heterodoxy, infidelity* 

scepticism. sfax!,ozg?k, sta^oa a heretic, one 

who believes that he himself is god, &c. ft* 

cists s^oa one extremely devoted to his religion, 

a warm religionist. 

S. T5x>Tlj>Yc> pdshdna, s. A stone in 

general. 2. arsenic in its natural state; 

some native doctors enumerate 12, and others 

32 varieties. stairs a 

mason’s chiseL tfa)o* a dolt, block¬ 

head. the state of a stone. 

A. 0. ■^T'Sro&3 pdsati, s. Likeness, corres¬ 

pondence, equality, proportion, stas^atraria 

rb not to be able, not to be adequate to, not 

to be equal to, in beauty, &c. ^ta 

egj »***> y0U are not equal to Rama. 
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C. 'sb"3rd"3cE> pusale, s. An earthen vessel 

with a long mouth, a hu.ju or goglet. 

A. C. trsTio pdsu, V' a. To spread 

out, diffuse, extend, adj. Fetid, stinking, bad. 

A. C. pase, s. A kind of grass. 

T. B. ob'D^' paid, s. The forehead. 

C. pdla, s. A bar, lump, or mass of 

metal. 2. an ingot, rfoo&rt tr&tf a large 

piece of iron attached to the native harrow. 

tfuaOrt iron attached to the sowing ma¬ 

chine. an ingot of gold. 

C. Q palati, s. Spying, lurking, lying 

in wait, as a thief, &c. to lurk, 

spy. Ssaccfoo to trace, as a thief. 

rredpto a spy, watcher. 

S. pdlaya, s. An army. 

S. trs<$ pall, s. Row, range, line. 2. sport, 

fun, gaiety, hilarity. 3. the edge of a sword, 

knife, &c. 4. a mark, spot, staia 5. the 

tip of the ear. 6. the haunch or hip. 7. the 

bank of a lake or reservoir. 

S. palika, s. The lobe of the ear. 

A. 0. palu, [ffisv’o] s. Ruin, waste, 

desolation, destruction, stsvb a house in 

ruins, tfw* an unwashed face. 

C. pale, pdle- 

vu, pdleya, s. See tfWo*. 2. the coun¬ 

try under a petty chieftaia 3. the suburbs 

of a city. ;t®i?nsri a petty chieftaia 

C. bh'^jo&3 paleya, s. A halting place. 

A. C. palevu, See ^vJo. 

A. c. pdl-degula, s. A dila- 

pidated temple. 

A. 0. pal-mane, s. A house in 

ruins. 

C. pdlya, See sftfo*. 

A. c. bo&3% pinkuli, s. Morose or harsh 

language. 

S. • bo7\ ping a, s. A tawny colour. 

A. c, hoAZi pingade, adv. Behind, in the 

A. c. &0Q7\O3 pingalu, s. Eventide, even- 

S. bOf\^ ping ala, s. The fifty-first year 

of the Hindu cycle of sixty. 2. a tawny co¬ 

lour. 

C. boA^pci) pingalisu, v. a. To effect. 

G. bo7\X>fS pingdni, s. China ware of any 

kind, as plates, cups, saucers, &c., but espe¬ 

cially a plate. i>°n$ri a China cup, mug, 

or basin. 

s. bo7\s^ pingdksha, s. Shiva, with a 

tawny eye. 

A. C. bo A3 pingu, [Soorb] v. a. To retire, 

retreat, go back. 2. to be exhausted or soak¬ 

ed in. &>orirf without returning or retiring. 

C. bo A3 pingu, s. Green or unripe fruit. 

S. bo<$ pinchha, s. A peacock’s tail, 

S. bo8d pinja, s. Cotton. 2. turmeric. 3. 

killing. 

s. bodz~6, bozio pinjara, pinjala, s. 

A tawny or reddish yellow, adj. Tawny or 

reddish yellow. 

A. 0. bodjQ pinjari, s. Silver. ^ 

Simla's abode, a silver mountain. 

c. bosd^A, bo&SJ pinjariga, pinjala, 

s. A kind of bird. 

C. t)Ojyt>x3js^A pinjari-roga, s. A_di¬ 

sease affecting cattle. 

0. liOcEsd pinjara, s. A cotton beater. 

£&=# the basket into which cotton is 

beaten, tiossdtf s3^o a cotton beater’s bow. 

tjossd a stout coarse kind of thread, 

loo'ssdrf the catgut string of a cotton 

beater’s bow. 

0. &03§ pinji, s. The outer part of a win¬ 

dow or door-wall- 

A. C. oboEy0 pinju, [2oow] ,3. a. To hatchel, 

card, teaze, pull out, as cotton, 

tio&s* to hatchel cotton, wodcria^ Sjo&t to 

hatchel wool. 

S. pinjusha, $. The wax of the 

ear. 

0. boi£ pinje, S. The end of a cloth plaited 

or drawn together in folds, 

to plait folds in and put on a 

lower cloth. i>os3c& the plaits of a cloth 

tucked in behind. dcooSjee? the front plaits 

of a cloth. SootiotS the hind plaits of a cloth. 

S. pinda, s. A lump, heap, cluster, 

quantity, or collection. 2. a ball, globe. 3. 

a mouthful, or a roundish lump of food, con¬ 

sidered as equivalent to a mouthful 4. an 
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oblation to deceased ancestors; as a ball or 

lump of meat or rice mixed up with milk, 

curds, flowers, &c. 5. a gift in honour of 

deceased relations. 6. the foetus or embryo, 

in the early period of gestation. kczf^rScrio, 

formation of the foetus. 

soeoiw the foetus to grow. &°a5 ntfjrtj the 

foetus to move about. wdo the 

foetus to quicken, men and beasts, as 

born from the womb. e/ucw^ 

to take a mouthful of food. && to cast 

part of the offering to the manes, into a ri¬ 

ver, for fish, &c., to eat. to place an 

offering for the manes before a company and 

worship it. to distribute part of 

it in alms. 

S. pindaita, adj. Perfect, well, 

correct. &&& 

z&scctoj to cast an image in a proper state, 

or to do it nicely. 

C. pinch, [8oo&] s. A bundle, parcel, 

burden. tio& a bundle of betel leaf. wsi 

&oa a bundle of cloths. to tie 

up a parcel or bundle. to lay a 

burden on an ox, cart, &c. =#js^o 

to carry a burden. &o& to let down a 

burden. to open a parcel. 

S. bobtf pindika, s. The nave of a wheel. 

S. bo^so&^E’d pindi-kharjura, s. 

Dates in lumps. 

A. C. Ebodo pindu, rsoot&l Si Mass, collec¬ 

tion, heap, accumulation, drove, herd. 

rtjjqp to be collected, accumulated, assembled. 

A. c. boS, Ebo^o, boz>, Ebodo pinte, 

pintu, pinde, pindu, adv. Afterwards, 

subsequently, behind. 2. formerly, before. 

they said it 

is wonderful, there never was the like in the 

universe before, to take back, ko 

the hind part. wtb. to come behind, 

to follow. which followed, &)oijs<b 

to stay behind; to remain, be left behind. i>° 

to leave behind. =&><£» young or 

unripe fruit, fcotfSccto to shoot behind or 

after. 

C. bo$ pinne, s. An earthen basin or dish. 

A. 0. bo2oaC^o pim-bagalu, s. Eventide, 

evening. 

S. bi$ pika, s. The Indian cuckoo, Cuculus 

Indicus. tjp the note of the 

cuckoo. 

C. ob^Dp7NJe)S3 pikali-guta, s. An idol 

car resembling the tower of a temple gate¬ 

way. 

s. EiS'dz^s-^ pikavardhana, s. A crow. 

0. b&Vj pikilu, V. n. To burst through 

undue tension. a burst bag of 

com. a jacket which has burst. 

v. a. To burst. 

C. b&^fei pikkata, adj. Overflowing, full 

or bursting from the increasing size of what 

is contained. 

C. br&jj pikki, adj. Weak, impotent. 2. 

timid, diffident, cowardly. a diffi¬ 

dent disposition. So-a^crfosi^o a 

weak man. 2. a timid man. 

A. C. b&o^ pikku, [80^4] v. a. To sepa¬ 

rate, to put asunder. 2. to pluck or gather, 

as flowers. ^4 to disentangle or separate 

the hair. ’-^4 to separate cotton. 

C. obiy^ pikku, s. Evasion, unintelligible 

deceptive speech. 2. fault-finding. 

0. b&o^Tt, btfo^gv, bTfylpf pikku- 

liga, pikkulika, pikalika, s. A kind of 

bird. 

0. b/\^€^ pigalakki, s. A small black 

bird with red feathers under the tail. 

C. EjAOtjo piguru, s. A kite or hawk. 

S. bZa-ozi pichanda, s. The belly. 

o a pot-bellied man. 

H. Eb83=i>&> pichddi, See 

G. Ei&JtJfS pichdna, s. Abed. 

■*> to lay out a bed. 

h. Ebes^&aSodtta pichdriyavaru, s. 

Persons who quilt old rags and sell them. 

s. E>&3o, Ejpichu, pichu-tula, 

s. Cotton. 

S. ob8&3r pichuka, s. The plant Vangue- 

ria spinosa. 

S. Ebg&dood pichumanda, s. The bead 

tree, Melia azadirachtah. 

g. btjr-jO pichula, s. The tamarind tree. 

S. bzl-J£pichchata, s. Lead. 2. tin. 

A. 0. Ebe^ dcs pichchavana, s. Flesh, 
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A, c. bz& Z$)pci7\ pichchavuniga, s. 

Nirruti, who eats flesh. 

A. C. b& cbss^rTb pichchalipu, 

pichchalisu, v. n. To shine or spread 

forth, as light or radiance. 

C. bzi- pichchi, adj. Foolish, delirious, 

mad. s. Insanity, madness. 

a foolish or mad man. Soacdoo to 

become mad or deranged. 

C. pichchike s. The dung of sheep, 

rats, birds, &c. 

C. ^ooS5®3iX)'S pichchukunte-jdti, 

s. A class of mendicants. 

C. b?Sr pichche, s. The stone of some 

fruits. 2. a berry. 3. defect in measure or 

weight, adj. Foolish, mad, insane. 

a tamarind stone. a deficient 

seer, w1;# defective measure. 

deficient weight. a weak 

or insane mind. a game resembling 

marbles, t 

to throw marbles. "Vo to become foolish. 

H. pichhddi, s. The hind part. 

Sot^ a horse’s heel ropes. 

the strap of the heel rope which goes on the 

foot of a horse. 

S. &>s3 pichhchhi, s. The gum of the silk 

cotton tree. 2. the tail of a peacock. 3. a 

crest. 

S. b<£ "3 pichhchhile, s. The silk cotton 

tree.** 

S. b &3 pita, s. A basket for holding grain, 

a sort of granary made of bamboos or canes. 

S. b&jrz pitaJca, s. A basket; a large-basket 

or receptacle of basket work for keeping 

grain, &c. a granary. 2. a pimple. 3. a 

box, trunk, or chest. 

C. bk5bs3'ftjdprd7\3 piti-piti-gonagu, 

v. n. To mutter or grumble when dissatisfied 

or vexed. an incantation which 

is muttered. the oozing of matter 

from a digested sore. 

T. B. bbj^ pittu, ["".J s. Meal, flour. 

c. pittu-pidwgane- 

sayu, v. n. To die without a struggle, as 

by lightning, &c. 

C. pitte, adj. Forked, cloven, divided 

into two branches, shoots, &c. zJdVo a 

cloven finger. ^ia^i a cloven mangoe, 

s. b^d,b"^Q pithara, pithari, s_ a 

pot or pan. 

A. C. bQ> pidi, [8o&] s A female elephant. 

2. the grasp. 3. a handle, haft, hilt. adj. 

Feminine, obstinate. 

to take hold of, seize, hold. 

c. pidiche, s. A handful. 

A. C. bdza piduga, S. A strong, powerful 

man. 

A. C. bdz AO pidugu, s. A thunderbolt, 

c. pini-dlada-mara, 

s. A variety of the banyan tree. 

A. C. tipIfcO pimlu, s. A woman’s long 

hair. 

S. b^jrtf pinydha, S. The caked sedi¬ 

ment of seeds from which' oil has been ex¬ 

pressed. 

S. pitdmaha, s. JBrumha, the 

great progenitor. 2. one who originates a 

race. 

G. b&ZjdQ, pituri, pituvari, s. 

Intrigue, plot, treason, deception. 

s. bsf^, b^xj, bs$ pitri, pitara, pita, 

s. A father. 2. the manes, or the deceased 

and deified progenitors of mankind, inhabit¬ 

ing a peculiar region or heaven. a 

present made on the behalf of ancestors. ^ 

a cemetery, a place where dead bodies 

are burned or buried. "V, jt» like a father. 

2. a father’s place, a father’s 

mother. 2. evening, twilight. 

endangering a father, worship of 

the manes by oblations of water, food, &c. 

"^",5 a paternal uncle. 

a father’s sister. M the day of 

the new moon, on which it rises invisibly, 

and on which offerings are made to the 

manes of ancestors. 

S- b^ pitta, s. Bile, the bilious humour* 

a plant adapted to remove bile, moon 

seed, monisjpermum glabrum. fcijd a 

bilious fever. 

D. b^VZ-kS pittaldta, s. Cheating; wheed¬ 

ling, defrauding, dishonest dealing. 

S. b'&Jg, pit tali, pit tali, [&3S, 

v] s. Brass. 



S. pitrya, s. A father’s elder brother. 

s. b3jo& pitsanta, s. A bird. 

s. ^3 pidhana, s. A sheatli, cover, lid, 

wrapper. 

S. pinaddha, adj. Clothed, accoutred, 

dressed. 

S. pinaka, s. The bow of Shiva. 

kpa-S- Shiva. 

S. pinakini, s. The river Pennar, 

which rises near Nundydroog and flows into 

the sea near Nellore. 

s. &>TiB£\s&) pipatishattu, s. A bird. 

S. b'd'Sroj pipdsita, pipdsu, 

adj. Thirsty. s. Thirst. 

S. bb^&j§ pipilike, s. A large black ant. 

S. pippala, s. The holy fig tree, 

Ficus religiosa. 

S. pippali, [So3^®] s. Long pepper. 

A. C. pippi, [Sotx,] s. The pith of wood. 

2. chewed sugar-cane. 

A. C. b^ pippu, [8o%] v. a. To liatcliel, 

open, card, tease, or disentangle, as cotton, &c. 

S. bT^y^piplu, s. A freckle, pock, mark. 

D. bxjoJ\ pirangi, S. A great gun or can¬ 

non. 2. a Trank or European. 

A. C. piri, [SoO] adj Great, large. 2. 

old, ancient. 3. much. v.n. To separate 

one’s self from another. 2. to become dis¬ 

joined or separated into branches. 

C. bt>-& piriki, s. Dread, horror, terror, adj• 

Diffident, timid, modest. diffidence, 

modesty, timidity. 

A. C. fb£>B£> piritini, s. A spirit, demon, 

devil, imp, hobgoblin. toMscsfaw^, tiOSScrija's^ 

Shiva, lord of the imps. 

A. c. barf'dpiridappdyu, s. A 

great age. 

A. C. LSrfo piridu, adj.. Great, large, big, 

huge, important. an important 

affair. 

A. c. Sotirfoc90 dd, pin¬ 
ts® 

dunnuvava, piridumbuvava, s. A 

glutton, a great eater. 

A. C. b&hQo5co piripiriyu, v. a. To un¬ 

string, as beads. 

A. c. piri-akka, s. An elder 

sister. 

A. C. bbcSodo piriyaru, s. Elders, seniors, 

ancestors. 

o. !o5>o3ja)i, piri-dshe, piri- 

(ise, s. Covetousness, avarice. 

A. C. £)£>£)& pirividi, adv. In order, me¬ 

thodically. 

H. obo5ja>c" piryddi, S. Complaint. »> 

crtror&o&rf a plaintiff. SSSStya^ sli»£So to make 

a complaint. 

C. b~8j pirre, S. The posterior. 

the buttocks or posteriors. 

c. be), bS pilli, pille, s. A silver orna- 
co oo 1 J 

ment worn on the toes. ^ a silver 

ring worn on the little toe. ^g> a silver 

ring, with small bells, worn on the toe next 

to the little toe. 

S. bzOA pishanga, s. A tawny colour. 

adj. Tawny. 

S. bWdz£ pishdcha, s. A demon, evil 

spirit, fiend, or malevolent being, always des¬ 

cribed as malignant. a female imp. 2. 

a person possessed. 3. a demon, ty/05^ t) 

a deceased brahman supposed to walk the 

earth in the form of a demon, iisst? a 

deceased Mussulman in the form of a sprite, 

and supposed to be the most tenacious in his 

attacks, an imp which tells its 

possessor where any thing desired is. 

C. b‘% pishi, s. The down or nap on the 

rough or wrong side of cloth. 2. a sliver 

on boards. 3. roughness on paper. 

S. b$i& pishita, s. Flesh, a giant eat¬ 

ing flesh. 

S. pishuna, s. A tale-bearer, spy, in¬ 

former. 2. a cruel or wicked man. 

tale-bearing, mischief-making. 

S. pishta, s. The meal or flour of any 

thing that is ground. 2. lead, a meal cake. 

s. bvL^-^j pishta-chakra, s. A sort of 

round cake with a hole in the middle. 

s. bzL^j&iS pishtapachana s. A boiler, 

seether, saucepan. 

S. bT5j^>^pishtdtalca, s. Perfumed pow¬ 

der for scenting rooms, garments, &c. es¬ 

pecially the scented dust which the Hindus 

sprinkle over each other at the holi or Spring 

feast. 
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A. C. brto&i pisulcv, [So**] V' a_ To 

squeeze or press with the hands, .to shampoo. 

T. B. pisuna, [“!)*£] s. An inform¬ 

er, tale-bearer, mischief-maker. 2. a miser. 

A. C. pisupu, v. n. To shine, be ra¬ 

diant. a shining face. 

C. bcoa'dj pisuru, adj. Rough, not smooth 

or clear, as a liquid or powder. 2. sticky. 

to be rough or sticky. 

C. £)7oOf|S3^<^lj pistu-bilu, v. n. To be quite 

exhausted, *3^ zSjstij to carry till ex¬ 

hausted. 

C. bb^3di>7\Z)i pissi-tojalu, s. The cuti¬ 

cle or outer skin. 

S. bZo^ pihita, adj. Covered, hidden, con¬ 

cealed. 

C. pila-pila-kamu-bi- 

du, v. n. To stare, glare. 

A. C. pililu, v.n. To let fall from the 

hand. 

C. b$ pill any 6- 

vi, pUlan-golavi, s. A fife. 

C. 5a cOa pillapisara-kui, s. 

Asparagus racemosus. 

C. b?jiA5 pillari, S. Ganeslia, the god of 

difficulties. 

c. b^, b^ bti* pirn, pille, 

pille-pisike, s. A child. a babe. 

** (i a female child. a male 

child. 

A. C. b<$^ pillu, s. Flesh. 

C. pille-Mi, s. Rafters of a 

pent roof joined at equilateral triangles. 

C. pille-juttu, s. A small lock 

of hair either before or behind the long lock 

left on the crown of the head of males. 

H. pikadani, s. A spittoon. 

C. b^o, b^asSij^ piku, piki-kollu, 

v. a. To pluck up, root up, eradicate; to wrest 

out of another’s hands. 2. to turn out of a 

situation or employment. 

wrangling, trouble, difficulty, to 

wrangle, quarrel. 

C. b°Z&o, bf&P pichu, piju, 3. The stringy 

or fibrous part of plants and fruits. 2. coir. 

3. the villous or wrong side of cloth. 

•****31 a stringy mango. to be stringy 

or fibrous. Sa* a syringe. 

S. bfjtf pitha, s. A seat, chair, stool. 2. a 

throne. 3. the seat of a religious student, 

made properly of cusa grass. 4. the seat or 

residence of a superior spiritual guide, guru, 

or bishop. 

s. s&cSs’jo, pitha-mar- 

dana, pitha-marda, s. A man described 

as being peculiarly attached to the class of 

women denominated 2. a catamite. 

S. b^§ pithi, s. A large throne, 

s. b^>$ pithike, t. b. ^83 =5 pitike, 

s. A preface, preamble. k* to read 

the preamble. wdecoo to write apreface, 

H.b^p> pidi, s. Generation. hs-pA for 

three generations, Sj^accfcre?N, 

in lineal descent, from generation to genera¬ 

tion. 

S. b^nS, pide, pidana, s. Vexation, 

pain, suffering, anguish. £^a* to teaze, im¬ 

portune, vex, torment. vexed, teazed, 

annoyed. the act of teazing. s3 

to be in anguish or pain. to 

be relieved of pain. 

S. b^ pita, s. Yellow, the colour. 2. part. 

Drunk. a yellow cloth, 

v«e Krishna, wearing such a garment, 

s. b^siZj'dtfo, b^&zijj pita-darn, pita- 

dr u, s. A sort of pine. 

S. b^&jj pitana, s. The hog plum, Spon- 

dias mangifera. 

S. b°3$Jd^ pita-loha, s. Yellow brass, 

queen’s metal, or a mixed metal resembling 

gold. 

s. c\)c\£^pita-ivasassn, A yellow 

garment. 2 Krishna, as wearing one. 

S. b°& piti, s. A horse. 

S. pina, adj. Fat, bulky, corpulent. 2. 

broad, wide, large. 

S. pmasa, s. A cough or catarrh. 2. 

a cold affecting the nose. 

C. b^ci-^p-^) pinasa-piivu, s. The poly¬ 

pus in the nose. 



T. B. <b°£)oJ pinisi, See 

b. pinddni, s. A cow with a full 

and distended udder. 

H. b°Rj, b^trvc&o pipe, pipdi, s. A cask 

or vessel. 

S. piyusha, s. Ambrosia, nec¬ 

tar, the food of the gods. 

A. C. b^do piru, f&tdfj v. a. To suck in, 

drink in, as the earth does water, &c. 

A. C. pirchu, v. a. To draw or 

suck in. 

C. |^£>e*l§<Qs3'do, logos' pirla-devaru, 

pirlu, s. An image in the form of a hand, 

worshipped by Mussulmans at the Mohurum. 

C. pirla-mara, s. The guava 

tree. 

C. b^& pili, s. Casting lots, t>^©t bsWo to 

cast lots. 2. a peacock, a peacock’s feather. 

3. a cat. **3,^ an umbrella of peacock’s 

feathers. Sn© fiew s. A cat’s eye. 2. the 

eyes or stars in a peacock’s tail. 

S. b°m pilu, s. A tree so called. 2. an 

elephant. 

s. pilu-parni, s. A plant so 

termed. 

S. h^Z$d pivara, adj. Fat, large. 

cL'5 a cow with a large and distended udder. 

C. piSU, s. The fibres or villi of 

plants, fruits, cloth, &c. the down 

or nap on the wrong side of cloth. ^ 

So the fibres or strings in some fruits, as 

mangoes, or on the shells, as of some cocoa- 

nuts. So'cSo to he villous, fibrous, or 

stringy. 

S. b^ pilaka, s. The large black ant. 

A. C. by^i\ pilige, s. Lineage, generation, 

line of descent, a descendant. 

S. ■J^pSO punltha, s. The concave end of 

an arrow that rests on the string. 2. the 

feathered part of an arrow. sjoso 

arrow upon arrow. 

s. punkhi-bhuta, mij. 

Cramped, crowded, thickset. 

S. 4°7'^ pungava, adj. {in comp.) Ex¬ 

cellent, preeminent, s. An ox. sfc»3 

S. punja, s. A heap, quantity, collec¬ 

tion. to amass, collect, 

x nit 3. 

c. qjjO3J punja, adj Stout, robust, hale. 

Sr-sss ri a stout body. a hale 

or robust man. to be stout or robust. 

A. C. punju, [aisow] s. A cock. 

C. sJjO'rf, punda, pundu, adj. 

Mischievous, quarrelsome, wicked, 

a fornicator, adulterer, a licentious, depraved 

and wicked character. ^)oSrre§ an adulteress, 

sjodad, djodsy mischievousness, wickedness. 

^)osst3i#^ to do mischief, 

to reform, abandon bad habits. 

s. XjodVQ^pundarika, s. A white lotus. 

2. the elephant of the south east quarter. 3. 

a tiger, leopard. 4. a white umbrella, one 

of the insignia of royalty, 

a name of Vishnu, whose eyes are 

compared to the white lotus. 

C. pund'i, s. The name of a plant, of 

which the leaves are used in curry, and the 

stalks reduced to a coarse fibre, or hemp, of 

which sackcloth or gunny is made. 

the seeds of it, used with curry and also mix¬ 

ed with some other seeds to make oil. 3)°at 

the leaves of it, used as a vegetable. 

the fibres of it, used as hemp. 

?fo© a small cord made of it. 

C. pundu-mdtu, s. An ob¬ 

scene, filthy speech, a falsehood, lie. 

s. l&odj, pundra, pundraka, 

s. A horizontal mark made on the forehead 

with ashes, &c. 2. a red variety of the com¬ 

mon sugarcane. a triple horizontal 

mark on the forehead made with ashes. 

rJjcdj nrsB a person wearing such a secta¬ 

rian mark. r^jod) the perpendicular 

sectarian marks. 

s. pundraka-dhwani, s. 

The younger Pdndu prince’s conch. 

S. pundrekshu, s. White su¬ 

garcane. ^pdod JCdma, having a 

bow made of the white sugarcane. 

A. c. punnive, [s&orfsj] s. Full 

s. ^jo^jba punndga, See 

S. C^O^AS^UB^ pun- 
the chief of sages, u-ise djcria the most cele¬ 

brated of kings. 
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ndga-todi, punndga-varaU, s. The 

name of a tune. 

S. pum-bhdva, s. The nature of 

man. gyako to be acquainted with 

the nature of man. 

S. ^)O30 pumsjichali, s. A harlot or 

unchaste woman. 

S. IjpTo pumsa, $. A man, manhood, viri. 

lity. 

s. pumsavana, s. The first of 

the essential ceremonies of Hindu initiation; 

a religious and domestic festival, held on the 

mother’s quickening. 

S. pumstwa, s. Manhood, virility. 

a superior or very excellent 

man. 

C. pukali, pukuli, s. 
The anus. 

n. ^jj3T>5’ pu- 

kdra, pukdru, pukdrd, pukdr, s. 

Rumour, report, alarm, a loud noise. *3 ^3 

wto excite an alarm, raise an 
uproar. 

C. pukka, s. An anvil. 2. a tail. 

C. pukka, pukkanu, s. 

A timid, diffident man. 2. a coward. 

C. ^XSS, t^j)7pukkate, pu- 

gate, pugase, adv. For nothing, without 

any object in view, gratis, adj. False, un¬ 

true. ^jonrs apocryphal scriptures. 

a falsehood. *3^8 ud> to come 

for nothing. *3**8 sS^rio to go for nothing. 

a cheap harlot. *3^81; wacfio a 

liar. 

c. pukkalu, s. Cowardice, timidi¬ 

ty. cowardly. *3*,u»M> to behave 

cowardly. 

C. pukkalisu, v. a. To gargle, 

rinse the mouth. *3%vJ» erortotfo to gargle 

and spit out. 

C. pukku, S. Fear, timidity, cowar¬ 

dice. 2. pudendum muliebre. 3. part, of 

Having entered. a coward. 

A. C.. ^j?se)0 pugilu, v. n. To catch fire. 

A. C. pugivara, S. Ablution, 

bathing. 

| A. C. pvgisu, v. caus. of sSi^o, To 

make enter. 

A. C. y'AJ pugu, [ 5?jsr<o] V.a.tyn. To 

enter by force, penetrate. 2. to interfere in 

any business or matter, to work or labour in 

any undertaking or enterprise. 

C. pugudl, s. Moving in the sitting 

posture, as children. *3)rtto move so. 

A. C. pugutaru, V. a. Toenter, 

to go in to an assembly, &c. *3ri> s*ori) ]lav„ 

ing entered. 

A. C. ^a^t^ pvgulakki, s. A wild 

cock, Phasianus gallus. 

A. C. ^jjXoeo pugulu, s. The note of the 

cuckoo. 

C. puguli, pugali, s. The 

anus. .&/sa pain in the anus. *®rt> 

3^8, *3ir4)v^ an irritation of the anus. 

tits* a catamite passive. *3irt>Vt 2o&>s( 

^ a catamite active. 

C. puggdilanu, S. A vain, 

arrogant man. 

A. C. -&h puggi, [atoftj s. Boiled rice, 

doll, &c. 

C. puchuku, s. Pudendum mu¬ 

liebre. 2. the force with which any thing 

is spit from the mouth. *3^*> sJsSoif# crurtj 

^ to spit out with force or frequency. 

T. B. puchoha. See *3# • 
Jj 8.T sp 

A. c. %)84 tips puchchavani, 
y f=- SCT 

pucnchavana, S. Examination, trial. 

C. ^ 83^ e), ^ zir £puchchali, puchchari, 

s. Mischief, evil, ruin. to 

ruin, spoil. 

C. puchchi, s. Pudendum muliebre. 

S. puchhchha, s. A tail, the tail or 

hinder part. *3V^rt; the tip of the tail. 

*5)*^ a scorpion, having poison in its tail. *3 

g6cdjj, *3"^ to pluek a fowl, &c. 

S. puta, s. A folding or doubling of 

any thing so as to form a cup or concavity. 

*3 *S)W the hands joined as in supplication, 

or forming a cup. 2. a pair; as #or 

the ears, *3U the eyes, the 

nostrils, *3)W the lips. 3. the rouDdness 

or concavity of a horse’s hoof. 4. a page of 

a book; the margin or blank space left on a 
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page. the six vacant spaces left on a 

written cadjan leaf. 5. the eye-lid. 6. 

leaping, springing, bouncing. ^ 

a bouncing ball, leaping like 

a fish, either in pain or in a pantomime. 

leaping like a frog. 7. a laj^er, 

as of mud, or bricks and mortar on a wall. 

8. a place. 9. the purifying or calcining of 

metals by fire. 10. the burying of medicine 

in the earth, &c. and under fire, so as to 

improve its quality; as, ^y putting 

plates of gold in a fire to improve their 

colour. 23^3 medicine covered with 

fire. calcining metals. 

BiVo to whelm medicaments and metals in 

fire. whelming in fire. ^ 

whelming in the earth, ^y exposing 

medicaments to the sun. 2. velvet. adj. 

Fat, stout. 

C. putagdshi, $. Tlie cbth 

covering the privities. 

£.. puta-bhedana, s. A city 

or town. 

C. ^Bs&t>ojo putamarisu, v.n. To 

break out again, as a sore which appeared 

healed. sjyyoObri soor?^ a sore which has 

broken out afresh. 

€. ^ojBsovSroO, '^jTi’SScOO 

puta-hdrisu, putdrisu, putharisu, 

v. a. To bounce or make rebound, as a ball. 

H. ^&rspt, putuni, puthdni, 

Fried chick-pea. 2. Bengal horse gram. 3. 

fried gram in general. fned 

Bengal horse gram. fried 

citysus cadjan. fried green gram. 

c. ^j&ra-do, putdru, 

putdri-hogu, v. n. To bounce, bound, 

spring. 

S. pwtdTcshara, s. A marginal 

reference or note. 2. the heading of a page. 

g. ^jj£3, put/i, putike, s. A cup or 

concavity made of a leaf folded or doubled, 

or by the two hands joined. ^ ^ the 

hands joined so as to receive any thing. * 

*3)83 a cup made of a folded leaf. 

C. putike, s. A small basket. 

T. B. putita, adj. Opened, 

expanded. 

c. putu-churna, s. Fine 

dust or powder. 

C. putt a, adj. Small, little, diminu¬ 

tive. s. pudendum muliebre. a 

stranger’s child. 2. the black cuckoo. 

a dwarf, a diminutive person, 

a female dwarf, a little woman. 

C. ^jiB, putti, s. A small round basket, 

used by gardeners, bricklayers, &c. 

A. C. puttu, [s&UjJ v. n. To be 

born or produced; to arise, issue, spring from, 

to cause to be born, originate. 

originating, being born. *3^ 

ds’fio one unborn. 

c. puttic-rajada-nellu, 

s. A kind of paddy. 

T. B. jT-J putha, [^|W] s. Purifying or 

raising the colour of metals by fire. 2. bury¬ 

ing of medicine in the earth or under fire to 

improve it. 

C. tjjA pudi, ». Powder, pollen, dust. 

dr.* to reduce to powder. ^ 

ayja to be pulverized. ^ 

all the army was reduced to powder, 

what shall I say ? ^i.a a state of powder 

or dust. to roll in the dust. 

rrey dust and wind together. 

7-jzto dust and wind to blow together. 

ri°yo straw in pieces. to pass any 

powder through a sieve or fine cloth. 

A. C. pudipuchcha, s. Doubt, 

hesitation, suspicion. 

A. c. TsjZi^i^Tizo^zpuduku, pudunku, 

| v. a. To seek, search for, feel about 

with the hand, clutch, as at the point of 

death. ~i&>w*y this clutching. 

C. q^ofS'SToo pudukarisu, v. n. To move 

about the eyes rapidly, as when something is 

in them. 

C. punaku, v. a. To rub a cloth 

on a stone after dipping it in water, in order 

to get out the dirt. 2. to work about the 

eyes, when something is in them. 3. to 

squeeze, pinch, as the chin, cheek, &c. in 

affection. 

A. C. punabu, s. An arrow. 

A. C. puniche, [sbriS] s. The 

tamarind. 
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A. C. ojPSoTv) punugu, s. Civet. 

A. C. punmu, v. n. To increase, 

abound. 

S. puny a, s. Merit, desert of religi¬ 

ous acts, usually such as are performed in 

one state of existence, and rewarded in a 

future transmigration ; merit of an ancestor 

rewarded in liis descendants; merit in gene¬ 

ral ; virtue, as opposed to sin. 2. a good 

action. 3. parity, purification, adj. Virtuous, 

good, pure, righteous, excellent. ts^f 

a virtuous deed. tso&f a meritorious 

act. a wedded wife. riora 

an excellent disposition. ^jrtj rfjs' 

the holy land of the Hindus or the central 

part of Asia, hounded on the north by the 

Himalaya, on the south by the Vindhya 

mountains, and on the east and west by the 

sea. 3)^5 a sacred place of pilgrimage, 

sjraj heaven, s3q$ sSugstoti**}, sj 

3^8o, s&rag -se?e, 5^ sJojs§ra 

virtuous, meritorious, excellent, or blessed 

man. a sacred river visited by 

pilgrims. *3q&V®SJ not equal in merit. s5i 

good fortune, siraarf 

3®^ reward is the proof 

of merit, as water is proof of the well that is 

dug. 30 osig}, 

your 

virtue is unequalled or unrivalled. Jt»$ 

to persevere in the pursuit of merit, 

a sacred or blessed place. 

^f virtuous or meritorious conduct, 

the birth of blessedness. 2. a blessed 

birth. 3. the appearance of the reward of 

merit. 

S. punyajana, s. A fiend, goblin, 

giant. 2. a YaksTia or divine being attendant 

on Kubera, the god of wealth. 3. a pious or 

virtuous man. 4. Nirriti, the guardian of 

the south west quarter. *3iqj «c5 Kubera. 

s. punya-shloka, s. Kola, 

the celebrated one. 

S. ^j)Cc)T£S6 punydha, s. Purifying, 3) 

purifying a house, &c. after an 

accouchement, &c. 2. purifying a whole as¬ 

sembly by sprinkling them with water. 

T. B. 

2Sputtadi, puttani, puttali, putta- 

di-gombe, g. An image, a puppet, 

not an idol. 

A. C. -Q&^putfu, [>i]s. An ant-hill. 2. 

a snake’s hole. 

S. putra, S. A son. s&i/adop¬ 

tion, zSitij an adopted son. ® 

woman who has children. s^sfoBi a raan 

who has children. S^sSloirarb to have chil¬ 

dren. 30) having a family, 

atert> a sacrifice made to 

obtain children. 3i&), a daughter. 2. 

a doll or image. ska the joyful 

news of a son’s birth. The twelve objects of 

filiation mentioned in Hindu law are, Wtirf 5$ 

son of a married wife; an 

adopted daughter’s son, or a daughter made 

heiress ; a son by another man, with 

the consent of a childless father; rtjsd&s an 

adulterine; *>$%$ a son born before mar¬ 

riage; sWriFrf a son by second marriage; 

an adopted son; a purchased son. 

djcdoo a volunteer son; son 0f a 

woman pregnant at the time of marriage; » 

a son rejected by his natural parents 

and adopted by a stranger; asS^cS a S011 

from a slave. 

T. B. putthali, £$£,»»] s. Any 

image, puppet, doll, not an idol. 

A. C. pudi, s. A door-frame, v. a. To 

cover, conceal, bury, 

A. 0. pudtt, v. n. To be born, spring 

up, arise. 

A. C. ^)rfo7\0, pudugu, 

pudugi-gollu, V. a. To cover, as a hen her 

chickens under her wings. 2. to hide, con¬ 

ceal. -SiEbftb to get hid. sJriofWiF 

a concealed, mischievous design, 

ruling so as to keep one’s counsels to one’s 

self. 

C. T&tiiT^pudugu, [afizbrtfj* Partnership, 

joint concern, as in trade, farming, &c. 

A. c. puduvu, See last word. 

3. ^j}Z3 V pudgala, s. The body. 2. the 

soul. adj. Of a handsome form or figure, 

beautiful. 

s. ^S, punaha, pu- 

nashcha, punarapi, adv. Again, once 

more, being born again, regenera- 
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tion, metempsychosis or the transmigration 

of the soul, the repetition of a 

visit, the renewal of a vision. sji?iasrrf 

& marrying a second time, engag¬ 

ing a second time in a course of religious 

austerities. a person, once rich, recov¬ 

ered from depressed circumstances. 

again and again, 

A. C. punapu, s. An appointed or 

fixed place of meeting. 

s. ^jj^apunar-agamana, s. Re¬ 

turning. 

S. punar-ulrti, s. Repetition, 

s. pwnarnave, s. The hog-weed. 

2. a finger-nail. 

S. punarbhu, s. A virgin widow 

re-maivied. 

S. punarvasu, s. The seventh 

of the lunar mansions. 

s. ij)d^ dpi punashcharane, s. Repeti¬ 

tion of mystic formulas or incantations, 

s. punas-samslcdra, s. 

Repetition of any essential ceremony, as a 

that has been faulty, a funeral for one 

that, from any cause, has been buried or 

burned without rites, re-investing a brahman 

with the sacred thread, after having violated 

caste. 

D. aji£>5d punaha, s. The city Poona, the 

former capital of the Peishwa, in the Mah- 

ratta states. 2. See ^S?8. 

T. B. punita, adj. Free from 

sin, innocent, purified. to pu¬ 

rify, justify. a justified man. 

A. C. ^J^OAO punuffU, s. Civet. 

the civet cat. •S®*3*'5 

a variety of paddy so called. 

S. ^}7T3^7< punndga, s. The tree Pottle- 

riatinctoria. 2. a male elephant. 3. a male 

serpent. 4. a chief, a pre-eminent man. 

T. B. puppa, [3ixy s. A flower. 

0. puppi, puppe, s. Rotten¬ 

ness, decay. 3)^, 8o&a&o to be rotten, 3)^?* 

sojV an insect found in rotten timber. 3)^®* 

rotten wood. 

A. C. pup-pudi, s. The farina or 

pollen of flowers. 
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A. C. 'ejjjcb^ pubbu, s. A flower, 2. 

[^cLiTj the eye-brow. 

S. pubbe, s. The eleventh of the lunar 

mansions. 5**3 a rainy season. 

a. c. yjo3^<yj, pu- 

yyalu, puylu, puyilu, s. A cry, bawl. 

2. war, battle, to cry, howl,bawl. *3 

aA^iypjjri the enemy who was defeated 

in battle. 

A. C. sjjd pura, s. A rivulet or lake. 2. au 

inflammation. 

S. l^jd pura, s. A city. 2. the body. 3. a 

house or any receptacle. ^ a city gate, 

citizens. 

s. purunjana, s. A king so called, 

s. sj/do&crf:) puranjaya, s. The proper 

name of a king, the third of the race of the 

sun. 2. Shiva. 3. Indra. 

c. l^jdo^d purantara, s. A dance of the 

linga people going in procession with an idol. 

vOrfc&o to dance thus. 

S, T^dorfd purandara, s. A name of In¬ 

dra. 

s. Tj)da§j purandhri, s. A woman, whose 

husband and children are alive. 2. a faith¬ 

ful, chaste woman. 

c. pura-geiyava, s. A left- 

handed man. 

s. ^d^eJro^, ^jdsod, 

eJs* pura-dhwamsi, pura-shdsana, 

pura-hara, purdntaha, s. Shiva, who 

destroyed three cities of the giants. 

H. ^Jjdco^ purasattu, S. Leisure,oppor¬ 

tunity, occasion, time, relief, rest. 

S. ^J)dfd"^d purasJcdru, s. Reverence, 

honor. to place foremost, honor, 

exalt. revered, adored, honored, wor¬ 

shipped. 2. placed in front, first, foremost in 

rank, as God. 3. distressed or harrassed by 

an enemy. 4. facing and contending with 

an enemy. 5. accused, calumniated. 6. 

sprinkled with holy water, initiated, anoint¬ 

ed. 7. promised, agreed, 

s. ^jdr^d purassara, adv. Before, in 

front. 

A. C. ^Jjdso pur aha, s. A small rivulet. 

C. ^)d<£ purali, S. The bird called Myna. 



S. pur a, adj. Prior, former, 

°&ca prior possession or seizure. 

S. XypDFS) purdna, s. A sacred and poli¬ 

tical work supposed to be compiled or com¬ 

posed by the poet Vydsa, and comprising the 

whole body of Hindu theology. Each purdna 

treats of five topics, especially the creation; 

the destruction and renovation of worlds; the 

genealogy of gods and heroes; the reigns of 

the Manus ; and the transactions of their de¬ 

scendants. There are eighteen acknowledged 

pur anas. 1. 2. 3, 

S5j39«. 4 Sj|OS«. 5. 

rrs«. g. nscfiiS ~)OTrs. 7 z^ai 

n. 8. ^ ?elo»f9. 9. Sort rjcrsrs. 10. 

sjijsra. 11. ijjOTrs. 12. sfostfrotS^oftsei 

13. 14 gjtrsrs. 

15. siosS 16. tfossior sjcrsrs. 17. ^5 

AJtjuzn. 18. tflnan s&o»« life of Krish¬ 

na, which is by some considered as a spuri¬ 

ous and modern work. adj. Old, ancient. 

s. purdna-purushu, s. 

God, the original or ancient one. 

s. purdniku, s. One who reads 

or narrates sacred history, 

s. purdtana, purdt- 

ua, ad,]. Old, ancient. the an¬ 

cients. 

S. op-Dt) purdri, s. The city-destroying 

Shiva. 

S. «Jjp puri, s. A town or city. 

A. C. puri, [bSoO] s. Accord, unanimi¬ 

ty, cordiality. 2. strength, might, prowess. 

3. pack-thread, string, twine, twist, v. a. 

To twist or twine. 2. to separate. 3. to 

fry or parch. 

A. C. sJjt)Aje)&roo puri-gudisu, v. a. To 

collect, assemble. 

C. puri-golupu, v. a. To 

animate, stir up, exasperate, excite, incite. 

A. c. puri-bichchu, ». a. To 

separate, loosen, 2. to retreat, withdraw. 

A. c. Ijpo3jp^ puri-yenne, s. Boiling 

oil. 

S. puritattu, $. An entrail, gut. 

S. purisha, s, Faeces, excrement, 

ordure. 

0. puritJcu, s. Breaking wind. 2. 

the loose stools of cattle. 

C. ^j)do3opurudu, s. Impurity from child¬ 

birth. 2. competition, vieing with, emula¬ 

tion. 3. jealousy. 4 equality, resemblance. 

Sjdj&xij Vm w. To vie with, emulate. , 

s. Tjjdod puruda, s. Gold, 

s. aj/dodo^ purudamsha, s. A name of 

Indra. 

0. ajjdj^j puruvu, s. A blain, sore. ^ 

to break out in blains. 

A. 0. puruvatte, s. The seat 

of a devotee. 

S. purusha, s. A man, generally 

or individually; a male, mankind. 2. a hus¬ 

band. ^£0 a name of Vishnu. 2. a 

common appellation. 3. one of the generic 

terms for a deified chief of the Jaina sect. 

human desire. rfs'jSFrf 

four objects of human desire; as, jus¬ 

tice; wealth; sexual pleasures; 

and A*t8[ heaven. delight 

in female society, orfpo 

Vrf he is absorbed in sexual pleasures. 

s. purushddananu, s. A 

cannibal. 

s. purushddhamanu, s. 
A mean, base man. 

H. ^rdopj^ purusattu, See 

s. ^'doPjs^ puruhuta, s. A name of 

Indra. 2. the Supreme being. 

A* C. ^j}do^ puruli, s. A parrot. 2. a 

caste, sect. 

A. C. ^;do^O purulu, s. Meaning. 2. 

strength, ability. 3. a thing. 4 emulation. 

S. ^dqstj^ pururava, s. The son of 

JBudha, and second king of the lunar dy¬ 

nasty. 

A. c. pureyadu, v. a. To im¬ 

pede, stop, hinder. 

S. pU~ 

rd-ga, puro-gama, puru-gati, s. Go¬ 

ing in front, preceding. one who 

goes before. 

s. ^jtSjaoASd purdguva, s. A cook or 

confectioner. 

s. Zjjd purdddsha, s. Ghee or 
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clarified l)utter, as offered in oblations to fire 

with cakes of ground meal, which have been 

well steeped in it. 

D. jpuroni, [s&drri] s, A short 

letter or note. 2. any piece of paper after 

the first, on which a long letter or account 

is written. 

s. purodha, pu- 

rodhassu, s. A family or domestic priest. 

S. c^)t3je)C8jTS'h purobhdgi, adj. Malevo¬ 

lent. 2. censorious. 

S. '5j)t3j4^3o5! purohaka, s. A corn or 

gram bag for horses. 

S. Tfjj'O’jS) ^purohita, s. A family priest, 

conducting all the ceremonials and sacrifices 

of a household. 

A. C. purbu, [=&*•»] s. The eye¬ 

brow. rioli^ to frown, contract the 

eye-brows. 

A. c. purrivu, purrlu, 

s. Any insect. 

T. b. ajjty^o, purrilu, purilu, 

See sl)®£. 

A. 0. ^fd S" purrga, s. Sour gruel made 

from split pulse. 

A. C. sJjdj purra, S. The skull. 

A. 0. y;ids- purrla, s. Small firewood, 

s. 

pulaka, pulakdnkura, pulakodga- 

ma, s. The erection of the hair on the bo¬ 

dy, horripilation, bristling. ^*.”**6*, 

^ the hair of the body to become erect. 

S. pulastya, s. One of the seven 

sages. 

S. pulaha, s. One of the seven divine 

sages, sons of Bramha. 

S. pula/ca, s. Shrivelled grain. 2. 

rice water. 3. a single grain of boiled rice, 

ri-s ©^ as the rice in the pot (one 

grain shows the state of the whole; so one 

act shows a man’s whole character.) 

A. 0. puli, [>&©] S. A tiger. 3l® 

to charm tigers. -3)8 ’Gjatf, «i|© riS the lair of 

a tiger. ~l® a tiger’s skin, ^ei® ^ri 

ex&crijfio Shiva, with a tiger’s skin for his 

lower garment. 

c. pidikattinata, s. The 

name of a game. 

C. puli-kallu, s. A stone near a 

village for cattle to rub against, &c. 

S. pulina, s. A sand-bank, an island 

of alluvial formation. 

0. pulivattu, s. A banked fund 

set apart to religious uses. 

C. ajjSoJ!)) pulivu, s. Brightness, shining. 

D. pulukdpu, s. Washing, 

smearing with fragrant unguents, and polish¬ 

ing up an idoL 

G. pulugathisu, V. n. The 

stomach to turn. 

A. C. pulugu, s. Sound, noise. 2. 

civet. 

S. puloma, s. A titan or giant 

so called, his daughter. 

Xndra, who conquered Pu¬ 

loma, and married his daughter. 

S. pulkasa, S. A Chanddla or fifth 

caste man. 

A. C. qjp bpul-gadi, V. a. To bite grass 

as a sign of terror or submission. 

srsai^o lie who has bitten grass (it is unlaw¬ 

ful to contend longer with such an one in 

battle.) 

T. B. pulla, pfcfl ad). Blown, blossomed. 

A. c. ^jeo sft&ysd pulla-va- 

rada, pulluvadakdra, s. A florist. 

C. pullara, s. A temporary shed 

used for the ceremonies of a girl who has 

passed the age of puberty; and sometimes to 

place an idol in. 

S. y)8o7\ pullinga, s. in gram. The mas¬ 

culine gender. 

A. C. pullu, [afc#Q«. Grass. 

A. C. pulle, s. A deer. a 

woman with eyes like a deer’s. 

A. c. -^&A, puvvadiga, puv- 

vala, s. A florist, garland maker, flower 

seller. 

A. C. puvvu, [3^] s. A flower. 

s. pushkara, s. The sky, heaven, 

atmosphere. 2. water. 3. the lotus. 4. the 

tip of an elephant’s trunk. 5. the head of a 

drum, or place where any musical instrument 
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is struck. 6. a drug, costus speciosus. 7. 

the name of a celebrated place of pilgrimage 

now called Pokur, in the province of Ajmere, 

consisting of a small town on the bank of a 

lake, whence its name. 8. the blade or sheath 

of a sword. 9. one of the seven great islands 

or divisions of the universe, the 

root of the costus speciosus. 

s. pushkardhwa, s. The In¬ 

dian crane. 

S. pushkari, s. An elephant. 

s. pushkarini, s. A place where 

the lotus abounds. 2. a sacred tank. 

s. pushkala, adj. Excellent, em- 

inent, chief, best. 2. much, many. 3. full, 

filled, complete. 

S. pushta, adj. Nourished, cherished, 

fed, as a tame animal, &c. s. A rich man. 

pushti, s. Increase, advance, thriv¬ 

ing. 2. stoutness, strength, adj. Strong, 

stout. to make thrive or increase. 2. 

to become fat. 

S. pushpa, s. A flower. 2. the men¬ 

ses. 

a bee, revelling in flowers. 

S. pushpaka, s. A calx of brass. 

®* sj,’oA\ScF3Tj, 

Pu?hpa-kdtana, 

pushpa-chdpa, pushpdstra, pushpe- 

shu, pushpa-dhanwa, $. Cupid. 

S. pushpa-danta, s. The ele¬ 

phant of the north west quarter. 

8. pushpa- 

mdsa, pushpa-samaya, s. The season 

of flowers, or Spring. 

s- pushpa-ratha, 

pushy a-ratha, s. A car of any kind not 

used in war. 

S. ^Td^dro pushpa-rasa, S. The nectar 

or honey of flowers. 

S. pushpa-ldvaka, S. A flower- 

seller, maker of garlands, a florist. 

S. *j;ady3osdo pushpawantaru, s. The 

sun and moon. 

S. pushpavati, S. A woman in 

her courses. 

S. Ijjldv^T)'tirSpushpa-vdtike, s. A flower 

garden. 

s. pushpa-wdsane, g. The 

fragrance of flowers. 

S. pushpdnjali, g. Present¬ 

ing a nosegay, or flowers held in both hands 

opened and hollowed. 

S. pushpini, g. A woman in her 

courses, adj. Flowered. 

S. pushpita, adj. Flowered, in flower. 

S. pushy a, s. The eighth of the lunar 

mansions. 

s. ^z^^J^Tipushya, pushy a- 

musa, s. The tenth lunar month, that in 

which the moon’s change takes place when 

the sun is in Capricornus. 

S. pushya-rdga, s. The topaz. 

H. o^j(d<y'so!b7oo pusalaisu, v. v. To ca¬ 

jole, coax, wheedle, persuade, curry favour, 

fawn. TjirieracSo’# cajoling, coaxing, wheedling, 

persuading, fawning. 

A. C. ^j)cJ pusi, [abb] g. A lie, falsehood. ^ 

a liar, an untruth. 

A. C. pusukkane, s. The report 

made by any thing bursting, adv. Sudden¬ 

ly, unawares. 

A..C. pusupu, s. An appointed or 

fixed place of meeting. 

S. pusta, adj. Covered, s. Smearing, 

painting. 

s. pustaka, pustuka, 
s. A book, a volume. wtfccto to write a 

book. Crio to read a book. 

H. Jpusti, s. A second ; help, support. 

^’i> to appoint seconds. to se¬ 

cond, support. to be a second 

a second, one who supports 

another. 

H. ■^coo&oSb pustu-bandi, s. Support, 

encouragement, aid. 

C. 4/00^ pussane, s. The sound of a flash 

in the pan, when the gun does not go otf: or 

of a slight breaking of wind. Jo's*, 

SjS to go off with a flash. 

T. B. pula, adj. Distinct. 2. 

expanded. 
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S. pulaJca, s. Horripilation, 

the hair to stand erect, either from fright or 

extacy. 

S. pulaka-jala, s. Tears of joy. 

A. C. puli, [ s&v] An acid. adj. Acid, 

sour. Soacsiu to be sour, sour 

milk. 

S. pulinda, s. A savage, barbarian, 

forester, mountaineer, one who uses an unin¬ 

telligible and uncultivated language, sjvoa 

a female of the above class. their 

country. 

S. pulina, See 

T. B. pulilu, pulil, See 

5j)©c*. 

A. C. pulu, [”/oJ *. a. To bury, inter. 

T. B. puluku, [abtfHto'J s. Decay, 

as in trees. 2. a hole. 3. a pock-mark. 

C. TJjj^oao puluffu, s. Eat’s dung. 

A. C. pulgi, s. Boiled rice mixed with 

any sort of doll, salt, pepper, cummin seeds, 

ghee, &c. 

C. PuJle> pulli, s. Anythin 

and stiff piece of straw, hay, rush, or stick, 

a handful of such pieces. 

to break one before a person when mak¬ 

ing a strong asseveration, or earnestly per¬ 

suading to desist from a purpose. 

A. C. ojp pu, [s&®] v. n. To bloom, blossom, 

bud, shoot out or expand. 

A. C. pu, s. A flower. 3© 

a ball made of flowers. ;&> 

xtf a garland. Sj/sAjskIm^, to gather 

flowers. 

s. cyjp7\, puffa, pugi-phala, 

s. The betel nut. 

A. C. '<5j/Z>aCQ puganna, S. Vishnu, with 

eyes like the lotus. 

A. c. ■s3p7\?Sa3a)'^jyR&z&zpu-ganeya, 

pu-golu, s. Cupid, with an arrow of flowers. 

A. C. 7^1)pu-gdli, s. A light, gentle 

breeze. 

<h ^Pao£^o_, "S^PaoS, 

, ajpAob, 7^jSO§S pu-gu- 

chchu, pu-gudi, pu-gonchalu, pu- 
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gutti, pu-gudi, pu-gombe, s. A 

cluster or bunch of flowers. 

A. C. pu-gola, s. A pond abound¬ 

ing with the lotus. 

D. '^pS# puchi, s. Slurring over a thing, 

getting through a thing any how. 

to slur over a thing. 2. to disperse or 

quell a riotous assembly, 

s. cQpai^, T&Z&’&xfopujaka, pvjdkdri, 

s. A worshipper, an officiating priest, or a 

sacrificer. 

S. ftjpa^O^o pujaniya, s. A person 

worthy of reverence, adj. Worshipful, 

adorable. 

S. ^p3iv3=x<y pujd-kdla, s. The time for 

worship. 

S. pujd-gaja, S. The royal ele¬ 

phant, formerly used at the coronation of 

kings. 

T. B. e^p&TOQ pujdri, [jjsswffJ s. A 

worshipping, offering or sacrificing priest 

in any’terr.ple. 

S. Tjfd&U pujiia, adj. Worshipped, adored, 

reverenced. 

S. &jp2§ puje, s. Worship, reverence, res¬ 

pect, homage of superiors; adoration of the 

gods or the deity. to surround 

an idol with betel leaf, as a mode of adora¬ 

tion. *es«St stoaiJ, to adore, reverence, 

worship, worshipful, venerable, wor¬ 

thy of being adored, 2. blank, empty, void, 

s. A cipher, adv. Not. 15 to be extin¬ 

guished, settled. 2. to be reduced to a cypher. 

wd* the balance is paid up. 

£ dignity, nobleness, worshipfulness. 

C. putu, s. A cooking hole. 

A. 0. VifiZio pudu, [_at»z&] v. a. To arrange, 

prepare, set in order, put together. 2. to com¬ 

mence. 3. to fix, as an arrow7; yoke, harness. 

A. C. 7$fi£%V!>2punisu, v. cans. To cause 

to essay, begin, or undertake, v. a. To thread, 

as beads. 2. to calumniate. 

A. C. c^>p©a punu, v. a. To vow, resolve. 

2. to try, essay, attempt, begin, undertake. 

3. to come in front of or oppose, or ward off. 

4. to wound. 6. to bury, inter. 6. to fix 

an arrow, s. A sore, wound. f° 



fix an arrow and shoot. P®«® having es¬ 

sayed, sallied, or burst forth, undertaken, &c. 

A. C. aJpCcg^ punbu, s. An arrow. 

S. puta, adj. Purified, cleansed, 

cleaned, justified. Ps® purity, purification, 

c. flowered. 

S. oputane, s. A female fiend killed 

by Krishna. P®^?s®a Krishna. 

S. putdtma, s. A pure, holy or 

sacred person, an ascetic. 

S. c^pS^d putikara, s. The plant, 

Coesalpinia bonducella. 

S. o^fi>B:S7)'Si\^putikashta, s. Asortofpine. 

s. e£p§7\oz£ puti-gandha, s. A stink. 

C. puture, interj. Bravo! well done! 

A. c. '4pjS'-,e)^ogS pu-dodambe, s. A 

nosegay, a hunch of flowers. 

A. C. ^p^o punu, v. a. To oppose, assail, 

fall on. 2. to attempt, essay, begin. 

to attack, assail one’s self, 

to set about, or attempt one’s self. P*>crt® to 

cause to attack or fall upon. 2. to cause to 

undertake, &c. PW# attacking, assailing. 2. 

an enterprise. 

S. aip'rf pupa, s. A cake in general. 

A. C. c^p^)p3oao pupunamba, s. Cupid, 

with a flower for his arrow. 

A. C. 'Sjpdj^’ pi-male, s. A shower of 

flowers from the demigods, &c. 

A. C. ZjPSjTS^) pu-mdle, s. A garland, 

wreath. 

s. o^pajo, o^poio^ puya, puyana, s. 

Pus, matter discharged from an ulcer or 

wound. i 

A. C. «3p5i» puyu, r^cc^] Vm a. To 

pour out, as water or any other liquid. 2. 

to cry out, call aloud. 

S. ^pd pura, s. A large piece of water, a 

lake. 2. a stream, torrent, the flowing of the 

tide. 3. the healing or cleaning of ulcers. 

S. ftjpdfQ purana, s. Pilling, completing. 

s&tfrestjiF- the ordinal affix. 

S. ^pd£> puradi, s. A tune so called. 

T. B. T^pot) purd, [P»*9ir} adj Full. P®u» 

^/so-scdo sSra&J, ^sosc&o^J, to 

complete, make full. 

pi^F 

s. ^pd,^pt5, -^pb^puripure, purike, 

s. A sort of unleavened cake fried with ghee. 

S. Zopti^ purita, adj. Filled, full, complete. 

S. Tipdooj!, purusha, s. Mail, a male; 

mankind. 

i. o^pt^roO pureisu, See under P®ra- 

S. ^pr3H" purna, adj. Full, filled, com¬ 

plete, replete. • 2. all, entire. 3. strong, 

powerful, able. 

s. "4ppSc-^oo^, i^p?©£"$0& purna- 

kumbha,purna-ghata,s. A water ves¬ 

sel, one filled with holy water, used at the 

consecration of a king. 

s. e^pcss"X/SoCS purna-grahana, s. a 

complete eclipse. 

S. TjfSp0s-|S^ purna-tithi, s. A complete 

lunar day. 

s. ^jpcos"trz'Sj purna-pdtre, s. A full 

cup or vessel. 2. a vessel filled with clothes 

or ornaments, which are scrambled for by 

the guests and relations at a festival. 3. a 

vessel full of rice presented at a sacrifice to 

the superintending and officiating priests. 

;&>rsF is properly a measure of 256 

handfuls of rice. It may also be composed of 

as much as will satisfy one great eater. 

S. purna-mdsa, s. A 
monthly sacrifice performed on the day of 

full moon. 

s. ‘^PPSeOTdo^ purna-wdhini, s. A 

full river. 

s. ■^PCSS'STySo purna-vigraha, s. A 

full length stature. 

s. c^ppsres'jS^, ‘SjpPo'ss'e)^ purndnaka, 

purndlaka, s. A vessel full of clothes, &c. 

at a feast. 

S. ^ppis'^ purnike, s. Completion, re¬ 

pletion, fulness. 

S. purnime, s. The day of full 

moon. 

S. t^pas" purta, s. An act of liberality, 

as digging a well, planting a grove, building 

a temple. 

S. l^pSe- purti, S. Fulness, completion. 

psSrcdrario to become full or complete. P® 

3f strati) to make complete or full. 
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§. o^p^=" pun)a, adj. First, former, prior, 

preceding, initial, before, in front of. 2. east, 

eastern, s. Former or ancient times, days of 

old. 2. the east. 3. an ancient tradition. 

jjesjrcSg) formerly, in former times. zfoUrz:$ 

s&ne-W as at the first, 

before-hand. with all the 

heart, most earnestly. 

S. 'Zjp^s'cy purvaja, s. An elder brother. 

S. c^pds' £>=5^.3 purva-dili-pati, [regent 

of the east] s. Indr a. 

s. ZS^^ti'i^opiirva-ddvategalu, 

s. Giants, as having existed prior to the demi¬ 

gods. 

S. dpdE' purva-desha, s. The east¬ 

ern country or eastern part of India. 

S. c^pds-drf purva-pada, s. The first 

member of a compounded word, sentence, or 

verse. 

s. Z$pd="rig;i purva-paksha, $. A propo¬ 

sition, an assertion, the first part of an argu¬ 

ment, to which assent or refutation is neces¬ 

sary. 2. the bright lunar fortnight, adj. 

Gone, lost. gp pssJr s?^srs>c£>osSo 

he has forgotten every thing he learned. 

S. purva-phalguni, s. The 

eleventh lunar asterism. 

S. purva-hhdshi, s. A per¬ 

son who anticipates one’s wishes. z&tfr 

one who talks with a smile. 

0ne who speaks mildly, gently, with 

an air of kindness. 

s. purva-vayassu, s 

The former part of life or manhood, as from 

twenty-five to fifty. 

s. '4pds's3IJs'^ purva-vartitwa, s. 

Priority. 

S. e^pS'BSr^ purvddhi, s. Previous mort- 

S. ■^ps^s-rf'd purvdpara, s. East and 

west. 2. past and future, former and latter. 

SiisjrarsJrj |3 past and future conditions. Ps 

7-orts past and future circumstances, 

joesarsto one acquainted with the mode 

of conducting auspicious and inauspicious 

ceremonies. the bright and 

dark lunar fortnights. 

s. ‘cupntic'spDiSj purvd-hhdidre, s. The 

twenty-fifth lunar mansion, 

s. ■^p3T)S"(^c‘ purvdrdha, s. The first 

half, of a verse, day, &c« 

S. c^p3,3S"53p-$ purv-dshddha, s. The 

twentieth lunar mansion. 

S. njpSDE"^^) purvdhna, s. The early 

part of the day, the forenoon, 

s. ■^pSs’!? purvika, t. b. c^pds*^ 

purvika, s. An ancestor, an ancient. 

S. o^p^ps-^ d purvottara, s. Prior and 

subsequent particulars of one’s history,&c. Cir¬ 

cumstances, particulars, of a person or event; 

G. c£p©«5^d5d puli-varaha, s. A kind of 

pagoda coin. ^P® a quarter of a pagoda. 

A. c. "Sopd^, Tjjpd&Xpuvala, puvadi- 

ga, s. A florist. 

A. o. c^pd^ pu-vale. See 

A. C. T^pSTS To pu-vdse, s. A bed of flowers. 

A. C. puvu, L^] S. A flower. 

S. ”dpoI\ pas.hu, s. The sun. 

c^pri pushna, adj. Full, complete. 

A. c. 'S^prod, ■s^pxJd?/opu-sara, pu-sa- 

ralu, s. An arrow made of flowers. datfdtf 

Cupid, with such an arrow. a gar¬ 

land, wreath. 

A. C. c^p?oO pusu v. a. To besmear, anoint, 

smear, as pigments on the body, &c. to 

plaster. to anoint one’s self. 

A. c. dp^o, dp^&3«b pulu, puU-bidu, 
[a&avt] v_ a. To bury, inter. 

S. prikta, s. Wealth, possession. 

S. dg) prikti, s. Touch, contact, collision. 

S. prichhchhe, s. Asking, question¬ 

ing, a question. 

S. d^s>;3 pritane, s. An army or the divi¬ 

sion of an army. a name of Indra, 

as a whole army or host in himself. 

S. d^Z^Sp^X prithakkagi, adv. Sepa¬ 

rately, severally. 

S. Tj^m^&^iprithagdtmaf.e, s. Dis¬ 

crimination, judgment. 

S. prithagdtmike, s. Indi¬ 

viduality,separate or individual state of being. 

s. prithag-jana, s. An ignorant 
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man, a fool. 2. a man of low caste. 3. a 

sinner, a wicked or vicious person. 

s- prithag-vidha, adj. Vari¬ 

ous, diversified, multiform. 

S. pritkivi, prithvi, g. 

The earth, rtssja ting. 

S. prithu, s. The fifth monarch of 

the solar dynasty in the second age. 

S. prithuka, s. The young of 

any animal. 

S. prithu-roma, s. A fish 

in general. 

S. prithula, adj. Large, great. ^ 

rice boiled and beaten into wafers. 

S. prithe, s. Kunti, mother of the 

Pandus. 2. fame, renown. 

S. priddku, s. A snake. 2. a 

scorpion. 3. a tiger. 

S. priskni, s. A ray of light. 2. a 

dwarf. 

s. prishatka, s. An arvow. 

s. prishattu, pri- 

shatavu, s. A drop of any liquid. 2. a 

deer. 

s. prishad-ashwa, s. The god 

of the wind. 

s. Zj'^zdnzSJp prishad-djya, s. Ghee 

mixed with curds, forming an oblation. 

s. prishodara., s. A deer, 

having a spot or circle on the belly. 

S. Tj^o^ prishta, adj. Asked, questioned. 

S. prishtka, s. The back. 2. the 

rear, the last. 3. the back or hind part of 

any thing. a crab. sJrao^ts 

backbiting, slandering. 

A. 0. penkuli, s. Contumely, pom¬ 

pousness, empty brag. 

0. ik>%, ijoU pengi, penge, adj. Morose, 

sulky, stubborn, tioh sScha&dji) a 

sulky, morose, or stubborn man. So 

moroseness, stubbornness. 

A. C. "&0 AOroo pengusu, [Jforirb] s. A wo¬ 

man. 

A. c. ^o7\jS)Zfo5o pengodeya, [lord of 

women] s. Cupid. 

A. C. pencheya, adj. Watery, 

damp, wet, moist, as land, &c. 

A. c. ijO£l'Qpenjari)s. A kind of rock-snake. 

C. ido'dpenti, s. Coition. 2. the female 

of any animal or plant. 

A. O. ^o63 pente, [^o^J s. A heap, bundle, 

2. a clod. sJoiJcctaifttJ) to be in a heap. 

C. ToO^pScoJ penthanisu, s. n. To shine, 

glitter. 

A. c. iSorf pendxt, [rfod] $, Spirituous 

liquor, toddy. 

a. c. pendati, [sfo^a] s. a wife. 

A. c. wOcisDTo pendawdsa, s. A royal 

bed chamber. 

C. "Socn>d pendara, s. A badge of honour 

or courage worn on the leg; called also rtos 
SoascL 

c. VjOcrsQ, boss's d penddri, penddra, 

adj. Of or belonging to a Pindary. ^oniScdo 

an armed plunderer. sSosaO the Pin¬ 

dary mounted marauders. 

C. C. TSo&tfo, pendiru, pen- 

diyaru, s. Women, females. 2. wives. 

C. "cBo^o pendu, s. A lump, an unshapen 

mass. a lump of jaggory. 

C. "So <5 pende, s. A bundle, of betel leaves, 

straw, &c. 2. an anklet. 

A. C. TjQcT'EiO pennu, [soorso s. A woman, a 

marriageable girL adj. Female. Soratfj 

women. a female elephant. sSorfstSy 

a she-goat. Sorsstfo a woman, a female ser¬ 

vant. 3jorsoa?s a girl, tfofwrfv a mother’s 

line or lineage. sSGa the guise of a 

female. Sono rix3 a mare, the price 

of a wife. jSofsU^cJuejj a woman’s cry. So 

to deliver over a bride to the parents 

of the bridegroom. 

A. c. 'Ejc^Q, pentari, pentadi, 

s. A tatter, rag. SodOcdsarS uBj a torn cloth, 

tattered garment. 

A. C. iSo^o pennu, «. Pride, haughtiness. 

C. ijofi&yoSn pennoleyu, s. The river 

Pennar. 2. a large river. 

A. c. TioZj) pempu, adj. Great, much. *. 

News. 2. fame, celebrity. 3. pride. 4. in¬ 

crease, improvement, exaltation, advance¬ 

ment, prosperity. sSosfaftd) to be prosperous, 
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great, celebrated. that which is pros¬ 

pered. £o£S«A» pride to appear. 2. fame 

to be illustrious. Pszte v. a. To pros¬ 

per, increase, make thrive. £otd, totmtfd, to 

*3^ one who improves the circumstances of 

another. 

C. pekalisu, v. a. To loosen, as a 

peg, stone, &c. loosening. 

T. b. pekkana, [s^w] s. Sight. 

A. C. pekkale, s. A flat clot or lump 

of earth, to raise up in flat lumps, 

as sun-baked earth, turf, &c. 

A. C. pelihuli, s. Empty brag, 

pompousness, insanity, foolishness. 

T. B. TjgD^T&i pekhkhalisu, v. n. To be 

seen, appear. 

A. C. pegalu, [_a8rtu>] g. The neck 

or clavicle. equal in height of neck, 

as bullocks; of shoulder, as men. 

A. C. 5a peggadiga, s. A gabbler, 

a loquacious person. t7Us<3p loquacity. 

A. C. ^ Pe99ala> adj. Great, impor¬ 

tant. 

A. C. tSao peggu, s. Offence taken at what 

another has said. strati to hurt another’s 

mind by saying something offensive. 

to be hurt or offended at what another 

has said. t?^ptpd one offended at the say¬ 

ing of another. 

A. C. 'Sao %a peggudiga, s. A tippler, 

great drinker. 

A. c. pi a pegguniga, s. A glut¬ 

ton, a great eater. 

C. ){%7\pechchavuniga, $. Nirriti, 
regent of the south-west point. 

A. C. "fiSaO pechchu, (WJj s. Premi¬ 

um or profit on the exchange of coins, v. n. 

To increase. P^>te to augment. 

'S* to pay an agio. 

A. C. 7? pechchuge, rt] s. In¬ 

crease, abundance, excess, exaltation, elation. 

A. C. Pejje> [^^1 *• A footstep, trace, 

c. b5rio peta-pet-drbhati- 

SU, v. n. To shout out vehemently. 

C. iowt) petdri, pethdri, s. a 

large box or chest. 

c. T->ki,<bO pettalu, V. n. To burst or split 

in two. sSUjW a kind of pop-gun. 

C. ^ \pettaluppu,pet- 

luppu, s. Saltpetre. 

C. lSk?.7\ peltige, s. A box. 2. a square 

bamboo basket with a lid. a 

box lid. 

C. T§&3o^ pettu, s. A blow, slap, cuff. 

to slap, beat. “ 

biij to be slapped, beaten. 

A. C. peda, s. The hind part. ^ * 

it is abated, gone down, 

c. 'Srfco, ‘Sorforib pedasu, pedusu, adj. 

Brittle, easily broken. 

A. C. Tod pedda, [sS^] adj. Dull, stupid, 

doltish. Sa ten a dull mind. 

Popap^, ttipd a dolt, blockhead. 

A. C. Wp9 pend, Lrfn] s. A corpse. 

A. C. ToPOao penagu, [**<?*-] s. Battle, 

contest, fight, wrestling, Pnmte to fight, 

contend, wrestle. 

C. 'ojP'SSAJ penabu, v. n. To make a stren¬ 

uous effort, try with all one’s might. 

A. C. "Spa pene, [airf and s. The fore¬ 

head. v. a. Te plait, weave, braid, link. 

A. C. Tjp! pen-gili, s. A female parrot. 

a. o. TopljV} zSojo pen-dodeya, s. Shiva, 

with Pdrvati sitting on his knee. 

A. C. wpfjs ~3 pen-dore, s. A river in ge¬ 

neral, the common personification of rivers 

being female. 

A. o. ■£f|^a3;>, ^plj|^t§(55o pen-ba- 

deya, pen-bodeya, s. Cupid, the tor¬ 

mentor or afflicter of women. 

A. C. -5jp5JSy°d pen-more, s. An effemi¬ 

nate face. 2. a coward. 

A. C. l£gfn petta, past. part, of Ob¬ 

tained, brought forth. the child 

brought forth. £* sacOo the mother who bore. 

A. C. "fiddo pedaru, psSritff] v. n. To fear, 

be alarmed. 

A. o. penagu, pena- 

gddu, fs8jfri>] v.n. To wrestle. 

A. c. peppu, [s8*y s. Acid or any¬ 

thing put into milk to curdle it. 
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A. 0. pebbakki, s. A large bird. 

2. a dolt, numskull. 

A. c. ■6^^ peb-balli, s. A large creeper. 

A. C. l8&>o^c) pebbuli, s. A royal tiger. 

A. 0. ’ojd pera, pro. Other. sSdffo, Sdo a. 

notber man. ttvo, another woman. ?S 

others, rfd&o, Xcdj another 

thing. «Sdsg3oc5S another place. 

C. iS'dAOperagu, s. The back or hind part. 

D. peratdshi, s. The sixth solar 

month. 

A. o. "SdrfOOJo pera-daleya, See 

efctfj. 

T. B. Xjt3?X) perah'a, [ddat] s. A murderer. 

A. C. To'cta peru, [sodj] v. a. To bring forth. 

2. to obtain, get, acquire, v. n. To become 

solid, as ghee when cold. 

d. perumdlu-chettd, 

s. The inner cornice or moulding of a door 

or window. 

A. C. tSt? pere, v. n To be arrogant, proud. 

A. c. "cSt? pere, s. The moon. 2. the slough 

of a serpent. Sdcdxi&r to cast a slough. 

A. o. l&67k*Sd pere-guvara, s. [son of the 

moon] s. Mercury. 

A. c. io-3~R&'d6$} peregodeya, [ruler of 

the moon] s. Cupid. 

a. c. -&T3ti$o5> pere-daleya, s. Shiva, 

with the moon on his head, 

c. pereda-pdgare, s. A 
goldsmith’s tool for indenting. 

A. 0. W a E- zS pergade, adj. Supreme, 

chief, highest. 

A. 0. perchu, [assay v. n. To in¬ 

crease, augment, abound, become excessive. 

2. to vaunt, behave proudly, tt^rXo to aug¬ 

ment, increase, exalt, promote. 

A. C. ^£^j=7Kperchuge, s. Power, might, 

strength. 2. exaltation. 3. elation, swelling 

with joy, pride, or anger. a proU(j 

or high-minded woman. 

A. c. pertane, s. Swoon, fainting. 

A. c. -b^per-betta, s. a large hill. 

A. c. ■gi’Sjssrda^ per- 

bodeya, per-vodeya, s. Ganesha, with a 

pot-belly. 

a. c. pi err aim, s. Fight, strife, 

quarrel. 

A. c. perrava, s. A cripple. 

A. c. cE> perr-gattule, s. Thick, 

dense darkness. 

A. C. ijTjiFperrgu, v. n. To become great. 

A. C. "SooxS" perrpu, adj. Great, large, im¬ 

mense, big. 

A. 0. Tjytjo pelaru, s. Fear, terror, alarm. 

v. n. To fear. 

A. 0. pelava, s. A man with¬ 

out the use of his legs, a leg-less man, a 

cripple 

A. c. pelige, p^/>] s. A box, casket. 

3. T^oTCio, pelusu, pelasu, adj. 

Brittle, friable, fragile. 

C. ?\roo pellagisu, v. a. To raise, as 

with*a lever. 

0. petfe, s. A sod, piece of turf, clod, 

s. pechaka, s. An owl. 

s. pechaki, s. An elephant. 

C. pechddu, V. n. To talk to one’s 

self, as in delirium, sleep, sorrow, trouble, or 

as a madman. 2. to be in great distress, 

straits, trouble, affliction. affliction, 

distress, trouble. 

S. tS=£a-, pechi, pechu, s. Pecu¬ 

niary embarrassment, trouble on account of 

arrears in taxes, to become 

involved in pecuniary difficulties. 

S. pe'ta, pe'ti, s. A basket. 

S. petaka, $. A chest. 2. a pimple. 

C. "5^s3 peti, s. Ornamental work woven 

in the borders of cloth. votix a 

turban writli an ornamental border. 

fit.® gold lace woven in a border. 

^ a border ornamented with red thread of a 

standing colour. a silk woven or¬ 

nament. 

C. pete, s. The town as distinguished 

from the fort, the mercantile part of a town 

or city. the old pettah. *.^a 

new pettah. the head merchant of a 

town. a public strumpet. 

^ the pettah price. 

A. C. pedi, [stvB] s. A coward, effemi- 



nate man. adj. Cowardly, timid, effemi¬ 

nate. a coward, an effeminate 

man. a man without 

mustaches or beard. 

T. B. pet a, s. A corpse, ghost, 

sprite, goblin. 

C. '6=^0 pe'tu, s. Fear, timidity. 5=a 

c*o, 4j3^o to become afraid £jar-tjj 

to show fear. 

II. ojipdde, s. A peon. 2. a pawn in chess. 

S. tS°CX)o peya, s. Water. 2. any drink. 

T. B. peya, s. A female calf. 

A. c. peradi, s. A dog. 

T. B. perane, [ ffjvWj s. Excitement, 

stirring up, exasperating, prompting. 

A. c. perane, perini, st 

Dancing lightly on an unburnt potter’s ves¬ 

sel, sword, &c. or in time to a guitar, &c. 

not moving from the place. to 

dance time to a guitar, &c. 

T. B. ij^b3 perita, [*,<.6*3 adj. Excited, 

stirred up. 

c. perida-padi-achchu, 
s. A stamp to form globular impressions on 

metallic plate or jewelry. 

A. C. TS^Srk pe'risu, can?, of [s5<;co] v. a. 

To lade, load, pile, heap up. t. b. [*,^6&>] 

to stir up, prompt, incite. 

A. C. pe'ru, [aSt*] v. a. To lade, load, 

freight, burden. 

C. iS^dp peril, s. Unevenness in scales. *^ 

in equipoise. 

A. c. ^odof^A per-uniga, [one who lives 

by cheating in weight] s. A gold and silver¬ 

smith. 

A. c. "tS^dod per-uri, s. A great blaze, an 

extended flame. 

T. B. perepane, [*,^3?3] s. Ex¬ 

citement, pushing on, provocation, inspiring. 

A. C. iS’O per, adj. Great, large, big, much. 

A. 0. per-goUu, v. n. To be¬ 

come celebrated,' get a name, be exalted. 

■C. io°2a-c-riope'rehu, perchidu, 
v. a. To pile, heap up. v. n. To increase. 

A. c. per-dale, s. A large head. 

A. C. itjS&^TSper-dore, s, A large river. I 
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A. C. per-buli, s. A royal tiger. 

A. C. '^i^i'c'b^.per-betta, s. A large moun¬ 

tain. 153 

A. c. per-bonu, s. A large 

trap. 

A. c. per-madu, s. A large 

pond, pool or lake. 

A. C. perme, s. Kindness, regard, 

love, affection. 2. fame, glory. 3. pride. 

:S»xSorc£oocsc'erio to foster with kindness. 

A, c. '6^s"zfa5pi per-vadeyu, v. n. To 

obtain a name, become celebrated. 

A. 0. U^E-pl per-vani, s. A large gem. 

A. C. per-Vall, s. A long line of 

descent. 

A. o. pe'r-vettavanu, s. A 

man of celebrity. 

C. ‘^P??s‘P3oCSo perli-hannu, s. The 
V% C3 r ■ 

guava fruit. 

S. lS^e;£> pelava, adj. Tender, delicate, 

fine. 2. easy, not difficult. 

0. pe'like, s. A tatter, rag. 2. a slice. 

A. C. pe'lu, See 

S. Tj(i<vpe'shala, adj. Dexterous, clever. 2. 

beautiful, agreeable. 3. fraudulent, crafty. 

S. t3^‘S peshi, s. The egg of a bird. 2. a 

blown bud. 3. a thunderbolt. 

S. [f®pe'shane, s. A hand-mill, a stone 

and mullar, any apparatus for grinding or 

pounding. 

H. 

pe'shukashu, pe'shukashi, pe- 

shkashi, pe'shkashi, s. Tribute. 

H. ^oAg^d pe'shkdra, s. A revenue ser¬ 

vant under an amildar. 

A. C. pe'sike, [sS^] s. Disgust, 

loathing. 

A. C. pelu, [aS^] v. a. To say, telL 

0. l5^?r peika, s. Money, cash, treasure. 

S. peika, s. A flock of cuckoos. 

H. peiki, adv. Respecting, concerning. 

H. peigasti, s. A superintendent, 

overseer, collector of dues. 2. a detective. 

T. B. pei-gdvali, s. Superin¬ 

tendence, looking after. 



G. 'SjartKk peijdru, s. Shoes, slippers. 

C. ooj-tfpd peithani, s. A country so cal¬ 

led to the north, 8^ a female’s cloth 

partly silk and partly cotton. 

S. peithara, adj. Boiled in a pot, 

as flesh, &c. 

peina, [Sjoterej g A journey, 

to journey. 

C. peidi, s. Money, wealth, gold. 

S- peitrika; adj. Paternal, ances¬ 

tral. patrimony. 

the sou or daughter of a father’s 
sister. 

S‘ PeiUJa> *• Biliousness. 2. mad¬ 

ness, imbecility. tftaj a bilious con¬ 

stitution. a mad-man, 

lunatic. 2. a fool, blockhead. 

H. peimdishi, s. Measure¬ 

ment of land. 

C. mPo peiru, s. Standing or growing 

corn. 2. stock of goods brought to market, 

wholesale supply, stoonsdo sS^tio the first 

crop. 8ooto* the second crop. 

fruit, &c. as growing above. -H^o Sjrfj 

vegetables, corn, &c. grown below the trees. 

a corn-grower, owner of 

gardens, &c. 2. an exporter, importer, 

wholesale dealer. Sp carrying on 

such a business. 

H. "^d^>^prii,-S^j^^^peila-vdnaru, 

peilvdnaru, s. A class of tumblers. 

H. ^kJtS peivaste, s. The last year 

but one. 

S. peishdcha, adj. Demon-like, 

of or relating to demons or evil spirits. 

S. peishdchaka, s. A mode of 

marriage, carrying off a girl by foree. 

S. pdshunya, s. Information, 

> espionage. 2. avarice. 

®* peishtiJca, s. Flour cakes baked 

on an iron pan. 

c. peisara, adj. Tall, high, lofty. 

2. aslant, sloping. 

A. C. peisarisu, v. n. To sink in, 

become flat, the eyes sunk in. 

H. peisalu, peisaldti. 

s. Settlement, adjustment, arrangement. %5 

"°33 a paper of settlement. sto 

a to*make quits, adjust accounts. 

C. ijfiO pon, [toj s. Gold. adj. Gold, 

golden, 

C. cj/SCSr ponka, adj. Straight, even. 2. 

handsome, comely, elegant. C®0* dors an 

amiable disposition. c%r siosU, 

ziszt!, a pretty thing. 

AjsozS a pretty puppet. 

A. c. tp)07\f^ pon-ffanna, s. mran- 
ydksha, with a gold eye. 

A. c. '^tooJ\t)o5^&)7)P5pon-ffaripa-bdna, 

s. An arrow feathered with gold. 

D. 'Spo/'.e^, pong all, pongalu, 

s. Boiled rice mixed with milk and sugar 

and highly seasoned. 4®od0 an annual 

festival when this dish is used. 

A. c. 3po?\f pony ale, s. The lotus, with 

gold-like petals. 

A. o. ■^/307\Dp4g! pon-gdnike, s. An 

offering of gold. 

C. "^poTvDtirvO pongdirisu, v. a. To pre¬ 

vent boiling over by pouring in cold water. 

A. C. fjpor^i pon-gdshe, s. A gold waist¬ 

band or girdle. 

C. o^pOT\7>^i pongalu, s. A proud, arro¬ 

gant man. 

A. C. l6p076 pongu, s. Kesemblance, like¬ 

ness. 2. form, shape. 

A. c. ^poXo pongu, v.n. To boil over, 

overflow, bubble up, effervesce. 2. to be 

overjoyed. 

A. c. ^poAotiOti pon-gudupa, s% A 

golden drum-stick. 2. a gold staff. 

A. o. iSpoTo-^ pon-guppe, s. Any gold 

knob on a box, &c. 

A. o. $po t^pon-gejje, s. a small gold 

bell ornament. 

A. c. pon-gombe, g A 

golden image. 

A. c. pan-gold, s. A golden 

staff. 

C. -gpos^ ponchi, s. A bracelet of gold 

flowers, resembling the swallow-wort. 

A. c. ^pos^o ponchu, [!&/so£So] P; n_ To 



spy, watcli secretly, lie liid, or in ambush. 

jgeosioTOtJ a spy, secret listener, sgpowaTKfc 

to lie in wait, be in ambush. 

c. Hj/sc&jXjS 7^ ponchu-guttige, s. 

An arrack contract. 

A. c. pon-jarige, s. A gold 

necklace. 

G. c^/e/03^* ponju, [rfc&r] s. A torch. 

w to carry a torch. a 

masalchi. 

A. c. T^posf 37^ ponjurige, s. A gold 

dagger. 

A. C. pon-jele, s. A purple 

radiance. 

C. pontana, s. Favourableness, 

auspiciousness of a horoscope, agreement of 

the horoscopes of two persons for marriage, 

for a change of residence, an undertaking, &c. 

A. c. 'S^poZ^ 7\ pon-dalige, s. A gold 

plate or dish. 

A. c. ojjporfo pondu, [_a?*ort>] «. a. To fit, 

suit, be congruous. 2. to reach, arrive. 3. 

to have, acquire, obtain. 

A. o. 7jjpacl/S)&7\ pon-dodige, s. A gold 

jewel or trinket. 

A. C. pcnna, s. The giant, Hiran- 

ya kashipu. 

A. c. 7§po^ccS ponn-ande, s. A gold vessel. 

A. o. 1§po$oti$ponn-andala, s. A gold 

palankeen. 

A. c. 7§;so^o&)7^ponn-andige, s. A gold 

anklet- 

A. O. ponnu, [a&eo;*] s. Gold. adj. 

Golden. 

A. c. onn-ereyu, v. n. To 

pour gold on a person in the exuberance of 

benevolence. 

A. 0. pon-nelanu, s. A coun¬ 

try said to have a soil of gold. 

A. C. ^poj>€ pon-nele, s. A place where 

there is gold. 

A. 0. ^po;3^o'd ponne-mara, s. A tree 

so called. 

A. c. 7§po^S jsfjfoi) ponn-odeya, s. Ku- 

bera, the god of riches. 

A. c. ^poaw^, pom- 

puli, pomtndi, pompurri, s. Horripi¬ 

lation. adj. Great, much. 

A. c. i^o&f^pom-banna, s. Gold colour- 

A. C. porn-batta, S. A gold me¬ 

tallic tablet. 

A. 0. ^jpo3j63, pom-batte, s. A yellow 

cloth. 

A. c. 7§posodd pombarada, s. A shrof¬ 

fer, money changes 

A. c. i&o&foolyjdFdpombariydna, s. A 

gold plate. 

A. c. i$po&coo’d, ^pc£U>zSak pom- 

basura, pom-bodeya, s. JBramha, with 

gold in his belly, or the mundane egg float¬ 

ing on the water. See rti^r. 

A. 0. pom-bdle, s. The flower of 

the cocoanut and areca-nut tree. 2. a red 

plantain tree. a thigh like the 

red plantain tree. 

A. C. pom-bisalu, s. Gold co¬ 

loured or purple rays, as at the rising or 

setting of the sun. 

A. C. ^pogSfe^ pom-betta, s. Maliameru, 

or mountain of gold. 

A. c. T&pozSX pom-betta, s. A cane 

covered with gold. ^®os5Pris'd) mace bearers. 

A. o. 7^posjrjp% pom-bharani, s. A gold 

casket or box. 

c. •c§po5±o pommu, s. A bundle, load. 2. 

the custom or duty for a load. 3. a kind of 

musical instrument. a bundle or 

load of betel leaf, a bundle of 

tobacco. ^©oswjaload of cocoanuts. 

A. C. 7§p^, pollltu, past part, of 

Having entered. 

C. ^p^. pokku, s. A blister or excoriation. 

2. a pustule or speck. ^ *6®^ venereal 

sores on the penis. to be blistered, * 

excoriated. 2. parched earth to rise upon 

being watered. 

A. c. 7§p^$, pokkula, 

pokkulu, [5^*4*''] s. The navel. 

A. o. ■sSp^^sd^, 

pokkula-vakki, pokkuliya-vakki, $. 

The black cuckoo. 
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c. l§p7^&£5opso pogadi-hannu, Si a 
fruit so called. 

C. At! 2^°ffade, See 4rt<3. 

A. c. pogadi, s. A smith’s punch. 

2. tribute. to lay under tribute. 

2. to pay tribute, to receive 

or take tribute. 

A. 0. ^pAtio pogaru, s. Effulgence, ra¬ 

diance, lustre. 2. pride, haughtiness. 3. [4® 

**&] a bush, thicket, ^srisir BtSj, a 

road through a thicket. 

A. C. ^p7\£>j®s-dopogar-mdru,s. Flee¬ 

ing, decamping, running away. 

A. c ^pA^&r, ^pX^ pogarrti, po- 

galte, [^sri^] s. Encomium, praise, eu- 

logium. 

A. c. ^p7\^o pogalu, [eA®n^j] Vi a_ To 

praise, laud, eulogise. agsrt^TSj to cause 

to praise, or flatter, 4®ri%’ 4®^=# 

praise, eulogium, flattery. 

A. c. ^pX^ pogale, s. The lotus. 

A. c. ^Pao pogu, ®. a. To enter, 

penetrate, go in. 

A. 0. poge, £«**] g. Smoke. Sort 4® 

^ to drive in smoke, as wind does. s&A 

a cheroot, cigar. 4®*t 1<<& to smoke a 

cheroot. Agni, god 

of fire, having smoke for the sign on his 

standard. 

A. c. %)XaXj poggadisu, v. n. To retch, 

vomit. 

A. 0. ^pE^_, ^p|^ pochcha, pochche, 

s. A river, adj, [z&aa] new, 

A. c. ^p^tirdo pochcharisu, v. n. To 

break out afresh. 

A. C. ^psddo pochcharu, v. n. To shine. 

2. to throb. 3. to struggle, 

A. C. ^3psX^ pochchali, s. A badge of 

honour worn on the arm. 

A. c. ^pg_f pochchale, s. Effulgence, 

radiance. 

A. 0. e^jdZ&^pochchu, v. a. To cover, spread 

A. C. pottu, Chaff, husk. 

A. 0. potte, [*•£] g. The belly. 2. 

an egg-shell. 

c. ^Sp^, XipB^ps, ^pB^, 1&&pot- 

na,pottana,pottala, potla, s. A kind 

of syringe used in discharging the 2. 

a paper bag or any thing in which a shop¬ 

keeper wraps up goods. 3. any warm appli¬ 

cation, as heated salt, &c. to an inflamed part, 

&c. to apply a fomentation. 4® 

^ to prepare a fomentation. 

A. c. 'jgpSj potre, s. Soot. 2. the hollow 

of a tree. 

A. C. ^pe3 potli, s. A ram. 

A. 0. ^p^^Dceo podakarisu, v.n. To 

suffer, endure, bear. 

A. 0. 'tSptXS^ podata, g. A stroke, 

the act of beating. 

A. c. "^p(X&3© podabali, s. A cemetery, a 

place where bodies are burnt or interred. 

A. c. e§pd>’5$o7ii podamadu, v. n. To bow, 

make obeisance, prostrate, do reverence. 

A. c. Xopddo podaru, V. n. To shake, move 

with quick motion. 

A. C. ^pdsdo£- pjodarchu, v. a. n. To 

commence, begin. 

A. c. -^prf^s- podarpu, s. Splendour, 

lustre, magnificence. 

A. c. podavadisu, v. n. To 

bow, do obeisance. 4®^°^“# a bow, obeisance. 

T. B. podavi, [>$*!>] g. The earth. 

Site, daughter of the earth. 4® 

a king, ruler of the earth. 

imperial rule. not fit for 

imperial rule. 

C. ^jpdojoe^A poda-suttige, s. A small 

goldsmith’s hammer made of bell-metal. 

A. 0. e^fiZiopodu, v. n. To bow, do reverence. 

T. b. poduvala-Jcdi, [s* 

s. The snake vegetable, tricosanthes 
dieeoa. 

A. C. ijptfpode, [=Wr]u «. To beat, strike. 

A. C. i&tSpode, s. The belly, breast, body. 

2. the sheath whence an ear of grain issues. 

3. the seat, when the legs are crossed. 4. a 

speck, mole, mark. 6. a top-knot. 

A. c. aBoj pode-gattu, ®. a. To do 

up a female’s top-knot. s. A waistband. 

A. C. pode-alara, s. Vishnu, 

with a lotus in his navel. 
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A. c. ^$ppc>5, 'SpfQdo ponar, ponaru, 

s. War, fight, battle. ^S>rsS-', sSsreek-f to unite, 

engage, join with, fight, wage war. 

fighting soldiers. 

A. C. c§pp3ds--Sr^ ponar-vakki, s. The 

ruddy goose. 

A. C. pone, [5&s?§] s. Bail, security, 

rred a surety, bondsman. 

A. 0. ^PPcO^, ponmu, [rtJMdu] v. a. To set 

out, go forth, egress. 2. to run fast or over. 

sg©f%^3 it set out or proceeded. 

e. potta, s. The shell or frame of a 

lock. 

e. ^ps^rsd, i^psrad, i§p&z&potta- 

ddra, pottdra, pottdri, s. An inferior 

sTirojjTor money changer in a hamlet. 

A. C. o3ps^_d pottara, s. Morning. 2. a 

bundle of leaves. 

A. C. "Sjp^ pottala, s. A new place. 

C. "^plHSr&3~^ potti-kattu, v. a. To stop 

by witchcraft, in which the magician pre¬ 

tends to keep an evil spirit from a haunted 

man by surrounding the place where he sleeps 

with ashes, and repeating certain formulas. 

the magician who performs this 

ceremony. 

G. e§p|\o7\risp&ttiffam, s. Neighbours. 2. 

partners. 

A. C. ^pB do pottiru, v. n. To be 

bearing or sustaining. 2. to be kindled. 

A. C. e§p^o pottll, [i&issk] s. The time of 

day or night. 2. the sun. 3. (*>%) a torch. 

day-light. 2. torch-light. 

aSaW^V the day to break, the sun to 

rise. the sun to set. 

to observe the time. 

A. C. H§pSta pottu, | v. n. To kindle, 

catch or take fire. 2. to be caked. 3. to 

burn to the bottom of a vessel, to 

kindle, set on fire, &c. 3. past part, of 

sS»*, Having borne. 

A. c. ^Pl3ao, ^prfo7\o podagu, podu- 

gu, [sSjsr^rijj v, a. To cover, as a hen her 

chickens. sg©&ft7?o to cause to cover. 

A. 0. ■^prfcOoroO, ^jpSiido podaisu, po- 

disu, v. a. To dress, cover another with 

any cloth. 

A. C. ^jpddopodaru, [sSjsridj] s. A thicket, 

bush. 

A. 0. ■^prf^’o podalu, V. n. To fly out or up, 

to rise up, come out. 

A. 0. ^p£) podi, v. a. To dress or put on. 

a dress, suit of clothes. 

A. 0. 1§pzS pode, s. A bush, thicket. 2. a 

quiver, arrow case. ^©3 to open a quiver. 

A. C. ^pd podda, rel.part, of Worn, 

put on. 4©^ *ow a cambly in wear or put on. 

A. C. dpd if poddike, [<&ea s. A thatch, 

any covering of a roof. 2, a dress. 

A. C. ^pdo poddu, [3&«tb] v. n. To ap¬ 

proach, draw near, come to a person. 

A. C. '^Pc^do ponaru, s. Inflammation. 2. 

a stream. 

A. 0. ^jp^SJo ponalu, s. A stream, inunda¬ 

tion, flood. i©8?ftk©c&o a stream to run. 

A. c. 7§pj$j&^o3o ponn-odeya, s. Ku- 

Mr a, god of wealth. 

C. 'S^pd^p poppali, s. A checkered cloth. 

c. i&bsp,, poppidi, poppudi, 

s. The farina or pollen of flowers. 

A. o. ^jpdjoo^ poyyu, [j&aci^] v. a. To 

beat, kill, cut off. 2. to pour, as water, &c. 

^ac&^Ozk, ^ocSwaejfi beating and stabbing. 

to cause to beat or pour. ^©c&Jj 

■#, jgscrirejU the act of pouring. 

A. C. ^)pd pora, [sojsd] a(jy. Outer, outside, 

out of doors, abroad. 

A. 0. c^pd^CJ pora-kula, s. Anoutcaste, 

Chanddla. 

A. o. ^pd^o^ porakuli, S. Any tiling 

nourished or fostered. 

0. ^pd^ porake, s. A broom. 2. a fold. 

3. a garment. 

C. ^pd# porake, s. A choking sensation, 

a* to be choked by food or liquid en¬ 

tering the windpipe instead of the gullet. 

A. d. c^pdTv porage, ]«d!®. Outside, 

outward. 

A. C. eSpdBs poratu, V. a. To stir up, as 

grain while frying. 

A. 0. c§pd(3o poradu, [z&atf V. n. To set 

A. o. ■cgpdzS^oiw pora-degeyu, v. a. To 

take out. 
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A. 0. nJp'd^j)^ porapuli, ,s. Horripilation. 

A. c. o^ptf^pp©^ pora-ponmu, v. n. To 

go outside, set out. 2. to flow or run over. 

A. c. ^pds3A porabiga, & A person not 

related or belonging to one, an indifferent per¬ 

son, stranger, alien. 

A. c. poramadu, v. n. To set 

out, go forth, to cause to set out, 

&c. 2. to drive, chase. 

A. c. Jaido poramdru, s. Fleeing, 

running away. 

A. o. pora-mettu, v.n. To set 

out, go forth. 

A. C. Jjprj^poralu, s. The hollow of a tree- 

A, c. pora-vdgilu, s. An 

outer door. 

A. C. poravdru, s. The buttocks, 

posteriors. 

A. 0. i&’dcjD'dopora-sdru, v. n. To egress, 

sally fortL 

A. C. C^pdcousco^ pora-susu, v. %, To run 

or flow over. 

A. c. ,^pd?/o poralu, v. a. To 

brandish. 2, to retract, v. n. To roll, turn 

over, roll in great anguish or distress. 2. to 

fall, die. 3. to prostrate, having rol¬ 

led, fallen, prostrated, died, &c. 4©^ to 

make roll. 2. to overthrow, slay, kill, make 
fall. 

A. C. ^pdo poru, [c&aib] Va a. To bear, 

sustain, endure, as a burden on the head, &c. 

2. to wear or have on. 

A, C. pore, s. Shoulder. 2. wing. 3. a 

fold, division, leaf of a book, scale of a 

fish. 4. a hole. 5. a bundle, faggot. 6. 

a caul, membrane. 7. maidenhead, adv. Out¬ 

side, near, by the side of. 4©3o3j®:iccko to 

ravish. 

A. C. "c^pd pore, v. n. To mix, unite. 2. to 

swell or be elated, v. a. To nourish, protect. 

2. to cover. 4©4rirf?k a preserver, nourisher, 

protector. 

A. c. poreTte, See 4^=#. 

A. o. pore-ponmu, v. n. To 

set out, go forth. 4a44©f%jSiEk it is gone forth. 

A. 0. ■^J/odss'sdojporevdru, s. The posteriors 

or buttocks. 

A. Q. ^p^roS-^ porkuli, s. A wave, surge, 

billow. 

A. c. iyprfoS- pordu, v. n. To approach, 

draw near, come to a person. 

A. c. 1§p do £- ~f\, ’c§p£}s" 7? porduge, 

pordige, s. Nearness, vicinage, adj. Con¬ 

tiguous, near. 

A. 0. Tgpd^o porralcu, adj. Common, in 

general use. 

A. 0. tprjjvz porralu, s. A town or city. 

A, c. porrlte. See 4©^#. 

A. c. ijfjrjjr-8j porrtarre, s. The morning, 

the dawn. 

A. 0. ^Jpdo e porrtu. See 4®^- 

A. C. e§p£^ pola, &. A field for dry 

cultivation. 4®w nsccfM to watch a field. 

c. t^p^o’Sb polanku, polan- 

ku, v. n. To feel pity, be distressed, or griev¬ 

ed on account of others. 

A. c. e^p&oS polanti, $. A woman. 

A. C. ippot* poladi, S. A whoremaster, 

rake. 

A. C. polabu, s. News, intelligence. 

2. depth, cunning. 4©wwo!#v& to hear the 

A. c. polararangollu, 

v. a. To defend, side with, stand up for, take 

one’s side, espouse one’s cause. 

A. C. 1§pf) poli, [sSjs©] v. a. To sew. 2. to 

cover, as a bull, ram, &c. 

A, c. ^$p£>, 'e^pOroo, ipp^pole,polasu, 

polla, s. Mischief. 2. taint, pollution, de¬ 

filement. 3. sin, evil, wickedness. 4©4«fo a 

pariah, chanddla, a bad, base, mean, or low 

man. 4©^ a bad or disreputable woman. 

4©eJ, 4©W~J bad, evil, wicked. 4©e-,Jk a 

stink. 2. the smell of a corpse burning. 4© 

eJ Kii the chanddla caste. 4®«5 rteJrio, 

to defile, pollute. 4©§^& not evil, not 

wrong. 

A. C. pollu, v. n. To tell distinctly. 

A. C. ^>p€ polleya, adj. Harsh, cruel, 

contumelious. 

A. C. ^p7o, ^pce^o, posa, po- 

satu, posadu, [s&isS] adj. New, fresh, 
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rare, wonderful. 4®d agarf news. 

4©d tfsrl newly ground. 4®P s?jwo the glow 

of the rising sun. 

A. C. ^pixioSeO, ^pccoS^T, c^proltoo, 

^p-Jco posantilu, posantil, posati- 

lu, postilu, S. A threshold. 2. 

a new method or fashion. 

A. C. 'Sprj7^ posage, s. Any auspicious 

news, as that of a birth, marriage, &c. 2. 

lustre, radiance. 

A. C. 7§p<xJ pose, s. A shoot, germ, bud. 

v. a. To twist, entwine, braid, plait. 2. to 

churn. 4®3d sib a sprouting plant. $33 

j&aaiMjsiji) a ceremony among farmers at the 

commencement of tillage, putting some seed 

in a vessel filled with earth on a plough, and 

letting it remain till it germinates. 

A. c. ^pi^fvoQcSjoo pose-suriyu, v. n. 

To ooze out in a stream. 

C- ^pcoo ^ postuka, pjri W] s. A book. 

A. c. °3p^o:5^5 polanku, pola- 

ku, v. a. To press down. 

A. o. ^p$os&, l§p^8& polanchu, po¬ 

lo, chu, v. n. To shine, sparkle, glitter. 

A. C. polapil, s. Effulgence, radi¬ 

ance, lustra 

A. 0. ^p^eto polalu, s. A city, town, dwel¬ 

ling, house. 4^ outside of a city. 

A. C. ijp^Ztzrlpoluchu, v. a. To unite, join. 

A. C. °3p^ pole, [s&stfj s. A river, flood. 

2. a road, path, way. 3. brightness, lustre. 

A. 0. i§P^> pole, v. n. To shine. 2. to roll, 

as a horse, &c. 4®^ 4®^P very bright. 

A. c. c^p^zf , c§p$j^tS poltade, poltd- 

re, s. The morning or dawn. 

A. C. c§p^ poltu, See 4»*i- 

A. C. e§p^^ pollu, adj. Empty, 

hollow. 4®^r>o to be empty or hollow. 4® 

tiszsj, 4®^J sfca an empty speech, a false 

report, groundless rumour. 

C. Tgp^oT^®^ pong oil, s. A houseless, 

faithless, worthless, bad man. 

C. e§p^, c§p^O poka, pokari, s. A 

debauchee. 4®^°^?* debauchery, excess, 

dissoluteness. 

4fCd 

A. C. ^p^t? poke, s. Airs, eccen¬ 

tricities, aping those above us, brag, empty 

boast. 2. hypocrisy, insincerity. 

dJ mimicks. 2. hypocrites, dissemblers. 4®^ 

^ to ape or inimick others. 2. to act a 

part, to be insincere. 

S. c§p^7\ozi poganda, $. A boy from five 

to sixteen years of age. 

C. -^po at5 pogare, s. A tool used by gold¬ 

smiths. 

A. c. -§p-*7\ers£V?oo pogalddisu, v. a. To 

dissipate, disperse, scatter, lose, waste. 

A. C. ^jp^AJ pogu, v. n. To go, 

depart, 4®^4rd> it is gone. 

oca the thief, as he went along, 

stole the waist bells. 4®°^ while going. 

0. oSp^JAO pogu, s. Friendship, love. 

C. potU, adj. Audacious, rude, ill- 

behaved. s. An impudent, rude man. 2. a 

de, elver. 

0. potani, s. Dripping. 

4®^'Jr3 ***d>to drip, leak. 

0. ■J§P^&3q pdtari, s. A brave man, valiant 

man, hero. 4®^e^P heroism, valour. 

0. ■^p^&’sScoo potddisu, v. a. To teaze, 

as one boy another, by tickling, pinching, &c. 

0. ^p^fi3 pdti, s. A prop, buttress. 2. 

competition, vieing with, rivalry. 

4® to prop, put a prop. 4®^t to 

compete with, to outbid. ^tBcdcisf, 4@^t3ra 

d a competitor, rival. 4®\^T*4®'^ rivalry, 

outbidding. 

C. -<§p^&3o potu, s. A wound, stab, blow. 

2. pain.. *h&, 4o^W) sS^o to be wounded. 

S. c§p^63 pote, s. A woman having a beard. 

0. ^p^£3) potre, s. The hollow of a tree. 

0. potlddu, V. n. To.butt, 

strike horizontally. 

C. i§p^ponilie, s. Order, regularity. 

C. c^p^ojo ponisu, v. a. To thread, 

string, as beads, &c. 2. to plait. sto 

fle answered word for word, well. 

«*»*> 4s^rfbd he spoke much to the pur¬ 

pose. 4us 4®^^do to string a necklace. P* 

era 4a^rfj;o to thread a needle. 

C. o§p^ pdta, s. A name common to 

Shudras. 
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S. a5p^ put a, s. The young of any ani¬ 

mal. 2. a young elephant of ten years old. 

3. a vessel, boat. 4. the site of a house or 

dwelling. 

C. potappa, s. A god so called. 

aSns&p a devotee to beat himself 

before an idol. 

S. e§p^S3D5opotawdha, s. A rower, boat¬ 

man, steersman. 2. one of the crew who 

keeps watch at the mast head of a ship. 

S. potddhdna, s. A fish so 

called. 

S. putra, s. A hog’s snout. 

S. ijfiu.Qj potri, s. A hog. 2. a male buffalo. 

C. i^p^Eb podi, $. Opening and manuring 

the roots of trees. 

sw to open and manure the roots of trees. 

A. C. ^p^S pdpadi, s. A lurking or 

hiding place. to find out a 

lurking place. 

A. C. c§p^j)rfo popudu, [^rWifcJs. The 

act of going. he is not the one to 

go. I will go. the place to 

which a person goes. 

C. «§P^3^<$S> pdpdteya, s. An orna¬ 

ment placed on the forehead at the time of 

marriage. 

C. pobali, s. A game so called. 

C. put'a, s. A boy from five to ten 

years of age. a childish expression. 

a childish trick. 4®^^ childish¬ 

ness, childhood. 

C. puri, s. A girl from five to ten 

years of age. 2. a young hull. 

A. C. "e^P^do poru, s. War, battle. 2. a 

hole. 3. trouble, vexation, persecution. 4. 

travail. 5. a stack of hay. to 

vex, annoy, persecute, quarrel with. s. Per¬ 

secuting, vexing, quarrelling. rto&jio to 

make persecute, make quarrel. one 

who is vexed or persecuted. 5vexation, 

annoyance, persecution. 

A. C. ^p^do) porru, s. War, contest. 

C. ^p?e> pula, s. A name common to mer¬ 

chants. 

c. ^p^eiosfc pul-amma, s. A female’s pro¬ 

per name. 2. a name of Durgi. 

A. C. ^P^£> puladi, s. A wlioremaster, 

adulterer. 

C. l§p^D poli, adj. Bad, evil, wicked, mis¬ 

chievous. 2. stray, unowned. bad 

people. 

C. e§pijeo polu, adj. Injured, ruined, use¬ 

less. J&nosrti to become impaired, injured’ 

useless. 

A. C. t^p^o polu, To resem¬ 

ble, he conformable to, like. adj. Like, equal. 

4® to make resemble. 2. to compare. 

p3^°Jilike, resembling. 

c. ^p^€^epPoSo pulebhdi, s. A prodigal, 

spendthrift. 

C. igp^doidopoleramma, s. Afemale’s 

proper name. 

S. 'e§p^oJ\pS poshane, s. Nourishment, 

maintenance, support. ziszzb, 

to nourish, cherish, bring up, maintain, 

preserve, protect. 4^4^ a nourisher, pro¬ 

tector. nourished. 

C. "Sp^o pustu-lidi, s. The vege¬ 

table, Idapaver somniferum. 

S. ^p^53 puha, s. Certainty, truth. 

A. C. ^p^/ puhala, s. A haft, handle. 

A. C. ^ooTCvd pohagdra, s. A fowler,, 

huntsman. 2. one who detects thieves. 

T. B. pdlige, [A*] s. a cake. 

2. a ^1°wj slap. 

A. C. e§p^?/o polu, v. n. To cleave in sun¬ 

der, crack, split, s. A portion of any thing 

cloven; a piece of fruit broken off at the 

natural division. 

H. £n>ap pouju, S. An army, a 

head native revenue collector. 2. the com¬ 

mandant of an army. ’s^8 his office. 

S. poutra, s. A son’s son, a grandson 

in the male line only. a son’s daughter. 

s. pounahapunya, s. Bei- 

teration, repetition. 

s. pounarbhava, s. One of 

the sons or heirs admitted by the old Hindu 

law, the son of a twice married woman. 

S. ib~sd poura, s. A fragrant grass, adj. 
Of or belonging to a city. siaB citizens. 

S. pourava, adj. Of or belonging 

to Sifiirb, son of abcdjsS. 
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S, £ pourastya, adj. Prior, first, 

initial. 

s. sirDUTipourdniJca, s. One who 

reads and interprets sacred books publicly. 

S. STD do£\ pourusha, s. The property of 

manhood, virility, manliness. 2. action in¬ 

cidental to the state of humanity. 3. semen 

virile. 4. strength, power, bravery. 5. the 

measure of a man equal to the height to which 

he reaches with both arms elevated and the 

fingers extended, adj. Manly. 2. of or be¬ 

longing to man. 

s. pouruske'ya, adj. Made 

by, derived from, or relating to man, human, 

manly, virile. 

S. pourdyava, s. An overseer 

or superintendent of the kitchen, 

s. trsTSjdfa&g pourohitya, 

s. Priesthood, adj. Belonging to, or relating 

to, the duties or office of a priest. 

8. ^'X)P3£"odJa>6J, p0UVn(l- 

mdsi, pournami, s. The lunar day or 

that on which the moon is full. 

S. Sj"Dsr3£~CQ^;5! pourvdhnika, adj. Be¬ 

longing or relating to the fore part of the day. 

S. poulastya, s. Kulera, god 

of wealth. 2. Havana. 

S. pouli, s. Grain half dressed with 

ghee and made into a sort of cake. 

8. J5)^StzpouUmi, s. The wife otlndra. 

8. £r*Zj^pousha,s. The tenth lunar month, 

that in which the-moon’s change takes place 

when the sun is in Capricornus. 

S. o3~TZd poushna, S. The twenty seventh 
, Pcl . 
lunar astensm. 

S. poushpaJca, s. The oxide of 

brass, considered as a collyrium. 

C. pouli, s. A wall round premises, 

a town, &c. 

H. pydde, s. A peon, or public 

servant. 

8. Zj) pra, a Sanscrit prefix implying, Pro¬ 

gressive motion, (forth, forward, away, &c.) 

2. excess, excellence, (very, much, exceeding). 

g. rpraltampana, s. Wind, air. 

2. hell. 

S. T&p&kS prulcctta, adj. Displayed, unfold¬ 

ed, revealed, manifest, apparent, proclaimed, 

public. rtrasisysri publicly. 

sira&i to make public. opened, 

evident, apparent, visible, spread out abroad, 

revelation, manifestation, making 

known. 

S. Zj)^Ti praJtara, s. A heap, quantity, 

multitude. 

s. praharuna, s. An introduction, 

prologue, prelude. 2. a poetical fiction or 

poem, in which the story and principal per¬ 

sons are wholly imaginary; the term is espe¬ 

cially applied to a dramatic poem. 3. a 

chapter, section, book. 

8. tyj^SvOTi prakdnda, adj. Excellent, 

happy, s. The stem of a tree, the part 

between the root and the branches. 2. ex- 

• cellence, happiness. 

S. cdITTTjo prahdma, adv. Voluntarily, 

willingly. 

s. Titl'd pralidra, s. Difference. 2. si¬ 

militude, likeness, resemblance. 3. manner, 

method, mode. adv. According to, confor¬ 

mably with, Teeter*?s thus, in 

this way. usywsd, so, according 

to that. 

8. praJedsha, s. Sunshine, lustre, 

light, splendour. 2. expansion, diffusion, 

manifestation; the word being equally appli¬ 

cable to physical or moral subjects, as the 

blowing of a flower, diffusion of celebrity, 

publicity of an event, or manifestation of a 

truth, evident, apparent, manifest, 

visible. adj. dim, lustre-faded. 

streSo, to shine, glitter, be 

splendid. 2. to enlighten. 

S. oSj-fr^pd s-, pralarna, 

prakirnaJea, s. A cow’s tail used to brush 

off or fray away flies, &c, 

S. praJiirtita, adj. Declared, 

said, explained, revealed. 

s. prajtrita, adj. Made, completed, 

accomplished, s. The present, this time. 

for the present. 

S. prakriti, s. Nature; in philo¬ 

sophy the passive or material cause of the 

world, as opposed to the active or spiritual- 
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2. the natural state of any thing. 3. the 

male or female organs of generation. 4. the 

root or radical form of a word. 5. cause, 
origin. 

s. prakrishta, adj. Chief, prin¬ 

cipal, pre-eminent. 

S. prakopa, s. Excess, inflam¬ 

mation. to he inflamed, as a 

wound; excessive, as bile. 

S. prakoshtha, s. The fore-arm. 

2. part of the frame of a door. 

S. prakrama, s. Proceeding, going. 

2. leisure, opportunity. 3. beginning. 

S. COO prakriye, adj. Bearing royal 

insignia. 2. conjugating or declining, put- 

ing affixes and prefixes, inflecting. 

s. prakwana, prak¬ 

wana, s. The sound of the vine or lute. 

S. ^jSO^ prakhydta, adj. Celebrated, 

famous, notorious. 2. pleased, happy, 

s. Publicity, notoriety. 2. praise, 

eulogium. zjmdo to make celebrated. 

to become celebrated, enjoy 

celebrity. 

S. ■&)%oxi praganda, s. The upper arm, 

from the elbow to the shoulder. 

S. prayata-jdnu, adj. Ban¬ 

dy-legged, having the knees far apart. 

S. ■&y\V£pragalbha, adj. Bold, confident, 

audacious, firm, ready. 2. illustrious, emi¬ 

nent. 3. strong, able. 4. impudent, shame¬ 

less. confidence, readiness. 2. arro¬ 

gance, fierceness. 3. power, eminence, con¬ 

sequence. 4. perverseness, wilfulness. 

S. pragddha, adj. Mach, excess¬ 

ive. 2. hard, difficult. 3. hard, firm. 

S. 3o;7oC3 praguna, adj. Straight. 2. 

honest, upright, straight in morals. 

t. b. pragnye, See 5/^,- 

S. ri)7<j^6 pragraha, s. The striu g sus¬ 

pending a balance. 2. a rein, rope, or halter. 

3. confinement, restriction, restraint, capti¬ 

vity. 4. a ray of light. 

S. pragraha, s. The string of a 

balance. 

s. pragriva, s. A window, lattice, 

balcony. 2. a summer-house, pleasure 

house. 3. a building on the top of a palace, 

a painted turret. 4. a wooden balustrade or 

fence on the edge of a building. 6. a stable. 

6. the top of a tree. 

S. praghana, s. A terrace before 

a house. 

S. praghdna, s. A covered ter¬ 

race or a small portico before the door of a 

house. 

S. TjjZlozi prachanda, adj. Intolerable, 

insupportable. 2. excessively hot or burn¬ 

ing. 3. bold, confident, violent, fierce, pre¬ 

sumptuous. 4. wrathful, passionate, 

S St3, a mighty hero. 

S. TjJ&t&j prachakra, s. An army in mo¬ 

tion, or, as sometimes explained, foraging. 

S. tyZd-oii prachaya, s. A heap, quanti¬ 

ty, number, multitude. 

S. TjjzdvrA prachaldki, s. A peacock. 

a peacock’s tail. 

s. 'rij&j&'scOca prachaldita, s. Rolling 

about, tossing, tumbling, as in sleep. 

S. cols?"?)xj prachara, s. Precept, ordinance, 

rule, institute, observance. 

S. prachura, adj. Excessive, 

much, many. 2. public, notorious, famed. 

s. praehetassu, s. Varuna, 

king of the seas. 

S. prachodita, adj. Preserv¬ 

ed, directed. 

S. prachddird, s. The prickly 

night-shade, Solanum jacquini. 

s. 33^^ prachhchhada, 

prachhadapata, s. A cover or wrap¬ 

per, either of a person or thing, as a sheet, 

veil, cloak, curtain, &c. 

s. ooj^£>^prachhchhanna, s. A private 

door within the house. 2. a lattice, loop¬ 

hole. 3. entering, adj. Covered, concealed, 

incognito. 

s. Tji^ prachhchhardike, s. Vo- 

mitmg, sickness. 

S. prachhchhddita, adj. Co¬ 

vered, clothed, hidden. 

>. TjjStjS prajana, s. The first impregna¬ 

tion of a cow or any other animal. 2. im- 
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pregnation or pregnancy of cattle in general. 

3. tlie rutting season. 

S. prajanana, s. Birth, produc¬ 

tion. 2. the vulva. 

S. TijSzZi prajava, s. A festival, holiday. 

S. pra-jdgara, s. Waking, 

watching. 

S. a prajdnurdga, s. Popu¬ 

larity, public esteem. 

S. dijSiS'dS prajd-pati, s. Bramlia, the 

creator. 2. a son of Bramha, of whom nine 

are generally enumerated; Bhrigu, Pulastya, 

Pulaha, Kratu, Angirasa, Marichi, Daksha, 

Atri, and Vasislita. 3. a king or sovereign. 

4. Vishwalcarma. 5. a decent term for the 

membrum virile. 

S. prajuvati, s. A brother’s 

wife. 2. a woman who has children. 

s. prajd-shdli, s. A man with 

a large family. 

S. praje, s. People, subjects. 2. pro¬ 

geny, offspring. 

s. prajeshwara, s. A king or 

sovereign. 

s. prajotpatti, s. The fifth 

year in the Hindu cycle of sixty. 

s. sdg-0 pragnyd-chakshu, s. A 
* ©3* 

blind person. 2. a name of DhritarasMra. 

s. «o/3pragnydna, s. Knowledge, wis¬ 

dom, especially spiritual wisdom. 2. a mark, 

sign, token. ^§1^9 a man full of wisdom. 

S. pragnyu, adj. Bandy-legged. 

S. oo ij§ pragnye, S. Intelligence, under- 
cj 

standing, wisdom, sense, cleverness, talent, 

consciousness. unconsci¬ 

ous, insensible. to lose conscious¬ 

ness, be absent or forgetful. 

S. prajwalisu, v. n. To shine, 

glitter. 2. to blaze, be inflamed. 

blazing, radiant. 2. burnt. 

S. pranata, adj. Bending, bowed, 

stooping, inclined. 2. skilful, clever. 

s. -^jrsBpranati, s. Salutation, reverence, 

obeisance, courtesy. 

C. T&j&tpranate, s. The oil cup of a lamp. 

S. pranaya, S. Affection, friend¬ 

ship. 2. acquaintance. 3. asking, begging. 

4. affectionate solicitation, a husband 

or lover, =sv& a quarrel of lovers. 

S. TZjCVZi pranava, s. The mystical name 

of God, the syllable om. 

S. pranashta, s. Euin, destruc¬ 

tion, loss. 

S. pranuda, s. A loud noise, es¬ 

pecially expressing approbation or delight, a 

huzza, shout. 

S. ■rfirSDSoJ prandma, s. Respectful or 

reverential salutation. 

S. prandliy s. An issue from a 

pond, a drain, water course. 

S. prctnidhdna, s. Great effort, 

stress, energy. 2. profound, religious medi¬ 

tation. 

S. pranidhi, S. A spy, secret agent, 

emissary. 2. asking, solicitation, request. 

S. tj/p4£rs^ pranipdta, s. Prostration, 

salutation, reverence, obeisance made by 

touching the feet. 2. solicitation. 

s. p'loos^ pranihita, adj. Delivered, in¬ 

trusted, consigned. 2. obtained, received, ac¬ 

quired. 3. acknowledged,designed,determined. 

s. pranita, s. Fire consecrated 

by prayers or mystical formulas. 

S. pratata, s. Extension, spreading, 

expansion. 

s. prat at i, s. A creeping plant. 2. 

multitude, mass, assemblage. 

S. pratala, s. The open hand with 

the fingers extended. 

S. pratdnini, s. A spreading 

creeper. 

S. j pratupa, s. Majesty, dignity, the 

high spirit arising from the possession of rank 

and power. 2. heat, warmth. 3. valour, 

prowess. 

g. pratdpana, s. One of the 

Hindu hells. 

S. prat dr aka, s. A cheat, rogue, 

deceiver. 

s. tijSvdpQ pratdrana, s. Fraud, deceit 

cheating, over-reaching, trick. cheat¬ 

ed, deceived, tricked. , 



S. prati, a Sanscrit prefix implying, 

Substitution (instead, in lieu of.) 2. several, 

in order (severally, eacli by each.) 3. direc¬ 

tion, designation (towards, upon.) 4. belong¬ 

ing to (as a part or portion.) 6. exchange, 

return (again, back again.) 6. a little, &c. 

s. Any thing substituted for another; a copy. 

adj. Each, every. shSateaft adv. In place of, 

in lieu of. ^8 to metamorphose, ex¬ 

change, make like. *^8 to give another. 

to make a reciprocal exchange, 

to retaliate, give like for like. 

S. gjSwtf pratikdra, s. a remedy, anti¬ 

dote. 2. a return of offices either good or bad. 

S. pratikula, s-. Disagreement, 

discord, opposition, clashing, adj. Contrary, 

adverse, cross-grained, reverse, inverted. 

S. pro,tikriti, s. An effigy, figure, 

image, picture, reflection, shadow. 2. a re¬ 

turn of good or bad offices. 

S. TtjSTyoo pratigraha, s. Receiving, tak¬ 

ing, acceptance, assent. 

it is the province of the brahman to 

receive. 

S. cfc praiighatisu, v.a. To con¬ 

front, oppose, withstand. 

S, °oypratighd, s. Anger, wrath, rage. 

S. 73)8$pratiyhdta, s. Beating, kil¬ 

ling. ' 

s. 3,3**^ pratichhchhdya, s. A 

reflection, image. 2. a statue, bass-relief, or 
picture. 

S. ^/8&ID7<xj prati-jdgara, s. Attention, 

watchfulness. 

S. pratignye, s. Promise, assent, 

agreement, engagement, determination, reso¬ 

lution, vow. s,8dj to vow, resolve, 

s. Vjj pratignydta, adj. Promised, 

agreed, vowed. 

s. prati-ddna, s. The return or 

delivery of a deposit. 2. barter, exchange, 

s. £yS£)(3, prati-dina, prati- 

nitya, adv. Daily, every day. 

S. si/Stfgpratiddya s. A pledge, pawn, 

s. prati-dhwani, s. An* echo, 

response. 

S. pratinidhi, s. A resemblance of 

a real figure, an image, statue, picture. 2. a 

surety, proxy. 

S. Tiy 8*38^ pratipatti, s, Fame, reputation. 

2. gaining, obtaining. 3. action. 4. arro¬ 

gance, confidence. 5. knowledge, 

s. zi/8z3^ pratipattu, s. The precise 

moment of the full and change of the moon. 

S. 7j)8£>^ pratipanna, adj. Possessing, 

endowed with. 

s. prati-paksha, s. The opposite 

side or party, adj. Opposite, against, of an 

opposite party. ^8^ an enemy, adversary, 

s. prati-pddana, s. Gift, do¬ 

nation. 2. ascertaining, determining. 

S. prati-phalana, s. The reflec¬ 

tion of a mirror. 2. reward, demerit, retali¬ 

ation, revenge. Qspexo to reflect back a 

figure. 

s. prati-bcindha, s. Obstacle, 

impediment, hindrance. 

s. Zj/B&otftf prati-bandhaka, s. Offence, 

sin. 2. a demoniacal possession, supposed to be 

occasioned by sin committed in former births. 

3. one who is an evil or plague to others. 

to hinder, stop, prevent, 

s. prati-bandhane, s. A de¬ 

moniacal possession. 

S. prati-bala, $. An army of re¬ 

serve. 2. an enemy’s or opposing force, adj. 

Able, adequate, powerful. 

S. *j8£)oz> prati-bimba, s. A resemblance 

or counterpart of real forms, as a picture, 

image, shadow, a reflection. to re¬ 

flect, as a mirror, &c. 

S. 7i)8$b!$7ijprati-bkatisu, v.a. To con¬ 

front, resist, withstand. 

S. z3j8#o3o prati-bhaya, adj. Formida¬ 

ble, fearful, frightful. 

s. tSyeipratibhdnwita, s. One 

who has great presence of mind or readiness 

of wit. 

S. zijQSjjd pratibhu, s. A surety, bail. 

S. pratibhe, A ready wit, presence 
of mind. 

S. prati-mdle, S. An exercise 

analogous to copying verses, reciting verse 

for verse, as a trial of memory. 
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s. d/B^o pratirne, s. A figure, image, idol, 

puppet, resemblance. unequalled, 

incomparable. 

S. d/Bodoa^ pratl-yufna, s. Retaliation, 

revenge, recrimination. 2. desire, wish. 8. 

taking prisoner, making captive. 

8- djBdjad prati-rupa, s. A picture, im¬ 

age, the counterpart of any real form. 

s. 'djS^j^do pratiloma, adj. Left, not 

right. 2. reverse, inverted, 3. low,-depraved, 

eras one born by a Shudra father, 

and a brahman mother. 

s. £^Bdsd;3, diBs^re^prati-wachana, 

prati-ivakya, s. An answer, reply. 

S- prati-wddi, s. A respondent, 

defendant. ysiEi to answer, reply. 

S. d/S^QJo pratishydya, s. A catarrh, 

cold. 2. moisture, dew. 

S. pratishraya, s. An assembly. 

2. a place of sacrifice. 

S. d,Bj^ prati-slirava, s. A promise, 

assent. 

s. dyB'&y^ pratisliruta, s. Repeated 

sound, echo. 

S. d/Bt\rf pratishiddha, adj. Forbidden, 

prohibited. 

S. pratishedha, s. Prohibition, 

forbidding, exception, contradiction. 

S. Zjj&zijOtf pratishtambha, s. Impedi¬ 

ment, opposition. 

s. d;Bd\ pratishthe, s. Fame, celebrity. 

2. consecration. 3. endowment. 4. staying, 

standing, fixation. famous, celebrat¬ 

ed. 2. completed. 3. consecrated. 4. en¬ 

dowed. to consecrate. 

to injure the charac¬ 

ter. consecration by formulas 

supposed to bring the deity into, or give life 

to an idol. 0ne who affects the 

great tnan. worthy of fame or con¬ 

secration. 

S. pratisara, s. A garland, wreath. 

2. a bracelet. 3. a string worn round the 

hand at nuptials. 

S. djBdhsd pratisara, s. An outer tent, 

a screen or wall of cloth. 

S. pratisuryaka, s. A liz.- 

ard, chameleon. 2. seeing a second sun in 

the sky (an omen of approaching death.) 

S. dyBSo^ prati-hata, s. Disappointment. 

adj. Obstructed, opposed, overthrown. 

S. djBso^d pratiMra s. A gate or door, 

a door-keeper. 

S. d/B oodc§ prati-himse, S. Revenge, re¬ 

taliation. 

S. pratika, s. A limb or member. 

2. a text. 

S. dyB^trsd prati/cdra, s. Revenge, retali¬ 

ation. 2. remedying, administering medicine. 

s. diS^D^ pratikdslia, adj. (in camp). 

Like, resembling. 

g. d/B^e£ pratichi, s. West. 

western. 

S. d/Bpratita, adj. Famous, celebrated, 

renowned, known. 

S. dyBioB pratiti, s. Knowledge, under¬ 

standing. 2. fame, notoriety. 

S. d/B^rf pratipa, adj. Turned away, hav¬ 

ing the face averted; following an order or 

course the reverse of what is natural; against 

the grain or stream. 2. (in rhetoric) com¬ 

paring the less to the greater. 

S. d^dJ3&£'£> pratipadarshini, s. A 

woman. 

s. dyB^d pratira, s. A shore, bank. 

s. djB^So^d pratihdra, s. A door. 2. 

a porter, warder. 

S. dyB^ pratikshe, s. Expecting. 

to expect, look for. 

S. pratoda, s. A goad. 

S. dyeiJS^y pratoli, s. A high street, the 

principal road through a village. 

s. dyB;^ pratna, adj. Old, ancient. 

g. dj^o7\ pratyanga, s. An organ of 

perception. 

S. o& pratyanta, s. The country of 

the savages. 
s. dy^oBdds-^ pratyanta-parvata, 

s. A small hill near a mountain. 

s. dy^^ pratyakku, adj. Subsequent, 

behind, following in time or place. 

s. di^^^sr pratyakparni, s. The 

plant achyranthes aspera. 
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S. pratyakshre'ni, s. The 

flower commonly called Dante. 

s- pratyagra, adj. New, fresh, re¬ 

cent a new man_ 2. an excellent haan. 

s. pratyanika, s. Set combat, 

pitched battle. 

s. *5/^Epo3je>®7\ pratyabhiyoga, s. A 

counter-plaint or charge, an accusation 

brought against the accuser or plaintiff. 

S. X^y<5& pratyaya, s. Knowledge, ap¬ 

prehension. 2. trust, faith, belief, confidence. 

3. oath, ordeal. 4. cause, motive. 5. an 

affix to roots and words forming derivatives 

and inflections. 6. war, battle. 

s. pratyartha, s. A reply, an¬ 

swer, counter representation. 

s. pratyavasita, adj. Eaten, 

devoured. 

S. Zjj3gZ7>65j pratyavdya, s. Separation. 

2. sin. 

®* pratyaha, adv. In the morning, 

2. day by day, every day. 

S. pratyaksha, adj. Perceptible, 

perceivable; present, as cognizable by any of 

the organs of sense, to be pre¬ 

sent or perceptible, zitirp an eye-wit¬ 

ness. 

S. pratydkhydta, adj. Re- 

moved, set aside. 2. informed, apprised. 3. 

discouraged, prohibited, forbidden. 4. denied, 

refused. 5. celebrated, notorious. 

s. pratydikhydna, s. Re¬ 

jection, refutation, disallowance, disregard. 

2. denial, refusal. 

S. pratyddishta, adj. Reject¬ 

ed, set aside. 

S. pratyddesha, s. Rejection, 

disallowance. 

s. pratydmndya, adv. 

Instead of, in lieu of. 

S. pratydita, adj. Trusted, 

confidential. 

s. pratydlidha, s. Standing 

with one foot in advance of the other, as in 

fight. 

S. pratydsakti, s. Necessity, 

urgency. 2. connexion, acquaintance. 3. 

eagerness, earnest expectation. 

s. pratydsatti, s. Proximity, 

contiguity. 

s. pratydsanna, adj. Near, 

proximate, contiguous. 

S. pratydsdra, &. The rear 

of an army. 

S. odp® pratydharana, s. Re¬ 

straining the organs of sense. 

s. d;ST^55T>d pratydhdra, s. Abstrac¬ 

tion, insensibility, restraining the organs, so 

as to be indifferent to disagreeable or agree¬ 

able excitement. 

s. pratyukti, prn- 

iyuttara, s. An answer, reply. 

2*^ to answer, reply, in reply. 

s- pratyutpanna, adj. Re¬ 

produced, regenerated. 2. prompt, ready. 

power of recalling what has been 

forgotten, adj. Confident, bold, arrogant. 

2. wise for the time, having presence of mind 

or readiness of wit. 

g. pratyutthdna, s. Risn,g 

to receive and welcome a visitor. 

S. pratyudgamana, s. Go. 

ing forth or out, going out to meet any one. 

S. pratyupakdra, $. Reci, 

procated favour, return of good offices. 

g. pra- 

tyusha, pratyushasa, pratyusha, s. 
Dawn, morning. 

g. pratyuha, s. Obstacle, impe¬ 

diment. 

g. pratyeka, actj. Separate, dis¬ 

tinct. to separate, sepa¬ 

rately, distinctly. 

g. prathama, adj. First, prior, 

initial. 2. chief, principal. ^ido^God. 

2. (in gram) the third person. 

the nominative case of a noun. ^ -.$£o 

the first lunar day. 

S. prathita, adj. Famous, celebrat¬ 

ed, made known, declared. 

g. prathime, s. Greatness, magni¬ 

tude. 



S. prathuka, s. The young of any 

animal. 

8. prathe, s. Fame, celebrity. 

S. prada, an affix. Giving, 

imparting wisdom. 

S. pradatta, adj. Given, bestowed, 

conferred. 

s. pradara, s. An arrow. 

S. l^jZj'dE~ d pradarshita, adj. Mention¬ 

ed, shewn, specified. 

S. pradakshina, s. Reverential 

salutation, by circumambulating persons or 

objects, keeping the right side towards them, 

going round the world. 

S. opraddna, s. A gift, donation, 

to give in marriage. 

S. Tji£>7< pradiydha, s. A kind of sauce 
-/ 9 

or gravy. 

S. pradipa, s. A large lamp or 

s. -dj^h^pradipana, pradi- 

pti, s. A sort of mineral poison, of a red 

colour and caustic operation. 

S. pradesha, $. A place in general, 

a country, district. 

S. prudeshini, s. The fore-finger. 

S. pradosha, s. Evening, the 

first part of the night. 

s. pradyumna, s. Cupid. 

s. pradyota, s. A ray of light. 

the sun. adj. Blazing, shining. 

S. pradhana, s. War, battle. 

S. pradhdna, adj. Chief, princi¬ 

pal, superior. £ aisswd a high priest. 

s. pradhdni, pra- 

dhdnanu, s. A prime minister. 

s. pradhdvana, s. Air, wind. 2. 

running. 

S. pradhi s. The periphery of a wheel. 

S. prandli, s. A drain, canal, sluice, 

water course. 

S. ’bjbold prapancha, s. The world, un¬ 

iverse. 2. extent, expanse. 3. copiousness, 

abundance. 4 illusion, delusion. sf/rfotMa 

to extend, enlarge. declared, explain¬ 

ed, treated at length. 

S. prapatti, s. Exclusive devotion 

to God. 2. a ceremony in advanced life, of 

receiving absolution from a spiritual guide, 

and retiring much from the world. 

8. prapada, s. The point of the foot, 

the tip of the toes. 

S. prapdta, s. A cliff, precipice. 2. 

a cascade, waterfall. 3. a hank, shore, 

S. °jj~£rd7$ prapdtha, s. A road, path,way. 

S. Vybtvsdood pra-pitdmaha, s. A pa¬ 

ternal great grand-father, 

s. prapunndda, 

prapunndla, s. A sort of cassia. 

S. prape, s. A place where water is 

given gratis. 

S. bjt^jprapoutra, s. A great grandson. 

S. praphulla, adj. Blown, as a 

flower. 

S. VjjSoctfi prabandha, s. A literary com¬ 

position, a connected discussion or narrative, 

s^woi? tfexpS a novel, romance, 

s. T5/3o<y prabala, adj. Strong, powerful, 

pre-eminent. 2. abounding, prevailing, wide¬ 

spread. 

s. ■bj&zriprabuddJia, adj. Wise, learned, 

skilful. 2. awake, roused. 3. blown, expanded, 

s. oo/23je>^<$ prabodha, s. Vigilance, wake¬ 

fulness, active or vigilant state of being, 

s. prabhodhana, s. Reviving 

the fragrance of a perfume which had lost 

its scent. 2. awakening, rousing, 

s. bjS^odd^ prabhanjana, s. Air, wind, 

s. prabhava, s. The first year in 

the Hindu cycle of sixty, 

s. a prabhavishnute, s. Conse¬ 

quence, importance, power, authority, su¬ 

premacy. 

S. prabhavisu, V. n. To he horn 

or produced. 

S. -rf/eps^d prabhdhara, s. The sun. 2. 

fire. 3. the moon. 4 the ocean, 

s. prabhdta, s. The dawn or 

morning. 

S. prabhava, s. Majesty, dignity, 

magnanimity, high spirit. 2. power, strength, 

energy. 
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s. prabhdvali, pra- 

bhdvale, s. The shrine of an idol. 

S. prabJlinna, s. A rutting el¬ 

ephant, from whose temples liquid is exuding. 

S. Tycjfo prabhu, s. A lord, master, prince, 

ruler, power, authority, rule, 

government. 

s. prabhuta, adj. Much, ■many. 

S. prabhushnu, adj. Strong, 

able, powerful. 

S. prabhriti, s. Manner, kind. 2. 

(in comp.) et cetera. 

s. prabhe, S. Light, radiance, splendour. 

s. prabhrashtaka, s. A chap¬ 

let of flowers suspended from the middle lock 

of hair. 

S. pramatta, adj. Intoxicated, 

drunk. 2. infatuated, proud. 3. enraged, 

mad, as a rutting elephant. 

s. pramatha, S. An attendant on 

Shiva. s. A name of Shiva. 

S. pramathana, s. Killing, 

slaughter. 

S. pramada, s. Joy, pleasure, de¬ 

light, rapture, JSjSkiSsfsl, s. A roy¬ 

al garden or pleasure ground, attached to the 

seraglio. 

S. cZj'Z&'lSpramade, s. A handsome woman. 

S. TZ)o$JSprS> pramdna, S. Measure, size, 

dimension, quantity. 2. proof, testimony. 3. 

an oath, adjuration. 4. limit. 5. cause, mo¬ 

tive. to take an oath. ^»tss 

Fa® sSjs&tSj to administer an oath. Nearly all 

the Hindu forms of oath partake of the na¬ 

ture of ordeals, and one of the oldest among 

them is that of the balance, or weighing a man 

twice, once before, and once after he has given 

his testimony; hence the word denoting pro¬ 

perly measure, has beome applied, both to 

the testimony given, and the oath under 

which it is delivered. Eight kinds of evi¬ 

dence or testimony are mentioned; as, 

evidence from the senses. espjsiaji 

systsara from inference. vcsW-ra;* sisters from 

comparison. oral testimony. 2- 

scripture testimony. sCsS-rarc ano¬ 

ther kind of inferential testimony. sJ, 

swfs testimony from general report. 

3L)rf'raf5 evidence from improbability. 

s^stsara evidence from the absurdity of a 

thing, to quote an authority from 

law or scripture. 2. to investigate, enquire 

into. 

s. pramdtdmaha, s. A 

maternal great grand-father. 

S. £5pramdthi, S. Afflicting, in¬ 

flicting pain or sorrow. 2. killing, destroying. 

S. pramada, S. Mistake, error, 

inadvertence, carelessness, inaccuracy. 2. 

misfortune. 

S. pramddi, s. The thirteenth 

year in the Hindu cycle of sixty. 

S. pramddicha, s. The forty 

seventh year in the Hindu cycle of sixty. 

s. pramdpana, s. Killing, 

slaughter. 

S. TySosZpramita, adj. Known, understood, 

established. 

S. ZjjDoS pramiti, S. True knowledge or 

knowledge resulting from positive proofs. 

S. «i/Z)Se)sf pramita, adj. Dead, deceased. 

2. immolated, sacrificed. 

S. opramila, s. Lassitude, enerva¬ 

tion, exhaustion from indolence or fatigue. 

S. pramuklia, adj. Chief, prin¬ 

cipal, first. 2. excellent, best. aff. JEt cetera. 

s. pramugdhe, s. Great stupidity. 

adj. Opened, expanded, blown. 

a great simpleton. 

S. pramudlta, adj. Pleased, glad, 

content, happy. 

s. Ti/oS^d3o prameya, s. Opportunity, 

occasion, adj. what may be known, com¬ 

prehensible. 

S. prameha, s. The venereal 

diseasa the stone, gravel. 

S. pramuda, S. Pleasure, happi¬ 

ness, delight, joy, gladness. v. n. 

To rejoice, be delighted, 

s. pramoduta, s. The 

fourth year in the Hindu cycle of sixty. 

S. prayata, s. A holy man, one 

purified by austerity and mortification. 

S. prayatna, s. Endeavour, ef¬ 

fort. 2. act, action. 

to try, endeavour. 
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S. A praydga, s. Sacrifice, oblation. 

2. a celebrated place of pilgrimage, the con¬ 

fluence of the Ganges and Jumna, with the 

supposed subterraneous addition of the 

Saraswati, the modern Allahabad. The 

term, in composition, is applied to many 

places of reputed sanctity, situated at the 

confluence of two rivers; as, cb 

J^cdrari, ifrsF sfabari, and port s^cri-sari, in 

the Himalaya mountains, which with 

rtj or Allahabad, constitute the five principal 

places so termed. 3. a name of Indra. 4. 

a horse. 

S. ckj)Cx5je>Pc> pray ana, s. Journey, march, 

departure. rijcrijaFs* stoib journey, 

g. d|COJa>3 praydta, S. The sage Blirigu. 

2. a sleepy or lazy fellow, 

s. ^joSjetci, praydsa, pra- 

yase, s. Labour, trouble, fatigue, pains. 2. 

difficulty, embarrassment. 3. pain. 

*>•»* to take pains. 

to give trouble. 

s. prayukta, adj. Endowed with, 

possessing, as an attribute. 2. resulting 

from, consequential. 3. appointed, nomina¬ 

ted. postposition, For, on account of. 

g. rjja)Jd& prayuta, S. Ten hundred 

thousand, a million. 

S. £j/oSqe>^ a praydga, S. Consequence, 

result, the main object or end of any previ¬ 

ous action. 2. the operation or effect of 

magical or mysterious rites. 3. example, 

comparison. 4. effort, exertion. 5. act, 

action. 6. use, or authority for the use, of 

a word, or the illustration of its use in con¬ 

struction. 7. the administration or prescrip¬ 

tion of medicine. 8. discharging or shooting 

an arrow. ®. a. To make use of a 

word, in composing or writing. 2. to pre¬ 

scribe, administer. 3. to shoot or discharge, 

as an arrow. 

S. Tj/oSje>£a;£S praydjana, s. Cause, oc¬ 

casion. 2. motive, origin. 3. result. 4. 

occupation, business. 5. profit, advantage, 

use. 6. a religious ceremony, generally the 

ceremony for departed ancestors. 

aarto to be of use. &<*> *S)c&»0f what 

use? Mitirf useless, worthless. 
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a marriage or other auspicious 

ceremony. 

S. prayojaka, s. A clever 

or able man. a use¬ 

less or worthless man. 

s. prayojya, s. Capital, prin- 

cipaL 

S. praroha, s. A bud, shoot. 

S. TtjVO&i pralamba, $. The name of a 

giant killed by JBalardma. 2. tin. 3. the 

breast, mamma. 4. the new shoot or bud of 

any creeper, Balardma. 

S. Jjj&b'g pralapita, adj. Said, spoken, 

declared. 2. wept, lamented. 

S. CX)o pralaya, s. A general deluge. 

S. TjjWTj praldpa, S. Sorrow, lamentation. 

2. unmeaning or unconnected speech. 

to lament, grieve. 

s. d/rfsdd pravachana, s. The Veda. 2. 

excellent speech or language. 3. revealing, 

promulging. a g00(j Speater. 

S. ZjjZSf'c) pravana, adj. Devoted, attached, 

adhering. 2. endowed with. 

S. Tj/^C3g3o pravanaya, s. A goad. 

S. pravara, S. Offspring, descendants. 

2. family, tribe, lineage. 3. multitude, adj. 
Excellent. 

s. d/^As- pravarga, s. A sacrificial fire. 

s. pravartaka, s. The original 

instigator of any act, an author, the princi¬ 

pal. 2. an arbiter, judge. 3. motive. 

S. pravartana, s. Action, busi¬ 

ness, worldly interest or activity, as opposed 

to abstract contemplation. 2. conduct, be¬ 

haviour. to conduct one’s self, 

behave. 2. to be going on, to be in a state 

of action. 3. to have intercourse or dealings 

with. 

S. t^i3ISs- pravarti, s. Action of the bowels, 

diarrhoea, purging. 

S. ~£j pravardhisu, v. n. To in¬ 

crease, prosper, thrive, augment. 

increased, prospered. increasing, 

thriving. 

S. pravalhilee, s. A riddle, en¬ 

igma, conundrum, charade. 
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S. Xjj'SSGoFSt pravahana, s. A car or co¬ 

vered conveyance for females. 

S. pravdda, s. Rumour, report. 

S. pravdsa, s. A traveller, sojour¬ 

ner, one living away from home. 

S. pravdsana, s. Killing, slaugh¬ 

ter. 2. dwelling abroad, sojourning, lodging. 

S. ojjSS'SS) pravaha, s. A sti'eam, current, 

the flowing or course of any thing; a con¬ 

tinuous passage. ^s'sJorj to flow, run, as 

water. 

S. or? pravdhike, s. Diarrhoea, or 

bowel complaint. 

S. pravala, s. Coral. 2. a young 

leaf or sprout. 3. the neck of a lute. 4. a 

pupil. 

S. pravishta, adj. Entered (liter¬ 

ally or metaphorically, as into a house or on 

a business). 

S. T$)S^C3 pravina, adj. Skilful, clever, 

conversant, #,&*«**» cleverness, 

skill, acquaintance with. 

S. pravira, s. A hero, warrior. 2. 

a chief, a person of rank or distinction. 

T. B. pravudha. See 

S. Jjj^B^pravritti, s. Activity, occu¬ 

pation, active life, as opposed to contempla¬ 

tive devotion. 2. tidings, intelligence, 

s. $*** pravriddha, adj. Full grown, 

expanded, diffused, spread abroad, dispersed, 

increased, more. 

S. praveka, s. Chief, head, princi¬ 

pal. 

S. praveni, s. The hair twisted 

and undecorated, as worn bv women in the 

absence of their husbands. 

S. pravesha, s. Entering, entrance, 

entrance upon. 2. arrival. 3. commencement 

of learning. *£/•to enter. 2. to arrive 

at. 3. to interfere. 

S. praveshta, s. The arm. 2. 

the fore-arm, or wrist. 

S. pravrajita, s. The pupil, or 

attendant of a Jaina or Buddhist mendicant. 

2. an ascetic. 

s. *5/33/8 pravrajye, pra- 

vrdja, s. Roaming, travelling, wandering, 

mendicancy, asceticism. 

S. prashamse, s. Praise, applause, 

encomium, flattery. 2. subject, matter, 

to praise, commend, flatter, 

s. prashamana, s. Killing, slaugh¬ 

ter. 2. pacifying. 

s. co/^To^ prcishasta, adj. Happy, well, 

right. 2. good, excellent, best, illustrious. 

3. convenient, commodious. a con" 

venient place. 

S. prashni, adj. Small, short, thin. 

S. prashne, s- A question, demand, 

interrogation. 

s. prashnottara, [question 

and answer] s. A dialogue, catechism. 

S. tytjoS} prashraya, S. Affection, affec¬ 

tionate regard, solicitude. 

S. prashrita, adj. Modest,humble. 

S. *5/*a prushtha, s. A leader, conductor, 

president. 

S. J^T\dJx>prashthdhi, s. A cow pregnant 

with her first calf. 

g. l&j7^o7\prasanga, s. A discourse, preach¬ 

ing, conversation, discussion. 2. introduc¬ 

tion. 3. association, connexion. sija 

do, PjPofKb to discourse, preach, argue, dis¬ 

pute. sisat&siii, a preacher, dis- 

courser, disputant. 

S. Ti/Tot^ prasakti, s. An occurrence, event, 

circumstances. 

S. £/oj^ prasanna, adj. Clear, transpa¬ 

rent, bright, pellucid. 2. pleased, delighted, 

complacent, gracious, favourable. PjPPa# 

brightness, purity, clearness. 2. favour, de¬ 

light in. 

S. t5/coc$ prasabha, s. Violence, force. 

S. lojcod prasctTa, s. A way, road. 2. a 

bed made of tender leaves. 3. spreading, ex¬ 

tending. 4. multitude. 5. speed, velocity. 

6. a weaver’s shuttle. 7. an iron crow, Jjj 

tJSt!) to spread, diffuse, expand, extend, be¬ 

come known. 

S. prasarana, s. Surrounding 

an enemy. 2. spreading over the country 

to forage. 

S. tjjctiTj£"Pc> prasarpana, s. Spreading, 

stretching, expanding. 
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S. "d)7io5 praSdVCl, s. The bringing forth 

or bearing young. 2. a flower, blossom. 3. 

birth, production. 4. offspring, posterity. 

sJjTisi the travail of child-birth. 

to bring forth a child, 

s. prasavitri, s. A father. 

S. JijTSTty prasavya, adj. Contrary, in¬ 

verse, inverted, reverted, opposite, opposed. 

S. tk^iooSo prasaha, s. A beast of prey¬ 

s' prasada, s. Clearness, clean¬ 

ness, brightness. 2. favour, kindness, pro¬ 

pitiousness. 3. well-being, welfare. 4. food 

offered to the deity or to a guru. 
to eat the offering of a disciple, as a guru 

does, r^3oxb to receive it. sf 

U =#js^o to obtain food from a disciple, 

^ to favour. 

s. prasddana, s. Boiled or 

cooked rice. 

S. "d/?;fc>ZJ>3 prasddhane, $. Dress, em- 

bellishment, decoration. decorated, 

s. prasddhini, s, A comb, 

s. ~d>j cd'D'd pr astir a, $. Going to forage, 

spreading over the country for grass and fuel, 

s. vjjKtvripi prasdrane, s. The plant 

Pcederia fcetida. 

S. prasdrisu, v. n. To spread, 

be diffused. 

s. prasiddha, adj. Famous, cele¬ 

brated,1 notorious. 2. adorned, ornamented, 

ste&i to make public or celebrated, 

sjartj to become notorious or famous, 

fame, notoriety, celebrity, 

s. tyfdjO~^)prasuvu, s. A mother. 2. a mare, 

s. tjToJd'S, riiroje)!^ prasute, prasu- 

tike, s. A woman who has borne a child, 

or who has been recently delivered. 

bringing forth young. 

s. £5/?nSj®^ prasuna, s. A flower, bud, 

blossom. 2. fruit. Cupid, with 

a flower-arrow. 

S. prasrita, adj. Dispersed, ex¬ 

tended, spread abroad. 2. stretched. 3. mo¬ 

dest, humble. 4. swift, quick. 5. gone. 6. 

attached to, engaged in, occupied by. s. The 1 

palm of the hand hollowed as if to hold li¬ 

quids. 2. the leg. ! 
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S. prasriti, s. The palm of the 

hand hollowed. 

S. prasevaka, s. A wooden ves¬ 

sel covered with leather, placed under the 

neck of a lute, to render the sound deeper. 2. 

a crooked piece of wood at the end of a lute. 

T. B. '^jpo prasta, s. Any auspicious cere¬ 

mony. 2. marriage, are you 

marriedP sssisd *5^ an indispensable busi¬ 

ness. an auspicious ceremony, 

to observe a ceremony. 

S. dyfid, ofo d prastara, prastdra, 

s. A stone or rock. 2. a jewel or precious 

stone. 3. a couch made of flowers or grass. 

S. TijTfcrd prastdra, s. A jungle, thicket, 

or wood overgrown with grass. 2. a kind of 

calculation of the different feet or syllables in 

a verse, scansion, stez&, to 

calculate the different feet or letters in a 

s. jij'cTTjai, oi prastdva, pras- 

tdpa, s. Opportunity, occasion. 2. inci¬ 

dental reference to a person or thing. 3. 

circumstances, event. steak 

a word or speech appropriate to the occasion. 

stezi} to seize an opportu¬ 

nity. suggested by previous men¬ 

tion, well-timed, apropos, opportune, 

s. prastdvane, s. Commence¬ 

ment, introduction. 2. the prelude to a drama. 

s. jij'd.o prastuta, adj. Said, revealed, 

declared. 2, ready, prepared. 3. panegyri¬ 

zed, praised, s. A feast or ceremony. 2. the 

present time. 

S. prastuti, s. Praise, applause. 

3. po prastha, s. A measure of quantity, 

forty!eeight double handfuls. 

3. ‘djrk'zjd prasthdna, s. The march of an 

assailant. 2. a march in general, journey. 

S. tijci'sbTio prasthapisu, v. a. To send, 

dispatch. 

3. prasthiti, s. Forgetfulness, forget¬ 

ting. 

s. dj&d pr altar a, .?. A watch, or the eighth 

part of an entire day and night. 

s. djoLd, djZodfQprahara, praharana, 



s. A weapon. 2. a blow. 3. war. aJjsde* 

to strike, beat. 

C. Zy&Q prahari, s. Patrole. 2. a wall 

round a house. 

S. prahasana, s. Loud, hearty, or 

violent laughter. 2. mirth, merriment. 3. 

sarcasm, satire, as a branch of rhetorical com¬ 

position. 

S. *j/33Titf prahdra, See 

S. ^oo prahi, s. A well. 

S. prahelikd, s. A riddle, enig¬ 

ma, puzzling or enigmatical question. 

S. prahidda, s. A pious son of 

Hiranyalcashijpu. 2. sound, noise. 3. plea¬ 

sure, joy, happiness. 

S. tS#<5pralaya, s. The end of a a 

general deluge, the world’s destruction. 2. 

death. 

praJcshdlana, s. Washing, 

cleaning. washed, cleaned. 

S. prakshepana, s. Determining, 

fixing. 2. interpolating. 

S. prakshwelana, s. An iron 

crow. 2. neighing. 

s. -^rxioi^ prdnta, prdntya, 

s. Edge, border, margin, end. 2. frontier, 

part, coast, neighbourhood. «$'. Near, ad¬ 

jacent. fis)o^rir, a suburb or col¬ 

lection of houses without the walls of a town. 

S. trzoj'&Tj prantara, s. A long or tiresome 

road. 2. a frontier, limit, border. 

S. prdmshu, adj. High, tall, lofty. 

S. prakara, s. A rampart, fence; 

any inclosure or defence, in the form of a wall, 

upon a raised mound. 

s. prakarabhya, adv. From 

past time and onward. 

S. prakrita, adj. Low, vile, vul¬ 

gar. s. A provincial and peculiar dialect of 

Sanscrit. 

S. prdkku, adj. Before, prior, pre¬ 

ceding, in reference to place or time. 2. east, 

eastern. 3. past, gone. adv. Formerly. 

S. praktana, adj. Old, ancient, 

anterior. 

S. pragalbhya, s. Confidence, 

boldness, arrogance, effrontery. 2. impor¬ 

tance, rank. 

S. a 2p.jS!) pr (ig abhav a, s. Antecedent 

privation, the non-existence of any thing 

which may yet be. 

s. Bv\ prdgjyotisha, s. A 

country, supposed to be part of Assam. 

S. prdgwamsha, s. The room 

opposite to that which contains the materials 

for an oblation, and in which the family and 

friends of the sacrificer assemble. 

S. prdng-nydya, s. Plea of 

a former trial. 

s. 'd^33r3ai>s- prdchdrya, s. A superior 

spiritual guide, or a minister’s minister. 

S. trvjei prdchi, s. The east. 

S. prdchina, adj. East, eastern. 

2. former, prior, ancient, old. s. A bound, 

hedge, fence, the moon. 

'iZ^uZar a name 0f Xndra. 

the fruit Flacourtia cataphracta. 

s. prachindvita, s. The 

sacerdotal thread, worn over the right arm, 

and passing under the left. 

S. prdchira, adj. East, eastern. 

2. old, ancient. 

s. tty&fr&Ti prdchetasa, s. Varum. 2. 

Vdbniki. 

S. prdchya, s. A man of the east, 

s. prdjana, s. A goad. 

S. isy&iprdjdpatya, s. A form of 

marriage, the gift of a girl respectfully by 

her father to her lover. 2. a sort of penance, 

eating once a day for three days in the morn¬ 

ing, once in the night for three nights, sub¬ 

sisting three days on food given as alms and 

fasting three days more. 3. a particular sa¬ 

crifice, performed before appointing a daugh¬ 

ter to raise issue, in default of male heirs. 4. 

authority, power. 

s. prdgnya, s. A clever or intelli¬ 

gent man. 

S. try&fi prdjya, s. Much, many. 

S. prddvivdko, s. A judge, 

magistrate. 

S. prana} s. Life, vitality. 2. air 
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inhaled, inspiration, breath. 3. air, wind. 4* 

strength, power. 5. in gram, a vowel. 5'° 

cS the five vital airs, or modes of 

inspiration and respiration, the 

consecration of, or giving life to an idol. 

« a husband. 2. Yarna. 

« intimate friendship, a 

very dear friend, sfoiissedrasto breathing in a 

peculiar way through the nostrils, during the 

mental recitation of the names or attributes 

of some deity. It is differently performed. 

The VeidiJca, or followers of the Veda, close 

the right nostril with the thumb, and inhale 

breath through the left, then close both nos¬ 

trils, and finally open the right for exhalation. 

The followers of the Tantras close the left 

nostril first, and exhale also through it; these 

operations are severally called 3^^ and 

=£. essential to life, dear as life. 

« dear as life. 

S. •^TTyp'i prdni, s. An animal, a sentient 

or living being only. 2. the soul, self. 

S'. i$T>j prdnidyuta, s. Cock- 

fighting, ram fighting, &c. 

s. prdtah-kdla, s. The dawn, 

morning. a morning meal. 

S. prdtipadika, s. A crude 

noun. 2. a famed gambler mentioned in the 

Maha BJiarata. 

s. prdtibhdvya, s. Security, 

the act of becoming bail or surety, or being 

answerable for the appearance of the debtor, 

for his being trust-worthy, or for the payment 

of his debt, in case of his failing to do it. 

S. prddeshci, s. The span of the 

thumb and fore-finger. 

s. try$j) prdpaka, prdpu, s. 

Protection, support. 2. refuge, resort. 

St TyvjT^prdpta, adj. Obtained, gained, 

received, procured. 

s. TjTyTjdjSTjprdpta-rupa, adj. Learn¬ 

ed, wise. 2. handsome, pleasing. 

S. prdpti, s. Gain, profit. 2. ac¬ 

quiring, getting, obtaining. 3. improvement, 

success. 4. rise, ascent. 5. one of the eight 

superhuman faculties, the power of obtaining 

every thing. Hence, in common use, luclc, 

fate, fortune. to happen, occur, be 

obtained. attainable, procurable. 

^3^ 
s. prdbalya, S. Abundance. 

s. prdbodhaka, s. Dawn, 

day-break. 

s. prabhava, s. Superiority, su¬ 

premacy, pre-eminence. 

s. pis’ prdmdnika, s. Speaking 

truth, adj. True, of great force, credit, or 

authority. 

s. prdmopavesha, See 

s. pray a, s. A state or condition 

of life, as age,youth, &c. 2. fasting to death, 

as a religious act. adj. Like, a young 

man. a young woman. 

S. ^prdyashchitta, S. Punish¬ 

ment. 2. penance, expiation. 5,19 

to punish, fine, to pay a 

fine. ^ a penance to restore 

a man to caste. Jtesrori a ceremo¬ 

ny to correct a man who has violated the 

rules of caste, by putting him in a sack, &c. 

S. l3"SjC>!)OS’ prdika, adv. Very prevalently 

or generally, for the most part, abundantly. 

•S. -sb"iydo£jj$ prdrambha, s. Commence¬ 

ment, beginning. riv)tSo$7b to begin. 

S. prdrabdha, $. Destiny, luck, 

fortune. 

S. prdrthaniya, s. One 

worthy to be prayed to, as God. 

S. prdrthane, s. Prayer, sup¬ 

plication. 2. asking, begging. 

sfosab to pray, supplicate, asked, 

begged, solicited. 2. said, spoken. 3. obstruc¬ 

ted or opposed by an enemy. 4. killed, hurt. 

s. ifdj<yoz>, fVdj&ozos’ prdlamba, prd- 

lambaka, s. A garland hanging round 

the neck and reaching to the breast. 

S. prdleya, $. Snow, frost. 

S. prdvarana,prd- 

vdra, s. An upper or outer garment. 

s. prdvrittu, 

prdvrisha, s. The rainy season. 

S. prdvrita, s. A veil, wrap¬ 

per, cloak, mantle, adj. Covered, enclosed, 

encompassed. 

s. tr7y^-£vso!bc§ prdvrishdyini, s. 

Cowitch, Carpojpogon pruriens. 
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S', prdvrishija, s. A frog. 

S. £tytifS prdshana, s. Feeding, eating. 

S. prdshastya, See 

S. prdsa, s. The second letter of each 

foot in a verse, alteration, 2. a bearded dart. 

S. IJj^KjQa prdsanga, See stfpori. 

S. prdsangika, adj. Suggest¬ 

ed by something else. 

S. tryTjoTtfi prdsangya, s. A yoke for 

cattle. 

S. prdsdda, s. A temple, pa¬ 

lace, building consecrated to a deity, or inha¬ 

bited by a prince. 

S. "5^]So. prdhna, s. The forenoon or 
—/.brO 

morning. 

S. bjoi> priya, s. A husband. adj. Dear, 

beloved, desired. 2. dear, high in price, 

crfj^o dearer. 

S. bj^odd priyamvada, s. A sort of 

demi-god. 

S. priyatama, adj. Much be¬ 

loved. s. Cock’s-comb, Celosia cristata. 

S. bya^o^s-^ priycidarshani, s. The 

tree mimusojos Jcanhi. 

s. by priya-wudi, s. An agreea¬ 

ble speaker. 

s. byaSoojSO priyasakha, s. The tree 

Mimosa cateclm. 

s. prinana, s. Satisfaction, satiety, 

satisfying. 2. marriage. 

S. b|^ prita, adj. Pleased, happy, glad. 

S. bj’e> priti, s. Love, atfection, regard. 

2. joy, pleasure, delight, happiness. 3. the 

second of the twenty-seven astronomical 

yogas, ste>So to love 

S. pren/cha, s. A swing, a sort of 

hammock or swinging cot, either for travel¬ 

ling or diversion. 2. dancing. 3. wandering, 

roaming, travelling about. <Sj^o 

** agitated, shaken, swung, set in motion. 

8. preta, S. A corpse. 2. a ghost, 

goblin, sprite; an evil being, especially ani¬ 

mating the carcases of the dead. 

S, prema, S. Affection, kindness, ten¬ 

der regard. 2. pleasure, sport, pastime, joy. 

S. ^ preyasi, s. A beloved woman. 

oj S3D 
co 

8. preralta, s. An inciter, mover; 

a driver, coacb-man. 

s. prerane, t. b. 

prerepane, S. Sending, directing. 2. pas¬ 

sion, or the operation of the organs of sense. 

3. incitement, instigation. 4 inspiration. 

to induce, iucite, instigate, inspire, 

an instigator. sent, directed, 

dispatched. 

S. lBy^o^P'3 prdshana, s. Sending, direct¬ 

ing. adj. Sent, directed. 

S.^preshtha, adj. Most beloved, or 

very dear. 

S. Prt‘?hya> s. A man servant. 2. 

service. Jp.As a maid servant. 

S. l^«§^7vsd prekshdgdra, s. An ob¬ 

servatory, place of observation. 

S. t>y^$prehshya, s. Intellect, under¬ 

standing, sense. 

S. foygtf prokta, adj. Told, said, declared. 

S. Spy \ ^ prota, adj. Sewn, stitched, 

strung, tied. 

S. protsdha, s. Effort, exer¬ 

tion. 2. stimulus, incitement. 

incited, instigated, stimulated, encouraged. 

S. prdtha, s. The nose of ahorse 

or the tip of it. 2. the loins or hip. 

s. proshit a, adj. Abroad, ab¬ 

sent, away from home, sojourning in another 

country. Ppa wife whose hus¬ 

band is absent. 

S. prosJithapada, s. Tlie 

sixth lunar month, that in which the moon’s 

change takes place when the sun is in Virgo. 

S. SpPgUp'S prdkshana, s. Sprinkling. 2. 

killing in sacrifice. sprinkled, killed, 

s to sprinkle. 

S. proudha, adj. Skilful, dexterous, 

clever, s. A woman from thirty years of 

age to fifty-five. 2. a description of the 

Ndyaki or mistress'; a woman whose feelings 

are violent or impetuous. 

s. gs plana, s. A raft, float, 

s. 'bjd>7\, IjSoa plavaga, plavanga, 

s. An ape or monkey. 2. a frog. 

S. plavdka, S. A boat, ship, raft. 
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S. plaltsha, s. The waved leaf fig tree, 

Ficus infectoria. 2. one of the continents 

or divisions of the world. 

S. pint a, s. The third length of sound 

given to vowels, the protracted or continuous 

sound, being three times the length of the 

short vowel, and occupying three moments 

in its utterance. 2. the crowing of a cock. 

S. Xj) plltshtu, adj. Burnt, ^^com¬ 

bustion. 

v pha, The fortieth letter of the alphabet, the 

aspirate of the preceding, and expressed byph. 

H, phakira, g. A dervise or Mussul¬ 

man mendicant. 

c. "$^<3phaTcTcnne, adv. Unexpectedly, in¬ 

considerately, suddenly, exceedingly, 

to laugh vehemently. eSjs^cdM to 

beat soundly. tyriu to scold lustily. 

H. ^0§^o, phajitu, phajiti, s_ 
Disgrace, ignominy. 

C. phata-phata, s. A clashing or 

flapping noise. 

T. B. ^83^ phatiha, s. A crystal. 

C. °p83o7\ phatinga, adj. Rude, ill-behav¬ 

ed, disobedient, unsteady, dissipated. v^or! 

rudeness, disobedience, debauchery, pro¬ 

digality, wastefulness, unsteadiness. 

H. Tydi^p^bphadaposi, pha- 

daposhi, S. Answering without thinking, 

to save trouble. 2. getting through a thing 

whether by hook or by crook. 

work done any how. vd 

saying any thing that serves one’s purpose, 

whether false or true. a 

general accountant. to say 

more than one knows. 

H. "&SZT*)) phaddvu, s. Falling into the 

hands of an enemy. 

H. ^&83=*> pkadichi, phadichd, 

s. Inquiry, examination. 2. adjustment. 

A. C. phade, s. An army, troops. 

S. pfiana, S. The hood of the cobra 

capella. c. A subdivision of caste, business. 

S. phani, s. A serpent or snake, vrf 

* Vishnu, reclining on the king of serpents. 
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P 
S. ^ phanijhjhalta, $. A delicate 

sweet smelling plant, apparently a sort of 

basil, with small leaves.. 

S. phanita, s. Told, said. 2. praised. 

S. phamti, S. A word, a language. 2. 

a work on science. 3. praise, a song of praise. 

A. C. phane, [airS] s. The forehead, 

vrt rtro Shiva, with an eye of fire in the 

centre of his forehead, v^rio^a a spark from 

Shiva’s fiery eye. vd fate, destiny, v 

rt ^js^cd’jo to alter fate. 

H. phatte, s. Victory, conquest. 2. [***,] 

a trace, to trace. ^ to detect- 

H. epotbco<ys phaisald, s. Settlement, de¬ 

cision, adjustment. 

C. IjSdiSb pharalm, adj. Vain, fruitless. 

H. pharaju, s. A haft, hilt, handle. 

H. phurade, s. A bracelet. 2. a kind 

of cake. 

H. ydCb pharadu, s. The eighth of a sheet 

of paper. 

H. 8phara.de, s. A blind, curtain, screen. 

H. s3.Se!o!bL\ pharamdishi, s. Com. 

mand, mandate, order, commission, direction. 

2. will, pleasure, adj. Commissioned ordered. 

to give orders, appoint, 

fix, provisions ordered for 

a camp, &c. 

H. phardri, s. Running away. v0*0 

wa^the balance due to government from per¬ 

sons who have run away. 

H. pharju, See 

C. vd^^^o pharrane-shilu, v. n. To 

split with a crash. aS6eA»to rend with 

noise. 



T. E. S. oji& pJiala, s. The fruit of any plant, fruit 

in general. 2. fruit (metaphorically),result, 

produce, consequence. 3. prosperity, flour¬ 

ishing, thriving. 4 gain, profit, advantage, 

fruitful, profitable. fruitless, 

a good reward, a bad reward. 

zfonr ripening of fruit. v'J the juice 

of fruit. (feeding on fruit) a parrot, 

&c. v. n. To yield fruit, be productive. 

2. to he successful, profitable, fruitful. 

v£ss$f purport, meaning, v’-^f 0ne who 

looks to the reward of what he does, 

tj, a tiffin, collation. ’ vv present¬ 

ing fruit to an idol. way fruit season. 

to he abundant or prolific, 

Efcohcbrt> past hearing. vy ^dorio to be ready 

for the male. to be incomplete, 

unproductive. making presents of 

fruits and money to brahmans on auspicious 

occasions. fruit in the aggregate. 

g. ti^r? phalake, $. A hoard. 2. a shield. 

H. -$<i)7>Fd7), phaldni, 

phaldnd, phaldni, pron. Such an one, 

such and such. such 

a man. ^vtS, ^accioF such a work, 

such and such an affair. 

S. phaldnubhokta, s. One 

who enjoys the fruit of his own deeds. 

S. phalasi, s. A tree in general. 

T. B. phaluguna, See 

s. ^phalodaya, 

phalotpatti, s. Gain, profit. 2. heaven, 

paradise. 3. joy, happiness. 

S. phalgu, adj. Pithless, sapless, insi¬ 

pid, vain, unmeaning, empty. 

s. op<phalguna, phalgu¬ 

na, s. Arjuna, the third son of Pandu. 

S. phalguni, s. The eleventh and 

twelfth of the stars enumerated by Hindus. 

S. ^ phalluka, s. The young of any 

bird. 

H. phouju, [£*»“] s. An army. 

H. ^rv(phasalu, s. Time, season, crop, 

harvest, the current revenue year. 

A. C. phali, v. a. To accuse, calumni¬ 

ate. s. Accusation, blame, censure. 

phali.SU, !_v®^] V. n. To pro¬ 

duce, bear, as fruit. 

S, ^"50y phdnta, s. Diluted decoction 

decoction easily prepared. 

H. phdjalu, s. The embezzlements 

of a public functionary. 2. debt for money 

advanced. 

H. •^T9&t)7Njni;<y3 phdta-savdlu, s. Cross¬ 

question, contradictory interrogation. 

S. ‘sb'npi^ phdnita, s. The inspissated 

juice of the sugar-cane, raw sugar. 

H. '^r'3cOcZ3t','^rT)o!)ceS phdidd, phdide, 

s. Profit, gain, advantage, utility. 

H. phdrikhatu, s. Dissolu¬ 

tion of partnership, divorce. 

S. phdla, s. The forehead. 2. the 

share of a plough. 

s. -pT>vy$ phal- 

guna, phdlgunika, phalguna, s. The 

twelfth lunar month, that in which the 

moon’s change takes place when the sun is in 

Pisces. 

S. f^Tsejo phdlguni, s. The son of 

Arjuna. 

h. phituvari, phituri, s. 
Disturbance, insurrection, rebellion. 2. any 

secret, deceitful, or underhand proceeding, 

to intrigue, cabal, rebel. 

H. phidavi, s. A servant. 

D. tj'do'h. phirangi, s. A Prank or European. 

2. a large gun. wo& a gun-carriage. 

H. IjoSjd'c'fo phiryddi, s. A complaint, 

an accusation or plaint in law. 

an office or court where complaints are heard. 

^cdjsF&crfoEj a plaintiff or complainant, ^crijar 

£>% to prefer a complaint, enter a lawsuit. 

H. phuroktu, s. Sale. 

S. tj)Z^plmlla, adj. Expanded, blown, 

opened, as a flower. a woman, with 

fine prominent eyes. 

C. ^<6 phulle, s. A deer. 

S. yhutkdra, s. Contemptuous 

or angry huffing, puffing at. 

S. phena, s. Foam, scum, froth. 

g. phenila, S. The soap plant, sapin- 

dus detergens. adj. foamy, frothy. 
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S. pherava, s. A jackal, 

s. pMristu, s. A list, v<;B% vsSoSas 

to write oat a list. 

S. ^do pheru, s. A jackal. 

H. do, ■^■odocji&jS'S pheru, pheru- 

phataka, s. Shewing a horse’s action. 

S. phela, s. Orts, leavings. 

H. ^rodo pheisalu, s. Settlement, ad¬ 

justment, decision, sraSo a decree, 

award. 

h. cjSp^c^oSociT? phodi, phddi- 

adike, s. Areca nut broken into pieces. 

H. phouju, s. An army, troops, host. 

H. phouti, s. Death, demise, decease. 

deceased, dead. wsa 

the balance due to government from a person 

deceased. 

SO 

8i ha, The forty-first letter of the alphabet, 

sounded as la. 

C. 2005* banka, #. A muzzle. 

C. 8)0^0 banlcu, v. n. To be crooked. Mo 

to become crooked. 

C. 8iOrf hanJce, adj. Viscous, glutinous, s. 
Gum, resin, glue, wc^ sbrw sticky, adhe¬ 

sive earth, clay. 

T. B, 8)0 /\ 1)onga, s. Disgrace, de¬ 

gradation. 

c. 8j07\d hangara, s. Atop. #t)worlda 

humming top. 

d. 8)07s£), 8oo7\e), sjoa&T), 8)o7\^ ban- 

gale, bangali, bangala, bangale, 

s. A lungalow or small house, a halting place. 

C. 8)07\ ud bang dr a, s. Gold. adj. Golden, 

worradd dOrtobog sbfbJGd) Jig is a man 

of very easy access (like gold thread). Mora 

dd sboundoa gilding, wo^dd sba>&) the qua¬ 

lity of gold, rate of gold, worradd (gold 

water) gold leaf, wonsdd womsdd ri 

^ an ingot of gold. Mora® ^^a gold tooth¬ 

pick, or ear-pick. worredd d^j thin gold 

plate or leaf. esddoe^wonsd, worred 

fine or pure gold. worrad inferior gold, 

worieidtbdjwo, worradrf dod^ib gold dust, moo 

rotiri uorradd tjdsS a gold jewel, worw 

dddv’o, wonosdd sSrw a king’s concubine, wo 

mdd dert g0M thread. 

S. 8}Q7VS$<S(03 bangdla-desha, s. Bengal. 

C. gooAti^^DcOo bangdli-kai, s. The 

berry of the tree hibiscus populneus. 

c. 8X57bangdli-vidye, S. Con¬ 

juring, sleight of hand. 

A. C. 8jO?\ bangi, adv. Like, as. eraSddccb, 

wo?i =ds mdejo this woman being like a 

heavenly courtezan. 

C. 8)Q?\ bangi, S. The bang or gungah plant, 

a species of hemp, Canabis sativa. Mofi? 

da^odoo bang made into cakes, woPi^ 

a preparation of bang mixed with jaggorg 

and opium, and used as a potation, wcftt 

•3)&, powdered bang. Moh^ 

wohi> 8o& to smoke bang. 

C. 8)0AO bangu, S. The face assuming an 

unnatural blackness, produced as it is sup¬ 

posed by some evil planet, wo do SoBcdoo to 

be thus affected. 

T. B. 8)02a bancha, [_do$j Sw Lineage, race, 

family. 

T. B. 8)02^^ banchane, [dozSd] s. Deceit, 

hypocrisy. 

t. b. 8)083^0 banchama, [sSogsb] adj. 

Fifth. 2. former, ancient. 

t. b. 8)osdd banjara, [dcwd] s. A cage. 

t. b. 8)Q2§, 8)032do banje, banjaru, 

[dodj adj. Barren, unfruitful, sterila wod 

a barren woman, woe! dod a barren tree, 

wofedj sterile land, uncultivated land, 

wod d^ddd) spoliators. ***=& wo«3 one who 

bears only one child. 

C. 8)0£§ banje, s. A gauntlet. 

C. 8)0 S3 bant a, S. A hero, warrior. 2. a foot 

soldier. 3. a servant. 4. a pawn, at chess. 
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T. B. SioBroo bantisu, [rfo&3^] v. a. To 

divide, apportion, share. 

T. B. 320 bantu, [_i$yj adj. Courageous, 

valiant, heroic, wolb^ courage, valour, 

heroism. woWo Adj courage to fail. 

C. 320&3o bantu, adj. Glutinous, viscous. 

woUo clay, viscous earth. woUJ rysSo 

a glutinous, rich, strong, or good soil. 

c. sood banda, adj. Obscene, filthy. 2. 

obstinate, perverse, fro ward, disobedient. 3. 

unfeeling, selfish, s. Wool. wod?f,) a vile, 

shameless fellow. 2. an obstinate man. wo 

Aaif* wickedness, vileness, untowardness, 

selfishness. 

A. C. &2odp3 bandana, s. War, combat, 

fight, battle. 

C. S20'rf<lO bandalu, s. Settlings, sediment, 

lees. 

C. 328oodd<y bandawdla, ban- 

dawala, s. Stock in trade, principal, capi¬ 

tal, funds. 2. the true extent of one’s ability. 

C. 320C5T>&3 banddta, adj. Moderate, mid¬ 

dling, tolerable, s. Trouble, straits, difficul¬ 

ty, great exertion, wo&»ti to make stren¬ 

uous exertions, to try hard, have great diffi¬ 

culty. to be middling, moderate, 

difficult. 

C. SiOCTsd bandana, s. Powdered turmeric. 

T. B. 8oosud banddra, s. A 

store-room or treasury, in which to lay up 

jewels, money, clothes, &c. woa-sO a store¬ 

keeper. 

C. 32o£b bandi, s. A cart, chaise, any wheel¬ 

ed conveyance. 2. a hole in a wall for felo¬ 

nious purposes. woBoiisS, a coach¬ 

man, carter, driver. wsaA^ iooa a hired cart. 

wo&^ to fix a horse or oxen to a convey¬ 

ance. woa<> rArasScrioj to drive a cart or con¬ 

veyance. 

c. bandi-gdlu, adj. Bandy¬ 

legged. 

c. bandi-basava, s. A kind 

of centipede that rolls itself up when touched. 

A. C. &odo bandu, s. Farina, pollen or 

honey of flowers. 2. a wasp, wodod the 

black bee, as living on the farina of flowers. 

iooz&ri;}t5«ii Cupid, with a row of bees for his 

bow-string. 

c. 320^2 bandu, adj. Obscene, coarse, vul¬ 

gar, rude, lewd. wo&) steidj, wodo ims&o ob¬ 

scene, filthy language. wc<& wusanA) to talk 

obscenely. wodo stodj to expose a person, 

to make one ashamed, by revealing his guilt, 

obscenity, opprobriousness, lewdness. 

C. 3oozS bande, s. A rock or vast stone, wo 

ns© a stone wheel. dodo to burn 

stone in order to detach portions from it. wo 

rS oo do, wS e&stfaia to raise stone in a quar¬ 

ry by burning. wodi, woti a pave- 

ment stone. wotl a large stone at the 

bottom of a bath. wo<3 a broad stone 

seat before a village, where people meet to 

converse. uoii a large stone on which 

washermen beat clothes. wdoAos^oj woiS a 

large flat stone fixed as a trap. s®ds>’d uoci 

a slab bearing an inscription. 

C. 8jot%d>^ad%7\3bandeddu-hdgu, v.n. 

To skulk away ashamed, from being detected 

in guilt. 

t. b. a>opa banna, See w«. 

T. B. 3200 banti, [*?$] s. A line, row, range. 

2. a row or string of oxen tied abreast, and 

made to move round a pillar in the threshing 

floor, to tread out the corn. wca-; to tie 

oxen together for treading out corn, wo® its 

Ao to be in a row. wo§<;;to 

make a row of oxen tread out corn. 

C. 3)0bante-galli, s. A species of 

prickly pear? 

C. 3)OZj banda, s. A check, in the game of 

chess. 2. a rope tied to the neck and leg of 

cattle to prevent them straying, a hobble. 

c. bandaha, bandana. 

s. Custody, confinement, imprisonment. 

H. 320C5‘?N bandagi, s. Slavery, service, de¬ 

votion. 2. respect, compliment, “ your slave.” 

T. b. soorf^ bandana, [wotfjf] s. Trying, 

binding, securing, imprisoning. 

C. 32orf£)rf bandanike, s. A parasitic plant- 

A. c.,3oorf^Ja)-^j banda-mavu, s.Asweet 

mango, 

C. SoodSopI bandamini, s. The rope used 

by the drawers of toddy to secure their feet, 

in climbing palm trees. 

C. 3jOc3T>t>i°?\Z$ banddri-gida, s. A tree 

so called. 
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S. 8ooSO bandi, $. Imprisonment, confine¬ 

ment. 2. a captive or prisoner. 3. an arm- 

let. to be in confinement. 

**»;$* stiB a prison report. vo&\ sjh^S a pri_ 

son. one jn custody under suspi¬ 

cion. v>o&\ wStia, saoa^u&sitia prisoners. 

T. b. ScoSOToo bandisu, [wo?)*] v. a. To 

bind, chain, tie, fasten, secure. 

C. 8oG"rfo band'll, part. Having come. 

T. B. Soorfo bandu, [wo£a] s, A relative, 

kinsman. 

H. Soodo bandu, s. Two eighths of a sheet 

of paper lengthwise, when folded into octavo 

size. 

C. Soodod&iO, bandu-kattu, s. Obscurity, 

mystery. 2. compactness, union, cordiality. 

T. B. 8oodo7\, 8oorfo7^ banduga, bandu- 

ge, [ ] s. The flower Pentapetes 

phoenicea. 

H. Soorfja’So banduku, s. A gun. 

£oort'v~j a gun with a lock. worts^a zs%da siaa 

z& to load a gun. woctetfa to fire a gun. 

C. SOQzSjS^Si bandodi, [coming and run¬ 

ning away, not continuing at workj adj. Idle, 

indolent. laziness, idleness. «o 

doHBc&sisk an indolent woman. 

H. 8oo'OjS)08o2j , 8oo^je^8o7\b bando- 

basti, bandobastu, s. Security. 2. good 

repair. 3. arrangement, settlement, regula¬ 

tion, management. taoiSos^wb^ £ta>z& to re¬ 

pair, put in order. 2. to arrange, manage, 

to be in good repair, 

a good manager. 

S. SOOZJo bandha, s. A binding, tie, fetter, 

uo!; s^aa/# narla to become liberated, emanci¬ 

pated, released, set at liberty. 

S. SOOZjW bandhaka, s. Binding, confine¬ 

ment. 2. engagement. 3. servitude. 4. an 

unchaste woman, a harlot. the 

cares of family life, worldly troubles. wo^‘®! 

worftf Otya to be confined, in bondage, 

to confine, make captive. 

S. 8ooT^o^i bandha-tantra, s. A com¬ 

plete army, or one with its four divisions of 

chariots, elephants, horse, and infantry. 

S. 80Oc$j3 bandhane, s. Binding, tying, 

tightening. 2. paste, gum, glue, any thing 

sticky, adj. Gummy, viscous. °5;3 the 

tying up, or placing restriction upon, the 

quarters of the world, so as to prevent the 

intrusion of evil spirits, &c. worSjji. area 

to secure, keep in close custody. 

rart) to be involved in a dilemma, to be in 

trammels, to be in a strait. 

S. SoO^roo bandhisu, v. a. To bind, tie, 

chain, secure, tighten, v. n. To be bound or 

stopped, as urine. 

S. Sooijio bandhu, s. A kinsman, relation, 

but especially a distant or cognate kinsman, 

and subsequent in right of inheritance to the 

jicoostyci, uotjl, tao£a^ relationship, affinity. 

woSo woqa sirir, taotiai relations, in the 

aggregate. 

s. Soo^oS^S, Soo^oS^tS^ bandhu-jivi, 

bandhu-jwaka, s. The flower, Penta¬ 

petes phoenicea. 

S. SOGc^od bandhura, adj. Uneven, undu¬ 

lating. 2. bent, bowed. 3. pleasing, de¬ 

lightful, handsome. 4. extensive, much. 5. 

spread, extended, pervasive, s. A swan. 

S. SoO^oa bandhlda, S. A bastard. 

s. Soo^ja^ bandhuka, s. The flower 

Pentapetes phoenicea. 

T. B. 80OJ3 banna, [ri^] S. Trouble, cala¬ 

mity, disgrace. A®|Ja, ***> to be 

in trouble. *af^ *j&~a, locfi A®v~a to afflict, 

defame, disgrace. 

c. aoo£>, 8>o£>£) banni, banniri, imp. 

respectful, Sf pi. of Come. 

C. Soo^skri banni-mara, s. The tree, 

Mimosa suma, Box. rtnaatw to put the 

leaves of the above tree on the head at the 

Dasara. the Dasara feast. 

C. banneru-gatta, s. The 

name of a celebrated place near Bangalore. • 

A. C. 80080&0 bambalu, s. A heap, mul¬ 

titude, swarm, flock. 

c. sooso^rdo bambdlisu, v. n. To prowl, 

as a wild beast for prey. 

C. 800800 bambu, s. A bamboo. 

very large bamboo. M0WJ> *°» wo 

taa a tent pole. a bamboo used 

in the roof of a shed. *5*»*«* a flag 

staff ww the pole of a palankeen. 
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«3o?fo toouo the main bamboo support¬ 

ing a thatch, uosft&rfccijj, «ouo to split 

a bamboo. 

A. C. 2002oo^> bambuli, s. A mass, heap, 

multitude. 

S. 2logStf bambltara, s. The large black bee. 

T. B. 20o3o bamma, [ts,oagJ s. Bramha. 

C. 2oox5ofO bammari, s. A potter’s wheel. 

2. swoon, syncope, fainting. to 

faint. worfjO Srfjrlo to turn round, as a pot¬ 

ters’ wheel. 2. to run or go round. 

t. b. aootjotfo bammaru, g. 

Brahmans. 

C. 20^ baka, s. A crane. 2. a giant of that 

nama w* BJunta, who destroyed him. 

C. 8>trap'sc&o bakdla-bdi, s. A glutton, 

great eater. 

H. bakdla-bhdtu, s. Rice 

mixed with curds, and milk. 

H. 2o§-^ bakishi, $. The head of a depart¬ 

ment. the postmaster general. 

*nsajdLi the head of a military office, 

a pay-master, wKa his 

employment. 

T. B. 2or!ro?} bakula, g, The tree 

mimusops elengi, bearing a red flower of 

great fragrance when dried, and kept in 

native houses for months. 

C. £0 bakula-devi, s. A goddess 

so called. 

C. Zy&^baJcTca, adj. Thin, emaciated. w^vb, 

^ a thin person. 

C. 20^t>ooo bakkarisu, v. n. To stride, 

straddle. 

A. C. 2o?5^Tj bakkare, s. An earthen vessel 

used as a frying pan. 2. a potsherd. 

A. c. So^ro^S,sz&o^zijbakkudi, bakkudu, 

s. Amazement, surprise, astonishment. 

A. c. 2o^rfeo<\jo bakkevalasu, s. A supe¬ 

rior kind of bread fruit, Artocarpus integri- 

folia. 

II. 2>1?^Z3% 2oa5o5, SolS^rfo bakh.edu, 

bakhedi, bakhedu, s. Loss from bad 

debts, waj^&crijarto, ioa3^& to be ruined. 

wsS^&c&sjjio a man who is ruined or insolvent. 

H. 2)£j^^o bakheiru, s. A history. 

ws5iOJ the history of Shivaji. 

c. 2o7\ £3o bagatu, v. n. To straddle, open 

the legs, stand astride. 

C. 20Aeo7>^ bagaddla, adj. Wide mouthed. 

C. 20 Adi bagadu,past part, of wrt, Having 

thought, scooped, &c. wrizS) to 

break forth, to force one’s self out or through 

as cattle, &c. 

C. 20 At) bagari, s. A boy’s top. wrio, 

a humming top. urtC a 

top that has been turned. Mrie a 

painted top. a man who exhi¬ 

bits feats at top spinning. “rtB playing 

at tops, wrie ubS) to spin a top. 

A. c. 2o at>7\ bagarige, s. A vessel without 

a neck. 2. a temporary well. 

C. 2o7\<yo bagalu, s. The side, from the 

arm-pit to the hip. wrfug *»$>> 

to place on the hip, as a child or a 

vessel of water. J°ft a jacket that folds 

Over and ties near the side. 

C. SOAroi bagasu, v.n. To desire, long for. 

c. 207\7§ bagase, adj. Extended, broad, 

wide. s. The palm of one hand. 2. the 

palms of the hands joined to receive any 

thing. rttf r!^ a long eya 

C. 20aod bagaldmbe, s. A goddess so 

called. 

C, 207\ t)t3 bag dr a, s. A large hole in a roof 

or wall. 

c. 2o7\ s rJ o^oo&cxioo bagasi-uriyu, v. n. 

To blaze vehemently, as a fire. 2. to throb, 

as the bite of a serpent. 

c. 2o?\ bagi, See urt. 

o. so JQ, 2o7\^ bagini, bagine, s. A tree 

so called. WftSJ* sSosoksss? the very large flow¬ 

er of it, whose petals are said to be some¬ 

times five or six feet in length. a 

branch of it. a pen made of it. 

rtoati a peg made of it. soozS a 

spirituous liquor obtained from it. 

c. 2o?'.rvO bagisu, v. a. To wish, covet, long 

for, desire. 

C. 2oao&o5o-^ bagudi-akki, s. A varie¬ 

ty of rice. 

A. C. 207x0130 baguru, v. n. To wonder, be 

surprised. 

c. 20A0^0 bagulu, V. n. To bark, wi’W^o 

S delirium, wrbv1# the act of barking. 
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c. 207^ bage, «r. Kind, manner, way, species-. 

2. sentiment, notren, opinion. 

Cupid, who springs from the mind. 3. beau¬ 

ty. adj. Handsome. 2. diverse, ciresi ufi 

eJjah how, in what manner ? ffasisa 

*>, wA wrtcdssri ffasxWo a great variety of 

goods, w^ciraFs jSjssszSo to speak in a pecu¬ 

liar manner, i. e. well. tjorS) wrt 

cdrsftns 3 he is in a peculiar way. wrtAsorfc 

t&z'i 3d take one of a kind. wdo3j^ 

*5 his conduct is peculiar. wrt to find 

©ut, as a meaning, p^djaorio wdcdj^ iaS 

& I have no kind of happiness, or, I am happy 

in nothing, wd to 

try to get off. ur\ **£3 a person of 

peculiar temper or habits. wdcaoori jn 

diverse1 ways: wurfsi a variety of pre¬ 

sents. wd da*to derange apian, to put into 

confusion. udcrfj*^ =#d imitate him. 

C. 2o a, ao7^a)oo bage, bageyu, v. n. To 

think, imagine, suppose, guess, compare. 2. 

to desire, covet, v. a. To offend, disrespect. 

2. to scratch with the nails or tear, as flesh. 

3. to draw up with the hands bent, scoop out, 

bale out or over, wddosyd without heeding. 

*|>d wdrf* he- compares him to 

grass. wdcdojto deceive, play the traitor, 

resolve or intend evil, wsj* fJjJdti* wdrf*he 

intended to ruin me. »jdrio tS^si&ao 

■ * wdrfd stred if We resolve and 

God disappoints, what can we do ? 

C. 2o7^c»t5cx>oo bage-hariyu, v. n. To be 

settled, adjusted. «d aSO* to settle, adjust. 

2. to divorce, dissolve connexion or partner¬ 

ship. soO^crio Tsriri a deed- of dissolution, 

a written divorce (not, however, used by 

Hindus.) 

t. b. 2oa bagga, [^^i] «■. A tiger. 

zVssiejj&crio Shiva, wearing a tiger’s skin. 

A. C. 20 A bagga, s. A shepherd’s priest. 

C. 2>a zi baggada, adj. Turbid, 

rb to become turbid. 

A. C. 207\^5 baggadi, s. A kind of fish. 

C. 20a Zs>a baggadiga, s. A sincere but 

loquacious man. 

c. 20 A <3 baggane, adv. Quickly, speedily, 
A 

unawares. 

c. 20 a t> baggari, ?. One who talks too 
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much for his own interest, adj. Candid, 

op6n. wrt garrulity, talkativeness, can¬ 

dour, openness, frankness, urt Saksft candidly. 

C. 80ao baggu, s. Crookedness, curvity, a 

bend. 2. pomposity. 3. stupidity, dulness. 

4. the chirping of birds, ad). Joined, united. 

C. 20 AO baggU, v. n. To lx)W, stoop, bend 

2. to yield, submit. to be inclined. 

w a to cower, to stoop one’s self. 

* to cause to stoop, to make bend, cower, or 

submit. E>F*riJ? vSjsrtdzSdptg he will not yield 

to you. 

C. 2>7^(~> bagye, postpos. For, on account of. 

H. SoSft) c^} bachavu, s. Protection, defence, 

preservation, salvation. to pro¬ 

tect, save, wifs^i £*, to be on 

one's side. 

T. B. ZdZjr bachcha, [tfa&j. s. Eating, feed¬ 

ing. 2. a child. 3. a calf, 

a child’s cloth. 

C. ZpJr Co bachchalu, s. A kennel, channel, 

drain. 5k«J, riw, a bathing 

room, woeS the large stone at the 

bottom of a bath, rtoB a place for the 

egress of water from a bath. the 

reservoir in a bath. 

T. B. 8o8^ ~i) baeiichale, s. An affec- 
2cr 

tionate woman. 

c €, &>zj-i)bachclialerbachclia- 
■ So- ’ 8o-V 
le, s. The vegetable, Portulaca quadrifida. 

bojv a sour variety. K a sweet 

variety. 

D. 2)853 bachcha, $. A stone used by boys 

at a hopping game. this game. 

C. 2>2o- rfo, 2j2o- t>7oo bachchidu, bach- 
Zq- &3" 

cllirisu, v. a. To cover, secrete, conceal, 

hide, to conceal one’s self, or 

for one’s self. ^’^1* to be concealed. w,f, 

Wj sfrb, a concealed thing. 

A. C. 208^- coo bachchasu, v. n. To draw, 

paint, t. b. ] to eat. 

c 202^0 bachchu, s. Wool. ©.a. To cover, 
8a- 

conceal. 

H. eoSyo^t) bajantari, s. A musician. 2. 

musical instruments, wwo^e swori, wwo36 *, 

performing instrumental music. wa°3 

6ccbS* musicians. 



T. B. ftajane, [t?W;S] s. Worship, ho¬ 

mage. was* a worshipper. 

H. Sl&DC&iTiobajdisu, v. a. To beat, strike. 

C. SO&i'sQ bajdri, s. A. rude, forward, impu¬ 

dent, immodest woman. 

C. baje, s. Orris root, acorns calamus. 

a compound of orris root and but¬ 

ter. w'cS to make a new born 

infant eat it. utS zSrt tfjsOT I 

know him from infancy. 

t. B. 80^pi, 8o^pl7\ bajjani, bajjani- 

ge, [s^wsf) S. A fly brush, wa rirtc&sS 0ne 

who frays away flies, &c. 

T. B. &>$rd bajjara, [£«,] s. A diamond. 

2. a thunderbolt, the weapon of Indr a. ww 

dd dc«d a diamond cage. ti Acw a pillar 

of diamonds, Indra. ri 

rf a diamond mine. dd a door of 

fine diamonds. 

C. bajji, s. A mode of preparing certain 

vegetables by baking them in live embers, w 

bakedbrinjals. watfs w 

^ baked plantains. ttscSo baked 

Momordica charantia. skrtbc* 'rsc&o a 

large and wild chillee baked. 

H. bajjinasu, adj, Thatsame,that 

very, those very papers. 

H. S.isiiTSo'jf batawade, s. The distribution 

of money or pay among servants. 

G. batavi-paramdnna, 
s. Furmentv, of which a bride and bride¬ 

groom eat together just after marriage. 

H. batave, s. A large bag for betel, 

spice, &e. 

H. &>&53p§ batdni, s. The pea, Pisum sa¬ 

tivum, 

H. &>£xso!b batdi, s. A mode of cultiva¬ 

tion by which the farmer gives half the pro¬ 

duce for the use of the land. 

C, & batdri, adj. Quarrelsome, disobe¬ 

dient, refractory. a quarrel¬ 

some, headstrong woman. quarrel¬ 

someness, refractoriness. 

M. &)b3& batiki, s. A female slave, bond¬ 

maid, servant. 

C. batu, ad;. Spherical, round, circular. 

s. A globe, sphere. tsUi3»rt> to become spheric 

cal. wfciisrafMi> to be round, globular. 

C. 8o&3^ batta, s. A cifcle, globe, sphere, adj. 

Circular, round. 2. piebald. 3. bald. 

a bald head. zA^ a piebald ox. wMj 

Soar! a round, handsome face, 

c. 2d^7\7i'S batta-gadale, s. The pea, 

Pisum sativum. 

C. batta-beilu, s. An empty 

place, void, open plain, adj. Completely 

empty or void. 

C. battalu, S. A cup or small ves¬ 

sel. rd&S a glass tumbler. 

v* an hour vessel. a ghee vessel. 

H. soB,stizf battawdde. See witozS. 
<p . 

C. 80&, bath, S. A kiln. 2. an alembick 

or still. 3. a rupture of the bowels. 

a lime-kiln. rs'^7^crfj a brick-kiln. 

wsJoritf a c]0ve alembick. a 

still for extracting essential oils, Os^o, 

joBj to have a rupture, to 

truss by bandages, to rub the veins 

about the toes and heel for the benefit of rup¬ 

tures. 

A. C. battu, s. A bard, one who re¬ 

cites the titles, &c., of kings. 2. the moon 

or the moon’s disk. adj. Circular, round. 

a discus, or weapon in the form of 

a wheel, wkijj A^cdo Vishnu, having 

such a weapon, S«or§ the ruddy goose. 

A. 0. 80&^ batte, s. A road, path. 

a high-way. a circuitous road. ^ 

wMj a bad road, to jour¬ 

ney. Azki to lose the way. means 

of seeing. t0 be without means 

of seeing. 

C. batte, s. A cloth in general, a gar¬ 

ment. Co’ifcrfj an old cloth. Bo** a 

tom cloth, tatter. a new cloth, w 

^ to double up a cloth. 

to dry a cloth. tfjofeJ the knee- 

roll, or web-beam, round which the web is 

turned as it is woven. a web of 

cloth, (cabbager) a tailor, n» 

wsJ a person with weak legs, a 

person with weak hands, AjscsS a pup¬ 

pet made of cloth. ass? the wind pro¬ 

duced by fanning with a cloth. 



to fan with a cloth. a hall 

made of cloth. to shake a cloth. 

wB^ waving a cloth as a signal. w8^ 

tM a cloth kite. sfi&Tdi to soil a cloth. 

tjf.oiu to wash a cloth. a 

shroud, winding sheet. sS-nd w 

Bj, S^QAadj a soiled or dirty cloth, soiled 

linen. 

c. 2o^, so'rfs'srf 5«c?a, bada- 

bakkalu, badawdda, adj. Thin, lean. 

2. poor. rif*, ws lean cattle. 

jSj^, wzi a lean or poor man. utizrs, 

ft thinly. ^tS a narrow, small waist, 

wztoft dra^rb, wzSss'riJ, to become thin, wjS 

«So^ a thin body. wdsi a poor man. wz3 wji 

poor people. poverty, indigence. 2. 

thinness, leanness, weSsSsk, a poor wo¬ 

man. 2. a thin woman. 

C. enrf, Sot^A, syrfXo bada, badaga, 

badagu, adj. North, w^rt the north 

point. w^rteJdsirio a sect of brahmans, fol¬ 

lowers of Vishnu, and wearing a trident- 

formed sectarian mark, without a base. wjs 

i\ Kubera, the regent of the north, 

and god of wealth. 

C. 8oXX<2Jo bada-gallu, s. A large flat 

stone. 

T. B. 8V&J\, 2S?i>VQk)^ badagi, badagi- 

yava, s. A carpenter, cabinet-ma¬ 

ter. wciftS^ carpentry. 

c. 80tiXj5>«£D bada-golu, s. A large door- 

bar. 

C. bada-nudi, s. A low voice, a 

whisper. 

c. soc&o'rf bada-bada, s. Speaking unre¬ 

servedly or rapidly. babbling, 

garrulity. 
S. badabdnala, s. Submarine- 

fire. 2. a being consisting of flame, but with 

a mare’s head, who sprung from the thighs 

of Urva, and was received by the ocean. 

c. a^ayaro badabdse, s. The perpendicu¬ 

lar line of hair growing in the centre of a 

man’s breast. 

S. 8orfsS badabe, s. A filly or mara 2. a 

female menial. 

C. 8ocbadalanke, s. A city in the 

infernal regions so called. 

n. badava, 's. A pimp^ procurer. 

C. 3o?jS^o badavanu, s. A poor man. 

II. Socracxb baddi, s. Boasting, vaunting, 

egotism, brag. wrasdSorad, ws®c2os8j®<;d a boas¬ 

ter, brag. warac&> ?>§,*> to stop one’s brag. u 

tocBo an empty, vain speech. M3® 

c£o enough of your brag. 

D. 8}£T>s3pS baddvane, s. Boasting, pride, 

arrogance. 

C. 805 badi, s. A club, stick, staff. 

C. 8o5, 8o5o5o0 badi, badiyu, v. a. To 

beat, strike, slap, lash, thresh, as corn. wa 

v. comp. To strike one’s self or for one’s 

self. v. cans. To make strike, beat, &c. 

wdo =#jsorfo tsajs^rb to be carried or swept away 

by a flood, wind, &c. ^0&> 

c2oSo it is carried away by the water. wad} 

to slay, kill. wad» to print. 

wBcrfoo to take out a linchpin. paata 

to toss or throw up. v&gIm to stink. 

w&cda to thrash a heap. wacdoo to 

plunder, doU w&cdoo, ua«i» to prate. 

rtoBt w&cdn a clock to strike. wacrfoj 

the wind to beat or blow. 

wacrfn to clap the hands. W$<ri» 

to secure with a peg or pin. «& 

do to slap on the face. wa 

do to make the print of the hands on a wall. 

ioad> to have ill luck. w&dw to 

make float. Ss*j wacdoo an evil spirit to haunt 

one. wado to rob on the highway, 

resvodo wacrfoo to drive in the ground. 

d wacdw to march twenty miles a day. 

rijSAj wacdn to be affected by evil eyes. ^ 

wactu (to beat tiles on the head) 

to ruin one. wacdn to knock down, as 

fruit from a tree, wadw to knock out 

the teeth. ^ wadw to break to pieces. ^ 

wacdn to break the head. ^ 

«in to break an earthen vessel to pieces. 

wacdw’to stop up with thorns. wa 

cdn to make a noise by beating the mouth. 

sJnedj iiSaJx) to break the arms. 

sinScd) uauiw to break the ribs. wadu 

to elongate. wucSo wadn to deny, contradict, 

wacbeos^a to confute, disprove. wacdoo 

to castrate by bruising. having struck, 

was the act of striking. 
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C. So 30 5 7^ badike, bad'ige, s. A 

mallet. ***« w&rt an iron mallet. 

A. C. 3oSa bctdiga, s. One who gives water 

to travellers. 2. a carpenter. 

c. ao&TspS badi-ganna, s. One whose eyes 

twinkle excessively. 

c. 3o5a<^ badi-gallu, $. A stone anvil. 2. 

a large stone in a trap which kills the vermin 

by its fall. 

c. 3o& badi-golu, s. A thrashing 

stick. 

C. 3)5u7)&) badiddta, s. Quarrelling, wrang¬ 

ling. 2. fighting, cuffing. 

c. 8oS&><§, badi-bale, badi-vale, 

s. A kind of net used by fowlers to catch game, 

when brushing the bashes. 

C. SoSSDtj badivara, aclj. Boastful, vain. 

s. Boast, brag, wairad stra&j to boast, set off 

one’s self, wasradsf?; boasting, bragging, w 

sots, a boaster, bragger. 

S. 3o5^ badisha, t. b. SocVco badisa, s. 
A fish hook. 

c.' badisu, «. a. To serve up or out, 

set before one as a meal, &c. 2. to cause to 

beat or strike. 

c. badugu, s. The dead carcase of 

' cattle, &c. adj. Poor, indigent. .wdorfjii?* 

pauperism, poverty. a poor man. 

C. 2tf3o7^jfe^eWoQzS badu-golu-bande, s. 
A large slab used to cover a hole-trap. 

C. SizS bade, s. A stick, pole. 2. a cattle clog. 

T. B. 3)^ baddi, Interest on money. 

2. a fornicatress. =&ez&, wa 

^Sato to pay interest, rtokio the interest 

and principal. rt ^ddo sSjsgo to take on 

interest, strew ra compound interest, 

to lend on interest. us? den 

interest to be received. Stb to pay im 

terest. to take compound 

interest. wa<> adj interest to 

increase or accumulate. 

C. baddi-gida, s. The common 

mallow. 

C. baddige, baddu, s. The 

navel, wart to cut the navel string. 

C. 3>P®a banaga, s. A name common to 

Ghdnddlas. 

A. C. 3>P37o banagu, adj. Mean, base, low, 

little, ordinary, wrsrto rts^ a. little monkey. 

C. &P333A, 8oP3o3!a, &£&£7\banajiga, 

bananjiga, banijiga, s. A class or sect 

so called, including several divisions; as, 

wcaeSri ling a merchants. WfseSrt a 

variety of linga merchants. 8?forto wraeSrt a 

class of persons following the trades of a tailor, 

bracelet-maker, &c., speaking Telugu. 

C. sopssS, 3>pe3, Sipl^, 3dp3^>, 30P3§S 

banabe, banave, banive, baneve, 

banebe, s. A stack. w«3 to stack, 

c. sopo^frdrfo^jsioeJo banasa-kudugolu, 
See wstri^odjrtjs^eu. 

h. 3op33^_), 3op3T>o!)^ bandvu, bandike, 

s. Agreeing with, on friendly terms, wfs^i 

urss^i ddj, w?5*c&nS> to agree, be on 

terms of intimacy with. wrs^c&jdegj not on 

good terms with, not agreeing with. 

T. B. 80p43 banita, adj. Praised, 

eulogised, &c. 

T. B. 80 banna, p«r] $. Colour, paint, 

dye. 2. manner, disposition, character. wo 

a paint pot. =& worodsSs^ wre what 

quality of gold is this ? =* 

this coin is below the standard. stxiajrf 

S bis countenance is fallen. w<£d da 

do the colour of paint. ?>»% - 

are there" any valuable clothes in your 

house? w^Asd a lie, false report, 

W"3 a standing colour. w«, wre a 

fading colour. w^Svcdoj, un 'ssadj colour 

to fade. w«3 w^ ass*, wf®^ «to 

paint or dye. wr^ to tie up or secure 

the coloured border of a cloth when wash¬ 

ing, so as to preserve it. w^d H*5 a female’s 

silk cloth. w«^d =5=s>cl« a dried long gourd 

painted, and put in the house of an idol as an 

ornament, w.^rf A®oc5 a painted puppet, w 

^^a painter, dyer, wr^d a short 

painted stick used by school boys at the Das- 

ara. a painted box. 

^ rfos^doK the globe amaranth. 

T. B. bannane, [dfsr^]s. Flattery. 

a flatterer. a female flat¬ 

terer. 

C. 3op^3 cotj banna-sara, $, Acoralneck- 
P3 

lace. 
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c. banndna, adj. Obsequious, hy¬ 

pocritically courteous. straaszi) to 

speak with insincere softness or mildness. 

T. B. 80^4^ bannike, r^rarS] s. Eulogy, 
P© L J D,r’ 

panegyric, praise. 2. flattery. 3. describing, 

painting, comparing. zorf^ to describe or 

paint a thing in lively colours. 2. to describe, 

explain. 3. to expatiate on, to point out qua¬ 

lities or excellencies. 4. to colour, paint, 

write. 5. to panegyrize, eulogize, flatter. 6. 

to speak with affected or insincere softness. 

A. C. 20p! ^ bannita, adj. Heavy. 2. great, 

massy. 

IT. batdisu, s. Old arrears. 

c. batimdlike, s. Cringing, 

servile civility, asking or importuning with 

obsequiousness. zoSSisCd a cringer. 

C. batuku, See 

E. 20 {§^5 bateri, s. A battery. 

C. 8ol£ batta, s. Faddy or rice before de¬ 

prived of the chaff. 2. corn in general. 

wjjjcSi* docsst can the ass judge of the 

quality of paddy? (prov. of one who has 

no taste or judgment.) substantial 

grain, as great millet, panicum Italicum, 

wheat, and split pulse, n&g? wd, small straw 

grain, as Natchinee, panick seed, panicum 

semiverticillatum, mustard, rice, &c. 1mA 

z->^ a variety of split pulse, zoj, an un¬ 

der-ground granary. 

A. C. battanike, s. A quiver. 

C. 80^ battalamma, s. A female’s 

proper name. 

C. 8>^ e», 2S3~i) battalu, battale, [z3^ 
e3] adj. Naked, za^tu whs a female devotee 

dancing naked before a goddess, zj^«3cri.ssr»> 

to become naked, zotfodsd a horse with¬ 

out a saddle. 

C. SSiZTj, 8os^ir battali, bat- 

tale, battalike, s. A quiver. 

IT. 8o®© Too battdsu, s. A sweetmeat. 

T. B. &>3 batti, [sttrj s. A wick, candle, 

match, Ml a kind of bright fire-work 

which quite illuminates the air for a few mi¬ 

nutes. a cigar, zo§ the wick 

of a lamp. a wax candle. aSja 

Scdoo to twist the wick of a lamp. 

to trim a wick. ^ to put a wick, zj 

5,t zsdod a piece of cloth used as a wick, 

s. battisa-putthali- 

kathe, s. A work containing thirty-two 

stories related by thirty-two figures, to Bho- 

jaraja. 

C. 8i^o battu, v.n. To dry up, evaporate, 

ssain) wiiJ , &®eJ u* milk in the breast to dry 

up. zo* the cheeks to fall in. 

zosfc the arm to become thin or emaciated. 

to be dried up. zol^ «iredj 

to make dry up. zo^rf ’■Aatf a pond which is 

never dry. d tfd a tank that is dried up. 

c. Sorf bada, s. A ridge, rk^urithb ridge 

between paddy beds. urf the ridge of 

a field, or a ridge between two fields. 

G. &£>?£> badaku, See «wSw*a- 

A. C. 8orf/\ badaga, adj. Deep, profound. 

H. 8badandmi, s. Accusation, 

blame, censure, reproach. 2. infamy, 

disgrace. 

C. badanike, s. A kind of root 

used as a charm against serpents, &c. 2. a 

parasitic plant. 

c. S0u);3 badane, $. The brinjal or egg 

plant. zjrifS, urijS the love apple. 

wd£ a cluster of small brinjals. 

zorffS a small sized brinjal streaked. rioz3^ 

zorf^ a large sort of brinjal. zori^ wscta s's 

tfd a brinjal seasoning. zorid^. ^,c3j zo^ a 

brinjal baked in live embers. 

h. badarake, badarike, 

s. A guard or convoy on the road. 

g. SirfO badari, s. The jujube tree. 2. the 

cotton pod, berry, or cotton. 

s. badarik-dshrama, s. 

The residence of Vydsa. 

H. 8orf<yo, SorfoOo badalu, badilu, 

badulu, s. Exchange, compensation, what 

is equal in value to another, or what is 

instead of it, lieu, stead, retaliation, adj. 

Substituted, exchanged. wiSoscSusb, 

stedj to exchange, change, substitute, barter 

for what is equal in value. zjdOTft in lieu, 

instead of. wdwj tit for tat, retalia¬ 

tion. zodwo a verbal reply. 2. a con¬ 

tradiction. zadtedd an anSwer, reply. 



A. C. badi, s. Mud, mire, dirt. 

C. badi, $. The arm-pit, nearness, wa 

criog, ua^, near to, close to, contiguous. 

uac&g rt^ wrb*o I may get a 

living with him. wart worid 3v&t3> if 

you come close all will be understood. 

wart <&/s^rtj go you to him. ua 

sjosrioa with God is equity, 

c. airfoSw, aidoo^o baduku, badunku, 

v. n. To live, exist, subsist. 2. to survive, 

recover, be delivered, saved. s. Living, 

subsistence, livelihood, estate, prosperity, 

wao^jsjsi a survivor. wtSstoSb, wrio^o slrazW to 

cause to live, raise to life,save, deliver, recover. 

C. -Sldodo badudu, s. Dregs, sediment. 

A. C. Sid badda, s. The print of the foot. 

t. b. See wrf. 

A. c. Sid dps baddavana, s. Giving an 

entertainment. 2. all kinds of drums. 

C. Sibde^ baddi-palya, s. A vegetable 

so called. 

Sid^roo baddisu, v. a. To compare a 

measure, money, &c. with a standard. 

C* S^do baddu, s. An instalment. 2. ri¬ 

valry. 3. pertinacity, perverseness. 

•sin zw to refuse, be obstinate. 2. to vie with. 

T. B. Si do 7^ badduge, [WO^] s, A fast¬ 

ening, tie. 

S‘ baddd.a, adj. Tied, bound, astrin¬ 

gent, constipated, s, Boundary, limit. & 

wwri, wri^ rtos^ costiveness, constipation, 

wrt rtofj a stable mind, firm temper, wrf a 

persons engrossed in worldly pleasures. 

w& to stop, detain, confine. 2. to secure, 

make fast, tie. 3. to be costive. 

S. Si^yd badhira, adj. Deaf, deaf- 

ness. 

T. B. Sid banu, J sis'] s. A grove or pleasure 

garden, wrt irafcS a garden’s locality, voji 

the goddess of a grove, wrt the 

most choice of gardens. 

H. 2ibanatu, s. Woollen cloth, broad 

cloth. 

II. Si^TScOido banaisu, v. a. To fabricate, 

write something new and unknown, v. n. 

To succeed, wjrertfl adj. False, fictitious. 

s. Prospering. 

C, 3id^ banni, imper. and respectful 

ws, Come! 

A. C. Sitdj bappa, the ancient form of wrfort 

of W3, Coming. 2. he will come. w^S when, 

as, or while coming. ws^cb they will come, 

ghe will come. 

C. 352XS&3 babdta, s. A cry made by beat¬ 

ing the mouth. wwsfciOTrto, wwitt an 

uproar to take place, 

A. C. babbuli, s. A large thorn tree 

used in building. 2. abundance, mass, heap. 

S. SOcffo/ babhru, s. Amungoose. sa 

sort the son of Arjuna, riding on a mungoose. 

2. the god of fire. 3. Shiva. 4. Vishnu. 

5. Bramlia. adj. Tawny. 

t. B. sidopl bamane, s. Whirl¬ 

ing, going round. 2. wandering. 

t. b. sodod bamara, [i^swc] s. The black 

bee. 

T. B. SoSoroo bamisu, v. n. To 

wander, turn round. 2. to err, to form a 

wrong conclusion, v. a. To confuse, perplex. 

T. B. 3ooi> bay a, [**&] s. Fear, terror, a- 

larm. 

C. bayake, s. Desire, especially the 

longing occasioned by pregnancy. 

C. aic&oew bayalu, bailu, s. 

A plain, an open field, an empty or waste 

space of ground. 2. an esplanade. 3. the 

air, the atmosphere. 4. publicity, adj. Evi¬ 

dent, clear, wcrtoen rtw, ucrijtw to be¬ 

come public, be discovered, disclosed, wcdiwi 

rtooz-o to clear, make clear, make known. 

rt sort wcdowvc&oso his house is levelled with 

the ground, wcdjeo ^osrto, tooriow an ora¬ 

cle. wociocsf, ucriouo a vain wish, fruit¬ 

less desire, wshwo ^oriort a marauder’s horse. 

c. SoaSocoo, 8X5!bKb bayasa, baisu, v. a. 

To desire, long for. 

0. SoObaike, See wcrio#. 

C. 8XXri7\ baige, s. Evening, adv. In the 

evening. wc&ort Leort an evening durbar. 

c. 850$jrfdo;SoCi>t3 baidaru-kudure, s. 

A Pindarree or marauder’s horse. 

C. 800^o€j^i3 bail-dore, s. The mirage. 

C. bayyu, v. a. To abuse, revile, 

curse, wafo^rfcb, wcfiortjrfo abusing, calling ill 

names, wort^atio to refrain from abusing. 
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C. 800*00^ baikane, adv. Straightly, di¬ 

rectly. 

C. Socdo ^/o baigalil, $. Cursej foul lan¬ 

guage, abuse. 

C. Sod bara, s. A famine. tow a time 

of famine, wd wri a famine to 

happen. 

C. Sod’S1 baraka, s. A double sack for 

carrying manure on buffaloes. 2. a large 

meshed net for carrying leaves, straw, &c. 

II. Sod barakattu, s. Prosperity, 

thriving, keeping in good condition. 

H. Sod SI'S Too barakhdstu, s. Rising, 
_.0 07 

breaking up, going away, as an assembly, 

people from office, &e. 

C. Sod Ad baragu, s. A variety of the pa- 

nicum Italicum. v. n. To creep on the hands 

and knees. 

C. SodAorf baraguda, S. An iron used in 

cauterizing or firing cattle for diseases, lame¬ 

ness, &c. wddozS as**) to fire cattle. 

A. 0. Sod7^ barage, s. A potsherd. 

A. C. Sodd barada, adj. Empty, vain, use¬ 

less. 2. barren, childless, wdd an emp¬ 

ty mind. 2. a vain desire. 

G. SO do barati, Pull, complete. 

wdS^ siradj to fill, make full, complete. 

H. sod^ijs-, sod^d^j baraturpu, ba- 

ratarapu, adj. Discharged, dismissed. w 

ririsjr sTOrio to discharge, dismiss. 

C. Sodsod bara-bara, ado. More and more, 

from time to time, gradually, by degrees. *■> 

ri wrf sfjoftcrijo to complete by degrees, wtf *ori 

to spoil gradually. 

C. SodSoo barabu, s. A boundary. 

C. Sodcdoo bdrayu, V. a. 8f n. To write, 

draw, delineate, make marks. 

0. Sodao baralu, s. A switch, broom. 

T. B. Soddro baravasa, [tfrirfri] s. Belief, 

confidence, trust, dependance. 2. assurance. 

siicfcs^ a man of fidelity, a man in 

whom confidence may be reposed. wrisiri&rij 

to trust, confide in, depend on. 

C. Sodd^ baravike, s. A manuscript, wri¬ 

ting, the act of writing. wria=#TOri a scribe, 

writer, accountant. 

sod 

C. sod 3a bar aha, s. A manuscript, writing. 

^ wrisS a signature. “riri writs! fate, 

decree, destiny. 

H. aouud bardta, s. A commission, warrant, 

assignment, written order. 2. dunning, w 

o^riTOti one who serves a written order, a dun. 

5o£^p , WOT3S Srario, WTO3D fo dun, 

to make an assignment. 

H. SoUUSod bardbari, adj. Right, just, pro¬ 

per. s. Equality. 2. good order or arrange¬ 

ment. sJrerij to make equal wcraw 

St; =#usrio to give properly or exactly. 

H. So'CreddoE" bardvardu, s. Calculation, 

estimating. 

C. SotJSro bardsa, s. A carpenter’s forked 

instrument, for making rabbets and grooves. 

C. Sod, Soddioo bari, bariyu, v. a. $ n. 

To write, delineate, draw, wemto make write, 

have written. wBrio to write on one’s 

own account or for one’s own benefit. wBdwri 

imp.plu. Write ye. See and 

C. sod bari, adj. Empty, mere, only, vain, 

useless, false. wOt; s«>$> a stalk without an 

ear. ws an empty hand, a naked hand. 

wS is a brass brace¬ 

let worse than a naked hand ? wD =#^cri», w 

0 r^crioo to destroy, annihilate. See wri. 

0. sod^, Sod^ barika, barike, postpo¬ 

sition, After, subsequent. 

C. SodAoKo bari-gantu, adj. False, vain, 

useless, wa rtoWo Jsa&j a fabrication, fiction, 

lie. wo a false man, a liar, 

o. soddo, sodz% sot^do, sod^do bari- 

du, baride, baridu, baredu, adj. 

Mere, empty, useless, false. St 

do you calumniate me for nothing ? 

utrfj stomas what advantage in emp¬ 

ty talking ? wOrij stnzto to empty, clear, 

make void. 

T. B. Sodoj barisa, s. A year. 2. rain, 

c. Sodo baru, See ««• 

C. Sod bare, $. Firing cattle for lameness 

and diseases, wri, wri^ to fire cattle. 

C. Sod bare, adj. Mere, empty, useless, false, 

pure, bare. wt3t pure milk. 

an empty box. a word destitute of 

truth, a lie. a bare foot. 
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too tod 

c. 8ot5, bare, hareyu, v. a. To 

write. TFsritS wd<W to write a letter, 

wrtcb to enter in account. wdzh 

wti to write for one’s self. wdafcosIsS a 

writer. wtfsi the hand with which one 

writes. wS&> to cause to write, to have writ¬ 

ten. wdakojicio, wdc&atra the act of 

writing, wrt^rfrt, was*# a manuscript. 

H. S)Sa£" bar chi, s. A spear, S£>o:t» 

to spear. 

A. C. 8ids" barda, adj. Clever, wise, skil¬ 

ful. wr5r a clever woman. 

A. C. BdbsSJ-dj bardilaru, s. The demi¬ 

gods or immortals, w&rooif^, w&rejo®^ 

Indra, ruler of the demi-gods. 

A. C. bardilu, s. The residence of 

the demi-gods; the deathless place. 

A. c. £>rfos- bardu, s. Death, v.n. To be 

worn. 2. strength to decay or fail. 3. to 

die. 4 to run or spread, as a creeper, wtfp- 

having died, warrior it ran or spread. 

A. c. bardunku, See wcbtfo. 

A. 0. Sirfos"A barduga, s. A teacher of 

science. 

A. C. &>d>£T7\ barduge, s. Death, demise. 

A. C. 2)Ck:=d bardura, s. The light lunar 

fortnight. 

A. c. SJ'rfe'ad barparike, s. Mixture, com¬ 

pound, mixing together. 

S. barbara, s. A kind of bean. 2. 

one of the fifty six countries enumerated by 

Hindus, said to be inhabited by barbarians. 

S. SJS)j5)S"d barbura, s. The toom tree. 

t. B. a>3os- barma, [w)<%] s. Bramha. 

A. C. aitos- barlu, s. A switch, broom. 

S. Si^S" barha, s. A peacock’s tail. w?ora 

peacock. wSor^w KdrtiTceya, with a pea¬ 

cock on his standard. 

S. barhi-mukha, s. A deity, 

divinity. 

s. &)Coe"3o\Zj^, barhishshu- 

shma, barhishke'sha, s. The god of fire. 

S. barhishada, s. A demigod. 

s. barhishtha, s. A kind of per¬ 

fume. 

S. SJ&S’coo^ barhissu, s. Sacrificial grass, 

Boa cynosuroides. 

A. 0. Soty barri, s. A road. 2. a genera¬ 

tion. 3. a plasterer. 4. imp. pi. or w®> come! 

A. o. a>9/3r, barrika, barrike. 

See 

A. c. 2fojO$z barriya, s. Obsequiousness, 

cringing. 

A. c. a>dos'o5o barrdunku, See wrt>*o. 

A. C. SXhjr barrdu. See w*f. 
O 

S. £)<y bala, s. Power, might, strength. 2. 

force, virtue, influence, start £o®vaJ) wej&orf 

by the influence of the dust of your feet. 3. 

an army, a force. 4. vigour, severity. 5. a 

giant of that name, ctdj. Strong, powerful, 

stout, robust. 2. efficacious, uw sjorto strength 

to fail, ue tjstrtrto to put out or shew one’s 

strength. weak, impotent, ww^S, 

wojjo£, wocdw#, wwsrt, worfsi a 

man of influence, a powerful man. wo jtug 

to do as far as lies in one’s power, uy 

precrfo* the general of an army. strong, 

powerful. 

C. &>£> bala, adj. Right, [not left.] wo wo 

m> uw in%r the right side. w«j^ the 

right hand, wort^ a man 0f the right hand 

caste. 

c. 8)<WT>o!b^j3^ balagdisi-kollu, 

v. a. To secure, as a fort from invasion. 

C. balagollu, v. n. To circum¬ 

ambulate a*person, place or object, keeping 

it on the right. 2. to be strong. 

s. bala-dhwamsi, s. Indra, 
the destroyer of the giant Bala. 

C. bala-jpuri, See wy^o. 

s. balabhadra, bala- 

deva, s. Krishna’s elder brother, 

s. &>e;Ep3o, 8bala-bhittu, bala- 

bhedl, s. Indra. 

A. C. 8oe>S^orfoS‘ bala-mardu, s. Gun¬ 

powder. 

C. bala-mudi, bala- 

muri, See wsoft^o $oso a conch 

that winds to the right. 

c. a^ds^c*)^ d bala-rakkasi-gida, s. 

The tree Bavonia adorata. 
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». 8i<yOD^ hala-rdma,s. Krishna’s elder 

brother. 

g. & C. 80£>T$O^, SO&^k)®#, 300(3.5, 

Soe^cCu balawanta, Icilawantihe, 

balabandu, balavcmdu, $. Force, vio¬ 

lence, compulsion, oppression. 2. constraint, 

importunity, pressing. wwsSos® to 

force. Mej£fo3=#c&oori to take away 

by force.. wsJdoeS^o, wejsio^rrad a strong man. 

2. a violent man. 

S. balavardhana, s. A name 

among military men. 

S. & 0. Soei^UAO balawagu, v.'n. To be¬ 

come strong or powerful.. 2*. to become on 

the right side, wewsrk a crow to cross 

a person from the right, which is considered 

Ihcky. wsSjirt weosrad&osO, =es>A wo 

too&) the crow crossed him auspiciously. 

e. 8j&St) coo balavirisu, v. a. To levy 

troops. 2. to garrison. 

s. 8>e)5d7$ji, 8o<^cdjs>rf^ bala-shdsana, 

bala-sudana, s. Indra. 

s. bmla-sodara, s. Krishna. 

S. 80(^3^ balaka, s. A small crane. 2. a 

cloud. 

S. baldtkdra, S. Force, con¬ 

straint, . violence. 2. exaction. 3. a rape. 

4. (in law) detention of the person of a debtor, 

and violent measures taken to recover the 

debt, as flogging, &c. uo»V>*» 

stead; to force, use violence, oppress, afflict. 

8.. ays/3'0'311 baiterati, s. Indra, enemy 

of Bala. 

8. 80<yt)co baldsa, s. The phlegmatic 

humour. 

s. so erased baldhaka, s. A cloud. 2. a 

mountain.. 

S. a><£/3^ baldli, s. Troops in the aggregate. 

S. 800 bally (called also 

s. A king of giants, who by austerities ob¬ 

tained dominion over the three worlds, but 

was tricked out of it by Vishnu, in the 

srasfoji or dwarf incarnation, and left, in con¬ 

sideration of his merits, the sovereignty of 

or the infernal regions. 2. tax, royal 

revenue. 3. a sacrifice, victim, oblation, 

religious offering. 4. presentation of food, 
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&c. to all created beings; one of the five 

great sacraments of the Hindus. 5. frag¬ 

ments of food left in an oblation or m’eal. 

w®ccfo =5^0 a sacrificial lamb. w© wSofxIj, to® 

uS t0 0ffer a sacrifice, xtesro 

ri uO a whole burnt sacrifice. 

an altar. offering a sacrifice. ^© 

ufi Vishnu, as having degraded 

Bali, m© w© a crow, as eating 

the fragments of an oblation. *>©3% the 

infernal regions. 

C. 850 ball, v. n. To grow, become strong 

or matured, as corn, &c. 2. to become stout, 

lusty, corpulent,- to grow fat, big, thick. 2. 

to increase, augment. stout, corpulent, 

firm, stable. 2. full grown. 

a stout, lusty man. a vegetable 

fully grown. w©rk wrfc to become 

stout. w®rfj aSua^rto to advance in strength. 

2. to grow hard. 

S. bali-pddya, s. A feast in 

memory of Vishnu's treading down Bali to 

the infernal regions. 

t. b. ey0s3yoso bali-muJcha, [sJ©a»s»] s. 

A monkey. 

c. 800^)5 balime, s. Strength, might, 

prowess. 

S. 350£\ balishtka, adj. Very stout, firm, 

strong,^lusty, or big. w®4esra^J to become 

powerful. w®3s£o a strong, powerful man. 

S. bally a, adj. Strong, powerful, 

great. 

s. 850^o3c3s* ballvarda, s. A bull or ox. 

T. B. 85<£o balUy adj. Much, numer¬ 

ous, many. 2. very, large, great. 3. severe, 

violent. dense darkness. *v7i 

much work. Az&vj the great sea. 

a severe wound. ws% great 

strength. « deep thought. wyj 

53^3 a serious calamity, wtwsia great velo¬ 

city, or impetuosity, as of a stream, adj. 

Tall, high, lofty. 

o. eyfcio^, aoaosfo balumli, baluvari, 

s. A wife’s dowry. 

c. ays/osdo baluvu, baluJiu, s. 
Heaviness, weight. 2. charge, obligation, 

duty. 3. oppression or heaviness in sickness. 

4. importance, consequence. what 



is heavy, important, obligatory, or acute. 

wtoS;? T®crfjr an important affair, wew;§ S-sszS) 

to make heavy. 2. to make secure or stable. 

C.. 3oS) bale, s. A net. w&;i ms? a fowler’s 

net used in brushing hedges. ms? a 

fish net. we? a net to encompass game. 

TSvSjd ms? a variety of net. ms? a net 

for rabbits. we? a snare, we?t sSrSoto 

to knit a net. we?rrarf an angler .-; one who 

hunts with a net. ?|w «s5 a net fixed 

•erect, riostj Me? a net pegged so as to fall on 

■game, Me? a net drawn by a num¬ 

ber of persons over a great space of ground, 

in a circla sfcooeJi&jie? a net placed so as to 

meet game. a drag-net. net 

thrown upon game, harfe?, ti&Me? a net 

made so as to spread suddenly, by palling a 

noose or spring. S<&:?e? a long net. we?^ 

M5?^ sstrj to throw a net. we? Me?ctta> 

^ to come apart, as the texture of a garment 

T. B. 3a<§js^d^o£} balodbandi, [ uOj»x 

s. Compulsion, coercion, force, violence. 

Me?oa^rioB^ sfcasSa to coerce, force. 

A. 0. So^ balke, s. Prowess, strength. 2. 

eminence, distinction. 3. hardness. 4. 

cleverness. we^cdo a cleyer story. 

A. 0. 802^ P^ bal-ganni, s. A strong rope. 

A. C. z&^j^bal-gattale, s. Thick, dense 

darkness. 

A. C. 2oSW bal-gei, s. A strong arm, adj. 

Mighty. w°J> mighty kings. 

i. 'o.btg Z^t)^\balme,balpu, s. Strength, 

prowess, might. 

A. c. bal-mone, s. A cruel or 

desperate war. 

A. O. 3o©os^) bal-mole, s. A stout breast. 

<3. &>& balla, <o. defective, To know. 

#vtj wej?<o he understands that work. Added 

to the infinitive of other verbs, it expresses 

power, ability; as, =5^ w§Jtb they 

van (know how to) build houses. « 

nsti m“^4i we can cross that river, s&sa ms? 

?>J I can do, I know how to do or make. ^ 

w^Po he can bring. 

A. 0. 3o<y od ballanda, adj. Intelligent, 
cn ' 

knowing, able. wgJori soow an intelligent 

woman. 

a. c. sow do, sow d soD ddo ballanu, 
co co 1 co ^ 

ballava, ballidanu, s. An intelligent, 

able, superior, clever man. 

A. c. sowddo^S ballaramattadi, s. 
co —d ■ 

Mediation, pacification. 

o. sow Stft sow dd ballavi/ce, ballata- 
co co ^ 

s. Knowledge, wejrf knowing, able, in¬ 

telligent. 'n&ri m&j^t unparalleled knowledge. 

C. 8oe^8o^odj3?\Mjs^7\o balldbatte- 

ydgi-hogu, v. n. To act without control, to 

do as one pleases, without consulting others. 

C. Sows 0 balldri, s. Bellary. 

A. C. 3)2/3^ balldla, s. A country so called. 

adj. Wide, broad, wai^ ria a wide screen. 

C. 30©^ balli, [®>$] s. A small house lizard. 

C. 8o^ balle, s. Dropsy. ws? oiisi a dropsi¬ 

cal person. 

c. So|^a5o, 3oW^ balleya, balya, s. A 

pike, javelin, spear. 

A. C. bal-sone, s. A heavy rain. 

S. ‘Sod bava, s. An astronomical period, 

one of the Tear anas. 

A. C. Sodt? bavake, s. Ponging, desiring, 

covetousness. 

s. 3odp9, eodpl, sodpl bavana, bava- 

ni, bavane, s. Birth, origin. 

A. C. god^jSpJ bavandsi, s. A mendicant’s 

vessel for receiving alms. 

A. O. 30dd bavara, s. Battle, war, combat. 

C. 2od^>, 3od&, so£>t> bavali, bavari, 

baviri, s. Fainting, giddiness, wstt? 

to be faint or gicjjy. w^O rfOcdco, w^a &a 

o?oo, wsSS Srbrio to turn round with faintness 

or giddiness, &c. 

A. c. 3oddo, aodlo bavasu, bavase, v. n. 

To long, desire, wish for. 

c. 3o*S bashi. See wb. 

T. B. 3o"f bashe, [sfct*#] s. The marrow or 

serum of the flesh. 

s. sor^Q^opi bashhayani, s. A cow 

bearing many calves. 

T. b. sodo3 basanta, [sfcfotf] s> Spring. 

T. B. 80?oS basati, [sttS] s. An agreeable 

place. 

C. SOojD basari, s. The waved leaf fig tree. 
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tori 
A. 0. BiroiS basale, s. Green sward, turf, 

pasturage. 

T. b. ZfittS basava, s. An ox, 

Shiva’s steed. 2. the ox deified and worship- 

ped by the ling a people. 3. a name common 

to that denomination of people. z&qpj % 

dd3d a gold pagoda, a coin with the emblem 

of an ox, worth ten gold fanams. 

A. c. BAdSo^cxxo basavaliyu, v. n. To 

he exhausted, worn out, knocked up. 

c. SircS, B>R)£> basavi, basivi, s. A wo¬ 

man devoted to prostitution. 

c. Sice‘S basale, S. The succulent herb pur- 

slain. 

c. Bird's d basdra, s. Looseness of the 

bowels. 

C. Biol basi, s. The centre of a balance. 

C. Bi6J basi, V. a. To strain off, percolate. 

v. n. To ooze, drip, leak. tears 

to flow. 3** blood to run. tob 

to strain rice. ^ matter to run 

from a sore. flowing blood. 

otcsJj3* s*,do tobcdoo water to ooze from the 

mouth, wbri fierce, cruel, rigorous. 2. sharp, 

to’od a sharp sword. 

T. B. BirdoSfc basuma, |d%] s. Ashes. 

c. Si coot) basuri, s. A pregnant woman. 

C. B>7ood:>, SicOdo basuru, basirii, s. The 

belly, womb, pregnancy. * 

B?3o to become pregnant. ujfeoajwto to be preg¬ 

nant. w^do tfdd to miscarry, 

the belly to swelL 
stortjj z53dbooddo£irtskd;d^ life is about to de¬ 

part on account of this your eight child. 

T. B. SiTj base, [dfi-s] S. Marrow. 2. L^®9] 

a female elephant. 3. a barren cow. 

S. SiT^ basta, s. A he-goat. 

G. Bird's basta, s. A bale of goods. 

T. B. Bird basti, [Sid*] S. An abode. 2. a 

village. 3. a population. 4. C. a Jaina 

temple, adj. Populous. w’dt S,s* t0 Pe°- 

ple, colonize. 

c. Birds basta, adj. Cooked, dressed, pre¬ 

pared. cooked rice, dressed food. 

H. BiSopI, BioojS bahane, bahane, & 
Pretence, excuse, contrivance, evasion. 

W5& 

d. BsSodti^dSo bahadari-varaha, s. A 

gold pagoda worth thirteen gold fanams. 

d. BiSorfd^BiCB bahadari-banna, s. A 

high gold colour. 

H. Bi5o®, BiSo&a bahali, bahalu, adj. 

Reinstated (in service or condition). ° 

<£u^o he is reinstated. 

T. B. BiSc^ bahala, [toB&t?] adj. Abundant, 

much, numerous, many, toaftfssb abundant¬ 

ly. to^ Sotoodsf a glutton, a gi'eat eater. 

S. BiSo bahi, adj. Without, w&dort, to»3a 

dor! public, abroad, outside. wSoCori ^artd a 

public advertisement, to&tiortorto to become 

public. toSotior® drado to make known or 

public. to3orioridoa$' Sdsbjdo setting out. 

s. BiSogtBiSo^jss’Sii bahih-pra- 

desha, bahir-bhumi, s. A place out¬ 

side of a town, used as a public necessary, 

to&s !&e^rto to go to stool. 

S. BiootS^s-d bahir-dwdra, s. The out¬ 

er gate of a house or city. 

S. BiCoTj^d bahishkdra, s. Expulsion, 

degradation, excommunication from sect or 

caste. toSod^ed), eirodo to expel 

from caste or sect, to degrade, excommunicate. 

S. BiSib bahu, adj. Much, numerous, many. 

2. very large, great. 3. severe, violent. 

vzv a very long time, travt to live 

long. *&*&) diabetes, much urine. 

£nr divers colours, castes or letters, adj. 

Very variegated, very diverse. ws&Sz? various, 

multiform. 

S. Byscos^d bahutara, adv. Often, frequent¬ 

ly. 2. diverse, in various ways, manifold. 3. 

great, very much. to^^danri so far as one 

can judge, certainly, assuredly, 

& toj&sidsaft tod t3<^o they will surely come 

to-day. 

C. BiSoodj bahudu, For wdodriJ of to 

come. It is used as an auxiliary verb, and 

signifies liberty or possibility ; as, 

d toB&dO you may go. t?dd) 2.,v1d, tod to^od) 

they may come in. =#wd-« stood tosfcdt 

may you do unjustly ? 

S. BySodcSio^sds"^ bahu-devdrchane, 

s. Polytheism. a polytheist. 

s. B> cook's d1?]> bahu-dhdnya, s. The 

twelfth year in the Hindu cycle of sixty. 
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s. 8t3cO~T>a!)o3i bahu-ndyaJca, s. An aris¬ 

tocracy, authority in many chiefs, adj. Go¬ 

verned by several chiefs. 

S. bahumdna, s. A gift by a 

superior to an inferior. 2. recompence, re¬ 

ward. 3. honour, adj. Honourable in pub¬ 

lic estimation, creditable, respectable. 

sire??® stez&, ws&steys® to make a pre¬ 

sent, reward. 

s. 80000^80-^ bahu-wachana, s. The plu¬ 

ral number. 

S. bahuvrihi, s. One ofthe forms 

of grammatical composition, the compound¬ 

ing two or more words to furnish an epithet 

attributive; as, wjoj stesJ having many neck¬ 

laces. 

s. Sosdb^, SoSabSe) bahusha, bahushd, 

adv. Often, in many ways, for the most part, 

much. 

S. bahu-swana, s. An owl. 

S. bahula, s. The dark lunar fort¬ 

night, that of the moon’s decrease, adj. Much, 

many. 

S. SoSoo^^a bahulikrita, adj.Thrash¬ 

ed and winnowed. 

S. SOS0UQ& bakivdshi, s. A voracious man, 

glutton. 

T. B. 80^/ bala, [W] interj. Bravo! well done. 

C. 8o?/^o balaJtu, See wvtej. 

C. 8)^# balake, [_w'A] s. Intimacy, ac¬ 

quaintance, familiarity, common use. 

A. C. 80^7\ balaga, s. A quantity, heap, 

multitude, body. uo?o uv'rt relations. 

C. 8o$7\o& bala-gandi, s. An opening left 

in the roof to admit light, a skylight. 

A. c. balachu, v. a. To cut off. 2. 

to use. 

C. balapa, s. Pot-stone, used for mak¬ 

ing moulds and vessels; also as a substitute 

for slate pencil, wtfsiri a pot-stone bed 

or vein, a large piece of pot-stone, 

fcto, pulverized pot-stone. a 

hard kind of pot-stone, wv'siri a slip of 

pot-stone. a pot-stone mould, w 

S'sjrf a pot-stone image of G-anesha. 

A. C. betas' bala-mardu, s. Gun¬ 

powder. 

C. 80>feto baldly,, v.n. To become fatigued, 

wearied, tired, exhausted. 2. to be quiet, still, 

motionless, adj. Loose, wtfwo ficU dead em¬ 

bers. wVe# weariness, fatigue. 

wearied, fatigued, wv'wo a loose 

tuck. wtf©* to weary, fatigue, wv’uo^zi), 

wdingSi becoming wearied. 

C. 80 ^ C/O ?T3 o balalukdmdle, s. A 

disease attended with keenness of appetite, 

but in which no strength is deiived from food. 

A. C. balalhe, See under ww. 

C. balavalli, s. A wife’s dowry, 

bridal gifts. 

C. 8balasa-kudugolu, 

s. An axe or knife for slaying sacrifices. 

A. C. 80balasu, s. A band to gird on 

a coat of mail with, a hoop, ferule. 2. line-' 

age, descent. 3. a road, path, way. 4. hus¬ 

bandry. wtfbrt a husbandman. 

C. So^cjo balasu, v. a. To go round, circum¬ 

ambulate. 2. to appreciate. 3. to use, have 

in common use. 4. to spend or pass, as coin. 

to spend, use. 2. to environ, 

surround. 3. to repeat what another said, 

take account of. 4. to appropriate to one’s self, 

sotfti to come with, to accom¬ 

pany. wb ste^1 to mix. 

C. balahike, s. Use, spending, mak¬ 

ing use of. 

C. 80^ ball, s. Vicinity, vicinage. 2. path, 

road, course. 3. a small bamboo, adv. Hear, 

close by, close to. to, towards, near, 

close by. g0 to him. uvcte, 

wcA® near, by, with. I 

have no money. w©csh^ stay with 

them, wvaarh accompanying. wvrfWo to 

approach. 

C. ball, baliyu, v. a. To 

.sweep, sweep up. 3. to put on, as white-wash, 

apply, as pigments. wvote to smear the 

floor of a house with cow-dung and water. 

wvcite to sweep up litter. wvote 

to white-wash. 

c. 80^^, 80°^a balika, baliga, postpos. 

After, afterwards, subsequently. 

0. 80^-3-Too balikisu, See under w**. 

C. 8>yif balike, s. Familiarity, acquain¬ 

tance, intimacy, common use. adj. Common, 
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familiar, usual, adv. Near. a 

man who makes himself at home any where. 

sfcs&i to make acquaintance, make 

free, get familiar with. esSSrU ppnjti w<s>=# 

we are not intimate, w&ab a f,1Tri;. 

liar tale, common story, a com¬ 

mon, well known word. 

C. hali-kollu, v. a. To arrange, 

put together. 

c. a balige, gee w. 

A. c. bulivali,baluvali, 

s. A wife’s dowry. 2. pursuing. 

A. o. a^oo^o balu/cu, balunku, 

v. n. To quake, shake, shiver, wave. wy'o-a-jJo, 

w'y’oo-a-Tfc to make shake, move, or tremble. 

C. baludu, adj. Not steep, of gra¬ 

dual descent. zS'^ a mountain of gra¬ 

dual descent. 

C. baluvu, s. Weight. 2. a load, 

burden. 3. obligation, duty. 4. oppression 

or heaviness in sickness. 

C. bale s. A bracelet. 2. a hoop. 3. a 

fillet. 4. corpulency, w<i?a±>5ja brace¬ 

let maker, Po-%-% iW a twisted glass bracelet. 

w1# a glass bracelet with a rough face, 

w# a furrowed glass bracelet, yuaos « 

a brown bracelet. a bracelet 

with spots of tin-foil on it. ws? a brace¬ 

let surrounded with an indented brass rim. 

wtf a star bracelet, ^o^rs to<# a round 

bracelet. trz$j w’ a rhinoceros horn 

bracelet. wsf a gold wire armlet. 

sSWj m£, =#o^j ws? a honey-co¬ 

loured bracelet, tos? a broad 

bracelet with stars, worn by the lower orders. 

lofcdjsssSD an armlet, worn as a badge of ho¬ 

nour. 

C. 8o^> 5<z/e, v. n. To increase, become fat 

2. to environ, surround. 

C. 8j^?vo balesu, s. A coil. 2. a circle. 

». a. To encircle, encompass, go round. 

€. balt'vadaka, s. The vegeta¬ 

ble, Soerhaavia diffusa. 

A. C. e. To bow, stoop, 

cringe. 2. See wv’o'so, 

A. C. balpala, adj. Shaking, wav¬ 

ing, moving. 

C. balla, s. A measure containing forty 

eight°double handfuls or two seers. 

T. B. balli, [~®] s. Any vine or creep¬ 

ing plant. "°r>SJJ a vine tendril, a 

&, Jtsrb, wv, sisoo a creeper to run or 

spread out. JSori*5«S<ri» a creeper to 

divide into tendrils. 

C. 3^ ballike, s. Fatigue, weariness. 

C. balli-variyu, v. n. To 

spread out or run, as a creeper. 

C. to? ^0, balli-suttu, adj. Irregu¬ 

larly twisted, uneven, as a rope, 

&K& to he uneven. 

C. Zys bd, v. n. To come, arrive. 2. to 

happen, occur. 3. to suffice for, last. The 

tenses generally are formed with ^ 

P I am coming. torbsicJj they will come, w 

cfcsiti), coming. part, coming, 

wori came, wotfj having come, wrfosi com¬ 

ing. uO, imp_ jpl. or sing, hono¬ 

rific, come. This verb has various mean¬ 

ings; as, oPSfi uo* he has become 

sensible or wise. Ip?* he has become 

wise. 2. he has become conscious, come to 

himself, as after a fit. 5^^ 

can you speak Canarese ? I can. 

z&ras?. wti> a river to come down in a flood. P 

PA wosfj I an]j or fell, sick. sodjrf 

zb becoming pregnant. utiopzh musta¬ 

ches appearing. wdjrfrh cutting teeth. 

wscSort wtjj to recollect, wtijd the future, 

todbrf sJtSM next year. sftfaiws&S^ totbsi 

* able to walk. *4 

w&si&gj he will not pay his debts. wo 

the eyes are pained. wd sStifc tell to come- 

deJfi wrbrf =#eJ7j killing work, sjss&P 

come, let us do it. w-s* wtfj to rise, swell, 

as the sea, boiling water, &c. ^ to 

stand out in relief, wtodrfj and affixed 

to the infinitive of other verbs, denote liberty 

or the want of it; may or may not; can or 

cannot; possible or impossible ; as, 

uti>az<o I can read. uzSc^rSi 

be can sing. wScsb can 

you draw ? tsScSKtertsip^rf©#^ PP* Kradtii I 

cannot play at chess. 

7i vsitizi) it is not proper to cross a full river. 

rtodoSii the word of a 
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minister is not to be rejected. Any part of 

this verb affixed to the present or past verbal 

participle of another verb, gives to the action 

expressed by that participle, the meaning of 

frequency, long habit, or continuance; as, 

Gtod pre¬ 

serves us continually. wdrtati =sVo 

tod zS^o you must write me often, 

fJJ tod cJf^o you must continue 

to tell him. esrfcb t^rradOrt gjatio 

todossd they repeatedly give alms to beggars. 

***^5 not coming, zr$x3po he will not come. w 

to cause to come. 

C. 20X ba, v. n. To swell, tumefy. 

C. 8}XO-& bunki, S. A dagger, poniard, creese. 

A. o. 80DO7^(3 bdn-gere, s. The celestial 

Ganges. 

T. B. SiDO!^ banda, [spsodj An earthen pot. 

A. o. 8oxod^ bdndala, s. The sky. 

jJjsd the celestial Ganges. waodoadn®1^ Shiva, 

with the Ganges lodged in his hair. 

H. SJXoSi bandi, S. A female slave, bond¬ 

maid. 

s. Soxo^-S^oSo bdndhakineya, s. A 

bastard; the son of a disloyal wife. 

S. sysoi^o^ bandhava, s. A relation, kins¬ 

man. 

A. c. soxo^S'd bdn-navira, s. Shiva, with 

the sky for his hair. 

A. C. B)X03od bdmbara, s. Potters. 

A. c. soxoeSjxsd-, soxoaSjsf bdrnbo- 

chcha, bdm-bole, s. The celestial Gan¬ 

ges. Shiva, with the Ganges 

lodged in his hair. 

A, c. Soxodo bdm-mani, [gem of the 

sky] s. The sun. 

C. 2JX-& bald, s. Balance, remnant, surplus. 

to liquidate or clear a balance, 

the account of a balance. 

a man from whom a balance is due. 

C. Soxzfo bdku, s. A dagger, poniard, 

8=acriw to hold, take, be armed with a dagger. 

A. C. SOX^O bdku, v. n. To run up, as an 

insect does the wall, to climb a tree, &c. ts» 

* s&odo to make climb. 

A. C. SoxZro^ bakuli, s. Covetousness, ava¬ 

rice. 

T. B. &X7\ bag a, [spari] s. Part, portion, 

share. 

C. 8ox7\Z3xd bdgaddra, s. A saddler’s 

awl, with a notch at the end for drawing 

’through the thread. 2. a crochet needle. 

H. SoxaS^JD© baga-mali, s. A gardener. 

t. B. 8ox7\drl7\ bdgaraniga, 

s. A grammarian, one. versed in grammar. 

A. c. SoXTxd bdgare, s. A small drum. 

C. SOXAC^o bagalu, S. A. door, gate; door¬ 

way, gateway, enjswsrrtua a village gate. 

sisJ wariuo the principal gate or en¬ 

trance of a house or premises, wariuo 

to open a door, wsrtto s>a*> to shut a door. 

WDrioo yacdoosfsf a door-keeper, wariejj ;3«dtoo 

a door-lintel. smj^i door-posts. wa> 

rfu warto $<lo$ a door-frame. 

H. SjXAXojoS bdgdyati, s. A garden, m 

soiUjjSis?, the pro¬ 

duce of a garden. 

c. syx'Apx, ayx^jd bagina, bdgina, s. 

An offering of married women, first present¬ 

ed to the village goddess, and then distribu¬ 

ted among their married female friends. 2. 

an offering made by a queen, first to an idol, 

and then presented to the family priest. 

0. SoxTvyo bdgilu, See wsrtejj. 

A. c. aoxTxe^e) bdgilmalga, s. The flo¬ 

wer, Aletris hyacinthoides, or Dracaena ner¬ 

vosa. 

C. aiXTvo bdgu, v. n. To bow, stoop, lean 

on one side, mssfoaert a gable roof, waft 

* to be inclined or reclined, waft* to make 

stoop, bend, or incline. to bend for¬ 

cibly, to press down. 

A. C. &)XA0^J bugulu, s. Anguish, sorrow, 

distress. 

T.B. 20X7\ bage, [v»rt]fc a part, portion, 

share. siecrfoo v, n, To be divided, wa 

to divide, share. 

O. 8ox7^5oo^ bdge-huvvu, s. The flower. 

Mimosa secressa. 

H. &X7Wd bag dor a, s. A horse’s head 

rope. 

c. gyxsa^, aroe£$«S^f soxed^ bd- 

chani, bdchanike, bdchanige, s, a 
comb. 
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T. B. Sox>8S=x>^ bdchdla, [awif] s. A great 

talker. t»w»iWpS loquacity. 

T. B. SysS^ bachi, [sratf] s. An adze. 

M3lt? a large adze, ^ a small adze. 

to chip with an adze. 

t. b. 8yss#cco bdchisu, [s*»Jsb] v. a. To 

read, study. 

C. ayss^o bachu, a. To comb. 2. to 

scoop or scrape up with the hands, a guddali, 

&c. as sweepings, &c. combed 

hair. to take away a heap of 

sweepings, &c. wrerfs to clear away 

ordure. ^dre warfo to gather up sweepings. 

~drit wasio to gather up cow-dung. 

swrfj to gather up orts. Oorts' wajSo to 

sweep a door-way. to comb one’s 

self. 2. to gather any thing with the hands. 

c. sax-s^ew, syssleo, syss^y 

bdchulu, bdchalu, bdchilu, bdchalu, 

s. A wale, mark of a whip, cane, &c. 

to be marked, wa^aaBdo to be 

in raised marks, or wales. 

T. B. SyS3it) bdjd, [3»r%] s. Music; music¬ 

al performance. wwo^O musical instru¬ 

ments. 2. a musician. 

C. sys&fst) bdjdri, adj.. Of or belonging to 

the bazaar, s. A common prostitute. 

H. aycayetjo bujaru, s. A bazaar or range 

of shops. Msssd st»tu the bazaar. 

t. b. sossBa, 2jx>9§7foSs3 bdjiya, bdji- 

suwava, [JJKte] s. A musician. »»*** 

[ aa&shj to play an instrument. 

H. ays 3^ bdju, s. The arm. 2. side. 3. 

servants walking in files on each side of a 

man of rank, wsw 

ros^rfo to march so. t° 

he formed into an open file, ww* make way! 

get out of the way 1 

C. aysa^soody baju-bandu, s. An arm- 

let. wawwo&da rt a necklace composed alter¬ 

nately of gold heads and oblong gold plates, 

with a square centre piece. 

T. B. ayS2§ bdje, [awry s. Music. 2. any 

musical instrument. 

H. gyss^aysayy bdjebdbu, s. Duty, toll, 

customs. 

C. &itS3 bate, [y*W] s. A road, path, way. 

crew waB the king’s highway. dods waB a 

road on which troops pass. sabcSj waB the 

path to a village. 

t. b. aysd bdda, See 

s. ajT)day bddaba, s. A mare. 2. a water- 

woman. 3. submarine fire. 

S. gysdsyrfy bddabaru, s. Brahmans. 

S. a»days^t> bddabdnala, s. Submarine 

fire. 

C. 8ysB>7\ bddige, $. Rent, hire, freight, 

area tod a tenant, a rented house, 

wrearts; to rent. to receive 

■ rent, srsrcck fixing rent. 

a hired ox. 

C. 8ys&oJi#j3^/y bddisi-kollu, v.«. To 

eat a little of any thing, like pickles, as a re¬ 

lish to the principal food. 

C. 8ysdy bddu, S. Meat, flesh. 2. h. a 

fence, hedge, inclosure, partition. 3. a bier. 

4 a harlot’s portion or hire. mut¬ 

ton. wads goat’s flesh, beef, 

wads wado to hedge in, fence, 

o. aysrfo, 8yx>&5§Je>^Ay bddu, bddi-hogu, 

v. n. To fade, shrivel, wither, die. 2. to be¬ 

come dejected. 3. to dry, heal. 

a sore to dry up. hSkSJj a flower to fade, 

rfjsd wads the face to be dejected, &®rt 

a dejected, sad countenance, wa&d a 

faded flower, s^add an unfaded flower. 

S. 8y«><$ bddha, adj. Much, excessive. 2. 

hard. adv. Very well! very good! right! 

S. 3yt)p9 buna, s. An arrow. 2. a firework, 

wars dtiowaSo, wars do^asd materials for mak¬ 

ing fireworks. «a« a magical fire-arrow, 

ddjrs wars a magical shower. tsraS wars a 

sky-rocket, rtwrtrt wars the berry of a prick¬ 

ly shrub filled with powder, as a firework. 

wars a large thorn filled with powder. 

cS^s’o wars a kind of squib. Mars a fire¬ 

work, which when discharged appears like 

flowers falling. W3r3 a wheel firework, 

ri&rtt wars an earthen vessel filled with a va¬ 

riety of combustibles, warsdd, warscafi a fire¬ 

work maker, wars to a a woman of that class, 

wars 3j^clra?TO dyad), warsa «3s& to shoot an 

arrow, wars® do&>, wars® to let off a 

firework. 
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C. gyspSoB, SyspsU bdnanti, bdnati, s. 
A lying-in woman. warsogsoad, warso§rt a 

cordial given to women in child-bed, compos¬ 

ed of long pepper, common blaok pepper, and 

seeds of bishop’s weed. 

s. ays psrfzSi® b dnada-devaru, s. A 

representation of Rama's arrow worshipped 

by wandering mendicants, 

c. aysps®, ay^psST^sytps^aya?I bdn- 

.«?*, bdnalige, bdnale, bdnle, S.^A fry¬ 

ing-pan. 

T. B. ayspSoo bdnasa, [sfosasra] s. Cooking, 

tssrsrf sfo*5 a cook-room, wsrs’jri a cook, wa 

n'lTi^dn ua* a COok to serve up food. 

c. aysps-s^B^, ayopasmospl, ayaps's 

bdnd-kattige, bdnd-donne, 

bana-kolu, s. A foil used in fencing. 2. 

an iron mounted mace. 

S. ayspc)^ bdndgni, S. The fire of a fire¬ 
work. 

S. 8ysp9t)& bandriy s. Krishna, who slew 
Sana. 2. a poet so called. 

S. ayapcSroili bdndsura, s. JBana, the 

giant destroyed by Krishna. 

C. ays pi bdni, S. A drain, a long ditch or 

pondjfor water. 

G. asps bane, Evasion. 2. forgery. 

C. aysl^ bdta, part, of wsakJ, Swollen, dis- 

■ tended, a swollen leg. 

H. ayss'SSO'S^) batakhane, s. Garrulity, 

loquaciousness, stocks^ a loqua¬ 

cious man. 

A. C. aiS & bati, s. Likeness, resemblance. 

adj. Like. waScdmdd an equal, compeer. 

c. ays 83a,7\^> bdti-muttugalu, s. 

Utensils, furniture, tools. 

H. aosS^j, ayaso^yy bdtime, bdtume, s. 

Spying, watching the movements of an ene¬ 

my. tw&toataiii) spies. miSSj ^db t0 brin°- 

secret information, Sd^d a guide. 

C. ays bdtu, part, of w»cd», Having 

swoln. s. A duck. 

A. c. aysfjpa badana, s. The mark made 

by the stroke of a cane, whip, &c. 

S. aysrfusoiops bddardyana, s. Vyasa, 

compiler of the Vedas. 

s. ayscysS, ayScoS^y bdddvi, bdddmi, 

s. An almond. 

T. B. ays £>Toy bddisu. See under w*?. 

c. aysdy bddu, s. An open file. 

to be formed into an open file. 

S. aysd# badhaka, s. Any thing opposing, 

impeding, or causing difficulty; any argu¬ 

ment or fact which can be urged in refuta¬ 

tion, or in contradiction of another; incon¬ 

venience, annoyance. 2. in gram, an excep¬ 

tion from the general rule. 

S. aysip badhe, s. Pain, trouble, torture, af¬ 

fliction, distress, torment. 2. opposition, con¬ 

tradiction. do to afflict, distress, torment. 

to be in pain or trouble. 

sj3>$ wiotf the sore is very painful. 

S. ays^ badhya, s. Relationship. 2. ob¬ 

ligatory duty. 3. right or claim to posses¬ 

sion. adj. Related to. 2. incumbent on. 3. 

having a right or claim to. *»& to’be 

under an obligation, to be obliged to another, 

’y to be heir to an estate. 

d, wan^yij, traded dji> an heir. 

A. C. &ysg~, ays^jy ban, bdnu, s. The 

sky. 2. a heap of dried cow-dung. 3. a 

pile of earthen vessels, 

o. ays^llA bdnasiga, s. A cook. 

a female cook. 2. a female 

servant. the business of a 

cook. stredo to cook. See warari. 

0. sysjo, aya£) bane, bdni, s. A large 

vessel of any kind. wridd£5®3 an earthen or 

brass vessel used by washermen. 

an iron or leathern bucket used in drawing 

water with bullocks. ws;3 an earthen 

vessel to hold water. wajS a large 

indigo vessel. 

a. c. gya^Dd bdn-navira, s. Shiva, 
whose hair is the sky. 

c. ayso^j, aya^iS bdpu, bdpure, interj. 

Bravo! well done! wasjd Swodsa-^ bravo, 

hero ! ^Sodo to applaud. 

0. &K>^) bdpu. See 

C. Bys^jO bdpuri, [mst) ^S] 5. An orna¬ 

mental armlet. 

h. 3yx>^y^ojydy8yszAody bdphiyutu- 

bashandu, $. a form of benediction used 
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W3W was 

at tlie commencement of a letter, may you 

be in health. 

H. baba, s. A father. 

H. ayo&B bdbatu, babati, $, 

Account, head, article, item. 2. business, 

affair. 3. kind, species, way, manner. 

IT, bdbu, s. A father. 2. a point, 

matter, subject, item. irsw-OTd) adj. Be¬ 

longing to. s. An account of items. ^us>o±S 

wswj the department or item of land-tax. 

mswo the item of house-tax. 

C. assd&ratfc bdydru, v. n. To be thirsty. 

wacdraO1# thirst. 

G. bdi, s. The-mouth, 2. an open¬ 

ing, crack, crevice. 3. the edge of a knife, 

sword, &c. 4. juncture. the edge 

of a knife. “ac&o the mouth of a bottle, 

dodj msc&j the place where planks, &c. join. 

wscSo a toothless mouth, it&tx ktccSo 

an indistinct articulation. Mic83> doh wa 

<S» lisping, stammering. a 

mouthful of food; to beat 

one’s mouth out of vexation or grief. 

uadi to prevent one speaking, deny or con¬ 

tradict every thing one says. 2. to deceive, 

fcsad&o a prattler; one who contradicts 

or denies. *«c&o caorfj to cover the 

mouth out of respect. o»o*js«rtJ 

the mouth to become parched, or thirsty. 

one who cannot speak 

well when necessity requires, wractu ^ 

sfcasado to speak arrogantly, contemptuously, 

without respect. wscEu to hold the 

tongue. 2. to die. *«ai»sJi59d flattery, 

insincere courtesy, 4531:8,3 to observe 

regimen, restrain the appetite. 459 ?)*& 

»id) the mouth to water,, to long for. 4351:83 

*gjiUS csidi to be silent. 4351:83 tfdo to gape. 

2. to cry. 435 c2u v"o to cry or wail like a 

child. s5°tf) to speak freely. ^ 

d wac&) wac&) .MMaorSo 

you cannot speak a word, your 

mouth is shut. « isscSi Cg 

he cannot yet repeat that verse. 435(83 

the wound is not yet closed. 45 ^ 

dorfod dia&^&od =#j uacdradji) that 

man, by marrying, has become greatly invol¬ 

ved. wacdsaOri creatures that have 

not the use of speech. 435(83 an in¬ 

vented speech, fabricated story, an evasive 

mode of speaking. 435(83 a verbal mes¬ 

sage. 2. a mere speech. 435(83 «taa3> sSyy’o 

to deliver a verbal message, 435(83 iia pala¬ 

table, sa,voury. 435(83 Sjb^o a verbal message. 

2. the drivelling of a child, &c. 435(83 

vd) to fill the mouth with water and rinse it. 

wac&oiicrioc to divulge secrets. waoSjadirsfo a 

tell-tale. 455(83 to bite the lips. 435(83 

to shut the mouth, be silent. 2. to 

silence by incantations. 3. to overcome in 

argument. 4. to tie up a bag or sack. 435 

tfa a tooth-pick. 435(83 w*cd» to guard 

one’s mouth, refrain from returning abuse. 

wa<&ortj®|Jo to prosper, succeed. « 435(83 

Ajso&go that business has succeeded. 435(83 

to speak. 2. to abuse, uac&odd;* a 

man who can speak for himself. 435(83 O*8 

the string of a bag. 435(83 a, lock for the 

mouth, put on by some devotees, who have 

taken on them a vow of silence and absti¬ 

nence, consisting of a quadrangular gold wire 

put through the cheeks, &c. 

to despair, give up as hopeless, a 

lid to a mortar. 

C. 8bX>0^3^ bdina, s. An offering presented 

to a goddess by married women. 

C. bdyu, v. n. To swell, tumefy. 

H. Sid'd bar a, adj. Twelve. 

h. bdra-Jcacheri, s. The 

native infantry office. 

C. acratf&tfc bdradiru, v. n. Not to come, 

to stay away. 

C. ayS'dlrfo bdradu, neg. of wsfcd), from 

w», It cannot be, must not be, it is unknown, 

esdart issdd) he cannot, or must not, 

read, rhrs^ wadrio not yet reformed. 

05^ •errf rt Ztjj wadd) I cannot sleep. 4,83 

»Jjad watiri) that must not be done. 

T. B. 80T)UX)epSi§5, 8JtCT3dje)AS- bdrd- 

bfidte, bdrd-mdrya, $. The high-road, 

the king’s highway. 

c. 30Dt> bdri, s. The inclined plane near a 

well, down which bullocks are driven to 

raise water. 2. a time, turn, 4383 4350 five 

times. 433,8 453,8> 4530 433,8rt'-®j uasrt waOrtoa of¬ 

ten, again and again, frequently. 

C. bdrika, s. One who applies a 
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public seal or stamp. oa&’furj^j 

his office. 

h. ayu&?\^s§^>,5a- 

rigatu-kache'ri, barigira-kaeheri, s. 
A cavalry dep6t or office. 

H. ays t)^o3^ barinava, s. A foot-soldier, 

sepoy. 

C. SysQcd J boj'isu, v. a. To play any instru¬ 

ment. 

C. ays do baru, s. A line, range, row. 2. 

troops. 3. a fathom. 4. military exercise. 

5. a thong, strap, to be in a row. 

traces?p to be seated in a straight line. 

a leathern girdle, a lea¬ 

thern rope. wsrfj a whip- 

handle. 

A. C. SA)da baru,v.n. To melt, as butter, &c. 

H. ayudo^JUrfo bdru-mudu, v. a. To en¬ 

ter in a book or journal. 2. to load a gun. 

S. ayudoco baruha, s. A country so called. 

C. SSS'3 bare, imp. of w®, to a female inferi¬ 

or, to a male inferior, Come ! 

S. Z^Zo^Ti^gbdrhaspatga, s. Ayeaxso 

called, adj. Of or relating to Brihaspati. 

c. aw^rdS^ ^©c-ojo-3^ bdrle-ak- 

ki, barli-akki, s. A kind of rice. Horde- 

urn distiehon. 

a. c. ayudoy burnt, See'^w’o- 

A. c. ayzxhjif bdrruka, See 

A. 0, ayat^sr bdrrta, S. Festivity, festival. 

S. ayaa bdla, adj. Young, tender. 2, puerile, 

childish. 3. foolish, s. A boy. 2, a tail. 

Mnejswsc&r the rising sun. wsweSori; the new 

moon. a girl, wsej 0<>d child¬ 

ish sport. enwsjj childhood. 

& young and old. rtjSD diseases 

of children, the tail of a kite- *» 

VvS the tip of a tail. tSo*- the fire on 

Hanumanta’s tail. w»w a 

comet. 

S. ayuV& bdlaka, S. A boy, infant. 2. a fool. 

S. aX)V!S7>oTibdla-kdnda, s. The first chap¬ 

ter in the Eamayana. 

C. ayac/y^p'l bala-geni, S. A temporary 

tenant. 

S. ayaoT^a^'firse; bdla-gopdla, s. Krish¬ 

na, brought up by herdsmen. 

S. aya&^yy^) bdlaghni, s. The giantess Pw- 

tani, destroyed by Krishna. 

s. ayse>j5u7\d bdlandgara, s. A kind of 

worship paid to children by merchants, at the 

time of-marriage. 

s. ayse/^rsjoSy bdla-prdya, $. The age of 

youth. 

s. ayue/si/a^, ays^js^z?^ bdla-bo- 

dhe, balopade'sha,s. Instruction of youth, 

sssej toris! a writing that children can 

understand, fine writing. childish 

talk. 

S. Zszv&Jis^bbdla-yogi, s. One who has 

been an ascetic from his youth. 

s. ayuodcdue; bdla-rasdla, s. A young 

mango tree. 

s. ayse/dbdla-rakshe, s. a black spot 

put on the forehead of children, to prevent 

the malign effects of evil eyes. 

S. ayscyJj^ bala-natm, s. A pigeon or 

dove. 2. the form of a young calf, assumed 

on one occasion by Krishna. 

s. ayue>?3^u^& bdla-sanydsi, s. One who 

has been a hermit from his youth. 

S. ayua^oTo bdla-hamsa, s. A teal. 

S. ayco^c balarka, s. The rising sun. 

H. ays 0 bali, j s. Fixing, establishing. 

entertaining and dismissing. 

s. ayu0if, ayu<§ bdlike, bale, s. a girl 

under eight years of age. 

s. ayu^^cjjj baleya, $. An ass. 

S. e»e>£ Idly a, s. Childhood, infancy. 

T. B. ayu^ bdva, [_V®^ s. The son of a mo¬ 

ther’s brother, or of a father’s sister, if older 

than one’s self. 2. a man’s brother-in law, 

if older than one’s self. 3. a woman’s bro¬ 

ther-in-law, if older than her husband. srasl 

a man’s brother-in-law, either older or 

younger than himself. 

A. c. ayu^, ayusd^ bdvana, bdvanna, 
s. Sandal wood. 

C. ayud0 bavali, S. An ornament in the 

tip of the ear, worn by women, 

this ornament made in the shape of a fish. 

c. ayus3<§, ayus^^co’S^ bdvale, bdvale- 

hakki, s. A bat, Vespertilio. 
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T. B. SotD 6aw, [3»Sj] s. A well, tank, pool. 

a tank with steps on each side. ^ 

zSozi w»a a draw well, eras a reser¬ 

voir. wsSH to dig a tank. =5^ 

to build a tank. ® ^ the wall of a tank. 

dssf&A, the steps of a tank. 

C. Sit1^) bttVU, s. A swelling. toonsti 

a large swelling on the neck, said to be cura¬ 

ble by tying on a gold necklace. a 

large swelling in the arm-pit. a 

swelling to rise. usAeAakj a swelling to break, 

fcrs^j c^vccsaj, ^rb a swelling to go down. 

C. SJDsjr a bavugu, s. A male cat. 

C. Sot^I) bdvuli, See *»**©• 

c. Sotyo/\, sya-2>7\ bashing a, bdshiga. 
See wahri, 

t. b. aoti bdshe, [v®A] s. An oath. 

r'$ a perjurer. e^b to violate an oath, 

to take an oath. 

S. SyScO^ bdshpa, s. A tear. 2. rheum. « 

^cn tears of joy. 

A. c. 8otK}p4 bdsani, s. A hood or veil. 

A. C. Sited pi <\b bdsanisu, v, a. To make 

smooth, to mangle, as linen. 

G. sotoJ bdsi, See 

c. SotRjA, sotRjo7\ bdsiga, bdsinga, 

s. A nuptial crown, or an ornamental patch 

of pith, or soft wood, or paper, made by pot¬ 

ters, and fastened on the forehead of the bride 

and bridegroom at the time of marriage. 

c. sotedootf, gyaroo^/o, sotedotfo bdsunde, 

bdsulu, bdsuru, s. A wale or mark made 

by a whip, stick, or cane. wsAssFarb, wsjbvb 

to be marked. 

C. Sited base, s. The central line of hair in 

the bosom. 

T. B. gysTo base, [V®A] s. A language. 2. 

an oath, w* peijury. Sa- 

raswati. Braniha. 

A. c. sotod, sotsd^o bdha, bdJianu, 

3rd per. sing. fut. of He will come. 53^ 

till he comes, wseorfo the act of 

coming. 

C. Sot Sot 83 bdhdta, s. Loudness in reading. 

Lite to read out aloud. 

S. SotSod bdhira, s. An outcaste, one not 

of the same caste. 

C. Sotsdo bdhn, s. A swelling, tumefaction. 

S. 8OtJxta bdhn, s. The arm. a Ksha- 

triya, as produced from the arms of Bramha. 

wssoj A)8 an ornament worn by Hindu kings 

upon their shoulders, something like armour, 

and resembling a crest, commonly made of 

gold, and set with jewels. A\»v the arm- 

pit. 'iresb cctotf cl0ge fight, personal struggle, 

boxing, wrestling, wsb&j t}gj, a fence 

or mail for the arm. to strike the 

arms, as a mode of challenge. 

S. S0tSdo&3 bdhllta, S. A book on medicine. 

T. B. Sotoootf bdhura, adj. Excommuni¬ 

cated, expatriated; out, outside. 

S. Sotsdo£> bdhula, s. The month Kartika. 

S. SotSco^oi) bdhuleya, S. Kumara- 

swdmi, or TLartikeya, the son of Shiva. 

S. a)tsdo£>&;cX)0 bdhu-vijaya, S. A con¬ 

queror. 

h. sot>5dol\?sdy^o£\$ bdhushi-manu- 

shya, s. A clever, able, powerful man. 

s. sotsdordsdrdj^ bdhu-sahasraka, s. 

Kdrtiviryarjuna, or Bandsura, having a 

thousand arms. 

S. Sotsdo^ bdhulya, adj. Abundant, much, 

great. 

T. B. SOtS) bake, [ysrt] s. A place. 2. the arm. 

S. SOtod^ bdhya, s. Exterior, outside, adj. 

External, outward, outer. 2. public, notorious. 

S. Sot So bdhllka, s. Saffron. 2. assa- 

foetida. 3. Ballch, a country north west of 

Afghanistan. 

C. Sot^ bdla, s. A scented grass, of which 

blinds are made, Andropogon muricatum. 

tfri sS^ftf the root of this gi’ass. 

T. B. sot)^ bdla, [wa^j adj. Much, many, 

great. 

o. Sot^oH bdlanti, See 

C. Sre^tf bdlaka, s. Dried vegetables and 

fruits. 

T. B. asi^tf bdlaka. See [mw*.] 

M. sot y’soozdo bdlabandu, $. TlieDevaua- 

gari character. 

A. C. SOt^td^1 bdlavala, s. A black kind 

of scented grass. 

T. B. Sotgtg^ bdldksha, s. Shiva, 

with an eye of fire in his forehead. 
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C. bdlil, s. Prosperity, thriving con¬ 

dition. 2. existence, subsistence, livelihood. 

3. worth. 4 a sword. 5. a fragrant grass. 

tJfrifc an excellent livelihood. wash a 

miserable existence, a low or disreputable 

mode of life. v. n. To live, exist, live happily. 

2. to be worth. 3. to last. M5'?* to cause 

to live, prosper, or be happy. Ms'&si a 

married woman. rij;3 a large and pros¬ 

perous family, wvfrsf a house snake, 

watfori a?f hfe-time. *»Vri lasted, lived. 

that which is unstable or not durable, 

fcras'rf a doth that will not last, 

prosperous persons, sw1# wd) to last, 

=#sd durable. wwtf, am^rs, 

rlo, wsvbriri.5 the act of hving. 2. prospering, 

doing well. 

C. bdle-gida, s. The plantain tree 

or banana, miisa sa/pientum. &»IS wss?, 

a bubo or venereal sore on the thigh. 

Aa$ a bunch of plantains. °^k 

an unripe plantain. tforio a plantain 

tree plant. 3=^ - ripe plantain. 

the fibres of a plantain stock, ririwa# a 

very good kind of plantain. 5&£rJori wis?, =£ 

ix 13 W a large coarse wild plantain. rns»r 

£ a black plantain, SWosfc aratf a 

red plantain. a wild plantain. ^ 

tSA mW, AS zsat?; aj&s»rd w&s?a very small and 

delicate plantain. Priori mss? a very sweet 

sort of plantain. is$<? an inferior sort. 

&odj, the stock of a plantain 

tree, rfrt a fan of plantain leaf. 

; the small channel from a larger 

one, leading water to a plantain tree, 

a plantain flower. &ozij w# a yellow, 

good sort of plantain, a tender 

plantain shoot. 

C. SJa^SJeJ^o bdle-minu, s. A large kind 

of fish, sparus spilotus. 

0. 83o3? binka, s. Boldness, courage, bravery. 

2. pride, haughtiness, self conceit. 3. boast¬ 

ing, vaunting. 4. ostentation. 5. deceit, 

fraud, dissimulation. a proud, or 

ostentatious disposition. £'> 

to be proud, haughty. to make a 

display. .do to boast, vaunt, presume, 

rijad: to deceive, cheat. t3o,@!risSjfo, o 

a proud, arrogant man. sboA =s^ 

rv&rid if seen, duty, if not, impudence 

(prov. used of an eye-server.) 

A. c. 83o^pl7\£)cx5o binkani-giviya, $. 

Ganeslia, with an ear like a fan. 

C. eSos'Scdo binkarisu, v. a. To praise, eu- 

T. B. s3qa binga, s. A black bee. 

2. the fork tailed shrike. 3. a wasp. 4. a 

catamite. 

C. 83oa binga, s. Pride, arrogance. 2. a 

curve, bend. 3. a fool. 4. gold colour. 5. the 

extremity of the horizon, adj. Crooked,curved, 

c. s3oas# binguchchi-kallu, s. 
Flint, quartz, &c. 

0. 8307TS-d bingdra, s. Mica. 2. talc. 

A. c. s3o7\U& bingari, s. A battlement, t. 

b. L^orscG a vase. 

C. 83oao bingu, s. A mode of worshipping 

Ganesha with the hands holding the ears of 

the opposite sides of the face, and in this po¬ 

sition turning round twenty-one times, and 

at every turn sitting down and striking both 

the elbows on the floor. Morrell turning round 

in this position, riiorvadj to turn round so. 

tfofirio to put the hands in the above 

position. 

C. s3o'A0^0<y, e3o7\fk<y bingu-kula, 

bingi-kula, s. A class of mendicant shep¬ 

herds. tSotsstodjk, nari© a mendicant 

shepherd. 

C. 8308# binchi, s. Quartz, flint, &c. 

A. C. s3o& binja, s. Washing the head, &c. 

2. a forest. 

T. B. 83oSv binja, [aoritj s< A range of moun¬ 

tains so called. 

C. 2So3du<Z) binjdla, adj. Defective, inferior, 

tfosatirf a defective or inferior fruit. 

A. C. s3o3P binju, [Socfes] a. To open, 

hatchel, take cotton from the seed. 

C. sSo&f’ci binjudi, adj. Disentangled, 

loosened, carded. t3owacrijari carded 

wool. tSow&atoatititf hatchelled cotton. 

A. C. 83of^3 binnita, s. Heavy, weighty. 

A. 0. 83 a pcbinpu, adj. Stout, plump, 

full. s. Weight, heaviness. itor^ari Ao 

^ a very stout breast. 43a distended 

udder. 
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T. B. 83orf binda, [t^«Q s. Multitude, 

heap, mass. 

C. 33q£j7\ bindige, s. A metallic water ves¬ 

sel. 

C. 83o<3o bindu, s. A drop. 2. the letter0. 

3. a dot. 4. semen virile. *3°&* to fall in drops. 

T. B. 83o^ binna, See 

A. C. e3o^ binnage, S. Silence, taciturni¬ 

ty, dumbness. 

A. 0. 83o^pl binnani, s. A clever man. s. 

Cleverness, skill, ability. 

t. b. 83o^s33 3 binnavattale, 

s. A written petition or request. *3°? 

wd =#js^o to write a petition. 

T. B. 83o^£)ci) binnavisu, v. n. 

To petition, solicit, address a superior. 

T. b. 83o£>5o, 83binnaha, binnapa, 

S. A petition, solicitation, address, 

request, to 

petition, make a request, solicit. 

A. c. 83ojj'Sf,3 binnana, s. Care, affection, 

skill. =5^0^ I watched with care. 

S. 83080 bimba, s. The disk of the sun or 

moon. 2. form, shape, figure. 3. a reflec¬ 

ted or represented form, a shadow. 4. the 

gourd of the Momordica monadelphia. 

S. &3q30cO bimbasi, S. A bad flux or diar¬ 

rhoea, the last motion of the bowels before 

death (which strains off the strength or life.) 

S. 83oS3^ biinbike, s. The plant M.omor- 

diea monadel'phia. 

8. 83os37do bimbisu, v. n. To be reflected, 

as any object in a mirror. 

S. 83o23jeM°i\ bimbdshthi, s. A woman 

with red lips. 

c. sSgo^jt!, 83o^3 bimmage, bimma- 

ne, adv. Tightly, firmly. to 

embrace firmly. 

C. SSs^t) bikdri, adj. Very indigent, poor. 

2. lean, from disease. poverty, in¬ 

digence. paupers. 

T. B. 235^ bikka, [«?^] S. Alms, charity. 

C. 835^83 bikkata, adj. Tight, s. Vexing, 

teazing. 

0. 83^^>oJ bikkandsi, s. One who lives 

by begging. 2. a man of a narrow and mean 

disposition. 

C. bikka-mdtddu, v. n. 

To lisp, stutter. 

C. 83^0 bikkari, S. Menacing, putting on 

a frightful look. adj. Confused, irregular, 

as bad writing, 

T. b. bikkalike, [So*^] s. Hic¬ 

cough. 

T. b. bikkddana, s. 

Begging. 

c. 83^83-8^0^3^0 bikki-bikki-alu, v. n. 

To cry sobbingly. 

C. 83^ bikku, v. n. To hiccough. 2. to 

become stout. 3. to sob. *3*4 *3*4 80 

acrijo to be seized with the hiccough. *30 

to be foolishly fond of one, so as to be blind 

to his faults. 

A. 0. 835b^ bikku, S. Flesh. 2. agin, snare. 

3. the areca nut, or the tree bearing it. 

A. c. 83^$, 83^0^3 bikkula, bikku- 

lu, s. Hiccough. 2. sobbing. 

0. £3f£jS^oS>7±) bikkondiru, v. n. To be 

silent, reserved, sulky, offended with. 

a man offended. an offend¬ 

ed woman. 

C. bikkollu, V. n. To shrink, 

contract. ^ 

c. 83a 83 bigata, adj. Tight. t5rtbsf\* to 

be tight. 

0. sSaESo!^ bigaddike, s. Taking of¬ 

fence, being offended. £>nssc&j;i> to be offend¬ 

ed, take offence. 

0. S37\ bigi, S. Tightness, tension. 2. pride, 

arrogance. 3. rigidity, austerity. 4. cour¬ 

age, strength, adj. Tight. 2. proud. 3. 

rigid, austere, rigorous, v. a. To tighten, 

fasten, secure. *3?mS> to tighten for one’s 

self. 2. to be distant towards, refrain from 

speaking with. 3. to restrain, hold in. ^ 

to tie tightly. to become quite 

ripe. ^ any thing by which a wire or 

rope is tightened. *3ft to ram or stuff 

tightly. *3?v# tension, tightness. *3ft 

to put out one’s strength. «3tofelc&> *3fts**J a 

man difficult to deal with. *3h a tighten¬ 

ing string. rtjsUa tent peg. «3ft «3?i 

«3^&, to be tight. *3ft *3^^* 

to embrace tightly. *3?w»), *3ft to 

tighten, fasten. *3ft &>&«*» to restrain, curb. 
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2. to draw or hold in, as the breath. iSftctfwsi 

15fs sJBj, aw a girth. OftBSrt ri rU>U a 

peg that holds each end of a weaver’s warp 

tight. Oh e&s^rio to become loose. 

*3?^ to stop, as a sluice. 2. to shut in. 

3. to put tightly. 

A. C. 23ao bigu, s. Surprise, wonder. 2. 

pomposity, v. n. To swell, enlarge. 2. to 

rejoice. 3. to be fast, as a stopper in a bottle. 

A. c. 23aoo^©5jo bigundaleya, adj. 

Great, big, large. 

A. c. eSXo^o&sS bigukudibi, s. A stack 

of straw. 

c. 83ao3o bigutu, adj. Tight, s. Tightness. 

sSrtwsa a tight bodice. 

A. C. s3Xod> biguru, adj. Terrific, frightful. 

A. c. eSXo^s-Dai bigurvarija, s. The 

terrific Kdla Bheirava. 

C. s3ao^], 83ao5oo biguvu, biguhu, adj. 

Sedate/steady, even, firm, not fickle, dignified. 

2. tight,- stiff, s. Tightness, pressure. 2. a 

bundle of millet straw. 3. disregard, con¬ 

tempt, neglect. to become loose. 

0. S3 ao^ biggu, v. n. Smacking- the mouth 

in eating. &A t0 smack the lips. 

T. B. 232^ bichcha, s. Alms, charity. 

s3?^rrso a beggar, mendicant, 

c. S3e^ p$, 838^ rlX bichchani, bich- 
ZB-, 8o- 

chamge, s. A comb in general. 2. an open 

comb in a warp. 

A. 0. 8383- tj bichchara, adj. Quick, soon, 

hasty. 

t. B. 838^- Sr?, sSe^Wt?, 838^ i> bich- 
8x &y« 8x* 

charike, bichchalike, bichchale, 

Sritij s. Abundance. 2. diffusion, 

extension. 3. perplexity. 

to extend, prevail, spread out, dilate, diffuse, 

amplify. 

C. 23bichchu, v. n. To become open or 

loose, to burst, be cracked or broken, v. a. 

To open, loosen, untie, undo. to 

loosen or open one’s self. ^V), c&a 

cxSm, to divulge, tell secrets. aAa 

tSciio to loose and drive away. *2^ 

to cause to loosen, make loose. 

*8, *§„ a drawn sword. 

C. sStS-J*) (J© bichchole, .?. A coiled piece 

of palmyra leaf put in the ear. 

t. b. 83a;, eSajjxjo Uju, bijaya, [a««b] 

s. Conquest, triumph, victory. O 

tecdjo Axaii to go, come, go in procession, ap¬ 

plied only to the great, cdo^ 

sfaasrf fox- what purpose have you 

come to the place of sacrifice ? *2«cAo 

fscir^c driA Say for what object you 

have come. 

T. B. 23« bijja, [ 1 s. A doctor. 2. 

[SzV! a science, knowledge, learning. 

T. b. 23^C3, 83^plX bijjana, bijja- 

nige, s. A fan, fly-brush, HA 

a fanner. to fan, fray away, 

as flies, &c. 

A. c. 83 2*5$63^ do bijjabetteru, s. A 

large cascade or water-falL 

A. C. s33^s3^, eS^s^X bijjavala, bij- 

javaliga, $. Ganesha, god of wisdom. 

T' B‘ ^We» [Szf<&] Learning, science. 

t. b. 83^jg^-rfd, bijjodara, 

bijjddara, [ao%$q S. A class of demi¬ 

gods. 

C. 23S3-S bitiki, s. Gadding, irregularity of 

conduct, as applied to females. in. 

continence, insubordination. 

C. S3&3^ bitta, past rel. part, of Put 

forth, left, &c. «5Wj dishevelled hair. 

2. an uncovered head. ^ A? a forsaken 

house, the house left. 2. (for he left. 

c. bitti, s. Compulsory, unrequited la¬ 

bour. efVo, axi im¬ 

pressed labourer. ^ Aobin a burden 

carried without hire. ^ *8®^ *aVb 

food eaten in another’s house by one out of 

employment. 

C. 23&io^ bittu, past part, of Having 

left, &c. 

C. 2363, do bitteru, s. A ridge in a paddy 

field. 

C. 83t3js ^ ao biththogu, v. n. 

To become loose or slack; to leave, forsake, 

abandon. 

C. 83tirf bidada, adj. Incessant, without 

intermission. *8^3 sftV incessant rain. 
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C. 83:3 £i bidadi, See 

C. eSsscxbroo biddisu, v. a. To fill. 2. to 

inclose, envelope. 

C. SSzSvJj biddra, s. A halting place. 2. a 

herd of loaded cattle. 3. the burdens of cat¬ 

tle piled into a heap. tfazstf a piled heap 

of cotton-packs. a heap of bags 

of areca-nut. *33Bd a heap of cocoa- 

nut kernels in bags, ©ds?? zSasd a pile 0f 

bales of cloth. 

s. eSrsssj biddla, s. A cat. 

s. 83z3T)£J£;^pc) biddla-lavana, s. a me¬ 

dicinal salt. 

C. 83& bidi, aclj. Bad, mean, low. 2. emp¬ 

ty, vacant. 

T. B. 83a bidi, f>$j s. Brdmha. 

C. sSciTyscOooi^ buli-gdiyava, s. One 

who gives whole cocoanuts to he broken and 

offered by the priest. 

T. B. 83a alx> bidiyu, [S^ss] s. Modesty, 

shame. 

C. 83aoSo€ bidi-yele, s. Gathered leaves. 

0. 83ardo bidi.su, v. cans. To cause to loos¬ 

en; release. to redeem. 

to release from prison. to exorcise 

or dispossess of an evil spirit. $&*. to 

release from custody. z3&3j to save 

from being murdered. 

C. 83l3o bidu, v. a. To put forth, from or 

away from. 2. to leave, forsake, abandon, 

quit, relinquish, give up. 3. to let go, leave 

alone. 4. to shoot, discharge. 5. to remit, 

dispense with, deduct, leave out. 6. to dis¬ 

miss, send away. 7. to cease, desist, termin¬ 

ate. 8. to set to, set on, as men to work, dogs 

to fight, &c.; to appoint to a work. 9. to 

become loose or dishevelled. 10. to uncover, 

expose, make bare, as any part of the body. 

The following examples will illustrate the 

variety of meanings of ^ to put 

forth leaves. £<£> to flower. tFscSu 

to bear fruit. z3£o to let on water, as 

from a tank. Joos? zS&> to put lime-juice 

on or in. ]ie pUt poison in¬ 

to the food. ^ «3dJ to let the beard grow, 

tjssj to have a tail. *3&> to let out, 

or let down, rope, d;};^ too to make go fas¬ 

ter, “ put out.” d»>&> *3dj to make gallop. U5 
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n to shoot or let fly an arrow. © 

Set ten people to that work. 

sfcstiS stWj^ibe sent his boy to school. 

«3^3ad they have appointed 

a person to arbitrate or mediate. 

to gape. ^^4 to stare. djz£^ *3^d 

if y0U set your eye-balls at ns 

(threaten or intimidate us,) we shall run away. 

*3do to loosen, let loose. ^ to expose 

the head, leave it uncovered. *3do to 

forgive a debt. ^d>dg t-oti) rfjssWn 

he took off a rupee from the price. 

to make way, get out of the way. ^ *3dj 

to stand out of the light. ^ to leave 

room; to leave a place, zbuorca <-qP\ 

he has not yet abandoned his wickedness. *3dj 

cease! desist! leave alone! let go! give way! 

«3do t0 abandon. *3^ having left &c. 

to deduct, take off, as in price. 2. to dismiss, 

send away, dispense with. 3. to forsake, aban - 

don. 4. to shoot, throw. *5^ ftsdafe) to leave, 

depart from. ado. Except, otherwise, else. Ad¬ 

ded to the gerund or suspensive tense of other 

verbs, it expresses the completion of the ac¬ 

tion, and answers to, off, away, &c. *3 

kJjdj they went away. do&ii) zSUjSfo he drunk 

it up. zS^do I gave it away. 

zSz& rouse him up. zSktyj 

he took off his clothes. *3^ ^3^5* I gave it 

up, left it off ■sVoSo’) into to dismiss, send a- 

way. to stop, make wholly to cease; 

to suspend. to finish, *3*^ *3*5 to 

release, let off, let go. &Scriw to hold 

fast, not to let go. 

0. 83c3oa<3,83bidugade, bidudale, 
s. Liberty, release. AiiiriScctearto! to be re¬ 

leased, delivered. sfjsz&s to release, 

emancipate. 

a. c. 83do bidu-gannaru, [sleep¬ 

less ones] s. The demi-gods. 

C. 83<3o£> bidudi, s. A free lodging, a halt¬ 

ing place. «3*a^ Ap an empty or spare 

house, for the accomodation of visitors. *3 do a 

zjJsJ to give one a lodging. zSzfcaaksatb to be 

single or alone. 

C. e3sb^j), 83c3o5oo bidupu, bi- 

duvu, biduhu, s. A blank, an open space, 

vacancy. 

c. e3c£ss3oo&, eSrfoojoow bidu- 
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tnudi, bidu-dale, bidu-mande, s. A 

female’s loose top-knot. 

C. S3c^o»3^ bidu-vale, s. A fowler’s net. 

A. c. 83zfs^oo^j, bideva- 

lunku, bidejpitlunku, ». a. To push or 

shove another way. 

S. Sjof^Ssy bidouja, s. A name of Indra. 

A. c. S3p'3^£v3 binndna, s. False courtesy, 

fawning, sycophancy. 

A. C. binjou, adj. Stout, heavy, thick. 

C. 833 5 bittane, s. Sowing, seed sown. 

A. c. S3s> d bittara, s. Show of courage 

or daring. 2. the affected gait of a harlot. 

T. b. d bittara, [$%«] adj. Much, 

abundant, extensive. wtidj 

being extensive on both sides. [asSO 

*] to extend, spread, dilate. 

A. o. edB a, 83^ a bittiga, bittega, s. 

A clever man. a sensible woman. 

C. 83^0^ bittu, s. A seed. ». a. To sow seed. 

*33,^ to cause to sow. tfsb'Sii) sowing. 

sown corn. *3^ a field left fallow. 

C. s3E>do bidaru, See 

T. b. S3&i, s3£>a bidi, bidiga, [a$>j s. 

Bramha. 

A. C. 832} bidi, [MS] s. Mud. 2. vicinity. 

adv. Contiguously, near, close to. 

T. B. 2-52)7! bidige, s. A crescent 

new moon, or the second day in a lunar 

fortnight. 

A. 0. 83Sido bidiru, v. a. To untie, loosen. 

v. n. To shake, shake out. 

A. C. eSSjedos- bidirchu, v. a. To open, 

stretch or shake out, as a bird its wings. 

T. B. sSrfo bidu, s. The moon. 2. 

Vishnu. rt&J a fabulous moon-gem. 

c. sDrfo^o, sSrfoAo biduku, bidugu, 

v. a. To milk a cow, &c. *3^ J to milk 

one’s self, or for one’s self. stvbftjJo to cause 

to milk. 

C. S3Cbtfj bidurii, s. A bamboo. OtfortjwsS 

a bamboo mat. i3z&d-^ bamboo seed used as 

food. iStktkwTi) very thin slips of bamboo 

for baskets, mats, &c. a thin slip 

of bamboo for making baskets. a 

bamboo screen. Ocficb «3zfc&> a 

bamboo basket. iStfitb a box-shaped 

bamboo basket. *3^)^ &vvo, soft 

bamboo shoots, used for pickling, =&» 

a bamboo tube, used as a blow-pipe, &c. 

*3*&d> bamboo thorns. sScijck) sJos? a bam¬ 

boo bush. *3^^ a bamboo stick. *3 

rttf small bamboos put under tiling. *3 

z&tb 8oo&> a clump of bamboos. 

A. o. 83dodo, s2£jdo biduru, bidiru, 

v. n. To quiver, shake, tremble from alarm. 

s. Fear, alarm, trembling, the eye 

to quiver or shake. 

c. s3cbdqado,s3dod bidur-uru, bidure, 

s. Villages so called. 

C. biduvu, adj. Broad, large. *3^i 

sarf a roomy, large house. «3Eta»d =#<03 

extensive work. 

T. B. s3rfo^ bidule, [?u$e5j s. site’s birth* 

place. 

C. 23<^ bid da, adj. Strong, thick. 2. [of 

5-H<5?‘-'] fallen, dropt. *3& a strong, pow¬ 

erful man. that which has fallen. 

a dilapidated house. *3^ a 

wind-fall. *3r^?^ a man who has fallen down. 

A. C. 23t$pc> biddana, S. An open place, 

plain. 

C. 83do biddu-sdyu, v, n, To 

dun, pester. 

A. C. 23^ bidde, S. A crack, chink, chap, 

crevice. 

C. 23zSqsd^> biddoralu, v.n. To drop 

down and roll about in anguish. 

T. B. £3^rf binada, [s^tT} s. A house for 

entertainments or auspicious ceremonies. 

T. B. s3^2>o3o binadisu, [a^ario] v, n% To 

sound, report. 

t. b. 83^5o binaha. See 

C. 83^0AO binugu, adj. Wasted, impaired, 

thin. t3?forraado to be worn, impaired, thin. 

«3c&rio sSjssJo a word lowly spoken and scarcely 

audible. ?3?krio sfi a thin man, an ema¬ 

ciated man. 

t. b. 83^So, eS^-rf, 83^^ binnaha, 

binnapa, binnava, s. A re¬ 

quest, petition. to petition 

superiors, request a favour. 
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A. C. bippanda,adj. Joined, united, 

s. The chirping note of birds. 

C. 83^ bippu, v. a. To open, expand, 

stretch, as a bird its wings, &c. 2. to divulge. 

socSSioS rlSo-oc the peacock 

spreads its tail at the approach of rain. 

& if he divulge. 

C. bibal-adike, s. A species of 

areca-nut. 

H. 838^ bibbi, s. A Mussulman’s wife. 

S. bibboka, s. Affectation of in¬ 

difference, one of the branches of amorous 

dalliance or feminine actions, tending to 

excite desire or love. a woman of 

this class. 

S. bibhishike, s. Fear, terror, 

alarm. 

T. B. SSo^od biyCl(1(1, £39^9] s. A fowler, 

hunter. 

T. B. S3o3o& biyadi, [^&] s. Sickness, 

disease. 

T. B. 83o)o^ biyala, [a^] s. A serpent. 

2. an elephant. 3. a tiger or beast of prey. 

G. 83(5% biyya, p** and s. Waste, 

uncultivated land. 

C. 83oI% biyya, adj. Belated by marriage. 

tiafy&p relationship by marriage. 

an entertainment given by a bride’s father 

to the bride and his friends, on signing the 

marriage agreement. 

C. 835^0, 835^0,8350^0 biraku, biriku, 

biruku, s. A fissure, crack, chink, chap, 

the cleft of a rock. 

C. 835d birade, See *5^. 

C. 835C3 birane, s. A grain, small particle, 

granule, as of gunpowder, sandal, &c. 

C. 835^ birata, part. of. Cracked, chap¬ 

ped. what is cracked or chapped. 

(5^ cracked ground, mu a chapped leg. 

C. 835(3)0 biradu, ger. of *3®, Having 

cracked, &c. ^datfu) being in fissures or 

cracks; being burst, as over-ripe fruit, &c. 

T. B. 835 O)o biray a, pMJSF] s. Separation, 

especially of lovers; a separated lover. 

C. 835 coo birasu. See 

T. B. 83550 biraha, [StfKS] $, Separation; 

parting, especially of lovers. a woman 

separated from her husband. 

C. 83uud birdda, s. Division, apportioning. 

5~sto apportion, as the amount of 

an extra assessment or fine upon a village, 

amongst the individuals. 

H. sS'U'ScTsS birdddri, s. Brotherhood, 

fraternity, relationship, company. 

C. 835 biri, V. n. To split, crack, chap. 2. 

to expand, open, burst, gape open. adj. 

Tight, impervious. 2. severe. 3. harsh, 

cruel, violent. «3S =8^ to tie tightly. 458 

to be tight. 2. to burst. to 

burst. stSrfeS dishevelled hair. a 

body which is chapped or cracked. 

T. B. s35od birinda, §. Mass, heap, 

multitude. 

A. C. 835a biri-gannu, s. A cruel or 

fierce eye. 

C. &357\£o^ biri-gallu, s. A stone thrown 

from a bow. 

C. 835zf, 83563 biride, birite, s. A cork, 

stopple, peg, or screw, such as fastens the 

strings of instruments, &c. See also watbtS. 

»5SzSt swo, £9zi? SB a to put a peg into a bot¬ 

tle, or a screw into an instrument, ^ 

the ornamental knobs of the linga silver 

box. 

C. 835835 biri-biri, adv. Quickly, hastily. 

A. C. 835230 biribu, s. A loud noise, or cry. 

C. 835 5 biri-mara, s. A door-bar. 

C. S35o3oo biriyu, See as. 

C. 835 coo birisu, See 

C. 835o biru, adj. Hard, indurated. 2. 

swift, fierce. 3. stiff, not pliant. 4 cracked, 

chapped, opened, forked, a crack 

or chap. fraOrt a forked tongue. 

s? a hurricane, strong, high wind. 

C. 83 5o-^o biruku, adj. Cracked, chapped. 

s. A crack. 

C. &35odo birudu, s. A chap, crack, fissure. 

2. a badge of honour. ws? an hono¬ 

rary bracelet. So S a large and noisy 

one. honorary sandals. 

woW, itooSotf a man wearing a badge of dis¬ 

tinction. an honorary bell. 

A. C. 835o2>j birubu, s. A loud noise or cry. 
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C. Bjdiri) biruvu, s. A fissure, clunk, chap, 

crack. 

c. eSdooS&do biruvelaru, s. A violent or 

piercing wind. sStbsSeoS a strong wind 

to blow. 

A. C. biru-voilu, s. A vio¬ 

lent blow, hard stroke. 2. a loud cry. 

C. SStjocuO, eSdooo birusu, birisu, adj. 

Hard, firm. 2..rough. 3. swift. 4. stiff, 

not pliant, s. Hardness, firmness, roughness. 

2. stiffness. 3. velocity. 

C. ESdoToO birusu, s. A firework, which 

resembles a shower of flowers. a 

double one. •sScbb?! too&tS a dish containing 

it. ^jsoud a horn containing it. 

C. £3z3 hire, adj. Tight, fast, secure. 2. 

hard. plough harness. 2. a tighten¬ 

ing rope or cord. a stick used to 

tighten a rope, &c. 

c. 83doj birru, adj. Hard. 2. stiff. 3. swift. 

A. C. sSsbs" birku, v. n. To hiccough. 

2. to become stout, adj. [OrfoVo] Cracked. 

A. C. 838^-oh- birchu, [tfakj V. a. To loosen, 

open. 

A. C. sSrfos- birdu, adj. Cracked, burst. 2. 

fallen. 

A. C. s3^j)S" birpu, v. a. To open, divulge, 

loosen. 

S. 83e» bila, s. A hole, chasm, vacuity, cave, 

cavern, subterraneous passage. jSoosj, Ow 

nsjtj the door or mouth of a subterraneous 

passage. tSvrijrtr, «3yj5r^ a subterraneous 

passage. 

S. 83&!»e> bila-hari, s. The name of a tune. 

S. 83€^3o5o bileshaya, s. A snake, rat, 

hare, mungoose, or any animal living or bur¬ 

rowing in holes, itssscfio Vishnu, re¬ 

posing on a serpent. 

A. C. £3ot> d bilgura, s. An archer, bow¬ 

man. the sound of an 

archer’s bowstring. 

A. C. bil-gollu, V. a. To take 

the bow. he took the bow. 

T. B. sSsJ^do billaru, [^gj] s. Barbarians. 

C. eSe^ billu, s. A bow. -a-a, «3s> -a-a 

the noose or slip-knot of a bow-string. ^ 

■£% =#os^, rigji Soa the notched ex¬ 

tremity of a bow, or the horns of a bow. ^ 

g7* bS* , ?reO a bow-string. aSrtvS 

the noose or slip-knot in a bow-string. ^ 

gjoTOri an archer, bow-man. v&nzi an . 

arrow bow. troo?3^ iSgw a pellet bow. ^ 

^ a bow used at festivals. *3go a 

sugar-cane bow. «5gJo the spring of a 

chaise. i3g?i the twang 

of a bow-string a bow-shot, the dis¬ 

tance of a bow-shot. 

C. 83^ bille, s. Any thing made in a plate 

or flat form, as a tile, a peons badge, &c. 2. 

a patch in a metal vessel. 3. the nut of a 

screw. 4. a pane, panel ^e?=5=sd a peon. 

giritStf tfe? a tin plate. a flat piece 

of wood, used by boys at tip-cat. 

a wheel toy. <s?^ vsd&o a drum’s head. 

a gold-plate ornament, worn on 

the head of females, rtorfri a cake of 

sandal powder. ^a flat,offens!ve'insect. 

rt&iwo a round cake. siojS a tiled 

house. ^g®wopen tiled work inwalls, &c. 

A. C. &3€ja 5^ bill-ojja, s. A teacher of 

archery. 

S. 83V^bilva, S. .The tree called Bel JEgle 

marmelos, its leaves. iSejj waSx 

its fruit. 

S. £3<y C3 bilhanu, s. A poet so called. a 

ej^rs a poem on women bearing his name. 

S. 83 co bis a, s. The stalk of the water lily. 

T. B. S3 co bis a, [as,] s. Poison. 2. water, 

s. s3oo3j, 83coTobisa-ja, bisa-pra- 

suna, s. A lotus. an assemblage of 

lotus flowers. 

c. 83rodo bisaru, v. a. To brandish or 

strike with, as a sword. 

C. sSTo^'f bisal-male, S. Sunshine and 

rain together. 

A. C. 83cd£JQ#^ bisal-vakki, s. The ruddy 

goose. 

A. C. eSco^orf bisavanda, S. Falsehood. 

2. surprise, wonder. 

C. 83cd"3^o,83ci'e&83rfo bisddu, Uisdtu- 

bidu, v. a. To cast out, throw away, waste. 

H. e3cd"Ss£j bisdtu, s. Regard, concern, care 

for. 2. means, estate. 

S. 83cJ"S55*>?5 bis-dhdri, s. A swan, feeding 

on the lotus stalk. 
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c. s3?J, 83-2> lisi, bishi, s. Heat. adj. Hot, 

warm, fervid, ardent. ^b hot water. 

*5b to drink hot water. *Sb 

to bathe by pouring hot water, 43bl»ritf, 

*Sb 53^ warm boiled rice. *b 45 b to eat 

any thing hot. *Sb to cool. 2. to be 

allayed, pacified. *5b sssfo v. a. To cool, 

appease, calm, pacify. 

c. SSRJaUc^ bisi-ganna, s. Shiva, having 

an ejre of fire in his forehead. iSbrt^rwrt 

Virahhadra. 

A. c. eSrJA^d, s3Ri7^63o bisi-gadira, 

bisi-geiya, [hot rayed] s. The sun. 

A. c. 83R)a^ bisi-gallu, s. A fabulous 

sun-gem. 

C. 83oJ7^ bisige, s. A portion, term, as a 

certain number of years of life. 

C. bisi-mugulu, s. A fresh 

flower bud. 

C. &3Rj<yo bisilu, $. Sunshine, the heat of 

the sun. 4Sb«i Aav» he does 

not look at the sun, (does not go out.) ^bw 

!&a&gSm the sun to strike. <5biw Jj^^bSo the 

sun to shine. tfbta sJ^Otjo the sunshine to 

diffuse itself. ^bwg zss’s'o to put in the sun. 

tfbSrt si^^ds^raFwJotodry a garment in the 

sun. sSbfi'fS ws>o=#, 4Sb©jfc?i, 45b©£ dytf the 

heat of the sun, the oppressiveness of the 

sun. 45b©5* 4Sb©?s thirst, from being 

too long in the sum ^b®?* ®®*5, 45b®?i 

distress or exhaustion from the heat of the 

sun. wsu hot weather, summer. 

o. 83oJe>o rfod bisilu-ku- 
A 

dure, bisil-gudure, s. Mirage. 

C. &5cv5 bisu, (in comp.) adj. Hot, warm, 

ardent. 4S3o s. Shiva, with an eye of 

fire in his forehead. 45*7^ rwri Virahhadra, 

son of Shiva. 

C. sSivOAob bisu-gudi, V. n. To bubble up 

with heat. 

A. C. S37&7^ bisuge, s. Going abroad, taking 

an airing. 

C. 83rfok3 bisuta, part, of Uncon¬ 

trolled. 2. rejected, thrown away. 

ecriw to go about where and as one pleases. 

c. 83rooz£>, e3rdok3.>e3dj bisudu, bisutu- 

bidu, v. a. To throw aw'ay. tfTbBsk to cause 

to throw away. 

0. eSooo&o bisulu, gee t&b».. 

A. C. 83ro5ccOojoo^>, eSroOOvJSoSoo hisu- 

Suyyu, bisusdyu, V. n. To sigh deeply 

or fervidly. 45 Sorbs csiM having sighed deeply. 

T. B. 83rod bistara, [bSP] ajj. Extensive, 

wide, broad. 

C. s3$7\T>d bilagdra, s. Borax. 

C. 83$<Vo, 83^oc;j bilalu, bilulu, s. A 

pendent root from the banyan, &c. 

A. C. &3yrf bilida, s. A timid man, coward. 

c. 83^, 83gzA>, 83^rfo, e3<£o, 
e3^ biliya, bill, bilidu, biladu, 

bilu, bilupu, adj. White. =*«r, i&% 

lor^ white colour. 'Sv’oSj very white. 53 

any thing that is white. ^ a 

white lotus. white sugar-cane. 53 

VK white great millet. wsrfri white 

or fine writing paper. a light red, 

faint red. 43V t ^eoo a white stone. 2. marble. 

45 "A s5os^ a white cloud. 

A. C. 83^^^ A■> bili-velagu, s. Moonshine. 

0. biluvana-hannu, s. An 

unsubstantial kind • of bread fruit. 2. wood- 

apple. 

a. o. eS^ddo, e3do, sS^^^do 

bilpadaru, bilpe'ru, bilpu-duru, v. n. 

To become white. 

A. C. sSv/o, sS^oTj) bilu, bilupu, See 43v. 

A. C. 83^5 bilkadi, s. Fright, terror, a- 

larm. 

A. C. «fl^ bilvalcka, s. The bright lu¬ 

nar fortnight. 

A. C. 83^^ bil-valiki, s. A swan. 2. a 

white bird. 

0. 83^ bi, v. n. To pass away, as beauty, the 

season of bearing, &c. 2. to be spoiled. 

A. 0. 83^£D bikalu, adj. Past bearing. 

C. 83^ a biga, s. A lock. uuorttfri 43*rt a pad¬ 

lock. ^c5u 45»vS a lock in the shape of 

the sesamum orientate seed. ^4,° ?35r> a cross 

lock.' 45^to sratfo to lock, =#£, 45^rlrf 

© a key. 43^rtri 4©4, the inner works of a 

lock. 45^rf SoS a locked room or house. 

ri sfootSj ar seal upon a door. 

C. 83^ a biga, s. A relative by marriage. ^ 

relationship by marriage, 
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inviting relations to an entertainment, 

£sz<&> to form a matrimonial alliance. 

r!3, «5 a sister-in-law. 2. a son’s wife’s 

mother, or a daughter’s husband’s mother. 

a son’s wife’s father, or a daughter’s 

husband’s father. 

C. 83^70 bigu, v. a. To stretch, pull out. 2. 

to pull away from one. v. n. To swell, dis¬ 

tend. ^8 to swell and burst. 

S. b y a, s. The seed of plants, &c. se¬ 

men virile. 2. cause, origin in general, the 

testicle. 3. the mystical letter or syllable 

which forms the essential part of the mantra 

of any deity. to sow seed. 

tSgJO, <5os* to cast in seed with the hand. 

S. bija-Jtosha, S. The seed ves¬ 

sel of the lotus. 2. any seed vessel, pod, or 

legume. 

S. bija-ganita, s. Algebra, 

s. bija-puraka-vri- 

Ttsha, s. The guava tree. 

S. 83^8iS&ostj bija-mantra, s. Religions 

formula or incantation. 

C. bijavari, S. The amount of seed 

required for a portion of land. 

S. bijdhrita, adj. Harrowed, 

after sowing. 

S. s3(J3j biji, s. One who raises seed by ano¬ 

ther man’s wife. 

S. 83^ bijya, adj. Sprung from a good 

family. 

C. E3^&3o, S3(j63 bitu, bite, s. A kibe, chap, 

chilblain, fissure, crack, gap. 

C. 83<>63^dod bite-mar a, s. A kind of black 

wood. 

A. c. 83t»rfo83zk bidam-bidu, v. a. To al¬ 

low to lie waste, leave untilled. 

C. 83{Jcit? bidilte, S. A herd of loaded cattle. 

2. the pile of their burdens. 13 an ox 

employed in exporting goods. a 

row of such oxen tied up. 53 persons 

who carry corn, cotton, &c., from one town 

and country to another. a drove 

of laden cattle to halt at a place. 

C. bidu, s. A temporary residence, a 

halting place. 2. iron filings. 3. a ruin, 

waste, adj. Spoiled, worn out. «3 **•*»*>, a 

spoiled pearl, a useless pearl. waste, 

uncultivated land. 

A. 0. 83(5^0 bidu, [«5^o] v. n. To fall. 

C. bidu-Jcdnihe, s. A present 

made by subjects to their sovereign. 

C. 83^o7^js^o bidu-g oil'll, v. n. To halt 

at a place. 2. to become multitudinous. 

C. 85i£<3oc3«>P© bidu-ddna, s. A temporary 

residence, a lodging or halting place. 

C. 8383bidu-biltdri, s. Poverty, 

destitution. 2. waste, uncultivated land. 

A. 0. &3^zf bide, s. A crack, chink, crevice, 

chap. 

T. B. bine, [a*rS] s. A lute. 

T. B. e3$s biti, [«?**] S. Pear, terror, alarm. 

A. 0. 83^oCb bitudu, See 

c. bidaru, s. Hunters, fowlers. 

T.'b. s3^£> bidi, [atft] s. A street. *e> 

$3, a street quarrel, £%£> 

crioS sdortosW* street-walkers. 

C. e3^rfo bidu, adj. Waste, poor, as land. 2. 

poor, destitute. 

S. 83^^ bibhatsa, s. Arjuna. 

S. 83^^ bibhatse, S. Disgust, abhorrence. 

2. ridicule, mockery, adj. Detesting, loath¬ 

ing, changed, averted in mind. 2. cruel, 

mischievous. 3. compassionate. 4 wicked. 

6. envious. 

A. 0. S3°5JO biya, adj. Vain, fruitless. 2. 

spoiled, ruined, s. Vice, to spoil. 

«3^crioo, iS^otasrio to become spoiled. 2. to be 

past bearing. 

T. B. S3^d bira, [S^d] s. Heroism, fortitude, 

bravery. 2. ostentation, vaunting, boasting. 

3. a proper name among shepherds. 4 Vira- 

btiadra. 6 the sun. 

o. 83^ dai’sa 63 bira-jdgate, s. A round 

plate of bell-metal, beaten before kings, &c. 

0. biridu, v. a. To tighten, brace. 

C. 83«do biru, v. a. To give or distribute, as 

sugar, cakes, &c., from house to house, on 

auspicious occasions. 2. to burst, as fruit. 

3. to cast or throw. 4. to sound. 5. to 

tighten. tf^to distribute after mar¬ 

riage, as merchants do among their friends, 

a sweet rice-meal paste. to dis- 
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tribute sugar from house to house, in announ¬ 

cing the birth of a son, &c. ©^8tS the 

present of a married woman. ©t£>z&S 

E^ootJ a^riBorf t,}je horns, in front, sounded 

very loud. a fruit which has burst, 

sending forth, throwing out. 

C. bire-devaru, s. A shep¬ 

herd’s god. 

A. C. 83^t±y birru, s. A fall. 2. a key. 

c. &5^|, 85(J3co bivu, bihu, s. Catgut 

C. 83i°7or§7? bisanige, s. A fan. 

s a fanner. ©Gjrfrti> ©s^ to fan. 

A. c. 83^7odoaSj5)0ao bisaram-bogu, v. n. 
To miss, go wide of the mark. s3js^zS 

without missing. 

G. 83i° r-J ozio bisddu, See ©;fr>7&. 

T. B. 83^7^ bisige, [So-gs] acy\ Twenty, 

c. Part, portion, fraction, 2. a sixteenth of 

any thing, 

C. 83^<\o bisu, <o. a. To fan. 2. to grind. 

3. to brandish, flourish, as a sword. 4 to 

wave, swing about, v. n. To blow, as the 

wind. *3 Co to sling or throw from a 

sling. *&>, s3xib rtgw a hand-mill. 

sS^jiorf ^g>rt £00^0 55®to pick a millstone. 

sJosj-® ©^ to pull a punka. ©^o s&d a door- 

bar. 2. a lever. s3^ rfod the lever of 

a sugar-mill, mnti ©<>;& s'od the lever of 

an oil-mill, ha* ©^rfo the lever by which 

the devotee is raised with a hook fixed in his 

back. cx& to throw a net. «wo ©^ 

to wave the legs backwards and forwards. 

©G& to wave a cloth as a sign. % ©tf& 

to wave the hand backwards and forwards. 2. 

to make a motion with the hand. ©^3o to 

shake the head, expressing joy, approbation, 

&c. the act of fanning, &c. rtos^eoo 

a stick used by a fowler. 

C. 83^ cobisurige, S. A fritter made 

of rice and sugar, fried in ghee. 

C. sS^eio bilalu, S. The pendent root of 

the banyan. 

C. bilu, S' Waste, uncultivated land. 

5oj5w a field, that is sterile or lying 

waste. ©<rtfe z&jsv a fallow field. 

0. 83^0 bllu, v. n. To fall. 2. to be caught 

in a snare. 3. to occur, happen. 4 to fall 

in battle, ©rto^ sirertr he i0Sf 

his way in the desert. ©*»£>, ©^tf 

to make fall, knock down. ©*v#, ©t^ 

the act of falling. ©^ rSjsdain to knock or 

beat down. ©^v3 to fall upon, attack, 

assault. tfozSo © an army to 

invade a country. 

c. tQ{$di)yd>3t S3bil-kodu, bil- 

godu, v. a. To give leave or permission to 

go. vVouJo to send away. ©^$%^> 

to take leave. 

A. C. 83^0 biltu, s. Seed of plants, corn, &c. 

0. 830G7\ bunge, s. A hole, an opening in the 

roof, &c. woort ©W> a roof to have an open¬ 

ing in it. dros?rt A\<3 woort ©rf tf there is a 

hole in the roof. 

A. C. 83cO85 bunti, See ©A4 

c. 833 bukka, s. An affix used in forming 

appellatives, and serving to show a person’s 

disposition or habit; as, a liar. ©° 

ft wo^ a bang-eater. wo^ 0ne who is 

fond of eating meal. 

C. 833bukkani, s. Any thing reduced 

to a very fine powder, as flour, arrowroot, &c. 

c. 830-3^So &3oj, 8333^8^ bukki-hittu, 

bukkittu, s. A fragrant sandal powder. 

C. 833^3^ bukku, s. A single handful. 

rratfrt wstfo sWo give the beggar a hand¬ 

ful of grain. 

c. 833a 63( 833 a 363 bug ate, bugvte, s. 

A knob. 2. the swelling produced by the 

blow of a stone, &c. 3. a protuberance in 

general. 

C. S33Aci, 833 A3& bugadi, bugudi, s. 

A female’s ornament, worn in the tip of the 

ear. 2. a game so called. 

c. 833 A3S337\^?o3t)c5^33 bvgu-lugane- 

suriyu, v. n. The mouth to water to excess 

from biliousness, &c. 

C. 8337\oS buguri, s. A spinning top. 

C. 830 A0&0 bugulu, s. Pear, alarm, terror, 

wortod^yt, wortowo jda^, wortoeoo wortxuo ©^ 

to become alarmed, be afraid. 

C. 8337^ bugge, s. A spring. 2. a bubble, 

wort ©<<*, wort wort^ T&fflCi&o a spring to 

rise. 2. to rise in bubbles. SC& a 

spring of water. 2. a bubble on water. 

wo wort a bubble on milk. 
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eoo 2d eooua 

C. 2))&)&?r bvjarike, s. Deep, profound, 

reserved, s. Reservedness, keeping one’s own 

counsels, dignity. 

C. 2))£§ buje, s. Erasure, crossing out, as 

an account that is settled, ess#) to 

erase, mark out. wo^ ksa? eJ^ a rescinded 

account, t. b. The arm. 

H. 2))63^cn>0 buteddri, adj. Flowered, as 

clothes. woS3^n»&<; a flowered female’s 

cloth. woB^ots a flowered man’s cloth. 

an embroidered coat. 

C. 2»>&3^ 2)) §3^ butti, butte, s. A deep 

basket for flowers, cotton, &c. 

C. 20013 buda, s. The bottom or stump of a 

tree. 2. origin, foundation, wa:S sSotfcdraft 

to stand in the shade of an old stump, 

as a shelter from rain, &c. woSoioo^ to the 

root, or, by the root. 

c. 800(35^3, 2oorfaoot3, soorfaoo^ budak- 

kane, buda-buda, buda-budane, acfo. 

With force or hastily. woz^jS *o*rb to dive 

in water with force. wozs#^ s* to rise with 

force. 

c. 200buda-goli, 

budda-goli, s. A water-fowl. 

C. budadettu, s. The strongest 

ox, fixed nearest the plough-tail, or the post 

in treading out corn. 

C. 2mz33o budame, s. A vegetable, the wild 

Bryonia callosa. wo£;S) a large kind of 

paddy. 

c. 8ooc3oa^So-S^ budugana-hakki, s. The 

diver. 

O. budubudike, s. A mendi¬ 

cant’s hand rattle. wo*tooa#c*s(* fantasti¬ 

cally dressed Shudra and mendicant fortune¬ 

tellers. 

C. 2))Z3 budda, s. A name common to Shu- 

dras. 

c. 2oorf?\rco buddagisu, v. n. To swell, 

wo* KU the face to swell. 

0. 2)0buddi, s. Any small mouthed ves¬ 

sel for holding ink, snuff, &c. 2. a bottle. 

too& an inkstand or bottle. 

C. 2)oZ§^ budde, s. A shell or pod of fruits, 

vegetables, &c. 2. a rupture, swelling of the 

testicles. woz| a chick-pea pod. 

wozf a cardamum shell. a cot¬ 

ton pod. ***** woz| the opium pericarp. 

toosO^zscdoa a shell to burst open, <ny«Joo 

a rupture to take place. 

c. 2ooz§5o?7budde-hag ala-gida, 

s. A tree, the smooth leafed heart-pea. 

C. 2))l^ butti, s. Stale food; food prepared 

for a journey. 2. a small packet of betel 

leaves, wo 4^ #5*^ to put up food for a jour¬ 

ney. woS thieves who steal travelling 

provisions. 

T. B. 2)0^ buddi, Seewoa. c. A cork, peg, 

or stopple. 

c. 2)o£) ©, 2mz3 © buddili, buddali, s. 
Q Q 

A skin bottle. 

S. 8)0 £) buddhi, s. Intellect, sense, under- 
9 • 

standing. 2. knowledge, wisdom. 3. advice, 

admonition, reprimand. 4. inclination, wish, 

disposition. 6. thought. w:&8o*?f stupid, 

senseless, woa wise, sensible, clever, wo 

&K to advise, admonish, reprove, exhort, 

woe^ #©*, too^ to teach wisdom. wo&, 

siorio to recollect one’s self, recover one’s 

senses, wofo^ Tjesc* a counsellor, prime min¬ 

ister. 

s. Soo&^o&iqS) buddhindriya, s. An 
organ of intellect, as the mind. 

S. 2))do^rf budbuda, s. A bubble. 

S. 2))7J) budha, s. The planet Mercury. 2. 

a learned man. wo?s®ti Wednesday. worfSoj 

an emerald, wo? the first king of the 

lunar dynasty. 

S. 2))^^ budhne, $. Tile root of a tree. 

S. 2))^J0^ bubhukshe, S. Hunger, wot* 

ip hungry. 

G. 2»ti^ bur aka, s. A covering, veil. 

C. buruka, affix, Expressing dis¬ 

position. o* wo*# a coward. 

0. 2)od)7\) burugu, S. Lather. 

cfio wo**o a lather made from the soap nut. 

*wo t3«t ^ too** soap lather. wotiorio too 

*rt^o lather to rise. 

A. C. 2)odAg§- buruche, s. Wood sorrel, 

Oxalis monadelphia. 

H. 2))tJ)&^ buruju, s. A bastion. 

0. 2))tfozS burude, s. A shell, as of the 

cocoanut, gourd, &c. an inkstand, snuff-box, 
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casket, gallipot, bottle, &c. wotjjti the 

skull, adj. False, vain, wnjjity sfcg) a liar, 

vain boaster. 

C. SXtkzS burude, s. Mud, mire. 

a puddle. zmx&8% $<u a marsh, swamp. 

A. C. Sx8o©> burule, s. A certain bird. 

C. Soo'd) burra, s. A name common to 

merchants. 

C. burrane, s. The noise of a bird’s 

wings in flying, &c. suddenly 

rising, as the swelling from a scald, &c. 

H. 3xe/StSo buldku, s. A jewel worn in the 

centre of the nostrils, by women. 

c. 8ooe), 8oo0 5>xx)o bulli. bulli-Mi, 
co co 

s. Membrum virile. $obj a gold or¬ 

nament with bells on each side, worn round 

the waist of children, 

A. 0. bulleisu, V. a. To ford, 

pass, cross. 2. to pat, encourage. 

T. B. 800buvi, [>>^] s. The earth. 

S. &oro busa, s. Chaff, husk. 2. the thick 

part of curds. 

C. SoocoAokibj busa-guttu, v.n. To snuff, 

huff, hiss, threaten, as a snake. 2. to puff, 

pant, be out of breath. 

C. 8oo buss a, s. A name common to mer¬ 

chants. 

C. Soord^jS bussune, s. The hissing of a 

serpent. 

c. 800^0300^^ bulu-bulane, s. The noise 

of a scorpion, &c. moving. 

C. sojsodi bundu, s. Coffee. 

C. 8003So- buchi, s. A cobweb. 2. soot. 3. 

an evil spirit, deviL adj. False. 

an untruth. “jsiO an evil spirit to 

seize one. &>&, jouj, to become 

covered with cobwebs or soot. 

C. 80033^ bllju, s. Mould, mildew, «>*«* 

8oa<siw to become mouldy. wosfc3?> mildew¬ 

ed ground or floor. cooked rice 

that has become mildewed. 

C. 8dJt>b5^ butaka, s. Hypocrisy, dissimu¬ 

lation. 2. falsehood, adj. Hypocritical, in¬ 

sincere. 2. false. an 

impostor, hypocrite. emp¬ 

ty boast, brag. 2. lying. 3. imposture, by- 

O 

pocrisy. an untruth, 

Sjsssj, a false prophet. AoJ, empty, 

ineffective incantation. sJ^-a quack, 

T. B. 8\®^o butu, [«ty§] s. Exaggeration, 

2. fear, apprehension. wjsX sStyofo exagger¬ 

ate, to alarm, Aa?X> to appear alarm¬ 

ing. fioa a falsehood, fib. 

T. B. 8xi3 & budi, [rijaS] s. Ashes, wjsai> 

uUif a devotee who covers his 

body with ashes. to smear 

ashes on one’s person. a day 

sacred to Shiva, in the month Mdgha. 

ooozl a 0f cow-dung ashes, 

a superior kind of ash-coloured gourd. ^ 

an inferior kind of plantain, 

an ash-coloured dove, w>»&sfiJ3 an inferior 

kind of cucumber. 

C. 3Xf3&>A budigci, S. A name common to 

Chdnddlas. 

C. 80J3Cb budu, adj. Ash-coloured. 

an ash-coloured horse, wjsri) ash 

colour. 

H. 8xf33Xj3cfc&> bubusdni, $. A Mussul- 

mdni lady. 

c. exisdodioe^, 8x^>dod$j3^y;3 buma- 

da-pangti, bumada-bhojana, s. A pe¬ 

culiar ceremony performed on the fourth 

night of a marriage, when only the bride and 

bridegroom and their relations eat privately. 

T. B. 8X3So, sxre£) bund, buvi, 

s. The earth, land, soil. 

c. 8xi3tf7\, axfe'doA buraga, buruga, 

s. The silk cotton tree, Bombax jpentandrum. 

vojsdrizXto tye gum of that tree. 

silk cotton. 

T. B. 8M3& buri, [v&sO] s. The present made 

at a marriage festival, &c. to brahmans, &c. 

C. 80J3t)7^ burige, s. A sort of sweet cake. 

C. sxrsoxx, 8oj3ox, bushtu, bushte, s. 
Mould, mustiness. SoScrfoo, wtfa 

to become mouldy. 

S. brinda, s. A heap, quantity, mul¬ 

titude, aggregation. 

S. 80^0333^ brinddraka, s. A deity or 

immortal. 2. a chief. 3. a handsome man. 

s. Sj^oc3335^ brinddvana, s. A sacred 

grove, the scene of Krishna’s early sports. 2. 
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a town near this grove, deriving its name 

from it. 3. a raised piece of ground in the 

yard or front of a native house, within which 

brahmans and merchants raise and preserve 

the purple stalk basil. 

S. brinhita, s. The roar of the 

elephant. 

s. brihati, s. A large lute. 2. a 

small kind of egg plant, Solatium melongena. 

S. brihuttu, adj. Great, large, 

immense, s. The disease termed rupture. , 

S. brihadbhdnu, s. The god 

of fire. 

S. brihad-ratha, s. A name of 

Indra. 

S. brihaspati, s. The regent of 

the planet Jupiter; the planet itself. In my¬ 

thology he is the son of Angirasa, and the 

preceptor of the gods. 2. the name of a saint 

and lawgiver. Thursday. 

C. SootS- benki, s. Fire. iSo-S-o 'yado to warm, 

as the hands, &c., by the fire. s3oH a 

coal of fire. 3s3, sJo-a-^ en)A, vSo$-% dptf’s* 

the heat of a fire. ^3°^ ’#os^o fire to 

kindle. t3o-s- eruScdw a fire to blaze. *3o4- a 

rtdj a fire to flare up. jAra^do, sJo-s-^ si 

sSret&> to kindle a fire. tJo-fr es07&, tSo^-% 

sto&> to quench or extinguish a fire. 

sSo-a- cfo-*- to apply a fire, to place 

a fire. tSoi-% -a-a a spark of fire. r3o%-^ start, 

«3o-s- dosod a fire-hole. siovcrtn to tread 

on fire, as devotees do. So6crioo fire to 

run or spread. tSo-a-^ rov a hot wind. tio+% 

a fire-fly. 

C. ben-kodu, v. n. To turn the 

back upon, ran away. 

C. ben-kollu, v. a. To follow, 

go after, pursue. following, pur¬ 

suing. s3o=#.j3o^5J£So a follower. tSo^oaoio 

the chasing huntsman. 

c. eSoXfeS bengata, s. The ceiling. 

0. sSoAzf ben-gade, s. The hind part, rear, 

back. 

A. c. s3o7\£>t3 ben-gadira, [hot rayed] s. 
The sun. tforiadraorf [son’s sun] Tama. 

C. bengalu, s. Green beans boiled 

in a small quantity of water. 

0. &5o7\T)^(yo ben-gdvalu, s. A body¬ 

guard, a guard in general. sSorraamtf 

select soldiers set as guards. 

A. c. iSolS-, sSosa- benche, benchi, s. 
A lake or rivulet. 

C. sScdo bendu, s. Pith, a light and spongy 

plant growing in water, used for floating 

nets, making toys, tinder, &c., Mschynomene 

aspera. adj. fig. Dried up, light, thin, ema¬ 

ciated. tSotid a bundle of the above spon¬ 

gy plant used in swimming. vSo^o =&/sddo a 

large piece. what is light, thin, with¬ 

out substance or stamina. t3oew&&o«&»d<5' 

my body is emaciated. sJorod&o&j the 

tree is decayed. tSoaacSosta the body is 

wasted away. 

C. 2S0Z§ bend.6, s. The hibiscus esculentus. 

tSoS% tfscSo the above used as a vegetable, *3° 

srerta a kind of hemp made from it. 

s3°<3 a variety of it used in medicine. eda 

«3°tS a wild kind. £tad zSoiS a very large kind, 

rfoci a gmall superior kind. 

A. o. Sjo^e/o bendelu, v. n. To become 

emaciated, thin, light, wasted, decayed. c5o 

it is become light or thin. 

C. §3opS £e?me, See *3*^. 

C. 'sSopl^AdoAi beme-garugu, See 

rttiorio. 

C. sSorfo bendu, past part, of 

C. ajorfo'do benduru, s. Alarm, fright. 

0. benn-attu, v. a. To follow, 

pursue, chase. 

c. sSo^aydo benna-baru, v. n. To go af¬ 

ter or behind one, to accompany. 

C. §3o^a^> benna-bali, adv. Behind, close 

behind. '>3°$ w to do to follow. 

0. bennalagisu, v,a. To pierce 

through. 

A. c. sSo^if), bennale, bennale, 

adv. Directly after, immediately behind. 

A. c. bennavala, s. Indra with 

a sage’s back-bone for his weapon. 

C. S3o^-a?oT3 benn-dsare, s. Help, assis¬ 

tance, aid. tfojsMWatasfctf) t0 be of assistance. 

s3o;j*jit5«k;J a helper, auxiliary, ally, assis¬ 

tant. 

C. bennu, S. The back. *3ojto to 
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■ follow. ^ behind the bach. ** 

fei^drio to lie on the back, v5°t& to 

dee, run away. «3o?>^cdoj to flee, as in battle. 

zSogviM, the back-bone. tfo$jaz& to 

bend the back. c?o$®dcc!oo, to rub 

the back against any thing. «3oj3u®^ a pain 

in the back. 

C. eSo&S. bembadi, See tfous?. 

e. 20020^ bem-battu, v. a. To pursue, 

■ chase, follow. 

A. C. SiSoSO?) bembari, v. n. To turn the 

back, flee in battle. 

C. §So8W bem-bala, s. Recommendation, 

patronage, countenance, aid, help. 

G. cioos^ bembali, adv. Behind, in rear. 

zScuy zScuwzo to pursue, follow. 

C. %Sj&>7)a bem-bdga, s. The hind part. 

C. SJGaySAO bem-bdgu, v. n. To lean back. 

c. 5So83dzSo!)o^o» §3o83rf&do bem-bida- 

de-iru, bem-bidadiru, v. n. To cleave 

to one, keep close to one. 

A. C. bem-bllu, v. n. To go be¬ 

hind, follow after, accompany. 

c. §5oax©£} bem-budi, s. Embers. 

€. sSoeSjaao bembottu, v. a. To follow, 
_o 

pursue. 

e. bekJcane, ado. Quickly, hastily. 

A. C. bekkasa, s. Surprise, astonish¬ 

ment, wonder, s5z&, iS^sS^ to be 

surprised. 

G. eS^ beklcil, S. A cat. *5*4 a 

civet cat. *3*4 a wild cat. *3*4 

a tame cat. 

c. bclcku-mdlige, s. A place 

for the egress of smoke in the roof. 

A. 0. s3ac&), £>7\$J3orfo begadu, bega- 

dhondu, v. n. To be afraid, alarmed. *3ri 

one who is afraid or alarmed. *3 da's 

^ to be in alarm or fright. 

A. o. sSa^/o, 2$7\"do begalu, begaru, s. 

Wonder, astonishment. 

A. C. sSaopS begune, s. A leech. 

C. 2v7\D beggadu, s. A wilderness, de- 

. sert. 2. famine. *3na^ i&st» sterile land. 

A. 0. bechcha, s. A learned man. 

c. 7\. da# 5 bechchage, bechcha- 
2a * 8cr^ 

ne, ad.0. Hotly, adj. Hot. *3i£rts> Heat, 

warmth. *3^?uSa, s3^rt •&«*>> iSv^Koxo to 

heat, warm. 2. to cauterize. 

hot water. 

0. 2o£crtf bechchara, ad/.Quick, s. Haste. 

C. 20So- ^ bechchi/ce, S. Bear, fright, alarm. 
&T 

A. C. §3e^o bechchn, v. w. To fear, start, 

be alarmed. See *3b. s5^«5riTOrt>to be frigh¬ 

tened out of one’s wits. *3^ *3rid> to be seiz- 

' ed with sudden fright. *3?^ to be al¬ 

armed, frightened, to frighten, alarm. 

A. C. eSs^o bechchu, s. Fear. 2. a scarecrow. 
2a 

T. B. ' bejja, [ s. A doctor of medi¬ 

cine. 2.<ahole. sjssgusatfo to bore, as pearls,&c. 

0. %Ssd tf bejjara, s. Fear, alarm, dread, 

d soo^ to be much alarmed. 

d great fear or alarm. 

A. C. bejje, s. The chirping of birds. 

C. sSki belt a, s. A hill, mountain. 2. the 

third sort of rice land. ^ wild fire in 

hills. *3!^ nadd the rock or hill lotus. *3U^ 

dosdi a natural spring or cascade in a hill. 

zSWjd the peak of a mountain. * 

tigtxi the table land of a mountain, by the side 

of a hill. ^ rl&:#a kind of hill grass. *3^ 

d Ais\ri sioti a kind of walnut tree. ^ =5% 

a mountain of gems. 

A. C. bettitu, adj. Tight. 2. hard, 

severe, rigorous, a stout, able 

man. 

C. 2o<33o, bettu, s. A finger, toe. 2. a drop 

of water. 3. a cloud, v. n. To force one s 

self through. *°*3 the thumb; the great 

toe. 2. pomp, empty show. ** 43 Hitbe 

little finger. 3* ^ ^ ^ 

^ the middle finger. the fore-fin¬ 

ger. a toe. ^ '“Hj a finger. 

vj to be in clods, as land after rain. 53 

to raise up a clod, rifelytScdjj to break a clod. 

C. bette, s. Great heat in the body. 

2. belt in the earth. 3. excessive hardness 

of bad metals, brittleness, adj. Unpliant, 

unelastic, as bad metals only. 

brittle, impure gold. brittle, inferior 

silver. 2. premature, bad. an areca 

nut gathered before it is ripe. 
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C. £jd A be (lag (l, s. A man stiff with pride. 

2. a fascinating man. 3. one who gives him¬ 

self airs. 

C. sSdf\ bedagi, s. A charming woman. 

2. a formal, affected woman, 

c. §33ao, aSrfo7\o bedagu, bedangu, s. 

Wonder, surprise. 2. novelty, cariosity, 

marvellousness. 3. manner, way, fashion. 

4. an unintelligible way of speaking. 5. 

shew off, ostentatious display. 6. airs, affec¬ 

ted manners, as in harlots, &c. a 

surprising man, marvellous man. tftSrrahcl) 

to be wonderful or curious. 

C. K>$vS8&>3i&o benachu-kallu, s.; Quartz, 

flint, &c. 

C. 23?§ bene, s. A wedge. 

C. benne, s. Butter. Krishna. 
P0 * ® 

who stole butter. 

0. gSpaX'dAO benne-garagu, s. The 
(pc) 

plant, Sida cordifolia and rhomb ifolia, &c. 

C. betaku, See GiMi. 

C. betta, s. A cane, rattan, m 

* a rattan mat. 33 a cane basket in 

the form of a box. a cane basket. 

aSrSoiM to plait cane. tJsMd a 

walking cane. 

C. bettale, adj. Unclothed, naked. 

sSSeScctosfttfc to be naked. 

A. C. Ezio'S bedande, s. Rutting or breed¬ 

ing season. 2. manure for paddy ground. 

A. C. bedalzu, v.a. To seek, search 

for. to seek and look for. 

ri sts^sSt he was sought, hut 

not found. ‘siogra 

though sought for, none could he found so 

good as this man. 

C. eoCizS bedade, s. A mixture of water, 

cow-dung and clay put on the walls of 

native houses. wvabo to put it on. 

•#€)& to mix it. 

c. bedaru, bedariJce, 

s. A start, fright, fear, alarm. 

to he alarmed, startled. 2. to tremble, 

shake without apparent causa 

having been afraid, tiztobr going in 

fear. c$d>, sSrid&cb not to be afraid. 

a man who is frightened or alarmed. 

tSdOsb to frighten, alarm, terrify, startle. 

t3z38WQtf& yon will not frighten 

him though you try. 

C. bedaru-male, 

bedur-male, s. A short and impetuous 

shower. 

C. SJtS bede, s. Season for sowing and breed¬ 

ing. adj. Rampant, wanton, rutting. 

=r®w, ?3:5nau rutting time, breeding season, 

sowing season. a cow fit for the 

bull, a rampant goat. ^ a 

hitch in cestrum. iSti a sowing season, 

c. §3z$A7)©e- bede~gdrti, s. A harlot, 

strumpet. 

c. sSzjT^jso^^o bede-gondavanu, s. 

A lascivious man, rake, lecher. 

C. beddalu-peiru, s. Com 

growing on dry land. 

T. B. §3^ benaka, pjracrio^] s. GanSsha, 

god of wisdom and remover of obstacles. 

As such, he is invoked at the commencement 

of all important undertakings. 5®^ *5 

s&rbsi it is always tomorrow, like Gane- 

sha’s marriage (which will never be;) prov. 

used of those who are ever putting one off 

with idle excuses). a feast in 

honour of Ganesha, in the fifth month, 

c. benache, See tfnvh 

C. ben-niru, s. Hot water. 

C. bennu, s. The hack. See 

j4i. o’#, e’oO the back-bona 

a carbuncle on the hack. sto 

B the ridge or head beam of a native roof, 

to turn the back upon, go away from, 

to shield, shelter, defend. 

8oB* to pursue, follow. 

C. §3^ beppu, s. Insanity, madness; 

lunacy, amazement, bewilderment, adj. Daft, 

crazed, mad, cracked. 2. dumb-foundered, 

flabbergasted, astounded. to be in 

a maze, lost in wonder. 

0. £08^d bebbara, s. Fright, alarm. 

t iS^o, zJw BTfi to start, fear, be afraid. 

Bti ^jsrv) to cry out in alarm. 

he awoke with fright. 

A. C.iS^ bebbalu, bebbilike, Is. Astonishment, wonder. to be 

astonished. Aj®oaS;i;S) one in amaze 

or filled with astonishment. 
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A. C. ?5soo^£) beb-buli, £a?4w©"] $, A royal 

tiger. 

A. c. eStioE, SDskdo bemar, bemaru, 
s. Perspiration, sweat, sSdoz&r, rfdod; to 

perspire. *Sdod;rd;, iJdodordo ft perspired. 

sSdodrd a coward. 2. a person who perspires. 

sSsMri sSj^, tfsorir do^, tfdd ;5o^ a perspiring 

body. 

A. c. zStfoSP beranju, v. a. To get, obtain. 

A. o. iSdo&So berantu. See «3dz&, 

O. beragu, s. Wonder, amazement. 

2^cJne)d^ one astonished, 

to be amazed, astonished. 

c. sSdzio, §3d&3o beradu, beratu, v. «. 

To scratch. 2. to scratch the ground, as a 

fowl. 3. to fillip with the fingers. 

C. sSdpc) berani, s. A cake of cow-dung 

used as fuel, *5?** *5dr3 a cake of undried 

cow-dung, t>n one dried. 

natural cakes of cow-dung. 

C. beratu-kollu, See «W. 

c. beras-dlu, s. A companion, 

associate. 

•C. iSdrilo bercisu, See under 

A. C. iSdSoo berahu, See sJdrio. 

C. 'SS'd^o beralu, s. A finger or toe. 

sSdtfo a finger, a toe. a 

finger knuckle. sWo to 

fix any thing between the fingers. 

four fingers in breadth. vStitfe the 

fore-finger. the thumb or great toe. 

£do i3P“A the middle finger, z3£& the 

ring-finger. *»;** tfdvb the little 

finger. sJP^o membrum virile. 

C. §3dr? berike, See under *33. 

C. Su'd, ^-doioo here, bereyu, v. a. $n. To 

unite, mix, combine, associate, be in company 

or cohabit with, to be joined or mingled in 

combat. s33doi?js>^o, sSddo tf^Jto be together. 

s3P§Pj, jSP&Po to be united, mixed, compound¬ 

ed. sdSA, rfdrio Vi a. To compound, mix, join, 

overtake, come up with. 2. («3d&A>) to frigh¬ 

ten, drive away, chase, v. n. To associate, 

mix with, derfov’ rfdtiri scented water, 

edddo^ «5dt) Eco^rfdo he went with them, or, 

he took them with him. ?racao tsa s3B?i 

=#v®odo sSj®^ the dog ran after,or caught, 

and bit him. « ovsOsiod ^ 
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i3d?j =#jsod3 «oddo while coming from that 

village, some thieves joined and came along 

with me. *30#, s3d=#, s3d^, tj#r the state of 

being mixed, a compound, mixture, adj. 

Mixed, compounded, mongrel. *3o$t •*> 

a man of mixed blood. a mon¬ 

grel ox. *3M** era® a mongrel caste. *30* * 

m mixed vegetables cooked together. 

a compound. sorf^do iS0=#% 

sSssiZd to mix cold water with hot. com¬ 

pounded, mixed. 

A. C. £o&3^£- berchu, V. n. To be afraid, 

alarmed. being afraid or frightened. 

A. c. sffo/S" berril, s. A tree so called. 

A. C. sS&o&j belanku, v. a. To throw wa¬ 

ter. 2. to wave or throw. «Juo-*-dsto he threw. 

t. b. sS<°jz$o'3, sS<z>z>& belavanta, bela- 

vatta, s. The tree, Bel cegle mar- 

melos. 

0. bele, s. Charge, price, cost, * 

tej, tfdx sijsdo, rfsJdcscSnd), eSeJ^dredi to fix 

the price. *3*3% to settle the price.*3e33 

*»*> to sell. *3eJfi Hftrslxi to buy or take at the 

price. *5s5 wuBcdosh, !5e5dowpn^?i cheaply. 

55dearly. xSiS gosoddcdosh hy a mistake in 

the price. *3e?t rtossido to bargain. *3e?^ 

Sod; costly, dear, precious. sfcido, 

t3sJ SjSPo to appraise. xS€ csejzi invaluable. 

?5e5 t^§;dd an invaluable character. 

C. bele-vennu, s. A prostitute, 

whore. 

C. bella, s. Jaggory, a very coarse kind 

of sugar. a sugar-press. 2. sugar¬ 

baking business. a sugar pan. 

d jaggory boiled to the proper pitch. ^8} 

ri n»« a jaggory mill. jaggory 

liquor. wootSefe; jaggory in balls. jag¬ 

gory in cakes. a cake of jaggory. 

«3gj, dodo c5e; a large lump of jaggory. 2°®* 

a cake of jaggory. sfradokind, soft, 

smooth, or sweet language, o 

uodd I will not give yo u 

the stone in my hand, but come to my house 

and I will give you jaggory. {prov. used’ of 

a skin-flint who promises, but defers, never 

intending to give.) 

c. bellakki-holige, s. 

A mixture of jaggory, rice, and ginger fried 

in ghee or oil 



C. ■£>& 7\r0oi) bella-genasu, s. The sweet 

potatoe. 

T. b. S&y bellavattada-gida, 

s. The tree Bel JEgle marmelos. 

the chips of it, used in me¬ 

dicine. its leaves, used in ling a 

worship. 

A. C. bellavartana, S. Rela¬ 

tionship, affinity, alliance. 

C. e5o3£3o bevatu, s. Scouring, as brazen 

vessels with ashes, &c. >rt> to 

scour and polish. 

A. c. sSddo, bevadu, be- 

vadu-gollu, v. n. To he afraid, frightened, 

alarmed. 

C. EScrfrfo bevaru, v. n. To perspire, sweat, 

he wet with perspiration. 2. to become damp, 

or wet, as porous vessels, by water oozing 

through them. s. Perspiration. tJsJAarjjp 

to perspire. zSdtij tSshtsr 

the prickly heat. «SsJitorfy tSsicto a 

pimple. s3;Srir;rf?>o a person who 

perspires. 2. a timid man, coward. e?d§rdj 

to be in a perspiration. *fc*iS.r a perspir¬ 

ing body. 

t. b. $5sfoh>o&, s3s3co bevsdya, bevasa, 
g. Cultivation, agriculture. 

C. e3-S beshe, beshi, v. n. To be proud. 

v. a. To solder, s. A bow for dressing cotton. 

A. 0. sSooO, besa, besam, 

besaga, s. Order, command. 2. poison. 

zSddo to order, 

c. sSco^eS&^o , §3?o7^Sc§ coj besaqe-be- 
&T .-O a 

chchu, besage-hattisu, v. a. To solder. 

C. besa-gollu, v. a. To ask, 

inquire, intreat, request, order. 

c. s3roS3?o^ besa-besane, s. A rushing 

sound. 

C. sSooCO besalu, s. Child-birth. 2. travail. 

tJjfcssrio to be born, brought forth, produced. 

the sorrow of child-birth. 

C. iScgri) besasu, v. a. To ask, inquire, in¬ 

treat, request, order. the 

thing ordered is done. 

C. eo?? besi, besiyu, bese, 

v. a. To solder. 2. to throw, cast, 

the act of soldering, adj. Soldered. 

T. B. e3RJ besi, [asfcfc] adj. Odd, not even. 

iSV> riffojo Cupid, having five arrows, an odd 

number. ~8 a game at odds and evens, 

guessing the number of seed held in the hand, 

A. C. eScoot! besuge, s. A ride or walk for 

air or pleasure. 2. soldering. 3. the root 

of the ear. 

c. sScS, bese, besi, s. A spring. 2. a 

trap which snaps. 3. a lever. 4. force, ve¬ 

hemence, warmth. 5. taxes. 6. a bow for 

dressing cotton. ft vehemently. 2. 

warmly. 3. cogently. 4. forcibly. vStaSsa 

zcja^rl) to go away angrily. tSScrfjaft 

to strike with vehemence. *3$ to 

raise with a lever. to set a trap. 

$ he has laid a trap for me. 

iSS siS a lever. *33 to fail 

in a contrivance. 

C. besta, s. A fisherman, a palankeen 

bearer, adj. Of, or belonging to fishermen. 

a fisherman. fishermen. 

A. 0. 2S^i be], [*Sy] adj. White. 2. growing. 

A. C. "eS^Wd belanJcu, v. a. To become 

light. 2. to wave, shake, move. s. Waving, 

shaking. 2. light. 3. lustre. 

C. belahu, s. Light. «WWi to 

stand out of the light. aJ&cfia*, 

it dawns, or, the day is broke. 

C. e3^ao belagu, v.n. To become light, 

day to dawn. 2. to shine, v. a. To scour, 

polish, brighten, s. Light of day, dawn. 2. 

brightness, radiance. Stress the fourth 

night-watch. eJtfnscrioo, it is morning. *3<s* 

Asrii, zStfrb to dawn, become light, *3&m 

do, sStfrte light to fail, to become dim, fade. 

sWft?? dtf the morning time. 

;5j^sJ after day-break. 

C. 25^7^ belagye, adv, Morning. 

C. bela-dingalu, s. Moon¬ 

light. wacrioj the moon to shine. 

A. C. 20ydo belaru, v.n. To become light. 

2. to beam, shine. 3. to fear, be afraid. 

C. 23^/o3 belava, s. A dove. *3<s« an 

ash-coloured dove. *3^ a spotted dove, 

a white dove. 

0. eS^/obelavakki, s. A white crane, 

goose, swan. 
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c. ’sStfoTtD0^3 belavina- 

kdi, belala-gdi, s. The elephant or wood 

apple. 

C. ?S^7§t §s$a 

7^, s3$oS^, sS^£)7^ belasu, belase, 

belavi,belavige, belatige, belantige, 

belachge, s. The act of growing, growth. 

2. growing, standing corn. aline 

crop. sWrhsri sAsw a field of grown corn. 

C. Su^coo belasu, v. cans. To increase, 

cause to grow. 2. to bring up, as a child, &c. 

A. C. 33)?/belalu, v. n. To wave, move, 

shake, vibrate. 

G. belt, [«3v] v. n. To grow white. *5 

vs, white. 

C. sS^7^, beligye, 

beligge, belavattige, adv. In the morn- 

ing. 

0. beli-vetta, [white or silver 

mountain] s. The abode of Shiva. 

C. %5%>zip3i beli-vanna, be- 

lu-vanna, s. White colour. 

C. 53)^ ie/e, -y. w. To increase, grow, be 

growing. to cultivate. 

C. bele, s. Standing, growing corn, a 

crop. 2. the act of growing. to 

stack or heap up corn. *3$ ^,ato«5 to reap 

corn. corn being trodden out. 

=£» this year the crop is 

good. rain and crop. 

A. 0. bel-gadira, [white rayed] s. 

The moon. moonshine, 

c. $Sy^°a^o, bel-tingalu, 

bel-dingalu, s. Moonlight. *3vorttf 

a feast by moonlight. «3v ortsteU a meal by 

moonlight. sS^crtv^W play by moonlight. 

A. o. bel-pala, 

bel-vala, bel-vala, $. Exercise of horses, 

elephants, &c. adj. Clear, transparent. 2. 

fickle, moveable. 

A. c. $3^e> belpali, 

belvali, belvala, s. Clearness, pellucid¬ 

ness. 

A. c. BS^ belpu, [*s*y s. Whiteness. 

A. e. belmddu, V, n. To become 

insane. 2. a juice to exude from an elephant’s 

temple. 

A. C. bel-vakka, s. The light 

lunar fortnight. 

A. C. £0?/^^ belvakki, s. A crane, swan, 

A. C. bejvalaga, s. The moon. 

A. C. bel-pola, s. A field of 

standing corn. 

C. sS$ 7^ bellage, adv. Whitely. 

A. C. B§?/ & belladi, s. A shepherd. 2. 

a basket maker. 

A. c. ^ Sojo bellariya, s. A fowler. 

2. Shiva, in the guise of a fowler. 

C. belli, s. Silver. =*ctb impure 

silver.® pure silver. a 

silver in which three fourths are alloy. 

£rt, tj&d a silver ornament. ^ ™ 

a silver plate. **#»> a sil¬ 

ver staff, used in temples. 

^rtrto sheet silver, or silver foiL ^ a 

silver fanam. 

C. bellulli, s. Gailick. 

C. So-^ <f) bellele, s. A medicinal leaf used 

in vAnfirftal diseases. 

c. be, See «**«*». 

H. 53^ be, priv. particle, Without. vS^sOxn 

wj unwell, improper, not right. 2. stupid, 

senseless. i3\uozb unsettled, unarranged, 

without order. fearless, careless. 

without regard or protection, 

3* heirless, without heir. 

A. C. bente, See *5*8. 

C. beku. An impersonal defective 

verb, governing the dative case. It signifies, 

To want, wish, desire. 2. to be requisite, 

necessary, must. p&fi z3%&o, wzi> 

X want that, or, that is requisite to 

me. Sorts??*; sfdasa ert tf&o it will take, 

or I, he, she, it, &c. requires, ten pagodas a 

month. 3. to stand in relationship, to be 

connected by blood or marriage. 

?rert is what is he to you P in what relation 

does he stand to you ? ^ojJcdrert tS^ofie 

is my father. what is required. 53 

rio it is required, all 
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- prosperity that can be wished for. 

8351 if you wish, come ! «3^F8tf <fti£ a desired 

work, any work one wishes. ?3^ 

^ you must go there, estj ?3^=ft they 

must come. ^=#u®^ take as much 

as is necessary, or, as you want. S>5fcrt 

ft iSx&jsx will you have cold water P o 

fta I want nothing. 

please to do so, sir. 

h. sSo^ja^, sS^sojija) bekupha, bekhu- 

b)d, s. A had man. 2. a stupid, senseless, 

useless man. 

C. 8§§X, 23§X;3 bega, begane, p3?ri] adv. 
Quickly, hastily, speedily. 53^rt w® come soon, 

or quickly. ^Maorf, in haste, with 

speed. 

C. §D^Xci, %3p7\7$, 8$°Xo&> begadi, be- 

gade, be'gandi, s. Tinsel, brass leaf or foil. 

H. begdri, s. Compulsory, unrequit¬ 

ed labour. 53^rretSft a man so employed. 53^ 

ns3r, 53tzraScftrift a woman so employed. 

T. B. §S^7\0 begu, [S^rt] s. Swiftness, nim¬ 

bleness. 2. heat, anger, impetuosity. 

C. sS^Xo begu, s. Spying. 

a spy, secret informer. 53?r!o So 

acfto to spy. 

A. C. §S^ao£», gS:oXo5 begudi, begudi, 

s. Sorrow, grief, distress. 

C. £^7\ bege, s. Heat, inflammation. 2. 

haste. 3. wild-fire in jungles. 5*5^ 

P 53^rt 53 I am iQ great anguish. 

■tS^A Eft. to be on fire, as a jungle. 

H. 23§8#U*i2» be-chirdkhu, [lampless] 

s. A depopulated, deserted village. 

H. 83^&fD bejd, adj. Bad, wicked. 53^si> =# 

a bad business. 53\'su ft ft ft; abad man. 

H. bejaru, S. Disgust, offence, 

displeasure, annoyance. riysscraft to be 

wearied, disgusted, offended. 53s;;s®ft ska ft 

to weary, vex, dun, teaze. zAs^ft 

to go away unoffended or in peace. 

G. ^0(°&3 beta, s. Weakness. «3*y£»M an 

amusement of which one is dotingly fond. 

c. 83§&3sdo£ beta-mana, s. A restless, 

. roving mind. 

G. be'tu, s. A shiver, flake, stratum, 

layer of rock, &c. sSt&Sft to disengage a 

layer of rock, to shiver, ^pd the shi¬ 

ver of a bow. the shiver of a tree- 

leJccfj the shiver of a stone. «3^8$$a to 

shiver, a bow as from being too tightly pulled. 

C. 83§53 bete, s. Chase, hunting. 

fishing, a sportsman, 

hunter. ftcft a hunting dog. 53 ft « 

ft, ft ft z&ra^ft to chase, go to the chase, hunt, 

ftft w®§ a woman of the chase. ?3ft^ zsoOft®^ 

vo a small boat in which the tappal or mail 

crosses rivers. 

C. heda, an impersonal defective auxi¬ 

liary verb, negative of 53fto, Must not, do 

not, should not. wti 53 ft do not come, or, 

you must not come, erift daft ft ft they 

must not go. ^ ftraa ftft do not do 

evil. fcsrtvaftS^g jioaciftft stand not in the 

way of quarrels, epa&t ftjftrStf =#ft ftft 

listen not to calumny, ^olfcctoa zss&crtft^ 

jSzicft ftft do not travel alone. Used alone 

it may frequently be rendered, Ho, it is not 

necessary or required, I do not want it, &c. 

esft engirt ftftSotfto he refused it to him. 

53ftrS deprecated. 

c. heda, be'danu, s. A 

fowler, one who lives by the chase, the lowest 

class of Hindus. ft ft 3 a woman of this caste, 

sMt! ai^, a, village of fowlers. ftfttb fowlers. 

C. zScti bedi, s. Fetters, chains, handcuffs. 

53ft to handcuff, fetter. 53ft hand¬ 

cuffs. st»^i «3ft leg-fetters. 53ft Ofto to be 

in fetters. «3ft ftft to cause to 

take off fetters- 2. (of «3^ft) part. Having 

asked or entreated. 

C. bedike, s. Asking, entreating. 

C. b edit ana, s. The neuter gender. 

53 ft <3 ftfta&£ an eunuch. 

C. bedu, bedi-kollu, 

v. a. To ask, entreat, beg, beseech, solicit. 

53^ftz% ft^zfcs:in the act of entreating ox- 

asking. ^Oft SoloosSzS^ss^ *3^5> =#j®oft 

Sow^ft it is better to live by begging 

than by stealing. 53^a<3s>^ to give what is 

requested, scarfs ft to give what is 

asked, and send away. 

C. 8$(j£k bedu, s. The top of a mountain. 

2. a company of fowlers. 

S. betdla, s. A demon or evil 



spirit. 2. a dead body occupied by an evil 

spirit. ^ a work containing 

twenty five tales, revealed by the prince of 

the hobgoblins to YikramarTca. 

T. b. bedande, [ss^acsf] s. The 

Hindu scripture or Veda. 

A. c. £^ds3&^7\ beda-bijjaga, s. A 

name of Bramha. 

H. s3^£>e) bedili, s. Cowardice. tSx&ty&p 
in a cowardly manner. 

c. S3$3 bene, s. Ache, pain. 

the exhaustion or weariness occasioned by 

pain or sickness. the headach. 5=oa 

a pain in the stomach, 

Ori ^ a man who is in pain or unwell. 

T. B. SO^lb'U'd bepara, s. Trade, 

commerce, traffic, merchandise. 

H. ^^td^oo bepharva, be- 

phdmu, s. Inattention, negligence, care¬ 

lessness, apathy, indifference. 

H. be-mdn, adj Disgraced. 

H. sO.olooeys 2§ be-muldje, s. Treating with 

sternness or rigour, not shewing favour. 

C. sS^cOoroO beyisu, v. a. To boil, seethe, 

stew. 2. to consume, burn up. 

C. beyu, v. n. To be consumed, 

burnt, boiled, seethed, bake$, cooked. 

to be consumed, burnt up, &c. 

a burnt mouth. v5cd sjscftirt iooti^^ 

r?v»^ regard every thing as good from a sore 

mouth, (resent not the abuse of the afflicted.) 

T. B. S5^d bera, [a^sftd] s. Trade, mer¬ 

chandise. dszzeo to trade. 

C. sS^dQi beradi, s. A horse’s leg having a 

splint. 

H. s3^&^8fcS beriju, s. An account of assess¬ 

ment, the total assessment of a district. 

C. ^3^do beru, s. A root. 2. a splint. 

^ an edible root. rS\r3» opening and 

manuring the roots of trees. &<&> to 

eradicate. entire destruction, 

sow A a kind of jack tree, the roots of which 

bear the fruit, which when grown, bursts 

forth from the earth, sprigs &&cdoo to come 

at the origin of a thing. 4-Wo to 

take up by the root, to eradicate. 

A. C. cS(> rfoorf berunda,s. A fabulous two 

headed bird. 

C. S§^t3, ES^SsS^iS here, bere-bere, adj. 

Separate, different, distinct, other, another. 

3 livp Mr!j to become separated, 

apart, distinct, to 

place separately, lay aside. ;te>&>to 

make distinct. *09*0 to give separ¬ 

ately. s3^5 eJs>!3 to make sit apart. 

v3x&aoz*a another, other, a different one. 

another person, a different person. 

3 =$v7$, i3'(6jsoZjo =£i>7j other work, a different 

work. i3s;3 to live apart. *Sy5'8i»trt>to 

change form, alter, take another turn. ° »*» 

rtra’gjtS «5W jS^rfo leave that road and go an¬ 

other way. 

C. ber-kllu, v. a. To eradicate, 

root up. 

C. ber-gdnu, v. n. The roots to 

appear. &\rteft dig till the roots 

appear. 

c. be'r-padu, v. n. To be changed, 

altered, reformed, deformed. 

a changed, altered or reformed 

man. 

C. bev-varadu, v.n. The roots 

of a tree to spread. 

C. HS^SjS-Qojoo bdr-variyu, v.n. Roots to 

spread, v. a. To eradicate. vS&rbzto s3<Wo 

to come up by the roots. 

C. belada-gida, s. The elephant 

or wood apple tree, edftfk its gum. *3% 

wri sdr^ its fruit. 

C. s3^0 beli, s. A hedge, fence. *3\P eWj, 

■a^px p»Wo, to put a 

hedge or fence, to inclose. *****8* the 

outer hedge round a fort, ovsrij iSp a hedge 

round a town. 26wsc 

oSos^ri) ff the hedge eat up the field, who will 

take care of it ? jprov. used of one unfaith¬ 

ful to his trust. 

II. sS^S^oj be-vasa, S. Subjection. 

A. C. sS^To clos'd} bevusarmadu, s. a 

vow to injure, a wicked purpose. 

A. C. eS^obe'vala, s. A merchant. 

H. roo be-vdrasu, adj. Without 

heir, claimant, or owner. e3o»ft un¬ 

claimed property reverting to government. 
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C. be'vinava, See under v3\&o. 

c. 5$^', be'vu, bevina-mara, 

s. The neem tree or margosa. a& 

^ s3^, ^6 doeJ varieties of mar¬ 

gosa. c5^£?i margosa oil. d^ a herb 

so called. tS\S>iS<Mi margosa gum. 

s a ceremony of eating margosa leaves 

at the commencement of a new year. 

H. §3^f) besh, adj. Good, proper, well, excel¬ 

lent, best. 

T. B. eS^ro be'sa, [=5^] s. A disguise, a mask. 

2. a dress, ornament, decoration. 

C. ro besa, s. Pulp. *3**! sAkSm to take 

out the pulp. dji SAz!, ujtbtf a shell deprived 

of its pulp. 

T. b. sS^roos5 besanta, p^osf] g> a small 

pond. 

T. B. Usage, adj. Hot, sultry, s. 

Lassie] The second Hindu month. di.tA^ 

hot weather. tfdiw sultry heat. 

a brinjal grown in hot weather. 

£r&> Com grown in the hot weather. 

c. gS^To'd, 

be'sara, be'saru, be'sarike, besattu, 

s. Fatigue, weariness, vexation, disgust, an¬ 

ger, displeasure. fcS^dcread), s3^ti ddj, sJ*dri 

to be fatigued, wearied, tired. 

Brfo, cS^iid v. a. To wear}’-, vex, disgust. 

C. besari, s. A nose jewel resembling 

a peacock. 

C. So^do be'saru, «. n. To be fatigued, 

exhausted, tired, tired of, to loathe. 

T. B. besdya, [^dducrio] s. Cul¬ 

tivation, agriculture, farming. d%d^aio sS^szSo, 

tS^rhiaii d-shdo to farm, cultivate. tf^cdjrid 

a farmer, agriculturist, cf^ducrio, 

rts7f»<xi) farming on one’s own account. &K 

implements of husbandry. *3\ 
jtaccfcri land under tillage. 

C. gS^-d'^do, gSi®cdT)dje)5;C3 be'saru, U- 

sdrdna, See and 

T. B. gS^oJT^ be'sige, [d^ssso] s. Sultry wea¬ 

ther. 

A. C. sS^coo be'su, v. a. To boil, burn, seethe, 

H. gS^ojodJa)do8o'»-S- be'-sumdru-bdki, 

s. A large, interminable, hopeless balance. 

A. C. beharisu, v.n. To wander, 

roam. 

C. s3^5o53 behava, See under 

G. eS^Sot) be'hd, adj. Bad, wicked. do 

c*?% a wicked man. d%mrv a bad work. 

T. B. S^So'sd behdra, s. Traffic, 

trade, commerce, merchandise. 

C. S3^c^o bdhu, s. Watching, observing se¬ 

cretly. i3^d, i3^Sofiddo,i3^adddo, «3^s6oiT®d 

do a spy, secret messenger. *3^9 a mer¬ 

chant, tradesman. 

A. C. e3^J»o behu, v. n. To become boiled, 

seethed, stewed, baked, consumed, burnt up. 

A. C. gS^OSO be'lamba, s. Deep, orintent 

thought, extreme anxiety. eurtarcEwd d^o 

waod^w^adi going about intent on gathering 

flowers. wdd do^vrs cf^owdgdobe thinking 

of him. wsodd dtfoudoo dodcdoj to cease to 

be anxious about the battle. 

A. C. beldgu, V. n. To become 

foolish, insane, mad. 

A. c. s3i°^-sd8o€, goij^redsdE) beldra- 

bale, beMra-vale s. A certain kind of 

fowler’s net. 

A. C. be'lidu, v. n. To bewail, la¬ 

ment. v do ddo lamentation, bewailing. 

C. be'lu, s. A kind of insect. 

A. C. be'lu, v. n. To sacrifice burnt 

offerings, to throw into a holy fire, d% 

V* the act of sacrificing. 

A. C. beludl, s. A shepherd’s priest. 

C. Sj.°^0:3 beluve, s. Bewilderment, dul- 

ness of mind, stupor, infatuation. 2. sham¬ 

med ignorance. *3^ WJS&, «3itfos5cdo wosB a 

kind of decoy powder. 

C. S3^ be'le, s. Split pulse. 2. two six¬ 

teenths of a rupee. 3. a kernel. dosriat d^ 

split Cytisus cadjan. split chick 

pea. split green gram. 

C. 5-^ bei, v.a. To abuse, revile, call ill names. 

t. b. beika, [^cao^s] s. a beggar, 

mendicant. 

c. beike, s. Wish, desire, longing for, 

especially the longing of pregnancy, d^tis* 

to be longing for. 

c. beigalu, [pi. of S. Abuse, 
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Bad language, reviling, cursing, 

to be abused, receive abuse. 

C. 2^ao beiffU, s. Evening, adv. In the 

evening. *3^5* the evening time. *3^ 

5s Liurt an evening durbar. 

C. e^Ao'^ beigulu, beigula, 

See 

C. sS^otf beitanJta, adv. Continually, 

ever, always. 

c. sS^&ojo, eS^SSooo beitarisu, bei- 

tirisu, v. a. To hide, conceal. 

A. C. bei-tale, s. The space left by 

the division of hair in combing. 

an ornament worn in this division. 

1. B. h extra, [aSosSJ s. A raft, float, 

boat. 

T. b. sS/rfo&’Sr beidandika, [^sScav] S- 

One who refutes. 

D. S^ddo^oCb'S, beida- 

ru-kudure, beidalu-kudure, s. A ma¬ 

rauder’s horse. 

C. beini, beini-mara, s. 

The cadamba tree. a toddy made 

from this tree. 

C. S^O^oo beiyu, v.a. To abuse, revile, 

use bad language, a reviler, abuser. 

C. beira~wdsa, [«&>;« rSA] s. 

An upper or over cloth. 

T. B. beirdgi, [socrs^"] s. One who 

professes to have no worldly passion or desire. 

C. S^S7\, l^'do'h beirige, beirangi, s. 

A brace and bits, drill and bow, an instru¬ 

ment for boring. 

C. 2^40 beilw, s. A plain, an open field, 

an empty or waste space of ground. 2. an 

esplanade. 3. the outside, exterior. 4. the 

air, atmosphere. 5. publicity. *** a- 

broad, out of doors, an open 

plain.- 2. a public privy, dried 

tobacco. a travelling smith. 

C. S^^JeHS beildore, The mirage. 

T. B. beishika, [&*$«*>] adv. So, in 

that manner. 

G. S^ojo, beisu, beisi-kollu, 

v. n. To desire, long, wish for. 

H. sS^7\b beisu, s. Clearance. *3^o 

to make clear, to clear away. 

c. s3j3Q$;3 bonhane, adv. Slopingly, 

slantingly, obliquely. 

C. bonku, ii. n. To prevaricate, 

deny, lie. 

e. ■§Sj5>o'^ bongi, bonge, s. a 

hole in the roof or wall. 

C. §3js>o ao bongu, s. A bamboo. 2. omi¬ 

nous black marks on the face. s3j®ort) a 

common bamboo, Effort) a cdvadi 

stick. escort) a palankeen pole. 

A. C. ZOJdO'S bonte, s. A rag, quilted gar¬ 

ment. 

C. sSv3SOZ5 bonds, s. A hole in the roof or 

wall. 

C. bompale, bompu, 

s. Eoam, froth, as of a horse; phlegm, mucus. 

2. juice or pulp of fruit, adj. Pulpy, pappy, 

jellied, sJvaosfsrk to become pappy or jellied. 

A. C. 'sSjSO'o^ bompu, s. The flower basel- 

la rubra or lucida. 

C. %3-JdOSbi) bombali, s. A kind of pap 

made of green fruits, &c. 2. gruel. 

C. sS«A>03o<yo bombalu, See^o^i. 

c. sSj«)O303 bombu, [uosoa] s. A bamboo. 

2. membrum virile. *3j»°wo a palan¬ 

keen pole. 

c. eSj3O200^i bomhuli, s. A mob, confus¬ 

ed multitude. 

C. ic£>Je>o'5f> bomhe, $, An image, statue, 

puppet, doll, an idol. !&®rao to bury 

the effigy of a person intended to be destroy¬ 

ed or decoyed, over which incantations have 

been repeated. a successful an¬ 

tagonist to disinter this effigy, to prevent the 

evil designed. to make puppets 

move by wire. t esW an exhibition of 

puppets moved by springs. to 

curse by sorcery. zi)$, «3jscc3^ rtoaS 

a doll’s house, a child’s toy. 

T. B. sfL&o'rfo bomma, [wpe^] & Bramha. 

C. SSje)^, bokka, s. A hornless ox. 2. a 

bald-headed man. adj. Toothless, sunk in 

about the mouth. 

C. bokkana, s. A coat, pocket. 

C. bokkani, s. A horse’s gram 

bag. 

C. sSjd&i C5 bokkanna, s. A proper name. 



€, e3©^S©c£)o bokka-bdi, $. A tooth¬ 

less mouth, lantern-jaws. 

C. sSjs^To boJcJcasa, s. Treasure,-a trea¬ 

sury. 2. a pocket. a treasurer. 

iSjs^TjzS a treasury. 

C. sS©^. bolt Id, b alike, s_ a 

pimple, pustule. 2. a grave. 3. a rat’s hole. 

a body covered 

with pimples. 

c. s3d«>?f^SoP^ bokke-hannu, s. A su¬ 

perior kind of bread-fruit. 

C- &5©a& bogari, s. A spinning top. 2. 

a kind of small ornamental buttress at each 

end of the main beam of a native house, in 

the form of a top. a humming 

top. cSjsrts, cJjarta a common top 

which hums. the peg of a top. 

v$jartd$ dose? a round breast. 

r!& eeslijVj a child’s cot with ornaments like 

tops. iSjsrio fcsss*) spin a top. =£& 

°b° to turn a top in a lathe. sS-Jsrta es« a 

game at tops, persons 

who exhibit feats in spinning a very large top. 

A. c. sS©7\do bogaru, s, 

ance, lustre, effulgence. && Por&^PS the soft 

lustre of the body. 

C. &j©a ro bogase, s. The two hands join¬ 

ed so as to hold any thing. 2. a handful. 

As a revenue term it signifies the small per¬ 

quisites granted to village servants, which 

are measured by the handful. darttf ez&, 

So&k&m to join the two hands to receive 

any thing. 

c. sS©a^Oj £3©ao^o bogalu, bogulu, 
v. n. To bark, clamour. sSoarttf do not 

clamour. s&artwU, cSjartsb 3?^ insanity, de¬ 

lirium. tAorttforfsi one wb0 clamours. sSjsri 

vW ?scao a barking dog. 

C. el©To boggu, v. n. To stoop, bend for¬ 

ward. to stoop down and look. 

to humble, bring down. iSjsTvPi 

to cause to stoop or bend. 

C. s3©2^ bochcha, adj. Sunk in about 

the mouth, from loss of teeth, &c. 

0. s3©Sc^ bochchu, s. Sheep’s wool. 2. 

a bird’s nest. 3. feathers. sfos^isSt) to build 

a nest. a woolly sheep. 

C. 23©&i, So©3i p© boil a, bojjanna, $. 

A proper name. 

c3j®wr». 
?0 

C. 25©&iird bojjdra, s. An eunuch. 

0. sSjSc^a bojjiga, s. A corpulent or pot¬ 

bellied man. 

0. £j©agp 53©&^ £o/)'e, s. Cor¬ 

pulency, a pot-belly. 

0. Sj©8o, bottu, s. A spot of paint on the 

forehead, a drop of water. 2. a finger, toe. 

3. l-64th of a pagoda. 4. a female’s orna¬ 

ment suspended on the forehead. 5. the 

marriage badge, a pure gold 

forehead ornament, raw* s&stbj 

a flat glass bead put on the forehead. 

eJjsUJj, sA/sli^ a black spot put on the 

forehead to prevent the effects of evil eyes. 

=£*0 vSjzIS^ a musk spot. the thumb, 

the great toe. *-0* the little finger, 

little toe. 

c. s3©Ti§3©^^7jo’&(5^oo boda-bodane- 

suriyu, v. n. To ooze with force, as blood 

from a wound, &c. 

C. &J©Ci c3o bodime, s. A virile spot. 

C. 5j©5o^oo bodiyu, [waoiw] v. a. To 

beat, strike, flog, lash. to 'beat a 

person one’s self, s&o&jjj to cause to beat. 

2. to serve up or set food before a person. '&* 

iso *js>oz& ^js^rio to be beaten or carried away 

by wind or water. 

C. aS©5> boddi, s. A whore. 2. a contemp¬ 

tuous epithet applied to an offending wife. 

C. £>©&> 7\, 23©^o boddige, boddu, s. 

The navel. 

C. S3©p$7^ bonige, adj. Small, minute. 

s. Small pieces of dried cow-dung. 

C. S3©ds3©dso©ddo boda-boda-ko- 

radu, v. n. To gush forth, as blood from 

a wound. 

c. §3©Si 'h'd boddi-gida, s. A shrub so 

called. cJusS ^ si its leaves, used 

as a vegetable, a berry growing 

on it. 

D. &5©^ boppct, s. A father. 

C. £3©^ boppe, s. Concavity, adj. Con- 

o. s3©a*^§, ^©so^S. bob- 

bade, bobbate, bobbudi, s. The rind, 

bark of trees, or roots, the skin of seeds. 

C. S?©3^& bobbdta, s. A shout or cry. 
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C. s!U>^zi> bobbidu, See under ^*5. 

C. bobbuli, $. A bubble. 2. a 

blister. c5v®iw'y wiioto the ring of the middle 

toe. 

C. sSjssS^ bobhe, s. A loud noise of quarrel¬ 

ling, weeping, lamentation, making a great 

noise by beating the hand on the mouth. 2. 

a burn, blister. »**$*>, 

fg Al, djsit C03JJ, ^rb, iSjsiS^x Ksl'Sb to 

weep aloud, roar out, make a great noise by 

beating the hand on the mouth, to make a 

quarrelling noise. obrftfo persons who 

make a great noise or disturbance. 2. bawl¬ 

ing mendicants. a bawling men¬ 

dicant. 1 wscrio^ a mendicant’s profession 

of extorting alms by begging. ^ wsah# 

cSjsrf worl^o a bawling jangarn mendi¬ 

cant. atfo to rise in blisters, break out 

in sores. 

A. C. eSja^kco bomasa, adj. Level, even, 

equal. 

T. B. bomma, s. Bramha. 

a brahmany giant. 

C. sSjaO^ borike, borige, s. 

A large hole made by bandy coots, fyc. a hole 

in a sore, wound, &c. 

C. eSjaiSj borre, s. A hole or mesh in rat¬ 

tan chairs, &c. See 

C. sSudofeSjaro bosa-bosa, s. The noise of 

panting, hard breathing, of bellows, the his¬ 

sing of a serpent, &c. 

a fever becoming high. 

C. '§3vJe)^ bolt, v. a. To rub on, besmear, 

as pigments, &c. to put on as whitewash, or 

colouring upon a wall. 2. to sweep. 

to cause to besmear, whitewash, sweep. 

A. C. bonkane, adv. Quickly, 

hastily, speedily. 

H. a?J3^oCb bondu, s. Coffee. 

w raw coffee. 

C. pi bolcani, S. A beardless man. 

C. boki, s. A potsherd. 

% vS**.* tfsk my object is frustrated. 

T. B. A bog a, Enjoyment, 

pleasure. 2. nourishing. 

C. sSjS^Top! boguni, s. A boiler or caul¬ 

dron. 

2 

C. bochdli, s. Lying, lying 

boast or promise, very bad or infamous con¬ 

duct. 

C. bochi, adj. Shaven, shorn, horn¬ 

less. s. The breast, as given to infants. 

tScdorffb a man whose head is shorn, a bald 

headed man. 

C. bota, s, A country so.called. 

C. bdti, s. A woman. 

0. s3je>^S$o botu, s. A tamarind fruit con¬ 

taining but one seed. 

o. boda, bodi, 

bddu, adj. Bald, shorn, hornless. 

* a hornless buffalo, a woman 

whose head is shaved. 

0. 2uJe)0<^3^o!)j boda-vai, s. A toothless 

mouth. 

C. 5-JS^pIt^ boni, bonige, s. 

Hansel, the first money a seller receives in 

the morning. sto* to take hansel. 

C. bodige, s. Architrave, 

the imposts or capital of a pillar. 

C. bodu, s. A hole into which 

children play marbles. 

C. ySJ£ bode-hullu, S. The grass, 

andropogon nardus. 

s. ~sSjt>°$, bodha, bodhe, s. 
Wisdom, intellect, understanding. 2. a- 

wakening, arousing. •*»£; holding the 

finger and thumb, as if pinching any thing. 

S. bodhaka, s. A'teacher,preach¬ 

er, one who persuades, admonishes, or incites. 

S. bodhane, S. Instruction,teach¬ 

ing, persuasion, exhortation, advice, admoni¬ 

tion, incitement, inducement. taught, 

instructed, admonished. 

to teach, instruct, explain, 

inform, advise, incite, admonish. 

bad advice, error. good advice, 

wholesome instruction. 

S. bodhike, s. A female fortune 

teller. 

s. bodhi-druma, s. The 

holy fig troe, ficus religiosa. 

C. bona, s. Food. *8^ s&sti* food 

done up for a journey, a female cook. 
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C. bonu, s. A trap. 2. concavity. 

rA0^ a rat-trap. 

H. s3j«>®o!b 6a7, See &>%&>. 

c. sfU^d, s3^de>, sSj^dsb 5om, 

borala, boraku, adj. Sliaven, shorn. 2. 

hornless, adv. Flatwise, on the face. s. A 

shaven head. 2. a medical drug. 

to fall flat on the face. S&»t 

;&<yrto, s&a^jsFft sbwrio to lie on the face. 

vSjsitSv B'rfj, r ssvb to turn upside down. 

C. soja° udfOo ’sib^X borajpannu-mriga, 

s. A red kind of deer. 

C. borige, s. A broom. 2. a pile 

of cow-dung cakes. 

A. C. 2§JS)^do boru, s. A snare, trap. 2. war. 

C, bore, s. A hill, mound, rising 

ground. 

c. bore-gida, s. The jujube 

tree, zizijplms jujuba. tsac2o *3.®^ an 

inferior kind, oscrio sSjs^ M an excellent 

kind. ’&<&> the jujube, used as a ve¬ 

getable. 

A. C. borra, s. A bow with a notch 

in the middle. 2. a bald, or shaved head. 3. 

a medical root. 

C. ‘sSjs^s* borla, See &j»y6v. 

A. 0. bol, adv. Like, as. 

S. boll, s. Myrrh. 2. a potsherd. 

C. sSja-JCJb bdlu, s. Concavity, hollowness. 

C. bdvi, s. A palankeen bearer, a 

fisherman. 

C. boshi, s. Circumstances, condi¬ 

tion. 2. a toothless mouth. 

A. C. efU>A^£>7\ boharige, s. A broom. 

c. sjjsa^, 5o7a, 5a/*, 

bolu, adj. Bald, close shaven. 2. horn¬ 

less, though of an age to have them. s. A 

name common to Shudras. a 

shorn widow. a vessel without a 

neck, stools' like the 

shorn widow thinking of her topknot (use¬ 

less wish.) a hornless ox. sio 

$ a house without an upper story. rJ^^vb 

sSjiizIj, to shave. 

c. s3js>!^&>o£§ bola-bande, s. A village 

so called. 

G. Too bdlavisu, See 

A. 0. bole, s A short wooden pin 

shot by fowlers at game. 2. a gold orna¬ 

ment suspended from the forehead, in the 

form of the holy fig tree leaf. Sort 

Vrt a spot of paint in the form of the above, 

put on the forehead. sSjs^c&Eh the demi¬ 

gods. Brihaspati. 

C. boleisu, v. a. To caress, 

stroke the body, to coax. 2. to strip, plunder. 

s. bouddha, s. A Budhist. 
Q 

G. amoXzf bydgade, s. A kind of 

Dutch metal or paper gilt with tinsel. 

G. ays<iF®, 8b^X bydna, bydra, s. A 

piece of pasturage attached to a village, be¬ 

longing to the headman thereof, and let out 

by him to the people for the grazing of their 

cattle, at so much per head. 

G. bydne. See 

G. SOvgd bydra, s. Trade, merchandise, 

commerce. 

G. by usage, See 

G.'S^Xto bydsara, see«5^~d- 

G. by ale, See 

S. Zyrfg bradhma, s. The sun. 

S. 8b) 5X, brahma, s. Bramha, the first 

deity of the Hindu triad, and the operative 

Creator of the world. 2. an officiating priest. 

a religious student; the young brah¬ 

man from the time of his investiture with the 

sacred thread, to the period of his becoming 

a householder. It is also applicable to a 

person, who continues with his spiritual 

teacher, through life, studying the Vedas, 

and observing the duties of the student. It 

is also given-as a title to pundits learned in 

the Vedas, and to a class of ascetics. By 

the Tantras it is assigned to persons whose 

chief virtue is the observance of continence, 

and it is assumed by many sects of religious 

mendicants. 3. (or^ ui^) the divine 

cause or essence of the world, from which all 

created things are supposed to emanate, and 

finally to return; the unknown god. 4. the 

V6das. 5. the practice of austere devotion. 

6. sacred knowledge. tfscrioofejj, 

identification with Bramha. 
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S. brahmanya, adj. Related to, 

or connected with a brahman, 

s. brahma-ndbha, s. Vishnu, 

as having produced from his navel, the lotus 

whence Bramha sprung, 

s. brahma-putra, s. A sort 

of poison. 2. Ndrada. 

s. brahma-yagnya, s% The 

study of the Vedas. 

s. &j5o,do7^ brahma-randhra, s. The 

crown or top of the head, 

s. brahma-riti, s. Silver. 2. 
brass. 

S. s'To brahma-varchasa, s. 

Holiness, resulting from the study and prac¬ 

tice of the Vidas. 

s. brahma-sutra, s. The 

sacred thread worn by brahmans, 

s. abrahma-hatye, s. Brah- 

minicide, killing a brahman, 

s. brdhmdnjali, s. Thejoin- 

ing both hands together whilst reading the 

Vedas. 

S. S^joo'S^Ocj brahmanda, [egg of Bramha] 

tfozi 

s. The universe, adj. Very much or many, 

excessive, immense, terrible, dreadful, awful, 

pompous. »|®VS5 a Sanscrit work 

treating especially of the dimensions, con¬ 

tents, &c., of the universe. 

S. r4 brahmani, s. Saraswati. 

s. a>;j5D^ogj brahm-dnanda, s. Great 

happiness. 2. heaven. 

S. brdhmana, s. A man of the 

first Hindu tribe or of the order of priest¬ 

hood, a brahman. the wife of a 

brahman, a woman of the brahmanical tribe. 

a brahman by birth, not by at¬ 

tention to his duties; one who subsists by 

avocations properly limited to the other tribes. 

an assembly of brahmans. 2. the 

state, quality, or business of a brahman. " 

S. brdhrni, s. Saraswati, wife of 

Brahma. 

s. brdhmi-muhurta, 
s. The time before sun-rise. 

S. brdhmya, s. A mode of mar¬ 

riage, the presentation of the bride, elegant¬ 

ly adorned, by the father to the bridegroom, 

whom he has invited. 

$ bha, The forty-second letter of the alpha¬ 

bet, the aspirate of the preceding, and expres¬ 

sed by bha. 2. a star, an asterism. 

S. a bhanga, S. A wave. 2. breaking, 

splitting. 3. a bit, piece. 4. loss, injury, defeat, 

disgrace, discomfiture, degradation. 5. a 

chasm, fissure, division. 6. dishonesty, deceit, 

fraud, circumvention, cheating. tfort rfo 

* to be disgraced, defeated, deceived. 

ri tn disgrace, defeat, degrade, deceive. 

C. ^OAt)d bhangdra, s. Gold, 

gold leaf, gilding. 

C. bhangi, s. The hemp plant, Canna¬ 

bis sativa. The fructification, when nearly 

ripe, is bruised and smoked for intoxication. 

The leaves dried are ground in water and 

smoked for the same purpose, 

g. cfioV bhangi, S. Manner, mode, way. 

S. ^JOAod bhangura, adj. Crooked, bent. 

2. perishable. 

S. cflo 8J bhanjane, s. Destruction. 2. 

breaking, splitting, destroyed, broken. 

a destroyer. to beat, disgrace, 

defame, spoil, ruin. 

T. B. Sjob5 bhanta, [$W] s. A soldier,hero. 

C. ($OZ& bhanda, adj. Obscene, rude, filthy. 

vjoti&p Si Impudence, rudeness, obscenity. 2. 
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indifference as to the payment of debts. 

^ sirasfj obscene language. 

S. bhandana, bhandana, 
s. War, battle. 2. armour, mail. 

C. bhanddta, adj. Moderate, mid¬ 

dling. s. Trouble, straits, difficulty, great 

exertion. 2. unnatural behaviour, as brothers 

fighting and abusing one another, &c. 

S. Efiotsvd bhanddra, s. A treasury, store¬ 

room, clothes’ closet, wardrobe. 2. saffron 

powder. t^ossiirfsJ, a keeper of the 

treasury, robbing a public trea¬ 

sury ; any very heinous offence. 

0. $0g!> bhandi, s. A cart, chaise, any wheel¬ 

ed conveyance. 2. a wheel. 3. the plant 

Mimosa albida. 4. a dot. get 

a conveyance ready. a carriage 

drawn by oxen. sfcri the bottom of a 

carriage. rioS;; a linchpin. 

^ to take out a linchpin. 

T. B. bhakuta, ] adj. Devoted, 

attached to. devotedness. 

T. b. bhakkari, bhakri, 

D^i] s- Dressed food. 2. a cake. 

S. bhakkike, S. Manner, mode, way. 

S. bhakta, adj. Worshipping, zealous, 

pious, devout, devoted, attached to, engrossed 

by. s. Food, boiled rice. 

H. do bhaktaru, S. Armour for the arm 

below the elbow. 

S. bhakti, s. Service, worship, zeal, de¬ 

votion, piety, faith, belief, affection. 2. a 

part, portion, to obey from 

love, reverence, &c., live devoutly. 8si, $ 

ysd a feeling of devotedness. I*i% i$ 

piousfy, devotedly. 

a devoted man. 

S. $A bhaga, s. Pudendum muliebre. 2. 

prosperity, fortune. 3. beauty, splendour, ef¬ 

fulgence. 4. excellence, greatness. 

S. $7\Fdbha-ffana, s. The host of Heaven. 

2. a dactyL 

c. e^a^a^jQoSoo bhaga-bhaga-vuri- 

yu, v. n. To blaze with a crackling noise. 

S. $7\7$o^> bhagavanta, s. God, the Su¬ 

preme Being. 2. Shiva. 3. Vishnu. 4. 

Budh-a. 5. any adorable male. 

S. $7\$Q bhagavati, s. A goddess. 2. 

Pdrvati, &c. 

s. ^<§ bhagavad-gite, s. A cele¬ 

brated Sanscrit work. 

s. bhagini, s. A sister. 

S. bhagiratha, s. A certain king. 

S. Sj7\Jt>^$ bha-gola, S. The celestial globe. 

C. $7\ ^ bhaggane, adv. Suddenly, unex¬ 

pectedly. 

S. $a^ bhagna, adj. Broken, ruptured. 2. 

overcome, defeated. 3. disregarded. 

rtJ to be broken or defeated. do^S^d?! 

disappointed hopes, frustrated purposes, ri 

sJmdd, ipr^ zd>dcrij broken hearted. 

S. $dd$ bhajane, s. Worship, adoration, 

homage. dwdo to worship, adore. 

VfcM adorable. a worshipper. 

C. blia.jji, s. Abrinjal roasted in em¬ 

bers. 

s. $&> bhata, s. A warrior, soldier. 

S. bhatitra, s. Any thing roasted 

on a spit, as meat, ,&c. 

s. bhatta, S. An honorary title ap¬ 

plied to learned brahmans, denoting excel¬ 

lence or superiority. 2. a philosopher or 

learned man. 

S. bhatta-mdn- 

ya, bhatta-vritti, s. Land given to brah¬ 

mans with favourable rent. 

C. bhatta-rdju, See 

s. bhattdraka, s. A sage or 

saint. 2. a king. 

S. bhatti, s. The brother oiVilcramdrTca. 

S. 3?^ bhatti, s. A rupture. 2. falling 

down of the womb. 3. a still, alembick, kiln. 

the womb to fall down. 2. to 

have a rupture. 9^) to raise 

and secure the womb. 'S^to distil. 

od a lime-kiln, ^ a brick-kiln. 

S. bhattini, S. A crowned queen. 2. 

the wife of a brahman. 

0. bhattu, bhat- 

tarava, bhatrava, S. A herald or bard, 

one who recites the titles, &c., of kings. 

A. C. ££>PS7vi bhanugu, s. A mean, base, 

worthless character. 
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T. B. cfif'dsS bhanata, $. A report; 
a speech. 

C. £p,p3c£) p3 bhana-bhana, adj. Solitary, 

lonely, as a house without inmates, &c. 

T. B. cp) ^ bhatta, fs. Paddy. 

H. £jSj^coo bhattisu, adj. Thirty-two. 

thirty two kinds of weapons. 

=£$ a work in Canarese, in which the 

thirty-two images of a king’s throne are re¬ 

presented as delivering fables to the king, 

when about to ascend. 

T. B. bhatya, [ds] s. Extra allow¬ 

ance to servants when travelling, batta. 

S. bhadra, s. Care, attention, pre¬ 

caution, watchfulness. 2. safety, security. 

3. happiness, prosperity, fortune. 4. a superi¬ 

or kind of elephant, adj. Careful, attentive, 

watchful. 2. strong, safe, secure. 3. happy, 

prosperous, lucky, propitious. lEx. Take care! 

beware! to make safe or secure. 

to be safe, secure, an 

astronomical period so called. 

s. T>5£ bhadra-hdli, s. Pdrvati. 

S. SptijlSDoSztf bhadra-ddyalta, s God, 

the giver of safety or happiness. 

S. $d;c3udo bhadra-ddru, s. A tree so 

called. 

s. obitj bhadra-mantapa, s. a 
seat, throne. 

s. ^rf/Food bhadrasura, s. A dagger. 

s. spcJjyrftipd bhadrdkarana, s. Shav- 

ing. 

s. bhadrdsana, s. A throne. 

S. SjojJ bhayu, s. Fear, alarm, fright, 

dread, timidity, dc* licrb tjoi> 

® to be afraid. to alarm, frighten. 

dabotftJ, dccteste, formidable, fright¬ 

ful, terrific, horrifying, a terri¬ 

fic form. 

S. Sjti bhara, adj. Much, excessive. 2. 

heavy. 3. swift. 

II. qdfed bharajari, s. Gold thread. 

s. epriS3 bharata, s. A potter. 

S. tfzlpd bharana, s. Filling. 2. cherish¬ 

ing, maintaining, supporting. 3. wages, 

hire. «n>rid to fill the belly. =dt 

sbjSrt the floor of this house is 

not sufficiently raised. ddfs Aov> 

it must be made fuller. 

S. tftiph bharani, s. The second lunar 

mansion. 2. the sluice of an artificial lake. 

3. a small box for jewels. 

S. c£>da bharata, s. The younger brother 

of Rama. 2. the son of Dushyanta by Sa- 

Tcuntala. 3. the name of a celebrated writer 

on dramatic composition, of which he is also 

sometimes considered as the inventor. 4. an 

actor, dancer, mimick. a work of 

Bharata, which appears to have been a body 

of Sutras or rules relating to every branch 

of theatrical writing, a name of 

Rama, sc,oU India proper. 

s. bharadwdja, s. A saint so 

called. 2. a king-crow. 

H. bhara-purd, adj. Full. 

T. B. bharavasa, S. Confidence, 

trust, belief, dependence. 2. assurance, 

pledge of good faith. to confide 

in, believe, trust, rely upon. 

H. q'OUCXbcoo bhardisu, v. a. To give the 

horse to a mare. 2. to fill 

S. bharita, adj. Full, replete, filled, 

completed. 2. nourished, 

s. ^dXb, qdcOoroo bharisu, bhariyi- 

SU, v. a. To carry, sustain, bear. 2. to 

maintain, support. 

S. As" bharga, s. Shiva. 2. light, lustre. 

C. bharchi, s. A spear, pike. 

S. c^Sic ^ bharjane, s. Striking, beating. 

2. reproving, rebuke. 

S. bharta, s. A husband, lord, master. 

H. cjj3s~ bharti, adj. Full, replete, comple¬ 

ted. 2. nourished. 

s. bhartri-ddraka, s. A 

young prince designated as the successor 

to the throne, and associated to the empire, 

a princess. 

s. bhartsana, s. Threat, menace, 

s. bharma, s. Gold. 

G. Sj&is, bhald, bhala- 

bhala, bhalare, interj. Bravo! well done! 

S. c£>£^ bhalla, S. A kind of arrow, spear. 2. 

a bear. 
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C, $<y bhallanisu, v. a. To deck, 

dress, ornament. 

s. & bhalldtaki, bhal- 

lata, $. The marking nut plant, Semicar- 

pas anacardium. 

S. 5* bhalluka, bhalluka, 

s. A bear. 

t. b. ojo bhalya, bkalleya, 

[^S] «- A spear. ritfc&si a spearman. 

S. c£icd bhava, s. Being, existing, the self 

support of something already produced. 2. 

birth. 3. Shiva. original sin, sin 

of a former birth. v>o83 ate God, the re¬ 

mover of original sin. 6S> to 

get rid of original sin. 

S. bhavadiya, pro. Your’s, your 

honour’s, &c. 

s. cp XX bhavana, $, a house, dwelling, 

osw a palace. 0^ an excellent 

house. a private house or room. 

S. ?jj bhavam, S, Parvati. 2. a wo¬ 

man’s proper name. 

S. bhavishya, s. Ability, prosperi¬ 

ty, welfare. 2. rank, distinction. 

S. bhavishyattu, adj. Future, 

about to be. the future tense, 

a work on prophecy. 

s. bhavuka, bhavya, a(jj. 

Happy, auspicious, prosperous, well, proper, 

fit, right. 2. beautiful, handsome. 3. future. 

s. bhashaka, s. A dog. the 

barking of a dog. 

S. cjSKio bhasala, s. The carpenter bee. 

s. bhasita, s. Ashes, 

s. bhastra, bhastrike, 

s. A bellows. 

S. tffio, bhasma, s. Ashes. 2. calx. 

clearing away the ashes of a funeral 

pile, and putting them into some river. 

C. X bhaUane, adv. Suddenly, with a 

bang? 

s. bhaksha, bhakshana, s. 

Feeding, eating, devouring. an eater. 

2. a glutton, epicure, eaten, devoured. 

dressed food; food that is masticated. 

2. a cake. VtSfb, to eat, devour. 

S. 8f5t)03:T'ti bhankara, s. The sound of a 

large drum. 

C. eprao^ bhdnke, s. A French horn. 

S. Sp'SoX bhanda, S. Any earthen pot. 2. 

any vessel. 3. capital, principal. 4. harness. 

s. ept>0J33A'sd bhdnddydra, s. A trea¬ 

sury, storehouse, store-room. V*ora5i wsabisizi 

a cash-keeper. 

s. ep'SO&^zS^co bhdndika-dehi, s. A 

defeated man. 

s. bhdndira-desha, s. A 

country so called. 

S. ep^A bhaga, s. Portion, share, part. 2. 

side, part, ue the right side, sysrt 

the left side, the front part. 

the hind part. ysft* to divide 

distribute. 

S. cp^ATpoojo bhdgadheya, s. Fate, desti¬ 

ny, luck. 

s. epsXX3 bhdgavata, s. One of the pu- 

ranas. 2. the Bhagavadgite. 3. a drama¬ 

tic representation of any of the incidents in 

that work; also called 3. an ex¬ 

cellent or pious man. 

S. epwstf, ep*>ttxi bhdgdra, bhdkura, 

s. (in arith.) Division. sfrazi3 to divide. 

S. bhdgineya, s. A sister’s 

son. sysp^cao a sister’s daughter. 

s. bhdgxrathi, s. The Ganges. 

S. EjTTiX^ bhdgya, s. Riches, wealth. 2. 

prosperity, felicity. 3. destiny, fortune, luck. 

V*rjjSo£ a rich, wealthy person, d^iar^ 

unhappiness, adversity, misery, ill luck. ^ 

good fortune, good luck. 

S. SpD&tUr bhujaka, s. An heir, inheritor. 

2. in arith. the divisor. 

S. EjTS&X bhajana, s. Any vessel, as a pot, 

cup, plate. 

S. Sp&j bhdjya, s. in arith. The dividend. 

S. spab hat aka, s. Price, wages, hire, 

rent. 

0. Spi)6S bhate, s. A road, path, way. 

a traveller. 

S. EjTBpO bhaixa, s. A sort of dramatic en¬ 

tertainment, described as one in which the 

interlocutors do not appear on the scene, or 
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as the narrative of some intrigue, told either 

by a hero, or the third person, 

s. ep*>t3|T$d bhddrapada, s. The sixth 

lunar month, that in which the moon's change 

takes place when the sun is in Virgo. 

s. bhddra-mdtura, s. 
The son of a virtuous and loyal wife. 

S. 2pt><3 bhana, adj. Shining, brilliant. 

S. bhdnu, s. The sun. 

Sunday. 

H. EpeJ^S bhane, See wsdfS. 

H. Ep'SZjj bhdpu, s. A father. 

T. b. bhdpuri, See 

G. epD^j-d, epu^j) bhdpure, bhdpu, 

interj. Bravo! well done! 

s. epa'So, bhdme, bhdmini, s. 

A virtuous wife. 2. a woman. 

S. Ejisd bhdra, s. A weight, load, burden. 

2. responsibility, charge, obligation, onus. 3. 

oppression, heaviness, in sickness. 4. im¬ 

portance, consequence. 5. difficulty, adj. 

Heavy, 'onerous, important, difficult. 2. 

obligatory. 3. indisposed. 4. acute, severe. 

5,1-sC one wb0 has the burden or manage¬ 

ment of affairs. V®rferio, a&s> 

^ to take up a burden, bear a weight, 

bear the responsibility. 

s. spudo#, epsdf’S bhdranka, bhdrane, 

s. A badge of strength or prowess. 

S. Ej7sds£ bhdrata, s. The sacred epic 

poem of the Hindus, composed by Vyasa. 

S. EjysdS bhurati, s. Saraswati, goddess 

of speech. 2. a speech. 3. dramatic recitation. 

S. Ep^drS^S# bhdradwdja, s. A sage so 

called. 2. Drona, the military preceptor of 

the Kurus and Pandus. 3. a king-crow, 

regarded as very ominous, 

s. ep-sda5oix^ bhdra-yashti, s. A pole 

or yoke for carrying burdens. 

C. epVOS’gr&So, bhdrd-kattu, s. A game 
Co 

so called. 

C. EjysS bhdri, adj. Important. 2. great, tall. 

a respectable man. vse^siJ5lrtr 

a high road. an important work. 

S. £pD7\£-(rf bhdrgava, s. Parashurama. 

2. Shukra or Venus. 

s. 8jTs7\S‘^bjojo bhdrgava-priya, s. 

A diamond. 

S. 2pT>A=£) bhdrgavi, s. Lakshni. 2. 

Parvati. 3. Saraswati. 

S. 8pT>o3;>£- bhdrye, s. A wife. 

T. B. ep'se; bhdla, [_^>«] S. The share of a 

plough. 

o. ep^ere’S’&S^ bhdld-kattige, s. A pike¬ 

staff. 

H. bhdle-kacheri, s. The 

spearmen’s office. 

0. epDSd bhava, s. A husband’s elder 

brother, wife’s brother, maternal uncle’s son, 

if older than one’s self. 

S. bhdva, s. The eighth year in the 

Hindu cycle of sixty. 2. state, condition of 

being, natural state of being, innate property, 

disposition, nature. 3. meaning, purpose, 

intention, mind, soul. 4. state or affection 

of mind, emotion, passion, sentiment, especi¬ 

ally as an object of amatory and dramatic 

poetry. Two kinds of are usually 

enumerated; viz. and the 

first of which comprehends eight varieties, 

and the second thirty three. The list blends 

both feelings and effects; and sorrow, sleep, 

passion, death, &c. are equally classed 

amongst the v'^rfy’o. Dramatic writers add 

two other classes; viz. and 

5. birth. 6. act, action, movement, gesture, 

corporeal expressions of amorous sentiments, 

or love, of which the origin and effects are 

ascribed to the organs of the body. 7. the 

abstract idea conveyed by any word. 8. the 

simple idea derived from the root, as expres¬ 

sed in one class of derivatives, as a going, a 

doing, &c. 9. advice, instruction. to 

intend, mean, fancy, imagine, figure to one’s 

self. dd known, understood. 

S. EpT^ty bhdvaka, s. The external ex¬ 

pression of amatory sentiments, 

c. epu^-S- bhavaki, s. A woman. 

do? a choice or eminent woman, 

s. £pD75£y, bhdva-ja, bhdva- 

jdta, s. Cupid. 2. love. 

S. epu^te bhdvagnya, s. Mental acumen, 

penetration, acquaintance with the character 

or sentiments of others. 

one who excels in scrutinizing others. 

S. ep?S$3 bhdvane, s. Mental perception, 
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tjTSod 

recollection, the present consciousness of past 

ideas or perceptions, mind, intention. 2, 

religious and abstract meditation. 3. look¬ 

ing about, observing. 4. decorating. 5. 

fragrance, smell. to 

view or consider in the light of a child, rio 

U) to view a 

minister’s wife in the light of a mother. ¥® 

to think, reflect, imagine, 

s. ep^sL©^^ bhdva-budhaha, g 

The sign or indication of any sentiment or 

passion. 

s. epssJ^S^ bhdva-bhava, s. Cupid, 

c. bhdva-meiduna, s. a 

brother-in-law. 

s. bhdva-wdchaJca, s. a 

verbal noun. 

S. spss^o^ bhdva-shuddhi, s. Upright- 

ness, integrity. an upright 

man. 

s. 8p"ssti§^, epusti^orf^ bhdvatita, 

bhavabhedya, adj. Incomprehensible, 

inconceivable. 

s. epassul-fe- bhdvdrtha, s. The object or 

subject of thought. 2. design, intention. 

S. 2p"a») bhavi, adj. Future. V*®** a prophet. 

T. B. 2p"3») bhavi, [sjai)] s. a well, tank. 

*»> a tank with stone walls. 

Vs a a tank with steps. 

S. SprsDsf bhavita, adj. Mixed 2. obtained. 

3. steeped, infused. 4. thought, conceived. 

S. £p”aOoj3 bhdvisu, v. n. To think,imagine. 

S. bhdvuka, ad/j. Prosperous, hap¬ 

py, well, right. 

S. £pD»^ bhdve, s. A woman. 

S. spx> sfy bhdvya, adj, What must or will be. 

S. bhdshane, s. Speech, a word. 

S. span's cS«£) bhdshd-devi, s. Saraswa- 

ti, goddess of speech. 

S. epaz3;33orf bhdshdbaddha, adj. Im¬ 

pure, mixed language. 

C. 2paiJ^oa bhdshinga, $. An ornament 

worn on the head of the bride and bride¬ 

groom at marriage, 

S. 2pa a bhdshita, s. Speech, adj. 
Spoken, uttered, said. 

S. 8p^)o^ojo bhdshisu, ®, n. To speak, con¬ 

verse, talk. 

S. £p«)»A bhdshe, s. Speech, language, dia¬ 

lect. 2. Saraswati, the goddess of speech. 

3. an oath. (another language) in¬ 

terpretation, translation from one language 

into another. a foreign tongue. 

¥®°3 a vernacular tongue. tpA a dialect 

or provincial language. an oath. 

S. SpSo^ bhdshya, $, a commentary, but 

particularly the explanation and application 

of a technical Sutra or aphorism, hence ap¬ 

plied to many of the annotations on the 

grammatical aphorisms of Pdnini, to com¬ 

ments on the Vedas, &c. a commen¬ 

tator. 2. the head of a sect. 

S. ep'Sco bhdsa, s. Light, brightness, lustre. 

2. a white vulture. 3. a cock. 

C. ep^>pJ7\ bhd$iga,~adj. Auspicious, s. A 

female ornament for the head, at marriage. 

S. epDrooti bhasura, adj. Bright, shining. 

2. enchanting, captivating. 

S. 2pT)co^d bhashara, s. A ruby. 2. the sun. 

S. epDTc^o^ bhdswanta, adj. Luminous, 

splendid, shining. the sun. 

T. B. 2pt)^ bhala, [ s. The forehead. 

Shiva, with an eye in his forehead. 

A. c. 8po a bhinga, s. Talc or mica. 

S. epoSzsvtf bhindiwdla, s. A short ar¬ 

row, shot from the hand or through a tube. 

0. cp&Q^o bidiytl, s. Regard for, respect 

for, partiality. 2. modesty, shame, diffidence, 

spacsto sftaSs to shew regard for one. 

a very modest man. 

Sp'S, bhitti, s. A piece, part, portion, 

fragment, bit. 2. a wall. 3. support, live¬ 

lihood. 

s. spd;, spa, ep&tf, Epdo bhi- 

dura, bhidra, bhidi, bhidira, bhidu, 

s. A thunderbolt, the weapon of Indra. 

S. 8PcS bhide,s. Tearing,rending. 2. breaking. 

s. £p^> bhinna, adj. Split, broken, torn, 

rent, mutilated, disfigured. 2. divided, dis¬ 

tinguished, other, different. 3. blown, bud¬ 

ded, opened. 4. joined, connected. ^ 

partiality. 2. difference. un¬ 

blemished, unbroken. 
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S. ep&> hhilla, s. A barbarian of a particu¬ 

lar tribe; perhaps the modern Bheel, a savage 

race dwelling particularly along the banks 

of the Nerbudda, and subsisting chiefly by 

plunder. 

s. bhishakku, bhi- 

shajanu, s. A physician, doctor. 

s. Ep7^63, bhissate, bhisse, s. 

Food, boiled rice. scorched rice. 

S. $3^ bhikshe, s. Alms. 2. service. 3. 

hire, wages. 4. begging, asking. 

alms. r‘Hd* a beggar. 

worf this is like Saturn’s 

coming to the beggar’s basket (or kindness 

intended, prevented by a third person.) 

S. bhikara, adj. Terrible, fearful, 

formidable, frightful. 

S. Ep^ bhita, adj. Afraid, frightened, fear¬ 

ful, timid. fear, apprehension. 

S. bhirna, s. Horror, terror, dread. 

adj. Horrible, fearful, timid. 

S. bhtma,bhima-sena, 

s. The second of the five Pdndu princes. 

C. bhhna-yaddi, s. A small 

gourd used to keep thread on a shuttle. 

S. bhimara, s. War, battle. 

s. bhimarathi, s. A particular 

night, supposed to be the ordinary period of 

human life. 

S. Ep^do^ bhiru, bhiruka, adj. 

Timid, fearful. 

s. Ep^sdfO, Sp(:^ bhishana, bhishma, 

s. Horror, terror, dread, the property that ex¬ 

cites fear. 

s. ePfljj, bhishma, s. The grandfather of 

the Pandu princes. 

S. gko3§?&> bhunjisu, See 

S. bhukta, adj. Eaten. <?>t. «• Eat¬ 

ing. 2. food, a meal. 3. possession, fruition. 

sublunary and heavenly enjoyment. 

c. bhugilu, s. Terror, fright, alarm. 

C. <pOAO$o?\<yo bhugu-bhugilu, s. The 

noise of fire in burning. 

S. bhugna, adj. Crooked, curved, 

bent, bowed. 2. bending, stooping. 

S. gfca* bhuja, s. The arm. 
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to strike the hands on the arms, 

a mode of expressing defiance, &c. -H®f 

a badge of honour worn on the arm. 

s. qh&!o7\, o/\do, ^o&a bhvjan- 

ga, bhujangama, bhujaga, s. A ser¬ 

pent, snake. 2. HdTiu. 3. a libertine, rake, 

lecher. a peacock, kite or mun- 

goose, as eating snakes. Vish¬ 

nu, reposing on a serpent, ^motisi^s Shiva, 

with a serpent for his necklace. 

s. bhujangdkshi, s. A tree so 

called. 

S. bhujisu, V. a. To eat. v. n. To 

enjoy, or suffer, experience, c. To think. 

S. £ftaS§s3^ bhvjishye, s. A maidservant. 

2. a prostitute. 

G. gk^-S’S# a bhuni-kichchidi, s. Dres¬ 

sed rice mixed with split pulse, sugar, &c. 

A. 0. $o£> Sroo bhullavi.su, V. n. To re¬ 

joice, be pleased, or glad. 

S. EffcSSjS bhuvana, s. A world. 2. water. 

ijosSJ the infernal regions, 

Parvati, mother of the world. 

s. bhuvar-loka, See under 

S. bhuvi, S. The earth. 

C. ^OroAoBjL, bhusa-guttu, V. n. To snuff, 

huff, hiss, threaten, as a snake. 2. to puff, 

pant, be out of breath. 

0. bhussu, s. The hissing of a ser¬ 

pent. 

8. ctfySS) bhu, in comp. s. The earth. 

S. Epoa^OTj bhu-kampa, s. An earthquake. 

S. $Oe)A bhu-gata, adj. Reached, pene¬ 

trated, or touched the earth. 2. humbled, 

depressed. 

s. $j«>8i&j bhu-gola, bhu- 

chakra, S. The earth, the terrestrial globe, 

arid geography. 

s. coo bhuchh-chhaya, s. Dark 

ness, the earth’s shadow. 

S. EpJd8d bhuja, s. A tree, as springing from 

the earth. 

S. bhuta, s. A goblin, ghost, or ma¬ 

lignant spirit, haunting cemeteries, lurking, 

in trees, animating carcases, and deluding or 



devouring human beings. 2. a demi-god. 3. 

a loving being. 4. an elephant. 5. {inlaw) 

matter of fact, what has really been, or the 

real state of the case. adj. Been, become. 2. 

gone, past. wae; the past tense, 

rfal) universal benevolence. a de¬ 

luge, a drowning of the world. ^ Shiva, 

the king of demons. the earth. 

one who expels evil spirits from 

families, &c. an antidote. 

3; =e=sej the second aorist. 

imperfect definite tense, 

the perfect preterite, vjjst 

v the perfect tense* ws>u the 

pluperfect tense. necromacy. 

a necromancer. 

s. & c. 3Ws?a^& bhuta-gannadi, s. 
A magnifying glass. 

S. bhutaghni, s. A plant, lal- 

lota disticka. 

C. E£)jv> bhutale-gida, s. A species 

of aloe. 

S. bhuti, s. A superhuman power, as 

attributable to Shiva especially, and attaina¬ 

ble by the practice of austere and magical 

rites. 2. ashes. 3. prosperity', success, riches. 

S. C)^J5)3T)^tj bhutJcura, s. The hissing of 

a snake, puffing at. 

s. qtocrs;* bhu-ddna, s. A gift of land. 

S. ?$\j$>a) od bhu-dara, $. A hog, as tear¬ 

ing up the earth. 

S. bhu-deva, s. A brahman, a 

terrestrial divinity. 

S. c£>JSc$^£) bhu-devi, s. The earth, person¬ 

ified as a goddess. 

S. c^J3ZJ>'d bhu-dhara, [supporting the 

earth] s. A mountain; the chief of serpents, 

&c. 

S. bhu-pa, bhu-pati, Sm 
A king, ruler, sovereign. 

S. SpJd&ftpi bhu-bhujanu, s. A Ksha- 

triya. 

s. bhu-mandala, s. The ter¬ 

restrial globe. 

s. & o. bhumaddta, s. The 

ceremony', after marriage, of a bride’s feeding 

the bridegroom with sugar, clarified butter, 

honey, the urine and dung of a calf, &c., and 

folding up plantains, nutmegs, &e., in his 

garments. 

S. bhumi, s. The earth or world. 2. 

land, soil, ground. 3. a place, site. 

w nourishing the earth. land 

to lie waste. sfrwfc to levelland. 

x&st^sJ an agriculturist. u 

5s a prayer addressed by dancing girls to the 

earth, before commencing their dance. 

S. bhumike, S. Theatrical dress, 

the costume of any character represented on 

the stage. 

S. bhumi-ja, [earth-born] s. The 

planet Mars, or Angaraka, 

S. ajJSCOod, bhuishtha, s. The earth. 
© 

adj. Many, much, most. 

S. SjJd'^'sZ) bhur-ddi, s. The earth, &c. 

S. cfJjsfib bhuri, s. Gold. 2. a gift confer¬ 

red at any festival, when bestowed on each 

person present, adj. Much, many. 

s. $jaSdJ$o3;> bhuri-mdye, s. A jackal. 

S. c^JScys- bhurja, s. A tree, said to be a 

sort of birch growing in the snowy mountains, 

s. bhusha, bhushana, 

s. Ornament, embellishment. 2. a trinket 

or jewel. to ornament, decorate, a- 

dorn. adorned, decorated, dressed. 

bhiishane, s. Flattery, praise, 

adulation, honor, **»<*>> to 

flatter, praise, commend. 

S. cfi^ojod bhu-sura, s. A brahman or ter¬ 

restrial divinity. 

S. TjjS bhu-sthdpane, s. Burying 

in the earth, as money. 

S. 3^0a bhringa, s. The black bee. 

S. ^oa, bhringa, bhringa- 

raja, s. The shrub, JSolipta or verbesina 

prostrata. 

s. bhringi, bhringi- 

rita, s. One of Shiva’s chamberlains. 

s. bhrihuti, s. A frown. 

s- bhrigu, s. The name of a rishi. 

2. a ravine, precipice. 

S. £> bhriti, s. Wages, hire, salary. 2. 

maintenance, support, a hired labourer, 

a servant. hired, paid. 2. maintained. 



S. bhritya, s. A hired servant. 

S. <$ % bhrisha, adj. Much, excessive. 

adv. Much, exceedingly. 

S. bhrishta, adj. Fried. 

S. bheka, s. A frog. a female 

frog. 

H. ^5(0&3 bheti, s. A visit, audience, as applied 

to an inferior visiting a superior. ^rirfo 

to visit, have an audience, zto&zk) 

to introduce, procure an audience for another. 

S. bheda, s. Dividing, separating. 2. 

tearing, rending, breaking. 3. distinction, 

difference. 4. kind, sort, species. 5. disun¬ 

ion, discord, strife, disagreement. v. 

a. To separate, divide, disunite, break, tear, 

pierce, v. n. To differ from. 2. to be purged. 

3. to change, alter. dividing, separat¬ 

ing, literally or figuratively, as tearing, break¬ 

ing, specifying, discriminating. 

to be divided, separated, disunited, torn, rent. 

S. bhedi, s. Purging. 2. purgative 

medicine. cholera. 

S. E^t) bheri, s. A large drum. 

S. S^fXhoZi bherunda, s. A fabulous two- 

headed bird. 

S. bheshaja, s. A medicament, me¬ 

dicine, remedy. c. Wonder, surprise. 2. sham, 

disguise, imposture, deceit. 0ne 

who exaggerates his pains, &c., a hypocrite. 

H. bheshu, ad). Excellent, good, well, 

agreeable. 

c. bheirage, See 

S. bheirava, s. A name of Shiva, 

but more especially an inferior manifestation 

or form of the Deity, eight of which are cal¬ 

led by the common name of as, w.bsso 

ri, Potfo, ^oz3, Jjo 

all alluding to terrific properties of mind 

or body. 

S. bheirava, adj. Terrible, dreadful, 

horrible. 

s. bheiravi, s. A tune so called, 

s. bheishaja, bheisha- 

jya> s. The practice of physic. 2. a medi¬ 

cament or drug. 

C. bhokka, $. A beardless man. 

SjLft ^3 

s. tfjz&oSog bhojjayya, s. An eunuch, 

castrated attendant, chamberlain. 

S. bho, interj. 0 ! oh ! 

c. %)Jle^o^jS bhonkane, adv. Quickly, 

speedily. 

S. bhokta, s. An eater, devourer. 

S. bhoga, s. Enjoyment, pleasure, 

wealth. 2. nourishing, cherishing. 3. a 

snake’s body, or the expanded hood. 4. a 

crop. v&xftTb to enjoy, especially as applied 

to any carnal or sensual pleasure. 

S. bhogavati, s. The capital 

of the Nagas or serpents. 2. the Ganges of 

the infernal regions. 

S. bhogi, s. A serpent. 2. a prince 

or king. 3. a person who accumulates money 

for a particular expenditure. 4. a person 

brought up in luxury or enjoying it. 

s. bhogini, bhogini, 

s. A royal concubine, a strumpet. 

S. 3?d3^A£ bhogya, s. Enjoyment, usu¬ 

fruct. 2. a crop. adj. Fit to be enjoyed, 

agreeable, delicious. *$^^9 a mort¬ 

gage, by which the interest of the money lent 

on a house, land, &c., is regarded as an equi¬ 

valent for the use. 

sJjsSo to mortgage land, &c. as above. i&K 

a mortgage bond. a mort¬ 

gagee. 

S. bhoja, s. The name of a sovereign 

of Oujein, who is supposed to have flourished 

about the end of the tenth cent uiy; he was 

a celebrated patron of learned men, and the 

nine gems, or poets and philosophers, are of¬ 

ten ascribed to his era. 

S. bhojana, s. Food. 2. arepast, 

meal, eating. food that is swallowed 

without mastication, adj. Edible. 

to eat. one that 

fares deliciously. before a re¬ 

past. after a repast. 

C. bhdi, s. A head palankeen 

bearer, fisherman, fowler, stone cutter, &c. 

c. 7\t3o1>;> bhora-gareyu, v. n. To 

rain heavily. 

C. bhorane, adv. Quickly, with 

impetuosity. 
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0. stjJdfd&i Add bhura-buguri, s. A 

common spinning top that hums. 

C. bhoru, s. A great or loud noise, 

the rattling of rain. 

the rush or murmur of a river, 

the roaring of the sea. a loud 

sounding instrument. ^^s?a clang¬ 

ing horn. tzlr a hissing serpent. 

Quarto, ^js^AiartJaio, ^ja^&t&to bawl, 

cry out aloud, to hoot. 

S. bhoutika, adj. Eelating or 

appertaining to evil spirits, or the elements. 

S. £jfe>3k bhouma, s. The planet Mars. V'S- 

sJjOTti Tuesday, adj. Eelating to the earth. 

S. bhourika, s. The treasurer or 

superintendent of gold. 

s. cfyidopa bhramana, bhra- 

mane, s. Whirling, going round, wandering, 

perplexity, confusion. 

s. Sfy^-6 bhramara, «. The large black bee. 

s. bhramaraka, s. Hair curled 

on the forehead. 

S. c$j^S:> bhrame, s. Whirling, going round. 

2. error, ignorance, mistake, misapprehension, 

illusion. 3. confusion, perplexity of mind, 

giddiness. 4. a temporary aberration of 

reason, delirium. 5. astonishment, surprise. 

6. desire, wish. to err. 

2. to be in confusion or perplexity; to lose 

one’s presence of mind, he foolish, delirious. 

3. to be astonished. v. a. To throw 

into confusion or perplexity, to turn round. 

v. n. To wander, turn round. 2. to err, to 

think erroneously, deceive one’s self by think¬ 

ing. tf)* words void of reason, 

raving nonsense. 

S. bhrashta, adj. Fallen. 2. fig. 
vicious, depraved, fallen from virtue. fi) 

^ expelled from a place. 

to turn out of a place for bad conduct. 

expatriation, transportation. fi) 

apostacy, turning from a sect. && 

void of understanding. 

S. epdjbhrdnta, adj. Whirled, revol¬ 

ved. 2. blundering, mistaken; under delu¬ 

sion or in a delirium, 

s. spools bhrdnti, See 

cholera. 

s. epa/^, eptM^d bhrdta, 

bhrdtri, bhrdtara, s. A brother. 

a brother’s son. fraternal. *Pj 

% fraternal affection, 

s. ep^s§)^ bhrdtrivya, s. A brother’s 

son. 2. one of the same gotra. 

s. ep^i^o^ bhrdmaka, See 

S. ep^ J bhrdshtra, s. A frying pan. 

S. Sfcj, Sfoj'zi bhru, bhruva, s. An emp¬ 

ty, ignorant man. a king in name 

only without the qualifications, 

rfi) a brahman by caste only, not in learning. 

s. Sftaj’SpoToo, 8j5usj^oo7d bhrukum^u, 

bhrukumsa, s. An actor in female apparel, 

s. Stfddjxfjs3 bhrukuti, bhru- 

kuti, s. Knitting the eye-brows, frowning. 

S. bhrugu, See 

S. cpJS) bhru, s. The eye-brow. 

S. 35js;P3 bhruna, s. The embryo or foetus 

of a child. tfisjes Soij occasioning or pro cur¬ 

ing abortion. 2. murdering a pregnant wo¬ 

man. 

ma. The forty-third letter of the alphabet, 

sounded as ma. 

C. S&o’S'pi mankani, s. A basket with 

which two men lade water from a reservoir 

into a channel. 2. a double basket for carry¬ 

ing four vessels, &c. on an ox. ask, an 

ox carrying such a burden, slortciw 

to lade water. 3. dirtiness of a neglected 

head. 4. the tree, Pentapetes pheenicea. 

C. mankari, s. A small basket for 

carrying earth. 2. the basket body of a cart, 

c. o&o^Srvb mankarisu. See 
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0» manku, s. Dnlness, stupidity. 2. 

a state of wildness produced by the sudden 

impression of terror. a stupid 

man. »b°*> 8oacdoo to become stupid, to be 

infatuated, w-raa a decoy powder. 

w.©£h sfco* to throw 

decoy powder on persons, s&o^j wo& a dull 

understanding. Sjo^o sha* to allure, seduce, 

sbotfo shtbtfo absence of mind, slight mental 

aberration, confusion. 

C. SoOOa manga, s. A monkey, ape. 2. 

Lalcshmi. sioori si® Venkataramana. short 

an apish turn of mind, short eS^an 

apish trick. 

c. mangara-valli, s. The 

creeper, Gissus quadrangular is. 

S. sdooX^/, ^ooao mangala, mangala, 

s. Happiness, auspiciousness, good fortune. 

2. preserving property, taking care of what 

has been gained, prudence, carefulness. 3. 

the planet Mars. adj. Happy, auspicious, 

lucky, fortunate, prosperous, faring well, 

shorts?si<3 all kinds of instrumental music. 

Sostfjj skort^Srtyb, sWrtosi shcrttfsidrtv'o the 

tones of auspicious instrumental music, sbo 

ritfs'sd Tuesday. Soorttf 3uv&j the marriage 

badge. shorty1 bards who recite the 

titles and praises of kings, shorty ^sirewstf, 

sSooriv' pleasant tidings, good news. sho 

waving a lamp before an idol, &c. 

shortys^^ God,a name ofKrishna and others. 

s. s&OA^f^'d^ mangala-keishike, s. 

A tune so called. 

-S. 'rfoOA^o mangalanu, S. A barber. 

c. mangdri-gida, s. The 

tree Vangueria sjoinosa. 

S. 'rfooTx mangi, s. The supposed plague of 

an evil star, by which a person of fair com¬ 

plexion gradually becomes dark, suffers loss 

in trade, cattle, &c. 2. a woman’s name. 

C. oiooao mangu, s. Blackness or darkness 

of complexion from disease, &c. 

C. odooXodo^ manguruli, See shortcto^,. 

S. »5oo&3- mancha, s. A cot, bedstead. 

d sho£ a cot with a top to it. shozi a 

cot with tape bottom. a>wrt j&o-si a cot with 

a boarded bottom. 3<s? sbo&, ®u>rtj shorf a 

swinging cot. shorf a down bed. fh© 

shorf, ch®*# shcrf a cot with a corded bottom. 

cti»5j8 shc?S a cot with a fringe or curtains, 

ifccmrt) the top of a cot. 

o. s3occ!-^, ^ooel-7^ manchike, man- 

chige, s. A stand or raised seat in a field 

on which boys, &c. sit to watch ripe corn. 2. 

a platform on which a king, &c. sit at pan¬ 

tomimes, &c. 3. a shelf. rSzS shot?# a stand 

about a cubit high, used in native houses, on 

which to place a bed, vessels, &c. 

c. zSooei-ij&j manchi-patre, s. A pun¬ 

gent bitter drug, said to be anthelminthic, 

stomachic, and a remover of phlegm and 

catarrh. 

C. o&oss^o manchu, See shew. 

S. oiooafS manjari, S. The spike, pedicle, 

or stalk of flowers and fruits. 2. a bunch. 

534. shows a bunch of flowers. shows a 

bunch of fruit, tb. [ste>warrt] a cat. 

0. s&o&toci manjddi, s. A weight for 

diamonds, one ninth of a pagoda, or about a 

carat. 

c. o&o&fsd'rf.if'i manjdra-mani, s. A 

flat red seed, used as a weight by goldsmiths. 

0. crfooGj manji, s. A kind of hemp plant. 

zioo&% path its fibres used for hemp. 

S. S&033e£ manjishtha, s. Bengal mad¬ 

der, a plant used in medicine and dying. 

S. S&oGi^d manjira, s. A leg bracelet, 

anklet. 

C. ^008=° manju, s. Dew, fog, mist, snow. 

4. dimness of sight, show jfcBccto dew to fall, 

shotfji £oay a thick fog. * shew tow winter, 

shew So a dimness to seize one. show rtz^ ice. 

s. a^oosrf0, manju, manjula, 

adj. Beautiful, agreeable, pleasing. 

H. manjuru, s. Approval. sho 

wch sirezh to approve, wliat is 

not approved. 

S. mantaka, s. A wheaten cake 

without sugar. 

S. vliokhj mantapa, S. All open temple or 

halting place for idols. 2. a temporary build¬ 

ing, an open shed or hall, adorned with flow¬ 

ers, and erected on festival occasions. 

shetisj one with sixteen angles. shzij 

sholteJ a square stone building in the centre 
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of a tank, in wliich an idol is placed on par¬ 

ticular occasions. sboUsi a temporary- 

residence for an idol in hot weather. 

shohJsS, ir-ifjj s&oiis? a row 0f 0pen buildings. 

Siraig JboWsJ a temporary building erected for 

the celebration of nuptial ceremonies. 

A. C. o3co mantike, s. A ring worn on 

the second toe of women. 

S. ojjorf manda, s. Scum, froth, foam, barm, 

&c., the upper part of any infusion when 

boiling or in a state of fermentation. 2. the 

castor-oil tree. SmS a distiller. 2. one 

who extracts liquor from palm trees. 

A. C. S&orfplrdo mandanisu, v. n. To be 

chilly, cool, cold. 

S. mandana, s. Ornament, decora¬ 

tion, trinkets, jewels. sbozl;>* to decorate. 

S. mandala, s. The disk of the sun 

or moon. 2. an orb, hall, globe, wheel, cir¬ 

cumference in general, the circle bounding 

the view, the sensible horizon. 3. a province, 

region, district, extending twenty, or, accord¬ 

ing to some authorities, forty yojanas every 

way. 4. the country or empire over which 

the twelve princes termed are 

supposed to have ruled. 6. a heap, quantity, 

multitude, assemblage. 6. a sweetmeat. 7. 

the period of forty-eight days. 8. a kind of 

serpent. 

s. s&orfe) mandali, s. An assembly, flock, 

multitude. 2. a dog. 3. a cat. 4. a snake, 

s. o 0 coo , mandalisu, 

mandalisu, v. a. To environ, surround. 

2. to adorn, decorate. 

A. o. oiiciti^^&Tizmandatikaru,s. Kings, 

sovereigns. 

G. 'TiooQ, mandi, s. The knee. 2. a whole¬ 

sale shop. acre-a- a wholesale dealer. -H 

vi she a a stiffness and swelling in the joints 

of the knee. doo&, ®a#od=# genu¬ 

flection. dooa^ sratfo. dooa^ srrfj t0 kneel, 

doca rewo res*- to stand on the 

knees. dosdo to strike the knees 

alternately on the ground, to strengthen 

them. 2. to embrace sexually. 

0. mandige, s. A very thin cake 

made of fine flour, milk, sugar, &e. 

S. mandisu, v. a. To ornament. 
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c. v. n. To sit down, docad ornamented, 

dooad an ornamenter. 

s. manduka, s. A frog, doo^o# 

d£; a medicinal leaf so called. 

S. mandura, s. The rust of iron, 

or the refuse of melted iron. 

C. o&o tf mande, s. The head. 2. a place, 

doc^^ =A®^o to put on one’s head. dJo 

tit to comb the head, dootlt do* 

to comb the head and dress the hair, 

dootfcrfo doa^b, to strike on the head, dooslt 

deoo^) the skull or bones of the head. 

dootl a tobacconist’s shop, doczl a cus¬ 

tom-house. doozitcsado a custom-house of¬ 

ficer. 

s. o&olSja^dO mandodari, s. Havana's 

o. cdo o i&j 7\ mandragappe, s. The 

large black scorpion. 

C. mannu, See dor^. 

G. mannu-shile, s. Bed arse¬ 

nic, arsenicvm rubrurn. 

t. b. mantana, [doo^ra] s. g0. 

litude, secrecy. 

S. mantu, s. Offence, fault, trans¬ 

gression. 2. understanding, intellect. 

O. o&Qsta mantu, s. A box with springs 

for moving puppets. dooSd A®&«3 a moving 

puppet. 

s. zSooslj mantra, t. b. man- 

tura, s. A division of the Vedas. In the 

first or practical part, it includes pray¬ 

ers and hymns addressed to particular 

deities, and used at particular sacrifices, &c. 

In the wd p noti it is applied to addresses to 

Bramha, and to didactic explanations of 

his nature and attributes, &c. 2. a mystical 

verse or incantation. 3. a formula sacred to 

any individual deity. 4. secret consultation, 

private advice. 5. a charm. §* sooV,, 

sbuaej d)o£j rehearsing, as an act of devo¬ 

tion, the names of an idol, rtjttto sbo&j 

repeating the name of Vishnu, composed 

of two letters, rb* the private instruc¬ 

tion of a spiritual guide, a^osi, a general 

kind of incantation, such as to prevent evil 

from any quarter, a^ a kind of in¬ 

cantation intended to secure to the devotee . 
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the manifestation of any deity required. 

dood) an exorcising incantation, 

G&s^rt dood^, performing an incantation for 

the prevention or induction of evil. d °dd 

an incantation to keep off serpents, ti- 

g©rs3 &c, % nia- 

gician, conjurer, doodad ?><;do sacred water 

over which an incantation has been pronoun¬ 

ced. doodad sacred ashes. doodad dooa 

a root used as a charm, dood^doorid a 

sacred ring over which an incantation has 

been repeated, and by which the wearer may 

recover from the bite of serpents, &c. doo 

to utter incantations; to charm, enchant. 

2. to advise, give counsel. dooda^d sacred 

lice over which incantations have been pro¬ 

nounced. 

C. T$oo^|rd't>£) rnantrasdni, s. A mid¬ 

wife. 

S. mantri, s. A counsellor, adviser, 

a king’s counsellor or minister. 2. the queen 

in chess. 

T. B. ^ooc-fco manthana, [ do^d] s. Al¬ 

tercation. 2. churning. 3. torture. 4. 

[dood^ra] secret consultation. 

s. o&oZ^, mantha, manthana, 

s. A churning stick, the bottom of a churn¬ 

ing stick. doo$?> a churn, 

s. S&oZpje^dl^ manthodadhi, s. The 

milk-sea. 

S. X±>orf manda, adj. Slow, tardy. 2. dull, 

stupid, heavy. 3. foolish. 4. thick. 5. mild, 

moderate, gentle, s. Thickness. 2. indi¬ 

gestion, loss of appetite. 3. Saturn, from his 

slow motion. Soori dodos^ a stupid man. 

sbori doS, dood woB^ a dull comprehension. 2. 

forgetfulness, doons?^ (dull fire) want of 

appetite, indigestion. dood;rsdo, doeado to 

become dull. 2. to lose one’s appetite. «bcd 

rt3, dood ddod a slow walk, dood zoijl, dood 

a gentle smile, doorajiwdo, dood doadod a 

gentle breeze, doodcdred a woman of slow 

gait, d>d>d wudr® a gentle, pleasant 

speech. ^ood a low note or voice, 

c. mandatta, man- 

dattll, s. Acquaintance with, knowledge, 

doodi^rartoto become known, understood. doo 

d^srsd dos>do a word that is known. doodU^ 

3®rt©gj not known, not understood. 

S. o&odd mandara, s. The mountain with 

which the ocean was churned, by the demi¬ 

gods and giants, after the deluge, for the pur¬ 

pose of recovering the sacred things lost in it 

during that period. 2. Swarga, paradise. 

rid rfd Vislvrm, who became incarnate as a 

turtle and supported the mountain during the 

churning of the milk-sea. 

C. o3oorf07? mandalige, s. A grass mat. 

C. ■rfoodSci) mandalisu, v. a. To rebuke, 

reproach, taunt, upbraid with, throw in one’s 

teeth. 

C. sfcorfScoo mandavisu, v. a. To ask, pe¬ 

tition, mention, as applied to an inferior ad¬ 

dressing a superior. 2. to surround, environ, 

doodaskdd a petitioner, asker. 55^ si3® 

ad rfod^ y rijSisjjjrt dooddd) make 

known to that person what we were deliberat¬ 

ing on yesterday. 

s. ^oodco mandasa, See docnsdd. 

S. o&OZST) •&£) manddhini, s. The Ganges 

of heaven. 2. a woman sixty years old. 

s. mandara, s. One of the five 

celestial trees. 2. a kind of flowering tree. 

C. ^oocoXco^ manddsana, s. A large box, 

chest, bin, safe. 

s. ^>00 mdinddksha, s. Modesty, 

shame, bashfulness. 

C. mandi, s. Persons, people. This 

term is added to all cardinal numbers except 

jjorfj, which has in its place “5s; as, “oCb 

“5s one person. dddo «Sjo£l two persons, 

do dooa three persons. •fooB “b^^fo people* 

dooa dooa =doa&do, dooB ^Sdoto assemble 
60 

people, ado^ doc a how many persons ? 

dooa, tos& dooa a great many people. sfooB t> 

d^dod) the people are crowded. 

S. Smooth'd mandira, s. A house, habitation, 

place. 2. a city, town, d^d dooada temple, 

the house of God. *°ad a palace. ^0 

dd dooBd pudendum muliebre. dooBd 

a dormitory. 

C. mandiwdla, s. Great inti¬ 

macy, familiarity. 

C. o&jO&cjo mandisu, V.n. To have flatu¬ 

lence, or indigestion. 2. to be dull or dim. 

s. s&orfo-S mandure, s. A stable. 
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C. ■rfoozS mantle, s. A flock, herd. 2. the 

place where a herd stands, a fold, ts? / 5*oS, 

rfood a herd of cows. && sood a flock of 

sheep. skozJ^ dzfc*o to confine a 

flock of sheep, &c., to a place, to manure it. 

A. C. SjoQzSs'S'^' mandewdla, s. A wash¬ 

erman. 

S. mandeha, s. A giant, the en¬ 

emy of the sun. ;b°z5^ storfrft the sun, as 

having killed him. 

T. B. ■rfooz^oi) rnandeisu, v. n. To deliber¬ 

ate, be slow, dilatory, sluggish, do leisurely. 

v. a. To pacify, allay, appease, abate, bring 

under. See 

s. mandodari, s. The wife 

of Havana. 

s. s^JorSja^iA mandoshna, s. Warmth, 

gentle heat. adj. Warm, tepid. 

S. ■daoZij mandra, s. The lowest note, a 

base, hoarse, low noise, as of thunder. 

A. c. s±>o;st>a3o manna, man- 

naya, s. Order, command. £oc;ss 

stooged) sirado to order. 

T. B. mannane, s. Ho¬ 

nour, respect, skedniedo honoured. 

to honour, sliew respect. 

C. a manndru-ranga, s. A 

place to the south, celebrated for the worship 

of Vishnu sleeping on a serpent. 

A. C. S3oo;3a5odo manneyaru, s. Honour¬ 

ed or respected persons, persons of high rank. 

A. c. mampu, mampa- 

ra, s. Obscurity, darkness, dulness, 

dimness, &c. 

C. odoerfoo mammu, S. Pood, a meal. «&o 

sixm ts'od come, my child, to 

your meaL 

C. m altar a, adj. Obstinate, pertina¬ 

cious. sbtftfdjS obstinacy, pertinacity, con¬ 

tumaciousness. contumaciously, 

obstinately. to cease to be 

contumacious. 

S. oiz'&'d ma/cara, s. An alligator, the stand¬ 

ard of Cupid. 2. the sign of the zodiac. 

Capricornus. 3. one of ICubera’s treasures, 

the ocean. 2. Cupid. ovBj Var- 

una or Neptune, whose steed is the alligator. 

the ocean.sfrtfd an hono¬ 

rary wreath or string of flowers, &c.raised 

upon poles and carried in front of one, as an 

emblem of distinction, tfoadej an ear¬ 

ring worn by the great. 

s. ix)o"^7^0 uj maharatttla, §. The nectar or 

honey of flowers. 

C. makaradibbe, 

makarabibbi, s. A horn filled with fire 

and let off as a firework, a bomb-shell, grenade. 

S. TSzijQ makari, S. The female alligator. 

ddj the impression of an alligator on 

womens’ faces, made with musk powder. 

S. makuta, s. A crown, head-dresr, 

tiara, crest. sbtfjW a king. sto^oU sto 

^ the gem of a crown. 

H. makka, s. Mecca. 

T. B. makkari, [dj^e] s. A recluse, 

ascetic, c. See stootfO. 

c. makkalu, pi. of sbrt. s. Chil¬ 

dren. children’s play, 

*X stoab a childish speech, grand¬ 

children. great grand-children. 

»»*> a woman who has borne many 

children. 

c. makkulu, s. Rinsing water 

in the mouth and throwing it out. 

A. C. makke, s. Wickedness. 

S. ojOSi maltha, s. A sacrifice, oblation. 2. 

the tenth lunar asterism. sfow dodori, doarsdj 

a sacrificial horse. 

H. makhamallu, s. Velvet. 

S. makha-veivi, $. Shiva or Vi- 

rabhadra, who spoiled DaJcsha’s sacrifice. 

C. may a, S. A son. Aoodori a grand¬ 

son. sb® Jfart a great grandson. Vm'orf sSori 

an adopted son. dor! a cotemporary wife’s 

son. Artv’j a daughter. 

C. t3ja&3 may at a, S. A ceremonially pure 

cloth in which brahmans eat. Jjsdo’doriij one 

made of bark. % &riU 0ne made of silk, 

s. 3&>7s7J>z5^ mayadha-desha, s. The 

country termed South Behar. «bri$ osc&the 

sovereign of Behar. 

A. c. maya-mayipu, v. n. To 

be fragrant, odoriferous. wJridJftddejj a fra¬ 

grant flower. 
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C. magi-mdvu, s. A large 

kind of mango. 

C. oj-r7\o, magu, maguvu, s. An 

infant, young child. startKji^ji child¬ 

hood. starts, 3^ 3ort> a little child. 

c. rSoAJSdi maguchu, v. n. To return, 

turn towards, turn topsy-turvy. oStTbiS 

to fall over, starto^ tss^o, sfcrta* *3 do to turn 

upside down, overturn, overwhelm, 

startosta to turn another over. 

t. b. z$jaj&5 maguta, [sfc*>W| s. A crown, 

tiara, head-dress, c. a ceremonially pure cloth. 

A. C. ^oTo^d, ^oao^ magulu, mag ti¬ 

le, adv. Again, starts* v. w. To return, go 

hack again, started* to rise up again. a'orto 

>sta to return, go back. 2. to turn over any 

thing, starto^, startoV'# the act of returning, 

starto^?^ to shoot again. stariMfo, ajrfo'sfc, 

having returned, adv. Again. 

T. E. mage, [sta?] s. The tenth lunar 

mansion. 

C. magga, s. A weaver’s loom. 

d ^ori, start ti r!oo& a hole in which a weaver 

puts his feet when at work, skrt ri ^08 a web 

beam, start c> s^yd a weaver’s lay or batten, 

start d rtosta®^ an officer whose business it is 

to keep an account of all cloths on the looms. 

C. s±>a Oe, skAoeo maggalu, maggu- 

lu, s. The side, loins, flank, stort ^eiatfj stay 

A) to sleep together, as two persons. 

staoOatao to become weak in the sides, so as to 

stoop. start to put to one’s side, 

starty so3i,rj=# a sheet, starty burning 

slightly a child’s side, with a piece of heated 

calamus, to prevent cold, start ygjrsrtita to 

take a child to one’s side. 

A. C. o&Tp "S mag gave, s. The plant 

Yangueria spinosa. 

C. ^ioJ\ maggi, s. A flower hud or germ. 
A 

2. in arith. multiplication. 

c. Aao magga, v.n. To stoop, how, bend. 

2. to become subject or manageable. 3. to 

become faded, dried, withered. 4 to be¬ 

come seasoned, «ta* xfc v. a. To bow, make 

stoop, bend: stah dsjjta one w]10 stoops or 

submits, sta^ seasoned, become ma¬ 

nageable, worn bare. 

S. magna, adj. Plunged, immersed, 

sunk, drowned. 

c. o£y$0*5^j*>TS magha-maghipa, adj. 
Fragrant, odoriferous, sta^sta^xtasftta being 

fragrant. 

s. ^0’^033‘S^ maghava, ma- 

ghavdna, s. Indra. 

S. maghe, s. The tenth lunar asterism. 

staSs t^rj <A©°rt a season of much rain, when 

Venus is in the tenth lunar mansion. 

C. odo8^ machcha, s. A speck, spot. 2. a 

little piece of gold or silver kept as a sample 

or test. t. b. a fish- 

T. b. o^oS^- rj machchara, [sfc^d] s. Ma¬ 

lice, hatred, envy. ***» 

stas-dasta, stas^exta to bear malice, hate. 

A. C. machchalike, adj.Roomy, 

wide, extensive. 

c. m machchilu, s. A second-born. 

C. o^o£3-o machchu, s. An axe, cleaver. 2. 

a small sample of gold or silver. 3. a 

wainscot ceiling, an upper story. 

c. , skSo- € machchu, machchi- 
Zgr Zo¬ 

ne, s. Love, attachment, affection, esteem, 

good-will, approbation, intimacy. 2. a 

fly. 3. lasciviousness. **>8^ “jaB> sta^ 

s,'& a decoy powder, an enchanting powder, 

which allures the person on whom it is 

thrown to follow the person by whom it is 

thrown, stacta^ «S§jo, staeta^ ?3^xij to throw up¬ 

on a person this decoy powder, sta^ 

to decoy, allure, infatuate, stas^rad, sta^i 

tajta a decoyer, allurer. v. n. To approve. 

See staeta^. sta^rtosta<> will they approve ? sta 

to be delighted and give, stat^rtosi^ 

as expressive of approbation. 

c. && , zjj&i aS machchu-kat- 
. a=r a?- -o 

machchu-gatti, s. A basket maker’s 

cleaver, vine dresser’s hook. 

C. cjSooa machchula-maga, s. 

A second-born son. 

C. o&8&> machchu-vareyu, v. a. 

To try by touch, as metals. 

C. sioeS machche, s. A speck, spot, frec¬ 

kle, mole. 2. a scar. adj. Speckled, spot¬ 

ted. stadj^ stara^otaartdo to be much speckled, 

staktaj starf^ a natural mark. 
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a. C. SksS'AaS maja-giji, ma- 

ji'ffijh s. Powder, dust. sfcwfttS sj-sada to 

powder, pulverize. 

H. majabutu, adj. Strong, 

firm, fixed. 

D. isps^j, s£>u!jpejrs^), S&&pS£TOq^ 

~8 maja-bhdpu, majha-bhdpu, ma- 

jha-bJldpure, interj. Bravo! well done ! 

H. odoaj'd majara, s. A small village under 

the superintendence of the government offi¬ 

cers of a large town. 

H. si>cy&o tnajalu, s. A stage in a journey, 

a halting place. to make a stage, 

sfjfcto pdoix) to travel hy regular 

stages, Sa&s©vc£ba to halt at a stage. 

H. ^sai'SSOD^Tsrfa majdkhd-mddu, v, n. 

To speak disrespectfully, insult, abuse, pro¬ 

voke. 

H. majukuru, adj. Before- 

mentioned, aforesaid, s. Contents. 

H. majuri, s. Hire, cooly. 

to give'hire, Saw»o^ ejtfo, siate^ty a 

cooly or hired person, day labourers. 

S. majjaiia, S. Ablution, bathing, 

washing, stag,?* sfcw ^ jtaeJ 

a bathing room. $b«;Wjto one who bathes 

others. siaw siaw strata to bathe. 

c. ntajjige, s. Buttermilk. sJa^rf 

a seasoning made of buttermilk, tur¬ 

meric, chillies, mustard, cummin, coriander 

seeds, cocoanut, &c. 

s. £>0^, oi>3^ majje, majya, s. Pith, 

marrow, sap. 

c. 5&>63$Sj€ matake-palle, s. A vegeta¬ 

ble so called. 

T. b. 3&>k3£j|i mata-pati. See 

s. & 0. mata-mata- 

madhyahna, s. The meridian, the exact 

middle of the day. 

C. malike, s. A small earthen ves¬ 

sel. See :daU**Jtf. 

C. matta, s. Level, height, measure. 

5^0^ the water level, perfectly level, 

rrsa slope, an inclined plane. 

perpendicularity, adj. Right, regular, even, 

equal, temperate, level, s. A hill, hillock. 

oi 
sjafa^ Ajs^Ja, sfcfa^ sfaUj tity’a, siabg^da to 

be diminished, moderate, temperate, sparing. 

more moderate, siafa^'dcsv'a a man 

of the common stature. Sasrs^ua siafa, knee- 

deep. siafajj thigh-deep. =#dcdag> &®oU 

SaUj s^8j5 the water in the tank is up to 

one’s middle. skWj a measure, levelling 

stick. SaUj So£rt a ruler, level, Safas^ tem¬ 

perately, sparingly. Safato decrease, 

grow less. ^ Safag^rta rain to abate. Safa^ 

rtriss a stiff-necked person. an 

AcTieen pony. immense, without 

bounds. Safagj SoScciaa to be careful, econo¬ 

mical. ?Hda aafag^tf the water is level or 

smooth. Safa^h moderately, sparingly. 

Sa^ sag an inferior caste. Sa^ ssans^ the 

exact middle of the day, the meridian. 

C. mattasa, adj. Exact, suitable, 

fitting. 2. right, proper, equal. 3. mode¬ 

rate, sparing. stoW^aWKb to be moderate, 

equal, right. compactly. Safa 

otS ^arStJ a pony, galloway, a horse of mode¬ 

rate size. 

A. C. matti, s. White earth. 2. a hil¬ 

lock. =#oSarJgS Sa^ a hillock of red earth. 

Sa^ej siafa^ a sand hillock. StSas3 Sa^ a hil¬ 

lock of white earth. Safa^ to 

put a sectarian mark of white earth on the 

forehead. 

C. mattige, mattigu, 
postposition, Till, until, as far as. wS.a, sfa 

fajriaa So far (remotely.) ss.a^ Sa^riua how 

far ? Sa^rwa so far (proximately), thus 

far. asrirf Sa^rU, aU this time, until 

this day. Sa^rU. till now. « enad 

Sa^rU as far as that town. S3 web si Sartos 

till I come. Sa^rf Speak for 

yourself. Sa^rt Sasz®aSSa I will do as 

well as I can, or, as far as I am able. 

C. oSzkS^mattu, s. Measure, stint, extent, 

limit, bound, capacity, ability. « SaSatyjty 

Safaia^ SSart gvcda©g> we were not acquainted 

with that man’s capacity. SaB^dcctoa, Safaia^ 

to let out or divulge the extent of a 

person’s property. Safaja, 3vcdaz5 

^ do not speak to a person without knowing 

who, or what, he is. Safagj saratia to exceed, 

transgress, siafa^ ^tya to be abated, cease, 



be brought under. d»z& to stint, 

curtail, make less. 

C. £3^, matte, s. The branch of any palm 

tree. 2. a leaf of the aloe, or of a cabbage, 

tobacco, &c. a leaf. of tobacco. 

s&Hj a plantain leaf. »&=#<; doe^ the 

branch of an areca nut tree. Koftfi doS^ the 

branch of a cocoanut tree. Kofi?* =f®c£» d)^ 

the coir on a cocoanut. d)^ the branch 

of a palmyra tree. do^ the branch of 

a date tree. 

c. io63,ejoij matt-eluvu, s. The back- 

w.d 
S. o^o"d matha, s. The residence of a priest 

or spiritual guide. 2. a school room. 3. a 

school, college, or residence for young 

brahmans prosecuting their sacred studies. 

4. a choultry for travellers. dod a 

common school, wort:*) dotf the residence of 

a ling a priest, titaxVxi&> dod the abode of a 

Mahratta ascetic, some of whom trade in 

pearls, musk, &c. sSoeS the abode of an 

anchorite. rt>d) doc! the residence of a minis¬ 

ter. dodrfcd^ a ling a village servant, who 

furnishes travellers and strangers with pro¬ 

visions. doss^^O a subordinate officer 

under the direction of any high priest. dod 

d£ the spiritual guide of any sect. 

A. C. mada, s. The heel. 2. a cook- 

room. 

T. B. mada, See does. 

A. c. madangdita, s. A 

shepherd. 

C. o&rfr? mada Ice, s. A small vessel or jar. 

C. s&rfXo, "rforfoAo madagu, madangu. 
See djzsorto. 

c. madachu, V. a. To fold, double up. 

C. madate, s. A fold, plait, wrinkle. 

dadSoirari, dorti iSrf in folds or wrinkles. 

A. c. madadi, s. A wife. 

A. 0. madapavala, s. A betel 

server to a prince. 

A. C. madame, s. The heel. 

A. C. madal, $. a hillock, rising 

ground. 

A. 0. madalu, v. n. To become 

aged or infirm. 2. to spread, as a creeper. 

3. to be proud, s. The windpipe. 2, the 

mouth of the matrix of a cow. 

A. c. madalt.a, adj. Proud. 2. 

overflowing. shS®,* ®. n. To be proud. 

sioz^Uj d)d>d,$ a proud man. dide^ an 

overflowing river, d)duo zb it is spread out. 

C. 'rfoci madi, s. A fold, plait. 2. the bed 

of a garden. 3. the seat or lap. 4, a cloth 

newly washed, a bleached cloth. 5. a gar¬ 

ment of bark, worn by brahmans when at 

meals and the worship of the household 

gods. 6. a paddy field. 7. in comp, fold, 

the same quantity added; as ^°doSi two-fold, 

dooodia three-fold. dortodo djacdoSert) to 

place a child in the lap. doaabgti^ =<&s 

to put money in the cloth that is tied 

round the waist, dd t dia the bed of a 

paddy field, rid t d>a^ d)djsu a silk turban 

with square patterns. do a a bed cf 

vegetables. P'dri doa a basin round a tree 

for watering it. doa a clean lower 

cloth. doa a washed or bleached cloth, 

doa vuz&, doa ■B'fcfaj to put on a bleached or 

clean cloth, v. n. To become folded or bent. 

A. C. oS^cii madi, v. n. To die, perish, fall n 

battle, be slain. doadhe died. 2. he returned. 

3. he became unruly. 4. part, dead, perished. 

doarfdg>d^ zsSOcfiocrf did not all the 

wicked perish by Vislmu ? 

C. madike, s. A plough with oxen 

and implements of husbandry complete. 2. 

a small earthen vessel. doa^ a plough¬ 

ed field. doa#^ djs^o’tfo reins for 

steering oxen at plough, doa*#^ do 

a=#^ darto, doa<#<> to plough, doa^t 

the shaft of a plough to which the oxen 

are secured, doa=#t do:owes a plough-share. 

d>a*#t sSj^v the handle of a plough, the part 

on which a ploughman leans, dia# d&o, a 

ploughing ox. 2. a set of twelve oxen to a 

plough. doa#^ d"syo a furrow. do^co ddo 

doa=# a second ploughing. 

C. madi-kdlu, s. A pole or 

shaft holding the warp in a loom. 

C. oioci'rfo madidu, part, of doa, Having 

perished, doado zAs^rto to perish, die. 

C. madipu, See 

o. Je>5fc madi-mddu, v. a. To make 
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a clotli ceremonially clean. 2. to make beds 

in a garden. 

C. madilu, s. The seat when the 

legs are crossed, the lap, the waist pouch. 

C. madivala, s. A washerman, 

a washerwoman. 

C. madisale, s. A vegetable so 

called. 

0. madisu, v. a. To double, fold, 

double up. 2. to kill, destroy, sio&’rjri a 

folded leaf. &>WKi a folded cloth. 

to double up a cloth. (to 

double the legs) to void urine, make water in 

a sitting posture. 

A. C. dodo madu, s. A deep or hollow place 

in the bed of a river, a pool. 2. a stream. 

a large pool, dtfosri 

a stream of blood to flow. 

A. C. tioclb madu, v. a. To strengthen. 2. 

to unite, put close together. 

C. dodo ao madugu, v. a. To lay down, 

put down, place. 2. to hide, conceal. 

c. dododj madupu, s. A fold, plait. 2. 

the quantity of betel leaf, nut, &c., put in the 

month at one time. v. a. To kill, destroy. 2. 

to fold, double up. 

to fold, double up. rtS a clasp knife, 

o. dodo^j), dodosdo maduvu, maduhu, 

s. Deep water, a pool. See 

C. dolf made, adj. Strong or rich, as land 

in the vicinity of water. sW 

rich, strong land. 

C. dod madda, adj. Dull, thick-headed, 
o J 5 * 

stupid, awkward, a dull, 

awkward, or stupid man. 

C. doc^ maddi, s. A tree, the chips of 

which are used in dying red. 2. lees, sedi¬ 

ment, refuse of any liquor, adj. Clumsy, 

awkward, dull, stupid. red thread, 

ska o>s5 the leaves of the above tree, used as 

a vegetable. sfcs ^ a faint red colour. 

clumsy or awkward work, stoats* 

doltishness, stupidity. a cordial 

of parboiled great millet, given to a buffalo 

after yeaning. to give this cordial. 

C. dodo^ maddu, s. A small kind of drum. 

C. dodo madlu, See sfoauj. 

s&p5 

C. dop3 mana, s. A weight of 8 vis or 

261b. 2. smell. 

C. dops?? manaka, s. A heifer. 

C. dops^o manaku, s. A stain, soil, mark. 

an oil stain, sfeiwfo 8o&odw, sfoo 

aS* to be stained. 

C. dop37\o managu, V. n. To be pliant, 

submissive, obsequious, easily persuaded. 

nrfriagj one not easily persuaded, or who will 

not be brought over, siocartadj to be unper¬ 

suaded or unmanageable. 

A. o. dop©£>o manalu, s. Sand, sfj 

polishing sand. 

S. dop*! mani, s. A gem or precious stone. 

2. a joint or the sting of a scorpion’s tail. 

a. c. A bell. s&ri tfWjj, sbri wotf (the place 

where precious stones are bound) the wrist, 

siorfwsd a lapidary. sbrf (the bow of 

precious stones) the rainbow, Indra’s wea¬ 

pon. skri the fifth Pdndu prince’s 

conch. •*»$ the diamond, as cutting 

other precious stones, sorf $3 a gem wall 

or a wall set with gems, s&rf a 

gem, incantation, and medicine, used as three 

modes of cure- storied a sounding gem. 

sfcrf Sv*a triumphal arch of gems, Art 

OT?vta a door studded with gems, sSorfrow 

plaster. 

c. dopl, doploloo mani, maniyu, v. n. 

To be humble, modest. 2. to bend, bow, 

stoop, prostrate, make obeisance, s. A bow, 

obeisance. 2. confidence, skrirk having bow¬ 

ed or stooped, Sori sbrisb having frequently 

bowed. 

S. dopier manika, s. A small water jar, 

pitcher. 

s. dopl^od mani-kantha, s. Thebluejay. 

s. Z$op%:&Z\mani-kaska, t.b. doplX™ 

manigasa, s. A stone to grind gems on. 

s. oi> pi ao O a o s§ mani-gulaganji, s. 

The abrus precatorius. 

S. dopla manita, S. Murmur, vel blandi- 

tim in tempore eoeundi. 

s. do pc’aojd muni-pur a, s. A town so 

called. 

s. dopl'S^pd, dopi^opd^ manipura, 

manipuraka, s. The navel. 
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A. C. maniya, adj. Bearing of 

royal insignia, s. A tax. 2. superintendence 

or management of village affairs. Actfri Art 

A superintendence of a custom house, 

Ari«S» the superintendence of a temple. A 

^ AricA the charge of public straw. 

Art cA clearing the way for persons of dis¬ 

tinction. AriAraS a superintendent in ge¬ 

neral. 2. the head man of a village, 

s. ZSz&l'S, mani-shile, ma- 

ni-sile, s. Red arsenic. 

C. ■rfopls'sd mani-hdra, s. A messenger, 

ambassador. 

c. manu, manuvu, s. A 

weight of 8 vis or 251b. 

C. c&FsQ&o manuku, S. A stain, soil, mark. 

G. 'rfops mane, S. A stool, any thing to sit 

upon. 2. a tax. 3. a vow. 

Art, wsuo Art a foot-stool. s^rt a 

stool on which an idol is placed. Art ^*4 

A& a procession of Shudras, during which 

they pick up fruit, &c., with their mouths 

from a bleached cloth spread across the road. 

Art to cause this procession. 

C. manchu, v. n. To move a little 

farther. 

C. skew mannu, s. Earth, clay, soil. 

Arw AsA to bury. A«o a mud wall. 

Acs^ rtssrt’’ a bulwark of earth, a rampart. 

Ar^ 800B, Argots a clod ; an unburnt brick. 

Aan earthly, grovelling desire. Are^ 

r\ to turn to dust; to die. 

g> A^ JoS-a-rfA (he put earth in his mouth) 

he did not pay him, or, he disappointed him. 

A>iSriA3 tisj wsAg Afw let 

him go to ruin who spoiled the work of those 

that confided in him. 

Aew =#jeoA he has forgotten 

all he learned. A*~m Atf a snake which 

seems to have a head at the end of its tail. 
■tocSsijS ws>A|) 

A a let him who hoarded up his wealth, 

unable to enjoy it himself, go to ruin. 

tfsijiOAiS =ff»AJ ttsA$ Arw it is 

vain to pay court to a prince who under¬ 

stands not one’s character. Arw AsA, A 

tf* to throw up dirt, as an expression of 

sorrow. Af% a grovelling mind. 
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a ruinous disposition. Af^ salt earth, 

bz? Acm^ potters’ earth. ^°A/m red earth. 

Art® a class of men who do earth work. 

A<^ raw plaster. 

A. c. dopsc mandu, See Art A under Art. 
G> 

A. C. manrnarri, adj. Variegated, 

diversified. 

S. oo->5^ mata, s. Purpose, intention, wish, 

mind. 2. a religious sect; of which, in the 

peninsula, there are three principal ones; viz. 

sS^xi sfA, and A»r^A. 994 ASsJ^A 

what is your opinion ? $3^ A^5^ A£ 

my opinion is the same as yours. 9<;A Assi 

A^t of what sect are you? A39&AJ, A3 

&>&Ao to act in accordance with another’s 

wishes. 

S. 3&^oa matanga, S. The name of a sage. 

s. matangaja,, s. An elephant. 

C. oSo&tf mataka, S. Confusion, maze. 2. 

deep, fixed thought. A3** to be confus¬ 

ed, to be in deep thought. 

H. ^oae;soc matalabu, s. The contents of 

a letter. 

S. matallike, adj. Excellent, hap- 
<n 

piest, best. s. Excellence, happiness. 

H. 2^ matdpu, matdbu, 

s. The moon. 2. a blue light. 

S. ^08 mati, s. Understanding, intellect, 

common sense. 2. wish, will, desire, inclina¬ 

tion. 3. advice, counsel. ASSo^jf void of 

sense. ASA a! a sensible or clever man. 

C. ■rfoSrcC matisu, v. a. To value, appraise. 

s. matkuna, s. A bug. 2. an 

elephant without tusks. 3. a beardless man. 

S. matta, adj. Pleased, glad, delighted. 

2. intoxicated, infatuated, intoxicated with 

pride, passion, Ac. 4. furious, mad, insane. 

Aasv a bee inebriated with honey. Ass A 

a man intoxicated. T. B. [A^r] A mortal. 

A3 wa&a a superior or excellent woman. A 

strife;, A^jrerffv a rutting elephant, a fine 

large elephant. A«£ rise As woman whose 

gait is dignified as the elephant’s. 

S. S&S'S Vote mattdlamba, s. A fence or 

enclosure round the walls of a palace, either 

artificial, as palisades, or natural, as a grove 

of trees, &c. 2. chambers in an enclosure. 
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C. ^ matti, s. A spot, mark, freckle. See 

a>B. 

T. B. mattu, [*j&] s. The watery 

part of curds; whey. 2. [*tf] intoxication, 

infatuation. 3. pride, arrogance. 4. the 

rutting of elephants. £ proud. ^s) 

a proud man. So&zJsisto an intoxicated 

man. 5. [*°?] the bottom part of a churn¬ 

ing stick. ** So*, a churning 

stick. 

c. sdoe^, o mattu, mattam, adv. 

And, again, moreover, farther, else. 

A to tell again, to repeat. So*s, z&js\rio to go 

again. So*a, ws come again, 'A®* to 

return, give hack. So*, So* again and again. 

C. matte, adv. More, farther, other, 

else, again, *wS the rest of the business. 

SoSo what else? what more? Sot zt@ 

otherwise. Sot ^Sjs nothing else, nothing, 

nothing farther. Sot, why 

do you hinder ? Sonever mind; 

it is of no importance. Sot wa come again. 

Sot^SoSt farther, as follows, moreover. So 

other, another thing. Sotus,w ^o ano¬ 

ther man. Sotos another woman. 

S. mattebha, s. An elephant in 

rut. Sot ^nsSns a woman of dignified gait. 
Sot^Sjt, a ]jjn(f 0f verge> 

S. matsara, s. Envy, animosity, 

impatience of another’s success or prosperity. 

2. passion, anger. Sot^e one w}j0 envies the 

happiness of others. Sot^ti si*, *tjBSo, * 

tjdrtos^o, Sot^fe* to envy, hate, hear malice. 

s. o&4j^ matsya, s. A fish. 2. (sodp 

a mark, target. Sotj^ mp a fish basket. So 

^■5 a fish-hook. Sos-s^^sfssd the first 

incarnation of Vishnu, when he appeared in 

the shape of the small fish 3yti, to Satya¬ 

vrata, to warn him of the general deluge, and 

to desire him to place the four Vedas in the 

boat, which he (Vishnu) would preserve. The 

fish was first taken up by Satyavrata in his 

hands when bathing, being then the size of a 

Putlii, hut growing too large to be contained 

in a tank, river, &c., it was conveyed to the 

sea. It supported the ark with its horn. 

Satyavrata lived about 3000 years before 

Christ. 

matsyandi, ®, Coarse or un¬ 

refined sugar; the juice of the sugar-cane, 

either after its first boiling, or after it is par¬ 

tially freed from impurities, which is effected 

by straining. 

s. matsya-desha, s. A country 

enumerated amongst the midland divisions 

of India. 

s. matsya-yantra, s. A 

fish made to vibrate constantly on a pole, and 

which Arjuna struck with his bow after the 

failure of other competitors, 

s. matsydkshi, s. The moon 

plant, Asclepias acida. 

S. mathana, S. Churning. 2. tor¬ 

ture, slaughter. churning milk. 3 

churning the sea. 

to churn. 2. to cavil, object. 

S, mathita, S. Buttermilk free from 

water. 

S. mada, $. Pride, arrogance. 2. in¬ 

sanity, infatuation, madness. 3. joy, pleasure, 

delight. 4. the juice that exudes from an 

elephant’s temple, when in rut. 5. inebriety, 

intoxication. 6. spirituous or vinous liquor. 

7. desire, love. pride of high living. 

es$r sSozS, <3?S stotf pride of wealth, * 

ri, ccSySsSfS Azi pride of youth, a^crfor 

pride of possession or dominion. 

pride of learning. S^Cua^, sioxi 

an elephant in rut. 

SvctS an elephant out of rut. 

C. SjoCja madaya, s. A stupid fellow. * 

stupidity. a dull understand¬ 

ing. 

0. madayada, s. Money given in 

advance for the cultivation of land, and re¬ 

ceived again without interest. 

a bond for the same. 

C. o^oCjao madayu, «. A place in the centre 

of a potter’s wheel, to hold the earth. 2. a 

sluice. 

C. madadu, adj. Slothful, indolent, 

■idle. 2. rancid, stinking. 

s a sloth, sluggarS. 

S. madana, s. Cupid. 2. bees’ wax. 

3. the thorn apple tree, Datura metel. 

^ sexual pleasures. 

sijS, s&riji s&kS^ U5.S the torment or fever 
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of love. sbo&ri, 3= pudendum 

muliebre. s&rfS =ffSsSi^& a flower so called. 

zta£&*»3a\1this flower mixed with 

sugar, and administered to rouse lustful 

passions. Shiva, the enemy of Cupid. 

S. doddod^ mada-mattaka, s. The 

hemp plant, cannabis sativa. 

C. doddo% madarangi, s. The Henna 

plant, Lawsonia Spinosa. 

A. C. dodo madari, adv. Again, farther, 

more, else. 

A. o. doddo7\Oo^ madaru-gamjpu, s. A 

fetid smell, stink. 

C. dod<2Jo wiadalu, V. n. To return, as a 

fever; to break out anew, as a sore, &c. 

fo it returned. 

A. c. dodd^T? madavattige, s. Matted, 

dotted, neglected hair, a woman 

whose hair is neglected. 

c. dodd^A, doddoA, dod©A, dod 

©oa madavaniga, madamaga, ma- 

daliga, madalinga, s. A bridegroom, 

sfctfsirift, sfcrisfcritfjjSjorSu?^, ri«$©oh3 abride. 

rioaarirtfl), staSsWrf the bride and bride¬ 

groom. 

C. dodo^j) madipu, s. Valuation, appraise¬ 

ment. 

S. dodt5 madire, s. Wine or spirituous 

liquor. 

S. dodrd madisu, V. n. To be joyful. 2. 

to be proud or arrogant. 3. to he intoxica¬ 

ted, infatuated, mad, in rut. $$<&* to 

behave proudly. 

T. B. doddo madisu, [sJo§A] v. a. To ap¬ 

praise, estimate, value. 2. to destroy. 3. to 

churn. 

T. b. dodo madu. See 

T. B. do dod madura, See sto$wJ» 

a. c. dododAdpa maduvigavane, s. A 

small kind of drum. 

C. do dod, dodd maduve, madive, s. 

Marriage. to marry, as 

the bride and bridegroom. sisszto to 

many, as parents their children. stra 

a* to marry, as a priest the bride and bride¬ 

groom. the ceremony of a mar¬ 

riage. s&rijsSt a wedding house, 

a temporary shed for nuptial ceremonies. 

the auspicious 

season selected for a marriage. sw r», 

the wedding party. a 

ri)0 a raised seat of earth for the bridal pair 

at a wedding. 

S. dodd# madebha, s. A rutting elephant. 

a female of majestic or affected 

gait. 

s. doz3je>^&3, dozli^d;^, dodjs^d 

d, dodos^d^ madutkata, mado- 

drikta, madoddhata, madonmatta, 

s. Excess of pride, abounding of pride. 

S. dodo madgu, S. An aquatic bird, the 

shag. 

s. dodotf madgura, s. The sheat fish, 

Silurus pelorius. 

C. dod do, muddamma, s. A woman’s 
co “o 

name. 

G. dod so maddattu, s. Help, assistance, 

aid, succour. 2. giving an advance for the 

cultivation of land. * =#jsz& to give an 

advance. 

s. dod<y maddala, t. b. dodd, dod 
« o co ° ’ co 

© maddale, maddale, s. A small fin¬ 

ger drum, used at dances, 

s. & c. do^yp;3 madddne, s. A rutting 

elephant. 

C. dod^ maddi, s. A shady tree, terminalia 

alata glabra. its berry. 

C. dodo^ maddu, s. Gunpowder. 2. me¬ 

dicine. 3. a decoy powder, adj. Dull, stu¬ 

pid. toodjS a powder-horn. ^ 

w a powder bag. to load a gun 

with powder. ®k& to drug, staknsb an 

opium eater. 2. a powder manufacturer. 

% a dull, stupid man. 

S. dod^ madya, S. Wine; vinous, spiritu¬ 

ous, or fermented liquor. 

s. dodyd^d madra-desha, s. A country 

enumerated among those to the north-west 

of Hindustan proper. 

G. do (do a madlinga, See stoifcWrt; 

S. doT^o madhu, s. Spirituous liquor, dis¬ 

tilled from the blossoms of the bassia latifo- 

lia ; or according to some explanations, wine? 



spirit distilled from grapes. 2. honey. 3. 

the nectar or honey of flowers. 4. the first 

Hindu month. 5. the season of spring. 6. 

the name of a demon slain by Vishnu. 7. 

sugar. 8. sweetness in flavour, sound, or 

disposition. sSoz^tfd, A&tf, 

5$, a bee, as eating or producing 

honey. spirituous liquor. 3. nec¬ 

tar, the beverage of the gods. && 

Vishnu, destroyer of Madhu. Azid^r«ri 

tippling, drinking frequently. strarf the 

first Hindu month. jSso Cupid, 

friend of the Spring. && Cupid, with 

Spring personified for his charioteer. 

bees’ wax. 

S. o3oZjwoZ3> madunda, s. Jaggory, produ¬ 

ced from the fermented juice of the palmyra, 

date, and other palm trees, 

s. sdozjkz^ojwo madhu-druma, s. The 

Bassia latifolia. 

C. madhuparka, s. A dish of 

curds and honey, given by an officiating priest 

to a bride and bridegroom before marrying 

them. 2. the same dish given by an enter¬ 

tainer to learned men and priests on other 

auspicious occasions. 

s. tSoZ^o^raz^D madhu-mddhavi, s. a 

tune so called. 

S. o&ZjJotf madhura, adj. Sweet, pleasing, 

agreeable. AAt> liquorice. 

S. madhurd-puri, s. Muttra, 

the birthplace and early residence of Krishna, 

in the province of Agra. 

S. z3oz£ot3 madhure, S. Muttra, Madura, 

bortj a standing purple colour. 

Vnfo a purple turban. 

S. o&Zj^ madhya, s. The middle, centre, 

waist. 2. the middle sort. 3. a girl arrived 

at puberty, adj. Middling. 2. mean, low, 

vile, postpos. Between. in the 

midst. a mediator, arbitra¬ 

tor. midnight. the navel. 

s. okz^sfc madhyama, adj. Middle, 

centrical, intervening, intermediate. 2. mid¬ 

dling. 3. mean, low, vile. s. The fifth note 

of the gamut. 2. the middle finger. 

a pubescent girl, in gramr. the 

second person. 

s. ^oz^zS^ mad-hya 

r-dshtra, madhya-desha, s. The high¬ 

lands of India, or the country above the 

ghauts. 

s. nmdhyasta- 

gdra, madhyastanu, s. A mediator, 

arbitrator. sj-szA to arbitrate, me¬ 

diate. to appoint an arbitrator. 

S. madhydhna, s. The middle 

of the day, noon. 

S. zS-jZ^vrfosJ madhwa-mata, s. The sect 

called 

madhwa-rdyaru, madhw-dchdryaru, 

s. The founder of the sect called *»«!$**- 

S. mana, s. The mind. A 
ZiAis^o, v. a. To covet, desire, v. n. 
To feel inclined, yield. AporUivA v. cans. 
To make inclined, persuade. See 

Sfocftiy, 

C. managdvu, s. Tongs with 

which wires are drawn. 

A. C. o&e&5oz$S> manadundale, s. Sor¬ 

row, distress, grief. 

A. c. manadanna, s. A hus¬ 

band. 2. a lover. Attoptfo a 

wife. 2. a paramour. 3. an amiable and 

beloved woman. 

s. & c. zk^Z3T>o3olSi# manaddyatike, 
s. The mind’s reflection. 

s. & c. mana-muttu, ®.». 

To give the mind, to do heartily, with all the 

heart, with application. 

C. manara, s. Rice-flour batter put 

into a kind of colander, and made to run 

through, in the form of small pipes, into 

boiling ghee. 

S. & c. manavarike, s. Know¬ 

ledge. you must know. 

C. manavi, $. A petition or request 

made to a superior. AJZ> to petition, 

make a request. • ApS> era©*, «&>**£> to 

listen, attend to a petition. 

s. manavu, 

manasu, manassu, $. The mind; or 

considered as the seat of perception and 
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passion, the heart. 2. inclination, wish, 

desire, an 

excellent mind, amiable disposition. <^a’jr 

Tlty, sbjrifcj, sfojSsfcj an evil mind. 

=sr&^ sijjfrfcj, =5^d sijpty a severe or cruel 

mind. sto^^aj, a firm mind. 

s&jfiiy a fickle mind. »to) 

6, to be offended, disaffected. 

hjrt w* (come to the mind) to understand, 

comprehend. *b?fcSy wtb (mind to come) to 

be willing, feel inclined. sto?**) =#uszi>, 

gjs&i to pay attention, attend to. && 

*4 (your mind) as you like. Vs^ 

sentiment, opinion, notion. ®°a to 

restrain the mind. 2. to win upon another 

person’s feelings, to be impressed on the 

mind. stoeftyrt imtizSzi a person who cannot 

be endured, a detestable person. skjri&j s'* 

to be understood, comprehended. 

**& to give freely, from choice. 

the mind to be pained. 

^j3^c£otJj to pain the mind. stoeft&J &®6ri) 

the mind having been pained, 

mental entanglement, per¬ 

plexity. to be in a state of hesi¬ 

tancy, perplexity, or confusion respecting 

two objects, &c. sb?My 

to alter the mind, convert. stoJiiSiW, siori 

consent, inclination, willingness, sb?* 

the mind to be pleased, to approve. 

skjWerio having become inclined. 2°^ 

the mind to be elated. 

H. d manasabddra, s. a 
o 

native military officer. 2. a magistrate, 

s. manaskarisu, v. n. To be 

strongly or naturally inclined. sJo^sf^tS a 

strong inclination. 

S. manas-tdpa, [heart-burning] 

s. Repentance, contrition, grief, sorrow, sfc 

5jz^3 to repent. 

S. 3 mana-sthiti, s. State of mind. 
Q 

S. <?3fn manash-sheitya, s. 

Calmness, composure, peace, comfort of mind. 

S. mana-sivastha, s. Easiness, 

composure, mental quit*. SW ^|^shdj to 

be free from perturbation or agitation. 

S. manaswi, s. A sage, a wise man. 

C. manivi, s. A petition or request 

to a superior. ^ to make a request. 

S. manishe, s. Wisdom, under¬ 

standing, intellect. skStfA a wise or learned 

man. sto?»t»$»!>er»si) suspension of mind. 

S. marm, s. The celebrated Hindu 

legislator, supposed to have been a son of 

Bramha, or his personification. 2. the 

generic term applied to the fourteen succes¬ 

sive saints said to preside over the universe 

for the period of a or from one 

to another, that is, during the interval from 

creation to creation. In the present creation 

there have already been six of these; viz. 

*So;fc called also rfrjcdjoriS, revealer of the 

Hindu code of law. 

rl, and the seventh, or the 

present is 3. a mantra, mys¬ 

tical verse or formula. 

s. ©kj£>33^, manushya, manuja, 

s. Man, a man, mankind. 

human birth. a human body. 

human ability, capacity. 2. 

honour, dignity. 3. fame. &&& a woman. 

H. IS manuti, s. An agreement. 2. 

receiving interest on a sum of money for the 

payment of which a person becomes bound. 

C. <£>0)o mane, s. A house, home, dwelling. 

2. a family. 3. a square of a chessboard, &e. 

si»& to ruin one. •*>? a family. 

siojScSjs^, the master of a 

house. the mistress of 

a house. 2. a married woman whose hus¬ 

band is alive. 3. a virtuous woman. 

sSjsG# the thatch or roof of a house. 

to conduct a bride, at the termi¬ 

nation of nuptial ceremonies, to the bride¬ 

groom’s house. rb, 

a household, a family 

name. Every family has a name taken from 

that of their village, profession, or office, and 

resembling our surname, only that it is pre¬ 

fixed, instead of affixed, to the proper name. 

«5^st»afcri rijsSj land cultivated by 

zemindars through their own domestic slaves, 

•bi* from house to house. sW* 

rto to gad, gossip. uebr household 

expenses. ^^Zodrt 

house taxes, a ground lease. 

fS\ wsart house rent. siofSrf !&is%rb to go 

home. household affairs* 



o^0(3j& ^ 

domestic economy, stewardship, management 

of a family. A$\ Srea 

yjrou. build the house and calculate 

the expense, complete the marriage and learn 

the cost. ®s?«b an adopted son-in-law. 

t0 an adopted son-in- 

law. A^A sSnoBji the edge of a 

thatch. S>?^ assv^rij, 5^ ifooe& , 

A$\ Thza), (mode of 

cursing) may your house mingle with the 

dust, go to ruin, he shut up, burnt, become 

great millet. The last is rather a blessing 

than a curse, and is in constant use when 

very slightly displeased. A>$% AtA# one 

who ruins another. 

s. "rfo^js^AeJ mano-gata, s. Thought, 

state of mind, purpose, opinion. 

s. mano-ja, ma- 

no-janma, s. Cupid. 

S. mano-jaya, adj. Pleasing, 

agreeable. '&&>■$ A$js\&A a pleasing omen. 

s. mano-java, See 

s. manognya, adj. Beautiful, 

handsome, lovely, pleasing, agreeable. 

S. mano-dharma, s. The 

state, exercise or movements of the mind, sto 

;l®^5skr Svcctoo to know one’s state of mind. 

s. oSo^Je^ep^ mano-bhdva, s. Thought, 

state of mind. 

s. odo^ja^d^ manoratha, s. Wish, 

desire. 

s. mano-vega, s. The swift¬ 

ness of thought. as quick as 

thought. 

s. mano-vd- 

dhe, mano-vyddhi, S. Mental anguish. 

S. ^o^ja^Sod manohara, adj. Charm¬ 

ing, delightful, agreeable, pleasant. 

c. mannane, s. Respect, civility, 

politeness, attentions. 2. a polite request, 

stre&i to shew respect. 

C. mannddu, v. n. To he in 

suspense, doubt, hesitate. 

his situation is in jeopardy. &*) 

0% sfe5J^«3*?wS his life is in danger. 

Ort he hesitates to go 

to his village. =#js^ sdrsa A 
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he is unwilling to return the money 

lent. 

c. mannisu, v. a. To forgive,pass 

by, look over. 2. to regard, treat kindly. 

C. manneya, adj. Respectable, 

worthy of honour. 

S. manmatha, s. Cupid. 

S. manyu, s. Sorrow, grief. 2. dis¬ 

tress, indigence. 3. anger, wrath. 4. pride. 

S. odoj3^ manye, s. The lunar day on which 

the moon is full. 2. the tendon forming the 

nape of the neck. 

s. sdo^ol^d manwantara, s. The reign 

of a a A, a period equal to twenty one ages 

of the gods, or 306,720,000 years of mortals; 

or, with its Sandhi, or interval of universal 

deluge, 308,448,000 years. Fourteen Man- 

wantaras constitute a Kalpa, the grand pe¬ 

riod of creation and destruction, of 4,320, 

000,000 years. Each Mawwantara is govern - 

ed by its distinct A A, and is provided with 

its Indra and minor deities. According to 

Hindu cosmogony there have been innume¬ 

rable Manwantaras since the first creation 

of the world. 

C. sdoSgKjAtjo mabbigaru, s. Giants or de¬ 

mons, enemies of the demi-gods, as travelling 

most in the dark; or as laden with the dark¬ 

ness of sense. 

C. Soogoosj mabbu, s. Darkness, adj. Dark, 

dim, dull. Au^ riScdjo, Az^A to become 

dim or dark, so^cdoo darkness to dis¬ 

perse. A€r&sl a dull, stupid man. 

s. sjosdo'#, sSoSktreri mamate, mama- 

Mra, s. The interest or affection enter¬ 

tained for other objects, from considering 

them as belonging to, or connected with one’s 

self. 

S. tSooSo may a, A Sanscrit affix used in the 

formation of adjectives, attributive of that of 

which a thing is chiefly made or consists. 

AA golden, all gold. A A made 

of grass. A A made of reeds, or arrows, 

fcjw A A covered *with water. A A 

pervaded by JBramha, every thing being 

JBramha. 

S. ofcSk may a, s. A titan, and the car¬ 

penter or architect of the giants. 2. a camel. 



t. b. may ana, {sfcdsr] s. Cupid, 

c. Wax. 

C. mai, s. The body. See sb 

cao^jj. to prostrate, bow. s*>d£o sftoQaiu to 

stretch out the body. Acdj^Scrijo (the body 

to blaze) to be violently excited. 

C. £>0 o!k> pi ^ maikunike, s. The 

thorn apple, Datura metel and fastuosa. 

s. mayukha, s. Light, lustre, 

brightness. 2. a ray or beam of light. 

s. skoi)j«>d mayura, s. The peacock. 

C. S&cSu^soao mai-sobagu, s. Personal 

beauty or elegance. 

C. o3od mar a, s. A tree, wood, rfoo® 

044,08^ 0*^5^ do 

you regard the tree or the formidable giant 

on the tree ? prov. do you look to the minor 

consequences or the major ? do you regard 

this man for his own sake or his master’s ? 

Bering to cut or saw timber. sfetJ to 

work at timber with an adze or chisel. st>d 

■*^3) to fell timber. 2. to shake a tree. 

Art tod sraftrbto be insensible, s&d AurJrfSsij a 

carpenter. sfcd =#> a strong or hard hand, 

sijti 433c£» a bad memory, 38ara 

stotfa»«Su* my mouth is become callous 

with telling him. 

S. tbdorf maranda, s. The nectar of flow¬ 

ers. a flower. 

c. S&d^&b, mara-kattu, V. a. To draw, 

as toddy, &c. 

S. sSodtr^ marakata, s. An emerald. 

C. o&dssfito mara-kdlu, s. A wooden leg. 

2. a long wooden stilt used by tumblers. »b 

*13j c^zlcdoo to walk on stilts. 

d. sfedwafito marakdlu, s. Eight paddies 

or measures. 

c. ’dod^S^, s&d^o&S^a mara-ku- 

tika, mara-kutikanu, s. A carpenter, 

builder. 2. the black bee. 

c. skd^o&S^Sso'S^ mara-kuttana-hak- 

ki, s. A woodpecker. 

C. marakuli, $. A very forgetful 

person. 

C. maralculiga, s. A glutton, 

great eater. 2. fire. See ^odrtjsv’. 

c. odoc^ marake, s. A stain, spot, blot. 

c. oooda maraga, s. Mint. 

C. S&dAOS^- maraganchi, s. A marriage 

party going in procession, from the place 

where the nuptials are celebrated to the tem¬ 

ple of an idol, often more than a hundred 

times. 

c. S&dTsI^ mara-gatti, s. A wooden fen¬ 

cing sword. 

C. sfcdXs^ mara-gabbu, s. Ahardkind 

of sugar-cane. 

c. 5&>d7fe>3 mara-gallu, s. A large stone 

used for an anvil. 

C. o3od7\pc> mara-gini, s. A parrot which 

cannot talk. 

c. skd7\o maragu, See sfcdoK). 

C. £&>d7\d’si'Sj maragu-patre, s. Mint. 

A. C. skdAJS)^ mara-gula, [devourer of 

wood] s. Fire, personified as a god. 

rWrMrt, SfcdrW riodd ShanmuJcha, Shiva his 

father having produced him by emitting his 

semen virile into fire. 

A. c. tkd?^ mar age, s. A bucket. 

c. o&d Tijsoaw mara-gombu, s. The 

branch of a tree. 

c. £kd/^je)$o , sdodT^jsoado mara-gol- 

lu, mara-gondiru, v. n. To be absent in 

mind, unconscious. sfodAsodrf an absent 

person. 

c. odsd&izS mara-jade, s. A pendent root 

from a branch. 

0. ojodrfo maradu, adj. Dull, stupid, sense¬ 

less. 

0. o&dpQ mar ana, s. Death, demise, de¬ 

cease. skdra the time of death, 

rfoa gj =#<^ «o& against death 

there is no preventitive, and for an evil hour 

no advice (that will be taken.) zbtir* ft&cd», 

sJodrs BSjsorij to die. 

0. ^odp'saS maranabe, s. A toad-stool, a 

bad sort of mushroom. 

c. S&ds^o, s&ddo maratu, maradu, 
part, of ®>d5, Having forgotten. s^d^o 

A), rfjdsdo to forget, stoddjsririo to fall asleep. 

0. ^odrfaR)^ maradarisina, s. The yel¬ 

low sanders. 

C. dodovAO maraddgu, v, n. To become 



skd 

unconscious, as in sleep or a swoon. stotiOTri 

&J3, AtiziAtijs, djdssridjs though unconscious. 

-c-^r^ I have not 

seen him deviate in the least, even when out 

of his senses, or inadvertently. 

c. mara-ddvare, s. A wild 

lotus. 

C. marapu, S. A fault, mistake, 

blunder, omission. 2. forgetfulness, forget¬ 

ting. K’Jdsiaftdo to he omitted, as a letter in 

writing, to be forgotten, Atibpzi a person 

liable to forget, one who makes omissions in 

writing. 

c. ^Gds^pS mara-mane, ma- 

ra-vane, s. A wooden stool. 2. See ArSslti, 

C. S&dsdrea mara-mddi, s. The gradual¬ 

ly descending slope of the gable end of a roof. 

C. oj-Jaieie mara-mdtu, s. An answer, 

reply' -9 _D 
C. sdedojopf^ mara-yenne, s. Wood-oil. 

A. C. S&de>G maralu, s. Sand. 2. a flower. 

C. S^od^G maralu, v. n. To return, go back, 

c. maravaliya-sunha, 
s. Duty on timber or on fruit trees. 

c. skd^j, skdiS, -rfoda^, sfcdsoG ma- 

ravu, marave, maravike, marahu, 

s. Ignorance, unconsciousness, insensibility, 

forgetting. skdsrafttto to be ignorant, insensi¬ 

ble, &c. See AA^. 

c. oij'dccG marasu, See aqa. 

C. ojodmarasuttu, s. The screw of 

any jewel or ornament, used instead of clasps 

or springs. ^ AAAA^ a screw-driver, sfcddo 

to put in a screw. an 

iron screw. 

H. cdo d c^o ©Ig e£o marahammattu, s. 
_0 

Repairing, mending. 

o. ■rfodson^j, skd^ro mara-hdvu, 

maravdvu, s. A tree snake. 

C. skd^ marali, s. A simpleton, silly wo¬ 

man.' adv. Again, sfctfv s&^^togo again, 

siod^ad) to come again. 

C. sSod^roG maralisu, v. a. To make boil 

or bubble up. 2. to make turn round or back. 

C. sdvd^o maralu, v. n. To turn, return. 

2. to boil. s. The waist pouch, lap. 2. sand, 

sfotfvi bracelet makers. S. 
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A. c. ^od^o maralchu, v. caus. To send 

back, cause to return, turn any thing back, 

as a bird doe3 its neck, &c. having 

returned. t so as to return, the 

act of returning. 

c. marata-desha, s. The 

Mahratta country. s&os&Jcdorb, the 

Mahrattas. 

s. mar ala, s. A sort of swan. A 
cw a female swan. 

0. wGUDl^ mardle, s. The boards on each 

side of a native book, the binding of a book. 

C. cdet> mart, s. Zeal, enthusiasm. 2. the 

young of quadrupeds and of other animals. 

3. a very young child. AAtix A& a colt. 53 

<3* AO a young elephant. AO a chick¬ 

en. AO a kid. 

c. £>g£>, ^gDo^gg mari, mariyu. See as. 

c. ^GtiAjs^1 mari-kule, ma- 

ri-gule, s. A second crop from old stalks. 

C. odbdA mariga, s. A name common to 

Jangamas. 

C. S±>d7\ 1narige, s. A wooden trough, a 

vessel to put milk in. 2. a log of wood. * 

A0 A a stone trough. &&S 

zS&>SAit while all bore female 

children the goddess bore a log; prov. used 

of one who does nothing to the purpose. 

c. s&d^jsoSGG marigombu, s. A sluice 

by which surplus water flows out of a tank. 

T. B. £bdsd- maricha, [_;Soe^] s. Pepper. 

c. 'rfodrfoosS mari-dumbe, s. A young 

black bee. 

C. sfcd;±>A mari-maga, s. A great grand¬ 

son. AO AAA a great grand-daughter. 

A^A, AOzS^A great grand-children. 

c. skdako'Sr mari-anche, s. A young 

swan. 

C. ^odo^Gkre^oGS^dlie mariyattd-ho- 

deyu, v. a. To loosen the soil after rain. 

T. B. skdo&ratS mariydde. See 

O. o^GdrOG . marisu, v. cans. To cause to 

forget, divert from a purpose, amuse with 

some sinister design; to hide, shelter, con¬ 

ceal v. n. To die. 

©kd^ maricha, s. Pepper. 



S. dod^e# marichi, s. A ray of light. 2. 

a saint, the son of Bramha, and one of the 

prajd'patis. 

S. t§ manchike, s. The mirage. 

S. dodo maru, S. A desert, soil destitute 

of water, a sandy, parched plain. 

C. dodo maru, s. A freckle, ad}. Against, 

opposed, adv. Again, next. &3, 3oxi> 

&3tj the next day. 

C. (dodder maruka, s. Affection, fondness, 

love. 2. allurement, infatuation, seduction. 

3. grief, distress. 3o^g doditf very 

fond of children. 

C. dodo®1^^ marukalike, s. The relapse 

of a disease, stodHftfsS) to relapse or return, 

as a fever. 

c. dodo^o^ marukuli, s. A man of trea¬ 

cherous memory, adv. Again. 

c. dodoA maruga, s. Mint. 

c. dodo^do marugisu, v. a. To allure, 

captivate, seduce. 

C. dodo A- marugu, V. n. To fret, grieve, 

sigh, he anxious, restless. 2. to become in¬ 

fatuated, enamoured with, captivated by. ^ 

d^o dodjdo bowels to yearn. 

S. dodo^o maruttu, s. Wind, air, or its 
■■■ O 

deified personification, Molus. 2. a deity, 

immortal. 3. a king so called. 

C. dododdo maru-padu, V. n. To change, 

alter. 

0. dodo^j) marupu, s. Forgetfulness. 

S. dododv/«>£>o maru-bhumi, s. A region 

devoid of water, a parched, sandy desert. 

C. dododj^ONj maru-mdlpu, ». a. To 

change. 2. to screen, hide, shade. 

A. c. dododjs>;3 maru-mone, s. A blow, 

stroke. 2. a wound. 3. the point of an ar¬ 

row appearing through. 

c. dodod muruva, See :***• 

A. C. do dodder maruvasala, $. An ad¬ 

versary, antagonist, foe, enemy. 

A. c. dodoa^o^rfo maruvalvudu, s. 

Thriving in a desert. • 2. great prosperity. 

A. C. dodo£>ad3oo maruvidiyu, s. Be¬ 

tel, &c., given as a sign that visitors are to 

take leave. sbdja&cdos^ to serve it out. 

C. dodo^j maruvu, s. Forgetfulness, dark¬ 

ness, natural or metaphorical. 2. insensibi¬ 

lity, unconsciousness. 

C. dododo marusu, See sfce*. 

C. do dodo maruhu, V. n. To love, be fond 

of, enamoured or captivated with. s. Insen- 

sibihty, forgetting one’s self. 

0. dodo^o marulu, s. Foolishness, mad¬ 

ness, enthusiasm, ravishment of an evil spi¬ 

rit, infatuation, the grimaces of a demoniac, 

the fury or madness of a person possessed. 

2. an evil spirit, a devil, 3xi>v*& to play 

the fool, to act like a demoniac or one in a 

frenzy, dotiosb rtjsozdoditf) So&ddjb an 

enthusiast; a demoniac; one in a frenzy. 

sfcsdo an incoherent speech, sbdj'y^do, 

zhtbtfjsVT.io to entice, allure, Sob to 

disappoint, deceive. Sotb^S, 5&d)$)djS en¬ 

thusiasm, frenzy. 2. foolishness, insanity, 

sfcdj^do, dod>ysd>, Sodotfos |Jo to be in a frenzy, 

become enthusiastic. sbd»v4rt abounding in 

enthusiasm. Sodos? a simple woman, adv. 

Again. 

C. dod mare, s. A shelter, cover, retreat. 

2. armour, mail. 3. a blind, screen, curtain. 

4. concealment, evasion. s&S* 859 

=*0 to screen, hide. 3x5«5nri> to dis¬ 

appear, vanish. 3o^ Sodcrtoo a cover to the 

body, armour or mail. SodcSod), dodcriroado to 

he in one’s light. 2. to be screened or hid. 

«3do to stand out of one’s light. 3rf% SjssSj 

to hide, shelter, conceal ?>o3o =$<&% 

screen yourself. 3x5 sSvart a veiled face. 3o5 

S^rtdddo persons wearing a veil, as Moor- 

women. ak® M dodcd^d the tiger is behind 

the tree. staStfiyb, 3j5 dod 5Sprio, dod 

did $<^d) to seek shelter, take refuge. 3> 

d drew to conceal, keep back, hide. 3x5 dre 

«d z5%& to confess without concealment. 

C. dod, dodcrfoo mare, mareyu, 
v. a. df n. To forget. ^ dodcdw to become 

insensible, unconscious, as in syncope, &c. 

djdd^sto to recover from a swoon, 

dodobad) not to forget, sbdcriod con¬ 

stant devotedness, dodds st5) dredo to let a 

business slip by sleeping too long, dodabd 

to hear with attention. 

C. dod^do marekalisu, V. n. To relapse, 

as a fever. 
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C. dr5s3Ja$o mare-mdtu, s. An indirect 

mode of expressing one’s sentiments, figura¬ 

tive or symbolical language. 

C. mareve, s. The act of forgetting, 

syncope, fainting. rf<irforr?rf (the great in¬ 

sensibility) death. ^or3s3 to forget, 

become insensible, faint, 

s. ^o^s-83 markata, s. A monkey or ape. 

s. mar kata-kit a, s. A silk- 

worm. 

O. £>: markalike, s. Relapse. 

A. C. dodos' marchu, v, n. To become 

very intimate with. 

c. doa£js-e;doA marchula-maga, s. a 

second-born son. 

H. 'rfo2§S‘ marji, s. Opinion, sentiment. 2. 

manner, way. &>&aSx) to get into the 

way of a thing. 

S. martya, *. A man, mortal, 

s. mardana, s. Rubbing tbe 

body. 2. rubbing, grinding, pounding, 

killing, skrfrrf rfiasrf, rfoarA to beat, rub, 

pound, grind, kill. 

s. ooou>£~£J mardala, s. A sort of drum, 

s. dads"a mardita, adj. Rubbed, ground, 

pounded, killed. 

A. C. dodos' mardu, [rfjcb]s. Gunpowder. 

C. odiSOOS" marbu, [rfokw] s. Dimness, dark¬ 

ness, ignorance. stotMrstMSriixiJ) there was 

dai'kness, or darkness wras overspread. 

S. dodos- marma, s. A secret meaning or 

purpose, a secret, any thing hidden or recon¬ 

dite. 2. a joint, an articulation of the body. 

3. a vital member or orgau. soSnr 0ne that 

conceals a secret, a reserved man, one who 

throws a mystery over his conduct, Stebr 

SoSctfoj, rforfxr Mo, rforfjr S^crioo to find out a 

secret, rforfor^po one acquainted with mys- 

■ tei-ies. ^osioFrf rfjss1,) a secret word. sSosJof 

e*b to make known another’s private affairs, 

s. dodos-d marmara, s. The rustling 

sound of a cloth or that of dry leaves. 

S. dooCxrs£-73 marydde, s. Continuance 

in the right way, propriety of conduct, steadi¬ 

ness, rectitude. 2. a boundary, limit, bank, 

shore. 3. respect, civility, politeness. 4. a 

usual custom, established habit, s&atortf rfo 

a polite man. zhrimnS ^js^rio to shew 

civilities or politeness. tStfzi rfocrfrartf the 

custom of a country. rfocrfraFrf the 

usage of a village, 'sbtJrf rfocctesFtf observance 

of a caste. ;&crfss>FS, erf rfjorfreFrf a bad 

custom. 

S. dooms'c*3 marshane, s. Patience, endu. 

ranee. 

A. c. dod/rS-djojo marrakarrisu, v. n. 

To swell, protrude. 

A. c. dod/^/o, dodo/^o marralu, mar- 

rulu, See 

a. c. dod) marre, [rfo<Tj s. Rain. 

A. c. dodjdjoo marreyu, See &«*, sfotsorfoo. 

a. c.. olid s- marrte, See 

A. c. 'dodoes- marrbu, See afcux. 

S. doO mala, s. Any bodily excretion, as 

serum, semen, blood, faeces, urine, sweat, 

nails, ear-wax, marrow, tears, and rheum. 2. 

dross. 3. sin. 4. dust, filth, sediment. 5. rust. 

&>^cdR>rtj to have a motion of proper con¬ 

sistency. rfoejiorf, rfou^fbj constipation. 

C. doej^o malaku, s. A round ornament, 

made of glass beads and coral or pearls, worn 

on the heads of children. 

C. ozta&^oSoD^ro malaku-huku, v. n. To 

chew the cud, ruminate. 

0. doCJAO, doCJGAO, 

lagu, malangu, ?/ 
To lie down, rfoejrforf a dorinitory. * 

to be lying down, to be in bed. 

to cause to lie down. to get one’s 

self put to bed. sSowrt), rfoworfo a pillow. 

c. doeisdjsdo, do<3edos><3o mala-churu, 

malachulu, s. The second pregnancy, 

second child. 

c. docaod, do&dotS mala-tande, ma- 

la-dande, s. A step-father. 

C. doe>e£^do malata-nxru, s. Thick, 

muddy water. 

o. doe^doj, mal-a-tamma, s. A step-son, 

if younger than one’s self. 

a. c. doe;^d, do<S^o£>o^d malatava, 

malatu-nintava, s. A confused man, one 

in a maze. 2. a rebel. 3. one returned and 

standing to fight. 

do&TN’u ma- 

xlagi-kollu, v. n_ 
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C. mala-tdi, s. A step-motlier. 

c. ^<z>Sxjj, tioe) do malatiru, maltiru, 

[sijei] V- n. To be mistaken, deluded. 2. to 

be tliiek, as water after rain. 3. to be proud 

insolent. Si* . s&vatfthe water is thick. * 

wacdor a mistaken concern, a delusion, 

wsco he is become very inso¬ 

lent. 

€• malatu, maltu, 1Mrt. 

of Having been mistaken. 2. having 

rebelled. 3. having become proud or rebelli¬ 

ous. mistaken, deluded persons. 2. 

proud men. 3. rebels. 

0. mala-nddu, s. The country 

to the west of Mysore. corn 

growing there. 

H. malaphdpu, s. An enclo¬ 

sure in a letter. straza) to enclose in 

an envelope. 

s. mala-bevu, S. A variety of 

the margosa. 

s. mala-bhdnda, s. The body, 

as mortal or foul. 2. a close-stool. 

S. mala-bhedi, s. An aperient. 

c. mala-maga, s. A step-son. 

eJju sis rttfo a step daughter. 

a. o. ‘doe’S&xy mala-mala, adj. Much, 

excessive, siOcAw to have an unplea¬ 

sant, itching sensation. 

S. mala-mdsa, s. An interca¬ 

lary month. 

s. malaya- 

parvata, malayddri, s. Part of the 

south range of ghauts from whence the best 

sandal wood is brought. s&wcctej sandal wood 

growing there. ;A>wafcw r!o§ a woman, as 

agreeable as the smell of sandal. 5jJWC* ^ 

sioucirajiiy, sfcejccb sire&d a southerly, cool 

wind blowing over those mountains. 

s. 'rfoaajja)^’ malaydla, s. The Malayd- 

lam country. 

c. doCJ jjoo malayu, See 

A. 0. 7io&rdo8j malar-amba, s. Cupid, 

with an arrow of flowers. 

A. C. oooW do malarU, v. n. To turn away, 

avert the face. 

A. C. malaru, s. Sand. 2. a flower. 

rfaejs^ra, the pollen or farina of flow¬ 

ers. a florist and garland maker. 

c. s±>e^ malavu, See 

c. 3&£>5opa malahana, s. A poet so called. 

a poem by him, in praise of 

Shiva. 

s. zJo&Soti, mala-hara, mala- 

Tiari, s. One who removes sin. 

S. Z>3<£JDrj55T>E> maldpahdri, s. A river so 

called. 

D. oooe/Stbo maldmu, s. Ointment, salve. 

0. maldra, S. A string of glass 

bracelets as carried about for sale. 

£>oe)^, ^oe)io^o7o malina, malima- 

sa, adj. Foul, filthy, dirty. 2. black. 3. 

vile, bad. 4. morally defiled, sinful, depra¬ 

ved. fault, defect. 2. dirt, 

filthiness, impurity, sin. a dirty 

woman. &>p¥ .•&»> the god of fire. 2. the 

black-faced monkey. 3. a vile or wicked 

man. 4. a dead man, a ghost. *%) 

a dirty "garment. **^■5 a bad man. 

woa a dull understanding. 

S. zir malimlucha, s. Amusquito 

or gnat. 2. a thief. 3. an intercalary month. 

4. wind, air. 

G. malida, s. A mess of pounded 

bread, sugar, poppy seeds, nutmegs and car- 

damums, made into a ball and mixed with 

milk. 

C. malu/cu, s. A slip-knot. 2. 

chewing the cud. shurfo eossfi to make a 

slip-knot. 2. to chew the cud, ruminate, 

to draw a slip-knot. 

A. C. aidS male, V. n. To be mistaken, de¬ 

luded. 2, to covet, desire. 3. to be proud, 

arrogant. 4. to rebel. 5. to be thick, mud¬ 

dy. v. a. To oppose, resist. sof3^5 rebels, 

proud men, deluded persons. 

0. <do<E> male, S. A hill, mountain, hill- 

country. 2. a forest, grove. 3. infatuation. 

;So«J the range of ghauts from Tripati to 

Shri-sheila. the ghauts on the 

Cuddapah road. oaAcSo mountaineers. * 

«J ossitJ the hill-lotus. SfoA a wild ta¬ 

marind. 

o. male-kdlinga, s. A kind 

of cuckoo. 2. a serpent. 
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c. male-amma, 
—6 —0 

malemma, s. A goddess so called. 

0. rnale-hdvu, s. The boa or 

large serpent. 

S. ■rfosy malla, s. A boxer, wrestler, 

celebrated wrestlers. 

sio$ a boxing or wrestling match. 

C. mallappa, s. A step-father. 

A. o. mallamani, s. The car- 
co 

penter bee. 

A. C. ^&TjJ mallarra, s. Bodily suffer¬ 

ing. 2. turning round, wandering. 

A. c. sfcai S^Bx'sd malla- 
co co 

vatakdra, mallavatagdra, s. A florist. 

A. C. ?? mallali, s. Astonishment, 
co*> • , 

wonder, amazement. 2. harmony or concord 

in music. 

a. o. ska ^Trails’, skfi^rsISs- malla- 

ligdrti, mallalikdrti, s. A gad, gossip, 

c. Skfi/s^d mallard, s. A string of glass 

bracelets. 

T. B. mallige, s. A jasmin. 

WT& =Faz& 3og>7*! the wild jasmin. 

jasminum zambac. 53^ a com¬ 

mon jasmin. s*»eS jasminum auricu- 

latum or eared jasmin. sbQX justicia 

nasuta. 8sS sfcgrt the prickly chrysanthemum 

Indicum. skgd a'variety of jasmin. 

the red jasmin. a va¬ 

riety of jasmin. sfcgrt a small sort of 

jasmin. 

C. s£>sSp§ mavane, s. Harmony, concord 

in music. Fi>3rf3o to he m concord, in tune. 

H. mavuje, s. A village. 

C. sk^$)t> mavuri, s. A kind of flageolet or 

hautboy. 

s. mashaka, t. b. skTo^ masa- 

ka, s. A musquito. 

t. b. mashi, [sfc**] s. Ink. &>8 !32a, 

3j8i> tndjzf, an inkstand. *8 5s 

traftS the ink is thin. ^ cotton put in 

an inkstand. *8 the ink is black. 

stoSi; rfoSs a soiled cloth. 

c. sk&o3o</6>&3 mashi-bona, 

mashi-uta, s. Food provided by neigh¬ 

bours for the sorrowing relatives of a deceas- 

oftrf 

sed person, whose grief does not allow them 

to cook for themselves. 

h. mashidi, mashiti, s. 

A mosque. 

s. Skl^Sadf mashuchike, s. The small¬ 

pox. 

H. mnshdlu, mashd- 

le, s. A torch, flambeau. ® torch- 

bearer, a mas&lchi. 8o&crioo to carry 

a flambeau. 

S. Ska-\ maslli, s. Ink. 2. charcoal. 3. a 

black powder. 4. acollyrium. adj. Black. 

C. odoSAOj, mashtu, s. Dregs, sediment. 2. 

rust, verdigris. 3. stain from oil, grease, &e. 

TsttfcrtM, &js<$criM to remove rust, 

&C. SoaaJjj, zd* to 

become rusty. 

A. C. masaka, s. Dimness, faded 

lustre. 2. dimness of sight. 3. anger, adj. 

Stained, dirty, foul, written on. 2. incensed, 

fierce. 3o3=r®rt> to become dim, faded, &c. 

a fierce or dreadful war. 

C. skcc^o masaku, V. n. To increase, pre¬ 

vail, abound. 2. to become dim, pale, faded. 

3. to become stained, foul, dirty. 4. to faint. 

v. a, To rub, triturate, mash, mix well toge¬ 

ther. 2. to irritate, incense, provoke. 3. to* 

touch, rub against. 4. to envy. 5. to grind, 

as a knife. do not irritate me, da 

not meddle with me. 

C. ojOcoao masagu, V. n. To be furious, en¬ 

raged, excited, stimulated, urged on by the 

passions, &c. 2. to increase, prevail, abound". 

3. to shine, glitter. 4. to become public-. 

v. a. To grind, as a knife. 2. to triturate, 

macerate, mash, sfcsiftri incensed, enraged, 

agitated. sSjrf great wrath. $3 

staJrio waves to dash, foam, or rise up. 

da a whetted sword. *3 a whetstone.. 

t333£>° 33 3o33 excited by fresh desire. 

staiftTfc to enrage, exasperate. ^ to 

become irritated or enraged one’s self. 

3i3A the clouds having come in contact 

one with another, an instru¬ 

ment for mashing boiled vegetables. 

T. B. skToPQ masana, s. A ceme¬ 

tery, sepulchre. rrado, 3o3<v a 

burning or burying place. a fu- 
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neral pile. stairs Shiva, as residing in 

cemeteries. 

c. s&cod, o&7?d masada, maseda, 

part, of Ground, whetted, macerated. 

sitfcS a whetted sword. staid tss>n a sharp¬ 

ened arrow. having sharpened, &c. 

C. dorvo^Jro masa-musa, adj. Dim, lustre 

faded, soiled, &c. 

c. dooooio masayu, See sta5. 

H. masalatu, s. Counsel, deli¬ 

beration. 

C. docdew masalu, v. «. To boil violently. 

2. to be proud. dJdtosWo, sfasJu state si 

a proud, vain man. 2. an idler. •bStuS 

St* violently boiling water. staitu having 

been proud. 2. having boiled violently. sfj 

S<l» wtb to come proudly. 

S, masava, s. An emerald. 2. a 

sapphire. 

h. doKh)^, masdl, masalu, 

s. The seasoning put in curry. 2. horse 

and cattle medicine. sbjfseJ a medi¬ 

cine given to horses for swoln testicles. 

staod?>!> a cordial given to a horse 

when much fatigued with a long journey. 

fcS^fsscfija skdneja a tonic mixture. * 

a mixture of thirty two ingredients. «S 

risi rfod-sOT a mixture given to assist digestion, 

rtdo. stafsera spicery, seasoning put in food. 

T. B. masi, [stas,] s. Charcoal, c. To 

grind, sharpen, macerate, pound, mash. v. n. 

To become triturated, be ground, sharpened, 

H. 'rfoRj’rfj masidu, $. A mosque. 

II. o^JojJeuS masude, s. The sketch or 

rough draft of a letter. 

o. masulu, masalu, 

v. n. To grow dim, became pale or faint. 

he became pale. staia^, do 

the act of becoming pale. sk~o 

to make dim or pale. 

s. ’ZijTvJdzS-xr, masdchike, 

masurike, s. The small pox, 

S. masrina, adj. Smooth, soft, 

not hard, notrough. 2. bland, mild, unc¬ 

tuous. 

C. mase, maseyu, v, a_ 

To grind, whet, sharpen. 2. to pound, tri¬ 

turate. s. A slight wound, chafe. 

sharpened, whetted. sfo disturb the sharp¬ 

ened point of an arrow, strati an armourer, 

sbdd a ground or sharpened arrow, 

dodrfo to pound, grind. aSjp dodcio to 

grind the teeth. 

S. maskara, s. A bamboo. 

a bramhan of the fourth or mendicant order 

sanyasi, so called because he uses a bamboo 

staff. 

S. maskaritana, s. The state 

of a sanyasi. 

G. S&ccmasku, See staitfo s. Dimness, 

paleness, &c. stabj, sta^ to make dim, pale. 

2. to scribble. dim,, pale, faint. * 

to follow with a pen the lines of a set 

copy, as boys to improve their hand. <«** 

*4 rbshrt stao^ the owl’s eye distends 

as the darkness increases, 

s. 'rfooj, ^o7o & masta, mastaka, s. 
The head, skull, siori a crest gem. 

H. sSoR) masti, s. Intoxication, pride, lust, 

the madness of a rutting elephant. 

a rutting elephant. 2. a very proud 

person. 

S. rnastishka, S. The brain. 

S. o^oToo mastu, s. The watery part of 

curds, whey. 

H. o&rvO mastu, adj. Abundant, plentiful. 

s. S±>Comahantanu, s. A nobleman, 

person of distinction. 2. a head of ascetics. 

H. s&Soorfoeb mahammadu, s. Mahomet. 

t. b. sfcsocnSootb maham-meru, '[**» 

3»t*"] s. The golden mountain. 

H. Sdo5o&*tio rnahajaru, s. A general cer¬ 

tificate signed by all present, acquitting an 

old government servant of all claims and 

charges. 2. attestation, testimony in favour 

of an old public functionary, 

n. 'rfoSoSi mahadi, s. A stately edifice, lofty 

or upper story. 

H. mahatdbu, s. A large blue 

light. 

S. £jo2q|S mahati, s. The Vine or lute of 

Ndrada, containing from seven to one hun¬ 

dred strings. 

s. mahattu, s. Glory, greatness. 
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adj. Great, large, bulky. 2. best, excellent, 

illustrious. very great. 

S. o5o3os^ mahatwa, S. Greatness, either 

in bulk or rank. 

S. 5joco[3®'rfo mahanddu, [great assembly] 

s. A general convocation of the aboriginal 

castes of the country. This convocation does 

not include the brahmans; and other parti¬ 

cular castes are also excluded in .various 

parts of the country. 

s. ^o56[3>scx>o mahaniya, adj. Chief, ex¬ 

cellent, superior, noble. 

T. B. £>o5dT3®3i maha-rdja. See 

S. o3o5oSL©£"^ mahar-loka. See under 

T. B. ®$o5o£> mahala, See stasauofo. 

H. &3o5!)£0 inahalu, s. A palace, mansion, 

hall, apartment, dodo stosity a variegated 

painted palace. 

s. ^ojeoroO^ mahassu, s. Light, lustre. 

H. ®$o5o?oo®^o makassulu, s. Crop, har¬ 

vest, produce. a person em¬ 

ployed to protect the crops from depredation. 

S. o3o53® maha, adj. Great, much, eminent. 

adv. Exceedingly, excessively, very. 

S. odj55t>osJ mahanta, $. A nobleman. 2. 

a head of ascetics. 

s. odo3oT>5®^ mahd-Jcdla, s. Shiva, the 

destroying deity, of a black and terrible 

aspect. £t)55» Ms wife Durgi. 

S. 30cO®^0<y, TioSot^oD^, tkooC^o!)^ 

mahd-kula, malid-kuliha, mahd-ku- 

lina, adj. Of good family. 

S. 530®® a P® do rnahd-yanaru, S. Jangam 

priests. 2 office-bearers under Shiva. 

S. mahd-griva, [long necked] 

s. A camel. 

8. S3o5o® mafidtavi, s. A very great 

forest. 

S. t$05o®£v3E"rf mahdrnava, s. The sea, 

S. £$03o®^£> mahd-tala, s. The sixth of 

the lower regions. 

s. 5±>53®e^ mahdtma, adj. Liberal, lofty 

minded, magnanimous, a prophet. 

8. £3053® mahd-deva, [the great deity] 

s. Shiva. 

s. £>o5o®^orf mahdnanda, s. Eternal 

emancipation, beatitude, great happiness. 

s. £>oSo®?>ro mahdnasa, s. A kitchen. 

s. odoso®£}3 mahd-nisha, s. Midnight. 

S. odo53®^& mahd-nila, [very blue] s. 

The sapphire. 

8. £fc3o®^osp®3d mahdnubhdva, s. Per¬ 

sons eminent for wisdom. 

s. tbso®'^ mahd-patha, s. The sky, 

the etherial way. 

s. Tksostjrf, mahd-padma, s. One of 

Kuheras treasures. 2. a large number, one 

hundred thousand millions. 

s. t$355®8jJ®7\S^ mahd-bhdgavata, g. 

The Bhagavata purana. 

s. do55®2jT®d^ mahd-bhdrata, s. The 

great epic poem of the Hindus, having been 

found by the Bishis to outweigh the four 

Vedas. 

S. £5oo3®odoo7\ mahd-yuga, $. A great 

age, the aggregate of the four ages, a period 

of four million three hundred and twenty 

thousand years. 

s. £ks®d3ia mahd-rajata, s. Gold. 

S. £k3o®ds£^ mahdrachana, s. Saf¬ 

flower. 

s. odo3o®d Cc^i mahdranya, s. A great 

forest. 

8. odo55®U®8i maha-rdja, s. A sovereign, 

emperor. ^ possessed of great riches, 

an honorific prefix. skssaosw worthy 

of great respect. 

S. o&5o®33®r|^j mahd-rashtra, s. The 

Mahratta country or language, adj. Mah- 

ratta. 

s. £>035® d^d^ mahd-rourava, s. One of 

the hells. 

T. B. ®5o3o®^"3«)£'ao mahdrnoumi, s. The 

ninth day of the Dasara feast. 

s. £>o55®<yodo, 33o55®^odo mahdlaya, 

mahdlaya, S. Offerings made to the manes 

of departed ancestors, fifteen days prior to the 

Dasara. sb?55M?cd> such fortnight. 

S. £>Oa5®do®rfj mahd-shudra, s. A cow¬ 

herd or shepherd, as formerly one of the first 

caste among the Slmdras. 
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sdoso'a 

s. mahd-sena, s. Kdrtikcya. 

the Hindu Mars. 2. the commander of a 

great force; a commander-in-chief. 

S. o^oco maid, s. The earth, sb&t P) a moun¬ 

tain, as supporting the earth. a tree,as 

produced from the earth. an earth 

worm, creeping on the ground. the re¬ 

gent of the planet Mars; said to have sprung 

from the soil near Oujein. 2. a name of the 

giant PP^. 

S. mahita, adj. Fit, proper, right, 

agreeable. 2. worshipped, reverenced. 

S. mahime, s. Greatness in general, 

literal or figurative; glory, power. 2. mag¬ 

nitude, as one of Shiva’s attributes, illimita- 

bility. 

s. mahisha, s. A buffalo. 

female buffalo. 2. the wife of a king, hut 

especially the one who has been consecrated 

or crowned; a queen. PoSoU, a crowned 

queen. 

S. mahile, s. A woman, female, 

s. sk&^sjS, okSo^trxxy, , 

mahx-pati, mahi-pdla, mahi- 

bhrittu, mahisha, s. A king, sovereign, 

s. 3o&>^oo^<y, sbcomahi-man- 

dala, mahi-loka, s. The terrestrial globe. 

S. mahendra, s. A name of Indra. 

s. mahechhchha, s. A covetous 

or avaricious man. 

j maheshwara, s. A name of 

Shiva. Durgi, cholera, 

s. si) mahottama, s. A very 

excellent person. 

s. rb5cmahotpala, s. The lily. 

S. mahotpdta, s. A heavy 

judgment, dire calamity, 

s. sl>5ov/3!^^, mahotsa- 

va, mahotsdha, s. Great hilarity or fes¬ 

tivity. 

s. ^bSoje^rfcdo mahodaya, s. A city so 

called. 2. a very auspicious day. 

s. mahodyama, adj. Dili¬ 

gent, persevering, making great or strenuous 

efforts, s. A great effort, exertion, energy, 

s. mahodadhi, s. The sea, 

s. mahodara, s. Ascites, a 

kind of dropsy. 

s. £>o3cJS°C> ^ mahoddhata, s. A very 
G 

mighty man. 

S. mahonnati, adj. Very 

tall, very high. Pddk®\P^Ppd God, the great 

or high one. 

s. muhopradava, s, Se¬ 

vere affliction. 

S. ob2cL<t>^d a mahoraga, s. A large ser¬ 

pent. 

S. 'doCcjs'- <Zfd re maholldsa, s. Great de- 
s co 

light. 

S. 5&5oj«>^ mahoksha, s. A large bull or 

ox. stosSus^a- &>&ppi Shiva, with an ox for his 

c. mala [sW] s. A cubit. 

A. C. od>^d malar a, s. The stomach of a 

horse. 

c. malalu, s. Sand. stotfefceWj, a heap 

or hank of sand. *»,«*> P^Pa to make 

a ridge of sand. Sjy’ejoU,^) an alluvial island, 

a sand-hank. 

C. malige, s. A wholesale shop or 

storehouse, s&'Srt wort a the shop of a whole¬ 

sale man. ®or!a<; sfovrt a stall, a place on 

which goods are exposed for sale. P* 

vo a row of shops. o&t?rtn*r5 a wholesale mer¬ 

chant. 

c. male, s. Rain. sW, ** 

heavy rain. rain and sun¬ 

shine together. A® ^ Po<$ a gentle, light rain. 

«a Po$ incessant rain, a continued shower. 

short and impetuous showers. &®0 

?id Po$ unexpected rain- ZdoPoPortf very thin 

or drizzling rain, haiL P°^ 

the rainy season. P^ P^ 

Pd$ rfdcdoj to rain. *«i>, ^ &P^o rain 

to drizzle. P^ rain to pelt or heat. 

Pjtf &Bo±o rain to set in. P^ ^ rain to 

cease. P^ evening rain. && St* rain 

water. P^i a drop of rain. 

c. male-kdlingada- 

gida, s. A'sort of fennel, Anethum pam- 

morium. 

c. sfcfo 
pouch. 

mallu, [5ia«5] S. 

2. [stitivo] sand. 

The lap, waist- 

ocean. 
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s. oA>3^t£, odog-^ makshi, ma- 

kshike, makshuka, s. A fly. 

S. o3.7© ma, s. Lakshmi, tlie goddess of pros- 

perity and consort of Vishnu. 2. lustre. 

C. o3Je> md, v. n. To heal, as a sore. 2. to 

wear out. 

A. c. oSJ&otfbcZomajikarisu, See staged). 

C. mdngolavi, s. A cloven 

foot. 

s. mdndavya, s. A sage of that 

name. 

s. ziJdoQj?? mdntrika, $. A juggler, one 

who uses incantations. 

S. 3ja>0ticio'S mdnda-sanni, s. Convul¬ 

sions of infants. 

C. ^Ja>cC>^do mdn-daliru, s. Mango 

blossoms. 

s. mdndya, adj. Dull, stupid. 

S. rSsdOZpTi'&mdndhdta, s. A king so called. 

s. 'rfJaJOro mdmsa, s. -Flesh, dwodrid in 

the flesh, as a fever. 2. living till the flesh 

decays, ds«iod r^o£i, s&^odd a wen. d$5o 

d draod a savage or cannibal. drao 

a vender of meat, si?** dreed raw flesh, 

dreod roast meat. A»t dreod, 8oS^ sinorf 

heef. 

S. stee>0?je/ mdmsala, adj. Strong, stout, 

lusty. 

s. mdmsdda, s. A giant, as 

living on flesh. 

s. mdkanda, s. The mango. 

A. C. ofosErSroo mdkarisu, v. n. To vie, 

compete with. 2. to upbraid with, cast in 

one’s teeth. 

T. B. md-kali, [d>Ss»!ff»v] s. Tar- 

vati. 

C. mdgani, s. A division of a dis¬ 

trict. dreririi; dj-H to,5Jo villages belonging 

to a district. 

T. B. a mdga, See dre^. 

S. ^CJa) aZJ) mdgadha, S. A bard, minstrel, 

whose duty it is to recite the praises of sove¬ 

reigns, their genealogy, and the deeds of their 

ancestors, in their presence, and to attend on 

the march of an army, and animate the sol¬ 

diers by martial songs. The minstrel forms 

a particular caste, said to spring from a Vai- 

shya father, and Kshatriya mother. In my¬ 

thology they are said to have been created at 

once by the will of Shiva, under the name of 

They are still numerous in some parts 

of India, especially in Guzerat, where they 

are a privileged people. 

S. ojTSa^ mdgadhi, S. A sort of jasmin 

plant, Jasminum auriculatum. 2. a dialect 

of Sanscrit. 

c. 'rfJaJA^^do mdgali-beru, s. Aroot 

used as a pickle.- 

C. ■rf<Se>7T3p§> mdgani, 

mdgdni-bhumi, S. Land artificially irri¬ 

gated. 

C. odJa>A^>Q3o mdgdi, s. An emerald or¬ 

nament, set in gold, and worn in the ears of 

children. 

c. 'zSjdJs, ^t®7\ magi, mage, s. Win¬ 

ter, the cold season. wdadr draft a 

cold winter, draft the winter-season. 

c. A>Ja)?\^3o5j rndgi-kdi, s. A long kind 

of gourd. 

c. mdgi-bhumi, s. Ploughed 

land. 

C. oS-TDao mdgu, V. n. To ripen, become 

ripe, a is Aid 3orw ripe fruit. dreftdo to cause 

to ripen, as fruit. 

S. mdgha, s. The eleventh Hindu 

month, that in which the moon’s change 

takes place when the sun is in Aquarius. 2. 

the name of a Sanscrit work. dra^S winter. 

T. B. mdghate, See drafts. 

S. mdgJiya, s. The jasmin term¬ 

ed multijlorum pubescens. 

c. mdchamma, s. A female 

who never menstruates. 

c. S$Jse!-'Sj"Sj mdchi-patre, s. A medi¬ 

cinal plant, Artemisia Indica. It is descri¬ 

bed as pungent, anthelminthic, stomachic, 

and a remover of phlegm and catarrh. 

H. odJa>2§ mdji, adj. Late, former, recent. 

dre«3 wdoejDad a former Amildar. Sided dra 

the order is of ancient date. 

C. oiro&p mdju, v. a. To hide, conceal, s. 

Deceit, hypocrisy, dissimulation, adj. Dull, 

dim. drewd to confess frankly, tell 

without concealing. 



n. cdja) &P0S30, o^ysSd^odij mujumu, 

mdjurnu, s. An intoxicating cake of bang 

■mixed with sugar, &c. 3iraw«&ai inebri¬ 

ation from this composition. 

C. ooJa>&3 mat a, s. Sorcery. 2. a sample, 

specimen. 3. a mischievous or murderous de¬ 

sign. 4. deceit. 5. the act of making or 

doing. streWnsd a, magician, sorcerer. stokra 

stozi) to bewitch. °ln>kjn®3r a sorceress. 

C. mata, adj. Handsome, elegant, 

well finished. ftv dwW the engraving of a 

parrot, sfakirf work well executed. 

tisishrh to he elegant, to he well executed, 

stefetori SSrtjVt a well finished idol. stefctotf 

an elegant jewel. oSaktesci "#^^3 an ele¬ 

gant engraving. 

C. mdtu, v. a. To hook a thing in. 

sirelS to be hooked on, get entangled. 

& to betray, entangle one, bring one into 

prison. 

C. S&fc&J mdtu, s. Remedy, cure, antidote. 

C. o3x£&5ot$opE!7\>} mdtu-managu, v. n. 

To he hushed, quiet, still. 

C. matoda, s. A condiment 

made of powdered grain, and boiled in steam. 

S. e±re>t&j mdthara, s. One of the sun’s 

attendants. 

S. mdthdpatya, s. Superin¬ 

tendence of a ^ or college, &c. 

C. Smada, s. A niche, recess, cupboard. 

2. a'verandah. 3. an upper story. 

a niche for a lamp to stand in. 

a cupboard that locks up. ajig a 

row of niches. rfoootics stadz$£ jn the 

front verandah of the house. 

C. c*b madu, v. a. To do, make, cause, 

perform, frame, v. n. To be worth. sfcs&xb 

to cause to do or make, wusiwsus to do 

a kind office. «s3&> z$s»&& he 

performed his promise, tfsc3j 

zSriv'j risstio to frame regulations. 

to commit to custody, e>s'£r! arasao 

it pained him. Affixed to nouns, it gives 

them a verbal signification ; as, dre^to 

cook, saris?® to quarrel, ricrfo &»£} to 

favour. 2. to come or go (when used of a 

superior.) sk®*** to neglect, go away 

without doing. tiraa to do, or make, of 

or for one’s self, made, stay 

the act of doing or making, 

s. sdsTa) zjsdPQzStf mdnava, md- 

navaJca, s. A child not exceeding sixteen, 

a manikin. 2. a necklace of sixteen strings. 

C. ~d)J~Si pi mdni, s. The membrum, virile. 

s. ir%^manika, mdni Icy a, 

s. A ruby or carbuncle. 2. a house lizard, 

aijari^ 3^, sfoaritf a dealer in precious 

stones. 

c. mdnikangollu, v. n. 

To he in a state of menstruation, 

c. ■dcraploi) mdnisu, v. n. To become foul, 

soiled, or dimmed. See under «$»«>>. 

A. C. manu, v. n. To leave, for¬ 

sake, abandon, let alone, desist. 2. to be¬ 

come popular, famous, great, siraewsirfj de¬ 

sisting. sfaMSJJs, to cause to desist, 

make abandon, relieve. wzSriOrt ?d 

£o the king removed poverty from 

the poor. jirarf this 

doctor cures all diseases. siop'UtS -3-c^tio a'jarf 

it relieves the mind of its sorrow. 

constant devotedness. ^-rarsiS to 

do incessantly. s&sraJ cease! cease! 

leave! leave! •&»<» drarstiJ he will not desist, 

though leaving. 

S. mat a, s. a mother. 2. Fdrvati. 

, mdtanga, s. An elephant. 2. 

a Chandala or outcaste. straSoftcsiM the god¬ 

dess of such people. 

c. 3±ra mdtabari, adj. Confidential, 

, trust-worthy. 2. respectable, of good rank. 

sSjb^wS*; tsfrsSX) a respecta¬ 

ble, trust-worthy man. 

s. t>mdtara, s. A mother. 

S. ^Ja>30 mat all, S. The charioteer of 

Indra. 

c. SjJaia'S^o mdtddiij v.n. To speak,con¬ 

verse, discourse. stoxs*«^) to begin 

to speak. to go away without 

speaking. stosssSBdli to be silent, sfaasa&rS 

A atozSo to do as one said, to keep one’s word, 

s. md td -p i trig a lu, s. 

Parents; mother and father. 

S. mdtdmha, s. A mater¬ 

nal grandfather. 3fj®®»ato!o a maternal grand¬ 

mother. 



s±r*si> 

T. B. & c. md-tdi, great 

sscSo mother] s. Durgi, any goddess. 

C. oj^raa'S^ mat all, S. A talkative person. 

2. a drone, as in bagpipes. 

C. matu, s. A word, expression, 

saying, speech. 2. language. 3. a pro¬ 

mise. x!a xfjs^oa pleasing word borldri «Sjs 

* an elegant expression. 2. sexual converse, 

•k^t an uncouth, badly pronounced, or 

barbarous expression. *3 xte>&> an obscure 

expression. sto^j an agreeable speech. 

sdxJrf xJiasto unfriendly lan¬ 

guage. friendly, kind words, sto 

* to fulfil a promise. Sto* to 

fail in one’s promise. xteSjSxi'A, sijstfoft, xijs 

a loquacious woman. xSre®?Swe5, xte>id 

<&>&> Saraswati, goddess of speech. sfraS?! 

^<lcsiw to be obedient, act according to 

one’s word, «to* a disobedient 

person, one who will not mind what is said 

to him. sfoasiei tt eloqucuc^e. 

x^js^)dr3d, xiy^3 jri a loquacious man. 

sSj»so SwsSdxi one who has forfeited his word, 

•to* ^Scrioo to learn words. xJ-ss^o =&®&i to 

promise, give one’s word, 's’sw xto 

* to** the time is gone, but the promise 

remains. xSsSjtoal fame. 

c. mdtubari, s. Confidence, 

trust. towfotiScctoxSsto a trust-worthy man. 

s. 3j<d, o3is>lta^ mdtula, mdtula, 

s. A maternal uncle, xts8Jto«j»?> his wife, 

s. siraBbeiooA^ mdtv.lv,ngaka, g. The 

common citron, Citrus medica. 

S. mdtu-shri, s. The wife of a 

superior (when wishing to speak respectfully). 

S. ojT5> 3^ matri, s. A mother. 2. a 

divine mother, the personified energy of a 

deity or his wife; in a figurative sense, a 

mother to mortals"; as, xtassS^O, « 

rfjaB, sSjXA S, XySOSSo, CSjon^rf, l5®sS0JO(l. 

S. ^Jje)3 md trike, s. A mother. 2. a 

single letter. This word, when applied to 

books, denotes the original, in opposition to 

or copy; lit. daughter. 

s. mdtri-dUcshe, s. A son 

going without shaving a year after his 

mother’s death. 

s. (o mdtri-sthdna, adj. Like 

a mother, s. A mother’s residence. 

S. ^jTS3 mate, S. A mother. 2. Pdrvati. 

S. ojJii&j matra, adv. Only^solely, simply, 

merely, (exclusive, and identical, the very 

thing). 2. alone, s. The whole-, the entire 

thing or class of things. 2. quantity, measure. 

3. computation, whether by measure, weight, 

extent or capacity. stohow much P 

SvcctcxS xtresy as much as I know, 

°toj; ricdixtsdAi grant only thus much. 

ex, xiraSj look at it just a little, or 

merely. sto^i I am not the 

only person in fault, or I, at least, am not 

to blame. ?H stosij eoorfo xtesn&j d0 yOU at 

least, (or only) come and speak. 

S. Ji mdtre, s. A pill. 2. a short 

vowel. 3. quantity in metre or prosody. 4. 

a little. 

s. ^Jia^odjEr mdtsarya, adj. Envious, 

impatient of another’s prosperity. 

A. C. s3j®z3qzS mddande, act). Impracti¬ 

cable. 

c. mddala, mdddla, 
s. A citron. 

C. ^Tis&A mddiga, s. A Chuchler or 

Chandala. xte>&h§^ a Chuchler woman. 

C. obosSot), wJi'bj mddiri, mddri, s_ 

A specimen, sample, pattern, adj. Similar, 

like, xtoao to shew a specimen or 

pattern. 

s. s3je)£yo^e> mddi-phala, s. The citron.' 

C. 'rf mdd'i-hunnu, s. Carpang, 

a kind of sore. 

s. s3ja>rf^, mddrisha, 

madrikshu, comp. Like me, such as I. 

T. B. md-deva, [xbisa r5\si] s, 

Shiva, xtotf^a Pdrvati. 

s. 'SjJStjj, mddri, mddri- 

devi, s. The wife of Pdndu, and mother of 

the 5toa,*«kd> or the two youngest Pdndu 

princes. 

S.. o3ja><£^ mddhava, s. The second lunar 

month,, that in which the moon’s change 

takes place when the sun is in Taurus. 2. 

Vishnu. 3. Vasanta. 

S. mddhavi, s. Sugar clayed or 

candied. 2. the earth. 3. the large creeper, 

gcertuera racemosa. 
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S- ToTO'^oCCoe' mddhurya, s. Sweetness, 

of flavour or disposition. 3-ra^B sweet, 

s. t±ra^o£3<3 mddhyan-dina, s. Mid¬ 

day, noon. 

S. OQ^'tf mddhydhniJta, s. Noon¬ 

day duty. 

S. mddhwaru, s. A large sect 

founded by followers of Vishnu, 

and distinguished by a single black perpendi¬ 

cular mark on the forehead, with a round 

spot at the bottom of it. 

S. o^CT5)^)^ mddhwi, s. Spirituous liquor. 

S. mdna, s. Honour,respect, civility. 

2. arrogance, haughtiness, pride. 3. measure 

in general, whether of weight, length, or ca¬ 

pacity. strafes a shameless man. 

sijj^ 2535, stoapi disgrace, 

Joss of l’GSpOCt. 5iJo)pa> o3Se)&i odJS 

to honour, shew respect, ***> 

a’jaouj to be respected, st&t&S a virtuous 

woman. «*n>9 a respectable man. •to®99 a 

respectable woman. stop* respectable. 

psiog, an honourable or. respectable 

man. a saviour, protector of one’s 

honour. 2. a garment, clothing. 

S. o3JaJji'jS mdnava, s. A man, a human 

being. 

S. mdnasa, s. The mind, the seat 

or faculty of reason or feeling. 2. opinion, 

sentiment. ;ijJj®^sid a lake in the Sima 

laya mountains. 

S. sisD ?r mdnasika, s. Contempt, slight, 

disrespect. 2. delay, keeping in. 

s. mdnasouka, s. The wild 

swan. 

s. ^ mdna-sthdna, s. The pri¬ 

vate parts.^ 

C. mdnddu, s. The country to 

the west of Mysore. 

T. B. mdnisa, [stssstaS] s. A man. 

Siruti, carried by a man. 

c. mdnisu, v. cans. To make heal. 

C. mane, s. A copy to write from. 

S. ^Ja)^ mdnya, s. Lands either liable 

to a trifling quitrent, or altogether exempt 

from tax. adj. Respectable, venerable. 

?fjAsd a man holding such lands. 
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lands exempt from tax. a small 

portion of rent-free land in a village for the 

use of brahmans. straff allowance in 

land to a village servant. sSszty 

land at a nominal rent. 

H. odrs'^jiSo maphakn, adj. According to. 

H. Je>%) mdphi, s. Things sold by mea¬ 

sure, as grain, &c. 

H. cd-Ji) Ijj mdphu, s. Exemption from pay¬ 

ment, excusing, forgiving, remission. «**«# 

to excuse, let off, forgive. 

c. md-rnara, s. A mango tree. 

h. uS-rs-daO mdmali- 

yattUy mdmale, s. Affairs of state. 

H. d-XSdoC^Cjvd mdmaleddra, S. An am¬ 

ildar, the head revenue officer of a district. 

A. c. dja)tdjoj®' mdmasaka, s. Great 

excitement or irritation. 

H. dja>dejs>cya mdmulu, s. Usage, ancient 

or established custom. s^wsd 

to act according to established custom, 

s. dTSodo, dJa>o3o may a, mdye, s. 

Fraud, trick, deceit, deception, illusion. 2. 

juggling. 3. understanding, intellect. 4. 

wickedness, villainy. 5. trick in negotiation, 

political fraud, diplomacy. 6. vanity, phan¬ 

tom, imagination. 7. philosophical illusion, 

or a deception depending on the power of the 

deity, as some Hindus impiously maintain, 

whereby mankind believe in the existence of 

external objects, which are in fact nothing 

but idea; idealism, personified in mythology 

as a female, the consort of JBramha, and the 

immediate and active cause of creation. 8. 

a sacred city so called. 9. Lakshmi, P.drva- 

ti, Rati. adj. Counterfeit, false. stow&wd, 

streobrrad a deceiver, hypocrite, SJS^ 

to juggle, deceive, sijacctre Wit!’# Krishna. 

slsscd) magic. strecdroS, sirscdra tS\ti a jug¬ 

gler, conjurer, dncrfo&, s£n>cdjad§, s&sscdn 

swo&a a hypocritical woman, disguised wo¬ 

man. siracrtrasreBritfo idealists. »in>e3n> sindosi 

sid), stracd.reariv'o hypocrites, sfoacAjBffsd, sin> 

oksdjsd natural and supernatural. 

sfraoftsraS to vanish, dis¬ 

appear. swsccj to be deceived. 

A. c. mdyaddla, s. Beauty, 

elegance. 



G. mdydngani, s. Avery 

deceitful woman. 

S, d.T5C&:> mdi, s. Shiva, Agni, JBramha, 

Kama. 2. a juggler, conjurer. 

c. dJSOdoo mdyu, v. n. To heal. 2. to 

wear away. See also steidorfo it is 

healed, to cause to heal 

C. dJ8C>3:> mdye, s. An after-hirth. 

s. djeioSje^i^odo may op dy a, s. An 

artful device. 

S. 'cd Oil'd mar a, s. Cupid. (son of 

Cupid) Aniruddha. 

a. c. d.Tddo# mdranka, s. A changed 

sign or mark. 2. Cupid’s sign (a fish). 

S. d .re do! 2^ rndrajittu, s. A name of 

Budh. 

c. dTOda mdradi, s. Change. 2. an ene¬ 

my. adj. Changed, altered, exchanged. 

S. dred,^ mdrana, s. Killing, slaughter, 

a murderous deed, st-redcs 

a sacrifice made to destroy an enemy. 

C. dja>dp3 marane, adj. Next, second, a- 

gain, djatft BsM the following day. See dodo. 

C. dja)dtjif) maradele, s. The inner part 

of the wall of A window or door. 

C, dja)d£) mdrada, adj. Invariable, un¬ 

changeable. 

S. dredd mdravi, s. A tune so called. 

A. c. dreui>o^o mdrdntu, 'part.ofsksoijfc, 

C. mar at a, s. Double dealing. 2. 

selling. 3. mistaking one thing for another. 

4. change, exchange, metamorphose, distor¬ 

tion. draOTso n. To mistake. 2. to change, 

doaosado to change, exchange, alter. 

A. C. djasTra^o mdrdnu, v. a. To resist, 

oppose, confront in battle. 

H. dreUodret) mdirdmdri, s. Fighting, 

cuffing. 

S. dJai'O'Sd marari, [enemy of Cupid] s. 

Shiva. 

C. dre'OD^'o mdralu, s. A substitute, a- 

nother man. 

c, dcratrs^r?, dJe>os^ mdrdlvike, 

mardlke, & A new government, changed 

government. 

S. d mdri, s. Durgi, presiding over epi¬ 

demic diseases. 2. a plague, epidemic. ^ 

rtsaO ttJSA dcre the destitute god¬ 

dess made a present to the tambour (proa. 

used of persons who make promises they are 

not able to fulfil). djs3 s&ari an unnaturally 

large face. djs& djs^d, dre0 cholera, 

C. dja)t)7\ mdriga, s. A name common 

to Chcmddlas. 

H. dJSS^^o mdnphattu, s. Charge, 

possession. by means of, through 

the means of. 

c. djaJtiris mdrlsu, V. caws. To make sell. 

v. a. To exchange, substitute, alter, meta¬ 

morphose. 

C. dj"8do mdru, s. A fathom, the space 

between the tips of the fingers when the 

arms are extended, adj. Opposite, hostile, 

assailant. d»do rtjs^o to grasp within ex¬ 

tended arms. 

c. dredo mdru, v. a. To sell, barter, v.n. 

To change, alter. d»do to be disguised. 

the act of selling, dredjdrirt a seller, 

salesman. 

C. dredoTija^1^, dredoddo mdru-gol~ 

lu, mdru-padu, v. n. To be changed, al¬ 

tered, turned into a new form. 

g. djedo^ mdruta, S. Wind, air. 

S, Jlanumanta. 2. BMma. 

C. dcradod d mdr-uttara, s. An answer, 

to give an answer. 

c. dredosmdru-hala, s. An opposing 

army. 

c. dredodJDdo mdru-mddu, v. a. To 

exchange, substitute, alter, turn into a new 

form. 2. to cause to sell. 

C. dredod'ou a mdruvi-rdga, s. A tune 

so called 

C. dJaJdoScLrs^ ao mdru-hogu, v. n. To 

be infatuated by, fascinated with, rivalled by, 

outdone. ©tost!) 

I am fascinated witli his beauty. 

A. C. djaidjado mdr-oddu, V. a. To 
a • 

oppose, stop, ward off. to con¬ 

front, oppose. s*»A!»ar!sfocraB)«be< rolrivs 

B the heaps of jewels brought, 

were like another Maha-meru (the golden 

mountain.) 
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s. djei^rocf^odo mdrkanddya, s. A 

sage so called. 2. the name of a purd.ua. 

A. C. do® k^j mdr-kuttale, s. Ano¬ 

ther order, a fresh regulation. 

A. c. dorafrose mdr-lcoralu, $. An 

altered voice. 

A. C. do's^ras'eta mdr-kollu, 
9 

oppose, resist, confront, as in battl 

v. a. To 

S. doDAE- Widrga, s. A way, road, path. 

2. means, manner, mode. 3. conduct, 

a roa(j for exports and imports, 

sfjsrir the Icing’s high-way. a 

cross road. oi&rtr a foot-path. 

. $t£o3m, slreriF s.ySjcScd.rar’j to deviate from 

right conduct. !&©&3 to allow to pass. 

storraF sissrS) to make a road. 2. to find out 

a way to do a thing. sirariF^ ayfy to find 

the road, sired f3 a traveller. d-sirerrlF jm. 

morality, profligacy, wickedness. 

morality, piety, steadiness. z&sireFriFp'o a 

man of immoral conduct, a wicked man. 3 

a man of moral conduct, a good man. 

sfrertF^ wds to reform, return to correct con¬ 

duct. 

S. dora7\c" mdrgana, s. An arrow. 2. re¬ 

search, inquiry. 3 asking, soliciting, begging. 

5. do^Tssr&d, mdrga- 

shira, mdrgashirsha, s. The ninth 

lunar month, that in which the moon’s change 

takes place when the sun is in Sagittarius. 

D. mdrgali, S. The ninth lunar 

month. 

S. d>3z)%c~7\ mdrgiga, s. A beggar, men¬ 

dicant. 

S. doraSicd mdrjana, s. Cleaning, clean¬ 

sing, particularly of the person by bathing or 

anointing. 2. the sound of a drum. 

S. dxs&S-^) mdrjani, S. A brush, broom. 

s. doraSius-e;, -zSjD&i-dE-Tj mdrjdla, mar- 

jar a, s. A cat. 

S. djraaxH'Qd mdrtdnda, s. The sun. 

s. mdrdangika, s. A tam¬ 

bour player. 

S. d;rarf=d mdrdava, s. Softness. 

A. C. dT®i&>r& mdr-nudi, V. n. To reply, 

answer, s. A reply, answer. 

A. C. dorad^c? mdrpade, s. An opposing 

or hostile army. 

A. C. doradjS" mdrpu, s. Exchange,change. 

f a changer. 

A. C. doradpt^ mar-pole, s. Reflection 

of any thing, sisasga sSrosgsrtfafo tore- 

fleet any thing. 

A. c. d.Jv&trv mdr-bala, s. An opposing 

army. 

A. C. dorados'<§G&>o mdr-maleyu, v. n. 
To rebel, be opposite or opposed, sisxhrtta 

* to be in a state of rebellion, to be opposite. 

stoarfsF^cb rebels, assailants. 

A. c. d orad^c-^ ao mdr-molagu, v, n. 

To echo, respond. 

S. djra£\s*do mdrshanu, s. (in dramatic 

language) A venerable person. 

A. C. dorado) ajj mdrrvpu, See 3®3§f. 

t. b. dorae^oSo mdlakumi, [sfcssug^,] s. 
Lakshmi. 

S. dora^S rnalati, S. The great flowered 

jasmin. 

S. dora3^ mdlike, S. A chaplet, wreath of 

flowers. 2. a line, row. 

S. dora©£) mdlini, s. A particular kind of 

dress. 2. a woman of a particular class. 

S. dora©3£ mdlinya, s. Obscurity. 2. 

dirtiness, impurity. 

H. dora©^ mdllka, s. An heir. 2. one who 

furnishes supplies. 

H. dora©i°coo mdlisu, s. Rubbing, polishing. 

sfre<Dspi) sirez& to clean a horse. 

H. dorado main, S. Property, wealth; also 

the rent or revenue arising from lands. 

H. dora£O7\0&f5t> mdlu-gujdri, S. Asses¬ 

sed land. 

S. djra£>0q5T>d mdludhdna, s. A variega¬ 

ted serpent. 

s. dora^orad mdlura, s. The B§1 tree or 

2Egle marmelos. 

s. dorad, dorae^ male, mdlya, s. A 

garland, string or wreath of flowers; a neck¬ 

lace ; a string of beads, a rosary. sSreeisi&rt, 

^reusiTOd, slreeJTTsti a florist. tfocisireeJ a neck¬ 

lace. 2. the scrofula. 3s sireeJ a wreath of 

flowers. sireeJ a rosary. dree? a 

necklace of alternate gold and coral beads. 
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sJm^ draeJ a pearl necklace. ArasJmSr a flow¬ 

er woman, a woman who makes garlands. 

H. mdl-jdmmu, s. Money 

security. 

s. ^Jaimdlyawanta, s. A moun¬ 

tainous range, described as one of tbe smaller 

mountains of India proper, lying eastward of 

Meru. 

c. ^<5^ mdva, S. A father-in-law. 2. a 

father-in-law’s brother. AsA a ma¬ 

ternal uncle. iAfWj AssA a man’s father- 

in-law. 

c. -d-Ja)-de5A, *3^3, mdva- 

tiya, mdivata, mdvanta, s. An elephant 

driver and keeper. 

C. mdvani, s. A feast made by 

the bridegroom in his own house, to the bride 

and her relations after the marriage ceremo¬ 

nies are completed. AoS AraAp a feast, in re¬ 

turn, made by the bride’s relatives to the 

bridegroom and his friends. 

C. mctvu, a. A mango. 2. a stallion. 

3. A. c. a serpent, wos Aja^S), 

rtjA Atk^i a fruitful mango tree. M Aii^i, mo 

a sweet mango, Asa4) a mango, the 

extremity of which resembles the beak of a 

parrot, Aaft Ausft Ara^Sj a very large 

mango, a ripe mango. 34)1? Awg) a S0Ur man¬ 

go. ^ An>^; a very small kind of mango. 

Ajs^Si a stringy mango. AreSjS 

inspissated mango juice. AjsSA Ajb£>A 

63 Hj the acrid resin that issues from the 

mango. A 5^ Are;$ twin mangoes, riooft Ajs^i 

a kind of mango from the seed of which, when 

broken, a musquito is said to escape. A»AA 

mango blossoms. a flne 

scented mango. Ajs^j tflfc., Aja^j ^ociSA) to 

cover, as a horse does a mare. 

S. T>$Sdoj\ masha, s. A sort of kidney bean. 

C. S&eJro mdsa, s. An after-birth. 

S. ■rfj® To mas a, s. A month; usually a lu¬ 

nar one, consisting of thirty §§> or lunar days; 

but jt may be a A»d AraA 0r solar month, be¬ 

ing equal to the sun’s passage through a sign 

of the zodiac; there is also a A~aAA AaA month, 

consisting of thirty risings and settings of the 

sun; An>A a month regulated by the 

lunar asterisms; and a fifth description of 

month, called AssA, depending on 

the motions of the planet Jupiter; the lunar 

month also, being of two kinds, as reckoned 

from the new or from the full moon, completes 

six different modes of monthly computation. 

2. a jeweller’s weight equal to five sixteenths 

of a pagoda. AssAsa the beginning of a month. 

AraAscA the end of a month. An>A Aociter 

A menstruation. 

s. mdsamdna, s. A year. 

S. masara, ®. The scum of boiled 

rice. 

A. c. md-salaga, s. A chief or 

leader among beasts. 

C. o3ja>r\i£0 mdsalu, adj. Dirty, unwashed. 

A. c. °t)J"3> mdsdli, md¬ 

salu, s. An ardent devotee. 

S. masiha, s. A ceremony perfor¬ 

med monthly on account of deceased ances¬ 

tors, during the space of one year after their 

decease, adj. Monthly. 

C. o^-ySccO masu, s. Soil, pollution. 2, a 

patch. 3. the after-birth. 4. the womb. v. 

a. To dirty, soil. 2. to rub out. v. n. To 

be dimmed, faded. Aw&siAsb a dirty person. 

wfS^ a foul or dirty cloth. Asa?) A AeJ a 

dirty head. wo a faded colour. Asa 

Pri boo faded lustre. 

t. b, TOro^eo mdsna-kallu, [Ao®a, a 

s. A stone commemorative of a suttee. 

T. B. ^.Joiod'sosJ mdhdnta, [siw5**y s. A 

name common toy angamas. 2. a nobleman. 

H. cdya^o^'do mdhiru, adj. Former, ancient. 

AreSovAo csd an old inhabitant, a man of ex¬ 

perience. 

H. ^XS5o make, s. A month. As's^AsO €s^ 

a monthly account. 

C. mala, adj. Vacant, empty, s. A 

male cat. 

T. B. 

mala, mdhdla, mdladamdwdsye, 
[skSstMb ] s. A general ceremony of present¬ 

ing offerings to the manes of deceased ances¬ 

tors in the dark fortnight prior to the Dasa- 

ra. •*»?» A^ such a fortnight. 

S. mdlavatta, S. The rapiers of 



a roof, or small pieces of timber put across 

tlie rafters of a house. 

s. mdlava-de'sha, s. The 

province of Malwa. 

s. ot7\ muluva-rdga, s. A tune 

so called. 

S, malavi, s. A tune so called. 2. 

a Malwa woman. a man of that 

country. 

s. mula-jmra, a town so 

called. 

C. d malige, s. Aflat roof. 2. an 

inner ceiling. 3. an upper story. dszvfi A 

«* a house with a flat roof. o sksv/i, 

V wsvff the outer terraced roof, a 

subterraneous roof, as of a prison, granary, 

&c. 3i\vi sftavrt an upper room, *ts*>9fix Ax 

€ the covering of a terraced roof, sfca1? 

fix steps up to a roof. stovrt a 

respectful epithet for a house. 

A. C. raafe, v. n. To go to decay, 

waste, he consumed, perish, die. shvjd tin 

imperishable riches. the wort 

is not complete. 

A. C. male, s. An upper story. 2. a 

niche or recess in a wall. 

A. C. rndlke, v. noun of sfewb, The 

act of doing. 

A. C. mdlpa, for s&5*taS 0fsi®^, 

That which, or, he who, is doing. sia^iSsij 

give us success. 

I will do. a doer. 2. doing, making, 

rt the attempt which is being made. 

C. SOOAO mingu, v. a. To swallow, bolt. 

C. £008^0 minchu, s. Brightness, effulgence, 

glitter, radiance. 2. lightning. 3. a ring 

for the second toe. 4. completion. 5. ex¬ 

haustion. v. n. To excel, surpass. 2. to pre¬ 

vail, abound. 3. to miss, slip away, as an op¬ 

portunity. Soot? my at¬ 

tempt failed. 4. to shine, glitter, sparkle. 

SWos&WJtf), Sooiifi a fire-fly. toousto 

to be bright, refulgent. Sjs fi a shining 

face. Soo'tS^cdoo lustre to fade, to become 

dim. AoiiA the business has slipped 

through. ^ it slipped from the hand. 

C. rninje, adj. Little, small. 

0. LooS3 minte, adj. High, as ground, s. An 

earthen pellet used with a bow. 

C. £sood, minda, mindagura, 

s. A rake, paramour, lecher, catamite. 2. a 

rival. 3. a boy of the virile age. 4. any 

person or thing which offers difficulties insu¬ 

perable to others. to draw 

an ass is the artist’s difficulty, 3<**U 

rradfi Socd money (sometimes) even deceives 

the shroff. accounts 

are difficult even to the village clerk. 

a girl who is become nubile. S»°&, 

Swot! an incontinent woman. 

C. £X)Op§ minni, adj. Small, little, minute. 

0. SOO£&> mindu, part, of Swaafo, Having 

bathed. bathed. Aott a person who 

has bathed. 

A. C. SoO^minna, adj. Better,superior,ex¬ 

cellent. 

A. C. Soo^o^€odoo minnandaleyu, s. 

Spitting out anything which is chewed. 

c. miki-miki-nodu, v. n. 

To stare vacantly, as one who sits without 

any thing to do. 

c. £>0^ mikku, part, of Having re¬ 

mained, been left. 

to be left, remain. left, remaining, that 

which is left. 2. other. the rest, the 

persons who remain or are left. re¬ 

maining work. ^that which is left, the 

residue. to be remaining, to be left. 

t. B. Soa, £0^ miga, mika, $. A 

beast, wild beast. 2. a deer. ^ S7°n the 

resort of beasts. the cattle tribe. 

Sorid skO a young animal. Sorirt^ecb Shiva. 

with a deer in his hand. ^ wind, per¬ 

sonified as a god riding on a deer. v°t, 

n, SoridoAff, SorUS-^ri the moon, 

c. £o7\£D, DotxOo migalu, migilu, «. n. 

To excel, surpass, s. Surplus, remnant, ba¬ 

lance, orts, leavings. 

o. Sw'Acoo, £o?\rOds migisu, migisidu, 

v. cans. To cause to be left, save out of, keep. 

C. £oao rnigu, v. a. To surpass, exceed, 

transgress, v. n. To remain, be left. 2. to 

increase, augment, abound, s. Much. 230 ^ 

£>=#, balance, surplus, remnant, 

leavings. 
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C. Sop! miff6, particle from Increasing. 

2, remaining. 3. failing, adj. Great, much, 

abundant, ado. Again, farther. ~oao Sort 

?b through excess of pleasure, 

the prime minister forgot himself ^scebrsioo 

ajrt os ai> iJoSbtfgo prince Kuru griev¬ 

ed, because the affair had failed, *fcratf,sb© 

Sort 5swhile excelling 

in valour, Abhimanyu was caught in the 

array of battle. *r*fssko Sort 

hrfjSo abounding in mercy, God was propi¬ 

tious to me. 

H. Soatsdo, §^o3rfx>3tf° vnijddu, mijdju, 

s. Ostentation, display, vain show, exhibi¬ 

tion. Sos’aBjisi an ostentatious man. 

C. SoBSo&3^7\s~ miti-miti-swarffa, 

s. Being without employment of any kind, 

sitting doing nothing. 

A. c. So&3p30^;3 miti-vallinavu, s. a 
man with projecting teeth. 

A. o. So&^jSSo^o'Sa mittane-miduku, 

v. n. To hasten, be in a hurry. 2. to shake 

or move rapidly. 

C. mitta-bilu, v. n. To start, 

move suddenly from alarm, awake abruptly. 

A. C. So&3o, mittu, s. Grief, sorrow. 

C. SoeS, mitte, adj. Prominent, protruding, 

lying above the surface. ^ a promi¬ 

nent forehead. ®'&o a projecting tooth. 

Su^j carfrt a lotus growing on hills, &c. Zx'fj 

SoSj^ *&a£>o rising ground, high land. 

c. So&3^ »3855t) mitte-varaha, $, A superior 

gold pagoda, worth four rupees. 

C. So£T5cOo mithdi, s. Any kind of sweet¬ 

meat. Sossc&orrad a maker of sweetmeats. 

SnsracSo worts a sweetmeat shop. Sosac&o a £ 

^ortvb materials for making sweetmeats. && 

rb SosicSo large sweetmeats. -%Srio SbsadOo 

small sweetmeats. 

H. £)oi3 miththe, s. Bent on land, assess¬ 

ment. Sortet sbatSo to rent out land. 

assessment money. 

T. B. Soli mida, [sfr)<3] s. A name of Shiva. 

C. £oci midi, s. Young, unripe fruit, adj. 

Unripe. SoSrracSo an unripe pod or fruit. 

0. £>otV midi, V. a. To sprinkle. 2. to shoot 

with the fingers, as from a pellet-bow. 

*3# a pellet-bow. Soa rtgjo a pellet-hall, 

made of earth. 

o. So&sS midite, midiche, s. A 
locust, grasshopper, ofrbtk Sna# a green 

locust. a locust with wings re¬ 

sembling a leaf. a white locust. 

Swa^ a swarm or army of locusts. So 

&£% rforto ptfcdoo locusts to move in armies. 

Soa^t rioas?3±e an army of locusts to descend. 

A. C. SlO^ofrA midu/cu, V. n. To come to 

one’s self, recover from fainting, or fatigue. 

2. to grieve, lament, mourn. 3. to shake, 

quake, vibrate, s. Recovering from fatigue, 

&c. unfailing strength. 2. grief, sorrow, 

travail, disgust. 3. shaking. 

c. £>oc3o7oO midusu, V. a. To play a wire 

instrument with the fingers. 2. to make 

jump. 3. to make snap, as a stone in the 

fire. 

c. Sops^axissl- minaka-buchi, s. A 

fire-fly. 

C. Slops frA minalcu, s. Effulgence, glitter, 

lustre. Sora^pio to flash, sparkle, glitter. 

Sbfs* rfraa to setoff or dress one’s 

self glitteringly. 

c. £>opS3rf° minaju, adj. Short, s. A dwarf. 

2. an insect infesting cattle. 

0. Siopl mini, s. Any leathern rope or strap. 

c. miniche-hula, s. Afire- 

fly- 

c. £)o peso's a mini-nuga, s. A small, dead¬ 

ly snake, which springs at its object. 

c. So pi£10 minilu, s. Leathern ropes for ox¬ 

en ploughing, drawing water, &c. 

c. SopsofrA minuku, s. Flashing, sparkling, 

glittering, glimmering. Sorw’sb 

a fire-fly. 

S. Soe£ mita, s. Measure. 2. moderation, tem¬ 

perance, forbearance. 3. limitation, bounds. 

adj. Temperate, moderate. ^ a few 

people. So^ a moderate talker. 

s. So^otis^- mitampacha, adj. Miserly, 

niggardly. 

S. SoS miti, s. Limit, bound. 2. measur¬ 

ing, measure. 3. moderation. 

°&o to overflow its hounds, as a river, &c. So 

S Six, ?&®^rto to go beyond prescribed limits. 
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S»S so^or immoderate expense. &o® ^ 

a violator, exceeder. tx>$ bound¬ 

less, immeasurable. - SnScrissft jizfccJoj to keep 

within bounds, be moderate. £jiUj to 

fix a limit or bound. sirodo a word spo¬ 

ken in moderation. 

T. b. aosfo mittu, s. Death. * 

^ rtors;j)|J a bad woman is 

the death of her husband. ^Srt's'o 

creatures are Death’s mouthful. 

S. »o^; mitra, s. The sun. 2. a friend, 

ally. a friendly disposition. 

0ne who rejoices his friends, 

friendship. SoJ; a contest of friends. 

aj«^| acquirement of a friend. 

company of friends. the dividing 

of friends. SW; the visit of a friend: 

S. £>0(|)<ys mithila, s. The city of Janalca- 

rdya. Janaka-raya, the father 

of Site. 

S. £>oZj)o^ mithuna, s. A couple, pair, brace, 

male and female. 2. the sign G-emini. ^ 

w^cdor sexual embrace. 

8. S)o^i mithye, adj. False, untrue. 

a lie, falsehood. «ostentation, 

haughtiness, pride. error, mistake, 

ignorance. atheism, denial of fu¬ 

ture existence. wos-a useless trouble. ^ 

a false opinion, fruitless thought. 

A. C. <Do£> midi, v. a. To kill, slaughter. 2. 

to trample. 3. to reduce to powder, pound, 

bruise. 

C. £>orfo?3o, Sorfo^ midudu, midula, s. 

Marrow, the brain. 

T, B. £>orfo$ midula, p^rW] adj. Soft, 

gentle, mild. 

T. B. £)o£> 7\ middige, Grapes. 

c. Dor? , midde, middi-mane, 
a c> 

s. A house with a flat roof. 

H. Do^So minaha, s. Prohibition, subtrac¬ 

tion, deduction. 

H. £>o^3oo minahu, adv. Till, until 

h. OoJSdBoSoS’So, So teredo mindhi- 

hdku, mindhi-mddu, v. a. To put out 

of office. SM^8° adj. Discharged, struck off. 

C. £>a£>^^oS)o miwike-kdi, s. The ve¬ 

getable Bryonia callosa, SoSt? tfscSo a 

wild species. 

C. So^o, So^o^o, £)o/1ao minu, minu- 

Jcu, minugu, s, Effulgence, flash, glitter. 

v. n. To glitter, shine. &>?*>•*- to trim 

up one’s self gaily. &>?& the 

fire-fly. 

c. ao^oAoSoo^ minugu-huvvu, s. The 

trumpet flower. 

C. SoOdoo^ miyyu, v. a. To bathe. 

si a bathing room. a bather. 

H. ojoTjocJ mirdsi, s. Inheritance, inherited 

property or right. »20*1>bmJ an hereditary 

land or office holder. tretoo of or be¬ 

longing to hereditary land. 

0. £>odo7\o mirugu, v.n. To glitter, shine, 

sparkle, s. Glitter, adj. Shining, glittering. 

Sndorto Sosri a shining face. 

0. Sodo-!^) mirupu, s. Kadiance, glitter, 

sparkling. Sod)^i -very brilliant. 

C. So do/ mirru, adj. Strong, tight, active. 

Swo^csi^ij a firm, active, powerful man. 

h. SoiysgD^o mildkhattu, $, A common 

visit. 

H. £>o£®o!)o7oO mildisu, v. a. To mix, com¬ 

pound. 

S. £>0'2>, SocO mis hi, niisi, s. A sort of fen¬ 

nel, Anetliewn pammorium. 

S. Somishra, adj. Mixed, mingled, blen¬ 

ded. SoVf# mixture, combination. S*3®*! **” 

& to mingle, mix. to be mixed, 

sn&p mixed, compounded. 2. respected, res¬ 

pectable. 

s. £)o£\ rnisha, S. Pretence, excuse, pretext. 

2. blame. 3. fraud, trick, deception. 4. envy. 

c. £)o7o&o misalu, s. A visit of ceremony 

or friendship. 

A. 0. Sorl^o misuku, v. a. To sprinkle. 

2. to meddle, interfere with. 3. to move. 

4. to press, squeeze. to move the 

lips, to speak. he will not let it 

move. SuAtfo to squeeze the testicles. 

A. C. SoTooTo misugu, v. n. To glitter, 

sparkle. 

A. c. SoToo ao3cjs>^j misugu-huvu, s. 

The flower Butea frondosa. 

A. c. £ioTjo£> misani, s. Gold. *»*?> alc«Stf 

a gold vessel. So&SsStfrto gold lustre. 
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Srfrf a gem set in gold. sari a gold 

necklace. £uS)S;Si^ the gold moun¬ 

tain MahnmSrw. 

A. c. Soroo^) rnisupu, v. n. To dance,jump 

about. 2. to shine, glitter. a dan¬ 

cing headless trunk. 

A. c. SloScp© mihana, s. Bathing, ablution. 

S. £>oooi$ mihike, s. Frost. 

s. mihira, s. The sun. 

M. milavani, See &&&■ 

S. milinda, s. The large black hee. 

S. So°? mi lit a, adj. Joined, mixed, united, 

combined, connected with. 

C. miliru, v. n. To thrive, increase, 

prosper. 2. to arrogate. 3. to bud, blossom. 

increased, prospered, revived, as a 

flower by water, &c. 

T. B. miltu, s. Death, demise* 

C. milli-ddu, v. n. To frisk, 

as a calf, &c. 

C. millisuvadu, s. The roar¬ 

ing of buffaloes. 

O. ao^o a js>S3 millu-guta, s. The peg to 

which® the woven end of the web is secured. 

A. 0. mille, adj. Small, little, s. A 

small vessel. 

C. £)JS> mi v. n. To bathe. 

A. 0. SjdoBo mintu, See 3»W>* 

A 0. 053 minte, s. Fowlers’ bird-lime. 

A. o. OTSoa>^J)7?odo min-balavigeya, s. 

Cupid, having the sign of a fish on his stan¬ 

dard. 

C. DtsStsao mltdgu, v.n. To exceed, sur¬ 

pass, excel. 

C. Syrs&33&roo mitddisu, v. a. To shake, 

to loosen by moving backwards and forwards. 

C. m’itu, v. a. To strike, as a line 

for marking timber, the wires of an instru¬ 

ment, &c. 2. to fillip. 3. to draw out, as a 

nail, &c., to loosen ; to root or pluck up. s. 

A lever. 2. likeness, comparison. 3. smart, 

pain. 4. equality, exactness. ^®3c&)od Sws 

kk to loosen earth, &c., with an iron crow. 

snatii t0 strike the wires of aguitar. 

SusUj to strike the wires of a men¬ 

dicant’s instrument. &&&*&> &iiWo to toss 

a rupee. to shoot marbles. «n> 

riocb snail) to fillip the nails of each finger, 

hs from listlessness. is^n, snailo^ xjs 

the wire or string of an instrument. 

ifisf as a a chalk line for marking timber. 0*8 

^ rt® a line that has been made with a chalk¬ 

line, &c. OretBsi £cS a pained nerve or tendon. 

Snatosi wvjj a ieg affected with rheumatic 

pains. SMaibsirij filliping. 

A. C. £)T3eS^)Sj mitenipa, adj. . Choice, 

excellent, superior. snaSarf SSrf dsa^tifa 

divers choice gems. 

C. £)T3P3 mina, s. The act of bathing. 

m sfiado to bathe. 

C. £)T«)Z3i midu, part, of Ore, Having bathed. 

s. Sts^oo mina, minu, s. A fish; 

the sign pisces in the zodiac. 3. C. A star, 

are?* n-sfs a fish-hook. 0*£ *»8j a fish-bas¬ 

ket. w«J a fish-net. 

the sheat fish. SsrJj another variety of 

fish, a little fish. 53o£ua?b cyprinus denticu- 

latus. s5°SS3&) a variety of fish. ***** 

silurus pelorius. Ssifio a sort of 

sprat, Glupea cultrata. watfceb Srefi) spa- 

rus spilotus. asa?£) cyprinus niloticus. 

arafl) C?i;fe3 fishing. two 

staves carried before an idol in procession, 

one bearing the figure of a fish, and the other 

that of an alligator. waas an orna¬ 

ment in the form of a fish, 

c. £)JS^£Oorf mina-kanda, 

mina-khanda, $. The calf of the leg. 

S. mina-ketana, s. Cupid, 

with the sign of a fish. 

s. aysyju'ds'O'd mindvatdra, s. The 

incarnation of Vishnu, as a fish. 

S. mmakshi, s. The daughter of 

Kubera. 2. the goddess of Madura. 3. a 

common Hindu appellation. 

A. c. minu-guli, s. A killer of 

fish. 

A. C. min-vatte, s. The sky or 

starry region. 

s. Sts^tsoT§ mbndmse, s. One of the 

philosophical systems of the Hindus, or 

rather a two-fold system, the two parts of 

which form two of the six Darshanas, or 

schools of philosophy ; the first part, ttie 
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tS/stir sws»ta>orf, or Swastoorf simpfy, originates 

with Jaimini Muni, and illustrates the tfs&r 

of the Vidas, or the practical part 

(the ritual) of religion and devotion, inclu¬ 

ding also moral and legal obligations. The 

second part, or rf ?J»«risorf ascribed to 

Vyasa, is the same as the <^<3»os!, founded 

©n the ttoti or theological portion of the 

Vedas, and treats of the spiritual worship 

of the Supreme Being or soul of the universe. 

C- &ysa£» miyuy v. n. To bathe. 

H. miramird-kacheri, 
s. A room in which persons are in waiting 

for an audience. 

e. rrnru, v. a. To transgress, exceed, 

trespass, pass a given bound or limit, deviate, 

violate. SWaS=# transgression, the act of ex¬ 

ceeding. SWsOrfrfsfc a transgressor, one who 

has exceeded. S-raQrJ ¥®oiir, SwsOrf an 

affair or act in which one has gone beyond 

or contrary to the observances prescribed. 

SWarfarf), Swarfrf re,$j to keep witjiin bounds or 

limits, to be obedient. swarf do not ex¬ 

ceed, do not disobey. SwatStS rf-rerfo to do any 

thing exactly without deviating. Sjadtu 

not to be violated, SwsBSo, 

the time is passed, it is too late. &1® 

rfw^rf^ Swarf may (can or will) you 

violate? erfbsra^ Sastietfsig one cannot 

violate the mandate of a king, erSai);*^ Swa 

0 5ov3^riuj fcicdjsarfrf: jn violating an oath, we 

cannot succeed. SwaOrf a tooth that 

juts out beyond the lip. SireM rforf a 

son who has disobeyed orders. •*»* 

zoorfa a disobedient wife. ^ SwaSrf so^or 

an expenditure beyond one’s circumstances. 

C. (DiTSojCJ;) misalu, s. Any thing, particu¬ 

larly money, vowed and set apart to be pre¬ 

sented, at a future period, to some deity. 2. 

water brought in to drink, or any provisions 

for eating which have not yet been presented 

to the family idol, and which must not be 

used till such ceremony has been performed. 

Swarfcu to set apart mone3’, &c. to pre¬ 

sent to an idol. SWarfeM a leaf used as a 

plate to eat from, set out for a particular 

person. sfoe>z£o, to con- 

secrate, set apart. Swarferario to be set apart, 

put aside for some sacred use or special pur¬ 

pose. Swarfurf^ food not yet presented to an 

idol and therefore not to be eaten. Srarfu jn-rfo 

water unconsecrated and not to be drunk. 

Swarf wcriarf crfJlirfrf one who has not known 

women. 2. a damsel who has not known 

man. SWarfew ssa^o to put aside, as money 

for a sacred use. Swarfew irfcdw to take any 

thing not previously presented to an idol, 

which is considered ominous. SwarfeJaaS^rfa, 

Swarfcu S^Orfo to offer to an idol what has been 

set apart for that purpose, swarfeJrfo^ a buf¬ 

falo whose milk is not employed in common, 

but used for bathing the family idol with, 

in charity, &c. Swarfu rinser any thing put 

aside to be offered to an idol. 

C. fiTSw faise, s. Mustaches, whiskers. 

rf^ SrfJrt), Swarf^ §rfj, SWarf^ Swarf^z&rf 

swrfo to arrange or trim the mustaches. 2. 

to defy, challenge. Swa3 to defy, chal¬ 

lenge. SWarfo&o sa 'Ssj^ri^o sJjagcujj to chal¬ 

lenge and fight an enemy. Swarf wcds^j one 

who has whiskers. 

A. 0. mika, s. Bathing, ablution. 

C. odw mu, in comp. adj. Three, treble; as, 

three forts, riworfvsrf treble pointed, 

three points. 

C. sdooo mum, in comp. adj. Former, prior. 

adv. In front. sWoo rfrfji, rfooonavrf the for¬ 

mer war. rfiiotocrfj the first payment of 

C. mun-kade, s. The front side. 

2. an advance of money, adv. Front, in 

front. 

c. munhani, s. Tlie fore part of 

the pole of a vehicle. 

A. 0. I munkuli, s. Indication of 

sentiment by the look, &c. 

A. c. munke, s. Self-conceit, pride, 

egotism. 

C. mun-kollu, V. n. To begin, 

commence. ^ 

c. ■^oooa^^ojDt^ mungattina-salige, 

s. The front stay in a warp. 

c. ^oooac3 mungada, s. An advance in 

money. 

C. oiioG7\£? mun-gade, adv. In front, be¬ 

fore. wworijfcrfo® in front, on before. sSwori?! 

rfrfcriw, rfworftl to go in front, * 
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c. d^o7\3 mun-gattalu, s. The 

darkness succeeding sunset. 

c. "S, mun-gate, mun- 

gathe, s. The next, following, or succeed¬ 

ing story. 

c. ^o:o7vs<r,s£!'d mun-gdnadava, s. One 

who has no foresight, or is bewildered. Sooo 

TTinti a work in which there has been a 

want of foresight. 

c. mun-gdnke, s. A present 

placed before a superior. 2. first sight. 

C. 'doooAD'cb mun-gdru, s. The former or 

early season for cultivation. the 

former rain. stooretb early growing 

corn, skoonatb the first crop. 

C. mun-gdlu, s. The fore leg 

of quadrupeds. £toorrat» j&jaiScrij,), siwonaex ^ 

to paw with the fore feet. stoJorrau) 

a cord for tying a horse’s fore legs. 

c. d^oJ\, dz30j& mungi, mungisi, s. 

A mungoose. 

C. i\ mun-guttige, s. Contract 

money for land, taxes &c. paid in advance, 

to assess in advance, 

z&jsv a field of which the assessment has 

been paid in advance. 

c. ■rfjooTog} mun-gudi, s. A log tied round 

the neck of straying cattle. 

C. ^ooOAOtb^o mun-gurulu, s. Front 

curls or tresses. 

c. 'dooo aos) munguli, s. A mungoose. 

C. ^£>007^ mun-gei, s. The fore-arm. s&o 

^ <3*>u a&sJriJ when the fore-arm 

moves, the elbow moves. 

C. odiOOT^J®^ mun-gollu, v, n. To begin. 

commence. sfcooft/aoJSo to come in front. 

ji»ort/8o&) to fall forwards. 

C. mun-gopa, s. Precipitant 

anger. 2. temporary anger. one 

who is very hasty or soon put into a passion, 

c. dno-Rjd^"3 mun-gore, s. A front tusk. 

tfwrt a head boar with front tusks. 

C. TtaooT^jd^o mungolu, s. Money paid 

in advance, earnest, hansel, 

c. mun-chanje, s. Evening, 

twilight. 

0. munchu, v. n. To precede, go 

before. 2. to excel, surpass, sboo^z^one who 

surpasses,is or was before, shootizi &vtj a form¬ 

er work or work which has passed by. 

to look at first. 

A. c. d&o&o&o munchukam, $. A hood, 

veil. 

c. doiQ'Za-, ^oooIsIt^, ^ooo'sS-ao mun- 

che, munchege, munchegam, adv. 

Early, before-hand, before. 2. in front. 3. 

in the first instance. 4 formerly, previously. 

5. hereafter, in future. 

C. -djoogypo munjuna, s. The iron share 

of a plough. 

c. ,dooo3dx>^, munjdne, mun- 

jdvu, ,5. The first morning watch. 

S. munji, s. A sort of grass from 

the fibres of which the triple thread, worn by 

brahmans, should be prepared, saccharum 

muwja. 

T. B. ^ooo3§ munji, [sffaoiS^watfsi] s. In¬ 

vestiture with the sacred thread. 2. a small 

cumbly for children. stoooSt to invest 

with the sacred thread. 

0. munjddu, v. n. To run 

before, s. The first or front pair. 

^zscrico to go in front of another. 

S. miinda, s. A headless trunk, adj. 

Bald, shaved. 

S. d^ozi&Fd mundachana, s. A wrest¬ 

ler, jettee. 

S. mundana, S. Shaving, shearing, 

cutting. 

c. djjQTidjdv&j munda-mochu, v. n. 

To become a widow. 2 fig. to be ruined, bad. 

A. 0. mundddu, v. a. To kiss 

mutually; to caress. 

H. *£>joc5®oj, ©SmozstjToo munddsa, mun- 

ddsu, s. A turban, stooro* to wind a 

turban, aSuoswiii a small piece stick¬ 

ing out at the top of aturban. sbaaaMisS 

the coil of a turban, stoossTSii the front 

projecting part of a turban. 

S. ©doooS mundi, $. A barber, c. A pared, 

bundle. 

0. ’doooS/^ mundige, s. A post in a mud 

wall. 
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C. doood^ mundita, adj. Shorn, shaven. 

A. 0. dooododo^^ mundu-malaka, s. 

The plant, tardus gingianus. 

C. dooodoT$83rad mund-upachdra, s. In¬ 

sincere courtesy, sham civility. 

S. dooozJ munde, s. A widow. *^(?i soora® 

Oo&tf stooS the robber’s wife may at any 

time be a widow (the thief will not always 

escape with impunity.) 

C. dooo^x>do^ rnuntaddu, comp. dSt cete¬ 

ra, &c. 

c. dooode;, dooodd mundala, mundi- 

na> adj. Fronting, opposite. 2. former, 

previous, past. 3. future. 

C. doooSSD'h mundagi, adv. Before, in 

front. 2. first, in the first instance. 3. 

formerly, previously. 4. hereafter, in future. 

C. doooda mun-dale, s. The front part of 

the head. 2. the hair above the forehead. 

C. dooodo mundu, s. The front. 2. for¬ 

mer or past time. 3. futurity, stoottooto, 

sto&tosSSoto to pass before. tooorio rrsrsatio to 

be without foresight, or prospect, bewildered, C. 

not knowing what to do. tooori^ bs*j to 

place in front, to challenge, throw down, 

toooado to be before, stood aco^rto to go be¬ 

fore, precede, stocto m the front, front side, 

toioto sS^tfo to fall down before. 

A. c. dooododoo^omundumullu, s. The 

plant tardus gingianus. 

A. C. dooodo’d.i wiunduru, s. Exchange, 

substitution, retaliation. 2. adv a Ace, prece¬ 

dence. 

A. C. doooZ^do mundeisu, s. Pride, inso¬ 

lence. tooocjbfto a proud, insolent man. 

C. dooozSjs?§ mun-dode, s. The shoulder 

of a quadruped. 

C. dooodji^do mun-doru, v. a. To shew 

the w&y, s?iX)oq, guidg. 

C. munnu, postposition, Before, 

former. stodAo«f as before, stools* 5o®a the 

former road* advancej go 

forwards. 

A. 0. dooo£>odo mun-niru, s. The sea, 

ocean, stoog^ddccJo Varuna, regent of the 

seas. stooJH^c-s- submarine fire, stoo^dr 

Vishnu, as reposing on the ocean. 

c. dooodJStfo mun-nuru, num. Three 

hundred. 

C. dooc^S munne, adv. Formerly, before. 

C. dooo'&^d mum-pelu, v. a. To fore¬ 

warn, tell beforehand. 

A. o. do-JO^^AO mum-pogu, v. n. To 

go in front, on before. 

c. dooosoAeo mum-bagalu, s. The dawn, 

morning. 

0. dooogo?) mum-bani, 5. The drops that 

precede a shower. 

a. c. dooosoa mumbari, s. A goat, v- n. 

To precede, go before. 

c. doooaydoA mum-barvga, s. A stoop¬ 

ing rheumatic disease. 

C. doo08o°^ mumbali, adv. Before, in front. 

C. dojosj^o, doooSo^/7\o mum-belaku, 

mum-belagu, s. The dawn, 

c. doooep"3A, doooaysA mum-bhdiga, 

mum-bdga, s. The front part, stocwsato 

to be in front. 

o 8, doo o so 1) 8 mum-bhdra, 

mum-bdra, S. The weight in front 2. the 

height of a sickness. 

c. dooodod mum-madi, S. Three times, 

three-fold. 

A. c. dooodot) mum-mari, s. Heated sand. 

C. dooodj®^ mum-mdlige, s. A vesti¬ 

bule, porch, entrance. 

C. dooodoo^do mummulisu, v. n. To 

groan, as in pain. 

0. dooodos^T^dodmum-mone-geiduva, 
s. Shiva, carrying a trident. 

T. B. doo^ muka, [tootoj s. The face, too* 

shame-faced. 

0. doo5«>& mukdri. See too^a. 

S. doo^ood mukunda, S. Vishnu. 2. one 

of Kubera’s divine treasures. 

S. doo^o&3 mukuta, S. A crown, crest, di¬ 

adem. 

T. B. doo^ois mukuti, [too* ] s. Absorp¬ 

tion in JBramha. 

S. doo^o8 mukura, s. A mirror. 

S. doo^Os/ mukula s. A bud, germ. too*> 

v* closed, shut up, as the petals of flowers. 
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jfoo^ovjjo to shut, close up, as a 

flower. 

C. mukuli, s. The anus. 

0. mukulu, v. n. To rinse the 

mouth. 

C. mukka, adj. Deformed, decrepit, 

chipped, flawed, s. A word of abuse. 

C. Siw^a muk-kadi, adj. Noseless, flat¬ 

nosed. sioo^acriori, sto^a a noseless 

or very small nosed man. 

c. s±o^r rs muk-kanna, s. Shiva, with 
O' Pd 

three eyes. 

C. mukkari-helli, s. Silver, 

in which three parts are impure. 

c. mukkariyu, 

mukkarisu, v. n. To strain, as in easing 

nature. 2. to envy. 

C. muk-kdni, s. Three sixty 

fourths. 

C. muk-kalu, s. Three fourths. 

2. three legs, an attendant on 

Shiva, having three legs. Sort! a stool 

with three legs. tael hair braided in 

three braids. 

C. ’sds.JrSr^ mukku, s. Pride, haughtiness. 

2. an effort of nature, straining one’s self. 

3. malignity, adj. Chipped, flawed, damag¬ 

ed. v. n. To grunt, strain, or make an effort, 

as in travail, or when easing nature. 2. to 

gobble, gormandize, eat voraciously or greed¬ 

ily. r&Scsofto to chip, 

break off. 

C. muk-kuppe, [three heaps] 

s. A mode of cultivation by which the crop 

is divided into three parts, of which one is 

for the rent of the ground, another for the la¬ 

bour, and the third for the seed and utensils. 

A. C. mukkuru, V. n. To come 

upon or attack, as flies do sugar, &c. 

A. C. mukkuruku, comp. In 

three pieces. 

c. r&> mukkulisu, 

mukkalisu, v.n. To rinse the mouth with 

water; to move the mouth about and spit 

out or upon. rinsing the 

mouth. 

C. mukkoru, s. A third part. 

S. milktci, adj. Released, liberated, 

loosed, let go. 2. liberated from corporeal 

existence. 3. discharged, as a weapon. «*w 

* a snake which has cast his slough. 

deprived of one’s hair. 

freed from debt. 

S. rfci muktdphala, s. A pearl. 

^ a pearl oyster. •&>=»«>,a pearl 

necklace. 

G. muktdya, s. Finishing, con¬ 

cluding. 2. conclusion of a tune, 

s&a&i to finish, complete. 

S. mukti, s. Manumission, absolution. 

2. final beatitude, the delivery of the soul 

from the body, and exemption from further 

transmigration; the absorption of the eman¬ 

cipated spirit into its great primary source; 

identification with God. si 

to become absorbed in Hramha. sto 

rtf'" the way to final absorption. 

the means of obtaining absorption. sA®o 

^ to obtain absorption. 

s. VcoSO mukha, s. The mouth, face, coun¬ 

tenance. 2. the entrance to a house. 3. com¬ 

mencement. 4. a means, instrument, expe¬ 

dient. adj. First, initial. 2. chief, pre-em¬ 

inent, principal. 3. urgent, v, n. 

To have commenced, as rain, work, recovery, 

See. stoso vkoso sJjjjotitiaori a lotus 

face, sJooar i5^S the lustre of the 

countenance. zkisobi a brahman, as born from 

the mouth of Hramha. 50 V53* the expres¬ 

sion of the countenance. ***•> to 

abscond, disappear, °t»ar a headstall. 

zSooso t&Min (ornament of the mouth) betel 

leaf, eaten with areca nut, lime, &c., which 

gives the mouth a deep red tinge. 

flattery, adulation. shi*> to flatter, 

siuso dsSfi a verbal message, °&&& tops com¬ 

plaisance. the mouth of a river, 

^wso siooso to make faces, frown. 

SjWIO &&& SlMg0 Cli SteSStsO, SAWSO 

0 oto speak before 

a person, to speak to a person’s face. 

‘d'i'd varieties in the countenance. sA»&ytri) 

the mouth. sio&^siusacriisPi face to face. 

H. mukhamal, s. Velvet. 

s. S&»SOti, sdoosoti^ mukhara, mukha- 
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SfcOSJa 

Tit a, adj. Loquacious. 2. foul-mouthed, 

speaking harshly or scurrilously. 

s. s3ooayzo'^j, s&oajsol^ 

ss's'ft mukhdntara, mukhdntra, mu- 

khdntrawdgi, adv. Through, by reason 

of, for, by means of. 

G. S^ooSIUSScB mukhdbile, s. Confronting, 

comparison, collation. stoSo to 

bring persons face to face, to confront, as 

witnesses, &c. 

T. B. siosD mukhi, adj. Chief, pri¬ 

mary, principal. the chief or prin¬ 

cipal person. the liver, 

ii. Soooip 2c js ~d cdoo mukhkhi-hodeyu, 

v. a. To strike with the fist 

S. *$oo£0^ makhya, adj. Chief, primary, 

principal. 2. urgent, chiefly, prin¬ 

cipally, supremely. rfoosij is^rthe chief pro¬ 

prietor, master, lord. wscdor a primary 

concern, the chief concern, siwsqj persons 

of most importance to one. the 

highest justice. Swsqj (chief gift) food. 

a-person who stands very high for 

wisdom, &c. a chief friend. 

T. B. £&>o a mug a, ;[«*»»] s. The face. 

C. ^ooacjSCS muga-ddna, s. The cord 

put through an ox’s nose. siwriCT03!£>z& to 

put it through. 

A. c. £jooa£Jo mugalu, [rfojfttn] s. A cloud. 

A. 0. ^ooa^o mugalu, v. n. To close, as a 

flower its petals, s. A flower whose petals 

are closed. 2. the wall at the gable end of 

a house. 

A. c. £$ooa^o mugalchu, v. n. To con- 
&3- 

tract, close, shut up, as a flower. 

A. C. T$00a^(^ mugal-vale, s. Fine rain. 

C. ScooTxS&i mug at a, s. Completion, ter¬ 

mination. stem#J v. n. To terminate, end, 

conclude. 

C. 3coo?\ mugi, v. n. To contract, shut up, 

as a flower. 2. to end, finish, conclude, ter¬ 

minate. ^ to close the hands. 

completion. ^oofszS closed, shut. 2. 

concluded, finished. Soohri a completed 

work, rfraso a concluded speech, final 

word, settled bargain. skiftEb having clos¬ 

ed, &c. 
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I c. sko'he^o, t$oo7\Sl-e3l3o mugichu, mu- 

gichi-hidu, v. a. To cover over. 

A. 0. oo007\€>0 mugilu, s. A cloud, range of 

clouds. 2. the sky. ’srasJwrftu) a rainy cloud. 

e? (cloud stone) hail. Ao?\0 (cloud 

fire) lightning. stoftcS Indra, riding on a 

cloud. (cloud light) lightning. 

(the cloudy way) the sky. 

A. o. sSooTs^feS^ mugil-vattale, s. The 

tower of a fort wall. 

C. Sdo7\7do mugisu, v. a. To finish, end, ter¬ 

minate. shaft!* to finish off or completely. 

a. c. s&oao, ^ooao&so mugu, muguchu, 

v. a. To attack, settle or fall upon, as flies. 

A. 0. £>OOaos^ muguta, s. The act of finish¬ 

ing, completing, sioorto^, finished. 

rtjnohaving finished or concluded. 

T. B. S^ooaozS mugude, s. A simple 

or beautiful woman. 

C. odoo7\oeo mugulu, See 

C. S&oXoS^p muguvali, s. The settlement 

of duties, salary, rent, &c. 

C. £>ooao^) muguvu, s. Completion, con¬ 

clusion, consummation, termination. 

C. 33ooaoooo mugusu, See 

A. o. ^ooao^gso mugul-amba, s. Cupid. 

A. c. "rfjOAO^'o mugulu, s. A flower-bud, 

unblown flower, young bud or germ. v. n. 

To fill the mouth and rinse it. 2. to shut, as 

a flower its petals. 3. to duck, dive, plunge 

under water. 

A. o. £)ooao^o^7\ mugulu-nage, s. A 

smile. 

A. c. tSooao^u o3o, S&oao^/oADC&o mu- 

gul-gdi, mugulu-gdi, s. Fruit nearly 

ripe or mellow. 

A. c. tSooXo^, tSooao^ mugultu, mu- 

guldu, ^art. Having shut up, as a flower. 

sAariosk rio, it shut up, it closed. 

A. c. 3ooao^ , ^ojoao;*^ mugulte, mu- 

gulvike, s. The act of contracting or shut¬ 

ting up, as a flower its petals. 

0. £$00a eo muggalu, s. Being precipitate, 

rash. 2. mustiness, frouziness, fustiness. 

staWo precipitancy, rashness. 

C. £3ooao muggu, v. n. To be musty, moul¬ 

dy. 2. to stumble, trip. s. Fustiness, mould- 
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iness. ^ a musty smell. sfioftri mus¬ 

ty, frouzy, mouldy, rotten, mus¬ 

ty corn. musty fruit, sbofy & 

acdoo to become frouzy or musty, sbons hcb 

to be frouzy or mouldy. 

C. S&OAO muggu-hdku, v. a. To 

shut up and confine close, as tobacco, to ac¬ 

quire strength. 2. to make a person, plagued 

with an evil spirit, sit down on the floor, up¬ 

on the picture of some idol, previously paint¬ 

ed, when h'is head turns round a considerable 

time, during which the expeller asks the evil 

spirit whether it will cease tormenting: and 

if that is unsuccessful, the image of another 

idol is painted, &c., &c., and the evil spirit, 

at length, departs. 

C. S&o AO t>7u3 muggurisu, v. n. To trip, 

stumble. Oft to trip and fall. 

S. °^a^ mugdha, adj. Stupid, ignorant, 

foolish, simple. 2. beautiful, handsome. 5&> 

a stupid man, blockhead, rioort vi, doort 

a simple or beautiful woman. 

G. 'zS^Jyojo mugrisu. See stores*, 

s. muchu-Icunda, s. A king 

of that name. skjakWsori sitid Vishnu. 

A. 0. much-chanje, S. Morning, 

noon, and night. 

°- muchchate, s. A festivity, re¬ 

joicing. 2. cheerfulness, gladness, joy. sto 

to be cheerful, happy, joyous. 

C. muchchanike, See rfoori * 

n. muchchalihe, s. A deed of 

settlement, an agreement in writing. 

C. muchchalu, s. A toy winnow¬ 

ing fan. 

0. muchchalu, s. A lid, covering. 

c. Siw&yo b5 muchchdta, s. Blindman’s 

buff, to play at blindman’s buff. 

C. o3oo Sfft) ~3, o3oo sff's Q much-chare, 
£•3- So- ’ 

much-chari, s. Three times. 

C. 3ko35^> much-chdlu, s. Three rows, 

three furrows. 

C. S>o>83g_$o muchchalu, s. A thief. 2. 

blindman’s buff. 

C. ^00^ A muchchiga, s. A painter, sad¬ 

dler, and cabinet maker. 

eJ 

0. 7\ muchchige, s. A lid, cover, 

cdoti stogp a bamboo lid used a3 a strainer, 

sfoo?^ to put on a cover or lid. 

A. C. 5&DS^o muchchu, s. Stealing, theft. 

sS»®o to steal. 

C. oA»8&> muchchu, v. a. To shut, close, 

cover ovei-. i3^o, s£>o»Jg ^Wo to shut up 

or in. to shut of itself, of or for 

one’s self, as the eyes, mouth, &c. 

to shut up and go. 

to shut the eyes. . 2. to die. w®c&> rfoj 

^ (to shut the mouth) to hold one’s 

tongue, be silent, v. n. To be shut, 

covered, sbodp) to cause to shut, sfeMji 3aj 

*&> rioo^sbrfrio being shut or covered. 

c. s^oos^o a&o , sooiS muchchu- 
ZdJ CO Zd~ 

gallu, muchchu-bande, s. The stone 

cover of a gutter, &c. 

c. muchchu-gunike, s. 
The back of the neck. 

c. muchchu-mare, s. A dis¬ 

guise, mask. 

T. B. muchche, [sSoostfr] s. Syn¬ 

cope, fainting, sba^ wdo, sfoot^ rtjsgo to faint, 

swoon. $wo3m or ^vcdoo to recover from 

fainting. 

0. muchche, s. Shoes. sfc&nsu soo 

'S, shoes which cover only a small part of 

the foot. **^5 sfooz^ shoes with long hook¬ 

ed points. “nri coloured shoes. 

H. mujara, s. Allowance, sub- 

straction, reduction, remission. 2. a bow, 

salam. «&ofcso'®c&o aorfor donations of govern¬ 

ment for religious purposes. siMwo* ste&i to 

make an allowance. 2. to make saldm. AoesS 

***> SM&id to deduct, subtract. 

2. to give a donation for religious purposes. 

H. mujumu, s. Chief secretary¬ 

ship of a native government. sSoowskousti a 

chief secretary. 

H. sdoo&^XoA^o muj-jagangalu, s. The 

universe; heaven, earth and hell. siwa^rtort 

^ the ruler of the universe. 

0. muttadi, s. A siege, stools ssa 

to besiege. 

0. muttale, S. Cost, expense. 

T. b. muttd-mutti, poo 

s. Single combat, wrestling. 
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s&ay. y 
t. b. o3ooS5^, sfooS^eo mutti, 

muttige, muttilu, '[sw^j s. The fist. 

JM&jti) io& to bend the fist. 

C. mutti, s. An instrument with 

which a cotton beater strikes his bow. 

c. muttidare-muniva, 

s. The sensitive plant. 

A. C. muttilu,s. A jewel,ornament. 

O. 'sSooki^ muttu, s. Utensils, furniture, 

apparatus. 2. menses, lochia. 3. a prop. 

4. ceremonial uncleanness or defilement, 

suppression of lochia, 

a menstruous woman. a 

woman in whom menstruation has ceased. 

a room separated from the house, 

to which females retire when menstruous. 

ab^ ceremonial uncleanness. 

^ the furniture or utensils of a house. 

’gtizi tools or imple¬ 

ments. siokfaj to prop up. Sinfngjrto j.Q 

become menstruous. ajp a house that 

is ceremonially unclean. 

C. 5&»&bj muttu, v. a. To touch. 2. to 

attain, reach, arrive at. 3. to bite, as applied 

to snakes, v. n. To arrive, be received, come 

to hand, be paid. 2. to cost, *3^ do 

not touch. ' SoaS stoart OozS uss* 

my marriage took a large sum of money. 

'P&ft £%% my expenses involve 

me in great embarrassment. sbS wdj 

to come to the house. to 

go to the village. w-rso (t0 eat till 

it touches the mind), to eat till satisfied. 

sV stoftrio to dive to the bottom. 

z&fy stb to ascend to the top. 

Vj to pluck up by the root. ***** 

to roll over and over to a temple as a devotee 

does. roSoio to water so as to 

reach the pith or sap. to 

dig up by the roots. **0 sfooMj to swim 

to the shore. stos&i to finish com¬ 

pletely. sixUj si»fsorlo to immerse the 

head completely under water, to go out of 

one’s depth- it arrived, it is received, 

it touched. a;rior, sfoo&g sfcoii^s?, si» 

mrisi&i outlay, expense, to cause 

to touch, arrive, reach; to deliver, v. a. To 

give, pay. 2. to kindle, light. #os&> 

to deliver, deliver and return. I 

to deliver and go. *»$> 

to touch. jors how much 

money did your house cost ? 

this book, if touched, is ready to 

drop to pieces (like the sensitive plant.) 

C. muttu-golu, s. House¬ 

breaking, plundering every thing in a house. 

2. distraint, confiscation, selling up. 

C. muttuvali, s. Expenses, 

cost, outlay. 

C. s£»&bjSd rnuttuka, s. Contact, that 

which touches. 

o. mutla-muriki, s. The 

sensitive plant-, Mimosa pudica. 

H. ojoous muththd, s. The subdivision of 
© 

a district, a holder of the above. 

C. muththdlu, s. A stupid man> 

dolt, fool. 

0. mudi, s. A knot. 2. a band for 

tying up the hair, a top-knot. 3. the fist. 

4. the hair left od the head, as vowed to some 

god. 5. a ring of bones and tendons, by 

which conjurers pretend to recover people 

from fainting. 6. a crown. 7. the head. 

v. a. To finish. 2. to adorn the head with 

flowers. •*»& an elegant top-knot, 

en stoa the knot of hair not braided. 

sfjos the knot of a brahman’s tuft. 

a the knot of a female’s bodice. the 

knot of a female’s garment, drfotoa a conch. 

2. Bhima. ^ 5*»a, tfsAnra a fast or tight 

knot, Ssi-wra a noose or slip-knot, 

a return to an idol for a supposed answer to 

prayer. a loosely tied tuft. **t 

sura a large tuft. sssSMfa a top-knot tied 

aslant. °Ana ^zeb t° untie a knot, 

siwa 53«^b, sina to tie in a knot, ^arf 

bound, tied up. sAnaaa to seize the top-knot. 

aAgJosiwa biting the lips with anger. 2. the 

lower lip. 

C. mudi-jdla, s. The great 

millet in its husk. 

A. c. mudi-mddu, v. a. To 

make into a lump. 

A. 0. mudivani, s. A crest-gem. 

o. 5 53-s ^, Sjoo & 3D ps mudivdla, 

mudivdna, s. A fragrant grass. 



C. mudu-kollu, V. comp. To 

dress one’s self with flowers. 

C. mudugi-hollu, r. comp. 

To shrink, shrivel, close up. 2. to tie in a 

bundle or knot, as money, jewels, &c. 

C. mudugu, v.n. To sink, dive, be 

drowned. g»s« the sensitive plant, 

ajjjis.a diving fish. 

C. mudupu, s. A bundle of money, 

jewels, &c., put by, as devoted to some idol. 

2. a remittance to government, p^Ud 

% money, &c., tied up, as devoted to God. 

*1^ to tie in a knot. 2. to lay by 

money. t,^*, dud)? to deliver 

a remittance. 2. to present consecrated money, 

&c., to some idol. k* to put into a 

repository any consecrated money, jewels, &c. 

dx> to take from one’s savings some¬ 

thing for religious purposes. 

c. mudubu, s. The formation of 

any hard substance in the flesh. 2. a con¬ 

traction of the muscles, 

c. oiM&rb mudv.su, v. caus. To cause t0 
he into a knot. abty*tKfa>*nb to cause to 

adorn the head with flowers. 

A. C. ooo muduhu, s. The back of 

the neck, shoulder. sSiSrrf aboabSj an eleva¬ 

ted shoulder. 

A. c. mudu-hubbe, s. The 

hiccough. 

C. mude, A knot. 

^ *** n- To be entangled, in a knot, in 
a dilemma. PuP to tie in a knot, sho 

■& to untie a knot. 

C. munugu, v. n. To sink, dive, 

be drowned. to immerse, cause to 

sink, drown. 2. fig. to ruin, overwhelm, Pm 

fwft aS*^rt> to sink, go under water. 

C. munugu-ddvare, s 
The sensitive plant. 

H. SSMSaaitfo mutdbahu, s. Obsequious¬ 

ness, following, imitation. adj. Like, similar 
to. 

C. muttaka, s. A tree bearing red 

blossoms, J3utea frondosa. nil jts 

root. Pm^vp ato^ its flower. 

C. Sjjo^Ojjo, Sdoj 

mutt-ajja, mutt-appa, mutt- 

ay y a, mut-tdta, S. A great grandfather. 

oJoo^©5^, g, great 

grandmother. 

0. muttu, v. a. To besiege, sur- 

round, hem in, attack, fall upon. 

flies to attack, settle upon, stnS P 

besieged, hemmed in. sfoArt, a 

siege, the act of besieging, to 

besiege, lay siege to. to be be¬ 

sieged. Pm^A to raise a siege, Pm^ 

fo to cause to besiege. 

T. B. muttu, [sfowa] s. A pearl. 

P^^P&fi a pearl and gold necklace hexago- 

nally arranged. s’wS ^ a split pearl 

placed in the centre of the forehead of fe¬ 

males. PmSP a necklace composed of 

several rows of pearls and a square gold cen¬ 

tre piece, Pms^PooAP a i-fog set with pearls. 

hooSS a bunch of pearls. PmSP ScsJtf 

a small pearl and gold chain attached to the 

hair and to an ear ornament. PM&.P rati a 

pearl necklace. PM&fi a pearl oyster. 

ZjoB a large gold earring set with a 

pearl. Pm3.P 3ocac5o a kind of pearl crest 

worn by princes. Pm^P wjrioil, Pm^P 

a gold earring in the form of two flowers 

united at their extremities. Pm^P PS a seat 

set with pearls. 

c. Soooso^, a muttuka, muttu- 

ga, See PM**. 

c. zioo'&o muttu-kesari, s. Around 

kind of rice. 

c. SjcoaoXjadj muttuguru, v. n. To 

peck, as birds. 

C. mutte, See PMtfi. 

H- mutte'saru-mddu, 
v. a. To prepare, get ready. 

G. «i»jS mutteide, s. A woman whose 

husbarfd is alive. Up the condition 

of a married woman. Pm^yP tr»j$rp an 0f. 

fering presented prior to marriage, to the 

manes of a departed mother, grandmother, 

&c. and then given as a feast to married wo¬ 

men. CdjKi/a ragjri e/usert wrtsitf Sfo5<sfo3^ ato<rd 

S in an empty village, even a washerman’s 

house is respected; or bad characters cannot 

be respected except where there are no good 
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ones. toa&jzS =#^ccfc sto®* &>& three 

handfuls of alms from a married woman will 

suffice. 

H. Sk>3^ mutteina, adj. Under autho¬ 

rity. 

e. mutteiya, s. A great grand¬ 

father. 

C, mutlu, s. A toy winnowing fan. 

H. ^ooi^tSsOD mutparalchd, s. A govern¬ 

ment officer. 

II. mufsaddi, s. A writer, clerk, 

accountant. 

S. muddy s. Joy, pleasure, storia 

with pleasure. w* to come with de¬ 

light. stotfdz&£ being pleased or glad. 

G. muduJitt, s. An old man. tooc! 

* an old woman. stozW^jS old age. 

c. "rfoorfdo, tioodorfj mudadu, mududu, 

v. n. To shrink, contract. stozia =#j®o&ck to 

he contracted, wrinkled, shrunk. 

c. Tj^tixh, T;oorfodo mu- 

daru, mudiri-kotlu, muduru, v. a. To 

shrivel, wrinkle, contract, stories a wrinkle, 

contraction, wsutoj&o =#jaozd to go off 

with the tail between the legs. 

s. muddnwita, adj. Glad, 

pleased, joyful. 

C. 'rfooSi mudi, adj. Old, aged, ancient. to> 

old age. toia Sj<3&si».t a good old 

age. stoa an aged person or animal. 

s. S&o&d mudira, s. A cloud. 

A. 0. muduku, v. n. To shrug 

up the knees and head together. 

C. doodoTo mudugu, v. n. To be unset¬ 

tled, undecided, as a lawsuit, &c. « s^to 

stototo that dispute is unsettled. 

S. dood mudga, s. Green gram, Phaseolus 
A 

radiatus. 

S. do>id d mudgara, s. A mallet, mace, 

or weapon like a carpenter’s hammer. 

C. dood, doodledig mudda, mudday- 

ya, s. A jangarn name. 

G. doom's O mudddm, adj. Own. tojca o 

«<& one’s own servant, toons o suoa a fixed 

or permanent ei 

one’s own work. 

5^)0 

n. do3~t) c&oZjTjX] mudddi-ddra, $. A 
Ci 

defendant. 

C. doodo muddu, s. A kiss. 2. affection, 
a 

kindness, especially towards children, adj. 

Dear, affectionate, kind. 2. handsome, deli¬ 

cate. 3. joyful. sto-T^do, doo&^to to kiss 

mutually. toori^ ^osto a sweet or lovely babe, 

toft stotoz^oto, tooto^ =&rato to kiss, 

stozd z^oto to treat affectionately. too to tos 

A a kind expression. tooto to to a dear child, 

tooto toOtoo to be very affectionate, tojrf^ 

to> ri a lovely face. tooto net to be delighted. 

2. to be handsome, towft to, stock tosto to 

make kiss, tooto utos^zJ 

when I see him, I am quite delighted, tooto^ 

handsome, pleasing. • 

C. doododod muddu-ranga, s. A man’s 

C. oin'S^mudde, s. Alump,unshapenmass. 

to)£ a lump of boiled great millet, 

crafty tooz^ a lump of boiled vagi, tootf ^ 

to lump or knot in boiling, toozS * 

one who melts iron into masses, toi<51s#JS® 

So a forge for smelting iron. toozJ ^ a 

sort of pease pudding. too<3 t split pulse 

and vegetables boiled together, tootf t a 

lump of jaggory. to># t sot^rri a lump of 

dates. 
s. dood;^ mudrike, s. Dedication of a 

work to a person. 2. a ring on which cha¬ 

racters are engraved, too&j^c to dedi¬ 

cate a work to a person, too&^t rfd a dedi¬ 

cation. 

C. mudrisu, [tooaetoj v. a. To 

pull up, as clothes when walking through 

water. 2. to make shrivelled. tooS, t&bo&Co 

to be turned or pulled up, as the clothes, &c. 

2. to be shrivelled, contracted. 

S. sboiS; mudre, s. A seal, signet. 2. the 

impression of a seal; a stamp, print, chop, 

impression. 3. a votive offering to an idol, 

generally of some ornament that the offerer 

has worn. 2. a kind of devotion or austeri¬ 

ties. tooz5^ toons^csscW a man entrusted 

by a guru with his seal, and deputed by him 

to settle disputes of caste, tooz5,t stotf) 

mto, toozS^t toato to seal. toona^wstS, tooz5> 

tod one who applies a public seal toozS^t ^ 

©rt, A;£j\ *&a\vd a wooden seal tocz5^.3rtto 
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xSmSa to unseal, break 

open a seal, sA»3|t ovoritj, a 

seal ring. ®S$?b stoS, 3^3 ^ sfos&tf ]ie has 

been meddling with tbe seal <&«S,t rtu&Sj, 

rtons^o-a-^ the impression made by a seal, 

shoir^ ^ the weight of authority. 

H, doo^coax) mundsabu, s. A person’s 

worth or property, one’s real circumstances 

or capacity. sAmp®~wo&jssj3^ <s3^to 

inquire into a person’s worth and assess ac¬ 

cordingly. 

S. muni, s. A sage or saint; a pious 

and learned man, endowed with more or less 

of a divine nature, or having obtained it by 

rigid abstraction and mortification; the title 

is applied to MMis, to the BramhadiTcas, 
and to a great number of persons distinguish¬ 

ed for their writings, considered as inspired, 

such as Panini, Vy&sa, &c. 

c. muni, muni- 

dtt-hogu, v. n. To be angry, incensed, s. 

Anger, wrath, passion. 

C. muniga, s. A proper name. 

H. munishi, s. A writer, amanuen¬ 

sis, secretary. 2. a teacher of language, 

gsiVs^e the employment of a munshi. 

c. £&>?}?&>, doofkro:> munisu, munusu, 
s. Passion, anger, wrath, siMS&nscS, 3^)3 

5*> a passionate man. v, n. To be in a pas¬ 

sion. 2. to mutter, grumble. 

to he offended or sulky. 

So to appease anger. 

C. doo^odo mun-niru, s. The sea, ocean. 

sjojf^tfiStrio Yaruna, lord of the ocean, s&> 

Vishnu, reposing on the ocean. 

xfjo^Sro-a- submarine fire. 

C. doojl^do mun-nuru, num. Three 

hundred. 

C. cdoo'Sir'Syx mup-pdga, s. Three fourths 

of a fanam. 

C. doodr^d© mup-pdvali, s. Three 

fourths of a rupee. 

C. doodr'Sy^) mwp-pdvu, $. Three quarters 

of a seer, the weight of eighteen dubs. 

C. muppu, ady. Old, aged. s. Old 

age. 2. misfortune, mischief, ruin. 3. de¬ 

ceit. wsw old age. sboto,?S rfoo 

an 0i<T man. rfoo^rto to become aged, 

^oost^riejo 6*«n =££ *aozt& the harlot be¬ 

came pious when she was old. 

A. C. dool^t) mup-puri, &. Three braids. 

ad]- Three-told, three ways, stools to 

be of three kinds or ways. 8$** a cord 

of three strands. 

A. C. doodj'^/eJo mup-polahl, S. Three 

cities. Shim, as having de¬ 

stroyed three cities. 

S. doodoog-o mumukshu, s. One desirous 

of final absorption. 

A. c. SjOjOSoeio muyilu, s. A rain cloud. 

sAuc&oej«!^3> to be lowering. 

A. C. dooodoo^ muyyu, The shoulder. 

c. dooOSo^ muyyl, s. Exchange, return, 

compensation. 2. a gift, present. 

afecbsj revenge, retaliation. «wcrirej?scb, sfcr 

si'Xo’jor to correspond with, be 

equal to. siwcds^^o to play, as music, &c., 

reciprocallj'. that which is a com¬ 

pensation. «3»cdf$<5b a man who is equal to 

another, a substitute. *JS^> to give 

back,resent, revenge. to make equal, 

to pair. 2. to return an equivalent. 

StBiJo, sSoocBo^A siwcajj to revenge, retali¬ 

ate. , stoc&ij to make equal to. 

A. c. dooc&J^dS, docoocta^ddS muy- 

yiradi, muy~yeradadi, s. The carpen¬ 

ter bee, having six legs. 

t. b. doooDr^ djs s- a o muy-yir-md- 

gam, s. ShanmuJcha, god of war, with six 

faces. 

A. C. dooodoo^ muyyu, s. A very young 

leaf or an unblown blossom, v. n. To be 

contracted, shut up, as a flower. 

S. dood mura, S. A demon of that name. 

c. dood^, doodsb muraha, muralcu, 

See siatSwto. 

C. dood^^da muraka-nddu, s. A coun¬ 

try so called. 

s. dood&i muraja, s. A small drum or 

tabor. 

c. dood^ murata, S. Any thing given to 

counteract poison. 2. the act of breaking. 

staniS to give something to counteract 

poison. sAmteairts to become counteracted, 

as poison. 
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C. doodwtid^'o'h muraddrasihgi, s_ ge. 

mi-vitrilled oxide of lead. 

c. S&odrfj muraclu, part, of sfcotwd». Hav¬ 

ing been broken, routed, &c. sfoodrfsi* one 

who is routed in battle. 2. one who routs 

or beats an enemy. torts' ;Sootfri;S 

one who has humbled the pride of a foe. 

s. dood^o^, doodB^jj, doodood, doo 

^■sB mura-dhwamsi, mura-ripu, mu- 

ra-hara, rnururi, s. Vishnu, destroyer 

of the giant 

c. dooddS murapadi, s. Changed money, 

as annas for rupees, &c. 

s. dood^ muruli, s. A fife, s*wcss?<; riw 

roji the sound or musieof a fife. sSootfy^ 

rSdjio Krishna, playing a fife. 

C. dojUDci murada, S. Obstinacy, stupidity. 

C. dooB, dooBcdoo muri, muriyu, v. n. 

To break, be broken, defeated, routed, coun¬ 

teracted, dispelled, as poison. 2. to be cal¬ 

cined, as mercury. 3. to curdle, v. a. To 

disappoint. 2. to break, rout, &c. 3. to 

wrench, twist round, as a person’s hand, &c. 

s. A bracelet. 2. a curve, circle, ring, twist. 

3. a saddle pad. 4, the direction of the 

creases of the hand, curve of a conch, &c. w 

t> sfcos turning to the right, as the creases of 

the hand, considered an auspicious omen. ^ 

z3 vice versa. rfoo&cdjj to break or 

kill quicksilver, to prepare it for medical uses, 

wy sfc>e» $cso a conch turning to the right, 

breaking. 2. counteracting poison. 

ztMBcdoo to dissolve friendship, break off 

acquaintance. Stoa&s&Mfc the milk is turned, 

siw&ccfa sjiaj to be broken. £oj5oSo ua* Lferio 

to rout, beat, as an enemy. 

C. dooB-S-, dooB&eo muriki, muriJcilu, 

s. The flower, Chironjia sapida. 2. filthi¬ 

ness, the dried perspiration on the skin. 

C. dooB7\ murige, adj. Twisted, as wire. 

a chain of twisted wire. awSrt 

aruorW a ring of twisted gold wire. skttOA HO 

A a twisted gold wire necklace. 

C. dooBSdo^', dooBSd^, dooB^do^) 

muri-tiruvu, muri-tiravu, muri-di- 

VUVU, v. a. To put to the torture, wring, 

twist. curled mustaches. 

C. do)Brfo murid,u, part, of Having 

been broken, routed, &c. HmOzH to pinion, 

siojerio Lrid, HmOHj z&%rt>, to be 

beaten, dispersed, broken, routed, flee. 2. to 

be crushed. HcdOd Az%8 a dejected counte¬ 

nance. 

C. dooBdooBco muri-murida, adj. Scollop¬ 

ed, indented, jagged. 

c. dooB^ murivu, S. Fracture, breaking, 

turning of milk into whey and curds, counter¬ 

acting poison. 

c. dooB^jdo murivudu, s. Heaping. 

c. dooBrd murisu, ». a. To get changed, 

as large money into smaller. 2. to make 

break. 3. to kill, destroy, as applied to mer¬ 

cury when mixed with other medicines. 

C. doodo muru, S. Fracture, disrupture. 2. 

offence. 

A. C. doodo'S*muruJca, s. A crown, diadem, 

tiara. 

c. £>00do^O muruhu, S. A fragment, bit, 

piece. 2. making foppish airs. 3. frowning, 

growling, peevishness, making grimaces. 4. 

murmuring, grumbling. 5. shewing reluc¬ 

tance to comply with an invitation from pride, 

siurijyaftdo to be in pieces. HjsA, HmHj 

*■& to make foppish airs. 2. to make angry 

grimaces, to frown, murmur, grumble. 

C. "doodoTxo murugu, s. A ring for the tip 

of the ear. ssSorij HmAA a semicircular one, 

set with pearls. 

G. £$oodoedo maruchu, V. a. To wrench or 

twist round. 

A. c. doodo &3o £$odoo&3o murutu, mu- 

runtu, v. a. To contract, shrink up. 

4-©o dooAtd the fingers being contracted with 

cold. 

A. C. djododo murudu, s. Uncouthness, 

roughness, adj. Rough, coarse, unsmooth. 

c. dojdo cjt> dcJo'A murudarasingi, s. 

Litharge, semi-vitrified oxide of lead. 

C. doodorfo^kSo, murudu-kattu, v. a. To 
e5 

pinion. 

C. doodo^jJ muruvu, s. An earring. *Ss*>o 

a small piece of gold wire put in the ear3 

of children. rtoSJ^ a twisted gold wire 

earring, a silver ring worn on the 

second toe. 
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A. C. muruhu, v. a. Tosliampoo. 

c. sfcotS mure, See A>o, AatkAo. 

c. *l»tf/553fiQ murra-Mlu, s. The thick 

milk after calving. 

C. sdoii3jdj° murro, See 

H. ;3oo£ii>oo8§ muldje, mulahi- 

je, s. Respect, regard for. Aoera&dt $os\tid 
to have respect for. 

H. o$33<Z)Do^oo mularnu, s. Cerate, plaster. 

2. gilding. Ao«j® Aj sAA^ to apply a plaster. 

, SmotAj Ass A to gild. *3^°. AoeraAi silver 

gilding, i^onad A)«rsA> gold gilding. 

C. ?ro, -rfcoeiOAo muluku, mulugu, 

s. An iron or silver skewer. 2. an arrow, 

the point of an arrow. 

H. mulla, s. A Mussulman doctorof law. 

2. a schoolmaster. A)«vo the Koran. 

s. S>m© wm2Z«, c. doo® o?\p7\zS mul- 
co ro N <2. 

langi-gadde, s. The radish, liaphanus 

sativus. Ajgjo^sjs^ the leaves of it, used as 

a vegetable. 

C. mulle, s. A hag or bundle of money 
CO 

or jewels. 2. property in general. 

c. SiM'Z&asl^muvvattU, adj. Thirty. 

C. muvvaru, pro. mas. and fern. 

Three persons. 

S. mushita, ad). Stolen, robbed. 

S. mushita, s. The scrotum. 2. the 

testicle. 

s. mushJcara, rnush- 

liala, s. Obstinacy, adj. Stubborn, obsti¬ 

nate. AaSSjd Zcts£ pertinaciousness, obstinacy. 

AiSjri &>a to be obstinate. 

S. mushti, s. The fist, the clenched 

hand. 2. the hilt or handle of a sword. 3. 

a handful of grain given as alms, Aos^Ao 

%Aj, AAAjCAsri single combat, boxing. Ao«^ 

&>&«&> to clench the fist. 2. to be miserly. 

AjS^ a wound in boxing. a 

boxer’s artificial knuckles, stutfy&a, duty & 

aaiesSsj a boxer, wrestler. AAJj,8o&A SStAs to 

strike with the fist. ^ ttoty (monkey fist) a 

firm grasp, avarice. 2. obstinacy. A© 

any green leaves used by boys for cleaning 

the black boards on which they write. 

C. oSoilxjhZi mushti-gida, s. A small 

shrub so called. Aot^ its fruit. 

a large poisonous sort. A>^- a small 

shrub, the fruit of which is eaten. Ao|p Ao 

^ a thorny shrub. 2. a kind of spur fixed 

on the knuckles of wrestlers. 

C. musandi, See A/wioa. 

c. sdoowof musadi, musade, 
s. The face. 

C. Sj-tfro-do musaru, v. n. To settle upon, as 

flies, to surround, collect, gather in a crowd. 

C. o3oot\it3 musdre, s. Any thing boiled or 

dressed ready to eat. ri&fi a vessel in 

which rice has been boiled. 2. cholera. 

S. odoorofiJ mitsala, S. A pestle, particularly 

a wooden one, used in cleaning rice. 

h. s3:»ro&£ixs>;3d.> musalamunaru, s. 

Mussulmans. 

S. musali, S. Ifalardma. 2. a 

house lizard. 

C. musale, s. An alligator. ' 

c. ^ojjr^oz^musdmhra, s A mineral used 

in medicine and in preparing black paint. 

H. musdphara, s. A traveller, 

stranger. a rest-house for 

travellers, a public bungalow, 

c. mu-sari, s. Three times, 

c. musi-musi-naguvu, 
v. n. To smile. 

C. o&ocJodbo, ^oocs'do musiyu, musiru. 
See AoAA, 

c. Sjoowooci musundi, S. The face. 2. a 

weapon so called. 

A. C. £>oowoo30 musumba, s. A veil, hood. 

2. a stubborn, obstinate man. 

c. sfcowo^o musuJcu, S. A hood, veil, 

cover of cloth. AdAS-A^ Ai^ to put 

a, veil on one,s self, ©$oo*b7b sos^o, staoTb-s-cSo 

to put on a hood or veil. AiAA Sft to take 

off a veil or hood. Aoosi AoA* a man to put 

his cloth over his head like a widow. A)A-a- 

5* a low epithet for a widow, v. a. To 

vSil, cover. 2. to besiege, AsA’A 

darkness to cover, or overspread. *t°w A) 

A A a fog to spread over. AsAA an 

army to besiege. AiA-9-^8 wsjsi the 

army surrounded the hostile forces. AoAt-ri 

surrounded, veiled, shrouded. 
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€. musulcu-jola, s, 

Indian com. 

c. doodo7\o85u, musu-guttu, v. n. To 

groan, pant, in distress, &c. 

C. £fojri>63 musute, s. The name of a me¬ 

dicinal herb. 

C. dooToodo, doodoS musudu, musudi, 

s. The face. 

C. musu-musuke, s. A 

herb growing on walls. 

C. dooNbtjo musuru, See 

C. musuvu, s. A monkey with a 

large beard. 

G. SjoOKh^SiS’ mustdjar, s. A renter, 

farmer. 

S. muste, s. A fragrant grass, 

cyperus rotundus. rfnS, tfrij rfJoS, 

iijj rfuS, siutf varieties of the above. 

G. '5ix>&)£&i musteide, mus- 

teidu, adj. Prepared, ready, s. Armour, 

accoutrements. 

S. dooSoog muhuh, adv. Again. sJjos&sjsf^ 

lamentation. sJjaafosJjori&s frequently, again 

and again. 

S. o&oScjas^S* rnuhurta, s. Time. 2. an 

English hour. 3. the time fixed for the 

commencement of marriage ceremonies. 

to be the right time. 2. c. to 

sit down. sl'jzcjsssiF rireSj to marry. 2. to 

sit down. 

C. rnulagu, v.n. To fall down. 

C. muli, v, n. To be angry, incensed. 

s. Anger, vexation. kt»s?&a having been 

incensed. 

C. mulisu, mulivu, 

s. Anger, displeasure, passion, wrath. 

C. ojOO^i mulu, s. Ruin, destruction. 

to become the ruin of a person. 

sf.iV’ossA&j to be the ruin of one. 

C. ^rfo^OAO fflM- 

lunku, muluku, mulugu, v. n. To sink, 

be drowned. 2. to be ruined, perish. 

?i to immerse one’s self, sink of one’s 

self, drown one’s self, stutfjftzb to immerse 

or cause to sink, to drown another, siutfo 

sinking, drowning. 

Vori not allowing to sink. 

C. mullu, s. A thorn, thorny bush, 

an iron prickle. 2. a spur. 3. a fish bone. 

5*^° a pock-marked face. 

a tree abounding with thorns. =*» 

^j-6 a muzzle for calves. &a%ta a 

goad for driving cattle. 

a thorn hedge. si»^o- sun, sin^o 3So& a por¬ 

cupine. the point of a thorn. s&> 

|jJ S94- WSc*J to shut up with 

thorns, as deserted premises. $5% Uoo 

watio scjs^ne may your house go to ruin. 

I have run a thorn into my 

foot. ?r«.feb, ‘Ara^o, w 

a thoru to pierce. he is 

a thorn to me (my enemy.) 

A. C. tfoja mu, adj. in comp. Three, treble. 

S. mu/ca, s. A dumb man. 

s. 'slve>5!7oo'hA9'j mukasangigalu, s. 

An order of mendicants. 

s. ^oja^DoeS mukdmbe, s. A dumb god¬ 

dess, a form of Durgi. 

S. ojjJd $ muki, s. A dumb woman, c. The 

pole of a vehicle, a ]0ng project¬ 

ing piece from a bundle of firewood, for 

resting'the burden upon. 

0. o±>JS$JS>t3cdi mukoreya, adj. Nose¬ 

less. sJus=#j3cS3 a noseless woman. 

T. B. odoJS A muga, adj. Dumb, mute, 

speechless, siwovb, stxjsh a dumb woman, 

oixanssb a dumb man. 

c. dojSA^jsO^o^ muga-koika, s. One 

whose nose has been cut off. 

c. t5oj«)7\o^oa mu-ganduga, s. Three 

Jchandugas, a measure 

0. ^oji>a& mugati, See &u«h3. 

0. ojojs A&cdo mugariya, adj. Noseless. 

s. A noseless man. 

C. sdojSA coo mugasu, See ^rfo. 

0. ■rfojSA’ScsO mugddu, v.n. To grunt, to 

sob. °&amkS grunting. 

C. mu-gdlu, adj. Three legged. 

c. S±>J37\-a^jd mu-gdvuda, s. Three 

gavadas, about thirty miles. 

0. miiginava, s. A person who 

has a prominent nose. 

C. 'rfojs'hD migili, s. The musk rat, a 

shrew. 
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C. mugu, v. n. To attack, fall or 

settle apon, as flies sugar, an army 

a country, &c. 

C. £fcje)7\o mugu, s. The nose, bill, beak, 

sluarto sixsrto to stop the nose. six® 

izt^zid to put the finger on the nose, 

as an indication of surprise. sixflrto, d® 

ft] stwarto a large nose. ^ zS&art? a hooked or 

Roman nose. pS&s'Six»rto a nose depressed in 

the centre. the sides of the nose. 

rfx/shfi 3j9^, the nos¬ 

tril. *tej»rt> to-bore the nose. ?&**** 

the bridge of the nose. 

to blow the nose. "Xxrio Soati) to 

prevent respiration by the nose, as an ascetic 

at devotion. ■&'»*> rad, *fcv*rb ran, dxarddd 

the cord which goes through an ox’s nose. 

C. sdoje>7\olS muguti, s. A nose jewel. 

tS zlMsrioS a jewel set with pearls. W’*® six® 

rb§ a large curved nose jewel. 

C. ojOJ3ao€A3 mugulu, s. Impurities adher¬ 

ing to grain, partial husk. ZMrtoiu ^do to 

separate this partial husk by fanning after 

beating. 

A. C. ^ojSAO^rfj muguvadu, v. n. To he 

mute, silent. 

0. mugoru, s. Three parts. 

C. 3&js&(a mu-jaga, s. The three worlds. 

C. mute, s. A bundle carried on the 

head. 

c. ■sSojs'rf, doqsdfco muda, 

mudu, mudalu, s. The east, doxdm adj. 
East, eastward, eastern, of or belonging to 

the east. six®tind a man of the east. 

C. dojy&> mudl, s. The cover or lid of a 

chest, basket, &c. 

C. 7^ mudige, s. A quiver. 2. braided 

hair. 3. a crest pearl. 4. a knot. 

C. SJOJScird mudisu, v. cans, of sfc®kj, To 

originate, produce, bring into existence, cause 

to rise, as the sun, &c., cause to he born. 

C. skjdEk mudu, v. n. To rise, he horn. 2. 

to shut, close up, cover, conceal, s. The east. 

to be risen, he born. *3ssrb six® do 

to perspire. doscco f six® do the sun to rise. 

sixearf^S) 3»dr(<fthe stars arose. six® do 

a wale to rise. 

0. tiojsrfoAOS^ mudu-gubba, s. Blind- 

man’s hutf. 2. the eastern mountain. 

A. C. mude, s. A quiver. 

C. mudlu, See 
CO 

S. mudha, adj. Ignorant, silly, fool¬ 

ish. six®$ rbfs an ignorant mind. 

ignorant people, six®$^ ignorance, foolish¬ 

ness. an ignorant man. 

C. SoojaS muti, s. The snout, beak, face of 

animals; used also of man slightingly, as 

mug, phiz. 

C. Toojadj mutra, S. Urine. six®®,*to make 

water. sixsdj diabetes. six®£^ heated 

urine, sioadj six®^, stoppage of 

urine. 

C. S±uadozS mudande, s. A rope from the 

ceiling of a school, from which a boy is sus¬ 

pended by his hands, as a punishment, six® 

JoStj, zSojsz$o$\ So&do to inflict such a 

punishment. 

C. £ix©rfe)coJ mudalisu, v.a. To remind, 

forewarn, caution. 2. to taunt, upbraid, 

throw in one’s teeth. six®ris5 warning, cau¬ 

tion. 2. taunt. 

C. okaacspo, muddna, mu- 

ddni, s. The cord put through a bullock’s 

0. mu-ddri, s. Three roads. six® 

ctS three roads to meet, or unite. 

C. mudem, s. The goddess of po¬ 

verty, elder sister of Lakshmi; she rides up¬ 

on an ass, has the emblem of a crow on her 

standard, is the author of evil, the enemy of 

decoration, the mischievous one, the swift one. 

C. skoasodeo mubadalu, s. A loan with¬ 

out interest, any thing lent to be returned, 

sixsudw ^do to lend, stxswrfo'aft as a loan. 

0. 'rfoja'do muru, adj. Three. six®do stoosSr 

rtvb the Hindu triad, Bramha, Vishnu, Shi¬ 

va. viMfto rtonrtvb three cardinal propensities 

among men for wealth, possessions, and wo¬ 

men. stxsosirS three adjurations, or protesta¬ 

tions. sixraria three feet. sixratfo £><;d three- 

sixteenths. six®* eJjs^ the three worlds. 

sixetio ef®^ erooB®<; does he or the 

universe live ? prov. used of a selfish man 

or a great benefactor.) six®*vs0 three times. 
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slxsoaft to double into three folds, st-va 

^c* third. the third. 

C. a.j^iaoCi~f\ mrmindrg 6y g. A mixture 

of wheaten and rice flour made into pipes and 

then pulverized, and boiled in sirup. 

T. B. 'siojS'do3 muruti, See «x»®r. 

S. c^oje)SOS” murkha, adj. Contumacious, 

wilful, obstinate. 2. foolish, ignorant, stupid, 

s&asjrtfji contumaciousness, obstinacy. 2, 

stupidity, ignorance, £&»sSrto to be obsti¬ 

nate. ^ojssor^o an obstinate person. 2. a 

dolt or idiot. 

C. o3oje>£j-s" murchi, s. Three out of four 

tamarind stones (used instead of dice) falling 

the right side upwards, and the other the 

reverse. 

s. , skjaSjSe’jS murchhe, mur- 

chhane, s. Fainting, syncope, swooning. 2. 

a tone or semi-tone, as placed in its scale; the 

seventh part of a or scale; enchanting 

music, sjojsefSr Ais&>&cdoo, 

sizfctfoo, sisjse^r to faint, swoon. sixaeJSr 

§¥Kioo to recover from fainting, &c. 

to restore from a swoon. 

epilepsy. 

S. Wiurta, adj. Fainting, fainted, 

losing sense or consciousness. 2. solid, ma¬ 

terial, endowed with form or shape. 

G. murta, See SMafoir; 

S. 'dojsSH" murti, s. Matter, substance, so¬ 

lidity. 2. the body. 3. the figure, form, 

body in general, any definite shape or image. 

sfcj8SrsSo3cS^a$£ by your body, i.e. by 

you.. the Hindu triad. 

a spiritual guide or parent. souaSr an 

image of Shiva. r an excellent form. 

a respectful epithet in written ad¬ 

dresses to sacred or learned persons. 

8~J to appear. material, substan¬ 

tial, hard, solid, having shape or substance. 

S. murdha, s. The head, 

“ the hair of the head. 

s. e&Je>T£c murdhanya, adj. Chief, 

supreme, prime, principal. 

s, murdhabliisliikta, 

s. An anointed king, a prince. 2. a kshatriya. 

3. a chief minister, counsellor of state. Hin¬ 

du kings were formerly consecrated by having 

water, from a sacred stream,mixed with honey, 

clarified butter, and spirituous liquor, as well 

as two sorts of grass and the sprouts of corn, 

poured on their heads, while seated on a 

throne prepared for the purpose. The term 

applies to the Icshatriya as the caste from 

which kings are taken. 

c. mur-bage, S. Three ways. 

sixowrrfcrtMsWcb persons who desire the ruin of 

others. 

c. mur-loka, S. The three 

worlds. 

c. mur-vatte, S. Three roads. 

C. o&JScji'OlB mur-sanje, s. Morning, 

noon, and evening. 

A. C. z3oJ$t3) murre, s. a deaf woman. 2. 

the inclined spout of a vessel. 

S. mula, s. A root, the root of a tree. 

2. origin, commencement. 3. capital, princi¬ 

pal. 4. the original text of any work, as 

opposed to the or comment. 5. means. 

6. cause, cause of ruin. 7. the nineteenth of 

the lunar mansions, adj. Main, principal, 

original. sixraunsA by means of, through. 

siojsej the piles. siojsu capi¬ 

tal, principal, stock, dust/ siS, original deed 

of grant. stxeejjrsc! he became 

the means of my livelihood. 2. he was the 

cause of my losing a subsistence. ;S 

&oj»v this disease is the ruin of my 

constitution. sS*av 

your cattle have been the ruin of our 

garden. skraozS #v®zS© s&jsw a blunt axe 

is ruin to the arm. S&t stusu snuff 

destroys the eyes. riori © zbjsu a 

blunt hoe injures the breast. sfcasJ 

atoatiS dartrt. slxrau to marry a blind wo¬ 

man is ruin to the kitchen utensils. 

an obtuse plough kills the 

oxen, the chief image in a tem¬ 

ple, made of stone. sSojswrar}, to #£r an 

owner, proprietor. 2. the original person. 

A%d a permanent tenant, sfoou 

a carpenter’s rule. 

C. mulangi, s. A radish. ^ 
ziM)iuo?\ a red radish. 

S. zfcjaotf mulaka, S. The radish, Bap- 

harms sativus. 
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S&J8W 

S. mula-gurU, s. The inven¬ 

tor or originator of an art or science. 

C. 7$3J2>£)i§ mulike, s. Any medical drug 

or root. adj. Radical, six®®*# a root 

worn as a charm. sixoi)^ a wild root. 

a shop-drug, q3oj9£a 

charm from two diverse trees growing on one 

stock. 

C. ^5o-o<yoTo, ■rfojsfio mulugu, mulgu, 

v. n. To moan, groan. 

C. mule, s. A corner, angle. 2. a 

point of the compass, quarter, direction. 3. 

a herd of cattle laden with imports of corn, 

betel nut, &e. t0 tie up sacks of 

corn, &c. 2. to repeat a universal incanta¬ 

tion, to keep off serpents, &c. from every 

quarter, s. A corner house. sJojssJt s&j? a 

corner house, a house at the extreme end. 

sijjssJt rforS the chief residence of a linga priest. 

« riojadcrfcS =#osotftfj that woman 

is a widow. he is ruin¬ 

ed. sixrad ^>owo, sixssJ^ to fill a 

sack. 2. to prepare corn for exportation. 

sSooss?t 8o&aiM to purchase corn, &c. for expor¬ 

tation. 

s. mulya, s. Capital, stock. 2. 

price. 3. wages, hire. 

c. muvaltu, adj. Thirty. 

c. muvaru, adj. pro. mas. 

fem. Three persons. 

s. mushaka, mushi- 

ke, s. A rat or mouse, siwsfctfsjvtf $ Gane- 

sha, riding on a rat. 

S. s3ojs>5^ mushe, S. A crucible. 2. a mould. 

S. ■rfojSroOjS mu-sanje, s. Morning, noon, 

and night. 

C. musandi, S. One who will not 

speak when spoken to. 

C. oJOJSoj musi, s. The passage through 

which the wind passes from the bellows to 

the forge. 

c. "rfojsToo, musu, musi- 

nddu, v. a. To scent, as dogs do a hare. 2. 

to smell. 

T. B. muse, See ^ 

A. C. mula, adj. Maimed, flawed, 

injured, sfostf ?®cu3 a maimed dog. 

A. C. muli, s. A woman whose ear 

has been torn. 

A. C. mule, s. A bone. 

S. mrikandu, s. A sage so called. 

S. a mriga, s. An animal in general. 

2. a deer or antelope. the mirage. 

So^ri tiote a dog, one which-bites. 3'js3ir 

* a jackal, as luring his prey, " 

rf siori musk. the musk-deer. 

rt the god of the winds, riding on a 

deer, the moon, having in it marks 

of deer. a hyena, a leopard. sije)rrs 

^ a woman with an antelope’s eyes, 1° 

tij, sis the lion, chief of beasts, •fyri rS^ 

S a hunter. 

s. -do^AOdj«), ^o^a^o mrigagd, mri- 

gavye, s. Chase, hunting. 

s. mriga-shira, 

mriga-shirsha, s. The fifth of the lunar 

mansions. 

s. mrida, s. Shiva. 

S. mriddni, s. A name of Far- 

vati. 
s. mrindla, s. The lotus stalk. 

S. mrita, adj. Dead, defunct, de¬ 

ceased, expired, decease, death. ^8 

^sorfo to die. 

s. mrittu, mrittike, 

s. Clay, soil. 

a. mrityu, s. The god of death, 

death, demise. ®'i sugar-cane, 

as dying after flowering. a crab, 

said to die after producing its young. 

an untimely or premature death. 

S. ^So^rfoA mridanga, s. A small drum 

or tabor. 

s. mridu, mridula, 

adj. Mild, soft, bland. 

S. mridwike, s. A grape. 

S. mriddha, s. Battle, combat, war. 

S. mrisha, S. An untruth, false¬ 

hood. 

S. mrishta, adj. Cleaned, cleansed, 

cooked rice well seasoned. 

A. C. ^bo&Srf menti/se, S. An ornament 

on the second toe of females. 2. the step of 

a tank. 
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&3ooLb 

A. c. 'jSooS&j mentu, See 3^. 

C. znoziz mendu, s. A peg or wooden stop- 

por. s5oo^o fcs&cctooj s5ooz& to&cxfoo to drivG in a 

peg or cork. 

e. ^000, tSooe^ mente, mentya, s. 
Trigonella fcenwn grcecum. SooS its 

leaves, used as a vegetable. Soo<f fenu¬ 

greek seed. 

C. ^ioTptatfo mentheya, s. The tree Butea 

frondosa. 

T. b. meJca, A beast, a. c. 

A tiger. an ambuscade, lurking place, 

lair. 2. a hedge, fence. 

C. mekJtalu, s. Alluvial deposit, 

mud left by the subsidence of a river, regard¬ 

ed as manure. 

C. meJchu, v. a. To eat. J, 
an eater. So-s^So to feed, make eat. 

C. mehke-hii, s. The wild 

Bygonia callosa. its fruit. 

a variety. 

c. meJcJee-jola, S. Indian 

corn. *o*, So#^ i S an ear of Indian 

T. B. &A mega, I s%rf] s. A beast. 

C. t§o£ifo mechchu, v. n. To approve, con¬ 

sent, be pleased. So^rt, )=# ap¬ 

proval, approbation, applause. 

sjtfo, to approve, be pleased, enamoured 

with. Soak Sntio to please. 

>#oso^o to become enamoured or pleased 

with. SoahriSo he wagged his head 

with approbation. Sj^S\tiS$fo a woman who 

is pleased. So^Srirf, applause,eu- 

logium. 

A. C. &8AS mettadadi, s. The defiance 
CO ’ ' 

or shout previous to battle, or an affectation 

of superiority. 

C. ^0^,7^ mettige, s. A step or stair. 

to construct steps. 

C. mettu, s. A stage or halting place 

in a journey. 2. a footstep. 3. a shoe or 

sandal. 4. the step, stair, or bar of a ladder. 

6. a custom-house. 6. a degree. 7. the se¬ 

diment in oil. 8. the stop of an Indian lute. 

eriSoWjj a silver ring worn on the great toe. 

riori pSokkj a silver ring worn on the toe next 

to the great toe, Sobg^do to be fixed, settled,• 

to be unfickle or firm. SS a place for 

halting, at the end of a stage. s&b®^ 

gradually, by degrees. Sotkj shoes. Sa 

fc&jj &razlo to put on shoes. Sobkjj ^j*>&~o, SobjA 

to cause to put on shoes. a privy, 

c. eSo&bj mettu, v. n. To step, to tread on. 

2. to put on shoes. 3. to dance, v. a. To 

trample, tread, to cause to tread. 

&€ Sob^ &S Shiva trod on 

the head of Andhaka and danced. 

C. '&&bjADoa,7\ mettu-gundige, s. See 

sSofedjj riorf. 2. a weeding instrument, 

c. &>S3| metre, s. The throat. 

the clavicle. Sob^ Sob^ Jx>~o^o to choke, 

suffocate, strangle. 

C. ^So&3o metlu, s. Steps, stairs. * 

bb stone steps. s5obb to build stone 

steps. 

C. e3ot£ meda, v. a. To put on shoes. 

o. aPBo medda-qannu, s. Prominent 
a Fd. .’' '* 

eyes. 2. squinting. 

C. oSop3coo menasu, s. Black pepper. 

bS ws'sb a pepper corn. SoesbS the pow¬ 

der either of black pepper, or of chilli, or red 

cayenne pepper. SoeabS pepper soup or 

mulugutanni. SorsbS a decoction of 

black pepper, taken for a cold. SorebS 

the chilli, capsicum frutescens. ^ 

crfo cayenne or chilli powder, 55bcrio Acs 

bS ^cBo a green chilli. tj€71 SorsbS ws><£>s a 

dried chilli. SorabS ^cSo chilli pickles. 

us2 S)ivbp>»c5} a chilli baked in embers. 

SorsbS zoowo, SorsbS wj, a chilli creeper. & 

s5ora~o, ?Soa^ =&*$ AcsA a white chilli. $ 

bjrf S)«t3o a small and strong chilli. 

tifS =fiicSo, wbor! Sofabji tocOo a very small and 

extremely hot chilli. 

T. B. metu. See stab. 

o. po. mettana, met- 
—O —0 

tandda, adj. Soft, delicate, bland, fragile, 

weak. 2. mild, gentle. SoirwTwto to be soft, 

pliant, elastic. any thing 

that is soft. Sosa SSSo a mild man. 5,0SA 

So^S gently, softly, mildly. So^rt Sjs&o to 

talk softly, gently, or mildly. ^ to 

read softly or lightly. 

C. mettu, v. a. To plaster with chu- 

nam or mud, to smooth a surface by plaster- 
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cause to go in pro- ing. 2. to plaster over, as tlie mouth of a 

vessel. plastered. 2. the act of plas¬ 

tering. a plastered wall. 

a plasterer, &>so to plaster 

ever the mouth of any earthen vessel, filled 

with corn, &c., to keep out rats, &e. 

T. B. mette, s. A mattrass. 

c. medadu, medalu, s. 
The serum of flesh, marrow. 2. the bladder. 

T. B. ajorfo medu, adj. Soft, gentle, pliant, 

bland. s&rij3»hiS) to he soft. 

C. &tS mede, s. A stack of corn. 2. dul- 

ness, stupidity. 3. gluttony, v. a. To tread, 

trample on. S5wS a stack of paddy. Si 

S eA^, Sod to stack. to take 

down a stack. s&drtlfij, Sod rid^ ra;n falling 

at the time of stacking corn, in the twenty 

fourth lunar asterism. 

C. meddu, part, of Having 

eaten. Sorf SSo a person who has eaten. 

C. meppu, s. Approval, consent, ap¬ 

probation. an approv¬ 

er. ddj, Sojacrio to approve, he 

pleased with. 

C. -Sod mera, s. A hill. Sod rass the hill 

lotus. 

c. *kdsSododco mera-mereyu, v. n. To 

look fine and make a rustling sound, as clothes 

much starched. Sod Soov&do, Sod Soddo to 

make clothes look fine. Sod Sod So to rustle. 

Sod Sod*# a rustling sound. 

C. mera-merdlu, s. A great 

wanderer. 2. a man of display. 

c. meravanige, s. A proces¬ 

sion. Soddrfd^ to go in procession. 

A. C. meratu, s. Jest, ridicule. 

c. ^odo^i}, dodoAO merupUy merugu, 

s. Polish, lustre, glitter. Sododdo, Sodotodo 

to polish. 

c. dbd^js^&o mere-ltolu, s. A stick for 

handling grain in the straw, stacking, &c. 

c. tSod^Sododoo mere-mereyu, v. n. To 

cut a dash, make an ostentatious display, to 

swagger. 2. to shine. 3. to ridicule, jest. 

4. to wander. Sod^odo, Sodriodo it shone. 

Soda the act of wandering. Sodsn Sodcdoo to 

make a very ostentatious display, 

c. dbdooo, dodosocoo meresu, mereyisu, 

v. caws, To make or 

cession. 

C, mela-mela, s. Motion, shaking. 

SowSoOTddo to make move about. 

C. doeo main, See Sog;o, 

C. tSoSOTSu meluJcu, s. Watchfulness, cir¬ 

cumspection, being on one’s guard. Souo^oS 

aJooftdo to be on one’s guard, awake. 

t. b. , melula, [So.dov'j adj. Soft, 

smooth, bland. 

c. mel-nage, s. A smile, 

c. Bz&R, mellage, mellane, 

adv. Softly, gently. 

A. 0. 5 mell-adi, s. A soft foot. 2. a 
co 

light step, gentle gait. 

A. C. melli, adj. Great, much. 

A. C. 'Bz&f?^ mellilcku, adj. Soft, tender, 

bland. 

A. 0. mellida, S. A florist, seller of 

flowers. 

0. dben mellu, v. a. To chew, eat. SoSdo 

to cause to eat. the act of 

eating. 

A. c. mevvalisu v. n. To jump, 

rise, fly up. 

A. o. mele, s. A bush, hedge. 

0. '£0^5 melpadi, S. Insanity, enthusiasm. 

C. Bi^^ melle, adj. Oblique, slanting, 

squinting. Scm a squint eye. 

fiddo persons writh squint eyes. 

oblique vision. 

C. Bd? me, v. a. To graze, feed, eat. 

A. c. ^Oi°o7\T>(Z)o mengdlu, s. The instep. 

s. o3oi®o<j> menthi, s. Fenugreek. 

H. rneku, s. A peg, wedge, nail. 

=^0 sSj3c?cugo to drive in a peg. s3o^o to 

loosen a peg. 

0. Bo^ meJce, s. A goat. ^-r% a she- 

goat. a he goat. a kid. 

S. TORSOS) mekhale, s. A girdle or zone. 

dado to put on a zone. sfori do^josi 

a zone set with jewels. 

T. B. mega. See &H5?* 

0. db®7\c§ me-gade, $. The upper side. 

o. ^Aps, B^R^ meg ana, megala, 
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adj. Upper. from above, sto^rt 

rsAo, sSo^ftCorteio, As\A^As the upper one. Ao^ 

fvb to be above. 

E. ^o^A7>& me'gdtu, s. The main guard. 

C. do’TTedo megddu, v. n. To move or 

fly above, as birds. 

C. me-gdlu, $. The instep. 

C. «3o£Atd£b me-gdvalu, s. An overseer, 

superintendent. 2. superintendence. 

C. o3^7^ me-gei, s. The back of the hand. 

c. ^)0°7\j303oo me-gombu, s. The upper 

branch. 

c. oS^^eto, megolu, 

megolu, s. Advance in money. 

s. oSo^)0, megha, s. A cloud. Ao\$ 
A^kA, Ao\# thunder. As^ 

lightning. Ao%$ Ao^AjsA^ a collection 

of clouds. Aorf the sky, the windows of 

heaven. Ao\$mA the son of Havana, whose 

voice is likejfchunder. Ao\A rain.^ Ao\A 
S^sSo , So A AmP)<Am, So^S! tfScdw clouds to 

collect and overspread. Ao^ srs^?i Indra, 
having the clouds for his steed. Ao%$ Asotiv 

the region of the clouds. 

s. megha-ranjani, s. A 

tune so called. 

s. megha-varna, s. Vishnu, 

black as a cloud. 2. cloud colour. 

S. sSo^y.surfosorf, megh- 

ddambara, megh-dvarana, s. The 

gathering of the clouds, as prior to a storm. 

S. Ab^TS^> me'ghdli, s. A row of clouds. 

S. mechaka, s. The colour black 

or dark blue. 2. an eye of a peacock’s tail. 

adj. Black or dark blue. As\&=$ 
Vishnu, as being very dark. 

H. meju, s. A table. A^tfA =*oS a 

sheep for eating. Ao%w Asaz& to make a 

ledge round the wall of a room, level with 

the furniture. 

C. S3 me'ti, adj. Chief, supreme, excel¬ 

lent. s. The head or chief of a department, 

a head-servant. 2. the post in a corn tread¬ 

ing floor, called also AAa to 

drive in such a post. 

to put the corn straw near the post of a 

treading floor. the leading ox 

nearest the centre of the threshing floor. Am 
Ac^aisiAAAo the chief of mighty 

men. rtorstfua^o Ao^&cdszAAAs a master 

in ability, Ao a man 

notable for truth. AA^AssAa So^?jcri.jar3sS 

As a man renowned for uprightness. At®* 

tUU the chief, or head of farmers. Aa\U t, 

Aa\&% ^ov1 a principal farmer. 

C. me'di, s. The name of a tree. 2. 

the upright piece in a country plough. 

C. oSo^do medu, s. Ascent, rising ground. 

2. a stage, the halting place in a journey. 

S. rnedTira, s. A sheep. 2. the penis. 

A. c. men, See Asx™. 

c. menu, s. Wax. As\nA wS a wax 

candle. Ao%cdA AjscvS a wax image. A\As 

As\n bees’ wax. 

C. Coop'S meni, s. The upright piece in a 

plough. Ao%d\ Tfovo the cultivator’s share 

of the crop or produce. 

A. C. menu, s. Excellence, pre-emi¬ 

nence. adj. Excellent, superior, better, adv. 

Again, further, moreover. 

A. o. men-padiyu, v. n. To 

have, possess, or obtain subsequently. 

A. 0. cSo^ mdn-mddu, v.n. To 

excel, surpass. 

c. oib^d meda, s. A basket and mat maker. 

See also AoxAty, 

C. ^o^d^ medaka, adj. Mild, meek. Ao% 

t.^tA gentleness, meekness. 

S. 'sSc^dtf medaka, S. Vinous liquor for 

distilling. 

C. oSo^d'd medara, s. A basket and mat 

maker. 

s. s3^dd^, 3o^d medassu, meda, s. 

Marrow, applicable not merely to the marrow 

of the bones, but more properly to tbe 

serous or adipose secretion that spreads 

amongst the muscular fibres, and which is 

considered as performing the same functions 

to the flesh, that the marrow performs to 

the bones. 

C. meddra, s. A basket and mat 

maker. 

s. '<3o(>d£) me'dini, s. The earth. Aa%£>$% 
Sjddo kings. 
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C. &>|3£iooJ mcdisv, See 

C. ^die3 me-duti, s. The upper lip. 

S. medura, adj. Thickset, crowded. 

2. smooth, soft, unctuous, bland, saponaceous. 

s. medha, s. A sacrifice, offering. 

S. medha, medhe, s. Ap¬ 

prehension, conception, understanding. 

53do#do, a clever man, a sage. sSo^ 

sfo§# cleverness. 

C. medhisu, v. n. To smear on 

thickly, as any fragrant ointment. 

S. medhya, adj. Pure, purified. 

s. mend-devi, 

menakd-de'vi, s. The wife of Himalaya. 

2. one of the courtezans of Swarga. 

Parvati. 

C. i3j®Qjoo meyu, v. n. To graze, eat grass, 

feed, as applied to any animal. do^cArto v_ 

cans, to feed or graze cattle, to cause animals 

to eat. dotcSodod 55® d dyozsoto cause 

another to graze cattle. 

C. »Soi®?>7\ merige, s. Condition, state, qua¬ 

lity, manner, way. This word is the dative 

of So^tJ, an<i is used in this case to convey the 

above meaning. do^Od thus. es do^ed so< 

& do^Sd uo* his house is reduc¬ 

ed to this state, crfisd do^Sd ^oadol!^ 

for how much will you give this book ? 

hS cd»d dot&d ed how is your health ? 

S. meru, me'ru- 

jjarvata, s. A sacred mountain, in the 

centre of the seven continents, compared to 

the cup or seed vessel of the lotus, the leaves 

of which are formed by the different dwipas. 

Its height is said to be 84,000 16,000 

of which are below the surface of the earth. 

The shape is variously described, as square, 

conical, columnar, spherical, or spiral, and the 

four faces of it are of various colours, white 

towards the east, yellow to the south, black to 

the west, and red towards the north: the ri¬ 

ver Ganges falls from heaven on its summit, 

and flows thence to the surrounding worlds 

in four streams. The southern branch is the 

Ganges of India ; the northern running into 

Tartary is the Bhadrasoma; the eastern is the 

Sita; the western is the ChacsJm or Oxus. 

On its summit Bramha resides, attended and 

worshipped by the Bishis, Gandharvas, &c.; 

the regents of the points of the compass, oc¬ 

cupy the corresponding faces of the moun __ 

tain, the whole of which consists of gold and 

gems. Considered in any but a fabulous lights 

this mount appears to mean the high land of 

Tartary, immediately to the north of the 

Himalaya. 

C. meruve, s. An inclined plane of 

earth, raised to convey heavy beams and heavy 

stones to the top of buildings. 2. a stockade, 

mound, or earthwork. do;;d>di> do^did^ 

s^J'to cast up a trench or stockade. 2. to 

raise an inclined plane of earth. 

C. 5 mere, $. a boundary, limit. 2. a 

hooked staff for pulling over corn while tread¬ 

ing. 3. a portion of corn from the threshing 

floor given to the hereditary servants of a 

village, as their established fees of office. dot 

d to fix boundaries. do^d =s%o a stone 

put as a land mark, do.td a mound of 

earth used as a boundary. do^d do^d ns 

Wo,‘ doi;d Sisdo to exceed prescribed limits, 

transgress. ddoori^ do^d sjorto the sea has 

passed its bounds. do .d the limits of a 

field. do<;dd do^d dodd dod mutual tacitur¬ 

nity. So§ do^d immoderate, unreasona¬ 

ble. dnd fin wo the oval ploughed space de¬ 

scribed by the plough at its first wide turn¬ 

ing ; the ground within which is subsequent¬ 

ly ploughed by turning the plough more ab* 

ruptly. w sSo^dd so, after that manner, wd 

do crfw do^dd do®s. « do^dd ^^vbbe o- 

bedient to what he says. =* do^dd sS^tfo speak 

thus. s&>t,d dSo^ d.-ssa do not talk beyond 

bounds, do^dd do^dcrfjsddo to be moderate, 

do^d to encroach upon another’s bound¬ 

ary. do=,d^ wav'o fees in grain given to here¬ 

ditary servants. 

A. c. merrupu, v. To please, 

elate. 

C. mel-adi, s. The instep or upper 

part of the foot. 

A. o. ■£>0^3 melatta, adv. Farther, 

moreover. 

O. mel-dya, s. The upper part 

of the body. 2. the body of a coat. 

C. melu, s. Good, as opposed to evil, 

goodness, excellence. 2. praise. 3. profit. 
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4. fame. 5. worthiness, fitness. 6. happi¬ 

ness, prosperity. 7. kindness, benefit. 8. suc¬ 

cess. extraordinarily good. s. 

Flattery. -H&) good and evil. 

ziti,) to be successful, to he happy, 

to do a kindness, bestow a favour. 

srirfjSo an excellent man. wsshr 

a profitable affair. that which is 

excellent or good. 2. good, better, excellent, 

noble, lofty. 3. profitable. to hid 

above another. out-bidding another, 

wo^fae^jc'o, becoming prosperous, 

succeeding. Svak wdo to be grateful. 

wtiu to prosper. So xejo i^v’o to turn out 

well, succeed. a prosperous, happy 

man. 55o ^.ejo 6 cc'oo to say hereafter. 

c. -£b(°£O^G)i°_63 melu-kote, s. A place of 

celebrity near Seringapatam. es-® 

J; an annual idol festival there. «?o\vofia^x *3® 

*;&*>$ 3s%aks^: ^oacrios did you see the 

bald-headed Dasa at the Melcotta festival? 

(prov. used of one who expects undue notice 

to he taken of him.) 

c. oSo^<y melu-chap- 

para, mel-chappara, s. The covered 

litter of an idol, the top of a bed. 

C. melu-chitu, s. A deed of 

transfer. 

C. ^o°<yorfo meludu, s. The upper part of 

a female’s garment, which covers the breast. 

C. melu-pangti, s. A copy to 

he written from. 

C. melu-pettu, s. The heating 

down of the surface of a newly sown field by 

heavy rain. 2. foreign invasion, the attack of 

a foreign power. 

C. melu-bala, s. An army of 

reserve. . 

C. mel-uhhu, v. n. To rise, flow, 

run over. 

c. iBo^eto-doiS, melu-ma- 

ne, melu-mdlige, s. The upper story of a 

building. 

c. ■oSo^eotbdS melu-maradi, s. Mistake, 

inadvertency. 

c. TSo^odcoroOLTo mdlu-musuku, s. A 

hood, a cover for the head. 

C. melu-wdshi, s. Superaddi¬ 

tions, extra, more, profit. 

c. melu-mld- 

sa, melu-vildsa, s. The superscription or 

direction on a letter. 

C. c3o^<§ rnele, postpos. After, upon, over, 

above, beyond. adv. Then, afterwards. ^ 

after ten o’clock. 

hereafter, « after that. &>*«? tfki^to 

tie up. 2. to build upon. to at¬ 

tack, assault, fall upon, force one’s self upon 

another. A^e5Up0n the house. 

^,do to sit upon. 5&V® 3n>3®z& to 

speak in one’s defence. 55 

S ensolio he has great affection for him. C3.^\ 

So^eJ <**^3 henceforth God shall be 

(my confidence). he has 

surpassed him. rieo to shine upon. 2. 

to shoot upon. rs,v nothing 

has surpassed this. &H«J BraSJh to toss up. 

to lift up. to ascend, mount, 

get on. thovnigt. extra civilities or atten¬ 

tions, taking great care of. 

0. mel-ogara, $. Strained 

rice. 2. vegetables curried, rice with a fra¬ 

grant seasoning made of pulse, &c. fried in 

ghee. 3. what is put on boiled rice to make 

it savoury. 4. choice food. 

C. mel-Jcattu, s. An ornament 

of figured cloth, &c. tied across the door and 

room of a house, on auspicious occasions. 2. 

an awning, canopy. 

c. mel-ltuppalisu, v. n. 

To jump up with both feet together. / 

C. pcD mel-gannu, S. A raised or 

elevated eye. 

c. mel-gathe, s. A foregoing or 

former story. 2. a subsequent story. 3. a 

subordinate story. 

c. sb^ siy&S mel-gappata, s. An upper 

or over cloth. 2. a covering. 

c. mel-gdvali, 

mel-gavalu, S. An overseer, manager, su¬ 

perintendent. 

A. c. ■5805£>, Sj^^melge, mel/ee, postp. 

Upon, above, over. 

c. *b£©v/a^b, mel-gollu, 
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mel-JcollU, v. n. To 'be awake, in one’s 

senses, cautious, on one’s guard, to get up. 2. 

to win. A^dlra ®art w&AAo he struck him, 

so that he could not rise, or, became insensi¬ 

ble. oitri Ao he recovered his senses, or, 

he came to himself. 

C. mel-janct, sr Successors, persons 

who follow others in any business. 2. supe¬ 

rior, excellent people. 

C. mel-tara, adj. Superior, above 

ordinary. An'y.tisafttio to be superior, very 

excellent. Ao^udsari a superior lower 

garment. dadsjio choice goods, 

goods of the best sort. . 

C. »bo^<3J^7\ mel-nage, s. A sweet smile. 

A. C, mdl-nudi, s. Superior speech, 

an excellent word. 

C. mel-padu, v. n. To be happy, 

good. 

C. mel-pdf.U, s. Excellence, hap¬ 

piness, prosperity. 

C. mel-bhaga, s. The upper part, 

the top.‘ 

C. mel-mane, mel- 

malige, s. An upper room, the upper floor. 

C. oS^e/s^rfd mel-mddu, v. n. To excel, 

A. 0. mel-muddu, adj. Very 

lovely or amiable. 

c. ■&<mel-musuhu, s. A hood. 

C. mel-melu, adj. Superior, ex¬ 

traordinarily good. s. Flattery, praise. 

C. mel-variyu, v. a. To flow 

over, exceed, surpass. 2. to attack, fall upon. 

Aj^Osf surpassing, inordinate, 

c. & s. mel-vdcha/ca, s. 
Eloquence, fine reading. 

me'^~v^u> 

mel-vdhya, s. A choice word. 

A. c. oSo^^odoa mel-vdyu, v. n. To pass 

over. 2. to fly upon, attack. 3. to rise up. 

C. )rd mel-sara, s. A necklace. 2. a 

centre beam. 

c. SMtfyj 7\o me'l-seragu, s. The upper 

part of a female’s garment. 

H. tne'va, s. A mixture of split pulse, 

c. & s. oS^<yso&>, 

jaggory, cummin seed, cocoanut, &c. distri¬ 

buted among the people at the Ilohurrum 
feast. 

C. cSo^tjdj mew, s. Pasturage, grazing. Ah 

art «5£j to turn out cattle to graze. 

S. ^oQod. me'sha, s. A ram. 2. the sign 

Aries in the zodiac. od a ram’s testi¬ 

cles. 2. a name of Indra, as having the 

testicles of a ram, which were substituted for 

his own lost by a curse. 2. difficulty, per¬ 

plexity. 

S. ^3o°L\ me'shi, s. An ewe. 

0. mesu, See 

S. mehana, s. The penis. 2. urine. 

S. o0oi°5d meha, s. Urinary or venereal di¬ 

sease, including especially inflammatory af¬ 

fection of the urethra, gonorrhoea. Ah^ 

rt^oSi venereal herpes. Ahsd sscrijo disease of 

the body from venereal. venereal 

pains. 

C. iSo^cdo mehu, [Ao^ifj Pasturage. 

S. me'Ia, s. Concord in music, harmony. 

2. a set of musicians, dancers, and singers. 

3. a concourse, assembly. AhV two 

sets of music, two bands. a double 

drum, used by Jangamas, &c. Aj^v1 rretid) 

musicians. AhV to arrange the musi¬ 

cians and dancing girls prior to a dance. Ah 

Vssras'Ho sing harmoniously. AnVSsft <3 

* to keep in tune, in playing. Aj'<V 

persons who exhibit, with puppets, the lead¬ 

ing characters mentioned in the Bhagaavta. 

tVbcsS AhV a company ofpuppet-show men. 

A^ortU^o to be amassed, collected together. 

AhV a band playing small delicate in¬ 

struments. Ao^ a band using large 

instruments. 

S. c3o^ meld, S. Indian ink. Ao?V Ajrf an 

inkstand. 

A. C. s3o^os> melamba, s. The large 

black bea 

S. me'lana, adj. United, attached, 

as friends, s. Meeting, union, assemblage. 

2. (in arith.) addition. Ao^VAAs A a rendez¬ 

vous. 

A. 0. ^ mdldpana, s. Pudendum 

muliebre. 
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A. C. «3o^ meli, s. Tlie upright part or 

handle of a plough. 

C. male, s. A spreading creeper, 

c. meleisu, mela- 

visu, v. a. To assemble, collect. 2. to pre¬ 

pare, to set in readiness. 

A. C. '<melvadi, $. Foolishness, 

folly. 

C. mei, s. The body, the person. 

Sojrf (how is his body) how is he ? ^ 

sWjforttfo having loosened the 

things about the person. the bo¬ 

dy’s form or dress. to 

pierce the body, asn the arrow 

which pierced the body, sbsSo to put 

on the person, as jewels, &c. 

C. meika, s. Inebriety, intoxication, 

c. db^osido, mei-kodu, mei- 

godu, v. n. To venture, hazard, dare. 2. 

to oppose. 3. to yield, consent. 

C. eSo^j&^o mei-kollu, v. n. The sys¬ 

tem to be affected by medicine, &c. 

c. ■£oj7<Ti mei-gada, s. A loan without 

interest. 

C. mei-ganna, s. Indra, having 
Pc) 

a body full of eyes. 

C. o3o^7\do£>^ mei-garuvike, s. Conceal¬ 

ment. ^ having concealed. sSo^rtcb 

cbrio it is concealed. 

C. &>^7\ u mei-gare, v. n. To waste away, 

become emaciated. 

O. 'eS^X^s* mei-garrpu, s. The black¬ 

ness of the body. 

c. ‘sSo^ADodoo mei-galiyu, v. n. To mis¬ 

carry. to occasion miscarriage. 

c. mei-galla, s. A sloth, slug¬ 

gard ; a skulker. slothfulness, lazi¬ 

ness. 

p§<v^ mei-gdnke, 

s. A visit, interview, the 

act of showing one’s person. 

c. ^ATjrfo mei-gddu, s. Swelling from 

a blow or disease. rii&j to swell up, 

as the mark of a blow. 

c. s3-^7\T>t£)j ^>o^at>cq^ mei-gdpu, mei- 

c. 

mei-gdnvike. 

gdliike, s. Preservation. bo¬ 

dy guards. 

C. tS^A^d mei-gdvara, s. Conceit, high 

ideas of one’s personal strength or bravery. 

0. »3o^ 7\D &o mei-gdvalu, s. A body 

guard. 2. preservation of life. 

to be a guard to another. 2. to be preserved. 

C. o3^7\'Syi mei-gdli, s. The current of 

wind produced in walking. 

o. sSo^Xoo'hrf'd^o mei-gungidavanu, s. 

A person emaciated or wasted from disease,&c. 

0. 3o^Aoe^jsodoSoj^ao meiguchchi- 

kondu-hogu, v. n. To pierce through, as 

an arrow does. 

c. ao&> a &3o^ mei-gudi-gattu, ». ». 

The hair to stand erect. 

A. C. ao do, mei-gudu, See &>,$***». 

C. sS^Xop© mei-guna, S. The natural tem¬ 

perament, habit, or constitution. 

c. Aorfode-do mei-gudur-padu, v. n. 

The hair to stand erect. 

C. ^>o( 7\odo mei-guddu, v. a. To strike, 

cuff. 

C. ^o^AJsdo mei-gudu, v. a. To be lusty, 

stmit. robust, corpulent. 

c. iSo^T^b, mei-gollu, 

mei-Jcondiru, v. n. To be awake, aware, 

on one’s guard. 

c. do mei-jdru, v. n. To emit semen 

in coitu. 2. the body, to slip. 

C. «3o£SU>^o, ^(Sjs^ao mei-judu, 

mei-dodagu, s. Armour, mail. 

c. ©oof doosoo mei-tumbu, V. n. To be pos¬ 

sessed by an evil spirit, inspired by a deity, 

to be in a frenzy. 2. to become pregnant. 

3. to take the male, as a mare does. 

C. 3o^.a>(°do, tSo^d^do mei-toru, 

mei-ddru, v. n. To manifest or shew one’s 

self, to appear. 

s. i$}t&ajz$di£%meitrdvaruni, s. A name 

of Agastya. 

s. '&)<’ B) meitri, s. Friendship, ad?'. Friendly, 

rbrs a friendly or social disposition. 

S. 3o£$o£ meithuna, s. Coition, copula¬ 

tion. 
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c. mei-dadavu, 

mei-tadavu, v. a. To stroke, caress, fondle. 

C. mei-ddgike, s. Concealment 

of the person. 

C. meiddna, $. A plain, espla¬ 

nade, open field. §&>■$ to 

exercise a horse in an open field. 

S. cSo^rfo meidu, s. Deception, deceit, de¬ 

lusion. sjss& to deceive, illude. 

a deceiver, deluder. 

c. meiduna, 

meida, meidann, s. The son of a mo¬ 

ther’s brother, or of a father’s sister, or a 

man’s brother-in-law, if younger than one’s 

self, wSs? the brother of the bride, 

presenting betel, &c., to the bridegroom, and 

receiving from him a present in return. 

A. C. mei-dege, v. n. To disappear, 

vanish, run away, “ take one’s self off.” 

s. meidhuna, s. Coition, sexual 

embrace. 

s. meina, meini, s. The bird 

Mina. 

s. meindka-parvata, s. 

A mount in the Himalaya range, personifi¬ 

ed as the brother of Parvati. 

c. '£^'Ac>Sm mei-negeyu, v. a. To raise 

the body, to raise the body 

and jump. 

C. mei-nereyu, v. n. To have 

menses, s. Puberty. ^t3cto become 

pubescent. sBrw, jWtfsJtf> a pu¬ 

bescent female. 

o. s5o^3^£>o mei-nelalu, s. The body’s 

shadow. 2. a son. 

C. mei-baru, ®. n. To become full 

in the breasts, as a woman, to have the breasts 

filled out. 

C. dd mei-boggadava, s. An 

indolent person, sluggard, sloth. 

C. r? mei-machchike, s. Self- 

preservation, bodily preservation, 

c. mei-mareyu, v. n. To for¬ 

get one’s self. 2. to faint, swoon. ^ siotf 

^usCrio, to drop off to sleep. 

0. mei-muriyu, v.n. To 

stretch out the limbs, as on awaking, &c. 

T. B. meime, [ASotfo] s. Glory, great¬ 

ness. to be glorious. 

C. mei-mela, s. Coaxing, caress? 

ing. 

0. meiyyi, See 

0. meiyyikhu, v. n. To pros¬ 

trate, bow down. 2. to enter upon, interfere, 

meddle with. So^cfio-^r lie prostrated. 

a person who prostrated. 

C. do^OSo^odjo mei-iliyu, v. n. To have 

an abortion. 2. to become thin or emaciated, 

s. As^odo meireya, s. A spirituous 

liquor distilled from the blossoms of the ly- 

thrumfrutieosum, with sugar, &c. 

o. meila-tuttu, s. Blue vitriol, 

sulphate of copper. 

0. meildru-linga, s. A 

shepherd’s god so named. 

C. d^e)7\ meilige, s. Filth, pollution, dir¬ 

tiness. a dirty rag. £o^€)A 

^cdoj to wash away filth. 

C. do^©5oCD meili-hana, s. A single sil¬ 

ver fanam. 

c. meile, meili, meilu, 

s. The small pox. 2. a cloud. to 

have the small pox. 2. the clouds to rise. 

s5c^e<; #€ a pock-mark. 

A. C. mei-venki, s. Heat of the 

body. 

A. c. 7\, r? mei-vech- 
a) Scr £> 8o- 

chige, mei-hechchike, s. Becoming ela¬ 

ted, the body swelling with joy or anger. 

C. redo mei-sadlu, V. n. To emit semen 
Q CO 

in coitu. 

C. l3^cd"3<y mei-sdla, S. A loan without a 

pledge or mortgage, a loan on a promissory 

note. oto^jhircS a promissory note. 

C. mei-sokku, v. n. To faint, 

the body to be affected. 

0. mei-sobagu, s. Personal 

beauty. 

c. mei-hattu, v. a. To affect one, 

as medicine, pleasure, pain, &c. 

C. mei-havanike, s. A stre¬ 

nuous effort. SvJjsSsirib to walk with 

an effort. 
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C. sS^^jad^/o mei-horalu, v. n. To be 

in great distress, roll about in anguish, 

sleep, &c. 

c. ^^5oja&£>dodod^;do mei-holab-ari- 

yadavanu, s. One who knows not his 

own ability or the state of his body. 

C. mei-holata, s. Personal lus¬ 

tre, corporeal radiance, a gloss on the body. 

C. O'd monda, s. A headless trunk, adj. 

Blunt, obtuse. 2. stubborn, obstinate, re¬ 

fractory, contumacious, incorrigible. Sosos® 

ftdo to be blunt. 2. to be obstinate. Soso^ 

a refractory person. SosozS sfc>&> to make 

t)pxnt. Soso^S !A/sorjo^Oe^ eojovov. 

no one will correct a stubborn man nor eat a 

dog. Sosozg Soaozg Soos^rio, sSjso&# 5=5 3- 

■#os^o to be obstinate, contumacious, refrac¬ 

tory. SosozS wS obstinate, stubborn people. 

SjsozS =#^ a maimed hand. 

0. ■^jsoc^a'Sj^ mondaragappe, See Soo 

H. ^J90C3D?\ monddgi, s. Obstinacy. 2. 

dulness. 

C. ■Sjsorfo mondu, adj. Naked, unadorned, 

as the hand without ornaments. 2. blunt, 

obtuse, s. Importunity, dunning. Sjso&j 

Sos^lio a pollard, a lopped tree. 

C. monne, [Sv®S^] adv. The day 

before yesterday. 

C. (SjeiOadoA mom-mag a, s. A grand-son. 

a grand-daughter. 

C. mommu, v. n. To chew, mum¬ 

ble, as a person without teeth. 

t. b. oSj3^, iSjS)7\ moka, moga, [s»a>] 

s. The face. 

T. B. s3j3^ mokata, See Sussex. 

H. tS mokaddame, s. An affair. 
Q 

c. ^ja^doso mokaramba, s. A mask. 2. 

an ornamented headstall for an ox, &c. 

G. do mokararu, adj. Established, 

fixed, certain, infallible. 2. appointed. 

cSjsPj sBacSo to fix, establish. 

C.'^ja^rod mokasara, s. A beam from 

pillar to pillar. 

0. m'oka-hattu, v. n. To meet 

face to face. 2. to quarrel. 

H. mokabile, s. Collection, com¬ 

parison, confronting. ;fr®z&> to 

collate, compare, confront. 

C. •3j&Sfa#&3 mokarnu, s. A halting place 

in a journey. 2. a dwelling, place of residence. 

C. ^ja^a^ mokdle, s. The end piece of a 

bag of cotton or of a woolpack; the binding 

of a book. 

A. 0. mokkala, s. Mass, multi¬ 

tude, heap. 

H. ^jaSOa^ mokhtd, adv. Pace to face. 

h. ^Sja&) odja^as"do mokhtiydr-ndma, 

s. A power of attorney. 

a. c. 's3jaAO&)ck mogam-badu, v. n. To 

be polite, courteous. 

C. cSja7\A©<3o moga-godu, v. n. To ap¬ 

pear, shew the face. 

c. ^ja7\8#83o mogachitlu, s. A wry face, 

expressing disgust or contempt by grimaces. 

sJjsr! zArarloin to express 

contempt or disgust by the face. 

C. ^}ja7\&3o mogachu, V. a. To overturn. 

2. to return. to be overturned. 

0. ^J37\d mogada, s. A horse’s or ox’s 

halter. 

C. eSjaA&doq^) moga-diruvu, v. n. To 

turn round the face. 2. to signify disappro¬ 

bation by shaking the head. 

A. O. ^Ja7\dc8>i mogaramba, s. An or¬ 

namented ox’s headstall. 

0. ^JaTsdro moga-rasa, s. Fulness, plump¬ 

ness or the expression of the countenance. 

C. ^ja7\do mogaru, adj. Precocious. 

very early for the age or season, wjart 

craft sJvccbo to grow precociously. 

H. ^jaXe»do mogalaru, s. The Moguls. 

A. c. sSjaA'drfsd moga-vadava, s. Sub¬ 

marine fire. 

C. e8qaAo3p'§7^ moga-vunige, s. Radiance 

or lustre of the countenance. 

C. ■£ja7\cd'a^ moga-sdle, s. A front ve¬ 

randah. 

A. C. sSjaA coo mogasu, V. a. To prepare. 2. 

to scheme, s. A wish or desire. &s>rtU wdj 

to come willingly or with desire. 
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C. ^SjSA^ja ^Z§ mogal-gode, s. The wall 

at the gable-end of a honse. 

C. mogi, v. a. To lade, hale, or scoop 

up water. 

C. mogichu, v. a. To turn over, 

turn upside down. 

H. ^jSAOO&iT)R] mogum-jdsti, s. Offering 

a higher rent for land than can he made to 

answer, out-bidding. 

C. ^J37o&3 moguta, s. A bark or silk cloth 

worn at devotions and meals. ' 

C. c3j«)7\o^o mogulu, s. The side or wall 

at the gable-end of a house. 

A. C. cSjS'A moge, v. a. To lade, bale or 

scoop up water, s. A small earthen cup or 

vessel. to cause to scoop out or lade. 

Svjsrftfo having scooped out. 

A. C. mogga, s. Mass, heap, assem¬ 

blage, multitude. 

A. c. ^>J3A moggamu, v. n. To reach 

with the hand. 

A. c. a ^3o moggame, s. Under one’s 

control, in one’s power. 

A. c. ^>03a t3 moggara, s. Assemblage, 

multitude, mass, heap. in 0ne 

united force. », a. To assemble, 

collect. 

C. ^JSao moggu, v. a. To cover over. 

C. 7^ mogge, s. A young bud, germ, or 

blossom. Sus it budded, it blossom¬ 

ed. sksrt a necklace of beads in the form 

of buds. 

A. C. mochchali, s. A mass, heap, 

assemblage. 

0. mochche, s. Shoes. 

C. 7$Jt>f£>T§ motike, s. A soft kind of potstone. 

2. a rap with the knuckles. 

C. motta-ndi, S. The hyena. 

C. mottu, v.a. To strike on the head 
Go 

with the knuckles. 

c. motte, s. Abundle, burden, porter’s 

load. 2. an egg. 3. baldness. 4. a testicle. 

a load for the head. 

to bind a burden. ^ a shaven head. 

2. a head with a load on it. Aja^crio 

the yolk of an egg. an egg shell. 

a porter, carrier. 

% ?racSa *8 sSjaWj the pup’s laying an 

egg is a sign of bad times (prov. used of one 

possessing no talents who has performed some 

wonderful feat.) 

c. tSv/S) moda, modime, s. 

Virile spots or marks. 

0. oSjd'zS mode, adj. Stiff, thick, kvuj 

the thick milk after calving. 

C. oSjarf modda, adj. Dull, stupid, doltish, 

stupidity, dulness. 

0. S$U«>POT3£D mona-Mlu, s. The knee. 

gjsrsvdw knee-deep. *j 

ud ri; to kneel, kneel on one 

knee. SsSojri, 5§jthe sea 

is only knee-deep to a sinner (the wicked will 

not succeed even in the best circumstances.) 

c. mona-kdlu-muru- 

VU, s. A village so called. 

0. ^jaPS^ mona-kei, s. The elbow. *® 

«=#£© to strike with the elbow. 

C. e3*£>^s!)0Eb moti-bindu, s. A cataract 

in the eye. 

C. <3de>s$ motta, s. A flock, mass, crowd, 

heap, multitude. &®5>oAa^o, sJu®^ 

to be heaped, collected. si 

to attack in a multitude. 

0. mottu, v. a. To beat, strike. 2. 

to delay, hinder. 

0. o3jaddo modadu, adj. Stupid, dull, slow. 

C. 'sSjadeo modalu, s. Origin, source. 2. 

beginning, commencement, the first. 3. prin¬ 

cipal, capital, stock, outlay, 

& adj. First, initial, prior, foremost. 2. chief, 

principal, original. ZjsZvz, <^zi) Soarfsjsn, 

csirfo SjsrfeSj® o^o, ogtfj from hence¬ 

forth, et cetera, from, since, forwards. 5&S 

tigers and, the Wee ra¬ 

venous beasts. $>% SjsrierePig neither 

can sweet water be had here. &» 

sSja^dhe went away without even 

saying a word. ZjszSta 8o6rb s&sssdo to speak 

fully, to give a detail from the beginning. «** 

at first, the very first. SosdwjJ the first, 

the first and foremost. $d, 

dd the first or best sort. Aftricwfo the 

chief or first man. Zjsziod draft 

risk he began that work. Z-j^ziGiAi to place 

first. Aadwo disdo to begin, commence, 



tita tfjszStu tlie very first. sSjsdv^ wszln a 

primary cause. the obser¬ 

vance of a fast on the eleventh lunar day of 

the fourth month, in commemoration of Vish¬ 

nu’s sleep. 53jsrieJ<; j told you 

at first. Sosrfu fjhta the first row. tSjs 

w a firstling. s*sti©taiOOT*tf) a cow which has 

calved for the first time. Sunday, 

the first day of the week. 

0. modal-ubbe, s. The first 

bleaching of new cloth. 

C. cSjsrfS) module, S. An alligator. 

C. moddu, adj. Blunt, rude, igno¬ 

rant. Suana AS) to be rude or blunt, s. [step 

Gunpowder. 2. a log. 3. medicine. 

C. T§Je>i3 mone, S. A point, end, extremity. 

2. war, combat. 3. courage, valour, 

rlUjj, SosjSrlv^zoo to array troops. sJjs 

? the point of an arrow. So®? the point 

of an iron pen. the point of a thorn. 

^So®S eJ^serf &®? (sword and pen) the bu¬ 

siness of a king and his minister, i. e. of roy¬ 

alty. slraoS So®? a blunt or obtuse point. & 

.53j5>? a sharp point. 55*®$ S®? 

d?i0S), Sj®? So), S®?^Sj®di), So®? fndotomake 

pointed. jtaPijb to carry on a war. S® 

? to carry a battle triumphantly. 

S®Srrat) a valiant man, warrior, si®? rf^orio 

sharp nosed. 

C. monegdvu, s. Small tongs, 

c. ^js^Aod 0 mone-guddali, s. A pick¬ 

axe, sharp pointed hoe. 

C. mone-gollu, v. n. To stand 

to the front as in battle. 

C. 'c3de>^ monne, adv. The day before yes¬ 

terday. 

0. 'SSjsmSx moppe, adj. Simple, stupid, dolt¬ 

ish. 2. obstinate. SjsS^S idiocy. 2. con¬ 

tumaciousness. S®?^ & an idiot. 2. an 

obstinate man. 

H. cSj«)3^0 ao mohalagu, s. A sum of money. 

H. & ay? & xj era rfo mobdkara-mddu, 

v. a. To congratulate. 

C, cSjSSW^ tnobbu, adj. Dark, dull, heavy, 

a. Darkness, dimness, dulness, cloudiness, ob¬ 

scurity. an eye with a film upon 

it, Sustw So®y5cd)Si& a person of a dejected 

countenance. lowering weather. 
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*S®£03^ ?£)<?.>, So® 2^ S»S)t5\) clouds to over¬ 

spread. 5l®w^ Sosw sJSccJjj, So® wo tfzSj , 

clouds to disperse, S/sw^ So®<;d 

overspread with rainless clouds, S®tf SSSo 

a dull, heavy, sluggish man. 

C. 'c3jS)'£)0&3 momati, s. An instrument in 

the form of a hoe, with a handle about two 

feet long, and the iron as wide and strong as 

a spade, and answering the purpose of a spade, 

or hoe. 

C. *>Jd^A & mom-maganu, s. A grand¬ 

son. S®?^?* a grand-daughter. S®S^#j. 

sb grand-children. 

A. C. '£>JS02o<yo moilu, s. Darkness, cloudi¬ 

ness, obscurity. 

C. tSvJ3tj mora, S. A small fan used for 

cleansing grain, taking up sweepings, &c. 

Sosdrfg toSaS), Sosddg =#^do to sift with a fan. 

tfjsddg S®do to separate chaff from grain, by 

holding it up and pouring it in the face of 

the wind, rid?) the loan of a fan of 

corn. 

C. iSdsdAO moragu, v. n. To bark. 2. to 

bluster. 

C. moratu, adj. Blunt. 2. dull, 

stupid. 3. worn away, as a spade, &c. 

C. ,<Sd3'dc3 morada, adj. Ignorant, stupid, 

2. contumacious, stubborn. S®ddd? igno¬ 

rance, stupidity. ?®dd?o a stubborn or con¬ 

tumacious man, 

C. ^je>85 moradi, S. The chironia sapida. 

2. a hill or rock. adj. Hard, impenetrable. 

C. c3jS moradu, adj. Uneven, rugged, 

knotty, hard, rough. coarse and 

blotted, as a writing is. 

c. Oo, moragu, 

moralu, moravu, $. A cry, roaring, the 

roaring of a river, wind, &c. 

A. C. cSj«>tj2)y morabu, s. Ground or soil 

full of stony or similar nodules. 

C. mora-bhatta, s. Established 

fees of village servants. 

C. 4) moravu, S. The surplus of wa¬ 

ter running off from a tank. 

C. i3je)8ooo morasu, v. cans. To make roar, 

clamour, or complain, 

o. 'jSjaddy moraJiu, See s®d3i. 



0. ^Sjad^ morali, s. The Chironia sapida. 

C. ^Js>t5 more, s. An outcry, clamour, com¬ 

plaint. 2. a fence, blind, shelter, screen. 

v. n. To roar, as a river, wind, &c. 2. to 

bawl, cry out, make a noise, as a crowd. 

=#>^A to listen to a cry or complaint, 

rfjsdrij having roared. sSvotJ cei^o, 

qsjibj Tfja^Jto cry out earnestly to another 

for succour, &c. to entreat, beseech fervently. 

the act of crying out, roaring, 

&c. sSjsrO, Sjsd to take refuge, seek 

shelter. 

c. o3jad/7\i morragu, See 

C. iSjadja^ morro, s. The noise of dis¬ 

tress, a person being beaten, &c. 

C. <3jaCJ mold, s. A hare or rabbit. m 

^ a net for catching hares. 

c. sSjae^aXdo, ^Sja^dvra'X mola-nd- 

garu, mola-roga, s. Epilepsy or the fal¬ 

ling sickness. sSjaujsaritb So 

when invited to be marriedhe was seized 

with epilepsy (prov. used of one who refuses 

a good situation when it is offered him). 

C. "§>&$ mole, s. The breast of a man or 

woman. 2. the nipple or teat of any animal. 

SjbsJ rUA, s5j3s5 sSjsrto an infant at the breast. 

Aa€ tfm, ^035? sb£>, the nipple. 

SjseJ breast milk. sSjaef vura^, 

SjsisJ ijuo* to suck the breast. o5>-®«5 

SjssS uuized to give the breast. v. n. 

To be weaned. sSose? sfoOJb, sSoaeJ t5&& a. 

To wean. &©«S sSoari a weaned child. 

djssJ a distressing sore on a female’s 

breast. ^jse5 ^ a female’s bodice. 

^ossJ a fallen breast. sSoaeJ a breast like 

a top. sSoaeJ a breast full of milk. 

jSd s3j3s5, s3o»e3, t3?ij &®sJ a firm breast, 

^osd ysri the region of the breast. 

C. o8ja<S^Xd molldgara, s. Epilepsy, 

hysterics. 

C. o3ua^ molle, s. The many flowered jas¬ 

min. its buds, to which the teeth 

are compared. 

A. 0. movalu, s. First buddings. 

SoasSOatS a creeper in bud. . 

c. mosara-hindi- 

SOppu, s. A vegetable so called. 

C. mosaru, s. Curds. *i* 

cream or the thick surface of curds from 

which butter is made. curds 

with sugar and spices. *&<**» to churn 

turned milk. j 8°Wjj curds mixed with 

the meal of the great millet or ground rice. 

sSostftk sizi a cake of pounded beans, fried in 

ghee, and then put into curds. sSjs^t5^# Sjs 

curds mixed with rice. wo 

§ curds and rice mixed up for a journey, 

5ido rieJ curds with sugar and spices. S'X0 

Sjssirio diluted curds. oSysJid} tffjjj, slrajido ius1# 

a lump of curds. TSos^skto strain curds. 

Sostj* the fabulous sea of curds. 

0. sSjaTvdosarf mosaru-wdda, $. A vil¬ 

lage so called. 

c. ^SjaX^, tSjaX;!^ mosali, mosale, s. 

An alligator. the dung of an 

alligator, used as a medicine. 

a lake or pool abounding with alligators. 

A. 0. mose, s. War, battle, contest. 

-SjaSaories a field of battle. 

H. mohatarphe, $. House tax. 

H. £jsi5odo moharam, s. The first Maho- 

medan year. 2. an annual Mussulman fes¬ 

tival in commemoration of the death of two 

fraternal heroes, called Sassan and Hoossein. 

h. 'Sjasoda^oXo moharachangu, s. A 

kind of jew’s harp. 

H. ^kraSoS mohari, s. A gold mohur. 

H. ^kiaSodo moharu, s. A seal, stamp. 

h. moharchhe, See 

h. sSjaso7i<sjo, ^3ja 5o?oD mohasalu, mo- 

hasali, s. Bestraint placed on a person to 

prevent his escape, or to enforce the payment 

of a demand. 55s=£j to put a restraint 

on a person. 

0. oSd3^/ mold, s. A cubit from the elbow to 

the top of the middle finger, eighteen inches. 

2. length. 

0. mola-lidlu, s. The knee. ^ 

<?’ =Fsejo the knee pan. w%vjst2o to 

kneel. ^ the elbow, 

c. sSjS)^, molahe, mo¬ 

le, molike, S. A germ, bud, shoot. 

C. ^ja^AO molagv, S. The sound of a drum, 

&c. 2. a thunder clap. 3. a sort of tree. 4. 

the intestimm rectum, v. n. To roar. 



So JSS? 

sound. it thundered. sSjstfrfod 

^°so a sounding conch, oLs^rtJS* rt»xe a sound¬ 

ing drum. 

O. mole, s. A nail, peg, wedge. 2. 

the hinge of a native door. 3. the core of a 

boil. Ajatf an iron najj_ sfctJtS a 

wooden peg. «A**Oafa &»$ a ]arge knob- 

headed nail. Am* the core to come 

out of a boil. 

C. mole, v. n. To germ, sprout, shoot. 

a. c. To sound, rattle. to sprout, 

shoot forth, hud. to mate 

shoot or bud. 

A. C. £j8#a molgu, s. A bow, obeisance, 

v. n. To how. 

C. ^3i°o&)mombatti, s. A wax candle. 

C. moke, s. A village so called. 

S. 'Sjs^X) mogha, adj. Vain, useless, 

fruitless. 

s. mocha, moche, s. A 
plantain tree, Musa sapientum. 2. the silk 

cotton tree, Bombax Keptaphyllwm. 

s. mochaka, s. The plant hype- 

ranthera moringa. 2. a deliverer. 

S. 8^^ mochane, S. Liberation, freedom. 

C. "§>js)^S#o mochu, v. n. To become a widow. 

H. moja, s. A hoot. 

H. moju, s. Fun, sport, amusement, 

entertainment. 

C. mot a, adj. Blunt, obtuse. 2. 

obstinate. a blunt pointed 

plough. Aa\ki rtiri Q a shovel much worn 

away. rtdrW a blunt saw. 

a wound made with a blunt instrument. 

&i a stupid man, a dolt. 

the ridge of mortar put along the extremity 

of tiling. to become obtuse or 

blunt. 2. to he maimed. 3. to be insolent, 

contumacious. 

C. cSje)®S3pc) motane, s. Disgrace, dis¬ 

honour, being put to shame. 

II. mota, s. A pail, bucket, adj. 

Thick, fat, big, coarse. 

C. c3j«)^&3 moti, adj. Maimed in the hands, 

handless, or unnaturally short in the hands. 

C. motu, s. A pollard, the trunk 

of a lopped tree, with short branches and 

shoots, adj. Short, little and stout. 

a stout; pony. sSv/^Uo a strong 

and small ox. rfrado to blunt. sJos^fcii 

a worn away potstone. 

an insolent man. sJjs^ora® an insolent 

woman. 5?^ crfjaOrt to 

whom do you shew your insolence f 

C. moda, s. A cloud. 2. darkness, 

obscurity. 3. an idiot, dolt. s5j9^ rlScdjj, 

si®i«z3 ’tfSgSo, 

to be cloudy or lowering. 

#jaoBdo to be overspread with clouds. 

C. moda-modi, s. Want of 

openness, reservedness, keeping one’s own 

counsels. 

C. modi, s. Hooking the fingers one 

in the other. 2. anger, displeasure, morose¬ 

ness. 3. the thick part of the long pepper 

vine. 4. a running hand, indistinct writing. 

5. any thing placed by a conjurer to try the 

ability of another, who, if he is not equally 

skilful, is suddenly prevented by sickness 

from lifting it up. See also 55j3^a=#, to&s 

royal grandeur. ^o®^arssd &®^actfosi a 

haughty, blustering man, an austere man. 

se* to place any thing, as a conjurer, 

to try another’s ability. 

irfain to raise up something buried by a 

conjurer. delayed. 2. not raised, 

as the thing buried by a conjurer. sWa w 

y a conjurer trying another’s ability. &/s^a 

wdcdjj t0 write unintelligibly. s3^a 

65 an ill-formed letter, a running hand. 

A. C. modike, adv. So. s. Man¬ 

ner, way. 2. pride, insolence. 

C. modi-kattu, s. The thick 

branch of the pepper vine. AS ;3^a the 

small one. 

H. motaju, s. Estimate, guess. 

H. moti, s. A pearl. 

H. iS(SCSI'S^ motl-khane, S. A granary. 

H. iSmoti-churu, s. The 
most expensive kind of shawl made of silk 

and gold. 

H. ^JS)0^oait> motubari, adj. Confidential, 

trust-worthy. 

S. moda, s. Joy, pleasure, delight, 

to rejoice, be happy. 
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C. modanda, adj. Undetermined, 

doubtful, unsettled, unfixed, AatriogsraTwh 

to be unsettled, undecided. 

%y$ aAssu^Sir ceiogo As^AoitoM%■$ nothing 

is yet settled respecting my salary, and I am 

in suspense. ’irorioSrt ^ccSjsJsA® Ass 

a Sjs^rio^s'sPi mz5 the price of the horse 

is not yet settled, it is uncertain. 

s. tS modaka, s. A kind of sweet 

cake. 

c. sSje^rfScoo modalisu, See s&«$Csi>. 

H. modi, s. The victualling depart¬ 

ment, providing public provisions. 

•**5, a victualling ox. 2. a butler. 

a depot of public stores and provisions. 

sSjs^ ^£§^3 a victualling office. 3^% 

a herd of cattle with public provi¬ 

sions. Avs^ AAcdoo to travel, as a herd 

of cattle with forage or provisions. 

C. modu, v. a. To beat, dash a- 

gainst, stumble upon. 3.®^=# the act of 

beating. 

C. modu, s. The coagulated blood 

suffused under the skin after a bruise. 

blood to coagulate under the skin. 

C. 'sSjs^sdo&o mode-hullu, s. A strong 

kind of grass used for brooms. 

T. B. c3o5)^) mono,, [AJ2A] s. Taciturnity, 

silence. 

c. monayya, s. A priest 

among goldsmiths. 2. a common name 

among that class of people. 

C. "£^b mopi, s. A widow. 

C. mopu, s. Excess, weight, burden. 

A®^A»fttSo to be in excess, as rain, too heavy, 

too high, as a price. 

T. B. mdra, [Aocdvsd] s, A peacock. 

S. c3jS)^63 morate, s. The plant Aletris 

Tiyacinthoides. 

C. eSjS^t) mori, s. A kennel. 2. a winding 

descent of water. Ajs^S water to run 

in a kennel. 

0. moru, s. Butter-milk. 2. the 

outer angle of a wall. 

C. more, $. The face. 

to frown. to abscond. 

3^ AmBAAj to make grimaces. A®^3^ AnOrak 

a wry face, grimace. A® ^3^ to avert 

the face. 2. to make a wry face. 

Bdo to shew one’s self. A® ^3 A®<3 

a muzzle. A®^3 Areas to raise the face 

and speak. A®<;3* 3ft A>, A»yS* wft A> to hang 

down the face. A® ^3^ A^eJ ^jaScdoo to slap 

on the face. A®^3^ w&33 wsn wsdrf a 

darkness so dense that a person cannot see 

himself strike his own face. 

h. oSjs^sde", ^js^SdTS- morcha, morjd, 

s. A battery. 

C. ^Je^odrss" moryd, s. A tree so called. 

A. C. movari, s. A dormitory. 

S. mosha, s. Deceit, dissimulation, 

fraud. 2. defect, fault, blemish. 

s. moshaka, mo- 

shtri, s. A thief, robber. ***** theft, rob¬ 

bery. 

C. ^>JS^oo Wiosa, s. Deceit, dissimulation, 

fraud, trick, treachery. 2. danger, risk. A®^ 

Ans3, A®^SAA a deceiver, hypocrite, deceitful 

or treacherous man. Ara^issA^, Aa^toaftthAAj 

that which is delusive or not to be depended 

on. A®^5ws8r, A®^Ans3r, Ara^rrsS, A®^5ft§, 

Aja^Aftg a cunning,artful, or deceitful woman. 

A®<^3A®^o, A®tA AAo, A®^3 to be decei¬ 

ved. A®^3>®^o 8oacA» to take by stealth. A®<i 

A 5d®^AA, A®^A At^A a man who is deceived. 

A®^A AreAo, A«^A A®v?hto deceive. A® t Arte a 

complete hypocrite, a finished rogue. 

n. -Sjs^ojosS, ^v^coeS mdsibe, 

mosube, mosabe, s. A charge or accusa¬ 

tion. Aa^AsA a^OAJAA) settling a charge or 

accusation. to fall under a pub¬ 

lic stigma or charge. A®^Ao*Soi>g> ssWo to 

prosecute at law. 

S. oBjS^^Q moha, s. Love, lust, carnal af¬ 

fection. 2. fascination. 3. loss of conscious¬ 

ness, a swoon. A®^ssA^A seized with a ten¬ 

der passion. A»^ ssA the torment of love. 

A®^so 3®|,o, Aos^SoA) to love, be enamoured 

with. 

S. sBj3)^5o£ mohana, s. The overpowering 

of reason by worldly allurements, adj. Fas¬ 

cinating, stupifying, depriving of sense or 

understanding. A®^AA a tune so 

called. As^aoAscri, r 



S3 J3^5o 

a lovely form. a lovely woman. 

to fascinate, overpower. 3>*tsS 

an overpowering arrow. s3js^h>?S a&o^ 

an overpowering talisman. zioo&j an 

overpowering incantation. 

A. C. ^JeJ^Sorf mohara, s. The array of 

an army. 2. an army. 3. battle. •*>»* 

&87b to prepare for a battle. 2. to surround. 

G. Sou's mohara, s. All the pieces at 

chess with the exception of the pawns. 

n. mohari, s. A channel, kennel, 

opening at the bottom of a wall to let out 

water. 

n. »5Je)i°5oT3 mohare, S. A clever man, a 

man of talents. 

C. ■£kr$)®oO muhini, s. A fairy. 

2° 5 a fascinating woman. stoo&j a 

decoy, an alluring incantation. sS^sj 

a captivating form. 2. the guise of a female. 

9®0 Vishnu, in the form of a 

woman. a spixit in the form 

of an elegant woman, said to appear to men 

in their sleep, and to occasion the sensations 

of sexual embrace. 8o&oi» to be 

seized by such a spirit. 

H. mohimi, S. Setting out of an 

army, expedition, campaign. 2. encamp¬ 

ment. to be 

encamped. &»^3oS«s to encamp. 

S. mohisu, v. a. To love, be in 

love with. s&K&b to come with desire, 

to unite with affection. 

A. C. mohu, V. a. To strike or 

.pierce, as an arrow. oi»*!ozS$ sS}!f^ tisocriv’o 

rtz&wt Cupid’s arrows pierced the body. 

S. oSje^Sc-JS^^’Sr mohodreka, s. Excess 

of love. to be much in love. 

C. mole, s. A fissure, leak. 2. a 

bank, rising ground. 3. a salt-heap. 

vi s&s^, a piled mass of earth from 

which salt is obtained, ?oor>‘^ 

3 there is a leak at the back of the tank. 

35j^ to repair a leak. 

S. Moksha, s. Deliverance, setting 

free. 2. heaven, beatitude, bliss, salvation, 

the exemption of the soul from further trans¬ 

migration. i5v«<s( Cod, the giver 

of heaven. acts of charity likely 

^ P 
err 

to secure heaven/ V1®7^, &*t2; 

the blessedness of heaven. V®7^ sjzScdoj, 

to obtain heaven. s®4^ 

the residence of the Supreme, where transmi¬ 

gration ceases. on^qw# the king 

dom of heaven. blessed 

with heaven. using means to 

secure heaven 

* to become possessed of all the riches of 

heavenly bliss. one who has 

his desires fixed on heaven. 

having the eye fixed on heaven. 

to fix the eye on heaven. ^13?$ 

=f^)6, ?n>csW, the 

Lord of heaven. 

S. 'di=3o3B mounji, S. A girdle or waist¬ 

band made of the sacred grass 

tS% one invested with the sacred thread, 

at which time the grass waistband is put on. 

sS32oz3^ (Janesha, adorned 

with the grass waistband and a deer’s skin, 

s. ■do3s)-& £ mouktika, S. A pearl. 

, c^.33i)^ moudhya, S. Stupidity, doltish¬ 

ness, complete ignorance. 

S. mouna, s. Silence, taciturnity. 

sf'JSa a silent man. 

s. oSJ’eltJaS?? mourajika, s. A man who 

beats or plays upon a drum. 

c. mouri, s. A kind of hautboy, a 

musical pipe. 

s. mourvi, s. A bow-string, s®3 

a r% the sound of a bow-string. 

S. moushta, S. Boxing, sparring, 

s. mouhurtikanu, s. 

An astrologer. 

S. mouli, s. A crown, diadem. 2. 

the head. 3. a lock of hair on the crown of 

the head. 4. hair ornamented and braided 

round the head. 

G. myd, s. The baa or bleating of sheep. 

2. the mewing of a cat. 

For words written with See under 

mle'nchha, adj. Outcaste. 



odos^ odd 

QJO 

Odo ya, The forty-fourtli letter of the alpha¬ 

bet, sounded asya. 2. the poetic mark called 

bacchic. 

G. oSiOj\ yangi, |"s%071s1 udj. Offensive, ob¬ 

scene, filthy, bad. ctfjoh sAsifo an offensive 

word, cdjoh counterfeit coin. 

G. oSjoCJ&j yanjalu, See -io&sto. 

G. QdookJj yantu, See 

G. yandri-kdi, See •*<>&, wac&>. 

G. odoopso yannu, See 

G. odoopl yanne, See 

S. Odooltj yantra, s. An implement, appa¬ 

ratus, machine. 2. a talisman, amulet, charm. 

3. a diagram of a mystical or astrological 

character, of which many varieties are enu¬ 

merated. 4. restraining, checking, control- 

ing. 3^0 crioo^j a machine for making oil. 

e i\ ate*/ a chafing dish mounted on wheels. 

rfiii crioo^ a machine for raising 

water. ^odx> ctfoojh any wind apparatus, as 

a pair of bellows, air-pump, &c. =5^ 

to stop, prevent by charms; to avert or coun¬ 

teract evil by charms, v. a. To append 

to the arm, &c., a talisman, crfco^, 

to get another to put a charm on one. 

odia^jzi aira plate of metal used for draw¬ 

ing astrological diagrams upon, 

a copper, silver, or gold tube for containing 

a talisman, afcoj^md a preparer of charms, 

a dealer in antidotes. 

S. odooyantrana, s. Pain, anguish, 

affliction. 2. binding, confining. 3. check¬ 

ing, controlling, especially the passions, c&o 

bound, chained, tied, fettered. 2. check¬ 

ed, restrained. 

G. odooqs® yanthd, See 

G. odoosSa yamrne, See 

h. odo^UvdorJcdo yakardru-padu, See 

s. odoX^Xo yakrittu, s. The liver. 

G. odo5^, yakka, yakkavada, 

See 

A. C. odo^t&j yakkadaru, See 

t. b. odi^Sf^S' yakkatana, [»* alone, or 

a demi-god, arid ^ affix.] s. Solitude, 

loneliness. 2. the estate of a demi-god. 

T. B. yakkapa, [cd^sf] s. Kvbera, 

god of wealth. 

T. B. cd>S) do yakkaru, See ceb^tfc. 

A. c. co’o^e; yakkala, s. A wild hog. 

t. b. odo^rd^ yakkamkya, 

adj. Disobliging. 

G. odotSb^ yakku, See .0*4. 

A. C. odo^J^ yakku, v. n. To become men- 

struous. a woman in her courses. 

G. odo^Arf yaltke-gida, See 

G. odo7\£#-^?Ncd yagachi-gida, See <^*5. 

G. odo7\do yagaru, See 

A. C. odoX yagga. See ^ sk* 

C. odoX ^ yaggamma, s. A woman’s pro¬ 

per name. 

G. odoX $ yaggala. See 

G. odocAX^ yaggivala, s. A lamp. 2. fire. 

^ «lamp-oil. 

G. odosd do yachcharu, See <0?* d>. 

G. Odo2do_ yachchu, perf.part. of •io^, or 

Odcsin. 

S. odoSj^j yajana, s. Performing a sacrifice 

one’s self. 2. divine worship, cdosaso to 

worship. 

s. odoar^J®^ yajamdna, s. A master, 

lord, proprietor, owner, husband. 2. the head 

man of a caste or the merchants of a town or 

portion of a town. 3. the performer (by means 

of others) of a sacrifice, csfowjto'ji a mistress, 

wife. cdowsJja?,^ rule, authority. 

s. odoa^, odoaXo^, odoaA^c y«j«, 

yajassu, yajur-veda, s. One of the four 

Vedas. There are two grand divisions of it, 

the cdow^jj, w]iitej aud the csfowjlyj 

black ; or staged) and the former 

of which is attributed to Ydgnyawalkya, to 

whom it was revealed by the sun, in the form 

of a horse; and the latter to Tiltiri, to whom 

it was communicated by Yaksha, the first 

pupil of its original author, "Ihe sage Vaish- 

ampdyana. According to the legends, the 

e^cdo portion was named from sao a par. 
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fridge, the disciples of Vaishampayana being 

changed into those birds, to pick up the text 

of the Veda, as they were disgorged in a tan¬ 

gible shape by YagnyawalJcya, at the com¬ 

mand of Vaishampayana. Both portions of 

this Veda are very full on the subject of re¬ 

ligious rites, and the prayers peculiar to it are 

chiefly in measured prose, a&wd r^S 0ne who 

studies this Veda. s&W'tftsfs^sftF a ceremony 

observed when resuming the study of this 

VSda. 

G. yajja, See . 

C. odoc|^£)7\ yajjalige, s. The extreme stay 

of a warp. 

S. odoa^ yagnya, s. A sacrifice, a ceremo¬ 

ny in which oblations are presented. 

a priest conducting a sacrifice. 

his wife. any beast for sacri¬ 

fice. ‘c&'gp a sacrificial vessel. ^°%p 

■ an altar, the first 

ceremony in the celebration of a sacrifice, 

cksrec^ a supplementary sacrifice. 

Agni, the god of fire. the su¬ 

preme God. 2. a god of sacrifice. 

skWp a place prepared and inclosed 

for a sacrifice. the 

bralimanical cord worn over the shoulder and 

neck; worn also by the five classes of arti¬ 

sans. criosraori a part of any sacrificial cere¬ 

mony. 2. the glomerous fig. 3. a plant, 

Siphonanthus Indica. Shiva. 2. a 

demon so called. suitable or 

proper for a sacrifice. 

S. cdo3ri^ yajlVCl, s. A sacrificer in due form, 

or agreeably to the ritual of the Vedas. 

G. yattu, See 

G. odocd yada, See as. 

G. odorf^o yadaku, See 

g. odor^A^o yadaganu, See-s^j*. 

G. odoZ^sd yadacha, See ArteS. 

G. odorf^d yadatara, See 

G. CCododo yadaya, adj. Much, abundant, 

. excessive. 

G. ododdo yadaru, See aa«i>. 

G. yadavattu, See ^ssa&ft,. 

G. odo?3^, odo^Soi yadavu, yadahu, 

See <^3). 

odo^i> 

C. cdodroo yadasu, adj. Offended with, 

hurt, distant. 

G. odoz§ yade, See A#. 

G. odbrf yadda, See 

A. C. odod oedd oyaddam-chaddam, prsj 

*jj,} adj. Untoward, contrary to one’s wishes. 

A. C. ododps yaddana, s. A shield. 

a. c. odod plodo, odod^o, ododdpl 
a a c> 

yaddaniya, yaddame, yaddavane, See 

G. odopf) yane. See >w?. 

A. c. odopS^od-^ yan-yeiyya, s. Bram- 

ha, having eight hands. 

A. c. Odopf^odo^ yan-meiyya, See * 

t. b. odod£ yatana, See 

S. cdoS yati, s. A sage whose passions are 

completely under subjection. 2. a religious 

mendicant, especially one of the Jaina sect. 

3. the first letter of every foot in verse. 

C. cd>^ psxfo, yattanadu, 

yattain, See 

G, odo^ d yattara, See 

G. odo^o yattu, See ^• 

S. odoe^ yatna, s. Essay, endeavour, ef¬ 

fort, exertion, perseverance, energy. 2.. in¬ 

tention, design, purpose. 

sizft, cfft^jft, to design, intend. 2. to 

essay, endeavour, try. 

S. odoSi£ yatwa, s. The under-letter 

S. cdbqU) yathd, adv. As, according to, 

to the extent of. adj. Usual, customary, 

oft!jj» as before, as usual, 

s. odoqsD’SD-dz yathd-kdma, adj. As one 

pleases, oft^raSn adj. Uncontrolled, inde¬ 

pendent, wilful, following one’s own inclina¬ 

tions, 

S. odo<rjz> yathd-kala, adv. Well- 

timed, at a proper or suitable season, 

s. odo qys-5^0 yathd-krama, adv. In 

order, orderly, methodically, successively, 

s. odoqys7\li yathd-gati, adv. In a way 

suited to persons severally. 

S. odoqys&red yathd-jdta, adv. As bom, 

(no wiser), s. A fool, a natural, adj. Fool¬ 

ish, stupid. 
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S. yathd-purva, adj. In 

order or succession, as before. 2. formerly, 

preceding!y, in prior time or place, 

s. cdo(j57>'do^>j3(j'dZf> yathd-manoratha, 

adv. As one pleases. 

s. cd^uodoqis yathd-yathd, adv. As 

thereto appertaining, cd^crio^^rb to be¬ 

come distinct. 

s. ods^ysoSja^T^ yathd-yogya, adj. 

According to merit or ability. See 

S. yathd-riti, adv. As custo- 

mary, as before. 

S. odbZjTSTjls" yathdrtha, adv. Truly. 2. 

properly, suitably, adj. True, real. s. Truth, 

verity. 

s. odjqrs-rf^, akt-rsnSe)?^ 

y athdvattu,y athd-vidhi,y athd-shds- 

tra, adj. According to prescribed formula, 

agreeably to the Vedas. 

S. odacpathd-&hahti, adv. As much 

as possible, to the extent of one’s power or 

ability, cdsz-js making empty or 

vain pretensions. 

s. odat-iaT^id yathd-sthdna, adv. In 

the proper or usual place, s. The usual place, 

s. odj^Tcl IS yathd-sthiti, adj. As be¬ 

fore, as it1 was. s. Former state, usual con¬ 

dition. wjSfb criosa^®aJ»i*iira S he is as usual. 

S. odaZ-^ed, 0ya- 

thec'hhchha, yathepsita, yatheshta, 

adv. Agreeably to wish or desire, as required, 

as wished. 2. willingly, voluntarily. 3. wil¬ 

fully, independently. 4 at one’s will, as one 

pleases. 

s. odalpjS)^ yatho/cta, adj. As before 

said. 

s. oda yathochita, adv. As much 

as may be required or fit; precisely what is 

suitable, neither more nor less. adj. Suffi- 

cient, suitable, fit, proper. 

G. cd>C)7\otb yadagudi, s. Flurry, con¬ 

sternation. 

G. odoCfe-spp yadarali, See aikow1. 

G. od-fiddo yadaru. See 

g. ododo yadu, s. The name of a king, an 

ancestor of Krishna, the eldest son of Yayd- 

cdosfo 

ti, and the fifth monarch of the lunar dynas¬ 

ty. criorfo sbiy the Yadu race. 

cdodo iftsJjs^dd Krishna, as the chief of, or 

sprung from, the Yadu race. 

MelTcote, a sacred hill near Mysore. 

do pie sracrio^ Vishnu, as worshipped there, 

cdodo ;r»crio-§- YaJcshmi. 

S. ododg)S§ yadrichchhe, s. Wilful¬ 

ness, independence, following one’s own wish 

or fancy. 2. (in gram.) a noun which is 

neither a generic nor specific term, nor noun 

of agency; one either not derived from autho¬ 

rity or not possessing meaning, 

^dodod^do one who is content with what 

comes to him in the natural course of things. 

G. odozS yade, See tA. 

G. odorf-^ yaddu. See 

G. odo^o yanatu, See 

A. C. odo^^o yananu, s. A dumb man. 

G. odo^o yanu, See 

s. odo83, odo^^ yahdhi, yabhana, s. 

Sexual' embrace, cto cohabit, be in 

coitu. 

S. odj'JjO yama, S. The god of the infernal 

regions and judge of departed souls. He 

corresponds with the Grecian god Pluto, 

and the judge of hell, Minos; and in mytho¬ 

logy is identified with death and time; he is 

the son of and brother of the per¬ 

sonified river. His steed is the 

buffalo, he is regent of the southern point. 

2. Saturn. 3. a crow. 4 penance, purifi¬ 

cation, the performance of those acts which 

remove impurity of any kind. 5. religious 

restraint or obligation. 6. forbearance, re¬ 

fraining. 7. cessation, stop, conclusion, 

finish. 8. any of the five acts or virtues 

which constitute pure characters, as refrain¬ 

ing from violence or injury, patience, sin¬ 

cerity, obedience to a spiritual teacher, and 

the observance of all purificatory ceremonies. 

9. a festival. 10. restraining, controlling, 

criodo Ao^d, crfod; dosd an infernal spirit, the 

messenger or minister of Yama, employed 

to bring the souls of the dead to his judg¬ 

ment seat, and thence conduct them to their 

final destination. the 

region of Yama. the south. 



C&o3 

* ®?, cria* crfjs^fS hell-torment. 

crij^fo crijssJ^S sS&jijg^jS he greatly distresses me. 

S. ododoS1 yamaka, s. Alteration, rhyme, 

the repetition of similar sounds, either in the 

course of a sentence, or at the end of two 

corresponding stanzas. 

s. odsdo^Sod-^ yamanayya, s. The sun, 

Yama’s father. 

S. Ododo^1 yamala, s. A pair, brace, couple, 

c&jfotftb twins. A. c. Marriage. 

s. odod^soa^ yamdntaka, s. Shiva, the 

enemy of Yama. 

S. odo£)0 yami, s. A sage, one who restrains 

his passions, 

S. ododeojS yamune, s. The river Jumna, 

In mythology this river is 'considered as the 

daughter of r, and sister of cfcsijo 

a name of Yama. efesitojfti 

Baladeva, the brother of Krishna, as having 

divided the river Jumna into two parts, with 

his plough-share. 

S. cdoO±ra3 yayati,s. The fifth monarch 

of the lunar race. 

G. odocdo^5co£) yayya-handi, See aos^. 

G. odotf, ododd&o yara, yaravalu, See 

G. odod^, c&dot? yaraka, yaranka, 
See 

C. cdod^^fsoeSjs^ yarakala-kdm- 

bodhi, s. A tune so called. 

G. ododao, ododo7\o yaragu, yarangu, 

See 

G. ododed£>o yarachalu, s. Vociferous 

bawling. 2. driving, beating rain. 

to bawl or cry aloud. 

G. cdodrfo yaradu, See orfsb. 

G. odod^t yarapu, See 

G. odotteo yaralu, See 

G. Odod^ yarale, See 

G. odod yare, See i£. 

G. Odododo yareyu. See ode*. 

G. OjoS/ yarri, see os 

G. odoe^sd yalachi, See oue?. 

G. odo^a^ yal-adike, See ->J ea#. 

G. odoodo, odx^d yalaru, yalar, See 

G. odo&d yalava, See 

g. odotrs, odesw, odo|, odo0>js®, odoe;$ 

yald, yalala, yale, yalo, yalale, 
See on. 

G. odoe^, odo^ogoo yalavu, yalubu. 
See otu^j. 

G. c6dS yale, See os?. 

G. odo07\orf 0 yale-guddali, See 

Tiorie. ° 

G. odo& yalla. See 1 

G. odo«y do^ yallamma. See 

G. Odo^ See og. 

G. cdoa See od. 
oo " m 

S. Odod yava, s. Barley. 2. the measure 

of a barley corn, considered as equal to six 

mustard seeds. 3. a natural line across the 

thumb at the second joint, when it may be 

compared to a grain of barley, and supposed 

to indicate good fortune. 4. speed, velocity. 

S, odod^ yavaka, s. Barley, Hordemn 

hexastichon. 

S. CQodd yavana, s. Apparently a Greek 

originally, but since applied both to the 

Mahomedan and European invaders of India, 

and often used as a general term for any 

foreign or barbarous race. ckdjf z5n$ a 

country, most probably Bactria, or it may be 

extended from that country to Ionia, to 

which word it bears some resemblance, or 

still farther to Greece. By late Hindu 

writers it is most commonly applied to 

Arabia. 

s. ododlfj'SSSF'sodos" yavan-dchdrya, s. 

An astronomical writer frequently quoted 

by Varahamihira and other ancient Hindu 

astronomers; perhaps Ptolemy, or the Greek 

astronomers collectively. 

S. Odod£) yavani, s. The wife of a Greek 

&c. 

S. odid^f# yavanike, s. A screen, blind. 

S. odedco yavasa, s. Meadow or pasture 

grass. 

S. ododg^Dri yava-kshara, s. Saltpetre, 

nitre, nitrate of potash; from barley, and 

ashes; being prepared, according to 

some of the commentators,accurately enough, 

from burnt barley, the potash being thus 
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odo;d odjiw 

procured. According to some others, how¬ 

ever, it is so termed from the crystals being 

supposed to resemble the spike of the plant. 

s. yava-kshoda, s. Barley 

meal. 

S. odioSD ao yavdgu, s. Sour gruel, procu¬ 

red from- the spontaneous fermentation of 

water in which rice has been boiled. 

s. odofbod., yavishtha, yavi- 

yct, s. A younger brother, or a man younger 

than one’s self.. c±>a^ccMi a younger sister, 

or a woman younger than one’s self. 

S. Ode'S yave, s. Barley. See also ^3. 

T. B. odo-dc^ yavvana. See 

s. cdf^, odo^ro^ yashu, yashassu, s. 

Celebrity, fame, renown, reputation, glory, 

rendering famous, conferring celebrity. 

' a man 0f celebrity, one who 

has acquired fame. 

s. odo'^g'rfkSsd yashah-pataka, s. A 
drum, a double drum. 

S. odc^f)^ yashashshesha, adj. De¬ 

funct, dead, deceased. 

S. odot^ yashti, s. A staff or stick. 2. a 

staff armed with iron, &c. used as a weapon, 

a club, mace. 3. a necklace. 4. a string or 

thread, especially of pearls. 

s. odooA^eqk^ y ashti-madhuka, s. 

Liquorice, or the root of the dbrus precato- 

rius, which is used for it in India. 

G. odosdx, yashtu. See 

T. B. Odo?o yasa, See «*nf. 

G. yasaka. See arts*. 

G. cdeivAO yasagu. See ajfrta. 

G. odoccdo yasaru, See -wJ*. 

G. Odoro&o, odoro^e yasalu, yasalu, 

adj. Tapering, s. A petal. 

G. cdoT? yase, See <^3. 

G. odo^1 yala, See 

G. odo^o^ yalakuli, s. A brahman. 

G. odo^7\ yalaga, See 

G. cdo^otfo yala-niru, See^t*- 

G. odo^aysBb yala-bdru, See atfswito. 

g. cdo$&>, odors', odo^^jH-, odo^tao 

yalaru, yalar, yalarpu, yalalu, 
s. Fear, terror. 

D. odod^j yalavu, s. Mourning for the 

dead. 2. damage, injury, loss. 

G. odoyroo yalasu, See 

T. B. odo'f yale, See 'sv* and . 

G. odof yulge, See ^£ri. 

G. ode^do yaltaru, See 

G. Odo^/o yallu, See 

S. odog^ yaksha, s. A demi-god, attendant 

especially on Kubera, and employed in the 

care of his gardens and treasures, 

s. odog-^rfs-^o yaksha-kardama, s. 

Perfumed paste, used especially for anointing 

the body, and consisting of camphor, agallo- 

chum, musk, and saocola, or the three first 

with saffron and sandal in equal proportions. 

S. odog^qstj yaksha-dhupa, s. Resin 

in general. 2. turpentine, the resinous exu¬ 

dation of the pine. 

S. odog^DSy yakshci-rdja, s. Kubera, the 

god of wealth, and lord of the 

s. odo^pl yakshini, s. A sort of female 

fiend, attached to the service of Durgi, and 

frequently maintaining, like a sylph or fairy, 

intercourse with mortals. 2. the wife of a 

azJ_5 a kind of magic or necro¬ 

mancy by aid of a female demon; a pretend¬ 

ed power of shewing any thing desired; 

conjuring, a magical charm. 

having converse with an evil spirit. 

a magician or necromancer. 

S. odogj^, yakshma, s. Pulmonary con¬ 

sumption. 

C. odJa>r? yuke, [ adv. Wli}T, wherefore ? 

S. 0dTO7\ yaga, s. A sacrifice, any ceremony 

in which offerings and oblations are presented. 

ccS.rar( sae5 a place of sacrifice. 

C. odxsA'ris, cSss>7\D^) ydgappa, yd- 

gdpu, s. A wedge used in severing large 

masses of hewn stone. 

S. ODj’S&dfr ydchaka, s. A beggar, mendi¬ 

cant ; one who asks or solicits, adj. Beg¬ 

ging, criiarfjS, cri-us^asking, begging. o*si£ 

*** a thing borrowed for use. cdiatrib, crijsrf 

=rs to ask, beg, solicit. 

S. CXdre&i’Sr ydjaka, s. A priest, any offi¬ 

ciating brahman who conducts any part of a 

sacrifice. 
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S. cdjaydjana, s. Performing a sac¬ 

rifice by means of others, 

s. cdra&^dS^ ydgnyadatti, s. Kubira, 

god of wealth. 

s. odja&^de^ ydgnyawalhya, s. A 

celebrated saint and legislator, the supposed 

author of a celebrated code, and the first re¬ 

puted teacher of the white portion of the 

revealed to him by the sun. 

s. ydgnyaseni, s. Droupadi, 

wife of the Pandus. 

S. ydgnyika, s. A sacrificeror 

institutor of a sacrifice. 2. an officiating 

priest at a sacrifice. 

C. cdJda ydta, s. An engine on the prin¬ 

cipal of the lever for drawing up water, s. 

Driving or guiding an elephant with a goad. 

2. gone, went, obtained, crfress sSjszS, cdsass 

ccte3S to raise water by a machine 

for irrigating land, cd-rs^rf &013 the fulcrum 

of the water engine, cdwerf =#os^ejo the lever, 

criradrf sjsri the bucket. ^ cd»3 an irriga¬ 

ting machine worked by the hand. 

an instrument for flattening rice scald¬ 

ed in the husk, warirt aired a paper mill. 

C. Ojja'g'^ ydtakke, pro. Why? 

for what end ? 

C. odoSS’Jo ydtane, $. Pain, agony, acute 

pain. 2. the pains of hell, as inflicted by 

Yama, or his ministers, 

s. oSjd^o, odjasbqjad ydtu, ydtu- 

dhdna, s. A goblin, imp, evil spirit, 

demon, titan. 

S. odoaa^ ydtri, s. A husband’s sister or 

husband’s brother’s wife. 

S, odraji ydtre, s. Going, moving, pro¬ 

ceeding, marching, travelling. 2. passing 

, away time. 3. a sacred festival, but especi¬ 

ally the procession of idols, &c. which usu¬ 

ally forms part of the ceremonies on such 

occasions. crija£, Seringham near 

Tricliinopoly. aired, Tripati. 

aired, Conjeveram. cdred, near 

Mysore. aired, Pameshwaram. was 

aired, Benares. 2. a sham setting out for 

Benares by a bridegroom, on the first day of 

a marriage, when the father of the intended 

bride calls him back. olssSj pilgrimage 
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to a holy place for bathing, &c. rtorra aired, 

a pilgrimage to the Ganges. sS^oog aired, 

(going to heaven) death, sired, sij 

tiszfj Anantayya’s pills kill people, 

cdresra, ere? charity distributed in setting out 

on pilgrimage. 

s. odrsu), odjai'dco^ ydda, yudassu, 

s. Water. 2. a fierce aquatic or amphibi¬ 

ous animal. 

S. od-TSCfe) yadava, s. Krishna, as des¬ 

cended from the family of Yadu. oirerisreaiu 

Melkote. adj. Of the Yadu race, 

s. yddasdmpati, s. The 

ocean. 2. Yaruna. 

H. crfje>z3T)lxj yddastu, 

yadastu, S. A memorandum. 

H. odja)£) yadi, s. Memory, recollection, 

attention. 

S. cySsz/Zi^^ yudrisha, adv. As, like, how 

like, which like ? 

A. c. odjDfT ydn, for 

S. yuna, S. Any vehicle or convey¬ 

ance, as a carriage, horse, litter, elephant, &c. 

2. going, marching, proceeding. 

S. odja>^f)TDe^ ydna-pdtra, s. A vessel 

ship, boat. 

S. ODJadjS yapane, s. Spending or passing 

away time. 2. abiding, staying behind. 3. 

expelling, expulsion. 

s. ydpya, adj. Low, vile, con¬ 

temptible. 

S. odr©do ydma, *. The eighth part of a 

day, a watch or period equal to three English 

hours, cdrasn* a patrole moving round at 

every watch, a watchman, 

s. odya£)o^), odjadod§ ydmini, ydma- 

vati, s. Night. aire&>s^ sj§, odre£>red the 

moon. 

S. odja>edoij yamya, adj. Low, vile, con¬ 

temptible. 2. past or spent, as time. 3. 

uncertain, as to cure, possibly curable, but 

perhaps fatal, as disease. 4. southern, 

s. crfjacd Jad'd ydydvara, s. Begging, 

mendicity. 

C. odiSado ydru, pro. interrog. mas Sffem. 

Who? aired; wh0 are you? «&»uwfo« 



any one, some one. •&£ whose house ? 

cctod w^crijSa ^ with whom are you staying ? 

criwdo who is that ? essftfo cci^do who is 

he ? cri»do who are they P 

who am I? 

D. cdx?<2;o ydlam, s. Auction, «i»wo 

to sell by auction. 

C. odjaxyiS^ ydlcikki, s. Cardamums. 

C. cdJttje'rSrf ydla-pada, s. The music at 

a funeral. 

c. ydludu, v. n. To hang, he 

suspended, oscillate, swing. 

C. odx3o3 yavff, interrog. pron. Which? 

T/Kxs. Who ? fern.. Who P 

neut. which P abusi ;which 

man? cd»d t}^ which woman? cctorf 

which work ? 

s. cdje>td, odxs'ds* ydva, ydvaka, s. 

A kind of pulse. 2. lac, sealing wax, lac dye. 

S. ydvaj-jiva, adv. comp. As 

long as one lives. 

S. cdja)^^ yavattu, s. The whole, adj. 

All,entire, adv. Wholly, entirely, altogether. 

cAresi^ the whole country, cdsjsj^ 

the entire business. 

C. odjD 333 7s, odje)S3T)7^ ydwdga, yd- 

wagge, adv. When ? oksirart^, ccte>OTriwjs> 

ever, always, continually. 

C. O3o, 03X3 yi, yi. For words beginning 

with these letters, see under r4 and =df. 

T. B. otfM&jsS yukuta, See . 

T. B. odco'SsoB yukuti, See «&»•£,. 

S. odooPr^ yukta, adj. Eight, fit, proper. 

2. joined, combined, united, identified. 3. 

proved, concluded by inference or argument. 

4. possessed of, endowed with, as virtue, 

qualities, &c. 5. intent on,, attached to, as a 

study or pursuit. 6. employed or engaged 

in business, &c. 

S. odoo yukti, s. Propriety, fitness, sui¬ 

tableness. 2. union, connection, joining. 3. 

usage, custom, traditionary and unwritten 

law. 4. inference, deduction from circum¬ 

stances or argument. 5. an excellent expedi¬ 

ent, happy thought. 6. advice, counsel, 

insertion of circumstances in written evidence, 

specification in writing, of place, time, &c. 

odoo^ 

considered as one of the means of verifying 

such evidence. 7. a figure of rhetoric, em¬ 

blematical or mystical expression of purpose, 

so as to conceal from all'but its immediate 

object. 8. supplying an ellipsis. ^ a 

bad contrivance, foolish device, wicked inven¬ 

tion. excessive scheming. 2. an 

excellent plan or expedient, a sly 

scheme. cAo-^os, crfM* a schemer, con¬ 

triver. 

S. odxi7\ yuga, s. A brace, pair, couple. 2. 

a yoke. 3. age, measured period of time. 

4. conjunction, as that of the planets; con¬ 

junction of portions of time. 5. an age of 

the world, of which four are enumerated; viz, 

crfnri, cdoori, ccfoori, and oAw 

t\. These among the Hindus constitute the 

four grand divisions of time, or the four great 

ages of the world, which they suppose to be 

in constant revolution. The term cdnrt used 

as the designation of a grand division of 

time, may refer to a period calculated by as¬ 

tronomers, as the probable date of some re¬ 

mote conjunction of the heavenly bodies, 

which they assume merely to assist astrono¬ 

mical calculations, but which have been impli¬ 

citly adopted by the vulgar as real eras. «*» 

the first day of the sol-lunar year, 

s. odcoA^» odooTv, yugala, yvgma, s, 
A pair, brace, couple. 

S. yugya, s. Any vehicle or con¬ 

veyance. 2. any yoked animal. 

S. Ojcos^ yuta, adj. Joined, combined, con¬ 

nected, identified. 2. attached to, engaged 

in or by. 3. possessing, endowed with. 

S. odco^^ y lit aka, $. A female’s garment. 

2. a pair, couple. 

S. odoorf yuddha, s. War, conflict, contest, 

battle. CDJ0^) single combat. cdoj 

boxing, sSo<£t criooz^ a ram fight. cAx> 

^ a close fight, or one in which persons ma¬ 

liciously hug each other. oAnrf a fight 

with cudgels. <^ cdwrf a regular battle with 

military arms. sexual embrace* 

fiort, cioorf z-frsSx) a field of battle. 

to war, fight. 

s. d yudhishthira, $. Dharma- 

r&ya, the eldest of the five Tdndu princes, 

and leader in the great war between them and 



c^oo^ 

tlie Kurus, in the beginning of the fourth 

age; the nominal son of Pdndu, whom he 

succeeded in the sovereignty of India, hut 

according to the legend born of Kunti by 

Yama. 

s. odoyrf, yuva, yuvdna, adj. 

Young, youthful. 2. best, excellent. 3. en¬ 

dowed with native or natural strength, s. 
The ninth year in the Hindu cycle of sixty. 

S. odoi'dS yuvati, S. A young woman. 

s. yuoandshwa, s. An early 

sovereign of the lunar dynasty. 

s. yuva-rdja, s. One of the 

Jaina pontiffs. 2. a young prince, especially 

the heir apparent, and allied to the throne, 

a regent. 

S. odojat? yuha, s. A louse. 

S. odoj'scj) yudha, s. A multitude, flock, 

assemblage. 

s. cdoA) <£> yudhapa, 

y udha-natha, S. The general of an army. 

2. the chief animal of a herd. 

S. oyudhike, s. A sort of jasmin. 

S. odojs>i yupa, s. The post to which a 

sacrificial victim is bound. 2. a trophy, a 

column erected in honour of a victory. 

S. odojs&d, yusha, s. Pease soup, pease por¬ 

ridge, the water in which pulse of various 

kinds has been boiled. 

C. Coo, Ojo(>, oSo£ ye, ye, yei. For words 

beginning with these letters, see under 

and a. 

S. o3j^=g^ j yoktra, s. The tie of a yoke. 

S. o3ji>^7\ yoga, [«i»H to join] s. Junction, 

union, joining, combination, association, meet¬ 

ing, conflux. 2. a religious and abstract me¬ 

ditation. 3. means, expedient. 4. armour, 

putting on armour, o. lucky conjuncture. 

6. (in astronomy) the 27th part of a great 

circle, measured as the plane of the ecliptic, 

and used in calculating the longitudes of 

the sun and moon; each has a distinct 

name. Astrologers also enumerate 28 yogas 
differently named from the foregoing, and 

corresponding with the 28 stars, or the divi¬ 

sions of the moon’s path, but varjung accord¬ 

ing to the day of the week. 7. consequence. 

c 

result, the main end or object of any thing 

or act. 8. a drug, medicament. 9. thing, 

substance. 10. a violator of trust or confi¬ 

dence. 11. magic or the acquisition of super¬ 

natural powers, by the mystical and magical 

worship of Shiva and Durgi. 12. a logician. 

13. propriety, fitness. 14. acquisition of some¬ 

thing possessed before, accession of property 

or wealth. In grammar this application is as¬ 

signed to any unusual construction of words 

or compounds, unauthorized by rule, but 

sanctioned by the authority that employs 

them. 15. wealth. 16. a spy. 17. a rule, 

aphorism. 18. side, part; cause or argu¬ 

ment to be maintained or defended. 19. con¬ 

nection of one thing with another, as of cause 

with effect, predicate with subject, quality 

with substance, &c. 20. devotion, spiritual 

worship of God, or union with the Supreme 

Being by means of abstract contemplation. 

This, however, does not necessarily imply an 

abandonment of the world or relinquishment 

of the usual observances of religion, but it 

involves an internal indifference to objects of 

pleasure and pain, and an utter disregard of 

the consequences or fruit of ceremonial rites. 

21. the particular practice of the preceding 

sort of devotion, or the exercise of that ab¬ 

straction by which union with God is suppos¬ 

ed to be obtained. In the Gita it is describ¬ 

ed as sitting on Kusha grass, with the body 

firm, the eyes fixed on the tip of the nose, 

and the mind intent on the deity. In the 

Tantras a fanciful operation is described, by 

which the vital spirit, seated in the lower 

part of the body, and the etherial spirit, placed 

in the head, are supposed to be brought into 

combination in the brain, when the devotee 

becomes united with JBramha. 22. the sys¬ 

tem of philosophy which treats of the union 

of the soul with Bramha ; it is the same as 

the Batanjali doctrine, and constitutes one 

of the six darshanas, or philosophical schools 

of the Hindoos. 23. a conveyance, carnage, 

boat, &c. csJj3^TO?ysj?j the practice of abstract 

contemplation, thoughtful sleep, 

especially applied to Vishnu sleeping on the 

milk sea. meditating abstracted¬ 

ly or deeply. rij5^ prophecy, oJjs^ri 

abstract meditation connected with austere 



o3./e>^r\ 

penance. another variety of aus¬ 

tere penance, c&s^r! $$©, c&ja^risio^ a virtu¬ 

ous man. olra^ri he is very 

fortunate. 

s. o3je)^7\ o5j«)Oa^^ yoga-pat- 

ta, yoga-vatte, s. A cloth used to secure 

the knees when sitting in a devotional pos¬ 

ture. 

s. oSj^Ag-^o yoga-kshe'mu, s. One’s 

circumstances both prosperous and adverse. 

to enquire after one’s wel¬ 

fare. 2. the transport ot goods and their 

safety after importation. 

s. oSjs ^ ad 83=d d yogdchdra, s. An 

atheist, materialist, sophist. 

S. od.JD^AD^iQ-d ^dcOo^o^cJ dq^yog~(t~ 

nanda-nara-simha-swdmi, s. Vishnu, 

seated as a yogi. 

S. Ojj^ADrojd yog-asana, S. The pos¬ 

ture in which a devotee sits to perform the 

religious exercise called 

S. o3je>^ yogi, s. A devotee, an ascetic in 

general. 2. the man who performs worldly 

actions and ceremonies without regard to 

their results, and keeps his mind fixed upon 

Bramha alone. 3. the performer of the par¬ 

ticular act called c&a^ri. 4 a magician, con¬ 

jurer, one supposed to have obtained super¬ 

natural powers. 

S. ofU)0?\£) yogini, s. A female fiend or 

spirit attendant on and created by Durgi; 

eight are enumerated. 

s. yogeshta, s. Lead. 

S. oSj^ yogya, adj. Clever, skilful. 2. 

fit, proper, worthy, suitable. 3. fit or proper 

for religious meditation. 4. powerful, able, 

capable. cleverness, ability, merit. 

2. worthiness, fitness, capacity. 

S. afU)08d-^ yochane, s. Thought, reflec¬ 

tion, deliberation, consideration. 2. counsel, 

advice. 3. expedient, means. c&®\i3tjo, 

to think, consider, deliberate. 

S. yojana, s. A measure of dis¬ 

tance equal to about ten miles; some compu¬ 

tations make it twelve, others five, or four 

and a half. 2. God, the Supreme Being, the 

Ruler of the world. 3. joining, union, junc¬ 

tion. mixed, joined. 

s. o3v© 5 £ a o ^ yojana-gandhi, s. 

Musk. 2. Site. 3. Satyavati, Vyasa’s mo¬ 

ther. 

S. 

ZSd d yodhu, yodhaka, yodhi, yod- 

dhdra, S. A warrior, soldier. 2. a power¬ 

ful man. 

S. ofU)«£) yoni, S. The vulva, womb. 2. 

a mine. 3. cause, origin. 4. place or site 

of birth or production in general, 

s. o3j3^L\1o , yoshittu, yoshe, 
s. A woman. 

S. Odi^-S- i5r youktika, s. A minister to, 

or associate with, one’s pleasures or amuse¬ 

ments. 

S. odcTsy out aka, s. A nuptial present, 

a gift to a bride at her marriage, by her fa¬ 

ther or friends; some consider it also as imply¬ 

ing a gift to the bridegroom. 

S. odi3®)^ youvata, s. An assemblage 

of young women. 2. measure in general. 

S. youvana, s. Youth, virility, 

maturity, manhood. 2. a company of young 

women. ss© a young man. ccKsifS 

the tokens of puberty or maturity; the 

breast, bosom. 2. beauty, handsomeness. 

S. odJD^Dd^ youvandshwa, s. A king 

of the solar dynasty. 

S. ody^SfoDg^ youva-rdjya, s. Regency, 

s. odS^i^D^S1, youshmd- 

ka, youshmdkina, pro. Yours, thine, 

belonging to you. 
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ti ra, The forty fifth letter of the alphabet, 

sounded as a soft ra. 2. an afiix added to 

lftou a pot, and ^5% iron, to form them into 

appellatives; as, a potter, and ^os&d a 

smith. 3. the sign of the genitive plural in 

either the masculine or the feminine genders; 

as, wdtf theirs. 

g. do^ ranka, adj. Niggardly, avaricious. 

2. slow, dull. 

S. do‘So ranku, s. The spotted axis, a kind 

of deer. 

C. doSo ranku, s. Fornication, adultery, 

debauchery. do^o^d whoredom. 

c. doSoTTs&foDps, doSooiiSS, dodoux 
(Pc) f 

83 ranku-rdtawdna, ranku-rdtna, 

ranku-rdtana, s. A large whirligig such 

as used at fairs, on which children and others 

are seated and turned round for a small re¬ 

muneration. 

c. doif ranke, s. The grunt of an ox. 

S. dOA ranga, s. Paint, colour, tint, dye. 

2. dancing, acting, singing, &c. 3. a place, 

dor! to paint, polish, varnish. 2. to dye. 

esB dod Seringapatam. dor! SJdvasamu- 

dra. dor! Seringham, near Trichino- 

poly. dor! dod xrsc*^ Vish¬ 

nu, as fond of festivity and pomp, dod 

Lalcshmi. dod tV, dod the 

place before an assembly in which dancing 

girls perform, drs® dod, ccfcod dcd the site 

of a battle, dod stooU*? the place in which a 

king sits at a public levee. 2. the ornament¬ 

ed residence of an idol, dodccbj a man’s name, 

doddot a woman’s name. 

c. tfoA-de), do7U>i°£>, tfoAttd ran- 

gavalli, rangole, rangavdle, s. The 

ornamental work made with soft white clay, 

by Hindu women at the entrance and on the 

floors of their houses, doddg^ re=5%, 

or rqdo to ornament, as above. 

S. do AB33ij!D rangd-jivi, s. A painter,dyer. 

H. dOAXoDoTvo rangdisu, v. a. To paint, 

varnish, polish. 2. to dye. 

c. doA^oxSacebd, doAsdodod rangd- 

rdjiyava, rangdreyava, s. One of a 

caste speaking the Maliratta language, and 

following the profession of a dyer, tailor, &c. 

H. do7\d rangu, s. Paint, dye, tinge, colour. 

See dod. dodo a white colour. do«5^ 

dodo a dark red. dodo sky blue. 

doTto dosctio a painted hall. 

C. do&do, ysodoSSb ranchu, kdla-ran- 

chu, s. A ceremony for removing a pain in 

the stomach, &c., in which a brass cup, with 

burning cloth, is put into a dish containing 

lime and turmeric water, after which the 

cup, with the burning rag, is whelmed in the 

water; if the pain has been occasioned by evil 

eyes the cup will adhere to the bottom of the 

basin, if otherwise it will not. dosSo 

to Wave the light, as above. dosdo &>a 

the cup to adhere. 

A. C. dosS- ranche, s. An elephant’s sad¬ 

dle. 

c. deaf ranja, g. The treeMimusopselengi. 

S. d03s^ ranjaka, adj. Charming, agree¬ 

able, delightful s. Colouring, dyeing. 2. a 

painter. 3. a stimulus, an inciter of affection, 

doestfjsd (ssdj to sing agreeably. 

C. do8S^ ranjaka, s. A superior kind of 

gunpowder used for priming, dowdd jo®. the 

match of a matchlock, dow^d wodod a fine 

powder horn. 

C. doSdpi/^ ranjanige, s. A large vessel or 

trough for keeping water in. 2. a semi-cir¬ 

cular basin and pipe in a wall for pouring 

water from without into a bathing room or 

bath. 

S. doSd^j ranjana, $. Colouring, dyeing, 

painting. 2. affecting the heart, exciting 

passion. 3. gladdening, rejoicing. doe33 

agreeable, pleasant, dcfcSdo^, a. To gladden, 

please, v. n. To be glad, pleased, rejoice. 

c. doap ranju. See doe*. 

c. do63 rante, s. A harrow, 

c. -doif, docp rande, randhe, <?. a widow, 

do^^d widow-hood. dod^ dod husband 
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of a widow. dotS<> djb son of a widow. 

The two last are words of abuse. 

C. do'Bo rantu, s. Clamour, outcry, s. A 

road, way. 2. a river. 

C. dotf randhe, s. A quarrel, strife. 

S. do^j randhra, s. A hole, fissure, chasm, 

cavity. 2. a fault, defect. ifcf £oz$j the nine 

apertures in the human frame. doz^ ^abb 

es&a^SjJ bre&j to advise so that there 

may be no defect. bobjrf aAabrt ^js^Bb 

sjsb* you must not expose my infirmity, do 

do to bore. 

T. B. dojo ranna, [b^"j s. A jewel, gem. 

do ji St^o a conveyance studded with gems. 

dopJ tf&pt the mount MahamSru with a ridge 

of gems. dof< riojfa a gemmed mirror, do 

p' sibe? a ruby, dob bdf the earth, doji to 

Ujto, doji JiUjtn a gem cup. 

C.-dotl rampa, s. A large saw. 2. (dojji) 

a quarrel. 3. excess, much, dcbdbbj saw¬ 

yers. bosJBob ^osaiioj to cut a beam 

with a saw. bost® strabo to make 

a great ado about a trifle. 

C. "dolS ramie, s. A small branch, side- 

branch. 

s. dos$, do$ rambha, rambhe, s. A 

plantain tree, especially the stalk. do$ a 

celestial courtezan. 

c. dosp3 rambhita, s. The lowing of cat¬ 

tle. 

S. docoB ramhati, s. Velocity, speed. 2. 

the speed of a car or chariot. 

s. do3o ramhassu, ramha, 
s. Haste, speed, velocity. 

T. B. d^o^ rakuta, [b*] S- Blood. 

T. B. d^?o rakkasa, [^d] s. a giant, ti¬ 

tan. d^b a giantess, d^b ShuTcra, 

the preceptor of the giants, b^b sSrtccb yish- 

nu, the enemy of the giants. 

T. B. dt^ rakke, [dj^] A charm or amulet. 

S. d& rakta, s. Blood. 2. saffron. 3. 

copper. 4. minium. 6. vermilion. 6. the 

fruit of the flacourtia cataphracta. adj. 

Attached to, fond of. d^ b^ robb 

the red lotus, d£ ?SodjS red wood, either red 

sandal or sappan wood, d^ eposes r red lead, 

the pomegranate, from its red seeds. 

d^ the red nerium odorum. d^ VjcBj, 

d=* b a leech, from its sucking blood, dwa^ 

a buffalo. 2. a dove; from having red eyes, 

d# blood colour. d^ rod a stream 

of blood. *9 d*, Ss? b* clear blood, d^ dd 

in the blood. 2. as long as there is blood in 

the body, d* i)o«b a disease among cattle. 

S. d^-^B^draktdti-sdra, s. Thebloody 

flux. 

S. dxrs ^ raktdkshi, s. The fifty-eighth 

year in the Hindu cycle of sixty. 

S. d% rakti, s. Excessive joy or pleasure. 

2. affection, attachment, adj. Lovely, agree¬ 

able. d-^ rob an agreeable tune. 

S. d€j^°s$jZi raktotpala, s. The red lily, 

c. d7\~d, dX^j, ragade, ragale, 

raghate, s. Gabble, incoherent talk, a con¬ 

fused noise of quarrelling, disturbance, adj. 

Prolix, tedious. 2. confused, perplexed. 

T. B. d7\d& raguta, [d* ] s. Blood. 

S. d^X)3 raghu, s. The name of a sovereign 

of Oude, the great grandfather of Rama Chan¬ 

dra. d^ jraz-i, d^ b3, b^ jJobjS Bdma, the 

second incarnation of Vishnu, d^1 bo3 the race 

or family of Raghu. 

S. rachane, s. Orderly and becoming 

arrangement, or disposition in general. 2. 

decoration or dressing of the hair. 3. string¬ 

ing of flowers, &c. wearing wreaths, chaplets, 

or similar decorations, 4. military array, 

the arrangement of troops, 5. literary com¬ 

position. 6. suspending garlands, &c. at the 

door of a house or building, on festival occa¬ 

sions. 7. making or preparing any thing. 

rteS j5cdrab bredo an agreeable or excellent word. 

dAd made, manufactured. 2. written, com¬ 

posed. 3. strung. dtJbo, d'^cBobj to compose, 

write. 2. to make, manufacture. 3. to string. 

C. rachchu, adj. Numb. s. Mud, mire, 

bc^ to becbme numb. 2. to be miry. 

C. d^r rachche, s. Confusion, perplexity. 

2. the raised seat generally around the foot of 

a tree at the entrance of a town, where coun¬ 

cils, &c. are held. Hence 3. publishing or 

divulging what has been told in confidence. 

4. a quarrel, dispute. 5. ostentation, du^h 

sbj,, bsg^bj, bd^rt^bo to teaze, worry, as chil¬ 

dren do their parents. 2. to provoke, exaspe- 
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rate. 3. to publish, divulge. dr^rtja^o to 

quarrel. 2. to be angry or vexed. &■§ rrad, 

a teazer, pesterer. 2. a blab, a pub¬ 

lisher of secrets. 3. an ostentatious man, 

one who mates much ado about a trifle. 

S. Xj2J, d&troo^ raja, rajassu, s. Dust. 

2. the dust or pollen of a flower. 3. the 

menstrual evacuation. 4. the second condi¬ 

tion of humanity, the quality or property of 

passion, that which produces sensual desire, 

worldly coveting, pride, and falsehood, and is 

the cause of pain, 3es^ 3d, dera to sweep 

up dust, &c. 3&s to become dusty. 3 

rbn sensuality, pride. d 

Bramha is sensual. does ^3o to 

become high-minded. 

S. d&i^r raj aha, s. A washerman. rSssi a- a 

washerwoman. 

S. d 33 raj at a, s. A necklace. 2. silver. 

3. gold. 4 an elephant’s tooth. 5. a lake 

so called. 6. the name of a mountain, per¬ 

haps 7. white. 8. blood. 9. an 

asterism or constellation, adj. White. 3«3 

3^® Hanwmanta. 3k3 dwsaa^, tat AO 

the mount =3^3, the residence of Shiva, 

also of Kubera and his attendants. 

S. rajana, s. Colouring, dyeing, paint¬ 

ing. 

s. rj&t$ rajani, s. Night. 2. the indigo 

plant. 3. turmeric. 4. lac. 3«;^ ^d, dw?^ 

si®, dwju; zfay the moon, 3wj>^ a goblin, 

fiend, ghost. 2. a watchmaa 3. a thief, 

dwj)^ sfcjso evening, beginning of the night. 

D. 'dSdijis^, raja-pufra, raja- 

puta, s. The Rajpoot or royal military race. 

d&re3)3jd3 a woman of this caste. 

S. dstf rajaswale, s. A woman during 

menstruation. 

H. dare raja, s. Leave, permission. 

C. debDcOo rajdi, s. Printed cloth. 

H. dart^oa rajdvandi, adj. Agreeable, 

acceptable, s. Agreeableness, acceptableness. 

estidJ d^;3 deado&cSuod sSrod a 

king must rule so as to be popular with the 

farmers. 

S‘ rajJu> s- A rope, tie, cord, string. 

2. a lock of braided hair. 3. a natal star, of 

which many varieties are enumerated; as, | 
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3rid dw, yuscb dft^, dw , =3od d&^, 

dw , «do®^3$ dfc^, wsidjB^sS dfc?, &c. 33da °#y 

d ^od dw sredd that work is to me like 

being hung. 

S. d&>3 rafittt, s. Silver. 2. the noise of a 

burning flame. 

C. dkSjCvo rattisu, v. a. To sever, break in 

two. 2. to offend. «3fS 38,b 

do not offend him. 

C. dS3o^ ratfu, s. Obstinacy, self-will. adj. 

Stout, strong, coarse, thick, as cloth, 

3^ the stoutness of sacking. 

c. d&l ratte, s. The arm. to 

swing the arm, to make a display, be proud, 

dfe^ 2o&do W&sotij to pull one along 

by the arm. r^sScSood 5^d) ^3, d£t tJdo 

my arms are exhausted by drawing 

water from the well, watf 3^ the branch 

of a plantain tree. 

T. B. da raddi, See 3a. 

S. dps rana, s. War, battle. *n dod a 

field of battle. 3« trod, d« s-srfj martial 

music. 3fs 3ws», dfsad) the front of a battle. 

d« a<-d, drs Sosid a valiant hero. 3cs i^8 a 

war-drum. 3« a horn, war trumpet. 

T. B. dpc) rana, s. An abscess, ulcer, 

sore. oae skilled in dressing sores. 

C. rana-halli, s. The c«c*ws> 

cms Indica. 

S. dpsdpsS' ranaranaha, s. Regret, anxi¬ 

ety, anxious regret, sorrow, the object of 

which is lost or absent. 

S. rata, s. Zeal, eagerness. 2. Sexual 

embrace, coition, adj. Actively intent on or 

engaged in. «*>*J*ad 33 intent on doing a 

kindness. 33 bent upon doing one 

an injury. 

T. b. d^£ ratana, [d^] s. a gem. 

S. dS rati, s. The wife of Cupid. 2. pas¬ 

sion, desire. 3. coition, copulation. 4. 

privity, a private part. 5. a weight, one 

eighth of a gold pagoda, used in weighing 

emeralds. 6. sport, dalliance. 33 d3 Cupid. 

ti3<> djsd) to embrace sexually. 2. to sport. 

d3 ^£33 blanditice vel murmur in coeundo. 

33 djBo the vulva. 33 d^dj a Work on sexual 

pleasures. wcdd3 the female superincumbent 

in sexual embrace. 



S. d^ ratna, s. A jewel, gem. 2. any¬ 

thing the best of its kind, the jewel of the 

species, d^rtidF Kubera, the god of wealth; 

the ocean. ba^ rttjr the earth. 2. the first 

of the seven hells or purgatories, according 

to the Jainas. d^ Mahdmeru. ds®^ 

the ocean. 2. a jewel mine. dd^ 

the diamond, chief of jewels. da^ the 

examination of gems. the nine 

precious stones. d^ &>S> a mine of gems. 

dd^ an artificial gem. dd^ =f®o§ the 

brilliance of a gem. dd^ defect in gems. 

dd^ a bad gem. dd^. bd^ ricu",? 

a fine sort of rug, used to sleep on. 

s. Tratni, See wd^. 

S. d^O* ratyanga. Pudendum muliebre. 

S. dqj rath a,, s. A car or war chariot. 2. 

a car or carriage in' general, any vehicle or 

mode of conveyance. 3. a limb, member. 4. 

the body. 5. the foot. 6. a sort of cane, 

di^od awheel, discus. 2. any part of a 

carriage. deport xfsrf Vishnu, having a 

discus in one of his hands. dz-i a piece 

of wood or an iron net work encompassing 

a war chariot, to secure it from being injured 

by weapons or collision. d$»*djsi the festi¬ 

vity of a car drawn in procession. dz-rad^sdej 

ascending a car. dz-i dw a car-rope. 

a coach-house. the art of driving a 

car. dtisn a feast of seven days in the 

eleventh month, a horse carriage. 

A«vd0 a hackney. dzjS a carriage for 

travelling or pleasure. 2. an idol’s litter, 

da ti£ an elephant car. £3 dz-S a hearse. 2. 

a carriage for riding in. ddozg dz-i Vishnu, 

riding on Garuda. dz-S Praraha, on a 

swan. 3$ Shiva, on an ox. d§, 

the owner of a car, or one who rides in it. 

storo® da^, Sos® dzp the warrior who knows 

how to defend himself, his charioteer, and 

his steed. d§*, dzfS, es d^*, es® dz-5 

other varieties of warriors, dzjij a Car or 

carriage horse, dz^ a multitude of cars. 2. 

a high street, a main or carriage road. 3. a 

place where several roads meet, 

s. drf, dC>^ rada, radana, s. A tooth. 

II- dzd^ raddu, s. Repeal, erasure, abroga¬ 

tion, rejection, setting aside, rendering null 

and void, dd^ drodj to repeal. drb 

did^do to be repealed, brfo dro&ri =r®dd a pa¬ 

per the writing of which is erased. 2. a bill 

cast out of court. dz& ^odo «ddo he 

gave a receipt in full. 

c. ri’dps rapana, s. A weapon. 

kb ddrs al-e there any other weapons ? 

bbca my arm is my weapon. 

C. e-Cj rappe, See *5>. 

c. de3^&3X, ds3^ rabbitige, rabbile, 

s. A kind of pap. 

H. rfej^ej'd^' rabbilaval, s. The third lu¬ 

nar Mussulman month. 

H. rd"3^c^ rabbissdni, s. The fourth 

lunar month. 

S. dc$ro rabhasa, s. Speed, velocity. 2. 

a loud, rattling sound. 3. joy, delight. 

s. ddod ramatha, s. Assafcetida. 

S. dedor9 ram ana, $. A husband. 2. a 

lover, gallant. 3. an ass. 4. Kama. 

s. ds&pl rarnani, s. A woman, wife, mis¬ 

tress, an agreeable woman, dborJ^cco beauti¬ 

ful, pleasing. 

S. ramisu, v. a. To copulate with. 

S. d'Se rame, s. Lakshmi. ddj® dS, dd« 

Sjjcsb Vishnu. 

H. d^7Sd£ri ramdrami, adj. More or 

less ,• on an average; at a guess. « sbjJ 

bjd djWj cisftid&xsksM that work suits me 

tolerably well. 

S. ddoj ramya, adj. Pleasing, delightful, 

agreeable, charming, ddoj a delightful 

woman. 

S. dCoo ray a, s. Speed, velocity. 2. the 
stream or current of a river. 

H. dcOo ei ra.ita, s. A farmer or tenant of 

the soil. 

S. do!bsd raishtha, s. Kubera. 2. fire 
or Agni. 

T. B. tfodbj rayya, See dj. 

S* W ra^a^ia> s- A blanket. 2. an eye¬ 

lash. 

S. dd rava, s. Sound in general, a cry, 

C. dd/x'd ravagade, See ddtS. 

s. dd<p3 ravana, s. A camel. 2. the In- 
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dian cuckoo, adj. Sonorous, sounding. 2. 

hot, warm. 3. unsteady, fickle. 4. jesting. 

C. ravashtu, [as much as a parti¬ 

cle] s. A small particle, a little of any thing. 

C. ravcili, ravuli, s. Noise. 

2. anger. 

C. dd^ ravalige, s. Vehemence, force, 

violence. 

D. ravdku, s. A fiddle. 

H. ds3T>;3 ravane, adj. Sent off, dismissed. 

s. A passport. to be dismissed, 

sent, zSjizb to dismiss, send, remit. 

S. d£) ravi, s. The sun. ?So3?f Sugriva, 

Kama, Yama, Saturn, descended from the 

sun. tfa sunshine. 2. a sort of crystal, 

tia jssd Sunday. 

C. dS^, dd?? ravike, ravalce, s. A fe¬ 

male’s bodice. ^n, 3»ify so« a piece 

of cloth for a bodice. 

S. d&coo ravisu, V. n. To sound, make a 

noise. 

S. dd rave, s. A small particle of any 

thing, a grit, groat. 2. very small shot. 

3s5 granulated wheat. fur- 

menty. a work with, or on, diamonds. 

2. a little work, trifling business. a 

very little. 

H. dd rave'su, s. Customary or esta¬ 

blished fees. 

D. dot)^rei§ raves-ele, s. A small, fine be¬ 

tel leaf. 

s. d^£> rashane, s. A rope, cord. 2. a 

a woman’s girdle or zone. 

H. d'2x°£>, d-d^do rashidi, rashidu, s. A 

receipt. ^ to make out a re¬ 

ceipt in due form. 2. to file or keep a receipt. 

S. d&, rashmi, s A ray of light. 2. lustre. 

3. an eye-lash. 4. a carriage traces. 

S. drd rasa, s. Flavour, taste. ^3^3 the 

six tastes, viz., do3o3 sweet, sour, 

salt, bitter, pungent, astrin¬ 

gent. 2. taste, sentiment, emotion, as an 

object of poetry or composition. dd dd the 

nine sentiments of poetry; as, love, 

’ »td heroism, tenderness, ^ surprise, 

mirth, terror, disgust, 

333^ anger, ss°* tranquillity. 3. affection of 

the mind, passion. 4. juice, exudation, a 
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fluid, liquid, liquified substance. 5. poison. 

6. semen virile. 7. water. 8. the primary 

or essential juice or fluid of the body, whence 

blood, serum, sweat, &c., are supposed to be 

engendered. It corresponds best with chyle, 

but is probably of a fanciful nature. ddnawo 

a swelled, puffy leg. 9. gum, myrrh. 10. 

quicksilver, from its being semi-fluid metal, 

and, according to certain alchymical notions, 

possessed of supernatural power over the 

juices of the body. 11. a mineral or metal¬ 

lic salt, as sulphur, borax, talc, blue or green 

vitriol, &c. They are, however, usually call¬ 

ed ewsJcW or auxiliary minerals, or mineral 

ores. ddidd blood. ddw^ a poet or 

writer, who is acquainted with the different 

sentiments to be expressed in a poem. 2. an 

alchymist. 3. a physician. the tongue, 

as distinguishing tastes. ds!sS*t> juicy, racy, 

well-flavoured, tasteful, as applied to a com¬ 

position. ddri'y’o minerals collectively. ddss 

$ juicy. dd && cleaning or purifying mer¬ 

cury. dd a preparation of mercury to 

turn the baser metals into gold or silver; the 

philosopher’s stone. dd *2% calcined mercu¬ 

ry. 33 bo^jsd a red kind of mercury, d?t»o- 

a sort of collyrium prepared either with 

the calx of brass or with the amomum ant ho- 

rhiza. 3d~scdj;S medicine in a state of fluid. 

2. the elixir vitce of alchymists. 3. butter¬ 

milk. 4. poison. dd^d at variance with 

the rules of rhetoric. 2. concealment of sen¬ 

timent, attributing evident emotions to some 

cause different from the real one. 2. not nice, 

juiceless, tasteless, disagreeable, dd 

mercury. dd a white sublimate or a 

muriate of mercury, made in close vessels 

with sulphur, mercury, and common salt. 

The crystals formed in the first operation are 

sublimed a second time; which seems to be 

the only essential difference between this and 

the preparation called dd dd dd 

killing mercury. dd srad alchymy. dd 

an alchymist. 33 a kind of spiri¬ 

tuous liquor, 3d 3r!r a class of medicaments. 

3;t«> 8oo&), 33-s -ifi to express juice. 

s. ‘dee?f rasaka, s. Stewed or boiled meat. 

C. rasa-kasa, s. Coolness, distance, 

offence, ddtfd to offend, displease. 
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S. dco^ rasattu, adj. Juicy. 2. wet, 

moist. 3. pleasing. 

S. d<\>£> rasane, s. The tongue. 

S. deoSST^ rasavdli, s. The neck or throat. 

S. dctfd^a rasdtala, s. The fourth of the 

seven lower regions under the earth, and the 

residence of the Daityas. 

S. dctsOCo^ rasdyana, s. A dainty, de¬ 

licacy. 

S. drasala, s. The sugar-cane. 2. the 

mango tree. 

S. /dRj^ rasika, s. An agreeable man. 2. a 

man of taste. agreeahleness. 

S. dcfi^ rasita, s. The rattling of thunder. 

H. drJtSo, d ido'So rasime, rasume, s. 

Raw silk. t. b. See 

S. doJKii rasisil, v. n. To sound, make a 

noise. 

H. doJ^di rasidu, See 

S. d?S rase, s. The earth. 

S. drSja^tS* rasdnaka, s. Garlick. 

c. dcfo^ rastali, s. A fine kind of sugar- 

H. did^, dejrfo rastu, rasadu, s. Pro¬ 

visions laid in for an army; stores of grain 

and other articles. 

H. d^ raste, s. A road, way, path. 

S. dro^ rasya, s. Blood, adj. Agreeable,' 

pleasant. 2. palatable, delicious. 

S. dsd raha, s. Solitariness, privacy. 

S. d^&3 rahata, $. A spinning wheel. 

H. ddjotiQ rahadari, s. The collection of 

duties on the high road. 2. a passport, d 

BSnsO*; a passport. 

S. 'didojo^ rahassu, s. Privacy, solitariness. 

S. ddrj^i rahasya, adj. Private, secret, 

either fit to be concealed or occurring in secret. 

s. A secret, mystery. a *3 tfsWj a profound 

mystery, a very great secret, sArest) a 

secret word. UsSJj^r a chief or hidden mean¬ 

ing. 

A. c. d<£, dc» raha, rahi, s. Wonder, 

surprise. 

A. C. dsSpS rahani, s. Radiance, lustre. 2. 

dancing, acting. 

UZQig 

H. dS5t) raha, s. A road, path. ts-. tAra^d a 

highway robber. 

S. dcx>3 rahita, adj. Bereft, abandoned, 

destitute, left, destitute of, free from. 

H. xScad, dooeb rahita, rahitu, s. A far¬ 

mer, one who cultivates land. dfcsraa^ sfoado, 

dtosaSt stes ^usoado to follow the business of 

a farmer. 

s. dg^, dgjToo^ raksha, rakshassu, s. 

An evil spirit; apparently distinguishable in¬ 

to three classes; one sort is of a derni-celestial 

nature, and is ranked with attendants on 

Kuhera; another corresponds to a goblin, 

imp, or ogre, haunting cemeteries, animating 

dead bodies, disturbing sacrifices, and ensnar¬ 

ing and devouring human beings • the third 

kind approaches more to the nature of the 

titan or giant, a relentless and powerful ene¬ 

my of the gods. d^s ts the king of the giants, 

killing the giants. 

S. dgj-tf rakshaka, s. A saviour, defender, 

preserver, protector. 

S. dg^pl rakshane, S. Saving, protecting, 

nourishing; salvation. d^d preserved, pro¬ 

tected, nursed. d^xb to save, protect, defend. 

d&;fi to preserve, take care of, or defend 

one’s self. 2. to protect another for one’s 

own use or advantage. 

s. rakshd-patra, s. The end 

paper, binding or cover of a book, 

s. d^d ah' rakshi-varga, s. A guard, 

sentinel. 

S- dg; rakshe, s. Preserving, protecting, 

saving. 2. a talisman, amulet, charm. 3. 

ashes. A a sort of a bracelet, a twist of thread 

or tinsel, with a small packet containing a 

few carminative seeds, bound round the wrist 

at particular periods. 5. the actual cautery, 

as a cure, wori a jacket, coat. S^d dgj 

a sandal, shoe, dg a turban, dgg 

to put on a talisman, dgy a black spot 

of lamp black, &c., put on to prevent the sup¬ 

posed malign influence of evil eyes, dga storf 

a jewel talisman. 2. God, the preserver, dga 

?jp one who seeks or asks protection, dg^ 

saving, protecting. dg^ the act of saving or 

protecting. 

S. rankava, s. Anything manu¬ 

factured from the hair of deer, &c. 
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S. Ut)0^ rdrnbha, s. A religious student’s 

bamboo staff. 

C. trs'S'S., ut>?r&|083<S>, ttea&S rd/cadi, 

rdkadi-bille, rugati, s. A circular, or¬ 

namented plate of gold, worn by Hindu fe¬ 

males upon their top-knot. 

T. B. xjd^D‘%, rdkdshi, 

rdkdsi, rdkasi, [os^bj s. A female de¬ 

mon. 2. a very bad woman. 

S. T3D:§ rake, s. The full moon, or the lunar 

day on which it is full. 2. a girl in whom 

menstruation has newly commenced, ran 

^oZjj the full moon. 

Sr U? a rdga, s. Colour, tinge, tint, dye. 2. 

affection, prepossession, love. 3. mental af¬ 

fection in general, as sorrow, joy, passion. 4. 

envy, impatience of another’s success. 5. a 

mode of music, a tune. osrisi?5STO«j~o, TOrisS 

to raise or seta tune. osr! osri sta> 

an organ or pianoforte, csri iJ^sa 

envy and hatred, sktoos^rt great affec¬ 

tion or kindness. osto desire. osr! sfcs«J 

a treatise on music (being nothing more than 

a collection of pictures exhibiting the tradi¬ 

tional history of the primary and subordinate 

modes and the subjects appropriated to each.) 

C. ~07)J\ rdgi, s. A lover, gallant, libertine. 

adj. Impassioned. 

F. VSJs rdgi, s. The common grain Cyno- 

surus coracanus. os?i, wsvb os?i, SosjM 

os?\ varieties of it. os ft meal or pudding 

made of it. os ft a lump of rdgi dough. 

c*?i wow® rdgi gruel. osft osftt 

to clean or dress rdgi. 

s. u^joayae) rdgha-bdli, s. The girdle 

over a coat of mail. 

S. 'Ut-'^O'o rdghava, s. - A name of Rama. 

tfs^Sn, Sac* os^si JtsjSa 

common military names. 

C. rdchappa, s. A common name. 

C. rdchuru-bdna, s. A 

kind of firework, or something resembling a 

bomb, used in war. 

t. b. n-E^Scdo-ddo rdche- 

vdnaru, rdcheyavaru, s. A class of 

Shudras employed under the former Mysore 

government, as armed peons. 2. a class of 

people descended from the Kshatriya race, 

speaking Telugu, and following divers pro¬ 

fessions, as medicine, &c. 

s. "od&i raja, s. A king, prince, sovereign, 

master. 2. a man of the legal and military 

tribe. 3. the moon. 4. a 6. Indra. 

adj. in comp. Royal, denoting excellence or 

eminence. 2. chief, supreme. osw 

a prince. osw a public concern. 2. 

an urgent business which cannot or may not 

be neglected, oswfr^ai) royal, kingly, of or 

belonging to a king. oswS-^J a superior par¬ 

rot. osw ^Zo a palace. osw^j royalty, sove¬ 

reignty. cnssteFtj tow os?3<;&^ kingly, 

in respect, reverence, and wealth, “b®8 osw 

osw 5^ the great emperor or universal 

monarch. ossftO the shoe flower. osw 

ft£> the red sort. ^oos<£o oswftO the eared 

one. oswftO, oswftO other varieties. 

tow zioaf an upper fore tootli. ones orfjr 

duty incumbent on a king, osw cs£ a royal 

city, metropolis. osw a kingly fashion, 

osw politics; justice and other conduct 

becoming a king. osw?ij a man of the royal 

tribe. osw osw ri)8oV\ an anointed queen. 

tow jJrfa a kingly estate, osw atsuo, oswsat) 

the portion of a crop falling to the share of 

government, tow tow zp^'eS, tow sfisrtr 

tow sf^r the king’s highway, the high-road. 

=#wsf tow sire ft r his work is public, os 

w tow ifw very great politeness, os 

w shait a kind of bean, Dolichos cadjan. os 

w sterf another sort of bean, Phaseolus. os 

« a pulmonary consumption, osw c?os^ 

ri kingly luck, great luck, osw <Aa fit for 

a king, superior, osw tow jKubera. 2. an 

emperor, king of kings, universal monarch, 

osw osw regalia, osw an 

assembly of kings, osw royal parentage. 

tow ssxi^, osws^ a royal mandate or edict. 

2. a strict order, osw t\sorS a king so called. 

2. an excellent king. osw $i>sorS aasjJ a 

celebrated Canarese poem, osw^r a kind of 

saint; that holy and superhuman personage 

which a man of the military caste may be¬ 

come, by the practice of religious austerities, 

osw mustard seed, TOWSSusoto a sacri¬ 

fice performed only by a universal monarch, 

attended by his tributary princes, osw 

government employ, osw a white swan 
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with red legs and beak. 2. a drake. 3. an 

excellent king. sloS a white swan, o* 

sffsort kingly or regal state. csssrifS a tree 

so called, king 0f kings. 

a superior kind of rice, eraser sun and 

moon. 2. the gigantic swallow-wort. o®s® 

r a gem described as an inferior kind of 

diamond, and brought from Ilavrata. trasra 

noble, fit, proper, s. Aloe-wood. o*sraSo 

a fabulous two-headed snake. rwswftaSt 

wtfj, tfwOo a respectful epithet for a 

king. *5^ o*w Indra. rte cia a chief 

elephant. a first rate horse. 

wri great king. 2. a lucky man. 

S. 03oi?r raj aka, s. An assemblage of per¬ 

sons. 2. a country having a king. 

S. 03&?£5 rdjana, $. Splendour, brilliance, 

radiance. 

S. Tjv&iTo rdjasa, s. The predominance of 

passion, pride, arrogance, presumption, or 

anger. 

S. 033§ rdji, s. A line, row, continuous line. 

H. 03 2§ rdji, adj. Contented, satisfied, 

agreed, pleased, willing, s. Good pleasure, 

e o®£ cajj I do not approve of that 

work. o»«3,S»otS wtfcici to write willingly. 

o®a3s; 3® A a written testimony given by a 

plaintiff, upon a cause being finally settled, 

that he is satisfied. 2. a deed of resignation, 

an acquittance, a release. 

s. TjTizZtf, 03 3§^ rdjika, rdjika, s. 

Foreign invasion. 2. the oppression of the 

government,as opposed to the visitation 

of God. 

S. 03S§^ rdjita, adj. Irradiated, enlight¬ 

ened, illuminated. 

C. ■032§3^c3«03^£Jj rdjinejird-nellu, 

s. A kind of paddy. 

S. 03£§£J rdjila, s. A snake, Ampliisbmna. 

S. TXSSSroo rdjisu, v.n. To shine, glitter, be 

radiant, v. a. To increase, excite, as fire, 

s. 033? rdjiva, s. A fish, cyprinus 

niloticus. 2. a lotus. 3. a deer, 

s. 033rfg rdjya, s. A government, country, 

principality, kingdom. 2. the administration 

of government, exercise of sovereignty. 015 

a requisite of regal administration; as 

a monarch; a prime minister; an ally; 

treasure; territory; a strong-hold; an army; 

population; and a spiritual adviser, asw^s 

tfo, tp®^ stssSa, o®W£Si 

to rule, govern. o®2S^$.®JS a king, ruler, 

sovereign. 

C. 03&3CS>, 03>83$, 03&3CS, 03&53^, 

•0383 , 03 63, 03 83 03 p-s, 038603dra¬ 
ps* , / , , 

tana, rdtala, rdtdna, rdtala, ratna, 

rate, rdtawdna, rdtawdla, s. A wind¬ 

lass, wheel for raising water. 2. a spinning 

wheel. 3. a whirligig,such as used at festivals, 

a machine made to turn round with boys, &c. 

sitting upon it, also called o®fca®carf 

a well with a wheel for drawing water. 

=#£ rnUnn a hand windlass or wheel for rais¬ 

ing water. 

c. 0383, 035 rati, rddi, S. Foul or tur¬ 

bid water, trafcafcsrij to become turbid. 

S. 03 £0 rdna, s. Lustre, effulgence, bright¬ 

ness. 

S. 03pli rani, s. A queen, c®rf a 

female’s apartment in a palace, a seraglio, 

royal bed-chamber. o®ri sv&t zSsszto to keep 

in-doors, as Mussulman women, o®ri a 

queen’s government. 

c. 03 030-5 rdnuve, S. An army, host, troops. 

o®«a;S a general. 

D. 03eJeto rdtalu, s. A weight; one pound. 

H. 030^800 rdtibu, s. Allowance, portion, 

provision. 

S. 03Bj rdtri, s. Night, 0® 

S^) 3so m§j, midnight. 

mSj early part of the night, esid o® 

S) after midnight. ^ o®8, an annual festi¬ 

val in honour of Shiva’s birth. *** a 

particular night, when the natural period of 

human existence is supposed to be about 

complete, and when certain ceremonies are 

performed; the 7th night of the 7th month 

of one’s 77th year; after this period of life a 

man is exempted from his usual attention to 

religious ceremonies. 2. a dark night. 3. 

death. 0*8, siricaanight and day. o®£, 

ri, o®§) sib a goblin, fiend, evil spirit. 2. a 

■thief, robber. 3. a guard, watchman, patrole. 

o®§,w a star or constellation. a 

dog. o®S} sc dew, mist, fog. 
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&/ the moon. oreS; v»v, m3, night- 

S. tTZZi*>0'£ rdddhdnta, s. A proved or 

established fact, a just conclusion, demons¬ 

trated truth, urenra osre sire* to establish a 

truth. 2. to mate a great quarrel. 

S. V7)7$ rddha, s. The second lunar month. 

S. "OD <p, t33^r? rddke, rddhike, s. A 

mistress of Krishna during his residence with 

the cowherds. 2. the sixteenth of the Hindu 

list of constellations containing four stars in 

flie shape of a festoon. &3> 0*$^ 

Krishna. ure<?re 7k*, oretf^crio Kama. 

H. ■03^ , tx^T) , ,03°'£r3 rapid, rdh- 
•—Q ■—O —^ 

pte, rdhptd, adj. Common, familiar. 2. 

much frequented, become common, as a high 

road. wyc*<g ssrefl orefi^ *re3 wred* 

you must not observe this custom with that 

gentleman, m*^ « oresjre 

he is not yet accustomed to that work.. 

8. H33& rdma, s. A name common to three 

incarnations of Vishnu. the sou 

of the sage Jamadagni-, horn at the com¬ 

mencement of the second age, for the purpose 

of punishing the tyrannical kings of the 

Kshatriya race. «PJ crest) the elder and half 

brother of Krishna, the son of Bohini, horn 

at the end of the third age. ore*, 

ere*, ore*, csst>, sSbre^o®*, 

ore* the son of Dasharatha, king of 

Oude, horn at the close of the second age, to 

destroy the demons who infested the earth, 

and especially Havana, the sovereign of Cey¬ 

lon. He reigned in Oude 1600 years before 

Christ, ore* m^, are* meditating on 

llama, 0»*re<*<3 an epic poem by Valmiki, 

containing the history of Rama. 2. the name 

of several poems on the life and adventures 

of Rdma. cre*re<*« 3}reore<*rs reading the 

Rdmdyana. ore*rec*f5t>([> 

like introducing a mean puppet into a drama 

from the Ramayana. cresi) wren Rama’s ar- 

• row, which, as soon as he discharged it, had 

the peculiar property of returning of itself to 

the quiver. 2. a fire work of a similar des¬ 

cription. cra°k he comes 

very quickly. ore*^0, ore*^fd, ore*j3rez[)o^]d 

the names of towns about Bangalore. ore* 

3»* Adam’s bridge. ore*^d a sacred. 

village to the south, ere* (Rama’s mes¬ 

senger) HaDumanta. ere* fc>otid) Rama’s 

monkey troops, on* mafc a faithful promise. 

ore* m^m?\ give me * 

faithful promise. 3^ ore* 

^•3 ore^oreefio* your word is falsified, ere* 

the bullock’s heart, annona reticulata. 

ore*rt^ the prickly night-shade. ore*re*w 

Lakshmana, younger brother of Rama, ere 

*re*wreurec*rdo the spiritual guide of those 

having the trident-formed sectarian mark. 

ore*s*w **i*, cre*a*23^c*tio the Eamd- 

nuja sect, ore*re*w a commentary by 

Rdmanuja on the Vedas, ore* oresto 

any formidable or dreadful war. 

S. 'ODS&'d rdmatha, s. Assafcetida. 

S. rdmaniyaka, adj. Beau¬ 

tiful, pleasing. 

S. U3& rdme, s. A woman, adj. Agree¬ 

able, beautiful. 

T. B. "030^0 rdya, [crew] s. An honorific 

affix to the names of brahmans. 2. a cele¬ 

brated ancient king of Annegundi. oreccbds^ 

fv an order or mandate not to be violated, 

orec* rUydjd a very large kind of tower over 

a temple gateway, orec* a notorious thief. 

urec*Orf urew^nreddoa ore?\^ «5<>*sS* e*,* though 

the king get a kingdom, we must grind ragi. 

orecdo wreB the king’s highway, created, ore 

c*wred, crec*vsS^ government, reigning, rul¬ 

ing. arecdjy re a an ambassador. 2. a very 

clever man. 

c. U30do* rdyasa, s. The business of the 

secretary to a native government, osekdda 

a government secretary. oreccW reod to write 

in the name of government. 

S. U3oJ rava, s. Sound, report, noise. 

C. 033^81,7^ rdva-kattige, s. A stick 

with an iron point, used to guide or goad an 

elephant. 

S. rdvana, s. The sovereign of Lan¬ 

ka or Ceylon, who was destroyed by Rdma. 

orejSfsree Rdma, enemy of Rdvana. ore^d Rd- 

vana’s son. oresto 5*3^ gluttony, a voracious 

appetite. 

S. U3£)ojo rdvisUy v. n. To sound, make a 

noise. 
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D. '07)^5) rdvil, s. An honorific affix to the 

names of learned brahmans and others; 

chiefly confined to Mahrattas: as, cra»S> cra^Sj, 

09®, &c. - 

C. 'as^Apso rdvu-gannu, s. Eyes which 
P3 

open instantaneously upon birth. 

C. ravu-golu, s. A smith’s 

poker. 

C. t37>^)s^ rdvuta, s. A horseman, trooper. 

C. rdvu-tattu, rd- 

VU-bllu, v. )i. An evil to affect or come up¬ 

on one. 

S. 07) 6J rdshi, rdsi, s. A heap, quan¬ 

tity. 2. a sign of the zodiac; as, ^\^aries; 

taurus ; gemini ; v'tspW#, 

cancer; bo53 lea ; ^f«-,^\virgo ; libra; 

scorpio j Sagittarius ; Cap- 

ricornus; &Jo%S aquarius; and pisces. 

the constellation or sign under which 

a person is born. c'aS an astrological 

diagram. 2. the zodiac. ^ ^ equal, si¬ 

milar, alike. ^^oJojs crat a fool 

and an ass are alike. a fortunate 

natal sign. era?1 an unfortunate one. b 

t3 oraa the second, fifth, eighth, and eleventh 

constellations, era5 the first, fourth, se¬ 

venth, and tenth, wtfixh osS the third, sixth, 

ninth and twelfth. orat enmity, ha¬ 

tred. erases!® the ruler of a constellation. 

eras a heap of rice. era6 a heap of 

paddy. crafty. ssra^J, osSt to pile, heap 

up. eraSj *9-to pour out into a heap. 

era? a small quantity of grain remaining after 

a heap of corn has been measured, which is 

given to the village servants. sWv*ccl> oraS a 

heap of grain containing both the govern¬ 

ment’s and the farmer’s share. oaS a 

heap of winnowed grain. oaS a heap 

of grain before it is winnowed. caS w to 

measure a heap of grain. craS fees given 

from a heap of grain. bo cat as? to 

measure as it comes, good and bad together. 

caS^ A>ss3 si»aij5s:& to bargain for a mass, 

without picking and choosing. eJ 

sg, an account of any thing in the lump, 

taken just as it comes. vtib oaS sheep of a 

superior quality. 

S. rdsktra, s. An inhabited coun¬ 

try, realm, or region. m°hj the high¬ 

lands of India, the country above the ghauts. 

2. a town or city with extensive environs, 

Sosa the Mahratta country. 

S. UPcoT^zf rdsa-kride, s. A festival a- 

mong the cowherds, including songs and dan¬ 

ces, especially the circular dance as perform¬ 

ed by Krishna and the cowherdesses. 

s. UDco^ rdsabha, s. An ass. 

S. <57)7^, rdsme, S. The plant Mimosa octan- 

dra. 

S. '07)503 rahu, s. The ascending node. In 

mythology, the son of SimhiJce. After the 

churning of the milk-sea, he sat amongst the 

gods and drunk of the ambrosia, but being 

detected by the sun and moon, his head was 

severed from his body by Vishnu. His head 

being immortal from the ambrosia, which had 

reached the throat, he endeavours to take re¬ 

venge by swallowing the sun and moon, and 

thus causes eclipses, cra^o an eclipse 

of the sun or moon. 

a fierce countenance, trasoo jo&cdoo a sudden 

impression of terror to come upon one. 2. 

to go near one. 

C. UTiScos? rdhlita, *. A horseman, trooper, 

c. ’07)^’, U7>$o raid, rdlu, s. Resin, the 

resinous exudation of the Shorea robusta, 

used for pitch. 

S. ‘OTJg-'To rdkshasa, s. An evil spirit, de¬ 

mon, vampire, or fiend, but who appears to 

be of various descriptions, and is either a pow¬ 

erful giant or titan, or an enemy of the gods 

in a superhuman or incarnate form,as Havana 

and others; or a mischievous and cruel goblin 

or ogre, haunting cemeteries, animating dead 

bodies, and devouring human beings. 

(chief of the giants) Havana, 

a cruel deed. 2. a very difficult achievement. 

a surgeon, a doctor of harsh treat* 

ment. tra^h a giantess or female fiend. 

she is a very desperate wo¬ 

man, ^ cactus ficus Indica. 

8. T3D^ rakshe, s. Lac, the animal dye, 

t. b. rin/cam, See eosors. 

A. C. t)Qno rinkil, s. Dancing, circumam¬ 

bulating. Bo-4-Sj to circumambulate. 

S. £>OS0 rinkhd, s. Disappointing, deceiving. 
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2. a horse’s hoof. 3. a horse’s paces. 4. 

dancing. 5. sliding, slipping, 

s. Sosopo rinkhana, t.b. Doapo rin- 

gana, s. Slipping, sliding. 

D. So a pi, So at pi ringani, ring dni, 

s. A child’s plaything. 

H. Ssrpo rikune, s. A column. 

H. SoTgoo, rikdbu, rilcebu, s. A 

stirrup. arecb a stirrup leather. 

T. B. rikku, s. A star. 

T. B. rikku, [S*^] S. The first veda. 
2. a mystical prayer. 

S‘ rikta, adj. Empty, void. 2. poor, 

destitute, indigent. £=£, =°3,, an empty 

hand. 

S. rikte, s. The fourth, ninth, and four¬ 

teenth days of the lunar fortnight. 

riktha, s. Substance, property,wealth. 

2. what comes to the heir at law. so®e, 

an heir. 

T. B. a83^ richa, [ssfc^] S. The first Veda. 

T. B. a&i° riju, [sifcj*] adj. Straight, correct. 

S. a6S rite, s. The crackling of flame. 

T. B. aps rina, [«*«■] s. Debt, obligation. 

Oo trouble from being in debt. s« 

a threefold obligation; as e^, s 

^ 8fa a man’s obligations to gods, manes, and 

saints. 

T. B. as rita, [®*a] adj.. True. s. Truth. 

T.B. aso ritu, [Kbs'j] s. A season, ty^six 

seasons; as, spring; the hot sea¬ 

son; sftW the rainy season ; 38* the sultry 

season; winter; and §58 the cold sea¬ 

son. the season of menstruation. & 

bathing after menstruation. 

S, Oak mo@ a ceremony observed at the 

consummation of a marriage. 

T. B. a^ ritta, [e*y adj. Empty. 2. poor, 

destitute. 

T- B- ^ritwikku, ritwija, 
s j, famiiy or 0fgc;ating priest. 

S. a4) fipu, s. An enemj% adversary, foe. 

an assailant or hostile army. 

H. a ST 8^ rivdju, s. Custom, usage. «*$ o 

534&s‘ ^ it is not the custom here. 

T. B. a^ risky a, s. The white foot¬ 

ed antelope. 

T. b. a^ipjoJT^ riskya-muka, 

s. A mountain so called. 

T. B. aTcSi risaba, {jK&s4sj] s. An ox, bullock. 

h. acdrCT, ayj-TejT, a^T^ ri'sdl, risdld, 

r is ale, s. A battalion of cavalry. 

an officer commanding cavalry. 

T. B. acJ, aL\ risi, rishi, [sfity] s. A sage 

or saint. 

t. b. a^ riksha, [_»*^] s. A star. 

s. a^ ridha, s. Disrespect, in’everence, dis¬ 

regard. 

S. a° p3 rina, s. Oozing, dripping, leaking. 

S. a«8 riti, s. Usage, custom, practice, local 

or traditional observance. 2. manner, way. 

3. likeness. 4. oozing, leaking, distilling. 

5. pale brass or prince’s metal. 6. calx of 

brass. 7. the scoria of any metal or the oxide 

formed on the surface of metals, by their 

exposure to heat or air. 8. natural property 

or disposition. 8?®°* I know 

your way. not this way. 

C. doodi runja, s. A kind of brazen drum. , 

S. ddozi runda, S. A skull, 8:cs> sf<raeja neck¬ 

lace of skulls. 

s. tAjcSif rundike, s. A threshold. 2. a 

field of battle. 3. superhuman power. 

H. rundi, s. Width, breadth. 

d. ■dooSJS^ord rummi-mastaki, s. A 
—0 

medicament. 

S. rukku, s. Sickness, disease. 2. 

lustre, beauty. 3. wish, desire. 4. lightning. 

5. the first Veda. mrWv an accumulation 

of disease or the aggregate of disease. 

S. doj5^ rukma, s. Gold. 2. iron, 

Rati, Cupid’s wife. 

S. doj^pl rukmini, s. The first wife of 

Krishna, a princess whom he carried off by 

violence. 2. the goddess Lahshmi. 

s. rugna, adj. Sick, diseased, infirm. 

2. bent, crooked. 

S. ruchuka, s. The citron, citrus 

medica. 2. an ornament for the neck. 

S. doZ§- ruchi, s. Taste, relish, sweetness. 

2. desire. 3. lustre. 4. beauty. 5. intense 

application to any object or pursuit. 6. a ray 

of light. 7. Ag-nj. 8. Shukra. to yield 
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a taste or relish. 2. to be to one’s liking. doe? 

delicious, savoury. 2. brilliant, 

do to try. lit. to see the taste of any thing. 

tirJ tsA w&rso to seem delicious. 

***&' to attract or engage one’s attention ; to 

acquire a taste for. wssrt Sc do Sodo dbtl a?® 

* by continuing to eat it, he is come to like 

it. do’J to impart a relish or flavour. 

doe? (hot rayed) the sun. H* dwS (cool 

rayed) the moon. 

S. ttas^-d ruchira, adj. Beautiful, charming, 

pleasing. 2. sweet. 3. stomachic, restorative. 

S. ruchya, adj. Pleasing, charming, 

delightful. 

T. B. doSP ruju, L*iw] adj. Right, true, 

honest. &W3*JS a true or correct word, 

dowsrsd a mild, pliant man. 

H. tfi&P ruju, s. A signature. 2. conviction. 

3. proof, adj. Proved, established, dtwssrt 

current coin, good money. ssi^o 

to sign. 2. to ' prove, jissrfo to 

establish evidence. dowsrarto to become 

proved or established. 

S. do2§ ruje, s. Disease, sickness. 2. over¬ 

throw, destruction. 

S. do&3oj ruttu, s. Passion, wrath, anger. 

T. B. dopa runa, [«&«],. Debt, obligation. 

S. T±>d rut a, s. The cry of birds and animals. 

T. B. xjo^o rutu, & A season. 2. 

the menses. 

T. B. T&* rutta, adj. Round, cir¬ 

cular. 

S. dou):^ rudita, 8. Weeping, lamentation, 

crying. 

C. dorf^ ruddu, v. a. To rub any thing on 

the body in order to clean it. 

S. dorf ruddha, adj. Obstructed. 2. sur- 

rounded, begirt. 

S. ttadj rudra, s. A name or form of Shiva. 

2. a demi-god, an inferior manifestation 

of Shiva, or, according to one legend, a 

being horn from the forehead of Bramha. 

There are xA^ri) eleven Budras; viz., 

till, oSoioosr;^, S0doa3s;g(, dod^d, 

tecdoc^, eosjodosrf, s^aioow^, es5aae2^, 

sJoisseiSd?to. The name is given to Shiva, be¬ 

cause, according to his own declaration, he 

disperses the tears of mortals: to the demi¬ 

t-050 

gods, because they wept at their birth, or 

because they made the enemies of the gods 

weep. dorf^ i~?jaSo a cemetery, cLdj So^oSor 

quicksilver, dodj sbo&j apoplexy, d-d; era 

.c3or, docy3 Parvati. 

s. doco^g-;, rudrdksha, rudra- 

Jtshi, s. The berry of the eloeocarpus gani- 

trus, Rox. 3d a rosary made with 

its berries. P^dfs wearing it. doP*^ 

a small kind of bread fruit. 

s. do^d rudhira, $. Blood. 

s. ■ch^djS^T) t> rudhirudgdri, s. The 

fifty-seventh year in the Hindu cycle of sixty. 

G. do'jj'soSo, dodptb rupdi, ruppai, 
Si A rupee. 

c. doEo^ rubbu, V. a. To rhb or grind in 

a mortar by turning round the stone pestle, 

d-'too rdodo a stone pestle, detoo t,dvo a large 

stone mortar. 

c. doa&raeo* dodTScE) rumdlu, rumdle, 

s. A turban. 2. a handkerchief. d-stra 

w a turban. dosftse) a pocket handker- 

. chief, ssp do3r.m> a shawl. 

S. docSo rutne, s. The wife of Sugriva. 

S. dodo runt, S. A sort of deer. 2. a giant 

flayed by Shiva. 

S. tfc§| ruvviy s. A coin of the value of 

five cash. 

T. B. do^o ruvvu, [dje-3] s, Form, shape. 

s. dol\ef, dosl^ rushita, rushta, adj. 
Enraged, angered, 

S. dod. rushe, s. Anger, passion, wrath. 

T. B. doTvSo rusaba, [s^3^] s. An ox. 

T. B. do?J nisi, [&33a] s. A sage or saint. 

H. doldodoo, doidqaioo rusu?nu, rusum, 

s. Customary fees. 2. the allowance in a 

crop of grain falling to a village corporation, 

xbctfd djdosio fee3 from the custom-house re¬ 

ceipts given to the hereditary servants of a 

village. 3-os5<; d>3o5> the portion of a 

crop falling to the registrar of the district. 

doxoitoo the same to the village ac¬ 

countant. 

S. do So ruha, adj. Growing, springing. 2. 

mounted, ascended. 3d& doc?;, d-5= the 

lotus. dos? a tree, dos? hair. Kort- 
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hair on tlie body. &t} i&tso fingernails, 

do^ tlie breasts. 

C. do<^, do^? rula, ruli, s. A silver chain 

or bracelet worn on the legs by women. 

S. dJS<$ rudha, adj. Born, produced. 2. 

famous, notorious. 3. certain, ascertained. 

4. budded, blown. 5. traditional, known or 

customary, applied especially to words of fo¬ 

reign or unknown origin, but of which the 

employment and application are familiar. 

to be well known. d.®d we]i 

established or settled. 

S. rudhi, s. Birth, production. 2. 

growing. 3. fame. 4. traditional or custo¬ 

mary meaning of words, as opposed to their 

etymological application, or to words incapa¬ 

ble of etymological analysis. wgddg) 

fi-sejck I am not sufficiently familiar with 

that character. d/a$^ steaio a common word, 

cbs&do, dra&do to establish. 2. to make pub¬ 

lic or known. 3. to unite, join. dja^titf 

a king well established. d that 

is the customary way. 

S. rupa, s. Form, figure; an image, 

figure, reflection, or resemblance of any real 

object; colour, form, any object of vision. 2. 

appearance, semblance. 3. beauty. 4. na¬ 

tural disposition, property, or nature. 5. 

cattle generally, flocks and herds. 6. a verse. 

7. declension, conjugation, or the inflection 

of nouns or verbs. 8. a play, a dramatic 

poem. 9. acquiring familiarity with any book 

or poem by frequent perusal, learning by rote, 

daddo^ a handsome man. daddoi, d«ddo 

§, d®dd§ a handsome woman, dadi 

dcraa d®ds d&do to assume a 

form, dsd beauty to fade. dads a 

strumpet, who lives by her beauty. 

S. rupaka, s. A drama, a drama¬ 

tic poem. 2. a figure of" rhetoric in general. 

3. shape, form, figure. 4. a particular class 

cf poetical or rhetorical figures, including va¬ 

rious modes of poetical description, or the 

illustration and exhibition of visible things 

and persons. d« da'd^ ten modes of dramatic 

performance. dadwsS^vdra^ a prosopopoeia. 

1dad* s'.tf a mode of beating time. 2. a me¬ 

taphor or figure of speech. 

T. B. rupdi, [dad^j s, A rupee. 

=d)od3^ dadsctu, dradsojo a Company’s 

rupee, csts® dadscSo the former Mysore ra¬ 

jah’s rupee. Sir® dradscfio a Sicca rupee. « 

dadsdu the quarter of a pagoda. 

d§^ dadsc&j a Surat rupee, dsdsd&j 

a Sultan rupee. 

S. dvjabrvo rupisu, v. a. To give form to, 

mould, sculpture, model, draw, sketch. 2. 

to describe particularly. 

T. 33. djS'rij rupu, [dad] Form, shape. 

2. mode, manner, way. 

S. djsd^ rupya, $. Silver. 2. wrought 

silver. 3. wrought gold. adj. Handsome, 

beautiful, a mint-master. 

h. dj^sodo, d^8odj®8oo rubaru, ruba- 

rubu, adv. In one’s presence, before one, 

face to face, dawo daws?>, daw d/sddgj drad 

?ndo to speak in one’s presence, to speak 

face to face. 

T. B. djs^J ruvu, j£j£] s. A coin equal to 

five cash. 2. wealth. 

S. djsl\^ rushitd, adj. Pounded, pul¬ 

verized. 2. covered, spread over, inlaid. 3. 

anointed, smeared. 

t. b. dj«>c5o, dj&Soo ruha, ruhu, [dad] 

s. Form, figure. das& nsrido to shew the 

form. 2. to appear or come out, as any 

thing below the skin. d®s=dj to draw, sketch. 

2. to describe in detail. 

S. rukshe, s. The incipient stage of 

a fever, adj. Unkind, harsh. 2. rough, un¬ 

smooth. 

C. dot? renJce, s. The grunt of an ox. 

A. C. dce§ renje, s. The trappings of a 

horse or elephant. 

C. doaj rembe, s. A small side branch. 

C. drf^ rekke, s. A wing of a bird, of an 

arrow, of a window, door or building. ^ 55 

d¥di to expand the wings. 3%^ 

tfire&d) to shake the wings. an 

arrow. 

c. d^ rette, s. The arm. 2. a pair, 

couple. 3. the dung of birds. 

C. da reddi, s. A caste of aboriginal 

Telugu farmers. 2. the head man of a 

village. 3. an affix to the names of stone¬ 

cutters. 
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patj's C. reppe, s. The eye-lash or lid. 2. the mother of Parashurama. t3^o)=Fs> 

rera- £3^ 33s3^ sfojssb £0 wink. Parashurama. 

C. rellh s- A branch or portion of an s. 8^ct 0^, retassu, ret avu, s. 
0 

ear of corn. 2. a long and thick flowering Semen virile. *ri, quicksilver. 

reed. T. 13. 8?8j) repil, [rfxri] s. Form, shape, ’,i i 

C. 8^o,8^SOz reku, re'khu, s. Cloth he- manner. 

fore it is made up. 2. the leaf of a flower. S. 8? 8) repha, s. The letter r or L 2. pas- 

3. metallic leaf or foil, foozirs pUre sion or affection of the mind. adj. Low, vile, 

gold leaf. silver leaf. ws>, contemptible, wicked. 2. defamed, reviled. 1 

lape ekb, to heat out metallic leaf. s. 7?9t)33Tp© rerihdna, s. A name of S7««j. i 

s. 8^, reke, rekhe, s. A line, s. 8j8o3 recant a, s. The fifth Man u. 
onglt streak, stroke, stripe. 2. fraud, deceit. 3. S. re'vata, S. A prince, the father- 
some. a little. 4. fulness, satisfaction. 5. a ges- in-law of Balarama. 

ture. 6. standard assessment. sjsSj 
S. 8^8>B revati, ,?. Balarama’s wife 2. l: 

uk- to draw a line. t3^s5ata>ri)to become streaked. 
the twenty seventh lunar asterism, contain- 

one, i5xs8\ a gift. a curved line. 
ing thirty-two stars. ririxv Balarama. , 

Sri) C^a5 a horizontal or straight line, sotw' 

Mri*, tj?ssj a parallel line. $\s5 a P. 8^) re'vu, s. A harbour, port, quay, 

central line. shore. 2. support. !| 

ilto C. 8^7\i£, 8°7\T§ reqati, reaade, ? a S. 8°8> re've, s. The Nerbudda river. 

black rich soil. H. re'shme, reshine, s. Silk. 

cl- C. 8^aj regu, v. n. To increase, prevail, S. 8^F3 reshana, s. Howling, roaring. 

3. 
abound. 2. to be excited. ®ri57S s. 8^ rei, T. b. 8(Ojz rely a, s. Money, [ 

he is angry, he is exasperated. wealth. 2. beauty, adj. Beautiful, pleasing. 

the bile is increased. to incite, set on. IT. 8)e> reita, s. A farmer, cultivator. 

tie 
eriri^ d0 110t exasperate him. 

s farming, cultivation. 

if 
S. 8^2$-$ Tech aka, s. A purgative, purge. s. 8tzi&:ti reivata, r exeat aka, 

i 
2. respiring. s. A mountain, the eastern part of the j 

s. ‘5^£o-^ rechana, s. Purging, looseness. Vindhya range, that part in which the 5 

of S. 8^Z§-& rechit a, s. A horse’s paces, adj. ATerbudda rises. 2. the fifth Manwantara. ^ 

Purged. c. i5ji)05 roncli, s. The elbow. 2. the hip, jy 

A. C. rechhattdna, s. a cer¬ haunch, loins. 3 

tain poem. c. 8js’&^, 8ji)Z0 rokka, rokkha, s. 

H. ■8^%'h, 8^&% rejagi, rejigi, s. Trouble, Money, wealth. 2. ready money, cash. 3. !> 

fatigue. a place of great small money or change, tiotb m f 

business and bustle. 3^?^ =#wSa fatiguing ^ow many small pieces are there in a ' 

business. rupee? tfjs^rio^ a rich man. 1 

H. rejadani, $. A sand or pounce hard cash. small change. ; 

box. c. 8ji>s£o , 8^d^r rochchu, rochche, f;: 

C. 8^7% rede, s. The outer covering of a 
Zt , Zzr * 

s. Mud, mire. adj. Damp, wet, dirty. 3 

bees’ nest, empty comb. H. rotti, S. Bread, a loaf. 

S. renu, s. Dust, powder. stsrf C. 8jz>8^ rodda, s. A left-handed man. 2. j 

the dust of the feet. S>s% riari I a name among Shudras. ^left-handed. , 

am the dust of your feet (an expression of So3v=3 left-handed work. ' 
ijI 

great humility). SdoriS 5^ a supe¬ C. 8&>8^ roppa, $. A hamlet. 2. a cottage. j 

* rior sort of camphor. c. 8&Ti^ roshtu, S. Dirt, filth. 2. confu¬ 
$• 

S. renuke, s. A sort of perfume. sion, disorder. 
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S. rolia, $. A hole, chasm, vacuity. 

2. light. 

H. ?$jS)^£OT> j'o/cff, rokhd, s. A 

written note. 2. lustre or radiance of the 

countenance. 3. a side or point of the 

compass. 

C. rokhe, s. A draft, bond, assign¬ 

ment, engagement. 

S. roga, s. Sickness, indisposition, 

disease in general. As^ri the cause of 

sickness, As^rt the examination of a 

disease. As(rt an antidote or cure for a 

malady. A®s;rt the subjugation of 

disease or recovery from sickness. Ara^As^ 

a temporary relief. A®i>r! Asid a god¬ 

dess presiding over diseases. As^rtzS the 

heaviness induced by disease. con¬ 

sumption. As^ri the property or pe¬ 

culiarity of a disease. B^rAs^d a.long 

sickness. As>tri an incurable disease. 

Aa°r! a curable disease. As^rtrijg sS^tfo, 

As^cAarb to become sick. As^N As>t?>*Se a 

sick man, one who has bad health. 

II. T?Je>*Xi“ rogan, s. Varnish. As^rtr ed 

to varnish. 

S. rochaka, s. Hunger, appetite. 

S. t5rochana, s. A yellow pigment 

supposed to he the concrete bile of the cow, 

or, according to some authorities, to be found 

in its head, used as a medicine, a dye, and a 

perfume. 2. a stomachic, a carminative, 

s. rochamdna, s. A tuft or 

curl of hair round the neck of a horse or on 

the lower part of it. adj. Shining, splendid. 

s. rochi, rochissu, 

s. Light. 

S. ~8Jt)i2$-Zj.3 rochishnu, adj. Splendid, 

brilliant, elegantly dressed or ornamented. 

h. •djsffx roja, s. A fast. 

II. rdji, s. Work, employment. As$ 

w ASA, Aa^w* a daily account hook. As^w 

rati a servant, workman. one 

out of employment. Aa^nsb, Asser¬ 

vice. 2. earning. rtasd-a, yesterday. 

A»^w AwvsaA the aforesaid day. cS^As^&r 

Aid As>$8 oisaS an unemployed man is his own 

master. 

II. -8jd°b3 rdti, s. Bread, a loaf. 

tfj3^8o 

A. C. rddddu, v. n. Tomimick, 

jeer, mock. 

c. -6di^~S rote, s. Dirt, filth, mud. 2. dis¬ 

gust, horror. 3. ordure, adj. Filthy, impure, 

dirty. A«t<St AtiA a melancholy, weeping, 

or disagreeable countenance. 

S. rodana, s. Weeping, lamenta¬ 

tion, crying. 

s. t3js^C>'4) roda- 

si, rodassu, rodavu, s. Heaven, the sky> 

paradise. 2. the earth, 

s. t5js^tfcto^rudha, rodhassu, 

s. A bank, shore. 2. an impediment, 

s. fiddle® ropa, ropana, s. a 

disturbing or bewildering of the mind, a con¬ 

fusing or confusion of ideas. 2. an arrow. 

3. a germ, sprout. 

S. roma, s. The hair about the 

body. A®'.;A tfjss? a pore of the skin, A»tA 

Aai>A Z)%y<£o, AaijAaosS, Aa^sls^rf A 

horripilation. A®tAoa«3, As^AeA? the line of 

hair down the breast. Aa^AS a man whose 

body is overgrown with hair. Aa^A 

hair about the privities. Ab^A hairy 

eared. 

S. t3j$^o30OZ£> romanlha, s. Ruminating, 

chewing the cud. 

T. B. rorava. See A>dA 

s. rolamba, s. A bee. 

S. rosha, s. Anger, wrath, fury. 

T. B. tSjS’coo rosu, v. 7i. To be angry, dis¬ 

pleased. 2. to be weary of, disgusted with, 

to loathe. Aatfi#, Aa^t1#, Aa^AsSA wrath, 

displeasure. 2. disgust, loathing. As* A w 

A’b* a disgusting man. Aa^A aW a woman 

who is loathed. Aa*A loathsome¬ 

ness. Aa^li =AaoA b&js'<Ato become disgusted 

with, to go away loathing. 

S. rohini, s. The fourth lunar 

asterism, figured by a wheeled carriage, and 

containing five stars, daughters of and 

wives of Ad,. 2. a girl nine years old. 3. 

the mother of Balarama. 4. a cow. Aa\8a 

the moon. A/a^SorS^ As! Balarama. 

2. Mercury. 

S. tSjS>^3o S> rohita, s. Indra’s bow unbent. 

adj. Red. Aat&s^ Agui, riding on a red or 

fiery steed. 
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S. TjJS^oodo ruhittu, s. A female antelope 

with white feet. 

S. t3js>£Co?a rohisha, s. A kind of white 

deer. 2. a kind of grass. 3. a kind of fish. 

s. tfeJa&Sr roujanika, s. The tartar of 

the teeth. 

S. tfS'rf) roudra, s. Wrath, rage. 2. the 

sixth star. adj. Formidable, fearful, terrific. 

2. sharp, acute. 3. relating or belonging to 

Eudra or Shiva. 4. violent, wrathful, iras¬ 

cible. evening, the time when Shiva 

and his attendant goblins dance. 

S. roudri, s. The fifty-fourth year in 

the Hindu cycle of sixty. 2. Gouri, wife of 

Shiva. 

c. rourava, S. One of the divisions 

of Tartarus. 

S. U^OoPc^odo rouhineya, s.Balardma. 

2, Mercury. 

& la, The forty-sixth letter of the alphabet, 

sounded as a soft la with the tip of the tongue 

between the front teeth. 2. a short foot in 

poetry. 

s. <yo-&pl, lankini, lankini, s. A 

female giant who defended Lanlca, and was 

killed by Hanumanta. 2. a fierce, passion¬ 

ate woman. 3. nankeen. 

S. <SJOr? lanke, s. Ceylon, the ancient capital 

of Edvana. wqtv xfa, tow 

Edvana. 

H. <Z>o A do langaru, s. An anchor, worftfc 

to cast anchor, to weigh anchor. 

H. &OAJ^rfoK langudhadang, s. One 

free from care or incumbrance. 

H. langoti, s. A cloth covering 

the privities. sstijs a poor brahman. 

2. a young brahman, from the time of his in¬ 

vestiture with the sacred thread, till he be¬ 

comes a householder. 

s. langhana, laghana, 
s. Fasting, abstaining from food. 2. leaping, 

springing, passing over. 3. curvetting, as a 

horse. 

S. langhane, s. A power or ability 

to spring or jump up. wo^doto ford, pass. 

2. to jump, leap, spring. 3. to leap on, at¬ 

tack . forded, crossed. wc$g fordable, 

passable. 

C. lancha, s. Bribery, a bribe, vovi 

sriv, wosSrvsb, woeSsfri, voisrs 

a man who takes bribes. worf^Sr, wo 

tizSciK, wcrfdf?;*, wo“Jh a female receiver of 

bribes, wozsa ^,oo«j to receive bribes, 

ejotfsi =#jszsj, worn rattftto bribe. wo?S eyases, 

wozS eissfrirt, rioeS, wcej a bribe. 

T. B. lanchana, [oaotfji] s. A mark, 

spot. 

C. QOZs landa, adj. Bad, evil, wicked, wo» 

a bad woman. 

S. OOTokJ lampata, s. Eagerness, zeal, de¬ 

sire for. 2. a whoremonger, lecher, gallant. 

woSjB a lascivious woman. 

c. <sjot>h5, &o£j63 lampata, lampate, 

s. Fatigue, difficulty. 2. indisposition, dis¬ 

order. 

A. C. £>0^ lampu, s. Beauty, ornament. 

2- happiness. 3. ability, strength. 4. ele¬ 

vation, length. wo»jia, woL^jj to rejoice, be 

glad. 

C. CJO30 lamba, adj. Spacious, capacious. 2. 

large, great, broad, long, expanded. 3. pen¬ 

dulous. 4. long, woutfsir (long eared) a 

hare, wozS^rid (large paunched) Ganesha. 

s. <yoa>C£> lambana, lambana, 

s. Hanging on, depending, descending, falling. 

2. a long necklace reaching to the navel. 

Wrt ztraeJ a string of flowers hung in front of 

temples. 

C. efoaysS, &o2jT> lambddi, lambdni, 
s. A Brinjari. See fow®©ridj. 

S. £>Q83t? lambike, s. The uvula. 

S. £>ob!)^ I ambit a, adj. Suspended, depen- 
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dant, hanging on, falling down. w3:& to be 

suspended on, hanging down. 

C. O08» lambu, adj. Long; womrJ t«®eJa 

long beam. 

t.b. lak- 

kani, lakkanike, [eJ^a>s] s. A reed pen. 

€f. vsDSJSd laka-laka, 

laka-lakdta, lakha-lakha, adj. Shin¬ 

ing, glittering, radiant, bright, brilliant, v# 

vlrtb, to shine. 

S. lakucha, s. A species of the 

bread fruit, Artocarjpus lacucha, Rox. 2. a 

lime. 

T. B. lakumi, [<U|^] ZaTcslvmi. 

T..B. lakka, A Zac. 2. 

shell-lac or a red dye made of it. g. L-^] an 

account. 

C. lakki, s. A medicinal plant. 

a dark blue variety. a gem so called. 

G. e»^v^i°&5o laklcotu, s. The laquot. 

H. <v^Ji>^85, l&> lakhoti, lakhote, 

s. A folded letter, letter in an envelope, a 

sealed letter. 2. a small or post packet, w 

to do np a packet, to fold up 

or envelope a letter. ws3js>t® t^c&o to break 

open a packet or letter, tis&jsxbS a plain 

packet. 

G. lakkudu, V. n. To run fast or 

swiftly. 

G. eiTjjs’Q, lakhori, lakkori, 

s. Abuse, foul or scurrilous language. 

sJrf a scurrilous, verse. 

C. lagdta, s. a summerset, a leap 

head over heels. wrrsfcj a summerset 

backwards, sfworfo wrreW a summerset for¬ 

wards. U7T®U a summerset made sideways 

on the hands. 

G. tvs S3, <SJ7\D^ lagdti, lagdthi, s. A 

bad or bold woman, tins §3 w]lat a 

bad woman she is I tiro 13^ to cry 

aloud. 

H. &>Z7)o lagdrrm, lag dm, s. 
The bit of a bridle. 2. a bridle, w 

a curb-bit. tmsrioo a rough bit. 

Tfana wrrasfjo a plain or snaffle bit. 

ft. la.gd.yitu, s. Beginning, com- 

mencement. <unsc&oS?iori from a long time 

since. 

II. £!7TDo!b7i;0 lagdisu, v. a. To beat, flog. 

S. £Jj\c\!3 lagisu, «. n. To agree or coincide 

in sense or meaning. 

T. B. e;7so lagu. See w^f*. 

S. laguda, s. A stick, staff, a club 

bound with iron. 

T. B. <Z)AJ$ laguna. See 

t. b. oao^o lagume. See 

C. V7\ lage, v. a. To beat, strike. 

0. £>7\ lagga, s. Recompense, compensation, 

paying damages. to re¬ 

compense. 

C. & 7^ lagge, s. Scaling a wall, escalade. 2. 

a mark, butt, any thing set to throw a ball 

at. aiotij the game of throwing a ball 

at a mark. iScssrio to play at it. 

vr^x domtij a game in which the loser 

carries the winner on his back a certain dis¬ 

tance. ttf^ctfssrb, boj^rh to be scaled. 

sJjsSo, s-sy, to scale. 

S. CJA^ lagna, s. The period selected for any 

auspicious ceremony, as the celebration of a 

marriage, &c. 2.'the rising of a sign; its 

appearance above the horizon; the oblique 

ascension; or the divisions of the equator, 

which rise in succession with each sign in an 

oblique sphere, adj. Intent on, attached to. 

2. joined to, connected with. 3. ashamed. 

So vi%J tSsiosi a propitious sea¬ 

son. an unpropitious season. un^ 

a reigning star in a constellation. 

the rising of the moon in a constellation. 

Soscrfor the rising of the sun in a constel¬ 

lation. ^ a natal star, *8, 

Aj, an astrologer to fix the 

propitious season for a marriage. 

to celebrate any auspicious ceremony,as a mar¬ 

riage, &c. tir!^ a marriage season. ^ 

the season for investing with the sa¬ 

cred thread, ri®)# a letter of invitation 

on an auspicious occasion. 

S. lagnaka, s. A surety, security. 

S. laghime, s. Absence of weight, 

lightness, especially as an attribute of super¬ 

natural power. 2. quickness, nimbleness, 

dexterity. 3. excessive brightness. 
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s. 0\oi* laghishtha, adj. Least, very 

small. 2. lightest, very light. 

S. 0'=J*A> lac/hu, adj. Light, not heavy. 2. 

better in health. 3. less severe, abating, on 

the decrease, as applied to disease. 4. slight, 

trivial, trifling. 5. quiet, swift, s. A short 

vowel. 2. cuss-cuss. 3. leaping, tumbling. 

4. sleight of hand, dexterity. slst zid to 

make better. a trifling fault, venal 

offence, to become better, 3c=# 

making water. Jtaz&i to do easily or 

without going to great expense. a 

trifling or easy business. a mean 

man. tZrtj moderate familiarity. 

lightness. 2. trivialness. 

t. b. 0s4_(3 lachckana, lachcha- 

na> r«*«] s- -A. sign, property, peculiarity. 

T. b. 0£i^ lachchi, s. LaTcshmi. 

C. <0'^ lachche, s. Confusion, perplexity, 

trouble. 

s- lajje, s. Shame, modesty, bashful- 

ness. a false shame. 

u a modest or blushing man. ^ ashamed, 

modest, abashed, to he ashamed, blush, 

c. <yfe3tj83, 037>d33, 0&n>rfS lata-pa- 

ta, lathd-pati, latd-pati, s. Fighting 

and quarrelling. 2. a confused noise, un¬ 

meaning sounds. 

C. lattisu, v. a. To roll out, as a 

piece of pastry or dough is rolled. 

c. 0fj0aJ lattu-lattu, lat- 

lat, s. A crackling, snapping noise. 

G. 0t3O, 03 latthu, latthe, s. A staff 
© 0 ’ * 9 

walking stick, adj. Stout, doltish, clumsy, 

heavy, awkward. esS$«<^ he js 

very stout. 

H. 0£3<)oSo ladai, s. A battle, fight, contest. 

G. 0Z37>0ci lada-ladi, s. Fighting and quar¬ 

relling. 

c. 0rfo , 0ci 0& 7^ laddu, laddi, lad- 
a> a o> • • 

dige, s. A sweetmeat hall made of sugar, 

ghee, spices, &c. 

s. 0 3, 0oAJ late, latike, s. A creeper, 

creeping plant. a flower. 2. the ex¬ 

tremity of a creeper, wssoh a woman of de¬ 

licate form, like a creeper. 

T. B. , 030 f\ laitiqe-banna, 
ps -a J • • 
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lottuge, [eu**] A kind of lac used 

for colouring the teeth. 

c. lattu-Jchora, s. a black¬ 

guard, scoundrel. 

C. latte, s. A blow. 2. casualty, mis¬ 

fortune. u &<&>;& he is rather 

unfortunate. 

C. 0^ laddi, s. The dung of ahorse, &c. 

2. excrement, faeces, srozi) oa;so* 

•8- fjshe dirtied himself when he saw 

me (was frightened.) 

S. 0d(3 lapana, s. The mouth. 

S. 0?o3 lapita, S. Voice, speech, talking. 

adj. Spoken. 

d. 0^63, 0w^37>, 0£>x)^> lape'te, la- 

petd, lappale, S. Tying an upper cloth 

loosely round the head. 

G. 0^ lappe, s. Putty, 

c. 08O0S3, 03oT.0go, 0Soj»'O0wjan laha- 

laba, labd-laba, labd-labo, s. A noise 

made by crying and beating the month. 

S. 0&> labdha, s. The product in arithme¬ 

tic. ' adj. Gained, acquired, received, got. 

^*9 a sage, a learned man. ejj?* 

to obtain, get, acquire. vty p-rofit, use. adj. 

Attainable, procurable. 

S. 0cdo laya, S. Loss, destruction. 2. 

fusion, melting. 3. equal time in song, music, 

and dance. 4. cuss-cuss • 5. being absorbed, 

lost, or swallowed up in another, wedo w&<u 

the time of a general deluge, weftisb to perish, 

- be ruined, destroyed. 2. to become melted 

away, swallowed up or absorbed. 3. to be 

captivated, charmed. 

S. 00oS^r lalantike, S. A necklace reach¬ 

ing to the navel. 

S. 003T> d lalattdda, adj. Shaking- 

tremulous. 

S. 00(3 lalana, s. Pleasure, sport, pastime. 

2. shaking, trembling. 

S. 00(3 lalane, s. A woman. 

S. 007)33 laldta, s. The forehead. 

not bearing the sectarian mark on the 

forehead, e-wsli 3^s3, 4aa*, <D& 

fate, written by Bramlia on each man’s 

forehead. 2. aline on the forehead supposed 
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to indicate long life. 2. a wrinkled or cor¬ 

rugated brow. 

S- s/ys&Stf lalatilte, s. An ornament worn 

on the forehead, a jewel or star suspended 

there, or a kind of tiara bound over it. 

S. lalama, s. A mark, sign. 2. a 

banner, flag, symbol, ensign. 3. a mark or 

spot of paint put on the forehead. 4. a horn. 

5. a tail. 6. majesty, dignity, adj. Chief, 

principal. 

s. laldmaJca, s. A chaplet of 

flowers falling over the forehead. 

S. lalita, s. A branch of feminine 

action, arising from the passion or sentiment 

of love; lolling, languishing, languid signs 

and gestures, indicative of passion, adj. 

Wished, desired. 2. beautiful. 3. wanton, 

dallying. 4. shaking, tremulous. a 

beautiful woman. s*o3 a clever mind. 

vQtjj to shew wanton signs. 2. to fondle, 

dandle, caress. 

C. lalle, s. Insincere love, pretended 

affection, wf, Srodj, ejtf ss* an insincere 

expression of love. 

S. CJC/c3 lava, lavs, s. Cutting, reap¬ 

ing. 2. a son of Rama. 3. the sixtieth part 

of the twinkling of an eye. 4. an atom, 

mote. adj. Small, little, minute. 

the two sons of Rama. ej£d Tvss’ri a work 

on their war with Rama. 

S. Vo$o7\ lavanga, s. The clove tree, cloves, 

wdcrt mace. ^^ori &%> v£ort cinna¬ 

mon. a clove. 2. an ornament 

in the form of a clove. w^or' areca 

nut cut small as cloves. 

H. lavadd, lavudd, s. The 

penis. 

H. <y^oa lavadi, lavudi, 

lavandi, s. A strumpet, whore, harlot. 

s. lavana, s. Salt. five 

kinds of salt, xfettodi vzin sea-salt, 

vzin rock salt, as produced in Sind. v 

s'rt a salt used in medicine. vdrz, do 

dtdr vstes other varieties, wsSr? djfoori), wri 

the sea of salt water, 

muriatic acid. 

C. lavane, adj. Beautiful, nice. s. 

Beauty. t»cdj vsirS correct beating of time. 

c. lavalavike, S. Ardent attach¬ 

ment or devotedness to some object or pur¬ 

suit. 2. strong excitement, ferfsrt £>dj tfS 

crfo DtitfUiS he is much devot¬ 

ed to the study of science. eroofeido 

to become devoted to or strongly bent upon 

a thing. 2. to become excited. • 

S. lavitra, s. A sickle, reaping hook. 

S. lavisu, v. a. To cut, reap. 

s. lashuna, s. Garlick. 

H. VzZyxiz lash/caru, s. An army. 

S. <£/7o3D a lasattdda, adj. Shining,splen¬ 

did, refulgent. 

S. lasana, adj. Brilliant, radiant, 

bright. illuminated, enlightened, 

luminous. 

S. <Z>rf & lastaka, s. The middle of a bow. 

a bow. 

S. £>5o& lahari, adj. Intoxicating, inebriat¬ 

ing. s. A wave, undulation, surf. 2. a wave 

or line of beauty. 3. a succession of things. 

4. an inundation, flood, stream. 5. intoxi¬ 

cation. wsdScdssrb, vrs6Q ado to become- ine¬ 

briated. w^Ocrijsti Sdo_ an intoxicating thing. 

A. C- lali, s. Wrath, anger. 2. folly. 

3. a wave. 

c. e><^j?, K laliJce, lalige, s. A bam¬ 

boo vessel. 

s. lalita, Seeweaf. 

A. C. lali-luli, s. Great wrath or 

passion. 

C. lalii, s. A crab. ^ a crab’s hole. 

C. £>§•; laksha, s. A lac, one hundred 

thousand. 2. a butt or mark. 3 an aim. 

u^$odd more than a lac, many lacs. 

one possessed of a lac of pagodas, &c. 

is he a rich man or a beggar ? 

s. &g;Pc>j <yg;pS lalcshana, lakshane, 
s. A property, peculiarity, indication, or 

predicate, any thing by which an object is 

designated or distinguished. 2. a mark, 

sign. 3. beauty, neatness, perfection in 

outward form or shape. 4. a rule in science. 

5. fortune, good luck. an unfor¬ 

tunate man. 6. an ellipsis, a word under¬ 

stood though not expressed. a pro¬ 

perty not general. a property 
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applying to more tlian one species, an 

imaginary property, designating a 

people or things from the place where they 

are located. $***$ uj^ff mentioning one thing 

as inclusive of others. iden¬ 

tification. indicated, predicated. 2. 

seen, to indicate. 2. to regard, care for. 

• lakshi-karisu, See under 

S. £>gj^ lakshma, s. A mark, token, spot, 

sign. 

S. lakshmana, s. Hama's younger 

brother. 

S. £)J^ lakshmi, Vishnu’s wife, the 

goddess of wealth and prosperity. 2. success, 

fortune, prosperity, riches, wealth. 3. tur- 

merick. prosperous, fortunate, rich, 

successful, *53, v^x & 

Vishnu. Cupid. 2. a prosperous 

man. wa^i-sJo^ fortunate, rich, wealthy. 

Friday. rich 

in wealth. rich in empire. 

rich in knowledge. rich in 

courage. an indication in one’3 

countenance of being rich. a 

centipede. 

s. lakshya, s. Regard, respect, care 

for. 2. an aim, a mark, butt. •k***4* 

to esteem, re¬ 

gard, mind,care for. 2. to aim. disregard, 

contempt. ifx^ hitting a mark from 

seeing its reflection on a disturbed liquid 

surface, as boiling oil, &c. wilful 

blindness. 

s. £doa£> langala, s. A plough, wsortw 

c'ri, Balarama, with a plough 

for his weapon. «Jsorturio®5 a plough staff, 

s. e>€>07\© langali, s. Balarama. 2. an 

aquatic shrub. 3. the cocoanut. 

s. <t)vOT\ov,languid,languid, 

s. A tail. 

S. ereo^ IdncJlJuina, s. An appellation, 

name. 2. a mark, sign. marked, 

named, to mark, name. 

(deer-marked) the moon, 

Vishnu. Cupid, 

c. e/ao<SS>, wzori'&'ti, ersot&iB Idndd, 

Idnda-patha, Idnda-pata, s. A paper 

kite made in the form of a rhomb. 

CfcZg 

E. e/corfdo Idndaru, s. A lantern. 

H. <yxo33 Iambi, s. Length. 

A. C. lake, s. A bird’s wing. PJ^ Zl 

to break into several heads, as corn. 

H. £T>a) Idhhi, s. Lac dye. adj. Fit, proper, 

suitable. dodo a red colour. eo«5o 

a red border. 

h. Idkhi-rdji-bhumi, 

s. Land held free of rent., 

c. e/s a, e/D7\8 lag a, lag at a, s. A 

summerset. to make a summerset. 

usd, ^rod sleight of hand. 2. hand in 

hand, taking hold of hands when walking 

together. 

c. e/sXdo lag aril, adj. Weak, frail, infirm. 

H. erc/vCcOosJo Idgdyittu, s. Beginning, 

commencement. e»n»<Su3s>ori from the 

beginning, from a long time. 

C. e/S To Idgu, s. A summerset, leap, jump. 

2. lurking, lying in wait. 3. manner, way. 

v. n. To make a summerset, leap, jump. 

H. tra AO07Y3?oO Idguligddu, s. Compen¬ 

sation for damages, recompense. 

H. OT)Tso’dzlo Idguvadu, s. Expense, outlay, 

s. <yx>7<J£>& Idgula, See eraodosu. 

s. £)t) Idghava, s. Lightness, slight¬ 

ness, delicacy. 2. facility, easiness. 3. levity. 

4. dishonour, disgrace. ^ <5dd, v*$sj 

sleight of hand, dexterity. 2. holding each 

other by the hand in walking together. 63 ^ 

UTi&ori I have got 

much disgrace by that business. 

H. Idchdri, adj. Reduced, in diffi¬ 

cult circumstances. ^^<5 a season of 

difficulty. 

S. e/aiy, £TO £§ Idja, Idje, s. Fried rice. 

S. £iT>S3 lata, s. A country so called. 

C. e/sBoe/sBo Idtu-ldtu, adj. Heavy, s. 

A load of jewelry or ornaments. 

G. £11)63, e/cB late, Idti, s. A wooden 

instrument with which seethed and parched 

grain is flattened. 2. a spinning wheel. 

^ovctJoo to flatten grain. rice 

which has been flattened out. 

Gf. £TOci Idida, s. A horse shoe. eJSS® ^saiS, 

zo&Tfc to shoe a horse. 
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G. £3rfch Iddaru, s. The people of a 

country so called. 

G. £3^ laii, s. A variegated tape binding. 

2. a thread of divers colours, which Mussul¬ 

mans put on their wrists at the MoTmrum. 

to weave tape, 

to tie the above string on one’s wrist. 

G. £>t><2b ladu, s. A sweetmeat ball, rtoow 

uasSo, otSo a sweetmeat made of 

Bengal gram and sugar, fried in ghee. 

S. £3£j lap a, s. Speaking, talking, conver¬ 

sation. weeping, incoherent 

talk. As*?; eras? excellent discourse. a 

dialogue, friendly conversation. con¬ 

tradiction. tautology. esratf con¬ 

versation. 

S. £3Ij£> lapana, s. Fitting, suiting. 

S. &*>£$ /dbha, s. Gain, profit, advantage, 

interest on money, emolument. KTiQA 

rtray a quarrel about the interest af¬ 

ter the principal is lost. profit and 

loss. to lose the profit. 

H. £3$E^, vvepci^ldbhisktu, Idbhis- 

tu, adj. Proved, verified. to 

prove or shew a person to be guilty, to bring 

home a charge, to become proved. 

s. £333oo&4, enD&ooe^, £3So8^, sjssSo 

£33&& ^ Idmancha, Idmincha, 

Idvincha, Idmachcha, Idmajjaka, 

See 

n. £3 ODo lay a, ,<?. a horse-stable, 

s. £3£^, £3£>;S Idlana, Idlane, s. Fond¬ 

ling, caressing, shewing expressions of endear¬ 

ment. to caregS} fondle_ 

2. to yield to entreaty, comply, listen, attend 

to. os fondled, caressed. osfirfo to 

attend kindly to a petition. 

8. £3 £7? lalase, s. Ardent desire. 2. regret, 

sorrow, missing, wishing for an absent per¬ 

son or thing. 3. soliciting. 4, longing, as 

pregnant women, wot ardently wishing for 

an absent person or thing. 

S. £3£3&3^ lalatike, s. An attendant, 

servant. 2. one who anticipates his master’s 

wishes from his countenance, 

c. era.0 Idli, $. The lullaby sung to children. 

G. £3£J3S£ Idluchi, adj. Covetous, avari- 
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cious. an avaricious affair. 

©seA/atSa&arto to become covetous. 

a covetous man. 

£ covetousness. 

s. £T)€, £3£3&j£ Idle, Idld-jala, s. 

Saliva, spittle. 

S. £33^ lava, s. A sort of quail, Perdix 

Chinensis. 

S. £3o3o&4 lavancha, s. The fragrant 

grass, andropogon mwicitum, of which mats 

and fans are made. 

H. £3^C3 Idvana, s. A list of soldiers, &c. 

2. the profits of a custom-house, u 

to put down one’s name in a list. 

H. £3^£*I Idvani, s. Cultivation. 2. a 

kune so called. 3. a bribe. crinsSsk os 

Sri Soriricrirahd the whole country is under 

cultivation, wzicix to try and culti¬ 

vate. 

S. £3£>Pc^ Idvanya, s. Beauty, loveliness. 

2. saltness. a handsome woman, 

s. Idvika, t. b. £3^7^, £3£>7^, 

£37^)a Idvaye, Idvige, Idvuga, s. A 

quail. 

S. £30coo lavisu, a. To cut, reap. 

S. £3ro Ids a s. Dancing. 

S. £370^ Idsaka, s. A peacock. 2. a 

dancer, actor, mimic. a female dancer. 

S. £37o^ Idsya, s. Dancing. 2. symphony 

or union of song, dance and instrumental 

music. 

G. £>35o&, £3cob Idhari, Idhiri, adj. 

Intoxicating, s. Drunkenness, intoxication. 

C. £3^ lala, s. A hollow and tubular stalk 

or culm, a kind of reed. 2. a bullock’s or 

horse’s shoe, eratfri =5^ a hollow reed pen. 

(Tsvii v’tt),, sWo to shoe a horse or ox. 

0. £3^?\£) lula-givi, s. An ear having a 

running disease. 

C. £3$3to& A, £3$a>0&, £3 

£3^ao5i7\ Idlavandige, Idlabandi, 

Idlamundige, lulavindige, s. A kind ot 

bolt or iron bar for fastening doors. 

C. £3(^ lull, s. A weaver’s shuttle. 2. the 

name of a game. 3. a sore on the back of 

any animal, made by chafing. 4. a hollow 



and tubular stalk. 5. an intoxicating herb. 

§do^ to eat an intoxicating herb. 

S^o*to recover from inebriation, ©»v 

a* to become intoxicated. *o, 

eado to throw the shuttle. 3*cshoddy 

oioorid^ ew the weaver’s weapon is his shut¬ 

tle. a hollow stalk or reed used as 

a pen. ^Vo to become chafed or sore 

by abrasion. v»v dsto an ox 

with a chafed back, a sore occa¬ 

sioned by abrasion. draiAodo to heal such 

a sore. =5todo3, tfd ^oriotf a horse 

with a chafed back, wss^dorf a gem or bead 

at the end of a shuttle, through which the 

thread passes from the spindle. owt Stos^o 

the spindle of a shuttle. a vege¬ 

table, a species of the amaranthus tristis. 

C. lain, s. The shoe of an ox or horse. 

S. C/C j? lakshe, s. Lac, lac dye, the lac in¬ 

sect. a house made of shell-lac. 

viWJ a liquid made from shell-lac, and 

formerly used in colouring the feet. 

S. ©O A ling a, $. The 'phallus of the Greeks, 

or Shiva under that form or emblem. 2. gen¬ 

der. 3. the penis. 4. a mark, spot, stain, 

sign, token. 6. inference, probable conclusion. 

6. a crude noun. 7. the premises leading to 

a conclusion. 8. nature or according 

to the rf’So&n; philosophy, which considers this 

as the active power in creation. ^igori the 

masculine gender. ©od the feminine gen¬ 

der. ddjori^ Sort the neuter gender. wdcrfodSori 

the common gender. ©ori the gen¬ 

der of an adjective. 3, ©ori 0f three genders, 

as some Sanscrit words. ©ori of two gen¬ 

ders. ©crt dod, Sort ipse one who wears the 

linga or phallus. ©orra ?0?V®crra ^ #js^o 

to put on the linga. ©or! wrstarido ling a mer¬ 

chants. ©orWog brahmans wearing 

the linga. The chief places at which Shiva 

is worshipped under the emblem of the linga 

are, Conjeveram; where is the ©or! or 

earthen linga. Jambulceshvara; where is 

the or linga from which water is said 

to exude perpetually. 3. Tirunamale ; where 

is the ©or! or linga which sparkles 

with light. 4. Kdlahasti; where is the s® 

crijo ©ori, or where the lamp of the linga is 

said to be kept in constant vibration, from the 

great prevalence of wind there. 5. Chidam- 

bara ; where is the ©or! 0r sham linga, 

or where the linga is worshipped, without 

any material form of it being kept in the tem¬ 

ple. esmti ©or! observing prescribed cere¬ 

monies. rlotfj ©or! a spiritual guide. ®° 

J"> ajphallus or linga. ’wortsfc ©or! a mendi¬ 

cant linga priest. ©or! what is de¬ 

dicated to a linga. ^oros ©°ri the original lin¬ 

ga, Shiva. s;W t§! ©o'ridddo, ©omori rictoo^rivto 

an order of persons who fix the linga in six 

different parts of the body. ®0?h 

©or' a linga in wear. ®°r! doori^, a seal with 

the impression of a linga. ©or! dood)^ a 

stone bearing the impression of a linga, and 

placed to mark the boundary of a field, &c. 

©or! doozS)^ sodd a sacred bull, stamped with 

the linga and left to go at large. ©°r! 

©od the germ body. ©oriaJog, ©orid^, 

©or!, 6d ©od, dodo ©ori, todd ©od, ©od wdd 

common names among persons wearing the 

linga. 3®do ©or»dos®dd a work, in Sanscrit, 

on the subject of gender. 

A. c. ©OA'dU i\ linga-vattige, s. The 

bar of a door. 

C. ©'©©'S' liki-liki, s. Weariness, exhaus¬ 

tion. ©-o-S-a-cdredo to become exhausted. 

S. ©2r08$ likucha,' s. A kind of bread-fruit 

tree. 2. a lime. 

S. ©&)s£ likhita, adj. Written. 2. drawn, 

delineated, painted, s. Scripture, a writing, 

manuscript. SsOd, So§ ©sQd fate, writ¬ 

ten by Bramha in each one’s forehead. 

H. ©7WT&>, ©7\;>©7\x>£k ligddu, ligu-li- 

gadu, s. Compensation for damage, ©d® 

do sjs^o to recompence. ©todo to receive 

compensation. 

S. lipd, s. A kind of arrow. 

S. ©b, ©S3, ©£p lipi, libi, liblii, s. Writ¬ 

ing in general, hand-writing. 2. a written 

paper, book, &c. 3. painting, drawing. 4. 

the letters or characters of a language. 5. 

smearing, anointing. ©Sotriodtio persons pro- 

, tending to decipher some unintelligible in¬ 

scriptions, and thereby to discover hidden 

treasure. ©SoTsd a scribe, writer. 

S. ©do^ lipta, adj. Smeared, anointed. 2. 

embraced. 3. envenomed. 

S. ©^ lipse, s. Wish, desire. ®^J desir¬ 

ous, wishing. 



ii, liphdphd, liphd- 

phe, s. An envelope, the cover of a letter 

or packet. 

C. 0£g^ libbi, s. A game among women 

with seeds on a hoard with seven holes. 2. 

hidden wealth, treasures, &e. to 

discover hidden property. ©© t scuay'o to hide 

or bury money. 

S. 0^<p lidha, adj. Eaten, licked. . 

s. ©$$, S^cd)^ Una, liya, adj. Effaced, 

ruined, perished. 2. united, joined, become 

one with. 

S. ©£<§ Ule, s. Play, sport, pastime. 2. a- 

morous or wanton dalliance. 3. a branch of 

feminine action proceeding from love, or the 

imitation of a lover’s manner, speech, gait, 

&c., by his mistress, to pass the time in his 

absence, ©*«3 (God’s pastime) God’s 

works, providence, or government. £ 

the universe, rtt joy produced by 

sport, ©t65 Krishna’s frolics. 

© childish sport. 

S. Si°^ll/cshe, S. A nit, the egg of a louse. 

H. <SJ3oJ\ lungi, s. A Mussulman’s cloak, 

s. luntdka, lantha- 

ka, s. A thief, robber. 

s. lunthana, S. Rolling on the 

ground. 

II. &OQGD lundd, adj. Confused, confound¬ 

ed, mingled. 

A. c. £ooa>:>7^odoo lumbu-geiyu, v. a. 

To fulfil a promise, keep one’s word, prove 

faithful. 

H. lukusanu, 

lukkusdnu, $. Loss, damage. 

e.oiirorf'sjk erio to pay damages, recom- 

pence for loss or injury, 

So tt’v’o to become a loss or injury, to suffer 

damage or loss. urfoSsSo sfea*) to damage. 

S. lukku, s. Rejecting, dropping, 

cutting off. 

ii. £085=^, £025=3 luchchd, luchchhd, 

adj. Mean, base, low, worthless. 

meanness, vulgarity, baseness, tuts* 

a base fellow. 

c. €0&bj lutta, luttu, s. A leo¬ 

pard. 

H. £)oi=r3£)o?) luthd-luthi, s. Plunder, pil¬ 

lage, sacking. to pillage, sack, plun¬ 

der. 

s. £Ol3 lupta, s. Plunder, booty, adj. 

Lost, dropped as a letter by So$. 2. missed, 

omitted. 

S. £>0S0 lubdha, S. A miser. 2. a fowler, ip 
fisherman, huntsman, adj. Covetous, cupi- 

dinous, greedy, desirous. covetous¬ 

ness. 

S. lubhita, adj. Perplexed, deluded, 

fascinated. 

S. <£o£)30do luldya, s. A male buffalo. w 

wtfoa female one. 

c. lullu, s. A silver chain worn on 
co 

the leg. 

S. £0^^ lulita, adj. Trembling, tremu¬ 

lous, shaking, agitated, stirred. 

H. £>J5<33, £\A>§> luti, lilt hi, s. Sacking, 

plunder, pillage. 2. misbehaviour. 

S. £>&>§ lute, $. A spider. 

S. luna, adj. Cut. 

A. C. cBcrSr lenka, s. A coward, timid man. 

c. lenda, adj. Evil, bad, vile. 2. 

proud, vain, arrogant, vain, arrogant, 

or proud people. to humble pride. 

c. c^ocb lendu, adj. Clear, pellucid. 

C 0)57, <f>so lekka, lekkha, s. An ac- 
■o’so . 

count, reckoning, arithmetic. 2. concern, 

regard, care for. wd to write out an 

account. to deliver in an account, 

©so* to look at an account or bill. 

to count, reckon up. 2. to make 

account of, regard. to go to 

give in an account, incalculable, 

countless, titagjiswS true, correct. 

dado a true word. da 

to examine an account. 

T. B. (E^pS, S)£Op§, 0>S> pit?, 

lekkani, lekkhane, lekkhanike, lek- 

khanake, s. A pen made from a 

hollow stalk or reed. 

C. Otj(7\ lekkiga, s. An accountant or 

scribe. 

C. legge, [©ft] s. An escalade. 

C. lettu, s. The number which turns up 
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on dice when thrown. 2. the game of dice. 

to arrange draughts for playing. & 

otort a board for playing draughts. 

piece or man at chess or draughts. 

eJs^ to throw a certain number, as at 

dice. *2^, wliat number is your 

throw ? 

T.B.^ I'ippa, s. Plaster, mortar. 

S. O^SD le'kka, s. A letter. 2. a demi-god. 

Indra. 

S. €>^20 lekhana, s. Writing, scripture, 

s. so&, €(®so^, c6^so£7^>d lekhari, 

lekhaka, lekharigdra, s. A writer, 

scribe. written, s. A manuscript. 

S. lekhini, s. A reed pen. 2. an 

iron style. tfybJh to write. 

S. lekhe, s. A line, stroke, streak, 

stripe. See <^s3. 

A. C. ledi, s. A coward. 

H. &£FZ v<%ppd7> lend-dend, 

lend-dend, s. Receiving and giving, bor¬ 

rowing and lending. 

S. <0^, lepa, lepana, s. Plaster¬ 

ing, smearing. 2. plaster, mortar, cement, 

putty, ointment, salve. to smear, plas¬ 

ter, anoint, smeared, anointed. 

H. lepu, s. A bed. 

C. <2^33® 5j poo lebi-hannu, s. A species 

of mimusojos. 

S. lelihdna, s. A snake, serpent. 

C. Idvadi, s. Poverty. 2. a sweet¬ 

meat ball made flat and round. ^ 

a sesamum sweetmeat. 

H. levd-devi, s. Borrowing and 

lending; usury. 

S. <0^ Idsha, s. A small quantity, adj. 

Small, little. v*i a very small quantity. 

only a little. &vs»ot a small part. 

S. stj lesha-patra, s. The plant 

Lauras cassia. 

C. lesu, adj. Excellent, good, better. 

2. beautiful. 3. small, little. 4. light, slight, 

fragile, delicate, thin, subtle, w 

ci) China paper is very thin, or light. 

sJ^rf-srio to become excellent. urttffe to 

live happily or well. sSsyj©® €%p0 

it is well to be the senior, though stupid. 

& 
SHfrshriiis though ragged it is 

better to have the cloth white. 

S. <0°So, leha, lehya, s. An elec¬ 

tuary in medicine. 2. any thing tasted or 

taken by the tongue, as chatny, &c. shtiit 

e?s.scjg an electuary designed to ex¬ 

cite libidinous passions. an 

electuary made from the root of the Mgle 

warmers, for colds, &c. aiw»rcr»0 an 

electuary of dates and other things. 

**$ an electuary of grapes, &c. 

a marking nut electuary. to 

prepare an electuary. *** to admin¬ 

ister an electuary. trtzb 

to take an electuary, 

S. ^07^ leingya, adj. Of or belonging to 

the linga. a work on the linga. 

C. lokkdni, S. A river near Se- 

ringapatam so called. 

C. lokki, s. A medical herb so called. 

C. locha-guttu, V. a. To lap, 

as a dog does. 

c. , 2)ja&£> €js8^- ^ lochchv, 
&y &r &r 

lochchu-lochchane, s. The noise of a li¬ 

zard. cdraa^rSwos eJthe 

lizard is always chirping. 

c. <Sjs>&3i5b, i0qs>&37\o&3o,- lotaku, lota- 
<35 

guttu, v. n. To be always twitting one with 

a thing, or throwing a thing in one’s teeth. 

2. to be perpetually mumbling, muttering, 

grumbling, or blabbing about a thing. 

tfvjsi c&akitfosi rtosSfsjs t3Q a leaking house 

and a grumbling husband are alike. efo® 

kWo great grumbling. 

c. <0Jt>&3b63 lota-pite, adj. False, untrue. 

s. The name of a game. 2. a camel, 

c. <0jdfe3<0j®&3;3 lota-lotane, s. The noise 

made by incessant talking, by a vessel break¬ 

ing, &c. 

c. 
65 CO 65 65 

lottukalle, lottukale, lottakale, s. 

Boast, brag, loquacity. 2. deceit, cheating. 

3. confusion, 

^3, to boast, deceive, confuse. 

cdss=£ ws&> stossz&S ^ why do you 

talk so very deceitfully ? 

c. lottu- 
63 So-’ e3 So- 
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muchchu, lotie-muchchu, s. A drunkard, 

tippler. drunkenness. 

C. lottu-lottu, s. A crash¬ 

ing noise. 

C. lotte, s. A mode of expressing 

contempt or dissatisfaction with the mouth. 

2. clicking or smacking the'tongue against 

the palate, when eating, adj. Sunken, as 

the eye. ara* to click or smack the 

tongue against the palate. a 

sunken eye. djad^ rto doad^ 

the eye to sink in. 

C. ©JD uD £>JS UD POX) <§JX) POD lothd- 

lotha-thona-thona, adj. Empty, vapid, 

pithless, sapless, heartless, without substance. 

ogcd>rdd csJjodo sSja^d wdo djasradoa 

ftjsfsn ■tSjsrsd I went there expecting to see 

some wonder, and there was nothing. 

C. lodaJtu-lodaku, s. 

Palpitation of the heart. 2. the shaking of 

the vessels, &c., in a house, from a person’s 

walking or jumping on the roof, &c. 3. rock¬ 

ing, as an uneven chair, &c. wd ^5* d®d* dja 

what is that noise, or stir, there P 

C. loda-bada, adj. Open, frank. 

2. public, plain, not secret. d/adud 

an ingenuous, unreserved, frank, open man. 

tfySSera c*»riurfaH he does is open, or, 

ingenuous. 

C. ‘Sjdd’Sj^ci^ loda-lodane, S. A leaking, 

dripping or pouring noise. 2. loquacity, gar¬ 

rulity, rapid talking. doaddjad;5cd) djasad) 

to talk incessantljq or uselessly, or with more 

sound than sense. d«add»ad d«do gabble, 

garrulity,' j abber. 

C. loddu, adj. Fragile, friable, brit¬ 

tle, easily broken, unsound, weak. o doti u 

dUsda that wood is very brittle. 

C. loddi, s. The tree Simplocos race¬ 

mose/, Box. doaa^ its chips. 

C. lolle, s. Smacking or clicking the 

tongue against the palate as an expression of 

dissatisfaction. 

S. loka, s. An inhabited place, region, 

world, a division of the universe. 2. the 

world of people, mankind, a multitude of 

people. 3. sight, seeing. doa^* the 

universe, the three worlds, vis. dddoa^ bea- 

ven, t&adua^s* earth, dOs^ hell. 

doa^, doa^the fourteen worlds 

or regions, viz. ennrtjr doa^ the seven 

upper worlds, and the seven low¬ 

er worlds. The former are, 1. 

the earth. 2. v&sd/a^F^ the space between 

the earth and the sun, where certain sages 

and glorified anchorites reside. 3. 3oddoatF 

* the heaven of Indra, between the sun 

and the polar star. 4. ♦SaSdatr*' the usual 

abode of and other saints, who are sup¬ 

posed to be coexistent with Bramha. 5. w 

doe^vr, which is described as the resi¬ 

dence of djiodd, and 

sons of Bramha. 6. where the 

reside. 7. ^^5 or 

the abode of Bramha. Translation to this 

world exempts from future birth. Another 

enumeration calls these seven worlds earth, 

shy, heaven, middle region, place of births, 

mansion of the blest, and abode of truth, 

placing the sons of Bramha in the sixth di¬ 

vision, and stating the fifth, or da^s*, 

to be that where animals, destroyed in a 

general conflagration, are born again. The 

seven lower worlds are different divisions of 

Tartarus, and are called 1. the abode 

of serpents. 2. the abode of 

a form of the destroying Shiva. 3. the 

place whither was trodden by Vishnu. 

4. where the sage resides. 6. * 

the abode of some giants named 

cdo, saejaerf, &c. 6. where the heads 

of the serpent race are, vis. and 

children of and ***&;. 7. whither 

zbvJo, carpenter of the giants, fled from fear 

of Vishnu,, duad/a^Vr, S^d®^, dua^s^cdo the 

three worlds, heaven, earth, and hell. 2. the 

fourteen, above enumerated, divided into 

three classes. 1. including 

V, Z)$V, Steady, 

s^/ad®^, and dodd2. » 

^edua^, including ^cgia^d®^, afSoa^doa^, 

and siajjdosyjs. 3. doaijv* or sfcuS 

doa^r^ the highest world, £®cdor doas^ the 

sun, considei-ed as a world, siod) doa^tf the 

moon, as above, esorretitf doa^ Mars, as above, 

ostod, doa^tf the heaven of Indra. dua^ 

the region of the god of fire. o?odo doa^V the 
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region of Ifama, the judge of departed souls. 

pg&j da^d the region of stars. dja^w®odd, 

dtids^d, £3dw»^dd®^danother world, ^ddo 

djs^waodddj. s&s^dpfa ^ is gone to another 

world, he is dead. €js%¥, »&>=£ dj®<;d> df 

d/a<;d the present world. dreadd 

d*^ doaUk the world will not approve, if 

we do so. docdrerd, da^tf OTa=#, d®^ 

=fsysti, do®^ 8^®, djs^d ^idS the manner of 

the world, do®^* ada^tf contrary to the ways 

or opinions of the world, d.®^ d.ra;S Lakshmi. 

djs^scdo®*, d»t*w«d an atheist, unbeliever, 

d®^# Saw any region of the eight quarters. 

2. God, the preserver. da^3* (world’s 

eye) the sun. JBramha, the chief of 

all worlds, da^da^d the best in the world, 

d^ws®^ one too good to live. 2. one not 

fit to live. dat**°*>¥»ti a kindness or bene¬ 

fit to the world, d^ws^CTsd) the assent, 

consent or approval of the, world, d»v* tb 

ter** the worst man in the world, a bad cha¬ 

racter. 

S. SL©®^ Idkana, s. Seeing. 

S. cjLrSvJS'sSiJt)^ lokdloka, s. A moun¬ 

tainous belt surrounding the outermost of 

the seven seas, and bounding the world. 

A. C. logara, s. A stranger, alien, 

foreigner. da^rttf dt^Jo one who can¬ 

not endure the happiness of others. dj®^ 

ricd^ are we aliens, or, strangers ? d*yW 260 

dtio the wives of others. 

S. lochaka, s. A ball or lump of 

flesh or meat. 2. the pupil of the eye. 3. 

lamp-black. 

s. lochana, s. The eye. 2. see¬ 

ing, sight. djaorf^, djs^ESjf, 

■s* dja^a>?i Vishnu. djs^^, 

dus^jJ, cqo&^sSd djsysSg, 

dos^w d®^3£ a woman with fine eyes. 

H. ^A>®6j-s, € a>®s3, Zo/i, 

lothd, s. A brass drinking or cooking ves¬ 

sel. 

C. ©-©°&^ lotu, s. Annoyance, trouble. 2. 

detriment, loss. adj. Much frequented, djs^ 

■ ii> d®U compulsory, unrequited labour. da^ 

Wo a»<&, dos^Wo to bear an annoyance. dj®<> 

Wo dos^Wo ua to annoy, teaze. doa^th 

wdo^ an annoyer. dos^Wo wdo-S- a female 

annoyer. doa^Wo annoyance, a state 

of annoyance. 

C. <f> lodu, s. A cushion to lean back 

against. 2. a raised seat in front of a house. 

3. a large piece of timber used in exercising 

the arms. 4. the binding of a garment, d®^ 

to lean the back against a cushion. dos<; 

zii ®8ft;& to exercise, as with dumb bells, djs^ 

zso dss^a ^Wo, to bind a garment. 

T. B. ©js®£> lodi, s. cL©°Zpj Iddhra, 

s. The simplocos racemosa; its bark is used 

in dyeing, 

S. ©JS^To lop a, s. Rejection, expunging, 

cutting off in general. 2. (in gram.) elision, 

dropping letters, syllables, or words. 3. 

disappearance, destruction. ®^d the 

dropping of a letter. da^sf the dropping 

of a word. crio do®^ dropping an affix. 

do®^3o dropping an inflection. da* 

d the dropping of a sentence. djtj da*d a 

fallen voice, dooj, da*d omitting part of a 

sacred formula. + i«ha dos^d omitting part 

of one’s duty. d/»j§ da*d deficiency in pay¬ 

ment. ddr do®^d deficiency in every thing, 

dua^dsrario to become deficient, ds ^o®^dd 

do®^d3»ic8o^o there was a deficien¬ 

cy of ghee in their house to-day. da*sf» dra 

d> to make deficient, omit, drop. 2. to annul, 

reject, make void. 

s. lopd-mudre, s. The 
wife of Agastya, da*sfo d® Agastya. 

s. lopdsha, s. A fox. 

S. lopisu, v. n. (in gram!) To 

suffer elision. 2. to disappear. 

S. loptru, s. Plunder, booty. 

C. lobe, s. The eaves of a house. 2. 

the cornice of a walk 

S. S)js®c$ lobha, s. Covetousness, avarice. 

da*$ a covetous, parsimonious, avaricious 

man. da*$^ avariciousness, parsimony. 

S. C§Je)®»X> loma, s. The hair of the body. 

2. a tail, dosqdo d®rf the name of a king. 

djsvdo'S the pole-cat. datsbasf an animal’ 

whose hair is supposed to be poisonous. 

S. Sk©®©, ©JS>®(§ Idla, Idle, adj. Desi¬ 

rous, wishing, bent on, passionately fond of, 

cupidinous. 2. moving, shaking, tremulous. 

3. fickle, unstable, inconstant, dos^w dj® a 
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fickle mind. to become passionately 

fond of. rre;S ei**u;»Ptf3» ;* he is pas¬ 

sionately fond of singing. devoted 

to science, <3>a%v passionately fond of 

women. eJos^e; too fond of money. 

eJv^us^, (s'js^v eJja^^S a WOman with fine 

sparkling or rolling eyes, a 

woman with waving tresses, 

c. Idldya, 

lola.yo.mana, s. Frequenting much, going 

and coming often. <cU(;ersc>i> to be 

teazed or pestered with frequent visits; or 

to be frequenting much. eJU^ersoi) sJ&zb to 

trouble by frequency of visits. 2. to make 

dance attendance upon. 

S. lolita, adj. Shaking, tremulous, 

trembling. 

s. Idlnpa, lolubha, 

adj. Very desirous, covetous, cupidinous. 

s. €qs>i=<£olb Idlupti, loldpti, 

s. Ardent attachment, passionate fondness, 

excessive cupidity. 

C. <§Je>^ love, s. The eaves of a house. 2. 

the cornice of a wall. 3. the frame-work of 

a thatch. 4. a porch or penthouse. 

S. loshta, s. A lump or clod of 

earth. a harrow. 

S. <SjS>^oa loka, s. Any metal, iron, steel, 

bell-metal. 2. a weapon. 3. aloe wood. 4. 

blood, a blacksmith. *Uj 

dross of iron, or iron-filings. =^o3 

the loadstone. 3d gold. ^J0 

manganese. zinc, 

a preparation used in attempts to transmute 

metals. sulphate of zinc. 

fcSab the diamond, as the conqueror of iron, 

or as superior to it in hardness. 

s. loha-mdraka, s. The 

plant, achyranthes triandra, Itox. 

S. lohita, s. Blood. 2. the colour 

red. act/. Bed. Vishnu, having a 

red eye. 2. Shiva. 3. a giant. 4. fire. 

e&s^Sossort Mars, having a red body. 

^*5 the god of fire. «*»*&>* zh>$ drinking 

blood. &*%&>& a scarlet cloth. 

S. SSje^So&ft? Idhitaka, s. A ruby, 

c. €js^<vd, Idlasara, Idli- 

sara, s. A fine species of aloe. 

0. OJd^ Idle, s. Any thing sticky, gummy, 

glutinous, viscous. 2. the white of an egg. 

adj. Sticky, glutinous, viscous. 3>» 

the white of a hen’s egg. 

s. & lonkdyitaka, $. An 

atheist, materialist, Budhist. 

s. eTS-a^, loukika, loukika, 

s. A secular man, one devoted principally or 

exclusively to the things of the present 

world. 2. a secular, as opposed to an offici¬ 

ating or religious, brahman. 3. service, adj. 

Secular, mundane, worldly, human, what 

prevails among mankind, or is peculiar to 

them. he is a worldly man. 

=#u3, srsjsfsd a secular affair. 

I have, at present, 

no employment, stossd 

you must speak with a knowledge of the 

world, eso'as-tf a man abstracted from the 

world. alienation from the world. 

S. <sFt)S/)£ loubhya, s. Great covetousness, 

avarice. 

S. louha, s. Sf adj. Iron. 

S. tsFdcc&g louhitya, S. Eedness. 2. a 

male river. 3. the ocean. 

trf va, The forty-seventh letter of the alpha¬ 

bet, sounded sometimes as va, sometimes as 

wa. Words not found under this initial will 

often be found under or k. 

C. vanka, s. The passage or entrance 

of a ho use. 2. crookedness, adj. Crooked. 

c. vanltadi, vankani, 

adj. Curved, tortuous, crooked. 

C. Soo^d vankara, adj. Uneven, twisted, 

crooked. 

G. ^Sotj vanki, s. [t'O*] A golden fimbriated 

armlet. 
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C. vanhini-gatti s. A semi¬ 

circular sword. 

C. vanku, v. n. To bend, bow, stoop, 

incline. 

C. o3oa vanga, s. The white oxide of lead. 

2. tin. 3. one of the fifty six countries 

enumerated by Hindus. calcined 

oxide of lead. 

A. c. o3oac3 vangada, s. An assemblage, 

multitude. 2. a family race, rfoartrttfo 

a number of palankeens. 

t. b. ido a?o, -doao7o vangasa, vangusa, 
[sio^J s Generation, lineage. 

A. 0. vangollu, v. n. To stoop, 

bend, lean forwards. wbat is bent. 

T. B. vancha, f3c«J s. a family, ge¬ 

neration. 

S. T$o8^^ vanchaka, S. A deceiver, dis¬ 

sembler, cheat, hypocrite, 

s. vanchana, vancha- 

VW, s. Deceit, deception, delusion, fraud, 

hoax, hypocrisy. a great cheat. 

to trick, deceive, defraud. cheated, 

deceived, defrauded. 

S. oSoa^G1 vanjula, s. The tree Jonesia. 

2. a common cane. 3. hibiscus mutdbilis, a 

flower. 

S. SoGbi& vantaka, S. A share, part, por¬ 

tion. 

G. ^o&3a vantari, [^o«e] adv, Singly, 

alone. 

G. ^oe3, •^o&3cdja)'A vanti, vantiydgi, 
[s>ot3] adj. Alone, solitarily, by one’s self. 

G. o3o&3 vanti, A very large ear¬ 

ring of gold wire, worn by men only. 

G. vante, [s^oK] s. A camel or dro¬ 

medary. 

S. odorf vanda, S. An ox without his tail, 

c. dopeovannan-godali, s. A 

large heavy axe. 

c. zio'S, sdolS vanta, vante, 

vanti, Affixes used for the formation of 

masculine and feminine derivatives, and im¬ 

plying the possession of certain dispositions, 

qualities, &c. a man possessed of 

wealth or dominion. a rich man. 

ioo&^o^ a wise man. 

o3o2> 

G. ^0^0 vantu, [a.®*] s. A turn, time, 

once. 

s. vandana, vandane, 

s. A bow, obeisance, reverence, worshipping, 

shewing respect to a superior by touching the 

•ground, respect, civility, tiotifss sjtoSo, zictfg 

to reverence, worship, salute, 

worthy of respect, worshipful, adorable, 

s. s3orf^£)Ja>c6 vandana-mdle s. The 

ornamental arch of a gateway. 

S. vanddru, adj. Polite, civil, 

complimentary. 

S. ^o£> vandi, S. A bard, panegyrist, herald, 

who proclaims the titles, &c. of kings and 

great men; a poet who sings the praises of a 

prince in his presence ; or accompanies an ar¬ 

my to chaunt martial songs; a flatterer, 

praiser. 

S. vandlta, adj. Reverenced, ador¬ 

ed, worshiped. 

S. "^Q^coo vandisil, v. a. To reverence, 

worship, adore, salute respectfully. 

G. 'rfo'Cb vandu, [>otSo] adj. One. 

S. ojoCg vdndya, adj. Worshipful, respect¬ 

ful, adorable. 

S. 'idodj vandra, S. A worshipper, votary, 

follower. 

s. zSotfg, vandhya, vandhye, 

s. A barren female. 

A. C. crfoij; vanipu, v. n. To approve, 

consent, be pleased. 2. to shine, adj. Crook¬ 

ed, bent. 

C. aSo^^o wambhattu, adj. Nine., 

o. wambhai-nuru, adj. 
Nine hundred. 

A. c. ^o^ooT^s/srfl) vamman-godali, s. 

A heavy axe. 

G. o^Oo^op3, wam- 

mana, wam-mana, wani-muna, s. One 

maund. 

G. odo^ooso, £>o^Sjsa, ■do^o ivam-mu- 

kha, wam-moga, wamme, adv. At once, 

unawares, suddenly. 

G. ooQCXb wamyi, s. A mode among child¬ 

ren of expressing negation or refusal, 

s. vamsha, vamsa, s. Genera- 



tion, race, lineage, family, extraction. 2. a 

bamboo. g°$ go <i genealogical 

history, family chronicle. siosnsiy the line 

o descent, a genealogy. tjs<shr got the so¬ 

lar race. &ogj got the lunar race, whence 

the Pandus, Krishna, &c. descended. 

one who preserves his race or family, 

got g^t# one who is the ruin of his posterity, 

got ir&r the original progenitor of any race. 

S. vankshana, s. The groin, the 

pubic and iliac regions. 

S. vakdra, s. The letter^. 

H. vakdlattu, s. The profession 

of an attorney. 2. agency in general, g^ 

a power of attorney, 

n. ovakilanu, vakilu, 

s. An attorney, agent, representative, am¬ 

bassador. 

S. vakula, s. The plant mimusops 

elengi. 

G. vahkanisu, [t-^riSs] v, n. t0 

speak, declare, say, tell. 

G. vakkane, vakkani- 

ke, s. The heading or honorific address to a 

letter or petition. 2. the subject of a letter. 

sf^rlctiraPi gsos^o to talk much. 

S. vaktavya, adj. Proper, fit to be 

spoken or said. g^g\Qt a proper part to 

be mentioned, a meaning proper 

to be told. 

S. irfa’D d, vaktri, vaktdra, 
_0® __D 3 _o • ’ 

vakta, s. A speaker, pleader, advocate, 

pleading, advocacy. 

S. j vaktra, s. The mouth, face, coun¬ 

tenance. rtK g^j G-anesha, with the face of 

an elephant. g^j Hayagriva, with 

the face of a horse. riosS Shiva, with 

five faces, tit g=^j Havana, with ten faces, 

eoioj&j a woman with a lotus-like face. 

tt g^j a woman with a moon-like face. 

S. zStij vakra, adj. Bent, awry, crooked 

distorted, curved, bowed. 2. malignant, cruel. 

s. Difficulty, strait, trouble, g^j ^j\g a 

camel, with a crooked neck, g^j tislw an 

owl, with a crooked beak, got g*j a giant, 

with crooked teeth, g?y a sage with eight 

distortions about his body, g^zugo, g^j 

& to become crooked. 2. to oppose, hinder. 

3. a constellation to retrograde or deviate 

from its course, g^j a planet to change 

a retrograde to an advance motion, g^j ^3, 

g^j Srorir a crooked path. 2. crooked con¬ 

duct. 3. a way opposite to what is usual. 

vggo g^j sirerirng) g&oi^s^g ]le deviates 

from the usual course. 

S. oi-bj vakri, s. A person or constellation 

deviating from the usual to an eccentric 

course. 

G. vakkhanisu, See 
S3 SJ 

G. ^/\b5o, vagatu, vagate, [wtu>] 

s. A riddle. 

A. c. s3aSk\!o vagadisu, v. n. To vomit, 

spue. 

H. oj7^t5 vageire, postposition, Ht cetera, 

and so forth. 

s. ^Aj3o, sSaujSo vagraha, vagrdha, 

s. Plenty, abundance. 

S. vachana, s. A word, speech, speak¬ 

ing, sentence, dictum, aphorism. 2. prose, 

sirfsycdo fit or proper to be spoken or said. 

S. vachassu, s. A sentence, dictum, 

aphorism. 2. a speech, speaking. 

S. vache, s. The orris root. 

C. tj&3- vachcha, S. A fault, flaw, defect. 
Scr 

t. b. vachcha, vachchha, 

s. A child? 2. a calf. 

h. vajan, vajani} 

vajanu, S. Weight. 2. a load, burden. 

=#£© gttg measuring and weighing. g&Z % ft®* 

& to see how much a thing weighs. 

to weigh. a heavy load. ~Kr 

Osggogog^ an honest, upright, fair dealing 

man. 

G. o^Sjt) vajd, s. Deduction, subtraction, re¬ 

mission. ft®® to deduct, remit. 

h. ticS^U, vajir, va- 

jiranv, vajird, s. A prime minister. 2. 

the queen, in cards. 

c. "d&i, zitt vajja, vajje, $. A burden, 

load& & 

c. tSsjj vajra, S. Glue. 

S. ooddj vajra, S. A diamond. 2. a thunder¬ 

bolt; the weapon of Indra. 3. the emblio 

myrobalan, 4. one of the astronomical Yogas. 
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adj. Hard, impenetrable, strong. dd, 
siw; sfsrf, Indra, with a thunderbolt for 

his weapon, s^wse*, £«, siw, 

strong constitution of body, ^ss^oPi, 

^ a coat of mail, eJ^sf, Sw/roS a hard 

or durable plaster. £&*) sSowri a cage set with 

diamonds. 

S. vat a, s. The large banyan, Ficus 

Indica. 

S. od&3?f vat alt a, S. Pulse ground or fried 

in oil or butter. 2. any soft lump of a medici¬ 

nal preparation. e«S \nr such taken for 

flatulence, nsvow sfeJtf 0ne made from pome¬ 

granate stones. 

C. od&iatd, o3T5fd vatura, vathdra, s. 

The compound or enclosure of a house. 

s. vatu, vatuka, s. A lad, 

young man. 

vatta, s. The agio or difference in 

the exchange of money, or the rate of exchange 

between rupees, &e., of different species,- 2. 

, deceiving, ^gj &>, to make an 

allowance. ®7‘', to deduct some¬ 

thing in exchanging money. « 

iu exchanging this rupee what 

agio do you ask ? 3W,tS inferior gold. 

^ inferior silver. 

c. 

vatta-ckila, vatte-chila, 

vatta-sanchi, vatte-sanchi, s. A bag 

for betel leaf, areca nut, &c., having several 

compartments. 

G. vattaja, [t^w] s. Tribute. 

G.vat tale, [eA^d] s. A mass, heap. 

G. ed&d^ vattu, See 

A. G. vatte, S. A path, road, way. 

c- vatteisu, v. a. To amass, heap 

together. 

C. cdbSjvatra, adj. Curved, circular. doa, 

zj'tSjXjy the letter d. t»&r the letter^. 

G. sdrfosodo vadambadu, See ^cwso. 

A. c. vadake, s. A spittoon. 

C. dzdodoo vadayu, [dz&] v. a. To experi¬ 

ence, receive. $?aSiSfg(5*» to be wounded. 

G. drfeo vadalu, s. The body. 

C. sd&X vadiga, s. An affix of nouns, to in¬ 

timate a person’s trade or employment; as3 

5^® a flower; start a person who deals in 

flowers, a florist. a female florist. 

G. sd&odo, ■rftfodo vadiga, vadeya, See 

Eoticrio. 

0. od c§ vade, S. A cake made from the meal 

of the Phaseolus mungo. v. a. [^] To break. 

A. 0. sdp4 vaili, v. n. To know, understand, 

sfrirbcb it is known. 

C. dpS* vaniga, s. An affix of nouns, to 

express disposition or habit; as, a bribe; 

ejo^srirt a person fond of bribes. a 

word; stowtosirirt a person prone to talk too 

much. sfJ®5bsirfJN, rt a very loquacious 

woman. 

s. tfo^vanijanu, vanikku, 

s. A merchant, trader. 

S. ojpc3f^o vanijya, s. Traffic, trade, com¬ 

merce. 

S. sdg, dsta vat, vattu, adj. As, like, 

similar. 2. an affix added to nouns to denote 

a person in possession of any quality or thing. 

sire so, sis^ ts djjda to do accord¬ 

ing to law. a face as beau¬ 

tiful as the moon. possessed of wealth. 

S. Sd^ vatsa, s. A child. 2. a calf. 

s. od%#d vatsatara, s. A steer. 

s. i£p vatsandbha, 

vatsandbhi, s. An active vegetable poison. 

s. vatsara, s. A year. 

s. da(<y, sd3^> vatsala, vatsale, adj. 

Fond, loving,' kind, affectionate, af¬ 

fection, fondness, kindness, regard. 

S. sd<§^ vatse, s. A girl. 2. the breast. 

S. odd^d vadana, s. The mouth, the visage 

face, countenance. rtw Ganesha. &&& 

sjrfst Hagagriva. vomom a woman with 

a face like the lotus. a woman 

whose face resembles the moon, 

s. sddjd^, sdcys^g vadanya, vaddnya, 

adj. Beneficent, liberal, generous. 

S. deed'd vaddvada, s. Speaking; a 

speaker, adj. Able to speak well, eloquent. 

S. oddedo Vadisu, V. n. To speak, talk. 

S. odrf("> vadya, adj. Much. 

s. dzjk, dzj>jsS3 vadhu, vadhuti, s. A 

woman, bride, wife. bride and bride¬ 

groom. 



S> vadhe, s. Killing, murder. to 

kill, murder. deserving of death, 

S. ai^ vana, s. A garden, grove, forest, wood. 

2. water; a cascade, fountain. 3. a house, 

residence, adj. Wild, not domesticated or 

tame. a tax collected from indivi¬ 

duals conveying wood and timber from go¬ 

vernment forests. sipa the lotus, growing 

in water. PP&d, Pp\i4d a monkey, or other 

animal living in forests. PP PoSop a wild 

buffalo. PP dw a wild elephant. PP P&> 

a wild beast, PP ots residence in a for¬ 

est. PP one who resides in a forest, 

a garden contiguous to a house or town, 

vons^s sift, PP a pleasure garden. sfo 

eSj dpi Sugrlvas pleasure garden, Pp, 
so-sorisj dp pleasure gardens of Indra. 

4 Pp Kubera’s pleasure garden. PP P>®& a 

wild jasmin. PP a gad-fly, sift sfraeJ 

Vishnu’s garland. dra©, pp Pszznpd Vish¬ 

nu. PpPvP^, "ft a sort of kidney bean. 

PP 5$ the ocean. dpi ii>3S rjiOTod the mun¬ 

dane egg, the universe. 

S. vanas-pati, s. a tree which 

bears fruit but has no apparent blossoms, as 

several species of the large fig, &c. 

S. 'rfjj'sodoo vanayu, s. A country so call¬ 

ed, distinguished for its breed of horses. P 
f550-'JOM a horse from this country. 

S. vani, s. A garden, forest. 

s. vanite, s. A woman. 

S. vampa/ca, s. a mendicant, 

beggar. 

S. vanouJta, s. A monkey, an in¬ 

habitant of the forest. 

S. vanya, vanye, s. A mul¬ 

titude of groves, adj. Wild, savage, sylvan. 

S. vapana, s. Sawing. 2. shaving. 

s. vapu, vapussu, s. The 

body. 

S. o3lS vape, s. The mucus or glutinous 

secretion of the flesh or bones. 2. the mem¬ 

brane offered to fire in sacrifices. 

G. vappa, See 

A. 0. vappalia, s. Counting cattle. 

2. consent, agreement. 

T. b. vappara, See PPj. 

G. vappdri, See «^e. 

A. C. vappuka, See d*s^. 

S. ririj vapra, s. A rampart, bank. 2. a 

field, 3. the side of a hill 

s. vapra-kride, s. Butting, as 

of an elephant, a bull, &c. 

s. vamathu, s. Vomiting. 2. 

water ejected from an elephant’s trunk. 

S. vamana, s. Vomiting. 2. pain. 

3. oblations to fire. 

S. ’d&o vami, s. Vomiting, sickness. 

S. o^cdoKb^ vayassu, s. Age, time of life. 

2. puberty, youth. a youth, 

a man in the prime of life. a friend, 

associate, contemporary. •*<**>% a female 

friend or confidant. an 

aged man, a man well stricken in years. 

C. ;3(xba>^ vaydli, s. A chariot, car. 2. 

galloping. 

C. vaina, s. Detail, particulars. 2. 

manner, circumstances, way, the art of doing 

a thing. P&iPP»?\ at large, particularly, in 

detail. 

T. B. ^o!)od vaira, See ^ and »fW|- 

c. s3c£bd vaira, s. The heart of a tree. 

S. ■rfd vara, s. A blessing, boon, gift, espe¬ 

cially from a brahman or deity. 2. engag¬ 

ing, appointing, selecting. 3. requesting, 

soliciting, especially prevailing on a person, 

by entreaty, to undertake any business. 4. 

surrounding, encompassing. 6. a husband, 

bridegroom. 6. a son-in-law. 7. a scab¬ 

bard, sheath, adj. Best, excellent. 2. eldest. 

3. a little approved, slightly liked, better, 

preferable. pot to confer a boon. 

d^PPo dOT 30's **at«*> though 

God vouchsafed a blessing, the priest with¬ 

held it. sot to entreat a favour. 

to go from the place of bathing and 

sleep before an idol, in order to receive fa¬ 

vourable intimations, in a dream, respecting 

the obtaining of a family. dd ^2^ the pre¬ 

sent made by a bride’s father to the bride¬ 

groom, at the consummation of a marriage. 

PP pjttl respectful attentions shewn by the 

same to the bridegroom on the above occasion, 

ddd one who confers a boon, dcd oi&sstajJn 

Vishnu, worshipped under this designation 
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at Conjeveram. dd 8o(j3 a husband not tall 

enough for his wife. Sjc&o zlti a woman 

choosing her own husband, djcrioo 3:3 303o, 

sins sfcadj to choose one’s own husband. 

33 3.5a d the garland put by a woman 

on the husband of her choice, 33 3d a king, 

chief man. 3d, 3d 3jjp a chief sage. 3 

o^od the head. 2. a privity, 3ca dos^zo, 3 

d 3ri r?s a handsome, elegant woman. 33 

3,3sd a boon or blessing vouchsafed by a 

brahman or a deity. 

S. 0<3 varanda, s. A pimple on the face. 

2. a heap of grass. 3, a verandah, portico. 

s. varandaka, s. A sore or pim¬ 

ple on the face. 

c. varaka, s. A ditch, moat. 

H. o38sOi varakfiu, s. Gilt. 2. a single card. 

3. a leaf. id°rradd 33soo gold leaf. 

3dsx silver leaf or foil, 3dsoj a card. 

G. s38ao varagu, See ^ddo. 

G. dtiS&s varachu, See ^d^o. 

s. odd S3, sddSS varata, varate, s. A 

goose or female swan. 

G. dddo varadu, v. n. To grind with the 

teeth. 

S. oddp® varanct, s. An enclosure, an out¬ 

er building or wall of masonry. 

s. ddrsdJa)©^ varana-mdlike, s. The 

garland put by the bride upon the bridegroom 

when he first presents himself at the mar¬ 

riage. 

s. Sddp9c0 varanasi, s. Benares. 

G. dd<§ varate. See ^d<§. 

s. varatra, s. A leathern thong or 

girth. 

S. oddrf varada, adj. Favourable, indul¬ 

gent, propitious, giving. 

C. varadi, s. News, report, intelli¬ 

gence. adj. Hired, 33a a hired bul¬ 

lock. 33&t 2S<v’o to report the news, 33& 

to deliver in a report, 3d a a 

gateway report. 33& a report from a 

pass, 3da a patrole report. 

s. dd;3d vara-nara, s. A king, chief, 

chief man. 

G. dde;o varal, varalu, [to3u>] s. 

A kind of machine for forcing batter through 

into boiling ghee, &c., in the form of pipes. 

2. a large mortar, for beating off husk from 

corn. 

s. dddp'Ss-^) varavarnini, s. An excel¬ 

lent or virtuous woman. 

G. sddci> varasu, See ^dA>. 

c. sddro varase, See 3?>«. 

0. oddssu varaha, s. A pagoda coin. 2. 

an abbreviated term for a thousand pagodas. 

3d<55® gold a little below the highest 

touch. os trio 3dsss a pagoda worth ten 

gold fanams. 3dsss a common pagoda 

of forty' live silver fanams. 3d«sv>, 8o 

3d55s a pagoda of the value of thirteen 

gold fanams. ^33 v^cdodjs^odo 33m»=#^ 3^ 

33^ he has, no doubt, a thousand pagodas. 

G. cdd<^fo varalu, v. n. To cry, roar. s. 
[jodvb] a large mortar. 

s. duD^, 7jU7j-& vardka, vardki, adj. 

Low, vile, impure. 2. unable, disqualified. 

S. dUD&3 varata, s. The seed vessel of the 

lotus. 2. the small shell called a cowrie. 3. 

the name of a country. 

s. vardtaka, vardtike, 
s. A rope, cord, string. 2. the cowrie shell, 

used as a coin. 3. the seed vessel of the 

lotus. 

H. dODCjS varada, s. A subscription raised 

among farmers to defray the public expenses 

of a village. Tiunans 33^, 3otos Jos* 

to make a subscription. 

D. oS'G'dsj varata, s. An assignment, orijer, 

demand for payment. «&^3j 3cra3 a com¬ 

pulsory or peremptory demand for payment. 

c. dcreb varadi, s. Abridge. 

c. duT>d vardri, See 

s. doi>&, s3tn>rJ vardshi, vardsi, s. A 

coarse cloth. 

s. du^5o varaha, $. A hog, boar. 3o»s5 

=^33 a brush, used by goldsmiths, &c. 3ot 

53®3s®d the third incarnation of Vishnu, 

under the form of a boar. 3o»^ 3co<3^ the 

impression or eign of a boar placed at the 

bottom of a deed of gift of land, &c. 

s. duD^, du-35o^as^c vardla, varaha- 

kurcha,. s. A brush. 
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T. B. varala, s a cowrie or 

small shell, used as a coin. 

s. aj'Oh^ varali, s. The name of a tune. 

C. dt) vari, s. Any tax, assessment, duty. 

2. a line, single line. 36^ to impose a 

tax. to levy or raise taxes. "ty 

Scb to pay taxes. to miss 

the line, go out of the line, wd to 

write so as not to deviate from the line. $$ 

7^ QxA <Se)-3- write me a copy. 

sf& rfe XOoisift loScrfotftyo you must write the 

same number of lines (in each). S&rorf a tax 

gatherer. 

c. d&7\j3, varigu, va- 

rige, varivigu, postposition, Till, until, 

as far as. « “jujOfi sJO A g0 as far as 

that village. 

C. otoH, varishe, 

varise, varshe, varse, s. A congratu¬ 

latory present on auspicious occasions, carried 

in procession to the house of a friend or re¬ 

lation. 2. a turn, time. 3. affinity. 4. a 

row, line. 5. order, arrangement. sSot&sJ^ 

A$A «5tyo We must 

go to the nuptial house with a congratula¬ 

tory present. We 

must present our daughter with a present of 

congratulation. wshb they 

are standing in a row. 3*0^ sSSS a relation 

or affinity. tsgi an intermittent 

fever, sfety the leaves of a tree used 

in intermittent fevers. 

A%d dOittissA uoi jn our house one 

expense has come upon us in succession to 

another. 3ore& #js^o to take one’s turn. 

S. varisu, v. a. To desire, wish, 

covet. 2. to select, choose a wife, marry, 

betroth. 3. to single out, as a ’particular 

deity for worship. 

S. varishtha, adj. Best, greatest, 

largest, most preferable. 

S. varigu, adj. More, better, 

greater. 

S. stoops varuna, s. The Hindu Neptune, 

deity of the waters, and regent of the west. 

s’tfcirD a =5^ the west. 

S. Stoos^ varutra, s. An upper and outer 

garment. 

a. stoo€, stoorS varushe, varuse, See 

s#8«, 

t. b. ritioTo, totova, varusa, 

varusha, varusha, [sJsty] s. a year. 

S. varutha, s. A war chariot or 

car. 2. a sort of ledge round a carriage, as 

a defence against collision. 

8. stojsCfO varuthini, s. An army. 

S. todiopSij varenya, adj. Chief, noble, 

principal, pre-eminent. 

S. o3a£" varga, s. A class, tribe. 2. a 

multitude of similar things. 3. a chapter, 

section. 4. exchange, transfer, a 

classified letter. Srir a cement com¬ 

pounded of eight ingredients, used for secu¬ 

ring an idol, sjjrty dAr a chapter on heaven. 

cSsi drtr the aggregate of ingredients in any 

medicinal compound. 

s. varchassu, s. Form, figure, 

shape. 2. light, lustre. 3. faeces, 

a handsome man. holiness 

resulting from the study and observance of 

the Vedas. 

S. odsys- varja, See sto^r. 

S. varjana, S. Abandonment, re¬ 

linquishment, quitting, abandoned, 

avoided. 2. excepted, excluded. 

improper, censurable. 2. proper to be avoided. 

sidrA to relinquish, give up, abandon. 

S. varjya, adj. Proper to be re¬ 

frained from, avoided or abandoned. 2. 

empty, wanting, absent, s. An unlucky pe¬ 

riod of the day. 2. cessation, vacation. & 

there is no food to¬ 

day, or, there is an absence of food to-day. 

'qoA how many hours of 

this day are unlucky ? 

S. o3p®s~ varna, s. A class, tribe, caste. 2. 

the order or arrangement of a song or poem. 

3. colour, tint, hue. 4. a musical mode. 5. 

any letter of the alphabet. dnr the 

priestly order, &c. « s*f»r the letter 

dnr a white colour, drssr to paint, 

dye. dnrd ^ to sing words as ar¬ 

ranged in a tune, the alphabet. 

sinr rfjs^rf Saraswati, whose form is letters, 

an articulate sound. 
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s. varnana, varnune, 

s. Describing, explaining, expatiating upon, 

pointing out qualities or excellencies. 2. co¬ 

louring, painting, writing. 3. praise, pane¬ 

gyric. stasis sSrsFd to a com¬ 

plete poem there are eighteen qualities (or 

properties, or subjects). 

S. ■rfpis" varni, s. A JBramhachdri, after his 

investiture with the sacred thread. 

S. varnita, adj. Described. 2. 

panegyrised. 3. painted. 

S. .rfp? £"?jJ varnisu, v. a. To describe, ex¬ 

plain, point out. 2. to praise, commend, 

flatter. 

S. vartaka, s. A trader, merchant. 

2. a horse’s hoofs. 3. a sort of quail, Perdix 

dioeea. trade, traffic, commerce. 

the profession of a merchant. w«i 

v«e •fir* he is a rich or great merchant. 

M. vartanuha, s. Use, in use, 

zS&fcmws sSrado to use, employ, 

s. ^s-^, ^s-;3 vartana, vartane, 

s. Occupation, profession, living, livelihood. 

2. established, fixed, or customary fees, espe¬ 

cially those payable in grain to the public 

servants of a village or town, for their liveli¬ 

hood. 3. staying, abiding. *S&steF;5 chang¬ 

ing, exchanging, ts esoriacrfo ddF^ sires =&® 

deal always at that shop. 

^ to cease to be on intimate or familiar terms 

with. 

s. vartamdna, s. Intelli¬ 

gence, news, information, intimation, notice. 

2. in gram, the present tensa FSiresi 5 

sJjaz& to inquire after the news. 

sirajS way the present tense of a verb. 

s. vartaruka, s. A crow’s nest. 

S. varti, s. The wick of a lamp. 2. 

sandal or other perfume for the person. 3. 

the foil placed under a precious stone, to in¬ 

crease its lustre. 

S. vartishnu, adj. Fixed, sta¬ 

tionary. 

S. o^ISc" cjo vartisu, «. «. To be going on, 

be in a state of action. 2. to act, behave. 3. 

to be used, as a word, in any particular sense, 

s. -<ti, vartula, vartula, 

adj. Spherical, globular, circular, round. 

S3'0 

s. ^^g~, vartma, variant, $. 

A way, path, road. the god of 

fire. 

s. sdz^roB vardhanti, s. A birthday fes¬ 

tivity. 

S. vardhaka, s. An increaser, 

augmenter, promoter, prosperer. 

S. o!>Zp£~■§■ vardhaki, s. A carpenter. 2. a 

strumpet, adulteress. 

S. vardhana, $. Increase, growth. 

adj. Increasing, growing, thriving. sf^Fsire 

$ increasing, prospering, thriving. 

s. vardhamdnaka, s. A 

lid, cover. 

S. vardhita, adj. Increased, grown, 

thriven. 

s. vardhishnu, adj. Growing, 

multiplying, thriving. 

S. vardhisu, V. n. To grow, pros¬ 

per, thrive. 

S. 35'^os- varma, s. Armour, mail. 3Sora 

armed, accoutred. 

S. sdodoS" varya, adj. Excellent, powerful, 

chief. 

S. varsha, S. A year. 2. rain. 3. a 

division of the known continent. Nine are 

reckoned; as, Sodr^crio, dja^slresf^, 

sdd, rTin^’Sj, •S-j^d, *dd^. sS;*f 

sidF^ a hill in the centre of these countries. 

si^Fs'oF, 5jS.f dj^j, sJs^sf bo the rainy sea¬ 

son. a yearly account. ^£\»fo3 

annual revenue. ranother year, 

more than a year. the first annual 

offering made to the manes of departed an¬ 

cestors. sjisfW a yearly payment, 

hail. pad the stream of rain. 

rfdFoS a birthday festivity. 

s. varshd-bhu, s. A frog.. 

s. varshisktha, adj. Oldest, 

very*'old. sJi^Fcda older, elder, PlA‘<Fcrireod 

the elder man. sSt^ro&reoiS, d^^Fcdov’J the 

elder woman. 

S. varshma, s. The body. 2. mea¬ 

sure. 3. height, elevation. 

S. vala, s. A giant slain by Indra. 

S. ojW A^i valagna, s. The middle of the 

day, noon. 
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S. oj&Oi valaja, s. The cus-cus or scented 

grass. 

G. valapu, St Love, regard, 

fondness. sJw^ins§r a female friend. 

s. 'zStfzp valabhi, valabhi, s. The 

wooden frame of a thatch. 2. a turret or 

temporary building on the top of a house. 

s. ^odo valaya, s. A bracelet, armlet. 2. 

a sore throat, an inflammation of the larynx’ 

&c. 3. a boundary, enclosure. 4. a globe, 

orb, circle, sphere. 5. an assembly. ssiej 

°'J the terrestrial globe. 2. the sea. ^ 

vtio a female assembly. an assem¬ 

bly of people. 

A. C. T&i0& valaya, s. A sky-lark. 

s. valala, s. A cook. 

A. c. sd£>3dd, valavara, valam- 

vara, s, Love, affection, fondness. 2. 

strength, might. 3. violence. 

c. 3&>7§ valashe, valase, s. People 

moving en masse, from the alarm or fear of 

an invasion. 4vS eAedarij people to flee from 

their houses through fear. sSvS 

people to leave, all at once, one village 

and go to another for safety. 

A. C. odD vali, s. A wave, surge, billow. 

A. G. TdDodo V ally a, s. A sky-lark. 

G. •rfe) vale, vali, [^d] s. A fire-place, 

hearth. 

s. sdetfi; val/ca, valkala, s. The 

bark or fibres of a tree. 2. the scales of a 

fish. 

S. 3© ^ valyita, s. A horse’s gallop. 

S. valffil, s. A goat. arf/. ITandsome, 

beautiful. 

s. sdSysS irfeKfSr valmika, valmika, s 
—o —6 

An ant hill, hillock, ground thrown up by 

moles, &c. 

S. oo£^ valla, s. Winnowing corn. 2. pro¬ 

hibition, prohibiting. 

S. Ste £ vallaki, s. The vine or Indian 

lute. 

friend. 2. a superintendent, overseer. 

4 a female lover or friend, a wife. rfgj 

4 a husband, dear as life. *$» £§>4 a king. | 
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^4 Rdma. osw sfjgtf one who is a fa¬ 

vourite at court. 

S. vallari, s. A compound pedicle. 

2. a creeping or winding plant. 

S. vallava, S. A herdsman. 

S. od^ valli, s. A creeper, any creeping 

plant. 

t. b. vavvdlu, s. A bat. 

S. vasha, s. Subjection, submission, the 

state of being completely tamed or over¬ 

powered. 2. charge, possession. fate, 

providence. 4$ a barren cow. 2. a woman 

under subjection. =#js^o to get into 

one’s power or possession, to take charge of. 

sitorio to become subject to, in the power of. 

ztistSr, afiSosJtS one who is in subjection and 

not his own master. subjection, sub¬ 

duing, overcoming by drugs, charms, &c. ^ 

the act of getting into one’s power or 

possession. 

S. od^ vashya, adj. Subject, subjected, 

captivated. 2. tame, humble, docile, govern¬ 

able. s. Enchanting, seducing, captivating, 

charming by drugs, &c. charming, 

captivating, or seducing a woman, ^ 

bringing over a king to one’s views. sfco 

a charm used in captivating or seducing. 

"^5 a drug for a similar purpose. 

a decoy powder. 

T. B. ■JjTo Vasa, g. Subjection, submis¬ 

sion, seduction. 2. See 4S. ^ 

to administer decoys or lures. 

S. t5oj02> vasanta, S. The season of spring, 

or its deified personification, c. A red water- 

made wfith turmeric and fine lime. SsSostear, 

rfjjosS sftSot WvV the season of spring. 

4®^, strict ^*>^tAthe Indian cuckoo. 

to# the trumpet flower. 2. a large and 

beautiful creeper. Cupid, friend of 

Spring. the mango which blos¬ 

soms in Spring. a Spring festi¬ 

val. 2. the last and principal day of a fes¬ 

tival. sixioss c3ejj to throw red water on 

people at the above festival. 

Sdrvei V as all, s. A house, dwelling, re¬ 

sidence. 2. allowance, pay. adj. Commo¬ 

dious, convenient, agreeable. 

the place is not agreeable. 
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t. B. vasana, s. Cloth, clothes. in 

* sriKrishna, with a yellow cloth. S>t*J £ 

Balardma, with a blue cloth. 

T. B. vasayisu, v. a. To invei¬ 

gle, seduce, charm. 2. to get into one’s 

power or possession. 3. to reside, dwell. 

S. vasa-vase, s. Peevishness, ir¬ 

ritableness. 

C. a^ofSU*) vasdrd, s. A verandah. 

G. vasige-prasta, s. A cere¬ 

mony on a girl’s becoming of age. 

S. 'rfrJoa, vasishthd, s. A divine sage of the 

first order. 

S. vasisu, v. n. To reside, dwell, 

live, 

H. S)7> vasild, s. An asylum, refuge, 

shelter, protection. to shelter, 

protect. 

S. od<v3 VUSU, s. A kind of demi-god, of 

whom eight are enumerated, viz., P&, 

e?w, es?fu, and 

2. wealth. 3. the god of fire. 4 a ray of 

light. 6. the tie of a yoke. ;S~o£3, 330$, 

rfsh rt$r, sjjkrfoS the earth. ^7i>, wzi 3 

the sun. siTh, siA the moon, 

a king so called. Krishna’s 

father. 

t. b. ■rfcejsQ vastiri, [tint*s8=#] g. The 

small pox. si?ijsd swsz&) to innoculate, vacci¬ 

nate. sijjusSctijsrio to have the small pox. 

H. 'rfreJStyo vasulu, s. Collection, especial¬ 

ly of revenue. 2. acquisition, sS3»w> 

to collect revenue. 2. to amass wealth, si 

to become collected. £3?% £-&avd a 

collection in kind. 3rttSo sSrfjawo a collection 

in ready money. sWvstw ezra-8- a balance of 

collected revenue. 2. collection and balance 

due. 

S. 33 co vase, s. The serum or marrow of the 

flesh. 2. the marrow of the bones. 3. the 

membrane offered to fire in sacrifices. 

S. vasti, s. The abdomen, or the part 

of the belly below the navel. 2. the end of 

a cloth, c. Halting, sojourning, 

a custom of yogis cleansing the bowels by 

the introduction, through the mouth, of a 

cloth thirty yards long, steak to cleanse 

the abdomen, as above. 2. to halt, sojourn. 

sflystePitk to be sojourning or halting in a 

place, 

S. ^coQn vastu, s. A thing, matter, sub¬ 

stance. 2. natural disposition, essential pro¬ 

perty, nature, or essence. 

S. j vastra, s. Cloth, clothes, raiment. 

food and raiment, a tent, 

forcing any powder through a dry 

cloth, instead of a sieve. 

S. vaha, s. A bearer, snstainer. 

the god of fire, he who bears away obla¬ 

tions. && a cloud, as being the bearer 

of rain. 

S. oo<x>i$ vahuna, s. Bearing, conveying. 

2. a vehicle, conveyance. 3. a raft, float, 

boat. 

H. o3s©&3s)<^ vahawa, interj. Bravo! well 

done! 

C. S$3o vahi, s. An account book, a book, 

tract, &c. 

S. vahitra, s. A boat, vessel, raft, 

float. 

A. 0, cd§o<£J vahila, s. Haste, speed, velo¬ 

city. 

S. T$Sqc\.0 vaJlisu, v. a. To sustain, support, 

bear. 

C. vahni, s. Fire, or its deity. 

A. C. val, s. The rings on a horse’s 

bridle. 

C. vala, An affix of nouns implying pro¬ 

fession ; as a washed or bleached cloth j 

a wasliei’man. 

G. valage, postposition, In, 

within, adj. Inner, inward, internal. 

A. o. valayinke, adv. 

Within. 

S. valaksha, adj. White, pure. 

C. OizpTy valdgra, adj. Indige¬ 

nous, home (produce.) 

S. vali, s. A corrugation or fold of the 

stomach above the navel, a threefold 

corrugation, considered as a beauty in women. 

A. C. valige, s. A mouthful of any¬ 

thing. 

A. C. vale, £s&s?j s. Bain. 

T. B. S^odo valeya, See aucsfc. 
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s. vaksha, vakshassu, s. 
The breast, bosom, chest. 

the female breast. 

H. S3D vd, interj. Of delight or surprise. 

vS&hfi rfjsaaa ha! ha! you have done well. 

S. S'so^ vdnchhe, s. Desire, wish. 2. love, 

attachment, £jws>tf according to one’s 

wish. 3»oepal desired, wished. OToeP~J to 

desire, wish. 

D. S7>o6jx), 330&3 vdntd, vdnte, s. Sub¬ 

traction or division, in arithmetic. 

S. STSOS? vanta, adj. Vomited. vom¬ 

iting. a*68 ■j?^o cholera. 

S. zstofy'd vdmshika, s. A piper, flute player. 

H. &3^° vdh, interj. Of delight or surprise; 

ha! ha! 

S. S3D®'5'&3 vdhkiti, s. A porpoise, 

c. vdkarisu, vakali- 

SU, [iitfOitf] v. n. To hawk, as in spitting. 

2. to retch, puke, be qualmish. 3. to loathe; 

the stomach to turn at. retch¬ 

ing, qualmishness. 

s. S3D£ro08^ vdkuncha, s. The plant, ser- 

ratula anthelmintica. 

S. S3t)^o^ vdkku, s. A word, speech, d's 

abuse, vile language. gossip¬ 

ing, chattering. 2. inordinately devoted to 

appetite, always talking about one’s belly. 

elegance of speech, srarw w a fyse 

promisa 2. putting off by vain excuses, ss 

K^docdor the sweetness-of words. a 

mere word, just a word, scurri¬ 

lity, abuse, defamation. 2. assault, violence. 

adj. Wordy, a deposition, 

the deposition of a witness. ?*> a® 

3 a promise. Brihaspati 

or Jupiter. 2. Bramha. an offen¬ 

sive speech. speaking in favour of, 

so as to assist. jrsPio&^ai) an organ of speech. 

the opening of a speech, an exordium, 

introduction, eloquence, rhetorical 

composition, a® rt sfy * a sweet word or speech. 

a witty speech. Saraswati, 

goddess of speech. loquacious, talkative. 

silent, taciturn, mute. res¬ 

trained speech. a a true word. 2. the 

true prediction of an astrologer, 3® ns 13 flu¬ 

ency, ease, or rapidity in reading and speak¬ 

ing. ab overcoming in argument. 3®* 

v, eloquent, ready, powerful in 

speaking, of few words, speaking 

little, humbly, or guardedly. 3*=5^*ai)r elo¬ 

quence. 5151 reading with distinct utter¬ 

ance and accuracy. 2. eloquence, rhetoric. 

3. great talking and little doing, srarrejri 

quarrelling. 

S. S3T>t!r^ vdkya, s. A sentence. 2. a rule. 

an excellent sentence, 

listening to an excellent sentence. 

S. vdgurika, s. A hunter, deer 

catcher. 

S. 3T>7\0T? vagure, s. A net for catching deer. 

S. 53t>3VDg<rf vdgwdda, s. Quarrel, dispute. 

S. S3 D'ajdvdghes. The reins of a horse’s bridle. 

s. S3D8^oodoS±) vdchamyama, s. A holy 

sage practising rigid taciturnity, devoid of 

passions and unmoved by pain or pleasure. 

S. S3t>^£ vdchaka, s. Prose. 2. facility in 

reading, reading. 0^8 a manner or mode 

of reading, 5®I3, <£jst;dr§ fluency 

in reading, ability in reading. 

s. s3X)^=-s<s;^, sreesT) 

vdchata, vdchdla, vdchdlaka, 

vdchdlaka, adj. Eloquent, talkative, 

s. vdcham-agochara, 

adj. Ineffable, indescribable, impossible or 

unlawful to be expressed. 

S. S33S3=S>e^ vdchdlaka, s. A great talker. 

S. S3U8#7&> vdchisu, V. a. To read, speak, 

utter. 

S. S3*)8i^ vdchya, adj. Pit or proper to be 

spoken. improper to be mentioned. 

wsiSrt ssEJSjsrseSj he knows not how 

to distinguish between what is proper to be 

said and what is not. 

S3D&( vdja, s. The feather of an arrow. 2. 

a wing or feather. 3. speed, haste, celerity. 

S. S3T&J& vdjanu, S. A goldsmith. 

S. S3D&fE^odi vdjapdya, s. A kind of sa¬ 

crifice with a sheep. 

S. S3»;23 vdji, s. A bird. 2. a horse. 3. an 

arrow. the stimulus or excite¬ 

ment of amorous desires by apliradisiacs, &c. 

sst3 sse? a stable. 
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H. S3X>^s3 vdjibi, adj. Reasonable, jast, pro¬ 

per, right. d^dj srseSOt unreasonable, impro¬ 

per. straa a proper, true word. 3**3 

’fvrS a proper business. 

S. 3D33T)^ vdng-mdtra. See under ^^4. 

s. st>&3 vdta, s. A path, way. 2. a line of 

houses or a range of buildings. 3. a place. 

c&Wp a place of sacrifice. a 

harlot’s residence. 

C. Z57>bi vdta, s. A race, run. 2. a current. 

3. a slope, incline. 4. convenience. 5. means. 

adj. Easily procured. S><td> a current of 

water, or the passage for water to run in. 63 

the means of doing that work 

have escaped. 

S. ST)S3, ST>£3t? vditi, vdtike, s. An or¬ 

chard, garden. 2. a place, residence. «J^b^ 

Tr»t3=# a harlot’s residence. 

G. ST) £3 vdte, [tiS] s. A fracture, hole. 2. 

the stone of a mango. 

G-. ST)rf vdda, [irs] s. A boat. 

C. ST)Sir? vddike, adj. Common, customary, 

usual, habitual, in general practice, versed in, 

experienced in. s. Custom, use, practice, 

experience, ssa# rs,^ X am not ac¬ 

customed to that work. 

G. ST)tf vdde, s. A huge store-vessel used for 

keeping corn in, and constructed of baked 

earthen rims piled one upon another. 

S, ST)p$ vdn'l, s. Saraswati. 2. speech. ^ 

Bramha. srsrf an oracle, a voice 

from heaven. 

S. ST)p§3^) vdnijya, s. Trade, traffic, com¬ 

merce. 

S. ST)pivdnini, s. An actress, dancing girl. 

2. a sharp, clever, or intriguing woman. 3. 

a woman, literally or figuratively, intoxicated. 

S. ST)^ vdta, s. Air, wind. 2. rheumatism, 

gout, inflammation of the joints. 

an induration of the mesenteric glands. 

99* the pulse indicated by the first of three 

fingers placed at once on the wrist. 

a corpulent body. a hand un¬ 

naturally large, from some morbid affection. 

vsvo Elephantiasis. ^ £,&), 

a deer, surpassing the wind in velocity. 

* a very high state of 

rheumatic affection. 

53s>c3 

S. S3T)3T)Odo^ vdtdyana, a window, 

opening for the admission of air. 

S. o3T)fi£j«)<S) vatula, s. A whirlwind, gale, 

hurricane, adj. Gouty, rheumatic. 2. mad. 

S. vdtye, s. A gale, hurricane, 

whirlwind. 

S. vdtsalya, S. Parental affection, 

love, tenderness. 

S. T3T)Q vada, s. A dissertation, discourse, 

dispute, discussion. a-ad criticism, 

refutation. 2. irrelevant objection. d3satf 

(mercurial dispute) alchymy, transmutation 

of metals. to debate, discuss, 

dispute. courting discussion, debate, 

or argument. 

0. ST>u> vdda, s. A ditch outside premises 

to prevent ingress, 2. a pit for catching 

elephants, &c. 

S. S3T)C)^ vddana, adj. Sounding, as musi¬ 

cal instruments, s. The sound or noise made 

by musical instruments. 

S. S3T>& vddi, s. The complainant. 

S. TjT)£) s) vdditra, S. A musical instru¬ 

ment. 

S. o3T) £)r\b vddisu, v. n. To argue, debate, 

discuss. 

S. S3T)rf^ vddya, s. Any musical instru¬ 

ment. 2. music. 3. abuse. ** any 

stringed instrument. ararSj a drum made 

with an earthen vessel $3 Ssrij music made 

with cymbals. 2. superior music. 63fSri 

drum or tambour music. sbUd Tradt, ;y* 

dj a wind instrument, darfj spao^ the shell 

of a drum. 3oso COnch music. d<v Trarij 

martial music. Tragg, TrstSg the noise 

made by beating the mouth while crying. * 

sradj a small double drum, ^d svd* the 

music made with cymbals. 

T. B. S3T)c^>tta vddhydru, s. A teacher, 

s. vdnaprastha, s. The third 

state or condition of a brahman’s life, that 

of an anchoret, leaving house and family for 

lonely meditation in woods and wilds. 2. a 

hermit, anchoret. the life of 

an anchoret. 

S. S3T)(5tj vdnara, s. All ape or monkey. 

s. vdnaspatya, s. A grove, 

plantation, or clump of trees. 
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S. vanira, s. A sort of cane or 

rattan. 

s. STDtidorf vdpadanda, s. A weaver’s 

loom. 

H. o3X>ojojo vapasu, adv. Behind, again, 

back, returning. 

S. vdpi, s. A well with steps on all 

sides. 

S. vdpita, adj. Shaven. 2. sown. 

S. o3o vama, adj. Beautiful, pleasing. 2. 

left, not fight. 3. reverse, contrary. 4. vile, 

base. 5. crooked. 6. short, 

a woman having beautiful eyes. rodj 

Shiva. ro>diat?sd bad conduct. 

S. vamana, s. A short man, dwarf. 

rodjro^33>d Vishnu's fifth incarnation, as a 

dwarf, to prevent from obtaining domi¬ 

nion over the three worlds. 

S. vdmaluru, s. An ant or 

mole hill, a hillock. 

S. S3T>£b vdmi, s. A mare. 2. a she ass. 3. 

a mule. 

S. vdyana, s. The cakes or sweet¬ 

meats forming a slight refreshment, and 

which may be eaten without being consider¬ 

ed as any breach of a religious fast. 

S. vdyavya, adj. Relating to 

the wind, sacred to iEolus. s. The North 

West quarter. 

S. S'sodoco vdyasa, s. A crow. 

3 an owl, the crow’s enemy. 

H. S3DOvdyide, vdyidd, 

s. An instalment, a term of payment. 

S. vdyu, jg. The god of the wind 

and regent of the North West quarter. 2. 

wind, air. 3. gout, rheumatism, inflamma¬ 

tion of the joints, supposed to be occasioned 

by wind. 4. flatulency. dso the god 

of fire, zncdjo JLavMmanta. 2. JBhima. 

srscrioo a^od a vegetable and medicinal sub¬ 

stance, considered of great efficacy as a ver¬ 

mifuge, &e. p*o?& rocc&o swollen testes, 

sracdx) an affection of the liver, sroto a 

disease which throws the body immoveably 

backward or forwrards. roaio the pal¬ 

sy. rocrfoo rocrfjj to be flatulent, 

rocrioo data to break wind, rocdw Soaodwd X3 

X? medicine which dissipates flatulence. 

S. vara, s. A day of the week. 2. a 

week. 3. a time; as, once, twice, &c. 4. a 

quantity, multitude. rod, esa rod, da 

rod, rod Sunday. sad, c$odb rod, 

siod^ rod Monday, doorts? rod, esorrsd^ rod, 

tjfSdo rod, =5\>w rod Tuesday, rod, ?fr®d^ 

rod Wednesday. roe, rbds rod 

Thursday, 3o=s^ rod, tdojdj rod, qr»rtrd rod 

Friday. rod, djod rod, ad rod Saturday. 

rod a propitious day. rod an un- 

propitious day. roas drado to support a per¬ 

son with food for one day. rod^j^odo dro 

wdoa^j? tie comes once a week, rod rod 

TdodO, rod dd«^, dd, rod ro® a harlot, 

whore. 

0. c3t)d vara, s. A mode of cultivation by 

which the government receives half the pro¬ 

duce in lieu of land rent, roro 3d to take a 

share of the crop, as government does, rooa 

to give to the cultivator his share of 

the crop. rodd ui/sSo land of which the rent 

is paid by half the crop, rodd ddd corn di¬ 

vided between tenant and landlord. roo^ <d 

dro do to divide corn between tenant and 

landlord. 

S. Z5T>tf:& vdraka, s. An opposer, hinderer. 

2. opposing, obstructing, obstacle. 

C. zs~i>xiJ\§> vdragitti, s. A husband’s 

brother’s wife. 

C. vdradi, S. Defect, deficiency. ro 

da «o* there is a deficiency. 

o. nuri B. t$Je) t3 5 vdradi-mdradi, s. 

Change of dress. 2. being helped a second 

time at meals. 

s. zsvdpd vdrana, s. An elephant. 2. 

warding off a blow, guarding, defence. 3. 

prohibition. 4. obstacle, impediment, resis¬ 

tance. rodfasdS, rodrs:je Hastinapura. 

dras d»do to ward off. 2. to prevent, ob¬ 

struct, resist, stop, rodcsrortoto become ab¬ 

solved, as sin; alleviated, as sorrow; remov¬ 

ed, as disease, rodrs docso Ganesba, having 

an elephant’s face. rod« wjd the plaintain 

tree. 

S. £re-dC3-3l> vdrandshi, s. Benares, 

o. Z5D’tii5v-a, s'cdij's’Sa vdrapdki, vd- 

rapdku, s. A pent-house or sloping shed. 

2. a verandah. 
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s. 33^533 P'S vdravuna, s. Armour for the 

body or breast. 2. a quilted jacket. 

h. n'sdroo, vdrasu, vdli- 

vdrasu, s. Heirship, ownership. sStswfcS) 

without heir, OTfljfcnsd an heir, owner, pro¬ 

prietor. 

S. S33U3P36J vdrdnasi, s. Benares. 

C. 3303 vdrdvadhi, s. A bridge. 

H. 33C333t> vdrdvdri, s. Settlement. sa 

c^a»6csjKrtj to become settled. sire 

So to settle. 

s. 3303 & vdrdshi, s. The ocean. 

S. 3303co vdrdhi, s. A sow. 2. dioscorea, 

an esculent root. 3. See under 

S. 33t) vdri, s. Water. 2. an elephant’s 

trap. 3. the place where an elephant is tied 

or fastened. 4. a vegetable perfume. saBd, 

rrse^oo^, stsBotoo, a cloud. sa8&;, 

;s=>edo33, saB'tfsJ the lotus, growing in water. 

SiBw ijsi, znbisrip Bramha. saBsa^Vishnu. 

saBesag- a woman. otBsswoJo, saBraasijJ, sraO 

fcjsajjj), sjsB^ts^ LaJcshmi. saB d§, otO ?a 

$ the ocean. 2. Neptune. saa sao 

a fish. sae rigjo tail. ~aB afeo^, a syringe. 

G. 33t57v vdrige, dat. of safl, Aside, a- 

slant, obliquely. saBrf ^os^rio to get out of 

the way, go on one side. 2. to become obli¬ 

que or slanting. 

G. audsd-^d vari-chappara, s. A shelv¬ 

ing roof supported by pillars. 

S. SSXidcoO vdrisu, v. a. To drive, drive away. 

2. to defend, guard. 3. to oppose, prevent) 

forbid. 

S. 33^0 vdru, s. Water, aadri a cloud, ss 

the ocean. satfc&j the lotus. 

s. 33tj;>pl vdruni, s. Spirituous liquor. 

G. 33'S vare, s. and adj. Slanting, sloping, 

oblique. uaflcdsaft obliquely, slantingly, aslant. 

iradsiJsSo to avert, turn aside, remove, deliver 

from, cure, heal. sadsaUo avoiding, escaping, 

passing by without notice. 

A. 0. vdrjana, s. An avaricious or 

covetous man. 

s. 3333£_:5i, 33 a7>z~-& vdrtdku, vdrtd- 

ki, s. The egg plant or brinjal. 

S. 33«§<r vdrte, s. Tidings, news, intelli¬ 

gence. 2. economy, management. 3. con¬ 

versation. s’o^3 household economy, ma¬ 

nagement of a family, 3»#roS>^ *arS I 

know nothing of him. 

s. 33^=-^, 33^s*^ vdrdhaka, var- 

dhikya, s. Agedness, old age. 2. a com¬ 

pany of old men. sa^r^ 3i^a a kind of 

verse with twenty short feet. 

S. Kraus' vdrdhi, s. The sea, ocean. 

s. •S9Zfas‘b&, SD(^o£'L\ vdrdhushika, 

vdrdhushi, s. An usurer. 

S. vdrshika, s. A medical drug. 

adj. Yearly, annual, belonging to a year. 2. 

in the rainy season. 

S. 33ZA-3E_i2r vdrshuka, s. Sprinkling, wet¬ 

ting. 2. that which sprinkles. 

S. 03 vdla, s. A tail. a fly-brush. 

53-feej^), znvviQ a hairy tail, sauartj the tip of 

the tail, sawaF^ Hanumanta, with a flam¬ 

ing tail. 

s. 5«>c;sDfiJj vdlakhilya, s. A class of 

noted saints. 

G. 330 a vdlaga, s. A public levee 

or durbar. 2. service. 3. music, in the ag¬ 

s. 330^3^ vdlapdshya, s. A garland 

of flowers binding the hair. 2. an ornament 

of gold, &c., with or without jewels, worn 

between the divided hair on the forehead, 

s. 33O330daai vdlavdyaja,s. The onyx. 

C. 3303 odo valdya, adj. Continual, per¬ 

petual. SiCTscrijas^ever, always, continually. 

S. 330 vdli, s. The monkey son of Indra. 

as£w, aa© his son Angada. 

H. 330^ vdli, adj. Chief, superior, principal. 

sjarWo the right or chief owner. 

G. 3300, 030^03“^ vdlu, vdli-kollu, 

[tjws] v. n. To lean against or upon; to light 

or settle upon, as flies. safitij to be leaning 

against, sawos# the act of leaning against- 

s. 3300^ vdluka, s. Sand. 

G. 33^ vale, [t«3] s. Cadjan leaves used to 

write upon, sad^raci a peon, one who carries 

about notes or messages. -8-ssad an ear-ring. 

G. 330^70-5 vdleisu, [^d^] v. a. To love, be 

fond of. 2. to serve, do homage to. 
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S. vdlkala, adj. Made of bark, 

s. grse)^^, s'se^g-d1 vdlmiJei, 

vdlmika, vdlmiki, s. The author of the 

Hamayana. 

S. n «)£}£&£># vdvaduka, « A bold, fluent, 

or loquacious speaker. 2. an earnest student. 

C. vavi, s. Affinity, relationship. 

to violate prohibited degrees of consan¬ 

guinity, to commit incest, relation¬ 

ship by a father’s side, relationship 

by a mother’s side. intercourse with 

relatives, conduct suitable to relationship. 

C. oTSoJ vdshi, vast, adj. Improved, 

better, either in health or quality; preferable. 

s. Preference. 2. fame. otS, 

fame. a celebrated, well known 

man. faithfulness to a promise. 

ro>accto?io to become better or cured, 

& to cure, make better, 

the disease is cured, wafc this 

is much better than that.. sfsS fascina¬ 

tion of countenance. ^ safe, 5^ jsal a lucky 

hand; clever, skilful, successful. is also 

affixed to words denoting fractions, as a mere 

expletive; thus, w*iu>3a& a fourth part, 

half. 

S. STS${^ vashita, s. The chirping of birds. 

S. o3Dro vasa, a. An abode, residence, dwell¬ 

ing. 2. See a place of resi¬ 

dence. najtoaftd) to be resident, dwell. 

residence in a forest. ottJ living in 

a city. fit to reside in, habitable. 

S. ,e3t)roO<§i£ vdsantike, s. A large creeper, 

a species of jasmin. 

S. JTSro^ vdsnne, s. Scent,smell, odour, fra¬ 

grance, flavour. 2. the present consciousness 

of past perceptions, to smell, 

to try the smell. sjwJS* to 

emit a fragrance or smell. a stink, 

disagreeable smell. a delightful fra¬ 

grance. ^ a strong smell. 

ts £>^©§j ]je pas not yet left off that 

bad habit. 

S. SSDrod vasara, s. A day. sadd sforf, ns 

~d the sun. 

G. sracod vdsara, [LStfj adj. Uneven. 

s. S3V)?o^ vdsava, s. Indra. 
Arjuna. sajiaaptois Vishnu. s. 
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s. co vdsava-sajjike, s. A 

woman dressed in all her ornaments, to 

receive her expected lover or husband. 

S. STOror& vdsassu, s. Cloth, clothes. 

S. vdsi, s. A resident,, inhabitant, 

dweller. ns?j a citizen. nsb a 

peasant, villager, sab a hermit. 

C. vdsi, See 

S. vdsita, adj. Perfumed, scented, 

srahrh to emit fragrance. 

S. nuToo, STicoOtS^ vdsu, vdsu-deva, 
s. Krishna. 

S. °3vdsuki, s. The king of serpents; 

T. B. £Si)oJ vdse, [v®s5] s. An oath. 

A. O. SS'SKj vdse, [kssS] s. A line of hair in 

the centre of the breast. 

S. SDco ^3 vdstava, adj. Demonstrated, de¬ 

termined, fixed, substantiated, s. An ap¬ 

pointment. 

S. 53Dro^ vdstamya, s. Reality, truth. 

adj. Real, true. 2. abiding, dwelling. s®^ 

aS^^o to tell truly. 

H. ^'Scd’D , S3V>7?) vdstd, vdste, adj. True, 

real, correct. 

H. OTcd"3 &&Q, 53S<? vdstd-kalam, 

vdste-kalam, s. A seed formerly used in 

making ink. 

S. SS'ScoO vdstu, s. The site of a habitation; 

a house, habitation. the ceremony 

observed in beginning to build a house, when 

a mis-shapen image is formed as its tutelar 

deity, some incantations repeated, and the 

image buried to the centre amidst charcoal, 

&c. so as to be preserved. sao§ an 

appeasing sacrifice for the same. 

the consecration of the above idol. sash 

tSoaouS the idol itself. 

S. S3T>o!j&^E\^IS vdstosh-pati, s. Indra. 

S. 3'd'Za vdha, s. A horse. 2. a bearer. ®° 
a cloud, the bearer of water. 

S. o3t>c^3? vahaka, s. A carrier, bearer, 

porter. 2. one who carries a bier for inter¬ 

ment or burning. 

A. C. S335c£>coj vdhadisu, v. n. To suffer 

great trouble, to be in great and alarming 

danger. 

vahanct, S. A conveyance, vehicle 



of any kind; as, a carriage, car, horse, &c. 2. 

the form of any animal or bird upon which 

an idol is placed when earned in procession. 

ri&izS jrasopi Vishnu, mounted on Garuda. 

OTJoji Shiva, on an ox. 

Bramha, on a swan. sGetA* sssoji Ganesha, 

on a rat. Sd Kubera, on a horse. 2. 

Nirriti, on a man. 

H. vuhavd, interj. Of approbation. 

S. STsSofi vahini, & A force, army, 2. a 

river. 3. fame, celebrity. ds&sS^ the 

general of an army. 

C. 53vula, vdle, s. A protube¬ 

rance or kernel in the flesh. 2. a bubo pro¬ 

duced by venereal affection. 3. cus-cus, a 

kind of scented grass. 4. a person’s calling 

or profession. a bubo, Zjdz*’? a 

breaking out on the bodies of women, from 

bad conduct, manual labour. ^ 

persons who live by manual labour or 

handicraft. a small bag for 

keeping betel, spices, &c. about the person. 

simsTstf a black scented grass, aWd sissO a 

disagreeable woman. 

8. vi, A Sanscrit prefix implying, Certainty, 

ascertainment. 2. separation, disjunction. 

3. aversion, repugnance. 4. impatience, 

intolerance. 5. variety, difference. 6. cause, 

motive. 7. motion, progress. 8. privation. 

It generally corresponds with the English 

adjuncts a, ex, de, dis, in, un, and is fre¬ 

quently an expletive, s. A bird. 

C. S}oaZ$ vingada, ad). Separate, distinct, 

apart, s. Separation, parting. draso, 

Si o risk'd ft to part, divide, 

separate. &o7tSdg>ds to keep away from 

company, separate one’s self from society, to 

be distinct. Sorid^ tfa, =£3 to call 

aside. Sorias^ separately, distinctly, apart. 

A. c. aos^eio vinjalu, v. n. To surpass, 

exceed, abound, s. A child’s swing. 

s. Soartsfctj vinjdmara, s. A fly-brush 

made from the tail of the yak. 

A. 0. &oz£o vindu, [Soodj-] s, A multitude, 

mass, heap, flock, herd. 

T. B. Jjo'i vinte, s. Surprise, astonishment 

S. vinda, s. A protector. A. c. A forest, 

jungle. 

0. £)o£)o vindu, s. An entertainment,' giv¬ 

ing a party. 

S. £>o£b vindu, adj. Liberal 2. intelligent, 

knowing. 

s. £>oZ^>, ZjQ—j7)gz£<z>vindhya, vindhyd- 

chala, $. A range of mountains running 

across India from the province of Behar 

nearly to Guzerat, and which properly divides 

Hindustan from the Deckan. 

S. £)Ol^ vimsha, adj. Twentieth. 

S. vimshati, adj. A score, twenty. 

S. vikacha, adj. Expanded, blown, 

spread. 

S. vikata, adj. Terrific, awful, fright¬ 

ful. 2. austere, severe, s. A malicious 

obstacle or impediment. 2. a contradiction. 

3. disagreement, dissension, enmity. 

a buffoon, a king’s fool. ©*8* to throw 

impediments in one’s way. 2. to contradict. 

3. to disagree with one’s health. 

S. Vikatthana, s. Praise. 2. ironi¬ 

cal or' unmerited praise. 3. egotistical boast¬ 

ing. 

s. vikartana, s. The sun. 2. 
stripping, peeling off. Kama, &c. 

descended from the sun. 

8. vikala, adj. Confused, confounded, 

agitated. 2. defective. woa, defective 

in sense. «ofi a defect in the body. 

S. vikalpa, S. Doubt, indecision. 2. 

offence, displeasure, adj. Optional, admitting 

of two uses. do not 

be offended, do not feel hurt. 

S. vikasana, S. Expanding, blow¬ 

ing, as flowers. expanded, blown. ^ 

brb to expand, blow, as a flower. 

S. vikaswara, adj. Blowing, ex¬ 

panding, opening. 

s. £75*^, vikala, vikale, s. Paint¬ 

ing. 2. becoming agitated, bewildered, con¬ 

fused. adj. Senseless. Stucco3 a senseless 

woman. to afflict, bewilder. 

S. SUD'd vikdra, adj. Ugly. 2. unnatu¬ 

ral. s. Transformation, change, alteration. 

2. sickness, disease, change from a state of 

health, a^d, waa foolishness, 
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insanity. Stvcj made of gold. 

made of earth. 

S. vikari, s. The twenty-third year 

in the Hindu cycle of sixty. 

S. £)?rT>X) vikdsa, $. Expansion, opening, 

display. expansion of mind. 

S. £)3d vikira, s. Scattering. 2. a bird. 

S. vikirna, adj. Scattered, spread 

about, diffused, extended, 

s. vikurvdna, adj. Joyful, 

cheerful. 

S. yikrita, adj. Changed, altered. 

2. ugly, had looting. tiussi 

an ugly form, ill shape. 

S. a^eS vikriti, s. The twenty-fourth 

year in the Hindu cycle of sixty. 2. change, 

alteration. **$> *>^3 that is the 

original form, this is the changed form. 

S. a^-S vikeshi, s. A bald-headed woman, 

a woman whose head is shaven. 

S. a*£ vikka, s. An elephant twenty years 

old. 

A. C. a-S^A vikkiga, adj. Clever, able, 

powerful. a clever woman. 

A. C. a^ vikku, v. a. To scratch with 

the nails. 

S. arfj-di vikrama, s. Heroism, prowess, 

valour, great power, strength. 2. the four¬ 

teenth year in the Hindu cycle of sixty. a 

to display one’s valour, or power, 

g. a-5^TST5!£', avikramdr- 

ka, vikramdditya, s. A celebrated so¬ 

vereign of this name. 

g. a^afo, a^iodops vikraya, vikra- 

yana, s. Selling, vending, 

a seller, vender, sold, vend¬ 

ed. fit for sale, 

g. a^Si viklaba, adj. Bewildered, over¬ 

come with fear, alarm, or agitation, 

g. aax> vikhu, adj. Noseless, 

g. vikhydta, adj. Famous, noto¬ 

rious, known. fame, notoriety, cele¬ 

brity. 

g. aSDT^T^ vikhyupana, s. Confessing, 

acknowledging, avowing, declaring. 2. ex¬ 

plaining, expounding. to confess, 

ees 

acknowledge. SsjvjM confessed, avowed, ac« 

knowledged. 

T. B. aXrf vigada, adj. Terrific, gloomy, 

austere, severe, cruel. 2. opposed, contrary. 

300$ an austere sage. crfxrf a hor¬ 

rid war. terror, alarm. 2. 

enmity, dissension. 3. impediment, obsta¬ 

cle, SrtBxJo to he opposed, adverse, contrary. 

Sria?) to offend, hurt, displease, 

g. vigata, adj. Deceased, gone, de¬ 

parted, defunct. 2. gloomy, dark, obscure. 

3. See also a deceased person. 

S. a A sds-pa vigarhane, s. Abuse, abusing, 

censure, reproach. artSorsi abused, reviled, 

g. £>a^3 vigalita, adj. Fallen, dropped, 

oozed. 2. removed. 

g. vigita, adj. Reproached, abused. 

S. Sa'j vigra, adj. Noseless, without a nose, 

g. £>a/5o vigraka, s, An image, idol. 2. 

the body. 3. war, battle, contest. 4. shape, 

form, figure. 5. a part. 6. a grammatical 

term; the proper form of a compound term 

or its component parts. to make 

an idol, ar^ss to parse a sentence, or 

to give an account of the component parts of 

a compound term. to dispute, con¬ 

test. aAjffiVOTcij? idolatry, idol worship. a 

sfe»z&> to worship an idol, be guilty 

of idolatry. trrjn to per¬ 

form a ceremony of consecration, in which it 

is pretended the deity is brought down into 

an idol. 

g. vighatike, vigha- 

lige, s. The sixtieth part of a 

g. £>"^)0co vighasa, s. The residue or re¬ 

mains of food which has been offered to the 

gods, the manes, a venerable ancestor, or a 

spiritual guide. 

S. vighdta, s. A hindrance, obsta¬ 

cle, impediment; a prohibition, 

g. vighna, s. An impediment, hin¬ 

drance, obstacle. craw, Ganesha, 

the remover of obstacles. wor¬ 

ship addressed to Ganesha at the outset of all 

auspicious undertakings. to im¬ 

pede, hinder. 

s. vichakala, s. A variety of the 

jasmin. 



S. vicharchi/ce, <?. The scab, 

itch, or herpes. 

s. vichakshana, adj. Clever, 

able, wise. 

S. Sj&rad vichdra, S. Sorrow, grief, solici¬ 

tude, anxiety. 2. circumstances. 3. the ex- 

cercise of the judgment or reason on a pre¬ 

sent object, investigation, consideration. 3 

wsoa to investigate or exercise the judg¬ 

ment about any thing. Su.d the in¬ 

vestigation of a sacred work. Strati sltio to 

he thoughtful, anxious. 

S. D&yatjpS vichdrane, S. Management, 

superintendence, inquiry. 2. deliberation, 

investigation, the exercise of the judgment, 

examination. Strati?^ stratio, StraStio to ex¬ 

amine, inquire into, investigate. Stratira 

a manager, superintendent, atra 

3rl a just trial. rfrpb Stratiri the super¬ 

intendence or management of the public 

concerns of a village. Strati^ examined, in¬ 

vestigated, inquired into, unexa¬ 

mined, uninvestigated, not inquired into. 

S. vichdlya, adj. Moveable. 2. 

intervening, immoveable, stable, 

fixed. 

S. £>8##^ vichiJdtse, s. Hesitation, doubt, 

uncertainty. 2. error. 

S. vichitra, adj. Variegated, beau¬ 

tiful, wonderful, s. A curiosity, wonderful 

thing. a cloud. a 

sovereign, the twenty-second monarch of 

the lunar dynasty, in the third age. 

***** a beautiful form. 

s. £>ef 3 vichchhitti, s. Destruction, loss. 

^^§5 cctocfco^o poverty is gone. 

S. Se£ vichckhinna, adj. Separated, 

disunited, parted; miscarried, as applied to 

females. r^r an abortion has 

taken place. 

S. vickchhedd, S. Disjunction, se¬ 

paration, removal. 

S. Vl-jana, adj. Lonely, solitary, pri¬ 

vate, uninhabited, deserted. 

S. £)3iodo V'ijaya, s. Victory, conquest, 

triumph. 2. a name of Arjuna. 3. a di¬ 

vine car or chariot of the gods. 4. the twenty- 

seventh year in the Hindu cycle of sixty. 5. 

the porter at Vishnu's gate- Sriti the 

city of Bijapoor, the capital of the last Telin- 

ga kings, on the banks of the Tumbudra. 2. 

Vizianagrum. SaatoKi oti a necklace of fifty 

four strings. Swatoavtoto become triumphant. 

Sacdj strazgj, Swtcbo to go. 2. to come 

(as applied to superiors only.) SwobStorijS a 

sovereign of the race of 

S. £)3tiOoo vijayi, adj. Victorious, trium¬ 

phant. Sweat'd may you be very pros¬ 

perous or victorious. 

S. ScVa IS vijdti, s. A different caste. a®»a 

cbd one of another caste, adj. Low caste, bad. 

H. Sars'Os vijara, s. Trowsers. 

S. vijigishu, adj. Desirous of 

victory. 

g. £)£ci?\^af\ vijigishe, s. “Desire of victory. 

s. vijrimbhane, s. Pastime, 

sport, especially amorous. 2. budding, blos¬ 

soming, expanding. 3. extravagance, prodi¬ 

gality. 4. splendour, magnificence, display. 

sbatio to be extravagant, to make a 

display. blossomed, expanded, dis¬ 

played. S»^c«pjb to unfold, display. 

S. £>2^ vignya, adj. Clever, skilful, able, 

conversant. 

s. vignydta, adj. Understood, 

known, notorious, famous, celebrated. 

S. vignydna, s Skill, knowledge, 

science, conversance with painting or archi¬ 

tecture. 

s. vignydneshvariya, 

s. A book on Hindu law ; called also 

s. SStivrrfjS, vignydpane, vig¬ 

ny dp ti, s A petition, solicitation, applica¬ 

tion, address from an inferior to a superior. 

2. the communication of knowledge not 

religious. Sggljdo to petition 

solicit, request, or address a superior. s|gp 

ks* addressed, petitioned. 

S. £e§ ^ccb vigny ey a, adj. Cognizable, 

comprehensible. 

s. &&3, vita, vitagdra, s• A 
whoxemaster, gallant, catamite. 2, a rogue, 

cheat. ~tirisSr a harlot. StitioS a wo¬ 

man who keeps strumpets. 



0^0=5* 

S. Ji&io’Sr vitanka, s. A dove-cot, aviary. 

S. £>£3tj vitapa, s. The branch of a tree 

with its new shoot or sprout. 

S. Sj&h vitapi, s. A tree. 

T. b. vittara, [aSjd] s. a sacred 

grass. 2. a seat, stool, chair. 

S. S&bj vittu, s. Ordure. d, a 

village hog, as feeding on ordure. 

S. vitt, s. A brick, 

s. trzozhxiQXs-tfy vithala, pdn- 

duranga-vitthala, s. Vishnu, worship¬ 

ped under that designation in Fundapura. 

Mu a termination to all the verses 

of Purandara Dasa. 

C. Ssrs^roo vithdlisu, See oih. 

S. S>zio/\ vidanga, s. A vegetable and me¬ 

dical substance considered of great efficacy as 

a vermifuge, JEmbelia riles. 

S. vidambaka, s. A mimic, jeerer, 

banterer, mocker. 

S. &c^O30c-> vidambana, S. Mimicry, copy¬ 

ing, especially assuming a similar appearance 

or dress, imitation. 2. affecting, distressing. 

3. the supernatural assumption of a borrow¬ 

ed form. Mow 3 Vishnu's mimicry 

of the characters of men in his several incar¬ 

nations. MoM assumed. 2. low, afflicted. 

MoeSsh to mimic, imitate, jeer, mock, banter. 

T. B. SZ3T> vida, adj. Vain, useless. 

A. 0. ScjDCdo viddya, s. A line, row. 

Zimvi) a row of bells. hsrtiOritf atsscdo a row 

of persons before a sovereign waving silk 

cloths while advancing in a procession. 

S. Sxisbji vidduru, s. Enmity, 

3 a public calamity, a national judgment, 

s. £)3od, a3oz§ vitanda, vitande, s. 

Criticism ; refutation; subverting another’s 

opinion and establishing one’s own; irrele¬ 

vant objection. MozS srsrf a criticising al¬ 

tercation. srsEi a critic, 

s. £}3o3o vitantu, s. A widow. 

S. £>3ad| vitandra, adj. Industrious, care¬ 

ful. industry, carefulness. 
lazy. 

S. S’ vitata, adj. Pervaded, expanded. 

S. vitati, s. A quantity, multitude, 

clump, cluster. 

SETS 

S. a 3$ vitatha, adj. False, s. A lie, 

falsehood. wMz-i true, right. 

s. £)3dp3, vitarana, vitarane, 

s. Donation, gift. 2. ability, cleverness. 

adj. Extravagant, prodigal, liberal. sb 

r^vj(>5crfo w ..3 ]|0 w'as very ex¬ 

travagant or liberal at his marriage. 

S. £)3?;c~ vitarfca, S. Doubt. 2. discussion, 

reasoning, s^-9-rii doubted. M+rji) to 

doubt, hesitate. 2. to discuss, canvass. 

S3 Sic" vitardi, S. A seat, bench. 2. a 

raised quadrangular building, or a sort of 

covered terrace of wood at the entrance of a 

temple or palace yard. 

S. S3rO^ vitasti, s. A long span measured 

by the extended thumb and little finger, con¬ 

sidered equal to twelve fingers’ breadth. 

S. £3<y vitala, vitala, s. The se¬ 

cond world below the earth, the abode of ^ 

t. b. Sqd, S3, Szjit) vita, vita, vithu, 

adj. Vain, useless. 

S. Sere^o vitana, S. A canopy, awning. 2, 

a sacrifice, offering, oblation. 3. an assembly, 

multitude, host. 

S. S3^ vitta, s. Substance, property, wealth, 

adj. Judged, investigated, examined, discus¬ 

sed. Kubera, god of wealth, a3,^ 

the desire of wealth, covetousness. 

S. vitrasta, adj. Frightened, alarm¬ 

ed, afraid, asvri fear, alarm. 

S- vidogdha, s. A libertine, lecher. 

2, a learned or clever man. skarritf a stupid 

or unwise man. 

S. Odc^E" vidarbha, S. A dry, sandy, or 

desert soil, arfc^r a country to the south¬ 

west of Bengal, considered by Wilford to be 

Berar. Sifter* 5*5 Damayanti, wife of Nala. 

2. Rukmini. Bhima. 

s. SCj^1, Sdy1^ vidala, vidalana, s. A 

piece split^ff, a shiver, split pease, pulse, &c. 

2. dividing, splitting. SW?# split, divided, 

cut. Mvsb to split, divide, cut in two. 

S. azosdps viddrarn, s. Tearing,rending, 

dividing, breaking, splitting. split, 

divided, torn. Scraesb to split, divide, tear. 

S. DCJC& vidari, $. The plant, FLedysarum 

gangeticum. 
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S. vidikku, s. An intermediate point 

of the compass. 

S. vidita, adj. Known, understood. 

2. solicited. 3. agreed. 

S. vidu, s. The hollow between the 

frontal globes of an elephant, t. b. [£>#o] the 

moon. 

S. vidura, s. An intelligent man. 2. 

the youngest brother of Dhritaraslitra. 

S. vidushi, S. A learned female. 

S. vidushaka, s. An actor, fool 

or merry-andrew, an interlocutor in the pre¬ 

lude or prologue to a drama. 2. a catamite. 

3. the companion or minister of a prince’s 

pleasure. 

S. videsha, s. A foreign country. 

S. videka, $. A province in the dis¬ 

trict of Bebar corresponding with the ancient 

Mithila, and modern Tirhoot. S>z5%zo mtz 

Site’s father. SWStri Site. 

S. £>Zjp, vidya, vidye, vid- 

de, s. Learning, science, knowledge. 2. a 

language or tongue. 3. an art. 4. juggling. 

to juggle, play tricks of legerdemain., 

SniK §)P- desirous of knowledge, s. A student. 

a learned man. annate* a learned 

woman. theology. rmtfdU £& jug- 

gling. the art practised by one 

who has a familiar spirit. p0w. 

er of deceiving the eye by tricks; hoodwink¬ 

ing. sSof^ai psalmody, the 

art of dancing in time to a guitar, &c. 

ari% archery. 3^) the art of using arms. 

architecture. #€>c&o to study a 

science, learn an art. eg^v’o to teach a 

science. teaching gratuitously. a 

££ science, considered as wealth. 

to deceive. 

S. vidyamana, s. Circum¬ 

stances, situation, condition, adj. Being, 

existing, present. 

s. vidyddhara, s. A demi-god 

of a certain class. 

s. vidyukta, See 

S. vidyuttu, s. Lightning. 

%&!, a very artful and crafty giant of this 

name. 

S. £)Z)j(p vidrathi, s. Phlegmonoid inflam- 

malion; especially a deep seated or internal 

s. Sirf/sS, t)Z5^J'd vidrava, vidrdva, s. 

Retreat, flight, running away. acs, rout¬ 

ing, causing to flee. routed. 

fled. £Era,£xJo to make flee. 

S. vidruma, s. A young or tender 

leaf or shoot. 2. coral, 

s. vidwattu, vidwatwa, 

s. Knowledge, learning, knowingness. 

S. vidwdmsa, S. A learned or 

clever man. ao»$Q3 a clever woman. 

S. vidwishta, s. A person hurt or 

offended- 

S. vidwesha, s. Enmity, hatred. 

an enemy. to be at enmity 

with, to hate. 

S. vidha, s. Eorm, formula, rule. 2. 

manner, kind, sort. of how many 

pai'ts does it consist ? or, what varieties has 

it ? writf £rf §vcrio©gj I do not under¬ 

stand the way of it. »>$ stressj to do 

variously. SW* wsSSrt wais esrtrijs 

I have reproved him in many 

ways, still he does not listen. 

S. vidhave, s. A widow, 

s. Szpdetj vidhdta, 

vidhdtri, vidhdtra, s. Bramha. 

S. vidhana, s. Act, action, general 

or particular, though more especially the per¬ 

formance of such acts or rites as are prescrib¬ 

ed in the sacred books of the Hindus. 2. 

rule, precept. 3. form, mode, manner. 4. 

contrivance, expedient, means. 

S. £)c£>i>odi vidhaya, adj. Appointed, or¬ 

dered. 2. according to rule. ansctjtf one 

who gives orders. 2. consigning, delivering. 

3. one who instructs about or disposes of 

anything, or causes it to be fixed or secured. 

who gives orders about 

this? 

S. S ^ vidhi, s. A sacred precept, an act or 

rite prescribed by the VHas, for effecting 

certain consequences. 2. rule, form, formula. 

3. fate, luGk, destiny. 4. Bramha. 5. time. 

6. order, injunction, command. 7. Vishnu. 
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8. act, action, general or particular. 9. text, 

sentence in some authority of law or religion, 

prescribing any particular act or observance. 

10. kind, sort, manner. 11. a sacred work, 

shastra, scripture, the law (by metonomy). 12. 

the imperative mood. fate cannot 

be missed. to do according 

to prescribed formula, o sJrezs 

=#ock is it my misfortune to have to 

do this P to order, command, ordain, 

prescribe. 

S. oOTjta vidhu, s. The moon. 2. Vishnu. 

£ti Shiva, with the moon on his head. ^ 

Rahu, the moon’s ascending node. 

stosS a woman with a moon-like face. 

S. vidhura, s. Separation. 2. agi¬ 

tation of mind, from terror or distress. 3. a 

widower, adj. Bewildered, confused from 
fear. 

S. JSis^ vidhuta, adj. Shaking, quaking. 

2. washed, cleansed. 

s. vidhunana, s. A shaking, 

trembling, tremor. 

S. vidheya, adj. Obedient, pliant, 

tractable, governable. 2. worshipful, adora¬ 

ble. to be obedient or sub¬ 

missive. todido 

the petition of your most humble 

and obedient servant. 

S. vidhyartha, s. The impera¬ 

tive mood. 

S. vidhyukta, adj. According to 

the vedas or shastras. 

S. vidhwamsa, s. Aversion, dis¬ 

respect, enmity, hatred, dislike. 2. killing, 

slaughter. 

M.,0£oS vinunti, Petition, 

request. 

S. vinata, at?;. Bent, bowed, stooping. 

2. crooked. 3. humble, modest. 

S. vinati, s. Obeisance, prostration. 

S. S c->^ vinate, s. The wife of Kashyapa, 

and mother of Arjuna and Garuda. 

S. ovinaya, s. Modesty, affability, 

humility, mildness. 2. reverence, obeisance. 

3. decorum. SstaJjaaft to behave humbly, 

conduct one’s self modestly- ritaah sJjssa 

& to speak modestly or mildly. SjioJjs^-9- a 

mild expression. reverential 

courtesy, respectful attentions. <^4 £?icCo, 

- jStj. aficrfo pretended modesty. 

S. &$c£)j3vinayita, adj. Respected. 

S. vinashwara, adj. Frail, un¬ 

stable. 

S. 0^ vinaskta, adj. Quite spoiled or 

destroyed. 

s. £>^5o, £)^oo'3, Silo's v in aha, vinahd, 

vind, adv. Without, except. 

S. vinayisu, v. a. To except, 

exempt. 9?^ Sjroceub FrajJjsork sSjazS 

X can do no work without you. 

S. vinadi, s. The sixteenth part of 

one 

s. vindyaka, s. Ganesha. 

c&tf a prayer to him in entering upon 

any enterprise. Ssracsi1=5^ 5=w a feast 

on the fourth lunar day of the sixth month, 

in commemoration of Ganosha’s going to call 

his mother Parvati. 

S. vinasha, s. Destruction, complete 

ruin, total annihilation. 2. loss, disap¬ 

pearance. 

0. vinike, s. Paying attention to any 

thing, listening, hearing. 2. acquaintance, 

familiarity with. 3. music and dancing, a 

festivity, ball. 7lo?\^dS u&j i1# woo 

th I have heard much singing, or I am much 

accustomed to hear music. wsiti sb 

?5cdog there is a ball in their 

house to-day. 

t. b. S)£)skod3 vinimaya, See z&jysh, 

S. viniyama, s. Opposition, con¬ 

trariety. 

S. viniyoga, s. Sharing any 

thing sacred, as gifts distributed among 

brahmans, &c. at a temple. 2. giving or 

parting with any thing for a consideration, 

or in expectation of some advantage, 

crfjstis who is worthy of this ? or, to 

whom do you intend to give this ? ^ 

rbacriog there is a distri¬ 

bution of hoppers to-day at the temple. 3 9 

a&c&»^rtef to divide, share, 

distribute. 

S. vinita,s. An unassuming, modest, 

humble man, adj. Obedient. 
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S. vinuta, adj. Praised, commended. 

S. vinuti, s. Praise, commendation, 

to praise, commend. 

s. a;3ja°d)d vindda,vinodana, 
s. Sport, play, pastime. 2. eagerness, vehe¬ 

mence. to play, sport. 

S. a?>} vinna, adj. Judged, discussed. 2. 

gained. 3. fixed. 4. known. 

C. ti'^Xi'^^v.inndna, adj. Worthy, s. Worth. 

T. B. a;3o} vinnu, [SS^] s. Vishnu. 

S. a d^cdo vinmaya, s. Exchange,difference. 

S. vinyasta, adj. Placed, deposited, 

fixed. 2. delivered. 

S. vinydsa, s. Assemblage. 2. site, 

place, receptacle, that in or on which any 

thing is placed or deposited. the 

print of the foot. 2. planting the foot. 

placing the hand. 

s. ados!-, ado dr ^ vipanchi, vipanchike, 

s. The Indian lute. 

S. ad pi vipani, S. A shop, stall, market, 

shop or market street. 

s. ad-S , ad do ,adz3 vipatti, vipattu, 

vipade, s. Calamity, adversity, distress, 

misfortune. 

s. ad$ vipatha, s. A bad road. 

S. add} vipanna, adj. Unfortunate, decli¬ 

ned, fallen into adversity. 

S. adaaod viparimita, adj. Boundless. 

S. ada>o3 vipanta, adj. Contrary, reverse, 

inverse, opposite. a work which 

is contrary or does not go on kindly. 7*7^ 

I have unusual work. « 

SWf Spates cSu&j that business is become very 

extraordinary, adverse, or much increased. 

wav an extraordinary or unusual 

season. 

s. adodos-odo, adodj^E'co viparyaya, 

viparydsa, s. Opposition, contrariety. 2. 

reverse in general, and thence applied to that 

of which reverse is predicated, as misery, cala¬ 

mity (the reverse of fortune), error, misap¬ 

prehension (the reverse of reason or truth,) 

inverted order or succession, (the reverse of 

that which is usual or prescribed), &c. 

s. SdJ)^ vipashchittu, s. A learned 

man. 

S. ad^ vipaJcsha, S. An opponent, dispu¬ 

tant, one on the opposite side of a question; 

an enemy, foe, adversary. 

S. at)"5 & vipdka, s. The consequence of 

deeds done in a former birth. 2. unexpected 

result. 

S. aW'sd vipatha, adj. Untaught, unac¬ 

customed, untrained. 

S. a dr's vipadike, S. A kibe, sore, 

blister on the foot. 

C. add vipina, s. A wood, forest, 

s. a^j)£>, a^j^ vipula, vipula, adj. 

Large, great, extensive, deep, profound. 

the earth. 2. a form of the wc&f metre, 

in which the lines are irregularly divided by 

the ccesura or pause, three species of this 

form are enumerated; as, € with a 

pause in the first line; a^j«J with a 

pause in the second line; and a^jeJ, 

with a pause in both lines. 

A. C. ad^od vippanda, s. Mass, multitude, 

heap. 

S. ad; vipra, $. A brahman. 

S. ady^sd viprakdra, s. Injury, contume¬ 

ly, abuse. 2. wickedness. 

S. ad^d viprakrita, adj. Abused, 

reviled. 

s. ad/^t^ viprakrishta, adj. Distant, 

remote. 

s. adjoSos^, a d;<s;o^ viprayoga, 

vipralambha, $. Separation, disunion, 

absence ; especially of lovers. 

s. ad;e;& vipralabdha, s. A woman 

deceived or tricked by her lover. 

S. adp&^rf vipra-vinoda, s. A caste 

of tumblers or actors who will not play 

unless a brahman be present. 

S. aviprashnike, s. A female for¬ 

tune-teller. 

g. ad^d viplava, s. An affray, assault, 

tumultuous contest without arms. 2. evil, 

calamity. 3. rapine, extortion. 

g. a^to viphala, adj. Fruitless, useless, 

vain, idle, unmeaning. 

A. C. asod vibaddana, s. A garment. 

S. asoolj) vibudha, s. A learned man. 2. 

a god, immortal. 
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S. vibodha, s. Inattention, absence 

of mind. 

g. £>cf> vibha, s. A ray of light, lustre. 

S. vibhaJda, adj. Divided, appor¬ 

tioned. 2. separated, parted, s. One who 

has divided with his copartners his paternal 

or hereditary estate. undivided. £>$ 

a yonnger brother, who has received 

his portion of the paternal inheritance. 

g. 0^ vibhahti, s. The inflection or case 

of a noun. the nominative case- 

BjSkJjs the accusative case. a 

the instrumental case. the 

dative case. the ablative case. 

ai?-^ the genitive case. ** p® 

the locative case. siot&st?? a^-^ the 

vocative case. 

S. §}(£>&vibhajana, s. The allotment of 

shares or portions. 2. dividing. 3. reviling, 

disregarding, slighting. 

S. vibhajaniya, adj. Pit or 

proper to be divided. auJtfsfc to divide, ap¬ 

portion. 

S. vibhava, s. Property, substance^ 

thing, wealth. 2. emancipation from exis¬ 

tence. 3. supreme or superhuman power. 4. 

magnanimity, lofty mindedness. 6. the 

third year in the Hindu cycle of sixty. 

A W5& ai^sf uo* he is become possessed of 

great wealth. 

S. vibhdkara, s. The sun. 2. 

the god of fire. 

S. £)8p7>7\ vibhdga, s. Part, share, portion, 

nscrfj atjrart the division of a paternal inheri¬ 

tance. amn? to divide, share, 

atjsartsrsrb to become shared. 

g. £)2p"S3^> vibhajya, adj. Divisible, por- 

tionable, what may be divided or shared. «sa 

indivisible. 

C. £)2p£<3 vibhada, s. Conquest, overcoming. 

aSjTsa* to overcome. 

S. vibhata, s. The dawn or break of 

day. 

S. Sept)^ vibhava, s. A friend, acquain¬ 

tance. 

S. vibhuvane, s. Discussion, ex¬ 

amination. 2. perceiving. 

s. vibhdvari, s. The night, 

s. SepD^Tvo vibhavasu, s. The sun. 2. the 

moon. 3. the god of fire, 

g. vibhltaha, s. The belerie my- 

robalan. 

s. vibhishana, s. The yonnger 

brother of Ravana, and king of Ceylon, adj. 

Pearful, formidable, terrific, horrible. - 

S. vibhu, s. An owner, master, lord. 

adj. Omnipresent, all-pervading. 2. eternal, 

omnipresence. 

g. vibhuti, s. Sacred ashes made 

from cow-dung, with which Shiva is said to 

have smeared his body; and thence used in 

imitation of him by devotees. 2. superhuman 

power, consisting of eighteen faculties, espe¬ 

cially attributed to Shiva, and supposed to be 

attainable by human beings through a course 

of austere worship, attended with magical 

rites, in honour of that deity and his spouse 

Durgi. See 

^4 to put ashes on the forehead. 

w a bag for holding ashes. vuoE? a 

lump of indurated ashes, 

s. vibhushana, vi- 

bhushe, s. Ornament, decoration, embel¬ 

lishment. a?&*Ua! ornamented, decorated. 

S. 5 vibhrama, s. Blundering, being 

confused either from disease, insanity, or cu- 

pidinous desires. 2. error, mistake, blunder. 

3. whirling, going round. 4. one of the classes 

of feminine actions, proceeding from the 

passion of love, youthful caprice, whim, or 

wantonness, as lively airs, &c. 

S. Sep^ioS vibhrdnti, s. Blundering, con¬ 

fusion, hurry, flurry. av®;°3 Aog'o to be 

flurried. 2. to blunder. 

S. vimata, $. An adversary, enemy. 

2. another or different religion, asfctf^a 

person of another religion, one of a foreign 

sect. fc^c&si though of 

another religion, he is a good man. 

s. vimanasha, vi- 

manassu, adj. Perplexed, disordered, sad, 

heart-broken. sadness. 

2. an offence. esfs>n»#u*Oo'zS ^ ^ 

«o* through that business he is a lit- • 

tie offended. 
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s. Serfs', vimarda# vimar- 

dana, s. The trituration of perfumes. 2. 

grinding, pounding, rubbing. 3. killing, des¬ 

troying. ado&FS rubbed, pounded. s>3o£>f 

* to pound, grind, rub, kill, 

s. vitnarshe, vimar- 

shana, s. Investigation, inquiry, examina¬ 

tion, discussion. investigated. 

Sr So to investigate. 

S. §ys3oe> vimala, adj. Clean, pure, imma¬ 

culate, clear. 2. beautiful. 3. white. 4. 

transparent. 

S. vimaldngi, s. A woman of 

clean and agreeable person, 

s. vimdtri, vimd- 

tara, s. A step-mother. asto^saa step-mo¬ 

ther’s son. 

S. Je)^ vimdna, s. A chariot or car of 

the gods, sometimes serving as a seat or 

throne, and at others carrying them through 

the skies self-directed and self-moving. 2. 

any car or vehicle. 3. a horse. 4. a palace. 

S. vimukta, ad). Loosed, liberated. 

2. hurled, thrown. 

S. £>frix>T^n vimukti, s. Liberation, especially 

final emancipation from future births. 

S. Sdooso virnukha, adj. Averted, having 

the face cast down or turned away. 

s. vi- 

mochana, vimochane, vimoksha, s. 

Pardoning, absolving, cancelling, liberating. 

2. releasing, quitting, abandoning, & 

paying off a debt. a;Jjs^s$;5 ab¬ 

solution or forgiveness of sin. tfoThid 

s> $ deserting one’s family. aSjs^d the 

season of release, the time of emancipation. 

S5s5jsM>^?terar!o to become released, absolved, 

freed from. 

S. vimohana, s. Seducing, 

tempting, confounding the mind and exciting 

the passions, adj. Fascinating, alluring, se¬ 

ducing, bewitching, tempting. 

S. aodo^o viyattu, s. Sky, heaven, ether, 

ac&d ort the heavenly Ganges. 

S. aodoor5^ viyukta, adj. Separated, sun¬ 

dered. 

S. acuqa^A viyoya, s. Disunion, separation, 

M 

absence, especially of lovers. ac&ra^ri 

the loss of a mother. £<&/!><■ d the death 

of a father. viicrf-rar Sc&is^ri the loss of a wife, 

ssdart acsJjs^ri 3aiOj0^ohe is bereaved of his 

children. 

S. a'dg^ Virakta, adj. Averse, indifferent, 

free from inclination or affection. 2. impas¬ 

sioned, interested, feeling. StW indif¬ 

ferent to worldly or carnal pleasures. 

S. S'd'd virakti, s. Aversion, disgust, dis¬ 

like, indifference, apathy. ^ 

wdj to be indifferent. 

shammed indifference. 

s. virachana, viracha- 

ne, s. Making, composing, preparing, as a 

work, book, &c. adij^ made, composed. 

to make, compose, prepare. 

S. virata, s. A king of Matsya-desha, 

S. Sdi§ virati, s. Ceasing, stopping, rest, 

interval. 

C. £)-d§yd;3 vira-virane, adj. Hot, as chil¬ 

lies. 2. heated. 3. ardent. ^ ^ 

djS ed my foot burns. 

S. S)dro virasa, s. Disagreement, rupture, 

enmity, variance. dddoa wsco adds? 

<&>&> he and I are at great variance. Sdfi cda 

tijj to become offended. Sdff-s d-radj to offend, 

addsdraa^us^j to take offence. ad&®^?i an 

offensive speech. ddd SdSfamiliarity 

has become enmity. 

S. viraha, s. Parting, separation, 

absence, especially of lovers. 2. forbearance. 

3. cessation. 4. relinquishment. 6. anguish 

or distress of separated lovers. 6. love. 

add adsd s5(;dd, adso fcjjd, ad 

®«dod the heat, anguish, fever, or ardour of 

love in separated lovers, ad^tfaiidj dejected, 

separated lovers. ad^a^d,^ excess of love. 

adsS 5=)oS recovering from the grief occasioned 

by an absent lover, adstra^oad a woman 

whose husband or lover is absent 

s. sdoo virahi, adj. Separated, sundered, 

absent, apart. 

S. virahita, adj. Left, abandoned, 

relinquished, deserted. adSod childless. 

S. virala, adj. Wide, separate, apart, 

scattered, thinly set. 



S. £>Tj7)7\ viragct, s. Indifference, absence of 

desire or passion; disregard of all carnal en¬ 

joyments. 

S. virdta, s. A king oiMatsya-desha. 

2. one of the midland divisions of India. 

s. &U3&3;j\fjood\ virdttu, virdt- 

purusha, s. The Supreme Being, the eter¬ 

nal, the great first cause. 2. a man of the regal 

or military caste. 3. beauty, splendour. 4. 

the first progeny of Bramha, who, having 

divided himself into male and female, produc¬ 

ed from the female then that 

^ produced by himself the first or jhsj 

aboijsi, who was the progenitor of the 

®, and the secondary framer of the visible 

world. In other places jg the same 

as Bramha, and assumer of the androgynus 

form in his own person. 

S. virada, s. Division, apportioning. 

S. viradha, s. A giant killed by Rama. 

S. S07)^0 virdma, s. End, conclusion, ces¬ 

sation, term. 2. rest, cessation from labour, 

stop, pause. 3. slaughter, killing. 

S. ojtJDod virava, s. Sound, noise. 

s. s&czi-, atj085-, aeos^-, atto 

£3% virinchi, virunchi, vi- 

rancha, virincha, viranchana, virin- 

chana, s. Bramha, the creator. 

S. viruta, s. The song or voice of birds. 

S. viruddha, adj. Hindered, oppos¬ 

ed, reverse, contrary, opposite. 2. excluded, 

disqualified. of contrary conduct. 

SSiaiAri a contrary or adverse custom, 

contrary to the world, 

^ opposed to scripture. P^ccfc Srbri at va¬ 

riance with equity. Stbri contrary or 

hostile to one’s religion. 

S. S'dosj'rf virupa, adj. Deformed, ugly, of 

irregular form, 

Shiva, as worshipped at Humpee, having an 

unusual eye in the centre of his forehead. 

S. virukshana, s. Censure, 

blame, abuse, reviling. 

s. £j~8^d, vireka, virechana, 
s. Purging. aiss&> to purge. 3x6\vi 

$ to administer a purgative. 

s. virochana, s. The sun. 2. 
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S. virodha, s. Enmity, animosity, 

opposition, contradiction. 2. prevention, hin- 

derance. KsSjirba }jg and I are 

at variance. £>&®^ctes®r!o to become opposed, 

be at variance with. sjs&>to prevent, 

hinder, oppose, contradict. an 

unfriendly speech, an offensive word. a 

oppposed to a religious sect. 

$ opposed to scripture. 7%^ contrary 

to law or justice. 

S. £n3.rs®<£> virodhi, s. An enemy, opponent. 

2. the twenty-third year in the Hindu cycle 

of sixty. 

s. virodhikrittu, s. The 

forty-fifth year in the Hindu cycle of sixty. 

S. ®<\o virodhisu, v. a. To oppose, 

withstand, contradict, prevent, hinder. 

S. £>VO a vilanga, s. A vegetable and me¬ 

dical substance, considered of great efficiency 

as a vermifuge. 

S. S&oao vilamba, s. Procrastination, loit¬ 

ering, tardiness, slowness. 

S. £>&OS3 vilambi, s. The thirty-sixth year 

in the Hindu cycle of sixty, adj. Long. 

S. £>£>023^ vilambita, s. Adagio, slow 

time in music. 

S. fytiosScio vilambisu, v. n. To loiter, be 

dilatory. 

S. ItoA} vilagna, s. The waist, middle. 

2. a natal star. See 

S. £)£&7\jO vilapisu, V. n. To mourn, grieve, 

lament. 

S. £>&o3i vilaya, s. Destruction of the 

world. Swcdo ysej the world’s destroyer, 

a form of Shiva. 

o. &£>£)£), £e)£)e) vila-vili, vili-vili, s. 

Violent struggling, as in convulsions. £©»© 

to struggle violently, he convulsed. 

S. £>£> colj, £ e/roC! vilasat, vilasada, adj. 

Splendid, radiant, beautiful. 

S. ae^roo vilasisu, v. n. To shine, glitter. 

s. vilaksha, adj. Surprised, asto¬ 

nished. 2. ashamed, abashed. 

s. vilakshana, adj. Extraordina- 



ry, unprecedented, particular, peculiar, un¬ 

usual. 2. other. wak 

he is an extraordinary man. 

S. vildpa, s. Weeping, lamentation, 

the language of grief and distress. 

to grieve, lament. 

S. SaiDco vildsa, s. Sport, pastime, play, 

especially amorous pastime; dalliance, wan¬ 

tonness. 2. a kind of feminine action, con¬ 

sidered as proceeding from and indicative of 

amorous sentiments; as, change of place, 

posture, gait, or look, on a lover’s approach, 

hiding, assuming a look of displeasure, &c. 

a pleasing or lovely woman. 2. a har¬ 

lot. sportively. Sejsfi"® to 

make fun. Swi sexual sport. aerasJ 

r'“d a playful man. Serofi feminine dal¬ 

liance. ^ Krishna’s sport, s 

wealth. this whole 

world is God’s amusement, craw £>sjs7} 

the history of Rdjashekhara. 

H. a<f>, vile, vilevdri, s. Distri¬ 

bution, apportioning, arranging. 

S. vilepana, s. Perfume for the 

person, unguent or oil of sandal, saffron, cam¬ 

phor, bdellium, &c. 2. smearing the body 

with fragrant oils. 3. plastering in general. 

s. a€*fe vilepi, s. Rice in general. 

S. a<S>^bl^ vilepita, adj. Smeared, spread, 

to spread, smear. 

S. vilochana, $. The eye. 

s. vilobhana, s. Allurement, 

attraction, temptation, seduction. 

tempted, allured,seduced. to allure, 

seduce, attract, tempt. 

S. viloma, s. The adverse; oppo¬ 

site order, course, adj. Contrary, reverse. 

S. vilola, adj. Shaking, tremulous, 

trembling. 

C. SflOA villanga, s. Blame, censure, 

fault, damage. 2. accusation. 3. contest, 

dispute. &a cctocEusto he is clear 

of the charge or blame. 

Uo*I am falsely accused, 

s. Q'drj, a^dp© vivara, vivarana, s. 

Explanation, particulars, detail. 2. circum¬ 

stances, matter, affair. 3. chasm, hole, va¬ 

cuity. 4. a fault, defect. SsStfo ^ 

^ to explain at large, tell particularly, par¬ 

ticularize, describe. 2. to enquire, examine. 

S. vivarna, s. A man of low caste. 

2. alteration of countenance or colour, change 

of one’s usual appearance. 

S. a^^s-^ vivartana, s. Going round or 

circumambulating an altar. 

S. vivasha, s. Losing self-possession. 

2. reluctantly meeting death. 3. wishing to 

die. 

s. vivaswanta, s. The sun. 2. 

God. 

S. a^ysrf vildda, s. Quarrelling, disputing, 

law-suit. 

S. £)537>cq vivahd, s. A wedding, marriage, 

wedlock, matrimony. There are eight forms 

of marriage acknowledged by the Hindu law; 

viz. 1. in which a father gives his 

daughter, without receiving a fee, to some' 

person of superior caste. 2. when, at a 

burnt sacrifice, the daughter is given to the 

officiating priest, as a fee. 3. in which 

a father gives his daughter away, receiving 

in return a bull and cow. 4. shjf>WM?ajj; giv¬ 

ing a girl respectfully by her father to her 

lover. 5. rraodsir ja which the parties pri¬ 

vately agree to treat each other as man and 

wife. 6. OJfotJ in which the bridegroom gives 

to the bride, her father, and paternal kins¬ 

man, as much as he can afford. 7. in 

which the daughter is drawn from her fa¬ 

ther's house by stealth. 8. the violent 

seizure and rape of a girl, after the repulse 

or destruction of her relatives. Snasss rtraa 

to marry. to become marri¬ 

ed. Ssajea U-rea to give away in mar¬ 

riage. SnasJ the first marriage or 

betrothing, the second marriage 

or the consummation of marriage. 

S. vivikta, adj. Uninhabited. 

S. aaiji vividha, adj. Diverse, various, mul¬ 

tiform. 

s. a^8^ viveka, vivechane, 

s. Judgment, discernment, discrimination; 

the power of distinguishing things by their 

properties, and classing them according to 

their real, not apparent, nature. In the ^ 

system it is applied to the power of se¬ 

parating Bramha, or the invisible spirit, from 



the ostensible world; truth from error; or 

reality from illusion. one’s 

self to acquire this faculty. !»*** SaSo, a 

to communicate to another the power 

of discriminating. 

fits to act with judgment, to exercise the 

power of discrimination. sensible man. 

T. B._Os^8^ vivvachcha, Dis¬ 

gust, loathing. 

S. vis hit, s. Dung, ordure, excrement. 

2. water. 

S. vishanlcata, adj. Large, great. 

S. vishada, adj. Clear, pure, white; 

evident, apparent, manifest. . S3 as a-ratio to 

make manifest or clear. to become 

manifest. 

5. SlSodo vishaya, s. Uncertainty, doubt. 

6. £>^SO vishdkha, s. Kartikeyaor Ku- 

maraswami. 2. Vizagapatam. 

S. £^$35 vishdkhe, s. The sixteenth lunar- 

mansion. 

S. Sid'd vishurada, adj. Learned, wise. 

2. eminent. 3. bold, confident. 

S. S'JSei vishula, s. Diffusion, extension. 

2. the firmament. 3. the name of a city. 

S. Slav'S vishdlate, s. Breadth, width. 

S. £>4SO Vishikhd, s. A highway or carriage 

road. 2. an arrow. 3. flame. 4. one whose 

head is clean shaven. "ok4 

Cupid. 

S. SblJ vishikhe, s. A highway, a broad 

or carriage road. 2. a spade, hoe. 3. a 

barber’s wife. 

S. vishishta, adj. All. 

See under 

S. vishirna, adj. Split, cleft. 

S. £>sorf vishuddha, adj. Pure, purified, 

clean, cleansed. 2. pious, virtuous. 3. 

humble, modest, compliant. 

S. vishuddhi, s. Purity, purification. 

2. equality, similarity. 3. removal of doubt. 

S. S^osoai vishrinkhala, adj. Un¬ 

checked, unrestrained, unfettered. 

restrained. 

S. vishesha, s. Sort, kind, manner. 

2. difference, distinction, individual or speci- 
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fic identity and consequent distinction from 

any other individual or species. 3. {in logic) 

the peculiar attribute, predicabile proprium. 

4. a limb, member. 5. a mark on the 

forehead with sandal. 6. a figure of rhetoric, 

distinguished as of three kinds, all implying 

variety of means or effect. 7. any thing 

extraordinary or unusual, adj. Distinct, 

different. 2. unusual, extraordinary. 3. 

much, great. 4. charitable. divided, 

distinguished, separated. 2. predicated, at¬ 

tributed, having as an attribute, or being 

distinguished by it. to discriminate, 

distinguish, particularize, state in detail. 

S. visheshaka, s. A sandal mark 

on the forehead. 

s. Spaces visheshana, s. An adjective. 

2. distinguishing, discriminating. a 

an adverb. Frasfo an adjective, 

the second of two nouns in 

apposition. en>gd titles an adjective pre¬ 

ceding a noun. the genitive 

or possessive case. a 

noun and adjective in the same case. 

S. visheshokti, s. A figure of 

rhetoric coupling cause with effect, so as to 

explain any peculiar manner or condition. 

S. visheshya, s. A substantive. 

2. the object of a predicate, adj. Principal, 

primary, chief. 

s. £)Va)j Ijovishrama, vishrama, 

s. Repose, rest. 2. the pause or place of 

rest in poetry. SrtfSuh to rest, repose, 

refresh one’s self. 

s. SfS&jo&vishrdnta, vishrdnti, 

s. Repose, rest, conclusion. 2. fame, noto¬ 

riety. 3. extension, diffusion, adj. Reposed, 

rested. 

s. vishrdnana, s. Gift, giving, 

donation. 

S. vishruta, adj. Famous, cele¬ 

brated, notorious, known. 

S. £)a vishlesha, s. Separation, dis¬ 

tance ; especially of lovers, or husband and 

wife; disunion, disjunction. 

S. vishwa, s. The world, universe 

s. vishwambhara, s. Vishnu. 2. 

Indra. 
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s. vishwambhare, s. The earth. 

s. vishwakarma, The artist 

of the gods, and son of Bramha. 

S. vishwajittu, s. A sacrifice in 

which a universal conqueror offers up every 

thing to God, save his wife, children, and the 

clothes he has on. 

S. vishwa-de'va, s. A deity of a 

particular class, in which ten are enumerated; 

viz. 3*0,=s=st>, =£0*, 

^Sjdjsdsi and sfrar^rsi. They are worshipped, 

particularly at the funeral obsequies, in 

honour of deceased progenitors in general, 

and receive an oblation of clarified butter at 

the daily and domestic 

s. vishwa-ndtha, [lord of the 

world] s. Shiva, as worshipped at Benares. 

s. vishwabhe'shaja, s. Dry 

ginger. 

s. vishwa-srittu, 

vishwdtma, s. Bramha, the creator. 

s. vishwaste, s. A widow. 

S. vishwdmitra, s. The son of 

; originally a monarch and of the mili¬ 

tary order, but who became, by long and 

painful austerities, a Wj<%Sir,in which char¬ 

acter he appears in the Ramayana, as the 

early preceptor and counsellor of Rama. 

S. vishwdvasu, *s. One of the 

celestial singers. 2. the thirty-ninth year 

in the Hindu cycle of sixty. 

S. vishwdsa, s. Love, kindness, 

favour. 2. faith, confidence, belief, trust. 

a traitor, betrayer. 3®*$^ ?»*** 

betraying of trust or confidence, 

to love, trust, believe, confide in. a 

ssjb a believer. 

S. vishwesha, See 

S. visha, s. Poison, venom, virus. 2. 

water. asi £8 Shiva, as having swallowed 

the poison at the churning of the milk-sea. 

2. a snake. 3. a cloud. ?)s^ aSafj, to 

become affected by poison, poison to take 

effect. a^a^cdjj poison to be dispelled. ari, 
avri), Sj0bo5jJ) to dispel poison. a*$ 

a scorpion, with poison in its tail. 2. a 

mischievous child or person. 

£>sd; 

g. vishctnna, adj. Dejected, despon¬ 

ding, spiritless. 

S. $J vishapuri, S. A large and 

spreading sore. 

S. vishama, adj. Odd (in numbers). 

2. uneven, rough. 3. difficult, of access, 

as a book, &c.; painful, difficult, trouble¬ 

some, in general. 4. evil, bad. 6. unparal¬ 

leled, unequalled, s. Difficulty, pain. 2. un¬ 

evenness, inequality. 3. an inaccessible place, 

as a thicket or precipice, Cupid, 

whose arrows are of an odd number. a^sjM^ 

a plant, echites scholar is, having seven 

leaves on a stalk, a*^;i) Shiva, with an 

odd number of eyes. arisio an evil 04 

wicked mind a mischievous per¬ 

son. a^sb WjtJ a latent fever. as^sfi 

an unequal division of property amongst co¬ 

heirs. ^os% an odd number. 

to be painful, mortal, difficult to cure, as 

applied to disease. 

S. £}£\orfo vishaya, s. Any object of sense, 

any thing perceived by the sense, as colour, 

form, flavour, odour, and sound. 2. any ob¬ 

ject in general. 3. respect, relation ; in such 

phrases, as, in this respect, in that respect. 

4. a country. 5. refuge, asylum. 6. deport¬ 

ment, sphere, element, home, province, that 

which is peculiarly known or frequented, as 

a particular study by its professors, a parti¬ 

cular town by its towns-folk, water by fish, 

air by birds. 7. a collection of villages. 8. 

a religious oblation or observance. 9. semen 

virile. 10. a female lover. 11. any thing 

indigenous or peculiar to a province, postpo¬ 

sition, Respecting, regarding. 

respecting me. astcdsstpssoS lust.. as^oto ad 

averse to sexual pleasure, d^ar^crio, wfi 

e?acce> respecting 

what is bad, unsuitable, or unworthy. 

- oi), s>&>* ariab, a^eih respecting what 

is fit, suitable, or worthy. as^sfa, sftacn 

respecting what is great, chief, or of 

main importance. *5^ aa^cd), asScdj res¬ 

pecting what is of trivial moment or minor 

importance. adcrio respecting aban¬ 

donment. adcrfo respecting what 

must be received or entertained. as,co’j 

respecting what is not to be obtained. ad 
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efcao^d infidelity respecting marriage vows, 

astcrfj 'Sjsd 0ne inordinately devoted to wo¬ 

men. uxorious. 

s. visha-veidya, s. A dealer in 

antidotes, one professing to cure snake bites 

by charms, &c. 

S. vishayi, s. An organ of sense. 2. 

a simile, comparison, 

S. oOroO vishayisu, v. a. To copulate, 

embrace sexually. 

s. vishasuchaka, s. The 

Greek partridge, Perdix rufa. 

S. visha-hara, s. An antidote to 

poison. 

■+s. vishdna, s. The born of an ani¬ 

mal. 2. the tusk of an elephant. 3. the 

fang of the boar. 

S. vishdda, s. Lassitude, dejection, 

lowness of spirits, want of energy, especially 

as the result of unrequited love. 2. distress, 

affliction. 3. disappointment. 

S. £>0^0 vishu, s. The fifteenth year in the 

Hindu cycle of sixty. 2. the equinox. 

S. vishuvattu, vishu- 

va, s. The equinox. 

S. vishucJli, s. Purging, diarrhoea, 

cholera. 

s. £)£\£j.oc$ vishkambha, s. The first of 

the twenty seven astronomical periods called 

Yogas. 2. obstacle, hindrance, impediment. 

s. £>£3^ viskkara, s. A bird. 

s. vishtapa, s. A world. 

heaven, earth, and hell. 2. heaven. 

S. vishtara, s. The seat of the 

brahman, either real or in effigy, as presiding 

at a sacrifice. 

s. vishtara-shrava, s. Vishnu. 

S. £>t^ vishti, s. Casting into hell, assign¬ 

ing to torture. 

S. £o^ vishte, s. Fasces, human ordure. a 

to ease nature. 

S. £sao vishnu, 

triad, the preserver of the world. 

SsU Garuda, the vehicle of Vishnu. 

devoted or attached to Vishnu. 

a common military name. 

s. £r3p £<oio^ioS vishmikrdn- 

The second of the Hindu 

diji, 

ta, vishnukrdnti, s. The clitorea terna- 

tea, used as a decoction in fevers. 

s. vishnu-tirtha, 

vishnu-pada, s. The sky, atmosphere, 

s. vishnu- 

padi, vishnu-pddodbhave, s. The Gan¬ 

ges, springing from Vishnu’s feet. "a 

the autumnal equinox. 

S. Sgjg/jd vishphdra, s. The twang of a 

bow-string. 

's. vishwaksena, s. Vishnu. 

T. B. £7o visa, [S3] s. Poison. 

s. SroOS'S'rf visamvdda, s. Disappoint¬ 

ing, deceiving, falsifying one’s word, deceiving 

by a false affirmation or not keeping, a pro¬ 

mise. 2. contradiction, disagreeing. 

S. £)ojd visara, s. An assemblage, multi¬ 

tude, flock. 

S. £rd AS" visarga, s. The soft aspirate s; 

and, as the substitute of the letters d or d, 

the termination of various inflections both of 

nouns and verbs, in Sanscrit. 2. abandoning, 

relinquishing, getting rid of or free from any 

thing. 3. a division of the sun’s course, the 

southern course. Sidrir the letter0- 

S. visarjana, s. Quitting, relin¬ 

quishing. 2. dismissing. 3. a gift, dona¬ 

tion. JMStSrsto, SWterSj to relinquish, 

abandon, the letter s. 2. fit to 

be abandoned. 

S. SToriSTQ visarpana, s. Extending, 

spreading. 

A. C. Sroro^ visasana, s. Aversion, indif¬ 

ference. 

A. C. £7oOOSO visumbe, S. Jumping,leaping. 

A. c. &7\3ok3o8Jt3 visutambare, s. Acting 

as one pleases. 

A. C. £>ci>'4) visupu, s. A blaze. 2. lus¬ 

tre, radiance. 

S. visrishta, adj. Expelled, cast 

off or out, abandoned, relinquished, got rid of. 

T. B. £r\j^?o visesa, s. Difference. 

s,. tj, "d vistara, vistdra, s. 

Diffusion, extension. 2. abundance, a great 

deal, plenty. 3. prolixity, 

Strabo v. a. To make prolix, 2. to diffuse, 



spread, publish abroad, v. n. To extend, 

spread out, expand, to dilate, a prolix 

person. wsVj um adso she is very 

prolix in conversation. 

s. SrJ STo vistlrna, vistrita, 

adj. Spread, expanded. 2. large, great. 

S. visphdta, S. A boil, pustule. 

S. Sro,Quo vismaya, $. Wonder, surprise. 

2. pride, arrogance. dso to 

be surprised. surprised, astonished. 

S. visrnrita, adj. PorgotteD. 

3 forgetfulness. 

S. visra, s. A smell like that of raw 

meat. 

S. £>rvp$ visrambha, s. Confidence, result. 

2. regard, affection. 

S. &ro)r§ visrase, s. Decrepitude, old age. 

s. £>s>o7\S&, SsdoA, £i5oa vihangama, 

vihanga, vihaga, s. A narrow. 2. a bird. 

ona (king of birds) Garuda. 

s. vihangika, s. A pole or yoke 

for carrying burdens by suspension. 

S. SSoSOdoTo vihdyasa, s. The atmosphere, 

sky, heaven. 2. a bird. 

S. £)55t>'d vihdra, s. Walking about for plea¬ 

sure, taking exercise. a®^0 one who is tak¬ 

ing a walk for pleasure. SsdOSo to walk for 

pleasure or amusement. 

S. £>0o^ vihita, adj. Friendly, amiable, in. 

timate. 2. fit, proper, s. Intimacy, friendli¬ 

ness, salutariness. 

S. S§Q^ vihina, adj. Destitute of, lacking. 

S. vihwalct, adj. Agitated, overcome 

by fear, beside one’s self, unable to restrain 

one’s self. 

S. £>^oa> Vllamba, s. Slowness, tardiness, 

atfora d»z&> to linger, s^ownr'j to be dila¬ 

tory, slothful. 

C. vildsa, s. The mark or direction on 

goods or packages. 2. the direction on a 

letter. a<W> the superscription on a 

letter. 

s. vikshepa, vikshepa- 

na, s. Moving any muscle at will. 2. per¬ 

plexity, confusion. 

S. Vic hi, s. A wave. 

S. Vijana, s. A fan or flapper. ^ 

3 a fanner. 

s. £)(°k3, vita, vitike, t. b. 

cdo, Si^Sodj videya, vidiya, s. The 

betel plant. 

S. £)i°cS vine, s. The Indian lute, a fretted 

instrument of the guitar kind, usually having 

seven wires or strings, and a large gourd at 

each end of the finger board; the extent of 

the instrument is two octaves; it is supposed 

to be the invention of the son of Bram- 

ha, and has many varieties, enumerated ac¬ 

cording to the number of strings, &c., as, 3®^ 

d a^rf, djowodj a^rS, djd, a^pS, a^n, dd 

&c. S rr®d the music of the lute. 

a^fSco’orf, apfsAstj a lute player. OvS tSoaib, 

a^rl usedj to play a lute. 

S. vita, adj. Tame, quiet, tranquil. 2. 

gone, departed. osd any sage with sub¬ 

dued passions. ^ the Ashoka tree. 2. 

free from distress. 

s. S^ISoojb^/ vitihotra, s. Agni, god of 

fire. 

S. vidhi, s. A street, line, row, road, 

path, way. 

S. Vipse, s. Successive order, the ar¬ 

rangement of things or properties each by 

each, or in succession. 

s. vira, s. A hero, warrior, champion, 

brave man. 2. heroism, a^didd, a distin¬ 

guished hero. 2. one of Shiva’s attendants, 

a^d dod <? a kind of drum beaten before kings, 

a^d es«>rt(S a round metallic plate, used for the 

same purpose. a hero’s sash. S>W 

a badge of honour on a hero’s arm. 

a^cradd sitting with one leg over the other 

knee, a^ddooa,’# an ornament for the middle 

toe, given as a mark of distinction to a hero, 

a^d tlic fist clenched and the thumb 

made to stick out from between the fingers, 

atddwt^ccbdd) a particular class of wandering 

mendicants who practice incantations. SKd 

dsiddddi a kind of furious mendicants. 0$ 

d dp^d) Cupid. the wife of a hero, 

a^dd^d) the mother of a hero. 2. the mother 

of a male child. »Hd dsd the drink of war¬ 

riors, taken during the battle for refresh¬ 

ment, or before it to excite courage. &^d w| 

hair left on the head from the time of one’s 
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birth, wdsb ho j8 a very 

VilcramarTca in valour and heroism. 

heroism, military prowess. a 

monumental tablet to a hero. 

S. Virana, s. A fragrant grass, An- 
dropogon muricatwm. c. A kind of musical 

instrument. 

S. £)^’0'3cOos^ virayita, $. The reversed 

order of sexual embrace. 

S. vir-dsana, See under »v3. 

s. viruttu, virudha, 

s. A creeper. 2. a branch or shoot. 

S. a^odos- virya, s. Heroism, military 

prowess. 2. strength, vigour, power. 3. dig¬ 

nity, consequence. 4. fortitude, firmness. 5. 

semen virile. 6. splendour, lustre. S^ctfcrsfo 

ai, a strong, powerful, valiant man. 

S^cchr virile strength, bodily strength. 

a wife given as a bet to a success¬ 

ful champion, as Site was to Rama. 

C. a^co Visa, s. A sixteenth. 2. a share, 

portion, part. 

C. a(=■?§, a^ vise, vishe, s. Five seers or 

120 rupees weight. 

S. a^S'3'rf vikdra, S. A sacred or holy place. 

t. b. a^fod>, a^, a^B/7^, a^odozS 

<S>, a^ vileya, vilige, virrige, vile- 

■ ya-dele, vllya, [SH®#] s. The betel leaf, 

a^oii the betel distributed on the oc¬ 

casion of promising to give a daughter in 

marriage. 

s. a^P3, a^ vikshcina, vikshe, s. 

Sight, seeing. seen. to see. 

0. ^/a vil, vu, For words beginning 

with these letters see under erus. 

S. vrinta, s. The foot or stalk of a 

leaf, blossom, or fruit. 

S. vrinda, S. A heap, assemblage, 

multitude. 

s. vrinduvana, s. A raised 

piece of ground inside a house, or yard, with¬ 

in Which the followers of Vishnu raise and 

preserve the purple stalked basil, as sacred to 

the deity. 

S. vrika, s. A wolf. 2. a crow. 

s. cdvrikudara, a aaruc of 

Blnma. 

S. vrijina, s. Sin, vice, wicked¬ 

ness. 2. distress, affliction. 

s. vrita, adj. Chosen, selected, pre¬ 

ferred. 2. served. 3. covered, screened, 

defended. 4. having, possessing, endowed 

with, accompanying, t. b. [_f^] a vow. 

S. vriti, s. Selecting, choosing, per¬ 

forming. 

S. vritta, adj. Chosen, selected. 2. 

round, circular, globular. 3. past, gone, 

been. 4. firm, hard. 5. read, studied. 6. 

dead. s. Conduct, observance of enjoined 

practice in private or social life. 2. practice, 

profession, means of gaining a subsistence. 

3. verse, metre. riwfer* a man ot’bad con" 

duct. !{£.**«** a 

man of correct conduct. 

S. 33^'S^as^ vrittdnta, s. News, intelli¬ 

gence, tidings. 2. detail, particulars. 3. 

an event, occurrence. 4. sort, kind, manner. 

5. topic, subject. 6. tale, story. 7. property, 

nature. oa» aStffc to tell the news. 

S. vritti, s. Livelihood, profession, 

means of acquiring a subsistence. 2. drama¬ 

tic representation or composition, considered 

to be of four sorts. which exhibits 

love or passion; which appears to 

imply declamation especially; of 

which the subject is virtue and heroism; 

and which treats of magic, delusion, 

wrath, and battle. 3. gloss, comment, ex¬ 

planation. 4. being, abiding. 6. meaning. 

6. the share in rent-free laud falling to a 

brahman. living by alms, m rice, 

begged from door to door. 

gleaning ears of corn, or gathering spil¬ 

led rice from the place where it has been 

beaten or trodden out. % service. 

®, an excellent livelihood. 2. good conduct. 

sSj® duty peculiar to a brahman. 

S. vritra, S. An enemy. 2. darkness. 

3. a giant slain by Indra. 

Indra. 

s. vrithd, vridhd, adj. 

Useless, fruitless. 2. wrong, incorrect, adv. 

In vain. 53 that work is vain. 

an unprofitable donation, as a gift 

to encomiasts, harlots, wrestlers, &c. money 

lost at play, &c. 
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S. vriddha, adj. Old, aged, ancient. 

2. full 'grown, large, expanded to the proper 

size. 3. wise, learned. 4. accumulated, 

heaped, increased, augmented, an 

old man. an old woman. 

agedness, old age. superior wisdom. 

advanced age. eminence 

in morality, Sjd excellence of disposi¬ 

tion high caste. ^4s<i excelling 

in austerities, #|5fo from old time. 

2. from old to young. 

s. vriddha-shrava, s. Indra, 

listening to the aged. 

S. vriddhi, s. Enlargement, increase, 

augmentation, extension. 2. the third of 

the three conditions or objects of regal power, 

extension of power or revenue, or any indica¬ 

tion of progression. 3. prosperity, success. 

4. interest, usury; especially returning the 

principal with a proportionate increment, as 

in the case of seed-corn lent. 5. abscission. 

6. (in law) forfeiture, deduction. 

the augmentation of one’s generation, 'sb&bo 

m the increase of a family, TisaW 

the imaginary uncleanness occasioned by 

child-birth. waSwi the usual interest 

on money left to accumulate, vz&ow 

interest on money paid at stated seasons. 

=F3>e?3 the rate of interest agreed on 

between the parties independent of the regu¬ 

lations of law. ') compound interest. 

sJcra the highest rate of interest allowed 

by law. 

S. vrisha, s. Ginger. 2. a rat. 

s. vrishchika, s. A scorpion. 2. 

the sign Scorpio. the month 

when the sun is in Scorpio. 

S. vrisha, s. A bull. 2. the sign 

Taurus. 3. virtue, moral merit. 4. virtue 

personified as a bull, the steed of Shiva. ^ 

3 si^spo*, ^33, srasSS Shiva, with a bull 

for his steed and ensign. 

s. vrishana, s. The testicles or 

scrotum. 

g. vrishaparvana, s. A 

king of the titans. 

S. vrishabha, s. A bull. 2. the 

sign Taurus, adj. in comp, pre-eminent, 

dcd 

excellent. the second solar month. 

sijXW jrasd?! Shiva, mounted on 

an ox. 

S. vrishalu, s. A man born from 

a brahman by a Shudra mother. 

S. vrishali, s. A girl who before 

marriage becomes pubescent; hence, also a 

woman of low caste, ^ a man who 

marries a girl after she has attained the age 

of puberty. 

s. vrishasyanti, s. A lasci¬ 

vious woman. 

g. vrishdkapdi, s. 

Parvati. 2. Lakshmi. 3. Sachi. 4. Swdhf- 

devi, wife of Agni. 

g. vrishakapi, s. Vishnu. 2. 

Shiva. 3. Agni. 4. Indra. 

S. vrishti, s. Rain. ^ excess 

of rain, drought. a 

shower of flowers. Sera a shower of hail. 

s. vrishni, s. A ram. 2. one of the 

descendants of Yadu. 

S. vriksha, s. A tree. sfeS* sra®* a 

garden, grove. a carpenter’s chisel 

or adze, the hog plum. 

g. Sotf&JsZ), So# So 

aS5, So7\b$l\§ venkata, venkata- 

giri, venkatdchala, vengata, ven- 

gata-giri, S. The sacred hill of Tripati. 

tfsfrra Vishnu, worshipped there under 

this designation. 3oriW worfd SoriUbSo/v 

when people are in trouble, they have re¬ 

course to God; or, when a man cannot do 

without you, he comes to you. 

c. vengala, s. A silly or foolish 

man. 

T. B. <§07^ vengya, [sfcory s. Jeer, sar¬ 

casm, the covert but intelligible expression of 

sarcasm or contempt. 2. obscene speech. Sorij 

sJss^o a sarcastic expression. 2. a filthy word. 

T. B. venjana, See s^owas. 

A. c. venthanisu, v. n. To pos¬ 

sess, get, gain, have. 2. to reach, arrive, at¬ 

tain. sSobribSSo he ascended the throne. 

Scbrfjibobo as, bScrfoS tfobrio* low rraS the 

very grievous curse of the brahman’s son over- 
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took liim. o»ftj$sfo SgsSAIj ^jsoSo lie 

reached the kingdom of heaven. 

C. 3^70 veltkasa, adj. Wonderful, asto¬ 

nishing. 2. large, huge, big. s. Dislike, 

repugnance. 2. repletion of food. 3. seve¬ 

rity. too large for the hand to 

grasp. to dislike. 2. to be full to 

repletion. 3. to be harsh, severe, displeased, 

c. 3a^, ^ veggala, vegghala, 

adj. Much, abundant, excessive. Srt 

to abound, be excessive. 

C. 3s4^ vechcha, & Expense, expenditure. 

2. purchasing trifling articles on credit. 3. 

the dung of birds. to expend. S 

to sell trifling articles. 

to purchase goods. to as>k an 

advance of money for expenses. ■***> 

to advance for expenditure. to 

become spent. SWrt 3*^^% 

**85 I have not even the sixteenth part of 

a cash for expenses. 

A. 0. o3a^A vejjnga, S. Particulars, detail. 

A. C. 383^ vetta, A hill, mountain. 

C. .38do^ vettu, s. A mould, die. 

C. 363^> vette, s. Heat, morbid heat of the 

body. 2. harshness, severity, cruelty, adj. 

Hot, heated. 2. severe, cruel. heat¬ 

edness. sSBj rtJra a warm temper. ^ 

a body morbidly heated. to become 

heated. Sg, disease from heat. 

heat occasioned by a venereal affection, 

rtof sSSJj morbid heat occasioned by the im¬ 

moral conduct of ancestors. 

c. 3z§, 3z§odo vede, vedeya, s. Leave, 

permission. 

T. B. 3s'3^7o vetydsa, Contra¬ 

riety, opposition, difference. 

T. B. 3^3 vedhave, «. A widow. 

A. c. 3d vera, adj. True, correct. 

A. c. 3doi> verasu, [tfdsb] v. a. To mix, 

mingle, combine, unite. 

Cj 3d veri, adj. Mad, foolish, silly, s. 

Madness, folly. 

A. C. 3$3b^ velakuli, s. One who is fa¬ 

tigued or exhausted. 

A. C. 3^3B velati, s. Fatigue, exhaustion, 

weariness. 

C. 3^0ti) vendra, s. Heat, morbid bodily 

heat, pungency. <3*0®;* to become hot, over¬ 

heated. 

S. 3^ a vega, S. Speed, velocity, quickness, 

haste. 2. violence, impetuosity, severity, sud¬ 

den impulse, adj. Quick, speedy. 2. vio¬ 

lent, severe, impetuous, adv. Speedily, quick¬ 

ly. ;S»ri quick as thought. »3SC^M 

ri quick as the wind. Art an agile, quick, 

active, nimble person. 

c. 3^o^, 3i°c^ veduke, vedike, s. A 

show, spectacle. 2. pomp. 3. a curiosity. 

4. eagerness, adj. Curious. 2. pompous. 3. 

pleasant, amusing, happy, pleased. A® A 

to make a show. to be 

pompous, showy, worth seeing, A®^7^ a 

gallant, lover, a man of show or display. 

S. 3(J C§ vend, s. The hair, particularly of 

females or children, braided, or plaited, and 

hanging down the back. A«A won a tie for 

the hair. AA ^ortsfc the conjunction of 

three streams, as at Allahabad, where the 

Ganges, Jumna and Saraswati unite. 

Ar3 a woman having long dark hair, St 

rf a woman, whose long hair is compared to 

a serpent. 

S. 3°P0O ve'nu, s. A pipe, fife, flute. 2. a 

bamboo, A*91 the sound of a fife. A 

rw a superior kind of musk. Si;cm 

sfw Krishna, assembling the cowherdessess 

with the sound of his fife. 

S. 3^0Z$ vetanda, s. An elephant. 

S. 3^ jd vetana, s. Wages, hire. 2. live¬ 

lihood, subsistence. a lawsuit res¬ 

pecting the non-payment of wages. 

S. 3^s£ro vetasa, s. The rattan or cane, 

Calamus rotang. 

S. 3(J0£^ vetdla, s. A dead body occupi¬ 

ed and animated by an evil spirit. See A 

S. 3^ 5) vettri, s. A sage, who knows the 

nature of the soul and good. one 

skilled in sacred writings. 

S. 3^1 vetra, s. A cane, rattan, or reed. 

A*; Sirf, StJ; a door-keeper, porter, 

mace-bearer. 

S. 3i=rf veda, S. The generic term for the 

sacred writings of the Hindus; supposed to 
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have been revealed by Bramha, and after 

being preserved by tradition for a considera¬ 

ble period, to have been arranged in the pre¬ 

sent form by Vyasa. The principal Vedas 

are three in number; viz., the 

SrVb and to which a fourth, the 

a\zi, is usually added; the 

and «5)rraf5, or ancient history and mythology, 

are sometimes considered as a fifth, ^cdori 

a sacred science, considered as subordinate to, 

and in some sense a part of the Vedas. Six 

sciences come under this denomination; viz. 

^ the science of pronunciation and articula¬ 

tion ; the detail of religious ceremonies; 

grammar; the explanation of 

obscure and difficult words or phrases, which 

occur in the Vedas; tforisbj poetic metres; 

and astronomy. Others also, called 

en)*; or supplementary Vedas, are enume¬ 

rated; as, medical science, a work 

on medicine. a work on arshery. 

a worlj 0n psalmody, or vocal 

and instrumental music in general. 3(>dso£, 

the theological part of the Ve¬ 

das, considered collectively. It is contained 

in the many numerous passages or chapters 

of the Vedas termed which in¬ 

culcate an abstract and speculative mono- 

theistical worship; and these have been fur¬ 

ther explained and illustrated by later writers. 

The founder of this school was and 

subsequently tfo^osuscrfjF, 

and Sir were its most eminent teach¬ 

ers. 53n,n$o3 a follower of the Vedanta phi¬ 

losophy. SjeSjSj one versed in 

the Vedas. st*o»«SMa reading the Vedas 

throughout, in temples, &c. sSjjsSf the 

title given to an officiating brahman. ^ 

one skilled in the whole of the Vedas. 

55^133°^ studying the theology of the Ve¬ 

das. 3**5 the compiler and arranger 

of the Vedas; he having first collected and 

arranged them into the four parts in which 

they now exist. s5ta»$^S the study of 

scripture. scriptural, taught or 

declared in the Vedas. •5t***'& the 

mode of blessing with which one brahman in 

writing to another commences his letter. 3% 

God, who is only to be 

known by the study of his word. 

o3^d| 

S. vedanda, s. An elephant. 

S. vedane, s. Sensation, perception, 

knowledge conveyed by the senses. 2. pain, 

agony, distress, s&dra the agony of 

death. the torture of parted lo¬ 

vers, or of love.- the torment of 

Cupid. sSyrfjS to be in pain, to be tor¬ 

mented. ^SstUo, to torment, 

afflict, distress. 

S. 3(£$ vedi, s. Bramba. 

S. 3(t>, 3^3 vedi, vedilce, s. A rais¬ 

ed floor, especially one used as an altar. 

S. vedya, adj. Knowable, compre¬ 

hensible, ascertainable. 2. ascertained, known. 

S. vedha, S. Bramha. 

s. 3z$$, vedhane, vedhe, s. Pain, 

trouble, annoyance. 2. perforation, piercing, 

bored, pierced, perforated. 2. painted, 

to pierce, perforate. 2. to pain. 

S. vedhassu, s. Bramha. 2. Visli- 

mi. 

s. vedhi, vedhitwa, s. 
Hitting, striking, piercing, perforating. $ 

shooting and hitting an object that is 

heard but not seen. the philoso¬ 

pher’s stone. 

S. 3^(i vena, s. Bramha. 2. a bad king 

so called. 

s. 3^33^, ^3^^ vepathu, vepana, 

s. Trembling, tremor. 

s. vema, s. A loom. 

S. 3(3 ve'le, s. Time. 2. tide. 3. limit, 

boundary. 4. the sea-shore. 

s. vellita, adj. Shaken, trembling, 

tremulous. 2 crooked. 

S. 3^ vesha, s. The abode of harlots. 

s. 3^o^ veshanta, s. A basin or small 

pond. 

s.^ ve'shma, s. A house. 

S. veshye, s. A harlot, whore, prosti¬ 

tute. 

S. iS^ro vesha, vdsa, s. A mask, 

disguise. 2. ornament, dress, decoration. 

the guise of a woman, ^4 

the guise of Krishna,assumed in pantomimes, 

sstro, to assume a form, put 
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on a mask, disguise one’s self, one 

who lias on a mask. 2. a hypocrite. 

S. veshtaka, s. Gum, resin. 

s. «3^ veshtana, s. Surrounding, that 

which encompasses or surrounds. 2. a tur¬ 

ban. a turban or cloth wound 

round the head. surrounded, encom¬ 

passed, enclosed. to surround, encom¬ 

pass, enclose. an ornament for 

the ear. 

S. vc'le, s. Time, period, opportunity. 

63 that time. =3* this time. 

sometimes, perhaps. ciiS) the nighttime, 

the character of the times. 

s. ^^83^ veikatika, s. A jeweller. 

5. o§^£^ veikalya, s. Disquietude, per¬ 

turbation. 2. defect, eori 3$**$ defect of 

body, defect in intellect. 

crfo a deficiency in the organs of sense. 

s. veikakshya, s. A garland worn 

over one shoulder and under the other. 

6. veikuntha, s. Vishnu. 2. the 

paradise or residence of Vishnu. 

S. veikrdnta, s. A kind of gem 

said to resemble a diamond, and to be of si¬ 

milar properties. 

S. ^£0t) veikhari, s. Manner. 2. con¬ 

duct. 3. display, ostentation. 

s. source veikhdnasa, s. A rishi. 2. 

a man of the third religious order, a hermit, 

anchorite. a sect of Vishnu, which 

is particular in following the original Veda 

exclusively, ^so-s^stsri^o their 

scriptures. 

s. veikrita, veikri- 

tya, s. Aversion, disgust. 

s. veichakshanya, s. Skill, 

cleverness, proficiency. 

S. veichitrya, ad;. Sur¬ 

prising. 

s. veijanana, s. The last month 

of uterine gestation. 

S. veijayanta, s. The palace, 

banner, or emblem of Indra. 

S. eS^SiOdoOel veijayanti, s. The garland 

of Vishnu. 2. a flag, banner. 

s. veidurya, 

veidhurya, s. A gem of a dark colour, 

the lapis lazuli. 

S. veinava, adj. Produced by or 

made of bamboo. 

S. veinavika, s. A flute player. 

S. veinika, s. A lute player. 

S. veitarani, s. The river of hell. 

S. neitdlika, s. A bard whose 

duty it is to awaken the prince at dawn, with 

music and song. 

s. ^dcSd veidandika, s. Reading the 

vfdas. 

s. sS^dl^, ’&^frhveidagdhya, veidag- 

dhi, s. Cleverness, dexterity; cunning, craft. 

S. veidarbhi, s. Damayanti. 2. 

Rukmini. 

g. veidika, veidika, s. 

A brahman well versed in the Vedas, adj. 

Spiritual, derived from or conformable to the 

Vedas. religious conduct or en¬ 

gagement, as opposed to secular. epao 

<33 unnecessarily particular or long about a 

thing. 

s. ^dot\, veidushi, veidu- 

shya, s. Learning, sapience. 

s. ^djsodor veidurya. See 

s. veideha, veideha- 

ka, s. A trader by profession. 2. a trader 

by birth, or the offspring of a Vaishya father 

and brahman mother. 3. the father of Site, 

site. 

S. ^d^ veidya, s. The science of medicine. 

2. medical aid, advice or prescription. 

a vvork on medicine. the 

science of medicine. a gentle mode 

of treatment. o»^sI a severe mode of 

treatment. stosSo to practice as a doc¬ 

tor. *5*3 the celestial physicians. 

God, the giver of absorption. <*4 

^ a form of Shiva, presiding Over one of 

the divisions of stawf. a medical 

man’s fee, in kind. 

8. veidkavya, s. Widowhood. 

S. veidlidtra, s. Bramha’s son. 
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S. dzveidhdya, adj. Foolish, igno¬ 

rant. s. An idiot, a fool. 

c. BijS, veina, veina, s. Details, 

particulars. 2. convenience. 3. affair, cir¬ 

cumstance. 4. cause, reason. 5. manner, 

way, method, adj. Neat, clever, ingenious. 

dSipsnh sJra&i to do cleverly or in the right 

way. sSjjftjaA to give an account of in 

due form or order, to detail, par¬ 

ticularize. to show the art or 

way of doing a thing. 3^7* ^ t0 get out of 

the way of doing a thing, «SSb wsSi 

s that is very clever. what is 

the secret, or way, of that ? 39 

u% I am acquainted with all your circum¬ 

stances. 

s. B^^cd> veinateya, [son of £$$} s. 

Garuda. 

S. vemashlka, s. A certain natal 

star. 

S. veiparitya, s. Contrariety, 

opposition. 

C. 0^ Veipu, s. An expedient. 2. conve¬ 

nience. 3. room, clearance. 4. direction, 

side, quarter. 5. the secret, mystery, or way 

of a thing. 7*7«e3 s?^ I do not 

understand the secret of that. ^ 

5-^ there is no convenience for writing. SgsJi 

to make a clearance. 2. to make con¬ 

venient. 

s. B^sjB, veibhava, veibhdga, 

s. Happiness, enjoyment. 2. wealth, riches. 

3. majesty, glory. t3^7Sd God’s glory. 

S3the times, state of the times. 2. a 

prosperous or happy time. 

S. veimanasya, s. Sadness, of¬ 

fence, sorrow, disinclination, dislike, 

s. B(Bss>~§j»cdo veimdtreya, s. A step¬ 

mother’s son. 

s. veimdniJcarUys. The demi¬ 

gods, &c., who travel in self-moving vehicles. 

C. BjBssr<g~ft vei-mdlige, s. The top of a 

temple, where there is no screen from the sun. 

S. Biodsdi&'dFd veiydkarana, s. A gram¬ 

marian. adj. Grammatical, relating to gram¬ 

mar. 

S. cS^odJs)^ veiyatya, s. Impudence, 

shamelessness. 

C. ^odJaid veiydra, s. Affectation, affec- 

tedness. 2. coquetry, foppery. 3. haughti¬ 

ness. 4. beauty, adj. Affected, proud. See 

D. veiydslli, s. The second solar 

month. 

s. ^odja)co# veiydsalci, s. The son of 

Vydsa. 

C. oS^cdi3 veiyu, v, a. To carry, take 

off, or away. ?H7t> Ag>zS where 

are all the goods you took away ? 

S. B^xj veira, s. Enmity, hostility, natural 

antipathy. 2. heroism, prowess, , 

s3^d revenge, retaliation, requital of 

an injury, «3£d fixed enmity, -siw 

natural enmity, as between the rat and cat. 

sss3 caste enmity or antipathy. 

religious prejudices. 

S. BjV T)7\ veiragi, s. An ascetic, devotee, 

one who has subdued his worldly desires. 

s. Bjrxsjig veirdgya, s. The absence of 

worldly passion or desire. dis¬ 

gust with the world at the death of relatives. 

disgust with sexual pleasures 

from the sorrows of child-birth, 

rjj disgust with sin from hearing the awful 

announcements of scripture. 

H. B£odz~, veiran, veirdnu, s. 

Ruin, waste, destruction, adj. Desolated, 

waste, depopulated, ruined. 

S. Bid veiri, s. All enemy, adversary, foe. 

2. a hero. 

s. BiBjSi^zd^ veircchani, s. The giant 

king Bali. 

A. 0. Bit) veila, s. Speed, haste. 

S. veivadMha, $. A seller of grain, 

oil, ghee, sweetmeats, &c. 2. one who carries 

two burdens suspended from the shoulder. 

s. veivarnya, s. Change of co¬ 

lour or complexion. change of 

countenance. 

s. veivaswata, s. Yama. 2. 

one of the Rudras. 3. the seventh Manu. 

the present period. 

B^vcatf veivaha, veivdlii- 

Ica, adj. Nuptial, matrimonial, 

s. BijiotfTod>^ veishcnnpdyanci, s. A 
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sage, the original teacher of the c 

and the narrator of the sfoBSMp*13*' 

S. veishdkha, s. The month in 

which the moon is full near the southern 

scale, or the second lunar month. 2. a churn¬ 

ing stick. 

S. veisheshika, s. A follower of 

the logical school of philosophy. 

the branch of the logical school of philo¬ 

sophy instituted by ^rssri. 

S. veishya, s. A man of the third or 

agricultural and mercantile tribe. 

s. veishravana, s. Kubera, god 

of wealth. 2. Havana, 

g. veisliwanara, s. Agni, god of 

fire. 

S. -Sgs&z&ifi veishamya, s. Inequality, un¬ 

evenness. 2. solitariness, singleness. 3. dif¬ 

ficulty. zzzAtf 55^5% uuoUj 

there is a great difference (or enmity) between 

this and that. 

he is very much at variance with me. 

s. veishnuva, s. A follower of 

Vishnu, adj. Relating or belonging to Vish¬ 

nu. those followers ofVishnu 

who have the trident mark on their foreheads. 

A. C. veisika, s. Delight, sport, fun, 

pastime. 2. fraud, deceit. stozk to 

cheat, deceive. 

A. C. ^55T!^ veihdli, s. Curvetting or 

running round, as a horse. 

C. o§/S, VO, VO, For words beginning 

with these letters, see under *•< and 

t. b. oS voddanti, [sJ$ro*] s, a 

child’s birthday festivity. 

S. vodhavya, adj. Able to bear 

or carry. a porter, carrier. 

G. S?s)(£ VOltli, s. Brackish water. 

s. rfjoX vyanga, s. A cripple, adj. 
Deformed. 

S. vyangya, S. Sarcasm, the covert 

but intelligible expression of suspicion or 

contempt. 2. the filthy or obscene second¬ 

ary meaning of a word. ^5°^ the 

use of words in tlieir bad meaning. 

a sarcastic or ironical meaning. 

a sarcastic speech or expression. 
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ssft he talks jeeringly or 

obscenely. 

S. o^OSi^vyanjana, s. The external indica¬ 

tion of passion or feeling. 2. a consonant. 

3. condiments. 

S. cdijo&iif vyanjaka, S. A mark, spot, sign, 

token. 2. the beard. 3. the privy part of 

a male or female. 4. sauce, condiment. 5. 

a consonant. « this is the 

covert, or indirect, meaning of that. 

S. vyangcrne, S. An indirect or in¬ 

ferential reference or meaning. 

g. vyakta, adj. Clear, plain, evident, 

manifest, apparent, absolutely and specifi¬ 

cally known, or understood. 2. wise, clever. 

3. individual, specific. individuality, 

specific appearance, manifestation. 2. case, 

inflection, or the proper form of any inflected 

word. 4. species or the particular class of 

anything. 5. a thing or person. 

you are an excellent person. 

5*5-^ whose thing is this ? (a disrespectful 

mode in speaking of a woman). 

a sort of thing. 

S. vyagra, adj. Bewildered, perplexed, 

distracted. 2. alarmed, agitated, frightened. 

of staid, firm mind. =zrsc*r de¬ 

voted to, or very intent on an affair, 

distractedness. 2. engagedness, devotedness. 

S. up vyajana, $. A fan or flapper. 

g. vyatikara, s. Misfortune, cala¬ 

mity. 2. reciprocity, reciprocal action or 

relation. 

g. vyatikrama, s. Inverted or 

retrograde order. 2. inversion, reverse. 3. 

contrariety, opposition in general; as the 

contrary of what is right or wrong, crime, 

vice; the contrary of prosperity, adversity, 

misfortune, &c. 

g. vyatirikta, adj. Different, dis¬ 

tinct. jjiajSjsori&c&pk I 

know of nothing else, I know of no differ¬ 

ent one. 

g. vyatireka, s. Difference, sepa¬ 

rateness. 2. a figure in rhetoric, the dissi¬ 

militude of things compared, in some respects, 

to each other. 

g. S^o55Vd vyatilldra, s. Barter, exchange. 



S. vyatita, adj. Past, gone. 

S. vyatipata, s. A great and 

portentous calamity, or a portent indicating 

or occasioning it, and therefore identified 

with it, as a comet, an earthquake, &c. 2. 

disrespect, contempt. 3. the seventeenth of 

the astrological yogas. 

s. vyatyaya, vyatyd- 

sa, Contrariety, opposition, reverse. 2. in 

verted or retrograde order, 

to conduct one’s self in an offensive manner, 

w sfysty/S uo* he is dead. 2. he is 

fallen into adversity. to deceive. 

2. to do an unkindness. 

s. vyathe, vyadhe, s. Pain, 

distress. 2. alarm, fear. af&o to he in 

pain, to he distressed. pained, dis¬ 

tressed. 2. alarmed. . 

S. vyadhikarana, s. Inverted 

order of a compound word. 2. contradiction. 

S. vyabhichara, S. Following 

improper courses, doing what is prohibited 

or wicked. 2. erring, straying (literally or 

figuratively). 3. adultery, prostitution. 

to go astray, an adulteress. 

2. an adulterer. 3. following or doing what 

is improper, going astray. 4. a property or 

class of properties, into which the conse¬ 

quences and symptoms of amorous desires 

are classed, as objects of poetical description. 

The yssfritf} called are thirty four; 

viz. S>Sf^cS humility, self abasement; 

weakness or exhaustion; 3°^ apprehension; 

esx-jsciocalumny; inebriety; fatigue; 

indolence; indigence, distress; 

secret desire, contemplation of the object 

beloved; loss of sense or presence of 

mind, from fear, anxiety, &c; recollec¬ 

tion of an absent or faithless lover excited by 

present objects; the enjoyment or con¬ 

sciousness of amatory woe, resignation, or 

abandonment to despair; shame; 

fickleness ; delight; sssS^r! haste, flurry ; 

ignorance, imbecility; risfr pride; SaprS 

depression; regret, painful remem¬ 

brance of some object lost or absent; 

sleepiness; epilepsy; sleep; 3 

*3^3 waking; wrathful impatience; 

dissimulation; passion; *3 
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intelligence, knowledge; wuffsucrt reviling, 

railing; sbj? sickness, disease; onagri mad¬ 

ness, delirium; Dorics death; fear; S^??f 

doubt, deliberation. 

S. £^cd> vyaya, S. The twentieth year in 

the Hindu cycle of sixty. 2. expenditure, 

spending. 2. destruction, disappearance. 

adj. Mortal. to become expended. 

to spend. expended, 

spent, gone, dissipated, dispersed. 

S. sS^r vyartha, adj. Useless, vain, un¬ 

profitable, unmeaning, a useless 

expense, <|*ij vain labour. 

in vain, uselessly. 

s. vyavadhana, vya- 

VCldJie, s. A covering, sci'een, any thing 

which covers or conceals from sight. 2. the 

state of being concealed. 3. leisure, oppor¬ 

tunity. 

s. vyavasaya, s. Exertion, 

effort, persevering or industrious effort, per¬ 

severance, industry. 2. cultivation, 

cdre aS3& to make a strenuous effort. 2. to 

cultivate land, to farm. 

35sJo sissa to occupy one’s self in farm¬ 

ing. stss&xk to get farmed or cul¬ 

tivated by others, 'sftf to persevere 

in exertion. sSpfis# energetic, taking pains. 

2. tricked, cheated, s. Ascertainment. « 

cdra shifted that 

science may be acquired by proper exertions. 

S. vy CIV CIS the, s. Separating, placing 

remote or apart. 2. a decree, a written de¬ 

claration of the law, a written extract from 

a code of law. they have 

lost all sense of propriety, rtsa 

& make some decree respecting it. wsiart 

man or woman is all the same 

to him. 

s. vyavahartri, s A judge, 

umpire, one conducting a judicial procedure. 

2. a litigant, plaintiff, one instituting a dis¬ 

pute at law. 

S. vyavahdra, s. Contest at 

law, law-suit, litigation. 2. steadiness, pro¬ 

priety, adherence to law and custom. 3. a 

contract. 4. the practice of the courts, or 

« civil and criminal law, judicial procedure, ad- 
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ministrative justice, as tlie examination of 

evidence, &c. 5. usage, custom. 6. profes¬ 

sion, business. 7. title of jurisprudence, act 

cognizable in courts of justice. 8. especially 

a dispute between two parties, or the counter¬ 

statements of plaintiif and defendant. 

seOio to make use of. 2. to litigate. Sjsiro® 

Cs to administer or conduct public af¬ 

fairs. »SjsS«?ij a case of civil law. ^33 

3 3i^si<sstJ a case in criminal law. *Ss%rsi®SMj 

an. unjust or bad law-suit. iSifasiiE&i a proper 

law-suit. 

i. s^^sosdtjrf, ^^SDda^cdo vya- 

vahdra-pada, vyavahdra-vishaya, s. 

A title of jurisprudence, an act which may 

become the-object of dispute amongst men, 

and should therefore be regulated by law. 

According to Manu, there are eighteen heads, 

but these are the principal only, and many 

things not comprised under them may still 

be actionable. The eighteen are, 

debt; deposit;, - sale with¬ 

out ownership; TjoitSoscconcerns a- 

mongst partners; xtjossra1 subtraction of 

what has been given; non-payment 

of wages; non-performance of 

agreement; ^°2oS}^crija;Sj#aforescision of sale 

and purchase; Sssri disputes be¬ 

tween master and servant; Snarf dis¬ 

putes about boundaries; defama¬ 

tion, abuse; assault; theft, 

larceny; robbery and other violence; 

dor^sdrs adultery; ddor duties of 

man and wife; *V»rt portioning of pro¬ 

perty or inheritance; djs^ddja^cdo gam¬ 

bling of any kind, as fighting animals, laying 

wagers, &c. , ^dKada^one skilled 

in law. sfcarir agreeably to law. 

si55ad jU.jf, djd553d stJ a court of law. 3$°* 

55®ns strati, to engage in a law¬ 

suit. ^d5o®oa SwaOdJ to 

judge, to litigate. 2. to plead as 

a barrister. 3. to make a speech. 

subject to legal process. 

S. vyavahita, adj. Next but one, 

second from one. next, near to, at¬ 

tached or adhering to. 2. covered, concealed, 

s&si&g v»|*k any brother below the next 

youngest to one’s self. es^sS5od a bro- s. 
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ther next youngest to one’s self. 

dd wits the time immediately next, 

d wit) the time just past, 

S. o^JTSOdo vyavdya, S. Sexual embrace. 

S. ^ vyasana, s. Grief, sorrow. 2. 

care, thought, concern. 3. calamity, misfor¬ 

tune. 4. fate. 5. fault, vice, crime, frailty 

arising from desire or anger. Ten vices or 

faults are enumerated under the first head; 

viz,, hunting, gambling, sleeping in the day¬ 

time, calumny, whoring, dancing, singing, 

playing, idle roaming, drinking. The second 

comprehends eight; viz., depravity, violence, 

injury, envy, malice, fraud, abuse, and as¬ 

sault. 6. sin. 7. fated consequence, evil 

destiny, ill-luck. 8. fruitless effort. 9. in¬ 

competence, inability. 10. intent applica¬ 

tion or attachment to an object. 11. falling. 

sJs&i to sorrow, suffer grief, •%**»* 

to distress. grievous. 

eating and sexual pleasures. affiict- 

ed, suffering pain or calamity. addict¬ 

ed to evil practices, as to gaming, drinking, 

wenching, &c. 

S. vyasta, adj. Confounded, bewil¬ 

dered. 2. pervaded, penetrated. 3. present 

and essential; or inherent in all the parts of 

any thing, in opposition to the or that 

which pervades the whole together. •$& 

perplexed and indistinct statement, want of 

precision in an accusation or defence. 

S. vydkarana, s. Grammar. 

S. vydkula, adj. Confounded, be¬ 

wildered, perplexed, overcome with fear or 

grief, s. Distress, perplexity, grief. 

the perplexity occasioned by some af¬ 

fair. confusion, perplexity, grief. 

S. S3«)g ^ vydkdcha, adj. Blown, 

opened, as a flower. 

s. vydJcopa, s. Offence, oppo¬ 

sition. 

s. S3rtgSO*jfi& vydhhydta, adj. Explain¬ 

ed, expounded. 

s. ttfiiSjg. vydkhydna, vyd- 

Jchye, S. An explanation, exposition, gloss, 

comment. to explain, ex¬ 

pound. explainable. 

vydyhdta, s. Obstacle, irn- 



pediment. 2. striking, beating. 3. the thir¬ 

teenth of the astronomical yogas. 

8. vydgkra, s. A tiger, adj. in 
comp. Best, pre-eminent, the 

skin of a tiger used to sit upon at devotions. 

S. vydghrdta, s. A sky-lark. 

S. vydja, S. Deceit, fraud, craft, cun¬ 

ning. 2. disguise, either of purpose or person, 

pretence, sIjS praise or censure con¬ 

veyed in language which expresses ‘ the con¬ 

trary, affected reproach, or ironical commen¬ 

dation. S>°3 apparent censure, but 

covert praise, a figure of rhetoric, 

the covert expression of any thing, so as to 

mislead others from its real cause. 

C. vydjya, s. A law-suit, dispute, 

quarrel. £jszZj to dispute. 

to settle a dispute. a 

quarrelsome or litigious man. a 

counter accusation, a bad dispute. 

S. vyddha, S. A fowler, hunter. 

S. vyadhi, s. Sickness, disease. 

ti, sick, diseased. dis¬ 

ease of mind, grief. 

S. vyana, S. One of the five vital airs; 

that which is diffused throughout the body. 

B. vyapaha, adj. Diffusive, per¬ 

vading, comprehensive, spreading, extending 

widely. snkj&Jfc to pervade, extend, spread, 

es this work is superior to. 

that. woa c*g> be is 

wiser than I am. superior persons. 

S. &tyti#vy4pana, s. Diffusion,spreading. 

S. S3>^tS&7oo vydparisu, v. n. To be occu¬ 

pied or engaged in business, to engage or en¬ 

ter into business. 

5. vydpdda, S. Evil design, ma¬ 

lice prepense, the wish to injure another per¬ 

son, treachery. 

6. vyupddana, s. Slaying, 

killing. 

S. vydpddita, adj. Hurt, in¬ 

jured. 2. slain, killed, 

S. vydpdra, S. Occupation, busi¬ 

ness, practice, commerce, ways, doings. 

* the ways of the world. 

bodily business, 

what is done by the mouth, ^ 

psif,fr# the act of the mind. & 

srajrsfsri a had practice, xicsj^drsd an excel¬ 

lent practice. QjK s^xtsd intercourse with 

women, •rsgxriga strada to trade, s^ot^dua 

do to become sold. to sell 

merchandise, x^ri^d dd to purchase mer¬ 

chandise. JT^risdrrsd, s^d'sdd, a^xfsd, a 

merchant, seller. 

D. vyapdn, s. A class of secular 

bramlians of the **»<& sect, and speaking 

Telugu. 

B. vyapta> adj. Pervaded, occupied, 

penetrated by, throughly and essentially, as 

the universe by fepirit, &c.; filled, full, 2. 

celebrated, famous. 3. placed, fixed. 4. 

obtained. 5. encircled, encompassed, sur¬ 

rounded. pervading, inherence, the in¬ 

herent and essential presence of any one thing 

or property in another, as the deity in the 

universe, &c. 2. universal permeation, 

omnipresence, as one of Shiva’s superhuman 

properties. 

S. vyaPya> adj. Pervadable, per¬ 

meable. 2. of rare occurrence. 3. inferior. 

essijSo he is inferior to me 

in science. **.*?*»* difference. 

S. vydma, s. A fathom, the space 

between the tips of the fingers of both hands 

when the arms are extended. 

g. c3JSys co mydmoha, S. Strong natural 

affection. 2. inordinate affection, lust, car¬ 

nal desire. dz£>, to lust, 

desire, love inordinately. 

S. ZS-dgctizt vydyata, adj. Busy, occupied. 

2. long. 

s. S3^odj©-sb vydydmn, s. Fatigue, la¬ 

bour. 2. athletic exercise, as playing with 

heavy clubs, wielding a bow with a chain, 

in place of a string, alternate rising and fal¬ 

ling at full length on the ground, &a 3. a 

fathom. 

s. ss-^oSji^Tv vydyoya, s. A kind of 

dramatic exhibition or composition, the sub¬ 

jects of which are said to be feats of activity 

and strength, the sports of wrestlers or the 

conflicts of warriors, 

s. 3r^>a vydla, See 
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3. STSj!) vydli, See nagi. 

s. vydvahdrika, $. What is 

suitable to be spoken. 2. a minister, coun¬ 

sellor. 

S. vydvritta, adj. Chosen, ap¬ 

pointed. 2. encompassed. 3. praised. 

Hi® choice, selection. 2. praise, eulogium, 

commendation. 

S. vyasa, s. The original compiler of 

arranger of the Vedas. 2. diffusion, exten¬ 

sion. 3. the diameter in geometry. 4. di¬ 

vision. 

s; Vydsanga, s. Grief. 2. ex¬ 

perience or knowledge in learning. 3. state, 

circumstances. 

C. vydsdra, See *3^3. 

8. vyahuta, adj. Confused, alarm¬ 

ed. 2. repelled, repulsed. 

s. vyahara, s. Voice, speech. 2. 

a word, an articulate sound. 

S. vydhriti, s. A world or region 

of the universe, 2. worship. 

S- vyala, s. A snake. 2. a beast of 

prey. 3. a rogue, cheat. 4. a vicious ele¬ 

phant. adj. Wicked, villainous, bad. 

S. vydli, s. A fabulous two-headed 

bird. 

T. B. vydle, s. Time, season, 

opportunity. 

S. 'o£)fi&^j~&3Vyutkrama,s. Inverted order, 

irregular arrangement. 

S. vyutpatti, s. Science,learning, 

acquaintance with sacred works. 2. forma¬ 

tion of words, derivation, etymology- Hi Hi 

^crtswta jo become instructed in or acquainted 

with. acquaintance with poetry. 

j acquaintance with sacred science. 

«3sjccM acquaintance with etymology. 

learned, studied, conversant in liter¬ 

ature. 2. completed, finished. 3. derived, 

formed, as a derivative word. 4. generated, 

begotten. a derivative word. ^ 

sfirf cdjssi Hfrom what 

root is this word derived ? 

S. vyutpddana, s. Tracing 

the derivation or etymology of a word. % 

to find out the etymology of a word. 

S- vyushta, s. Dawn, break of day. 
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2. fruit, consequence. 3. rice boiled over 

night and kept cold. 

3. vyddha,, adj. Arranged, arrayed 

3. «^/5^o vyuti, s. Weaving. 

3. "^/^Sq vyuha, s. Military array. 2, a 

multitude, flock. ^$<50 to 

array. sSvj the array in 

circle; ^3^6 fn line; in co¬ 

lumn. Other fanciful ones are mentioned; as, 

^so, ridjzs 

ojSg)^ &C. 

3. vyoma, s. The sky, heaven, 

atmosphere. “#0* Shiva. 

the celestial Ganges. 

S. vruja, S. A cow-pen. 2. a flock, 

herd, multitude. ^iW^cowherdesses. 

S. vrajya, s. Roaming, wandering 

about. 

3. vrona, s. An ulcer, sore, wound. 

a sore to heal. 

3. odj a vrata, s. A vow, any meritorious 

act of devotion, the voluntary or vowed ob¬ 

servance or imposition of any penance, auste¬ 

rity or privation, as fasting, continence, 

exposure to heat and cold, &c. 

to observe a vow. H1®’ H)®r'one 

who has taken upon himself a vow. 

a chaste woman. ^ 

a continent man. s®* abstaining from 

cex-tain food on special occasions, 

one who violates his vow. 2. a debaucher. 

XTjozrs sSjuisj to deflower. 2. to break a 

vow. enxsjOTtf avow of fasting. 

the observance of a religious fast on the 

eleventh day of either lunar fortnight. 

S. vratati, s. Expansion, opening 

out, spreading. 2. a creeper. 

3. odycdo vraya, s. Expense, expenditure. 

$rsri relating to expenses. 

S. vrdta, s. Assemblage, multitude. 

3. vrdtya, s. A brahman in whose 

youth the customary observances have been 

omitted, and who has not received his inves¬ 

titure with the sacred thread. 2. a very bad 

or wicked man. one pre¬ 

eminent in wickedness, wickedness, 

depravity. 
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S. vride, vr'ile, s. Shame, I S. £/?oo vrihi, s. Paddy. 2. rice ripening 

bashfulness. in the rainy season. 

s. The forty-eighth letter of the al¬ 

phabet, sounded as a very soft sha, and often 

interchanged with ^ sa. 

S. sotfij shankara, s. Shiva, he who makes 

happy. 

S. sho.nkiia, adj. Alarmed, fright, 

ened. 2. doubtful, uncertain. 3. unsteady. 

So-a-xjj to fear. 2. to doubt, hesitate, suspect. 

S. shanku, The trunk of a lopped 

tree. 2. a javelin. 3. number. 4. a pin, 

stake, pale. 6. the gnomon of a dial, *>#j 

fixing a stake in level ground to mea¬ 

sure the ground and arrange the position of 

a house when beginning to build. 

T. B. shanku, [*a] s. A conch. 

S. sGflr shanke, s. Fear, terror, apprehen¬ 

sion. 2. doubt, suspicion, uncertainty. 3. 

envy, jealous}'. 3o# si So, tfo#crij3>rio to doubt, 

fear, be alarmed. tfo#, #o#, otcsJjj 

$ot?, 3g#, So'# an evil spirit, dread 

of an evil spirit. #o# erooWo I 

have some suspicion of him. ** 

'So# that word appears to me rathei 

doubtful. So=rsAtf ground for doubt. 

So#, 2-3S3 Sc#, So#, zSdj&Sj So# making 

water. 3°^ S^§,, dodo Sc# easing nature. 

So^3 dispelling doubt. « 

A So# a collection of mucus. dSo# having 

fear or doubt. S^c# without doubt, fearless. 

S. 30S0 shankha, s. The conch shell, used 

as a horn, and for offering libations. 2. the 

number formed by the addition of sixteen 

ciphers to unity. 3oso 5$ one of Kubera’s 

treasures. «,J 3oso a conch winding to 

the right. ^oaj a conch winding to 

the left. 3osj the sound of a conch. 2. 

beating the mouth while crying. 3o# 

#j3^u) a stick with the seal of a wheel and 

conch for marking the person or stamping 

cattle. 2. two sticks carried before an idol, 

having on one a brass conch, and on the other 

a small wheel. 3oso #o§ a woman with a 

handsome neck. 

S. ^oso^ shankhaka, s. A bracelet. 

s. shankhanakha, s. A small 

shell. 2. a perfume. 

s. sotrvsjpp® shankha-pdshdna, $. 

Rats-bane. 

S. i)OD) shankhi, s. Vishnu, with a conch 

in his hand. 

S. %OSshankhmi, s. A description of 

women, one of the four classes into which 

females are divided; one who is tall, with 

long hair, neither stout nor thin, of irascible 

disposition, and strong passions. 

s. ^o&3, aod shanta, shantha, s. The 

hair about the privities. 

T. B. shanda, [AoS] s. An impotent 

man or eunuch. 

s. shantanu, s. A king so called, 

the grandfather of Pandu. 

S. ^GlS shampe, s. Lightning. 

s. '^oso'd shamhara, s. Water. 2. a giant 

killed by Cupid. 3. a sort of deer. 4. a lute. 

tjowoaB Cupid. 

S. shambula, s. Salary, wages, hire, 

pay. 2. provender for a journey, stock for 

travelling expenses. 

s. shambdkrita, adj. Twice 

ploughed. 

s. ^oayyar, shambuka, sham- 

buka, s. A bivalve shell. 2. a Shudra who, 

in the time of Ramachandra, had become a 

devotee, and was slain by him for attempting 

what was exclusively the province of a brah¬ 

man to do. 
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S. tfosS shambe, s. Indra’s weapon, a thun¬ 

derbolt. 2. ploughing a field twice. 

S. ^0$ shmnbha, s. Indra’s thunderbolt. 

S. shambhali, s. A bawd, procuress. 

S. shambhu, s. Shiva. 2. Bramha. 

3. Vishnu. 4 a thunderbolt, Indra’s weapon. 

s. "^oTo p, shamsana, shamse, s. 

Praise, commendation, flattery. 2. wish, de¬ 

sire. 3. speech. said, told. 2. praised, 

commended. 

■S. shaka, s. An epoch, era. 2. a par¬ 

ticular caste, the sheiks, followers or descen¬ 

dants of Sheka or Shalivaliana. 

the era of Yudhishthira. £=£ the era of 

Vikrama. the era of Shaliva- 

hana. the era of Viravasanta, 

yet to come. ©^3 W his reign is past, 

the year in a certain era. 

S. shakata, s. The common cart. 2. 

the bishop, at chess. 3. a giant slain by 

Krishna. 

S. shakala, s. A part, piece, share, 

portion. 

S. shakdra, s. The letter 2. the 

hair about the privities. 

s. a£003 shakunta, shakunti, 

s. A bird in general. 

T. B. shakuta, [3*] adj. Able,capa¬ 

ble, strong. 

T. B. ^oBshakuti, [MJ s. Power,strength. 

S. shakuna, s. An omen, augury. 2. 

a bird, scWj, a bird seen and consulted 

by certain mendicants on waking. ^ 

ft a good omen. rbs tsxiiZ&Jft, 

ft a bad omen. to consult an 

omen. an interpreter of omens. 3 

=bW flu era 3 to consult -omens and 

natal stars in choosing a wife for one’s son. 

S. £^0^) shakuni, s. A bird. 2. the mater¬ 

nal uncle of the Kourava princes. 3. one of 

the astronomical periods called karanas. 

s. shakula, s. A fish. 

S. shakrittu, s. Excrement, faeces, 

a calf. 

c. 37\ shake, shakhe, 

shaghe, shage, [S'#] s. Heat, closeness, 

sultriness, confined heat, warmth, adj. Hot. 

wads to warm one’s self. Sifcdrerb to be¬ 

come heated. 

t. b. shakkare, s. Sugar. 

S. shakta, adj. Able, strong, powerful, 

capable. 2. diligent, attentive, intent. 

weak, unable. ©»tf& he is capable. 

S. shakti, s. Power, strength, prowess. 

2. an iron spear or dart. 3. the energy or 

active power of a deity, personified as his wife, 

as Gouri of Shiva, Lakshmi of Vishnu, &c. 

4 the weapon of Agni. 5. the female organ, 

as the counterpart of the phallic personifica¬ 

tion of Shiva, and worshipped either literally 

or figuratively by a sect of Hindus, thence 

termed ».*,*. 6, the nature, power, or force 

of a word. These are of four kinds; as, d* 

$ ^ simple, abstract, or underived, as com¬ 

mon names; thus, sAiafto^, &c. 2. 

ri a derivative; as, sJRtfrrad a florist; 

wsd a potter, &c. 3. c&M % a con¬ 

crete term capable of various applications, but, 

by common consent, used only with one; as, 

jSo^w, the lotus. 4. a 

term capable of opposite senses; as, an 

open temple. 2. a scum-drinker. ©9F' ^ 

the force of a meaning. the power 

of a word, having power. 

regal power derived from majesty; 3 

power derived from perseverance; 

power derived from counsel. 2. the virtue of 

an incantation. Srtjsd 3^,, «3ow 3-^ the in¬ 

herent power of an idol. <xb<sra S 

■fr as far as lies in one’s power. s&rf a 

secret and obscene ceremony with ardent spir¬ 

its and a naked female, too filthy to be descri¬ 

bed. Swa^rthe potential mood. 

strength to become impaired, wsU, 

a plague or pestilence, sup¬ 

posed to be occasioned by a vindictive vil¬ 

lage goddess, in consequence of the declining 

zeal of her votaries. •k*®*’9 3-^ the virtue 

of a medicinal root. the power of 

medicine. wS* powerlessness, impotence. 

3-*^ rici Kartikeya, god of wai\ 

S. shaky a, adj. Practicable, possible, 

eitajj impossible. a proper meaning. 

2. a possible work, tfajj able to go. 

S *35 able to do. 

S. shakra, $. Indra. Ravana’s 
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son, who conquered Indra. 3#, jkriy the 

rainbow, Indra’s bow. a red kind 

of insect, coccinella, or lady-bird, of various 

species. 

S. shakwari, s. A form of metre, a 

stanza of four lines of fourteen syllables each, 

and comprising many varieties according to 

the feet of which the lines are composed. « 

® 3^0 a stanza with fifteen syllables in a line. 

C. IMAP'S shagani, [~nr3] g. Cow-dung. 

A. C. ®A^ shag all, adj. Hot, warm, sultry. 

3rfv rtad (hot-rayed) the sun. 3rt¥/,<i sultri¬ 

ness, heat. 2. affectedness, strutting. 

S. aSv- shachi, s. The wife of Indra. 

Indra. 

C. shajje, [S^*] g, The grain holcus 

spicatus. 2. a bed. 3. a dormitory, 

a chamber man. 3d a kind of paddy. 

3d ^ ^J3 a dormitory. 

C. shat a, s. The hair becoming erect 

from fright, cold, or joy. 3U 3iJ 

to become erect, as above. 2. to 

become stiff with pride, &c. 

T. b. shatane, shathane. 
See 33;3. 

T. B. shatti, See 3Bj. 

C. ^63^ shatle, g. A kind of shoe worn by 

women. 

S. it'd shatha, adj. Depraved, wicked, per¬ 

verse, dishonest. 333^, wickedness. 

S. shathane, s. Pride, insolence. 2. 

deceit. 3. displeasure. 4. jealousy, envy. 

6. contempt, disgust. 33j5 to be 

haughty, insolent. 2. to be offended. 

C. shadaku, adj. Agreeable, plea¬ 

sant, cheerful. 2. adorned, beautified, deco¬ 

rated. he is very fine, or, 

very agreeable. 

C. shadaru, v.n. The hair to stand 

erect from strong excitement of alarm or joy, 

&c. *3* 3zS3j it stood erect. 

C. shadi, s. That part of the sowing 

machine which holds the seed. 

the pipe or tube of a sowing machine. 

A. 0. shade, v. n. To be living in a bad 

way. 2. to become full, as ears of corn, 

s. shana, t. b. shanabu, 

s. Hemp, Canalis sativa. 3« hemp¬ 

en string. 

S. shanasu, v. n. To be envious, or 

impatient of another’s success. 2. to quarrel, 

fight. tintf-eli fighting. 

0. shcine, v. n. To be angry, displeased. 

v. a. To drag, draw, pull. 

S. shata, adj. A hundred. 2. many. 

33 33 Indra’s thunderbolt. 33 & 

33 zS<? a lotus. 33 the wood-pecker. 

33%^ a weapon; a kind of fire-arms, or the 

ancient Indian rocket, or a stone set round 

with iron spikes. 33 33 33 sfoiso 

Indra, who made a hundred sacrifices. 33 

33 33 ssd, 33 the twenty- 

fourth lunar mansion. 33 lightning, a 

thunderbolt, Bramha. 2. Gouta- 

ma’s eldest son. 33 a centipede. 3s 

3^ 33 walking for exercise or pleasure. 

33®a&«»y man’s full age, one hundred years. 

333j$i the hundredth. 3®s;j0 asparagus race- 

mosa. 33 niirfo Vishnu. 33 Bramha. 

2. Vishnu. 3ssort a car, chariot. 3sa>q a 

wheel. 2. a thunderbolt. 33 slotf much torn. 

33 33 ^csi a great lie. ^3 in many 

holes. 

C. %m> shatte, S. A covert name for a ve- 
_D 

nomous serpent or reptile. 2. the after-birth. 

S. 3 shattu, s. An enemy, adversary, 

foe. ■ 33jj3j, 33j, 2,TS£i enmity, hosti¬ 

lity. 33j^ £zi an assailant army. 33oj a 

deceitful friend. 2. a foolish friend. ”«?3 

33^, Yudhishthira. 33o^ Rama’s youngest 

brother. 33^,, Mo3d t&j the six vices of 

mankind. 2. the senses. 3. a traitor, a de¬ 

ceitful friend. 

0. ^£>, 3z3c\fe£3, shade, sha- 

de-sapate, shade-soppu, s. Trodden 

straw or litter. 2. sweepings, rubbish, 

s. shani, shan- 

ishwara, shaneishchara, s. The planet 

Saturn or its regent. 3? 35 ;3pS, 35 

the ominous influence of Saturn. 

3? the extraordinarily ominous influence 

of Saturn once in 7| years, in his 30 years 

revolution. 35 srsti Saturday. 35 an 

I emerald. 35 =#u5 a troublesome work. 

I S. diTo shapa, s. A curse. 2. an oatL 



S, dl'.Zp shop at ha, s. An oath, protesta¬ 

tion, an asseveration by oath or ordeal; an 

imprecation, curse, idm sj»e(j to swear, take 

an oath. 2. to resolve solemnly. =& rio u 

Bl' -ssiqSnsd ^ js a very determined or resolute 

man. 

S. 3Tj£> shapana, s. Curse, anathema, im¬ 

precation, malediction 2. a confirmation 

of truth by oath or ordeal. to curse, 

anathematize. 

S. shappa, s. Hair round the privities. 

S. ^ v shapha, s. A hoof in general. 

S. shaphara, s. A sort of carp. 

T. B. shaba, [Sd] s. A corpse. 

S. 8&>'d shabara,s. One of the half savage 

race who inhabit the woods and mountains 

of India, and subsist chiefly on the produce 

of the chase. 

S. ^dSdSJ shabala, s. A variegated colour. 

a brindled cow. 2. the cow of 

plenty. 

S. skabda, s. Sound, a sound. 2. a 
o 

word, the science of grammar, 

ttos a Sanscrit grammar inCanarese. 

tw ari a Canarese grammar in verse. 

v. a. To make a noise, v. n. To 

sound. an excellent word- vd an 

ungrammatical expression. « c3jow 

■gw rS|ej there is not even the name of rice 

in that village. *| the ear. tv>Q 

syntax. iuQ a secular term. 

a sacred term, a scriptural expression. 

tu eoto decline. sS** a work on 

Sanscrit declensions. a word 

ending with a vowel. iuQ a word end¬ 

ing with a consonant. noiseless, mute, 

silent, still. 

S. de33 shabdita, adj. Sounded. *3 do 

to sound, emit sound. 

G. d&vy§, dc$j shabbare, shab- 

bhare, shabhre, s. Evil, misfortune, 

injury, adj. Unfortunate. 2. bad, wicked. 

3. insipid, juiceless. 

S. shama, s. Quiet of mind, stoicism, 

indifference, tlie absence of passion, as one of 

the qualities of the sS^oS. jt is defined to 

be the exclusion of every idea not derived 

from the precepts of the philosophy, 

and is. so far synonymous with abstract medi¬ 

tation on God. 2. quiet, tranquillity, rest 

in general. idodp one who meditates as 

above. 

S. shamana, s. Yama. 2. an ante- 

lope. 3. killing a sacrifice, immolation. 4. 

mental tranquillity, calmness, indifference. 

5. subduing, pacifying, quenching, bringing 

under, 3^6 the Yamuna river. tr&di 

the forgiveness of sin. ido$ the 

subduing of heat. is&d the quelling or 

removal of sorrow. 53^ idod quenching 

thirst. idod the subjugation of disease, 

to become subdued, pacified, &c. 

S. sshamala, s. Ordure, faeces. 

S. shami, s. The tree Mimosa sama, 

Rox, 2. the shrub serratula anthelmintica. 

a ceremony of worshipping this tree, 

&c. at the Dasara. 

s. dsdocxrirdo shamisu, shama- 

yisu, v. n. To be at rest, tranquil, quiet. 

2. to be pacified. pacified, appeased, 

quiet, sedate. 

s. shami-dhdnya, s. Pulse, 

grain which grows in legumes or pods. 

S. shay a, s. The hand. 2. a snake, 

the boa constrictor. 3. sleep, sleeping. 

icdo a snake. the lotus. 

8. ^odo£ shay ana, s. Sleep. 2. abed, 

couch. 3. sexual embrace, a dor¬ 

mitory. Scht3® dssdo, to sleep. Tiss Si 

sleeping together. 

s. ^odu^odo shayamya, s. A bed, couch, 

bedding. 

s. dcdj^o shaydlu, s. A sluggish or 

sleepy person. 2. the large snake, boa con¬ 

strictor. 

8. Y’odo^ shay ye, s. A bed, couch, sofa. 2. 

style. a dormitory. 

8. "did shava, s. An arrow. 2. a sort of 

reed or grass, saccharum sora. 3. water. 

s?oc$ id, id, SP Cupid. $3 

Kartikeya. iovdd, iovd a bow. id p 

§> a quiver. 2. the sea. Sd jJoio the feathers 

of an arrow. doud arrows showered on 

an enemy so as to encompass him as in a cage. 

Sti dd,r a shower of arrows. 



C. skaraku, [3d*oj s. Goods, com¬ 

modities. 

G. 'dd sharagastu, s. Patroling. 

C. *dA0 sharagu, psdrtojg. The end or 

border of a cloth, 3d do sijs’idsjv'o an adulteress, 

2, a menstruous woman, 3d$®'5*o to become 

a wife. 2. to blow out a lamp with the end 

of a cloth. StySfc styvd dmsb ric&Jb sss^ 

remember what you said, 3d 

ftrU e 3dftrto8 to So ddozty?* he is 

very capable,of setting people to quarrel. 

C. ^dpc> sharana, s. A house. 2. a pre¬ 

server, protector, that or who protects or 

preserves. 3. protection, refuge, asylum. 4. 

quarter in battle. 3dr3®rtd£o a refugee, ap¬ 

pellant, one who comes for protection or re¬ 

fuge. one who seeks protection, or 

refuge. 2. unfortunate, wretched, involved 

in calamity or ruin, and dependant on others 

for protection or aid. 3d™®rtd affording 

refuge, extending shelter to a refugee, 3tiF5® 

disappointing or betraying confi¬ 

dence. 3dfa®r?S seeking protection. 

S. "^dpcO sharanu, $. Obeisance, reverence, 

salutation. 2. a protector. 3. shelter, pro¬ 

tection. SdrirWo devotees. 

s. ^dp©^ sharanya, s. a protector, adj. 

Pit to be protected, poor, needy, 

s. 'rfdsh', sharat- 

kala, sharattu, sharad-ritu, s. Au¬ 

tumn, the two months succeeding the rains- 

f^e autumnal moon. 3dcraw®3 an 

autumnal sky. ■ 

S. 3d£ sharabha, s. A fabulous animal 

with eight legs. 2. a monkey in Rama’s 

army, 3dv®ds®d Shiva, incarnate as an eight 

legged animal. 

s. sharavya, s. A mark, butt. 

S. ^UT>do sharu.ru, adj. Mischievous, 

noxious, hurtful. 

s. ^0©;3 shardva, s. A lid, cover. 2. a 

shallow cup or dish, made of earth. 

S. ^Qod sharlra, a. The body. adj. Bodily, 

corporal, corporeal. 3tyd ddjr, 3tydd docs, 

■SS^drf the constitution. 3tyd easing 

nature. 3tyd Tbso animal pleasure, 30^d 

bodily suffering, 3tyossJ;t»;S the end of 

the body. 30^o®odd another body, the body 

of a subsequent birth. A»t! 3tyd the gross 

material body. doty * 3tyd the atomic 

body. 3tydthe archetype body. 

3tyd, ^recrioo 3e^d a rheumatic constitution. 

2. a corpulent body.- ^ 30 ty a bilious 

habit. 30<;d a body abounding with 

phlegmatic humours. ind& 30 ty a damned 

body. 3tyd a glorified body. 30<{ 

a blessed body. 3tyd dotooB a relative. 3 

&^d« Cupid. 2. a son. adj. Born or pro¬ 

duced from the body. Mtyd Cupid. 30^d 

a hostage. 30ty do&’o to live by 

hard labour. 30^m$dn>£ taking care of the 

body. tf$&<;d djrtr going to heaven with the 

body. 3ty0 an animal or sentient being. 

Stye a person who lives happily. 

C. share, s. Imprisonment, slavery, 

bondage, captivity. 3d a ja;]3 prison. 3 

d confinement, imprisonment. 3d ^ 

&>, 3dcd„gi araito to imprison, cast into jail. 

3d Odorizi release from captivity. 2. libera¬ 

tion from prison. 3. emancipation. 3d tty 

£0 to be enslaved. 3daadd, 3d So&do #osodri 

a captive, prisoner of war. 3dcdm^ tjcdty, to 

carry away captive. 3dcdoa?> to be 

carried away captive. 

S. H&zr sharka, s. The side or branch of a 

family, 

S. sharkare, s. Sugar. 2. a pot¬ 

sherd. 3. gravel, 3=£rt^, -g^rBej stony, 

gravelly. 

s'reo shardhisu, v. n. To break 

wind downwards. 

S. sharma, s. Happiness, pleasure. 

2. a former title of brahmans, 

S. sharva, 8. Shiva. 3»s,jrri P^rvati. 

s. sharvari, s. Night. 3tire*asath« 

moon. 

s. $&>, tof) shala, shalala, sha- 

lali, s. The quill of a porcupine, 

C. shalabe, s, A white skin on leaves 

made by insects, under which they deposit 

their eggs. 

s. saalabha, ,9. a winged white ant. 

2. a grasshopper. 3. a locust. 

C. shalavu, s. Command, order, 2. 

expense. 3<oa&> to expend. 
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S. shalake, s. A dart, javelin; an 

arrow. 2. a ramrod, peg, pin. 3. the rib of 

an umbrella. 4. a fibrous stick used as a 

brash or pencil. 

S. shalatu, adj. Unripe, moist, as 

fruit. 

C. shalatuka, s. A cross-beam 

that holds together rafters joined at equiliteral 

triangles. 

C. shale, s. An echo, noise, report, sound. 

3«J the echo of a hill. 3«5^ a sound¬ 

ing stone. 3d the noise made by a 

man’s motion. 53 3d egW he jg gone; 

the sound of him has disappeared. 

S. ^e^<D shalmali, s. The silk cotton tree. 

S. shalya, s. The thorny shrub. Van- 

gueria spinosa. 2. a porcupine. 3. a king, 

the maternal uncle of Yudhishthira. 4. a 

boundary. 5. a peg, pin, &c. 6. a bone. 7. 

a thorn. 8. a dart, javelin. 9. a bamboo 

rod or stake. 10. an arrow. 11. an iron 

crow. 12. sin, crime. 13. difficulty, em¬ 

barrassment, distress. 14. abuse, defamation. 

15. poison. 3e^3®rio to become trying or dif¬ 

ficult. 3«^ zSszxk to afflict, try. 

he is a trouble to me. diffi¬ 

cult ; untoward; impeded. unimpeded. 

3^ the removal of impediment. 3t& 

Yudhishthira’s maternal uncle, who when 

he was charioteer to Kama, instead of aiding 

his master, favoured the cause of his enemies 

the Paudus. 

c. shalld, shalle, 

shalya, s. A long cloth without border. 2. 

Jaconet or Kansook. 3d an Up. 

per cloth with a gold border. 3<*$, ws 

A 3«$ two cloths sown together. 

S. shaver, $. A dead body, corpse. 2. one 

impaled but not yet dead. 

he is a living corpse, a useless man. 

S. shasha, s. A hare, rabbit. 2. the 

spots on the moon supposed to resemble the 

figure of a hare. 33 <&J, Ssaotf the moon. 

s. shashddana, s. A hawk, falcon. 

S. y&b shashi, s. The moon. 38 rid, 38 3^sl> 

s Shi''a. 38 d^a5 a digit or horn of the moon. 

38 sue,zs a phase of the moon. 38 sioosu a 

woman. 38 a fabulous moon gem. 

3. shashkuli, s. The outer ear. 2. 

a sort of cake in coils. 

S. shashpa, $. Younggrass. 2. hair 

round the privities. 

S. Y) shasana, $. Dividing, cutting, slay¬ 

ing. 

S. y> r\j shasta, s. Happiness, excellence, adj. 

Happy, well, excellent. 

S. shastra, s. A weapon in general. 

2. a surgical instrument. 3.. iron, steel. 3ry 

a surgeon. 3^ kr^zk to perform sur¬ 

gical operations. 3^ 3b^) a sol¬ 

dier, one who lives by the sword. 

S. shahana, s. The name of a tune. 

H. "tfso do shaharu, s. A city. 2. a bazaar. 

G. ^<5ce;o shahalu, [_5»»jo] s. A shawl. 

C. 1>$, ^t^shala, shalavu, & The force, 

impetuosity, or velocity of a stream or body 

of water. 2. convulsions, epilepsy. 

C. shala-shalane, adv. Sticky, 

gummy. 

C. shale, V. a. To drag, draw, pull. 3tf 

=#jso&) to draw away with one, to carry 

away, as a stream. 

S. yJe)G&)?r shdnkhika, s. A sliell-cutter or 

a worker in shell. 2. a shell-blower. 

S. shdndilya, s. A celebrated sage. 

S. 'Ss)0^ shdnta, adj. Calm, patient, tran¬ 

quil. s. A sage whose passions are subdued. 

2. quietism, or the assiduous exercise of me¬ 

ditation, &c., and indifference to all objects 

of pleasure or pain. 3^o3:rsrio to become 

calmed, pacified, appeased, allayed, &c. 5SO 

^ a mild man. 

s. Ua)oa^od shdntanava, s. Bhishma. 

S. Ua)0§ shdnti, s. Quiet, tranquillity, stoi¬ 

cism, the absence of passion, and indifference 

to objects of pleasure or pain. It is especi¬ 

ally applied to the tranquillity of devotion or 

quietism, by which the mind is wholly fixed 

on the subject of its meditation, and is utterly 

regardless of external impressions. 2. pati¬ 

ence, endurance. 3. meekness, mildness. 4. 

rest, repose. 6. preliminary ceremonies to 

prevent inauspicious accidents at any religi¬ 

ous celebration. 6. remission, alleviation. 7. 

removing the effects of unhappy stars, inaus- 
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picious omens, &c. ^so§ a ceremony 

on completing a village, to propitiate evil 

spirits, &e. mAj woSrt v3j»%v^ ^jso 

is svivsieol^rfo are yGU the principal man in 

this business? -$$o3 the consummation 

of a marriage. 5®o§ the curing of a 

disease. the allaying of heat or ex¬ 

citement, or distress. Sso® quenching 

thirst. 5‘soS 7ijo4 works on the subject of 

religion and consulted only through a spiri¬ 

tual guide. tssJjnt sirazs rcS\^:d we 

must give him a proper punishment. 

S. “5e)92oQ shambari, $. A female juggler. 

S. W3ogf$£) shdmbhavi, s. Parvati. 

S. shale a, s. A potherb in general, any 

leaf, flower, fruit, stalk, root, &c., used as a 

vegetable. 2. the fifth of the seven Dwipas, 

surrounded by the sea of curd, or white sea; 

and including, according to Wilford, the Bri¬ 

tish isles, abstaining from certain 

vegetables in certain months. 

S. 'Sal'S'c^ shakini, s. A female divinity of an 

inferior character, attendant especially on 

Shiva and Durgi. 

S. shdktaru, s. Worshippers of 

the female principle. 

S. Y shaktika, s. A spearman. 

S. "3a) shaky a, s. Buddha, the real or 

supposed founder of the Budhist religion. 

S. shdkhi, s. A tree. 2. a Veda. 

S. ^a)lS shdkhe, s. The branch of a tree. 

2. a subdivision of the Yedas, consisting of 

the several 3oSo;£ 0r collections of prayers in 

each Veda, as received in different schools, 

modified, more or less, either in the arrange¬ 

ment of the whole text, or in particular por¬ 

tions. ssara ?irid a suburb. ss&ra a 

monkey. sSo#jzSor> telling any thing 

indirectly or by remote references. 

G. shdgirdapeshd- 

kacheri, s. A quartermaster’s office, 

s. Y5)S3, ^e)83 shat a, shdti, s. The cloth 

of an ascetic. 2. a sheet. 3. a petticoat or 

dress, sail a small cloth used when 

bathing. 

S. shdthya, s. Wickedness, villainy. 

C. *3e)zS shade, s. A ploughing of wet land 

lengthwise and crosswise. 

S. shddvala, adj. Green, verdant, 

abounding in fresh grass. 

s. shdne, shdne-kallu, 

s. A grind-stone, whet-stone, touch-stone. 

«***< «ta>z&, mfi\ & a to grind, sharpen. 

S. shdta, s. Joy, pleasure, happiness. 

adj. Happy, well, prosperous. 2. thin, 

sharp. a woman with a thin or 

small waist. • 

s. fSSSftfco# shdta-kumbha, s. Gold. 

S. shat ana, s. Withering, becoming 

thin. 2. killing, slaughter. 

S. WSsyoj shatrava, $. Enmity, hostility. 

adj. Hostile. 

S. shuda, s. Mud. 2. fresh grass. 

c. shdna-bhoga, s. A village 

clerk who keeps the accounts of cultivation, 

and registers every thing connected with it; 

and whose duties are remunerated by a grant 

of land or small shares from the crops of the 

village, the allowance of grain to a 

village clerk. WcJsj&eyWjS village 

clerkship. fouV .Oorfo 

eSoti&x 83elKiti)oWJj** <0ot& ’#&&& you 

need not ask a village accountant whether he 

has received his pay, nor whether the wife’s 

family have taken their meal, riootfc! 

a clerk of customs. toa 

government accountant. 

0. WSjS shane, adj. Abundant, many, great, 

numerous, long, much work 

z&sso great sorrow. 

S. W3o3 shapa, s. Curse, imprecation, male¬ 

diction. 2. abuse. 3. an oath. 

wriotfo to abuse excessively, s-srJ sstAo, 

thrio to curse. ***>£;3., s8j>o£>tS$i a matl 

who has been cursed, 

deliverance from a curse, the removal 

of a curse, one who is ca¬ 

pable of blessing or cursing, 

s. Wa)&>, ^e> So 3s shdba, shdbaka, 
The young of any animal. 

H. Ya)SOX/rvO shabasu, interj. Bravo! well 

done. 

C. "22)80 shabda, adj. Relating to words. 

S. shdmaka, s. Appeasing. 

T. B. shdmale, [sigaod] s. A black 

woman. 2. Durgi. 3. the wife of Yama. 
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S. shdmitra, s. Sacrificing. 

II. ^a>o!ta shd'l, s. Country ink. 

red ink. esrfrto wAi ink made from shell-lac. 

sscfio =roa=#, sscOo an ink bottle. 

H. :2>e)c£b£>, shdidi, shdide, 

s. A witness. 

8. shdrada, adj. Produced in 

autumn. 

S. *aa)'d£) shdradi, s. The plant, Eddies 

scholaris. 

8. ^a)dzS, ^-dcjsosS, Pa¬ 

rade, shdraddmbe, shdradd-devi, 

s. Saraswati. vifth he is 

the very image of the goddess of speech, he 

is a very learned man. 

8. shdri, s. The hill Myna, G-racula 

religiosa. 2. a piece or man at chess, &c. 

3. an elephant’s housings. 

S. shdrike, s. The hill Myna, Gracu- 

la religiosa. 

S. shdrira, adj. Of or belonging to 

the body. s. (in music) Voice. 

C. ‘Jait? share, S. The cup formed by the 

palm of the hand. large and 

long eyes. 

S. ^e)8jc" shdrgna, s. The bow of Vishnu. 

2. a bird so called. ss?5r Vishnu. 

s. Aa/rfiSS'Ci shdrdula, s. The royal tiger. 

adj. {in comp.) Excellent, pre-eminent, high, 

chief, superior. sstSjsrw a distinguished 

monarch, ssAjsfw an eminent or extra¬ 

ordinary man. a pre-eminent 

sage. 

S. ^5e)3d£"t> shdrvari, s. The thirty-fourth 

year in the Hindu cycle of sixty. 

S. ^5<SS) shall, adj. {in comp.) Possessing, 

having. ss€> a wise man. *>0^ 5®® a 

learned man. dor? 3®© a qualified man, a 

reformed man. s. Paddy. s*® rice, 

cooked rice. 

S. jS shdli-vdhana, s. Anancient 

sovereign and enemy of Vikram&rka, and 

institutor of the era now called tt- 

the sal tree, a cross of that wood, and 

otsojS a vehicle, being represented as borne 

on a cross, and thence, and from his birth, 

&c. identified by Wilford with Christ, of 

whose history and character as received 

through the spurious Gospels, those of Sha- 

livdhana are probably transcripts. 

H. shdlu, shdluve, s. A 

shawl, sswo sSjs^sii, a pair of shawls, 

a Cashmere shawl, 

a common shawl. a woollen 

shawl. a silk shawl, 

a gold bordered shawl, ssto an 

embroidered shawl. 

S. shdlara, s. The esculent root 

of the water lily. 2. a frog. 3. a fish. 

8. shale, S. A place. 2. a hall, room, 

chamber. 3. a line or avenue of trees. 

sss? a horse-stable, sa&s* $®s5 a coach-house, 

escdood a depot of arms, a 

place of sacrifice. wsJ a cook-room. 

ztacS Lrio a school. sid a 

college. 

S. shdlmali, s. The silk cotton tree. 

S. ^e>3, shdva, shdvd- 

shoucha, S. The imaginary pollution pro¬ 

ceeding from the death of a relation, 

c. shdvantige, shd- 

vanti, s. The flower Chrysanthemum In- 

dicum; somewhat resembling chamomile and 

occasionally used as its substitute. 

a white sort. a red sort. ^ 

tSwfb&rt, t3^z! zsrioSA a gold coloured va¬ 

riety. a prickly sort. 

c. shdvige, S. Bolong pastry pulled 

into strings, hardened, boiled in water, and 

then mixed with sugar and ghee. 

a perforated machine for making the above. 

C. T5a>'sS shave, s. The plant Caladium es- 

culentum. its bulbous root. 

A»^ its leaves, used as a vegetable. 

a variety of paddy. 

S. Ve) ^ ^ shdshwata, adj. Perpetual, 

eternal. 2. fixed, permanent, stable, s. Shi¬ 

va. wSj* durable work. per¬ 

manently, eternally. a permanent 

or fixed grant. an established 

village assessment. *£1®% 

sysrraz&a* {S he acts as though he would 

live longer than a day of Bramha. 

S. shdsana, s. A charter, a royal 

grant of land or privileges usually inscribed 
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on stone or copper. 2. an order, edict, com¬ 

mand. 3. a writing, deed, written contract 

or agreement. a charter inscribed 

on stone. a charter on copper. 

os '-5533?, a deed of gift of an estate, 

land, &c. a deed of sale, 

osji B®d?i a sham deed of gift of land, when 

in reality it is sold. s»yi a rigorous 

or severe order. WTji a frightful order. 

S. shdsita, adj. Governed, ruled, 

ordered. 

S. ^5a)rJ shdsti, s. Punishment. 2. order. 

S. ^<SajJ shdstra, s, Scripture, science, 

institutes of religion, law, or letters, especial¬ 

ly considered as of divine origin or authority. 

Used singly, it implies works of literature or 

science in general, and it is therefore custo¬ 

marily connected with some other word to 

limit its application; as, treatises 

of philosophical theology; Q&r s3Ty hooks 

of law, &c. It is also applied to less impor¬ 

tant branches of knowledge, as the 

poetical works; works on the me¬ 

chanical arts; erratic compositions. 

In the singular number it is also used com¬ 

prehensively to signify the body of all that 

has been written on the subject, as b® 

'Ey the institutes or codes of law. 2. an 

order, command. a ceremony of 

married women, putting a finger dipped in 

oil on the heads of a young bride and bride¬ 

groom on nuptial occasions, &c. > 5® 

Bs^ystsdrt one versed in 

science. the study of science. 

rtsij b®:^, a ceremonial law, or works on the 

worship of idols. s®qy, B®xy a work 

on political economy. B®?y rhetoric; 

a work on beauty. a work on cook¬ 

ery. 'Ey apocryphal or 

spurious writings, B®Bhy 

agreeable to science. 

8. ^e>^| shdstri, $. A pundit, a teacher 

of sacred science, or one skilled in it. 2. an 

honorific title assumed by Smartas. 

C. 5> shi, Words not found beginning with 

this letter must be sought under b. 

T. B. ‘so a shinga, [J»nQ s. A Won. a. c. 

Kama. a woman with a small 

waist. Striae, Sorted^ a man’s name. 

a woman’s name. 

t. b. ‘So7\d shingara, [&)ort®d, tjomrf] s. 
Decoration, ornament. &crttirti>^o, &ortd3®rto 

to be ornamented. SortdAsvrti to garnish, 

decorate. 

0. -BoaS sMngari, s. Frolic, fun, sport. 

2. a lion, 

t. b. ‘SoaSaj shingarisu, [Byrto*] v. a. 

To garnish, decorate, ornament, make fine. 

T. b. ‘soa ^shingala, shin- 

gala-dwipa, [boa^j s. Ceylon, torts' 

to wti a variety of chess. 

0. ‘soa^p^ shingalika, s. A black monkey, 

c. ‘S07\X)5i shingddi, s. A bow. 

T. B. ‘SOT^Dd shingara, [tfyrocQ s. Deco¬ 

ration, garnishing. 

T. B. &oJ\ shingi, [bo&>] s, a lioness, 'vo* 

Sort a very passionate woman. tort tart, to 

be exceedingly cross, angry, fierce with wrath, 

c. shingitana, shin- 

.giritana, s. Crabbedness, sourness, aus¬ 

terity. 

s. shinghdna, s. The mucus of 

the nose. 

8. r2<os§^, &oS3 shinjita, shinje, s. The 

tinkling sound of metallic ornaments worn 

as rings, chains, &c. 

s. 3>o2§£) shinjini, s. A bow-string. 

C. ‘So do shindu, adj. Disagreeable, filthy, 

nauseous. to&> an offensive smell. 

C. shimbala, s. The mucus of the 

nose. 

0. f>oS3 shimhi, s. A round coil of cloth for 

carrying a vessel, &c., on the head, or of straw 

for setting a vessel on the ground, 

o. &os3, ‘less shimbi, shirnba, s. The 

pod of any pulse. 

S. aododrad shimshumdra, s. The Gan- 

getick porpoise. to*«fcad the path of 

the heavenly bodies. 

t. b. %op6 shimha, [boas]. $. a lion. 

T. B. $056^ shimhala, [boa&fj s. Ceylon. 

H. ‘SdKo shikastu, s. Doubling a letter 

into folds before writing upon it. adj. Out 

of repair. 



IT. •Ss'Tia shikari, s. Hunting, «*» 

z&, Swse s?js^r!o to hunt, to go to the chase. 

n. ‘B&0, '%■&£) shikili, shikil, s. Furbish¬ 

ing, polishing. strati) to furbish arms, 

&c. a-3r©raS a furbisher. 

G. ‘St?, S)5T), 3>sod shike, shikd, shikhd, 

s. A seal, impression. 2. a die, for coin. 3. 

a stamped coin. vuorid a ring with a 

seal. 

c. S!s3X, -S^83, & T\, shik- 

katige, shikkati, shikkanige, shik- 

kani, s. A large and coarse wooden comb, 

with only three or four teeth, for disentan¬ 

gling hair. 

C. $50^ shikku, [W^] s. Entanglement, 

intricacy, perplexity. 2. difficulty, distress, 

trouble, v, n. To he ensnared, caught, seiz¬ 

ed, apprehended, found, gotten, obtained. 

to he seized, apprehended^ caught, 

ensnared, to stick in, entangle, fix 

between two things. to hold any 

thing under the arms, between the fingers, 

&c. =#usoS^ohe put it under his 

arm. 6*4 a^4 to release, disentan¬ 

gle, extricate, liberate. 5^4 an 

entangled head of hair. to fall into a 

trap, gin, or snare, to he caught. iuowto to 

nail, attach to any thing, hang on a hook, 

&c. wsSj pjfi I have got it. 

to fall into a snare or danger. &=ori^ 

£^4 to lag or remain behind. rtottsrt 

S^vdtiiatf Asotto the offended hus¬ 

band finds needless fault. bs strati) to 

eat what comes without regard to ceremonial 

purity. any man. 

any work. any where. 

S. shikga, s. The string or loop sus¬ 

pended from each end of a yoke or split bam¬ 

boo to receive the burden so carried. 2. the 

strings of a balance. 3. the net work used 

for suspending vessels in a house. 

S. shikhanda, s. A peacock’s tail. 

2. the lock of hair left on the head at the 

time of tonsure. 

S. ‘SSOOci shikhandi, s. A peacock. 2. the 

son of Drupada. asoo&crij he 

is like an hermaphrodite. 

S. ssod shikharu, s. The point, top, peak, 
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summit, especially of a tower, tree or moun¬ 

tain. Ssorrs to complete. SsjcS xkSAri 

STsrrscSo* it is well finished. Ssoti the 

crown of the head, Ssott the ridge or 

cap of a mountain. Assets 2>sod the top of a 

tower. 

S. ‘2)S0S shikhari, s. A tree. 2. a mountain. 

s. § SOt) shikarini, s. A dish of curds 

with spices and sugar. 

s. shikhdivala, s. A peacock. 

S. &&) shikhi, s. A peacock. 2. fire, Agni. 

i)od a peacock’s feather. ^ the 

star in a peacock’s feather. 

S. shikhe, A blaze, flame. 2. point, 

top. 3. a branch. 4. a lock of hair left on 

the crown of the head. Agni, fire. 

Siosrforf a chief or choice gem. aarasiori 

a chief God. crew aansstori the greatest or 

first among kings. 

C. ‘IXodw shigiyu, v. a. To split, cleave. 

c. ‘Sao shigu. See 

c. aXodo shiguru, s. Rind, bark. 2. splin¬ 

ter, sliver. 

C. % ao shiggu, s. Shame, modesty, bash¬ 

fulness. 

C. shittu, [bkbj] s. Anger, displeasure, 

offence. 

C. ‘Iti shidi, pa] v. n. To fly, bounce, jump 

up, as corn, &c. while being parched. 

S. 'Iti&x shidilu, shidlu, s. A thun- 
co 

der-bolt. 

C. doXo shiduku, s. Petulance, peevish¬ 

ness, sultriness. 

C. shidubu, pAtoj] s. The pustule 

of small pox. 

S. shit a, adj. Pointed, sharpened, whet¬ 

ted. 2. thin. 3. whiteness. 

h. as'S'do, %’&*>£) shitdr, shitd- 

ru, shitdri, s. A stringed instrument in 

use among Mussulmans. 

S. shiti, s. The colour black. 2. white. 

Shiva, with a black throat. 

S. shithila, adj. Loose, slack, flaccid, 

flabby, old, used, decayed, weak, thin. 

% impotence, decay, flabbiness. the 

imperfect pronunciation of compound con¬ 

sonants. 
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c. BdoTo shidugu, v. a. To blanch, as al¬ 

monds, to slip a seed or kernel from its skin. 

v. n. To feel about with the hand. 

C. Bd 7\, Br^ shiddige, shidde, s. A 

skin, or leathern bottle. ^ && rt a small one. 

c. Bd roejdo shiddivularu, s. A race of 
O 

men so called, of very dark complexion and 

great muscular powers. 

Gr. Bd^ shiddha, [brij arJj_ Ready, prepared. 

D. Bd TjBj shiddha-patri, s. Bang or 

Gunja. 

G. Bd shiddhi, [bal s. Continence. 2- 
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completion. 

S. Bd ship a, s. A fibrous root. 

H. Btraded^ shipdrassu, s. Recommen¬ 

dation. 

s. shipivishta, s. Shiva. 

G. BtSy shippe, [b&j] s. A pod or shell. 

0. aSido shibaru, s. A shiver, splinter. 2. 

bark, rind. 

S. Bs3 shibi, s. A king so called. 

S. Bs3$ shibike, s. A palankeen. 

S. B83d shibira, s. A camp, encampment. 

C. Ba^S, b^shibbati, shibti, s. Anger, 

displeasure, offence. 2. unpleasantness, 

odiousness. 

0. Ba»y B&^j shibbu, shibbi, s. White 

virile spots on the body. 

C- BS?^ shibbe, S. A pan for taking up ash¬ 

es, or placed under an altar to receive them. 

2. a shiver, splinter. 

S. Bd shira, s. A nerve, tendon, gut, any 

vessel of the body. 

s_ Bd, Bdcdy shira, shirassu, s. The 

head. 2. the top of a tree. rfSoi-o (to 

carry on the head) to obey implicitly. 

thssi, «, Whw, brj-rK tjosj the hair of the 

head, the neck, 

winding a cloth loosely and carelessly round 

the head. to bow or nod the head. 

bowing and making eight 

parts of the body to touch the ground in 

prostration, W* tfoslp shaking of the head. 

a turret. 2. an upstair house. & 

As? sJorf a crest gem. adj. Chief, best, era 

to the first of kings. decapi- 
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tation. theology. W>Jy Ra- 

vana, with ten heads. vertigo, 

giddiness, £%aSP headache, biSQj, ^ 

a hat, turban, helmet, anything to 

defend the head. W* the cranium. 

T. B. B§ shiri, s. Lakshmi, &c. 

S. B&^ shirisha, s. The tree Mimosa 

shirisha. &po a woman. 

A. 0. Bd shire, s. A kind of weapon. 

S. Bo shila, s. An earth worm. 2. glean¬ 

ing ears of corn. 

S. Bc/S&^o shildjatu, S. Bitumen. 

S. Bl^OZjSj shilindhra, S. A mushroom. 

S. B0(=dooSO shili-mukha, S. An arrow. 2. 

a bee. 

C. B00=5*0, Boo^ shiluku, shilku, s. Rem¬ 

nant, balance. 2. entanglement. See 

D. BoosS shilube, s. A cross, awJcfcg; sea 

to crucify. 

S. Bo shile, s. A stone. a moun¬ 

tain. made of stone. So® Srt)3o a 

stone image. 9®.^ chalk. a 

frozen river near the Himalaya. 

S. shilonchha-vrif.ti, s. 

Living upon grain gathered from the thresh¬ 

ing floor. 

A. 0. Boo^ shilku, [^4] v. n. To be entang¬ 

led, perplexed, involved in trouble or difficul¬ 

ties. 

S. Boy shilpa, s. Any manual or mechani¬ 

cal art. Sad' a workshop. a 

mechanic, architect, artist, artisan. ^ 

mechanical science, architecture. 

S. shiva, s. The third of the Hindu triad, 

the destroyer. 2. prosperity, happiness, plea¬ 

sure, auspiciousness. 3. inspiration, either 

by the deity or by an evil spirit. Sarawratidsf, 

Sa 3cif3, Srf a follower of Shiva, wearing 

the linga. eras; the thirteenth lunar night 

in the dark fortnight of February, when a 

fast is observed in honour of Shiva’s birth. 

rio^rtli^craA)crij?3’^fa^i. wodesrart one poor 

man coming to another poor man for assis¬ 

tance. a brahman who officiates 

in the temples of Shiva. rtoA a noted place 

for pilgrimage to the west of Bangalore, 

the string or chain for suspending the 



linga. a Shiva temple. isJ $sfa»ri$ 

what has been offered to Shiva, and which 

may not be eaten, Sdo^d, SdsaA propitious, 

conferring happiness, or fortune. 

C. 3>jOJ\ shivctngi, s. A hunting leopard. 

s. 3d skivagharmaja, s. The 

planet Mars. 

C. Scdrfo skivctdu, $. A shiver, sliver, splin¬ 

ter. 2. a sheaf of corn. 

D. skivaddna, s. Curds. S> stasia 

& to give curds. 

C. © id©}©cp shivanabhi, s. Ophioxlon ser- 

pentirmm. 

S. sJiiva-malli, s. The Mschyno- 

mene grandiflora. 

C. §s3do shivaru, s. A shiver, splinter. 2. 

the soft fibres of plants which wing the seeds. 

H. §&3©cOo shivai, adv. Besides, except. 

besides this, except this. 

H. ScST/cOoSs cSo shivai-jame, s. The amount 

of fines; the effects of persons dying without 

heirs, &c., which revert to government. 

S. skive, s. P&rvati. 2. a jackal. 

S. ©&d skiskira, adj. Cold. Slddor the 

cold season, =ffd the moon. 

S. ©^o skishu, s. An infant, babe, child, the 

young of any animal. 

S. ‘ladfjTXV shishupdla, s. A giant, the 

sovereign of a country in the central part of 

India, opposed to Krishna and slain by him. 

S. skishumdra, s. The Gange- 

tick porpoise. 

S. ©^ shishna, s. The penis. 

S. skiskta, adj. Good, virtuous, obedi¬ 

ent, docile, teachable. 2. left, remaining. 

B. skishti, s. A command, order. 

S. ©&d^ skiskya, s. A disciple, pupil, scho¬ 

lar. the fees given to a spiritual 

guide, dodo prajcrio the proper behaviour 

of a disciple to his master; docility. 

he has many followers. 

T. B. ©dj©^ shishrushe, s. The 

service rendered to any superior in office, age, 

or rank. 

H. ©id^ skistn, s. A land tax. 2. a mark, 

aim, 3. ornament, decoration. 

C. skillu, s. Whistling. *»* to 

whistle. 

S. ©g^ skikshe, s. Punishment, correction, 

chastisement. 2. instruction. 

&£do to punish, correct, fine. to 

teach. rbaejcb he is not sufficiently 

educated. arid all I have acquired 

is from him. taught, educated. 2. cor¬ 

rected. 

C. ski, Words not found under this letter 

are to be sought under 

C. ©(J ski, adj. Sweet. 2. fresh, not salt. 3. 

raw. %% ?Hdo fresh water, not brackish, 

a sweet mango. %% pickles without 

acid. H a raw ear of corn. a 

• regimen in which salt, tamarinds and acids in 

general are refrained from. 

C. ©(h ©^cdooski, shtyu, v. n. To be scorch¬ 

ed, burnt, as grain in frying, grain in the field 

during drought. 

A. C. ©^o£co shintu. See 

0. ©^d shikara, s. Spray, rain driven by 

wind, thin rain. 

C. ©^©0$0 skl-kdi Saj s. Mimosa ab- 

stergens. 

0. ©5>£0dpf skikharane, $. A dainty dish, 

made of plantains, sugar, ghee, &c. 

C. ©£/\ot> shiguri, s. A large silk cloth 

waved before kings and idols when going in 

procession. 2. a kind of ketasol. 

c. ©(J7\, §^w©oDo sktge, skige-Mi, 
[ti;rtqFacfic>] s. Mimosa abstergens. 

0 a very thorny hedge made of it. 

S. AOj skigru, s. The moringa. H 

a sweet moringa. 

S. %^0) skighra, adj. Quick, swift, speedy. 

s. Haste, speed, velocity, quickly, 

speedily. 

C. ‘!>^S3o skltu, v. a. To wipe, rub. v.n. To 

move, while sitting. HM? nstn walking with¬ 

out lifting the feet up. wsfiori •fjso 

da he walks shufflingly. 

£sod ?s&cdjo$a ;3 this man moves on 

his bottom. 

S. shitd, adj. Cold, chill, s. Cold, chill¬ 

ness. cold and hot. Hdrt), 

(cold rayed) the moon. to 
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become morbidljr cold. 8^ a fever from 

cold. S^aorf a body mortally cold. 

the cold season. 

0. shitd-phala, s. The white cus¬ 

tard apple. 

0. shitdla-shidubu, s. The 

chicken-pox. 

G. ‘%^'S shite, [h^] s. The wife of Rama. 

0. *2>^Cjo shidu, v. a. To blow the nose. 

S. ‘2^0 shidhu, s. Rum distilled from mo¬ 

lasses. 

C. ‘5^0 shinu, v. n. To sneeze. 

C. ‘2^80(5 shibari, s. A broom for sweeping. 

2. dishevelled hair. 

C. ‘2^20t>t3^do shibari-beru, s. The aspa¬ 

ragus armentosus. 

C. 2>^33 shibi, s. The guava. 

C. 2^300 shibu, s. Bamboo thorns used to 

train up peas, creepers, &c. 

T. b. *d^oX> shime, [hyfc]..*. A country. 2. 

England. a turkey. eVo to 

govern a country. 

A. 0. ‘2>^odo7v shiyage, adv. Sweetly. 

G. shiyi. See 

C. shiranige, ®, A coarse wooden 

comb. 

C. £«>£&> shira-nddu, s. The name of 

a country. 2. a class of brahmans from it. 

c. shira-ndi, s. A wild dog. 

0. do shiru, S. A nit. v. n. To hiss. 2. 

to become angry. 

c. shirumbalu, s. Water 

thrown out of the mouth after rinsing. 2. 

water which runs over in being carried. 

C. ‘2>^t$ shire, S. A female’s cloth. 

S. sh'irna, adj. Thin, small, slen¬ 

der. 2. wasted, decayed, withered. 3. ripe. 

S. s*^ shirshaka, s. A helmet. 

S. ‘2>(^ shila, s. Good conduct, virtue, steady 

observance of morals. 2. nature, quality, dis¬ 

position. 8tW5jo^ a man of a good or 

am iable disposition. immoral man. 

h\v tgpiZ an excellent disposition. ^ 

one very strict in ceremonial observances. 

C. shlle, s. A woman’s cloth. 

C. ‘5>°'d^ shivanni, s. The tree gemelina 

arboria. 

G. ‘2^co shisa, s. Lead. 

A. C. -S^CO^ shtsaka, s. A coat of mail. 

C. ‘2>^ro shise, s. Any glass bottle. 

C. *B^?5t)o5o shUa-ndi, s. A wild dog. 

C. ‘2>(j>dd shllu, v. a. To split, v. n. To split, 

crack, s. A bit, shiver, splinter. 2. one 

part of what is split in two. 3. (8|^) whis¬ 

tling. 8^?=#, 8^ the act of splitting. 

juffijsorfj 8^vt® I will not give you 

even a fragment. 

S. ‘‘SoG'd shuntha, $. A stupid, illiterate, 

ignorant person, tssiffc toodffc he is ex¬ 

tremely stupid. 

S. ”^oO§> shunthi, s. Dry ginger. #o&9 

green ginger. 

S. shunddla, S. An elephant. 

S. iho-d shunde, s. Spirituous liquor. 2. 

an elephant’s trunk. 

s. 3oqe£ shumbha, adj. Dull, doltish, stu¬ 

pid. 

S. shuka, s. A parrot. 2. Vyasa’s 

son. srsri a woman with a fine voice. 3-^ 

Sjowd a parrot’s cage. a collection 

of seventy fables narrated by a parrot to a 

king to deter him from defiling the wife of 

his servant. a royal parrot. 

s. shukku, shucha, s. Re¬ 

gret, grief, sorrow, distress, 

s. Vo# , Vo# # shukti, shuktike, s. a 

pearl oyster. sfcrf a pearl. aw 

a common shell. sfooT? a pearl 

shelL 

S. Vo#/ shukra, s. Venus or its regent, 

the son of Bhrigu, and preceptor of the gi¬ 

ants. 2. semen virile, Friday, 

=s^*skai>, the setting of Venus, 

when marriages, &c., may not be celebrated. 

zn come very 

early to my house, S3 the time 

for getting money. 84^ a giant. « 3o 

ok rtf =pd call that one-eyed person. 

S. Vot£ shukla, adj. White, s. White co¬ 

lour. 2. semen virile. 3. the third year in 

the Hindu cycle of sixty. the na¬ 

tural light, the light of the sun or of fire. 
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^ the bright lunar fortnight. 

whiteness. 

S. "^o^s Ij'SOa shukld-pdnga, s. The pea¬ 

cock. 

S. ^osl- shuchi, s. Purity, purification. 2. 

the colour white. 3. the third lunar month. 

4. fire. adj. Pure, ceremonially pure, pious. 

2. cleansed, clean, white, purified. 3. cor¬ 

rect, free from fault or error. the 

moon, from its white light. toti’s’tJ cleansing, 

purifying. 

S. shuddha, adj. Faultless, correct. 
9 

2. clean, pure, purified, cleansed. 3. complete, 

entire, s. The bright lunar fortnight. tyA 

wholly, entirely, completely, perfectly, 

a faultless, perfect, true, or fair copy. 

a pure lie. great 

purity. a complete miser. 

a man completely diseased. 

a figure of rhetoric, a decree of 

the caste restoring an excommunicant. 

S. rfozS'd o& shuddhdnta, s. A seraglio. 
9 

s. "Sbc® shuddhdchamana, s. 
9 

Throwing water to the mouth with the palm 

of the hand, during ablutions. 

S. shuddhi, s. Purity, purification, 

cleansing. •?£ wscSo rfj 

$>^,5 he is not free from theft, abuse or adul¬ 

tery. 3*^^ a true prediction. suc¬ 

cessful practice, as that of a skilful physician. 

sincerity, uprightness. a 

correct state of the bowels, a thrash¬ 

ing, heating. 

S. shunaka, s. A dog. a hitch. 

the impression of a dog branded 

on criminals. 

S. shubha, adj. Auspicious, fortunate, 

prosperous, right, well, happy, s. Any aus¬ 

picious ceremony. 2. welfare, happiness, good 

fortune. Sw? v*ahr, d)c3j®^63fS 

an interesting concern, a happy or auspicious 

affair or ceremony. djarffS a favourable 

omen. v«J an excellent reward. 3a 

good news. a lucky day. 

a fortunate star. sW a prayer 

for prosperity. let it prosper. 

cdjj, happy, fortunate, prosperous, 

good conduct. unfortunate. 

S. shubhakrittu, s. The thir¬ 

ty-sixth year in the Hindu cycle of sixty. 

S. lhzpvOT\ shubhdngi, s. Rati, wife of 

Cupid. 2. a handsome female, one of clean¬ 

ly habits. 

S. shubhra, adj. White. 2. pure, 

clean, s. The colour white. 2. purity, clean¬ 

liness. (white rayed) the moon. * 

a white or bleached cloth, a clean 

cloth. 

S. sJiulka, s. Toll, duty, custom, pay¬ 

able at ferries and passes. 2. a present by 

the bridegroom to the bride. 3. money given 

to the parents of the bride. 4. money given 

at the purchase of any thing to ratify the 

bargain. ^3^ the price given for a wife. 

Sraj 'Sosjj. the rate of a professor’s fees. 

the sum promised to a champion in ar¬ 

gument. 

S. shulba, s. Copper. 

s. tivjsjz%, ty&JSj'Sy.Fd shush'd she, 

shushrushana, s. Any service rendered 

to a superior in office, rank, or age. 2. 

wishing to hear. 

S. shushka, adj. Dry, dried. 2. 

impoverished. 3. bare, empty. ziorij 

miserably poor. bare rice. 

Sjiysti an empty compliment, to be¬ 

come dry, lean, or poor. 

S.lUo'Zhshushma, s. Power, ability, strength, 

prowess. 2. lustre, light. the 

god of fire. 

S. shuka, s. The beard of paddy or 

barley. 

S. shuka-kita, s. A scorpion. 

2. a caterpillar. 

s. shuka-ddsha, s. Prickly 

pains in the body supposed to be the pre¬ 

cursors of the dropsy. 

S. shukadhdnya, s. Awned 

or bearded grain. 

S. shudra, adj. Of or belonging to 

the fourth pure Hindu tribe, the Shudra or 

servile caste. the wife of a Shudra. 

a Shudra woman. 

S. shunya, adj. Empty, blank, 

void, vacant, s. Incantation, sorcery, magic. 
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an empty hand. WCTsy, ejers&i 

^js^j free from any sectarian mark. 3js 

a vacant or unoccupied day. 

ri Wd 2&®?dd if you go to him, it 

will be utterly useless. d.u>& to injure 

or kill by sorcery, or prayer to an evil god¬ 

dess. ?3jzo?3 an effigy. 

sorcery to affect one. *®f^rrarJ a sorcerer. 

a sorceress, witch. 

phantasm; sorcery. *V&o} drt 

to remove the effects of sorcery. 

s. shunya-wddi, s. An atheist. 

S. "?> JSi'd shur-a, s. A hero, champion. 

tj^j, heroism, valour. 

s. shura-sena-desha, s. 

The country about Muttra. 

S. "^JeioOc- shurpa, s. A winnowing basket, 

■gjstfr ^nr an elephant. 

S. shurpaka, s. A giant or 

demon, the enemy of Cupid. &/s*jf;f*o's§ 

Cupid. 

s.shurpa-nakhi, 

shurpa-nakhe, s. A giantess, Ravana’s 

younger sister. 

S. shurmi, s. An image of iron. 

S. 'rfjdd) shula, s. A weapon, pike, dart. 2. 

an iron pin or spit. 3. an instrument used 

for putting criminals to death, a stake for 

impaling them. 4. a trident. a 

trident, tou d°>ri, 3jaw dd, tfjs®, Sf&s® Shiva, 

with a trident, ^jawri® ss»b to 

impale, roasted on a spit. 

the ninth astronomical yoga. 

S. "‘S'jsQ shide, s. Sharp pain in general, 

or especially in the belly, as colick, &c. or in 

the joints from rheumatism and gout. 2. 

(djss?) a whore, harlot. tfjaeJ the colick. 

SjicS an affection of the liver. 

Buried) tfjseJ, o<3 3js<5 pain or distress of mind, 

an aching heart. ^d &®e? an unpropitious 

week. 

S. H^osOV shrinkhala, s. A man’s girdle 

or zone. 2. a chain, fetter. 

S. a shringa, s. The horn of any 

animal. 2. a horn, trumpet. 3. a syringe. 

4. the summit of a mountain. 

S. ^OAgS^d shringa-bera, s. Ginger. 

s. ^gTvsSj^ shringdtaka, s. A place 

where four roads meet. 

S. ^3)Q7\?id shringdra, s. Ornament, de¬ 

coration, embellishment. 2. beauty. 3. the 

passion or sentiment of love, as an object of 

poetical description or dramatic representa¬ 

tion. ^orati a work on women. ^orre 

ca sisado, ^onaBsh, ^oriOSo to garnish, orna¬ 

ment, decorate. %»nao» «fcs» to adorn 

one’s own person, ^orod taking im¬ 

proper liberties with females, ^orwdd® an 

ornamented woman, ^onad o3js%s> Cupid. 

T^orraS a gay or decorated man. 

s. "^OTTadw shringdraka, adj. Horned, 

crested. 

S. ^oTn shringi, s. A horned animal. 2. 

gold for ornaments; called also 

C. if\ sheke, shege, [Sf] s. Heat, 

warmth. 

C. ^ shejje, [*j|] s. A dormitory. 

T. B. shetti, [|/^ s. The head 

merchant in a place. 2. a title of merchants 

in general. 3. the head man in a mercantile 

town or pettah. a Telugu mer¬ 

chant. a Tamil merchant. ^ rf 

a merchant, ^^di, ^^aSodj merchants^ 

a merchant (honorific). <Ujd ws>tfo detiwzS 

Svcdod) a merchant’s worth can only be 

known when he is dead, d? dw a rich 

merchant. 

C. shede, [*f] «. w. Hair to stand erect, 

c. ^PScoo shenasu, See 

C. shene, ». a. To pull, drag. 

c. shedige, s. A bier. 

C. shede, [dd] s. The loose roots, &c. 

thrown up in a field on first ploughing it. 

C. shene, adj. With young, as cattle only. 

C. shebbare, [tfwtf] adj. Useless, 

profitless. 

C. shebbi, & A ploughing of wet land 

lengthwise and crosswise. 2. a seasonable 

time. 

C. ^d/\0 sheragu, [3firio] s. The end of a 

garment. 

0. aij shere, [jStf] s. Imprisonment, capti¬ 

vity. a prison, ^d ^<5crio®^j 

to imprison, ^d rsjri) to be in captivity, con- 
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finement or prison. $3 a patrole of 

honour. $3 8o&a&o, *#£ $3 8o&crioo to take 

captive. 

O. "30 shele, s. The exterior of the nostrils. 

2. a spring, fountain. 3. an echo. 

C. "“fo shelle, I $0' 1 s. A cloth without 
CO L ml 

border. 

C. shele, [3s?] «. a. To pull, drag. 

C. sheka, [3^] s. A salutary heat, a 

sanative or gentle warmth. tx’V* 

=sre =#ja^o, $s;>sre to warm, as the body by 

taking stimulants. 

H. shekadd, adv. Hundred, per cent. 

H. la^co^d shekaddra, s. A man who 

has several villages under his superintendence, 

such superintendence or charge. 

S. S^SOd she'khara, s. A garland of flowers 

worn on the crown of the head. 2. a crest. 

adj. Best, excellent. od, cress 

Shiva, with the moon for his crest, ^orred 

^sod a very gay man. 

C. ^ao shegu, s. The heart or core of 

timber, adj. Close grained, hard, solid, as 

timber. 

C. she'ta, [^W] $. The hair about the 

privities. 

T. B. she'ni, See awea- 

T. b she'tuve, See ***»*• 

C. shedige, s. A bier. 

C. she'du, [3^do] v. a. To draw in or 

up, with each hand alternately, as in pulling 

in the string of a kite, drawing water from a 

well, to smoke. to shrink, contract. 

to draw up the mucus of the nose. 

c. shedya, s. Agriculture, 

farming. Sirred a farmer. to 

farm. 

c. shenabhoga, s. A village 

accountant. 

0. she'ne, adj. Much, abundant. 

s. she'pha, shephassu, 

s. The penis. 

C. ’€^0 she'ma, s. Buried or bidden trea¬ 

sure. do to hide or bury money, 

^sfosi SA to discover hidden treasure. 

S. shemushi, s. The understand¬ 

ing, intellect. 

C. ^do she'ru, v. n. To arrive, reach, 

be received, come to band. 2. to be attached 

to, connected with, be added or joined to. 4. 

to be included in. 5. to be assembled, col¬ 

lected. 6. to enter, as a member among any 

particular class of men, or into any sect or 

profession. 7. to be on amicable or friendly 

terms with, to agree together. 8. to be liked 

by one, as any particular food or dish. v. a. 

To lean upon, to lean upon, unite 

with. to cause to arrive or reach. 2. 

to join, unite, mix, combine, include, add to, 

accumulate. 3. to assemble, collect others 

in a body. 4. to admit as a member into any 

sect, class, or profession. junction, 

union. 2. approach, contiguity, proximity. 

3. familiarity. 

there is a fitness (congruity, suitableness) be¬ 

tween this and that, this and that suit. ^ 

$(>83 jSej land belonging to me. 

a disaffected husband. esisrt 

that virtue accrued to him. to 

attach one’s self to a caste. *** to 

reach home. sSoSecrio =£o33 if he 

sees his wife, she is not agreeable to him. 33 

c£jA $i>33) prec&orU $^33o she who likes not 

her mother will like no one. ***** sre^ 

33b I do not like rice milk. 3c3 35°S3 

$i>3 she will not let the husband and 

wife agree. 

C. ^do sheru, [3“\tb] s. A seer, a measure 

of weight or capacity; of which a variety are 

enumerated; as, a large seer, equal 

to 96 rupees weight. a seer of 

only 24 rupees weight. 3-°'^ a vis or 

120 rupees weight. !ta»s a seer of 30 

rupees weight. osscBo $(;3o a seer of 60 ru¬ 

pees weight. t*, erf half a seer. 

3) $p3o, wuVj $^3o a quarter of a seer. 

<m three quarters of a seen 

T. ^do sheru, s. Mud plaster mixed for 

building. 

C. ^doiS, sheruve, she'rve, [S* 

tibsS] s. Department, party, side. 2. an army. 

3. a company. «t*S»3n»3 a head man over 

others. $^033 to whose 

department does he belong ? 

C 

8 
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C. shele, s. A woman’s cloth. 

S. shevadhi, s. Kubera’s treasure. 

S. shesha, s. The chief or sovereign 

of the serpent race; a large snake with a 

thousand heads, at once the couch and canopy 

of Vishnu, and upholder of the world, which 

rests on one of his heads; called also 

2. the rest, remainder, residue. 

a shrine or canopy in the form of a seven- 

headed serpent. a noun of multitude. 

2. a feminine noun being included in one of 

a masculine plural. particulars, 

detail. liar t of universal application, re¬ 

ferring to a law as a general rule. ^ 

remains of a funeral offering. AhJj what 

is left of the meal of a spiritual guide. 3^ 

V353 suhmissiveness, obsequiousness. 

S. sheshi, s. The major inclusive of 

the minor, or the genus embracing many 

species. 2. God. creatures. Vs 

generality. 

S. sheighrya, s. Quickness, haste, 

speed. 

S. ^3^ sheitya, adj. Cold, fresh, cooling, 

s. Cold, a cold. cooling a per¬ 

son heated, out of civility. 3^*5 cold 

weather. the evils of cold. % 

% ^ a fever from cold. a cool¬ 

ing thing. 

G. sheidya, s. Agriculture. 

S. slieineya, s. Krishna’s chario¬ 

teer. 

S. sheila, s. A mountain. 

s. sheildta, s. A lion. 

S. ’^C/ae) sheildli, s. A dancer, actor, mu¬ 

sician. 

S. ’Ht®sheilusha, s. One who < 

courages his wife to go astray and lives by 

the fruits of her adultery. 2. an actor, dan¬ 

cer, tumbler. 

S. ■a<’^ sheiva, s. The followers or devotees 

of Shiva, adj. Of or belonging to the sect of 

Shiva. pre-eminently devoted to 

Shiva. 

s. sheivala, sheivdla, 

s. An aquatic plant. 

S. sheivalini, s. A river in general. 

S. d sheishava, s. Childhood. 

T. ^ js'Sos'S oV shometangi, s. A stone 

for resting burdens upon. 

S. sho/ca, s. Sorrow, grief, affliction, 

sirij, to grieve, be sorrowful. 

S. shochissu, s. Radiance, lus¬ 

tre, light, flame. **Agni, Sod of fire- 

S. shona, s. Crimson. 2. a male 

river. the ruby. blood. 2. 

sanguis mulieris, in coitu. 

S. shodhaka, s. A purifier or 

refiner, anything which cleanses or purifies. 

2. an examiner, critic, visitor. 3. a tempter, 

one who tries. u* he 

has inquired into many things, 53 i; 

one well versed in science, 

s. shodhana, shodha- 

ne, s. Search, research, examination. 2. 

temptation, trial. 3. cleaning, cleansing, pu¬ 

rifying. 4. correcting, freeing from faults or 

errors. 5. in arith. subtraction. 6. the 

refining of metals. 7. a sort of refining, prac¬ 

tised for chemical or medical purposes; ex- 

posing the metals to heat, and then sprinkling 

them with the urine of cows. 

4 3 * he has inquired into many things, 

e|> the cus¬ 

tom-house officer there looks after things. 

to examine, search. 2. to filter, strain, 

refine, cleanse. 3. to try, assay, tempt. 

refined, purified, cleansed, examined, 

strained. 63 you must strain 

that water, wsiri sfcsf&j 

S?<3 I said that word to try his mind. &A5?3 

tto try a pupil, to have him on trial or 

probation. 

G. shona, s. A dog. 

£ a dog’s sense; a fickle disposition. 

S. shobhakrittu, s. The thir¬ 

ty-seventh year in the Hindu cycle of sixty. 

S. shobhana, s. The consumma¬ 

tion of a marriage, when the parties come 

together. the ceremony observed 

on that occasion, 

to take to one’s self a wife. adj. Auspi¬ 

cious, propitious, splendid. 2. beautiful, hand¬ 

some. 3. agreeable. adorned. 2, 

irradiated. 63 c3?3^ So?3 3*5^ 
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that work does not take with me. tett&raoft 

a beautiful woman. 

S. ^dd^sfi shobhe, s. Lustre, radiance, light. 

2. beauty. 3. swelling. 

he is swollen. to shine. 2. to he 

adorned. 

T. i>Jt)vddZJsoJ\ shomaddngi, See 

C. Hdd*dSz),5 shomari, adj. Lazy, idle, in¬ 

dolent. s. A lazy man. laziness, 

indolence. 

S. ~'u Jt) -Pc'1 shoshana, s Drying up, sue- 

tion. dried up. to be dried 

up; to lose one’s strength; to be affected by 

pulmonary consumption. 

S. ttdZtjoS^ shoshe, s. Swoon, fainting from 

weakness. wsO wserf t^A ’ffsrw* S be 

often faints. 

S. €^OZi shounda, adj. Clever, smart. 2. 

drunk. 

s. shoundiJca, $. A distiller or ven¬ 

der of spirituous liquors. 

S. #a)oshoundira, adj. Proud, haugh¬ 

ty. 2. elevated, looking up. 

S. shoucha, s. Cleansing, purificati¬ 

on. 2. easing nature. 3. ordure, excrement. 

s’Stysmrf a rule 0f purification, in which the 

person is to be cleansed by ablution. 

sfr Aisi unnecessarily particular 

in making ablutions after easing nature. *3 

to go to stool.- Atiisii sluSj to make 

ablutions after easing nature. 

S. lP3^?r shounaka, s. An inspil'ed sage 

so called. 

s. 'sr’elB shouri, s. A name of Krishna. 

S. B^SodoE" shourya, §. Heroism, prowess, 

valour, strength. €*>«hr-sio3 one possessing 

valour, a hero. 

s. b3®)®^ shoulka, shoulkika, 

s. A superintendent of tolls or customs. 

S. shoulbika, s. A copper-smith. 

s. shmashdna, 

shmashuna-bhumi, s. A cemetery, a place 

either for the interment or burning of the 

dead. Shiva. 

S* ~^j/ij)shmashru, s. A beard, mustaches. 

•*»<£> a woman with a beard. 

G. shydna-bhdga, s. A vil¬ 

lage accountant. ds’3 the 

portion of a crop falling to him as his fees. 

G. ‘5a^;3 shyane, [3^] adj. Much, abun¬ 

dant. 

S. shyama, adj. Black or dark blue. 

2. green. ssjsb Vishnu, of a dark 

cloud complexion, Saturn. 

a very dark woman. 2. a handsome woman. 

a young woman, who has not borne 

children. 

S. 75&£>shyumala, adj. Black or dark 

blue, Parvati. 

s. shydme, shydmd- 

ka, s. The grain panicum frumentacewm. 

S. ‘Saho'rf shydva, ad). Brown. 

s- shyena, $. A hawk, falcon. 

a female hawk. cd-rari a sacrifice for the 

destruction of enemies. 

S. shraddhdlu, s, A longing wo¬ 

man, as from pregnancy, adj. Faithful, be¬ 

lieving. 2. desirous. 

S. Kb shraddhisu, v. n. To fart. 

S. shraddhe, s. Faith, belief, devotion, 

confidence. 2. esteem, regard, care for 3. 

wish, desire, strong inclination. 

wsfc be has much confidence in cere¬ 

monial observances. 

he is not inclined to work. '*&+ con¬ 

fiding devotion. 65 vSvcdM^i3 

that tree has spread out. negligence, 

s. shrama, shrame, s. Toil, 

labour, fatigue, weariness, distress, trouble, 

difficulty, to labour, toil, 

to suffer distress, be in difficulty. 

to become wearied. jtesktf a distressing 

work, fatiguing business. a 

laborious, hard working man. 

S. Vy'dof'S shrumana, s. A religious men¬ 

dicant. 

S. shramani, s. A very religious 

woman mentioned in the Ramayana. 

T>. VyCXb shraya, s. Improvement of land 

by cultivation. sfartwJ? cultivating waste 

land at a nominal rent, to be increased as the 

land improves. A a lease 

on such termr. 
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S. y Xc>C3 shrayana, s. Protection, shelter, 

asylum. to seek or take shelter or 

succour. 

S. shrava, shravassu, s. 

The ear. 

S. shravana, s. Hearing, listening. 

2. the ear. 3. the twenty-second lunar man¬ 

sion. 4. a gold-smith’s pincers. 

obj the organ of sound, shears tijzirz listening 

to puranas. 

S. "$)£)&, shravishthe, s. The twenty-third 

S. shrdnta, adj. Tired, fatigued, 

wearied. 2. calm, tranquil. 

S. WSirf shrdddha, s. A funeral cere- 
_y q 

mony, observed at various fixed periods, and 

for different purposes, consisting of offerings, 

with water and fire, to the gods and manes ; 

and gifts and food to the relations and assist¬ 

ing brahmans. It is especially performed for 

a parent recently deceased, or for three pa¬ 

ternal ancestors, or for all ancestors collec¬ 

tively, and is supposed necessary to secure the 

ascent and residence of the souls of the de¬ 

ceased, in a world-appropriated to the manes. 

a funeral ceremony observed 

eleven days after a person’s decease. $*) 

S daily funeral ceremonies for a year after a 

person’s decease. an extraor¬ 

dinary or supplementary funeral ceremony. 

S3r the funeral ceremony observed 

’ i every new moon, 

ceremony in the sixth lunar month. 

a monthly funeral ceremony. 

a funeral ceremony in which the 

balls of meat offered to the deceased indivi¬ 

dually and collectively are blended together. 

the performer of a funeral ci 

mony, as a son. j.3 a person 

entertained at a funeral festival. 

one who spoils a funeral festival. ■*4 

an offering made to the manes of deceased 

ancestors on auspicious occasions, Sabesp 

money distributed in charity as an off¬ 

ering to the manes. uncooked ingre¬ 

dients distributed, as above. cook¬ 

ed food served out to guests, as above, ^ib 

bY* Yama, the regent of death, and judge of 

the dead. 

T. B. shrdva, See 

8. •JayoifQ shravana, s. A goldsmith’s 

pincers. 2. the fifth lunar month. 3. this 

name is likewise given to the changing of the 

brahmanioal thread and the resuming of the 

study of the Y edas, which take place on the 

day of full moon in this month. 

s. shrdvanika, s. The fifth 

lunar month. 

S. shrdvya, adj. Agreeable, plea¬ 

sant to hear, fit to hear. 2. harmonious. » 

disagreeable, not fit to hear, not wor¬ 

thy of a hearing. 

s. bjt, ZS-bjz shrita, dshrita, s. Wait¬ 

ing upon, serving, attending, adj. Cherish¬ 

ed, protected. 2. served, honoured, worship¬ 

ped. b/* affectionate regard or atten¬ 

tion towards a worshipper, refugee, or atten¬ 

dant. 

S • shri, s. Lakshmi, wife of Vishnu, and 

goddess of plenty and prosperity. 2. fortune, 

prosperity, success, thriving. 3. wealth, 

riches. 4. beauty, lustre, splendour. 5. state,, 

paraphernalia. 6. superhuman power. 7. 

intellect, understanding 8. Saraswati. 9. 

Parvati. 10. fame, glory. 11. light. 12. 

a prefix to proper names of deities, forming a 

kind of invocation at the beginning of a letter, 

&c. and often used repeatedly; as, 

also a prefix to proper names of persons; as, 

erfj z5^b; also of works; as, &c. 

S}<>b.sso excellent, most excellent. 13. 

poison, venom, adj. The famous, excellent, 

splendid, illustrious, glorious. b®, 5^ 

$b, 5^ jisraxi, Vishnu. 

Shiva, who swallowed the poison. S^V^b en¬ 

riching, giving fortune or prosperity. §)% 

a magical diagi'am used in the worship of 

Durgi. Cupid, opulent, hav¬ 

ing wealth. S$r one born wealthy. 

a tree, the wood of which is used to 

procure fire by attrition. the fruit 

of the JEgle marmelos. So# scented san¬ 

dal. a particular mark said to be a 

curl of hair on the breast of Vishnu, who is 

hence designated 

ahorse with a curl of hair on his 

breast. a species of the palm 

tree producing very broad and fine leaves for 
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writing on. §)% the purple stalk basil. 

iA okw*r a composition of turmeric water, 

used for adorning the person, making the cen¬ 

tral of three sectarian marks on the forehead, 

&c. tjsoTSA^ Bryonia, rostrata. 

Seringham, famed for its sanctity and its 

temple, a place sacred to Shiva in 

the Nellore district. ^)x%^ a temple famed 

for sanctity, in the Kurnool country. 

SJ the seventh year in the Hindu cycle of 

sixty. 2. a letter from a minister or father. 

sfcosSr the Salagrama stone. §jX £mtSj 

the five seals used by in marking the 

face, X the hand (honorific.) the 

foot (honorific.) Scsg bjx the glory of learn¬ 

ing. bji lustre of the face. *) §jx 

the radiance of the eye. •*».* a^t a respectful 

way of mentioning in a letter, &c., any 

senior female. 

S. <}^ shruta, s. Holy writ, sacred sci¬ 

ence. ad). Heard. to be 

heard or known, A®vtjo to 

inform, cause to hear. iS»j#.!4®siF formerly 

heard. xstijTt unheard, j^b;ir un¬ 

heard and unseen before, w* Tim 3 very 

public, much known. 

S, shruti, s. A sort of drone corres¬ 

ponding to that used with the bagpipes. 2. 

the Hindu scriptures or Vedas. 3. the ear. 

4. a division of the octave; a quarter tone or 

interval, of which twenty-two are enumera¬ 

ted; four constituting a major tone, three a 

minor, and two a semi-tone. The slirutis 

are personified as nymphs, to 

put an instrument in tune. an 

improperly high note or tone. ^3 a 

note below the key. a drone 

player. ^3 uvR-tid to blow the drone. 

s. shreni, s. A street, 2. a line, 

row, range. t) X^ a brahmans’ street, 

s. shreya, shreyassu, 

s. Virtue, moral merit. 2. good fortune. 3. 

final beatitude. jS)0±»o3;*, a3js^o&, t)x 

best, most excellent. 

S. shreshtha, adj. Pre-eminent, 

best, most excellent, chief. </^sSe the 

chief birth. an artist eminent by birth. 

2. a great merchant. 

S. ‘S J?)j ^ iP3 shrona, $. Rice gruel. 2. a 

cripple. 

S. shroni, s. The buttocks. 

a woman with handsome but¬ 

tocks. 

s. shrotavya, adj. Audible, fit 

to be heard or listened to. 

s. shrotra, s. The ear. t^x^x^ 

the organ of hearing. eSg-J a serpent, 

said to hear through its eye. 

S. shrotriya, s. A brahman 

versed in the Vedas, n»,s* a vil¬ 

lage held free, or at a favourable assessment. 

s. V’Syld shrouta, $. Preservation of the 

sacred fire. 2. any observance ordained by 

the V edas. 

s- shlatha, adj. Relaxed, loose, slack¬ 

ened. 

s. ^ ^ shlakshana,shlakshna, 
CO^ OOf® • • • 

adj. Minute, small, fine. 

s. shldghe, shldghane, 

s. Praise, panegyric, flattery, enlogium. 

V& to praise. 

S. "'Seyfo'Q shlaghya, adj. Venerable, res¬ 

pectable, praiseworthy, entitled to veneration, 

sa^jatci 5 a respectable house. 

S. shleshe, $. Union, junction, proxi¬ 

mity of contact, association. 

s. shleshdlankura, s. A 
figure of rhetoric; choice or collection of 

words, so as to admit of a double interpreta¬ 

tion ; a species of paranomasia or pun. 

S. shleshma, s. Phlegm, the phleg¬ 

matic humour; one of three principal hu¬ 

mours or fluids of the body. to be 

troubled with phlegm; to become hoarse. 

to remove phlegm. ^cfaAw^ 

S the phlegm rattles, as in a dying person. 

S. shloka, s. A couplet, distich, 

stanza, or verse. 2. fame, celebrity. 

a hemistich. t^x 
a noted or famed person, one well 

spoken of. 

S. shwanisha, s. A night during 

which dogs bark or howl. 

S. '^■ried shwapacha, s. The Chdnddla 

caste. 

S* shwabhra, s. A chasm, hole, gap. 



S. shwayathu, s. Tumescence, 

swelling, dropsy. 

S. shwavritti, s. Service, meni¬ 

al labour. 

S. shwashura, s. A father-in-law. 

S. shwashurya, S. A brother- 

in-law. 

S. ^^y shwaskru, s. A mother-in-law. 

S. shwashreyasa, s. Pros¬ 

perity, welfare, happiness, adj, Happy, 

prosperous. 

S. shwasana, s. Air, wind; the god 

of the winds, a serpent, feeding on 

air. 

S. shwasita, s. Breathing. 

s. shwastya, shwasta- 

na, adj. Future, to-morrow, what will be 

to-morrow. 

g. shwdna, s. A dog. a bitch. 

B. shvjdpada, s. Any beast of prey, 

s. yzDco^, shwdshwa, shwa- 

wdhana, s. Bheirava. 

S. shwasa, $. Breath, breathing. 

wsn.jj, breath inhaled. breath 

expired or exhaled. breath to catch 

or be short, as when near death, eoja^r 

labouring for breath. 5^3 an,Tin restraining 

or holding one’s breath. to pant, 

s. shwitra, s. The white leprosy. 

S. shweta, s. The colour white. 2. 

silver, adj. White. Arjuna, 

riding on a white horse. korttf a lion. 

the moon. a kind of 

venereal affection. 

sha, The forty-ninth letter of the alpha¬ 

bet, sounded as a very hard sha, with the tip 

of the tongue turned backwards towards the 

throat as far as possible, 

s. £\o?d, shanda, shandha, s. A 

quantity, heap, multitude. 2. an impotent 

man, eunuch. 

s. shatka, shattwa, 

shat, adj. Six. the six functions 

of a brahman; viz. o^wpi sacrificing; 

officiating at the sacrifices made by those of 

other castes; studying the Vedas; 

esvrsjsjpi teaching the Vedas; bestowing 

alms: and receiving alms, cdowpsa 

the mode of addressing a let¬ 

ter to an officiating brahman. a 

hexagon. 2. the thunderbolt of Indra. 3 

WjEi, S.y^cifs (six-footed) the carpenter 

bee. S.ssTjP’, (six-faced) Kartikeya, 

son of Shiva, and god of war. staoEyctfo the 

six organs of sense; as, the eye; 

J1 the ear; the tongue; the nose; 

Hi^4 the skin: and zhpty the mind. 

the six objects of sense; as, 

form; drf taste; sound; smell; 

r touch; and sense. P.sjP the 

six tastes. See possessing 

or endowed with the six tastes or flavours. 

wQ^tfyfp- six properties of fallen humanity. 

six sects. « six means of defence. 

See rtnv. six spices collectively; 

or long pepper, black pepper, dried ginger, 

the root of the long pepper, the fruit of the 

plumbago, and of the piper chavya. 

risftk, an order of mendicants 

who fix the linga on six parts of the body. 

the six seasons. See Adort six di¬ 

visions of the Vedas. See a hex¬ 

ameter verse. a hexameter with 

eight short vowels in each foot, tfotfosio 

B a hexameter with ten short vowels in each 

foot. st&^a a hexameter with twelve 

short vowels in each foot. four¬ 

teen, as in the Rdmdyana. S^a 

sixteen. si^a twenty, as in the Jai- 

S. shadja, s. The fourth note of the 

Hindu gamut. 
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c< shaddhalca, s. The husbands of 

two sisters, as called by each other. 

H. Vip*)BX) shardbu, s. Wine, spirituous 

liquor. 

H. TZ\07)C&) shardi, s. Tight trowsers. 

S. shashti, adj. Sixty. 2. the sixth. 

S. shashti/ca, S. A kind of paddy 

of quick growth. 

S. vizi, shashtha, adj. Sixth. 

S. skashthi, s. The sixth lunar day 

of either lunar fortnight. AovyodskA a 

festival in honour of the birth of Kartikeya. 

H. shaharv, s. A city. 2. a bazaar 

street, market place. ^ patrolling. 

S. VJjjZizi shddava, s. A gamut with only 

six notes. 

S. shdnmatura, s. Karti¬ 

keya, god of war. 

S. TTZV\ shashtha, s. A sixth part. 
© ‘ ' ' 

S. shidga, s. A libertine, gallant, 

paramour. 

H. do shumaru, s. A guess, rough 

estimate. 

H. £\odo shuru, s. Beginning, commence¬ 

ment. 

S. shddasha, adj. Sixteen. A®xd 

^ sixteenth. A^x^ the moon with six¬ 

teen digits. A(*xjctoi sto®* U'soiidj sixteen kings 

celebrated in history. A^xAi^xAxs^tA sixteen 

acts of civility. A^x^t sixteen 

famous gifts." A^x^ sixteen ceremo¬ 

nies necessary to be attended to for or by 

every man from the time of his conception to 

that of his interment or burning. 

t. z^jszyg, 

cOo shobali, shobali-kdi, shdbhali- 

Itai, s. Any thing played for, as a raffle, &c. 

A^%v>v «sz&> to raffle. 

h. z5{jd°V7)3 shord, sho- 

rd-uppu, s. Saltpetre. nxi»y»A a 

saltpetre manufactory. 

rJ 

ro sa, The fiftieth letter of the alphabet, 

sounded as sa. 2. the abbreviated name of 

the musical note «Sd. 3. an anapest. 4. 

in comp. With, together with. 6. same, 

identical. 

S. To© Sam, in comp. With, together with, 

being the optional form of writing 35o. 

S. sanhata, adj. Narrow, contrac¬ 

ted. 2. crowded. 3. impossible. 4. diffi¬ 

cult. s. Trouble, misfortune. 2. difficulty. 

3. illness, pain, distress of body. 4. moles¬ 

tation. SotfW 8j&>, jjo&kS Ao&iS 

SotfWsrario to be in trouble, 

suffer distress, hardship, or pain; to be fa¬ 

tigued, molested, to endure difficulties. A%jO 

sierra the agony of death, 

nature’s final struggle. 2. any great difficul¬ 

ty. ot3o distress from thirst. 2°h Zo 

■tfU, distress from hunger. &A Ac 

the pressure of a crowd. 

T. roO^&3 sankati, s. A kind of plain light 

pudding. 2. a bullock’s load or burden. 

T\ Ao&lZ a ragi pudding. •A^x^A a 

pudding of great millet. 

0. ToO^sSa sankatiga, $. A carrier, bul¬ 

lock man, one who conveys goods on an ox. 

S. coO^d sankara, s. A mixed caste or 

race, mongrel, one proceeding from the pro¬ 

miscuous intercourse of the four pure Hindu 

tribes in the first instance, and again from 

their commerce with the descendants of such 

a connection, or the indiscriminate cohabita¬ 

tion of those descendants. Most Hindus of 

the present age are of one of the many branch¬ 

es of this race, the highest of which is im¬ 

pure, and inferior to the Shudras. 2. mixing, 

blending. 3. sweepings, dust. AoxfA a 

mongrel breed. Ao^tS a blending or mix¬ 

ture of castes, promiscuous in¬ 

tercourse of the four pure castes. 
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s. sankarikaram, s. Kil¬ 

ling animals. 2. violating the rules of caste. 

s. Tjotfz^E-pd sankarshana, s. Balarama, 

elder brother of Krishna 

6. sankalana, in arith. s. Addi¬ 

tion. 

C. 7oQ1^©t? sankalike, s. A wedding cloth 

or garment. 

6. coO^D^ sankalita, adj. Arithmetical. 

2. mixed, blended. 3. piled, heaped. 

S. san/calpa, s. A resolve, mental 

determination or resolution; volition, will; 

project, design, 2. a religious or solemn vow 

or declaration. to re¬ 

solve, determine, vow. a priest 

to direct another how to express in due form 

a religious vow. the decree or 

will of God. (mind-born) Cupid. 

S. 7sankdsuka, adj. Pickle, un¬ 

steady. 2. doubtful, uncertain. 

S. sankdsha, adj. Like, similar. 

like the moon, sisiF^ like 

a mountain. 

S. sanldrna, adj. Confused, 

crowded. 2. miscellaneous, mixed, impure. 

ejxioS-i-rsF pure, unmixed. 

s. Toofr^e-jS, sankirtana, 

sankirtane, s. Praising, hymning, cele¬ 

brating. do-8-^r^J praising the 

name of God. 

T. B. Tjo^o sanku, £*>ajj s. A conch shell. 

s. Tio'S’o sanku, s. A civet cat. zjo^o 

civet. 

S. ToO^oS#-^ sankuchita, adj., Unblown, 

unopened. 2. closed, shut. 3, narrowed, 

contracted, abridged. 

S. TcoHroiS; sankula, adj. Crowded, imper¬ 

vious, confused. 2. contradictory, inconsis¬ 

tent. Xo&v a crowd of people. 

T. B. To0"§ sanke, [3o#] s. Doubt, suspicion. 

2. fear. 

s. ToQ^a sanketa, s. A token, gesture, 

nod, wink. 2. engagement, design, resolu¬ 

tion. 3. a rendezvous, -»®**** to 

beckon, make a sign. 2. to appoint a place 

of meeting. S'u a rendezvous, appoint¬ 

ed or agreed place. 2. a private place. ~° 

rjOii 

an edict summoning a meeting of 

the caste. *4 a sign with the hand. 

sjscSj a sign with the lips. ~G^° 

g, a secret writing. 

to call by a secret sign or word. 

to tell in a manner unintelligible to a 

third party. ste^tfnK! a man who makes 

signs. 

0. ToO^ioS sanketi, s. A certain caste of 

j)-^f in the Mysore, speaking a 

very corrupt Tamil. 

S. & sankocha, s. Hesitation, 

doubt, timidity, modesty. 2. shrivelling up, 

contracting. to hesi¬ 

tate, doubt, be ashamed, modest. 2. to shri¬ 

vel up. 3o*»^s{ *)&;& to cause to hesitate, 

&c. siraBj to abridge, curtail. ~° 

%~di r&x$ a hesitator. 

our house is very confined or contract¬ 

ed. Soifi^eS limited spiritual know¬ 

ledge. 

X. B. 7oO#JS(50 sankole, £^°fow] & Fet¬ 

ter, chain. wsSc* ws©rt be is in 

chains, he is fettered. jes^o to fet¬ 

ter, chain. 

s. sankrandana, s. A name 

of Indra. 

s. Too-g^sk, 7TjoinjoS «<m- 

krama, sankramana, sankrdnti, s. 

The actual passage of the sun, or other pla¬ 

netary bodies, from one sign of the zodiac 

into another. 2. passage in general, proceed¬ 

ing from one time or condition of life to ano¬ 

ther, from one place to another, &c. 3. going, 

proceeding in general. edw, sij’Srf 

xio=FSjo§ thepongul feast, when the sun en¬ 

ters Caprioornus. 

s. 7do5^o, sankrama, san- 

krdma, s. Difficult progress or passage 

over steep rocks, through narrow defiles, &c. 

S. Txioscra^ sankhydta, adj. Notorious, 

celebrated, famed, public. 2. numbered, 

counted. countless. 

S. 7cOi3^ sankhye, s. Number in general. 

2. a number or numeral. 3. counting. 

numerable. wjjosS^^crio innumerable. 

Tiow^sfo* a noted learned man. 

S. ToOa sanga, $. Union, junction, conflu- 



ence. 2. association, company. *i« $ liort, 

good company. 2fort, zSjJJjort bad 

company. ~°^ female society or embrace, 

c. Tooa TooXrf^ja sangada, sangadalu, 

postposition, With, a sign of the social case. 

7jorfz$ Vojs^rto go with. him. 3 A>or?z3 

tell to him. 

C. roO/sS, 7joa&7\ sangadi, sanga- 

diga, s. A companion, associate, friend. 

Sorts?-,<§_ a female companion. Jiorta a small 

flat basket for setting out fruits, greens, &c. 

on stalls. 

S. Too as sung at a, adj. Apposite, proper, 

as speech. 2. mixed, united. 3. met. 

Sarto to do seasonably, properly. 

rt^s*?> Sag'srto to speak appositely or to the 

purpose. 

S. ToOaS sangati, s. Company, association, 

union. 2. subject, matter, affair, business, 

circumstance, occurrence, contents of a writ¬ 

ing. Sort§So to happen, occur. 

***** I will have nothing to do with you. 

S. co O a ojo sangama, s. Sexual embrace, 

coition. 2. union, junction, meeting. 3. con¬ 

fluence, as of rivers. 4. the adaptation of 

two things to each other. 

S. coOA'd sangara, s. Battle, war, com¬ 

bat. 2. assent, promise, J*or'^ sexual 

embrace. SortOS) to fight, wage war. 

C. coOA^roo sangalisu, v. a. To collect, 

assemble, amass, unite. 

c. oj07VS^ sangdta, See 

C. coQ7\"3s> sangati, s. A colleague, associ¬ 

ate, companion, friend. marks 

on the body said to indicate the number of a 

person’s friends. to unite 

or associate one’s self with another. «5 

*& to give up connexion with a person. 

S. coO?\^ sangita, s. A song, psalm, sing¬ 

ing, vocal music. Soft** a sacred work 

on vocal music. S^c a vocal sound. 

a singer. 2. a teacher of singing. 

S. 7ooX)?» sangraha, s. Amassing, acqui¬ 

sition, collection. 2. compilation. 3. abridg¬ 

ment. 4. taking, receiving, seizing, Sort^ffi® 

stoz&, rtortjJorto to abridge, curtail 2. to lay 

in beforehand, to lay up in store for the time 

to come. 3. to acquire, amass, gather toge¬ 

ther. 4. to comprehend. sbtbsS Sort^srs 

rfasrtj to lay up money for a marriage. 

S. ajO7V5|^0 sangrdma, s. A combat,bat¬ 

tle, war. 

S. <\!o7\Tyc3i) sangraha, s. The gripe of a 

shield. 2. the fist. 3. an eclipse. 

S. ToO^X) sangha, s. A number or multi¬ 

tude of living beings. 

S. coO^B^, 7\Q 

sanghatana, sanghatane, 

sanghattane, sanghattane, s. Occur¬ 

rence, occurring, happening. 2. encounter¬ 

ing, meeting. 3. success, bringing about, a- 

chieving. esrto, to succeed, be 

achieved. 2. to meet. 3. to happen, occur. 

Somite, joined; met, achieved. 

s. sangharsha, 

sangharshana, s. Envy, emulation, vie- 

ing, or contending for superiority. 2. tritu¬ 

ration, rubbing, grinding. 

s. ToOojije)^ sanghdta, s. Heap, quantity, 

flock, multitude. sfjdrs a number dy¬ 

ing at once. 

C. ciozd- suncha, s. Collection, store, amass¬ 

ment, mass, heap. ■*£ ready, in hand or 

at hand. 

0. 'rooe^-arsd sanchakdra, s. Earnest 

money, pledge, deposit, en¬ 

dangering life. =#jarto to give earnest 

money. 

C. To02d$ sanchane, $. Contrivance, device, 

expedient. 2. a hint. 3°^^ a well 

contrived work. 2. clever work in masonry. 

S. ojO&jOdo sanchaya, s. A number, quan¬ 

tity, mass, heap, multitude. 

S. sanchayana, s. Taking the 

ashes and bones of the dead and casting 

them, the day after burning, into some sacred 

river, or burying them. 

s. roosdtf pi sancharane, See 

S. roO&d^/ sanchala, S. The exercise of an 

elephant or horse. 

s. cooSff’ST^ sanchara, s. Roaming about, 

wandering, travelling, journeying, traversing, 

peregrination, travelling, journeying. ~°^e 

tSo, Sou®o® storto to traverse, journey. 

toiHti the parochial visitation of a spiritual 
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guide, a minister’s visiting liis flock. ^ 

wd foreign travel. 

C. roOEl^ sanchi, s. A purse or bag. 2. a 

bag in which brahmans put clothes after bath¬ 

ing. 3. a budget. ^ do^ a small bag for 

betel, &c. 

c. pjosl-#, cjc8#7\ sanchike, sanchige, 

s. A section, or part of a book. 

S. sanchita, adj. Acquired, obtain¬ 

ed, got. 2. amassed, collected, gathered, do 

amassed wealth, dotfd one’s 

fortune. 2. incurred guilt, dcfcSd ac¬ 

quired merit, the blessedness obtained in vir¬ 

tue of former good deeds, dco^do to lay up 

in store, acquire, amass: 

C. coOS^o sanchu, s. Finesse, artifice, stra¬ 

tagem. 2. intrigue, treason, cabal. 3. spy¬ 

ing. fcjtfdoHro secret plotting. doeSo dradj, 

53oe& d&dj to cabal, intrigue. doobratf an 

intriguer, spy. doe^oraSr a pimp. 

S. sanjanita, adj. Born, sprung 

up, originated. dowddj to be born. 

A. C. cdo&t)A sanjariga, s. The trappings 

or ornaments of a horse. 

S. cjo8tfsd^ sanjavana, s. A cluster of four 

houses. 

S. sanjdta, s. Birth, origin. 2. a 

son. adj. Born, sprung from. 

C. coo&dcOo^ sanjdyita, s. A revenue 

term, used to denote the immediate manage¬ 

ment of any branch of revenue by the servants 

of the Government. 

g. sanjiva, $. A common name. 2. 

Hanumanta. 

S. sanjivaka, s. The name of an 

ox mentioned in the first fable of the Pancha- 

tantra. 

S. coOSS^ 

tfjj sanjivanu, mrita-sanjwana, 

sanjivakarani, s. A medicine tending to 

prolong life or of sufficient efficacy to raise 

the dead. doaS^dd dori a resuscitating gem. 

do?3«dd dd^oi'd the elixir vitce of alchymists. 

do£i>dd idod aa insect said to resuscitate dead 

insects by a touch. d^d doe3<;dd shod) an 

incantation for raising the dead, dorado to 

prolong or resuscitate life. 

rO 0^ 

T. B. cfa& sanje, [don^] s. Twilight. 2. 

afternoon. do«3rtowad the redness of evening. 

S. ToO&P sangngit, a(ty\ Knock-kneed. 

S. cio sangnye, S. A hint, sign, gesture. 

2. a name, appellation. 3. thought, mind, 

intellect. 4. the technical name of any affix 

in grammar. ~°%j to make a sign, do 

era a noun c-CP a lluuu' 

c. santara-ghdli, s. A whirl¬ 

wind. 

C. cvO&ib^ santuka, adj. Flat, low. doWi 

^ sdooaA^dsd a flat nosed person. 

C. 7\OLb~R sandige, s. A condiment or sea¬ 

soning made with chillies, assafsetida, cum¬ 

min seed, pliaseolus mungo, &c. do 

art, eroa d do&rt varieties of the above. 

C. rvof® sanna, See d<^. 

S. rvQ'4'^santata, adj. Everlasting, perpetu¬ 

al. adv. Constantly, eternally, always. 

c. aos^C^a^o santatada-tagadu, s. 

Sheet brass or brass foil. 

S. a02>8 santati, S. Offspring, progeny, 

issue. 2. race, lineage. 3. host, multitude. 

'&)% doaS the female line, dod§ the 

male line. 

C. 7\!o1^ santane, s. Contrivance, device. 

2. agreement, concord. 3. obtaining, pro¬ 

curing. 4. joining, junction, dedds. =#<ud a 

work well contrived, doddnsd a schemer, 

contriver, doddt d-rad) to join, as boards. 2. 

to make accord or agree. 

S. (\o3«j sunt apt a, adj. Suffering pain or 

distress. 

S. ToOeS'dooj santamasa, s. Universal or 

great darkness. 

g. rvO^tirco santarisu, V. a. To ornament, 

deck. 

s. roo^ojH" C3, santarpana, 

santarpane, s. The ceremony of feeding 

brahmans. 

o. oj043Sz&>, coO^Scco santavidu, san- 

tavisu, v. a. To compose, console, calm, 

comfort. 

T. B. fdo^ro santasa, [dodj^sq s. Gladness, 

joy. doddo wdo, dodd ddo to be pleased, de¬ 

lighted. 
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S. santdna, s. Progeny, offspring, 

issue. 2. lineage, race. 3. one of the trees 

of paradise. ^°3'sif p increase of progeny. 

a generation to perish. 

s. dosu^lTf santanike, s. Cream. 2, a 

cobweb. 

S. coO®«5oj santdpa, s. Heat, burning heat. 

2. torment, pain, distress. 3. passion. 

si jjaSiSisb to suffer pain or torment, to 

he distressed or afflicted. , warmed. 

2. distressed, pained, afflicted. 

C. dos^o santu, 3rd per. sing. neut. past 

tense of Obtained arrived. Ms-*- 

So^o aii y0Ur balance is fallen to me. 

S. do^ol^ santushta, adj. Pleased, de¬ 

lighted, satisfied. a person who is 

pleased. 

S. do^£^y sardripti, s. Fulness, satiety, 

satisfaction. 

C. ctoM sante, s. A market or fair day. 

-fit,, a market to be con¬ 

vened or assembled. ~CA a market to 

disperse. to go to market. 

St the crowd of people in a market. 

sijca market people. 

' V the bustle in a market. & T-o^adoS 

son oSiB,* ti,e market has answered to-day. 

C. dsante-helu, v. a. To repeat 

a lesson. 

C. dos^do santeisu, v. a. To comfort, con¬ 

sole, calm, pacify. 

S. santosha, s. Delight, glad¬ 

ness, joy, pleasure, satisfaction, happiness. 

sgjciisS. a cheerful man. So 

to be pleased, satisfied, happy, glad. 

7So&»x$&o£»ti>, x'o&^Srigdoto be pleasant, mer¬ 

ry, cheerful. to give freely 

or willingly. to he overjoyed, 

transported with delight. 

C. dod sanda, past rel. part, of %>• 

not among the dead or living, 

Sorf son money received. sSfbJb things 

received. 

S. dodo^ sandamsha, s. A hell where 

the wicked are burnt with hot irons. 2. a 

pair of tongs. 

c. dod pi, roods, dode), sandani, 

sandadi, sandali, s. A crowd, conflu¬ 

ence of people, a place much thronged or 

frequented. 2. a noise, clamour. ririrJo 

to throng, crowd, frequent. ^ JSSBcckg) 

wsdo rforiri there is a great crowd in this road. 

s. dodos' sandarbha, s. Opportunity. 

2. occurrence. 3. convenience. strf 

•d ts* I will do it if I meet with an 

opportunity. & rt SorisirsTsrtjb it is not con¬ 

venient now. to be convenient, 

opportune. 2. to occur. 

S. dod^d sandarshana, s. Seeing, 

looking. 2. a visit. Sotfgrjra =#js^o to receive 

a visit. ir\zio Sorftrpa 

to visit. 

s. docsd sanddna, s. A rope, cord, espe¬ 

cially for tying cattle. tied, bound. 

c. dojjsodo sunddya, s. Delivering over, 

making payment. sSocsKbrrarb to be delivered 

over. rJoracrio sjsSo to pay; to deliver over. 

rSons-c^o SoCTcri® o to see what has been 

received and what remains due. tfocscriosa 

<&*■*> it is received. 

c. sanddyita, s. What is not 

let but farmed by the proprietor or govern¬ 

ment. 2. what is in charge of a collector on 

the part of government, in opposition to that 

which is farmed. one w]10 i00k9 

after government land that lias not been 

rented. ^ocscSa^rj ’fwti a good or hopeful 

concern. 

c. docsd sanddra, s. Evening. 

T. B. dod sandi, [jSo$>] s. Union, peace 

between belligerent powers; union of words. 

2. [3ori>] a narrow lane. 

T. B. dod A sandiga, £*>&»£] s. Doubt, 

hesitation. 2. a mediator. 

S. dod a sandigdha, s. Doubt, adj. 

Questioned, doubted. 

C. dodo sandu,s. A fissure, crack, opening. 

2. a lane, narrow street. 3. an interval of 

time. 4 perf. part, of 6. the croup. 

rJosk an opening or passage between two 

houses, sbtiri £crfo the opening between two 

trees, any fissure in a tree. 7ozk> the 

space between the arms when bent upwards. 

•oW jjorii the space between the fingers. ^ 

the ravine in a hill- tfva&jb to 

rabbet to press any thing 



rjO u)J rJ Oc3s> 

into a fissure. to force 

one’s self into a narrow opening. ~ozt> 

to crack 2. evil spirits to affect children. 3o 

rharf ftO a mountain broken into fissures. 

So* to die. 2. to pass away. Tlozio 

an opening or hole in a wall, for the egress of 

water. 2. a division in a stream of water. 

t!ozZ> iSzl> to leave a space. to give 

room or'opportunity. 

C. sandu-kattu, s. An oppor¬ 

tunity. 2. a crisis, an ominous interval of 

time; three such, as particularly dangerous 

to children, are mentioned; as, 

the interval between the commencement 

and the termination of an eclipse. 

between the change and new 

moon, eoorw Safe between the full 

moon and the wane, an 

opportunity to he missed. 

H. coorfjam, dodja^, ojodt^ sanduk, 

sanduka, sandaka, s. A chest, box. 

T. B. ToO'zS^Ts sandega, See XozS?.&. 

S. sandesha, s. Information, in¬ 

telligence, news. ~oS^!s>d a messenger or 

envoy. 

S. roOZ$^Zo sandeha, s. Hesitation, doubt, 

suspicion, scruple, uncertainty. 

tSq$\?0t5o to hesitate, doubt, sus¬ 

pect. to remove doubt. 

S. ToOzSuS^So sandoha, S. A multitude, 

assemblage, flock. 

S. sandhdna, s. Combination, 

association. 2. mixing, joining. 3. media¬ 

tion, pacification, «?**•** bribe. 

bound, united. rfns&j, 

to mediate, unite. 

S. coO(^ sandhi, s. Mediation, pacification, S 

making peace. 2. friendship. 3. junction, 

union, combination, connexion. 4 a hole, 

chasm. 5. a hole made in a wall or under¬ 

neath it to enter a building for hostile or 

felonious purposes, a breach, mine, &c. 6. an 

interval, pause, rest. 7. a joint, an articula¬ 

tion of the body. 8. permutation by the 

union of two letters, the union of letters 

either at the end or beginning of different 

words or in the middle of compound terms, 

to avoid dissonance or hiatus. 9. a chapter. 

permutation of vowels. 

fts?i So§, z6ejy>§ permutation of consonants. 

to unite words by permutation. 

2. to mediate. to besiege, hem in. 

2. to meet,come in contact. 3. to join. 4. 

to fix an arrow. a*? an evil time. 

^two letters of similar sounds united. 

S. sandhini, s. A cow with calf. 

S. roolp sandhe, s. A state, condition. 2. 

a vow, promise. 3. steadiness. 

s. cjOTT)^ sandhye, s. A union of portions 

of time. 2. evening, twilight. ricosAi Sorfg 

morning, noon and evening, the union of night 

and day, morning and afternoon, day and 

night. the daily ceremonies and 

prayers of the first three pure Hindu tribes, 

especially of the brahmans. even¬ 

ing time. 

T. B. 7o0^p3, ctopSo, ceO^OoO 

sannana, sannaha, sannava, sannaya, 

[~ojrs2o] s. Preparation, readiness, equipment. 

2. armour, mail. armed persons. 

S. coOjSH sannati, s. Reverence, obeisance, 

reverential salutation. 

T. B. ojO^rf sannada, adj. Near, 

close by, contiguous, s. Possession by a 

spirit. to approach, come near. 

2. to be possessed by a spirit. 

H. ojc££&> sannadu, s. An order, written 

authority for holding either land or office. 

TjoJzSd ud to write out an order or grant. 

£rh to give an order. SojSrfo one’s 

own order or grant. an order at 

present in force. ;5ohsojs;3) rfotfcb an abroga¬ 

ted order, s'*®® tSo?cb a superior grant. 

©!■ Tio^rio the present order or grant. 

fSeptSo an old order. 

rvOjSrf sannaddha, adj. Armed, array¬ 

ed, arranged, ready, prepared. to 

become ready, armed. wtkto come 

prepared, to be ready or 

expert at work. 

. COOK'S So sannaha, s. Preparation. 2. 

mail, armour, accoutrements. 3. essay, endea¬ 

vour, effort. *>?»« the preparation 

of materials. ^)crin>rs readiness for a 

journey. sio^So^ prepared. 2. armed, 

2o an armed person, one who is in readiness. 

Tjojrs&sb, tSopots* to prepare, make ready. 



s. sanni, sanni-pdta, 

s. Morbid state of the three humours, bile, 

wind, and phlegm. Thirteen varieties are enu¬ 

merated. 3o?i, wrio'sb 3o?i epilepsy. 0. 

30$ a dangerous disease occasioned by sex¬ 

ual embrace when in a state of great fatigue. 

3op, 7jj}§v$ 3oj> a fit of the mother, or 

a burning, wasting disease, attended with 

prickly pains. %% ~°?) a disease of an alarm¬ 

ing character, in which the tongue turns black; 

perhaps the thrush, 3oji one in which 

the tongue becomes of a blood colour, 

one occasioning tbe loss of speech. docrf 

3°?> convulsions. ^ 3oS internal convulsions. 

Zojsri 3oj> external convulsions. 3o£ &33 the 

crisis of a disease. 

S. ToG^SoE' sannikarsha, s. Proximity, 

nearness, adj. Pertaining, appertaining, be¬ 

longing to. secular. 

appertaining, or belonging, or akin, 

to what is heavenly. 

s. sannikrishta, adj. Near, 

proximate. 

s. cnjo^)^ sannidhdna, san- 

nidhi, s. Presence, perceptibility, appear¬ 

ance. 3o;>§cc!jg) ^^0 to behave or con¬ 

duct one’s self in the presence of another. * 

I wish to live 

with you. 2. proximity, approximation. 

S. sannibha, adj. Like, similar. 

s. sannibaddha, adj. Past tied, 

bound, fettered. 

S. sannivishta, adj. Near, pre¬ 

sent, at hand. 2. seated. 

s. sannivdsha, s. An open space, 

either in a town or its vicinity, where the 

people take exercise or diversion. 2. vicinity, 

neighbourhood. 3. union, junction. 4. as¬ 

semblage, collection. 

S. rvo^oo^ sannihita, adj. Near, contigu- 

ous. 

T. B. coo^ sanne, [30*3^ ] s. A sign, nod, 

wink. ~0^ a sign made with the eye. 

a sign with the hand. 

c. 7oo^^3oci7^ sanne'-kolu, 

sanne-badige, s. A lever. 3o^ srs 

to raise with a lever. 

s. , TootjS , Tooijrf, ciotl'ZS sam- 
_0 —0 

pattu, sampatti, sampada, sampade, 

s. Success, prosperity, property, increase of 

wealth, power, or happiness. 3o*ft4*«k wealth 

and happiness. 33) 3o3 * fulness, abundance 

of a crop. 

S. ojOIj^ sampanna, adj. Possessed of, 

having, endowed with. 2. accomplished, com¬ 

pleted, effected, obtained. 3. prosperous, for¬ 

tunate, thriving. 3c3?!^ possessed of 

learning. 3o33^ endowed with wealth. 

rtjrs 3endowed with every 

excellent quality. 3^3 a thriving 

householder. 3o3?^S respectability, excel¬ 

lency. 

S. ojGSjTOod) samparuya, s. Calamity, 

adversity. 2. war, battle. 3. futurity. 

S. coOTj^s- samparka, s. Union, mixture. 

2. sexual embrace. 3. meeting, contact. 

craw 3o3^f meeting or coming in contact .with 

a Pariah. 

S. ooc£t3C3;3 sampddane, s. Gaining, ac¬ 

quiring, reaching, attaining. 3otf©3$ acquisi¬ 

tion, acquirement, property. 3ojls&^ gotten, 

acquired, obtained. 3o3^&3o to gain, acquire, 

earn, reach, obtain. 

T. B. cdofbT^ sampige, [rfo3^] s. The Mi- 

chelia champaca. 3ol>rt a white sort. 

zS 3ot)d a red sort. 3rat)3oi>rt along sort. 

3ol>d the bell kind. 3o&rt, 3o&?% si?* 

3ot>d, 3oL)d other varieties. 

champaca oil. 

S. sampidane, s. Great suffer¬ 

ing or pain. 

s. samputa, sampa- 

taka, s. A casket, covered box. 2. a volume, 

es 3o^)fJ how many volumes are 

there ? 3o^W closed hands. 3o^U 

a closed heart. 

S. ojo'^PPSc" sampurna, adj. Whole, 

entire. 2. complete, finished. 3o*or o»rt 

a mode of music in which all the notes of 

the gamut are employed. 3os±©§r comple¬ 

tion. 2. fulness, satiety, abundance. 

c. coo'sS^tXgiosd^ sampe-shashti- 

habba, s. A feast on the sixth day of the 

ninth lunar month in honour of Kartikeya. 
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S. ToOt^S samprati, s. The assistant to a 

village accountant, or one who copies from 

another. 

S. TioVjjQ samprati, adv. Now', at present, 

at this time. 

S. aJoTj/SToo sampratisu, v. a. To com¬ 

pare, examine, especially hooks or accounts. 

S. TJoT^cTBCd) sampraddya, s. Custom, 

practice, usage, the rules of a casta 2. tra¬ 

ditional doctrine, what has been transmitted 

from one teacher to another, and is estab¬ 

lished as of sacred authority. 

an excellent practice or usage 

TqTjOTsSo a bad custom. wToTjcscrfj rm_ 

visual. ToTjcracToT a man who walks-accord¬ 

ing to the rules of his caste. 

s. cvO'rijoSjs^A sam-prayoga, s. Rela¬ 

tion, connexion, mutual proportion, depen¬ 

dence, association. 

S. Tjo£y°3 sampriti, s. Great love or af¬ 

fection. 

S. coO^j)^ sam-phulla, adj. Expanded, 

blossomed, blown. 

S. TjO&OTJS sambandha, s. Connection, re¬ 

lation, affinity, either natural or essential. 

TcWo$T> to be related, connected. 

C. coO2i0 sambali, s. A procuress, bawd. 

S. rjO<Zi?J sambala, s. Pay, salary, wages. 

2. provender or stock for travelling expences. 

Tw^rrsd, Towvri, Sowv’TT amanin one’s pay. 

Towvs sinSj to serve, for a salary. Towvs Tub 

stiijj T.n>&), Towvs T»z?o, Sows? 

Sari) to fix the rate of wages or salary. 

v’Sg> 3oa to stop out of a person’s pay. Sow 

vs to pay wages. ^ SowV in one’s own 

pay. Sow*? in government pay. 

Stu Sows? kept in constant pay ready for oc¬ 

casional services. 

0. Tooso^/^ sambulige, s. A basket or bag 

made of palmyra leaves. 2. the cnp and 

tube used for sowing beans, attached to a 

drill plough. 

S. To03cT3Zj> sambddha, adj. Narrow, con¬ 

fined, impassable. 

C. coOaiBtj sambdra, s. Spicery, seasoning, 

2. rock-salt. SowstiS %itiri a spice-box. So 

wscSStf to grind spicery. SowstSS TjsTi^ the 

coriander plant. 

s. Tooays,d5:BT\ sambdra-kdgi, s. The 

crow pheasant, Centropus phyrrojoterus. 

o. Tjostb^TjO sambdlisu, See ToipsVtt. 

T. B. ToO300 sambu, {*>$>] s. A name of 

Shiva. 
s. , TooeSjB^^S sambuddhi, 

sambodhane, s. Calling, addressing, 

calling to. Tc«*»t$>Tj to accost, address, 

salute. To^JjspTT the vocative case. 

S. sambhava, s. Birth, production. 

2. cause, origin. Tb*TT Bramha. wiJo 

birthless. ToriSTo to be born, befal, hap¬ 

pen, occur. To«?a?«fc evil has be¬ 

fallen him. 

S. ToOSfJB'd sambhdra, s. Preparation, pro¬ 

vision ; getting every thing ready or complete. 

TcwsSTo to prepare. 

S. TooejTB^^ sambhdvane, s. Honour, 

worship. 2. a present, reward. Sod) Tot,rad 

T present to a minister. Sdjdjo^s^T present 

to a learned man. Tc?p«T present to a 

pupil. 3. fame, celebrity. 4. adequateness, 

suitableness. 5. possibility. To^re&d adequate, 

equal to. 2. possible. 3. good. 

S. ciozpzzij% sambhdshane, S. Conversa¬ 

tion, discourse, dialogue. Tosp»«y$^ T-sarfj to 

discourse, converse. 

0. TjoSJSB^Too sambkdlisu, v. a. To sus¬ 

tain, bear, support. 2. to manage, control. 

3. to remove, or recover from, fatigue, &c. 

S. TvO^Je)^ sambhuta, adj. Born, pro¬ 

duced. 2. adequate. 

s. TcOEjS^rf sambheda, s. The confluence 

of two rivers. 2. the mouth of a river. 

S. TjOcijJS^A sambhdga, s. Sexual plea¬ 

sures, sexual embrace. 2. enjoyment, plea¬ 

sure, delight, luxury. Totjos^rra s&sdo, To'cfj®^ 

to copulate, cohabiting 

with a strange woman. To^ja^ a sensualist. 

S. ToOE^o sambhrama, s. Joy, pleasure, 

delight. 2. grandeur. 3. fear, terror. 4. 

confusion, flurry. Totj^sfa T&>, Toi^SWTo to be 

elated, glad, to rejoice. 

T. B. 70OT& samma, [s!Tor] s. Skin. 

© ToTo a royal tiger’s skin. 

t. b. Tjo^oZ^snmmandha, [Towot] acijt 

Connected with, endowed with, possessing, 
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having, belonging to. s, Connexion by affi¬ 

nity, connexion in general. rfobops rfjsa =&ra 

to take possession of. Jtesjbp# mu¬ 

tual relation, an interchanging connexion. » 

r^rr^r topcois connected by property. ~°^J° 

to be related to, connected with. XosIjo 

P a relative, connexion. 

s. TeOS&kS1#sammatiJce, sam- 

matige, s. An anvil-hammer, sledge-ham¬ 

mer. 

s. TvOlooS) sammati, sammata, 

s. Assent, agreement, consent, acquiescence, 

compliance. 2. pleasure, command. 

cctssrio, jJosJiS sj^o, to consent, agree. 

w£o;jo§ dissent, non-compliance, 

an approved work. 

H. sammutu, s. The division of 

a district. 

S. ’ojOojoCj sammada, s. Joy, pleasure, hap¬ 

piness. 

s. rvodorfsr sammarda, s. War, battle. 

adj. Crowded. Jfosijrir a throng or crowd 

of people. 

S. Sttmmdnct, s. Worship,homage, 

sjostessxb to shew respect to, honour, worship, 

reverence, pay homage to. 

s. Tto^yssis- ^sammdrjana, s. Sweeping, 

cleaning, cleansing. 

S. Tto.'tiJiSde'Z) sammdrjani, s. A sweeper. 

2. a broom. 

S. sammita, adj. Like, similar, same. 

S. sammishra, adj. Mixed, mingled, 

blended, joined, united. 

S. euQSdjoSO mmmukha, adj. Encountering, 

opposite, facing, adv. In front of. xJoSjosj 

xtestwsoug) in front of, opposite, in the 

presence of. 

S. ccOo^jjsicj! scunmudho, adj. Heaped, ac¬ 

cumulated. 2. foolish, ignorant, senseless. 

s. 7io^&'$t''$sammurchhana)s. Uni¬ 

form or universal expansion or permeation, 

pervasion, co-extension. 

S. cto-§^$sammelana, s. Mixing, blend¬ 

ing. 2. union, accord. 

s. Tto-Sjp^tisammdda,^ Pleasure, delight. 

s. rjQodos^ samyattu, s. War, battle. 

s. samyamani, s. The city of 

Yama. 

S. 7vocdo£o samyami, s. An ascetic. 

S. ojOcdoo^ samyulcta, adj. Endowed 

with, possessed of. 2. compounded, united, 

joined, annexed. 

s. Tooodoo a samyuga, s. Combat, battle, 

war. 

S. cooaSJe)^A samydga, s. Copulation, 

sexual embrace. 2. intimate union, commu¬ 

nion, contact, coherence, association. 

to sirarso, xlocsSja^rh to cohabit, copulate. 2. 

to commune with. 3. to join. 

S. c3oo3us°35^ samyojita, adj. Joined, 

annexed, attached. 

S. OJoriotf samrambha, *. Arrogance. 2. 

rage, high spirit. to be enraged. 2. 

to evince arrogance or prowess. 

S. rjodj^pf samrakshane, s. Mainte¬ 

nance, support, protection, nourishment, care 

of. sioUgrlt to protect, nourish, 

preserve, take care of. a protector, 

nourisher, saviour. maintained, pre¬ 

served, saved. 

S. TeoU'SZd samrdva, s. Noise5 sound, rio 

to sound, make a noise. 

S. ojO’djs^ samrudha, adj. Budded, blos¬ 

somed, blown. 2. rude, audacious. 

S. 7vOT?v/S)^cJ> samrodha, s. Impediment, 

hindrance. 5So&/i>t§;io to hinder, impede, pre¬ 

vent. 

T. B. ojoei’STj samldpa, [Ser^sS] s. Dis¬ 

course, conversation. to speak, con¬ 

verse. 

s. samvatsara, s. A year. 

a the beginning of a year. 

the solar year. 3o;i3yj the lunar year. 

jiorfsjb a year in which each month has 

thirty solar days, jSosSsSjU a stellar 

year, rJosi^ci a year as calculated 

at Benares. vzln, sJsJjcSf tidies a spe¬ 

cies of salt. 

S. coO^ZojS samvadune, s. Subduing or 

overpowering by drugs or charms. Sos'djs* 

to bewitch, overcome by magic. 

A. c. samvarane, s. Prepara¬ 

tion. 2. armour, accoutrements. JfosSO?*} .to 
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be ready, to prepara 2. to be armed, ac¬ 

coutred. 

S. TvO^as- samvarta, s. A cloud. 2. de¬ 

struction of the world. TlotiszrzjSj a rain 

cloud at the general deluge. the 

' fire employed at fhe world’s destruction. 

S. rv0^3c’5i samvartaka, s. Baladeva 

or Balarama. 2. his plough used as a weapon. 

S. ojo-rfSc-^ samvartike, s. The new 

leaf of a water lily. 

S. cooT^s-^ samvardhita, adj. Increas¬ 

ed, augmented. 

S. samvalita, adj. Mixed, min¬ 

gled. 2. encompassed, surrounded. 

s. roo^Klzp samvasatha, & A village. 

S. r\jOS5i)rf samvada, s. The communica¬ 

tion of intelligence or news. 2. dialogue. 

7Sc3»&z!o to talk, communicate. 

S, cdo^DSo^ samvdhana, &. Rubbing the 

person; shampooing or kneading the limbs 

2. carrying. 

S. cjo£)^o samvittu, s. Intellect, under¬ 

standing. 2. accommodation, reconciliation. 

3. promise, assent. 4. contract, engagement. 

5. knowledge. 6. war. 7. a war-cry. 8. 

appellation, name. 9. sign, signal. 10. in¬ 

stitute, prescribed custom. 11. pleasing, de¬ 

lighting. surpassing, compre¬ 

hension. 2. breaking a promise. pro¬ 

mised, agreed. 2. known, understood. 

s. sa?nvidana, s. Joining. 2. 

mediation. 3. advice. 

S. COO»^ samvita, adj. Surrounded, en¬ 

closed, encompassed, s. The sacerdotal thread, 

when suspended on the neck onlj. 

s. sumvikshane, s. Search, 

enquiry, looking for or after any thing. 

S. coosi;^ samvrita, adj. Covered, con¬ 

cealed, hidden. 2. furnished with, filled with, 

possessed of. 

S. samvritta, adj. Having, be¬ 

ing endowed with. 

S. samve'ga, s. Haste, speed, hurry, 

flurry, haste from fear. 

S. ooO*l^C> sumveda, s. Perception, con¬ 

sciousness. 

7jO?Jv 
e) 

S. cdo-^o^ samvesha, s. Sleeping. 2. 

dreaming. 3. copulation. 

S. samvydna, s. Vesture, clothes. 

2. an upper garment. 3. a covering. 

S. coO^odo samshaya, s. Uncertainty, 

doubt, scruple, suspicion. tfo^cdyiyb, io'gcrfjs 

% a sceptic, an incredulous person. 3o#crio S 

■&>, tfoScira :&!>!&, iJoScaojJoto doubt, 

hesitate, suspect, tfotfca Sanscrit 

work on conjecture. suspected, doubt¬ 

ed, conjectured. 

S. cjoVyodo samskraya, s. Asylum, re¬ 

fuge, protection. to seek refuge, 

court favour or protection. to 

afford protection, to shelter. 3°?^ protected, 

sheltered. 

s. (VO^^ satnshle'sha, «. Embrace. 2. 

union, connexion, junction, contact, associa¬ 

tion. 

S. r\)0(M^ samsaktu, adj. Contiguons, 

near, adjoining. 2. endowed with. 3. ac¬ 

quainted with. 

S. samsattu, s. An assembly, 

meeting. 

s. cogTo'dus samsarana, s. A high-way. 

2. birth. J3ox!OSo to be born. 

s. idocoTxS- samsarga, s. Union, proximi¬ 

ty, contact. 2. acquaintance, familiarity, in¬ 

tercourse. annihilation or logical 

non-existence of three kinds, prior, incident¬ 

al, and final; or absence of birth, destruction 

of present being, and necessary end or cessa¬ 

tion of existence. SoSrir Sjs^, the evil con¬ 

tracted by company. 

s. KjOrd"sd, coo7o;gy§ samsdra, samsriti, 

s. A family. 2. a wife. 3. mundane existence. 

4. the world or habitation of mortals. ~-oUa 

ti Jcuorf a family tie or connexion. 

***•£>family cares. sfre.zt> to keep 

house. the weight of a family, 

iori-sti tiojtenj jfsfwio to support a family. 

Sturt r the way or means of providing 

for a family. 2. the vulva. 3a man 

who has a family. 

S. coo&b samsiddhi, S. Nature, disposi¬ 

tion. 2. natural state or quality. 

S. samsrishta, adj. Joined, u- 

nited. 2. connected as partners. 3. clean 
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dressed. &V873 the dissolving of part¬ 

nership. a copartner ; 

a brother whether of whole or half blood, who 

after the partition of the family property 

continues or returns to reside with his father, 

his paternal uncle or his other brothers. 

s. Too stew'd samskdra, s. Completing, 

accomplishing. 2. apprehension. 3. the pow¬ 

er of memory. 4. faculty in general. 5. an 

essential and purificatory rite or ceremony, 

as those of the three first classes, commencing 

with conception, and ending with marriage; 

rtzpir—-,^ sacrifice on conception; on 

quickening; do# in the sixth or 

eighth month; giving the infant 

clarified butter out of a golden spoon to taste, 

before dividing the navel string; 

naming the child; taking him out 

to see the moon or sun; feeding 

him with rice when he has cut teeth; 

***$ boring the ear; performing ton- 

sure, leaving a front tuft; invest¬ 

ing with the sacred thread; &»£>&/teaching 

to repeat the holy verses of the Vddas; 

^marriage. 6. embellishment. 7. purity, 

perfection. 8. preparing, as an article of 

medicine or food. stozfci, to 

purify. 2. to inter, bury or burn a corpse. 

burning a dead body. 

purification by fire. 

s. samskrita, s. Language 

grammatically correct; the Sanscrit tongue. 

adj. Made, wrought, artificially produced. 

2. excellent, best. 3. finished. 4. decorated. 

5. cooked. 6. cleansed, purified. 7. prepared. 

S. rdo^joSo samskriye, s. Funeral cere- 

moniesTas burning the dead body. 

S. coOc^tS samstara, $. A bed, mattrass, 

a bed of leaves. 

S. ToOro oO samstava, s. Acquaintance, in¬ 

timacy. 2. praise. 

S. coOroo^ samstuta, adj. Praised. 

praise, eulogy. 

S. coOrd^^cdo samstydya, s. Vicinity. 

2. an assemblage, heap. 3. expansion. 

S. samstha, s. A countryman, neigh¬ 

bour, a person of the same country, &c. 2. a 

spy, secret emissary. 3. staying, stopping, 

staying with, associated with. adj. Fixed, 

stationary. 2. domesticated. 3. associated. 

S. coOKb^ samsthdna, s. Any seat of 

government, the royal city. 2. a vicinity, 

neighbourhood, a common place of abode. 3. 

a place where four roads meet. 4. form, 

figure, shape. 5. death, dying. 6. fabrica¬ 

tion, construction. the 

Mysore seat of government. 

a sovereign, ruler, e efikrt 

that king is crowned. 

S. samsthita, adj. Fixed, planted, 

established. 2. staying, stationary. 3. placed 

on. 4. deceased. 5. finished. 

S. "tdorv^ samsthe, s. Continuance in the 

right way, correct conduct. 2. an assembly, 

meeting. 3. a royal mandate. 4. death. 

S. TooToyas' samsparsha, s. Contact, 

touching. 

S. c^03o&£ samhata, adj. Strongly knit, 

well limbed. 2. compact, close. 3. joined. 

4. closed, shut. 6. collected, assembled. 6. 

struck, hurt, wounded, killed. 

S. coOSoB samhati, s. An assemblage, flock, 

multitude. 

S. coOSo^ samhanana, s. The body or 

constitution. 2. rubbing the limbs. lioaS 

a powerful body. 

s. ojoSc^s- samharsha, s. day, pleasure. 

2. envy. 

S. 7vOSot)tj samhdra, s. Annihilation, de¬ 

struction, killing. 2. the end of the world. 

tosr&ui riraSo, to destroy, kill, anni¬ 

hilate. 

S'. 7jo8oi samhite, s. An arrangement of 

the text of the Vedas into short sentences, 

regulated, when the style is verse, by the 

species of verse, and when prose, by the 

subject; and denominated after the person or 

persons by whom the arrangement was ori¬ 

ginally made. It is also sometimes consi¬ 

dered as synonymous with a a branch 

or school of the Vedas, of which sixteen are 

reckoned to the one hundred and one 

to the akwsiy.cme thousand in the and 

nine in the 2. in gram, the proxi¬ 

mity of two letters without an intermediate 



pause, or junction, though usually con¬ 

sidered rather as the state preparatory to the 

actual junction, than the junction itself. 3. 

a compilation, code, digest. 

S. ojOSojsIS samhutij s. Clamour, shout, 

tumultuous exclamation, 

s. rdoSo^a samhrita, adj. Seized. 2. scat¬ 

tered. 3. destroyed. 

S. sankshipta, adj. Placed. 2. 

sent, thrown. 3. abridged, abbreviated. 

S. TiojjpZ^sankshubdha, adj. Overturned. 

2. shaken. 

S. TcOg^-rf sankshepa, s. Abridgment, 

brevity. to abridge, 

s. sankshobha, s. Overturning, 

upsetting. 2. shaking, trembling. 

to overturn, to shake. overturned, 

shaken. 

s. Toros', sakarma, sakar- 

maka, s. A sentence with an agent, an 

object, and an active verb. %ycA> an 

active verb. 

S. sakala, s. The aggregate, whole. 

adj. All, entire, whole. wscrijr every 

affair. sWw s&Potfi all the people. * 

all things. 

D. § sakaldtu, sakaldti, 

s. Woollens in general, rbtfoftf xbtio 

a woollen with a different colour on 

each side. ~v®3f a Surat or fine wool¬ 

len. a whole piece of woollen. 

C. do, cd^^podotrsS salialdya, 

sakaldya-rdshi, $, The whole produce 

prior to partition between the government 

and cultivator. 

s. rdtflJOdoS" sa-kdrya, s. A good work. 

T. b. [xjjwsatorj one’s own work, deed, act or 

affair. 

T. b. cd^o^, rd-S-^d salaam, sakina, 

[toW] s. An omen or sign. 

S. cd#>yg sakulya, s. A kinsman, one of 

the same family name and common origin. 

S. SC/krittll, adv. Once, a time, a 

turn. 2. with, together with. 3. always. 

adj. Slight, gentle. a slight or 

gentle move, a slight recollection. 

G. rd^ sake, [3#] s. Heat. 

S. rdrf^ sakesha, adj. Having hair. 

a widow not shaven. 

t. b. rd^rf sakkada, s- The 

Sanscrit language. 

T. B. civi-fi, cd^t5 sakkare, sakkhare, 
ts SO 

[*Wrff| s. Sugar, soovi U 

sugar-candjr. white 

sugar-candy. brown sugar- 

candy. China sugar, 

a coarse grained sugar, used in medicine, 

&c. u-ams sfcsocbsjoo other varieties 

of middling and inferior sugar. ^ 

a sugar stick. a mixture of sugar 

and rolong boiled into a state of froth which 

pulvjerizes on being touched. Sucrscao a 

sugar sweetmeat. a sweet or 

kind word. pumplemose fruit, or 

sJiaddooJc. 

S. rd^ sakta, adj. Attached,joined, in con¬ 

tact with. 2. diligent, attentive, intent. ^ 

% contact, union, junction, cohesion. 2. zeal. 

t. b. rd-S’, TdtfoU sakti, sakuti, [ s-y s. 

Power, energy. 

S. cdsfoj saktu, s. Plour, or rice or corn fri¬ 

ed and then ground. 

S. 7o& sakthi, s. The thigh, the calf of the 

leg- 

S. rdlD sakhi, s. A woman’s female friend 

or companion, zsorfj, a friend, as¬ 

sociate. friendship. 

H. rdaj^ sakhtu, adj. Excessive, much, 

great. 4**® excessive dunning, peremp¬ 

tory demand. crio^o»t3 violent anger, 

fierce wrath. 

S. rdsi)^ sakhya, s. Friendship, amity, in¬ 

timacy. sta>z£> to contract friendship. 

t. B. cja'g5o, 7i7\z&osagatu, sagutu, s. 

cd^JS&S sakuta, s. The whole. 2. aver¬ 

age, mean proportion, to give 

as things come, good and bad, great and 

small together. ~r;Uo sati) to average. ^ 

to say what is the 

average price. 

for what will you give the whole, one with 

another ? 

s. roAPO sagana, s. An anapest. 

0. 7d7\ sagani, ] s. Cow-dung. 
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S. co7\d sctgarct, s. An ancient king of 

Ayodliya. 2. a potter. 

t. b. oo7Vt£ sagdna, s. ojaSo^ sagaha- 

na, ad). Eeserved, distant, keeping one’s 

own counsels. trapses reservedness. 

S. Toa^s", 7j7\^r sa-garblia, sa-gar- 

bhya, s. A brother by the same parents. 

S. ToT^JS^ sa-gotra, s. A distant kins¬ 

man. 2. a kinsman of the same family name, 

or one sprang from a common ancestor ; one 

connected by funeral oblations of blood and 

water. 

T. B. reA^ sagga, [3jftr] s. Heaven, paradise. 

lift^ftftftccij Intlra. 3ft^ft s&itf the tree 

of paradise. 3?^ the cow of paradise. 

3ft 3c, 3r^ 3ft *a the river 

of heaven. 3ft^ && Indra’s pleasure garden. 

530 the gate of heaven. 2. a subterrane¬ 

ous cave under the idol in the temple of Mel- 

C. roA1^ sag gala, s. An arrow. 

T. B. saggale, [<*$?} s. The skin, 

2. a skin bottle or flask. 

T. b. a saggiga, [%ftr] and mft affix, 

s. A demi-god, an immortal, an inhabitant 

of heaven. 3ftftCjstiajo, 3ft ftoar^ Indra. 3 

ft CCjs^fc: Jupiter, the teacher of the demi¬ 

gods. 3ft ftC Cvaft the celestial Ganges, 3ft ft 

^r% the etherial way. 3ft ftC dwtf fire, per¬ 

sonified as the cook of the demi-gods. 

C. ojac sagga, v. n. To be diminished, 

weakened, abated, loosened, relaxed, brought 

under, 3ftdj the fever is subdued. V»d 

3ft the load is lightened. 3ft piS to walk 

humbly, behave modestly. 33^ 3re3ft,C3o t 

he does not mind what I say. 

the beam is as though it were 

a little sunk in. 

s. , od&?\ sagdhi,sajagdhi, s. Eat¬ 

ing together. 

S. roed-'ossdd sachardchara, s. The world, 

all things animate and inanimate. 

T. B. rv£cr sac hi, [3fcS] s. Indra’s wife. 2. 

friendship, alliance. 

S. rv&j? o3 saehiva, s. A minister, counsellor. 

2. a friend, companion, associate. *SstoF 

3 a minister to, or associate in, one’s plea¬ 

sures. a prime minister. 3dor X 

spiritual guide. 

0. sachuti, adj. Straight-forward, 

honest, upright. 2. free, easy, unimpeded. 

3. true, faithful, right. ssraCo a word 

to be depended on, an assurance, promise. 

an unimpeded work, a work 

which goes on easily, a right work, 

s. sachela-sndna, s. Bath¬ 

ing with all one’s clothes on, especially after 

some ceremonial defilement has been con¬ 

tracted. 

s. sachid-dnanda, s. JBram- 

ha, the eternal source of wisdom and happi¬ 

ness. 

S. 7\j3dUe> sa-jdti, s. The son of a man and 

woman of the same caste. 

S. fv3yt)S^odo sa-jdtiya, adj. Descended 

from parents of the same tribe or caste. 2. 

of the same tribe or species. mon¬ 

grel. 

H. sajdvali, s. Restraint placed 

on a person to prevent his escape or to en¬ 

force the payment of a demand. 

to place under arrest. 

S. sajja, adj. Armed, accoutred. 2. 

prepared, got ready, Xfc^vraftJ to be¬ 

come ready, &c. to accoutre. 2. to 

make ready. 

S. Tv <3^ sajjana, adj. Of good family, 

well born. 2. respectable, reputable. 3. 

good, virtuous. 3^330 he is a respec¬ 

table man. 3^3 she is of good family. 

t. b. voodoo sajjarasa, [3fcss=-cx] s, Re. 

sin in general. 

C. coC^^ sajjige, [»•§«] s. Rolong or 

wheaten grits. 3^3 ft to make rolong. 

^'SS 3?^ft coarse rolong. 3£ ft rice grits. 

2. a sweetmeat. 3ri ft wheaten grits. 

• 2. a sweetmeat. 3t2 ft a rolong 

sweetmeat. 

s. To 3^ 5*, Tv 3^ a sajjuka, sajjuga, s. 

A young bud or germ. 

t. b. cda^dro sajjurasa, [yterCfl] s. Re. 

siu in general. 

T-B -H sajje, [*«$] s. A bed, couch, 

sofa. 



A. C. 00 S(ijje> r«ti s. An upper room or 

story. 2. a dormitory. 3. the grain termed 

holcus spicatus. 4. the ling a box. 

s. KlSd sata, s. A horse’s mane. 2. an asce¬ 

tic’s clotted hair. 

C. To&DSg satdku, [#&»*>] s. The eighth 

part of a seer. 

C. 7ib5^ satuka, s. A ladle made of cocoa- 

nut shell or wood. 

T. B. ?o63 sate, s. An ascetic’s matted 

hair. 

T. B. sate, [5®^] s. Falsehood. 2. wick¬ 

edness, villainy. siBrt, TiBratf a j;ar> 2. a 

villain. 3BBB falsehood. jJB 

his words are all false. •ffvTl a frau. 

dulent affair, roguery, villainy. 

you spoke falsely. -Jr!j sB for nothing, 

gratis. ;Jrb 

bow much work shall I do for you 

for nothing ? $rbS&Srt-staiz&si 5s»rtrf 

this is as though you were working for no¬ 

thing. 

C. coSix,, ro83o^7\, co sattu, 

sattuga, sattu-golu, s. a spoon, 

ladle. -Srfvo she raised the ladle hand. 

A. c. rodXd, 7o^7\dF3 sadagara, sada- 

garane, s. Joy, pleasure. 2. decoration. 3. 

pageantry, pomp, grandeur, display. 4 im¬ 

patience, eagerness. SSrib noise, page¬ 

antry. 9?^ enough of your dis¬ 

play. Ji^riclo excessive joy having 

abounded. SoahaotoS the decorated 

women. *$*£>■&> to decorate. 2. to be joyful. 

S^rida with pleasure. 

0. ToStoi, corfoejo, sadilu, sadulu, 

sadlu, v. n. To become slack, loose, untied, 

loosened. riaOdo, Sario, ^awoj.to 

slacken, loosen, to take off as clothes. BJjc&is 

s?5d sS^orttfo Laving loosened the things 

on the body. 

T. B. rerf ^ saddaka, [3«*]s. The relation 

in which the husbands of two sisters stai^l 

to each other. 

S. 00 sadde, s. A sowing machine, used 

with the hand, having only one aperture. 

T. B. ojc^ sadde, [441 S. Esteem, regard, 

respect, care fbi, honour. 2. attention, heed. 

esdSrt I have no respect for 

him. ** * Bto&j to respect, honour, heed, 

care about, make account of. 

& to pay attention to business. 

T. B. ropssoo sanabu, [««j g. Hemp. 

5^3: the fibres of hemp. sdoO, :df3t3;S 

hempen string, SrsiSjf 5=4 hempen rope. 

T. B. ropl sani, [«a] s. Saturn. 

C. sanna, adj. Small, little, younger. 

2. fine, delicate. 3. thin, narrow. £ja$ 

a fine point. ^9 fine dew. 

a very small earthen vessel. fine 

plaster. £0 a little boy, a youth. 

^a?v, a little gii’l. 

a little thing. finely, min¬ 

utely. 

S. coiS, cosat, sattu, in comp, only. 

True, good, virtuous, excellent, best, right, 

proper. a good or virtuous 

action, an excellent deed. a good road; 

morality. ^%$a. true story, a fiction, 

honour, politeness, respect, worship. 

to honour, show respect, 

funeral or obsequial ceremonies. 2. 

any purificatory ceremony. 3. doing good, 

charity, virtue, &c. 4. worship, homage. 5. 

respectful salutation, welcome, courtesy. 

8 doing good, acting properly, virtue, moral¬ 

ity- a branch of logic in which two 

reasons connected with a proposition appear 

equally strong, but one of which is fake. 

an excellent son. 

s. cefi^, sata, satata, [s*%k] adj. 

Firm, stable, permanent. 2. certain. 3. per¬ 

petual, eternal, adv. Continually, eternally, 

it may be permanent. 

S. csjS sati, s. A virtuous woman. 2. a wo¬ 

man in general. 3. Parvati. 

s. satinaka, s. Pease, 

s. CoSes', satirtha, satir- 

thya, s. A fellow student, the student of 

the same spiritual preceptor. 

G. 00 satta, [7W] s. Seven, in cards. 

S. colhdi sattama, adj. Best, excellent. 

2. most virtuous. 

T. B. cos^ sattave, [£§,&>}«, The seventh 

lunar day. 



m 
T. B. To IS satti, py s. Power. 2. female 

energy. 

T. B. <AJg^7? sattige, s. An umbrella, 

parasol. 

T. B. oj^o, dsk d sattu, sattuva, 

fJj%] g. Essence, juice. 2. effect. 3. power. 

4. force, strength, capability. 

C. To satte, s. Ease, freedom, liberty of 

S. satpdira, s. Worthiness. 

S. co§f^ satya, agj, True. 2. sincere, hon¬ 

est, speaking the truth, s. Truth. 2. an 

oath. 3. the golden age. 4. demonstrated 

conclusion. an upright, hon¬ 

est, or sincere man. ~orj, 3^ Torid, Sdj 

^i®^,adhering to or observing the truth. T 

% sincere promise or vow. Ssjj dos^s* 

the abode of Bramha. commerce, 

trade, traffic, Vyasa’s mother. 

Sod Vyasa. Tdj sf*$ SuSSSo one who 

speaks truth. Sdjd sfcs*) a true 

word. **$ a sincere oath. 

to speak truly. Ss^ 

the ratification of a bargain. 

Eajashekhara’s father. 

S. ri&j satra, s. A choultry or halting place 

for strangers. 2. a sacrifice, oblation. 3. a 

house. wse5, dd. a halting place 

where travellers are supplied with food as 

well as shelter gratis; an alms-house. t-^or 

T*) a court-house. 

S. satwa, s. Life, vitality, the princi¬ 

ple of being. 2. essence, substance. 3. vi¬ 

gour, power, strength. 4. self-possession or 

command. 5. mind, intellect. 6. nature, 

natural property, disposition. 7. an animal, 

a being. 8. one of the rtorsrWo or properties 

of man and nature; the quality of excellence 

or goodness: that which enlightens, consti¬ 

tutes knowledge, and is the cause of truth, 

and the predominance of which renders the 

person, in whom it resides, virtuous, gentle, 

devout, charitable, chaste, honest, &c. and 

the thing pure, mild, &c. 9. substance, thing, 

either elementary substance, as earth, air, fire, 

&e. or any thing of which some property may 

be predicated, Sow set efi fie 

is now improved in morals. T*s impo¬ 

tent, weak. 

O 

S. Toe^d satwara, adv. Quickly,speedily, 

hastily. 

s. rod^S sctdana, s. A house. 2. water. 

o. Tddod sadamada, adj. Mixed, 2. 

confused. 3. killed. to mix. 2. 

to put into disorder. 3. to kill. 

S. sadamala, adj. Eminent, 

much. TrfSou eminent devotedness. 

A. C. Tododw sadayu, See T&. 

A. C. cod'd sadara, s. Disrespect, adj. 
Easy, Tdd SjsSj to shew disrespect. 

n. rdddco, Tdd?>, dddSoo sadarahi, 

sadari, sadarahu, adj. Above, afore- 

side, afore-mentioned. the above 

account. Tddo v3\iizSrk arranged and not ar¬ 

ranged, as accounts. the afore¬ 

said man. 

C. corf do sadaru, s. A throne. 2. the court 

of a prince. 

S. codcoof. sadassu, s. An assembly, meet¬ 

ing. Soios s&Ssiy a great assembly. TdSj a 

spectator, any person present at an assem¬ 

bly. 2. an assistant or by-stander at a sac¬ 

rifice, one whose business it is to notice and 

correct mistakes. 

S. (\iZJt) sadd, adv. Always, at all times, 

eternal, perpetual, everlasting. So* 

for ever, in perpetuity, Tct da the wind. 2. 

the sun. 3. final happiness, 4. the su¬ 

preme spirit. Tot as Shiva, as always propi¬ 

tious. TotSS eternal. 

S. Toco'S Sfftjd sad-dchdra, s. Good conduct, 

regular observance of all duties. 

C. Tit), oo<3 sadiy sade, V. a. To strike, 

beat, kill. 

s. cod^o^, Tod^, Tod^g-’ sadrikku, 

sadrisha, sadriksha, adj. Like, similar, 

resembling. 

S. ro(S^!> sadesha, adj. Near, proximate. 

S. rod $ sad-gati, s. Heaven, final bless- 

#edness. 

S. ddo p© sad-guna, S. An excellent na- 
A 

ture or disposition. 

T. B. ddo saddu, s. Sound, noise. Tri' So 
o 9 

the noise ceased. Ki§sS SS there is 

not even the sound of him there. Trip 
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s?ot«J worffij he came at niglit after the 

noise had subsided. 

S. cdd^ sadma, $. A house, dwelling. 

s. Torf^ig sadyaha, t. b. sadhyd, 

adv. Instantly, momentarily, at the moment, 

in an instant. for the present. ~^s 

the immediate reward. present 

time. ^ ghee just fried. 

S. sad-vritta, s. Correct con¬ 

duct. 

s. sanatkumdra, s. One of 

the four sons of Bramha, and eldest of the 

progenitors of mankind. 

S. sandtana, adj. Ancient, old, 

from eternity. 2. eternal, perpetual, conti¬ 

nual. 3. firm, fixed, permanent, s. Bramha 

2. Vishnu. 3. Shiva 

S. (£) sanatha, s. A woman whose 

husband is living. 

S. fNjfjDgp sandbhi, s. A kinsman, one of 

the same family name; a relation as far as 

the seventh degree, and qualified to offer the 

funeral cake. 2. a uterine brother. 

S. cd^SDSk^ sandmaka, s. The moringa 

tree. adj. Of the same name. 

T, B. ooo^ sani, [3?>j s. Saturn. 

S. rd?) sani, s. Service, worship. 2. dona¬ 

tion. 

G. cd^sd, cd^doDo sanipa, saniha, 

saniya, s. cd^Jd sarnda, adj. Proxi¬ 

mate, near. 

H. samnu, s. A bayonet. 

C. (v^Soao sanuyu, s. A thing, article. 

S. rd^ sanna, s. Drowning, c. A little. 

adj. Shrivelled. 

S. sannata, s. Approval, consent, 

acquiescence. 

s. TdpTD^So sanndha. See tfosresd. 

C. 7d^ sanne, s. A lever. 

S. sanmana, s. Respect, honour, 

homage, politeness. 3^54), ejs^OXo 

to respect, do homage to. 

S. cd^^Ac- san-mdrga, s. Good conduct, 

morality. 

S. Td^od sanydsa, s. Asceticism, a. 

bandonment of worldly enjoyment, X^n^'u 

an ascetic. 

S. rd»dfi^ sapatna, s. An adversary, enemy. 

S. odtlS^ sa-patni, s. A fellow wife 

S. cd rfoSos- saparye, s. Worship, rever¬ 

ence. 

C. cdtrufeS sapdti, adj. Equal, like. 

C. rd id"?cOo Sapdi, adj. Even, smooth, level. 

S. cd&od sapinda, s. A kinsman, especial¬ 

ly one connected by the offering of the fun¬ 

eral cake to either or all of the manes of the 

father, grandfather, and great grandfather, 

and their wives respectively as sprung from 

them in directly collateral lines; the relation¬ 

ship stops with every fourth person, as the 

fifth cannot perform the offering of a cake to 

the father even of the deceased. 

S. rd^S sapiti, s. Drinking together, 

s. 7d3, coTj £ sapta, saptaka, s. 

Seven, 3*?,* a ceremony performed on the 

twelfth day after death. the constella¬ 

tion ursa major, the seven stars of which are 

the seven great saints, viz. *8^, «£;, fo 

MX, selweo, &j&o, and a^ai 

the seven islands; viz. «°wo, 5, 

svsq and XXmXj the 

seven seas ; viz. vXcs, jfiS, liSjrjbj, zl§, 

and viv the seven 

primary mountains; viz. Josfcsi*,, So 

rfo#and s$% 

Xj&jsIS. XX^ iSjs^ the seven worlds. 

* the seven parts of the body, or chyle, flesh, 

adeps, marrow, bone and semen, &c. x& 

the seven notes of the gamut; viz. X, o, 

ri, sio, S, z$, 9; which are severally termed 

Sg,, Oz\iJ, rrsopsiti, Sorf^Sj, Xo&Xj, and 

5®^ XX XX ui^, *fei» tfr Agni, god 

of fire. the sun, having seven horses 

to his car. 

S. cot, & saptati, adj. Seventy. 

S. odsjrf^ sapta-dasha, adj. Seventeen. 

XX^-ctt Seventeenth. 

S. ojo^ooPSS" sapta-pavna, s. The echites 

sepholaris. 

S. rdl^sdo saptama, adj. Seventh. XXjx> 

the seventh day of the lunar fortnight. *5* 

a feast on this day in the eleventh lu¬ 

nar month. 

S. cv^'o sap tale, s. The double jasmine. 
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S. ro^rt) CA saptdnga, See under »°rt. 

s. Tofb sapti, s. Ahorse. 

C. sappa, sappe, adj. Insi¬ 

pid, flat, unsavoury, tasteless. 2. dull, deject¬ 

ed, spiritless. *%*, insipidly. 2. de¬ 

jectedly. to he insipid. 2. to be 

dejected, '§‘3^3 he is dejected. 

esf?i s§j»^cS»3o his business has 

miscarried. csirf sifS 5o®ri75 his 

face intimates dejection, si^crio^ medicine 

given for jaundice. 2. medicine requiring 

persons to abstain from salt and acids when 

taking it. ^ aStjg diet without salt, acids, 

and any thing heating. ^ Arb 

to observe such regimen. 

C. sappadi, adj. Vapid, flat, taste¬ 

less. 2. lying flat, as a flag stone. *3* 

sb to grow vapid or flat. 

c. sappala, sap- 

pali, sappalu, s. Any sound, hum, din, 

noise. 2. the noise of the feet in walking 

fast or of a horse in running, dtfri ttgd the 

din of an army. there is a noise. 

;*s7do not make a noise. 

s. 7o^<y, col^ sa-phala, sa-phala, s. 

Success, prosperity, reward. to be¬ 

come successful. 

H. co^Cb saphedu, s. White lead. 

T. B. co&) saba, s. A corpse. 

H. Tfettto sababu, s. Cause, reason, dd ri 

wm another reason. 

C. ojSjd Sahara, s. A pack-saddle, dwd 

So?3 a saddle-pad, put under the pack-saddle. 

c. roaxVSAO sabaldgu, v. n. To become 

with young, as a mare only. 

c. co3^, Tosoo, 7o3o0 sabala, sabala, 

sabali, s. A kind of javelin, spear, or beard¬ 

ed dart. 2. a sledge hammer. 

A. 0. 7o2^ sabala, adj. Potent, mighty, 

powerful, dutf ft3 rfori the powerful sun. 

tSu¥ tSsW,' m&d a potent king. sJwtf 

the mighty Shiva, rin^rs a pagoda or 

temple. 

G. roSOBtj sabdra, adj. Much, great. 

T. B. sabba, [tor] s. Shiva. 2. fddrj 

all, whole, universal, dw Aortf Parvati. d 

w M«ori Shanmuklia, dwrtd omni¬ 

present. . 

C. sabbakki, s. Sago. 

C. ojPAjoj sabbava, s. Burlesque, buffoon¬ 

ery, satire. stozSo to burlesque, d 

a buffoon, satirist, dw draS a dancing 

girl. 

c. sabbasige, sabba- 

shige, s. A tree so called. 

C. roc^y^ sabbala, s. Harmony or concord 

in music. 2. an iron stake used for impal¬ 

ing, &c. 

T. B. roa^pc- sabbdni, [rfsarri] s. Parvati. 

0. sabbu, s. Soap, rati a soap 

maker. 

s. sa-brahmachdri, s. A 

fellow student, one engaged in the same 

studies with one’s self. 

S. rdepDcy^ sabhdjana, s. Courtesy, po¬ 

liteness, civility, in receiving or taking leave 

of a friend. 

S. 7o8j3T>3§<^ sabhdjita, adj- Worshipped, 

honoured, treated courteously. tfv**3* to 

shew civilities. 

S. cot$ sabhe, S. A convocation, assembly, 

meeting. 2. a house. 3. a royal court; an 

assembly of wise and learned men. t **» 

do to constitute an assembly. an 

assembly to meet. to convene a 

meeting. tideaSw an assembly to disperse. 

sJbsSf £ij! a meeting for auspicious purposes. 

2. a court in which any cause is heard and 

tried, a superior court, or court of 

appeal. an assembly of learned men. 

rfsijF a hind of self-constituted 

court, met to settle any dispute between con¬ 

tending parties. raw ^ a royal court. 3 

tp» ssoMoau betel, &c., served out at a public 

meeting. 's'035 bashfulness in company. 

sSspjts 6, TjinXti, one of a company. ^ 

the president of an assembly. ■*° 

tit) the place of public meeting. 

Xtf a meeting of five persons to settle a mat¬ 

ter by arbitration. 

S. 7o^ sabhya, adj. Pit or suitable for 

an assembly, or relating to one. 2. honest, 

upright, faithful, confidential, 

he is a very trust-worthy or upright man. 

insincere, dishonest. 

S. reS'J sam, A particle and prefix corres- 
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ponding with con, co, com, and implying, 

Union, junction, (with, together). 2. assem¬ 

blage, collection. 3. beauty, perfection. 4. 

intensity. 

S. coS^J sama, adj. Like, similar. 2. same, 

even, equal. 3. uniform, equable, invariable. 

4. right, proper, just. 3* iSe? a proper va¬ 

lue. 2. a similar price. Jfeto ^ ^ an equable 

temper. 'tr&vd, equal 

shares, Wish uneven, unequal. 2. unjust, 

improper. an inapt similitude, 

unsuitable proof. sJo^sfrl irrelevant 

talk. equality, proportion. risk 

^^5 similar as to source or origin, steo tf^sS, 

sfcfow^S the imaginary line at the equator. 

sire So to equalize, level. ^sio tizi similar 

sentiments, cordiality. even ground. 

TWO riS a mode of sexual embrace. 

s. r\)T$oo3ico samanjasa, adj. Accurate, 

correct. 2. proper, fit, right. 

S. roodoGsJ samanta, $, Limit, end, boun¬ 

dary, enclosure. 

A. c. co^oo^o samantu, adv. Thus, in 

that manner, so, in such manner. 

C. sama-kattu, v. n. To be 

proportionate, suit, fit. v. a. To prepare, 

get ready. wrh to come ready or 

prepared. 

C. sama-kudu, v n. To suc¬ 

ceed. 2. to agree, correspond with. 

s. Tosdo^ samagi, samage, piu. 
OaKxfctfi s. Personswearing a 

trident sectarian mark and acting among Sliu- 

dras, on some occasions, as officiating priests. 

C. TodoTLo^coo sama-golisu, v, a. To 

recollect; to get in readiness. 

S. sctmagra, adj. All, entire, whole, 

full, complete. 

S. rodojy samaja, s. A multitude, compa¬ 

ny, herd. 

H. rocdoafsoSorJ, TodoCTSotbcJ samajd- 

yisi, samaddyisi, s. Peace, satisfaction. 

jSo&nscEray to calm, comfort, ap¬ 

pease, quiet, satisfy, pacify. 

S. rod;>j| samagnye, s. Reputation, fame, 

renown. 

S. sarnajye, s. An assembly, 

meeting. 

S. codolSd^, codo^# samatirikta, 

samadhika, adj. Much, exceeding. 

c. coodo^Toi samanisu, v. n. <f- cans. To 

be obtained, acquired, gained, reached. 2. to 

prepare, provide, &c. 

s. cjdo^odo samanwaya, s. Order of 

words in a sentence. 2. regularity, concor¬ 

dance in music. 

S. co samanwita, adj. Possessed 

of, endowed with, affected with, full of. 

S. codoSpS^d samabhihdra, s. Repeti¬ 

tion, reiteration. 2. surplus, excess. 

s. cotSo^s'S^So^d samabhivydhdra, s. 
The context or the connection between words. 

s. rddo'So^ samamela, s. A kind of 

double drum. 

S. ’codoodo samaya, s. Time, opportunity, 

season, fit or proper time for any thing. 2. 

leisure. 3. oath. 4. a confederation, engage¬ 

ment. sisfocrire =#j3oado, S^crire 

jl&cdorf to be watching, waiting, 

looking for an opportunity. sisiocdsa 3Sg^g to 

let slip an opportunity. tfsfocdre <^js%7i> 

an opportunity to be lost. Xzlocdx uoii sSretlo 

to appoint or fix a time. wSosoSg tj^gojg^ u 

dorfrii that may do on some occasion. xfsdooSa 

sdg> 7j&*crii sireSo to help in time of need, to 

help opportunely, stoocdori a friend 

in need, an opportune friend. Jfs&criorS 

a word suited to the occasion, stetoab SoSg 

a time of difficulty. 

c. codoodo^vado, ddoodoso^^ao sama- 

ya-kudu, samaya-hdgu, v. n. To rise 

en masse, as the inhabitants of a town from 

some public grievance. 

G. rodoodotJ'Bodo samayardya, s. The 

priest or bishop of the people called oishb. 

SriGcrfGsiFsd, SsfGcrfG his office. 

o. ddooSocoo samayisu, ®, a. To kill 

c. ddoodoo, rddodoSov^Xo samayu, 

samadu-hogu, ptioScdoo'] v, n. To decrease, 

diminish, wear away. 

S. ddod samara, s. Conflict, war, battle. 

g. Todays' samartha, adj. Strong, power¬ 

ful. 2. able, adequate to, capable. 3. con¬ 

nected in sense, an able or powerful 
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woman. ddodrdj, strength, 

power, prowess. 2. ability, capability. 

s. TdadoZjds'cd samarthana, s. Deliberation, 

deciding on the propriety or impropriety of 

any thing. 2. perseverance in an arduous 

undertaking, attempting difficulties or im¬ 

possibilities. 3. reconciling differences, allay¬ 

ing a dispute. 4. objecting, objection. ddo 

to overcome any difficulty, to succeed. 

S. <\>t$DTj£"?r samarpaka, s. Acquiescence, 

approval, consent. ddodF^sreh sg^osi 

he does not say willingly. 

S. samarpane, s. An offering. 

jJdoloFib to offer. ddotoFd offered. 

s. sama-varti, s. Yama, the 

impartial one. 

s. odsdos^odo samavdya, s. Multitude, 

assemblage, collection, aggregate, quantity. 

2. one of the categories of logic, relatio. 

S. samaveta, adj. Mixed, mingled, 

blended. 2. collected, assembled. 

S. samashti, adj. Assembled, col¬ 

lected. 

C. rds&rJrdo samasisu, v. a. To abrade, 

make wear away. 

S. co^Ordob samasupti, s. The end of a 

Kalpa, and destruction of the universe. 

S. rdsdo?^ samasta, adj. All, whole, entire, 

complete. 2. compound, compounded. 

3do every body. all things, the 

whole. 

S. rd^Y^i samasye, s. Part of a stanza 

proposed by one person, to be completed by 

another, as a trial of skill. =#oad.> to 

give such a stanza, z&QtIo to fill it up. 

S. rdo&g-, rdodog^o samakshct, sarna- 

Jcshama, ado. Before, in presence or in 

sight of, s. Presence, sight. 

S. Td^TS^ljyE- samdkarshi, s. Fragrance. 

S. samdkrdnta, adj. Perva¬ 

ded, spread. 2. overcome, surpassed. 

S. cds±7®3?<i samdkhye, s. Fame. 2. 

confederation, convention. 

S. samugtttct, adj. An*ived, ap¬ 

proached. 2. met, encountered. 3. united, 

joined. 

S. Tdo^Ja) a samdgama, s. Union, junc¬ 

tion. 2. coming, arriving. 

S. cdodJeJSS^d samdchdira, s. Tidings, 

intelligence, news, information. 2 a message. 

3. an occurrence. **<**?& ddrausd what 

news there ? wdoejj dste.z.5ad an answer to a 

letter. 

S. riooT&dd samdja, s. A multitude, assem¬ 

bly. 

S. To rfje'cjT?samddhana, s. Peace, tran¬ 

quillity. 2. conciliation, consent, agreement. 

3. reconciling differences, ra^srario 

anger to be appeased. ddiscads'srio 

a quarrel to become adjusted, fcfcd dstonarf 

w'sdj a fever to become subdued, 

sSjsSj to reconcile, console, comfort, appease. 

s. rdadTi)^i samadhi, s. A grave, tomb. 2. 

deep meditation, restraining the senses and 

confining the mind to contemplation on the 

true nature of spirit, &c. 3. a religious vow, 

obligation. 4. silence. 5 reconciling dif¬ 

ferences. 6. perseverance in a difficult un¬ 

dertaking. 

S. rd idsamana, adj. Like, similar. 2. 

equal. 3. one, uniform, same. s. One of the 

vital airs, that which is considered essential 

to digestion. an equal person. *>•*» 

one 0f a similar caste. ddad =FseJ one 

time. -Ss&ssl ddiad born at 

one time, ddoajSos^dd, ddos&is^dcdora uterine 

brother. 5W»ci ??&> to compare. 

s. rd^JS^rd^ozp samana-skandha, [e. 

qual shouldered] adj. Equal, on a par with, 

s. ?d;dJa>Jj^, Tdsdja)^ samdpana, 

samdpti, s. Completion, end, completing, 

finishing. 2. killing, destroying, 

finished, completed, concluded, ddoa^wdo, 

OTdj to become completed, dra 

do, ddrssts, dred: to complete, finish. 

s. rdsdJeJ'CTai^ samdrddhane, s. Wor¬ 

ship, reverence. 2. an entertainment or 

public feast to brahmans, d^ddddwcrsd? 

the worship of gods, dstoosrfjS wor¬ 

shipping brahmans by making them a public 

feast. worshipped. 

to worship. 

s. samdlambha, s. Smearing 

the body with coloured perfumes. 
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S. samdvartane, s. Com- 

pleting, fulfilling. fulfilling 

a vow. 

S. ddoS^odo sam-dshraya, s. Protec¬ 

tion, refuge. sistraS^ii protected. 

S. Tod Ja>?d samasa, s. Contraction, abridg¬ 

ment. 2. Ingram, composition of words, 

formation of compound terms, Sstefi'aos! the 

termination of a compound term. 

S. ddraco^ samdsakta, adj. Reached, 

joined, attained, affected by. 

S. Todj® oTsdeJ samdsadita, adj. Done, 

effected, attained, obtained, accomplished. 

S. f® samdharana, s. Uniting, 

combining, collecting, composition. 

S. co33ja>55«>tf samdhdra, s. Collection, 

assemblage, aggregation, either in fact or 

thought. 2. contraction, abridgment. 3. the 

composition of words. 

S. 7\i samdhita, adj. Promised. 2. 

absorbed in meditation. 3. concluded, de¬ 

monstrated, following from what has been 

said. 4. reconciled. 5. placed. 6. purified. 

7- finished. 8. assembled. 

S. 7odJa>5o^ samdhrita, adj. Accepted, 

received, taken. 2. collected, combined. 

S. 7o3dJa>5o£Od> samdhwaya, s. Calling 

out. 2. a name, appellation. 3. a match, 

main, contest of fighting cocks, &c. 

C. Todju^Too samdlisu, v. a. To control, 

manage, rule. 2. to appease, pacify. 

S. TodoS samiti, s. An assembly, multitude. 

2. war, battle, combat. 

s. 7o£>o^o, Todocp samittu, samidhe, 

s. Short sticks of particular trees used in 

burnt sacrifice. 2. war, battle, combat. 

C. ToSoodoo samiyu, See 

S. ?o£>T®fr£}{^ samikrita, adj. Equalized, 

made even or equal. 2. imitated, done in like 

manner. 3. added, summed up. 

S. Aj£)5e)8#^ samichina, adj. True, fit, 

proper, right. 

S. To dJeJlrf samvpa, s. Neighbourhood, prox¬ 

imity. adj. Near, contiguous, proximate. 

aswkreft, sassritJg close by, near to. 

to approach, approximate, draw near. 

a neighbour. 

?j do 

s. co&J® d, To £> d r® samira, samir ana, 
s. Wind, air. 

S. To dooSO samukha, s. Presence, proximi¬ 

ty. near to, before, in the presence 

of. Jjstosoztttfj persons present, ^siooajrf a 

learned persons in one’s immediate 

presence, or kept about one. 

S, Tjdoo£#^ samuchita, adj. Right, pro¬ 

per, fit, suitable. 

S. rddooe^ odo samuchchaya, s. Collec¬ 

tion, assemblage, either in thought or fact. 

2. conjunction of words or sentences, the pow¬ 

er of the particle and, or also. 

s. Todoos?® odo?? samuchchdyaka, s. 
The conjunction of words, si*!jS 

a conjunction. 

s. ToSiMCpjyodj samuchhrdya, s. Height, 

elevation. 2. prosperity. wse; a 

time of exaltation or prosperity, sisoo^si high, 

elevated, exalted. 

S. Todoob^s samujjhita,adg. Left, quit¬ 

ted, resigned, abandoned, 

s. Todoododo, 7odooc3xodo samudaya, 

samuddya, s. Assemblage, heap, multi¬ 

tude, number, quantity. 

S. Ti&zZSvZTdTj samuddchdra, S. Inten¬ 

tion, purpose, design, motive. 

S. reload samudaa, s. A casket, covered 
A 

box. 

s, Todood samiiddhata, adj. Rude, ill- 
9 ■ 

mannered, misbehaved. 

S. Todooddf® samuddharana, s. Draw- 
9 . ‘ 

ing or raising up. 2. vomiting. 3. eradica¬ 

ting. 

S. rodood/ samudra, s. The sea, ocean. 

S. TodojSSo samuha, S. Assemblage,aggre¬ 

gate in general, heap, number, multitude, 

quantity. 

S. ddo^d samriddhi, s. Prosperity, sue- 
T 

cess. 2. increase, thriving. 

C. Todo same, s. A lamp stand. 

C. coTSo same, V. n. To be abraded, chafed, 

worn away. 2. to succeed, be successful in 

business. M that bracelet 

is worn away. & <OJe>B;c3C evi ssfocCoo 

as does he waste away with work ? 
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S. sameta, adj. Accompanied by, 

associated with, possessing. 

T. B. samma, [eS^br] s. Skin. 

C. co o^o^&37^ sanimatigG, s. A sledge ham¬ 

mer. 

S. co^T^ samyakku, adv. Properly, 

fitly, in the right manner. 2. all, wholly. 3 

^ga?1 a very learned man. 

s. cosiTcyB^, ro^ys^ai samrdttu, sam- 

raja, s. A paramount sovereign, one who 

rules over other princes, and has performed 

the CSSfej&sab sacrifice. 

T. b. coOdo, coodoo say a, say am, [^0*0] 

s. Self, identity, adj. Own. Octave 

he wrote it of himself, 3j3&ri3o ke 

did it of himself. 

G. cdcOo sai, adj. Eight, proper, well, 3eS^o 

cb aS^zSjfc he said, well done. 

T. B. cooSordo saisu, [3&o3j] v, n. To suffer, 

endure, hear. 2. to forgive, pardon. 3. to 

agree with. 

It. cdS sar, adj. Head, chief, principal. 35 

****0 the oifice of the principal native 

collector. 

S. civi sara, s. A lake, pond, pool. 2. a string 

of beads or pearls, a wreath. 

T. B. edd Sara, [33] s. An arrow. 2. water. 

3. M the voice, a noise or sound. 

0. edd Sara, s. A rafter. 

T. B. oddo7^«>^rdo sarangolisu, v. a. To 

string, as beads, flowers, &c. 

H. cddoafD^oo saranjdmu, s. Furniture, 

goods, tools, implements. Sriosesio 3»&> to 

furnish. 

H. cdds'sS' sarakar, S. Government. 2. a 

grand division of a country. 33=^33£3o Go- 

vernment officers. 33=fs33 any public 

government office, 33=5=s3d the public 

money. 

C. edd^o saraku, s. A chasm, gap. 2. any 

article, commodity, or goods. 3. esteem, re¬ 

gard, or care for. 33^o s&Mfo to make account 

of, care about, show regard for. 

o. cdd^jsocdosS^o sarakondu-bUu, [we>] 

v. n. To fall down, as corn from a heap, to 

run over, as anything in measuring. 3d =#j$o 

3o sun*, 33-a- to slip aside, get out 

of the way, to slip out of the hand, &c. 

C. cdd7\ saraga, s. A ceremony performed 

by farmers prior to the commencement of 

harvest. 

0. cd-dAO saragu, s. Velocity, swiftness, 

speed. 

S. cdd-^O saraghe, s. A bee, as that which 

stings. 

H. rddsdoS,^ sarachashme, s. An officer 

over armed peons. 

S. rdd&3 sarata, s. A chamelion, lizard, 

guana. 

s. Tddf^ sarani, S. Path, way, road. 2. 

method, mode. 

T. B. odd<020 saranu, [33«] s. Eefuge, a- 

sylum, &c. 2. respectful salutation with 

closed hands. 

S. rdd<§5 saratni, s. A short cubit, from 

the elbow to the extremity of the closed fist. 

T. B. Tdd^o sarattu, [33<ty] s. Autumn. 

h. rddc32&, rddc3t)dsaraddr, saraddra, 

s. A person of superior rank. The term is 

generally applied by the natives to all Euro¬ 

pean gentlemen. 

C. cdd£) saradi, s. A time, turn, rotation. 

H. rdd&> saradi, s. A cold in the head, &c. 

C. edddie3(^o saradu-bilu, v. n. To run 

over, as corn in measuring, &c. 

c. To'd'sJpl, cddsipS, rddtj^ sarapani, 

sarapane, sarapali, s. A chain of any 

metal. 2. a necklace. 3oo3j&(; 333d a coil¬ 

ed chain bracelet of silver, &c. worn by 

children. &/SV5* 333d a gold chain bracelet. 

«*3&^ 333d a silver chain fastened to the 

ling a box. ^<*0 333d a chain with 

links in the form of Bengal gram. 

333d a necklace of flat gold plates linked 

together. 333d a necklace of gold 

pipes. 333d a tumbler’s chain. 2. a 

kind of necklace. ^3, ^ 333d a graven chain. 

C. odddo?\ saramaggi, s. A table of 

weights, measures, money, &c- 

h. rdd^otap, Tdd^osSP saravardju, 

saraphardju, s. The kindness, attention 

or regard shewn by a superior to an inferior. 

333OT&S 3.ra3j to shew kindness. 

h. coders?), cdd^jrcSisara- 
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phewdru, saraphewdr, saraphewdn, 

adv. Cheaply, at a moderate or low price. 

adj. Cheap, dti#,3*ck soS^a a low or cheap 

price. dti^OTtb suO^a sijsdo to make the price 

low. to become cheap. 

H. rddayosoSo sarabardi, s. Furnishing 

supplies, preparation. ddwcrac&o sfcsSJ to 

furnish supplies, to prepare. 

C. cddsod;3 sarabarane, adv. Hastily, 

quickly, speedily. 

A. c. cddsdoot) saramuri, s. Sound, noise, 

garrulity. 

S. sarame, s. A bitch. 2. the wife 

of Vibhishana. 

S. rododoo sarayu, s. Wind, air. 2. a ri¬ 

ver so called. 

S. ood<y saralu, ad). Honest, sincere, can¬ 

did, upright. 2. straight. 

C. cod id £3^ saravatte, s. A falsehood; vain 

empty talk. 2. a great mass or an immense 

store of any thing, adj. Carelessly, hastily, 

or slovenly done, as work. to 

lie, talk at random, jabber. 7333^ to 

put together indiscriminately and without 

order. wvc&g Stisi^ oS what 

stores he has by him! 

c. coda, cdd3 saravi, sarave, s. A band 

made of straw. 2. hunting, the chase. 3. 

a herd, flock. 

S. rodeo sarasa, adj. Juicy, tasty, sapid. 

2. comprising the expression of the poetical 

tiiiri<sb or sentiments. 3. charming, agreeable, 

elegant. 4. jocose, funny, merry. 6. easy. 

6. proper. 7. quick, s. A joke, jest, fun, 

merriment, amusement. dtirf rtoa 

to be captivated or charmed. Tdbri, ddd 

a jocose, amusing, agreeable man. 

ti si53&>, dtirf a jocose, agreea- 

ble, or playful expression. stijf* si-raS 

~tid rfti’o ^jsoa^o do not jest, jest may pro¬ 

duce strife. V9** dtid jocularity, 

or jesting of brothers-in-law. tio:£ soozSd ddd 

dalliance of husband and wife, dtid 

jocose play, jesting fun. ^tiri sJot d jocose or 

amorous discourse. Ttid:reri Apozfa a proper, 

amiable, or well-behaved man; a man easy of 

access. sSeJcrio ddita sisa& #j®z& to give at an 

easy or reduced price. 

stoz&tfzh it is not easy to serve kings. 

TitittS, dddTOl an engaging, jocose 

woman; a woman of elegant manners. 

c. cededd;3 sarasarane, adv. Hastily, 

with speed or velocity. 

T. B. rddcdl) sarasati, See ddd^a. 

S. cddR) sarasi, s. An excellent, amiable, or 

clever man. See with Sdsly. 

A. C. cedcdo sarasu, s. Persecution, vexa¬ 

tion, annoyance. 

s. eddedo^, cddRl sarassu, sarasi, s. A 

tank, pond, lake, ddbse, dd’e^w, ddb^ 

do’d, ddb^dj®^, ddjs^dozo the lotus, as grow¬ 

ing in a pond. ~ti?j«sae the moon, ddb&s Sod, 

the sun. dd’ew Vishnu, ddbw $%&), ddb 

a woman, ddbssdd, ddh« Bram- 

ha. ddbssswoJo, Lakshmi. 

9 a bank. 

S. cddcdoS saraswati, s. Bramha’s wife, 

the goddess of speech and'eloquence, the pa¬ 

troness of music and the arts, and the inven- 

tress of the Sanscrit language, ddr^s &> her 

seat, at Shringeri, in Nuggur. dd^§» 

d& he is the very image of Saraswati, 

(very learned.) odd dddjS norfsfcn 

^ Saraswati, dances in his mouth, (he is 

very eloquent.) 2. speech; the faculty or its 

exercise. 3. a river in the province of Delhi. 

S. rddrdQ&> saraswattu, s. The ocean. 2. 
cO.—° 

a male river. 

0. cddSoA sara-hagga, s. A rope used in 

husbandry. 

H. eddsodi sarahaddu, s. Boundary, limit, 

frontier. 

S. edd^d sarala, adj. Straight, upright. 2. 

sincere, honest. 3. easy, simple, ~tifs$$, dti 

^sincerity,uprightness, rectitude, integrity. 

A. c. cd"d^cdo saralisu, v. n. To speak dif¬ 

fusely. 2. to jump. 

0. edd^o saralu, ad;. Stout, large, fine, well¬ 

looking. 

a. o. edd^o, eddf saralu, sural, s. An 

arrow. tfti^Ojfa to fix an arrow. 

0. edd"^ sarale, s. The tones in vocal music, 

the notes of the gamut. 2. a plant, tardus 

gingimanus. 



0. co'dl^'iSo^ saralemme, s. A superior 

buffalo which gives much milk. 

C. coC37\ Sdraga, adj. Easy, facile, conve¬ 

nient. 2. fit, proper. 3. unimpeded, unob¬ 

structed, free. 4. familiar, intimate with. 

Search easily, freely, without difficulty. 

rir Sosrrs Sja<& to make a road good. ^ 

X PPA pmrtzrdM this work is easy to me. 

TJcrsrra (J0 not give him liber¬ 

ties, do not make too free with him. « &«# 

CCS) lOVctfog) <5~05<;rtoSri*^ ZiJl>&$3>&>ziTS&JSj. W5o0 

jt is very easy to approach and to 

speak to that gentleman. Povrf slnrtr a di¬ 

rect road. 

d. 7oOt>I3, coODgio sardvu, sa- 

rdp, sardbu, s. A money changer, bank¬ 

er, shroff. 

C. Ttoh'ti-^sardrane, adv. Directly, straight- 

ly. ScssdS KS'sb to put exactly or directly, 

as a sword into its sheath. Pmtip to go 

straight forward, as water in a channel, &c. 

C. roOSroO sarasari, adv. Equally, alike. 

adj. Right, proper, s. An average. ^gjSrtoa 

SasSOoissrt to give to all alike. 

«5kJ Sjsz& to make the price equal, or alike. 

sJctstJO Sajs^rto to go right on. 

c. roO^ sardla, [Soart] adj. Free, easy. 

2. proper. 3. clear. PPA, jj 

my throat is not clear enough to sing. 

C. coD sari, [wB] v. n. To slink off, slide or 

slip away. 2. to move a little farther, v. a. 

To ram, stuff, force in. 

C. coQ sari, [we] s. A valley. 2. rain. 3. 

a natural pond in a mountain. 4. paste. 

C. cjO sari, adj. Equal, like. 2. just,'right, 

proper, fit. 3. even, not odd. adv. Express¬ 

ive of assent; as, good! very well! it is right. 

SO urij to accord, coincide, suit, agree with. 

SO to arrange, put in order. 2. to level, 

make even. 3. to complete, end, finish. ^8 

tick) to make equal, arrange differences, 

make content or satisfied. SOcdra^^, SScdre 

to put things in order, settle differences, 

arrange. to fit, suit, coincide with. 

2. to be on good terms with. 3. to be right 

or proper. 4. to agree with one’s wishes, 

taste, habits, &c. 5. to be complete. 

to examine, compare carefully, as 

writing, accounts, &c. sacdreft properly, right¬ 

ly, correctly. 2. equally. 3. iu good order. 

4. completely, fully, perfectly. ^8 that 

is right. 'urto S8 this is not 

equal to that, this does not correspond with 

that. & mr.zptg <u§>rt S8 the limit of 

this village ends just here. SSaJisS 

A, S>Sort SO uoij mu A as it suits you, as you 

please. S0a5^ jt is quite right. 35 

discordant, not agreeing with. Popsbg 

jSBccbart 5=^cai^o the rice in their house 

is all gone. 35 even or equal in age, 

of the same age. ~8 ^3 a week astrologically 

even. 35 ^ an equal, compeer. 2. a fel¬ 

low servant. SO Sort a son grown up. SO So 

rttfo a daughter grown up. SO s3% even and 

odds. SO esU a game at odds and evens, 

sort SO Sisrto to retaliate, compensate, re¬ 

venge. SO Sooa a pubescent woman. 

0. ToOtjToo sarikisu, [wOrtSo] v. a. To move 

a little farther, to put out of the way. 

0. To Si? sarilie, s. A road or path through 

a forest, shaded by trees, a wild beast’s path. 

0. coS ao £4if sari-gunike, s. A loop or 

slip-noose. 

0. coS7\ sarige, s. A stout gold necklace 

in the form of pipes. 2. a gold or silver lace, 

c. coS3‘S2oS7^ saritd-hdge, [so^cw srsrt] 

adv. As seems good or right. 

S. coS^o sarittu, s. A river in general. 

SO^S, se^o^, SOdjrfSo the sea. S6*yi 

Bhishma. 

, t. B. coScoti sarisapa, [se^s.^] s. A ser¬ 

pent. 

C. cdsodoo sariyu, [aej V. n. To slide in 

or out, as a pencil, &e. 2. to slip, as any¬ 

thing through the hand. 3. to slink off slily 

or clandestinely. 4. to slide, as a curtain. 

SBrto sooa^rto to slide or slip away. 2. to run 

over, as corn in measuring, &c. 30rfo ^'JS0^J 

j&a^rtj to submit to, to shrink or retire back 

in modesty. «*?*> «bfesS»?$?raSS5crf 

So so^vnsrto^ pock 'g'osoao sgos^rtoSrto’i^ as he 

is your master, it is proper that you should 

submit whether he speak good or bad. 

A. C. cj&oj sarisa, adj. Near, proximate, 

contiguous. 2. equal, even, exact. 3. suit¬ 

able. 3630 with exactness. 3530^ close by, 
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near. to crowd or push near. 33 

to 3C33ej that work does not become 

you. 3$*^ 303s 3»a =#.®3o make 

the price a little nearer the mark, and give it 

me. *23 cs,^\ 303 the price is not 

yet right. 

C. roDoj^J®)^ sarisamdna, adj. Equal, 

like, same, on a par with. tfOaSstRSfisfc an equal. 

C. co&coo sarisu, v. n. To move a little far¬ 

ther, get out of the way. 2. to approach, ap¬ 

proximate, draw near. v. a. To eke out, 

make shift with, make a little go a good way. 

j30’j 30b Eossb to distribute what is suf¬ 

ficient for a few in equal shares among a 

great many. 33b #jsoz$o sSjs^rio to manage a 

difficult business as well as one can. 

A. C. coTjO saru, s. A bank, shore. 2. a 

ravine or defile between two mountains. 3. 

a flying fox. 303 3oS a young flying fox. 

0. rodo^ro saruku, [«&ru] v. n. To slink 

off, sneak away. 2. to move a little farther, 

to make room, as persons when sitting down, 

&c. 3. to he exhausted, spent. 

to steal away, 2. to be spent, con¬ 

sumed. 3»&3&rt 3©^ 3&=#u»o3o B§ja^<£»3a all 

that was cooked is consumed. 

C. rodoxSb saruku, s. Commodities, goods, 

articles, merchandise. 3d)3%> sSistfdg), Stfo^o 

the goods are not sold. 3t5j=#ik 

an ox of burden. 33)-8-TOft “**&> to barter, 

pay for in goods instead of, money. • 

c. ojd.oAop'S, TcdoAopI^ saru-guni, sa- 

ru-gunilce, s. A noose or slip-knot. adj. 
Linked one^nto another. 3w3j to 

make a noose. 2. to link to. 

C. saru-hottu, s. Midnight. 

C. cot3 save, $. Paste, gum, glue. 

3d a kind of gum from ground tamarind 

seeds. 3 3d gram gum. 3d flour 

paste. 3d riCe paste, 

s. coT?j3«&f, co'djs^doso saro-ja, saro- 

rulia, s. The lotus. 3dj®^6?a a pond abound¬ 

ing with the lotus. 3dj®^^a^ 3® the sun. 

S. cot?js>£dd sarovara, $. A pond, lake. 

It. 7o?rsr'do sarkdru, s. Government. 

S. rcAS- sarga, s. A chapter, book, section. 

2. creation. 3. abandoning, relinquishment. 

4. nature, natural disposition. 

S. ro&fs'Toro sarjarasa, S. Resin in general. 

S. rods- sarpa, s. A snake, serpent. 33r 

Shiva. 33r tow the sovereign of the 

serpent race. 33«f0, 33sf$3 Garuda. 33 f 

ccijsrt the sacrifice of serpents. 3^3 33 r a 

hooded serpent. 33r a black serpent. 

x3r3 *&a*)3 a man who is quick of hearing. 

S. rotjS"p3 sarpana, s. Departure, going 

forth. 

s. rods'> rods"roo^ sarpi, sarpissu, s. 
Ghee or clarified butter. 3»ir3j3oo3^ the sea 

of ghee. 

C. ro'djto sarrane, adv. Hastily, quickly. 

3d) 3^ ® d to walk fast, or with a noise, 

c* sarra-burrane, s. A noise 

made in eating quickly. 

S. rods- sarva, adj. All, whole, entire, 

complete. 33fo 3a5 the earth. 33f »»33 

Cupid, the universal inflamer. 33r 

Agni, the universal consumer. 33r 3oods? 

Parvati, as ever propitious. 33^r^3 God, 

the Supreme. 33rd wind, air. 2. soul, 

spirit. 33omniscient, all wise. 2. Shiva. 

3. the name of a celebrated Canarese poet. 

33r^33, his poetry. 33rz33j> the twenty 

first year of the cycle. 33ftoO the twenty- 

second year. 3tofo3 the whole body. 3tofo 

3 ^>d shaving the whole body. 33 r 3)=roorf 

gcdx® to3o z6%vti I jiave spoken every way. 

3TOFZjiF ba JBudh, the founder of Budhism. 

e33o 33f 3oJ, 3j^o^) fle is master of all 

knowledge. 33r 33f uodo a univer¬ 

sal friend. 33f afl the army. 33f 3opss4 

every preparation. 3tof^f ’.jaatorfo all 

one’s wishes to become accomplished, 

s. rdds'Bqa^rfi sarvatdbhadra, s. a 

temple or palace of a square form with an 

entrance opposed to each point of the com¬ 

pass. 2. a square mystical diagram to be 

painted on the cloth which on particular oc¬ 

casions covers a sort of altar erected to 

Vishnu. 3. a kind of charade in which the 

same word answers several questions. 4. a 

whimsical form of verse so contrived that 

the same meanings and words occur whether 

the line be read backwards or forwards or in 

several other directions. 

S. Tods' <§je>^Sooso sarvatdmukha, s. 

I Water. 2. sky, heaven. 3. Shiva, Bramha. 
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4. soul, spirit, adj. On every side, universal. 

tszig stososrsftiJ he is conversant 

with every thing. 

g. To^S-^j sarvatra, adv. Every where, 

at all times, in all places. zteteSsrah 

na^, stein*} ft* OtSestofra*^ he is always 

equal, =#osiSo to give to all. zzSr<i) =&$ 

to call all. 

S. sarvathd, adv. In all ways, 

by all means. 2. assuredly, certainly. 3. 

exceedingly, mostly. 4. at any rate. 

S. 7co^£'c3'3 sarvadd, adv. Always, at all 

times. 

S. sarvale, S. A crow-bar. 

s. sarvdbhisdra, s. Assem¬ 

bling a complete army. 

S. r^S-Tj sarshapa, s. Mustard. 

C. cd<y sal a, $. A time, turn. 

A. 0..roOOT^js^, salan- 

gollu, salandu-gollu, v. a. To take 

possession of, seize, lay hold of. 

C. cdfiJtf salake, s. Delivering over, paying. 

es sdrs essfjifi pay that money to him, 

C. 7j£>A salaga, s. The chief of a herd, 

multitude, company, &c. ^wr! the head 

elephant of a herd. <&% r!ool){S^?So riwrVo he 

is the chief man in our company. 

C. Tiv^'h salawdgi, postposition, For, on 

account of. 

C. 33e>Si salawddi, S. A kind of beadle 

or the servant of the chief man among mer¬ 

chants, whose badge is a large ladle with a 

chain and bell suspended on his shoulder, and 

whose office it is to assemble merchants on 

public occasions, to give notice of deaths, &c. 

C. ro£^3 salave, [zSusf] s. Bleaching. 

strait, ;dw;3rt 55^0 to bleach. 

A. C. Tt'ZJ^X) salaha, adj. Suitable, adequate, 

proper. having 

given money proper for the journey. 

H. cj^So, Torsos salaha, salaha, s. 
Reconciliation, capitulation, peace, concord. 

2. advice, \jounsel. =#j5Uo^ to 

deliberate and speak. to 

make peace with. TSv&vzvrij to become 

united. to treat for peace. 

A. C. ZaJ salahu, V. a. To nourish, suc¬ 

cour, shelter, protect, take care of. 

S«j8o^, protection, protecting. 

protected. 2. he protected. 

S. ooe^CD salakshana, adj. Handsome. 

2. amiable. 3. well. a fine 

looking man. to tell pro¬ 

perly. 

H. rvCJtJO, roe/cdba saldin, saldmu, $. 

Peace, safety, a mode of salutation, accom¬ 

panied with the raising of the hand to the 

forehead. stosto* zJ«r*o iss^o to make 

salam, to compliment by lifting the hand 

to the forehead. 

T. B. v&, cdere^o, oje;t-sD saldki, 

saldku, saldkhi, [tfos’Fi] s. A slender 

piece of iron pointed at one or both ends, in 

the form of a round skewer, used by gold¬ 

smiths in jewellery work, engraving, &c. 2. 

a bougie. 3. a surgeon’s probe. 4. a ramrod. 

c. saldpa, s. A pearl fishery. sfo» 

8 3 to go on a pearl fishery. 

0. roSif salike, S. A guddaly or native 

spade. 2. payment. stosSo. to pay, as 

taxes, &c. 

C. rcl)7^ salige, s. The sticks which keep 

the loops of the warp apart. 2. wire of any 

kind. 3. amity, friendship. 4. freedom, 

liberty, « AjsM SJftTSCA eroofeJ * are you friend¬ 

ly with that gentleman P TiQftcKoozi 

S I tell you as a friend, or, for acquaintance 

sake. « rtOrtaire.cEuas I am become 

at home at that house. a gold brace¬ 

let. &>%'& familiarity with children. 3 

€>rt sractu ^eJr!«bsj the familiar dog got on my 

head. a gold wire. a 

gold bordered cloth. 

to countenance. 

S. ro0<y salila, S. Water. ziew&s a lotus. 

S. oj£)^ei salila, adj. Wanton, sportive. 

0. rvSO salu, See 

C. saluvalit s. Correctness, truth, 

propriety, justice, adj. Correct, just, true. 

rJwosisft a just seer, tfwos'S't a true 

word, twst1!; siressSoto speak correctly. 3 

squv’j to tell the truth. 7jtus3y% 

ciJa proper or just price. atr# a 

fair dealer. siWKJvakirttSrf a disreputable man. 
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C. saluwdgi, See *««»*. 

C. rdc§ sale, adg. Excellent, good, proper, ac¬ 

ceptable, exalted, s. A pleonasm or exple¬ 

tive used by poets to complete a stanza, &c. 

2. quotient, adv. Very, in an eminent degree. 

7jq3 very terrible. Sfo 

6 your remark is very excellent. t> 

ffo what is the quotient of this ? <3d 'usbsioo 

t>otS^A'& ^jsU sS^o what is the amount which 

must be given to each ? 3eJ A/soz$ received. 

the way is not free, or, not 

good. ZoftiSa^ xldai»c&tfj he has re¬ 

ceived all the money. 3e5 Sts©* to nourish well. 

0. Toledo saleisu, v. n. To be current, in 

C. sail U da, neg. fart, of Which 

will not pass, &c. 

S. 7m& 03> sal-lalita, add. Agreeable, plea- 
co 

sant. 

H. costs salld, s. Peace, reconciliation. 
CO t 

S. tS sallapa, s. Conversation, famili¬ 

ar discourse. 7Sa*,S«fo to discourse, converse. 

S. r\j0^i§ sallile, adj. Sportive, wanton. 

C. sallu, v. n. To be current, pass, as 

money. 2. to pass, as time. 3. to pass by 

general eonsent, to be valid, fit, proper. 4. to 

pass from one to another, to be paid or liquid¬ 

ated. 6. to pass from this world, to die. 6. 

to come to pass, be accomplished. 7. to be ex¬ 

tended. 3€>A, to cause to be current, 

valid, or extended. 2. to pay, liquidate. 3. 

to perform, accomplish. 4. to comply with, 

listen to, yield to entreaty, as of a superior to 

an inferior. The word is used in this latter 

sense by those wearing the linga. 

to enjoy sexual pleasures. wcao=S to 

fulfil a desire, ^g^ what will pass, fit, or 

suit. ~g^ W?M the current season. 2. a 

good season. ~grf time not yet past. 2. 

a bad time. past time, 

gopd conduct. money paid in. 3g 

zj 5gc2 money that will not pass. 

ab my vow is fulfilled, ps» 

arftj ^ 5§j3i>ck>g$w.ra?f if you make free at 

an improper place your character is lost there. 

TSgjri ^oBrtjs sSUjSg there is never a 

premium on bad gold. ^grf an unlaw¬ 

ful deed. ^ wok xigrio this temper does 

not become you. ^grfsf a bad man. '2. a use- 
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less man. Stfrt this authority 

will suit you. 

S. (Mod sava, s. The juice or honey of flowers. 

2. a sacrifice, oblation. 3. offspring. 4. the 

sun. 5. the moon. 

T. B. Tj-rf sava, [*)si] s. A corpse. 2. psoj 

level, even, smooth. 

T. B. OJ^A savaga, [*sJaq s. A coat of mail. 

c. cdsddeS'S savada-bitti, s. A wall the 

outer parts of which are stone and the centre 

mud. 

A. C. savadu, v. a. To close. JJd* 

the hands having closed, 

T. B. coodps savana, [g>stesfi s. Hearing, 

listening. 2. God, as designated by the Jainas. 

Ssira a village of Jainas, near Chin- 

raipatam. 

C. (vsdpicoo sctvanisu, v. a. To prepare, 

make or get ready, arrange, put in order. 2. 

to make agree, fit or suit. v. n. To fit, suit, 

be proportionate, tsacdo tea wtb to 

express or indicate displeasure or anger by 

the motion of the mouth, biting the lips, &c. 

sisifS’j =#os|(o to trim or set off one’s 

mustaches. 

A. c. ccodpcD, rdsdpo savanu, savana, 

adj. Agreeable, pleasant. 2. suitable. 3. 

convenient. 4. arranged. 6. ready. 

an agreeable or convenient house. 

T. B. Tdsda savati, [jaMfeJ s. The relation¬ 

ship which a man’s two wives bear to each 

other. 33c°jj a step-mother. 3^3 ziori a 

step son. the enmity between a 

man’s two wives. 333 ^si^g, osafrs&'ti^sJ 

£g a step-mother is not too young, nor a cou¬ 

sin too insignificant (to give trouble,) (no en¬ 

emy is to be despised.) 

S. oo^3,3 savana, s. Bathing preparatory to 

a sacrifice. 2. a sacrifice or ceremony in 

which oblations are presented. 

C. comedo savanisu. See 

C. cdsdodoo savayu, [ridetfoo] To abrade, 

wear away, become thin. 

0. oj'Sd'df'B savarane, s. Preparation, the re¬ 

quisite articles or implements for any cere¬ 

mony or business, siorMw^o visitiffedja 

k stoarisb fie made great preparations for the 

wedding. 



!od 

0. savarisu, v. a. To make ready, 

prepare. 2. to cause to apply, as oil to tlie 

head, medicine to the body, &c. 3sfo!» 

to prepare, deck, set off one’s self. 

C. roSd'do savaru, ». a. To cut off, as su¬ 

perfluous branches from a tree, to clear away, 

as bushes, &c. 2. to kill, annihilate. 3. to 

stroke, feel, grope. 4. to draw in, as saliva, 

5. to apply, as oil to the head, or any exter¬ 

nal application to the body. 330 

to examine the body by stroking it. 3 

30 =#030 to bite the lips with anger. 

330 tfda to clear away trees, 3303,) to 

cause to cut down or clear away. 330®jS) to 

grope, feel about. W3oo 

3 he threatens much. 

II. savura, s. a rider. Tsbdod^ 3d®d 

a trooper. 3d5d a good rider. 

H. roo3"s£) savari, s. Riding. 2. any mode 

of conveyance. 3. going out of doors or 

abroad. ^3S0 a palankeen conveyance, 

woa^ 33*a going out in a bandy. 3 

336 riding on horseback. wsuo 3d®0 walking 

on foot. a«3s 3sso going one’s self. «#H3d» 

8 going out alone. 3d®0^ shazfo, 3330 r&a^do 

to go out. 

H. savdlu, s. Question, interroga¬ 

tion, inquiry, proposition, request. ^§3 3a® 

a difficult question. 

C. <\i£) Sam, adj. Savoury, palatable, plea¬ 

sant, sweet, delicious, v. n. (3s5) To wear 

away. v. a. To taste, eat. s. Flavour, taste. 

33 Soc^ juicy fruit. 33 xtotfo a sweet word. 

33 3js^j a sweet mango. 33 3)oa a girl near 

the age of puberty. 33 fiSta the milk-sea. 

33 ddejfwrt the moon, as sprung from the 

milk-sea. 3Sddwsod Lakshmi. 33 d^wo 

the sugar-cane. 33 Cupid, with a 

bow of sugar-cane. 33 dad (mild-rayed) the 

moon. 33 zruM a delicious meal. 65 do x3 ?&, 

& that is not savoury. 33 stodo to make 

savoury. 33 to try the flavour, to 

taste. 65 taste and try 

that fruit. 

S. savitri, s. The sun. 2. a father. 

S. roSlS; savitri, s. A mother. 

S. savidha, adj. Near, proximate. 

C. ToSToO savisu, cam. of 33, To abrade, 

wear away. 

S. TgSfdlvd samstara, adj. Yery extensive, 

33xtsd;rs?s So^o to tell very fully. 

C. ojSlv^odo savismaya, adj. Astonished, 

surprised. 

A. C. coSSo saviha, adj. Savoury, sweet, 

tasty. 

C. savutu, S. A spoon, ladle. 

0. samite, savute- 

kai, s. A cucumber. 3^)^ w®cOo a 

garden one. «« 3^^ =radi) a red one. 3jj 

=5=®vft> a prickly one. Cucumis muri- 

catis. 

C. save, v. n. To wear away, waste 

away, become thin. 

s. savya, adj. Left, not right. 2. 

reverse, contrary, backwards. 33,3utr Arjuna, 

drawing his bow with his'left hand, as well 

as his right. a charioteer who stands 

on the left. 3^33 left and right. 

S. 7oT^Ep33rS'd savyabhichdra, s. Agree¬ 

ment as well as disagreement, between the 

cause and the effect. 

H. ooS3v^Q, rfoti savvd, Sava, adj. One 

and a quarter. 

T. B. Toco sasa, [W] s. A hare, rabbit. 

T. B. TocJ sasi, [33jj s. Grain, corn. 2. a 

young tree. 3. [_^a] the moon. 33 d^j the 

fabulous moon gem. 333:oS Shiva. 2. In- 

dra’s bow bent; the rainbow. 

0. coRj sasi, v. a. To dress, as cotton or the 

hair ; to card, as wool. 33d de? a combed 

head. *3® is the cotton dressed? 

A. 0. cool^ sasina, S. Sorrow, grief. 333& 

* to refrain from grief. 333® 3®z& to cause 

grief. 

s. co^So'crt) s as emir d, comp. The initial 

letters of four verses in a fable of the Pan- 

chatantra 

S. 7o5o Saha, adj. With, together with. 2. 

even, also. 33d woddo I also came. 33d 

dj 3i3 ^^=#0 that also I want. 33wsd an assis¬ 

tant, associate. 2. a fragrant sort of mango. 

3i3=?*e an implement, assistant, associate. 

3z3ds33 accompanying. 3S ddod, 3s5 dodcs 

concremation, a woman burning herself a- 

live with the dead body of her husband. 3 

3° ‘ accompanying, going or associating 



with. 2. the lawsonia spinosct. ds’w a 

brother of whole blood. 2. nature, disposi¬ 

tion. adj. Connate, co-existent, born together. 

2. inherent, innate, natural. 3. proper. 4. 

true. 'Saew dors natural disposition, inherent 

nature, daisy innate evil. 

to be true or correct. ^ 

z3 this village suits me. d®?*0 

#jsozSj though I am 

peaceable, yet he gets into a passion. 

the youngest of the five Pandu princes. d3o 

rfSord a woman married according to the 

ritual of the Vedas. dad Vsd drinking toge¬ 

ther. dad eating in company. da6 

s’cnsej with the root. dad ziMV&itt dsa 

d) to destroy completely. dad ^d association, 

company. 2. sexual embrace. d^Jddad keep¬ 

ing good company, ^ d^:»d, dadjatesxi 

had company. 

s. Toed, saha, sahana, adj. Patient, 

enduring, suffering, bearing, s. Patience. 

S. ToSorv^ sahasya, s. The month Pousha. 

S. rj5d^| sahasra, s. A thousand. dsd*, 

£®d the discus or missile weapon of Vishnu. 

dad?i) a thousand streams. 55 dad 

d> puSoissAd that vessel is full of holes. dig 

tSj ?r®do a thousand names. dadd) p^st) TljitS, 

dadjy rehearsing all the names of 

a god as a devotional exercise. dadd, 

tied) God. dadi!^ tfscJ, tfadd, n^d, gadjfsjo'go, d 

idd^ %-tJw the sun. dsfd, dd) the lotus. dad 

d) d5s,dd Bramlia. d^d^)^ Indra. dzdd, 

Ssod Mahameru. dddj dJS«s>, dted^ the 

sovereign of the serpent race. daSd. a 

thousand arms, ddd^ ^a3 the Vedas. 

S. sahassu, s. Strength, power. 

2. light. 3. the naonth drerirSd. 

S. sahddhydi, s. A fellow 

student. 

S. ?c35«od> sakuya, s. Aid, assistance, 

succour. 2. protection, das»«fod» dsscdjrrad 

a helper, companion, follower, adherent, d 

53»crfja d-isdj, dsosedw #</sdo to aid, help, as¬ 

sist. 

D. ojoq sahi, adj. Proper, correct, right. 

S. coSos? sahita, adj. Accompanied by, 

in company with, associated with. 2. also. 

3. with, along with. 

S. rjoeVx^ sahishnu, adj. Resigned, pa¬ 

tient, enduring. 

S. edeordo sahisu, v. a. To endure, bear, 

suffer, support. 2. to forgive, 

s. 7v5og)dodo sa-hridaya, adj. Good 

hearted. 

s. cdScJSfrfd sahodara, s. A brother of 

whole blood, one by the same parents, di&s s 

do a sister. 

S. ooooo sahy'a, s. One of the principal 

ranges of the mountains of India; the moun¬ 

tainous country on the north-west side of the 

peninsula or towards Poonah, &c. s. Health, 

convalescence, adj. To be borne, tolerable. 

2. adequate. 3. strong. 4. agreeable. 

A. C. To^O^o salanku, v. n. To be loose, 

ddo-t-do to loosen. 

0. sala-salane, s. The noise 

made by a serpent in moving, or water in 

boiling. 

A. C. rod Od sallanka, s. Recovering 
V 

from fainting. 2. haste, flurry. 

0. cd"S sd, [jtsadja] v, n. To die. 

s. c\j"*>o^3?r sdnketika, adj. Relating 

to an appointed place of meeting. 

S. 7d“S03rs/&J^ sdnkrdmika, adj. Spread¬ 

ing, contagious. a contagi¬ 

ous disease. 

s. dkiQSOo, sdnkhya, 

sdnkhyd-shdstra, s. A system of philo¬ 

sophy, or an enumeration of the qualities of 

spirit, by Kapila. 

S. cddCA sdnya, adj. Complete,* perfect. 

d'soAj3'<d»ort complete from beginning to end. 

S. cdt-OA^o sdngatya, s. Association, 

coition, dsoridj dwdo to cohabit with. 

o. 7^toT\7), c^doao sdngd, sdngu, s. A 

javelin, spear, dart. d'sodo a large spear, 

s. sdngrdmika, adj. War¬ 

like, martial. 

T. B. dJ"Cod sdnta, [waod] adj. Mild, calm, 

tranquil. 

S. KT5‘0a^ sdntwa, s. Pleasing and conci¬ 

liating language. reconcilement, con¬ 

ciliation. 2. appeasing, consoling. 3. en¬ 

treaty, begging. d»o^j speaking in a 
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kindly and affectionate manner. 

&, stsct 5o^o, jtao^cfijdj to reconcile, 

speak in a conciliatory manner, re¬ 

conciled, pleased. 

A. C. aJ oodi sciTictiiy g_ Ashes of 

burnt rice, &c. 

S. fd"Sod^)^:5i sdndrishtika, s. Imme¬ 

diate consequence. 

S. Kf-sod) sdndra, adj. Thickset, close, rfj 

cs full of excellence (so as to leave no 

space for evil.) 

S. rdt)o£)Z^ sunnidhya, g. Proximity, vi¬ 

cinity. 

s, cd"sodu^odo, c^'so'ri'DT)0^)o:s! sdmpa- 

rdya, sampardyiJca, s. Battle, war, 

combat. 

S. cjzgtjj^ sdmprata, adv. Now, at pre¬ 

sent. 

s. tJtiO'Zjzsdmpraddyika, M(jj. 

Hereditary, traditional, a man 

carefully observant of the rules of his caste 

and the customs of his forefathers, Ttaos^ns 

an hereditary physician. 

s. cd"so&>, 

sumba, sdmba-shiva, sdmba-murti, 
s. Shiva. 

C. cd”so&y«y p*! sambrani, g. Benzoin. Sec 

rfsZ-g, ri"$oar^,rf t&jsA its fragrant smoke. 

jh>c&rs^ri $£v an oil extracted from it. Svo 

wsjri =£& a pastille of benzoin. 

T. B. cJr>08Sdj33Q sdmbrdjya, 

s. Imperial rule. 

s. Tfoo&jsdSjtf sdm-ydtrika, s. A voy¬ 

aging merchant. 

s. ■rd"sods^t>:3! sdmvatsarika, adj. Re¬ 

lating to a year. 

S. sakalya, adj. All, whole, en¬ 

tire. adv. Completely, wholly, entirely. 

H. 7JT>-S-§~, cd'D'S'^o sdkin, sdkinu, s. 
Residing on. 

C. Tcha^o saku, v. n. To suffice, be sufficient. 

2. to be wearied of. 3. to cease, dra 

^ to cease, stop, leave, quit, postpone, ad¬ 

journ. SWj stoa to relinquish, give up 

a situation. Shwarts to become enough. 

Sort rfWo I have had enough of your compa¬ 

ny. SWo S'stiSo Aow cai>ht) there seems about | 

enough, or, scarcely enough. SSd sfaTscSu&s, 

SSrt jejs^ceo^j I am tired or wearied 

of. Ert to take as much as is need¬ 

ful. S"»* SWo enough! enough! cease! 

sarts* enough of this quarrel! 

C. suku, 11. a. To take care of, foster, 

nourish, bring up, nurse, protect, save, shel¬ 

ter, defend. xt®s-So to cause to protect, &c. 

jts^o e A=#j3|Jd to adopt. ^jsd) to give 

to another person to bring up. a nou¬ 

rishes protector. Sas-rf Sort, Sssfto Sort an a- 

dopted son. Ss-t-tS «&8 a foster lamb. S'8 

■?rS S^Scfi God, the nourisher. JfMtosf nsaccioo 

a wet nurse. 

C. KhctSb saku, s. A pretext, pretence, ex¬ 

cuse. tfWJ 5^4 to find a pretext. 

Sd® seoSo^o to hunt for some excuse. 

S. oj"ST?pd sdketa, s. The ancient Oude. 

C. rd«3 A 5> sagadl, g. A bar or pig of iron; 

a partly manufactured piece of iron. 

S. rdr>7\d sdgara, g. The sea, ocean. *t»rt 

crsowd the earth, the vesture of the sea. 

0. cJvAO sdigu, v. n. To be in a state of 

cultivation, as land. 2. to proceed, advance, 

as work. 3. to lengthen, as iron from being 

beat when red hot. Sart c&s^rto, SvS^rto to 

set out, move from a place, advance in a jour¬ 

ney. -doSj srsrt jcjs^cEo&j the troops went 

out in that direction, d'srt to send 

away respectfully, as a friend, by accompany¬ 

ing him a short distance. Sart to 

get rid of, as intruders. Aadd, Surt rtjsa 

So to allow to go on. S^rt waccfoo, hart 

to elongate, as iron taken from the forge, 

hart SjsSj, to cause work to proceed. 

2. to accelerate a journey. 3. to cause to be 

tilled or cultivated. harthod 

&& you do not get the work on. Sjcdsw its 

the journey does not advance. 

C. cfc>7\oSd<^, cd'DAOivoeb sdguvali, 

sdigu-santu, s. Farming, tillage, cultiva¬ 

tion of land. hartoh^ the time to com¬ 

mence farming. S^rtorf^ djaad) to cause 

cultivation to proceed, to set people to farm¬ 

ing. hartjhvcfcirto to be under cultivation. 

S. sachivya, s. Ministry, admin¬ 

istration. 2. friendship, fellowship. 

S. cd-3£#^T5^ sdchikrita, s. Prejudice, 
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distortion or perversion of mind. adj. Made 

crooked. 2. seen crookedly or tortuously, 

distorted, misrepresented. 

T. B. sdja, See under 

C. sdjard-gdjard, s. 

A mountain near Vellore. 

C. cd"S&3, cduS sat a, sdti, s. Barter, ex¬ 

change, commutation, adj. Similar, adequate, 

equal, equivalent, like, as. bn S3 b®S3 

risri bartered merchandise. ri®§3rari a barter- 

er. ri®S3 sSjsSj to barter. 

C. rd'T) S3 sdti, s. A proverb, saying., 

C. cdt)&3c\b sdtisu, v. a. To proclaim, pub¬ 

lish by beat of drum. 

C. cd'v b5j sdtu, s. Charge given to another 

to pay money for one. bnS3rf money 

charged to be paid, sto 3 *»« 

has he charge to pay that money ? 

o. ■fd'sci, rdvpl^eo sane, sdnd-kallu, 
s. A grind-stone, whet-stone. b®rs Soacrico, 

ri»?§ sfcrio to grind, sharpen, as a knife, &c. 

rinrSSoSri) to get ground, ricrirf bar! bo 

pzi v^o, f\oz}£ ir'icrijoa ri®?3 a stone on which 

sandal wood is macerated. bnracoog 

whetted, set, ground. bsrft 

Kb rioto the union of a shorn head and a 

grind-stone, (prov. used of an unnatural or 

unlikely combination or union.) ri®f?nsd a 

grinder. 

t. b. 7d"3o^ sdta, sdnta, [rod*] s. 

Shiva. 

c. cd’i) 

sdtdni, sdtdnadava, sdtdli, 

sdtdladava, s. One of a sect of Shudras 

so called, worshippers exclusively of Vishnu, 

much devoted to music, and living chiefly on 

alms. 

s. sdtyald, s. The younger brother 

of Krishna. 

s. cd^ek^, sdtwika, sdtwika, 

adj. Ingenuous, open, frank, candid, sponta¬ 

neous. 2. honest, true, good, gentle, amiable, 

g. One of the classes into which the affections 

of the mind, or their expressions, are distin¬ 

guished, in poetry and the drama. This 

class holds a middle place between the 

and and implies the honest 

and spontaneous indication of strong feeling, 

as evinced especially in eight acts, vie. inabi¬ 

lity to move, whilst the faculties or limbs 

are unaffected, perspiration, horripilation, in¬ 

articulate speech, tremor, change of colour, 

tears, and mental absorption or indifference, 

approaching to loss of sense, to every object 

but one which engrosses the attention. b® 

an honest, frank, sincere man. b®%* 

openness, sincerity, honesty, 

s. cd"srf sdda, s. Purity, cleanness. 2. 

lassitude. 3. decay. 

T. b. sddaka, See bn*?5, 

s. cdtjrfd, sddara, sddarane, 

s. Kindness, care, regard, respect. bnrfd&a 

* to nourish with kindness. 

h. KfcrfdOTS, cterf 

t)~<jbP£DZ3-z'zr sddaravdr, sddalavdri- 

Tcharchu, sddalvdri-kkarchu, s. A 

voluntary subscription raised to defray the 

expenses of a public show. 2. the sundry 

charges of a cutcherry for ink, paper, oil, &c. 

3. the expenses of an annual feast in honour 

of Ganesha, held in a cutcherry, and defrayed 

by government. 

h. Td’DCrdo, sddaru, sddar, adj. 
Beached, received, arrived. Vs Sort* 

3®£<>s£>b<| risbonba^tifiob 

by the orders received on the 10th instant, 

we have become acquainted with all things. 

C. Kh>rftb, S(*~ 

darn, sddaru-wokkala-makkalu, s. 

A class of Sliudra farmers so called. 

H. cvDoTS sdda, adj. Plain, simple, un¬ 

adorned. rise® l %’S a plain female cloth, 

risen an open, sincere, artless man. 

riannsnft brobo to make plain or simple, 

g. cd"D&) sddi, s. An elephant driver; a 

charioteer. 

s. sddita, adj. Destroyed. 2. 

wearied. 3. decayed. 4 ‘ broken, cut. 5. 

dragged. bs&b) to destroy, injure. 

T. B. vttiSlojO sddisu, See bn?*. 

T. B. cdXirfo sddu, [ri®*] adj. Well, vir¬ 

tuous, good, tame. 2. [ri»j*j sweet, agree¬ 

able nice. scri*& w* riscnbB that cow 

is very tame, 63 crio wo6o ri®* that cake 

is very nice. 



C. rd'tjdo sddu, s. The black ashes of burnt 

rice or any other grain with which Hindu 

females mark their foreheads. a 

good kind of the above made from JPanicum 

',niliace%m. a marking com¬ 

pound of camphor used by persons of respec¬ 

tability. to put a black spot on the 

forehead. a black spot. tfi, 

irarb to make the above composition. 

S. sddrishya, s. Besemblance, 

similarity. to shew a similar 

instance of the use of a word, &c. 

S. To sadhcika, $. Exercise, practice, 

usage. 2. a document. 3. an instrument. 

4. any thing eaten with rice, st®#* £>t5j the 

pursuit of science. #»£=£ a work which 

is persevered in. to teach dan¬ 

cing girls the art of dancing. to 

exercise, practice, or use. ffssStf prac¬ 

tice in arms generally. sword 

exercise. ^ exercising the hands, or 

stretching and cracking the joints of the 

hands. have 

you any means of proving what you say P 

s. sddhana, sddhane, 

s. Accomplishing, effecting. 2. means, ex¬ 

pedient, contrivance. 3. following up any 

thing, persevering. 4. instrument, agent. 5. 

cause. 6. the penis. 7. premises leading to 

a conclusion. 8. killing metals, depriving 

them (especially mercury) by oxidation, &c., 

of their metallic properties for medicinal or 

alchemical purposes. 9. authority for the 

use of a word, proof, substantiation. 10. good 

works as a means of obtaining purity and 

emancipation. achieved pros¬ 

perity. ss have 

you any means of taking that village ? 

S. sddhdrana, adj. Common, 

ordinary, general, applicable to all or many. 

2. like, similar. 3. generic. 4. easy. s. The 

forty-fourth year in the cycle. 2. a harlot, 

courtezan. fi®v®8rs a universal duty, 

xt *v®8fs rijrij money common to all. 

ordinary or common work. 

to talk plainly, 

a universal cause, ff®<7®dsv common 

scholarship, not above mediocrity. 

S. cd"e>^jsS sadhita, adj. Finished, accom¬ 

plished. 2. amerced. 3. awarded. 

s. cd"5<^, sddhishtha, sd- 

dhiya, adj. Very hard. 2. very fit or 

proper. 

S. rd'D^ojo sadhisu, v. a. To achieve, ac¬ 

complish, persevere, succeed by perseverance 

and dint of application; to retain malice long; 

to take, conquer. 2. to prove, establish, 3. 

to deny. 4. to charge upon another. 

to prove a crime, to establish a charge. 

ziissosi t5^s3ij he charged God 

with his sorrow. ff®S>Jt>to gain a law¬ 

suit. to effect a work. 

(z?x!,a) to go through with a course of 

medicine, to conquer a science. 

to persevere and get a situa¬ 

tion. wsifra <n§j;3otu 

A®®,? he maintains that he did not do that 

work. 

S. sddhu, adj. Tame, docile, not vi¬ 

cious, as applied to domestic animals. 2. 

good, virtuous, pious, pure. 3. fit, right, 

proper. 4. pleasing, handsome. 5. well born. 

steady, virtuous, pious, good people, 

ffsco virtuous or good conduct. 2. moral 

and ritual observances. a pure word, 

good news. 

S. c\J"S7j!>^ sddhya, adj. Curable. 2. pos¬ 

sible, practicable, s. An inferior demi-god. 

rt a curable disease. #® a prac - 

ticable work. s. Accomplishment. 2. (in 

law) the matter in debate, the thing to be 

proved, 3"®% proof, conclusion, the estab¬ 

lishment of that which was to be proved. 

S. cfc>7$£7isddhwasa, s. Fear,terror, alarm. 

S. sddhwi, s, A chaste or virtuous 

wife. 

t. b. sdna, [**?*]*• A dog. 2. 

ablution. 

S. Tjs^otisdnanda, s. Joy, delight, extacy. 

H. sdni, s. Companion, associate, c. 

An affix to the names of respectable ladies, 

&c. nri 8, #»?>* a coadjutor, part¬ 

ner or fellow in the public accounts of a dis¬ 

trict. a coadjutor or partner 

writer. SjstftfsS a mistress, lady. 

S. sdnu, s. Table land, even or level 

ground on the top or edge of a mountain. 

a mountain. jfo Maharneru. 
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S. sdnu/cula, adj. Favourable, 

salubrious, helpful, successful, s. A mity. 2. 

aid. 

S. sdnurdga, s. Affection, cor¬ 

diality. 

S. cd"t) sunumuno,, s. A mountain. 

2. doubt. 

S. sdnnidhya, adj. Near, prox¬ 

imate. 

S. sdpalnya, s. An enemy, ad- 

versary. 

S. supekshe, s. Great desire, 

s. ckw sdptapadma, s. Affection 

between husband and wife. 

S. saphalya, $. Productiveness, 

fruitfulness. 2. a reward, adj. Prospered, 

succeeded. *>o^ the success or reward, 

of science. wsator a prospered affair, 

the success of an affair, w well born. 

. why do you talk 

to no purpose ? f the reward of de¬ 

votion. 

H. okjjjj SClphu, adj. Clear, pure, clean. Jf» 

entirely, levelly. to make 

smooth or clear. jSjs& a sincere word. 

;ta>$-sri a work which goes on smoothly. 

H. ck&w sabu, s. A title to proper names. 

H. rka)oj«>i£> sdbutu, sdbutu, 
adj. Proved, established, as guilt. 

•toifo to prove guilty. 

S. cd"53o0 sama, s. Conciliation, reconcilia¬ 

tion, appeasing. 2. Jtssis sM the third veda. 

adj. Good. a conciliatory expres¬ 

sion. seeking reconciliation with 

an enemy, one of the means of regal admin¬ 

istration. 

S. cd"s»3oo^ samanta, s. Neighbouring, 

bordering. 2. the chief of a district. 3. au¬ 

thority, power. Jftsboicriaba tributary king. 

S. samagri, $. A thing, article, 

ingredient, material. materi¬ 

als or preparation for a marriage festival, w 

Sector writing materials. 

e~0 to collect materials, make preparation. 

S. rka^ofy samaja, s. An elephant. 

C. ckskS samati, s. A comparison, simile, 

proverb, common saying.. 2. proof. 

5??^ to give a simile, repeat a proverb. 

=#j. rf-arfoa ajii wliat proof is there of that ? ^ 

Wj Jfssija an inapt similitude, a bad proverb. 

s. ckoki^s- sdmarthya, s. £ower, 

strength. 2. ability, adequacy, cleverness, 

capability. 3. prowess. S>c*5 dis¬ 

tinction in science. intellectual 

prowess. 

s. ckkiJraoD^ sdmavdyika, s. A chief 

minister or counsellor. 

s. ?ksdmdjika, 

sdmddhika, s. A counsellor, member of 

an assembly. 

H. sdmdnu, s. Baggage, goods 

and chattels. 2. things, articles, materials, 

furniture, tools, instruments. 

cooking, ingredients or materials for cooking. 

2. cooking utensils. tn>£ss>sJo iron tools, 

a smith’s tools. 

S. ckk>ck£ sdmdnyu, adj. Common, 

general. 2. ordinary, indifferent, neither 

good nor bad, middling, s. Kind, sort, speci¬ 

fic or generic property or character. 

rfsbr a common or general duty. 

rtors a prevailing, natural, or common tem¬ 

per. serf =#wi a work in 

universal request. a work in 

Sanscrit, on proofs from similarity of species. 

SsSocco an astrological crisis or season 

of danger. 

S. ckSo sdmi, adj. Half. 2. blameable. 

T. B. ck&> sdmi, s. God, lord, mas¬ 

ter, king. 

C. cfoaoS sdmiti, See 

S. sdmipya, s. Proximity, con¬ 

tiguity. 

C. c\J«ko:> sdmu, s. Any bodily exercise; 

gymnastics. ;f»5&u fencing. ^3 

sword exercise. fest^cskSti rfioia wrestling 

TtsizlM feats of posture masters. 

•*» #© to acquire the art of any bodily exer¬ 

cise. to practise such art. 

S. rkko&j^ sdmudrike, s. Palmistry 

or the interpretation of spots on the body, 

creases in the hand, &c. 2. a book on the 

same subject. .footway wg^ras to tell a 

person his fortune from the direction of the 

creases in his hand, spots on his body, &c. 
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T. B. cd'ti'So same, Ja^stow*] $. Panicum 

frumentacewm. another variety of it. 

S. cd"3T$o^ sdmya, s. Equality. 2. likeness. 

3. a comparison, parable, similitude, allego- 

ry, proverb, saying. 4. one’s due, as fees, &c. 

S. sdmrdjya, s. Imperialrule, 

universal dominion. 

s. cd"?odoo^<y, ot-sodj®5o^ 

sdyankdla, sdyantana, sdydhna, s. 

Eventide, evening. 

S. Td'sodo^ sdyaka, s. An arrow. 2. a 

sword. tfareto**, AojS csi^o 

cArtf, Srirfo AaoAo^ Cupid. 

H. cd^odod-i sdyaru, s. Land-custom, tax 

or duties levied on personal property. 

c. rix-odto, co^Sojs^ao sdyu, sattu- 

Jiogu, v. n. To die, depart this life. tfw*4 

A Ac the act of dying. jtsejs 

crfjs=# AsaAioS <> why are you so unwilling 

to pay back the loan ? e 

- jSAtge xt-acrioosa 3 he is always toiling to death 

at that work. ^w®AA bS^AA «#4 

o±ra=# £5Ao AacAoo® ^.cSot why do you press hard 

upon me to do what you cannot do yourself ? 

4t<& .Aacdoo to insist on, be unwilling to give 

up. Aacrico to die with love. #■»«*» 

;S he is about to die. 65 Ass^ri&oA 

wswo iojs^ca;^o by that disease he has lost 

the use of his legs. jraSA sSjs%^?S 

he has lost the power of speech. bcS^o 

A ad he has lost his teeth. 

S. fd"SOd»&^ sdyujya, s. Absorption in 

Bramha, union with the deity. 

C. rd"sd sdra, s. A scaffolding for building. 

2. a temporary bridge. a bridge 

formed by tying canes to trees on each bank 

of a river. 

S. cJ"3'd sdra, s. The essence of any thing. 

2. marrow. 3. the pith or sap of trees. 4. 

strength, vigour, adj. Best, excellent, 

sfo its A the filth ot a village. A«>AA w 

a public sewer. *t»A the strength 

of a soil. A^Afe^ one acquainted with the 

essence of a thing. to extract an 

essence. 7J”au5^t3 better. AsAsJss A work 

well done. AaAS^A unsubstantial work. 

A^A^Aa more excellent, ®A»A, SAsjA pith¬ 
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less, sapless, juiceless. eotiA'ajA mental 

strength, inward vigour. w&A'SjA physical 

strength, outward strength. St A A® A God, 

the essence of scripture. 

S. cd"J>dcA sdranya, s. A deer; tiger; 

bee; elephant; a bird, cuculus melanoleucos. 

2. a cloud. A®AoAA A=£ calamus draco. A* 

Aori craA a tune so called. 

H. kTsc’o'A sdrangi, s. A kind of fiddle 

with five wires. . Av.Ao?>t Aa&AaA a 

fiddle-stick. 

S. rd"Stjp9 sdrana, S. A giant, a counsel¬ 

lor of Havana. 

S. oJ'S'dfl sdrani, S. A Sluice, drain. 2. 

a small river. 3. the first wire of a guitar. 

0. ?d"sdpS sdrane, s. Smearing, as a wall 

or floor with cow-dung. 2. purging. AaA 

rf t 3AAo to take an aperient. 

jJifsjAj A®Ar§ a musk scented pigment. ^J0 

A*Afl a red wash. AsAri smearing 

the floor of a house with cow-dung. 

A®Af» washing a wall with red earth and 

cow-dung. AsArl doing the same to 

the wall of a fort. 

S. cd’D'O^ sdrathi, s. A charioteer. A®A 

An>Ao to drive a chariot. 

T. B. cd'S'dcS sdrade, [ wAra ] s. Saras- 

wati. jtoAtfatof^ Bramha. 

s. 7d"sd£o°cdj sdrame'ya, s. A dog. A® 

A^o^<s3ja^AA a hell in which dogs are always 

biting the wicked. 

H. sdravdna, s. A camel driver. 

S. cd"3'drd sdrasa, s. The Indian or Libe¬ 

rian crane. 2. a lotus. 

S. c^XidTo^ sdrasana, S. A woman’s zone 

or girdle formed of twenty-five strings. 2. 

a military belt for binding on a coat of mail. 

S. cd'stfroqsJ sdraswata, S. The north¬ 

west part of the province of Delhi, adj. Re¬ 

lating to Saraswati. 2. learned, eloquent. 

0. sdraU, s. Smearing, plastering. 

S. sardmsha, s. The substance, 

essence, pith, purport. 

c. c4vat) odo sdrdya, S. Spirituous liquor. 

A^rraoft Ao.§ A a tax levied on the sale of spiri¬ 

tuous liquors. AacracrioAoria a gin shop. A® a® 

«bAA a distiller of spirituous liquor. 

o^cAb spirituous liquor distilled from paddy. 



C. KHt> sari, s. A time, turn. 

once. ttsS.ria frequently, often. 

^■d-sO sS^siri) how many times must you 

be told? sS^vritijs vzijo tftfosSa 

v though I tell him very often he does not 

regard me. 

T. B. sdrike, [ssfr#] $. A female 

myna. 

C. cd"3&ojo sdrisu, v. a. To smear with 

cow-dung, &c. 2. cans, of To have 

proclaimed or published by beat of drum. 3. 

to cause to reach, ' arrive, attain, possess, 

wear, or have. 

C. cd"3‘do sdru, v. a. To proclaim by beat 

of drum, &c. 

A. C. sdru, v. n. To reach, approach, 

draw near, arrive. 2. to acquire, attain, 

possess, have. 3. to go. 4. to be dissipated, 

absolved, as sin. ’Wrt Jtsaying get 

down. ~^,o# jritb to approach, as one dead 

(with fear). s^^sS jtwksitf* 

is your sin to be dissipated with a little 

merit ? si® crirasi =ffsra®^ 

she knows not whither her husband is gone, 

dti ?riT3 while approaching hastily. sWd 

0 ?3v®^c^oS being as spots of musk 

put on. 

C. ofod® sdru, s. Soup, broth. *3^ 

split pulse soup. jtsd) pepper water, 

mulugutanni. ahriA soup with tama¬ 

rinds in it. g0up without acids. 

tt*dj soup without both salt and acids. 

S. sdrupya, s. Obtaining the 

image or form of God, after a number of 

transmigrations. 

C. cd’StSfif'd sare-kare, v. a. To call near. 

E. rd"3t5js)®&3o sdrotu, s. Chariot, a carriage. 

A. C. sdrchu, v. a. To reach, 

arrive, approach, draw near. 2. to put up 

or draw in, as birds their wings. 3. to place, 

put on, as jewels, &c. 4. to have published 

or proclaimed, 6. to smear with cow-dung, &c. 

S. cd‘3'^5" sdrtha, s. A caravan, a multi¬ 

tude, especially of similar animals or travel¬ 

lers. adj- Opulent, wealthy. 2. of like 

meaning or purport. 3. significant, import¬ 

ing, having meaning. 

S. sdrthaka, adj. Prospered, 

succeeded. 

D. ■yhsercH' sdrld, s. Success. 2. completion, 

achievement, Ttssysrrtj to become 

successful. 2. to be finished. 

s. Kb/s'Ssdrva-janina, adj. Be¬ 

longing or relating to all men. 

E. sdrvatu, s. Chariot, carriage. 

S. sdrvatrika, adj. Universal, 

general. ssiamti general news, 

news from every quarter. 

S. cj"3,rfs-ep=,e)rfj sdrvabhouma, s. An 

emperor or universal monarch. 2. the ele¬ 

phant of Kubera, stationed at the northern 

point. 

s. rd"s^£"<£<=«)-3-^ sdrva-loukika, adj. 
Universally known, prevailing throughout 

the whole universe. 

0. KhJ'sSe- sdrve, s. A long line of sheaves* 

C. *fc><y sola, s. Debt, thswrati, jtswrid a 

creditor. jriwTOtitk no* my 

creditors teaze me. Tfswrtov, 

3 a debtor. jtswrratfiraft he 

has run away in debt, tfrt, Jrias oiraSs 

to contract debt. ®^9tJo to discharge 

a debt. sioo'yft to be over head 

and ears in debt. Soso jtsu bail for 

a debt. sftw money lent on a promissory- 

note. ?tsej money lent without any pro¬ 

missory note. 7^it> a loan on interest. 

sh$ &»v, jtsw money borrowed among 

friends or connexions. Boosed xtsti a loan 

from strangers. to recover a debt, 

■riorfoerf pecuniary ties or obligations. 

S. rd"2<SJ sdla, s. A wall round any building. 

2. a tree. 3. the sal tree, 

s. Kh5&7\S)^i>, cfo07T3/^>, KJ'TicDTV))^ 

sdlagrdma, sdligrdma, saligrdva, 

s. A schistous stone containing the impres¬ 

sion of one or more ammonites, imagined to 

represent Vishnu. It is said to be confined 

to the bed of the river Gandak. Many varie¬ 

ties are described; large ones often fetch a 

high price. 

C. fd"3&cb sdladu, neg. of tfW-b or 

It is not enough ; it is insufficient, inadequate. 

how much so ever i-s 

given to you, you are not contented. 
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erfjrfjs^rl sfwshheisnotyetsuffi- 

ciently versed in accounts. 

we are not on good terms. 

^eru eMw r^t>& these two are not cor¬ 

dial enough. & w&Ar5 jsfwusi} 

this present is not adequate to his rank, 

s^S tStfrt sJotf #m*Sj there is not enough rain 

for the crop this year, rtsiutf rack to be defi¬ 

cient. to go without enough, to 

be insufficient. 

s. Tfoeiripls* sdlaparni, s. A shrub, 

hedysarum gangeticum. 

s. cdue^035^ sdlabhanjiJce, s. A doll, 

puppet. 

s. 7fo&%}67( sdlashringa, s. The battle¬ 

ments of a fort. 2. the coping of a wall. 

C. cfcxsJrto&dT? sdla-sankalihe, g. a 

kind of double cloth worn by a bride at the 

time of marriage. 

0. sdldvali, s. Favourableness, 

luckiness or auspiciousness of a horoscope or 

state of things for an undertaking. 

s. saldvrifca, s. A wolf, jackal, 

dog. 

c. idxSftSooJd, sdldmisiri, 

salamishri, s. A nutritious nut which 

makes a glutinous kind of gruel. 

0. KfTXZO salu, v. n. To suffice, he sufficient, 

enough, adequate, sfttwsfrij sufficing. 

it is not sufficient. See ?***>. 

C. sdhi, s. A line, range, row, furrow, 

jtaejj Sos^o, rf-sejj rtsu ^ to put 

in row's, file off, fall in or go in rows, to ar¬ 

range, form a line. Jt»w scosdcch) to harrow 

or level furrows, jtstu a row 

of trees, a grove. in a row. 

^ a string, line, or row of elephants. 

a row 0f houses. successive 

ceremonies. 

C. salu, v. a. To borrow, take money 

on credit, to contract or get into debt. 

H. cd'Dao, cd"^, cd"sc) salu, sdl, sale, 
s. A year, rtowrfw last year. sjs 

<5, ststf the present year. JtseJ e> 

the end of a year. JrteJ wcOoocts the 

ensuing year. *twta»5 susior annual expenses. 

T. B. o4t><5 sale, s. A school. 2. a 

place, Lciosi V»*3 a school. tfctor an 
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alms-house. a mint. an 

open verandah. afcSirteJ, an inclosed 

verandah, or a hall of audience, where friends 

meet and converse. JrteJrt to go to 

school. wurtaft^ a schoolmaster. 

0. cd'D^A'do, 7fc>€odWj, rd^€odo^do 

sdlegaru, sdleyaru, sdleyavaru, s. 
Weavers. 

S. sdlokya, s. Obtaining ex¬ 

istence in the very place where the deity 

exists. 

A. c. sdlbadige, s. A rod. 

S. 7Tt>GJ£ sdlva, s. The name of a king slain 

by Krishna. 2. a country so called. 

S. ,Pj"3Sdos£ sdvanta, s. A person of the 

same caste, but of another gotra, who shares 

in a gift to the caste. 2. a tributary king. 

3. an enemy. 

S. fJ savakasha, s. Leisure, respite. 

S. (Kh>S&pt>?S sdvadhdna, S. Caution, deli¬ 

beration, circumspection. 2. directing the 

mind intently or exclusively to one object. 

tfasiSrsjfaafS cautiously, deliberately, with an 

undiverted mind. *l»ab to do any 

thing with the mind fully engaged. 

S. sdvana, s. The conclusion of a 

sacrifice, the ceremony by which it is termi¬ 

nated. 2. a month, of thirty 

solar days. a year composed of 

such mouths. 

o. cd^sdd sdvara, See 

T. B. rd”3S3'3ro sdvasa, See **&»*.. 

T. b. 7d"S£DojCci sdvdsini, [Soswbs] s. A 

married woman. 

S. savitri, s. The holy verse of the 

Vedas, the repetition of which forms an es¬ 

sential part of the ceremonies enjoined upon 

brahmans, as daily observances; the prayer 

is personified as the wife of Bramha, and 

mystical mother of the Hindu classes, who it 

is pretended, are regenerated by investiture 

with the sacred thread. 2. a married wo¬ 

man. 

C. ffoad sdvira, s, A thousand. JbsSosrf 

& r a thousand times, (a definite for 

an indefinite number) a great many. 

C. rd'3'^/^Cb sdl'U, 



Savona, sdvddu, s. Death, the act of dy¬ 

ing. d®^) an untimely, unhappy, or dis¬ 

graceful death. 

h. jfo^arcS’, cd’s5do5t)5' sd- 

vukdra, sdvukdr, sahukdr, s. A na¬ 

tive hanker. 2. a large or wholesale dealer. 

C. 7\fs^ save, s. A grain, panicum milia- 

ceum, or panicum frumentaceum. d®d a 

variety of the same. 

S. sdiveri, s. A tune so called. 

S. sdshtdnga, s. A mode of 

prostration by which eight parts of the body, 

viz. two hands, two feet, breast, forehead, 

and two shoulders, are made to touch the 

ground at the same time. ddod^d 

such a mode of reverence. d^j^oriddrio, ds 

d®X3i^ort rfod dj®dj to 

prostrate, as above. 

T. B. sdsa, [d®<dd] s. Boldness, vio- 

' lence, prowess. 

T. b. sdsata, adj- Firm, 

fixed, stable. 

A. C. ofc>7^ sdsava, s. A flower, d»d?S 

Cupid, with flower arrows. 

T. b. sdsiganu, [d®dW] $. A 

man of prowess. 

A. C. rdSsiTj sdsira, s. A thousand. d®bd 

the sun. 2. KdrtivnyArjuna. 3. 

Banasura, with a thousand hands, d®bd r!» 

d the sun, with a thousand rays, dsfirtr^, 

dsbd rifs^ Indra, with a thousand eyes. d®b 

d SScdo the sovereign of serpents, with a 

thousand hoods. two thousand, 

jiaepartiti a hundred thousand. 

C. sdsirme, s. A compound of 

powdered turmeric, mustard and chillies, 

mixed with cucumbers, &c. 2. a thousand 

times. 

T. B. rd"£rjS, rforOO'sS, cforo'S SUSlVe, 

sdsuve, sdsave, [d^rd] s. A sort of mus¬ 

tard, sinapis dichotoma. d®bd a wild 

species, dsfjd boiled rice, &c. mixed 

with mustard. 

S. Kh)5ocd sdhasa, S. Daring, boldness, 

adventure. 2. prowess, strenuousness, effort. 

3. violence; the perpetration of any act of 

rapine or aggression. 4. punishment, chas¬ 

tisement. 6. oppression, cruelty. 6. hatred. 

7. rape, ravishment, d*aSb, d®Bfrrt, 

dascdmd, TtsaSx'rfsJ, d®scdtf a bold, 

powerful, violent, adventuresome, or daring 

man. d®£d a lawsuit very difficult 

to adjust. d»^d doS severe punishment, 

d's'ods d-iatfo to venture; to put forth great 

exertion. d®Jod®o=a= Vikramarka, marked by 

prowess or violence. 

S. dh>5o7vi sdhasra, adj. Relating to a 

thousand, s. An aggregate of many thou¬ 

sands. 2. an army a thousand strong. 

s. sdhdyya, s. Aid, succour, 

assistance. 2. association, friendship. 

S. sahitya, s. An implement. 2. 

classical knowledge. ^StW, d®So% eruciij 

he is a good classic. d»&>*j rt^oi-Srivb classical 

works. 

S. sdhya, s. Society, conjunction. 

2. assistance. 

A. O. rd~D^ sdlige, s. Dress, raiment. 

S. cfogpsk sdkshdttu, adj. Visible, pre¬ 

sent. 2. the real, the true, own. adv. Be¬ 

fore, in the presence of. 2. like, as. 3. 

evidently, manifestly, dsg^doj, a uterine 

brother. d®^®^Odo to manifest one’s self, to 

become manifest or present, d®^®^.^ made 

manifest, the very Vishnu. 

S. Kfosj sdkshi, s. Testimony, evidence, 

witness. d®^ written testimony. 

d oral testimony. eeri^icdd»4 a 

witness consented to by both parties. d® 

^ a plaintiff’s witness. d®^ a defen¬ 

dant’s witness, ds^ a®«n»£fc> a deposition of 

evidence, d®^ d a list of witnesses. d® 

% awidfs the examination of witnesses, djfi 

d®^, eotf o®^ d®^, dosd d®^ conscience, d® 

da^c&Sf a witness. d®$, d®^, 

ewrf d®4, dldj d®^, ed d®^ false witness. 

5>« d®^ true evidence. d®^, tfdor d®^ 

the sun. d®^ a spectator, overseer. ^ 

dd d®j-djs jjajradwdo I swear by God 

that I did not use that word. d®dd d® 

faijs J swear by your feet 

that I did not see him. esods®^, da^ssissft 

jrsdvsodoi d®dddcs3j by my conscience I know 

no sin. ssddb d»g^3»ft dorfod dra&djao 

he married in the presence of the god of 

fire; that is, properly, according to the rituaL 
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■ edBw Ort® &r\ ^ ^dsrscJu^j they are 

inseparable friends. '?'»& djfs^sjars ’tfjsgjfo 

I gave it in the presence of witnesses. ^r-d 

z?ja& <sS^$> to swear by the five ele¬ 

ments. 

T. B. ooOa sing a, [S°d] ®. Cupid. 2. a 

lion, Parvati, riding on a lion. 

3. an arrow. 4. [^ort] the horn of cattle. 

5. a horn. 

T. B. R)07\d singara, [^oratf] s, Orna¬ 

ment, decoration. 2. beauty, adj. Orna¬ 

mented. 2. handsome, boritfo having 

possessed beauty, having been decorated, ho 

rt&sk to adorn, decorate, horieri a handsome 

man. bcritS Cupid. 

A. c. RJoazSps singavane, s. A throne or 

seat of state. 

A. c. oJ07VSci singddi, s. A bow. 2. a 

small boat. 

S. fJo^jOD p£) singhuna, g. The rust of 

iron. 2. the mucus of the nose. 

S. R)Octo£) sinjini, s. A how-string, hod 

the twang of the bow-string. 2. the tinkling 

of ornaments. 

A. C. cJO& sintu, [hihj s, Anger, dis¬ 

pleasure. 

A. C. rJorfo sindu, adj. Fetid, stinking, ho 

& ssjJjS a fetid smell. 

C. rJorfo sindu, v. a. To wipe, rub. 2. to 

blow the nose. 

S. rjoz^o sindhu, S. The ocean. 2. the ri¬ 

ver Indus, horfo (the ocean of divine 

knowledge) a work in Canarese. ho*Ji 

the country of Scinde. ho saw, hogo Sea 

salt. adj. Aquatic, marine. 

s. Rjoljktf, oJoi^jsd sindhura, sindhu- 

TCl, g. Red lead, oxidutn plumbi rudrum. 
2. an elephant. ho#»C a spot on the 

forehead made of red lead. ho^jsfi white 

lead. ho^jst? another variety. 

C. RioEfroo simpisu, i}, a. To sprinkle, spill, 

scatter, throw about. 

C. cOo'JjJ simpu, s. Any sea shell, v. a. To 

slit, rend, tear, as betel leaf, &c. hos& 

a place where pearl oysters are to he found. 

s. Rio&> sirnba, s. A pod, shell, legume. 

T. B. R)o&>^ simbala, s. The mucus of the 

nose, how^ if, to blow the nose. See hc^i«. 

c. ojOS3, RiosS simbi, simbe, s. The coil 

of a snake. 2. a band or coil of straw or 

cloth to set a round bottomed vessel on, carry 

a burden on, &c. hods; to make a coil. 

S. RiOS0 simha, s. A lion. 2. the sign leo, 

in the zodiac, adj. Pre-eminent, ^tfhossssj 

Vishnu’s fourth incarnation in the shape 

of a man, with the head and claws of a lion, 

h^hcso jfSj.&j Vishnu, hod fssti the roaring 

of a lion. 2. the shout at the onset of a bat¬ 

tle. hod t>ersti the form of a lion’s head made 

for ornament. hos^3?S a throne, a seat sup¬ 

ported by lions, &c., wrought in gold. ~os* 

a king, hod sredfS Durgi, riding on 

a lion. hod a dog. hod a true 

lion. ^3 hod the chief of sages, hod r 

the soft gait of a lion. 

S. coOaiy simhala-desha, s. Ceylon. 

s. Rio3o simhi, s. A lioness. 

S. RlO&or? simhike, s. The mother of Rahu. 

S. Rj^ sikata, s. A sandy soil. hds»rfi 

a sandy hill, sand-bank, an island with 

sandy shores. 

H. sikd, sikkd, s. A stamp, 

seal. 2. the impression made by a stamp or 

seal, a die. h=s^> rt/KtscSo a Sicca rupee. 

T. B. R)t? sike, [Sdj s. The tuft of hair left 

on a brahman’s head. 

H. Riiyvdo, Rj^do sikdru, sikdri, 

sikdr, s. The hunt, the chase. h=s^e d®* 

rio, hwso to hunt, follow the pleasures 

of the chase. 

H. Rin&o sikilu, s. Removing rust, fur¬ 

bishing, polishing. h*w» to furbish. 

h-S-ejorTsd a furhisher. 

C. R)?^ sikku, s. Entanglement, perplex¬ 

ity, intricacy, confusion. 2. difficulty, dis¬ 

tress, strait, or dilemma, adj. Entangled, 

difficult, troublesome, v. n. To he ensnared. 

2. to be seized, apprehended. 3. to he found. 

4. to remove. This verb is frequently used 

with the dative case; as, I have 

found it. Infy to fall into a snare. See 

S. R)^ siktha, s. Bees’ wax. 2. a grain of 

boiled rice. 

t. B. Rj^, RiS^ silty a, sikka, s. The 



string or loop suspended from either end of 

the pole to receive the burthens carried on 

the shoulder. 2. a coarse net-work made of 

rope or rattan, in which pots and other ves¬ 

sels are suspended from the beams of a house. 

C. rJ?\ siffi, v. a. To tear or rend with the 

teeth or with the finger nails, to slit with a 

knife. ba® a rent, the act of tearing, bath 

iSz&, bM> to rend or tear off. bath 

Aj to become torn or rent. 

C. roAO'do siguru, s. A shiver, sliver, splin¬ 

ter. brtj%& to become splintered, a splinter 

to rise up. 

C. bl\ Sdod siggili-mara, s. A tree so 

called. 

C. oJ AO siggu, s. Shame, modesty, basli- 

fulness. bA^ si zb to be ashamed, bashful, 

brio A zb to lose all sense of shame, bu^s? a 

bashful person, brio rt'^6 a shameless person. 

S. rJ&^odo sichayu, s. Cloth, clothes. 

C. rJ&bj sittu, s. Anger, displeasure, b&gj 

do to become angry. bWjj sire&J to shew dis¬ 

pleasure, put one’s self into a passion, b^ 

to enrage, offend, exasperate. bWo^ z3Wz^ 

&& to cease from anger, forsake wrath. 

C. co 5 sidi, v. n. To snap, as parched grain, 

&c. 2. to burst forth spontaneously, as seed 

from over-ripe fruit. 3. to besprinkle, be¬ 

spatter. 4. to be displeased, offended, angry, 

huffish, bstfj zooa^Ao, b&i?ostr'J to burst. bB 

zb to fall into a passion. 2. to carry 

one’s self arrogantly or proudly. b&s*»tzJ«b 

sS a man of a wrathful countenance. 

C. old, sidi, sidi-dta, s. A cere- 

' mony among Shudras for the expiation of sin, 

or as the fulfilment of a vow to a village god- 

• dess, made in the time of sickness, &c.; swing¬ 

ing suspended by an iron hook passed through 

the large tendons of the back, to one end of 

a lever which is raised on the top of a high 

pole or fulcrum, and whirled round by means 

of a rope fixed to the other end. b» tfow the 

pole sustaining the lever. b& z3^M sbtf the 

lever to which the devotee is secured, ba so 

“ the swinging feast. The above torture is 

also designated ba; but sometimes the 

hook is dispensed with, and the victim is 

seated in a basket; it is then called Ao®zS^ ba. 

c. sidimidi, sidimudi, 

s. Wrath, anger. 2. grief, anxiousness. 3. 

confusion, perplexity, basoa Ajs^j to be an¬ 

gry, &c. 

0. cOSi&O sidilu, s. A thunder-bolt. 

0. rJ&col)7\ sidi-halige, s. A rough kind 

of spring trap set to catch animals, ba 

to set it. ba ^a the small piece of stick used 

as a spring. 

C. siduha, s. A wrathful man. bzb-8- 

a wrathful woman, bzbtfa a wrathful 

countenance. 

0. cJdoSio sidubu, s. The small pox. bt®* 

V bzbzw the chicken pox. bz&zoo sfcszb, bazoo 

to innoculate, vaccinate, bzbzoo 

b zb zoo ayo the small pox to break out. b zb too 

SHAo ®jozoo the small pox to come to a head, 

bzbzoo sSjaarsStb Ao the small pox to take a turn, 

bzbzoo trazb the pustules to dry up. b zb zoo 

*© the scab to peel off. b zb zoo 

to go in, as the small pox, which is a dan¬ 

gerous symptom. b zb zoo small pox 

brought on by innoculation. bzbzoo AS the 

mark left by the small pox. b zb zoo Sos^zS, b 

Sozoo AAx sbs^zS a pock-marked face. 

S. situ, adj. White. 2. hot, fierce, s. 
The colour white. 2. sugar, bsrsotSo the moon, 

bssbb the white faced Garuda. b® a 

white umbrella, especially as the emblem of 

royalty, bssz^, a white cloud. 2. camphor, 

b® Aijuna, on a white horse. 

A. C. fO^A sitaga, s. An adulterer; awliore- 

monger. b®a, b®A an adulteress; a harlot, 

whore. 

S. cJ sitotpala, s. The white lily. 

0. rJdoA siduga, s. A dirty, filthy fellow. 

T. B. rod sidda, See Mi 
a m. <? 

C. rJcJt^Cuo siddaya, s, Saving in expen- 

diture. 2. land rent. 3. tribute. 4. expen¬ 

diture. 

T. B. siddi, See ba. 
a •? 

C. siddige, s. A leathern bottle for 

oil or ghee, ba Az zootiozl the belly of a bottle, 

ba A^o*^ bottled ghee, ^ba A a small bottle. 

H. Rldodyd siddiyava, s. An Arab, for¬ 

merly in much request as a soldier in the 

service of native governments. 



s> siddha, s. A divine person of unde¬ 

fined attributes or character, a sort of demi¬ 

god inhabiting the region between the earth 

and the sun. 2. an inspired or prophetic 

writer, a seer. 3. the twenty-first of the 

astronomical yogas. 4. an adept, a magician, 

one who by the performance of certain mys¬ 

tical and magical rites has acquired superhu¬ 

man power. 5. an ascetic, who by mystical 

and austere practices has effected one or all 

of five purposes; viz. the affluence, the form, 

or the society of the gods, residence in the 

divine lokas, or identification with the deity. 

adj. Accomplished, effected, completed. 2. 

liberated, emancipated. 3. ready, prepared. 

4. true, certain. 5. judged, decided, termi¬ 

nated, as a lawsuit. 6. adept, initiated, in 

alchymy or magic. 7. demonstrated, proved. 

8. cooked, dressed, bri rtoA the celestial 

Ganges, bri otf, bri quicksilver, bn^ 

•to* to prepare, make ready, bri^rio to 

become ready. bc^S^ cooked rice, btf jJo1# 

'i a vow fulfilled, a resolution effected, 

s. oJrj^&3 siddhavaya, sid- 

dhlivatct, s. The name of a town. 2. the 

banyan. 

S. cJCo'S o"^ siddhanta, s. Demonstrated 
9 

conclusion, astablished truth. It may be 

either the result of an argument in which 

one opinion is refuted and another undeniably 

established ; or the concurrent doctrine of all 

the authorities on any subject similarly in¬ 

terpreted. 2. a work on astronomy, brrs o§, 

b^olrt a follower of the philosophy. 

2. an astronomer, bna^o®* sSro&i to demon¬ 

strate, establish, bc^o* establishing or 

proving any science. b:r»o3 a WOrk 

shewing the validity ofthe scheme of doctrines 

or religious tenets which any particular sect 

has embraced. bns^o^ confuting 

the given interpretation of a verse, &c., and 

establishing an opposite one- bra ostoah soij 

& to speak conclusively or truly, wsSbos o3 

OTSjto speak or reason inconclusively or false¬ 

ly. bo^o* a Work on astrology, sbsabr 

bca os a solar system, a system of astrology 

which makes its calculations according to the 

sun’s course through the signs ofthe zodiac. 

s. siddhu-devij s. The wife of 

Varuna. 

S. fpc- siddhdrtha, s. The father of 
9 

the last and most celebrated Jaina teachers. 

s. siddhdrthi, s. The fifty-third 
9 

year in the cycle. 

S. siddhdvati, s. The city of Va- 
9 

runa. 

S. siddhij s. Success, achievement, ae- 
9. 

complishment, fulfilment, the entire comple¬ 

tion of any undertaking, attainment of any 

object. 2. final emancipation from existence, 

supreme felicity. 3. accuracy, correctness, 

indisputable conclusion or position. 4. the 

supposed acquirement of supernatural powers 

by the completion of magical and mystical 

alchymical rites and processes. ba, e> 

ha, sbjSvba the gratification of one’s 

wish, or fulfilment of one’s desire, 

a, ba the completion of a deed. b 

^ success. ba a charm taking effect, 

ba^ to be effected, fulfilled, accomplished. 

S. r0^3T>£) sinivdli, s. The day of the 

change of the moon when the moon is seen 

for a short time. 

H. oJ"Sb"SCXta sipdi, s. An Indian soldier, b 

ztucOoao the profession of a soldier. b 

xtscSj an excellent soldier. 

C. sippu, s. A shell, crust, hard 

covering. 

sippe, s. The skin of fruits or vege¬ 

tables. 2. the refuse of chewed fruit, &c. 

b*> a plantain skin. 

0. oJSotjo sibaru, s. A shiver, sliver, splinter. 

2. the outer coat of straw, sugar-cane, &c. 

T. B. cJSS'd sibirct, £6iStJJ g. A camp or en¬ 

campment. 

H. sibbandi, s. An establishment 

of peons, &c. stons o b^oa a fixed establish¬ 

ment. soorrsSj buoa a temporary establish¬ 

ment. 

C. sibbati, S. Anger, displeasure. 

C. sibbu, s. A blotch or discolouring 

in the skin. *3* bw a black blotch, itvi; 

b^ a white one. 

A. o. Oooosimi, simi-gareyu, 



Rod 

v. n. To fall in large drops as rain, to be¬ 

sprinkle. 

S. R)Xj sira, s. Any tubular vessel of the 

body, as a nerve, artery, or tendon. 

T. B. Rid, RldTo^ sir a, siraska, 

s. The head. 

A. C. Rldsk sirama, s. Study, practice, 

observance. 

T. B. Rjdro sirasa, s. A tree so 

called. 

8. R)uuo7\ siranga, s. A plough-share. 

H. RiUUpa sirdne, s. The raised part in a 

native couch to support the head. 

T. B. Rit) siri, s. Lakshmi, goddess of 

riches. 2. prosperity. 3. beauty. ’aQ 

Vishnu, husband of Lakshmi. tiOaio 

(brother of Lakshmi) the moon. iiSaiorsori 

(son of Lakshmi) Cupid. r!o« scented 

sandal wood. ?J& ocimum sanctum. 

hSc* hostess the lotus. ’a 8 Srw , tie ej^oSo 

Lakshmi. tiOso^ a prosperous man. S3 

white hair considered as fortunate. 2. white 

hair growing on a young head. 

c. Rl?)&>T>c£)o siri-bui, s. A hare lip, the 

mouth drawn on one side. 

A. C. Rjt>do37^, R)ds33 7^ sirivantige, 

sirivattige, S. An earthen frying pan. 2. 

suburbs. 3. a white variety of the chrysan¬ 

themum indicum or jasmine. 

H. RifiO^o, Rifi^ siluku, silhu, adj. Re- 

maining. c. To obtain. 2. to be fixed or 

caught in. ’awtfo ws-a- a remaining balance. 

S> So how many remain ? 

D. Ri&oSS silube, [SturfJ $. A cross, crucifix. 

C. Rl&o^j siluvu, adj. Thin, as boards. 2. 

clear, as water. 

T. B. cJ'rf siva, [&si] s. Shiva. 

C. b-doJ\ sivangi, [asoft] s. The leopard. 

C. Rjdrfo sivudu, s. A sheaf, truss, bundle. 

C. Rj^uvrio^ sivardma-kalli, s. The 

prickly pear. ^ 

H. Rjroo sistu, s. Taking aim. 2. a fixed 

assessment of money. 3. outstanding debts, 

money uncollected, as opposed to money 

in hand. c. adj. Beauish, foppish, dressy. 
a f0p> 

C. Ri^R^d^ sili-sili-dhwani, s. A 

hissing sound or noise. 

C. ^ sillu, s. Whistling. ’ago ***> to 

whistle. 

C. R^ Si, [ft*J adj. Sweet. 2. fresh, ’at 3** 

sweet water, as opposed to what is brackish. 

sweet curds, ’at a sweet 

cake, ’at a large and sweet kind of 

lime. 

C. Ri^, R^cdoo Si, siyu,v. n- To be scorched, 

burnt, by the sun or fire. 

A. C. sintu, See ’a**. 

A. C. Rl^oCfc sindu, See ’a**. 

8. Rl^d sikara, s. Spray, drizzling rain. 

A. C. sikari, s. Charcoal reduced to 

C. R^o siku, s. Any thing burnt at the 

bottom of a vessel in cooking. 

A. C. oJ^AOt) siguri, S. A kind of fan or 

parasol, adj. Playful, whimish, capricious, 

wanton. *at*&* to be capricious. 

c. R^7\, sige, sige-kdi, s. 
Mimosa alstergens, a kind of unripe acid 

fruit, used to cleanse the head from the oil 

with which it has been anointed. So® 

^ its leaves, a^t ’atrt enmity. 

c. R^k3o situ, 

situ-kondu-hogu, v.n. To move in a 

sitting posture. ’at^J rrawo feet that drag on 

the ground in walking. 

t. B. R^d, Rj|0^<$ sita,sitala, c. Rj^st) 

■£e> sitd-phula, [ft*®s, s. Cold, frigid. 

c. Rjsitaphala, s. The white cus¬ 

tard apple, annona squamosa. 

A. C. R^odo situru, s. Anger, wrath, 

passion. 

S. R*<S site, s. The wife of R&ma. 2. one 

of the four great branches into which the 

Ganges, after having fallen on mount Meru, 

is fabled to divide. ’a *3® £3, h*s® cstio Rama, 

husband of Site. 

S. R^ sitya, adj. Ploughed, tilled. 

C. Sldu, v. a. To blow the nose. 

S. Ri°c^ sidhra, s. The anus. 

C. R)^<3o sinu, v. n. To sneeze, ’a^^ 

sneezing. 
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C. v. a. To suck out the sub¬ 

stance of any thing, as an orange, &c. s. 
Any sucked refuse, as sugar-cane, &c. btb 

tSxtsUj t0 throw away any thing, after 

having sucked out the juice. b <^bo to cause 

to suck, as a child its fingers, &c. 

S. sirnanta, s. The parting of 

the hair. 2. a purificatory and sacrificial 

ceremony performed in the sixth or eighth 

month of a female’s first gestation; called 

also . b^boos a first-born son. 

S. simantini, s, A woman in 

general. 

S. Sime, s. A boundary, limit. 2. a 

district, country. 3. Europe. ^ 

the confines of a house. b^sb the extent 

or limit of land, b^;5o the boundaries 

of a village. a large and stout 

mirror. b^bra boost) the fountain head of a 

government, adj. Foreign. 

S. cjvti Sira, s. A plough. bsdsfsdBalardma, 

with a plough for his weapon. 

C. siranige, s. A coarse wooden 

comb for clearing the head of lice and nits. 

C. rJ(®do S'iru, s. A nit. v. n. To'hiss. 2. to 

become angry. 

A. C. cJi°doo8o^o sirumbalu, v. a. To 

scatter, spill, sprinkle. 

T. B. cJ(°t3 sire, [tytf] s. A female’s cloth 

or garment, tytJ a silk cloth. 

b^d one partly silk and partly cotton. 

b^S a striped one. b^J one with 

square patterns. *so?£p tyd one with 

a gold border. X3cii$ b^t3 one with a 

checked border. 

A. C. sirpani, s. Light spray or 

fine drops of water thrown on one. 

s. sirvana, s. Sewing, b^brsbo 

to sew, stitch. 

A. C. sivata, s. Kuin, destruction. 

2. an adversary. 

A. C. sivara, s. Light spray or 

small drops of water or rain sprinkled on 

one. b^sJOS) such to fall or beat on one. 

A. C. rJ^t)ojo sivarisu, v. a. To entice, 

allure, tempt. 2. to huff with passion, as a 

cow rushing at one; to hiss as flame. 

S. R)^oj sis a, s. Lead. 2. a particular kind 

of poetry; called also tyb bbj. 

A. C. ro^co^ sisaka, s. A coat of mail, a 

helmet. 

H. sisd, sise, s. A phial, 

bottle. 

C. sisonde-hannu, s. 

The country gooseberry or winter cherry, 

physalis angulata. 

C. silu, v. n. To split, crack, divide, 

come in two. v. a. To crack, split, s. A 

piece rent off from any thing; a shiver, sliver, 

splinter, b^Vbo, btyo 3.rebo to cause to crack 

or split, br^ torn, rent, split, b^o cra6 a 

bye-path. m®X b^tfo a road to turn off. 

S. roo su, A particle and prefix analagous to 

good, well, or the Greek eu, and implying 

reverence, worship, honour. 2. assent. 3. 

increase, prosperity. 4. excess, exceeding. 5. 

pain, distress. 6. pleasure, delight. 

T. B. 7000=3? sunka, [rbuj s. Custom, go¬ 

vernment duty on goods, toll. boo^iS riol^rt, 

boo=£b oqswJ a contract for government duties, 

boctfri borfcdorrati a chief collector of customs, 

boo^b a clerk of customs, boovb 

btf, boo^b float)# an earthen vessel into which 

customs are put. boo=ra efl to take-custom. 

tJootF3> =#osbo, Sjovs ibo to pay customs. boo# 

b sovbre an account drawn up of customs due 

from some one. boo^s Obo to let pass free 

of duty, boo#b boo#b #K, a custom 

house., b»#b the settlement of cus¬ 

toms. boo##^ eU^cSobo to prevent passing 

till the customs or tolls are paid, boo#bb 

a custom house officer. boo#bbboao&fl boso 

rkssostywill the custom house officer hear of 

any excuse ? boo#b a kind of ex¬ 

cise officer, a spy on persons passing with 

goods. rtv>x boo# outstation customs. ov.Oo 

boo# town customs. rasiboo# transit duties. 

C. 7joo=5=u ci £> sunkdsari, s. The tiger 

bean. 

G-. sunku, [bos^#o] s. Contagion, in¬ 

fection. adj. Infectious. boo#o boo 

^o an infectious air. boo#o an infecti¬ 

ous disease. 

A. C. Tooo^o sunku, [boa#o^] v. n. To shrink 

or shrivel up. s, A wrinkle, fold, indenta¬ 

tion. 
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C. Too o £>7> o 3o sunkuldmba, s. The 

goddess presiding over epidemic diseases. 

A. C. roookS^ suntage, s. The head or 

neck. 

t. b. cooo£3d v^3®1^ suntara-ghdli, s. A 

whirlwind. 

T. B. coook3 sunti, |*o®] s. Dry ginger. 

A. C. roookS^, 7iiokZf\ suntike, suntige, 

s. A kind of grass. 2. the head or neck. 

C. coood, ToooS,© sunda, sund-ili, s. A 

musk rat. 

T. B. cooOsunddla, s. An 

elephant. 

T. B. coooS&o, cdoorfeio sundilu, sun- 

dalu, [*on»] s. An elephant’s proboscis. 

7bo&v fjjzrt Ganesha, with the face of an ele¬ 

phant. 

C. cojodo, sundu, sundi- 

hogu, v. n. To evaporate, boil away. 

v, a. To make evaporate, reduce in boil¬ 

ing. 

C. coooZ§^DO$3 sunde-kdi, s. A vegeta¬ 

ble resembling the brinjal, but of a more 

bitter flavour. 

T. B. cooop© sunna, See *>%. 

S. rooarfd sundara, adj. Comely, beauti¬ 

ful, handsome. ifooricraoh, a handsome 

woman. 

A. C. r&orfo sundu, v. n. To embrace sex¬ 

ually, to sleep or lie with. shocks!*, *o*£ 

* coition, sexual embrace. 

H. cooo^S sunnati, s. Circumcision. 2. 

the tradition of Mahomet. s*342* to 

circumcise. 

T. b. sumbha, adj. Dull, 

stupid. 

S. rooodod summand, s. A pure or excel¬ 

lent mind. 

c. cdoodo;3, rooodoT? summane, sum- 

mage, adv. Quietly, silently, peaceably; 

without emotion of any kind. 2. at leisure, 

in idleness, without employment. 3. without 

cause, reason, or meaning. 4. only. 5. gra¬ 

tis, gratuitously. 6. for pastime. 7. with¬ 

out success. 8. constantly. to 

be quiet; silent; unemployed; at leisure. 

=As* to give for nothing or gratis. 

skosSj^ rgtfi to say for fun, to tell in joke. 

2. to lie. 3. to speak without fear, to tell in 

confidence. w* to come without 

any particular business. 2. to return with¬ 

out success. 4. to be perpetually coming. 

5. to be got gratis. 'terto to cry out 

without cause. go away peace¬ 

ably or quietly; go away and do not trouble 

me (said to an importunate beggar, &c.) 2. 

do you only go (said to a person who is doubt¬ 

ful whether the errand on which he is going 

will be successful.) 

I have returned unsuccessful. 

tfwsa ^ why do you sit doing nothing. sq* 

cW wo* I got this for nothing. « 

zSoisii I gave more for 

that village than I got. 

c. cooo-dja)^ summana, s. Bliss, joy, hap¬ 

piness. 2. mettle, high spirit, friskiness. 

C. cooodob summu, v. n. To be quiet, si¬ 

lent, still. 

T. B. cxb1^ su/id, [*a>] s. Happiness, adj. 

Happy. 2. [**] a parrot. 

S. cook'd sukara, adj. Easy, practicable, 

attainable. 2. auspicious, fortunate. 

S. KSuTtala, s. A man liberal in giv¬ 

ing and using. 

c. suhdligaru, s. A class re¬ 

sembling gypsies. They are the principal 

inland carriers of the country, and speak a 

language of their own. Their principal arti¬ 

cles of traffic are bamboos and other wood, 

grain, and salt. 

T. B. 700’S" suki, [*£>] s. A happy man. 

adj. Happy, pleasant. 

s. coo^odrsd sulcumdra, adj. Comely, 

young, youthful. 2. soft, smooth, tender. 

***5.8 3^ a delicate body. 

S. roorr;^^ sukritd, s. Fortune, auspicious¬ 

ness. 2. virtue, moral merit. 3. kindness, 

friendly aid or assistance, adj. Virtuous, 

pious. fortunate, well fated. 2. vir¬ 

tuous, pious, good. s. A pious or fortunate 

man. 

C. cooS^ sukki, s. Flatness, insipidness, 

vapidness. 2. the brownness of a wound 

nearly healed. 
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C. sukku, v. n. To shrink, drjr, shri¬ 

vel up. 2. to he wrinkled. ^*4 £0^4 Sjs^j 

to make wrinkled, s. A wrinkle, fold, inden¬ 

tation. 2. [3^4] arrogance, insolence. 

S. 000SO Silkha, s. Delight, happiness, joy, 

pleasure, enjoyment. 2. health, welfare, 

safety, adj. Happy, joyful, delighted. 2. 

healthy. Sosoa-sh happily, safely. Jbsojrahfij, 

sbso&o&Po to be happy. 2. to be well. sbso 

tears of joy. *bso to state 

one’s circumstances. ara?j a person on a 

visit to a strange place. *>so a prosper¬ 

ous or happy person. an easy and 

safe accouchement. ^so (pleasure-pains) 

the venereal disease. 3oso A/s^o, Ajo £&>, ib 

to feel pleasure; to be happy, Jba> 

sexual pleasure. *M«?S Soso the pleasure of 

appetite. Soso the pleasure of sleep. 

Sctj Soso the pleasure of science. Soso^tf, Soso 

Sjrf, SosoS, Soso-sSzS conferring or affording 

pleasure. sb* a happy man. adj. Happy, 

pleasant, possessing happiness or pleasure. 

Sos*j3:;S j3t>a a person living happily. Soso 

~°5 indisposition from sexual embrace af¬ 

ter bathing, skso 33 patrole of honour, plea- 

surable captivity. 

S. coOAOZp sugandha, adj. Fragrant, per¬ 

fumed, scented. SoSorf tfrtrrtsbspices in the 

aggregate. *b«°3 scented oil. ca 

wS iSos^) a fragrant flower so called. S0S0S 

3^ a medicinal root of that name. 

S. 00O AO(^> sugandhi) s. Perfume, fragrance. 

2. a fragrant grass, adj. Fragrant, sweet¬ 

smelling. 2. virtuous, pious. 

S. coo7\S su-gati, s. A good or happy con¬ 

dition. 

S. cooai>3o su-gama, adj. Accessible, good, 

as a road. 2. easy, practicable. 

s. ol>A5o^ sugahana, adj. Thick, close, 

. impervious. 

C. coo?\ sngi, r. To fear, he timid, cow¬ 

ardly. 

S. oJOAOp© SU-guna, s. An amiable dispo¬ 

sition, morality. 

C. suggald-devi, s. A god¬ 

dess. 

c. suggi, s. Spring. 2. plenty. 3. 

harvest. *b*^ harvest time; a season 

of plenty, a ceremony of offering 

to the village goddess the first fruits before 

any new corn is eaten or sold. tWoJj 

Cupid, the friend of spring. sirtri Jbft a flush 

of money. o-mUrf Jb^ a plentiful or pleasant 

meal. 

S. Tosugriva, s. The son of the sun, 

sovereign of and confederate of Rama, 

a monkey sovereign. 

s. su-charita, su- 

charitra, s. An excellent history, good or 

virtuous conduct. a virtuous 

woman. 

S. cjoSy^ su-jana, s. A virtuous, good, or 

respectable man. 

C. rooe3 suit, adj. Clever, able, powerful. 

wadi he is very clever. 

C. suttu, past part, of 

C. oJO& sudi, v. n. To wander, roam, pass. 

s. An eddy. sb& s?®'? a whirlwind. 2. a 

light wind. 

C. rootio sudu, v. n. To burn. 2. to be 

burning hot. v. a. To burn. 2. to toast, 

roast. 3. to fire off a gun, cannon, &c. sba 

So to cause to be burnt; to cause to be fired 

off, as a gun. Sj&i to eat any thing 

hot. sbUj ^^3 afire-brand. jJj 

toj 55a vb rfwa tfUjtb they have burnt it to a 

cinder, they have spoiled it. essiv’o -SjsSc* 

^ Sorb *$&odo she greatly 

oppresses her daughter-in-law. 5^ */s^3 ib 

sasrrsc&ieij your face seems black. wjs 

& burnt ashes. * roast meat. 

to burn up. *bt^ sJrsa sS&to 

burn to the ground. it is 

consumed, sbkit ;t is burnt 

to ashes, 3o^oofoo3o^c3o so,®33 

though the village be burnt Hanumanta is 

outside, (prov. used of one who cares not 

who suffers if he do not). sbab S^rb hot water. 

you may perish. JbPosiPo the 

act of consuming,' burning, or perishing. 

C. (\>0^07VStk, coOTi>7\-5rk^Jt)Do SU(lu- 

gadu, sudu-gddu-bhumi, s. A cemetery, 

a place where the bodies of the dead are 

burned. xbzbrrezb sfejp a disagreeable em¬ 

ployment. 2. bad conduct. sb^orrazb sire* 

a melancholy or disagreeable communication. 
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an inauspicious word. A ArnsA b# a sexton, 

one who farms a cemetery from government. 

So terras a female sexton. 

T. B. ’FoJiP'3 sunna, rubsrsFj g. Lime, chu- 

nam. tonti lime-stone. Ar^rS lime 

powder, tond, AaA a lime-kiln. A^ri 5^ 

* lime water. A<^ri rratf lime mortar. A 

t®c£o a small metallic box for carrying 

lime in, to eat with betel leaf. A^sfsriri 

the basement of a pillar. Af^ raw 

lime. AW, A<^ burnt lime. A)S.?f A*^ pearl 

shell lime. tosozi A<? conch shell lime. 

^ ton, oyster or cockle shell lime. 

stone lime. *«, a trough for beating 

lime with sand in. 

S. coOJ^ out Cl) s. A son. A^ a daughter. 

G. [Ari] adj. Even; also. 2. 

[AsfJ since. 

S. 7^<V sutala, s. The third of the lower 

regions. 

C. KksB&3o3o&oa» sutdti-yelubu, s. 
The clavicle or collar bone. 

T. B. ?&>3 suti) [AS]s. Praise. 2. [*>«] 

hearing. 

C. O, roos^ €T, rose£ <ZJo, ojO^o , 

sutta, suttam, suttal, 

suttalu, suttu, sutta-muttahi, post¬ 

position, About, round about, surrounding. 

A£ Ao^ens =5=seireF AreA to look about 

one’s self and do a thing considerately, with 

circumspection. A^Aa^ejjiA the surround¬ 

ing inhabitants, the people who are round 

about. A^Aaijj, the surrounding or 

neighbouring houses. 

C. coo^ sutta, adv. Since. A^. from 

that time. 

T. B. rooB sutti, s. A pearl oyster. 

C. ~R, coo^ suttige, sutti, s. A 

hammer. t>oA A^rt a hammer with 

one face. AS rt a hammer with two 

faces. ^ A AS rt a round faced hammer. «* 

Wj, AS rt a hammer with a face and a claw. 

3 AS A a small delicate hammer made of 

bell metal, for jewellers’ work. ^ ^03oU) 

AS A alight hammer made of buffalo’s horn. 

AS^cAg^ w&cAo to hammer. 7k® rt<; ^Wo, the 

mark or impression made by a hammer. A 

s Sfcg,* the mark made by a hammer to 

be worn out. <bA%l e l>e5toS^ that 

ear ornament is still new, (the mark of the 

hammer is not yet worn off.) 

C. ci)^ suttu, adj. Remote, circuitous, far 

about, round about. « mQ that 

road is very circuitous, s. Circumference. 2. 

circuit. 3. a coil ring worn on the second 

toe, by women, adv. Around, on all sides. 

2. round about; out of the direct way. v. a. 

To wind, roll, or wrap up. 2. to surround. 

3. to wander, gad, roam, travel. 4. to go 

round, circumambulate. AS, to sur¬ 

round, environ. 2. to roll or wrap up. AS 

=&»oA zoosto wind up or on and go. 2. to 

go round about, AS, =#d®oA wtfo to make a 

tour of, traverse, make a circuit of. 2. to 

roll up or round and come. 3. to prepare to 

fight, wrfv’o AS *jsod<sb she 

prepared to fight with me. Asrio to put 

a turban round the head. AS, to fall 

out of the direct route. 2. to sink down, 

coiled up, as one in pain. AS =#jaodj 

to reel and fall. AS, i3 A to wind up, as thread. 

AS, ^e5 AS iSA&A to wrap up in con¬ 

tempt or anger and throw away, as a despised 

garment, &c. AA,3t5 my head turns 

round, I am dizzy. Tbs A»tA>to go round and 

look. AS, AS to wind up in different 

balls, as thread, &c. AS,A, AA, to set 

round, as pearls, &c. AA, As A, to surround, 

encompass, adv. Around, on all sides. A A, 

A® ^3 a wall all round. « eras A bA>, A 

i t5 how many times does that fortification 

go round the town ? ** 3v?ceb a coil of 

betel nut, leaf, &c., prepared to put in the 

mouth. AS,AsoA oi^sos SrtcAoss, 

A he takes a pagoda for one very small pill, 

(a pill made by one turn of the hand on a 

slab.) Ass eJ% circumambulating. *s 

A;5rt AS AS rJ^ssscracAA I am tired of 

going backwards and forwards to his house. 

SKA AS ** sootf how many times have 

you been round the temple ? AAft* As* w 

&& As» tAA I have had a fine circuit to-day. 

AtAa , AtiAs^,rf any screw to fasten jewel¬ 

lery, &c. AA vnejooriti a coiled silver toe ring. 

G. 5A suttulu, See A3to. 

S. ?&>®TO/o$3 sutruma, s. Indra, the pre¬ 

server. 
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C. roorf, <\)J35e> suda, Suda, adv. Also. 2. 

even, tjozb xboa iszsp =#£© grttb =#js>^e^ 

I did not take even a cash of him. essifb sb 

^ w,3®& he also is not yet come. 

S. c\p£)8 SU-dati, s. A female with hand¬ 

some teeth. 

S. sudarshana, s. The discus 

of Vishnu, adj. Handsome, well looking. 

T. B. c\i0c3"3 sudd, [xiopiij s. Ambrosia. 2. 

C. sudarike, s. Appeasing, com- 

forting, calming. 2. forbearance, putting up 

with. 3. pardon, forgiveness. 4. shifting 

with, managing, making, doing with difficul¬ 

ty, getting through with somehow or another. 

, sbcsO^oiradWi) he is just 

now a little calmed, sbcserb, 

t =Ae^o to appease, calm. 2. to comfort, 

compose, recruit, refresh. 3. to forgive. 4. 

to shift or manage with. 5. to get through 

a difficulty somehow or other. 6. to support, 

maintain. sl^rb to wait for 

another who is slow in paces, when travelling. 

2. to support a person. 8orf 

TbcaSb ^jsozgj as he 

is poor you must somehow or other support 

him. ^5o®ajJ3 sba&cit5 es 

*nse?j wabzb if you help a little that 

work may be got through. 'urfdg *bna 

ep make shift with this now. ;b 

to appease anger, to for¬ 

give a fault, jbcjsBjb to mitigate or 

alleviate sorrow, to comfort, console. 

JjSiosS sbnaeib to recover from the fatigue of 

walking. 

S. sudurlabha, adj. Difficult 

to be attained, unattainable, impracticable, 

s. sudushchara, adj. yery ar¬ 

duous or painful, difficult to be performed or 

attained. 

S. pjjrforod sudustara, adj. Impassable, 

difficult to be crossed. 

5. sudridha, adj. Very hard or 
firm. 

C. suddi, s. Hews, intelligence, infor¬ 

mation. t. b. Pure, clean, holy. 

white earth or clay. 

6. sudhanwa, s. An archer, bow¬ 

man. 2. a proper name. 
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S. o*b<^'j§oS' sudharme, s. A council or as¬ 

sembly of the gods. 

T. B. sudhd, adv. Of itself, of 

one’s self. 2. See 3o$. 3. a particle serving 

to give emphasis, essisrt st&a wo a he has 

verily no sense, essisfc TbCTsssh he 

cannot do it of himself. 

s. ojo sudhdmanu, s. A chief 

friend of Krishna’s. 3cSBs^ his history. 

2. the name of others; also of a mountain. 

S. c\Q(^ sudhi, s. A learned man or teacher. 

S. sudhi-mannuj s. A sort of 

white clay. 

S. rooZp sudhe, s. Nectar, the beverage of 

immortality and sustenance of the gods, the 

nectar or honey of flowers. 2. plaster, mor¬ 

tar. 3. the milk-hedge plant, ^onwci, Agso 

So, the moon, the supposed reposi¬ 

tory of the beverage of the gods. sbsrasfccdb a 

palace, mansion, a white plastered building, 

tfoga a white-washed or plastered house. 

tjat5 a stream of nectar. 

T. b. sunaka, s. A dog. 

a dog’s trick. sAnd, the impress 

of a dog, worn by the followers of Bheirava, 

who rides on a dog. 

c. coo^odXsDco sundydsa, adj. Easy, 

without difficulty, jire:b to do 

easily. 

H. sunui, s. A kind of fife or flute. 

H. coo^cOepjo sunayisu, V. a. To plait 

clothes. 

H. rood's sundvani, s. Listening to, 

hearing; acquaintance with, sbsfcsSricfc&rtsto 

become familiar with. sbfrasitS sksz& to cause 

a superior to hear. 

S. sunasira, s. Indra, leader of 

the celestial host. 

S. sunishchita, adj. True, cor¬ 

rect, right, ascertained. 

S. sunittl, adj. Just. 2. virtuous, 

moral, a just balance. 

S. ojOojZJ) su-patha, s. A good road- 2. 

virtuous conduct. 

s. ooo-rfresr suparna, s. Garuda, vehicle of 

Vishnu. 

fN-baooj£~ sup 0, TV (l, s. A god or deity. 



S. Slip t a, adj. Sleeping, asleep. dak 

sleep. 

S. suppattige, s. A mattrass. 

2. a kind of flower. 

S. SUpratibhe, s. Spirituous liquor. 

8. 7oolo/lS®3^ supratishthe, s. A form of 

metre, a stanza of four lines, consisting of 

five syllables each. 2. consecration by bring¬ 

ing life or the deity into an idol 

to consecrate or bring life into an idol. 2. to 

sit down. 

S. cfoty&^r supratiha, s. The elephant 

of the north-east quarter, adj. Handsome, 

well made. 

S. roOtij&'a'Sj supraldpa, s. Elegant dis¬ 

course, speaking well, eloquence. 

s. su-prasanna, s. Kubera. 

adj. Well pleased, favourable. 

S. roo£j/7d"5rf suprasdda, s. Shiva, the 

munificent one. 

S. su-phala, adj. Bearing good fruit, 

(literally or figuratively.) 

H. ojoK), cooSiD subs, sub a, s. A province 

or district. %zsi>5, do«3^cad the superintend¬ 

ent of a district. d«3his office. 

T. b. c3o^osod> subba, subba- 

raya, s. The sovereign serpent. dn^oacda 

Sj®1 a feast in honour of him on the 

sixth day of the ninth lunar month. doiar^, 

Sjw cdoj, daw oacdo proper names. daw^ a 

woman’s name. daw crecdad sio:^ the mark of 

a serpent left on one who has failed in his 

vow to the sovereign serpent. 

C. subbalu, s. A small bit of stick, 

reed, dry grass, twigs, &c. used to kindle a 

fire with. 2. dandruff. 3. a moth or insect 

injuring cloth, daw to become moth- 

eaten. 

c. subba-kdge, s. A raven. 

S. cooa)/3o£ps^ subrahmanya, s. Kar- 

tikeya, the special guardian of brahmans. 2. 

a place of pilgrimage in Coorg. 

S. subhaga, adj. Grateful to the 

sight, pleasing to the eye. 2. beloved, liked. 

3. auspicious. 

S. ck£<3| subhadre, s. The sister of Krish¬ 

na, and wife of Arjuna. 

S. su-bhdshita, adj. Spoken 

well or eloquently. 

S. cnjoS^)^ subhiksha, s. Plenty, abundance. 

S. su-bhdga, s. Superior enjoy¬ 

ment. 

S. sumanassu, s. A deity. 2. 

a virtuous, good man. 3. a flower, dodada*’; 

dw the pollen of flowers. 

S. roo^jOOA0 su-mangali, S. A married 

woman. dadaor!©^, dsdaoriwj, dadaaorteaj the 

wedded state, as applied to females. 

dadoed© a woman of long married life, dadao 

rifi^ dj^c-SFd a prayer to be preserved from 

widowhood. 

s. Too^ooa^/ su-rnangala, adj. Very 

auspicious. 

S. coo^oS su-mati, s. Friendship, kind¬ 

ness. 2. intelligence. 

S. cdodoZjkTj su-madhura, adj. Very sweet 

or delicious. 

s. cooS&^rodf su-mana, su¬ 

manassu, s. A god. dadaddjtia the gods 

or demi-gods. 

s. 7oo^o;Sj3!°3oTj su-mandhara, adj. Ve¬ 

ry charming or agreeable. 

c. ojo'rfJa) sumana, summd- 

ma, s. Joy, happiness. 2. finery, elegance. 

3. capriciousness, high spirit, friskiness, adj. 

Beauish, foppish, dressy, gay. 2. whimish, 

capricious, wanton, 3. happy, joyful, de¬ 

lighted. dad-radnsd, dad-saddd a fop. 2. a 

pleasant or happy man. dadjadrrear a co. 

quette. 

H. sumaru, s. Conjecture, guess, 

estimate, adv. About, adj. Middling, mo¬ 

derate. dadsatia iSe% =#asda let me have 

it at a moderate price, sadt »dd 

tjorb dodasad wdadd his writing is now tole¬ 

rable. dad»da djado ddssa tn&^da there 

may be about a hundred pagodas, da das da 

&®tda to form an estimate. dadaada to 

guess. w&^oda dadjauaaz? that is now 

become tolerable, dadreaaria, dodjaOrt wda to 

become tolerable. 2. to become better, to 

be in the mending way. 

S. su-meru, s. The north pole. 

2. the sacred mountain Meru, the northern 

mountain, adj. Best, excellent. 
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A. C. oi>c5o, 0J3suy, suyyu, v. n. To 

breathe deeply from sorrow or exhaustion, 

to sigh. Tbab^ttoSa sighing, a sigh. *5sb da 

he sighed fervently. doc£u«Jejdo, dic&jV 

^ the breath expired in sighs. ThcOosJejdj 

•*** to pour forth sighs. SjsSoS riocQo the 

sigh fetched. Sosjbsi Soc& a t,0(jy 

perspiring with the sighs poured forth. 

S. KboSjSi®^ suyodhana, s. Duryo- 

dhana, the chief of the Kuru family and con¬ 

federates. 

C. ciooS^i suyyenu, V. n. To make a 

noise, as when working hard, to grunt or 

sigh. Socket!) =#oso&ot 3 he sighed. 

S. rood sura, s. A god or deity, an immor¬ 

tal. adj. Of or belonging to the gods. Sod 

(the elder god) Bramha. SoonO a 

sprite, goblin, or giant, an enemy of the 

gods. Soc^oSj, SodS, SodSSJudra, sovereign 

of the demi-gods. S)d ?i9 Mahameru. Sod 

?!a, Sod a^r=# the Ganges of heaven. Sid d 

the tree of paradise. Sod da Indra’s white 

elephant. Sod dodo Brihaspati. Sod ^0, Sid 

the capital of Indra. Sod stfcdo, Sod el®*. 

* beaven. Sod S)d SjoSO a heavenly 

courtezan. Narada. 

S. TkdoX suranya, s. A trench, mine, a 

hole for blasting, a tunnel. 2. a rat’s hole, 

a hole made in a wall for felonious purposes. 

Sodorr® ejs s;do, Sodon® sbado, dodo a® esdodbo to 

dig a mine, make a trench. 

C. A0d¥ sural, s. Gulping, sipping. Sod 

^odo doe to sip or gulp, as food in the form 

of a fluid. 

C. rid# suralri, s. A slip-noose. S0ti«- So® 

^ to make a slip-noose. 

t.b. s_ A sword} 

knife. 

C. Kfed* s. A variety of very fra¬ 

grant jasmine. 

C. KbdAJ suragu, See Sodorto. 

C. rood S3 surati, See SodoB 

C. roodfc&D suratu. See SotioUo. 

C. rood pa surane, s. A coil of rope, &c. So 

• dpi ^ do® iSo to coil. 

T. B. ooodpS surane, ftdiq s. Remem¬ 

brance, thinking of. 

C. rood^ Surat a, s. Sexual embrace. Sidsl 

SjS murmur vel blanditiae in coeundo. 

C. rood©T>^ suratdla, adj. Smart, active, 

clever. 

S. rdodzjiapl surathdni, s. A sharp knife. 

S. rood^) surabhi, s. The cow of paradise. 

2. a perfume or fragrant substance. 

C. roodoDo surai, See Sod?i. 

S. roodro su-rasa, adj. Sweet. 2. well 

flavoured, sapid, juicy, s. The holy basil, 

ocimum sanctum. 

c. roodcoodjS sura-surane, s. The noise 

made in drinking liquids. 

c. ridsoua;^ sura-honne, s. Boswellia 

tJmrifera. 

C. rood^, rood^1 surali, surale, [Sodbv] 

s. A coil or roll of any thing. SoaSS Sodtf 

many words. 

G. rood^3 suralita, adj. Easy. Sodvd =# 

yS easy work. 

S. roodg^roo su-ralshisu, v. a. To pre¬ 

serve, take care of. Sod^d adj. Happy, well, 

comfortable. Sod^ds®h in good health, 

comfort or safety. 

G. rooTTe^vd surdkdra, s. Saltpetre. 

S. rdodd&( surdja, s. A divinity. 

S. rood's"^"3^ surd-puna, s. Wine or 

spirit drinking. 

T. B. roodScOo surai. See Sod?\ 2. the 

cypress. 3. an ornament on a pillar. 

C. rood SUri, v. n. To drink with a sipping 

noise. 2. to flow down, run out, or run 

over, as corn from a sack or measure, &c. 3. 

to ooze, leak, or run through. 4. to fall, as 

rain, to shower. 6. to pour forth a shower 

of arrows, &c. 6. to run, as milk from a 

full breast, v. a. To pour out, as water. 2. 

to shoot out, as com from a sack, &c. 3. to 

milk. *3ddj ^oS perspiration to flow down. 

*0 purulent matter to discharge. ^ 

Sj6 rain to fall. doed<j? to pour out and 

measure. *0 djSdo to drink any 

thing with a sipping noise. 2. to pour, as 

water, upon one’s self. sfced watfo the corn 

which is shot out. 5&Sd $^d) the water which 

was poured down. datf the rain which 

fell, sbOsh to cause to rain, pour out, run 
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down, leak, &c. worf aaSt * 

e #-jsqSA he has taken (poured) to himself 

all the paddy which came. vspj nsO 

Sorb ^dso^o he went spilling it all 

along the road. See *<?. 

C. oooS'h surigi, See 

C. roodASoA^Xo surigi-hogu, See *cortj. 

T. B. 7\joS7\ surige, [<&>&=#] #, A sword. 2. 

a knife. 

G. roodo sum, $. Cypress, 

H. roodo, oj(odo suru, shuru, s. Com¬ 

mencement, beginning. 

A. C. Xbdjo&b suruntu, See 

G. roodo-S-, roodoXo suruki, suruku, s. 

A bow in a string. 2. a slip-noose. 

T. B. ojo'do'A surugi, See &ert. 

C. coodoAo, coodo'ASojs^AO surugu, 

surugi-hogu, v. n. To shrink or shrivel up. 

2. to become warped. 3. to sink down ex¬ 

hausted. he dropped down, (ex¬ 

hausted or in pain). 

C. roodo7\o surugu, s. Broken twigs, dried 

leaves. olJrhrio the dried or shrivelled 

up leaves of the sugar-cane, ~ocOr>o the 

dried plantain leaf. Xotijrb rb&Jb to sweep 

up dried twigs, leaves, &c. ^ocSorto Ttoab 

the first house built in a place. 

S. coodo^ suruti, s. A tune so called, c. 

A coil or roll of any kind. adj. Coiled. See 

Jbtb'sb. 

c. coo-doki) surutu, v.n. To shrink or 

shrivel up. 2. to coil or roll up. 3. to be¬ 

come warped, s. A cheroot. sfnbM) a 

mat to coil up, from heat, &c. sbtfaB 

to become warped or coiled up. 

^ to uncoil, to put any thing warped 

straight. 

H. coo dodo suruma, s. A collyrium for the 

eyes. 

C. Ni?)N^$°iijdT^)\suri-surike-soppu, 

s. A vegetable so called. 

C. coodoroodo, cjodocoodo^) suru-suru, 

suru-surupu, s. Energy, fervency, vehe¬ 

mence. adj. Vehement, energetic. 2. tough. 

Sorio tijiSostahdj to be tough. 2. to be vehe¬ 

ment, energetic, forcible. 

A. C. Kjodo^/ surula, s. A timid man, 

coward. 

C. Toodo^o surulu, s. A coil or roll of any 

thing, adj. Coiled, v. n. To shrivel, as dried 

leaves, &c. 2. to coil or turn up. 3. to 

warp. 4. to turn round or back, to return. 

5. to be timid, cowardly, v. a. To coil up, 

&c. he turned round. 2. he became 

afraid. the act of rolling up a 

coil, &c. sb&tfo a roll of paper. *■»«?* 

a coil of cadjan. wS\ siotbv’o a 

roll of plantain leaf. a coiled 

cake. a whirlwind. Tjodov'o Sse1 a 

to make a coil, Tbtbvsrio to become coiled. 

S. dodjsd su-rupa, s. A beautiful form. 

adj. Handsome, well shaped. 

c. coed sure, v. a. To milk, as cows. 2. to 

rain, as the clouds, v. n. To flow, ooze, run 

over, &c. mucus to run from the 

nose. jbtfc&osra 3 he is milking. 

S. rood sure, s. Spirituous liquor. sbOTSfaji 

drinking ardent spirits. a vessel to 

hold spirituous liquor, sbos a distiller. 

A. C. cdoB) surri, p&v] s. A whirlpool. 2. 

a young tender shoot. 3. faithlessness, decep¬ 

tion in work. adj. Condescending, affable, 

accessible. 

S. cjo&cjS sulabha, adj. Easy, feasible, at¬ 

tainable, of easy acquisition or attainment, 

not difficult to be obtained or effected. 2. 

easy of access, condescending, not austere or 

distant. 3. cheap, of reasonable or moderate 

price. 4. light, not heavy. « tfe? ra 

the price of that female cloth is mo¬ 

derate. sh«he is very free or 

accessible. <$au%$ he is accessible to 

every one. 53 tasca that vessel is 

very light. 

s. cooe;®^, su-lalita, su-lalita, 

[v®*l adj. Charming, lovely. 

S. su-lakshana, adj. Respectable, 

handsome, comely. a Sea of ex¬ 

cellence. 

C. ojo2) suli, v. a. To peel, flay, skin, pare 

off, gall, excoriate. 2. to snatch away. 3. 

to pillage, plunder, rob. 4. to shell, as peas, 

beans, &c. 5. to blanch. 

to skin a plantain. peeled, galled, 
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excoriated. &©* to cause to flay, peel, shell, 

pillage, &c. the act of robbing, 

pillaging, plundering, or taking away by force. 

2. flaying, peeling, shelling, &c. #j3z&>, 

to give up to plunder, leave to be 

plundered where resistance is vain. 'Udji & 

siirsS 71j6lSj tfU, he has grazed his skin. 

fysjiorfd zJjfii3 I am his-confidant, 

(as a peeled plantain.) srask cisisar £o©?i 

I will have yon skinned. Jhta 

So©dj to pillage, plunder, rob, to carry 

off or away by force, tfgsb osOcdogua Soto 

=#jsocado robbers plundered (him) of every thing 

on the road. 

A. C. roO0si<yo suli-pallu, s. Clean, white, 
co 

or shining teeth. 

T. B. sulubha. See 

S. suldchana, s. Spectacles. 

t&otij yaoS SoeSoa^s? spectacles which are cool¬ 

ing to the eyes. Soacdor^o^ SosJoa^^S spec¬ 

tacles which are heating. 

pebble spectacles, 7i)&a%vS£ glass 

spectacles. sa 

■*■ to put on spectacles. 

S. coo "3 <3 su-vachana, s. Eloquence, 

speaking well; an excellent speech, a good 

word. 

S. coo^ocas' suvarna, s. Gold. adj. Of a 

fine colour, J&stea respectable name 

for a common earthen vessel. 

C. coo^a c-^ao^o suvarndduya, s.Land- 

rent in money. 

S. coo zi ^ suvar-loka, See under 

doa^. 

g. roosaoJsuvdsini, s. A married woman. 

S. ci>£r3^£A suvishesha, s. A pleasant com¬ 

munication, good tidings; the Gospel. 

$one who brings good tidings; an evan¬ 

gelist. 

S. cdo^ai suvela, s. The mountain. 

g. ojOcS^o!^ suvesha, ad#. Well dressed. 

S. su-vrata, adj. Virtuous, strict, 

rigidly observing any religious vow. 

C. ?ooD^coo»^^cooS3a^@suvvi-suvvi-suv- 

vale, comp. A chorus used by women in 

beating mortar, &c. 

S. rsu-shlla, adj. Well disposed, of 
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good temper or disposition. a virtuous 

wife, amiability, virtuousness. 

S. ciozijZj} sushama, adj. Beautiful, hand¬ 

some, pleasing. 

S. sushavi, s. A sort of gourd. 

8. ciot\xi sushira, s. A hole. 2. a wind in¬ 

strument. 

S. oooV\ob sushupti, s. Beep sleep, pro¬ 

found repose. 

S. sushumna, s. One of the vi¬ 

tal airs, that which ascends. 

S. (\biC\o sushthu, adj. Well, excellent. 2. 

much, very much. 

S. ojoToOTs su-sanga, s. Good company or 

society. 

S. cjOrdvd susdra, adj. Free, clear, unim¬ 

peded. riorf-sttoa?) Sa to walk right on or 

straight forward, zhsUtteraft 

to take away easily. 

T. B. <\taR) susi, [rbrf] s. Purity, adj. Pure. 

T. B. <\pRid susira. See sMJfl. 

A. C. rooRtoo susilu, s. Sexual embrace, coi¬ 

tion. 

S. ojO rjJ3 0y susutra, adj. Free, clear, 

straight forward, unobstructed, easy. 

d eaSy work. an easy 

word; a good word. good com¬ 

pany. JfcxSj»s^:T9?i to walk right on. 

H. rdorJ, cjoooO SUSti, SUStu, s. Leisure. 

2. delay. 3. sloth, laziness, indolence. 

to delay, loiter, to be 

' lazy. 2. to become exhausted or fatigued. 

S. rcoro sustha, adj. Well, healthy. 

health. 2. welfare, happiness. 

S. su-sthala, s. An excellent place. 

S. coorJ su-sthira, adj. Firm, steady, sta¬ 

ble. 9 

S. su-hita, adj. Fit, proper, suita¬ 

ble. 2. satiated, satisfied. 

s. TooSog), cooSo^^, roosd^rf su-hri, 

su-hrittu, su-hrida, s. A friend. 2. an 

ally. adj. Kind, good-hearted, 

obtaining a friend. 

C. ooo^ Sllli, s. An eddy, whirlpool, whirl¬ 

wind. 2. a coil, ring, roll. 3. an ominous 

curve on the person. 4. a tender shoot, germ, 



say 

or bud. Ss^^an eddy. a whirl¬ 

wind. ^ £§, the soft part on the crown of a 

young child’s head. the shoot which 

produces the bunch of plantains. jJos? an 

ominous curve on the back. a curve 

in the roots of the hair on the head of children, 

horses, &c., which, according to its position, 

is regarded as ominous or auspicious. ri 

a blear-eyed person. AAA natural 

ringlets. 

C. suit, v. n. To wander, ramble, roam. 

2. to frequent a place; to haunt, as a ghost. 

3. to whirl water, or any fluid. 4. to re¬ 

form, return to right conduct, find a road or 

way. 5. to appear at a glance, for a moment, 

at a distance, or indistinctly, sbvns&jsS *JjrS 

a prowling wolf, shaod. you 

must not come within the glance of my eye. 

I cannot pass that 

way. 5to3sto$rt 3S>ffnv& to gossip from house 

to house. Asotf to pass before, 

or within sight. 

C. sulivu, s. An adumbration, a faint 

view or glimpse of, a blush of a thing or 

person. 2. the act of whirling round any 

fluid. 3. sighing with grief, uoti 

3vofc©§j we have not yet had a glimpse 

of his appearance. 

A. C. sulisu, v. cans. To cause to 

set out, to make start. 

C. suluku, s. Cramp, spasm, sprain. 

Tbtfftfo, rioV’j-J- ^)(N9 So Si, AAWdA tO 

become cramped, sprained. AoSjA 

to charm away a cramp or sprain. 

C. suluvu, sulu, 

suluku, s. Scheme, contrivance, device, 

means. 2. a small crack in stone, &c. 3. a 

hint, slight notice of. 4. a glimpse or blush 

of. 5. the right mode of going about a 

thing, t. b. light, easy. <&«& 

Tbtfozi) Svcdirfri he ^as no contrivance, or, in¬ 

genuity. &w<AA iie does not 

know how to go about a thing. ■*» 

to take the hint. to give a 

hint. ^<5 this stone is crack¬ 

ed. the corn was got 

cheaply. ^r? zSsSZ AA^j 

corn may be bought very reasonably now. 

AAZAp, cztiA they sowed the seed 

at a good season. 9^ JtateS ^ I have some 

knowledge of you, I have a faint recollection 

of you. ersJfi ZoA^j we have had 

no glimpse of him since. 

C. TooZfj Sltllu, s. A lie. falsehood, fiction. 
" 

adj. False, untrue, fictitious. ^ a 

fable, fiction, fabrication. ^a false¬ 

hood. aStffo, Av^A to lie, tell a false¬ 

hood. a liar. 

falsehood, lying, rtjfj an inter¬ 

meddler. vain or empty boast; 

to brag falsely. ^4 a boaster; a liar. 

zSkA to raise false hopes. 

s. ojjatrd sulcara, s. A hog, pig. 

a village hog. 

S. sukta, s. A good word. 2. a 

hymn of the vedas. 

S. 7oj«)8^?r suchaka, s. A spy, informer. 

S. cJJe)£^(3 suchane, s. A hint, intimation, 

gesture, gesticulation. 2. a summary, con- 

tents of a book or chapter. conveying 

meaning or intimation by signs or gestures. 

AsA, stoSo to hint by signs or ges¬ 

tures, intimate. AaS# hinted. 

to tell briefly, give a general idea or 

outline of a thing, ~^c5 the contents 

at the head of a chapter. Aa&$ an aus¬ 

picious hint. 

S. cojSSo- suchi, s. A needle. a 

hell for undutiful children. IjsS^tsoi! a load- 

. stone. 

s. ccqasl-s1 ‘DS'Sodjo suchikd-vdyu, s. A 

wasting disease after child-birth. 

T. B. coq*)3§ suji, [*U«§] s. A needle. 

a magnet or loadstone. ~'yss3 

^jsuo, As?£\ sja^o the eye of a needle, 

ojszS a packing needle. 

C. pjja3§jsefe sujottu, |?i*es and W&3 s. 

A thimble. 

C. o\Ue>&3 suti, s. An aim. 2. an expedient. 

C. ojJ3(3o sudu, s. A sheaf. 2. a bundle. 

3. a faggot. 4. an impression, mark. 5. 

enmity. to bind sheaves. 

xjsA a sheaf of paddy. ojsA a 

faggot of firewood. AsA a bundle of 

vegetables. As A a bottle of straw. 

A. C. coJ3?io sudu, v. a. To dress or deco¬ 

rate the head with flowers. 
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S. cojeilf Slita, s. A pupil of Vyasa’s so cal¬ 

led. 2. a man of a mixed race. 3. a chari¬ 

oteer. 4. mercury or quicksilver. 5. a bard, 

herald of titles. 6. a boatman. 

S. coJSsi?? sutalca, s. Mercury or quicksil¬ 

ver. 2. imaginary impurity from child-birth, 

miscarriage, or death of a relation. bos 

^ the pollution of a house from this cause. 

pollution from parturition. 

tositf pollution from the death of a relative. 

C. coq?>3 suti, s. A device, scheme. 2. cle¬ 

verness. TjosISccJss?'! 3o to do cleverly. 

S. cojsB suti, S. Parturition,delivery,birth. 

2. offspring, progeny. 

S. sutike, s. Parturition, accouche¬ 

ment, lying in. ***=*•» a lying-in cham¬ 

ber. Tjjs&wz *53*1 a wasting 

disease after accouchement, attended with 

disordered bowels. 

S. cojas^) Sidra, s. A rule, a precept in 

morals or science; a short, obscure, and 

technical sentence, enjoining some observance 

in law or religion, or intimating some rule in 

gr ammar, logic, &c. In each case it is the 

fundamental and primitive part of Hindu 

learning, and is the form in which the works 

of the early and supposed inspired writers 

appear; the ingenuity and labour of subse¬ 

quent authors having expanded and explain¬ 

ed the original bos*,rt<& in various commen¬ 

taries and glosses. 2. a thread in general. 

3. an expedient, contrivance. 4. an opinion 

or decree, in law. 5. an axiom, in science. 

6. the spring, wire, or thread by which a 

puppet is moved. 7. the art, trick, mystery, 

knack, key, spring, turning pin, &c. in a 

curious piece of mechanism, an intricate bu¬ 

siness, &c. esiS jiosthe institutes of 

Apastambha. Vyasa’s institutes. 

sto's'Sd Parasliara’s institutes. 

tjsa concise rule of grammar. boseijrf t?J3° 

z3 a puppet moved by wires, &c. 

a puppet-showman. 2. God, supposed to 

cause all the actions of men. bos^, brfb a 

kind of arithmetic. bos^rf the stick on 

which a carpenter’s chalk line is wound 

sfdrf the balance noose in the centre 

of a paper kite, to which the long string is 

tied. b ^>9 the pulley round which the 
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cord of the lams of a loom turns. boas®) 

to stretch a chalk line on a board. 

xjsttj to mark with lines the prepared 

board on which school boys write. «*js 

his way of speaking is very 

concise. bo8®^ri^;& what are 

your family and faith ? boa^, lo&usa* to ac¬ 

tuate or control, as God his creatures. ^ 

t-M-ij the thread with which the marriage 

badge is tied on a woman’s neck. bo»«£) S b 

the principal actor or manager in a play or 

drama. 2. a carpenter. 3. the manager of 

a puppet-show. 4. Indra. ‘b^bosjj the 

sacrificial thread. boal^,* to thread. 

S. ccJVrf suda, s. A cook. 2. sauce, sea¬ 

soning. 3. split pease. 4. a made dish, any¬ 

thing seasoned. 5. mud, mire. bosrf a 

work on cookery. 

S. sudana, s. A giant so called. '2. 

destroying, killing. 3. a destroyer. bos 

Krishna. bjsbfi Indra. 

S. coJS^ suna, s. A flower. 2. the uvula. 

3. the place where animals for sacrifice are 

slaughtered. 4. parturition. bos& 

a butcher. boab ^3 a sacrificial knife. 

S. sunu, s. A son. 2. a younger 

brother. 

S. sunrita, s. True and agree¬ 

able discourse. 

S. 7oJ3rTj supa, s. Split pease dressed. 2. 

sauce, condiment. 3. cooking. bos;J a 

work on cookery. boasiTsd a cook. boa si b09 

bb assafetida. 

S. ojJSOdo^Je)^ suyamdna, adj. Desired, 

liked. 

S. cojsxf sura, s. The sun. 2. a learned 

man. bosrf bos3 Aruna. 

s. 7o.©dp3 surana, s. An esculent root, 

arum campanulatum. 

S. cjj3& suri, s. A very learned man. 

G. coJ3&V7d;3 suri-pana, See under bosobr. 

C. rlotk suru, s. Eaves, the edge of a 

thatch, the border of a shelving roof, b/s* 

a slip of board nailed on the edge of a 

shelving roof, bos* *a* tf^ccbo to fast¬ 

en a bamboo, &e. at the edge of a thatch. 

* ss* to put a stripe of mortar along 

the edge of the tiling, above the eaves, bosdo 



^ostS the beam put under the eaves of a 

roof. 

A. C. surulu, s. Discomfiting, 

overcoming, sfcatiawiij Aratbv'o to over¬ 

come, discomfit. 

C. ojj&t3 sure, s. Plundering, ransacking, 

pillaging. riosSAs^o to rifle, ran¬ 

sack, pillage, plunder. As3 t"U^o to 

steal the heart, captivate the mind. T*a$\ ^ 

arf iSjssmoney thrown among the populace 

on auspicious occasions. A®3 esrio, soos^ 

rto to he plundered. 

S. cij^S^tr^surepana, See under AbkJjf. 

D. TojaSs" surti, S. Surat, ’~oaSF Asstac&o 

a Surat rupee. ~os§r^ sfco®o a fine pearl from 

thence. «3e* a stout kind of mirror. 

^slf, dorfj Aa3r varieties of the rupee. 

T. B. coJStjS" surpa, s. A winnow¬ 

ing basket. 

S. ojjaSoS" surmi, s. An image of any metal. 

S. rcj^odos-, COJSI^I surya, S. The sun. 

Aracrfor the sun’s orb. 2. the region 

of the sun. Tbaaior -a-tirc a ray of the sun. 

jJjscdor an eclipse of the sun. SjsceJif 

tss^, As3^^, rljsQzisp a round and perpendi- 

cular screen orketasol. Ascrio r ^oii the fa¬ 

bulous sun-gem. Asahr wao® &js^j the flower 

of the sesamum. Asc&f wso$ sun-shine. A® 

ccJof =5T>o§ soos^j, AscAF;i®F the sun-flower. As 

c&s^FdcA sun-rise. Asstrar^AcA sun-set. 

Asaur^jU velvet. 2. anything that has been 

put in, the sun. AscAf^oA Art A the day of 

the new moon when it rises invisibly. As<Af 

Saturn. 2. Yama. 3. Varuna. AscAf 

Rdma’s generation. AscAf ciorfjirsrfj a 

small double tabour. AscAf ^orf^rtvo circu¬ 

lar and crescent ornaments fastened on each 

side of the forehead. AscAf the sun’s 

halo, AscAf the twelfth star. AscAf 

Atf,A?s the passage of the sun from one sign 

of the zodiac to another. AscAf gfAA^3 

prostration to the sun. 

A. c. Tcjstrsycd^ surriravu, 

surrdita, [AsyscA®] s. A whoremonger. 

A. C. Toqatfoj surru. See !W). 

T. B. oojae; sula, [Aw] s. A trident. As© 

Shiva. 

c. ToJaOTvB sulagitti, s. A midwife. 

C. cd^jiSJO sulu, s. The pregnancy of a cow. 

Ase^j how many calves has the cow 

had P Asw ^^3 * is the cow barren 

because she has miscarried ? (prov. used by 

one who, though out of employ, hopes not 

always to be so.) 

T. B. ToJSrS) sule, [AseJJ s. Ache, pain. 

A. C. clfcTo’Sr susaka, S. A flower. 2. a 

kind of nuptial crown. 

A. C. To JS To Wo susalu, s. A seasoning com¬ 

pounded of Bengal gram, jaggory, opium, 

and gingillee seed. As A) the above 

put into a cocoanut shell, covered with rice 

flour pastry and boiled into a kind of dump¬ 

ling. 

A. C. ToJSroo SUSU, v. a. To spill, scatter, 

throw down or over. v. n. To be full or over¬ 

flowing, to run down or over. 

As A3 55^ rt ®o3he brought the vessel of water 

running over. AcfijjwtS AsA to heave forth 

a deep sigh, As&o AsA speech to flow, to 

speak much. AsAaU brim-ful. QcAf3 As 

A courage to abound. 

A. C. <\U>3co&> suhudu, s. Stopping cattle. 

C. ToJS)^ sulci, s. Sound. 

C. Toja^o sulu, s. A turn, time, once. 2. 

an impression, mark. 3. wickedness. 

AsA how many times ? 

C. roJa"^ sule, s. A strumpet, harlot, whore. 

A®A the harlot street. AsyscA®, As1!? 

rt»3 a whoremonger. As^naS5# whoredom. 

Aa£^ Art a whore’s son. 

A. C. TojaT^coO suleisu, v. n. To sound, 

make a noise, As^3 sAsj'sfrtA clanging 

horns. As <^3 sounding instruments. 

S. Tosukshma, adj. Pine, thin, sub¬ 

tle, delicate. 2. little, small, minute, atomic. 

3. clever, smart, quick, s. An atom. 

3 As^S^ he has no talent whatever. 

Asj^ delicate work. Asj^ ^<Af a 

nice affair. Aej^ quick sight. As^& 

wo a, a clever, sensible, refined mind. Asgy, 

a clever word. t a clever de¬ 

vice. a delicate body. 

s. Tog) =5^, co^ srikva, srikvi, s. The 

corner of the mouth. 

S. To^jA sriga, S. A short arrow thrown 

with the hand, or shot through a tube. 
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S. Ki^7\t<s; srigdla, s. A jackal. 

S. ro^j^coo srijisu, v. a. To create, give 

existence to. 

S. srini, s. An adversary, enemy. 

S. oJg) srinike, s. Saliva, spittle. 

s* ™<p) ® sriti, adj. Hurting, injurious. 2. 

a road, path, way. 3. going. 

S. sripdtike, & The beak of a 

bird. 

s- sri?kii, s> Creation, creating. 2. 

nature, natural property or disposition. ^ 

% the Creator. stojufc, to 

create, to give birth to. er*> to become 

created. =st>w the time of creation. 

H-i a creation in which the deity is in¬ 

herent in all the parts; or that kind of crea¬ 

tion which was prior to the usual mode of 

generation, when Brahma’s fiat or thought 

gave birth to things. The five elements, &c., 

were created after this method. 

the creation in which the deity pervades the 

whole together, as since the ordinary mode 

of generation commenced. 

A. C. worfj sendu, s. A ball, barf 

the bouncing hall of pearls. 

A. C, coorfo sendu, s. Persecution, annoy¬ 

ance. 

C. 7oT\ seke, sege, s. Heat from the 

sun, sultriness. 2. heat, warmth, in general, 

wajp to warm, to warm one’s self. 

to become hot. *# the heat of 

a fire, 3=# the heat of the sun. 

the warmth of clothes. the 

morbid heat of disease. the burn¬ 

ing of a fever, S# the heat of a 

crowd of people. 3# the heat in a 

house produced by the sun shining long on 

the tiling. 

A. C. f§A^, segali, segalige, s. 
Heat, warmth, sultriness. 2. strutting, pom¬ 

posity. 

C.-*4 sejje, s. The grain Jiolcus spicatus. 

2. a bed, couch. 3. an upper story. 4. a 

dormitory. story above story. 

ziovrIs to sleep upstairs. 

a sleeping room. *3 5# one who has charge 

of the sleeping apartments. 2. the keeper 

of a seraglio. 

C. ro&3 set ft, adj. Shrunk, contracted. 

sovjs^rto to become contracted 

or shrunk up. 

T. B. ?3e3^ setti, s. A chief merchant, 

&c. 

C. oorfiob sedakil, s. Pride, insolence, arro¬ 

gance. 

C. sedu-mullu, s. The peg 

which keeps^the woof tight in the loom. 

C. 73 £§ sede, v. n. The hair to stand erect 

from sudden joy or fear. s. Contraction, 2. 

curvature, tortuosity. 3. fear. 4. fatigue, 

weariness. 5. haughtiness. he was a- 

fraid; he was cowardty. 

c. rSpaToo, iCpIroo, Toreefook senasu, 

senisu, senasddu, v. n. To provoke, ex¬ 

asperate. 2. to wrangle, dispute. %mtnii 

mutual provocation, wrangling. anger, 

wrath, passion. 

C. sede, s. The loose roots in a field, 

thrown up on first ploughing it. 2. fatigue, 

weariness. 

c. tS-cSao, Todo7\o seragu, serangu, s. 

The end or edge of a garment. 2. a limit, 

boundary, to have cri¬ 

minal intercourse with women. ws# 

the edge of her garment touched 

me, (I am diseased, or defiled, by her.) 

C. sere, [33J s. Imprisonment. 2. cap¬ 

tivity, bondage. 3. the palm of the hand 

bent so as to hold a liquid. 

C. roS) sele, s. An echo, reverberation,sound, 

report. 2. voice. 3. mucus, rheum, &c. t. b. 

[leJ] A stone, adj. Broken into holes, as a 

bad sore, ulcerous. an ulcer or a 

bad kind of sore which breaks into holes. 

tM the rheum of the eyes. 

the mucus of the nose. 3s3 a 

mountain echo. Sn3 the hum or 

voices of men. 3*4 a re-echoing stone, 

e&ji =5=5fS I perceive not his voice. 

■$€ ts&TsSz his voice is dropped, he has dis¬ 

appeared. 

a. c. Toe^e^T! sele-kattige, s. A kind 

of javelin. 2. a long thin stick or rod. 

C. sela-naduvu, s. A thin, de¬ 

licate waist. 
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C. sela-kondu-na- 

deyu, v. n. To walk without lifting up the 

feet properly. 

C. selasu, selisu, v. cans. 

of To cause to drag or pull. 2. to 

cause to heat. let two 

Strokes be given to him. 

C. sele, s. The force or velocity of a 

stream, a. c. A cane or rattan. *0^ 

. . a cane bottomed cot. 

C. seleyu, v. a. To draw, drag, 

pull. 2. to contract, draw up, as the tendons 

or muscles. 3. to beat, flog. 3^, the 

act of pulling. 2. the force of a stream. 3. 

the contraction of a limb, &e. « St* wz* 

that stream is very rapid.' 

epilepsy, convulsions, &c. ;S<5?*8c* 

he pulled her awajr. 

C. w^aotJo sell-uguru, s. Fine pointed, 

handsome nails. 

S. seka, s. Sprinkling, aspersion. 

S. sekv.-pdtre, s. A bucket or 

vessel for baling out water. 

H. sekuddra, s. One who col¬ 

lects the revenue of the division of a district. 

3v*a»&, such an employment. 

A. C. se'gura, s. Cupid. 

s. se'chaka, s. A cloud. 

S. se'chana, s. Sprinkling. 2. drip¬ 

ping, oozing. 

C. seta, s. The hair about the privities. 

T. B. 7^ pi se'ni, |_;8>*r*"| s. A line, row, 

street. 2. a class of weavers. 

s. Too^o, setu, setuve, s. A 

bridge in general. 2. Adam’s bridge; also 

called consisting of a ridge of rocks 

extending from the southern extremity of 

the Coromandel coast towards the island of 

Ceylon; the fabled work of the monkey 

chief Hanumanta, for the passage of Rama’s 

troops when going to fight with Ravana. 3. 

a bank, mound, causeway. a reli¬ 

gious bathing at Adam’s bridge. 

his fame has 

• spread from the southern to the northern 

extremity of India. 

€. se'du, v. a. To draw in or up with 

*3^533 

each hand alternately; as in pulling in the 

string of a paper kite or drawing up water 

from a deep well. 2. to draw or smoke a 

pipe or hooka. 3. to snuff, as the nose. 4. 

to contract or draw up, as a limb, tendon, or 

nerve, v. n. To throb as the head or a sore. 

a loop or slip-knot. to 

draw in or tip one’s self. So® a tendon 

to contract, St* the head to throb, 

from pain. St* the leg to become 

drawn up or contracted. SH* St* to draw 

water. St*S a well for drawing water. 

St*»i sJS a we]l rope. ***&t St* to 

smoke a hooka, woftt St* to smoke opium 

or bang. St* to smoke a cigar or pipe. 

&orf scarfs sooa wthJjS he will be¬ 

come wise if you give him a few strokes 

with a rope. 

C. sedya; s. Cultivation, farming. 

St^nad a farmer, cultivator of land. 

S. se'ndni, s. A general. - 2. Slian- 

mukha. 

S. sene, s. Troops, a military force, 

an army. St^ S3 the general of an army. 

St^ort a competent part of an army, as ele¬ 

phants, cavalry, chariots, and infantry. St^3> 

Sooso a division of an army, consisting of 

three elephants, three chariots, nine horses, 

and fifteen men. 

C. seru, j 1St*_J s. A seer, a measure. 

C. seru, [«t*] v. n. To reach or ar¬ 

rive ; to agree with; to side with ; to belong, 

as a thing to a place; to join, as one building 

to another; to unite or cohabit with; &c. 

S. cv^'6 sere, s. The hand hollowed as a cup. 

2. a single handful. 

C. sele, S. A woman’s cloth. 

C. Tx'^oSt^ sevantige, s. The chrysanthe¬ 

mum, Indicum. 

S. sevaka, S. A servant, attendant. 

S^S^® S.S a servant’s conduct. 

S. sevana, s. Service. 2. stitching, 

darning. 3. drinking, taking, as medicine, &c. 

S. sevadhi, S. A divine treasure. 

T. B. se'vala, sevdla, 

s. An aquatic plant. 

s. se'vdnusevaka, s. A 

servant of servants. 
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S. roi=^ se've, s. Service in general. 2. 

Worship, homage, devotion, zeal. 

the worship or service of God. a 

visit to you. -S^sS waiting on a mother. 

%%z5 taking medicine. worship, 

servitude. sk»jfc, to worship, 

serve, wait or attend on. 2. to take medicine, 

drink, eat. 

S. sevya, adj. Adorable, worshipful, 

worthy of service, or adoration. 

A. C. se'se, s. Grains of raw rice mixed 

with turmeric and ghee, and used for pouring 

on the heads of persons, when pronouncing 

a benediction on auspicious occasions; or 

made red with lime and chunam water, and 

a-few grains put into the hands of a person 

when invited to an entertainment. 

to sprinkle such grains on a person. 

C* ^ Seii a^v’ right, it is well, indeed, 

aye. « that word is right, or that 

is very good. 

S. seindhava, s. A horse. 2. 

rock salt; called also eisSra. 3. a king 

of Scinde. 

S. seiJcata, adj. Sandy, s. A sand¬ 

bank, an island with a sandy shore. 

C. seiku, s. The sign of the short 

accent. 

A. c. ™£7\fS sei-gare, v. a. To shower 

_ well or thickly, as arrows. 

t.b. tfgX seige, [*%J;.«.A sign, token. 

A. C. sei-gedu, v.n. To lose courage 

or confidence. 

A. c. T^T^odoo, sei-geyu, 

sei-geiyu, v. a. To correct. 2. to make 

consent. 3. to do well. 

A. c. seitakkara, s. A short 

letter. 

H. seitu, adj. Still, unemployed. 

A. C. seitu, adj. Right. sisasto 

to make right. 

H.Tj^Cjdo seidaru, s. A sect of Mussul¬ 

mans. 

S. seinikd, s. A soldier, guard, 

sentinel, picquet. 

s. 7^ seinya, s. An army, 

a siege. 

A, C. seipidu, v. a. To calm, ap¬ 

pease, comfort, bless. 

A. B. seipu, s. Merit, virtue, blessed¬ 

ness, happiness. 2. beauty. hand¬ 

some ; blessed. 

s. 7?^dc^; seirandhri, s. A female artist. 

T. B. T^TJpS seirane, [siHiFf] s. Patience, 

forbearance, endurance. 

to hear, endure, suffer, put up with. 

hold ! hold ! 

brother, this word does not become our 

ancestry. 

s. c\j^5c£ seiribha, s. A buffalo. 

A. C. sei-veragu, s. Great as¬ 

tonishment or surprise, t0 become 

greatly surprised. 

T. b. seilendti, [^d°gX] s. a 

temale servant or attendant. 2. a female 

artist, a woman in man’s dress. 

C. rSjao’Sd sonku, Sep and 

A. C. rSj’SQ&i sonja, s. A sloth, sluggard. 

C. roJSO&3 sonta, s. The hip, loins, waist. 

2. a common Shudra name. ^J3cU the 

sciatica or hip-gout. sJBj a female’s 

gold or silver zone. gird 

on the waistband. ’S&oli crooked or 

hump-hacked. <3j3oW sSoo&crfj t&js^rio to become 

weak in the loins, so as to be unable to walk 

uprightly. 

C. 7?JSO&3d^Je)^ sontara-ghuli, s. A 

whirlwind. 

T. B. 7mJSO&3 sonti, [*0&] s. Dry ginger. 

C. coJt)o63 sonte, S. A mace, club, cudgel. 

&®oS5e*;S a mace-hearer. 

A. C. c?qsodso0 sondahali, See 

C. cSjsoSitJ sondtge, s. A kind of dainty. 

T. b. To jao&eo, Tojsodo sondilu, sondlu, 
co * 

[ s. An elephant’s trunk. Sjscau 

Ganeslia, having an elephant’s face. ~JS0 

a musk rat. 

C. sonde-lldi, s. The vege¬ 

table, solanwmpubescens. tscQo, 

^00^0 =fscA) other varieties. 

C. ccjsopl'S sonnipe, S. A cudgel, club. 

2. the nostrils. 

T. B. sonta, adj. Own, of or 

belonging to one’s self, t&oa =#«;# one’s own 
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work. to give of one’s self. 

&ac^ sJKSar one’s own private expenses. 

T. B. fOJSO^ sonnu, s. Gold, &s° 

& a shroff. 2. a goldsmith. SosojS 

the golden mount, Mali am era. 

&& Shiva, who used the above as his bow, to 

destroy the three cities of the giants. 

A. C. rWe>o^©7^ sonnalige, $. Broadness, 

wideness. 2. praise, eulogy, encomium, adj. 

Round. 

T. B. c3v©oj> sonne, s. A nought or 

cypher; the letter 

c. 

sonne, sonne'-kolu, sonne-badige, s. 

A lever. 

C. ooJtiO^ sompu, adj. Charming, agreea¬ 

ble, pleasant. 2. beautiful, elegant, comely, 

handsome, s. Beauty, elegance. 2. pride. 

3. surfeit. SososS to be proud. 2. to be 

surfeited. 3. to be delighted, charmed. 

tftdw beauty or lustre to fade. 5&»«S*»*fcrcSr 

eiox&o the beautiful, blown champaca. 

T. B. Tvjaoai somba, [&^] s. A giant so 

called. 2. a sloth, sluggard, adj. Slothful, 

dilatory, lazy. 

T. B. rSjiOoOiJ sommu, s. Wealth, property. 

3% Sjsosioo a father’s own estate. 

C. 7? Janos' sokku, sorku, v.n. 

To be proud, insolent, haughty. 2. to reel, 

stagger, be faintish; to be overcome with 

stupor, or temporary intoxication. 3. to touch, 

come in contact with. 4. to catch, as a dis¬ 

ease. wind to affect one. 

to affect, infatuate, stupefy, overcome, s. 
Pride, insolence, arrogance, haughtiness. 2. 

stupefaction, faintness, temporary and slight 

intoxication. &®^4 to humble, check 

pride. a rutting elephant. 

cri3»sS?f the prime of life. 3^4 r!ej cheeks 

shrunk up, lantern-jawed. ^^4 to be¬ 

come faintish from eating a coarse or strong 

kind of betel nut. A^aiM to 

sleep from faintness. to become 

proud. 2. to become intoxicated. 

T. B. soga, [3j3oJ s. Bliss, pleasure, 

happiness. 

C. WJSXrfo sogadu, s. The peculiar smell 

of country beans. 2. any fetid smell, stink, 

stench, adj. Infectious. an 

offensive or infectious disease. 

to infect. 

C. WJSACZbrio sogaisu, v.n. To be happy, 

delighted, charming, handsome, agreeable. 2. 

to shine, look well. SjsrlcSo^ a sigh 

of pleasure. to make shine, to 

polish. 

C. t?J3A(vO sogasu, adj. Fine, gay, deco¬ 

rated. 2. beautiful, comely, handsome, s. 

Beauty, comeliness, elegance. 2. joy, glee, 

gaiety, hilarity. A/srWorreti a coxcomb, one 

who is fond of setting himself off. 2. a hand¬ 

some man. SosrWo stoa =#oa^o to dress up or 

set off one’s own person. Aartjfoft 26^0 to 

prate. 

Gr. sojjige, [*«*] s. Rolong. 

c. sotta, sotte, adj. 

Crooked, tortuous, twisted, uneven, bent, de¬ 

formed. a deformed eye. 
“ n eS 

a wry mouth. an ugly face. 

&®k!| roew a bandy-leg. a mis-shapen 

body. an irrelevant expression. Sjs 

^ a man with crump hands. 

crookedness, tortuosity, unevenness, 

want of straightness. 

A. C. a!j«>c$80£), c§je)£$tfSi© sodabali, 

sodarabali, s. A cemetery, a place for 

burning or burying the dead. w€>;Sj3crfj 

Shiva, whose residence is a cemetery. 

C. sodaru, sodalu, s. 

The smell of burning. 2. a small lamp. 

dxiTbA an illumination. 

c. sodarvakki, s. Charred 

grains of rice, used for marking the face. 

tS&hJij a black spot made on the face 

or forehead with the above. 

t. b. 7§j3£vs3!, re^fQA sonaka sonaga, 

[*?w] s. A dog. 

C. sonaku, v. a. To distort, writhe. 

C. roJS/pi sone, s. A rap with the knuckles. 

v. a. To rap with the knuckles, or with the 

fist closed and the thumb put through the 

fingers. 

T .b. T4js>'&o'3isotantra[pgi°?ij\ s. A right 

to a thing. 2. independence, absoluteness, 

freeness. 3. self-willedness. a 

pretended right or authority. 
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T. B. sot a, [~^s] adj. Of itself, by 

one’s self. 

C. sotta, adj. Lame, maimed, or 

crooked. ^ a maimed or crippled band, 

w&uo a lame leg. &»§, a female cripple. 

T. B. rvJS)llb SOttu, [~A] s. Share, part. 

2. thing, goods, property, c. Maimedness, 

lameness. « tforiod that horse is lame. 

lameness of the hand. 2. any or¬ 

nament for the hand. 

T. B. sode, [shS»] s. Ambrosia, nec¬ 

tar. 2. chnnam. adj. White. Aaz5 dsfrto 

moonlight. 2. the whiteness of chnnam. 

C. sone, $. The juice which exudes 

from a stalk, twig, &c., when broken off the 

tree. 2. the letting down of milk, as by a 

cow in milking. 

T. b. sonna, s. Gold. 2. 

a cipher. 

H. sonndi, s. A kind of pipe 

or flageolet. 

c. soppdgu, v. n. To be faded, 

dried, shrivelled up. 2. to be wearied, ex¬ 

hausted. « 

on saying that word his face became dejected. 

C. soppu, s. A vegetable, any gar¬ 

den greens. =&»<&$ greens which 

on being pruned sprout again. Atf sdj5S 

greens which after being once 

cut do not sprout again. ^d)53 

red greens. ’Si0® ^ie 

hemp plant. J&srt the tobacco plant. 

to pick, examine, and clean ve¬ 

getables prior to boiling them. 

& to make a mess of sour greens. *3. 

to mince vegetables. 

So^e5vs^rtti, seasoned or curried ve¬ 

getables. ^ bitter herbs. 

C. SOppe, s. The straw of the holcus 

saccharatus, or holcus spicalus. Ao 

A, great millet straw. a small 

bottle of straw. slotf a large bundle 

of straw, as much as one carries on the head. 

A. C. soba, s. A sloth, sluggard, lazy 

man. 

T. B. rWSSO soba, [3n?j adj. Auspicious, 

happy. A'sw'"' a prosperous or fortunate man. 

2. pleasing, well-looking. a pretty 

woman. 2. a happy or blessed woman. 

wrb auspiciousness, fortunateness. 2. beauty, 

elegance, handsomeness. 

A. C. sobege, s. The chrysanthe¬ 

mum Indieum, 

A. C. r5v£>3^ sobbu, s. A shore, bank. 2. 

pride. 

T. B. rojaorfoo soy am, [%«**>'] s. Self. 

adv. Spontaneously, of one’s own accord, or 

for one’s self. Aaoteraft lie does it 

of his own accord. A®one who cooks 

for himself. 2. a cook in general. 

T. B. wjsd sora, [5iAtf] s. A sound; the 

voice; a note. 

G. fSjsdoA soranga, [Atforf] s, a mine, 

trench. 

C. 7ov^)d7\0 SOragv, s. Fainting or falling 

from exhaustion, going too long without 

food, &c. 2. [ rJoriorij] any dried or shrivelled 

leaf. 

c. TousydkSo, soratu, sorantu, 

adj. Doltish, dull, stupid. 2. thick, dense. 

3. uneven, crooked, s. Contagion, infection. 

2. a whirlwind. AadUo a stout or full 

grown tree. 2. a knotty tree. scours w 

s=J Astftraftus A this boy is very thick headed. 

C. soravu, sore, s. Let¬ 

ting down or giving milk, as a cow. 

C. rcu©droJe>ci5j) sora-sorapu, adj. Ener¬ 

getic, forcible. See sb&SSKfcJ. 

A. C. AjJei’Sbe' sorku, [AatfOj.] s. Stupefac¬ 

tion, faintness, slight inebriety. 2. pride, 

insolence, v. n. To be insolent, &c. 

c. T^oae/A, ccjde)^, f\ solage, so- 

lige, solege, S. A measure of capacity, the 

sixty-fourth part of a 'Aav’rt. Astirt ri)<S a 

village accountant’s fees of office. 

T. B. 7§JeseJ8> solaba, adj. Facile, 

easy, affable. 

a. c. fv^seio, ,c?js(5' sollu, sol, s. A 
CO 

word, speech. word for word, 

esari Aagrt to violate a promise. 

A silence to prevail, talking to cease, 

p As*g,^ 'UJJ there is no talk of him now. A® 

e%r»J9 Saraswati, goddess of eloquence. 

A> to cause to speak, make say. 

G. cvjScJ sosi, [^S] s. A plant, young tree. 
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T. B. 7?J3r3 SOSe, [^4] s. A daughter-in- 

law. ■&&-$ a man’s sister’s daughter, 

or a woman’s brother’s daughter. 

C. soUe, s. A musquito. 2. the 

nostrils, the nostrils. * 

a musquito to sting. the an¬ 

noyance of musquitoes. 

an eye-fly. a large musquito. 

wszSo Sja'I a wild sort of musquito. m>r! 

the hum or buzz of a musquito. 

C. rWS^O^o sonku, See &»<;*• 

D. ojjSi°o7o songu, s. Shew, display, pomp. 

2. a mask, disguise. &®^orio ^*=^0, £js\of^ 

^to disguise one’s self, put on a mask, 

rtJ to make a display, pomp, or shew. 

H. rS^o&ra, sontd, sonte, s. 

A mace or a curved stick carried by palan¬ 

keen bearers, &c. 2. the lower part of the 

cheek. ttfonsdri a gold mace. 

criosi, a mace bearer. ?fo© 

cdw to pinch the lower part of the cheek, a 

mode of punishing school boys. 

C. soku, v. a. To affect, as a disease. 

2. to touch, come into contact or collision 

with. 3. to approach, eome within reach. 

4. to infuse, as a poison, a pestilential air, 

a narcotic herb, &c. &»t*sSKSJ it touches, 

affects, or is in a state of collision. 

t*^ow9 if you come near them they 

ask for tolL wsfcfr sbe has 

committed adultery. an epide¬ 

mic, a contagious disease. ° 

•^Si that house does not suit me. ©sivrt 

£»*■*■* an evil spirit has possessed her. 

the mystery is unravelled. osiSrt 

#»*■»■* some misrepresentation has been 

made to him. =#£ he has been 

bribed. he has caught 

the bad disease. *szS$A 

oil does not suit him. 

c. sogilu, s. The lap or the 

arms crossed so as to hold any thing. 2. the 

pudendum of a cow. a child in 

arms. tjoss^S a fruitful family. 

C. sogu, [*»^ v. a. To touch, 

affect, infuse, &c. s. A shew, pomp. 

2. disguise, a mask. 

C. soge, s. The outer angle of the 

eye. 2. a peacock. 3. the upper spears 

of some grain and other plants. 4. the pe¬ 

culiar branch or leaf of the palm species. 

the sugar-cane flag. Sjs^A 

the cocoanut branch. the branch 

of the betel leaf tree. the palmyra 

branch, the spear of the great 

millet. the eye’s outward angle. 

i&%A =8^ a long eye. a 

woman with handsome eyes. a 

peacock. 

T. B. sochchu, [fc/s^A] a. To 

examine, assay, refine, &c. 

A. C. sojiga, & Wonder, surprise, 

astonishment. to wonder, be 

surprised. T8*^!irta*?RS> to be admirable; to 

be curious. 

C. 7§j3i°6ju sotu, [_^tcbs] s. A mace. 

G. sotu, s. A spoon or ladle. 

C. sate, s. The lower part of the 

cheek. jtoScrfoo to pinch the lower part 

of the cheek, a mode of punishing school boys, 

sdrii? hare-lipped, or wry mouthed. 

A. C. soda, adj. Firm, stable, strong. 

G. sodi s. Remission or abatement 

of a debt or just claim. 2. letting go freely, 

release. zisztio to make deduction ia 

taxes, &c. do to release or let at 

large. 

C. sudige, s. A kind of pudding 

made with beans, &c. and eaten by the poor. 

S. TeJS'^ sodha, adj. Borne, suffered, en¬ 

dured. s. A patient, able, or clever man. 

T. B. Toje^pc) sona, s. The Sons, 

river. 2. crimson. 3. [^j a dog. 

C. sota, past ret. part, of 

Lost, defeated, overcome, captivated, ena¬ 

moured, charmed, &c. 2. fatigued, wearied. 

having been defeated, rivalled, outdone, 

surpassed, or won over. SH 

e ^Sorfoo sSo?* it is 

true this woman has won your affections, 

but have you won her’s P 

C. sdtugunni, s. A coward 

or one who is beaten. 

S. sot-kantha, s. Regretting, 

bewailing, lamenting. 

S. roJs^S'S^jco sotprdsa, s, Irony, sneer¬ 

ing praise and covert censure. 
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S. sodara, [co-uterinej s. A 

brother of whole blood. a uterine 

sister. zS rod a maternal uncle. 

^^4. a maternal uncle’s wife; a paternal 

aunt. & a sister’s son, or a wife’s 

brother’s son. S^cScS^rt a paternal or ma¬ 

ternal uncle’s daughter. siort a 

paternal aunt’s son. sfJrt an aunt’s 

son. zisizS$ sfcrt a maternal uncle’s 

son. brothers. 

T. B. sodu, adj. Nice,sweet. 

C. Sone, s. A thin, light, but long 

continued or incessant rain. an 

incessant six months rain, usual in the coun¬ 

tries west of Mysore. oswj the Nuggur 

country. 

s. sdpaplava, s. The sun 

or moon in eclipse. 

S. sopasltara, s. Material 

provision, adj. Equipped or furnished with 

all necessary articles, &c. 

S. sop ask dr a, s. A means, 

act, or item employed to polish or perfect 

any thing, elaboration. 

T. B. cSja^'ib'^3 sopdna, [jfrri-#?*] $. Stairs, 

a flight of steps. a place where 

steps are constructed, a staircase. 

to build stairs. 

c. sopdnada-huvu, 

s. The flower, lingusticum. 

S. T^JS^'SOdord sopdyasta, s. A rich 

man. 

C. roJS^j) sopu, s. The cotton of wool put 

into an inkstand. 2. caraway seed. 

A. C. sopu-gattu, v. a. To 

stop, as cattle, &c. 

H. wjspSoS sobati, s. A companion, fellow, 

associate. 

t. b. roja^SOro^d sobaskara, See 

sobali, sobhali, sobhali-kdi, s. A 

raffle. <3* to raffle. 

T. B. sobdne, s. a 

festive song. muzki to sing a festive 

song. adj. Auspicious. 

T. B. roJSi^ sole, s. Swelling. 2. 

beauty. 3. lustre. o^ri a jarring tune. 

S. soma, s. The moon. 2. Rudra. 

3. the moon plant, asclepias acida or aphyl- 

la; also the juice ot it. Ajs^sIo drinking 

the juice of the asclepias. Monday. 

the fourth Monday in the 

eighth month, when £>y&, a cere. 

morn- in honour of Shiva, is observed. 

C. somandi, s. A flower. *3 

oS coronilla picta. 

S. f?oa^occb«>33 somaydji, S. A sacrifi- 

cer, who offers the asclepias juice. Aax^o l>\ 

§> one who drinks this juice at a sacrifice. 

C. ?§JS»^Je)Q, somdri, some- 

ri, s. A lazy, slothful, or indolent person. 

laziness. lazy work. 

D. sdmdshi, sd- 

masi, s. A sweetmeat made of rolong and 

sugar, and fried in ghee. 

s. someshvara, s. Shiva, 

x&x'&gi 33=? a celebrated Canarese poem. 

C. rojSQcdoTvj ivqe)?Q!)j7\ soy ay a, soyi- 

ye, s. Surprise, wonder. 

C. soru, v. n. To leak, ooze, flow, 

drop, run through; to discharge, as a sore; 

to run or trickle down, as milk from a cow’s 

udder, &c. 2. to swing, wave. e^, 

the act of oozing, leaking, &c. 

3 a leaking house. Aaxti) the mucus 

of the nose to run down. dried 

perspiration. 

C. soru, adj. Tender, as a young 

shoot. 2. humble, modest, yielding, s. 

Weakness. 2. weariness. 3. consent, sub¬ 

mission, acquiescence. 

C. co-®£i±>^\ sor-uppu, s. Saltpetre. *»* 

nitric acid. 

C. 7§JS^3, sore, sori, s. A small 

earthen vessel. 2. a gourd or 

pumpkin. ^ a bitter gourd. 

a sweet gourd. a white gourd: 

also ^cfio wotiozi, wjtiozS a dried 

gourd, used as a vessel by wandering mendi¬ 

cants. A®x&\ cucurbita lagenaris; the 

creeping plant of the long gourd. 

3 a vessel for curds. &»t3 a stone vessel. 

A. C. sor-mudi, s. A wo¬ 

man’s long braided hair hanging down. 



C. sdldpura, s. A town near 

Belgaum. 

C. solu, v. n. To lose at a game; 

to be defeated, overcome, conquered. 2. to 

be cliarmed, captivated, allured; to have the 

heart or affections won over to an object, 

carb to be unconquered, unwon. 

a losing game, iSjaSy# defeat, 

the act of losing. I will 

not yield the palm to her, I am not inferior 

to her. vvho are not 

captivated by women ? 

G. Sole, [£js>^e5] s. A temporary hind 

of litter to carry sick persons in. 

C. solegaru, s. A race of men 

living in the woods. 

s. o’d^ sollunthana, s. Apparent 

praise and covert censure, irony. 

A. C. SOVU, v. a. To chase away, 

drive off, fray away. 

o. sove, s. Trace, mark, sign. 

A. C. sosava, s. Fragrance. 

Urf Cupid. 

T. B. sosu, [&es;§;&] v. a. To per¬ 

colate, strain, sift, fine. 2. to examine, look 

well into. 

C. r?J«)^7oo sosu, s. Pleasure, fun, amuse¬ 

ment, delight. to feel pleasure or 

delight. 

A. C. Sofia, s. A contrivance, scheme, 

device. 2. a guess. 3. a glimpse of. &»*aS 

to contrive, hit on a device. 2. to guess, 

get a blush or glimpse of. 

S. rSqs^sdo soham, ps he, and i am] 

comp. I am he, that is, the deity and I are 

one. Used to express one’s identity with 

God, and make him responsible for one’s 

actions. bujtfo being under the 

influence of such notions. 

A. C. sdhala, s. A festive cere¬ 

mony or rite, a festive occasion, festivity. 2. 

worship. 

A. C. SoflU, s. A decoy,lure, entice¬ 

ment. 2. a device, scheme. 3. deception, 

chicanery, v. a. To drive in, off, or out, as 

cattle, &c. 2. to decoy, entice, as birds, &c. 

3. to scheme, contrive. 

C. sohonne, s. A very fra¬ 

grant flower, terminalia alata tormentosa. 

S. jd'SorfcdjS' soundarya, s. Comeliness, 

beauty, handsome. 

s. fd"s^odos" soukary a, s. Health, good 

condition. 2 convenience. 3. ability, adj. 

Healthy. 2. convenient. 

S. cj"SSO^ soukhya, s. Pleasure, happiness. 

s. &>7(otp& sougandhika, s. A ruby. 2. 

sulphur. 3. the white water lily, nymphea 

lotus. 

S. SOUgata, S. A heretic, atheist. 

t. b. sougnye, pio^] s. A hint, 

sign, gesture. 

S. souchika, S. A tailor. 

S. otl)cy<d^> sou-janya, s. Mildness, good- 

C. c5"Z> & soutu, s. A spoon or ladle. 

tSSorf to stir with a spoon. 

C. DoDo soute-kdi, s. A cucumber. 

tFSCaX) ^aiCOv) ^ mgSS of 

cucumbers. 

cucumbers cut up and mixed with mus¬ 

tard, turmeric, pepper, and salt. 

S. soutrdmani, S. An ob¬ 

servance to Indra in sacrifice. 

H. pfc>c7S Atk sonddgaru, s. A merchant, 

trader, dealer. trade, commerce, mer¬ 

chandise. 

S. souddmini, s. Lightning. 

H. soude, s. Firewood. to 

stack up firewood, s. A stack of wood. 

a faggot. 

S. soudha, s. An upstair house. 2. 

any grand edifice, palace, mansion. 

S. Kh)^ sounika, s. A butcher. 2. a 

dog. 

s. souparna, 

SOUparneya, adj. Gold, made or consist¬ 

ing of gold. 

S. jd'Tii) ^ SOuptika, s. A nocturnal com¬ 

bat. 

s. F3^3o<y, fd"T>£>^odo soubala, souba- 

le'ya, s. The son of 

s. soubhadra, 
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soubhadreya, [son of *w&5/] s. Abhi- 

manyu. 

S. soubhari, 8. a saint remarkable 

for the number of his offspring. xics® 

P his progeny. 

S. ?d-S2pi>A£ sou-bhdgya, s. Luckiness, 

fortunateness, auspiciousness, good fortune, 

possession of favourable destinies. 2. the 

fourth and astronomical sto^ssrtjssa a 

woman whose husband is living. 

S. ?d"SZhSj soumitri, s. Lakshmana, bro¬ 

ther of Rama. 

S. soumyct, S. The regent of Mer¬ 

cury and son of the moon. 2. the forty 

third year in the cycle, adj. Handsome, 

pleasing. 2. mild, gentle, placid, cool as the 

rays of the moon, sd'ssioj airi Wednesday. 

***% a mild face. a fiue 

form, to become calm, mild or 

pacified. 

S. SOUra, s. Saturn or its regent. 2. 

a solar month, consisting of thirty risings 

and settings of the sun. swfetosf measured 

by the sun, solar; day, year, time. 

T. b. sourambha, pSodori] s 

Wrath. 2. pride. 

A. C. o^'S'dfQ sourane, adj. Ready, prepa¬ 

red. s. Getting ready, preparation. 

s. sourabha, sorabh- 

ya, s. Odour, fragrance. 

S. sourdshtra, $. Surat. 2. a 

tune. 3. a chief serpent. 

S. souri, s. Saturn. 

S. sourika, s. Heaven, paradise. 2. 

a vender of spirituous liquors, t. b. 

a barber. 

A. C. sourisu, [dd&do] », a. To 

strip off, clear away. 2. to prepare, make 

ready, srisp =#jaodj to carry ofl, clear a- 

way, as goods, &c. 2. to go prepared. 

S. soulabhya, s. Easiness of ac¬ 

quisition or attainment. 2. feasibility, prac¬ 

ticability. 

s. souvarchala-lava- 

na, s. Sochal salt. 2. natron alkali. 

S. Kh>£Ci<y souvidalla, s. A guard or at¬ 

tendant on the women’s apartments. 

s. souvira-desha, s. A coun¬ 

try so called, 

s. ^£s^c*>oStf^ souvirdnjana, s. Anti¬ 

mony, a collyrium. 

S. sought hard, s. Excellence. 2. 
© 

excess, exceedingness, much. 3. clearness, 

distinctness. distinctness of 

meaning. clearness of sound. R® 

si excellence of form. 

A. C. cS'DcZj&i SOUsava, s. The honey of a 

flower. Cupid. 

S. sousilya, s. Goodness, virtue. 

C. cJ"5ooo sousu, V. a. To humble, 

humbling. 

S. souhdrda, sou- 

hrida, s. Friendship. 

0. SOulu, s. Fuller’s earth, adj. 

Brackish. earth salt. 

earth used for making salt; also by washer¬ 

men for bleaching. salt ground. 

sWo *?o»5inWj things which have salt in 

them. 

S. ro^orf skanda, s. Kumdraswdmy, god 

of war. 2. the section of a book, a chapter. 

S. ro^OTj) skandha, s. The head of the hu¬ 

merus, the shoulder. 

S. skandhdvdra, s. A halt¬ 

ing place. 2. a camp. 

S. skanna, adj. Leaking, oozing. 

2. fallen. 

S. skanda, s. The name of one of 

the pur&nas. 

S. skhalana, s. Tripping, slipping, 

tumbling. 2. falling (literally or metapho¬ 

rically). 3. dropping, dripping. 4. making 

a mistake in speech or pronunciation. 5. 

collision, knock, shock. tno&^aA> emissio 

seminis. 

S. skhalita, adj. That has stumbled 

or tripped. 2. dropped, dripped, fallen. 3. 

semen emissum. 4 erred, erring (in speech, 

in morals, &c.) s. Falling. 2. circumvention, 

stratagem. 

S. skhdlitya, s. Errata, omis¬ 

sion of letters in writing. leav¬ 

ing one’s senses. 

S. To ogy starnba, s. A post, pillar. 2. in- 
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sensibility, want of feeling or excitement. 3. 

a shrub. 4. a clump of grass. 5. a sheaf of 

corn, COrn or rice. ^ 

a hoe or sickle. ^ ostyste an elephant. 

S. oj OSf) Stambha, s. A pillar, post. 2. 

stupidity, insensibility. 3. stoppage, sup¬ 

pression, (as of urine, the seminal fluid, &e. 

or of any function or faculty) by magical in¬ 

cantations, medicine, &c., called also 3 ot;S?f. 

4. obstruction, hindrance. tyV restrain¬ 

ing the power of fire by magical means, as a 

person lying on a house in flames unburnt. 

bty continuing a long while under water 

by the same njeans. raising the 

body in the air, and maintaining it in such 

a position without support. *2-®^ tyV the 

laying of ghosts, &c. restraining 

wild beasts. 50 ^ preventing a sword 

from wounding, ria tfot? stoppage, prevent¬ 

ing from moving. 

S. stana, s. The female breast. 

ziaid an infant at the breast. 

S. re stanita, s. Thunder. 

S. ooTo^ stanya, s. Milk. drink¬ 

ing milk. 

S. oj stabaka, s. A nosegay, a cluster 

of flowers. 

S. AJ £> stabdha, adj. Stupid, dull. 2. 

firm, stiff. 3. stopped, blocked up. 

* (stiff-haired) a hog. 

S. To od stava, s. Praise, praising, lauding. 

to laud, commend, praise. 

T. B. stana, [it» S] s. A place. 2. 

[tyVj bathing. 

S. k)"3 stdvaJm, adj. That praises, eu¬ 

logizes, panegyrizes, extols, &c. 

a panegyric. 

T. B. o^S stiti, [ b §] s. Condition, estate. 

S. stimita, adj. Wet, moist. 2. cool¬ 

ed, calmed. 3. shaking, unsteady, wavering. 

4. sluggish. 

S. ojJ & stuti, s. Praise, commendation, eu- 

logy. <^20 7*3^ flattery. Sj§jj|K 5foe>z®0j 

s^Sc&otjoto praise, eulogize, commend. 

S. oJS Xj stupa, s. A heap, pile, mound. 

S. 0^(3 stena, s. A thief. 2. stealing. 

S. Toledo ste'ya, s. Theft, robbery. 

a thief. a stealer of gold. 2. (al¬ 

lusively to his practice) a goldsmith. 

S. 7§J*> stoka, adj. Little, small, dimi¬ 

nutive. 

S. stotra, s. Praise, eulogy, com- 

mendation. to praise, 

commend, laud, extol. 

S. rJJS> stoma, g. A heap, mass* quan¬ 

tity, assemblage, multitude. 2 a body, band, 

troop, company, crew, gang, club, pack. 3. 

wealth. 

S. stri, s. A woman, adj. Feminine, 

female. the feminine gender. 

the female sex. frantic after women. 

uib a weak, fickle, effeminate mind. 

the chief or best of women. 

S. stn-ranjana, s. Betel nirt 

and leaf. 

S. Tio&ZI sthandila, s. A levelled, square, 

and somewhat raised piece of ground, as pre¬ 

pared for a sacrifice, &c. 2. property, wealth, 

hid treasure. So&y a devotee, who, as 

an act of mortification or penance, .sleeps on 

the ground which has been prepared for sa¬ 

crificial purposes. 

S. oj sthagita, adj. Covered, hidden. 

2.^inlaid, set. covering, concealment. 

s. coojli sthapati, s. A king. 2. a guard, 

porter. 3. a carpenter. 

s. sthala, s. A place, site, locality, spot, 

residence, habitation. 2. stead, room, lieu' 

place. 3. an office, situation, station. 4. soil, 

dry or firm ground. a land lotus, 

ie; ^js^or a land tortoise. 
9 

s. OJ sthavira, adj. Firm, fixed. 2. old, 

aged. 

3. oj£>£\ sthavishtha, c 
$ © 

corpulent, or big. 

3. sthaviya, adj. 

great, respectable. ^SHcdrao; 

great man. 

adj. Very fat, 

Big, stout. 2. 

a stout or 

S. 7^$ sthala, See|«. * tfrid, tysfoSrt, 

^ a person belonging to a place, a resident. 

tj ‘d tyUsurij to become displaced or removed 

from a situation. ^ a foreign or strange 

place. a person from another place- 
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S. PCo sthanu, s. Shiva. 2. the trunk 
V 

of a tree, a pollard, adj. Firm, fixed, steady. 

S. sthana, s. A place, spot, site, si¬ 

tuation, local position. 2. a residence, habi¬ 

tation, dwelling. 3. likeness, resemblance. 

tJ-s like a father. 2. a father’s place, 

rtotio £ as a teacher. 2. a teacher’s resi¬ 

dence. as a mother. 2. a mother’s 

place. the unit’s place in numeration. 

the tens’ place. ^ the hun¬ 

dreds’ place. 

S. sthdnaka, s. A city or town, 

s. cfo £}?r, sthdnika, sthdnika, 

s. The superifitendent or governor of a place. 

2. a fixed worshipper in a temple, adj. Local, 

belonging to a place, situation, &c. 

s. sthamya, s. A city, town. 

adj. Relating or suitable to any place, fit for 

or belonging to it, &c. ^ 

fit to be, or like, the tree of paradise 

to dependants. docb ^|5«cdjc«ri suitable for, 

or belonging to a priest, 

s. oj^3j;3 sthdpana, sthdpane, 

s. Placing, founding, fixing, erecting. 2. 

settling, determining, ordaining, appointing. 

3. substantiating, confirming, proving, verify¬ 

ing 4. a ceremony performed in the month of 

utero-gestation. 6. fixing or concentrating 

the thoughts upon the object of meditation, 

obstruction, mental control. placed, 

set, laid, fixed, established. to found, 

erect, establish, confirm, make good, prove. 

2. to place, deposit. 

S. 7\t«5 otta sthdyi, adj. Steady, firm, un- 
T 

changeable, invariable, permanent, enduring, 

lasting, s. Duration, eternity, 

a lasting work. Jh^cSjcCjaiS a 

permanent employ. 

S. sthdyika, s. The overseer of 
y 

a village. 

8. sthayi-bhava, $, A pro- 

perty of the amorous passion, as an object of 

dramatic or poetical description. They are 

eight, and form a class or order opposed es¬ 

pecially to the order termed 

The eight are love, mirth, sorrow, heroism, 

anger, fear, aversion, astonishment. 

S’ stkala, s. A caldron. 2. any culi¬ 

nary vessel. 

S. 7^© sthali, s. Any small pot. 

S. sthavara, adj. That has not the 

power of motion; fixed, stationary, not loco¬ 

motive. 2. immoveable, fixed to the spot, 

as a field, house, estate, family jewels, &c. 

which have long been in the family; real, as 

applied to property. ?t|£d wortdjsart* the 

inanimate and animated creation, &c. ^ dd 

the establishing of the divinity in an 

image, &c., not for any passing occasion, but 

so that the image shall n$t be removable 

without its suffering the loss of it. 

S. Kft stjldsnu, ad}. Durable, stable, 

firm, permanent, eternal. 

S. oj ^ sthita, adj. Standing, staying, rest- 
v 

ing, that stands oris in any receptacle or 

place. 

S. oJ & stliiti, s. An estate, wealth, property. 
T* 

h ® establishing a possession. 2. state, 

condition. 3. stand, stay, rest, continuance, 

endurance. 4. one of the three states through 

which the universe passes; viz. continuance 

or being. The three are creation, h § ex¬ 

istence, and ^°®s>d or destruction. 5. 

continuance or stedfastness in the path of 

duty, firmness or perseverance in a determin¬ 

ation, h 3 landed property. a 

man of wealth, ha Yislinu, the preser¬ 

ver. ha one’s manners and morals. 

S. Rl d sthira, adj. Steady, fixed, settled, 

firm, fast, still, not moving. 2. permanent, 

abiding, continuing, enduring, lasting. 3. 

constant, faithful, steady, not fluctuating or 

fickle, T> d is also used as an epithet of cer¬ 

tain signs of the zodiac, certain stars, and cer¬ 

tain days, implying that a work begun under 

anyof these signs, &c., will proceed slowly and 

heavily, and if executed under any of them, 

will continue or last a long tima Whatever 

is to be accomplished with expedition is to 

be done under an opposite class of signs called 

HSd; which are Aries, Cancer, Libra, and Ca- 

pricornus ; nothing that is done under these 

will be permanent, a fixed star, 

h d a slow constellation: as, Taurus, Leo, 
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Scorpio and Aquarius. Tlie moderate con¬ 

stellations are called % they are Pisces, 

Virgo, Sagittarius, and Gemini. # 

a work which will last long. 

a a long lived person, (in astrology) 

Saturday. 

S. sthirikarana, s. Ratificati¬ 

on of a bargain, &c- 

s. sthin-bhuta, adj. Very firm 
v 

or stable. 

S. sihuna, s. A post, pillar-. 2. an 

iron image. 3. an anvil. 

S. rdjstkula, adj. Great, large, big, 

thick. 2. gross, bulky, corpulent, huge, 

coarse. 3. gross, dense, not attenuate or 

subtil. 4. doltish, stupid, thick-headed. 

w a corpulent body. u **>.)» dull 

sense, SyorforfsS he is 

unacquainted with the distinctions of rank. 

S. sthema, s. Health, welfare. 

S. stheirya, s. Steadiness, firm¬ 

ness, stedfastness. 2. strength, power. 3. 

courage, constancy, firmness, faithfulness, 

staunchness. 4. calmness, composedness. 

S. rd"3^ sndta, adj. Bathed, that has 

performed ablution. 

S. sndtaka, s. An initiated house¬ 

holder, a man of any of the first three classes, 

who having completed the term prescribed 

for his studies, becomes a householder. If 

at the end of this period he have not acquired 

a knowledge of the 3^5, he is called 

• If he have acquired this knowledge before 

the end of the period, he is called 

If he finish his studies together with 

the expiration of the period, he is termed 

S. 7d-S>}£ sndna, $. Bathing, ablution. 2. 

ceremonial purification of the body, whether 

through ablutions, smearing ashes, cowdung, 

or perfumed powder, &c. bathing 

all but the head. bathing the 

whole body. bathing up to the 

middle. a bathing place. 

morning ablution, }ja. 

thing after having anointed the head with 

oil. bathing in the Ganges, 

%% 
bathing at Rameshwara, or Adam’s 

bridge. has been generally adopted 

to express Christian baptism. 

S. snayu, s. A tendon, muscle; 

described as a tubular vessel, attached to the 

bones at each end, and carrying vital air. 

S. snigdha, adj. Unctuous, oily, 

greasy, smooth. 2. amiable, kind, affection¬ 

ate. 3. cohesive. 

S. roO^ snuttt, adj. Plowing, oozing, trick¬ 

ling, distilled. 

S. snushe, s. A daughter-in-law. 

S. sne'ha, s. Affection, attachment, 

friendship, love. 2. any oleaginous or unc¬ 

tuous substance, oil, fat, grease, &c. 

3^5= very intimate friendship, dear as life. 

a'razi), to love, form an ac¬ 

quaintance or attachment, to cultivate or 

court another’s friendship. kind, 

affectionate. 2. beloved, s. A friend, the 

object of affection. a female 

friend. 

S. spanda, s. Motion, trembling. 

S. ro^^S" spardhe, s. Emulation, envy, 

vieing or coping with, competition, rivalry, 

quarrel. to emulate, envy, compete 

with. an adversary, 

s. coy^r sparsha, s. Touch, contact. 2. 

the sense of touch. 3. that quality of bodies 

by which they become objects of the sense of 

touch, tangibility. 4. air, wind. 5. a con¬ 

sonant of any of the first five classes of the 

alphabet. 6. the philosopher’s stone, 

sfreSo, fi^hr^o to touch, feel. the 

time of an astrological conjunction. 

S. cZytfsrp sparshana, s. Touching, com¬ 

ing into contact with. 2. wind, air. 

s. sparshavattu, s. Wind, air. 

S’ spashta, adj. Clear, plain, dis¬ 

tinct, apparent, evident, manifest, open, in¬ 

telligible. 

s. sparshana, s. Touching. 2. 

apprehension or perception by touch. 3. the 

sense of touch, the faculty of apprehending 

through touch. wind, the 

presence of which is ascertained by feeling. 

S. sprishta, adj. Touched, felt, 

touch, feeling, contact. 
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8. sprihaydlu, adj. Cupi- 

dinous, wishing, desiring. 

S. TnJ^So sprihe, s. Wish, desire. 

void of or free from desire. 

S. 00^83^ sphatika, s. A crystal. 

S. Tfcfyrf sphdra, adj. Great, large, s. 
Throbbing. 

s. sphikku, s. The buttock. 

S. Sphita, adj. Swoln, enlarged. 2. 

much, many. 

S. cdo^83 sphuta, adj. Blown, open, ex¬ 

panded, as a bud or flower. 2. hurst, rent, 

broken, or torn asunder. 3. open, clear, 

plain, manifest. 4. revealed, explained. 5. 

detached, separate. 

S. cooNbojO sphurisu, v. n. To shine. 2. to 

open, expand. 

s. co^e)o A sphulinga, s. A spark of fire. 

S. 7vO?f\(J&3 sphota, s. A boil, hlain, blotch, 

blister, bubble, bladder, pustule, pimple. 2. 

the expanded hood of a serpent. 

S. 7spko'taka, s. A boil, blain, 

pustule, blister. 2. the small pox. 

S. ro^cd) smaya, s. Pride, arrogance. 2. 

sin. 3. a smile. 4. wonder. 

S. co^'d Sinara, $. Cupid. the 

torments of love. the vulva. 

the penis. the moon. 2. spring. 

s. Tv^dpi smarane, S. Kecollecting, calling 

to mind, recollection, reminiscence. 2. re¬ 

membrance, retention in memory. 3. revival 

of an idea or point of knowledge, renewed 

presence before the mind, return into the 

memory. 4. memory, the faculty of retain¬ 

ing or recalling ideas. 5. mental or audible 

recitation of the names or name of a deity. 

6. a memento. 

he is void of consciousness. 

to think of, recollect, call to mind. 2. to 

invoke, meditate on. 

S. smart a, adj. Legal, canonical, 

according to the doctrine of the 3^3 or in¬ 

spired codes of law. 2. following or profes¬ 

sing the doctrine of the law hooks, 

followers of the doctrines of 

which inculcate the worship of both Vishnu 

and Shiva. The brahmans of this sect, are 

distinguished by the marks on their fore¬ 

heads being put horizontally. 

S. Slllita, s. A smile, adj. Expanded, 

blown. a gentle smile. 

S. smriti, s. The body of law, as de¬ 

livered originally by &>t&, and 

other legislators to their respective pupils, 

and committed by them from recollection to 

writing. 2. any hook, canon, or portion of this 

body or code. 3. recollection, reminiscence, 

remembrance, memory. the prox¬ 

imate cause of recollection. a 

work on law, a code, digest, &c. *^3 

the original law. supplementary 

laws. ^3 legislators. J*t^3 the 

sentence of the law. 3^8 a work 

treating on four branches of law; viz. wtysd 

^os; ceremonial observances. wsoS 

law-suits. penal code; and 

on offerings to the manes. 

s. sme'ra, s. A smile. 

s. syandana, s. A war-chariot. 

2. trickling, oozing. 

S. syada, s. Swiftness, speed, velocity. 

S. 7o<^ syanna, s. Trickling, flowing, 

dropping. 

s. syamantaka-mani, 

s. The gem which the Sun gave to Satrajit- 
tw. It yields eight Chara, or 19,200 rupees 

weight of gold daily. 

S. syamika, s. A cloud. 2. time. 

s. sydlaka, sydla, s. 

A wife’s brother. 

S. syuta, adj. Sown. s. A sack. 

7^3 sewing, stitching. 

S. COJS^ syuna, s. A sack, 

s. co/OsT^) srakku, srajavu, s. A 

w7reath, garland. 

S. sragvi, s. Bearing a chaplet. 

s. TvjtS, T&djtf srava, srdva, s. Drip¬ 

ping, oozing, trickling. 2. exudation. 3. 

the falling of the feetus or womb, miscarriage. 

SjSii’o to drop, trickle, &c. 

s. 7j/£5oS sravanti, s. A river. 

S. TyZx^srashta, s. Bramha; that creates. 

S. srasta, adj. Fallen or slipped down, 

off, or from. 
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rvOj ~cr0^ 

s. TjjjsJ- srukku, srucha, s. 

The ladle with which ghee is poured into a 

sacrificial fire. 

S. coo^ sruta, adj. Oozed, trickled, drop¬ 

ped, fallen. sti,® dropping, exuding, falling. 

S. sriiva, s. A ladle used in sacrifices, 

s. srotassu, srota, 

s. A natural or rapid stream. a 

river. 

s. srotonjana, & Anti¬ 

mony. 

S. ro£ swa, adj. Own, proper, peculiar, s. 

Self, own soul or individuality. 2. proper¬ 

ty, wealth. r^A one’s own village. ~j 

one’s own fame. wji one’s own 

people. what one has acquired one’s 

self. 

T. B. swanta, adj. Own, proper, 

peculiar, private, belonging to one’s self. 

a proprietor, owner, or one who is his 

own master. 5o« one’s own money, 

one’s own private account, 

s. swa-kapola-kalpi- 

ta, [invented hy one’s own cheek”) adj, A- 

pocryphal, produced by one’s own brains. 

S. ro^'O^odb swakiya, adj. Own, proper, 

peculiar, belonging to one’s self; of one’s own 

(family, kin, &e.) a 

person belonging to one, a relative. 

S. co^B^ swachchha, adj. Exceedingly 

clean or pure, free altogether from stain or 

spot. 

s. swachchhanda, s. One’s 

own will or fancy. self-willed, wilful, 

headstrong, bent upoD the gratification of 

the devices and desires of his own heart. 

S. 7ig$OfSj swatantra, adj. Independent, 

uncontrolled, free, absolute, under one’s own 

law. 2. self-willed, refractory, unruly, s. 

Independence, freedom of will, ^ojjr^free 

to follow* the impulses of one’s own will. ^ 

Sosi^rrad an independent man. ^o^.nsSr a 

woman who will not submit to control. 

S. SWattu, pl^s] s. Own right or 

property. 

S. g swataha, adv. Of, from, by, 

through, in one’s self or itself; in propria 

persona; of one’s own or its own accord; in 

one’s own or its own nature or self. 

self-evident. self-made, self- 

existent. 

S. swatwa, s. Ownness, peculiarity 

of possession, title, right, or propriety. 2. 

self-existence, independent or underived be¬ 

ing. 3. individuality, the essential quality of 

an entity in general. 

s. swathd, swathd- 

vdgi, adv. Of one’s self, or of itself; own. 

independence, XA$f 0f 

one’s own strength. 

3, swa-dharm<l, s. Own, pro¬ 

per, or peculiar duty, office or business. 2. 

the proper, native, or inherent quality, the 

nature or constitution of any natural quality 

or property. 

3. 7^ swuna, S. Sound in general. 

sounding. a sounding horn, 

s. ro^tJ'dep'BSd! swa-pam-bhdva, [ ^ own, 

other, and state or affection of mind] 

s. comp. Regard to meum et tuum, distin¬ 

guishing between one’s own things and the 

things of others; respect of persons, distin¬ 

guishing between one’s own family, friends, 

relations, &c., and the multitude. 

S. co^Sj^ swapna, S. A dream, dreaming. 

2. sleep. * ^ a bad dream. ^ 

^i° sb a pleasant or good dream. 

wsrso to have a dream. pol- 

lutio nocturna. the creation of 

dreams, the illusory world of Morpheus. 

ZiuiO an interpreter of dreams. 

the second of the four modes in which life 

subsists, the state of dreaming. 

the faculty of dreaming. 

S. swa-prakdsha, adj. That 

shines by its own native light. 2. self-en¬ 

lightened, self-taught. 

s. *<£S/S^ swa-prakhya, [like himself] 

comp. That is known in his own name, by 

his own acts, abilities, &c.; that lives and 

moves on his own legs, stands upon his own 

bottom, &c.; also mi generis. 

S. swa-prabhdva, s. Inhe¬ 

rent strength; native dignity. 

S. cc^spxio^ swabhdna, $. Own or native 
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state or quality; nature, natural temper, dis¬ 

position or constitution, or any natural pro¬ 

perty. rtors natural temper. $ 

^ one’s own or natural conduct, hri 

that adheres or appertains naturally and 

constitutionally. S*® the doctrine 

that the universal system was produced and 

is maintained by the necessary action of sub¬ 

stances according to the impulses of their 

respective natures; one of the modifications 

of atheism, one who holds such 

a doctrine. 

s. co£o3j7»>35t>£^ $ swa-mdhdtmya, s. 
Native grandeur or majesty. 

S. C^cdoo sway am, adv. Of one’s own self 

or accord, spontaneously. s^crioo self- 

formed. rte a boy who has given him¬ 

self into adoption. J^cdoo cooking with 

one’s own hands. 2. cooking in general. 3. 

articles for cooking. Sjcdoo a cook. 

cdoo *^#*3 shining by its own native light; 

the sun. one’s own concern. 

TjjoJjo sid choosing one’s own husband, 

(the self-existent) Bramha. 2. Vishnu. 

3. Shiva. 

S. swara, s. A note in music. 2. an 

accent. 3. a vowel. 4. air breathed through 

a nostril 5. the human voice, sound in 

general. 3*?, sjjtf the seven notes of the ga¬ 

mut. Vori a fluttering of the voice. 

a broken voice, hoarseness. 

variations in sound, voice, &c. a note 

not in key. TcgS sSoozS© a number 

of reeds joined together and beaten with the 

fingers. 

S. c^dro swarasa,s, A decoction, infusion, 

extract. 

S. swarita, adj. Harmonious, mel¬ 

odious. 

S. To^djsSj swa-rupa, s. One’s own pro¬ 

per figure or form, the natural and real form 

and general appearance. 2. one’s countenance, 

visage, look, features. 3. the natural consti¬ 

tution, quality or condition, nature. TSjpMi 

xt-djaH tjorf disgrace, exposing one to 

shame. S3*. %****& I know your 

whole character. 

S. ?^as~, 7^^> swarga, 

swar, swar-loka, s. The sky or heaven 

in general. 2. Indra’s paradise, where mor¬ 

tals are said to receive the reward of their 

virtuous actions. the celestial Ganges. 

djSra nymph of heaven. Rahu, 

the personified ascending node, 

s. ToO^cts* swarna, s. Gold. %nr*wi a 

goldsmith, JSjrar dd alchymy. 

S. swalpa, adj. Very little or few> 

little, small, trifling. a little or 

mean man. a few days. 

* a little while. a trivial or tri¬ 

fling work. *»■&*» rather slowly. 

ri®d a little way; not far; rather distant, 

s. swa-varna, adj. Of one’s own 

caste. 

S. swasri, s. A sister, 

s. ^^swas^a> swastha, adj. 
Easy, quiet, composed, comfortable, whether 

of bodily health or ease, of mental composure 

and peace, or of favourable external circum¬ 

stances. iS^ safely and soundly, djd 

dgido, djdOT^dJ to be well, djd a. mind 

at ease. ^&';d he is not in good 

health. a particle of benediction, May 

it be well with you. 2. so be it, amen. 

tj. drfd a blessing, benediction, any benedic¬ 

tory speech, to wish well, to bless. 

a propitiatory ceremony on any 

auspicious occasion, throwing prepared rice 

on the head of a person and at the same time 

muttering. 

s. swastika, s. A kind of mystical 

figure, the inscription of which upon any 

person or thing is generally considered to be 

lucky. It consists of y^j and, amongst the Jdi- 
nas, is the emblem of the seventh deified tea¬ 

cher of the present era. 2. the ornamental fig¬ 

ures made on the ground with white earth be¬ 

fore house doors, &c. 3 a temple of a particu¬ 

lar form with a portico in front. 4. any aus¬ 

picious or lucky object. 

S. cd"S£0^ swanta, s. The mind. 

S. swdgata, s. Welcome, saluta¬ 

tion, welcoming. 2. coming, auspicious arri¬ 

val. 

s. Tfogti o"rfg swachhchhandya, s. 

Wilfulness, independence, waywardness, self- 
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S. swdtanirya, S. Indepen¬ 

dence, absoluteness, freeness, uncontrolled or 

unsubjected state. 2. uniuliness, contuma¬ 

ciousness, refractoriness. 

S. swdti, s. Arcturus, the fifteenth 

lunar asterism. 

S. swudu, s. Taste, flavour. 2. 

tasting. adj. sweet. 2. agreeable, de¬ 

lightful. 3. handsome. 

S. swddhina, adj. That is sub¬ 

ject to himself, that is his own master, abso¬ 

lute, free, independent. 2. in the custody 

or keeping of, under the charge or care of. 

3. in a state of subjection unto, under the 

control or command of. to be¬ 

come under the control of. to 

make subject to. sfcsa to take 

under one’s own management, or into one’s 

own possession, or control. 

S. swddhydya, s. Perusal 

of the Vedas ; also a day on which the re¬ 

sumption of the work of reading them is 

commanded or permitted after a suspension 

of it. 

S. 7^ swana, s. Sound, noise. 

S. swdnubhava, s. One’s own 

experience or observation. 

S. swapa, s. Sleep, sleeping. 

S. swdpateya, s. Wealth, 

property. 

S. swdbhdvika, adj. Natural, 

native, proper, pertaining naturally, constitu¬ 

tionally, or essentially. 

S. swdmi, s. Owner, master, lord, 

chief, king, husband. 2. God. mas. 

tership, lordship, ownership, right of posses¬ 

sion or rule. treason, treachery 

to a master, &c. a traitor, flvj 

devotedness to a master, &c. 

S. swdmya, s. Nights, privilege, 

due. 

g. swdyambhuva, s. The 

first •&«*>. 

H. cd^'d swdra, s. A man on horseback, a 

horseman. 

S. swdrasya, s. Possession of 

sweetness, juciness, savouriness, pathos, spirit, 

fire,salt, nerve, &c., imbued with native sweets 

and excellencies, as a poem, a speech, &c. 

2. goodness, excellence, agreeable quality in 

general, ad; Pleasing, delicious, good, ex¬ 

cellent, well. 555^ to sing sweetly. 

, swdrdttu, s. Indra, heaven’s 

ruler. 

H. rds^d swdri, s. Mounted state upon horse¬ 

back . 2. the equipage, retinue, or train of a 

great personage; the whole body as in pom¬ 

pous procession or upon a march or journey. 

3. applied to the great personage singly or 

alone; or to any person in the customary 

adulatory or complimentary style. 4- gener¬ 

ally applied to going out on any ride or walk 

of pleasure, state, or health. 

S. swdrtha, s. One’s own profit or 

advantage, one’s own aim or object, one’s own 

contemplated end ; self-interest. 2. inherent 

or real meaning, the true, and just interpre¬ 

tation. 3. the same meaning, a pleonasm. 

0ne devoted to or 

intent upon his own interest. 

S. swdsthya, s. Ease, happiness, 

comfortableness. 2. an estate, property. 3. 

a snug competence. 4. self-dependence, con¬ 

fidence, firmness, resoluteness. 

S. swdhd-devi, s. The wife of 

Agni. 

g. swikdra, s. Claiming, acknow¬ 

ledging ; allowing ; affirming or admitting to 

be one’s own. 2. adoption, 

to adopt. sS adoption of a 

son. 

i. R)oi°odo sioiya, adj. Own, belonging or 

relating to self. 

g. 7\k;^rf sweda, s. Sweat, perspiration. 2. 

vapour, steam. 3. warmth, heat. en¬ 

gendered by sweat, steam, or warm vapour, 

as vermin, insects, and worms. 

7\X^.£>£) swedani, s. An iron plate, used 

as a frying pan. 

sweira. sweiri, adj. 

Self-willed, unrestrained, uncontrolled. 

cira£o, one who walks according to 

his own inclination or will. 

sweirini, s. An adulteress. 
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ha, The fifty-first letter of the alphabet, 

sounded as ha. 

O. hankalu, See 

T. b. So o ®x> ti hankdra, s. 

Haughtiness, arrogance. 

C. ^o/\ hangu, s. A bird whose flight is 

consulted in omens, and whose note is consi¬ 

dered ominous; a hind of skylark. 

this bird crossing one ominously from 

the left to the right. 

A. 0. S»OaS$ Tidngadd, s. A bird of good 

C. ^oaps hangane, $. Upbraiding, taunt¬ 

ing. 

C. 5oo7\"d?\(3, Sco7\d£>o hangara-gida, 

hangaralu, s. A shrub the leaves and wood 

of which are proverbially dry and which easily 

burn when in the greenest state. It is said 

to he used by alchymists; the leaves are also 

applied in rheumatic affections, &c. The 

white ants will not attack it. It is used in 

constructing temporary buildings, for cooking, 

&c. sdorideu srizS firewood of it. stertti 

a club of it. ^a a small stick of it. 

2c & Aedrt the hangarali 

shrub has no greenness, and the daughter-in- 

law no warm food (as she is served last.) 

H. 5oOAX)£d, Sooax^oo, SoCTCxSrie? han- 

gdmi, hangdmu, hangdmite, s. Sea¬ 

son, time, period, adj. Temporary, for the 

time being. rSons&js 5ooS a temporary es¬ 

tablishment. BtorraSo a temporary 

employment. a stranger, sojourner. 

H. SoOAX^oo hangdmu, s. Uproar, tumult, 

hubbub, outcry, wild commotion, disturbance. 

2. an assault, attack, setting upon with cla¬ 

mour and vociferation and fiJrious manifesta¬ 

tion. sSorradJo a felonious assault. 

Joorrsdn the assault of a tiger, 

the distress occasioned by excess of rain, the 

inundation of lands, houses, &c. idorodoorvsd 

a general disturber, sforredoo dn>* to make 

an assault, excite commotion, raise a distur¬ 

bance. 

c. sdo7\X>$>, Sootu>^ hangdlu, hangd- 

li, s. One under obligation, in the power of 

another; one who has entrusted another with 

his counsels, &c. iorr«v«?in^ he 

is in my power, or under obligations to me. 

C. SoO?\A ■$> hangiganu, s. One who is up- 

braided by another with something disgrace¬ 

ful. 2. one under obligation. 

C. SoO'Acoo hangisu, v. n. To upbraid, re¬ 

buke, huff, charge contemptuously with any 

thing, to throw in one’s teeth. 

C. SoOao hangu, s. Obligation, the state of 

obligation to, or being in the power of, another 

who is privy to some evil which one has done. 

2. shame, modesty. 85^ Syfo, ^ort> 

do* a* what claim have you on me? or 

what have you to throw in my teeth ? tortus 

tfdd, jjo* sssSc*d, -do* one who has 

thrown off all obligation, one who is void of 

shame or modesty, eoo* 2co* ^6 to 

give up shame. 2cdo^e5 

what have I to do with you after being 

relieved from my obligations. £o* saS an 

immodest woman, lost to shame. 

0. aOAjrfl hangudale, s. Upbraiding 

with something disgraceful. 

c. SoOAorbso^ hanguru-hakJd, s. The 

Indian crane. 

A. c. 5oo ao1^ hanguli, s. A stool. 

c. SoOB^uIt? hanchanige, s. Vegetables 

and greens in the aggregate. 

o. sdos£, SoQB^Sooew hanchi, hanchi- 

hullu, s. A kind of long grass of which 

brooms are made, and serving to sew together 

leaf plates, ^a a spear of it. 

a sharp beard upon it. wwar a 

broom made of it. 

C. 5oO8^03 So08#^, Sc08#ci>, So08#^j«) 

z£j, SoOs3-tStjq$^ hanchu, hanchik- 

Jtu, hanchidu, hanchi-kodu, hanchi- 

kollu, v. a. To divide, distribute, share, ap¬ 

portion. to divide to one his por¬ 

tion. dosrtcrfjg to pour water into 

an earthen vessel. atotfo a wooden seal 
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cooScfo 

used by the officers of government when farm¬ 

ers divide their corn in the threshing floor. 

S©*S f' sharing, dividing, apportioning, 

allotment, 2. cure, remedy, antidote. Sc23 

^rrati, starred, ?6ort£rt a divider, distributor; 

one who adjusts or settles matters; one who 

settles disputes, a pacifier. 

C. 5cO£^o hanchu, s. A tile. afocto a 

broken tile, a potsherd. s&Bd soo^o an earth¬ 

en pan in which split pulse is parched. 

« So2&, Sotro a flat round iron plate 

for baking cakes. • the ridge tile. 

So2l?( sSiwd. a house with a tiled 

roof. Scrfo s^a * to tile, So?* n^cdjsZSoto 

repair tiling, So?* to get tiling 

repaired, So?J;S ^a cylin¬ 

drical or tubular tile. 

c. 5joB3oSodj®'d&>63^ hanchudiyuda- 

batte, s. An old tattered garment. 

T. B. c^o'sS- hanche, [SoS] s. A swan. 

C. sdoaid hanjara, [sSotid] g. Any tem¬ 

porary building, a thatched roof or shed. 2. 

[Sorid ] a shrub. 3. a cage. 4. a sad¬ 

dle bag, a double bag of sacking for carrying 

corn, &c. on oxen, scowcs 

to fasten on a saddle-bag. 2. to put up a 

shed or veranda, So&sti ;Joj3 a penthouse. 

socKrf a close, thick-set, or well pressed 

thatch. 2. a close cage, So&jot to put 

up a thatch or penthouse. Sowti art a tame 

parrot. So&id r!v»if a coward, poltroon. 

A. c. SoOSibcoo hanjarisu, v. n. To spread 

out, be diffused or extended. 

0. odo3j, sdosSaoS hanji, hanji-batti, 

s. A roll of clean cotton prepared for the spin¬ 

dle. So23 to prepare cotton for spinning, 

51022 uoBj a basket for holding rolls of cotton. 

S°«3 So* to wind up a roll of cotton for spin¬ 

ning. Sotf ti/wo to spin a roll of cotton. 

C. 5o03J° hanju, [rfowj s. A torch. 2. eaves. 

3. a cotton wick for a lamp. 

S. SoOSd hanje, s. A procuress, adj. Lazy, 

worthless. 

C. 5oo£3Aod hante-gudda, s. The lizard 

commonly called bloodsucker. 

H. 5jO&8p'37\ handibhdga, s. A man given 

to appetite, a glutton. 2. a cat. 

SaGoj 

C. Soozf hande, s. A large copper or brass ves¬ 

sel. 

S. sdotS hande, s. A procuress. 

c. Scozf, 5o033t) hande, handd, adj. 

Brindled. Soil a brindled cow. 

c. zdotf o^yboa) hande-kuruba, s. A man 

who prepares wool and keeps sheep. 

C. Soopso hannu, See Sc^. 

0. 5do3 hanta, s. Steps, a flight of stairs. 

T. B. <x'oiB hanti, s. A line, row. So 

3 jgo8 in rows. A. C. ruin. So,§ to tie 

bullocks in a row for the purpose of treading 

out corn. 

T. B. 5doi haute, [eszdo^] g> Conceit, ego¬ 

tism, vanity, selfishness, tosk sio® she 

is very conceited. 

0. ZoOC/d handara, s. A temporary build¬ 

ing ; an open shed or hall adorned with flow¬ 

ers, erected on festive occasions, as at marri¬ 

ages, &c. 2. an arched way of light sticks 

for a vine to climb and overspread. Soc'ti 

&©% a vegetable of this name, Socd aza a 

shrub so termed. 

C. handarise, s. A kind of fritter 

fried in ghee, made of rice, sugar, &c. 

A. C. ZaOZoO handale, s. A kind of open 

palankeen. 2. a newly decapitated head. 3. 

[£octi] a pandal or shed. 

C. handi, s. A pig or hog. Sor?o So 

£> a sow. eruicij SoS, So^Soa a village hog. 

Soa^ rioe a young pig. Soa a wild hog. 

S°£>i a boar’s tusk. Soa a por¬ 

cupine. 

C. 5oo£>az3 handi-gadde, s. An edible 

root so called. 

C. 5oo£>-&^d handi-kira, s. The screech 

owl. In screeching, blood is said to drop 

from its tongue, and to indicate certain ruin 

to the house, person or place on which it falls. 

0. hannerada, adj. Twelve. So 

twelfth. 

o. Soo^j^odo hannondu, adj. Eleven. So 

eleventh. 

C. SoOT# hampaka, s. Counsel, opinion, 

advice, 

c. Kh> a 8 hampa-sdgara, s. a. 

town in the Ceded districts. 
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C. JxjOT^jj hampu, s. Pride. 2. magic, sor- 

eery. 250^) ri'dr aooaS^d), 

teo?3 to become proud. 2. to become 

bewitched. 

T. b. SoQ-fi hampe, [£«£»"] s. The Toom- 

budra river. 2. the name of a once cele¬ 

brated city now in ruins lying on the bank 

of this river. Stbsxrijgj Shiva, worship¬ 

ped there under that designation. 

scosjedo- proper names. 

c. 5oQg)£>, sdcsoD^, 5co8o&o hambala, 

hambaliJce, hambalu, s. Solicitous 

thought, turning a thing anxiously in the 

mind; the mind intently fixed on an object 

or absorbed in thought, wtft; accwwj 

he thinks of nothing else. 2^ eoosjd^ 

I can think of nothing but him. 

toSx’o to sit brooding over a subject; to be 

full of anxious thought respecting an absent 

child, relative, &c., who does not appear at 

the time appointed for his return. 

C. £»QSOO hambu, s. A creeper or runner. 

the vine creeper. oSjcabfi i^osoo a 

creeper of the pepper species, ^x a 

, betel leaf creeper, s&Sjrtt ^ojoo a jasmine 

creeper, eroria^ sootoo a -wild sort of creeper. 

*3* sdowo a small black creeper used in tying 

the bamboos under a thatch or tiling. 

H. SoO^b'dso's, Sosj^kiooU hammarahd, 

hammrahd, adv. With, together with. 

H. ScG^Jsxyd) harnmdlaru, S. Palankeen 

bearers. 

c. ScoDopI, hammini, 

hammini-chila, s. A scrip, purse or betel 

bag, usually attached to the waist. 

C. SoOS&O hammu, v. a. <f- n. To twist, en¬ 

twine. 2. to lace, couple, plat, plait or braid. 

sooSo^ the act of braiding, coupling, &c. 

jqc^jo to lace a cot with coarse 

tape. to plat saddle bags. 

c. 5oo£o£e£i°e; hammu, ham- 

mina-chila, See 

T. B. sdos&w hammu, [es$o] s. Egotism, 

conceit, vanity, pride, haughtiness. ^0300 

sresso to speak conceitedly. 

A. 0. 5oO<3^703 hammeisu, v.n. To faint, 

be overcome with fright, fear, or alarm. 5-° 

do^ads to refrain from being frightened. 

C. ScOoo hamsa, s. Strength, ability. ‘XsJ 

fS tioii look at his strength. See s!°3. 

s. SoOro^ hamsaha, s. An ornament for 

the feet said to resemble the foot of a swan. 

s. ScOrd^jsjB hamsa-kuta, s. An ox’s 

hump. 

c. Sohamsa-pdda, s. A caret. 

2. an asterisk. 3. a prop, soodstsna ms&o 

to make a caret or asterisk. 2. to prop. 

G. 5oOro<2> hams ale, s. Discretion, prudence, 

sense, wisdom. ^ox?s5c&>c<3 to 

look after a business with prudence, 

sJorieJ an excellent, discreet man. 

H. 5gOK)"S harnsd, adj. Near, adjoining. 

s. sdoTo, sdoco hamse, hamsa, s. A fa¬ 

bulous swan or goose. 2. Bramha, or the 

universal spirit. 3. one of the vital airs. 4. 

a particular order of ascetic. 5. the sun. 6. 

Yishnu. sS°* a female swan. ^s®=5=? 

a swan’s down bed. a king of 

that name, soot! ris&;5 a woman 

having the dignified gait of the swan. 

Bramha, riding on a swan. 

the cackling of a goose. 

C. sdtfS'd203=1)tj hakdra-tukdru, s. Ob¬ 

scene discourse. ai^»d to talk baw¬ 

dy. 3^=s^d weriojj to abuse with ob¬ 

scene language. 

H. hakikattu, s. Account, 

statement, narration or representation of oc¬ 

currences, affairs, or proceedings ; also affairs, 

events, facts, matters. SS-H^^oprssSo a written 

account of occurrences, &c. 

H. haJdmanu, s. A physician. 

A. c. hahharike, s. A goblet. 

C. hakkalu, s. Gleanings of corn. 

Bd^e^cdjD, to glean. <^®PJ a 

reaped field. 

C. hakkale, s. A scab. 2. any cake 

of dried earth. 

T. b. 5o-&k hakki, !«?$] *. A bird. rt 

6 a quill. ^3^v=o, &\x &»***> the fea¬ 

thers, plumage, or down of a bird, rtjs 

* a bird’s nest. 2. a bird’s cage. a 

bird of ill-omen, with a cat’s face, and of a 

brass colour, a sort of crane. 

rt a bird catcher or keeper. 
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0. So-ov 7\P?o hakki-gannu, s. Blear eyes. 
"o fys 

2. long sight. 

C. hakki-bikhi, s. Sleight of 

hand, conjuring. 2. cheating, defrauding, 

deceiving. to conjure, deceive, 

'defraud. 

C. Sc^o^ haliku, v. a. To divide, apportion, 

wa’rfj osft he divided the 

vagi field. 

C. So’So^ haliku, s. Crusted bloody mucus 

found in the nose when there are ulcers in 

the head, &c. 2. the dry scab of a sore. 3. a 

cake of dried earth, a scab 

to arise. 2. dry earth to become caked. 3. 

to cicatrize. bloody mucus 

to harden in the nostrils. 

a sore to scab. 

H. SotS^ hakku, s. Right, title, justness of 

claim or pretension. 2. share, portion. 3. pro¬ 

vince, peculiar office or business, the 

holder of a share; one who has a right. 

ad^oth that work is my province. 

C. hakke, s. A place in general. 2. 

a place where cattle stand in the heat of the 

day. 3. side, direction. Sorrel so^a 

cemetery. the stars on one side 

of the heavens. 

C. sdso^eju7\o hakkhakkaldgu, v. n. 

To become separate, apart, distinct. 

C. SoA haga. See 

C. SoX'd ha gar a, adj. Light, not heavy. 

2. active, brisk. 3. brittle, fragile, crisp, or 

friable, lightly. 

C. 3d7\d,P® hagarana, s. A quarrel, dispute, 

contention. 2. amusing tricks, laughing at, 

bringing into contempt, Jjojfsd a 

quarrelsome family, an amu. 

sing or odd word, a word calculated to give 

offence, ^ridrfrt, soritinnitS a quarrelsome 

man. 2. an odd, eccentric man. sirfctorre 

Sr, 3oriciran*dv’o a quarrelsome woman, 

c. SoaO, SoXt^So^ hagari, hagare- 

halla, s. A small river near Bellary. 

C. S0X80 hagaru, s. The main beam suppor¬ 

ting a thatch. 2. the dandruff of the head. 

c. 5oaXs-os# hagarganchi, s. A plant 

so called. 

C. ScXtO hagalu, s. The day time, 

’Soften cs^, (Jay and night. 

the sun and moon, rulers of the day and 

night, zcrisjjasox the sun. afrtfca a 

large kind of blue light which quite illumi¬ 

nates the atmosphere for a few minutes. ®ri 

w t:\gliA a torch carried before an idol when 

going in procession in the day time, ri 

eortuj =3^ one who robs in the day time. 

the momordica charantia. 

c. 3o?\^;>, 5o?\£0 haginu, hagilu, s. 

The core or heart of a tree, the hard part of 

timber; close grain. 2. gum, resin. 

o. SoXod, SoXjc'd hagura, hagura, 

adj. Light, not heavy, nimble, active, free 

from oppressiveness, as applied to the body 

when in good health. 2. crisp, brittle. & 

rostra stezao to make light. & 

riotisrshzJ my body is very light, i. e. very 

healthy. 

C. J»7\ hage, s. Hatred, hostility, enmity. 

2. an enemy, rdrtcriosi, sdrfoisav, sdrtrred a 

foe, adversary, enemy. averseness, 

hatred, enmity, maliciousness. ^ 

|?J to avenge or revenge, to per¬ 

severe till one has avenged one’s self, strf &> 

aaiw to entertain malice or enmity. &A Am 

|t), to hate. 

o. 5jXi°cdo <5oT\(*c£) hageya, hagevu, $. 

A subterraneous granary. 

c. So a hagga, s. A rope or cord. 

a coir rope. Krt a cotton rope. 

3°^ a hempen rope. Srt a c]ose or 

tightly twisted cord. Serf sirt a r0pe 0f 

leathern thongs. 3=^ slaScdjj to twist or 

spin a rope. 

C. ^ao haggu, s. A pit, low ground, a* 

rto shoa^ to fill up a pit. 

C. SoXtfodo hoggeraya, s. A kind of 

grass, androfogon aciculatum. 

c. 5o£^, Sc&^KDX hachchage, hach- 

chagagi, adv. Greenly, green. 2. yellowly. 

c. hachchada, s. a peculiar kind 

of cloth, generally twenty-four cubits long 

and two cubits broad. 2. two cloths sewn 

together. 3. a cover or wrapper. 4 a quilt 

or coverlet. 5. two cloths in one web. 

paif a web, acjia to 
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put a cloth on, or over one’s self. 

to cover a person with a large cloth. 

C. 5i hachchadi, s. Minced vegetables, 

salad. 

c. 5o8^ 3 hachchane, See ££ 

c. 3o&^& Jiachchari, for wsg^e. 

C. hachchu, v. a. To affix, adjoin, 

attach. 2. to paste or glue on. 3. to smear, 

besmear, daub, anoint, plaster, or lay on by 

rubbing. 4. to light, set fire to. 6. See 

to besmear or anoint one’s 

self. 53^ to sew a leaf cup. 

3=^ to apply the perpendicular sectarian 

mark. to sew leaves together for 

plates, ^ors|^ to plaster a wall 

with chunam. to anoint the 

head with oil. to set fire to. 

C. hachche, s. The act of scarifying 

or tattooing, to 

tattoo. ^%x t&xgjii 

to get tattooed. 

H. Sc&fSSA) hajdma, s. A barber. 

shaving. 

C. Sock'S d hajdra, s. A royal hall of audi¬ 

ence. 2. a room which is open on one side. 

3. a place where persons of distinction sit. 

H. SoSyptta hajdru, s. The royal court or 

presence, the hall of audience > or presence 

chamber; the royal person; or the regal office 

and excellency as personified, or as viewed 

concretely; Sis Majesty, The Government, 

The state, &c. a person con¬ 

nected with government. a 

government affair. 

T. B. So&i^Too hajjalisu, v. n. 

To shine. 

G. hajje> [*$] s. The print of the foot. 

G. So S3 hata, See 

c. SoB^ hatta, part, of 

C. SoB, hatti, s. A fold, cow-pen. 2. a re¬ 

sidence of herdsmen. 3. a house-yard. 4. a 

cattle pound. &$X the site of an old fold. 

esvV 50^, a cowpen. sd^ a 

place where cowherds reside, ad^ a 

residence of shepherds. ^ an outer 

gate. «r».cSo*c* 5;’^ a village near Chittle- 

droog. to pound, confine cattle. 

S. Sos) hatha, s. Obstinacy. 2. violence, 

severity, rapine. 3. a grudge, a spite against. 

sdbsjdlS a severe thrashing. sr&a a perti¬ 

nacious or determined man. sSWstoQ contu¬ 

maciousness. 2. violence, an obstinate man. 

adj. Severe, rigid. 2. violent, stubborn, 

obstinate, contumacious, pertinacious. 3. 

resolute, determined, oSdraci a violent, deter¬ 

mined, obstinate man. a deed of 

violence, &>a, sictosPit’o to be obstinate. 

to persevere in obstinacy. 

violence. to pay a grudge, 

s. SqBo3j3»a hata-yoga, S. Abstract con¬ 

templation, whilst suspending the breath. 

2. applied generally to modes of austere de¬ 

votion, as standing on one leg, holding up 

the arms, inhaling smoke with the head in¬ 

verted, &c., and opposed to 

s. hatha-veira, s. A deadly or 

mortal hatred. 

S. sdsraSD % hathdttdgi, adv. Suddenly, 

unexpectedly. 

c. So3a, hadaga, hadagu, s. A 

ship, sailing vessel. 33^?* najtreci trading by 

sea. sSSftjS % voyaging merchant. 

mariners, sailors, seamen. 

Vi a ship’s mast, sS&rtrf <3^ a harbour, 

haven, place where ships come to anchor. ^ 

UtX fJasJD to steer a vessel, 

c. Sq£3&, SorfzS hadadi, hadade, s. An 

annual allowance of grain, &c., from private 

individuals. 

0. Sorfti hadapa, S. A barber’s dressing case 

which contains his shaving and other appa¬ 

ratus. 2. a betel pouch. St*st»v a betel 

woman. zozgsSnvti, sdza^ri one who carries his 

master’s betel nut pouch; a king’s petty cash 

keeper, whose duty it is to serve out betel, &c. 

to his sovereign and visitors. 2. a barber. 

C. Soz3d> hadaru, for eSdj. 

c. occ3ti>7\ 83^ hadaru-gattu, v. n. To 

coagulate, as milk. 2. to dry up, as a run¬ 

ning sore. 

c. hadala, hadala- 

hdi, s. A small kind of cucumber. 

C. Sirfo hadu, v. a. To embrace sexually. 2. 

to bring forth children. 3. to deceive. 
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a woman who has cohabited with a man. si 

acrfori not brought forth. chil¬ 

dren not yet brought forth. 

C. 3ov3b^o, SorfoiSbjj'S "S, ha- 

duku, haduku-ndta, hadiki-ndta, s. 

A stint, stench. 

C. ZgZ% hade, v. n. To he worth. 2. Is# per. 

sing, neg. of sir*). ^rfcbrk it is not worth. 

C. haddanige, s. A three legged 

stool used by linga people at their devotions 

and at meal times. 

T. B. S)p3 hana, [rirej s. Money in general. 

2. the small coin termed a fanam, either of 

gold or silver, Jdrerreti, a 

man of property. a 

single silver fanam. SusrSoat^ <5o 

** a double fanam. sdre, iTforptfri zdrs a 

gold/awam. ^oS^cvai) zore, adre,el©t 

5df5, FlS t^oS^ UScJWjdfS, 5of5, 

zi &n different kinds of gold fanams, each 

worth about four silver single fanams. 

ztitTi, sire a silver fanam. sdresi 

shroffing, examining of money. r°re® to 

pay taxes. 2. to amass wealth, lay up money. 

jj»07jo, rdre® rkoOSo to change money. ®o 

Rai to com fanams. eisratf moni¬ 

ed support. a, fanam and a half. 

res to place or deposit money, ’tins sic 

to divide money. adreri adeS 

ti£o aSjaid this is our man who 

wears a cloth worth four fanams. 

C. 5Qp?-§-^ojs>^i>, 5oP3-§-^ja°3b haniki- 

nodu, hanahi-nodu, v. n. To peep, to 

get a glimpse of, to look slily, closely, or 

curiously. 

0. ZofQ'S hanate, S. The basin of a lamp, 

c. 5opcrdrf hanavaddada-gida, s. 

The common mallow. 

C. ^bi^ha.na-kattu, s. The ornamen¬ 

tal head-stall of an ox. 2. See under Sore. 

C. SoPShand-hard, adj. Much, great, 

excessive, severe, ^rssaorf art# a violent con¬ 

test, great battle. 

A. C. Sop! hard, S. Orts, leavings, remains. 

c. So pl-S-^r haniki-kanni, s. A long rope 

to which cattle are tied in a row. 

A. c. Sof!ds^do harddavddu, v. n. To 

fight, wage war with. 

c. Soplcdoo, Soplodoo haniyu, haneyn, 

v. a. To twist, braid, plait. 2. to heat or 

bruise to a powder, to pulverize; to heat thin, 

as the edge of an instrument when heated red 

hot. 3. to throw to a distance. 

to beat snuff. ^<3, the act of bruising, &c. 

A. C. SopcO harm, v. n. To be arranged or 

in row. arranged, in order, in rows. 2, 

agreeable, pleasing. 

0. So PS hane, S. The forehead. 2. a haunt 

of wild beasts. 3. a cow-pen. 4. the helio¬ 

trope. 5. device, scheme. Shiva, 

with an eye of fire in his forehead 

a a spark from this eye. ^ lot, fate, 

destiny, the decrees of JBramJia, supposed to 

be written on every man’s forehead, 

wdtf rearf as fate had decreed. 5°rl<t€> wti&tk 

zS as fortune determines, as it is decreed. 

an ornamental spot of paint put 

on the forehead. sdre^wsd worth, excellency; 

fate. 

C. 5opc» hannu, s. Ripe fruit, v. n. To 

be ripe or mature. a bunch or 

cluster of fruit, the rind, peel, or 

shell of fruit, slrs^rb, sdre^ wacka to be¬ 

come ripe. s^re^ to eat fruit. sof^ 

«3do«S as a parted fruit. the taste 

of fruit. the juice of fruit. 

toc&) a ripe pod vegetable. a full grown 

leaf which drops from the tree. 

do sari 'cSrtodd firioddo the fresh leaves smile 

when the old leaves drop off. sdre^ storks* 

one ripe with age, an old man. ®°re^ stotk-S- 

an old woman. 33* =#^3 adr^t has 

your business succeeded or has it not yet 

come to perfection ? rewg msft 

(like ripe fruit falling into milk) it has suc¬ 

ceeded admirably. s=re^ gold colour, 

adre) reartoo, sore^cdoo to begin to ripen. 

A. c. 5opOo. CcpteSci) hannu, hanni- 
PS P3 

oiau, v. a. To scatter, chase, drive away. 

2. to do to excess. 3. to pulverize, beat or 

bruise to a pulp. 55^re^ to bruise rice. 

A. C. 3opCO £)i&7±) hannu-minu, $. A kind 

of cod-fish. 

C. 5op3^S han-dene, s. A ripe ear of com. 

S. hata, adj. Struck, hit. 2. killed. 

3. fig. struck, blasted, marred, destroyed, 
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disappointed, &c. to be struck, slain, 

blasted, killed, &c. bS5#b»?i <&®^rb to die, 

perish, be slain. 

S. So^ kataka, s. A poltroon or coward. 

S. ZnQ hati, s. A blow, stroke. 

C. So3 , 5oS o£> hatta, hattiri, interj. 

of contemptuous or angry reproof or repres¬ 

sion. 2. of admiration, satisfaction, &c. 

c. 5os^ rid katta-kattu, hat- 
-o d* 

tu-sara, s. A necklace wbicli fits closely 

or tightly round the neck. «. «. To tie very 

tightly. 

c. Bos^ '^/3c83 katta-kadu- 

ku, hatta-wonti, s. An ear-ring which 

does not hang down but fits close to the ear. 

C. SorfsToo hatta-Jcdsu, V. a. To smelt 

or heat to the welding point. 

C. 5 hattadi, adj. United, close, com¬ 

pact. s. Ten feet. 

C. 5oe? hattu-hadiyu, v. a. To 

knock right in, or fast in, as a nail, &c.; to 

drive home. 

C. Sos^d, Zo'&j kattara, kutra, s. Near¬ 

ness, proximity. come near. adj. 
4" adv. Near, close by, to, with, towards. $ 

come to me, come near to me. 

j have it not, it is not by me. 

ig^cSrf® near him. w *SsS^V essJfi 

that book is in his possession. 

C. hattavidu, v, a. To place close 

to or near by. 

c. katta-se- 

du, hattavagi-sedu, v. a. To draw up, 

as water, &c., steadily or in a manner exact¬ 

ly right. 

C. hatta-hdku, See under si*. 

C- katti, s. Cotton in the pod, or not 

cleared from the seed. wiid 

cotton, 55®j black cotton plant, produc¬ 

ing very fine white cotton. a cotton 

plant having several seeds on which the cot¬ 

ton is much entangled, t3v* a white 

cotton plant. sSjsuri 35© a cotton plant bear¬ 

ing a very small seed. 3c S cotton with 

only one seed in a pod. tojs&rtrf gilt 

cotton. 5^ to sow cotton seed. 

cotton seed, ^ the cotton plant. 

wsxft) an unripe cotton pod. 3^3^ 

itajJ), to clear cotton 

from the seed. a cotton mill for 

clearing the cotton from the seeds, formed of 

two rollers fixed horizontally, and which re¬ 

volve on each other’s surfaces. 

C. Go&jio, Soli =5^ kattidu, kattikku, 

v. a. To unite, put near or close together. 

C. Bo§)^e^cdrs>'ft$s^3cJe>57n> katti- 

hattiydgi-kitlu-hogu, v. n. To fray or 

fret, as an old cloth. 

c. 5o§> d, 5o<S »D kattira, kattili, See 

C. Bosk kattu, adj. Ten. aS* ;S tenth, 

release to one out of ten. 

an ordinary or worth¬ 

less person. afwj.sttr, sS% z3$*, aS*& ^0, 

jc^ 3er*, sc^o. jtso ten times, 

a a distance of ten miles. =5-®a) Hava¬ 

na, with ten faces. s5£cW> eighteen. *1° 

tSSofc eighteenth. fifteen. 

% nineteen. 

C. oc^o kdttu, v. a. To climb, mount, 

ascend, scale, get on. ^ccS to climb a 

tree. ao<& to mount a horse. 3*^* 

airtj, to get into a palankeen. to 

scale a fort. 2. to cleave, adhere, keep to. 

3. to affect, take effect, as dye. rioptyfi 

to affect the mind, impress the memory. 

v. n. To catch fire. 2. to be joined or at¬ 

tached. *kkj to tie closely, tightly. 

^ 5s* to join, cause to unite. 3. to be ob¬ 

tained, as a situation or employment. 'sS°* 

2°*, to kindle, catch fire. bS®,* to cause to 

catch fire. 2. to cause to mount, ascend, or 

get on. 3. to make join, stick, or unite. 

zcl^o to find or trace out, sSS b 

to get put on one’s self, as the ashes of burnt 

cow-dung, &c. 

o. 5o^o kattuva-vdlugni, s. 

Sanumanta, with a flaming tail. 

C. So~§> redo kattesaru, s. As much water 

as rice will soak up in boiling. 

C. SoB JS> kattottu, v. a. To press or 

squeeze down close, to push home, 

s. 5o^i, hatya, katye, s. Mur- 



der, killing, but understood only of that kil¬ 

ling which is viewed as criminal. 

C. 3os£) hatra, See 

C. ZxlSj hatri, s. A carpenter’s plane. b$ 

&j\ work done with a plane. 

c. Scd> Sod^ hada, hadana, s. A due 

balance of contrarieties, the proper temper or 

condition of things. 2. sharpness, as of a 

cutting instrument. 3. quickness. 4. form¬ 

ing metals to a proper degree of hardness. 

6. boiling, baking, or cooking to the proper 

point. 6. a certain measure of rain, a quan¬ 

tity of it sufficient to render the earth fit for 

ploughing. ^ s'tf a proper temperament. 

2. a thorough saturation, &c. sSca 

to tan leather. Erisraft to heat 

metals, &c., to a due consistency or a proper 

degree of hardness, Barisrsd such a fall 

of rain as thoroughly saturates the earth, 

tjorfj wo so there has been one proper 

fall of rain. stozb, sdrfa® sisszw to sharp¬ 

en. 2. to temper, w&i to cook pro¬ 

perly, neither too much nor too little, 

to taste any thing to see whether it is 

done, wticdoo, wvrto to strain 

the water from boiled rice, &c., at the proper 

time. vegetables spoiled in cook¬ 

ing. sod the steel is hardened 

too much, sodaaft to put a due pro¬ 

portioned of ingredients. C‘&ri it is 

spoiled in cooking, itizS the land 

is injured by too much rain. Bad a bow 

of due temperament. 

C. iddtfoo hada-ltallu, s. A whetstone, 

hone. 

C. SodAZ§ hada-aadle, s. An indurated 
co J - 

kernel in the flesh, or a protuberance. 

C. So'ddS^ hadad-adike, s. An unripe 

areca nut. 

C. Sodj3 hadana, s. History, narrative, 

narration, detail of one’s circumstances. 2. 

scheme, means, device, antidote, cure. 3. 

fashion, manner, way. 4. cause, reason, 

design, intention. ^ BWc* after this manner, 

sfttsreddo what fashion, or in what way ? 

d 5cfor what purpose are you come ? 

JtsVogrfti sijaaSo you know my 

history, enough of this. ^ aSti^ot5oS^«A> 

making a representation of these circumstan¬ 

ces. to devise, contrive. 

*%ft to hear the whole narrative. eo% 

ft to tell the whole, or manner, of a thing. rs* 

what antidote, said he, is 

there for this ? 

0. Sodtj Tiadara, adj. Young,-not matured, 

unripe, in embryo. ^scSo, s&ttb young, 

unripe fruit. Atf* very young, as a leaf 

or bud. 

C. Sodde hadaru, v. n. To germinate, bud, 

blossom, s. A young leaf, germ, bud, or 

fruit. B»de=# the act of germinating. Boded, 

budded, germinated. 

0. Sod hadi, s. A prop or buttress. 2. a 

foundation, v. a. To pave. 2. to dig. 3. 

to separate. to buttress, prop up. 

jda a foundation. 

C. SodjyDTk hadindru, adj. Sixteen. & 

dasdoS? sixteenth. 

0. Design)hadindlJcu, adj. Fourteen. 

C. Sod^So&fo hadinentu, adj. Eighteen. 

C. Sod;3i°^o hadinelu, adj. Seventeen. 

0. Sody^de hadineidu, adj. Fifteen. 

C. cod&d hddibadl, s. A chaste, virtuous 

woman. 

O. Sodde^tb hadimuru, adj. Thirteen. 

c. Soddo, Sododo hadiru, haduru, s. 

A germ; an unripe fruit. 

0. SoCjoao hadugu, v. n. To shake, quake, 

tremble, to make tremble. 

A. C. Sodo^/ hadula, s. Wealth, happiness, 

welfare, adj. Nice, pleasant, happy, thrifty. 

^do<y>do to be happy, increase, thrive, pros¬ 

per. to make happy. 2. to make 

well. 

0. Sodo^ haddu, s. An eagle, kite or vulture 

2. Garuda. 

H. Sodo haddu, s. A limit, boundary, bor¬ 

der. 2. rule, authority, charge, management. 

Bodj are do proceed no farther, 

say no more. b3& rQs’a place un¬ 

der his charge, Sre>0 ^Scrioo to violate a 

prescribed bound. ~d tift, <se^ dd cotb the 

extreme limits or boundary of a place. 

3&*i ^do to violate orders. 

S. cc^<o hanana, s. Slaughter, killing. 

0. So?) hani, s. A drop, very fine rain. 
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a drop of rain. PtP'd ^5 a drop of 

water. «$'«>«*» to fall in drops, to drop, 

as water. 

C. 5ohanukalu, $. Small or fine 

rain. 

C. So^o^o hanuJcu, v. n. To drop, drip, 

drizzle. 

C. cdjdoSdo^, sdjdodoo^o, 

rrsodo hanumanu, hanumantanu, 

hanumanta-rdya, s. A monkey chief, 

son of the wind, and the friend, ally, and spy 

of Ramachandra in his invasion of Ceylon; 

since deified and worshipped by the followers 

of Vishnu. vopoPoodp the square centre 

piece of a necklace, hearing the image of 

Hanumanta. aSstosfcoScreoJos* a figure 

of Hanumanta worn on the breast of wan¬ 

dering mendicants. wcdooS the 

hirtli-day of Hanumanta, the day of full 

moon of the month 

S. 5c^'4) hanuvu, s. The jaw. 

C. hanneradu, adj. Twelve. & 

twelfth. 

C. hannondu, adj. Eleven, 

eleventh. 

T. B. happala, s. A cake as 

thin as paper nearly, made of Bengal gram, 

salt, pepper, assafsetida, &c. 

C. So33, cdsS habi, fiube, s. Heat, warmth. 

2. effulgence. a&J* wtSv to heat. 

to receive or take heat, to warm one’s self. 

T. B. habba, s. A festival, feast, any 

religious festivity. 5°^, ^orf^a feast on the 

fifteenth day of the month rtss 

to keep or celebrate a feast. 

BSuria?!, feast day. zowrt&Wrf 

Z3s>fi to serve out bountifully, as at a 

feast. Jowri $ft»M S<^ a splendid 

meal and a large dish of betel, &c. a 

woman fond of festivities, 

c. 5o^dhabbarada-huvu, s. 

A sort of balm. 

C. habbu, v. n. To spread or run, as 

a creeper. 2. to spread or become public, as 

intelligence. 3. to spread, as a sore. 4 to 

run over a country, as an army. 5. to be 

peopled as a place or country, to be inhabited. 

u’J, sM* the creeper has spread out. 

Pszp sdo * the news is spread abroad. 

wado this sore is much extended. ^ 

it rf ss-lcrfca the hair twisted and undecorated, 

as worn by women during the absence of 

their husbands. 5°^ to spread out. 2. 

to run, as a creeper. 3. to possess. 4. to 

grasp, the act of spreading, &c. 

Xo to cause to spread out, &c. imprac¬ 

ticable, unattainable, not to be reached. 

jS^s* drsarfdrio PP^ rii though 

I have made many attempts I cannot succeed. 

G. sd&oy*! habbuge, s. A mass, cluster, 

multitude. 

C. habbu-basige, s. Convol¬ 

vulus repens. 

c. sd^, 3oS>}5d^ habbe, habbe-hula, 

s. A kind of insect used in medicine given 

to children. 

c. habbe, S. A. kind of cane. 

sort a variety growing in water. 

C. habbeda, s. A convenient place. 

h. sdsdodsd hamaraha, postpos. With, 

along with. 

H. SoSdcre^^oo, hamd- 

komu, hamd-koumu, comp. All classes, 

all castes. 

H. sddcrasSjdro:) hamd-jinasu, comp. All 

kinds of articles. 

H. sd&TStj hamira, s. A nobleman, grandee. 

2. a valiant man. 5d&»0 a lady of distinc¬ 

tion. 3. a smart, clever woman. 

H. 5do5o^oI\T> hameshd, adv. Always, con¬ 

stantly. 

C. 3o£)o^t£ hammike, S. Network, knitting, 

platting. 

H. 5o£)o^ p! hammini, S. A long narrow 

scrip, betel bag or purse, fastened to the 

waist. 

0. hammu, V. a. To knit, plat, 

intwine, or wattle, v. n. To thrive, prosper, 

or succeed. prospered, accomplished, 

successful, t. b. |_«^°] s. Conceit, insolence, 

egotism, pride. zctx^pP, a con¬ 

ceited, vain, proud man. 

S. harmya, s. An upper story, 

gallery. 
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ScCdo 

S. dodo hay a, s. Ahorse, mount¬ 

ed on a horse. aJafaa&a^^ a horseman. 3° 

Kubera, who rides on a horse. 2. 

the son of djac&r or the sun. a 

prince of the giants who, during Bramha’s 

sleep at the end of a ■**«>, stole the Vedas; in 

the recovery of them, he was slain by Vishnu 

in his fish incarnation. a mare, sicdj 

sSah tsjxP Vishnu. slab the 

actual oi emblematic sacrifice of a horse. 

C. hayanu, See s&jsto. 

S. Sod hara, s. Shiva. 2. a destroyer, adj. 

That which takes away, seizes, or carries off. 

2. expelling, as poison. 3. counteracting, as 

evil spirits, &c. saOxb, v. n. To be 

disgested, as food. v. a. To expel, deliver, 

take away, counteract. 2. to carry off, 

usurp. 

C. ddilr haraka, s. A rent, slit; a rag, 

tatter, adj. Torn, rent,, tattered. 3od=£ toBj 

a rag, a torn cloth. wdtf a litter, 

3°^ a man whose ears are rent. +S Zod-J- 

a woman whose ears are rent, Zod^ 

an insolvent debtor. 

H. dd^So harakattu, s. Opposition, 

hindrance; opposing or obstructive procedure, 

any act or measure in stoppage or prevention, 

to hinder, delay. 

H. Code 3d harakara, s. A messenger, 

courier, zodwad a spy. zdd 

^d a courier sent post. aSd^d jssatotf a 

superior messenger. 

C. Cod* haraku, adj. Torn ; old, tattered. 

aSdtfj a worn out dust-fan. 

C. Codif Jiarake,s. A vow made in trouble, 

beseeching. to vow, make a vow. 

a3d=# x^d# ®Sd;#<> to fulfil 

a vow. 3°d=#t rfxBcdw, sid=#s; to break 

a vow. 3^d#<; sos^o to ask alms by blowing 

a horn, and using no importunity with words, 

^d^crfosi the man who thus asks alms, and 

who will receive nothing less than real 

money. 

c. Cohara-kollu, v. comp. To 

tear for one’s^ own use. ^d=#jsodJ to 

tear out and carry off. 2. to separate from, 

dissolve a connexion or acquaintance. 

c. CodApSsJ-^ haragani-chippu, $. 

A weeding plough. 

c. cddA&o, Cod^js^&o haragalu, 

haragolu, See 

0. Cod/d haragu, v. a. To weed with a 

plough. 

o. Cod/dddo, cddXododdo haragu- 

varu, haraguvantaru, s. Partners, in 

farming, &c. 

0. cod7^ harage, s. Partnership. 

djsdo to go partners. <dd?Wdo partners. 

C. CodkSo haratu, v. n. To prate, blabber, 

talk nonsense, ^dti prate, jabber. zodtJobd 

iddB^ sfo§), stdB^ sS^d, zSdared a prater, 

tattler, idle talker, sfd^ «&g>, BodfcJrraa a 

babbling or blabbing woman. 

c* uoda, sdda^o^ps haradi, haradi- 

kankana, s. A bracelet composedof alter¬ 

nate gold and coral beads. 

c. Coddo, CodSeSdo haradu, haradi- 

bidu, v. a. n. To spread out, scatter 

about, as com, papers, &c. ^ddo, soda=# the 

act of scattering or spreading. 

C. Coddo haradu, s. The ankle, s^ddo 

do to sprain the ankle, to put it out of joint" 

S. Ccdp3 harana, s. Seizing, taking away 

forcibly. 2. removing, carrying, bearing off, 

as of pain, disease, sin,-trouble, &c. 3. a 

special gift, as a nuptial present, &c. ^d 

« a portion of food offered to the deities 

and thrown to the crows before eating, ^drc 

siecdjrf like a beast that cannot re¬ 

lease itself. 

T. b. CodPQ harana, s. Life. ^d« 

tfdrt is* to put forth an extreme effort 

to accomplish a difficult object or business. 

0. Codpl harani, See sierf. 

C. Cod^ harata, adj. Keen, sharp, as a 

knife, &c. Sod^^rs^ sharply, ^ds® to 

sharpen, set a razor, &c. 

C. Cod IS ^ hara-tinnu, v. n. To live 

from hand to mouth, to be extremely reduced 

in circumstances. 2. to live by charity. ^ 

a beggar. 2. one who lives from 

hand to mouth, ^d gcwjxtji wvA eCdo S&tw 

ddtfc ssmlike one beggar going 

to another. 

C. Cod'd harada, s. A large dealer, a 

wholesale or maritime merchant. 2. a lender. 
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sStfrf mei’chandise. 2. lending and 

borrowing. 

haradana-halli, s. A dis- 

so called. 

c. So'dD'sS haraddri, s. A measure of two 

thousand fathoms, or about two miles and a 

half, a coss. 

s. sddsysd’dnt) haradd-varadd, adj. 

Confused, irregular, any how, in any way. 

s. SotJoDiroo, SoOroo harcryisu, harisu, 

[_a5tfre] v. a. To take away, &c. 

A. C. Sodds haravadi, adj. Public, known, 

spread abroad. 

A. o. haravadiga, s. A traitor, 

one who betrays his benefactor. 

T. B. SodoSco haruvasa, [«SsWf] adj. Sub¬ 

ject to another, dependent, s. Want of self- 

possession, syncope, fainting. 

O. 5od!D haravi, s. An earthen vessel. 

C. ood^) haravu, v. a. To spread out, scat¬ 

ter, diffuse, as corn, &c. 

to spread out or about, to scatter. aWati 

spread, extended. spreading. 

C. So dido harasu, v. a. To bless, pronounce 

a benediction, wish well to. to 

bless or extol olie’s self, to compliment one’s 

self, s&fii sJtfb ^ 

from the compliments paid to him 

he is become lifted up (said of a haughty 

superior who is deaf to his suppliant.) 

to bless in a song. 

c. SodScO harahu, See ah*®- 

C. Sod^rdo haralisu, v. a. To teaze, dis¬ 

tress, annoy, or trouble. ^3* * 

some dust has got into my 

eye and troubles me. 

C. 5ods/o haralu, s. The castor oil seed, 

Palma christi, Hecinus communis. 2. a pre¬ 

cious stone. 3. a grit or small stone, such 

as is found in dirty grain, &c. 53 a 

pellet bow. titS&o a diamond. 

aJtj^o a ruby. a ring set with pre¬ 

cious stones. w’V a grain of salt. 

civ’j Tioi5? a tablet for a game resembling 

draughts, a wild sort of castor oil 

seed, a small kind used in making 

medicine. ~c:°^ another sort. 

C. 

trict in Mysore 

* to be gritty. castor oil. See 

and 

0. 5cd^5(=€ haral-ole, s. An earring of 

precious stones. 

A. C. 5od$3 haralchu, v. a. To shut the 

eyes from any thing distressing them. 

H. So'OU'do hardrna, adj. Vicious, wicked, 

iniquitous, unlawful, irregular. 2. roguish, 

knavish, villanous, vile, base. afoM* tforioS 

a vicious or restive horse, a man 

who acts unlawfully. treason, 

treachery to a master. Jtra 

to return evil for good, to be treacherous. 

to act unlawfully. 2. to 

be vicious or restive. 

C. Sot) hari, p. a. To tear, rend, slit. v. n. 

To run, flow, as water. 2. to be sharp or 

poignant to the tongue, &c. 3. to feel an 

itching or burning sensation. 4. to cut, as 

a knife. 5. to break, be severed. 6. to be 

paid, settled. the debt is paid, 

the dispute is settled. 

the trouble is ended. ^0^ to be 

torn, flow, &c.; to pass by, as a village. ^ 

2oS a rope to break. sc&Sj to cause to tear or 

rend. 2. to make flow. 

C. Sot) hari, s. Vishnu. 2. a horse. 3. a- 

lion. 4. an ape. 5. a frog. 6. the sun. 7. 

Indra. 8. Yama. 9. air. 10. the moon. 

11. a parrot. 12. a snake 13. a scorpion. 

14. the colour green. 15. a deer. 16. one 

of the known divisions of the continent. 17. 

a gold colour, yellow. 

A. c. cotUDd harikdra, s. A chandler, a 

vender of grain, oil, ghee, fruit, sweetmeats, &c. 

C. oot^ hurike, [sfttej*. Avow. 

to devote to a goddess, &c., as the hair of a 

child’s head, which is therefore left to grow, 

till the ceremony of tonsure, with this view, 

can be duly performed. 

A. c. harikesha, s. Shiva, lord of 

Vishnu and Bramha. 

A. C. 5oS57^ harige, [ai®A] s. A shield. 

a stout shield. 

c. s»t)7\js>(0£o, joSaW harigolu, hari- 

galu, s. A round wicker boat, covered with 

leather, to steer or row it. 

aSOT^wj a small one for taking the 
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tappal across rivei’S, &c. s^oovbPi^o 

the boat has sunk. tjotfx 3c0So^ejg 

^s?3Sijs5 we are all sitting in one boat (are 

one band, have a mutual interest.) 

s. SoSS^orf^ hari-chandana, s. A yellow 

and fragrant sort of sandal wood. 2. the tree 

of paradise. 

S. Karina, s. A buck deer. 2. a white 

colour, adj. White. a kind of dance, 

in which there is a resemblance to the motion 

of deer. zSOcs the light lunar fortnight. 

S. 5ot>pl Karini, $. A golden image. 

S. SoQpS Karine, s. A doe or female deer. 

S. 5o& harita, adj. Green, verdant, s. 
Green. 

a. c. sdty^odo haritandu, part. ofzA&a*. 

A. 0. haritaru, v. n. To set out, 

go, come, or arrive. 

S. 2o&35T><^ haritdla, s. Yellow orpiment, 

arsenicumflavum. r gold coloured 

orpiment, auripigmentum. 

S. harittu, s. The colour green. 2. 

a point or quarter of the compass. 

s. 5ot>d^ harid-ashwa, s. The sun, on a 

green horse. 

T. B. 5oS)d^ Karidala, See 

c. So&ZS'stio Karidddu, v. n. To swim or 

move, as fish ; to creep, as serpents ; to gad 

or wander about. sS&nsW swimming or moving 

in the water. 

C. odacsDt) Kariddri, See zAztazso. 

c. sdQddo, Karididu, harid- 

i/clcu, v. a. To tear off and put away. 

C. 5©Qdo hUridll, perf. part. of <£ 5. 

S. SstiCjj haridra, s. Turmeric, curcuma 

tonga. zAOn^i? yellow, the colour. atOrs*) 

of the turmeric colour, in opposition to 

&W rrart sapphire colour, or true blue. 2. fic¬ 

kle, capricious, unsteady in affection or at¬ 

tachment. ^0cra, stsiozio the yellow jaundice. 

S. Kari-dwdra, s. The town of 

Hurdwar where the Ganges descends into the 

level land of Hindustan. 

s. 5d&£^e>s&p§ Kari-nila-mani, s. The 

sapphire. 

S. harin-mani, s. An emerald. 

C. hariba, s. Work, business, affair. 

2. war, battle. 

A. 0. CoOe3 ha>ribi, s. A large earthen wa- 

s. 3o&a»o^, Karibuvva, Ka- 

ribhuma, s. A ceremony observed on the 

fourth day of nuptial festivities, when the re¬ 

lations of the bride and bridegroom serve one 

another from each other’s plates. The food 

so distributed, from the sport or hilarity of 

the occasion, is frequently scattered over the 

persons of the company. 

S. harimandhaka, s. Chick 

pea, Cicer arietinum. 

c. Kariya-betteru, s. A 

waterfall. 

C. So&cdoo Kariyu, See £9. 

s harivanta, s. Indra. 

C. SjQoS'SPQ harivdna, s. A metal dish of 

any kind. 2. any dish. zA®?^ soS^ses, 

rS S0OTC3 a golden dish. *3^ assort a silver 

dish. sdOssrs a brass dish. soD 

an earthen dish. 

C. harivi, s. A large earthen water 

vessel. 

t. b. Karivittara, fzgeasitf] s_ 
A throne. 

c. 

harive-palle, Karive-soppu, Ka~ 

ruve'-SOppu, s. The vegetable, Amaran- 

thus tristis. =£0^ JcOSl; So 

a red sort. zAOA, iSOS, zstes 

other varieties. 

s. Kari-shara, fzsso Vishnu, w an 

arrow, Vishnu having served him as the shaft 

which set the cities of on fire] s. Shiva. 

s. KarislicKandra, s. A sover¬ 

eign of that name celebrated for his piety and 

liberality, and who, in reward of those virtues, 

was raised,together with his city and subjects, 

to ^rtr. He was the twenty-eighth king of 

the solar dynasty, in the second age. 

S. SoFoo harisn, Kariyisu, 

a- To settle, cancel, deprive, remove, 

&c. 

0. So&roo harisu, cans, of ^0, To cause to 

flow. 2. to cause to rend, slit, or tear. 
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s. SoBooCds hari-haya, s. The sun. 2. 

Indra. 

C. 5oQ5o-so5j?)^j4 harihdyoni, g, A dis¬ 

ease or blight which dries up the crops. 

H. haripa, haripha, g. 

A rival, enemy, powerful opponent. 2. va¬ 

lour. adj. Valiant, powerful. sbpozfo 

a valiant or powerful man. 

C. ooTji&J haruhu, s. A rent, slit, tatter. 

adj. Torn, rent, slit, tattered. BStbvsrto to 

become rent, siMrb a rent nose. 

■%-& a slit ear. wg a tattered gar¬ 

ment. a man greatly involved 

in debt. 

C. Sodo^fS^o haru-kollu, v. n. To retreat. 

v. a. To tear or rend one’s own clothes, &c. 

C. 5odo7^©^£D harugolu, See aSCAwiw». 

C. 5odoe£ haruta, [aftW] adj. Keen, sharp, 

c. sddorfoSoje^To harudu-hogu, [ufe] v. 

n. To be torn away; to be worn away, 

ground by the action of the feet, &c. 

A. c. sddoso, 5od&o haruba, harabu, 

See 

A. o. SoidoSS harubi, See 

A. C. oodo"^ haruvu, s. Contrivance, me¬ 

thod, address. 2. business, affair. 3. sense, 

skill. to contrive, 

a method to be discovered. 

TOri, ^otiiadd a contriving, scheming, inge¬ 

nious man. 

T. B. Co'do'd, harusha, [adJV-] g. Joy, de¬ 

light, gladness. , 33dn^i^ciSjs'&®^ejs>tfo 

to roll in an ocean of delight, a sea of joy. a> 

tears of joy. a joyous fes¬ 

tivity. 

A. C. 5ot3 hare, s. The centre branch of a 

tree. 2. a pubescent age, the prime of life. 

C. hare-kdlu, s. Gleanings, re¬ 

fuse corn. 

c. w<37\B.cdoj hare-gadiyu, v. a. To cut 

clean off. 2. to take down quite to the ground, 

as a wall, &c. 

c. 5odcd>, Sododorf, sd-^d hareya, 

hareyada, hareda, adj. Pubescent, of 

the flower of one’s age, youthful. 

ri a youth in the prime or flower of life. 

stoa a pubescent damsel. 

a youth of the virile age. aJC^*SsJd> youth* ^ 

Scdorf us&f a youthful king. 

C. sddSoo ao hare-hingu, v. n. To become 

exhausted, spent, evaporated. 8o°it 

is exhausted. 

G. 5od^55od^Je> 

S7) t3 hare-hottu, hareda-hottu, ha- 

re-hottdre, adv. Very early in the morn¬ 

ing, before break of day, ’ere the dawn. 

H. So^'SH'd harMra, s. A mes¬ 

senger or spy. 

a. o. sdedos- harchn, See 

S. Sotos’ harmya, s. A mansion or pa¬ 

lace. 

s. sdodos"-^ haryashwa, s. The sun. 2. 

Indra. 

A. C. harvu, See s. Skill. ^ 

arS skilful. 

S. odlAS" harsha, s. Happiness, delight, 

joy. 5o^r« rejoicing, making glad; a cause 

of pleasure. 2. the fourteenth astronomical 

cSus^ri. 3. a morbid affection of the eyes. 

rejoiced, delighted. to rejoice, 

be glad, delighted. aSSrstaw# rejoicing. =$ 

dospF squabbling, bickering, jarring. 

s. oc£J hala, g. a plough. 

c. 5c<SJ hala, s. A weight equal to two V* 
3) or eight or an Indian ounce, whereof 

thirteen make a pound, used in purchasing 

bell metal, copper, &c. 

A. c. ScfcJ’Sb, sd^'o’Sb halaku, halanku, 

v. a. To climb, as a tree. 

T. B. Sg&t! halage, [v^] s. A plank or 

board. 2. a shield. 

A. C. 5d&7\ halage, & A kind of drum or 

tabor. 

c. sdoddi halabaru, hala- 

varu, pro. Some persons; many persons. 

C. SoOSio halabu, See 

A. C. 5d<ysdoA halavanga, adj. Diverse, 

various, multiform. 2. much, great, many, 

very. sSwsfortrf stsa&j diversity of speech, or 

many words, aSwstoriri divers colours, 

sowdoriri a diversity or quantity of clothes, 

sJejdortriA in many ways. 

A. c. halaviliyu, v. a. To 

cast their young, miscarry, as cattle. 
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the act of miscarrying, abortion, 

yd S'Soigi an abortive child. 

A. C. SoC^ halavu, pro. Much, many. 

2. some. 3o\c3 after some days, 

sdu^i fioa, sde.^i straifa very verbose, many 

words, much or close thinking. 

3^3) a cow which has had many 

calves. sScw Wo many women. 

with many friends. 

^ota multifarious, diverse. 

C. Jialashiga, s. A jeerer, mocker, 

scoffer. 2. a drummer. 

c. SoOroo, SoOcJ^Sopco halasu, halasi- 
P0 

na-hannu, s. The jack fruit, Artocarpus 

integrifolia. 

C. 5o^5o£> halahala, s. Interfering, in¬ 

termeddling. 

H. SoCJDiSd haldku, s. One in reduced and 

very poor circumstances. ^erases the 

extreme of poverty. 2. exhaustion from di¬ 

sease, &c. 3. disorder. 

H. oo<S/scOjrdo haldyisu, v. n. To shake, 

move, quake, vibrate. 

S. SoC/BOdoocJ) hal-dyudha, s. Balarama’s 

weapon, a plough. 

H. 5d£K)$JS>^j haldl-khora, s. A sweep¬ 

er, scavenger, one of the lowest casta 

S. od<yj>5d<y haldhala, s. A sort of poison. 

2. the saliva of a horse. 3. See 

S- 5o0 hall, s. The periphery of a wheel. 

2. Balarama, the elder brother of Krishna. 

T. B. cde)7^ halige, s. Aboard, 

plank. 2. a shield. C. A drum or tabor. 

eft jjjorf a cot with a wooden bottom. 

=£n a plank door. the wooden part 

or frame work of a cot. z6Cft the cap 

or upper shell of the weaver’s lay or batten. 

£ Sr! the swords of the weaver’s lay or 

batten. 2° Sr’k the block or under shell 

of the weaver’s batten. &eft\ a rope by 

which the weaver’s batten is suspended. 53 ® A 

ccbg) waohosirSo pressing up the lay of a loom. 

soSnrtv’ soSr'.riv’ to join boards 

together. s6jsBsb to put to the torture. 

H. halima-khdne- 

duppati, s. A plain, fine cloth, 

c. sdetiax), soOJoeSrdo halubu, 

halumku, hctlumbisu, v. n. To have 

the mind intently fixed on an object, to be 

extremely anxious about any thing, 

solicitude, anxious thought. scejoowssisS, sdwj 

CBxJosSsS one very anxious about an absent 

friend, &c. acwiwasfsi a wrangler, disputer. 5= 

to distress one’s self; to reflect on 

one’s self; to grieve; to be anxious; to mur¬ 

mur. solicitude. 2. murmuring or 

grumbling to one’s self. 

c. sd&oeS, 5o£>o-S halube, haluve, s. A 

rake or harrow used in husbandry, to level a 

field of corn in the blade, after weeding. ^ 

tmS 3^3Es to harrow. 

C. Comedo halesu, s. Paddle boards. 

c. sde^&cdoo hal-kadiyu, v. n. To gnash 

or grind the teeth. 

H. 5o0^ halkd, halki, adj. In¬ 

ferior, low, mean, base. 2. easy. 3. cheap. 

4. soft. to depreciate. 2. to hum¬ 

ble, degrade, debase, make despicable. 

sSopforS^ a mean, despicable man. 26©^ 

a base disposition. a low, vulgar 

woman. meanness, baseness, 

sjrs^i a low word. 

S. halya, adj. Ploughed, tilled. 

S. So£J ^ hallaka, a. A red water lily or 
CO 

lotus. 

t. B. 5c£> hallakallula, s d;s. 
CO cry- 

order, tumult, confusion, 

c 3o<y ■&cJod», 5o£i TxQodco halla-kisi- 
co . CO 

yu, halla-giriyit, v. n. To grin, gnash 

the teeth. 

A. C. Sctet r© hallana, S. A saddle. 

to saddle, lottos a sad¬ 

dle horse. 2. a pack horse. 

A. C. 4rdo kallanisu, V. n. To shake, 

quake, move. 

A. C. So&^cdo hallalisu, v. a. To prepare, 

make ready. 

H. 5cC^ halld, s. Scaling a fort. 

to scale a fort. 

C. 5c0 halli, s. A small house lizard, re¬ 

garded as ominous. a lizard’s egg. 

z6^% -S-jSo* a lizard’s nest. 2dgn the 

omen occasioned by a lizard. s’dt a black 

lizard. *5vt sig a white lizard. ^P, Tk&crijj 

JS the lizard cries. (as a lizard) 



thin, emaciated. P* Popip^ ^ 

this man is very thin. 

C. 3o£0 hullu, s. A tooth, Poio&p ztvd the 

front teeth. the jaw-teeth, 

tiA\ iti&J the tooth of a comb. 2. rough teeth 

with indented edges. a tusk, pro¬ 

jecting canine tooth; extraneous teeth of a 

small kind growing outside of the regular row, 

near the eye teeth. a decayed 

tooth. Sori^ejo irregular teeth. 

vcvoo projecting teeth. s°g3w a man 

with prominent teeth. an inde¬ 

corous speech, =s=s« wstitio 

Pjs ttn zntfzb with his prominent teeth, it 

cannot be perceived whether he laughs or 

cries. s^o, Sj%<$P s~ao, patf zjgp mnk 

teeth. ^acdw, si%o sp^ to gnash or 

grind the teeth. s3j®c5 Aap% tigjo sharp 

teeth. ®>go the edge of the teeth. 

^ z&s*:rb to have lock-jaw. 2cgJo ^js 

ctn =#ustij to make new teeth to a saw or comb. 

*>fyto cut teeth. to clean 

or rub the teeth. a tooth to fall out. 

the pain occasioned by a bite. s>$o 

^btio to set teeth on edge. the 

tartar of the teeth, or a bad scale or crust apt 

to grow upon them. the lacker or 

lustre of the teeth. sS&o an insect that 

infests the teeth. soft a tooth-pick. s° 

g)o sov’^o foulness of the teeth. ^ 

tjieS the toothache, rigjo #othp) a gum 

boil. <^g3o a man witb broken teeth. 

53<%iS to grind the teeth. sJgjo s3& tooth 

powder. s$$ppoaan opening be¬ 

tween the teeth. kS&j the under lip. s=g^ 

rfjja, sJgjo to bite the lip with anger. 

S. hallu, s. A consonant, siwjo^ the 

permutation of consonants. 

C. ^^odT3&5 halle-ata, s. Aboy’sgame 

so called. 

T. b. hallola-kallola, 

s* Disorder, confusion, tumult, tossing, as the 

sea, waves, &c. 

S. hava, s. A call, calling. 2. a sacri¬ 

fice, an oblation. 

H. 5coS hava, s. Air, wind. 

C. 5o^plcco havanisu, v. n. To be oppor¬ 

tune, fit or suitable, v. a. To prepare, make 

ready, provide. 

c. havanu, s. Strength, ability, ca¬ 

pability, means. 2. cause, reason, design, 

intention, purpose. 3. fitness, suitableness, 

propriety, adrj. Suitable, fit, proper. 2. ex¬ 

actly fitting, as a garment, &c.; being of due 

proportions, having proper consistency. Pj 

assn sSPmiA suitably, properly. 

not in Bramha’s power. etiticaecdoo to know 

what fits or suits, to fit, as a gar¬ 

ment. 2. to be of proper temperament. &P 

rw ti-ratio to make of due proportions or pro¬ 

per quality. 9^ ccSPs^crirehrS the water is 

exactly of the right degree of temperature 

(for bathing, &c). tiuS/i vos^ r&>v ar.bsSg; 

pli tiecrisipi sriiresM the soup is right, having 

due proportions of acid, salt and chillies. 9 

9^ J (Jo not know your in¬ 

tention. vPP* vs*xStS va&ti stPevtfxPi what 

can be the reason of his not coming ? 

S. havana, s. Sacrifice, offering, cast¬ 

ing rice, clarified butter, &c. into the fire, as 

an offering to the deities. 3oti9 a hole in the 

ground for receiving a sacrificial fire. 

T. B. ood1^ havala, s. Coral. 

tiP'fP a coral bracelet for the wrist. 

PPP a coral creeper. &PPP tic! a coral 

necklace. a wave-offering lamp or¬ 

namented with coral. Etititftio&cscS a coral 

zone worn by children, ^titftie rtorf^ a hind 

of brimstone. 

H. havdladdra, s. A non¬ 

commissioned officer in the Company’s army 

corresponding with serjeant. 2. a particular 

officer of a district under a Subadar. 3. an 

officer attached to forts, who appoints guards, 

patrols, &c. 

H. 5ds3D<§, Scfes&ii, 5oS3T)S> havdle, ha- 

vdlate, havdlte, s. Charge, trust, care; 

commission, conferred trust, to execute, tran¬ 

sact, conduct, &c., responsible custody. 

<£<> tijitio, pssvij to consign to the 

charge of another, to commission, eootc? 

***** to give bail, find security. Jtia-seJ,a 

surety. 

s. havissu, havishya, 
s. An article in general fit to be offered in 

sacrifice. 2. any thing suitable to be eaten 

on holy days and on sacred occasions, as 

wheat, cow’s milk, &c. 
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H. So^jtS havudd, havude, s. 

A liowdah. 

C. 3o4)^° havudu, [wsfjjfo] 'particle. Yes, 

it is, it exists, it affirms quality and essence, 

and is opposed to not. 

H. JxS^S haveli, s. A large house or edi¬ 

fice, as a palace, mansion, villa, or gentle¬ 

man’s residence. 

h. 5ocS(^g)soups haveli-bdna, s. A kind of 

bomb shell, which is not destructive, but 

serves to put an enemy’s camp into confusion. 

S. havya, S. An offering to the gods; 

clarified butter, &c. taken, or viewed as fit 

to be cast into the fire in sacrifice. 

a comprehensive or general term for offerings 

to the deities and manes of deceased ances¬ 

tors. ^3$ an oblation dressed for the 

deities, Agni, fire, the 

bearer of all oblations. 

g. havydsa, s. Urgent, important 

business. 2. desire in its widest sense, de¬ 

sire whether to have or to do. 

C. 5o&, hashi, hasi, adj. Green, fresh, 

newly gathered. green wood. ^ 

a newly decapitated head, 

a fresh areca nut. *c§ green ginger. 

C. 5cS^, 56%~R, 5o§o^ hashi Ice, hashi- 

ge, hasike, s. Share, portion, part. 2. 

dividing, sharing, aSftrt to divide, as the 

produce between the cultivator and landlord. 

a clerk, who keeps the account 

of such divisions. a public list or 

account of such divisions. 

C. hashida, adj. Hungry. 

® a hungry tiger. 

C. oolb, So-!>83, 5o-!>83coOS^, SoRlS, 5o& 

u3, hashipi, hashibi, 

hashibi-sanchi, hasivi, hasive, ha- 

sibe-chila, s. A wallet, scrip, pouch or 

knapsack. 

c. So3>&, 5o-2>^) hashivi, hashivu, s. 
Appetite, hunger. ss&acdnrfj to become 

hungry. rfooBTh the appetite to become 

dull. sJ&jfc to satisfy hunger. 

BoSa ssosfcusrl) the appetite to become satisfied. 

one who is greedy or never 

satisfied, a glutton. 

C. hashe, s. All ornamented raised 
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seat on the floor of a native house, for auspi¬ 

cious occasions. 

C. Soro hasa, S. A cow. a cow and 

calf. 

S. SorooS hasanti, s. A chafing dish, por¬ 

table furnace. 2. a woollen cloth, white cam- 

bly. 3. a laugh, smile. 4. a smiling woman. 

A. C. 5ocoa&3^ hasagatti, ad,). Charming, 

nice, agreeable. 

T. b. 5ocorf, SooJ’urf hasada, hasdda, 
s. Favour, propitiousness. 2. wel¬ 

fare. 3. any thing given by a deity, teacher, 

saint, &c. as a blessing or mark of favour. 4. 

the rice, &c. put upon an idol when consulted. 

S. So rod hasana, s. A smile, laughing, adj. 

Charming, agreeable, pleasant. an 

agreeable or smiling countenance. 

c. Sooj^j Sore hasanu, hasa, adj. 

Tilled, cultivated, in good order, rich, fine. 

sfesi&, sotfsra ska* to till, dress, culti¬ 

vate ; to clear land and keep it in order. 

T. B. Sorod hasara, [*5,33] s. Spreading, 

extending, adj. Extensive, wide, great. ^ 

ri great grief. to extend, spread. 

H. SocoUUpl, SocodoSUpl, 5oojS3US"pl 

hasardni, hasaruvdni, hasarvdni, s. 

A tax levied on betel leaf, plantain leaf and 

other green grocery. 

A. C. hasarihe, s. A brazier’s shop, 

c. Sorodo hasaru, See arifc*. 

C. <5orJ hasi, v.n. To hunger, be hungry. 2. 

to liquefy or turn into a state of fluid, adj. 

Wet, damp. 2. full of sap. 3. fresh, green. 

4. very, much. £?>«&*?> freshly, greenly. 2. 

hungrily. sSkc&sfirii to be hungry. 2. to 

be fresh or green. *»© green ginger. 

sBb id a fresh or green leaf. 53k very 

obscene. very black. 

r , 5ocJ7\<yo hasi-kallu, hasi- 
co co 

gallu, s. A slab on which condiments are 

ground. 2. a small mill, 

c. 5o?J$ hasike, s. Division or sharing, as 

corn, Ac. 2. success. Itetottote to be divi¬ 

ded. 2. to succeed. 

c. hasi-gattdgiru, v. n. 

To be sodden, soaked. 



c. 5qRj7\B^ hasiyattu, [aSS| v. a. To or¬ 

nament a floor. 

G. 5ooj&3o, hasittu, s, Raw flour. 2. a 
CO 

sweetmeat ball, made of flour, cocoanut, 

sugar, spices, &c. 

S. Sri 3 hasita, S. A laugh or smile. 

C. hasi-bele, s. A mess of split 

green gram, pounded and soaked in water, 

and mixed with salt, pepper, assafsetida, &c. 

C. 5ocJ&, Corl hasivi, hast, See Bd&a. 

C..2oce0 httSU, adj. Young, fresh, tender. 

SoXt &jaXo, a tender infant, very- 

young child. 

c. Soroo, Sccooogj hasu, hasumba, s. A 

cow. 

C. &cid'&zi&7io:&^'i)l£hasuku,hasu/cu- 

nuta, s. A stink, disagreeable smell, as of 

raw meat, &e. 

C. 5oc\Jo7^ hasuge, S. Dividing or sharing, 

as corn, &c. 2. share, portion. 

C. SordoaS hasube, s. A wallet, scrip, knap¬ 

sack. 2. a bag of coarse cloth to carry on a 

horse, &c. 

C. hasuru, S. The colour green. 2. 

3'ellow. 3. turmeric. 4. pasturage, grass. 

6. an emerald. 6. green or standing corn. 

v. n. To become green. rtTSomri, sd 

green, fresh, tender, young. 

greenly, freshly, green herbs. 

a green colour. sdjfodi ftri 

a green parrot.- a green bodice, 

loio* sjovp fresh grass. as*;® a green 

snake. a green, wild pigeon. bS 

Sodo =5^ a green thread worn round the neck 

or wrist of a wrestler, as a challenge. 

C. ScojotfoSoorfo hasuru-hindu, v. a. To 

squeeze or express the juice of certain herbs 

upon persons, as a mode of decoying or allur¬ 

ing them. 

T. B. hasuvu, [■*?&■] s. A cow. =3* 

si wacs&j a herdsman, eowkeeper. a 

wild cow. *ft»aSrjJ«g) a tame cow. 

A. C. 5d(vi"^> hasule, s. A tender infant, 

very young child. 

C. hase, s. Any ornamented and slightly 

raised seat for auspicious occasions, painted 

or chalked on the floor of a native house and 

decorated with flowers, &c. sAA stort a 

small elevated platform on which the bride 

and bridegroom are seated at the celebration 

of a marriage. ^ to sing on such an 

occasion. BoStf ^dcdoo to invite female friends, 

&c. at this time, to the marriage seat. 

3. 5oro hasta, s. The hand. 2. a cubit 

measured by the hand and arm, or from the 

elbow to the tip of the middle finger. 3. an 

elephant’s trunk. 4. the thirteenth lunar 

asterism, designated by a hand. 5. a flat 

piece of wood inserted between the top of a 

post and the mass which it supports. 6. a 

term at chess, implying that a piece once 

touched by the hand must be played. aSfl 

the palm of the hand. 

skilfulness or cleverness of the hand, manual 

ability; dexterity, expertness. 5=^ a 

manual performance. 3=5, ^ gone into or 

reached the hands; fallen into the possession, 

power, charge, or care of. s>5> luck, 

quality of affecting, in a good or evil manner, 

the things touched, works done, or persons, 

business, &c. with whom or which connexion 

is held, as supposed to inhere in every human 

agent; the power or principle to which is 

referred, as the source or spring, the prosper¬ 

ousness or wretchedness, the unsuccessfulness 

which attends and characterizes him through 

his course of life. lightness and 

smartness of hand, manual quickness and 

skilfulness. faultiness, proneness 

to error of the hand, lapsus manus. 

determining, or the ability to determine, by 

or through touch with the hand; as that of 

blind men, &c. lightness and 

smartness of hand. 2. legerdemain, sleight 

of hand. 3. giving the hand, leading by the 

hand. sdtf jrstto warding off a blow. 

^20 an image of Parvati, seated upon an 

, elephant, and worshipped while the sun is in 

or the thirteenth lunar asterism. 

533 an observance on the day when 

the sun enters the 3=5, constellation; giving 

to brahmans a golden elephant, with a 

golden 6^, and seated upon it. 

2. the worship, on or after that day, of the 

image of Parvati, seated upon an elephant, 

writing or a letter of one’s hand, 



sign manual, hand writing, signature, &c. 

£3 a bracelet with eight faces. 

T. B. 5oro ere A hasta-ldga, s. 

Placing one’s hand underneath the hand of a 

superior, when receiving his visit, as a mode 

of courteous attention. Zo3 osrra 

to do so. Zo3 the four¬ 

fold Indian army, of elephants, cavalry, war- 

chariots, and infantry. 

S. Soft's os^d hastdntara, s. A treasury, 

the total amount of money in a treasury, or 

what money is in hand. 

S. hasti, s. An elephant. ivory. 

S. ScrJ ^SO hastinakha, s. A place raised 

over the gate of a city or fort. 

s. hastindpura, s. The anci¬ 

ent Delhi. The remains of the city still exist, 

about 67 miles N. E. of the modem city, on 

the banks of the old channel of the Ganges. 

S. 5orJ hastilli, s. A female elephant. 2. 

an individual of one of the four classes into 

which woman-kind is distinguished. This 

class is described as of low stature, corpulent 

habits, curly hair, dark complexion, libidinous 

appetites, and furious passions. 

S. So&UjS* hastipaka, s. An elephant driver. 

S. 5o7§q«) hastodaka, [ water of the 

hand] s. Water given by or into the hand. 

Applied particularly to the water which is 

always poured upon the hand prior to meals. 

S. hasty a, adj. Belonging or relating 

to the hand, manual. 

A. C. 5o^ hala, s. A water-course. 2. a 

forest, adj. Old. 

A. C. halachu, v. a. To chop, cut; 

slay, murder; make piece-meal of. 

A. C. haladi, adj. Yellow. 

C. 5c ^30 halaba, s. One of the ancients; an 

old servant; an old inhabitant, 

csUo fo violate the tradition of the 

ancients. 

A. C. 5o\/^halavalisu, v. n. To mourn, 

regret, be sorrowful. 

A. C. 5o^£)7\ halavige, s. A flag, standard, 

banner. 

A. C. 5o^£)coo halavisu, v. n. To grieve, 

sorrow, lament. 

C. 5o$?do halasu, v. n. To be bare, uncover¬ 

ed. 2. to be old, much worn, impaired. 3. 

to be musty, as corn, or turned, as meat. 

* sSjat^o* bare-faced, not masked. 2. an 

unwashed face. zorttforij it jg used, old, de¬ 

cayed. 

C. halase, s. The tartar of the teeth. 

A. C. 5o>/5ohala-hala, s. Detraction, 

defamation, crying out against, 

n. 5o$5o^, So^tdSo^ halahala, haldhali, 

s. Inquietude, pain, restlessness, great pertur¬ 

bation or uneasiness. zoV^ziSvcciJsftS 

the mind is anxious, s**^®*^ ztfV^VcriiiM 

there is uneasiness in the stomach. 

c. hali-mara, s. A decayed or rot¬ 

ten tree. 

A. C. 5o^$) halivu, v. a. To defame, calum¬ 

niate. s. Calumny, defamation. ca¬ 

lumniating. 

A. C. 5o^, halu, haluvu, s. A 

forest, jungle, desert, wilderness. aitfisJ&tiSi 

residence in a forest. 

c. 5o<^0^0 haluku, adj. Glittering, glim¬ 

mering, as of a metallic fracture, &c. 2. worn, 

decayed. 

C. 5o^, 5of cd>, 5o$5$3, hale, 

haleya, haladu, hale'du, adj. Old, an¬ 

cient, antique. ^ a tatter, 

an old garment. enretk an old village. 

nse a former road. St* water not 

fresh, stale water. w**3 an old ghost, a 

frightful sight. a slave, a dis¬ 

graceful epithet for a son. old, 

ancient, z^nsrfo to become old or stale. & 

oldness, ancientness. 

A. C. 5o^^ halkale, adj. Glittering, glim¬ 

mering, as a metallic fracture, &c. 9 z° 

the glimmer of indigo. 

c. a# , haUa’ 

hulla-kolla, haUa-palla, s. The bed of 

a river. 2. a rivulet, nullah, water-course, 

stream. 3. a pit or deep hole. 4 depth. & 

g in holes and ruts. 

C. 5o^ halli, s. A small village, hamlet. 

a country village, a village in a wood, 

peasantry. 
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C. S3D07\ hdnge, adv. So; as; like; 

in that way or manner, why so ? 

c. Go'SoSa, 5oT>o?3 hdnchi, hdmse, s. A 

kind of plant on water, houses and damp 

places. 

C. hdku, v. a. To throw, cast, fling; 

to discharge a missile weapon or fire-arm. 2. 

to place, put. 3. to put on the person, to 

di'ess. 4. to pour. to give 

the horse grass, Stnoissrfi ^eJcdo B'rfj to 

put the turban on the head. ss*3 to 

cast or throw a stone. <4^ to cast 

lots. *6 <5^3-®- the hitch has whelped. 

So^-3- to shut. Added to the gerund or 

suspensi ve tense of other verbs, it expresses the 

completion of the action, and signifies, off, 

away, out, &c., as, to cut off. 

to push away, to take 

out. .hsm*» to pluck out, root up. 

C. 53t>A hag a, s. A quarter of a gold fanam, 

or one single silver fanam. wsrfo, sari 

d rf)d^ a single silver fanam in copper coin, 

or 3| duhs. zo^rfrf dood^dd v$<3fn Sod) 

the monkey which cost i of a fanam has 

eaten f of a fanam’s worth of sugar (cost 

more than it is worth.) 

c. So'BAiy, SoTJTvewooSi hdgala, hdga- 

la-Jcdi, s. The momordica charantia. ^>d 

t> this creeper. wntfu ud this ve¬ 

getable baked in live embers. sarfy ws 

<&>, sosdu wsc£o, wactu va¬ 

rieties of the same species. 

C. huge, adv. remote, So; thus; like; 

after that way or manner, s&dsnsdj howso¬ 

ever, at any rate, by all means. <s^rredd jf jt 

be so, however. tsrf©, tsrt© let it 

he so, so be it. 553 ^ do so, to make 

as or like. 203^ g0 let it, (or them) 

go. art© is it so ? well, so let it be. 

H. 5oD3dt>, SoD&Ti) hdjari, hujaru, s. 

Presence, opposed to absence. 2. mustering, 

muster, taking notice respecting the presence 

of. 35e>&idj personal bail, 

to become present. soDwosdd) to be in attend¬ 

ance. sswcrsdodd a person in attendance, 

one present. present and 

absent. a muster roll. 553***» 

collection of revenue in hand. rfrerfo 

to make ready, cause to be present. 
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to keep in attendance, « w?ftS}«»w&e* fffzn 

Svccb©^ I know not whether those peo¬ 

ple are present or absent. 

S. 55U&351 hdtaka, s. Gold. Ma- 

ham era. 

0. 50'S JldtU, $. The seminal fluid. 

0. 55T><3o hddu, v. n. To sing. 533^ 

jo^dj tfldj to compose a song, ssdadd a singer. 

2o«dodd<sb a songstress, {odd) to teach 

to read as they sing. ®sdo, rfjS 

ao®rfo to sing aloud. 

sad) to sing softly or lowly. sad)d-ad)dd) 

singing and playing, a song 

or hymn. 

C. SS'DzfSoA&o hdde-hagalu, s. Clear day, 

noon-day. 

c. SoSCcreSopiOyp a^/ hdndhani-jhagala, 

s. A severe contest. 

c. 5o3C& hddara, s. Adultery, fornication, 

debauchery, rfsarfo, ssirfrfOTrfo to com¬ 

mit fornication or adultery. surf 

rf to accuse of adultery. ssrfrfrf 

rf a fornicator, adulterer. rf^ a secret 

adulterer, sarfdd^, sarfrfrfrfsb an adulteress, 

whore, a loose female. ^®rfrfrf a public 

and noted harlot, «»***«* whoredom, adul¬ 

tery. ’ 

T. B. hudari, [ d^rfe] s. The trumpet 

flower. 

C. hddddu, v. n. To butt with 

horns, as rams, oxen, &c. so®nsti mutual 

butting. 

c. Jot 53T)&> 5o-3&»e3^S) hddi, 

hddi-batte, hddi-bidi, s. A road, path, 

way. ss»a A®|fo to journey, 

a footpath, arfrf s»a a path obstructed 

by bushes. <ssa, s°*a the great 

road, highway. sbv«*» to cross the 

road. to go along the road. 

a to shew the way. to stop 

the road, shut up a passage, cut off or stop 

up a road. ^jsrfcrfoorfd a highway¬ 

man. to go astray, miss the 

way. =sVo8orf) to accompany one a little 

way on his departure, 

do not meddle with him. ssac&Wri&rl&rt here 

and there by the way. a quarrel 

in which one has no personal concern. 



^jsoafii io be expecting, 

looking out for. ®»&«& pifoflg by the road 

side. wcSctsozis They'd as we 

were journeying, we saw a pond, msbw'add 

a daily allowance given to persons who 

accompany us in a journey. soiajrs 

Stf, %»Cft3W a wayfaring man, traveller. 

C. 5o3Cjo hadu, past. part. of s^cxdo, Having 

gored, crossed, &c. ®»eSk&»^K) to ford, cross, 

go over or through, to pass by. v. n. To be 

gored. 5331 a wound made by goring, 

tnad) 3o\e3 rosdj to go through the town, 

dacrfag) ssuzSo sojs^r’o, d&c&sfc^ sado afvs^rti to 

cross a river. s*>£o to come across or 

by. mnrhrh the ox gored. 

S. hdni, s. Privation, loss. 2. detri¬ 

ment, injury, harm, in a wider sense; as, de¬ 

privation or diminution of good; destruction, 

extinction, cessation of being, or of present 

form, state, good quality, &e., damage, hurt, 

mischief, impairedness, &c. to be 

ruined, injured, impaired. doad*>to suffer 

loss. WsgirWo adversity, pros¬ 

perity, fame, and profit. 

C. &5T>j3 hdne, s. A grain measure of eighty 

rupees weight. 2. a contraction of ssicjs jS. 

C. SSUOdoAc*! hayagada, s, A place where 

a river may be forded. 

s. 5oSC>do;3 hay ana, s. A year. 

S. 53vQ5j hdi, s. Peace, quiet, happiness. 

adj. Happy, c. A sail. 

C. SjSOdoo hdyu, v. a. To gore with the 

horns. 2. to butt, as rams do. 3. to ford, 

cross over, pass by. 4. to strike the head or 

forehead, as against the lintel in passing 

through a door-way. 5. to dash or lean against, 

as a pillar, v. n. To flow, as water. ,. 

assort, sssoiojdj the .act of goring, fording, 

&c. having gored, &c. Bos 

leaning on the pillars. 

C. So^O&^jS hdyyane, interj. Ofsurprise, 

Ah! ah! 

S. oo"S d hard, $. A necklace, chaplet, gar¬ 

land. a pearl necklace, dzsj 

a diamond necklace. sad a garland 

of flowers. s«d a gold necklace. 

C. h dr a ha, s. The grain, panicum 

semiverticillatum. 

S. K'Stjtr hdraka, s. A thief, cheat, rogue, 

gambler. 

o. 5ot)-da>S,ODoa hdra-badiyu, v. a. To 

toss or throw up, as a bull 2. to deny, re¬ 

ject, as any thing said. 

0. 5oI>t3o3 hdrava, s. A brahman, s'sdrf 

the brahman caste. a brahman 

woman. 

0. 55 »31) po haravana, s. A dove, pi¬ 

geon. 2. a large thorn tree, bearing a red 

flower, and a pod like a small bean. 

fsrf its leaves, used medicinally. 

S. coT>f} hdri, adj. Agreeable, charming, 

pleasant. 2. that takes away or from, that 

removes or bears off generally. 

C. hdrihe, s. A leap, jump, tlie act 

of leaping. 2. the flight of a bird. 3. the 

grain, panicum semiverticillatum. 

0. SoSlfo ham, v. n. To leap, jump, spring, 

skip. 2. to fly. 3. to spring up, as from 

the jet of a fountain. 4. to spring out, as 

blood from the incision of a lancet. 5. to 

abrade. ^sStJo to cause to leap, fly, &c. 

the bird has flown. d 5o*asb 

the blood sprang out. dd^ 2os&«d 

the water beat on me. ?3dJ to let fly. dj 

dad wddd^ddo ssStido the horse kicked him 

and made him flee. sssQ to fall 

upon in a passion. SjoosS 

Sa&dj the pad leaped up before the ox 

(prov. used of a servant who assumes the au¬ 

thority of his master). 'saOdda a kicking ox. 

c. SoStkA'SoSiOdood hdrugdiyava, s. 

One who in offering cocoanuts to an idol 

throws them in the air to be scrambled for. 

0. SD'do7\"a0 harugali, s. A gad, gossip. 

ssdwS d)d dod^tk the gossip forgot her 

home. 

C. 55t rioAoij^ hdru-guppe, s. A game of 

boys, jumping over heaps of sand, &c. 

c. ojt'dof, codes’ hdiruva, hdrva, Sm ^ 

brahman. 2. pres. part, of coach, That which 

flies, &c. s’-8^. a flying bird. a°®do;i 

tfadod a rearing horse. 

C. PS hdruvdna. See SKferaw. 

C. 53vf? have, s. A hand spike, an iron 

crow. 2. a rammer used by firework makers. 

ar»dch>ori Snakd to raise with a crow-bar. c°ad 
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cSoorf rtooa Jl) to dig a hole with an ir 

crow. 33w5csbg&crfoa, siaSccb© to beat to 

powder with a crowbar. 

C. (SjStJ^Too hdreisu, v. n. To desire, wish, 

he anxious about, intent upon, ara&b **|J> 

to fix one’s mind on any thing, to raise one’s 

expectations. •S&ozt) wos, ssvt^h woS 

I came in hope, or with raised expectations. 

ifjsozl) woz3 I came wishing 

for you only. wCsio 359^02£r& I have 

been longing for your coming. 

C. SoTJ-iS^Sc^ hdrd-Jialli, s. A village 

so called. ^ 

c. So^odjaJS-ck, Tidryddu, v. n. 
To jump, skip about, move about. 

A. c. ooD'd^^SQT.ty hdrr-mane-Jidrri, 

s. A dog which gads about. 

S. 55^<SJ hdla, s. Vinous or spirituous liquor. 

H. 5oT)0, 557 fiO Jidda, Jldlll, adv. Now, 

at the present time. roswa, mzv bskA 

now present. 2. present miserable plight or 

condition, ®sw isstert) a 

list, of persons now present. ”sej 

to take a muster, to see how many people 

are now present. wm E>t && the people 

now present. 

c. 557.fi>TOXd hdla-Jcdgada, s. Milk- 

white paper, paper of superior quality. 

G. 5o7£hdl-alcJci, See ®w &V 

c. S5fihala-gida, s. A species of mi- 

musops. 

C'. 155vZ>zi hdlade, s. A small vessel for 

feeding children. 

c. ad'do'd Jidla-tydgada-ma- 

ra> s. A particular species of the teak tree. 

G. 357fiJ*&& hdlamaddi, s. Amber. 

C. JTO&dorl Jidla-mani, s. A common 

white bead. 

c. 2TO)fi>hdla-sore, s. A white 

gourd. 2. a milk vessel. 

c. STOfi^fS^ hdla-hannu, s. A species 

of mimusops. 

C. Jidla-haJcJci, S. A very white 

bird. 2. a small bird of ill omen. 

the omen connected with this bird. 

ej 53this bird to utter its ominous 

notes. 

II. <S7fi!SeS57£/.3 hdla-havdlu, $. The par¬ 

ticulars of one’s general circumstances. 

c. Soxfii5odo'4) hdla-hasuvu, s. A milch 

cow. 

S. <55’StTOScfi’ lldldhala, s. Poison produced 

from the ocean upon the churning of it by 

the gods and titans. 2. poison in general. 

H. 55"S0 kali, adv. Now, at present, s. 

The lobe of the ear. 

S. So'sDX hdliJca, [>sSti] s. A plough-man, 

cultivator. 

C. 3o^0TOf© hdlivdna, s. A pigeon, dove. 

2. a tree bearing a red and white flower. 

C. SoTJfiO Jldlu, s. Milk. 2. the milky juice 

of plants. «*t»'the milk of the cocoa- 

nut. the juice of the milk-hedge. 

tsvri <55®t» the milky juice of the banyan. A* 

Joatu breast milk. swunS^ milk to bubble 

up in boiling. rosturixb to put a calf, &c. to 

suck. ssuvo zfeSa the plump cheek 

of a sucking child. a drink given 

morning and evening to a child, consisting 

of the nurse’s milk mixed with castor oil or 

butter, the ceremony of a bride and 

bridegroom drinking milk together when 

first betrothed. 2. a ceremony on the birth 

of a child. fiofz a small 

milking vessel, riS3^, cheese. 

sseJja^rtti rnilk and rice boiled toge¬ 

ther. to live on milk. 

the stream of milk from a cow’s udder. 

i-’otyj, a ceremony in which a suspended vessel 

of milk is swung round and broken with a 

stick. to boil milk. <^S»v&€cAo to 

milk, as a cow, &c. rasu.&t* to suck in 

milk, ttsv to turn or curdle milk, 

raw milk curds. ^5?, Eo5®?> 

the cream of milk, ®»<» pure or milk- 

white silver. <t;S a tender ear 

which has not yet the full corn in it. 

the milk teeth. 

C. So'afioXoago^TOoSo hdlu-Jmmbala- 

Jidi, s. The white pumpkin, cucurbita 

lagenaria. 

o. SoSfitt'rfJ® piSrj hdlu-mdniJtya, s. 
JPlacourtia sapida. 

C. So'Sfiiocojs'^ hdlu-hole, s. The river 
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Palar, which runs through the province of 

Arcot. 

C. a3X)<§ hale, s. A species of mimusops. 2. 

the eye. 

H. 53X)^5", toi)Oo hdl, hdlu, s. State, con¬ 

dition, case. 2. business, affair, circum¬ 

stance. 3. present time, the present. 

C. 55X^)j» hdl-gollu, v.a. To suck the 

A o 
breast, to take milk. 

S. E3o3 hava, $. Any feminine act of amo¬ 

rous pastime or tending to excite amorous 

sensations; actions and postures expressive 

of sentiment or as exhibiting the passions. 

c. 53DSd&A, exftx&ia hdvadiga, hdvd- 

diga, s. A snake charmer. Kssraarijirt 

AzSn the snake charmer’s death 

is by the serpent, (a bad man’s society will 

injure us ultimately, it is not well to be too 

venturesome.) 

c. SoXidtS^pi hdvardni, 

hdvareni, s. A species of venomous lizard 

with a double or forked tongue, 

c. Sox^Tv, 53o co hdvase, hdse, s. An 

aquatic plant. 

C. 5500^ hdvali, S. Trouble, difficulty, 

trial. 2. mischief, evil. 3. the havoc or 

calamities occasioned by a foreign invasion. 

a mischievous woman. ^ 

•is? wzoo riSoX) his trial is very severe. ®*Ft8- 

c& Xj^f* aossJvai)jJtj5od what shall 

I say of the havoc made by the shower of 

arrows of Site’s son ? 

T. B. 55DF3o^, 55o£)7^ hdvdge, hdvige, 

s. A wooden shoe. 

C. 53d£)7\(;S3^, EX>£>7^t5x>d Mvige- 

chakke, huvige-pdda, s. The treadle of 

a weaver’s loom. rosSrt Xjs^j to tread 

the treadle of a loom. 

C- SoX)^ hdvu, s. A snake, serpent. 2. 

Bahu, the ascending node or caput draconis. 

Joi^i a harmless red snake, which does 

not bite but strikes with its tail. 

a serpent, the bite of which is as rapid in its 

fatal consequences as the flight of an arrow, 

sijodejd a serpent with circular figures 

on its back; the effects of its bite subside 

only with the extinction of life but are not 

immediately fatal, Brad sfoo^eiri a kind 

of jumping snake. <&&& Aotivzi ssi^j a 

snake, the bite of which produces a slow but 

ultimately fatal mortification. m;S sbozliytf 

another species of serpent. 

StXo s®Fj) a water snake. ssfS; a green 

snake. ria^Fi a black serpent with 

white stripes. a boa or large serpent. 

a double-headed snake. 55? 

a serpent which lives on dust. XXsi 

®»^S) a serpent which has 

cast its slough. s^Sf? trail a serpent’s fang. 

wssSAtS, serpent-bit. K'sSri a 

serpent’s nest or hole. Frariri the cobra 
capella. mtfpo a snake charmer. 

T. B. EX>^j7^ hdvuge, s. A wooden 

shoe. 

A. c. EX>l3j7f7\X)d hdvuge-gdira, 3. The 

keeper of a gaming house. 

C. 55T)^aju£o hdvu-mmu, s. A cockle, 

an eel? 

0. hdvu-mekke, & Cucumis 
Madraspatanus. jts creeper. 

C. haveri, s. A village so called. 

C. Ex>‘l)7? hashige, s. A bed, mattress. 

ft &)owa to fill or stuff a bed. ss^Xo to 

spread out a bed. sulftx s5o^«5 Fbwrtj to sleep 

on a bed. BinUri a chamber boy. 

S. EX) To has a, s. Laughing, laughter. 

2. jeer, jesting, mimicry. 

C. o5X ojQ?\ hasangi, s. A kind of tablet 

or dice cloth in the form of a cross, contain¬ 

ing on each cross four and twenty divisions, 

used in playing at dice. 

C. 3oT5cox3.5J3Ad hasa-mugu, s. A flat nose, 

o. EXJro'd^ ,EXcod7v^ hdsura-katte, 

hdsara-gatte, s. A mule. 

0. SoDcotS, EX>ojt5^u!£)o , EX)co'5^7\<£)D, 

5oX>7ox5£&>ozS hdsare, hdsane'-kallu, 

hdsare-gallu, hdsare-bande, & a flat 

slab, a flag stone or large stone used in 

pavements, &c. 2. any large and flat detach¬ 

ed stone or roek. 

H. ExjKJS’^&'o hdsal-kalam, s. An ex¬ 

tract. 2. words to the point. ®®Xe3 ?uo 

to write only what is to the point. 

H. EX)<\)£0, EXrcO0c&5a?JJS£O, exjRj^} 
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hdsalu, hdsalu-mahasulu, hdsilu, 
s. Custom, toll, duty, postage. irWo 

to receive custom, to take duty, &c. 

A. C. 5o*>oj£j hdsava, s. A stick to lead a 

dog by. 

C. co'Soj^ hdsilte, s. a bed, mattress. 

C. 55DoJ30lb hdsi-baru, v. a. To ford or 

cross a river, to pass through or by a place. 

C. C3T>(\!o hdsu, v. a. To spread out, as a 

cloth, &c. 2. to scatter. 3. to make a bed. 

C. So'SToo hdsu, s. The warp of a loom before 

it is starched. 2. a web of cloth. 3. a 

dog’s collar, a stick for leading a dog. 4 

a checkered tablet or board on which back¬ 

gammon, &c. is played. 533 

Eo■»?)?* a small hollow 

bamboo through which the thread is passed 

when preparing it for the loom. 

Eosrb dot?, Eos’od E53t)d 5>© the 

bamboos which go across the frame of the 

s^do, and jn which teeth for the threads are 

fixed, tssbd tioriotu, sstidorioea apertures in 

which the teeth of the are fixed. 

C3t?, 3o3>A3 DSti, 3o3b?!jOfcJ, E33dOOK, 5533??, 353 

one skein of thread as placed in the ®*s5> or 

warp, ssAiscdxv, to prepare 

the warp for the loom. to fix the 

warp in the loom. the thing on 

which the warp yarn is wound. aSbfi 

the row of teeth in the with a greater 

number in the centre to keep the warp from 

entanglement. 53»do 

loops made in the warp. 

C. &5T>'3 hdse, s. An aquatic plant. 2. a 

bed, a marriage bed. ^ do^ 

e? S>$A> the harlot will not keep to the marri¬ 

age bed. (prov. used of one who cannot be 

diverted from his favourite object). 

S. hdsya, s. Laughing at, ridicule, 

derision. 2. laughter; also delight or plea¬ 

surable emotion. 3. mimicry. Eo^rretS, 353 

a buffoon, jester, mimic, mocker. 

djd dradj a word said in je3t or fun; a jeering 

remark. dwdo to jest, jeer, mock, sport, 

make fun of. a pleasant or pleased 

aspect, a laughing or smiling countenance. 

3o37jj t?d the fifth of the nine tidritfo 0r senti¬ 

ments, that of laughter or delight. 
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z3 a butt for derision or ridicule, a laughing¬ 

stock. 

S. 55*153 hand, interj. Of grief, surprise, or 

pain. s. A demi-god of an inferior order, 

attendant on Kubera and the other gods, 

and especially the chanter of their praises. 2. 

one of the chief celestial choristers. 

the noise or uproar of battle. 2. a general 

or a great lamentation or wailing. 

c. 5ot>^, 55*^ hdlata, hdlita, adp 

Just or exactly fitting, proper. 2. tempered, 

due temperature. 3. of a proper heat. 

orb to cut the timber of 

proper dimensions. 55 553*) to put 

out a proper quantity of raw rice (for a meal). 

»o?\ the coat just fits me. 

S&jokS the cot is big enough 

for two persons. to boil just 

enough. to take off the fire, as 

oil, sugar, &e. when of a due temperature. 

water of a proper temperature for 

bathing. 

S. 53*^ kali, s. The sun. 

C. 537)^ hdli, s. The branch of the coeoanut 

or any other palm tree. 2. the outer shell 

of some fruits, which drops off as the fruit 

ripens. 3. a ridge. 

C. 551^0 hdlu, s. Ruin, destruction, desola¬ 

tion, annihilation. 2. wasteland, adj. De¬ 

solate, waste, ruined, destroyed, empty, 

uninhabited. an empty 

pond, nsvfi eJjj?, a desolate or dilapi¬ 

dated house. 2. an empty house, a house 

without a tenant, Eire®) an inauspicious 

expression. ^^0 ytaju wasteland, ssvfi *3 

a desert. ®3Vsrto, 533^3afvs^K) to go to 

ruin, become spoiled, to be waste, 

untilled, waste. a bare face. 

2. a dejected countenance, a desert¬ 

ed village, the site of an old village. rosv’jsO 

fftvi the last man is head of the 

deserted village. to spoil, ruin, 

lay waste. 

C. hale, s. The outer shell of some 

fruits, which drops off as the fruit ripens. 2. 

a sheet or leaf of paper. the outer 

shell of the areca nut. a leaf plate 

that has been used, 5r»v a plate of 
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the leaves of the buteafrondosa. so* 

Tsrtrf =*®* give me a sheet of paper. 

C. STOATS hdltd, s. A particular duty levied 

on pepper, betel nut, lardenant, sandal wood 

and cassia, in Bilghey and Sonda. 

a. c. hdl-mane-dla, s. A 

dog. 

c. Sdo a &3o, &3o,, Sdoa83o,^&3o, 
S3 S5 O ffi 

king attu-muri-kattu,king attu-kattu, 

v. a. To pinion, tie the arms back, as of cri¬ 

minals, &c. &>or!U^ *j0s; a man who 

is pinioned. =#j®orSsi one 

who has got another to pinion him. 

A. 0. SoOApS fling and, s. Circumambula¬ 

ting. 

C. &07\u> fling add, 'part, of Dissatis¬ 

fied, unsatisfied. 2. unimpaired, unexhaust¬ 

ed. 3. incessant, without ceasing, aStlcckrf 

sBdrf Scores** a woman whose 

strength has not been exhausted, and who has 

borne no children. Jssn'HSt&sfsJ, Socrid 

a person who is not satisfied or appeased. 2. 

a persevering man, one who will not give in 

or up. 

A. o. Sj07\Htj hingara, s. The blossom of 

fruit. 

C. SoQTVBtb flingdru, adj. Latter, as ap¬ 

plied to rain or crop. toons* Af the latter 

rain, toons* the second crop. 

C. &>07VS& hin-gdla, s. The time of latter 

rain, the latter part of the year. 

C. SoOTTStto hin-gdlu, s. The hind leg. too 

tow to tie the hind legs. 

0. &>OA0 flingu, V. n. To he allayed, as 

thirst; subdued, abated, as sorrowr; appeased, 

calmed, pacified, as anger; removed, dissipa¬ 

ted, recovered from, as poverty. 2. to bring 

forth a child. 3. to waste or boil away. * 

% 8oo?l^) the sorrow is abated. toon* 

the thirst is allayed. toon* the poverty 

is removed, toon* to calm, appease, allay, 

satisfy, remove, sjdd toon*d* he 

will remove their poverty. toon* the 

milk is boiled away. 

g. 3oO ao flingu, ['no*] s. Assafastida. 

C. fiingunike-cfdla, 

A money bag fastened to the waist. 

0. Cooao&) fiingudi, s. The heel of the foot. 

S. SdOao^ hingusfia, s. Vermilion. 

C. 0007flin-gera, s. The sole of a shoe. 

0. flingdcfli, s. The part of a 

native’s lower garment which tucks in behind, 

c. cnoz£<z> fiinchana, hincfia- 

la, adv. Behind, afterwards, subsequently. 

0. SocsysAo, cqoZo-Js, 000^7^ fiinchd- 

gu, fiinchigi, fiin-tege, v. n. To go hack, 

backslide. 2. to retreat cowardly, retire from 

fear. 3. to desist, relinquish. 4. to retract, pre¬ 

varicate. too?3nc*o;ddgj they will not desist. 

0. SoO 85=7)S) hinchdri, adv. Afterwards, 

subsequently. 

C. So085=X>^ flincfldli, s. Childishness, do¬ 

tage, defective or low behaviour or conduct. 

C. 000 8^0 hincflU, adv. Behind. toa&iVt&i 

to remain or stay behind, to remain, as a sur¬ 

plus. stoomn wdj# I will come a 

little sooner or later. 

0. cbo&i&odoj hin-jariyu, v. n. To hack- 

slide 2. to fall back or retreat, as an army 

in battle. 3. to slip, slide, or go back. 80045 

OcAasid a coward, backslider, one who slinks 

back. 

C. 3o08§j3si hin-jote, s. A follower. 

C. ZooSJ-3 kin-jave, s. A horse’s tail. 

C. 0oo3tf7)Ad flinjugu, v. n. To become in 

the rear, be behind. 

c. Scor'd, &03i7)t> hinjdra, hinjdri, 

s. A cotton-beater. 

c. §003*“, 8oo3§e3nb hinju, hinji-bidu, 

v. a. To wring, as a wet cloth; express, as 

juice, v. n. To be entangled, as cotton. 800 

a cotton dresser or beater. 

C. hinjoru, v. n. To seek shel¬ 

ter, take refuge behind another. 

G. ccoShinjdru-mun- 

juru, s. Setting hard upon, besetting behind 

and before. 8o°fcA®^A *:>osA®»o'5>ft As 

A®®.? he sets hard upon me. 

A. 0. ccoB hinte, s. A lump or clod. 

T. B. coozi, ccozf fiinda, fiinde, [fcoa] s. 

A lump. 2. an oblation to deceased ances¬ 

tors. *aA the funeral cake. 

C. C0CC373^^0 fiind-dftalu, s. A herd of cows. 
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C. §005, hindi, s. The remains of any thing 

from which the juice has been expressed. 

80051 the refuse of gingillie oil seed. 

8ooa the refuse of expressed cocoanuts. ra 

r.ri 2ooa, S°o& refuse left at the 

bottom of an oil-mill. Soo& emblic 

myrohalan beaten in a mortar and mixed with 

pepper, chillies, salt, &c. 8°c&t to raise 

up the refuse from the bottom of an oil-mill, 

&c. 

A. C. §co5t^ hindige, s. The chase, hunting. 

C. §oorfo hindu, s. A herd, flock, heap, mul¬ 

titude, assemblage. SooSo a 

herd of cows. ?oo^o riff a heap or shower of 

arrows. 

C. SoOciO hindu, v. a. To wring as a wet cloth; 

press or express, as juice and oil from fruits, 

&c. 3. to milk, as a cow. 4. to wring, pinch, 

lug, as the ears. 

C. §qo|S do ao, §o o 5 do To hin-tirugu, 

hin-dirugu, v. n. To return, turn back. 

C. §c0<§7v hin-tege, v. n. To draw back, 

fall hack, retreat. 2. to flinch. 3. to retract, 

prevaricate. 

C. §oorf^ hindahke, ado. Behind, in the 

rear. to become in the rear, he 

behind, be posterior. to drive back, 

as cattle. 2. to make return or go back, or 

retreat. to come behind. 

&iS, ts to flinch, fall back cowardly. 

A to make back, as a horse. 800 

to go behind, to withdraw, retreat. 800 

Mstiaa to remain steadfast, keep from 

going back, to drive back. 800 

to return or give back. 

C. cood&b^ hind-attu, v. a. To follow, pur¬ 

sue, chase. 

c. §codra, §ood$ hindana, hindala, 

adj. Former, previous. 2. subsequent, fol¬ 

lowing. Soorios =eiv3 the heel. 2. the hind 

leg of quadrupeds. Soortfw# r half behind, the 

after half. 

c. §ood€, ooozSw hindale, hindese, s. 

The hind part, rear. 

C. ZooZSVdz hindddu, v. n. To backbite. 

8oocts=# backbiting. a backbiter. 

0. hind-ittu-koUu, v. a. 

§0 

To place behind. 2. to defend, shelter, pro¬ 

tect. 3. to take behind, take after one. 

C. §ocCli hindu, v. n. To be lapsed, elapsed, 

passed by. 80065^0 so many lapsed days. 

Sooc’o, Soo£p lapsed, by-gone. 2. former, pre¬ 

vious. 3. subsequent, following. Soorij s. 

Rear, hind part. adv. Behind. 8ooj&s?cs&Jto 

remain behind. Soo£ov*o to make stay behind. 

Sooi&jfctfc to backbite, slander a person behind 

his back. SooriJ to leave behind, surpass, 

excel. Soonario to become posterior. Soocsftrfi 

to be behind. rtzS the back part, the 

hind part. ado. Behind. Soorfo scenario the 

hind part to become in front, to become a- 

verted. Soozb oiooocsft zi&cdoo to walk back¬ 

wards. sIdso 8oorh siuonsri the face averted. 

8oorfj dMcdj sfraiSS to put out of order, to make 

confused. 8001S0 risS to follow after, go 

behind. 

0. §oorfo hindu, s. (in Persian, black. Ap¬ 

plied by the Persians to the Ethiopians, black 

Arabians, Indians, &c. s. adj. Hindu. 

Sootfo sis 3 the Hindu caste. 

C. COOT? hinde, postpos. Behind, after, as to 

either situation or time. s. Former times. 800 

3 5^4 to hang behind. 80055 to fall behind. 

2. to remain, as a surplus. 8005 to throw 

or’put behind. 2. to save a surplus. 80055 

SmozS confused, hind part before. 2. behind 

and before. 80055 Ao&rU such as never 

was before. 80055 it never 

was thus in former times. 

S. coOlShindola, s. A swinging cradle, 

bed, or seat. 2. one of the personified musi¬ 

cal modes. 3. a long palankeen. 

A. c. §ooaydo/\ ,coo2s^^'sihim-haruga, 

him-buruvava, s. A follower. 

C. §ooaitjo7\ himbaruga, s. A kind of 

rheumatic affection. 

C. §0080^, §0 0201^ himlali, himbale, 

s. A stout silver or gold bracelet, worn on 

the wrist. 2. the hinder part, behind. 

0. Scosotefosoeb^, §008himbdlu- 

hattu, himbdl-hattu, v. a. To pursue, 

follow, chase. 

C. GoOSpZ) a him-bhdga, s. The hind part, 

rear, back. Soos^rtcg, behind, 

backwards, in the rear. • the hin¬ 

der house. SoosprWsftb persons in the rear. 
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c. coo^oS himmadi, g. The heel. Soo^oa 

the peg to the treadle of the loom. 

ska rtjsU the cord attached to the 

treadle of the loom. 

H. coO^ooSo himmattu, S. Boldness, in¬ 

trepidity, courage, spirit, resolution, 

c. oooOopI, coo&opl^Sy^CJ himmini, 

himmi ni-cldla, S. A money bag attached 

to the waist. 

C. ooo&fikj himmettu, v. n. To abate, he 

brought under, as sickness, to be mitigated. 

2. to be humbled. 3. to turn back. 

to remain stedfast, not to flinch, 

© 8ob;SoBj$j the disease is somewhat a- 

bated. zjgs having been 

beaten in battle they fell back. SoojSo^Sj to 

degrade, humble. 2. to make retreat or turn 

back. 

C. Cooihvpj Jlim-mela, s. The music in 

the rear of a company of dancing girls. 8°° 

a girl who stands and sings behind 

another that is dancing. 8oo;5o^v’cS3 a man 

who does the same. 

S. SoCoo’S1 hirnsaJea, s. A murderer. 2. a 

persecutor, one who hurts or injures others. 

S. So07§ himse, s. Slaying, killing, depriv¬ 

ing of life (wrongly). 2. injuring, hurting, 

persecuting. Distinguished by the into 

three modes: 1. malice, (malignant pur¬ 

pose). 2. verbal, {abuse, execration). 3. 

personal (killing or striking). 8oo3,, 

murderous, ferocious, bloody, savage, cruel, 

staffs 4oo;j, 8ooS murder. 2. a violent 

assault. Soo'S stoito, 8o°hSo to injure, perse¬ 

cute, murder. 

H. Mlcamattu, S. Skill, inge¬ 

nuity, cunning, contriving or adapting quali¬ 

ty of the mind. 2. knack, trick, mystery, 

the secret and clever disposition or adjust¬ 

ment by which an effect is accomplished. 8o 

an ingenious or clever 

man. *o*s*>*i sSMto to do any thing cle¬ 

verly. 

c. 8o^83, Sod^pl, &^o65, 

So^pS hikkanike, hikkiti, hikkini, 

hikkante, liikkine, s. A coarse comb 

used to destroy nits. 

SoW 
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C. So^Slo hikkalu, S. A small outlet for 

water to run from one garden bed to another. 

So^ilo irtcdoo to let out water from a bed 

when too full or when well saturated. 

c. hikku, hikku- 

bdchu, v. a. To comb or clean the hair, 

ao^do, So-5^=# the act of combing. 

C. Sorf^ hikke, s. The dung of some ani¬ 

mals. =<*>©t sheep’s dung. 

goat’s dung. vutfoS^oto dung, 

as sheep. dung to fall from 

sheep. 

o. SoaS&To, higga- 

muggu, higgadi-muggadi, adv. Back¬ 

wards and forwards. ?ora sijora 

he drags me backwards and for¬ 

wards (said by one when greatly teazed or 

dunned). 

0. Ooa Sroo higgalisu, V. a. To bestride. 

2. to burst. 3. to stretch, distend, widen. 

0. So TVS <3o Jliggddu, V. n. To pull mutu¬ 

ally, as two persons when attempting forci¬ 

bly to detain each other. 2. to rejoice. 80 

^ strife, mutually pulling. 

C. SoTx'O ^0 higgdilu, S. A man of great 

stature. 

0. Sqa^xscjo higgisu, Jiigga- 

mddu, v. a. To stretch, distend, widen. 2. 

to bestride. 3. to hitch. 4. to unloose. 6. to 

cause to swell, to puff up, or elate, with joy. 

C. co ao higgu, V. n. To rejoice, be glad, 

be elated, pleased, delighted. 2. to swell out, 

puff up. 3. to become astride, apart, distend¬ 

ed. 8°^ to rejoice one’s self. ^ 

elation. &>© to take from a person’s 

grasp. 2. to divide friends. 

0. SoTo^rf jiiggudale, S. Vaunting, 

boasting. 

C. ccT^os^Tvo higgolisu, v. a. To divide 

friends. 2. to interfere. 

II. COQdVV Hjard, s. The flight of Mahomet 

from Mecca to Medina on July 15th, A. D. 

622, from which date the Mohamedan era 

commences. 8o&;e belonging or relating to 

this era. 

C. §ok^&7^ hitt-adige, s. A cake. Sot^a 

rtcrfoa a baker. 
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Soii 

0. hittin-adige, s. Making 

cakes or pastry. 

C. 3o&taj kittn, s. Flour, meal. 2. por¬ 

ridge or pudding of rdgi. 8°^ wheaten 

flour, r(}gi meal or flour. 2. rdgi 

pudding. 5±od a lump of rdgi pud¬ 

ding. feeding government peons, 

&c., when passing through a village or town 

and affording gratuitous services to govern¬ 

ment in the carriage of goods, &c. Sclbj 

food and raiment. any soft kind of 

stone. 2. a white stone powdered and used 

in ornamenting the floors of native houses, 

to grind flour or meal. 

to sift meal or flour. to beat 

meal in a mortar. SofcJOj to mix flour. 

s= to grind down to meal. SAtoj 

Jodo=£j to knead dough. Jra&rf So 

Uo^, SoU^ dough. 'sf»a to 

make serve out meal cakes. 8°^ ^to 

stir up meal while boiling. ;S»&, 

sIm-Q zJx&> to boil a pudding or to make a 

pudding. 33 a leather flour bag. 

Sotoj Atii a iarge basket within which the mill 

is placed for grinding. 

C. So5 hidi, s. A hold, gripe, grasp. 2. 

grasping. 3. a handful, as much as can 

be held in one hand. 4. a handle, hilt. 

5, the feathered part of an arrow. v. 

a. To seize, apprehend, catch, take hold 

of. 2. to hold, take possession of a country. 

3. to hold, contain, retain. 4. to hold in, 

restrain, as the breath, &c. 5. to undertake, 

begin. 6. to find out, discover. 7. to stop, 

as pay. 8. to blow, as a trumpet. 9. to 

pass, as money, v. n. To be attacked by 

insects. 2. to cost. 3. to fit, suit. 4. to 

be possessed by evil spirits. 5. to die, to be 

imbibed, absorbed, as colours. 6. to be 

affected by disease or pain. 7. to occupy or 

take up time. 'U© to catch rats. 

XijsZx 8o&ctfoo to take possession of a country. 

vutJj* ao&criw to hold in the breath. & 

to set about or begin a work. & 

acciw to discover a robbery. Xoutf JoSccto to 

stop wages. *#© So&aAu to blow a trumpet, 

ts cUsftceu that rupee will not pass, 

rtri uo So&cdjo to be attacked by white ants, 

jhi&d tijsztedb &.&crfwsto it will cost a thousand 

rupees. =£> Soaafw^S the hand 

fits the vessel. =d* mAvo #5$^ 

this door admits of my goiug through it. 

80 a aborts it takes the colour. 

tfsajo the box holds the things. 

&adS?&> I have caught cold. 

j&osb 8oaodo.jJ.z3 work, takes time. 8°a is 

also added to a great number of nouns to 

give them a verbal signification, and in such 

cases takes its meaning from the noun to 

which it is affixed; thus kaccfcj to rust, 

enivi^ro 8o&aA» to be sprained. SoSoJm 

to grow fat. eri*is to be necessary, 

required, SoBcsAn, Soadn to be¬ 

come mouldy, to grow mouldy. feacrioo 

to take a road. ^ Soacdx to conceive hatred, 

trac&j So a do to say what is suitable. 

SaScdoo to feel cold. ^ Soaodx to marry. 

2. to uphold, protect, support. 

fcacSo^o the medicine has produced an effect 

on the disease. 

cdo€gJ the medicine you gave has not affected 

my complaint, 8°a ®8>®Vk to go 

with an umbrella held over one. 

the act of holding or grasping. usS 

his hand grasps very tight, (he is a 

skin-flint). 8oS7i> to cause to seize, hold, 

retain, begin, or fit. 2. to innovate or estab¬ 

lish any new custom. 

to cause work to be entered on anew. &,a 

Zo&rfo ^js^j to seize, apprehend, catch 

hold of. 2. to retain possession of a country. 

3. to begin. 4. to stop, as pay. 

woo to bring by force. Jo a =#oiodo to 

take away by force. •gjzcm to 

take along with one. &>&aSoo to be 

intoxicated. fcBsa to take firm hold 

of. io&aSc&to to refrain from taking hold of. 

80Brio =#JB^0 to shrink up or contract. 3°^ 

to catch, as a bird, &e. Soado to 

seize and imprison, &c. So&nazSo to take up 

another’s word and speak thereon. 2. to 

haggle in making a bargain. 

S. Sdcj03) hidimba, s. A prince of the 

giants killed by Bhirna. his younger 

sister whom Bhima married. 8oBo 

wa rWora Bhima. 

C. SocV3^ hidi-lcei, s. The handle of a 

plough. 
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c. hidi-golu, s. A broom, 

wliisk. 

C. OoScou^ hidi-sarale, s. An instrument 

for boring holes. 

A. C. So5?oo hidisilj v. a. To shampoo. 

A. C. ojti^hiduhu, f8o&J v. a. To seize, 

hold, grasp. 

C. So kinilu, s. An Indian ox’s hump. 

S. hit a, s. Advantage, profit, good, 

gain. adj. Advantageous, beneficial, salutary, 

wholesome, profitable, good, pleasant. 2. 

proper, fit, right. &>&***» good counsel 

or advice. 803 adverse or hostile to the 

weal or advantage of. s. A secret enemy, 

foiissri refreshing, salutary, edifying, agreea¬ 

ble. salutarily, agreeably, &c. 8oddd, 

■fe^dod, 3odd So^rod a friend, a kind or 

obliging man. 8od?s8 salutary, useful, bene¬ 

ficial. 8asW d-ssaio, Sodd jysar an edifying or 

agreeable speech. 8°^ p&*s secret enmity. 

S. hiteishi, adj. Loving, agreeable. 

C. <^0 hittalu, s. A back-yard. 8odw 

sjarioo a back-yard gate. 8o«^?j ddot'seJ a 

verandah or porch at the back of a house. 

C. ca^> SoSD ^}, SoelT) ^ hittale, 

hittdle, hittdli, s. Brass. **oui^ 

a high coloured brass. 8039^ a brass 

bason. 8039& dioO a brass dish. 

0. hittu, v. a. To sow, as seed. 

C. oodo^o, oddo-S-ss^o hiduku, hidaki- 

ha/cu, v. a. To deprive' any seed, as that of 

a bean, Ac. of its skin, to blanch. 8odotf dd 

Iwfo blanched beans. 

C. 00£>7\io kinisu, v. a. To pour, as out of 

one vessel into another, adj. Lazy. 8o;>;& 

sfc?fcr\,j a lazy man. 

T. B. Corf^e) kippali, [la^P] s. Long pep¬ 

per. c?, its creeper. zmsv its 

root. £j»\a the thick part of the long 

pepper vine. 8°^® verbena anadiflora. 

coJl£ vallcameria inermis. 80^© c3'\ds? 

mulberry, morus Indica. 

C. 00^ hippu, v. a. To open out, hatchel, 

card, as wool, &c. ^ 80^ to disentangle the 

hair. =»£, 80% to hatchel cotton. 

C. oc"Ej^ hippe, s. Refuse after the juice has 

been expressed. 2. (^^1) the bassia latifo- 

lia. 80^ zt* the oil of the bassia latifolia. 
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C. OD'do hima, s. Hoar-frost, congelation of 

dew. 2. cold, coldness, in the air or in bodies 

generally. 3. dew. 4. winter, adj. Cold, 

frigid. 2. frosty, snowy. 8odo rJoScdw dew to 

fall. 8od®a a quantity of dew or hoar-frost. 

&>do—d the moon. 8odo9C$?j, Sodod^drd, Soda 

?>S, fcdodod, Sodwwcdo the Himalaya range of 

mountains. In mythology it is personified 

as the husband of and the father of rto 

rt and do^r, or uodo, in her descent as 

S the mountain nymph, to captivate Shiva, 

and withdraw him from a course of ascetic 

austerity practised in those regions. BodjatS 

t> PArvati. 

s. Sodotswo1^, 3odJa>5o£C>3d himavalu- 

ke, himuhwaye, s. Camphor. 

h. oo’djejcdo^o, oo^Jocdo3 himdyatu, 

kimdyati, s. Protection, patronage, sup¬ 

port, favour, countenance. 

S. 2odr$d3 himdvati, s. A medicinal 

plant so called. 

S. ooDo^ himika, s. Hoar-frost. 

C. himmadi, s. The heel. 

c. Coodra^^S1 hiyyalike, s. Flattery, adu¬ 

lation, praise, commendation.. 

c. oodtS^Si, Mrade-be- 

tta, hirode-betta, s. The French rocks. 

s. Sodpc^odo hiranmaya, adj. Gold, 

golden. 

s. oddpc>0 hiranya, s. Gold. 2. wealth, 

property 8odrtg rtrdr Brahma; or the mun¬ 

dane egg floating on the water at creation, of 

that metal, or of similar coloui', from which 

the deity, according to some legends, issued. 

Sodfsj jj3s3£j Shiva. &>dr^»raai the river Sone. 

8odf9j the mountain. 8odf^d^dJj 

Agni. 2. the sun. 3. Shiva. 

C. Sod, oodcjo, Sot>ododo hiri, hiridu, 

hiryadu, adj. Great, superior, elder, senior. 

adv. Much, greatly. 8o0d) to increase 

much, fcscan elder woman. 80& 

an elder brother. 808 an elder sister. 80 

Cede do elders, seniors, forefathers, ancients. 

Softcriodo -S-Socodo, BoOa-ocriodo old and young, 

superiors and inferiors, nobility and mobility. 

808 dorf the monitor in a school. &8^ dua^d 

leprosy. 2. an epidemic among cattle. 808^ 
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&>*$© a large species of the long pepper, 

c3o&$ adult age. 2. asking for a wife. 

wo&ot P they have come to ask for a 

wife. 8®6c* adult, senior, elder. 

C. Sot), &t>odoo &>§rfo3oS?so, cot£>c^o 

hiri, Mriyu, Mridu-hdku, Mrididu, 

v. a. To unstring, as heads. 2. to unsheath 

or draw out, as a sword. SoO* tSPs* to 

unstring and throw away. 

C. SotJ^o^ hiri-mekke, s. A fruit so cal¬ 

led, much eaten by young jackals. 

C. Sot>^, So'dolf, hirile, Mrule, 

Mr ale, s. A kind of bitter orange or citron. 

tisojo a citron unripe. a ripe 

citron. 

C. §ot)(3 Mri, See 

C. Mn-kalivi-hannu, s. 

Carissa carandas, a fruit. 

C. CoCreCAi Mldlu, s. A large torch carried 

before an idol in procession, or a large lamp 

fixed in an iron vessel. 

h. Soera 80!) P5o"d^^o Mlld-ha- 
co . ’ c<v 

rakatu, Mlh-harakatu, s. A general 

or comprehensive term for evasive tricks and 

acts; for all obstacles feigned, and difficulties 

made, with the purpose of evading the pay¬ 

ment of a debt urged or the performance of a 

service rightfully imposed. 

^,5 a man who makes groundless excuses. 

T. B. CQ^> hiva, [So;*] adj. Cold. s. Hoar¬ 

frost, &c. 

H. Mshshe, s. Part, portion, share. $ 

give me a part, or one share. 

M. Mshshobu, s. Arithmetic, 

computation, calculation, working arithmetic. 

2. an account. So3j^wj ’A®* to give 

an account for inspection. 

h. oo^tS Mshdre, Mshdre, s. 

A sign, hint, token. So^st5 to give a 

hint or an idea of. 

C. Corutiro, ooroo^o Msaku, hi- 

siliu, Msuku, v. a. To squeeze any thing 

in the hand. 2. to press, knead, or shampoo 

with the hand. &***»#>, to 

shampoo one’s self. &>*>& to throttle, 

strangle. SoPo^o to shampoo the body. 

C. OorJ, Soroo^JSQ^Oco05>^7\0 Msi, Msu- 

Jcondu-hdgu, v. n. To crack, split, burst, 

be torn or rent. wPoP Soticfto*, 8o?jc&>* 

the cloth is rent. A&A 8otcfioso, cePS SoticSoej 

the vessel is cracked. 

T. B. SoKjOpS Msuna, adj. Covetous. 

2. cruel. 3. calumnious. 4. wicked. 5. vile, 

low. 6. stupid. SoTjoeo^ covetousness, &c. 

h. So^^aoo Mssdbu, Mssebu, 

[So&a^wo] s. An account. 

A. C. Mhdli, V. a. To kick. 2. to 

shake, as a cloth. 

A. C. Mlaku, s. The slip-knot or 

noose in a bow-string. 2. a clip, piece, sMp. 

A. C. §0^, cob] Mil, Mrri, v. a. To let 

down, to put down, to descend. 2. to squeeze. 

3. to burst. 

C. Mlilu, s. An ox’s hump. 

A. C. Mluku, s. The steel point of 

an arrow. 2. a thunder-bolt. 3. pride. 

C. Mlle-kdi, s. A sour kind 

of orange. 

C. Mlle-kolu, s. Tip-cat. 2. 

the bat used in playing it. the 

small piece of wood used in this game. 

C. Mkarisu, v. a. To find fault 

with, despise, make light of. 

c. co^7\, co^o7\ Mge, Mnge, adv. proxi¬ 

mate, Thus, so, as, like, after this manner. 

«3# such is the state of his 

livelihood. So^SiP©^, while (things 

are) thus. come in this way. 

80 Pmi* do this work thus. 

C. 805 2&o Mchu, s. Young, unripe fruit, 

very young fruit. a very young 

cocoamit. wwft' Sot-sSo a very young plantain, 

stream 80^0 a very young mango, 

C. od^SP Mju, v. a. To drag, pull. s. Very 

young fruit. 

S. 80^(0 Mna, adj. Deficient, defective; that 

wants or is without (in a measure or utterly.) 

2. base, low, vile, mean, as an action or per¬ 

son. 3. abandoned, left. keeping 

low company, associating with persons of de¬ 

graded castes and occupations. SottsVort, wort 

8°^ of defective body; crippled, maimed, mu¬ 

tilated, &c. «*L) without clothes, 
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3o^c3!> 

wsS So^?f an inferior or low caste. 

8o^S*, AS deficient in sense, foolish, silly, 

fijssi &<,y deformed, ugly. 80^ a mean 

or disreputable business. 8o^y, x^cUS 

S disgraced. SojSoSj a mean, base, or low 

man. 8o^?i expatriated, transported. 

rtj 8ot?b 8o^fS poor, in low circumstances. 

t^S> 8o^y low.sound or voice, inaudible, sjss^ 

M?* shameless, void of modesty. . 

«*> hapless, unfortunate. *>*?**$ privation. 

deformed, ugly, mis-shapen. 2. one 

who is shorter than his betrothed virgin. 

^oej a woman of low caste. 

S. Bo^^SUodo Mndya, s. Deficiency, defect. 

2. baseness, meanness. 8o<;?-acSodo, 2o^ 

p-scdjsSa So to dishonour, disesteem, disregard, 

think lightly of. 

c. So^Tj, Bo^T^odo^ hipa, hipa-gei- 

yava, s. A left-handed person. 

C. Bo^cdjhiyalike, s. The act of up¬ 

braiding or abusing. 2. a sneer. 3. a contemp¬ 

tuous speech. Medrano to upbraid, speak 

sneeringly or contemptuously. 

a sneerer, abuser, upbraider. 

S. Mra, s. A diamond. 2. Shiva. 3. 

a snake. 4. a lion. 8o(-d, Indra’s 

thunderbolt. 8°'^ a diamond. 8a \Q Lakshmi. 

C. Bo^dj hint, v. a. To pull, draw. 2. to 

suck, draw milk from the breast; to sip up 

or draw in any fluid with the mouth; to 

drink, as cattle; to imbibe, to soak or drink 

in, as the earth, v. n. To be shrunk, degra¬ 

ded, lose vivacity, be dejected. to a- 

base, humble. 

C. hire-hdi, s. The cucumis 

acutangulus. the cucumis 

sulcatus, with whi|e stripes, and superior to 

the above. 

C. Bo^m hila, s. The mulberry tree. s. Se¬ 

men virile. 

C. Bo^oiS^Sa^ hila-mechiha, s. Hin- 

gsha (hilancha) reopens, Rox. 

A. C. Bo^D hill, s. A peacock’s feather. 8o<>© 

wo&rt a dress made of peacock’s feathers. 

C. Bo^D hili, s. Casting lots for shares of 

produce, 80^© Eois^a to cast lots. 

c. Bo^Scoh hi-handi, s. The liedge-hog. 

s. Sooog-bd, hunkdra, hun- 
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kriti, s. A sound uttered in menace, in¬ 

timidation or angry repression. 2. a roar. 

3. a warrior’s challenge. to roar, cry- 

out, menace. 

Gr. 5ooo?n hungi, See 

C. oc003i hunja, s. A skein containing six¬ 

ty threads. ^oowa a skein of thread twisted 

and tied up ready to be sized. £°w& H*3 a 
woman’s garment well woven, or of close tex¬ 

ture. £<rs\A to twist a skein. ®b°®* 

to do up a skein, =5ao«»tJ b%& a single 

skein. sov/szt) to put thread in a warp. 

C. Soooai0, S;003i hunju, hunja, s. The 

cock of some birds; as, Act? 

<s> the cock of fowls. uioow a peacock. 

sdooee1 ritbj, soooSrf* tUsA a cock to tread a hen. 

sfcGfcs* ;iWo to breed a cock 

C. 2cbo& hundi, s. A village. 

H. SoOOS, 5ooo5^*>7\(3, 

hundi, hundl-kdgada, hundi-chitu, 

s. An order for money, a bill of exchange. 

sdooB;; Tarttf wflcrfM to write out an order for 

money. £>v>F-y secoa a bill payable at sight, 

risk 3=joa a bill payable after a certain term, 

or by instalments. 

C. <5&oosdoozjra^ hundhdlita, 

hundhdlata, S. The lump, the gross, the 

whole together, sfe>3s®s?^d a word at 

random, utoo^wntei a3»uo flsseu inconclusive 

conversation, afcoqswfaiaift dszA to 

do business wholesale. 

C. sdoop00 hunnu, See 

T. b. 5coopSo'So hunnume, See 

H. Sctaojod hunnara, S. An art, a resource 

or power of skill or cunning; any ability or 

faculty for contriving, devising, or effecting. 

sdocSdrsd a schemer, an ingenious, shrewd, 

or clever man. ^oyd sirado to devise, scheme, 

contrive, sfaojid many devices. 

C. SooOo^oco hummasa, s. Warmth, glow, 

ardour. 2. anxious desire or wish. 3. pride# 

insolence, rashness. 4. courage. 

H. SoO^OQ hukum, s. An order, command. 

39So a written order. 2. a written 

award or decision upon a suit settled. ° 

Soado to make a regulation. ^0^00 =#o*&5 to 

give an order, to give leave. Jco^oSoarij t0 jje 
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ordered. fffcdusrt? an order to be re¬ 

ceived. 2. an order to be passed or issued. 

s&'idd agreeably to the 

fixed resolution. 

h. 5co^ hukkd, hukke, s. An 

instrument for smoking bang, a hoolca. 

=F-i&cdoo, 3^ to smoke the liooha. 

eootfsj. wdc»d a servant who has charge of the 

hooka. 

C. So^odoa hugiyu, v. a. To inter, bury. 

C. 3co7\oeJo hugulu, s. A hole made by 

boring, a perforation. tiafrw Sjs^o, akftuj =&» 

tScrioo to bore, perforate. 

C. 5o^Xoyo, Sooa^/o hugulu, hvgalu, s. 

Sores about the tongue and mouth, occasion¬ 

ed by the heat of the body. 2. the half of 

any seeds or berries that split in two. 

C. SooaoE^o huguchu, ». a. To loosen, untie. 

C. 5oo?\ huggi, s. Boiled rice mixed with 

any sort of doll, or split pulse, salt, pepper, 

cummin seeds, &c. a mess 

of green gram and boiled rice compounded. 

boiled rice mixed with pi¬ 

geon-pea, &c. boiled rice 

mixed with beans, &c. 

c. huggi-bhatta, s. Fees in 
A —D 

grain. 

c. hucho-bidu, V.n. To set 

on a dog. 

C 5oo£^- oa^oi , huchch- 
Sa- <3 Sar 

angamma, huchchungi-durgi, s. Par- 

vati, as worshipped at Chittledroog. 

C. 5oj8^o huchchu, s. Folly, silliness, mad¬ 

ness. adj. Foolish, silly, simple, mad, insane, 

delirious. foolishness, folly, madness, 

insanity, a foolish business, a 

mad affair. **»&i BsJ" not insane, 

not sane, but Shiva’s fun, (very stupid.) 

silly conduct, foolish be¬ 

haviour. to act foolishly. 

So&cdoo, SSosg^ to becomS foolish, be seized 

with insanity. 

rt) to be spoiled, ruined, to make a 

fool of. to recover one’s senses. 

s&eSo a bad wind, a destructive wind, a 

whirlwind. ^ an excess of rain. 

an inieri°r kind of sugar-cane, used 

only for making hedges. exces- 
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So 0^0, 

sive anger, foolish anger. exces¬ 

sive love, silly affection. low wit; 

a foolish mind. 080 a fool 

takes whatever read he lights upon. 

sSws^d a countenance frightfully angry. 2. a 

silly face. to put on a fright¬ 

ful look. sioooS a foolish widow. soJ 

sfeaoiit dod husband of a stupid widow, 

wort gon of a stupid widow. 

t-o stupid broom (a woman. The four 

last words are terms of abuse.) a 

fast run. ^ to run very fast. 

•S^, a foolish woman. 

a foolish man. 

C. SoolS- dz huchchellil, s. An inferior sort 
&x y ^ 

of sesamum. ^%%% oil made from it. 

H. Sco&rado hujdru, [s^do] s. The royal 

court or presence, the hall of audience. 2. the 

government, adv. In, at, to, before, &c., the 

presence or royal court. 

H. 5oo&t^o hujjatu, s. Perverse wrangling, 

objecting or making difficulties ; any such ob¬ 

jection or difficulty ; any mean, unfounded, 

unreasonable pretence or excuse in endeavour¬ 

ing to shuffle off or decline. to 

make perverse objections, to contradict. 

K^rtad, one who 

makes difficulties or objections perversely. 

A. C. 5co63o5oo83 hutd-huti, adv. Very 

hastily or quickly. 

C. 5)0& huttantu, s. The ceremonial 

uncleanness arising from child-birth. 

A. C. 5co&3, hutti, s. A female’s cloth. 2. 

a large paddle staff. 

C. 5cbS3b^ huttu, v. n. To be born, come into 

existence. 2. to arise, originate, issue, spring 

up or from, be produced. 3. to get, obtain. 

to produce, originate, give birth to, 

cause to be born, cause to take place, 

to destroy life. to save 

life, child is born. 

do a conversation arose. 

d there is a report afloat, not 

productive, not to be had. enodgt d 

zdoWjdo nothing can now be got in 

this village. a person depraved 

from his birth, the produce 

of the garden is spoiled. Soti^dj a 
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native place, birth-place. A3]d a p(n^on 

born deaf. ^otiozs a person born blind. 

sroW^ i°jz$o t0 leave original hair on the 

head of a child for the purpose of devoting it 

to some goddess, on its recovery from sick¬ 

ness. 5=°^ 'sprite !3S5jj to have a child’s hair 

cut or shaved off for the first time. sfotfenad 

the head man of a village who is also a 

native of the place, <gg>o milk teeth, 

or the first teeth which a child cuts. 

^rf-, a natural mole or mark on the body. Zoo 

birth, production, origin, the act of 

being born. 

C. kuttu, 'huttu-ha- 

liye, s. A large paddle staff. 2. a rudder. 

JcjsiSo to fix a paddle to a boat, 

jAjsScdn to use a paddle with a boat. 

a boatman. 

C. huttuvali, s. The produce of 

a garden or field, oe of any trade in general. 

2. the amount of an assessment. 

C. a hudaga, See a=o^ri. 

C. 5cou5X>5co5»^Ti)^o huddhudi-mddu, 

v. a. To put into consternation, confusion, or 

alarm. 

A. C. 5oo& hudi, s. Powder, dust. Jcokcttra 

^ in a state of powder or dust. 

a ’5=°a to reduce to powder, Scj&crfo® 

to roll in the dust. 

c. 3oo&ts hudigi, s. A girl, damsel, atoa 

girlishness, girlhood. 

C. Soo&ad&S^ hudi-guttu, v. n. To threat- 

en, menace. 

c. kudiihv, v. a. To look, search, 

seek for. ’S^SaA-ato to gather up, to look for and 

lay by. akSaA to look for one’s self. 

zdodoAdo to cause to seek, make look for. zoo 

being in the act of looking for. 

C. cxb^o?^ hudukka, s. A small hand 

drum shaped like an hour glass, and rattled 

by fortune-tellers, presagers, monkey exhibi¬ 

tors, &c. 

C. 5oorfo7\ huduga, s. A boy. 

boyhood, childishness, puerility, a 

girl, young damsel. 

c. ScorfoSb, hududi, hudu- 

dukka, s. A game so called, 

c. 5coF'Sd7§ hunase, 

hvnise, hunuse, s. The tamarind, 

■£% ws&o an unripe tamarind. a 

ripe tamarind. scov 

the boiled juice of tamarinds mixed with any 

kind of vegetables. tama¬ 

rinds pounded with salt, chillies, pepper, and 

mustard seed, and so preserved. =fscSj 

Assg, unripe tamarinds made soft in the fire 

and then mixed in water, with salt, spices, 

&c. tamarind stone. ^ 

V tamarind vinegar, tamarind juice. 

tJO, 30 a kind of glue or paste 

made from tamarind stones. 

JdotiAo the skin of tamarind stones. 

A. 0. hunike, S. The crown of the 

head. 

T. B. Soogl ^So, Zcof?o 3S0, Sooreo ■£ hun- 
Ac> 3>3 A3 

nime, hunnume, hunnuve, [s&rirsra] 

s. Pull moon. 

C. SoopSo hunnu, s. An ulcer, boil, sore. 
f>5 ‘ 

etiS o»w zoJf?A a carbuncle, 80 

a, ztojo^j. a sore to break out. aiofs^ 

an ulcer to stink. 3sal the fetid smell 

of an ulcer. an ulcer to 

have an insect or worm in it. -K^J 

an ulcer to discharge matter, 

AUjj to apply a poultice to a sore. 5=o 

5cor?o^ an ulcer to 

dry up. ‘So<|3^ so3, to 

put a twist of cotton, with ointment on it, 

into an ulcer, 5Socm5 Se3 the mark 

of an old sore, aoorfc^Ocdw a sore to be in¬ 

flamed, or to fester. 

S. ccoe: hut a, adj. Offered with tire, burnt 

in oblation. 2. destroyed by fire, burnt to 

ashes, s. Fire. Soado to burn in obla¬ 

tion. 2. to destroy by fire. 3. to kindle, 

s&d iAAOj., Agni, god of fire. 

0. Sio hutta, s. A snake’s hole, especial¬ 

ly a deserted white ants’ nest occupied by a 

snake. tcosrij to enter its hole, as a 

serpent does. 

0. Jiudi, s. The fold of a door. 2. a 

dam. to dam up. 

C. hUduku, v. n. To shrug up 

the head and knees together, as a'persofi does 

from cold, &c. 

To hide, con- c. ScoCbXo hudugu, v. a. 
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ceal, be careful of. 2. to bestud or set in 

gold, &c., as precious stones, &c. 

c. hudvgu, huduvu, 

s. Partnership, joint concern. 2. property, 

estate. ai'JtooW) to do conjointly. ^ 

rb to be united as two shares, 

prarJow a joint farming concern. 

H. Sood huddd, hudde, s. An 

office, post, public charge or employment, 

c. hunugina-bekku, s. 

The civet cat. 

0. hubbu, s. The eye-brow, 

ticti; a frown, knit eye-brows. r'c!^ 

yiosstfo to frown, knit the eye-brows, 

one who frowns. So^iw zcsOjjj, 

to make a sign by raising 

the eye-brows. 

C. hubbe, s, Bleaching or whitening 

clothes. 2. the eleventh of the twenty seven 

stars. 

c. 5ood hummd, hum- 

md-pakshi, s. A bird (probably a fabu¬ 

lous bird). It is represented as a bird of 

happy omen, and as never alighting upon 

the ground. It eats of its own flesh when 

hungry, and the mortal head which it over¬ 

shadows in its flight, will infallibly, in time, 

wear a crown. Perhaps a phoenix, or griffin, 

or bird of paradise, its wing, fea¬ 

ther, or plumage. 2. a fan made of it. 3. 

an ornament for a horse’s saddle or head made 

of these feathers. tforto a cloud or ash- 

colour, or dark white. 

C. JSkodo7huy-gadubu, s. A kind 

of pudding boiled in steam. 

C. Sooo!b&o huylu, s. Roaring, shouting, 

crying out. 2. the pestering cry of a dun¬ 

ning creditor. 3. the crying of a cross child. 

4. the crying of a tumultuous mob. 

to cry out, shout. 2. to strike, beat. 

afccSari struck, a&cSwStij to cry or roar out. 

jcocfiotw tisJS w&c&'o to beat to arms, ^ocS»® 

A challenging. 

c. Sood^o huraku, See afc**. 

C. Sdod-D^ hur-akki, s. Pried rice, 

the flour of it. 

c. Soodchdra To & huradi-pdsati, s. A 

respectable woman, (^otijtiorvsar?) 

A. C. Soidl^ hurdle, s. A knuckle or joint 

of the hands or toes. 

C. Soot) huri, v. a. To parch or fry as corn. 

s&>& #r*^, soJO r!f0 parched Bengal gram. 

6 parched grains of corn. «$j©rw*!6. 

BedwP ijtio, sooBri an earthen frying pan. 

scoBri fried, parched. atoS«Tw;3 fried barley. 

C. Scot) hurt, s. Thread, twine, twist, pack¬ 

thread. to twist thread. 

BfoO to untwist thread, to separate 

threads. ^0 3os£j to unite, join. 

to twist, twine, twirl, as the mustache. 2. 

to set on, rally, encourage, incite to attempt, 

s&o s'jO A/sviSj to excite, provoke, irri¬ 

tate, exasperate; to pick a quarrel with. 

C. Scodo^GJO hurukdlu, s. Different grains 

seethed, parched, and mixed with salt, &c. 

C. Scodorro huruku, s. An itching sensa¬ 

tion, an irritation in the skin. 2. any thing, 

as rice, &c., burnt to the bottom of a vessel 

in cooking. 3. the bark of trees; the rind 

of tamarind stones, adj. Itching. 

*e a troublesome kind of itch, s&tirfo S&J, 

sdotio^o SoS to have an itching, ^tio^ 

the annoyance of a cutaneous ir¬ 

ritation. a^tiocbOj^oti)^ *654) to scratch 

the skin when irritated. s&a&rab sris?’ a small 

insect very troublesome to men and cattle. 

C. 5ohurudu, s. Rivalry, vieing with, 

emulation, competition. riratio, sJjtij 

to vie or compete with; to endeavour to 

cast another into the shade ; to strive perti¬ 

naciously, to emulate, ak&a&tiri 0ne who 

does not strive, or one who does not rival. 

ijiz 3 sSotiJtij wdoritii what 

is the use of vieing one with another ? 

c. CoodoT&TvsSs' hurudu-gdrti, s. A 

perverse or obstinate woman. 

C. sdadods'z? huruda-kadle, See under 
CO 

BSoO. 

c. sdodod hurupa, s. A kind of dry scab 

occasioning great irritation in the skin and 

covering the body with hard knots. 

0. Soodofb hurupi, s. A curry-comb. 

C. Soododt hurupu, v. a. To spread out 

corn, with the fingers, on the ground, to dry. 

s. Elephantiasis. 

c. 5oododooeS huru-manji, s. A shrub, 
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the skin of whose seed is used in making red 

paint. sSwhsfcotSt tiorb, atotfcsfco^ a dark 

or brown red. 

C. huruli, s. Horse gram, Glycine 

iomentosa. dotbv to boil gram for 

horses. dcdo1^ to give a 

horse gram. dstb1!?^ c3;3 dado to steep gram. 

water in which gram has been 

boiled. tsio&vx dswu the white fermentation 

of steeped gram given to cattle, do© 

a horsekeeper. dodo^ dorkv? Addo the 

liquid of boiled gram mixed with pepper, 

chillies, salt, &c. ; gram mulugutanni. doSri 

soo&s? parched gram. dodo ^o dotiov rotten or 

decayed gram, gram injured by insects. 

doss dodoo-o do0 coo d dodoy rotten and 

unparched gram is for blind horses. dodoes; sis 

to separate pebbles, grits, &c. from gram 

in washing. dodw ^orra So&oci«S 

tio dojsdo does three people hold the pot for 

the gram eater (a great fuss about nothing). 

Bood)s?<; Sod'S1 a very small kind of use¬ 

less seed growing among gram. 

A. 0. 5oitSo^coo hurulisu, v, a. To bless, 

wish well to. 

C. Soodo^o hurulu, s. Use, service. 2. 

strength, efficacy. 3. estate, property, sub¬ 

stance. 4. subsistence, livelihood. ^ dorasi 

p«&d Sod ado dodbvw there is no use in say¬ 

ing so. dodww this thing 

is of no use. dodbv^ there 

is no strength in my body, do dodo nf&do to 

spoil by cooking, in doing too much. 

QxPjs tsootfjvgi he has no property. 

G. hurekJd- 

pudi, hurekki-hettu, [dood-^ ^a] Si 

Flour of parched rice. 

C. ^sdj®po3j^o^ huro-yennu, v. n. To 

bawl out, hoot, halloo, shout. 

A. C. ^0800s- hurbu, [dowo j s. The eye¬ 

brow. 

H. 5oOSbs-&> hurmatu, S. Character, re¬ 

putation, credit, honour, good name, do dor 

sforred, dodoorsorr«d 0ne who possesses a good 

character. 

H. BoostsE-o^ocdo hurmdisu, v. a. To 

flatter, elate with fulsome adulation. 

C. Soiled.) hulasu, See dowodo. 

C. hull, s. A tiger, d^do©, dotpb© 

a tigress, dww ®, Swuf© a royal tiger, 

^ do©, 4-tf^ do© the hunting leopard, do© 

do8 a yonng tiger. do© (tiger-fly) the 

spider. do©<> doS do^o sfotfst** will the 

young tiger eat grass ? (will a great man 

descend to what is mean ?) do© wurtodo the 

claw of a tiger. » do©^ ■ddor, do©? Aartw) a 

tiger’s skin. 

c. 5coD^e;o cS'sodo, 5obc)a£3,, 

cjDCoo, 2co©a6j^83 huli-kalluduya, 

huli-gatte, huli-kanddya, huli-gat- 

tata, s. A game with small stones and tiles. 

C. SooSTx^^d hulige'shwara, s. A deified 

Hindu saint. 

c. 2ooii)i°o3js>^, 5coe)^oo£D huli-moka, 

huli-mukha, s. The ornamental work 

over the gate of a fort, or the entrance itself; 

or the area between the gates of a fort. 

C. Sooe)(°3dp?o huli-hannu, s. The fruit, 

Dalbergi oujeinensis. 

A. hulu, adj. Small, petty, little, 

junior, inferior, dowo dd a little monkey, 

do wo dolose an insignificant or weak man, a 

mean fellow, do wo dosd a petty king or chief. 

2. a young, little, inferior or junior master. 

C. 5oo£?C>roO hulusu, s. The proper return 

or quantity, as in grain sown. dowoSo dog so 

the crop was fair. adj. Thrifty, thriving, 

looking well, as growing corn, dow;fario to 

be thrifty. 

c. sdojo, 5ooe) 
nr, Co v ’ rn 1 

hulla-mane, hullina-mune, hullu- 

mane, s. A thatched house or hut. 

c. So3© £8#?^ hullina-chikka, s. A net 

to carry grass in. 

C. Sib&o hullu, s. Grass, straw, hay, the 

stalk of grass and reeds. do^o dried 

grass, hay, straw. dowo a kind of reed 

grass. do^o sacrificial grass, used also 

for thatching, driftw dowo a high grass. 

^O7^do$o a fragrant wide speared grass. 

do^o young grass. =#jes?^ do^o rotten 

grass, ^6=#^ do^o a good kind of grass for 

horses. sraft^ dog>o ragi straw. 5o»o.drf dog;o 

the straw of panicum semiverticillatum. 

dogjo panicum miliaceum straw. 
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S&g;.), *@5*5 5?0S5') paddy straw. a 

long kind of liill grass used for thatching. 

sjogjo meadow grass such as cattle feed 

on. £8 mvti »&!$>> *&»Gi large rooted 

coarse grass. to tread out corn 

with oxen, waafrj to thrash corn. 

to shake up straw or grass. 5&eJ3<s? 

<*&> to pull over straw, as when thrashing, 

riiti-a-ji soo^jj another species of grass. 

a handful of grass. 

an ox or camel load of grass, straw, or 

hay. *&§£> 5fc$«i a bundle of 

straw carried on the head. 8^g> 

ur.zS, unsS, sfcS a stack of straw 

or hay. So^crijo to eat grass, as cattle. 

e!>^c£ot3j to graze cattle. <&J§p is^^o to 

give grass or straw to a horse or ox. 

■ an armful of grass or straw, sfcgp 5*3 

sto to grub up grass for cattle or horses. 

rsaitu, sfc&a ^03 a tax on pasturage or 

meadow land. to stack up hay. 

a small piece of straw used as a 

toothpick, stalks of straw, &c. the 

business of treading out corn. 2. dealing 

in grass or straw. 3. the employment of 

a grass cutter. 4. a mean or trifling busi¬ 

ness. a&8$5 a slight and unsubstantial 

cloth. 

o. ^oQ, sdoa vti hulle, hulle-lcara, 
co m 

s. A spotted female antelope. 

C. 5oo£X^5o£tri huvvina-hachchada, 

s. A superior kind of cotton cloth. 

C. ScoSo^ huv-vilya, s. Flowers and 

betel given at the time of marriage to marri¬ 

ed women, as an offering to the manes of ei¬ 

ther a mother, grandmother, great-grand¬ 

mother, or a former wife. 

■G. 5oo^ ^ hiivvu, s. A flower. See ®&«®. 

H. hushuru, $, Smartness, sharp¬ 

ness, intelligence. 2. attentiveness, wake¬ 

fulness, wariness. 3. freshness, briskness, as 

from a nourishing diet, &c. adj. Awake, a- 

lert, cautious. b&51»3j sioffcjS.j a brisk, smart, 

intelligent man. scoswasru to be alert, watch¬ 

ful, careful. 

G. SioRj, 5oo$ him, hushi, s. A lie, false¬ 

hood- v. n. To be. false. a&jlJrtsfc) a liar. tMt 

a female liar. s&bx «*»*> an untruth, 

false report. sSSjssft tell the 

lie right out (said to a man who by his stam¬ 

mering manner shews that he is telling an 

untruth.) t&i» a gentle smile. 2. a false 

laugh. 

C. hussane, ado. or ex. Used in 

fraying away birds, driving cows, &c. 2. the 

inarticulate expiration made by one under 

a painful sensation of heat and closeness. 

C. hula, hulu, s. Any kind 

of insect. shtf a bad or venomous insect. 

5^3-0 a fetid insect. 

C. hulahu, See scotfo^j. 

0. cco^ huli, s. Acidity, sourness. 2. the 

boiled juice of tamarinds. 3. leaven, adj. 

Sour, acid, leavened, v. n. To become sour or 

acid. sour boiled rice. 2. boiled rice 

mixed with tamarind juice or other acids. 

(sour wrater) vinegar. an acid 

taste. B&v* sof^^sour fruit. sour 

greens. r£i^d unsour. 2. unleavened. 

to express the juice from tama¬ 

rinds. 8o^ to turn sour, as milk, &c. 

a variety of curry. 

C. 5cp^cd», huliyu, hulu, v. n. To 

rot, decay, decayed. &09& skd a decay¬ 

ed tree, shd 5cov§3 the tree is decayed. 

it seems rotten. t&sb$oa false¬ 

hood. 

C. huli-neralu, s. Premna her- 

bacea. 

0. hulu, S. Any insect. ««*> 

to have insects in. kov’o'^s a kind of 

itch. 

C. Soo^ofro huluhu, s. Deca5r, rottenness. 2. 

a hole. 3. a pock-mark. adj. Decayed, car¬ 

ious. 2. unsound, as doctrine. 3. depraved, 

corrupt, as the mind. soj’sWo sSjs^3 a pock¬ 

marked face. s&3 a rotten tree. 

tfo'sfc so^o a carious tooth, wsisrt sti 

his whole body is decayed, (he is over¬ 

whelmed with debt.) S>t® unwholesome, 

unsound, or pernicious doctrine, evil advice. 

5S.rsWj a corrupted or evil mind, 

*33, unsound. 

C. hu- 

lutu-hdyu, hulutu-bUu, v. n. To fall 

into decay, rot away, become- corrupted or 

depraved. 



SoJ'S 

C. 5oJ*> hu, s. A flower, v. n. To flow¬ 

er, to tie up flowers, to make gar¬ 

lands. <^jsn»d a florist. sSjsftrfcdo Cupid, with 

flower arrows, tw charcoal in a state 

S. SojaoS^Tj hunkdra, s. Menacing, threat¬ 

ening, defiance. 2. neighing. ni/so’ffaas sira 

BijsotfOxto to menace, defy, challenge. 2. 

to neigh. 

C. 5oJeiXoS3o, hu-kodu, hu- 

guttu, v. n. To say in reply to a ques¬ 

tion, or as expressive of approbation, or at¬ 

tention to a person relating a story, &c. 

0. 5oj«>7\PS hu-ganna, adj. Wall-eyed. 

A. C. CcjaaS-AsS huchegdti, s. A respect¬ 

ful woman. 

C. <5oJe>3§ huji, s. A goblet or jug. 

& an earthen jug or ewer. s=vat2 a 

brass one. ssowjcJ a copper one. 

sioarf a silver one. 

C. ^J«)S3 hllta, s. Plan, scheme, design. 2. 

preparation. oacrfojS sSv/sW the king’s scheme. 

A. 0. hudu, v. a. To fix oxen or 

horses in ploughs, carts, carriages, &c. to 

harness. 2. to plough. 3. to prepare the warp 

of a loom. 4. to arrange, get ready, set in 

order. 5. to build, erect, construct, 

Eojsil) to prepare or get work ready. 

bojs^o to get oxen and plough ready for work. 

2. to plough. zsSjbSo to prepare a fire¬ 

place. a working ox, an ox of 

burden, an ox broken in for the plough. Bto 

bi&eSo it is ready. 

C. hude, s. A circular building in the 

centre of a native fort in which people endea¬ 

vour to secure themselves in the time of an 

invasion. a small village having 

such a place, a 

man in charge of it. 

S. ScJSPS hunu, s. A barbarian. 2. a 

European. European language, 

j&arstk Europeans. 

A. C. 5oJeiPd'S hunate, s. Intrepidity, fear¬ 

lessness, valor, prowess. 

A. c. Soq^pOA huniga, s. A soldier, hero, 

valiant man. 

A. c. Souafco, 5ojsplzii hunu, hunidu, 

v. a. To fill up, as a hole, to bury, inter, put 

under ground, a burying ground. 

A. C. 5oJ3pS hune, s. A vow, promise, en¬ 

gagement, a wicked resolution, rash vow. 2. 

power, might, prowess. sissA, stjseizb 

to make a rash vow, to form a wicked resolu¬ 

tion to do some one a mischief, 

to enter with violence. 

0. 5oJ*>3 huttt, part, of ^®> Flowered, blos¬ 

somed. BtJsSrfjtfo it is in flower. 

S. JwJaS huti, s. The daughter of 2. 

challenge, call, calling. 

A. 0. hunu, v. a. To undertake, 

engage in. 

C. hu-banna, s. Any light colour. 

2. a paint without oil. 

O. 5oJ3£3i\!eJ0 hu-bisalu, s. Evening sun- 

C. SoJ«)o3o^ hu-male, s. A light rain, slight 

shower. 2. a show'er of flowers. 

C. hu-mdle, s. A chaplet or 

garland of flowers. 

0. <5; hu-mudi, s. A topknot orna¬ 

mented with flowers. ^fooa, 

to ornament one’s own top-knot with flowers. 

0. hu-rnoda, adj. Partially or 

slightly overcast, as the heavens, s. Slight 

darkness. 

t. b. 5ojsd, 5oj3tj63 hura, hiirate, adj. 

Complete, perfect, fulL S3 sSVtJorfj it ig 

fully grown. 

0. 5ojt)P3=" hurana, hurna, 

s. Any kind of split pulse mixed with jag- 

gory and boiled into a flat pudding, fe&jj 

Booarsr a coarse wlieaten cake with boiled 

pulse inside. *»»!&* the same 

filled with boiled pigeon pea. "fAjt. aka 

nr a cake of boiled Bengal horse gram. 

«o5o Bearer a cake of ground cocoanut 

and jag gory. 7&»nr* either of the 

above boiled in an oblong form. lAanrA aSv®^ 

^ the above baked as a cake. 

c. Sov&tinfc&tf hurada-mara, s. The silk 

cotton tree. 

C. huri, [s&o] s_ a wheaten cake 

fried in ghee. 

0. cc-J&s) hull, s. The flower Dalbergia 

Oujeinensis. 
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C. Jiuvadiga- 

nu, huvddiganu, s. A florist, , 

eriissrsaha a female florist. 

€. 5od?>^5) h'UVU, s. A flower in general. 2. 

the ascending node. s^®£>S A/ao 

^ a bunch of flowers. zS&fi a tem¬ 

porary shed ornamented with flowers. 

$ ^jo^cSo flowers tied up and round a stick in 

the form of a feather, a nosegay. JtjaS?* 

a car ornamented with flowers. si) 

a shower of flowers. Cupid, with 

a bow of flowers. the 

oil distilled or extracted from flowers and 

used as a perfume. a narrow 

deep flower basket. ErieSS any calico 

with the print of flowers on it. a 

woman’s cloth flowered a ball 

made of flowers. Spring. zri®S)S 

rtoworiotS jasmin-urn auriculatum. eSjsSS Sr 

ErisSS adorning an idol with flowers. 

^RiS^a, sojsSS riiS, EojaSS ria?>r> the 

farina or pollen of flowers. 

e. So^^Apc^ huvu-gannu, s. Albugo. 

e&®^I wall-eyed. 

C. huvilya, s. Flowers and be¬ 

tel distributed by the bridegroom’s friends 

on the occasion of the bride being promised 

in marriage. 

A. o. Sojsoj^, 5ojs>cJa husaJca, husiga, 

s. A liar. 

A. 0. 5cJS)?\i JlUSU, [riRrio] v. a. To daub, 

smear, anoint, or spread upon any thing. 2. 

to break wind downwards, s. A fart. 

EduaSo Orio to break wind downwards. 

work* one who does so. 

A. C. husu-golu, s. A staff 

with which dogs are led to the chase. 

A. C. SoJS'OT liuhe, s. A coward, poltroon. 

£0353 coward! why have a weapon ? 

c. ScjSyo, Am/m, JiuUdu, v% a. 

To fill up, as a pit; to plant, bury, inter} 

secrete or hide under-ground, s. The sedi¬ 

ment or accumulated deposit in a well. Erie? 

ri 3o« hidden treasure, the act 

of burying, interment, Eris^ori Ecu?.V) ri 

a burial place. ori sriavrisri) the mind is 

full or overwhelmed. 

S. hrita, adj. Taken away, borne off; 

seized from, 2. slain. *>$>* taking away by 

force or fraud. 

S. coders Tj hrit-tdpa, s. Mental anguish 

or distress. 

s. hrittu, hrida, s. Tlie 

heart, mind, the faculty or seat of feeling and 

thought (only used in composition). 

rt disease of the heart (literal or figurative.) 

heartburn, &c; anxiety, care, sorrow, grief, 

&c. ^ (gone to the heart) sealed in the 

heart or mind; beloved, cherished, &c. re¬ 

membered, impressed, &c. 2. meaning, intent, 

design or drift of the mind, 

to pronounce a verse or speech extempore. 

S. So^dodo hridaga, s. The heart, mind, 

faculty or seat of feeling and thought. 2. 

the bosom, breast. 3. fig. mind, intent, 

meaning, scope, purport, &c. * zSjSta? a good 

heart. a^rSo&o rtrio, ^ricrioo rtri dear, beloved. 

2. grateful, pleasant, agreeable. 3. affecting, 

touching. 4. that goes or reaches to the 

heart. 5^>ric5>^ a husband, lover. 

inward anguish, mental distress. zd^ 

risk Soo&ri the temple of the breast, the heart 

or bosom, H^ricris&sb, humane, pitiful, tender, 

merciful, compassionate. ^^5 belonging or 

relating to the heart or mind; borne on it, 

proceeding from it, produced in it, &c., dear, 

beloved; affectionate; pleasant, &c. 

S. hrishita, adj. Rejoiced, glad¬ 

dened. 2. surprised. 

S. hrishika, s. An organ of sense. 

8%*^^ Yishnu or Krishna, as lord of the 

senses. 

S. hrishta, adj. Rejoiced, delighted, 

gladdened. 

G. Co^co^ hriswa, p^Sj] s. (in gram.) A 

short letter. 

c. CooXtksSoX hengadu-bengadu, 

adj. Stupid, rude, barbarous. 

C. CoOA^ hen-gappe, s. A female frog. 

C. SoOAcoo hengasu, s. A woman, female. 

2. a wife. sSoriSri), BooriStbritf) women; 

wives, zdoriSo rioriori) husband and wife. ^or> 

Srio ri)^<£) women and children. 

c. coo A^cdo hengaleiya, s. A dolt, block¬ 

head. 
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sSorrs) 

c. t^o7\D ki ij o 7\o £3 hengdta-pengdta, 

s. Rude, clumsy, awkward, fumbling, bung¬ 

ling, or unhandy work. soorriUsSoraUri 

bungling work. 

c. ^o7\oZ>jt3 hen-gudure, s. A mare. 

c. 5ooao7oo hengusu, See sScddj. 

€. 5oo&£o henchn, s. A tile. 2. a broken 

piece of pot, a potsherd, iS^ovld 

the bead tile. vS°t£& vSjs^, esoosb a 

potsherd, broken tile. &oi£$ «3eJ a play with 

broken tiles. sSoiljS sb;3 a bouse with a tiled 

or pent root 

C. 2oq63 hente, s. A clod. 2. an unburnt 

brick. 3. a ben. =#jsdcrioo, bSoB^ sss^j, 

tooB^ to cut out bricks from prepared 

earth. 5oo£3^ Ajs^tS a wall made of unburnt 

bricks. tjScc’oi to break clods. 

a club for breaking clods. 

C. c5oo£37\ji>C^ hente-godda, s. A large 

lizard or bloodsucker. 

C. cooii henda, s. Spirituous or vinous liquor. 

2. toddy or fermented liquor extracted from 

different trees chiefly of the palm species. 

ZoozSnstJ, aooSeJjalj^ a drunkard, tippler. sSoEja 

•&Ao3& to extract toddy from a tree. sSo^rf Bo 

^ a toddy vessel made from a large bamboo. 

sSo&tf £wi.Q a large leather bag for carrying 

toddy on an ox. 33, a small liquor 

bottle made of one skin. sdocs date toddy. 

cocoanut toddy. tcod palmyra 

toddy. 

C. ScOcili hendati, $. A wife. rtod E°odrb, 

do$ot$cbhusband and wife. wife 

and children. s8geSt?o, 3So73Hcrij3o, coozsUriv’o, 

wives. 

C. <!»QiS hende, s. Cow-dung. 

For words beginning with d>on See 

c. Sood-^, cood'S^jsod'S hendare, 

hendare-tondare, s. Confusion, disorder, 

want of arrangement. sSorSd dosoddcrfjsft in 

confusion, higgledy-piggledy. 

C. do hen-nettaru, s. Inordinate 

flow of lochia. 

A. C. 5oO"Sj) hempu, adj. Joj'ful, happy. 

c. hem-makkalu, s. Female 

children. 

A. 0. Soodod hem-mara, $. A very large 

tree. 

5§r? 
r\ 

c. ^o£d, cco^o hemrni, hemme, s. Pride, 

insolence, arrogance, haughtiness, highmind¬ 

edness. aSosSinstf, aooSoccbrfan insolent, haugh¬ 

ty, arrogant man. to check or 

humble pride. 9^ 3oo;5j xfcvb enough of your 

insolence. 

A. c. hek-kattu, s. The nape of 

the neck. 

A. 0. hekkala, s. Elation, extacy, 

transport, rapture, to roll in 

extacy. 

A. c. ociS^ojo hekkalisu, v.n. To roar, 

as a lion. 2. to snap, as parched corn. 

A. C. hekkalu, v. n. To be elated, 

overjoyed. 2. to abound. 

A. C. cct5^> hekkale, s. Caked earth, a 

flat lump. 

O. 5oa©?S hegalane, s. A joint-farmer, 

co-partner. 

C. 5o7\£>aysd'A hegala-bddige, s. The 

hire of a ploughing ox. 

C. SoAto hegalu, s. Shoulder. 58dys3rte?J 

to press or pat on the top of the shoul¬ 

der. 2°rlej sled a burden carried on the 

shoulder. 3§r>ej xiodo the clavicle or collar¬ 

bone. Blrtw a wallet or provision bag 

carried on the shoulder.' aSriu the 

neck of oxen becoming chafed in ploughing. 

A. o. heggattavattige, &. 

A bound book. 2. a large sword. 

C. heggattu, adj.. Pinioned, 

to pinion, fasten the arms to 

the side. 

A. C. heg-gadala, s. The great 

sea or ocean, 

0. OOA zS heggade, s. The head man of 

a village or town. s§d S3, his wife, 

rbw 53d zS a head or chief among shepherds. 

5oodg 5§d dod vf ?U>C&Odo£ <&zt if 

the wife rule the roast, the husband will sink 

below a maimed dog. 

C. OOA r© heggana, s. A very large rat, 

a bandicoot. s*d rad a bandicoot’s hole, 

^d red a bandicoot trap. 

C. 5c avs^heg-gallu, s. Large grits found 

in grain when fanning. 

c. coa^, Sqa^Ij heggala, heggalike. 
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s. Greatness, excellence, superiority, adj. 

Great, excessive, superior, distinguished, pre¬ 

eminent. 1storfo to become excessive, su¬ 

perior, &c. a pre-eminent person, 

one who excels, a chief, superior. 

C. 3oAX> Zio hey-gddu, s. A large forest or 

wood. 

C. SoA^PS heg-gdna, s. A large kind of 

stone oil mill worked by two oxen, eorrs dr! 

one of the superior class among oil men who 

work the above kind of mill. 

C. co7\T) QjO Tieg-gui, s. A large unripe 

fruit. 

C. 5c7V5 heg-gdre, s. The grass, andro- 

pogon aciculaturri. 

C. So At) ^ heg-gdli, heg-ghdli, 

s. A high wind. 

C. SoAX)"^ heg-gdle, s. A large trumpet 

or horn. 

0. 5o7o Jieggu, s. Fault, censure, blame, 

reproach. sort* to find fault 

with, reflect upon, blame. 

C. So Ao o 63 heg-gunte, s. A weeding 

plough. 

C. Soao Ss37\ hegguritige, s. The plant, 

Aletris hyacinthoides. 

C. SoAO tjo^o heg-gurutu, s. An asterisk 

or mark in writing to point out any thing. 

C. & m heg-gechchalu, s. A large 

udder. 

c. So 0300, ooT^jsio^S heg-gombu, 
/\ A 

heg-gombe> s. The main branch of a tree. 

c. 5o^ t>=# hechcharike, s. At¬ 

tention, care, wariness, diligence, being a- 

ware, alert, or on the look out. * to be 

careful, watchful, on one’s guard. 2. to a- 

wake, &c. 

C. tohechchaJa, s. Joy, gladness, ex- 

tacy, elation. 2. abundance, excess. 3. su¬ 

periority, pre-eminence, adj. Much, excess¬ 

ive, distinguished, superior, pre-eminent. s5 

si So, sSrfy rtos^o to be puffed up, elated, 

vain, to vaunt. 

C. SoSffX) ao hechchdgu, v. n. To aug¬ 

ment, increase, multiply, thrive, prosper. 2. 

to abound, be excessive, to become too much. 

3. to become highminded, proud, elated. sS 

increased, exceeded, surpassed. 

0. SoB# if, GoZ§- f\ hechchilce, hechcliige, 
s. Increase. 2. exaltation, promotion, ad¬ 

vancement. 3. excess, excessiveness, su¬ 

perfluity. 4. eminence, excellence. 5. any 

thing unusual, extraordinary, or out of the 

common way. ^So to take more 

than is due, to take in excess. 

s3to increase, promote, exalt, ad¬ 

vance. 2. to raise, as rent, &c. 

0. So £§■ 7^ hechchige, s. A small flat 

basket used for putting meal in, setting out 

fruits, &c. 

C. ^Q^hechchu, s. Eminence, superiority. 

2. excess, exaggeration, superfluity. 3. any 

thing extraordinary. 4. surplus. 6. too 

much. adj. More, better. 2. high, eminent, 

superior. 3. excessive, exaggerated, super¬ 

fluous, copious, superabundant. 4. extraor¬ 

dinary, remarkable. 5. excellent, coble. 6. 

valuable, v. n. To augment, increase. 

the disease is increased, become worse, 

wsdtf Ttfii rf he is very high or lofty, 

eshfr wtcO rSsifJ she is very proud, con¬ 

ceited, or highminded. a great 

or extraordinary man. to exceed, 

prevail, surpass. <5* to increase, 

enlarge, exalt, promote. 2. to increase the 

sound or raise the notes of an instrument, 

besides what is over. 

0. co8^J hechchu, v. a. To mince, cut up 

small, as vegetables, &c. ***$, minced 

vegetables. 

C. 5o 8^o ^ & sSo hechchu-Jcadime, adj. 

About, more or less. s. Difference, variation, 

unevenness, inequality. ^ e 

wsdv’ aSzfc there is a great difference 

between this word and that, sin 

disrespectful words, 

there is no difference or variation in 

this, differences, variations. 

C. 5c2^0 AXiti^ hechcJlll-gdrike, s. Ex¬ 

altation, promotion. 

c. ScS^o Aoplif, 5o£$o 7\op§ hechchu- 

gunike, hechchu-guni, s. Simple ad¬ 

dition. 5°^ Kiri* to add up a sum in ad¬ 

dition. 

c. cxSoo 7^Ax3e- hechchugegdrti, s. A 

proud, lofty, or reserved woman. 
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c. 'sb'S'dorf^ hechchu-pdrupatya, 

s. Obtrusion, interference. 

C. hechchuvali, s. Success, 

prosperity. 2. increase, pros¬ 

pered. 

C. hechche, s. Indelible marks or 
2o* 

figures made in the skin. ^L, to 

tattoo. 

C. &>c|^ hejje> *■ The foot, the print of the 

foot, track, trace. '***?*> aS^ 

to walk, put down the foot, to make 

an impression with the foot. SoSaijo to 

track, trace, follow by the footsteps. ®8s3 i 

Wf* the measure of a footstep. 

*©«*» to learn to walk, as a child. 

* to walk. 

C. hej-jenu, s. Rock, hive or 

mountain honey, which is larger than that 

found on branches. 

C. hetta, s. An unburnt brick. 2. a 

clod. 3. the sediment of castor oil. 4. pre¬ 

paration. 5. consent. 6. a bundle of thorns 

for dragging over a field after sowing. 

0. cc£3^7\ hettige, s. A beam, the centre 

beam of a roof. 

0. Eo&taj hettu, v. a. To box, strike with 

the fist. 2. to drive, force in, prick, pierce. 

3. to embrace sexually. 4. to throw. 

A. 0. rf>&b^7\ hettuge, s. Horripilation. 2. 

a female friend. 

0. 2c 6^ hette, s. A hen of fowls. 

A. c. 5orf^, Corf^o hedaku, hedaku, 

s. The shoulder. 2. the extremity or horn 

of a bow. 3. the clavicle. 4. the neck or 

the nape. the horn of a bow. 

5=3^ u&ccto to strike on the nape. 

Ocrioo to break the collar bone. sW+S* a 

cloth which is thrown over the shoulders. 

C. Sorfl^feib^ heda-kattu, adj. Pinioned, 

to pinion. 

C. 2orf7\ hedage, s. A large basket, 

A®oiS a betel nut. 

c. oorfSS) heda-tale, s. The back of the 

head, nape of the neck. a small 

lock of hair left below the large one usual on 

the head of brahmans and others, ~je<? 

a curved root of hair at the back of the head. 
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c. corfrf;o&, oorfrfoo^i heda-mudi, heda- 

muri, • adj. Pinioned, as the arms. Stf'sJw 

a wUjj, s'^^oja to pinion. 

A. C. Sorflta hedaru, s. Pools, simpletons, 

C. SorfT^ hedige, s. A large basket. 2. a 

basket used by two persons in throwing out 

water from a pond into a channel; called 

also ^ crfjssri jgart. 

c. ScS.7^7?psojo hedige-genasu, s. A yam. 

0. Sorfo hedu, See ***>• 

C. Soil hede, s. The hood of a serpent. 

C. 5orfrf£) hede-tale, See 

o. SosScOo^^1 hede-ikkala, s. A kind 

of tongs with scolloped mouth for taking 

smelted iron from a forge. 

C. Serf hedd'Jt, adj. Dull, stupid, doltish, 

weak in intellect, ignorant, foolish. 

stupidity, foolishness, doltishness. 

a dolt, blockhead, a dull, stupid man. 

zoS jrarizi® tfoazS eJ^x’o it is well to be the 

senior though foolish, 

though the speakers be 

dolts, have the hearers no sense ? 

0. 2cPS hena, s. A dead body, a corpse. 

zofsi> Tjoz^o to burn a corpse, dif^ Kora's 

to bury a corpse. ibrt 

son of a dead strumpet (a term of abuse.) 

zSrs £ooc>rf a base widow. 55?*® to carry 

a corpse to a cemetery. a cemetery. 

0. sops To, Scpsorfo, ScpSAsrfo henagu, 

henangu, henagddu, v. n. To cope, con¬ 

tend, struggle, strive, fight, box, strike. 2. 

to resist, oppose, to enter into competition. 

3. to discourse. 

0. Sopsrfrf , 5opSUT>rfo, cops-3jb<p3 

henadatta, hena-rdma, hena-more, 

s. A coward. 

o. copsrfopi henad-uni, s. A spiite, gob¬ 

lin. 2. a fox, vulture, &c. 

A. C. Sopsrf henava, s. A cripple, one 

who has no use in his legs. 

o. Sopfcdoo heneyu, v. a. To twist, en¬ 

twine, interlace; to rattan chairs, put tape, 

&e. on a bed-stead; to weave with large in¬ 

terstices or meshes; to plait, as mats, &c.; 

to link on or unite. Aaz& eorfoin to build a 

nest. sSrtofoa to plait a mat. t$?S 
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to knit a fishing or fowler’s net. 'feed rt 

soffafo) to rattan a chair. E4ffcB» 

to make a basket, 8S.rf«fco to plait straw. 

=#wrf plait or plat work. sSricdasisJ 

one who plaits. 2°Hi ft| .to fix cattle so as 

to tread oat corn. 

c. cof© henn-arasina- 
^q) 

Jiombu, s. A long variety of turmeric root. 

C. henniga, s. An effeminate person, 

a coward. 

C. hennu, s. A woman, female, a girl P© 5 0 
intended for a wife. adj. Female. ^ 

to lie with a woman. =#a^o to deflow¬ 

er, ruin a woman. tfjsTio a female child. 

a woman’s estate. Votfod a 

mare. ’totv a hen. female 

children. a tigress. fs'scin, s5 

a bitch. a female goat, 

c* a female elephant. a female turtle. 

sSoft/arish, a woman’s throat, 

relations on a woman’s side. 5°^ 

?> <**y propitious, as a woman’s natal star. 

2. a company of women. the 

wrangling of a wife. ^gcBosjo the noise 

made hy women. H SortiS ’bMkSjS) I will 

not live with that woman. 2°cm psd ^dafoj 

a father’s giving away his daughter in 

marriage, by putting the bride’s hand into 

that of the bridegroom, and then pouring 

water on it to shew the entireness of the gift. 

C. Sop|o hennu-Jainike, s. A sin¬ 

gle slip noose. 

C. 2op?o7\ hennvga, s. An effeminate per¬ 

son. «effeminacy, cowardice. 

C. ocp©o 8ivtf hennu-chilaka, s. A hasp 
p© 1 

for a padlock. 

C. ooP©o 3§^t>^ hennu-jirige, s. A long 

narrow kind of cummin seed. 

c. CcP?:> hennu-shigd-gone, s. 

A long kind of 6**VF9cfia. 

o. copied, ScosS^d, Coo^d henne'di, 

hembedi, hembhedi, s. An effeminate 

person, coward, poltroon. 

C. hetta, past rel. part, of sSd), 

Which bore or brought forth. 2. which 

coagulated. 3=5,^ a parent, BSiticb parents. 

^5,5% a maternal grandmother. 

a father. 2. a grandfather. a paternal 
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grandfather. ®ac&> the mother who bore 

one. sScSj 3owjsfc!tfo ss^crij stfcjg^ W[J1 8]ie 

who devours her own mother let her mother- 

in-law go (unmolested) ? sSJ.oSrt the time or 

day of one’s birth. 5=®,^ congealed oil. 

S3a”-J coagulated or curdled milk. 

0. Sofck hettu, past part, of 35&. ’Aa 

to bring forth, as a child. 2. to congeal, 

as oil, to turn, curdle, coagulate, as milk. 3. 

to have in one’s possession, &c. S3 rfosi curd- 

’ led, turned, &c =£js|jjsi ssart go as to be¬ 

come coagulated. S3,&> it is congealed or 

coagulated. 

T. B. Sorfoi) hedaya, [s'jtia&J s. The 

heart, mind. 

c, to'rfti), Sodb^J©^ hedaru, hedari- 

Jcollu, v. n. To fear, he afraid, frightened 

or alarmed. Stfcb fear, timidity, cowardice. 

aStfdwSi, Stidtf ohe who is not afraid, 

a courageous man. SrSOrfsi a timid man, 

coward. SriOrJrirwft to stand aghast 

with fright. Srietfo to frighten, alarm, make 

afraid? 2. to censure, huff, scold. 

do not fear, do not he afraid. 

C. Sodcdoo hediyu, v. a. To plant, stick, 

set, fix in the ground. 

C. EotS hede, S. A how-string. f 

to string a how. 

A. C. 5c d bed da, adj. Great, large, big, spa¬ 

cious, extensive. 2. chief, principal. 3. old, 

ancient. 

A. C. cod hedda, S. A lever used in moving 

forwards the car of an idol. 

C. CcdiS heddare, s. A large stone put un¬ 

der the axle of a car when standing still. 

C. 5od€ hed-dale, S. A large head, the 

upper part of which projects forwards. 

C. 5oZ3T>b hed-ddri, s. The high way, the 
Ci , 

great road. 

c. 5c d od, tod ^ hed-dindi, hed-dini, 

s. A great feast or meal. Sa oa crorM to eat 

much or voraciously. Sa oacri»|[si?k, S^oa 

o?o3, a8a a glutton. 

0. heppu, s. Any thing put into milk 

to cause it to turn or curdle. 2. grass turf. 

3. caked, &c. ^ to Put in 

any thing to curdle or turn milk. to 

put dowm turf. 5=^ rhvrfo to harden. 
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* to be tamed, as milk. 2. to be firm, as 

turf. 3. to be congealed. 4. to be quashed, 

silenced, or die away, as a report. » 

zS&rzSsdgZg) we have no tidings 

of it recently, the report has died away. 

c. Z&Zy^£3^heb-batte, s. The high road, the 

great road. 

c. hebbadi/ce, aclj. Filthy, nasty, 

abominable. 

C. hebbalasu, adj. Verycircuit- 

C. heb-bdgilu, s. The town gate 

or chief entrance. 2. the front door of a house, 

c. ooSo^d, oog^dod hebbdra, hebbd- 

ruva, s. A chief, superior; the head man of 

a village. a class of 

brahmans so called. 2. great or eminent 

brahmans. 

tu, heb-battu, heb-beralu, s. The 

thumb, or great toe. 

0. heb-bona, s. A great feast, a 

splendid meal. 

c. 5oaSj|^j heb-bonu, s. A large trap 

for catching tigers, &c. 

C. heb-bhdvu, s. The boa or large 

serpent. 

c. 5o8>^e), 2o80|^e) hebbhuli, hebbuli, 

s. A royal tiger, the male tiger. 

C. Sodo^^^A hem-rnakkalu, s. Female 

children. 

C. Sodo^d hem-mara, s. A large tree. 

C. Sodr^d hem-mdri, adj. Very fierce, 

severe, or cruel. 

c. hemme, hemmihe, s. 

Insolence, self-conceit, vanity, pride. 

cdosf, a proud, vain, conceited man. 

C. lieyyane, s. The force or sound 

of a stone thrown from a sling. 

c. S;d herd, pro. Other, of or belonging to 

another, 5=3* another man, a stranger, a 

person not belonging to one’s family, sect or 

country. 5=33 0f or belonging to others. 

3 do others (mas. and fern.) 5®3d *3 the 

house of others, 3°3tf asking others, 

or strangers. s=33 abusing others. 

s33d the children of strangers. <3* 

another woman, a strange woman, s=3* a- 

nother thing. 5ori^), other things, 

c. oo'd^o, oBdts^jad^ herahu, herald- 

liollu, v. a. To choose, select. ^3-j-do to 

cause to choose or select. 

d. 5odci heradi, A bamboo sieve. 3otf& 

Sda «®3o to sift. 

C. 5od^ hera-tale, s. The nape, the back 

of the head. sSdsiej ?*3, sStWw the tendon 

of the trapezium muscle forming the nape of 

• the neck. 

A. c. Soddsvdodd herara-hdduvava, 

s. One who waits on others, a dunner, teazer. 

C. Ccd^ her all, s. Clods of earth in a plough¬ 

ed field. 

C. Sod^b heralu, s. The long braided or 

plaited hair that hangs down the back of a 

Hindu female. sSdtf d°^d, Sdtfo the 

gold ornaments worn on it. ^3* ass* to 

braid the hair. 

c. Sod^^'scOo herale-lcdi, s. A kind of 

bitter orange. 

0. t5do heru, V. a. To bear, bring forth, as 

a child, v. n. To congeal, as oil, &c., to cur¬ 

dle. 2. to have, attain, obtain, acquire, pos¬ 

sess. sSddo to cause milk to turn, &c. *£3eJo, 

B§e=#, sSert the act of bringing forth, accouche¬ 

ment. 2. agglutination, congealing, curdling. 

ijert esrto to bring forth a child, to 

be delivered. 3= do to bear children. 

so* gliee to congeal, sg&rt how 

many accouchements does this make ? 

A. 0. 5od here, s. The moon. 2. the slough 

of a serpent. 3. any pulp, &c., from which 

the juice has been expressed. 4. grease for 

wheels. 5. the juices or strength of the body. 

5od rWd Joai^i a serpent which has shed its skin. 

3=3 to cast its slough, as a serpent. 

c. 5>d, Kidodw here, hereyu, v. a. To 

shave or pare off, as the outer coatings of 

some fruits, &c. 2. to^rate, as a nutmeg or 

cocoanut. j€3xJoo:i *ra, siorl an instru¬ 

ment resembling a nutmeg grater, but gene¬ 

rally used for grating the kernel of the cocoa- 

nut. 

C. coddod here-mara, s. An instrument 

for levelling land after ploughing. 
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0. Soro7\J3S"^o hesar-gollu, See under 

eSsta. ^ 

C. Sort'do hesaru, s. A name, appellation, 

designation. 2. fame. 3. green gram. ^ 

vs~$rii, zod^nfoiM, Zojjsfrilcciw, zSStiozoosorio, 

siosrsaTio, t0 get a iiamej become 

noted, famous or celebrated. Scitib 

‘SjsSo to name, give a name. « sSstk z5js^ 

lie went under that name, by name, 

in name only. « zojJrib pf»a & zfc/s^j 

he pretended that and went on this business. 

eS*e<^ tftfccioo to call by name. sS^di; 

* what is your name ? split green 

gram. iSSesf r!)rt e a mess of boiled green 

gram. ^tSctfo ZojSasFiE® ;3 be is notorious as 

a thief. 

c. 5oco hesavana-mara, s. A'large 

species of tree, Artocarpus integrifolia. 

C. So^eo helalu, See sSrteb. 

C. cc ^/co helava, s. A cripple, one who can¬ 

not use his feet. 

C. hell, s. The tire of a wheel. 

C. OS'helike, s. A bracelet of alternate 

coral and gold beads. aitioj to put it on. 

C. fx>^~R helige, s. A large basket. JoVrt 

to pack up goods and move en-vnasse, 

as farmers, &c-., upon the occasion of some 

public grievance. 

c> helje, s. Any lump or clod of earth. 

A.C. he'nte, s. A hen. 

c. So^oe) he'kuli, adj. Mad. 7W>z3 

a mad dog. 

C. hetu, $. A seed used as a marble. 

C. 20'oB. hedi, s. A coward, poltroon, timid 

man, effeminate person. cowardice, 

effeminacy. sS^a a coward in battle. 

S. hdtl, s. A weapon. 2. aflame. 

S. 00^3, oc^2oij hetu, lietuve, s. Cause, 

ground, reason; occasion, spring, originating 

circumstance or principle; motive, impelling 

or inducing principle. 2. purpose, meaning, 

intention; desire, wish. 3°^ that has 

involved within itself its ground, reason, 

meaning, &c.; or, that has some involved or 

implied sense or signification, as a speech, 

sentence, word, or act. that has 

a cause or spring: that is produced or effect- 

ted. the relation between the 

originating principle and the product, be¬ 

tween cause and effect. & 

23^?% this employment is the means 

of my subsistence, the ground 

of a quarrel. 3*^5^ so^So the cause of ruin. 

the stating or exhibition of a 

cause. 

C. Sqpsj^ hetu-kuli, s. A coward, pol- 

C. hetu-kollu, See 

C. henu, s. A louse. a nit. 

to pick lice out of the head, &c. 

Zo^fSj zo ^p>o to kill lice. =df s&Soft 

crij sfejcdo^ zg^?to ljce are destroying 

this girl’s head. 

S. hema, s. Gold. (gold 

stealer) a goldsmith. a gold co¬ 

loured species of transparent mica. 

* the country from the ghauts near Se- 

ringapatam. 

s. So^oo3, hemanta, 

hemanta-rutu, s. The cold season, for 

two months, about November and December, 

s. Soi°sk?rj«>&3 hema-kuta, s. One of the 

ranges of mountains dividing the known 

continent into nine <tekr. It lies immedi¬ 

ately to the north of the Himalaya, 

s. So^oa^s- hema-gurbha, s. A par¬ 

ticular medicinal compound, of which gold is 

an ingredient. 

s. hema- 

pushpa, hema-pushpaka, s. The yel¬ 

low jasmin. 2. champaca, 

S. So^oe/os3 hemalambi, See 3M<uo*3. 

s. 5o^»^J5oa hemdnga, [gold bodied j s. 

Bramha. 2. Garada. 3. a lion. 4. mount 

Mdru. 

s. 5o^Je>&i5 hemddri, 

hema-parvata, [golden mountain] s. 
Mahameru. 

S. ^Odo key a, adj. Bad, disgusting, dis¬ 

agreeable, objectionable, loathsome. 

S. Sofdogi hcramba, s. Ganesha. 2. a 

buffalo. 

C. her ala, adj. Much, many. s. 

Joking, making fun of. 
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C. her ale, s. A bitter kind of orange. 

c. So^UTJZk herddu, v. n. To lias>gle in 

making a bargain. 

C. hem, adj. Wide, broad, extensive, 

great. a great forest. broad 

chest. a great blaze. 

C. £c^d.i hem, s. A sack of corn, tjorio 

tij <s\ ms bring a sack of paddy. 

&>ow t0 fin a sack, 

C. Sc heru, v. a. To lift or hoist up, to 

set upon, put upon; to lade, load, freight, 

burden. to bear a burden one’s 

self, to put on or lade one’s self. *^3 

to load a cart. Asw os aS^oo to load 

with manure, as a cart, &c. to cause 

to lade. to get one’s self laden. 

2. to allow itself to be laden, as an ox, &c. 

53?do to lade sacks of corn, &c. zSt&rt, 

the act of lading, freighting, &c. 

to punish a debtor, &c. by putting a 

stone on his head and making him stand in 

the sun, &c. a*},, an ox 0f 

burden. 

S. helane, s. Slight, disrespect, con¬ 

tempt, gibe, jeer, ridicule, supercilious or con¬ 

tumelious treatment or estimation. 2. sport, 

play. 

C. 5c he lata, s. Dysentery, bowel 

complaint. 

C. 5c^£0 he'lll, v. n. To void excrement, s. 

Ordure. 2. the dung of men, dogs, crows, 

and most other animals. sbdodj a filthy 

or disgusting man. dosrltu cuticle or 

outer skin. 

S. hele, s. Sport, play, wanton dalli¬ 

ance ; lascivious endearment. 2. disrespect. 

C. 5o^S7^ heva, hdva- 

rike, hevarige, s. Shame, modesty, blush¬ 

ing. 2. disgust. to be disgusted, 

ashamed. 

s. hevilambi, s. The thirty-first 

year in the cycle of sixty. 

c. heshige, See 

S. hesha, s. The neighing of a horse 

or the braying of an ass. z&'CA a horse. 

T. B. 5oi^£ he'shya, adj. Future, 

hereafter. 2. portentous, ominous, adverse, 

untoward, contrary. future or 

coming time. 2. an unnatural season, evil 

time. 

C. he'sara-katte, s. A mule. 

C. he'sike, he'sige, s. 

Filthiness, nastiness. 2. disgust. 3. shame, 

modesty, adj. Filthy, nasty, disgusting, 

loathsome, abominable, disagreeable, unplea¬ 

sant. 2. soiled, stained, dirty, unclean. z° l 

brt sSrozSo to soil, dirty, make filthy. A® 

VTlo to disgust, make loathe. 

a woman who has no refinement of feeling, 

no sense of propriety. a filthy, 

disagreeable, disgusting man. 

C. So^ojo hesu, v. a. To loathe, feel disgust. 

2. to disregard, not to mind. adj. Disagree¬ 

able, disgusting. !M> Asdsb a disagreeable 

voice, disgust, horror, the act of 

loathing. 

t. b. 5c helana, helane, 

See 

A. C. he lad a, adj. Stout, great. 

a stout coat of mail. 

T. b. 2o^, 2o°e) he'U, heli, s. The sun. 

C. ca^7\ helige, s. A deep round basket 

with a small mouth, used for bringing fowls 

to market, &c. 2. a clothes’ basket. 

C. he Ilf, v. a. To say, tell, narrate, 

relate, recite. 2. to teach, instruct. 

to cause to say, tell, &c. to ad¬ 

dress, represent, announce. 2. to learn a 

language; to repeat to one’s self. 

to con over a lesson. stoat) hear¬ 

say. ’sVoSojfc to send word, to 

teach, advise. 3SW itodri =#titJ, jSW Mstid 

* a shameful thing not proper to mention, 

an indescribable business. to stoat) ^ 

mind what I said. to 

tell beforehand, forewarn, to 

demonstrate, prove. aS^o (So say) you 

are right. mention it in 

the proper place; tell it to whom you ought, 

enr.y#^ 5*^0 to invite to a meal. 

unspeakable. with him who told. 

#jsod sto&) the word spoken. 

srerbsi&to,^ though you talk what is yet done ? 

what shall I say ? what can be said ? 

having told to say, or so having said. 
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ocBo* it is said; the message is deliver¬ 

ed. =#^,s?tdc5o they asl: ed me 

to tell. =#^S> "hear what I 

. say. w^v1 eroctij there is much to 

he said. he said strongly or em¬ 

phatically. Tg^dSXCsg^liTbot&GH have you 

any thing to say ? wsW sioootS =#^ 

toozSjs Tfsriosiag) J can neither speak nor 

he heard with him. (sS^oS) sssrt Jzg 

Gb* to follow directions given. 

C. Tieikalu, s. Boys or girls be¬ 

tween the age of five and fifteen. 

C. heida, s. A hoy or girl, as called 

by parents or near relatives, while between 

the age of five and fifteen. a call to 

a boy. t a call to a girl. 

H. Sc^CjO'Sgys'rfo heidar-dbddu, s. Hy¬ 

derabad. 

C. heinu, s. Oows giving milk. 2. 

the period called wsu between May 

and September, during which season the 

heavy monsoon takes place. 5°% stotScch^ Si 

Fredda have you any cows giving 

milk ? corn standing in the heavy 

wet weather. monsoon paddy. ^ 

FJo ri<3 wet lands for sowing paddy during 

the monsoon. 

S. cx^^b heirna, adj. Golden. 

S. 2o^s&>,heima, heimana, adj. 

Belonging or relating to frost, cold or winter. 

S. heimanta, s. The winter 

season. 

s. lieimavati, s. Parvati. 2. 

the Ganges. 

s. 5c^odoo7\S^ heiyangavina, s. Ghee 

prepared a day before it is used. 2. fresh 

butter. 

H. 5c^'OT>p0, Sobers heirdna, heirdna, 

adj. Perturbed, disturbed, discomposed, dis¬ 

tressed, disordered, through sickness, pain, 

fatigue, or mental affliction, jo^as^to 

perturbation, discomposure, distress, disquiet¬ 

ude, troubled, harassed or wearied state, 

toFrah woS I am come fatigued. ■<&*** 

the horse is tired, 5i'3®^) to 

trouble, distress, dun, importune for pay¬ 

ment, &c. sSjo^Frarto to become perturbed, 

distressed, disordered, fatigued, &c. 

A. c. heihasddavennu, 

v n. To applaud, encourage, say bravo! well 

done! ^ to receive en¬ 

couragement. 

C. 5c It on, (in comp.) Gold, golden. 

C. hon-gattige, s. A gold 

mace. 

c. &osso7\do ~7\ hon-gadduge, s. A throne 

of gold. 

C. 5o030At) hon-gari, s. The feather of 

an arrow. 2. a feather of gold, a gold co¬ 

loured feather. 

c. ^qsoAe^ hon-galasha, s. A gold 

C. ScJSOao hongu, v. n. To effervesce, 

boil over, rise up, swell, as the sea. 

c. cc JS)07\ honge, s. The tree Galedupa 

arborea, Rox. oil made from the 

seeds. 

C. 5oJ«>o7^§ hon-gejje, s. Small spheri¬ 

cal bells of gold worn round the waist. 

c. hon-gelasa, s. Work in 

gold. 

A. C. COJSO'AI^ hongelte, s. Praise, eu- 

logium, encomium. 

c. Scjsoe^o, honchu, 

honchi-kollu, V. n. To over-liear. 2. to 

spy clandestinely. 3. to lurk, lie in wait or 

ambush. b&®°sSo an ambuscade, ambush, 

lurking place. stood Fte, 5tooeSorn»0 a listener, 

spy, one who tries to over-hear. 

lurking, spying. to watch 

secretly, spy, lurk. **°«* to listen 

to secretly. 5to°do s*1* to lie on the watch, 

to lie in ambush. 

c. honchu-male, s. An un¬ 

expected rain. 

c. 5oJSOT$ honda, s. A public tank in a 

village. 

C. honfakdri, s. A clever, 

able, or scheming man or woman. 

C. SoqaoCiS hondari, s. A small bamboo 

c. ocv/sorf^/^ hon-dalige, s. A round, 

gold dish. 

c. ^j30c33^t5 hon-ddvare, $. The gold 

coloured lotus. 
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SSj&OCk) 

c. Jiondu, v. a. To get, attain, 

obtain, procure, acquire. 2, to be under the 

dominion of any of the passions, to experi¬ 

ence joy, grief, &e. 3. to suffer, sustain, 

undergo, as misfortune, loss, or pain. 4. to 

enjoy, as happiness or good fortune. 5. to 

enjoy by copulation. 6. to depend upon, 

devolve on. 7. to join, unite, attach to. v. n. 

To be agreeable, congruous; to befit, suit; to 

be on good terms. to thicken as 

any fluid, &c. that is taken at a meal. 2. to 

put one’s self under the protection of, take ser¬ 

vice with. a&jsoifcsiBg these two do 

not agree together. to make agreeable 

or congruous; to put or place on good terms. 

2. to join, unite, attach, place under protection. 

to settle a bar¬ 

gain. 3$^ S«acBrfei<& she has attached 

herself to me, she depends on me. ScUso&ziTti 

a departed soul. 2. the attached life (as to 

the body, &c.) 95^ s&®oa this 

work devolves on you. 5^ 3^ 

z&ao&na^s this man has placed himself under 

my wing. 0 mUst attach one’s 

self to; must reach ; must suit; must attain. 

c. hon-dodavugctlu, 
s. Gold ornaments or jewels. 

A. C. hon-dodige, s. A gold 

ornament. 

c. 5ehonna, adj. Gold, golden. ^0 

sojsojfstj, AsofiaSjg a man’s name. 5»®o9, 

a Woman’s name. 

C. lcjso^ozS honn-ande, s. A golden ves¬ 

sel. 2. a gold tube or vessel for squirting 

the 

c. honn-anda- 

na, honn-andala, s. A gold palankeen. 

honnaganne- 

palya, honnaganne-sopyu, Tionna- 

gondx-soppu, s. A superior kind of vege¬ 

table. 

c. CQj$.o^&a honna-baddi, s. Interest 

on sums lent from temple funds. 

C. toJSOJjtj honnara, s. Essay, endeavour, 

exertion, aSosoprrfrf a work which has 

called forth very strenuous exertions. 

53^^ 

A. C. ^v/ao^sodboX honndyuga, s, a 

gold sheath. 

C. honnuvarike, s. A large 

kind of cassia auriculata, used in tanning 

leather. 

C. 5cL©0^5o honnu, S. Half a pagoda, a 

coin. 2. gold, money. 

money, women, and territory (the three chief 

objects of man’s desire.) 

C. Sojso^oSojs, ScvOOSoje)^ honnu- 

hu, hon-huvu, s. A female’s gold ear-ring 

in the form of an open flower surrounded 

with pendulating pearls. It is attached to 

the upper part of the ear. 

C. 2£\Je>0(3 honne, s. The tree Hottleria 

tinctoria. Jhdsl®o^S bostoellia tliurifera. 

C. honneru, s. The commence¬ 

ment of ploughing. 

C. hompuli, s. Horripilation. 

adj. Great, much. 2. glutinous, sticky. 

C. 5qv^>O3o,c0 hom-banna, s. A yellow 
. P© 

colour. 

C. hombali, v. a. To gild. 

^ gilt, s&raowvtf a gilt shield. 2. a 

gilt umbrella. 

c. Scvjaogys^ hombdle, S. The flower of 

the cocoa, betel nut and plantain trees. 13 a 

<£^ozy:.v the flower of the betel nut tree, 

iopijj j&eoe$*$ the flower of the cocoannt tree. 

c. 5oJ5C£!)Sj<tJo hom-bisilu, s. The gold 

coloured rays of the sun, as at his rising and 

setting. 

A. c. Scoso^oj'drfolS- hombesaradan- 

ehe, s. A gold nose-jewel in the form of a 

swan. 

C. 2ohombhit- 

tdle, hon-hittule, s. A brass resembling 

gold in its high colour. 

C. 3oJS>ot5oo hommu. See 

C. SoJSO-rfooao^o Tiom-mugu.lv., See- a6* 

Efo^rbv’o. 

T. b. hokkarane, s. 

A tank. 

C. hokkalu, See zSjs^v’o. 

0. ccjs^^oajsK hokkalu-guta, $. The 

weaver’s shank on the left hand. 
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C. hokku, s. The woof of a loom. 

2. a scab. 

C. hokku, perf. part, of !&©rto, 

Having entered, to enter and 

c. hokkula-vakki, s. The 

black cuckoo. 

C. hokkulu, s. The navel. 2. 

the perpendicular dash under an aspirate. 

uSdMfytfo htffc to make the 

afore-mentioned dash. the um¬ 

bilical cord. aSdwty* stot% •&»to cut the 

umbilical cord, ea&rtsfcfc =#oscJwrf ^ 

?5 he is to him as the knife which 

cuts the umbilical cord. 

c. So.®Ad) hogaru, s. Pride, conceit, 

haughtiness, insolence. 2. a thicket. 3. 

effulgence, lustre, brilliance. Souris?* con¬ 

ceited. 2. brilliant. 3. beautiful. 

c. CCJSA^O hogalu, v. a. To praise, eulo¬ 

gize, flatter. Sojsriv*, &Jirto cause to 

praise, eulogize, or flatter. 

the act of praising; eulogium, encomium ; 

flattery. s&ort'ste’sSdo eulogizcrs, flatterers. 

C. oojsTVrdO^S3o, hogisuva-tattu, s. 

The reed or comb contained between the 

two shells of a weaver’s batten. 

C. oojsao hogu, v. a. To enter by force, 

penetrate. 2. to interfere in any business 

or matter. 3. to embark in any undertaking 

or enterprise. So as to enter. ^ 

the act of entering. 7%js&s, sSdsrt 

7%js&tjo to allow to enter, z&art Ajs&£ not 

to allow to enter. s&jsA* to, cause to enter 

or penetrate. 2. to pierce. 3. to thread or 

string, to pursue or follow 

close after. 

C. 5oj3^ hoge, s. Smoke. 2. steam. 3. 

tobacco, aSjsrt^ soo& an 

opening to let out smoke. -8-U, soot, 

sojsrt^ the blackness of smoke. t;js 

tb, 3o& to become black from exposure 

to smoke. an angry or sullen 

face. ^rtctfoo to use a sudorific, to heat 

the body profusely by confining it in steam. 

2. to smoke tobacco. to smoke a 

thing. 

C. 5oJS>7^odi0 hogeyu, v. n. To smoke, 

emit smoke. B&artafcsd a smoking brand. 

C. 5cJ3^^JS^£)0, ho- 

ge-toppalu, hoge-soppu, s. The tobac¬ 

co plant. the fibre in a leaf of 

tobacco. a tobacco store. 

Tbeb a cigar or cheroot. 

osSjo a contract of the tax on tobacco. 

the dried leaf of tobacco 

made into a powder, So a swo to chew 

tobacco powder instead of the leaf. w 

to smoke a cigar. redact w^esfo^o 

jjorb ?3o?raA wcbSSgj this cigar does not draw 

well, s&jsirtt Sdsl^?S a tax or rent on 

tobacco. 

c. 5c-®7o doS5^ hoggurutike, s. Aletris 

hyacinthoides, or dracon nervosa. 

G. 5cJSj£3-o hochchu, v. a. To cover, put on 
S3- 1 

another, as clothes; to put on a roof, as tiles, 

ftert i^ds^rf he put a cambVy on me. 

D. hojira, s. A horseman. 

C. 5oja&Oj hottu, s. Husk, chaff, bran. 3 

gjo ridsU^ the chaff of paddy, to 

winnow. 

C. 5oJ©£bj8tfk hottu-haru, v. n. To bulge, 

jut out. 

C. 5ovJS>£3, hotte, s. The belly or stomach. 

•*-rb jedsfs^ the abdomen or lower stomach. A* 

fd^MjOb, zfds^o bSjs^g* potbellied. ^ 

Bj, selsi ssbsBj an empty stomach. 

3j, £j®3), 5cd9|^ «3^5, 3dseJ, 

a pain in the stomach. s the 

stomach is full; the appetite is satisfied. 

(belly-flame) violent grief. 

enjOcdjd, sods^rfc.rfjsodstri) (the belly to blaze, 

or be consumed) to be greatly distressed. 

jgd®^ uroSrfj eSds^cfri^j she is in great distress. 

^ agds^ Ati® (be thy belly cool,) may you 

be spared the grief of the loss of children, 

&c., or, may you be calm, sod®^ <^6crfjo^ 

S I am hungry, tods^ =5=s?odw, sSdsfe^ ^js^riJ 

to have a looseness in the bowels. tJw 

aSd®tcaj^) how often have your bowels 

been moved ? sSdsBj e^ds^^o to take a 

purgative. <5o3 rf a stomach which 

is sunk in, from hunger, &c. jodsf^cCos), 

a corpulent man. rfo&iaf^cCosi a 

person afflicted with ascites. sfdsfe^aSdstfAfS 
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sSjsd sSja! p 

an inward sore. sAa^cSja^jj sfaa^o a 

word in the mind. to restrain the 

appetite, he abstemious. 2. to be constipated, 

to cease, (used with the dative.) w 

^ the belly to swell, Ar^eS wactfj *3^ 

take not away the means of subsistence. i&s 

a glutton, a man given to appetite. 

<»sf?s Aatizh }le jsa very covetous 

man. he eats hut very 

little. e!3 Sa/sSj ear. to s&stg do not eat 

half a meal, c®sto> s&aBjrt etf sfczS rt c&o 

^ is half a cash of curds suf¬ 

ficient for him who has a belly like Havana’s p 

sSS&s g0 where we will the 

appetite will not leave us. sAsti 

he cannot earn his own bread. 

&>ct5risS a man who is in good circumstances 

and has every thing he wants. =3* sire 

a itoWjd z&jsfgjfi 5o®ta sAsdmJ^o J shall 

feel much obliged if yon do this business for 

me. 0 belly ! through 

you I am ruined. =f»U the distress of 

an empty belly, starvation. 

diarrhsea; a bowel complaint, ^as’o 

to clear the stomach or intestines with aperi¬ 

ents or purgatives. A/botoorttfo, 

the bones of the belly. ^vcdoo 

to miscarry, have an abortion. csi^do 

to cause miscarriage, eoja^stozao (belly trou¬ 

ble) want of food. 2. poverty. 3. livelihood, 

subsistence. 

c. , bSj®&o7S8& hotte-ki- 
eo So- eos ax 

cAcAm, hotte-yichchu, (belly-fire.) s. 

Envy, malice. 2. great grief. 3. inward 

heat, figurative or natural. Ofv’o, 

^”8° to envy, be 

envious. envious persons. 

C. hotte-jdli, s. Affection, 

love. 2. a tree bearing large white blossoms 

ocymum gratissimum. 

C. S?js63j hotre, s. The hollow of a tree. 

A. C. hodakarisu, v. n. To be 

blended. 2. to spread out or over, as lustre. 

A. C. hodaku, v. a. To break. 2. 

to destroy. 

A. C. oc sSQZi^f 1 10 (Id he, s. Asclepias to si ci 

and some other species. 

c. ocja^^psoocjo hodake-hullu, s. A kind 
CO 
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of reed or coarse grass growing on the mar¬ 

gin of rivers. a small sweet kind, 

which cattle eat. ao&iszs^a large kind, used 

for mats, &c. 

0. Soosirf^ozS hoda-chande, s. Trouble, 

distress. 

C. 5cjdrfc3t>?i> Jiodadudu, v. n. To fight, 

contend together, struggle mutually, dispute 

or contend with in argument. s&ad 

ns&i? mutual struggle or contention, entering 

into controversy, disputing with ; fighting, 

beating. 

A. c. 2ohoda-maralu, v. n. To 

increase, grow, multiply, 

o. ho- 

da-mullu, hoda-mullu-nodu, v. n. To 

turn back. 

0. hodike, s. A reed. See 

2. beating. 

C. hode, v. a. To beat, strike, smite, 

flog, lash, kill. 2. to shoot an arrow, fire a 

gun. 3. to drive cattle, to plough. 4. to 

drive in a nail, peg, &c. to cause to 

beat, &c. to beat one’s self. 2. 

to carry away, as wind or a stream does. 3. 

to beat the mouth when crying out in grief. 

sBjsz! to be carried or swept off 

by a flood, wind, &c. z&atizb to kill. 2. 

to fell, as a tree, i&rajfcAm to print. *58 

zAsiiaJoo to beat or thrash a small heap of 

corn. SjsScdoj to sack, pillage, plun¬ 

der. to strike the hour, a 

clock to strike. the wind to 

blow. *£*3^1?t z&aSaSM to clap the hands. 

■3-t^ to drive in a nail or fastening. 

&x.<3 s&a to slap on the face. sfao» 

^js^crioo to fell a tree, rtorocra sojatScrfjo to 

pitch a tent. z&atiaix) to behead, decap¬ 

itate. 5=-j3^c^oj an evil spirit to torment 

one. rtcra <SjaScri^3 to counteract poison. 

SsoJog to rob on the highway. <*iV 

crio sAraJo^oo to drive into the ground, 

zb to march twenty miles a 

day. ^8cdo <&0<ScciM to knock out one’s 

teeth. epjtistfjsibg ^jsilcrfoo to make fruit 

fall from a tree, stotf sAaAcrijo rajn to fall. 

sSsszioiM to drive a cart or bandy. £to)8 

to break in two, 2. to rout or put to 



flight. d“®d J&otfcctoto lengthen, as metal hy 

heating. sSjstlccoo to heat severely, 

s&jsdd the act of beating. eSjsScS &jsv a 

ploughed field. 

C. ScvOlf hode, s. An ear of corn. 2. the 

principal beam in a roof. s3°r!K<> z&aid the 

head or ridge beam in a pent roof. *rz?j^t?o 

z&jsrS, du®doti^ zgjszi the beam which supports 

the eaves, or worfs the 

paddy is in ear. 

C. Co JSP3 hone, s. A bond, bail, security, 

securityship. to bail. rfosfS 

do to give bail, sAorlcdrerSo, Bfjsrf iS^Voto be¬ 

come bail, give security for. soosrSrr&d, <&©f! 

oIjszjz! a security, bondsman. 

c. SoJd&'v'd, COJ30D t5 hotdre, hottdre, 

adv. Early, betimes, s. Morning, the early 

dawn. 

C. 5oj«>§ f\ hottige, adv. Early. « 

do to come early. ^5,^ dooceS before sunrise. 

T. B. Cook'S 7\ hottige, [did*] s. A book. 

C. 5cjs§ T±> hottiru, v. n. To have on one, 

as a burden. 2. to be time. 3. to be day, 

to be daylight. 

C. 5cU>eS $3, 5cU>e> i5oJ3® 

tine, hottile, hottinunte, adv. Very 

early, betimes. 

C. Sojaefo hottu, v. n. To become kindled, 

catch or take fire. 2. to be burnt, as rice, 

&c. at the bottom of the cooking vessel, w 

joos^do, 2ojs^cSodo, do 

kk, 3&®t«&>do the rice is burnt to the bottom 

of the vessel. do v. a. to kindle. 

C. ooj^sfo hottu, perf. fart, of 

Having upon one’s head or shoulder, as a 

burden, &c. 

C. cojs^o^ hottu, s. Any period of the day 

or night, time. 2. day-light. 3. the sun. 

Addo sojsaio, day and night. aSjssk, Ais^ du 

do to fix a time, doad^ dja^o to watch 

for an opportunity. ^°do sSoai^do to be on 

one meal a day. sSoa^o sire So to delay, be 

long absent. s&msorfo, sSoasto riootfortothe 

sun to set. the sun to rise. sSoa 

zoos^no time to pass, J&a* swas^ 

doawo, aSoad^ K&ftdJ to spend time, pass time 

away idly or uselessly. sS«®^ rt^cdoS without 

losing time, md i&»* Boja^rtd s^do t 

cs5o^ sooadjr j?o£ tdoa fi.'Jxfljj you seem to have 

no other end in view but passing away the 

time. acoasi^eSasio it is time. spoa^cQodo 

the time is past. 2. it is too late. 

0. Sojs^o rfjsodoScje^To hottu-kondu- 

hogu, See under scoatio. 

C. hottu-kollu. See a5o«b. 

0. Cojaso , Cojs^o o63, ccJe>^o pa <§ 

hottununte, hott unite, hottuntale, 

adv. Early in the morning. 

c. ^^^jjs6^Tdi,^ds>Bji^hottii-hu- 

ruku, hottid-anna, s. Rice burnt to the 

bottom of the pot. 

A. C. ScjsCj 

hodakuli-guttu, hodakuli-gollu, v. n. 

To grieve, be inwardly distressed. 

C. Scjad'ArCb hodagisu, V. a. To envelope, 

overlay, cover. r&Jsd?\'U *03^0 to inclose or 

cover one’s self, or get one’s self covered. 

C. 5oj3C3ao hodagu, v. n. To be covered, 

sheltered, gathered, as a hen’s chickens under 

her wings. 

c. Coo®Cfofo, sIjsZj hodaru, hode, s. A 
bush, shrub, cover or thicket. dotirf Eooarf 

d) the hollow of a tree, sS^d aSoarftio a 

cave. ^d r>d dioaddo the large hole made 

by a bandicoot. 2. a cluster, heap. elradQsi 

clustered. 3. a fold, scale, splinter. 4. a ser¬ 

pent’s hole. 

C. t&©d"do hodaru, v. a. To shake, as a 

cloth. 

C. oojsd^^d hodarelu, v.n. To rise in 

folds or scales ; to be fretted. 

C. 5o JS)d hodi, v. n. To put on, as a cloak 

or upper cloth. 2. to put tiles on a roof. 

vSjszQ to put clothes on one’s self. 

d do to cause to put on. «3^ddad to 

get an upper cloth put on one. dod^h 

h to get one’s self covered with a sheet. 

do=se? 5o°^ sojaa do to get tiles put on a 

house. 

c. 5oj«)d^, Sojs&t! hodike, hodige, s. 

A cloth or cumbly thrown over the shoulders. 

2. a covering. 

C. 5: JSnS hode, s. A quiver. 2. the hollow 

of a tree. v. a. To put on. 
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SoJZti SoJSrfo 
a 

G. ^ hoddu, v. n. To approach, come 

near. 2. perf. part, of 2&®di, Having upon 

one. soustfj^jso&tio to have in wear, have on, 

as an upper garment. z&®& c'stsrsri blame 

which is attached to one. 5»3S> 

s&srfo X will not come near you. Zeuaco 

^1?° to attach one’s self to a person or place. 

A. c. honapu, ho- 

nahv, adj. Quick, smart, nimble, active. 

sSos^oraSr a smart or clever 

woman. 

A. C. 2ov^)J>£t) honalu, s. A stream, rivulet. 

S>dz$ a stream or collection of blood. 

C. honnu, I z&ot$Sj] s. Gold. 2. 

half a pagoda, &c. 

0. Sc-Je>j^o&>d honne-mara, See s&*o3* 

sJoti. 

C. hoppu, s. A natural division in 

some fruits, as in oranges, &c. 

C. Sohommu, v. n. To rise, as 

leavened meal; to run over, as water in a 

vessel; to increase, augment, multiply. 3. 

to be thick, rank, luxuriant. 4. to set out, 

go forth. zSjt’o the corn is rank or 

plump. zA/ad to run out or over, as 

water. z&/s^P Motile fever is come out. 

ibsso BojaSo^ bSjsS^4 wzbja the (concealed) 

sorrow is burst forth (in tears), 

c. hom-mugulu, s. A 

medicinal cooling shrub whose flowers, put 

into the mouth, increase the saliva, 

c. ^Sohommula, hom- 

mala, s. An iron foundry. 

0. jsqSo&'d hoylu, s. A noise, sound, cry, 

shout. zA®t&o«yaftz5 there is a noise there. 

C. SoJejcOoWo hoylu, s. A car, chariot, 

bandy. sA»eBot» 'tfoB a bandy for riding out 

in. EojacSoeJ^ a bullock used in such a 

bandy. See £&>*». 

c. SoJSOdiO hoyu, V. a. To ford, cross. 

C. 5? JSOdco^o hoyyu, V. a. To pour. 2. to 

cast any molten image, to cast into any mould 

in general. 3. to beat, kill, chop. dej 

s&jj to decapitate, behead. ^ to 

break in pieces. to pour out 

water. soosctboj to sow seed of rice, &c. 

in a heap with a view to transplanting. 
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wj joj5o±jj to vaccinate, inoculate. 2. the 

small pox to break out on the skin. 3A® 

to clap the hands. 5to give 

a child milk. z&«sfo^ to cast metal into 

a mould. sAscSosa to beat, severely. 

2. to weed, as corn. to beat 

one’s self on the mouth, arms, &c. 

cSo crioj^ to void urine. 

SjscSo to beat one’s mouth while crying 

out. *Hd sAacSo to bathe, to pour water 

on one’s self. Sdowo zAj3g5j=#js|Zo to inoculate 

one’s self. zsAsc&r#, eSoacrfo^ejo the act of pour¬ 

ing, casting metal, &c. 2. chopping, killing, 

&c. Bojscrfj^eSjscrfjjWotaking away to pour. 2. 

taking away to cut. dd ^cS^duscCh^dtu 

while taking to decapitate. zAj®c3o7jj to cause 

to beat, pour, cast, &c. 2. to cause to be 

proclaimed by beat of drum, dortid z&® 

a town crier, one who makes pro¬ 

clamations by beat of drum. d"a£>rf '&&d<> 

sAsc&otSzk they killed a thousand sheep. ^ 

e&otb, ZojBcdoo having poured, cast, beat, chop¬ 

ped, or killed. tfotfdritfo 5=Scdo jAacd^ex hav¬ 

ing cut the fetters asunder. ®A®c&jd ^d the 

band which struck. zAadwex the shout 

(or excess) of joy. sAscAizb ua to strike with 

vehemence. 

C. oo Js)d hora, adj■ Outer, outside. zA®d 
sl?a the heel, otosd sAsd ^zl, sAarf rizS the 

outside, exterior. 2. out of doors, outside. 

Booad zA/s^rb to ease nature. zA®d rizacrf.g) 

in public. 

o. ecosdA^/ddo horagalavaru, s. Per¬ 

sons out of doors or abroad. 

C. 5oJS)d7VSA0 horagdgu, n. To be ex¬ 

pelled, turned out. 2. to be outside, out of 

doors, abroad, from home. <&®£Srrattei a 

man turned out of his caste. & ~y'< sAsPriarf 

•Wo this woman is in her courses ; (a woman, 

at these times, is obliged to remain in some 

outer part of the house.) z&»dftab to put out¬ 

side. 

0. jadT? horage, postpos. Without, out¬ 

side. zAsrirt wzb to come out; to become 

public, as news. zAadfi siraSo to expel, turn 

out. sAstirf 8o&kI» to put out of doors; to 

seize outside. =d» «A®Prt &a take 

these goods out. zAarirt to appear ex¬ 

ternally. zAvsdrf ^zJo.to divulge, publish, bring 



out. zojati?*' eS/sdiSo, zoosdrt sSjstJti) s&ra^rto to set 

out, start, to commence a journey. 

C. horachu, [s&ati&sqg. Casting 

out, excommunication. 

C. jfjs’rfS'i horaji, s. A very large rope. 

ri a rope used in drawing an idol’s car 

in procession, on festival occasions. 

C. 5oj«>tf&3:> horatu, See under 3S.acS£o. 

A. c. 5oJdtf£3 horate, s. Growth. 2. a 

shew of strength. 3. a hole. 

C. 5c JSTi&Tdo, 5c jdtteSsirorfo horadisu, 

horada-mddu, v. a. To expel, excommu¬ 

nicate, turn out. «n«d) sSjscS&*o to turn 

a person out of a village. sio;3 j&sd&iJo 

to turn out of a house. 

C. CG'JS'd'rfo tioradu, v. n. To egress, sally 

forth, set out, start, commence a journey. 2. 

to burst or break, as a digested sore. 3. to 

go off, as a gun. z&js£&o having set out. s&ra 

cUj r&&xrio to egress, set out. it is 

off; it is out; it is gone, 

c. horadu-hogu, v. n. 
To go out. 2. to run over, as a vessel too 

full. 3. to surpass, abound. 

C. JcJSjfjeJj} horapu, s. The scab of a wound. 

2. the bark of a tree. &&wo s&®0£) the scab of 

small pox. the scab of the itch, 

sfctirf Joosddj the bark of a tree. to 

have a scab, as a sore. zAsdaS^s*) to raise 

bark from a tree. 

C. 5ojsdai^^0, 5c JS-dcOoO^, 

hora-bali, hora-balili, ho- 

rayinke, hore'ke, adv. Without, abroad, 

outside, from home, out of doors. 

C. hora-bagilu, s. The outer 

gate or door. 

c. hora-bisu, v. a. To blow 

out. 2. to throw out of doors, throw away. 

C. Scjsrtehora-bilu, v.n. To egress, 

start, set out. 2. to become public, known. 

C. 5ooatfcS horava, adj. Full, overflowing, 

abounding. 2. luxuriant, s. A nourishes 

sJjifdorf overflowing nectar. 

C. SiOafdtteocb hora-valaya, s. The outer 

circle. 

0. So hor avail, adv. Abroad, out¬ 

side, out of doors, externally. 

C. horasu, s. A cot, bedstead. 

j&ratStfj a corded cot. 

C. Scasdojo horasu, See bSu»o*. 

C. horaswdsti, s. Private 

lands of Hindu temples actually in their 

possession. 

A. C. c» horali, s. Mass, assemblage, 

heap. 2. perf. part, of 

C.' to JSTjy cCb horalisu, V. cans. To cause 

to roll over. 2. to recant, retract, go back. 

do not retract your 

word. 

C. Sov^-d^o horalu, v. n. To roll, turn 

over and over. zoosdv** to roll about, as a 

child, or as one who is in distress. sS.® 

tfsb, sAstf^o to be retracted, s&sds?#, 

the act of rolling. 

A. c. 5cv£>dOo horalchu, See 
_s 

A. C. oojsdA horige, s. A road, path, way. 

zSjsOA to miss the way, lose the road. 

C. 5ovjat>c\b horisu, v. a. To lade, load, 

freight, burden. to load 

abundantly. 2. to charge or impute, as 

blame, a crime, &c. 3. to impose, as a 

charge or responsibility. 

C. SoJStb horu, v. a. To bear a burden, 

carry, be freighted or laden. to 

bear a weight or burden. to car¬ 

ry a load. 3§jath to be in debt, 

Socscio to carry a corpse. Sosdo to car¬ 

ry a palankeen, doth ^jsd), o£»&j;3i 

rfoustJt zA®dj to carry a parcel or bundle, on 

the head. to load or take up on 

one’s self, bSjs^ to take on con¬ 

tract. =#j3o& aS^stdJ to bear, sustain, 

or carry away a burden. 2. to cost or to be 

expended, as money. ^ ?Sjadi 

a hundred pagodas 

have been expended on this work. *»*}, *®° 

do zAs^riodjj^ ^vtj a work which is never 

likely to be finished during one’s life. 

C. 5o.Ji>T3 /lore, s. A burden, any such load 

as is carried upon the head. 2. the slough 

of a serpent. 3. honey-comb. 4. a grain 

allowance to village servants, &c. sSosdrad 

?>o, aSostfco'oitfo, sSostJcrforf a porter, carrier. 
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a faggot or bundle of firewood, a&jjp 

a bundle of grass, a bottle of straw. e°js 

% a living, livelihood. erot^rf ss?.^ 

a snake which has cast its slough. sovstf eS^b 

to put a load upon another, to lade, freight. 

C. ccLfStS hore, v. n. To protect. sojsBj s&® 

d to get a living. 

a. c. 5cja‘6/<y'^j hore-galavu, v.n. To 

escape, get away. 

C. 55 horege, adv. Near, close to. 

0. oojejiSodo horeya, ad,j. Near, contigu¬ 

ous, other. 2. dear, tti a dear friend. 

0. Kus>t3oSo'j'do hore-yeru, v, n_ To be¬ 

come choked or strangled either by excess of 

joy or excess of grief. 

C. SoOSjDSs" horji, s. A very large rope or 

cable used for drawing an idol car. 2. the 

foremost bullocks in a cart, the leaders. sSjs 

«8r.t a leathern cable. 2. the long plough 

trace used with several yoke of oxen, 

c. Sojaa^s-^, ^jasfcs- hortdgi, hortu, 

adv. Unless, except. 2. besides. S>pf* sfos* 

^ I shall not go 

on that business except with your permission 

(or orders). & sSjasarft 

there is no device except this. <H3b 

worid «**r unless you come 

I will not give it. essisf 

s^3*rft ^ there seems to be 

no one but he who can do that work. 

sire&rid sSjs^of Boris's rtosiag unless you 

do it in this manner the work will not suc¬ 

ceed. «!»<>#'#, c&®5*Fris; this is an 

extraordinary man. 'U* soosg^rd =#ej 

3 this is an unprecedented affair. 

A. 0. Sojarfoc" hordu, [ To 

approach, come near. 2. to be attached, as 

blame, &c. satirejCobtij 

the mass of the sin cannot be chargeable up¬ 

on you. 

C. 5c hold, s. A field for dry cultiva¬ 

tion. idry land, or land that can¬ 

not easily be watered by artificial means, 

depending chiefly on the falling rains for ir¬ 

rigation, and therefore unfit for the cultiva¬ 

tion of paddy. pi z&aw 

« n^wj, sSosu disputes regarding 

the boundaries of land, i3ri a field 
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lying fallow. Araw d to manurfe 

a field. JAseys) to sow a field. so 

drb to weed a field. wutfo to plough a 

field, a*3$, j&jsvzS Sjtio a field of stand¬ 

ing corn, a crop. riS land for dry and 

land for wet cultivation. 8&»« wsa, a&sy rraft 

a raven. 

c. 5cjs£>rf^i5(0 53o!b holad-avare-kdi, 
s. A kind of field bean. 

C. holabu, [s&so] s. a field, 

ground fit for cultivation. 2. news, tidings, 

report. 3. home, residence. 4. way. 5. li¬ 

mit, boundary. J&ja?n3pi dispute about 

a boundary. « sfopfcp^pi 7ra<Msi&<a5 

there appear no tidings of that man. 

uoSo it has lost its home. sSuscjwj ^ 

rood I have lost my way. 

C. Scjsxys^-rfo holavdru, s. An account 

of fields, &c. 

0. cojaaicoo holasu, adj. Stinking, fetid. 

2. unpleasant, not nice, not neat. 

A. 0. cojse^ holaha, s. Fault, defect, 

blemish. 

A. c. co JSaSoO holahu, $. a stink, stench, 

fetid smell. 

C. S>Jdc), Tioli, Tioliyu, v. a. 

To sew. v. n. To be ready for the bull, as a 

cow. J&eSrto to cause to sew. 2Sja©tw<sb a 

cow which has been to the bull. J&/a©crio el 

a cow which is fit for the bull. sSjsSA 

the act of sewing. 2. a seam, sou»©rt^ ssasb 

to put a seam. !*«©*< *3^ to open a seam. 

j&aficcijo to sew a seam. 

to sew for one’s self. sSoaScdoo^ a tailor, 

one who does needle-work. JojsSohopJpSpJ too 

V &Kzt be not on the 

right of a tailor, nor on the left of one who 

o. 5oJS©odc, 5oja©cdo holiya, holeya, 

s. A Pariah, one of the fifth or Chanddla race- 

^•Jcrfobo Pariahs, outcastes, the meanest and 

lowest order of people. 

C. hole, s. Pollution, defilement. 2. 

menses,fluor albus. 3. ceremonial unclean¬ 

ness. adj. Obscene, filthy. SojaeJctiraftri sftfj 

a woman in her courses. oSjasJrt^jSvb a woman 

past bearing. a temporary place 

constructed for an accouchement. 
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• the street or place where Pariahs or Cb&ndalas 

live. e6vasJ^ obscene discourse. 

tfusrij rfjassiZsj to speak obscenely, talk bawdy. 

j&rasJ rtoiio to defile, pollute. 

C. Zajsdf) Tb" D foo hole-pdtu, s. Excessive 

fatigue, severe drudgery, killing labour. 

C. oo holla, adj. Wicked, immoral. 2. 

unlawful, bad. 3. spoiled, ruined, depraved, 

corrupted. 5§x^crfja bad man. zAsgj “A a bad 

woman. to become wicked, bad. 

A. 0. holleya, adj. Harsh, con¬ 

tumelious. 

A. o. 5c ja©v^> PT$£- hollorva, s. A bad or 
• i i °° wicked man. 

C. 5c J3^7\o hoshagu, v. a. To rub any thing 

between the hands or legs, as ears of corn. 

C. hoshalu, v.n. A horse to roll 

himself. 

C. ScjsaX hoshige, See z&®M. • 

C. ScJSTo, SojSredi, 5»J«) roCTSC) hosa, 

hosadu, hosaddda, G. ScJSroo hostu, 
_0 

New, novel. 2. fresh, recent. 3. strange, 

wonderful, unheard of. zcjstzio, 

' this is all new. a fresh bud. 

zousri a new word. zAjssi zdo^roo a new 

regulation. zAeficsvft, newly, 

recently, zAraszb a new thing, zoossiw a new 

man. a new mode. **3 a new 

cloth. z6va?j sDototi a new game. z&rajte^Pi 

worfsi a new comer, to 

rebuild a house, zA®3 cojasScdo fresh and fresh, 

quite fresh. 

c. 5§jsToXo, 5cL<&7o7\j hosaku, hosagu, 

V. a. To rub any thing between the hands or 

legs. 

c. SojsiroX, s&jSoJX hosage, hosige, s. 

News, tidings, intelligence. 2. joy, gladness. 

uo& there is news come, zovabrt zdjt^ 

there is a report, there is news afloat. ^ 

brt to relate news. 

C. ScJSrJ, 5§JS>rb host, hose, v. a. To twist, 

form by convolution. zA®^ (zSjsSjb) twisted, 

zgrt a twisted rope. 

c. &ji)cl~K»jj7i)hosige-jprasta, s. An aus¬ 

picious ceremony or festivity observed on a 

a young woman’s becoming pubescent. 5§oa?jrt 

sbsSo to celebrate this ceremony. 

0. c©o, ScjsR) ©A, So-jtiTvo ©A hosta- 

lu, hostilu, hostulu, s. A threshold, the 

under timber of a door-frame. sJo^e? 9 

zA^ei I shall not again tread your 

threshold. zA/st^to to cross the threshold. 

s&jsA cu 38^ a groundsel, 

c. Sojei^j), 5oj*>^5} holapu, holavu, 

s. Brightness, effulgence, radiance, lustre, 

zeuss^i) to shine. 

A. C. 5o holalv, s. A city, 

c. 5cje>^/<vo, 5c holasu, holachu, 

v. a. To cut up, as wood. 

C. 5oje>^j 5cjd^> hold, hole, v. n. To shine, 

glitter, be bright. 2. to reflect, be reflected. 

3. to echo. s. Brightness, radiance. 

C. ScJS^^ji, holipu, holisu, v. 

a. To brighten, irradiate, make shine. 

C. 5cJS^ hole, s. A lake, river. zAstf* 

a water dam. z&ras? s'serfooto cross 

a river. zA®s? nsUri sSo^eJ ecttrid Zucti after 

he has crossed the river he will hoax the boat¬ 

men. (prov. used of one who gives no secu¬ 

rity beforehand for payment.) z&®s?t 

eslni S?b why do you want the 

overseer’s permission for the water of the 

village, {prov. applied to one who troubles 

others unnecessarily.) zAaft a water 

snake. 

0. 3oAi)$o , IxiJdi) hollu,holle, adj. Hoi- 

low. s. The nostril. zoJsv^Ttrb to be hollow. 

zAra|Jo to make hollow. sbdzi zA®^j the 

hollow of a tree, sAesf^o barren sesamum 

bearing no blbssoms, or its seed containing 

no oil. cowards, inefficient, inca- 

A. C. 5oj3^ holle, s. Ampliisboena. 

A. C. hompuli, S. Joy, delight, 

gladness. 

C. hoka, [zAa^ol adj. Maimed, in¬ 

jured, defective. 

C. hokara-batte, s. A fre¬ 

quented road. 

C. 5c hokari, s. A dissolute man of 

irregular habits and conduct. zAra^es*?* dis¬ 

soluteness, debauchery. 

C. ho-kdla, s. The current time. 

2. death. 
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So 

O. EoholiU, s. A defect, flaw, maim, 

injury. 2. loss, detriment. c&jBfrsfttij to be 

maimed, injured, defective. a 

defective vessel. to maim, injure, 

make defective. sA/a^rtad) to bo perfect, 

without defect. maimed, defective. 

whole, perfect, without defect. 

•*•?( =fscrfor a losing concern. j&ratrio, 

jAia^rio to be frustrated, ruined, as any 

work. 

C. 5o llOiiC, s. Forwardness, impudence. 

2. hypocrisy, insincerity, deceit. 3. mischiev¬ 

ousness. 4. airs, eccentricities. 5. dissolute¬ 

ness, immorality, debauchery. 6. vain boast¬ 

ing. ^sJcflcxos sAb^# complete hypocrisy. 

“#<> hcra-S-, a hypocrite, 

deceiver, an insincere, uncandid man. 2. a 

boaster. <93#$ he is sincere; he 

has no deceit about him. 3=jbp=# sSrasfo an hy¬ 

pocritical speech, boasting, vaunt. 

c. 5ojs®7\e;^S?vo hogalddisu, v. a. To 

lose, let slip, dissipate. «nd sh z&is^rters&’jrigjd 

a6osjin^?i be has lost what he had 

and gained nothing afresh. 

0. hogalddu, v. n. To be 

lost, dissipated. the jewel 

is lost, woa crfo^ ado not lose 

your sense. do not re¬ 

tract your word, do not fail in your promise 

do not let your 

situation go. 

C. hogu, v. n. Togo, gooff or a- 

way, to proceed. 2. to be lost, disappear. 3 

to die. The present, perfect, and aorist ten¬ 

ses of this verb may be affixed, as auxiliaries, 

to the infinitive of any verb, to give it a fu¬ 

ture signification; as, t?5 I am 

going to write, ^sodo s8osi>rto, ©rich ^jsodo 

to carry off, take away. \j\Tlcrtti 

to cohabit with a woman. d.ss&>sid 

% be will do it; he is going to do 

it. ‘s'usddj y0U must not go there. 

2. there is no road there, wrkddti,) the 

people who go and come. having gone. 

s§,®trt)t ^ I am going. writes (hav¬ 

ing gone I will come,) I will go and come a- 

gain (a polite mode of taking leave.) 

f^>, s&atrtersd J will not go, I cannot go. 

rt Apji&i, sSjsirto allow to go, let go. 
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rt ArasSSd), A®dtf (Sid) to stop, not to al¬ 

low to go. to tell to go. 

5557,1 so as not to go, or be lost. srert, 

&a%T*izSo4 so as to go. slo^r! 

to cause to go, make go. 2. to absolve, as sim 

&c. trsdodo tell him to go and re¬ 

turn. be who is going. 

going and coming. zto&A sSjs 

wtrs *sddo sgtfaiO from Bangalore to the can¬ 

tonment and back is two coss, or five miles. 

to lose. 2. to let go. 

on the instant of going. 

C. Scjs^js^) hog ole, s. A chimney or 

place for the egress of smoke. 

C. hole, s. A sheU or outer cover¬ 

ing of some fruits. 

0. Scjt^eJ hot a, s. A he-goat. «a^ s5 

<5Sj$s>3 a be-goat. rtz^ a goat’s 

beard. 

s. hotri, hotanu, 

s. The officiating brahman at a burnt sacrifice, 

the priest who recites the prayers of the ®* 

C. 5oJ3^ hoda, past. rel. part, of 

Gone, lost, past, dead. 2. (&&&&) be went, 

he is gone. b5j»^S zltioz\, b8js%zS was, z&s^d *t» 

0 the last year. fi-»e the last time. 

what has been said and past, 

d a deceased person. aid the last 

week. Zojs^ri motor edrfustiOTt&isfo the 

business on which I went has succeeded. ®gp 

Scrips?) lie is turned a philosopher. 

C. hob all, s. The division of a dis¬ 

trict, taj»%%ov its public revenue ac¬ 

countant. 

o. ^ hobalidava, s. One who 

has charge of armed peons. 

C. 2»A)^oJ0 homa, S. A holocaust or burnt 

sacrifice, the casting of clarified butter, &c. 

into a sacred fire, as an offering to the gods, 

accompanied with prayers or invocations, ac¬ 

cording to the object of the sacrifice. 

the hole or receptacle for the sacred fire 

of an oblation. Ajs%tSo a formation ex¬ 

pressing, comprehensively or collectively, the 

several acts and points appertaining to obla¬ 

tions by fire. the place where the 

maintains the sacred fire; a place 

of sacrifice, sacrificial fire. 



C. hoitu, 3rd per. sing. neut. 

<past tense of It is gone, it is lost; 

it is past. 

C. <!§v/3^odo^S hoyane, interj. Ho! or a 

vocative particle. 

C. Sohoikei, s. Fighting. 2. 

clapping the hands, with wonder, &c. 

S. flora, S. Part of the duration of 

a sign, the twenty-fourth part of a day, an 

hora or hour. 

c. hor-angi, s. A long flowing 

robe or coat. 

c. 5oJ*>^d63, fwrati, 

horate, horali, s. Eager altercation, ve¬ 

hement contention, strife. 2. strife, as be¬ 

tween pride and shame, &c. sS-^ctiriv’© *3o 

h** having been fatigued and worn out with 

the fierce contention. 

C. hordta, S. Mutual wrangling, 

disputation, or contention. to wran¬ 

gle, contend mutually, fight, quarrel, wrestle, 

sojs^o®aA>, to cause to dispute, 

quarrel, or fight. 

C. fiori, s. A young hull. 

e a bull preserved for breeding. tfd 

a bull calf. jcjs^s, ts^cSo sSjs^e an un¬ 

castrated bull. *5^ zgj^Q a bullock, a 

hull which has been castrated. wacdo 

osrf sSjs^O a bull fit for castration. 

0. 5cU«)’t><do IloridUfV. n. To cry violently, 

he cross, as a child. 

C. horu, s. A hole, rat hole, &c. 

C. horn, v. n. To dispute, wrangle, 

fight, combat. 2. to be an annoyance. 

crattoB to contend, quarrel, fight 

vehemently or eagerly. 

c. holike, holvike, 

s. Resemblance, likeness, similarity, confor¬ 

mity. doarfjs this 

woman and (her) husband are alike. 

be is the image of his 

father. sojs^fidb, 

to compare, as two measures, &c. 

to resemble, be like. 

A. 0. hovu, s. Caput draconis or 

the ascending node. 

H. hoshu, s. Understanding, sense. 

2. consciousness. 3. recollection. iSi&jsk&i 

deprived of one’s senses, without understand¬ 

ing. sojs^jJ a clever, sen¬ 

sible man. 

S. 5o0S^, 5ojs^5oo^-£o holi, holi- 

hunnime, s. A feast in desecration of 

Cupid, celebrated at the approach of the 

vernal equinox, at the full moon of the 

n stojj month when Cupid is burnt in effigy. 

13Ud to celebrate the above festivity. 

!scOtSoritSo boys that dance and frisk, 

use bawdy language, &c. at that feast. 

C. <£yjZ)(^'R Tiolige, $. A broad round cake 

made of wheat flour, and filled with boiled 

doll, sugar, <§x. sdocSo an iron plate 

to bake it on. 

C. kL©io^o, holu, holdgu, 

v. n. To split, cleave in sunder. &. 

The half of any thing. 2. any natural divi¬ 

sion in fruit, as in oranges, &c. 3. a piece. 

s3oh£wd<&> eg*tfo the .half of a 

cocoanut, or a piece of a cocoanut. 

having said, your head 

will become a thousand pieces. 

to part, as fruit, to split into pieces. 

the act of splitting. 

H. 5sra)ap houju, s. A fountain. SiBM? 

the place where a fountain is kept. 

yfcsto construct a fountain. to 

set a fountain to play. 

H. houdd, houde, s. The 

ornamented litter or seat, with a canopy, on 

an elephant. 

0. SS’SCta hoildu, [esfeih, etfosSriJi a de¬ 

fective verb signifying, It is, yes. It is used 

in answer to a question and denotes the 

affirmation of the action and of the genus; 

as, did you do this ? 

yes. ;s this silver ? ^3^ yes. 

w s*»3 is that house yours ? yes. 

5?3tSo yes (to a male inferior). &}&> 

yes (to a female inferior.) titfti), 

woB, StVjSw yes (when addressing 

a king or any superior). is it so ? ^ 

whether is it so ? is it so ? ^ 

is it or is it not? 

c. GS’dxj, hour a, havura, s. 

Lightness. 2. want of importance or diffi- 
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culty. lightly, softly, gently. 

ssTSdrt ?Ss5 to walk softly. to put 

down gently. 2Wo to lean or press 

on lightly. a§W ^'a *»|fo to lighten. 2. 

to humble one’s self. BoSdnsru to become 

light, sftsgi an easy word. 2. a 

word spoken softly. 

C. Kfs)UT> hourd, interj. Bravo ! well done! 

H. 5^e)roo housu, s. Pride. 

C. So^A'BrfdjB, 5o^7TcryD7\J®^, 55^ 

7\J3, 5o'S^7\D'?\Odo J3), (53«)(0O7\'S£3d Je), 

SoVgOAJS), c5T>^07\I> 

7\c5oj3 hydgddaru, hydgdddgyu, 

hydgu, hydgdgiyu, hydngddaru, 

hydngdddgyu, hydngu, hydngdgiyu, 

adv. However, by whatever means, at any 

rate; (the four last terms are used negatively 

when speaking of the impossibility of a 

thing’s being done in any way). 

0. SoU^t!, • 55^07R hydge, hyunge, 

adv. In what manner or way ? how ? 

56 o3sd&)y 553>7^ o&e>Z$ %3 yOU 

must do it as is usual, or, you must do it as 

you are able. 

S. ooyrf hrada, s. A deep place in a lake, a 

lake. 

S. 5o/7o<3 hraswa, adj. Short, as a vowel. 

2. short, low in stature, little in strength, s. 

A dwarf. 2. a short, vowel. a 

dwarf, adj. Of short stature. 

S. 55^/2}hrddini, s.Lightning. 2. Indra’s 

thunderbolt. 4. a river. 

S. 5a3/7o hrdsa, s. Loss, detriment. 2. de¬ 

crease, decline, decay, gradual diminution. 

S. Oo|^ Jiri, s. Shame, modesty. 

ashamed. 

S. Sy hresha, s. The neighing of a 

horse. 

S. 5oS C) hldda, s. Pleasure, gladness, joy. 

The fifty second letter of the alphabet, 

represented by l with a dot under it, and 

sounded as a very hard l, with the tip of the 

tongue turned backwards towards the throat 

as far as possible. 

C. la-la-padu, v. n. To shake, 

quake, vibrate, move about. This is the 

only word I have met with beginning with 

this letter, and the orthography of it is 

doubtful. 

g* ksha, The fifty third letter of the alpha¬ 

bet, compounded of ^ and and pronounced 

ksha. 

S. kshana, s. A measure of time, 

equal to the twelfth of a r, or to four 

minutes. 2. a minute portion of time gene¬ 

rally, a moment, an instant. that 

breaks in an instant; frail, fleeting, evanes¬ 

cent, perishable, &c. tp'* (by redupli¬ 

cation) every instant, continually, constantly. 

that lasts but a moment, momentary, 

fugitive, passing, perishing, fickle. wo 

& a fickle mind. waio jj-ri* he is a 

very inconstant or fickle man. 

s. g^rszS kshanade, s. Night. 2. an 

astrologer. 
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s. kshana-prabhe, 

kshanike, g. Lightning. 

S. kshata, s. A wound or sore, in ge¬ 

neral. adj. Wounded. gty a wound 

made by the finger nails, sja( the wound 

of a sword. a wound made hy the 

teeth. blood. 

S. kshata-vrata, s. One who has 

violated a vow or religious engagement. 

S. kshati, s. Decay, waste. 2. detri¬ 

ment, injury, harm. 3. care, concern about. 

s. kshattri, s. A charioteer, 

s. a£s$j, g-S/Oda kshatra, kshatriya, 

.9. The second of the four classes of the Hin¬ 

dus ; or an individual of it; a Kshatriya, one 

of the royal or military order. '*5U> 

sis the military caste, §;£; the 

law or practice of the military caste. 

S. PQtf kshapanctka, s. The high priest 

or chief minister of the Jainas. 

S. kshape, s. Night. the moon. 

S. g;*So ksharne, s. Forbearing, hearing 

with, forgiving, pardoning; forgiveness, par¬ 

don. 2. patience, sufferance, quiet and meek 

endurance. 3. the earth, adj. Patient, able, 

capable, g;Sw*> $$<>% to pardon, forgive. 

2. to hear with. to exercise pa¬ 

tience. pacifying, appeasing, soft¬ 

ening. 

S. g^odo kshaya, s. Waste, decline, decay, 

consumption. 2. destruction, extinction, 

annihilation, loss, cessation of being or of 

present good quality. 3. consumption. 4. 

decrease of the digits of the sun or moon. 5. 

the sixtieth year of the Hindu cycle. 6. a 

destruction of the universe, g;3*® 

to decrease, waste away; to destroy. 

the extinction of sin. decay or 

loss of merit or blessedness. ^>v loss of 

caste. gob that lunar day or 

the anniversary, or the monthly recurrence 

of it, which was the day of the decease of g 

«Jj £sstj, that month in which there is 

S twice. Z'JSK'rt consumption, any wast¬ 

ing disease. perishable, destructible, 

sisir gcrfo complete destruction. 

the commencement of a consumption. 

s. g;dps ksharane, s. Oozing, trickling. 

tp that oozes. 

S. g-^5 kshava, s. Black mustard. 2. sneez- 

s. kshavadhuvu, s. A cough. 2. 
sneezing. 

S. gtyoS kshanti, g. Forbearing, forbear¬ 

ance, forgiveness, forgiving. 2. patience, 

sufferance, endurance. forborne, for¬ 

given. 2. patient, enduring. 

S. ksJldma, s. A famine, scarcity of 

provisions. S55i0 famine and pestilence, 

jtysb wsej a time of famine. Stysfi ^tyb gjnsk 

a famine to take place. 

S. gtyd kshdra, s. Salt in general; any of 

the natural or factitious salts. 2. one of the 

six tastes, saltness. adj. Salt. Ssty wsb 

3j?wte»?viy this water is very brackish. 

S. gty'diS3 kshdraka, s. An unblown flower, 

S. kshdlana, s. Washing. 

washed. 

S. gtyo3 kshdva, s. Rinsing the mouth. 

S. ^8 kshiti, s. The earth. 2. an abode. 

3. waste, decline, decrease, wane, jty wash¬ 

ed, declined, decayed, sty a king. 

S. PS kshipane, s. Throwing, casting, 

thrown, sent, dismissed. 

S. ;kshipra, S. Speed, quickness, adj. 

Swift, speedy, quick, adv. Quickly, zpj a 

quick understanding. ’stabr an urgent 

affair. to do quickly. 

S. styPS kshina, adj. Wasted, consumed, 

emaciated, reduced to leanness and meagre¬ 

ness. 2. destroyed, extinguished, annihilated. 

3. thin, lean, slender, a thin man. 

2. a consumptive person. sty” the de¬ 

cline of one’s age. j$xn decrease of wealth. 

decay of intellect. 

S. kshiba, adj. Drunk, intoxicated. 

S. kshira, s. Milk. 2. water. 3. the 

milk or white sap of plants. an in¬ 

sect or animalcule generated hy the fermen¬ 

tation of milk. Sw.rt (separating 

milk from water, which the is sup¬ 

posed to do; discrimination, discerning of the 

true from amidst the false, of the good from 

the bad, &c. the 
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sea of milk. boiled rice and milk to¬ 

gether. Lakshmi, sprung from 

the milk-sea. 

s. kshvnna, adj. Crushed, bruised. 

2. versed in sacred science, but not clever in 

communicating. 

S. kshuta, s. Hunger. 2. sneezing, 

s. kshuttu, kshudhe, s. 

Hunger. a?*?® distress of hunger, 

gjjvs^od, g®op?vs)oli; freshness or ea¬ 

gerness or urgency of appetite. appe¬ 

tite. the kindling of hunger. 

hungered, hungry. 

S. g-oCS) hshudra, adj. Small, little. 2. 

low, mean. 3. niggardly, avaricious. 4. 

cruel. 5. poor, indigent, s. Fault, foible, 

failing, folly, weakness, defect. 2. slander, 

calumny. ®SW>> to slander, publish 

one’s failings, a calumny. 

SJhSj an intriguer, tell-tale, 

slanderer, sector, an intrigue, 

underhand work. %>£) a mean 

woman, a calumniating woman. 

S. kshunna, s. Defect, adj. De¬ 

fective. 

S. gj^Tj kshupa, s. Any small tree. 

S. Ho&> kshubda, adj. Ruined. ua Q . J 

s. god kshura, s. A knife. 2. a razor. 3. 

a kind of arrow. a barber. 

S. g-Atfcjj kshurapra, s. An arrow with a 

horse-shoe head. 

s. kshullaka, adj. Little, small. 2. 

low, mean, insignificant, trivial, unworthy, 

as a person, action, affair or matter, s. A 

foible, folly, failing, weakness, defect. 

a mean man. low wit. 

S. gyscsre kshunate, s. Disgrace, dis- 

respect. 

s. ^ kshuta, s. A war-whoop. 

S. kshetra, s. A field. 2. a pure or 

sacred spot, a place of pilgrimage, a spot 

viewed as the field or dwelling place of the 

gods; called also * 

3. the body, field of the soul. 4. a 

wife, the husband’s field. 5. a place, spot, 

superficies, portion of space. 6. a body, a 

thing considered as having the geometrical S. 

dimensions, any extended figure. 7. an ag- 
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gregate of twelve ri"*un»,siorWo. a son. 

the tutelar divinity of a place. ^ 

the superficial or the solid contents of 

an extension or of a cubical body. 2. (fig.) 
the quotient, product, issue, result, fruit, up¬ 

shot, gain, &c., of any business or affair. 

the vital principle or spirit; that 

spiritual essence which renders bodies''sus¬ 

ceptible of motion and sensation, 

land measure. 

S. jgoir^CCo hshetreiya, $. A noted Te- 

lugu poet. his poetic compo¬ 

sitions. 

S. kshepa, s. Throwing, casting. 2. 

sending away, despatching, dismissing. 3. 

delay, dilatoriness. 4. disrespect, contempt. 

5. passing away time. 

S. kshepaka, adj. That throws, 

sends, or casts away. s. A stanza inserted 

into the writings of one man by another. 2. 

the number which is to be added to or sub¬ 

tracted from a calculation (as of the heaven¬ 

ly bodies) in order to adapt it closely and 

accurately. 

S. jf^£p§ kshepani, s. An oar. 

s* kshepane, s. Throwing, cast¬ 

ing. 2. sending away, dismissing. 3. pass¬ 

ing away time. 

8. kshema, s. Welfare, well-being, 

weal, happiness. 2. preserving. 3. absorp¬ 

tion in Bramha. adj. Well, happy, thriv¬ 

ing, prospering. propiti¬ 

ous, causing or conferring happiness, 

©ort? a friendly embrace. Garuda. 

c&Krt ^Sfas jpfiz ejsip 

to inquire after a person’s welfare, 

to be happy or well. 

“Oh we are well and 

you must let us know of your welfare (a 

common mode of beginning a native letter), 

ib excellent condition, great 

happiness. 

S. kshoni, s. The earth. 

*»* a king. 

S. kshuda, s. Powder, any thing 

in a pulverized state. 

kshobha, kshobhe, 
i. Agitation, commotion, excitement, pertur - 



bation. 2. the commotion of anger, passion 

or grief. 3. decrease, diminution, destruc¬ 

tion, to agitate, disturb, dis¬ 

tress, afflict, to be agitated, sorrow, 

be grieved, agitated, excited, stirred, 

or moved vehemently. 

S. kshoudra, s. Honey. 2. water. 

S. kshouma, s. An airy room on 

the top of a house. 2. wove-silk. 

S. gfStf kshoura, s. Shaving the head. 

2. shaving in general. a barber. gp 

to shave, Spos sfoaft!) to get 

one’s self shaved. 3s»ror! gpd a general 

shaving, including the head, beard, arm-pits, 

about the privities, &c. 

to shave cleanly. 2. to strip of every thing 

one has. naecdjg) gpos 

Sjsa a thief robbed him on the 

road of every thing and sent him off. erowEa 

gpri zlje&ti he has ghaved well the wrong 

way of the beard, 

he has completely hoaxed me, he has strip¬ 

ped me of every thing. 

S. gj^ kshmd, s. The earth. ^ 

a king, an earthly ruler. 

S. kshweda, s. A bamboo rod or 

stake. 2. a war-wlioop, or a battle. 

s* kshwela, e. Challenge, bidding 

defiance, in battle. 2. poison. 

THE END. 
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